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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE 4TH JUDICAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, 
IN AND FOR VALLEY COUNTY (IN THE (PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION) 
(INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION) OF THE STATE OF IDAHO) 
PETRUS FAMILY TRUST DATED MAY l, ) 
1991, and EDMOND A. PETRUS JR., ) 
individually and as Co-trustee of the Petrus ) 
Family Trust Dated May 1, 1991, ) 
SUPREME COURT NO. 44784 
Dist. Court No. CV-2014-00071-C 
Plaintiff, 
-vs-
CHRIS KIRK, dba KIRK ENTERPRISES, 
and 
NANCY GENTRY-BOYD; TODD MCKENNA 
dba HOMECRAFT HOME INSPECTIONS; 
RE/MAX RESORT REALTY; KEVIN 

















CLERK'S RECORD ON APPEAL 
Appeal from the District Court of the Fourth Judicial District of the 
State of Idaho, in and for the County of Valley. 
Honorable Jason D Scott, District Judge 
Presiding 
Arkoosh Law Offices 
Daniel Nevala 
PO Box 2900 
Boise ID 83701 
ATTORNEY FOR APPELLATE 
Parsons Behle & Latimer 
Amy Lombardo 
800 West Main St Suite 1300 
Boise ID 83702 
ATTORNEY FOR RESPONDENT 
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Date: 4/3/2017 
Time: 11 :31 AM 
Page 1 of 13 
Fourth Judicial District Court - Valley County 
ROA Report 
Case: CV-2014-0000071-C Current Judge: Jason Scott 
Petrus Family Trust Dated May 1, 1991, etal. vs. Nancy Gentry-Boyd, etal. 
User: GKNAPP 
Petrus Family Trust Dated May 1, 1991, Edmond Petrus Jr vs. Nancy Gentry-Boyd, Chris Kirk, Todd Mckenna, 
Re/Max Resort Realty, Kevin Batchelor 
Date Code User Judge 
3/11/2014 NCOC GKNAPP New Case Filed - Other Claims Thomas F. Neville 
APER GKNAPP Plaintiff: Petrus Family Trust Dated May 1, 1991 Thomas F. Neville 
Appearance Richard H. Greener 
APER GKNAPP Plaintiff: Petrus, Edmond Jr Appearance Richard Thomas F. Neville 
H. Greener 
GKNAPP Filing: A - All initial civil case filings of any type Thomas F. Neville 
not listed in categories B-H, or the other A 
listings below Paid by: Greener, Richard H. 
(attorney for Petrus Family Trust Dated May 1, 
1991) Receipt number: 0001097 Dated: 
3/11/2014 Amount: $96.00 (Check) For: Petrus 
Family Trust Dated May 1, 1991 (plaintiff) 
COMP GKNAPP Complaint Filed Thomas F. Neville 
SMIS GKNAPP Summons Issued Thomas F. Neville 
DOSI GKNAPP Summons: Document Service Issued: on Thomas F. Neville 
3/11/2014 on Nancy Gentry-Boyd; Assigned to 
Private Server. Service Fee of $0.00. 
DOSI GKNAPP Summons: Document Service Issued: on Thomas F. Neville 
3/11/2014 for Chris Kirk; Assigned to Private 
Server. Service Fee of $0.00 
DOSI GKNAPP Summons: Document Service Issued: on Thomas F. Neville 
3/11/2014 for Todd Mckenna; Assigned to 
Private Server. Service Fee of $0.00 
9/8/2014 NOTC GKNAPP Notice Of Substitution Of Counsel Thomas F. Neville 
APER GKNAPP Plaintiff: Petrus Family Trust Dated May 1, 1991 Thomas F. Neville 
Appearance Thomas A. Banducci 
COMP GKNAPP First Amended Complaint And Demand For Jury Thomas F. Neville 
Trial 
SMIS GKNAPP Summons Issued X3 Thomas F. Neville 
DOSI GKNAPP Summons: Document Service Issued: on Thomas F. Neville 
9/8/2014 to Nancy Gentry-Boyd; Assigned to 
Private Server. Service Fee of $0.00. 
DOSI GKNAPP Summons: Document Service Issued: on Thomas F. Neville 
9/8/2014 to Chris Kirk; Assigned to Private 
Server. Service Fee of $0.00. 
DOSI GKNAPP Summons: Document Service Issued: on Thomas F. Neville 
9/8/2014 to Todd Mckenna; Assigned to Private 
Server. Service Fee of $0.00. 
9/19/2014 DONLONMC Miscellaneous Payment: For Making Copy Of Thomas F. Neville 
Any File Or Record By The Clerk, Per Page Paid 
by: Millemann Pittenger Receipt number: 
0004339 Dated: 9/19/2014 Amount: $13.00 
(Credit card) 
DONLONMC Miscellaneous Payment: Technology Cost - CC Thomas F. Neville 
Paid by: Millemann Pittenger Receipt number: 




Time: 11:31 AM 
Page 2 of 13 
Fourth Judicial District Court - Valley County 
ROA Report 
Case: CV-2014-0000071-C Current Judge: Jason Scott 
Petrus Family Trust Dated May 1, 1991, etal. vs. Nancy Gentry-Boyd, etal. 
User: GKNAPP 
Petrus Family Trust Dated May 1, 1991, Edmond Petrus Jr vs. Nancy Gentry-Boyd, Chris Kirk, Todd Mckenna, 
Re/Max Resort Realty, Kevin Batchelor 
Date Code User Judge 
9/29/2014 NOAP DONLON Notice Of Appearance Thomas F. Neville 
APER PERRY Defendant: Mckenna, Todd Appearance Michael Thomas F. Neville 
G. Pierce 
DONLON Filing: 11 - Initial Appearance by persons other Thomas F. Neville 
than the plaintiff or petitioner Paid by: Pierce, 
Michael G. (attorney for Mckenna, Todd) 
Receipt number: 0004446 Dated: 9/29/2014 
Amount: $136.00 (Check) For: Mckenna, Todd 
(defendant) 
DONLON Filing: 11 - Initial Appearance by persons other Thomas F. Neville 
than the plaintiff or petitioner Paid by: Cameron 
Purchase Receipt number: 0004452 Dated: 
9/29/2014 Amount $136.00 (Credit card) For: 
Kirk, Chris (defendant) 
DONLON Filing: Technology Cost - CC Paid by: Cameron Thomas F. Neville 
Purchase Receipt number: 0004452 Dated: 
9/29/2014 Amount: $3.00 (Credit card) For: Kirk, 
Chris (defendant) 
APER HON Defendant: Kirk, Chris Appearance C. Thomas Thomas F. Neville 
Arkoosh 
ANSW HON Answer Thomas F. Neville 
10/1/2014 APER HON Defendant: Kirk, Chris Appearance Daniel A Thomas F. Neville 
Nevala 
10/3/2014 NOAP DONLON Nancy Gentry-Boyd's Entry of Appearance Thomas F. Neville 
,·,'..:"""' DONLON Defendant: Gentry-Boyd, Nancy Appearance Thomas F. Neville 
; ·---· ' 
Steven J. Millemann 
DONLON Filing: 11 - Initial Appearance by persons other Thomas F. Neville 
than the plaintiff or petitioner Paid by: 
Millemann, Steven J. (attorney for Gentry-Boyd, 
Nancy) Receipt number: 0004550 Dated: 
10/3/2014 Amount: $136.00 (Check) For: 
Gentry-Boyd, Nancy ( defendant) 
NOSV PERRY Notice Of Service Thomas F. Neville 
10/14/2014 ANSW HON Nancy Gentry-Boyd's Answer To Amended Thomas F. Neville 
Complaint 
NOSV HON Notice Of Service of Defendant Nancy Thomas F. Neville 
Gentry-Boyd's First Interrogatories And Requests 
For Production Of Documents To Plaintiffs 
10/29/2014 ANSW HON Answer Thomas F. Neville 
12/8/2014 NOSV HON Notice Of Service Of Discovery Responses Thomas F. Neville 
12/29/2014 HRSC GKNAPP Hearing Scheduled (Status 01/22/2015 02:00 Thomas F. Neville 
PM} 968706 
NOTC GKNAPP Notice Of Hearing Thomas F. Neville 
1/?t:'lr'1 r; t'1RHD GKNAPP Hearing result for Status scheduled on Thomas F. Neville 
01/22/2015 02:00 PM: Hearing Held 968706 
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Date: 4/3/2017 
Time: 11:31 AM 
Page 3 of 13 
Fourth Judicial District Court - Valley County 
ROA Report 
Case: CV-2014-0000071-C Current Judge: Jason Scott 
Petrus Family Trust Dated May 1, 1991, etal. vs. Nancy Gentry-Boyd, etal. 
User: GKNAPP 
Petrus Family Trust Dated May 1, 1991, Edmond Petrus Jr vs. Nancy Gentry-Boyd, Chris Kirk, Todd Mckenna, 
Re/Max Resort Realty, Kevin Batchelor 




























































Hearing Scheduled {Status 03/12/2015 02:30 Thomas F. Neville 
PM} Telephonic 968706 
Change Assigned Judge {batch process} 
Hearing result for Status scheduled on 
03/12/2015 02:30 PM: Hearing Held 
Telephonic 968706 
Hearing Scheduled {Pretrial Conference 
01/07/2016 02:30 PM} 
Jason Scott 
Jason Scott 
Hearing Scheduled {Jury Trial 02/01/2016 09:00 Jason Scott 
AM) 
Scheduling Order 
Notice Of Service Of Plaintiffs' First 
Supplemented Discovery Responses 
Jason Scott 
Jason Scott 
Plaintiff: Petrus, Edmond Jr Appearance Thomas Jason Scott 
A Banducci 
Miscellaneous Payment: For Making Copy Of Jason Scott 
Any File Or Record By The Clerk, Per Page Paid 
by: Petrus Family Trust Dated May 1, 1991 
Receipt number: 0001397 Dated: 3/27/2015 
Amount: $17.00 (Credit card) 
Miscellaneous Payment: Technology Cost - CC Jason Scott 
Paid by: Petrus Family Trust Dated May 1, 1991 
Receipt number: 0001397 Dated: 3/27/2015 
Amount: $3.00 {Credit card) 
Hearing result for Pretrial Conference scheduled Jason Scott 
on 01/07/2016 02:30 PM: Hearing Vacated 
Hearing Scheduled {Pretrial Conference 
01/04/2016 02:30 PM) 
Continued (Jury Trial 02/01/2016 03:00 PM) 
Order Resetting Pretrial Conference 
Notice Of Service Of Discovery 
Motion For Leave To Amend Complaint 







Memorandum In Support Of Motion For Leave Jason Scott 
To Amend Complaint 
Affidavit Of Jason J. Rudd In Support Of Motion Jason Scott 
For Leave To Amend Complaint 
Notice Of Non-Opposition Jason Scott 
Notice Of Non-Opposition Jason Scott 
Notice Of Service Jason Scott 
Notice Of Service Of Responses To Discovery Jason Scott 
Requests 
Notice Of Service Of Discovery Requests Jason Scott 
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Date: 4/3/2017 
Time: 11:31 AM 
Page 4 of 13 
Fourth Judicial District Court - Valley County 
ROA Report 
Case: CV-2014-0000071-C Current Judge: Jason Scott 
Petrus Family Trust Dated May 1, 1991, etal. vs. Nancy Gentry-Boyd, etal. 
User: GKNAPP 
Petrus Family Trust Dated May 1, 1991, Edmond Petrus Jr vs. Nancy Gentry-Boyd, Chris Kirk, Todd Mckenna, 
Re/Max Resort Realty, Kevin Batchelor 













































Notice Of Service Of Defendant Nancy Jason Scott 
Gentry-Boyd's Responses To Plaintiff's First Set 
Of Interrogatories And Requests For Production 
Of Documents 
Notice Of Appearance Jason Scott 
Defendant Nancy Gentry-Boyd's Expert Witness Jason Scott 
Disclosure 
Defendant Chris Kirk's dba Kirk Enterprises Jason Scott 
Expert Witness Disclosure 
(Proposed) Order Granting Plaintfiffs' Motion For Jason Scott 
Leave To Amend Complaint 
Second Amended Complaint And Demand For Jason Scott 
Jury Trial 
Summons Issued Jason Scott 
Summons: Document Service Issued: on Jason Scott 
9/21/2015 to Re/Max Resort Realty; Assigned to 
Private Server. Service Fee of $0.00. 
Summons: Document Service Issued: on Jason Scott 
9/21/2015 to Kevin Batchelor; Assigned to 
Private Server. Service Fee of $0.00. 
Affidavit Of Service - ReMax Resort Realty, Jason Scott 
Kevin batchelor 
Affidavit Of Service- ReMax Resort Realty Jason Scott 
Summons: Document Returned Served on Jason Scott 
9/21/2015 to Re/Max Resort Realty; Assigned to 
Private Server. Service Fee of $0.00. 
Summons: Document Returned Served on Jason Scott 
9/21/2015 to Kevin Batchelor; Assigned to 
Private Server. Service Fee of $0.00. 
Defendant: Re/Max Resort Realty, Appearance Jason Scott 
Phillip J. Collaer 
Defendant: Batchelor, Kevin Appearance Phillip Jason Scott 
J. Collaer 
Filing: 11 - Initial Appearance by persons other Jason Scott 
than the plaintiff or petitioner Paid by: Collaer, 
Phillip J. (attorney for Batchelor, Kevin) Receipt 
number: 0005042 Dated: 9/29/2015 Amount: 
$136.00 (Check) For: Batchelor, Kevin 
(defendant) 
Answer To Second Amended Complaint And Jason Scott 
Demand For Jury Trial 
Answer And Demand For Jury Trial Jason Scott 




Time: 11 :31 AM 
Page 5 of 13 
Fourth Judicial District Court - Valley County 
ROA Report 
Case: CV-2014-0000071-C Current Judge: Jason Scott 
Petrus Family Trust Dated May 1, 1991, etal. vs. Nancy Gentry-Boyd, etal. 
User: GKNAPP 
Petrus Family Trust Dated May 1, 1991, Edmond Petrus Jr vs. Nancy Gentry-Boyd, Chris Kirk, Todd Mckenna, 
Re/Max Resort Realty, Kevin Batchelor 

































































Affidavit Of Phillip J Collear In Support Of 
Defendant's Motion To Continue Trial And 
Schedule Status Conference 
Notice Of Non-Opposition 
Notice Of Non-Opposition 
Amended Certificate Of Service 
Notice Of Non-Opposition 
Notice Of Non-Opposition 








Notice Of Non-Opposition Jason Scott 
Motion To Request Telephonic Hearing To Jason Scott 
Continue Trial And Schedule Status Conference 
Notice Of Service Of Discovery Jason Scott 
Notice Of Taking Deposition Of Beau Value Jason Scott 
Notice Of Taking Deposition Of Eric Waite Jason Scott 
Notice Of Taking Deposition Of Edward A Petrus Jason Scott 
Jr 
Notice Of Taking Deposition Of Disaster 
Response LLC ( formerly Disaster Pro LLC) 
Hearing Scheduled (Tentatively Scheduled 
11/16/2015 03:00 PM) 
Jason Scott 
Jason Scott 
Notice Of Telephonic Hearing To Continue Trial Jason Scott 
And Schedule Status Conference 
Affidavit Of Service - Disaster Response, LLC Jason Scott 
Affidavit Of Service - Beau Value Jason Scott 
Affidavit Of Service - Eric Waite 
Hearing result for Status scheduled on 
11/16/2015 03:00 PM: Hearing Held 
Telephonic 968706 
Order Resetting Trial And Pretrial 
Hearing result for Jury Trial scheduled on 





Hearing result for Pretrial Conference scheduled Jason Scott 
on 01/04/2016 02:30 PM: Hearing Vacated 
Hearing Scheduled (Pretrial Conference 
08/01/2016 02:00 PM) 
Jason Scott 
Hearing Scheduled (Jury Trial 08/16/2016 09:00 Jason Scott 
AM) 
Hearing Scheduled (Jury Trial 08/22/2016 09:00 Jason Scott 
AM) 
Amended Notice Of Taking Deposition Of 
Edmond A Petrus Jr. 
Jason Scott 
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Date: 4/3/2017 Fourth Judicial District Court - Valley County User: GKNAPP 
Time: 11 :31 AM ROA Report 
Page 6 of 13 Case: CV-2014-0000071-C Current Judge: Jason Scott 
Petrus Family Trust Dated May 1, 1991, etal. vs. Nancy Gentry-Boyd, etal. 
Petrus Family Trust Dated May 1, 1991, Edmond Petrus Jr vs. Nancy Gentry-Boyd, Chris Kirk, Todd Mckenna, 
Re/Max Resort Realty, Kevin Batchelor 
Date Code User Judge 
11/30/2015 REDMON Miscellaneous Payment: For Making Copy Of Jason Scott 
Any File Or Record By The Clerk, Per Page Paid 
by: Vickie Ross Receipt number: 0005927 
Dated: 11/30/2015 Amount: $2. 00 ( Credit card) 
REDMON Miscellaneous Payment: Technology Cost - CC Jason Scott 
Paid by: Vickie Ross Receipt number: 0005927 
Dated: 11/30/2015 Amount: $3.00 (Credit card) 
ANSW KWILSON Nancy Gentry-Boyd's Answer To Second Jason Scott 
Amended Complaint And Demand For Jury Trial 
12/2/2015 ANSW GKNAPP Todd McKenna's Answer To Second Amended Jason Scott 
Complaint And Demand For Jury Trial 
12/24/2015 NOTC CWHITE Notice Of Service Of Discovery Jason Scott 
LETT CWHITE Letter From Dameon Romero Jason Scott 
1/15/2016 NOSV HON Notice Of Service Of Discovery Jason Scott 
1/21/2016 NOSV HON Notice Of Service Of Discovery Jason Scott 
2/18/2016 MISC GKNAPP Plaintiffs' Amended Expert Witness Disclosure Jason Scott 
2/26/2016 NOTO GRINDOL Notice Of Taking Deposition Of Edmond A Jason Scott 
Petrus Jr. 
NOTD GRINDOL Notice Of Taking Deposition Of Beau Value Jason Scott 
NOTD GRINDOL Notice Of Taking Deposition Of Eric Waite Jason Scott 
NOTD GRINDOL Rule 30(b)(6) Notice Of Taking Deposition Of Jason Scott 
Disaster Response, LLC (Formerly Disaster Pro 
LLC) 
NOTD GRINDOL Notice Deuces Tecum Of Taking Deposition Of Jason Scott 
Mike Longmire 
2/29/2016 NOTC GKNAPP Notice Of Service Jason Scott 
3/1/2016 NOTC REDMON Notice Of Service- Plaintiffs Responses to Jason Scott 
Defendants Remax Resort and Kevin Batchelor's 
First Set of lnterrogatiories and Request For 
Production 
NOTC REDMON Notice Of Service-Plaintiffs Second Jason Scott 
Supplemented Responses to Defendant 
Gentry-Boyd's First Interrogatories and Request 
for Production 
NOTD HON Amended Rule 30(b )(6) Notice Of taking Jason Scott 
Deposition Of Disaster Response, LLC (formerly 
Disaster Pro LLC) 
NOTD HON Amended Notice Of taking Deposition Of Beau Jason Scott 
Value 
NOTD HON Amended Notice Of Taking Deposition Of Eric Jason Scott 
Waite 
NOTC HON Amended Notice Duces Tecum Of Taking Jason Scott 
Deposition Of Mike Longmire 
3/28/2016 WITN CWHITE Defendant's Disclosure Of Expert Witnesses Jason Scott 
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Date: 4/3/2017 
Time: 11 :31 AM 
Page 7 of 13 
Fourth Judicial District Court - Valley County 
ROA Report 
Case: CV-2014-0000071-C Current Judge: Jason Scott 
Petrus Family Trust Dated May 1, 1991, etal. vs. Nancy Gentry-Boyd, etal. 
User: GKNAPP 
Petrus Family Trust Dated May 1, 1991, Edmond Petrus Jr vs. Nancy Gentry-Boyd, Chris Kirk, Todd Mckenna, 
Re/Max Resort Realty, Kevin Batchelor 
Date Code User 
3_/~)\;)~;~iJ·'i 6 WITN HON Defendant Chris Kirk's d/b/a Kirk Enterprises Jason Scott 
Amended Expert Witness Disclosure 
WITN HON Defendants' Disclosure Of Expert Witnesses Jason Scott 
3/30/2016 WITN HON Defendant's Disclosure Of Expert Witnesses Jason Scott 
5/12/2016 NOTC GRINDOL Notice Of Firm Name Change Jason Scott 
5/13/2016 AKINSMAN Miscellaneous Payment: For Making Copy Of Jason Scott 
Any File Or Record By The Clerk, Per Page Paid 
by: Akoosh Law Offices Receipt number: 
0002196 Dated: 5/13/2016 Amount: $13.00 
(Cash) 
MOTN GKNAPP Jason Scott 
MEMO GKNAPP Memorandum In Support Of Defendant's Motion Jason Scott 
For Summary Judgment 
NOTC GKNAPP Notice Of Hearing Re Defendants' Motion For Jason Scott 
Summary Judgment 
AFFD GKNAPP Affidavit Of Phillip J. Collaer In Support Of Jason Scott 
Defendants' Motion For Summary Judgment 
5/16/L01ti HRSC GKNAPP Hearing Scheduled (Tentatively Scheduled Jason Scott 
06/20/2016 03:00 PM) 
5/17/2016 MOTN GKNAPP Plaintiffs' Motion For Leave To File Third Jason Scott 
Amended Complaint 
MEMO GKNAPP Memorandum In Support Of Plaintiffs' Motion For Jason Scott 
Leave To File Amended Complaint 
MISC GKNAPP Declaration Of Ed Petrus In Support Of Plaintiffs' Jason Scott 
Motion For Leave To Amend Pleadings 
MISC GKNAPP Declaration Of Alyson A. Foster In Support Of Jason Scott 
Plaintiffs' Motion For Leave To File Third 
Amended Complaint 
MOTN GKNAPP Defendant Nanyc Gentry-Boyd's Motion For Jason Scott 
Summary Judgment 
MEMO GKNAPP Defendant Nancy Gentry-Boyd's Memorandum In Jason Scott 
Support Of Motion For Summary Judgment 
AFFD GKNAPP Affidavit Of Gregory C. Pittenger In Support Of Jason Scott 
Defendant Nancy Gentry-Boyd's Motion For 
Summary Judgment 
, . ..,. ...... 
'. t., GKNAPP Notice Of Hearing On Defenant Nancy Jason Scott 
Gentry-Boyd's Motion For Summary Judgment 
5/18/2016 MOTN HON Defendant Nancy Gentry-Boyd's Motion To Jason Scott 
Extend Time To Hear Summary Judgment 
Motion 
NOTH HON Notice Of Hearing On Defendant Nancy Jason Scott 
Gentry-Boyd's Motion To extend Time to Hear 
Summary Judgment Motion 
NOTH HON Notice Of Hearing Jason Scott 
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Date: 4/3/2017 
Time: 11:31 AM 
Page 8 of 13 
Fourth Judicial District Court - Valley County 
ROA Report 
Case: CV-2014-0000071-C Current Judge: Jason Scott 
Petrus Family Trust Dated May 1, 1991, eta!. vs. Nancy Gentry-Boyd, etal. 
User: GKNAPP 
Petrus Family Trust Dated May 1, 1991, Edmond Petrus Jr vs. Nancy Gentry-Boyd, Chris Kirk, Todd Mckenna, 
Re/Max Resort Realty, Kevin Batchelor 
Date Code User Judge 
t: '' i,) i\i:FD HON Affidavit Of Daniel Nevala In Support Of Jason Scott v, 
Defendant Chris Kirk OBA Kirk Enterprises' 
Motion For Summary Judgment 
MOTN HON Motion To Extend Time To Hear Defendant Chris Jason Scott 
Kirk OBA Kirk Enterprises' Motion For Summary 
Judgment 
MOTN HON Defendant Chris Kirk OBA Kirk Enterprises' Motin Jason Scott 
For Summary Judgment 
MEMO HON Memorandum In Support Of Defendant Chris Jason Scott 
Kirk OBA Kirk Enterprises' Motion For Summary 
Judgment 
AFFD HON Affidavit Of Chris Kirk In Support Of Defendant Jason Scott 
Chris Kirk OBA Kirk Enterprises' Motion For 
Summary Judgment 
NOTH HON Notice Of Hearing Jason Scott 
5/27/2016 MOTN GKNAPP Defendants' Joinder To Defendant Nancy Jason Scott 
Gentry-Boyd's And Defendant Chris Kirk D/B/A 
Kirk Enterprises' Motion To Extend Time To Hear 
Summary Judgment Motion 
MOTN GKNAPP Plaintffs' Motion To Continue Hearing Date On Jason Scott 
Motions For Summary Judgment 
MEMO GKNAPP Plaintiffs' Memorandum In Support Of Motion To Jason Scott 
Continue Hearing Date On Motions For 
Summary Judgment 
AFFD GKNAPP Affidavit Of Alyson A. Foster In Support Of Jason Scott 
Plaintiffs' Motion To Continue Hearing Date On 
Motions For Summary Judgment 
MISC GKNAPP Declaration Of Alyson A. Foster In Support Of Jason Scott 
Plaintiffs' Motion To Amend Scheduling Order 
And Continue Trial 
MOTN GKNAPP Plaintiffs' Motion To Amend Scheduling Order Jason Scott 
And Continue Trial 
MEMO GKNAPP Plaintiffs' Memorandum In Support Of Motion To Jason Scott 
AMend Scheduling Order And Continue Trial 
5/31/2016 AFFD GKNAPP Affidavit Of Steven J. Millemann In Opposition Jason Scott 
To Plaintiffs' Motion To Amend Scheduling Order 
And Continue Trial ANd Motion To Continue 
Summary Judgment Hearing 
6/2/2016 NOTC GKNAPP Notice Of Hearing Jason Scott 
NOTC GKNAPP Amended Notice Of Hearing Jason Scott 
6i; C:PPO GKNAPP Plaintiffs' Opposition To Defendant Nancy Jason Scott 
Gentry-Body's Motion For Summary Judgment 
OPPO GKNAPP Plaintiffs' Opposition To Re/Max Defendants' Jason Scott 
Motion For Summary Judgment 
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[): '· ... ' t":,' !"',...., -',-, Fourth Judicial District Court. Valley County User: GKNAPP 
Ti,,,s:;: ; , 31 h.M ROA Report 
Page 9 of 13 Case: CV·2014-0000071-C Current Judge: Jason Scott 
Petrus Family Trust Dated May 1, 1991, etal. vs. Nancy Gentry-Boyd, etal. 
Petrus Family Trust Dated May 1, 1991, Edmond Petrus Jr vs. Nancy Gentry-Boyd, Chris Kirk, Todd Mckenna, 
Re/Max Resort Realty, Kevin Batchelor 
Date Code User Judge 
6/12/2016 OPPO GKNAPP Plaintiffs' Opposition To Defendant Chris Kirk Jason Scott 
D/B/A Kirk Enterprises' Motion For Summary 
Judgment 
MISC GKNAPP Declaration Of Alyson A Foster In Opposition To Jason Scott 
Defendants' Motions For Summary Judgment 
MISC GKNAPP Declaration Of Michael Longmire In Opposition Jason Scott 
To Defendants' Motions For Summary Judgment 
MISC GKNAPP Declaration Of Beau Value In Opposition To Jason Scott 
Defendants' Motions For Summary Judgment 
MISC GKNAPP Declaration Of Edmond A Petrus In Opposition Jason Scott 
To Defendants' Motions For Summary Judgment 
6/16/2016 REPL GKNAPP Plaintiffs' Reply In Support Of Motion For Leave Jason Scott 
To File Third Amended Complaint 
NOTC GKNAPP Notice Of Service OF Supplemental Responses Jason Scott 
To Discovery Requests 
6/17/2016 REPL HON Reply Memorandum In Support Of Defendants' Jason Scott 
Motion For Summary Judgment 
AFFD HON Supplemental Affidavit Of Phillip J Collaer In Jason Scott 
Support Of Defendants' Motion For Summary 
Judgment 
AFFD HON Affidavit Of Steven J Millemann In Support Of Jason Scott 
Defendant Nancy Gentry.Boyd's Motion For 
Summary Judgment 
REPL HON Defendant Nancy Gentry.Boyd's reply Jason Scott 
Memorandum In Support Of Motion For 
Summary Judgment 
MEMO GKNAPP Reply Memorandum In Support Of Defendant Jason Scott 
Chris Kirk D/B/A Kirk Enterprises' Motion For 
Summary Judgment 
SUPP GKNAPP Supplemental Affidavit Of Daniel Nevala In Jason Scott 
Support Of Defendant Chris Kirk D/B/A Kirk 
Enterprises' Motion For Summary Judgment 
6/20/2016 NOTC GKNAPP Notice Of Errata Regarding Plaintiffs' Motion For Jason Scott 
Leae To File Third Amended Complaint 
HRHD GKNAPP Hearing result for Motion for Partial Summary Jason Scott 
Judgment scheduled on 06/20/2016 03:00 PM: 
Hearing Held Motion to amend scheduling order 
ORDR GKNAPP Order Amending Case Schedule Jason Scott 
6/21/2016 OPPO HON Defendants Re/Max Resort Realty And Kevin Jason Scott 
Batchelor's Opposition To Plaintiffs' Motion For 
Leave To File Third Amended Complaint 
6/28/2016 BREF GKNAPP Supplemental Brief In Support Of Plaintiff's Jason Scott 
Motion For Leave To File Third Amended 
Complaint 
7/7/2016 MEMO GKNAPP Memorandum Decision And Order Jason Scott 
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Date: 4/3/2017 
Time: 11 :31 AM 
Page 10 of 13 
Fourth Judicial District Court - Valley County 
ROA Report 
Case: CV-2014-0000071-C Current Judge: Jason Scott 
Petrus Family Trust Dated May 1, 1991, etal. vs. Nancy Gentry-Boyd, etal. 
User: GKNAPP 
Petrus Family Trust Dated May 1, 1991, Edmond Petrus Jr vs. Nancy Gentry-Boyd, Chris Kirk, Todd Mckenna, 
Re/Max Resort Realty, Kevin Batchelor 















































Plaintiffs' Motion In Limine to Bar Questioning, Jason Scott 
Argument, and Evidence Regarding 
Impermissible Character Evidence And Irrelevant 
Or Prejudicial Topics 
Notice Of Hearing Jason Scott 
Memorandum In Support Of Defendant Nancy Jason Scott 
Gentry-Boyd's First Set Of Motions In Limine 
Defendant Nancy Gentry Boyd's First Set Of Jason Scott 
Motions In Limine 
Notice Of Hearing On Defendant Nancy Gentry Jason Scott 
Boyd's First Set Of Motions In Limine 
Hearing Scheduled (Motion in Limine Jason Scott 
08/01/2016 03:00 PM) 
Motion For Reconsideration Re Re/Max Resort Jason Scott 
Realty ANd Kevin Batchelor 
Memorandum In Support Of Defendant's Re/Max Jason Scott 
Resort Realty And Kevin Batchelor's Motion Fro 
Reconsideration 
Notice Of Hearing Re Defendants' Motion For Jason Scott 
Reconsideration 
Amended Notice Of Hearing Jason Scott 
Re/Max Defendants' Firrst Set Of Motions In 
Limine 
Jason Scott 
Memorandum In Support Of Re/Max Defendants' Jason Scott 
First Set Of Motions In Limine 
Defendant nancy Gentry-Boyd's memorandum In Jason Scott 
Response To Plainitffs' Motion In Limine To bar 
Questioning, Argument, and Evidence Regarding 
Impermissible Character Evidence And Irrelevant 
Or Prejudicial Topics 
Plaintiffs' Response To Defendant Gentry's First Jason Scott 
Set Of Motions In Limine 
Plaintiffs' Opposition To Defendants Re/Max Jason Scott 
Resort Realty And Kevin Batchelor's Motion For 
Reconsideration 
Miscellaneous Payment: For Making Copy Of Jason Scott 
Any File Or Record By The Clerk, Per Page Paid 
by: Millemann, Pittenger Receipt number: 
0003712 Dated: 7/29/2016 Amount: $32.00 
(Check) 
Hearing result for Motion in Limine scheduled on Jason Scott 
08/01/2016 02:30 PM: Hearing Vacated 2 
Motions in Limine, Motion for reconsideration 
Hearing result for Pretrial Conference scheduled Jason Scott 
on 08/01/2016 02:30 PM: Hearing Vacated 
Stipulation For Dismissal With Prejudice Jason Scott 
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Date: 4/3/2017 
Time: 11 :31 AM 
Page 11 of 13 
Fourth Judicial District Court - Valley County 
ROA Report 
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Order Of Dismissal With Prejudice Jason Scott 
Civil Disposition entered for: Petrus Family Trust Jason Scott 
Dated May 1, 1991, Plaintiff; Petrus, Edmond Jr, 
Plaintiff; Mckenna, Todd, Defendant. Filing date: 
8/15/2016 
Stipulation For Dismissal With Prejudice 
Order Of Dismissal With Prejudice 
Jason Scott 
Jason Scott 
Civil Disposition entered for: Petrus Family Trust Jason Scott 
Dated May 1, 1991, Plaintiff; Petrus, Edmond Jr, 
Plaintiff; Gentry-Boyd, Nancy, Defendant. Filing 
date: 9/19/2016 
Hearing result for Jury Trial scheduled on Jason Scott 
08/22/2016 09:00 AM: Hearing Vacated Cont. 
Hearing result for Jury Trial scheduled on 
08/16/2016 09:00 AM: Hearing Vacated 
Jason Scott 
Order Jason Scott 
Judgment - Chris Kirk d/b/a Kirk Enterprises Only Jason Scott 
Civil Disposition entered for: Kirk, Chris, 
Defendant; Petrus Family Trust Dated May 1, 
1991, Plaintiff; Petrus, Edmond Jr, Plaintiff. 
Filing date: 11/15/2016 
Jason Scott 
Stipulation For Dismissal With Prejudice Jason Scott 
Motion For Reconsideration Of Order Granting Jason Scott 
Summary Judgment To Chris Kirk D/B/A Kirk 
Enterprises 
Memorandum In Support Of Plaintiffs' Motion For Jason Scott 
Reconsideration Of Order Granting Summary 
Judgment To Chris Kirk D/B/A Kirk Enterprises 
Motion For Attorney Fees And Costs Jason Scott 
Memorandum In Support Of Motion For Attorney Jason Scott 
Fees And Costs 
Memorandum Of Costs And Fees 
Order For Dismissal With Prejudice 
Civil Disposition entered for: Batchelor, Kevin, 
Defendant; Re/Max Resort Realty,, Defendant; 
Petrus Family Trust Dated May 1, 1991, Plaintiff; 
Petrus, Edmond Jr, Plaintiff. Filing date: 
11/29/2016 






Notice Of Hearing Jason Scott 
Hearing Scheduled (Motion 01/09/2017 01 :30 Jason Scott 
PM) Motion to Reconsideration 
Order Denying Motion To Reconsider Jason Scott 
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Hearing result for Motion scheduled on Jason Scott 
01/09/2017 01:30 PM: Hearing Vacated Motion 
to Reconsideration 
Notice Of Hearing Jason Scott 
Plaintiffs Objection To Defendant Kirk's Motion Jason Scott 
For Attorney Fees And Costs 
Declaration Of Edmond A Petrus Jr In Support Jason Scott 
Of Plaintiff's Objection To Defendant Kirk's 
Motion For Attorney Fees And Costs 
Notice Of Appearance Jason Scott 
Plaintiff: Petrus Family Trust Dated May 1, 1991 Jason Scott 
Appearance Amy A Lombardo 
Plaintiff: Petrus, Edmond Jr Appearance Amy A Jason Scott 
Lombardo 
NOTICE OF APPEAL Jason Scott 
Filing: L4 - Appeal, Civil appeal or cross-appeal Jason Scott 
to Supreme Court Paid by: Lombardo, Amy A 
{attorney for Petrus Family Trust Dated May 1, 
1991) Receipt number: 0000214 Dated: 
1/18/2017 Amount: $129.00 {Check) For: Petrus 
Family Trust Dated May 1, 1991 {plaintiff) 
Appealed To The Supreme Court Jason Scott 
Notice Of Hearing Jason Scott 
Hearing Scheduled {Motion 02/06/2017 01 :30 Jason Scott 
PM) Motion To Disallow Attorney's Fees 
Clerk's Certificate Of Appeal 
Continued (Motion 02/06/2017 02:30 PM) 
Motion To Disallow Attorney's Fees 
Amended Notice Of Hearing 
Amended Notice Of Hearing 
Amended Notice Of Hearing 
Raply Memorandum In Support Of Motion For 
Attorney Fees And Costs 
Hearing result for Motion scheduled on 
02/06/2017 02:30 PM: Hearing Held Motion To 
Disallow Attorney's Fees 
Order Awarding Costs And Attorney Fees 
Amended Judgment 
Civil Disposition entered for: Kirk, Chris, 
Defendant; Petrus Family Trust Dated May 1, 
1991, Plaintiff; Petrus, Edmond Jr, Plaintiff. 
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Miscellaneous Payment: For Making Copy Of Jason Scott 
Any File Or Record By The Clerk, Per Page Paid 
by: Victoria Receipt number: 0000520 Dated: 
2/14/2017 Amount: $8.00 (Credit card) 
Miscellaneous Payment: Technology Cost - CC Jason Scott 
Paid by: Victoria Receipt number: 0000520 
Dated: 2/14/2017 Amount: $3.00 (Credit card) 
Amended Notice Of Appeal Jason Scott 
Filing: L4 -Appeal, Civil appeal or cross-appeal Jason Scott 
to Supreme Court Paid by: Nevala Law Office 
Receipt number: 0001132 Dated: 3/23/2017 
Amount: $129.00 (Check) For: Kirk, Chris 
( defendant) 
Notice Of Cross Appeal Jason Scott 
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Richard H. Greener (ISB No. 1191) 
Jason R. Mau (ISB No. 8440) 
GREENER BURKE SHOEMAKER OBERRECHT P.A. 
Counselors and Attorneys at Law 
950 West Bannock Street, Suite 950 
Boise, ID 83 702 
Telephone: (208) 319-2600 
Facsimile: (208) 319-2601 
Email: rgreener@greenerlaw.com 
j mau@greenerlaw.com 
Attorneys for Plaintiffs 
DOUG~ ~LLER, CLERK 
By  .Deputy 
MAR 1 1 2014 
Case No Inst. No. __ _ 
Filed I J : z z A.M ·~~~...rP.M. 
Assigned To 
Judge Neville 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF VALLEY 
PETRUS FAMILY TRUST DATED MAY 
1, 1991, and EDMOND A. PETRUS, JR., 
individually and as Co-Trustee of the Case No. CV.: 80 \"( .--71 ~ C 
Petrus Family Trust Dated May 1, 1991, 
Plaintiffs, COMPLAINT AND DEMAND FOR 
V. 
NANCY GENTRY-BOYD, CHRIS KIRK 
d/b/a KIRK ENTERPRISES, and TODD 




Filing Fee: $96 
COME NOW Plaintiffs above-named and for causes of action against Defendants above-
named, complain and allege as follows: 
PARTIES 
1. Plaintiff the Petrus Family Trust dated May 1, 1991 ("Petrus Family Trust") is an 
irrevocable trust formed in the state of Illinois, which acquired the leasehold interest in a Payette 
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Lake Cottage Site, title to the appurtenant improvements built thereon, and the personal property 
therein, in McCall, Idaho, in April 2012. 
2. Plaintiff Edmond A. Petrus, Jr., is an individual residing in the State of California, 
and is a co-trustee of the Petrus Family Trust. 
3. The Payette Lake Cottage Site is a tract of land leased from the Idaho Department 
of Lands, known as Lease Number R5067, and more particularly described as Lot 36, Amended 
Payette Lake Cottage Sites, located at 2130 Payette Drive, McCall, Idaho ("Property"). 
4. Defendant Nancy Gentry-Boyd ("Defendant Boyd") is a resident of La Jolla, 
California, and was the previous lessee of the Property and transferred her leasehold interest in 
the Property and conveyed title to the improvements located theron and the personal property 
located therein to the Petrus Family Trust in April 2012. 
5. Defendant Chris Kirk, d/b/a Kirk Enterprises ("Defendant Kirk") is a resident of 
McCall, Idaho, and was the contractor and builder of the home located on the Property 
("Home"). 
6. Defendant Todd McKenna d/b/a Homecraft Home Inspections ("Defendant 
McKenna") is a resident of McCall, Idaho, and performed an inspection of the Home on or about 
March 15, 2012, as a condition of, and prior to the purchase of the Home by the Petrus Family 
Trust. 
JURISDICTION 
7. Venue in Valley County is proper because Plaintiffs' causes of action arose in 
Valley County and the Property which is the subject of this litigation is located in Valley County. 
8. By owning real estate in Valley County, Defendant Boyd subjected herself to 
jurisdiction of the Idaho courts under Idaho's long arm statute, Idaho Code Section 5-514(c). 




FAILURE TO DISCLOSE PURSUANT TO I.C. §§ 55-2504 AND 55-2508 
(Against Defendant Boyd) 
9. Plaintiffs and Defendant Boyd entered into a written sales agreement for the sale 
of the Home located on the Property in 2012, executing a final agreement on or about April 5, 
2012. 
10. Defendant Boyd signed an RE-25 Seller's Property Condition Disclosure Form 
regarding the Property on February 7, 2011, and signed and delivered to the Plaintiffs on March 
8, 2012 an Amended Disclosure Form (collectively "Disclosures"). 
11. The transaction closed on April 20, 2012. 
12. Plaintiffs thereafter first occupied the Home in the summer of 2012. 
13. Soon after occupying the Home, Plaintiffs encountered problems with the 
operation of the Property's exterior south-facing French Doors leading to the outdoor deck area 
("Doors"). 
14. Upon further investigation, Plaintiffs discovered the extent of the problems with 
the Doors-significant water damage to the Doors and threshold, causing the Doors to cease 
proper operation. 
15. Investigation also disclosed the presence of mold in the crawlspace and 
significant damage caused by the moisture related to the water damage below. 
16. Defendant Boyd had knowledge concerning the defective Doors, damage caused 
by water, and existence of mold at the time she executed the Disclosures. 
17. Defendant Boyd willfully or negligently failed to disclose the existing problems 
with the Doors, water damage, and mold as required by the Idaho Property Condition Disclosure 
Act, LC. § § 55-2501 to 5 5-2518 and the law. 
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18. Plaintiffs relied on the Disclosures in purchasing the Property and the Horne. 
19. A complete and correct copy of the Disclosures is attached to this Complaint as 
Exhibit "l." The Disclosures fail to disclose the existence of a problem with the Doors, water 
damage, or mold, including in the portion of the Disclosures labeled "MOISTURE & 
DRAINAGE CONDITIONS SECTION," where Defendant Boyd checked the corresponding 
"No" column to the questions asking "[h]as there been any water intrusion or moisture related 
damage to any portion of the property" and "[a]re you aware of the existence of any mold-related 
claims"; or in the "ADDITIONAL REMARKS AND/OR EXPLANATIONS SECTION" of the 
Disclosures requiring Defendant Boyd to "list any other existing problems that you know of 
concerning the property including legal, physical, product defects or others that are not already 
listed," where Defendant Boyd did not enter anything in the space provided. 
20. As a direct result of the water damage, mold, and damage to the doors, and 
Defendant Boyd's failure to disclose the true condition of the Property, Plaintiffs' Property has 
been damaged in an amount exceeding Thirty Thousand and No/100 ($30,000) Dollars, 
exclusive of attorney fees and costs. 
COUNT II 
VIOLATION OF THE CONSUMER PROTECTION ACT 
(Against Defendant Boyd) 
21. Plaintiffs incorporate all preceding paragraphs as if set forth fully herein. 
22. Plaintiffs purchased the Property in Valley County, Idaho. 
23. Defendant Boyd's Disclosures represented to the Plaintiffs that the Property was 
in great condition and that it did not have any problems. Defendant Boyd failed to disclose the 
true, defective condition of the Property. 
24. Defendant Boyd's Disclosures were misleading, false, or deceptive to Plaintiffs. 
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25. As a direct result of Defendant Boyd's misrepresentation of the true condition of 
the Property, Plaintiffs have suffered loss and damages in an amount exceeding Thirty Thousand 
and No/100 ($30,000.00) Dollars, exclusive of attorney fees and costs. 
COUNTIII 
FRAUD/MISREPRESENTATION 
(Against Defendant Boyd) 
26. Plaintiffs incorporate all preceding paragraphs as if set forth fully herein. 
27. Defendant Boyd signed the Disclosures on February 7, 2011, and the Amended 
Disclosure Form on March 8, 2012, representing to Plaintiffs that there existed no problems with 
the Doors, water damage, or mold, or any other problems with the Home. 
28. The Disclosures' representation that there were no problems with the Doors, 
water damage, or mold was and is false. 
29. Defendant Boyd previously attempted to mask or cover up the effects of water 
intrusion on the Doors with duct tape to prevent further water intrusion into the home. 
30. The problems with the Doors and water damage materially affect the Doors' 
operation, access to and occupation and use of the Home. 
31. Defendant Boyd was aware that the Doors did not operate correctly at the time the 
Disclosures were made. 
32. Defendant Boyd intended that the Disclosures would influence and convince 
Plaintiff to purchase the Home. 
33. Upon closing the purchase of the Home, Plaintiffs were not aware that the Doors 
were damaged and did not operate correctly, that there was damage caused by water, or that there 
was mold present in the home. 
34. Plaintiffs relied on the Disclosures in purchasing the Home. 
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35. Plaintiffs were justified in relying on the Seller's Disclosures as a truthful and 
accurate representation of the Home's condition prior to purchase. 
36. As a consequence of relying on Defendant Boyd's fraudulent Disclosures, 
Plaintiffs have encountered damaged to Plaintiffs' Home in an amount exceeding Thirty 
Thousand and No/100 ($30,000.00) Dollars, exclusive of attorney fees and costs. 
COUNTIV 
BREACH OF CONTRACT/IMPLIED COVENANT OF GOOD FAITH AND FAIR 
DEALING 
(Against Defendant Boyd) 
37. Plaintiffs incorporate all preceding paragraphs as if set forth fully herein. 
38. Plaintiffs and Defendant Boyd entered into an agreement for the purchase of the 
Home. 
39. Defendant Boyd executed the Disclosures, representing to Plaintiffs that there 
existed no problem with the Doors, water damage, or mold. 
40. The Disclosures' representation that there were no problems with the Doors, 
water damage, or mold was and is false. 
41. The purchase agreement, Disclosures, and/or implied covenant of good faith and 
fair dealing obligated Defendant Boyd to disclose all structural issues with the Home. 
42. Defendant Boyd breached the purchase agreement, Disclosures, and/or implied 
covenant of good faith and fair dealing by failing to disclose the issues with the Home, including 
without limitation the problem with the Doors and their operation, mold, and/or water damage or 
water inclusion. 
43. Disclosure of the issues would have alerted Plaintiffs to the defective nature of the 
Home, that the Doors were not functioning properly, and that these issues warranted further 
investigation. 




44. Plaintiffs relied on the Disclosures and the information provided by Defendant 
Boyd, which did not disclose any water damage to the Doors or other components of the Home, 
that did not function properly, or that warranted further investigation in purchasing of the Home. 
45. As a direct and proximate result of Defendant Boyd's above-described breach, 
Plaintiffs have been subjected to property damage and other losses because of the failure to 
disclose the water damage and that the Doors did not function properly, among other things. 
46. As a direct result of the abnormal water damage and the water damage to the 
Doors and the Defendant Boyd's breach, Plaintiffs' Home has been damaged in an amount 
exceeding Thirty Thousand and No/100 ($30,000.00) Dollars, exclusive of attorney fees and 
costs. 
COUNTV 
RESERVATION OF RIGHT-PUNITIVE DAMAGES 
(Against Defendant Boyd) 
4 7. Plaintiffs incorporate all preceding paragraphs as if set forth fully herein. 
48. Plaintiffs reserve the right to move to amend their pleadings according to Idaho 
Code§ 6-1604 to include claims for punitive damages against Defendant Boyd. 
COUNT VI 
NEGLIGENCE 
(Against Defendant Kirk) 
49. Plaintiffs incorporate all preceding paragraphs as if set forth fully herein. 
50. Defendant Kirk provided construction services, labor and/or materials to build the 
Home and served as the general contractor in the construction of the Home. 
51. Defendant Kirk was negligent in the construction of the Home. 
52. The Home was improperly constructed by Defendant Kirk, with such improper 
construction including, but not limited to the negligent installation of the Doors and flashing 
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around and in proximity to the Doors and threshold, all in violation of building standards and 
applicable standards of care. 
53. The negligent construction and installation of the threshold and flashing was a 
latent defect and could not have been discovered by a reasonably thorough inspection. 
54. The extent of the damage caused by the defects was not discoverable until the Fall 
of 2012 after the Plaintiffs first occupied the Home. 
55. On August 7, 2013, Plaintiffs mailed via certified mail to Defendant Kirk the 
required written notice of claim pursuant to the Notice and Opportunity to Repair Act. 
56. Subsequent to inspection of the Home by Defendant Kirk pursuant to LC. § 6-
2503(2)(a), Defendant Kirk disputed the claim by letter dated August 29, 2013. 
57. As a direct and proximate result of Defendant Kirk's above-described negligence, 
Plaintiffs have been subjected to property damage and other losses because of the 
aforementioned negligent actions. 
58. By engaging in the conduct described hereinabove, Defendant Kirk breached his 
duty of care to Plaintiffs, which conduct constitutes negligence. Such negligence proximately 
caused Plaintiffs' substantial damages, including, but not limited to: 
a. Damage and deterioration to the Doors, threshold, load point next to the 
Doors, floor sheeting, floor, deck, and insulation due to water intrusion; and 
b. Damage and deterioration to the crawlspace, and resulting mold found therein 
due to the water intrusion; and 
c. The cost to investigate, repair, replace and/or remediate defects in 
construction and/or damage caused thereby, and to protect from future 
damage or loss. 
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59. As a direct result of the water damage caused by the negligent construction to the 
Doors, Plaintiffs' Property has been damaged in an amount exceeding Twenty Five Thousand 
and No/100 ($25,000.00) Dollars, exclusive of attorney fees and costs. 
COUNT VII 
NEGLIGENCE AND/OR GROSS-NEGLIGENCE 
(Against Defendant McKenna) 
60. Plaintiffs incorporate all preceding paragraphs as if set forth fully herein. 
61. Defendant McKenna provided home inspection services to Plaintiffs for the Home 
located on the Property and conducted an inspection of the Home on March 15, 2012, prior to 
Plaintiffs' purchase of the Home. 
62. Defendant McKenna provided a written Inspection Report to Plaintiffs 
representing that all exterior doors, which includes the Doors, were inspected and operated, and 
were functioning properly, and that there was no evidence of water intrusion and mold in the 
crawlspace, all in violation of applicable standards of care. 
63. An inspection of the Doors would have disclosed that the Doors were not 
functioning properly, and a proper and professional inspection of the crawlspace would have 
disclosed the existence of water intrusion and mold. Defendant McKenna discovered evidence 
of water intrusion in the crawlspace at the time of his inspection and the preparation of his 
written Inspection Report; but failed to fully disclose the results of that evidence and that further 
investigation was necessary to locate the cause and extent of the water intrusion, which any 
competent and professional home inspector would have recommended. 
64. By failing to thoroughly inspect the exterior doors of the Home and the 
crawlspace, Defendant McKenna breached his duty of care to Plaintiffs, which conduct is a 
departure from the ordinary conduct of care for a home inspector. 
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65. As a direct and proximate result of Defendant McKenna's above-described 
negligence and gross negligence, Plaintiffs have been subjected to property damage and other 
losses because of the failure to report any water damage or that the Doors did not function 
properly. 
66. As a direct result of the water intrusion and water damage to the Doors and the 
Defendant McKenna' s failure to report that the Doors were not functioning properly or that there 
were problems with mold in the crawlspace, Plaintiffs' Property has been damaged in an amount 




(Against Defendant McKenna) 
67. Plaintiffs incorporate all preceding paragraphs as if set forth fully herein. 
68. Defendant McKenna represented to Plaintiffs that he was a professional Home 
Inspector and that he held superior knowledge and abilities with respect to the construction of a 
home, such as the one at issue here; that he would completely and thoroughly inspect the Home 
and report all problems with the Home. Defendant McKenna also represented that all items in 
his Inspection Report would be thoroughly and competently investigated and truthfully reported 
to Plaintiffs. 
69. Defendant McKenna' s written Inspection Report provided to Plaintiffs 
represented that the Doors were inspected and operated, and were functioning properly. 
70. A truthful and competent inspection of the Doors would have disclosed that the 
Doors were not functioning properly. 




71. Defendant McKenna knew that the Plaintiffs would use the Inspection Report in 
determining whether to purchase the Home. 
72. Defendant McKenna knew that the representations as related to the inspection of 
the proper operation of the Doors in his Inspection Report were false at the time he made them. 
73. Defendant McKenna intended that all statements regarding the functionality of the 
exterior doors in the Inspection Report would be relied on by Plaintiffs. 
74. Plaintiffs were not aware of and did not discover that the Doors were damaged 
and did not function properly. 
75. Plaintiffs relied on Defendant McKenna's representations contained in the 
Inspection Report, which failed to disclose that there was a problem with the operation of the 
Doors. 
76. The problems with the Doors materially affected the value of the Home. 
77. By intentionally failing to thoroughly inspect the Doors, and by knowingly 
putting false representations in his written Inspection Report, Defendant McKenna committed 
fraud, which conduct is an extreme departure from the ordinary conduct of care for a home 
inspector. 
78. Plaintiffs relied on Defendant McKenna's representations contained in the 
Inspection Report for their consideration concerning the purchase of the Property and were 
justified in relying on it as a professional's accurate representation of the operation of the Doors 
prior to its purchase. 
79. As a direct and proximate result of Defendant McKenna's above-described 
fraudulent representation of the operation of the Doors, Plaintiffs have been subjected to property 
damage and other losses because of the failure to report that the Doors did not function properly. 




80. As a direct result of Defendant McKenna's fraudulent representation of the 
operation of the Doors, Plaintiffs' Property has been damaged in an amount exceeding Thirty 
Thousand and No/100 ($30,000.00) Dollars, exclusive of attorney fees and costs. 
COUNTIX 
VIOLATION OF THE CONSUMER PROTECTION ACT 
(Against Defendant McKenna) 
81. Plaintiffs incorporate all preceding paragraphs as if set forth fully herein. 
82. Defendant McKenna represented to the Plaintiffs in the Inspection Report that the 
Property had been inspected and that all doors were functioning properly and there was no signs 
of abnormal or harmful water penetration or condensation in the crawlspace, and failed to 
disclose the true, defective condition of the Property. 
83. Defendant McKenna' s representations in the Inspection Report were misleading, 
false, or deceptive to Plaintiffs. 
84. As a direct result of the Defendant McKenna's misrepresentation of the true 
condition of the Property, Plaintiffs have suffered loss and damages in an amount exceeding 
Thirty Thousand and Noll 00 ($30,000) Dollars, exclusive of attorney fees and costs. 
ATTORNEY FEES 
Plaintiffs have retained the law firm of Greener Burke Shoemaker Oberrecht, P.A. to 
prosecute this action and have agreed to pay reasonable attorney fees for their services. Plaintiffs 
are entitled to recover their reasonable attorney fees in accordance with Idaho Code Sections 48-
608, 12-120(3), 12-121, and the written sales agreement. 
JURY DEMAND 
Plaintiffs demand a trial by jury as to all issues pursuant to I.R.C.P. 38(b). 
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' • • 
NOW THEREFORE, Plaintiffs pray for judgment in their favor and against Defendants 
as follows: 
1. For damages in an amount to be proven at trial; 
2. For costs and reasonable attorney fees, which in the event of default should be 
$5,000.00; and 
3. For such other and further relief as the Court deems just and equitable in the 
premises. 
DATED THIS 10th day of March, 2014. 
GREENER BURKE SHOEMAKER OBERRECHT P.A. 
ard H. Greener Jason R. Mau 
A meys for Plainti 
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Thomas A. Banducci (ISB #2453) 
Jason J. Rudd (ISB #9406) 
ANDERSENBANDUCCIPLLC 
101 S. Capitol Blvd., Suite 1600 
Boise, Idaho 83702 
Telephone: (208) 342-4411 
Facsimile: (208) 342-4455 
tab@andersenbanducci.com 
jjr@andersenbanducci.com 
Attorneys for Plaintiffs 
DOUGLAS~.~LLER, CLERK 
By "?? Deputy 
SEP O 8 2014 
.:;ase No nst. No---
Filed ~) I'/ A.M .. ___ P ..M 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF VALLEY 
PETRUS FAMILY TRUST DATED MAY 1, 
1991, and EDMOND A. PETRUS, JR., 
individually and as Co-Trustee of the Petrus 
Family Trust Dated May 1, 1991, 
Plaintiffs, 
V. 
NANCY GENTRY-BOYD; CHRIS KIRK 
d/b/a KIRK ENTERPRISES; TODD 
MCKENNA d/b/a HOMECRAFT HOME 
INSPECTIONS; and DOES 1-4 
Defendants. 
Case No. CV-2014-71-C 
FIRST AMENDED COMPLAINT 
AND DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL 
Plaintiffs Petrus Family Trust dated May I, 1991 (the "Petrus Family Trust") and 
Edmond A. Petrus, Jr., individually and as Co-Trustee of the Petrus Family Trust (collectively, 
"Plaintiffs"}, by and through their counsel, Andersen Banducci PLLC, hereby submit this 
complaint against Defendants Nancy Gentry-Boyd ("Defendant Gentry-Boyd,,}, Defendant Chris 
Kirk, d/b/a Kirk Enterprises ("Defendant Kirk"), Defendant Todd McKenna d/b/a Homecraft 
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Home Inspections ("Defendant McKenna"), and Does 1-4 ( all defendants collectively referred to 
as "Defendants") by claiming, alleging, and on the basis of reasonable investigation and/or 
information and belief, pleading as follows: 
PARTIES 
1. Plaintiff the Petrus Family Trust is an irrevocable trust formed in the state of 
Illinois and domiciled in the state of California, which acquired the leasehold interest in a Payette 
Lake Cottage Site, title to the appurtenant improvements built thereon, and the personal property 
therein, in McCall, Idaho, in April 2012. 
2. Plaintiff Edmond A. Petrus, Jr., is an individual residing in the State of California, 
is a co-trustee of the Petrus Family Trust, and is authorized to bring this action on his own behalf 
and on behalf of the Petrus Family Trust. 
3. The Payette Lake Cottage Site is a tract of land leased from the Idaho Department 
of Lands, known as Lease Number R5067, and more particularly described as Lot 36, Amended 
Payette Lake Cottage Sites, located at 2130 Payette Drive, McCall, Idaho (the "Property"). 
4. Defendant Gentry-Boyd is a resident of La Jolla, California, and was the previous 
lessee of the Property and transferred her leasehold interest in the Property and conveyed title to 
the improvements located thereon and the personal property located therein to the Petrus Family 
Trust in April 2012; Defendant Gentry-Boyd was also the owner-builder of the home located on 
the Property (the "Home"). 
5. Defendant Kirk is a resident of Valley County, Idaho, and was the contractor and 
builder of the Home. 
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6. Defendant McKenna is a resident of Valley County, Idaho, and performed an 
inspection of the Home on or about March 15, 2012, as a condition of, and prior to the purchase 
of the Home by the Petrus Family Trust. 
JURISDICTION AND VENUE 
7. This Court has original subject matter jurisdiction over this action pursuant to 
Idaho Code§ 1-705. 
8. Defendant Gentry-Boyd is subject to this Court's jurisdiction under Idaho's long 
arm statute, I.C. § 5-514(c), because she owned, used, or possessed real property within the state 
of Idaho, and all Defendants are subject to the personal jurisdiction of this Court pursuant to I.C. 
§ 5-514(a) because they each transacted business in Idaho. 
9. Venue is proper in Valley County pursuant to Idaho Code§ 5-401, et seq. because 
Plaintiffs• causes of action arose in Valley County and the Property which is the subject of this 
litigation is located in Valley County. 
COUNTI 
FAILURE TO DISCLOSE PURSUANT TO 
J.C. §§ 55-2501 THROUGH 55-2518 
(Against Defendant Gentry-Boyd) 
l 0. Plaintiffs incorporate all proceeding paragraphs as if set forth fully herein. 
11. Plaintiffs and Defendant Gentry-Boyd entered into a written Real Estate Purchase 
and Sale Agreement (the "PSA") in connection with the sale of the Home located on the Property 
in 2012, executing a final agreement on or about April 5, 2012. 
12. Defendant Gentry-Boyd signed an RE-25 Seller's Property Condition Disclosure 
Form regarding the Property on February 7, 2011, and signed and delivered to Plaintiffs on 
March 8, 2012 an Amended Disclosure Form (collectively, the "Disclosures") upon which 
Plaintiffs relied. 
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13. The transaction closed on April 20, 2012. 
14. Plaintiffs thereafter first occupied the Home in the summer of 2012. 
15. Soon after occupying the Home, Plaintiffs encountered problems with the 
operation of the Home's exterior south-facing French doors leading to the outdoor deck area (the 
"Doors"). 
16. Upon further investigation, Plaintiffs discovered the extent of the problems with 
the Doors and other defects, including but not limited to significant water damage to the exterior 
walls, the Doors, and threshold, which caused the Doors to cease proper operation and let water 
and air into the Home; substandard and inferior construction of the exterior wall envelope which 
was insufficient to resist the weather and was installed in violation of the international building 
codes, state, county and local codes, ordinances, and similar statutes applicable to the building 
code; several windows and doors in the Home, including the Doors, were not sealed and/or 
painted on all six sides, vitiating their respective warranties and causing further damage; no final 
inspection was completed on the Home after completion of initial construction and prior to 
occupancy; no certificate of occupancy was issued for the Home; and the presence of mold in the 
crawlspace and significant damage caused by the moisture related to the above-described water 
intrusion (all defects above collectively, the "Defects"). 
17. Upon information and belief, Defendant Gentry-Boyd had actual knowledge 
concerning the Defects at the time she executed the Disclosures. 
18. The Disclosures failed to disclose the existence of the Defects. 
19. Defendant Gentry-Boyd willfully or negligently failed to disclose the existing 
Defects as required by the Idaho Property Condition Disclosure Act, I.C. §§ 55-2501-2518. 
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20. In the portion of the Disclosures labeled "MOISTURE & DRAINAGE 
CONDITIONS SECTION," Defendant Gentry-Boyd checked the corresponding "No" column to 
the questions asking "[h ]as there been any water intrusion or moisture related damage to any 
portion of the property" and "[a]re you aware of the existence of any mold-related claims," and 
in the portion labeled "ADDITIONAL REMARKS AND/OR EXPLANATIONS SECTION" of 
the Disclosures requiring Defendant Gentry-Boyd to "list any other existing problems that you 
know of concerning the property including legal, physical, product defects or others that are not 
already listed," Defendant Gentry-Boyd did not enter anything in the space provided. 
21. Plaintiffs relied on the Disclosures in purchasing the Property and the Home. 
22. As a direct result of Defendant Gentry-Boyd's failure to disclose the Defects and 
the true condition of the Property, Plaintiffs have suffered damages in an amount to be proven at 
trial. 
COUNT II 
VIOLATION OF THE CONSUMER PROTECTION ACT 
J.C. §§ 48-601 THROUGH 48-619 
(Against Defendant Gentry-Boyd) 
23. Plaintiffs incorporate all preceding paragraphs as if set forth fully herein. 
24. Plaintiffs purchased the Property in Valley County, Idaho. 
25. Defendant Gentry-Boyd represented to Plaintiffs that the Home was in great 
condition; that the Home was built with the finest materials and finishes selected personally by 
Defendant Gentry-Boyd; that construction costs for the Home were approximately $1,300,000; 
that Plaintiffs would not find a better built home on Payette Lake or anywhere in McCall; that 
the Home did not have any problems; that Defendant Kirk was one of the best contractors in 
McCall; and that the Home was built so solidly that it could withstand any weather on Payette 
Lake. 
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26. Defendant Gentry-Boyd further falsely represented to Plaintiffs that there had not 
been any water intrusion or moisture related damage to any portion of the Property. 
27. Defendant Gentry-Boyd concealed the true, defective condition of the Property. 
28. Defendant Gentry-Boyd knew, or in the exercise of due care should have known, 
her actions described herein constituted representations that the Home had certain characteristics, 
uses and benefits that it did not in fact have. 
29. Defendant Gentry-Boyd knew, or in the exercise of due care should have known, 
her actions described herein constituted representations that the Home was of a particular 
standard, quality, or grade when, in reality, it was of a much lower standard, quality, or grade as 
a result of the Defects. 
30. Defendant Gentry-Boyd's representations were misleading, false, or deceptive to 
Plaintiffs. 
31. Defendant Gentry-Boyd's representations and false affirmative statements 
regarding the Property and failure to disclose the true, defective condition of the Property 
violated the Idaho Consumer Protection Act, I.C. §§ 48-603(5), (7), (17) and 48-603C. 
32. As a direct result of Defendant Gentry-Boyd's misrepresentation of the true, 




(Against Defendant Gentry-Boyd) 
33. Plaintiffs incorporate all preceding paragraphs as if set forth fully herein. 
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34. Defendant Gentry-Boyd was the owner-builder of the Home and was responsible 
for overseeing the construction of the Home and the selection of concealed building materials for 
the construction of the Home that did not meet applicable building codes. 
35. Defendant Gentry-Boyd represented to Plaintiffs that the Home was in great 
condition; that the Home was built with the finest materials and finishes selected personally by 
Defendant Gentry-Boyd; that construction costs for the Home were approximately $1,300,000; 
that Plaintiffs would not find a better built home on Payette Lake or anywhere in McCall; that 
the Home did not have any problems; that Defendant Kirk was one of the best contractors in 
McCall; and that the Home was built so solidly that it could withstand any weather on Payette 
Lake. 
36. Defendant Gentry-Boyd signed the Disclosures representing to Plaintiffs that no 
problems existed with the Home, including but not limited to the Defects. 
37. Defendant Gentry-Boyd's representations that the Home was of the highest 
quality of the homes on Payette Lake and the Disclosures' representation that there were no 
problems with the Home, including but not limited to the Defects, were and are false. 
38. Defendant Gentry-Boyd's false representations regarding the Home were material 
to Plaintiffs' decision to purchase the Home. 
39. Defendant Gentry-Boyd was aware of the Defects at the time the Disclosures 
were made. 
40. Defendant Gentry-Boyd intended that her representations in the Disclosures and 
her representations concerning the construction costs, the "high quality" of the Home, and lack 
of existing problems with the Home would materially influence and convince Plaintiffs to 
purchase the Home. 
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41. Upon closing the purchase of the Home, Plaintiffs were not aware and could not 
have been aware of the Defects without destructive testing, due to the concealed and latent nature 
of the Defects which were not discoverable upon a reasonable inspection. 
42. Plaintiffs relied on Defendant Gentry-Boyd's false representations in determining 
to purchase the Horne. 
43. Plaintiffs were justified in relying on Defendant Gentry-Boyd's representations in 
the Disclosures and her representations concerning the construction costs, the "high quality" of 
the Horne, and lack of existing problems with the Horne, including but not limited to the Defects, 
as true and accurate representations of the Horne's condition prior to purchase. 
44. As a direct and proximate consequence of their reliance on Defendant Gentry-
Boyd's fraudulent Disclosures and representations, Plaintiffs have been damaged in an amount to 
be proven at trial. 
COUNTIV 
BREACH OF CONTRACT 
(Against Defendant Gentry-Boyd) 
45. Plaintiffs incorporate all preceding paragraphs as if set forth fully herein. 
46. Plaintiffs and Defendant Gentry-Boyd entered into the PSA. 
47. Defendant Gentry-Boyd executed the Disclosures and represented to Plaintiffs 
that there existed no problems with Home, including but not limited to the Defects. 
48. The Disclosures' representations that there were no problems with the Horne. 
including but not limited to the Defects, were and are false. 
49. The PSA and Disclosures obligated Defendant Gentry-Boyd to disclose all known 
issues with the Horne, including but not limited to the Defects. 
50. Defendant Gentry-Boyd breached the PSA by failing to disclose the Defects. 
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51. Disclosure of the Defects would have alerted Plaintiffs to the Defects and that 
these issues warranted further investigation. 
52. Plaintiffs relied on the Disclosures and the information provided by Defendant 
Gentry-Boyd, which did not disclose the Defects. 
53. As a direct and proximate result of Defendant Gentry-Boyd's above-described 
breach, Plaintiffs have been denied benefits that should have accrued to them under the PSA and 
have sustained damages in an amount to be proven at trial. 
COUNTV 
BREACH OF THE IMPLIED COVENANT OF GOOD FAITH AND FAIR DEALING 
{Against Defendant Gentry-Boyd) 
54. Plaintiffs incorporate all preceding paragraphs as if set forth fully herein. 
55. Plaintiffs and Defendant Gentry-Boyd entered into the PSA. 
56. Under Idaho law, every contract contains an implied duty of good faith and fair 
dealing. 
57. Defendant Gentry-Boyd, by her conduct described hereinabove, breached the 
implied duty of good faith and fair dealing imposed by the PSA. 
58. As a direct and proximate result of Defendant Gentry-Boyd's breach of the 
implied duty of good faith and fair dealing, Plaintiffs sustained damages in an amount to be 
proven at trial. 
COUNT VI 
BREACH OF IMPLIED WARRANTY OF HABITABILITY 
(Against Defendant Gentry-Boyd and Defendant Kirk) 
59. Plaintiffs incorporate all preceding paragraphs as if set forth fully herein. 
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60. Upon information and belief, Defendant Kirk provided construction services, 
labor and/or materials on behalf of Defendant Gentry-Boyd to build the Home and served as the 
general contractor in the construction of the Home. 
61. Defendant Gentry-Boyd was the owner~builder of the Home and was responsible 
for overseeing the construction of the Home and the selection of concealed building materials for 
the construction of the Home that did not meet applicable building codes. 
62. The sale of the Home to Plaintiffs gave rise to an implied warranty of habitability. 
63. The Defects and deficiencies in the Home as set forth herein, which were latent 
and concealed, made the Home unfit for use and habitation. 
64. On August 7, 2013, Plaintiffs mailed via certified mail to Defendant Kirk the 
required written notice of claim pursuant to the Notice and Opportunity to Repair Act ("Notice"). 
Defendant Gentry-Boyd received a copy of the Notice and was also given an opportunity to 
repair the Home. 
65. Subsequent to inspection of the Home by Defendant Kirk pursuant to 1.C. 
§ 6-2503(2)(a), Defendant Kirk disputed the claim by letter dated August 29, 2013. 
66. Defendants Gentry-Boyd and Kirk were both given, and both took advantage of, 
an additional opportunity to inspect the damage to the Home. 
67. By reason of the conduct alleged hereinabove, Defendants Gentry-Boyd and Kirk 
materially breached the implied warranty of habitability extended in favor of the Plaintiffs and 
are liable for the aforesaid wrongful conduct and are liable to Plaintiffs for the substantial 
damages they suffered in connection with Defendants' conduct in relation to the Property and the 
Home. 
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68. As a result of Defendant Gentry•Boyd's and Defendant Kirk's breach of the 
implied warranty of habitability, Plaintiffs have sustained damages in an amount to be proven at 
trial. 
COUNTVIl 
CONSPIRACY TO COMMIT FRAUD 
(Against Defendants Gentry·Boyd and Kirk) 
69. Plaintiffs incorporate all preceding paragraphs as if set forth fully herein. 
70. At all relevant times hereto, Defendant Gentry·Boyd as owner·builder and 
Defendant Kirk as contractor agreed and combined to engage in a conspiracy to use and install in 
a substandard manner an exterior envelope that did not meet the applicable building codes and 
standard of care, in a manner that would be concealed from a general inspection of the Home, to 
intentionally cut costs in the construction of the Home and defraud the subsequent purchaser. 
71. In furtherance of the conspiracy, Defendants Gentry-Boyd and Kirk, and each of 
them, conspired and agreed among themselves, and combined to engage in a conspiracy to 
commit the wrongs alleged in this Complaint, to build the Home using materials and standards 
that did not meet the applicable building codes and standards of care, and to avoid a final 
inspection to obtain a certificate of occupancy, of which the principal element was to cut costs 
and inflict wrongs on the subsequent purchaser, and that these wrongful acts were committed 
pursuant to and in furtherance of such conspiracy and agreement, and with the consent, approval, 
or ratification of Defendant Gentry-Boyd and Defendant Kirk, and each is liable as a direct 
participant, co-conspirator, or aider and abettor of the wrongful acts herein alleged. 
72. As a result of these wrongful acts, Plaintiffs were unable to discover the use of 
materials that did not meet the applicable building codes and standards of code, and the 
substandard installation of same, prior to the purchase of the Home and have been required to 
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employ contractors to repair and remediate the problems and violations of applicable building 
codes. 
73. As a direct result of Defendant Gentry-Boyd's and Defendant Kirk's wrongful 
actions. Plaintiffs have sustained damages in an amount to be proven at trial. 
COUNT VIII 
NEGLIGENCE AND/OR GROSS-NEGLIGENCE 
(Against Defendant McKenna) 
74. Plaintiffs incorporate all preceding paragraphs as if set forth fully herein. 
75. Defendant McKenna provided home inspection services to Plaintiffs for the Home 
located on the Property and conducted an inspection of the Home on March 15, 2012, prior to 
Plaintiffs' purchase of the Home. 
76. Defendant McKenna provided a written inspection report (the "Inspection 
Report") to Plaintiffs representing that all exterior doors, which includes the Doors, were 
inspected and operated, and were functioning properly, and that there was no evidence of 
significant water intrusion and mold in the crawlspace, all in violation of applicable standards of 
care. 
77. A proper and professional inspection of the Home would have discovered and 
disclosed the Defects, including by not limited to the fact that the Doors were not functioning 
properly and existence of significant water intrusion and mold. 
78. Defendant McKenna failed to fully disclose the true results of his inspection and 
that further investigation was necessary to locate the cause and extent of water intrusion, which 
any competent and professional home inspector would have recommended. In fact, Defendant 
McKenna represented that what little water intrusion he found in the crawl space was completely 
normal for the time of the year. 
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79. In undertaking to provide professional home inspection services to Plaintiffs, 
Defendant McKenna had a duty to Plaintiffs to exercise the reasonable degree of care, skill and 
knowledge that is ordinarily employed by such home inspection professionals in perfonning 
home inspections. 
80. By failing to thoroughly inspect the Home. including the Doors and the 
crawlspace, and by giving the Home a clean bill of health, Defendant McKenna breached his 
duty of care to Plaintiffs, which conduct is a departure from the ordinary conduct of care for a 
home inspector. 
81. As a direct and proximate result of Defendant McKenna's above-described 




(Against Defendant McKenna) 
82. Plaintiffs incorporate all preceding paragraphs as if set forth fully herein. 
83. Defendant McKenna represented to Plaintiffs that he was a professional home 
inspector and that he held superior knowledge and abilities with respect to the construction of a 
home, such as the one at issue here; that he would completely and thoroughly inspect the Home 
and report all problems with the Home. Defendant McKenna also represented that all items in 
his Inspection Report would be thoroughly and competently investigated and truthfully reported 
to Plaintiffs. 
84. Defendant McKenna's written Inspection Report provided to Plaintiffs falsely 
represented that all doors in the Home were inspected and operated, and were functioning 
properly. 
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85. A proper and professional inspection of the Doors would have disclosed that the 
Doors were not functioning properly, and a proper and professional inspection of the crawlspace 
would have disclosed the existence of significant water intrusion and mold. 
86. Defendant McKenna knew that the representations in the Inspection Report would 
be material to Plaintiffs in determining whether to purchase the Home. 
87. Defendant McKenna knew that the material representations as related to the 
inspection of the proper operation of the Doors in his Inspection Report were false at the time he 
made them. 
88. Defendant McKenna intended that all statements regarding the functionality of the 
exterior doors in the Inspection Report would be relied on by Plaintiffs. 
89. Plaintiffs were not aware of and did not discover that the Doors were damaged 
and did not function properly. 
90. The problems with the Doors materially affected the value of the Home. 
91. By intentionally failing to thoroughly inspect the Doors, and by knowingly 
including false representations in his written Inspection Report, Defendant McKenna committed 
fraud, which conduct is an extreme departure from the ordinary conduct of care for a home 
inspector. 
92. Plaintiffs relied on Defendant McKenna's representations contained in the 
Inspection Report for their consideration concerning the purchase of the Property and Home and 
were justified in relying on it as a professional's accurate representation of the operation of the 
Doors prior to their purchase of the Property and Home. 
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93. As a direct and proximate result of Defendant McKenna's above-described 
fraudulent representation of the operation of the Doors, Plaintiffs have been subjected to property 
damage and other losses because of the failure to report that the Doors did not function properly. 
94. As a direct result of Defendant McKenna's fraudulent representation of the 
operation of the Doors, Plaintiffs have sustained damages in an amount to be proven at trial. 
COUNTX 
VIOLATION OF THE CONSUMER PROTECTION ACT 
I.C. §§ 48-601 THROUGH 48-619 
(Against Defendant McKenna) 
95. Plaintiffs incorporate all preceding paragraphs as if set forth fully herein. 
96. Defendant McKenna represented to the Plaintiffs in the Inspection Report that the 
Home had been inspected and that all doors were functioning properly and there were no signs of 
abnormal or harmful water penetration or condensation in the crawlspace. 
97. Defendant McKenna's Inspection Report failed to disclose the true, defective 
condition of the Property. 
98. Defendant McKenna's representations in the Inspection Report were misleading, 
false, or deceptive to Plaintiffs. 
99. Defendant McKenna's failure to disclose the true, defective condition of the 
Property and the making of false affmnative statements violated the Idaho Consumer Protection 
Act, I.C. §§ 48-603(5), (7), (17) and 48-603C. 
100. As a direct result of Defendant McKenna's misrepresentation of the true condition 
of the Property, Plaintiffs have suffered loss and damages in an amount to be proven at trial. 
101. Plaintiffs are also entitled to additional costs and attorney's fees under I.C. § 48-
608(5). 
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RESERVATION OF RIGHT -PUNITIVE DAMAGES 
102. Plaintiffs incorporate all preceding paragraphs as if set forth fully herein. 
103. Plaintiffs reserve the right to move to amend their pleadings according to Idaho 
Code §§ 6-1604 and 48-608(1) to include claims for punitive damages against Defendants. 
ATTORNEY FEES 
Plaintiffs have retained the law firm of Andersen Banducci PLLC to prosecute this action 
and have agreed to pay reasonable attorney fees for their services. Plaintiffs are entitled to 
recover their reasonable attorney fees in accordance with Idaho Code§§ 48-608, 12-120(3), 12-
121, and the written PSA. 
JURYDEMAND 
Plaintiffs demand a trial by jury as to all issues pursuant to I.R.C.P. 38(b). 
NOW THEREFORE, Plaintiffs pray for judgment in their favor and against Defendants 
as follows: 
1. For damages in an amount to be proven at trial; 
2. For costs and reasonable attorney fees, which in the event of default should be 
$10,000; and 
3. For such other and further relief as the Court deems just and equitable in the 
premises. 
DA TED THIS _ day of September, 2014. 
ANDERSEN BANDUCCI PLLC 
By~ G>t t)~W b 
Thomas A. Banducci ~ 
Jason J. Rudd 
Attorneys for Plaintiffs 
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C. Tom Arkoosh, ISB No. 2253 
Daniel A. Nevala, ISB No. 6443 
ARKOOSH LAW OFFICES 
802 W. Bannock Street, Suite 900 
P .0. Box 2900 
Boise, ID 83701 
Telephone: (208) 343-5105 
Facsimile: (208) 343-5456 
tom.arkoosh@arkoosb.com 
dan.nevala@arkoosh.com 
Attorneys for Chris Kirk d/b/a Kirk Enterprises 
e 
>..Jl'Ll"\L~.A MILLER, CLERK 
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Case No. CV-2014-71-C 
ANSWER 
COMES NOW, Defendant Chris Kirk d/b/a Kirk Enterprises ("Kirk"), by and through his 
counsel of record, Arkoosh Law Offices, and without admitting any liability or damages to 
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e 
Plaintiffs and without assuming the burden of proof as to any issue in this litigation, answers and 
files his Answer to Plaintiffs' First Amended Complaint and Demand for Jury Trial (hereinafter, 
"Amended Complaint") as follows: 
I. 
RESPONSE TO ALL COUNTS 
1. All matters not herein specifically admitted are denied. 
2. Kirk admits the allegations contained in paragraph 5 of the Amended Complaint. 
3. In answering paragraph 60, Kirk admits only that he built a home for Defendant Gentry-
Boyd. 
4. In answering paragraph 64, Kirk admits only that he received a letter from Plaintiffs' 
fonner counsel. 




Further answering and by way of affirmative defenses, Kirk alleges as follows: 
FIRST DEFENSE 
Kirk denies each and every allegation of the Amended Complaint not herein expressly 
and specifically admitted. Kirk further reserves the right to amend this or any other answer or 
denial stated herein once he has had the opportunity to complete discovery regarding any of the 
claims and allegations in the Amended Complaint. 
SECOND DEFENSE 
Plaintiffs have failed to mitigate their damages, if any. By asserting this defense, Kirk 
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does not admit that Plaintiffs have been damaged. 
THIRD DEFENSE 
Plaintiffs' action against Kirk is barred for lack of privity of contract. 
FOURTH DEFENSE 
The damages sustained by Plaintiffs, if any, were proximately caused by the negligence 
or fault of parties, persons, or entities other than Kirk whom Kirk does not control and over 
whom Kirk had no control. By asserting this defense, Kirk does not admit that Plaintiffs have 
been damaged. 
FIFTH DEFENSE 
Plaintiffs were guilty of negligent and careless misconduct, and misconduct and fault, at 
the time of and in connection with the matters and damages alleged, which misconduct on 
Plaintiffs' part proximately caused and contributed to said events and resultant damages, if any. 
SIXTH DEFENSE 
If Plaintiffs have sustained injuries or losses as alleged in the Amended Complaint, upon 
information and belief, such injuries or losses were caused in whole or in part through the 
operation of nature or other intervening cause or causes. By asserting this defense, Kirk does not 
admit that Plaintiffs have been damaged. 
SEVENTH DEFENSE 
Any and all conduct of Kirk with respect to the matters alleged was justifiable, 
reasonable, authorized by law, and performed in good faith or with the belief that such acts were 
proper, legal, and appropriate. 
EIGHTH DEFENSE 
There is no proximate causation or causation between any alleged act or alleged breach of 
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• 
duty by Kirk and Plaintiffs' alleged damages, if any. 
NINTH DEFENSE 
If Plaintiffs have sustained injuries or losses as alleged in the Amended Complaint, upon 
information and belief, such injuries and losses were caused by the actions of persons not having 
real or apparent authority to take said actions on behalf of Kirk and over whom Kirk had no 
control and for whom Kirk may not be held accountable. 
TENTH DEFENSE 
Plaintiffs' claims are barred in whole or in part because Kirk's conduct was in 
compliance with industry custom and standard of practice. 
ELEVENTH DEFENSE 
In answering this Complaint, Kirk does not assume any burden of proof attributable to 
Plaintiffs as to any matter at issue in this litigation. 
TWELFTH DEFENSE 
With respect to each and every purported cause of action, the acts of Kirk were at all 
times done in good faith, through fair dealing, and without malice. 
THIRTEENTH DEFENSE 
Plaintiffs lack proper standing to assert some or all of the claims asserted against Kirk in 
the Amended Complaint. 
FOURTEENTH DEFENSE 
Some or all of Plaintiffs' claims are barred by waiver. 
FIFTEENTH DEFENSE 
Some or all of Plaintiffs' claims are barred by release. 
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SIXTEENTH DEFENSE 
Some or all of the claims in Plaintiffs• Amended Complaint are barred by the doctrine of 
unclean hands. 
SEVENTEENTH DEFENSE 
With regard to the civil conspiracy claim, Plaintiffs failure to plead additional facts in 
furtherance of the alleged conspiracy preclude the cause of action for civil conspiracy. 
EIGHTEENTH DEFENSE 
Plaintiffs are barred from recovery for civil conspiracy because they have failed to allege 
special damages that are separate and distinct from damages alleged for other causes of action, 
and as a result, this cause of action must fail. 
NINETEENTH DEFENSE 
Kirk has not acted with malice, fraud, oppression, wantonness, outrageousness, or gross 
negligence, and therefore, Plaintiffs are not entitled to punitive damages. 
TWENTIETH DEFENSE 
The claim, and each cause of action alleged therein, fails to state facts sufficient to 
constitute a cause of action against Kirk. 
TWENTY FIRST DEFENSE 
Kirk contends that the sole and/or proximate cause of the damages claimed by Plaintiffs 
was and is due to the willful and intentional acts of persons other than Kirk. 
TWENTY SECOND DEFENSE 
Plaintiffs unreasonably delayed in providing notice and in commencing and prosecuting 
this action which caused unfair prejudice to Kirk barring any recovery against Kirk under the 
doctrine oflaches. 
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III. 
DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL 
Pursuant to Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure Rule 38(b), Kirk demands a trial by jury, 
composed of the number of persons allowed by law, on all issues, claims, and defenses so triable. 
IV. 
PRAYER FOR RELIEF 
WHEREFORE, having fully answered the Amended Complaint, Kirk prays for judgment 
against Plaintiffs as follows: 
1. That Plaintiffs take nothing by their Amended Complaint. 
2. That Plaintiffs' Amended Complaint in this matter be dismissed with prejudice. 
3. That Kirk be awarded costs and attorney's fees, under any applicable statute or rule, 
including, but not limited to Idaho Code§§ 12-120, 121 and 123; and Idaho Rule of Civil 
Procedure Rule 54. 
4. For such other and further relief as the Court may deem just and equitable under the 
circumstances. 
Respectfully Submitted, 
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ARKOOSH LAW OFFICES 
C. Tom Arkoosh 
Attorney for Chris Kirk d/b/a Kirk Enterprises 
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the 29th day of September, 2014, I served a true 
and correct copy of the foregoing document(s) upon the following person{s), in the 
manner indicated: 
Courtesy copy: 
Judge Thomas F. Neville 
Ada County Courthouse 
200 W. Front Street 
Boise, ID 83702 
Thomas A. Banducci 
Jason J. Rudd 
ANDERSEN BANDUCCI PLLC 
101 S. Capitol Blvd., Suite 1600 
Boise, ID 83 702 
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U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
Overnight Courier 
Hand Delivered 
Facsimile (208) 287~6919 
E-mail dcnevilt(fD,adaweb.net 
U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
Overnight Courier 
Hand Delivered 
Facsimile (208) 342-4455 
E-mail tab@andersenbanducci.com 
jjr@a11dersenbanducci.com 
C. Tom Arkoosh 
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r 
STEVEN J. MILLEMANN (Idaho State Bar No. 2601 
GREGORY C. PITTENGER (Idaho State Bar No. 1828) 
MILLEMANN, PITTENGER, McMAHAN & PEMBERTON LLP 
ATTORNEYS AT LAW 
706 North First Street 
Post Office Box 1066 
McCall, Idaho 83638 
Telephone (208) 634-7641 
Facsimile (208) 634-4516 
Email: sjm(iumpmplaw.com 
Email: gcp(iz)mpmplaw.com 
Attorneys.for Defendant Nancy Gentry-Boyd 
e 
oou£~ 4. MILLER, CLERK 
By.~ -;c)'T~.....:....----. ---OOeputy 
OCT 1 ~ 201~ 
Caee No __ -11111\ No. 
Flied., ...A.cl: ,;..,.1--P.-;;,_ 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STA TE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF VALLEY 
PETRUS FAMILY TRUST DATED 
MAY 1, 1991, and EDMOND A. 
PETRUS, JR., individually and as 
Co-Trustee of the Petrus Family Trust 
Dated May 1, 1991, 
Plaintiffs, 
V. 
NANCY GENTRY-BOYD; CHR1S 
KIRK d/b/a KIRK ENTERPRISES; 
TODD MCKENNA d/b/a 
HOMECRAFT HOME 
INSPECTIONS; and DOES 1-4 
Defendants. 
CASE NO. CV-2014-71-C 
NANCY GENTRY-BOYD'S ANSWER 
TO AMENDED COMPLAINT 
COMES NOW Nancy Gentry-Boyd (hereinafter "Boyd"), by and through her 
undersigned counsel, and for her Answer to the Amended Complaint alleges, avers and responds 
as follows: 
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RESPONSE COMMON TO ALL COUNTS 
Boyd denies each and every allegation contained in the Complaint which 1s not 
specifically admitted herein. 
PARTIES 
1. Boyd admits that the Petrus Family Trust acquired her leasehold interest in a 
Payette lakefront lot on or about April 12, 2012. 
2. Boyd is without knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the 
truth of the averments in Paragraph 2, and Boyd therefore denies each and every such averment. 
3. Boyd admits the allegations contained in Paragraph 3. 
4. Boyd admits that she resides in La Jolla, California, that she was the lessee of the 
Property, and that she conveyed the improvements thereon and personal property therein to 
Plaintiff Petrus Family Trust on or about April 12, 2012. Boyd specifically denies that she was 
the "owner-builder" of the home. 
5. Boyd admits that Defendant Chris Kirk (hereinafter "Kirk") was the contractor 
and builder of the home. 
6. Boyd admits that Defendant McKenna is a resident of Valley County. Boyd is 
without knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of the remainder of 
the averments in Paragraph 6, and Boyd therefore denies each and every such averment. 
JURISDICTION AND VENUE 
7. Boyd admits the allegations contained in Paragraph 7. 
8. Boyd admits the allegations contained in Paragraph 8. 
9. Boyd admits the allegations contained in Paragraph 9. 
COUNT! 
FAILURE TO DISCLOSE PURSUANT TO 
I.C. §§ 55-2501 THROUGH 55-2518 
(Against Defendant Gentry-Boyd) 
10. Boyd incorporates all prior responses and averments. 
11. Boyd admits that she and Plaintiff Petrus Family Trust entered into a Real Estate 
Purchase and Sale Agreement on or about April 12, 2012 for the purchase of the home. 
12. Boyd admits the allegations contained in Paragraph 12. 
13. Boyd denies the allegations contained in Paragraph 13. 
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14. Boyd is without knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the 
truth of the averments in Paragraph 14, and Boyd therefore denies each and every such averment. 
15. Boyd is without knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the 
truth of the averments in Paragraph 15, and Boyd therefore denies each and every such averment. 
16. Boyd is without knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the 
truth of the averments in Paragraph 16, and Boyd therefore denies each and every such averment. 
17. Boyd denies the allegations contained in Paragraph 17. 
18. Boyd denies the allegations contained in Paragraph 18. 
19. Boyd denies the allegations contained in Paragraph 19. 
20. Boyd admits the allegations contained in Paragraph 20. 
21. Boyd is without knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the 
truth of the averments in Paragraph 21, and Boyd therefore denies each and every such averment. 
22. Boyd admits the allegations contained in Paragraph 22. 
COUNT II 
VIOLATION OF CONSUMER PROTECTION ACT 
I.C. §§ 48-601 THROUGH 48-619 
(Against Defendant Gentry-Boyd) 
23. Boyd incorporates all prior responses and averments. 
24. Boyd admits the allegations contained in Paragraph 24. 
25. Boyd denies the allegations contained in Paragraph 25. 
26. Boyd denies the allegations contained in Paragraph 26. 
27. Boyd denies the allegations contained in Paragraph 27. 
28. Boyd denies the allegations contained in Paragraph 28. 
29. Boyd denies the allegations contained in Paragraph 29. 
30. Boyd denies the allegations contained in Paragraph 30. 
31. Boyd denies the allegations contained in Paragraph 31. 
32. Boyd denies the allegations contained in Paragraph 32. 
COUNT III 
FRAUD/MISREPRESENTATION 
(Against Defendant Gentry-Boyd) 
33. Boyd incorporates all prior responses and averments. 
34. Boyd denies the allegations contained in Paragraph 34. 
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e 
35. Boyd denies the allegations contained in Paragraph 35. 
36. Boyd admits that she signed the Disclosures. Boyd denies the remammg 
allegations contained in Paragraph 36. 
37. Boyd denies the allegations contained in Paragraph 37. 
38. Boyd denies the allegations contained in Paragraph 38. 
39. Boyd denies the allegations contained in Paragraph 39. 
40. Boyd denies the allegations contained in Paragraph 40. 
41. Boyd is without knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the 
truth of the averments in Paragraph 41, and Boyd therefore denies each and every such averment. 
42. Boyd denies the allegations contained in Paragraph 42. 
43. Boyd denies the allegations contained in Paragraph 43. 
44. Boyd denies the allegations contained in Paragraph 44. 
COUNT IV 
BREACH OF CONTRACT 
(Against Defendant Gentry-Boyd) 
45. Boyd incorporates all prior responses and averments. 
46. Boyd admits the allegations contained in Paragraph 46. 
47. Boyd denies the allegations contained in Paragraph 47. 
48. Boyd denies the allegations contained in Paragraph 48. 
49. Boyd denies the allegations contained in Paragraph 49. 
50 Boyd denies the allegations contained in Paragraph 50. 
51. Boyd denies the allegations contained in Paragraph 51. 
52. Boyd denies the allegations contained in Paragraph 52. 
53. Boyd denies the allegations contained in Paragraph 53. 
COUNTV 
BREACH OF THE IMPLIED COVENANT OF GOOD FAITH AND FAIR DEALING 
(Against Defendant Gentry-Boyd) 
54. Boyd incorporates all prior responses and averments. 
55. Boyd admits the allegations contained in Paragraph 55. 
56. Boyd denies the allegations contained in Paragraph 56. 
57. Boyd denies the allegations contained in Paragraph 57. 
58. Boyd denies the allegations contained in Paragraph 58. 
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COUNT VI 
BREACH OF IMPLIED WARRANTY OF HABITABILITY 
(Against Defendant Gentry-Boyd and Defendant Kirk) 
59. Boyd incorporates all prior responses and averments. 
60. Boyd admits the allegations contained in Paragraph 60. 
61. Boyd denies the allegations contained in Paragraph 61. 
62. Boyd denies the allegations contained in Paragraph 62. 
63. Boyd denies the allegations contained in Paragraph 63. 
64. Boyd admits that Plaintiffs provided Defendant Kirk with a notice of some or all 
of Plaintiffs' claims. Boyd denies each and every remaining allegation contained in Paragraph 
64. 
65. Boyd is without knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the 
truth of the averments in Paragraph 65, and Boyd therefore denies each and every such averment. 
66. Boyd denies that she was given a reasonable or meaningful opportunity to inspect 
the home. 
67. Boyd denies the allegations contained in Paragraph 67. 
68. Boyd denies the allegations contained in Paragraph 68. 
COUNT VII 
CONSPIRACY TO COMMIT FRAUD 
(Against Defendants Gentry-Boyd and Kirk) 
69. Boyd incorporates all prior responses and averments. 
70. Boyd denies the allegations contained in Paragraph 70. 
71. Boyd denies the allegations contained in Paragraph 71. 
72. Boyd denies the allegations contained in Paragraph 72. 
73. Boyd denies the allegations contained in Paragraph 73. 
COUNT VIII 
NEGLIGENCE AND/OR GROSS NEGLIGENCE 
(Against Defendant McKenna) 
74. Count VIII does not assert any claims against Boyd and she, therefore, neither 
admits nor denies Paragraph 74. 
75. Count VIII does not assert any claims against Boyd and she, therefore, neither 
admits nor denies Paragraph 7 5. 
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76. Count VIII does not assert any claims against Boyd and she, therefore, neither 
admits nor denies Paragraph 76. 
77. Count VIII does not assert any claims against Boyd and she, therefore, neither 
admits nor denies Paragraph 77. 
78. Count VIII does not assert any claims against Boyd and she, therefore, neither 
admits nor denies Paragraph 78. 
79. Count VIII does not assert any claims against Boyd and she, therefore, neither 
admits nor denies Paragraph 79. 
80. Count VIII does not assert any claims against Boyd and she, therefore, neither 
admits nor denies Paragraph 80. 
81. Count VIII does not assert any claims against Boyd and she, therefore, neither 
admits nor denies Paragraph 81. 
COUNTIX 
FRAUD 
(Against Defendant McKenna) 
82. Count IX does not assert any claims against Boyd and she, therefore, neither 
admits nor denies Paragraph 82. 
83. Count IX does not assert any claims against Boyd and she, therefore, neither 
admits nor denies Paragraph 83. 
84. Count IX does not assert any claims against Boyd and she, therefore, neither 
admits nor denies Paragraph 84. 
85. Count IX does not assert any claims against Boyd and she, therefore, neither 
admits nor denies Paragraph 85. 
86. Count IX does not assert any claims against Boyd and she, therefore, neither 
admits nor denies Paragraph 86. 
87. Count IX does not assert any claims against Boyd and she, therefore, neither 
admits nor denies Paragraph 87. 
88. Count IX does not assert any claims against Boyd and she, therefore, neither 
admits nor denies Paragraph 88. 
89. Count IX does not assert any claims against Boyd and she, therefore, neither 
admits nor denies Paragraph 89. 
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90. Count IX does not assert any claims against Boyd and she, therefore, neither 
admits nor denies Paragraph 90. 
91. Count IX does not assert any claims against Boyd and she, therefore, neither 
admits nor denies Paragraph 91. 
92. Count IX does not assert any claims against Boyd and she, therefore, neither 
admits nor denies Paragraph 92. 
93. Count IX does not assert any claims against Boyd and she, therefore, neither 
admits nor denies Paragraph 93. 
94. Count IX does not assert any claims against Boyd and she, therefore, neither 
admits nor denies Paragraph 94. 
COUNTX 
VIOLATION OF CONSUMER PROTECTION ACT 
I.C. §§ 48-601 THROUGH 48-619 
(Against Defendant McKenna) 
95. Count X does not assert any claims against Boyd and she, therefore, neither 
admits nor denies Paragraph 95. 
96. Count X does not assert any claims against Boyd and she, therefore, neither 
admits nor denies Paragraph 96. 
97. Count X does not assert any claims against Boyd and she, therefore, neither 
admits nor denies Paragraph 97. 
98. Count X does not assert any claims against Boyd and she, therefore, neither 
admits nor denies Paragraph 98. 
99. Count X does not assert any claims against Boyd and she, therefore, neither 
admits nor denies Paragraph 99. 
100. Count X does not assert any claims against Boyd and she, therefore, neither 
admits nor denies Paragraph 100. 
101. Count X does not assert any claims against Boyd and she, therefore, neither 
admits nor denies Paragraph 101. 
RESERVATION OF RIGHT-PUNITIVE DAMAGES 
102. Boyd incorporates all prior responses and averments. 
103. Boyd denies that there is any basis for Plaintiffs to plead Punitive Damages 
against Boyd. 
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ATTORNEYS FEES 
Boyd denies that there is any basis in law or in fact for an award of attorney's fees to 
Plaintiffs. 
FIRST AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 
The Amended Complaint fails to state a claim upon which relief can be granted. 
SECOND AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 
Plaintiffs' claims and the relief sought therefrom are barred by the doctrine of estoppel. 
THIRD AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 
Plaintiffs' claims and the relief sought therefrom are barred by the doctrine of laches. 
FOURTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 
Plaintiffs' claims and the relief sought therefrom are barred by the doctrine of unclean 
hands. 
FIFTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 
Plaintiffs' claims and the relief sought therefrom are barred by the doctrine of waiver. 
SIXTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 
Some or all of Plaintiffs" claims are barred by the applicable statutes of limitation, 
including but not necessarily limited to Count VI. 
SEVENTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 
The damages alleged by Plaintiffs, to the extent that any such damages have been 
suffered by Plaintiffs, were caused by the negligence and/or willful and intentional acts of 
Plaintiffs and Plaintiffs' agents. 
EIGHTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 
Plaintiffs have failed to allege specific facts or damages in support of Count VII as 
required by law. 
NINTH AFFIMATIVE DEFENSE 
The claims which Plaintiffs have asserted against Boyd have been knowingly and 
intentionally pursued by Plaintiffs frivolously, unreasonably, without foundation, without any 
reasonable basis in fact or in law and solely for purposes of harassment. 
BOYD'S ATTORNEYS FEES 
Boyd is entitled to Judgment against Plaintiffs, jointly and severally, for her costs and 
attorneys fees incurred in defense of this Action pursuant to I.R.C.P. 54(d)(l), I.R.C.P. 54(e)(l), 
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I.C. §12-120, I.C. §12-121, I.C. §12-123, I.C. §48-608, and the terms of the Real Estate Purchase 
and Sale Agreement. 
DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL 
Boyd demands a trial by a jury composed of not less than twelve (12) persons. 
PRAYER FOR RELIEF 
WHEREFORE, Boyd prays for the following relief: 
l. That all Plaintiffs' claims and causes of action be dismissed with prejudice, with 
Piaintifftaking nothing therefrom; 
2. For Judgment against Plaintiffs, jointly and severally, for Boyd's costs and 
attorneys fees incurred in defense of Plaintiffs' claims; 
3. For such other relief as the Court deems just and equitable under the premises. ~,., 
DATED this Id - day of October 2014. 
MILLEMANN, PITTENGER, McMAHAN & 
PEMBERTON, LLP, Attorneys for Defendant 
Nancy Gentry-Boyd 
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• 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the 10th day of October, 2014, I caused to be served a true 
and correct copy of the foregoing Nancy Gentry-Boyd's Answer to Amended Complaint to be 
served on the following by electronic transmission and by regular mail, addressed as follows: 
Thomas A. Banducci 
Jason J. Rudd 
Anderson Banducci PLLC 
101 S. Capitol Blvd., Suite 1600 
Boise, Idaho 83702 
taM1)andersonbanducci.con1 
ii r(Zvandersonbanducci .com 
C. Tom Arkoosh 
Daniel A. Nevala 
ARKOOSH LAW OFFICES 
P.O. Box 2900 
Boise, Idaho 83701 
tom.arkoosh0)arkoosh.com 
gan.nevala@arkoo~h.com 
MILLEMANN, PITTENGER, McMAHAN & 
PEMBERTON, LLP 
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Michael G. Pierce 
Attorney at Law 
P. 0. Box 1019 
489 West Mountain Road 
Cascade, Idaho 83611 
Telephone: (208) 382-3929 
Facsimile: (208) 382-3783 
Idaho State Bar Number: 1470 
Michael@michaelpiercelaw.com 
Attorney for Defendant Todd McKenna 
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ANSWER 
COMES NOW the above-named defendant, Todd McKenna d/b/a Homecraft 
Home Inspections (hereinafter "McKenna"), and in answer to the First Amended 
Complaint of plaintiff, admits, denies and alleges as follows: 
1. McKenna denies each and every allegation of said complaint not 




2. McKenna is without sufficient knowledge or information to form a belief 
as to the truth or falsity of the allegations in paragraphs 1-5 of the amended complaint, 
and therefore denies the same. 
3. In answer to paragraph 6, McKenna admits that he is a resident of Valley 
County, Idaho, and that he performed an inspection of the Home beginning on March 15, 
2012, but does not have sufficient information to admit or deny the remainder of said 
paragraph. He therefore denies the same. 
JURISDICTION AND VENUE 
4. McKenna admits the allegations of paragraphs 7, 8 and 9. 
COUNTI 
FAILURE TO DISCLOSE PURSUANT TO 
I.C. §§ 55-2501 THROUGH 55-2518 
(Against Defendant Gentry-Boyd) 
5. This Count does not assert any claim against McKenna, and McKenna is 
without sufficient knowledge or information to form a belief as to the truth or falsity of 
the allegations in paragraphs 10-22 of the amended complaint, and therefore denies the 
same. 
COUNT II 
VIOLATION OF THE CONSUMER PROTECTION ACT 
I.C. §§ 48-601 THROUGH 48-619 
(Against Defendant Gentry-Boyd) 
6. This Count does not assert any claim against McKenna, and McKenna is 
without sufficient knowledge or information to form a belief as to the truth or falsity of 






(Against Defendant Gentry-Boyd) 
7. This Count does not assert any claim against McKenna, and McKenna is 
without sufficient knowledge or information to form a belief as to the truth or falsity of 
the allegations in paragraphs 33-44 of the amended complaint, and therefore denies the 
same. 
COUNTIV 
BREACH OF CONTRACT 
(Against Defendant Gentry-Boyd) 
8. This Count does not assert any claim against McKenna, and McKenna is 
without sufficient knowledge or information to form a belief as to the truth or falsity of 
the allegations in paragraphs 45-53 of the amended complaint, and therefore denies the 
same. 
COUNTV 
BREACH OF IMPLIED COVENANT OF GOOD FAITH AND FAIR DEALING 
(Against Defendant Gentry-Boyd) 
9. This Count does not assert any claim against McKenna, and McKenna is 
without sufficient knowledge or information to form a belief as to the truth or falsity of 
the allegations in paragraphs 54-58 of the amended complaint, and therefore denies the 
same. 
COUNT VI 
BREACH OF IMPLIED WARRANTY OF HABITABILITY 
(Against Defendant Gentry-Boyd and Defendant Kirk) 
10. This Count does not assert any claim against McKenna, and McKenna is 
without sufficient knowledge or information to form a belief as to the truth or falsity of 





CONSPIRACY TO COMMIT FRAUD 
(Against Defendant Gentry-Boyd and Defendant Kirk) 
11. This Count does not assert any claim against McKenna, and McKenna is 
without sufficient knowledge or information to form a belief as to the truth or falsity of 
the allegations in paragraphs 69-73 of the amended complaint, and therefore denies the 
same. 
COUNT VIII 
NEGLIGENCE AND/OR GROSS NEGLIGENCE 
(Against Defendant McKenna) 
12. McKenna is without sufficient knowledge or information to form a belief 
as to the truth or falsity of the allegations in paragraph 74 of the amended complaint, and 
therefore denies the same. 
13. In answer to paragraph 75, McKenna admits that he performed an 
inspection of the Home beginning on March 15, 2012, but does not have sufficient 
information to admit or deny the remainder of said paragraph, and therefore denies the 
same. 
14. In answer to paragraph 76, McKenna admits that he provided a written 
inspection report, but denies the remainder of the allegations in paragraph 76. 
15. McKenna denies the allegations of paragraphs 77 and 78. 
16. McKenna is without sufficient knowledge as to the currently applicable 
standard of care required under Idaho law for home inspectors, if any, and therefore 
denies the allegations of paragraph 79. 





(Against Defendant McKenna) 
18. McKenna is without sufficient knowledge or information to form a belief 
as to the truth or falsity of the allegations in paragraph 82 of the amended complaint, and 
therefore denies the same. 
19. McKenna denies the allegations of paragraphs 83, 84, and 85. 
20. McKenna is without sufficient knowledge or information to form a belief 
as to the truth or falsity of the allegations in paragraph 86 of the amended complaint, and 
therefore denies the same. 
21. McKenna denies the allegations of paragraph 87. 
22. McKenna did not know to what extent, if any, the plaintiffs would rely 
upon the statements in the report, and therefore denies the allegations of paragraph 88. 
23. McKenna is without sufficient knowledge or information to form a belief 
as to the truth or falsity of the allegations in paragraphs 89 and 90 of the amended 
complaint, and therefore denies the same. 
24. McKenna denies the allegations of paragraph 91. 
25. McKenna is without sufficient knowledge or information to form a belief 
as to the truth or falsity of the allegations in paragraph 92 of the amended complaint, and 
therefore denies the same. 
26. McKenna denies the allegations of paragraphs 93 and 94 of the complaint 
COUNTX 
VIOLATION OF THE CONSUMER PROTECTION ACT 
I.C. §§ 48-601 THROUGH 48-619 
(Against Defendant McKenna) 
27. McKenna denies the allegations of paragraphs 95-101 of the complaint. 
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RESERVATION OF RIGHT- PUNITIVE DAMAGES 
28. McKenna denies that there is any basis to claim punitive damages against 
McKenna. 
ATTORNEY FEES 
29. McKenna denies that there is any basis to claim attorney fees against 
McKenna. 
JURYDEMAND 
McKenna demands a trial by jury on all counts against him. 
AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSES 
By pleading certain defenses as "affirmative defenses", McKenna does so for the 
purpose of completeness and does not intend to suggest that he has the burden of proof 
for any such defense. Furthermore, as McKenna has not had the opportunity to complete 
discovery in this case, by failing to raise an affirmative defense, McKenna does not 
intend to waiver any such defense and specifically reserves the right to amend his answer 
to include such additional and appropriate affirmative defenses as are justified by the 
pleadings and facts discovered. 
FIRST AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 
Plaintiffs' claims, especially in Count VIII, are barred by the applicable statute of 
limitations, including but not limited to I.C.§ 5-219. 
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SECOND AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 
Notice is hereby given that defendant intends to raise by motion the defense of 
failure to assert a claim upon which relief can be granted. 
THIRD AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 
Plaintiffs claims are barred by the doctrine of estoppel. 
FOURTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 
Plaintiffs claims are barred by the doctrine of laches. 
FIFTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 
Plaintiffs claims are barred by the doctrine of unclean hands. 
SIXTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 
Plaintiffs claims are barred by the doctrine of waiver. 
SEVENTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 
Any damages sustained by plaintiffs (and McKenna does not admit there are any 
such damages) were caused by the negligence and/or willful and intentional acts of 
plaintiffs and plaintiffs agents, whose negligence is greater than that ofMcKenna, if any, 
or by persons other than McKenna. 
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EIGHTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 
There is no proximate causation between any alleged act or alleged breach of duty 
by McKenna and plaintiffs' alleged damages, if any. 
NINTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 
McKenna has not acted with malice, fraud, oppression, wantonness, 
outrageousness, or gross negligence, and therefore, plaintiffs are not entitled to punitive 
damages. 
REQUEST FOR ATTORNEY FEES 
McKenna has been required to retain the undersigned attorney regarding this 
matter and requests that he be awarded his attorney fees and costs incurred herein 
pursuant to Idaho Code 12-120, 12-121, and Rule 54 of the Idaho Rules of Civil 
Procedure and any other applicable laws allowing for the recovery of attorney's fees in 
this action. 
PRAYER FOR RELIEF 
WHEREFORE, defendant McKenna prays for relief as follows: 
1. That plaintiffs take nothing by their amended complaint, and that their 
claim be dismissed with prejudice. 
2. That McKenna recover his attorneys fees and costs herein under any 




3. For such other and further relief as to the Court seems reasonable and just 
in the premises. 
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Certificate of Service 
I hereby certify that on the 2f day of October, 2014, I served true and correct 
copies of the foregoing document upon the following persons, by the means indicated: 
Thomas A. Banducci 
Jason J. Rudd 
ANDERSEN BANDUCCI PLLC 
101 S. Capitol Blvd., Suite 1600 
Boise, Idaho 83702-7720 
C. Thomas Arkoosh 
Daniel A. Nevala 
Arkoosh Law Offices 
802 W. Bannock, Suite 900 
Boise, Idaho 83702 
Steven J. Millemann 
Millemann, Pittenger, McMahan & Pemberton 
P. 0. Box 1066 
706 N. 1st Street 
McCall, Idaho 83 63 8 
Courtesy Copy: 
Hon. Thomas F. Neville 
District Judge 
Ada County Courthouse 
200 W. Front Street 
Boise, Idaho 83702 
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Fax to 208-342-4455 
Personal Service 
U.S. Mail 
Fax to 208-343-5456 
Personal Service 
U.S. Mail 
Fax to 208-634-4516 
Personal Service 
U.S. Mail 









Thomas A. Banducci (ISB #2453) 
Jason J. Rudd (ISB #9406) 
ANDERSENBANDUCCIPLLC 
101 S. Capitol Blvd., Suite 1600 
Boise, Idaho 83702 
Telephone: (208) 342-4411 
Facsimile: (208) 342-4455 
tab@andersenbanducci.com 
jjr@andersenbanducci.com 
Attorneys for Plaintiffs 
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case No lnsl No. __ _ 
Filed II: LI l Q A.M. __ _.P.M. 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STA TE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF VALLEY 
PETRUS FAMILY TRUST DA TED MAY I, 
1991, and EDMOND A. PETRUS, JR., 
individually and as Co-Trustee of the Petrus 
Family Trust Dated May 1, 1991, 
Plaintiffs, 
v. 
NANCY GENTRY-BOYD; CHRIS KIRK 
d/b/aKIRK ENTERPRISES; TODD 
MCKENNA d/b/a HOMECRAFT HOME 
INSPECTIONS; RE/MAX RESORT REAL TY; 
KEVIN BATCHELOR; and DOES 1-4 
Defendants. 
Case No. CV-2014-71-C 
SECOND AMENDED COMPLAINT 
AND DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL 
Plaintiffs Petrus Family Trust dated May 1, 1991 (the "Petrus Family Trust'') and 
Edmond A. Petrus, Jr., individually and as Co-Trustee of the Petrus Family Trust (collectively, 
"Plaintiffs"), by and through their counsel, Andersen Banducci PLLC, hereby submit this 
complaint against Defendants Nancy Gentry-Boyd ("Defendant Gentry-Boyd"), Defendant Chris 
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Kirk, d/b/a Kirk Enterprises ("Defendant Kirk"), Defendant Todd McKenna d/b/a Homecraft 
Home Inspections ("Defendant McKenna"), Defendant RE/MAX Resort Realty ("Defendant 
RE/MAX") and Defendant Kevin Batchelor ("Defendant Batchelor") (together, the "RE/MAX 
Defendants"), and Does 1-4 (all defendants collectively referred to as "Defendants") by 
claiming, al1eging, and on the basis of reasonable investigation and/or information and belief, 
pleading as follows: 
PARTIES 
1. Plaintiff the Petrus Family Trust is an irrevocable trust formed in the state of 
Illinois and domici1ed in the state of California, which acquired the leasehold interest in a Payette 
Lake Cottage Site, title to the appurtenant improvements built thereon, and the personal property 
therein, in McCall, Idaho, in April 2012. 
2. Plaintiff Edmond A. Petrus, Jr., is an individual residing in the State of California, 
is a co-trustee of the Petrus Family Trust, and is authorized to bring this action on his own behalf 
and on behalf of the Petrus Family Trust. 
3. The Payette Lake Cottage Site is a tract ofland leased from the Idaho Department 
of Lands, known as Lease Number R5067, and more particularly described as Lot 36, Amended 
Payette Lake Cottage Sites, located at 2130 Payette Drive, McCall, Idaho (the "Property"). 
4. Defendant Gentry-Boyd is a resident of La Jo Ha, California, and was the previous 
lessee of the Property and transferred her leasehold interest in the Property and conveyed title to 
the improvements located thereon and the personal property located therein to the Petrus Fami1y 
Trust in April 2012; Defendant Gentry-Boyd was also the owner-builder of the home located on 
the Property (the "Home"). 
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5. Defendant Kirk is a resident of Valley County, Idaho, and was the contractor and 
builder of the Home. 
6. Defendant McKenna is a resident of Valley County, Idaho, and performed an 
inspection of the Home on or about March 15, 2012, as a condition of, and prior to the purchase 
of the Home by the Petrus Family Trust. 
7. Defendant Batchelor is a resident of Valley County, Idaho, and the owner and 
designated broker of Defendant RE/MAX, an Idaho corporation, and acted as Plaintiffs' real 
estate broker in connection with their purchase of the Home. 
JURISDICTION AND VENUE 
8. This Court has original subject matter jurisdiction over this action pursuant to 
Idaho Code § 1-705. 
9. Defendant Gentry-Boyd is subject to this Court's jurisdiction under Idaho's long 
arm statute, LC. § 5-514( c ), because she owned, used, or possessed real property within the state 
of Idaho, and all Defendants are subject to the personal jurisdiction of this Court pursuant to LC. 
§ 5-514(a) because they each transacted business in Idaho. 
10. Venue is proper in Valley County pursuant to Idaho Code§ 5-401, et seq. because 
Plaintiffs' causes of action arose in Valley County and the Property which is the subject of this 
litigation is located in Valley County. 
COUNTI 
FAILURE TO DISCLOSE PURSUANT TO 
I.C. §§ 55-2501 THROUGH 55-2518 
(Against Defendant Gentry-Boyd) 
11. Plaintiffs incorporate all proceeding paragraphs as if set forth fully herein. 
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12. Plaintiffs and Defendant Gentry-Boyd entered into a written Real Estate Purchase 
and Sale Agreement (the "PSA") in connection with the sale of the Home located on the Property 
in 2012, executing a final agreement on or about April 5, 2012. 
13. Defendant Gentry-Boyd signed an RE-25 Seller's Property Condition Disclosure 
Form regarding the Property on February 7, 2011, and signed and delivered to Plaintiffs on 
March 8, 2012 an Amended Disclosure Form (collectively, the "Disclosures") upon which 
Plaintiffs relied. 
14. The transaction closed on April 20, 2012. 
15. Plaintiffs thereafter first occupied the Home in the summer of 2012. 
16. Soon after occupying the Home, Plaintiffs encountered problems with the 
operation of the Home's exterior south-facing French doors leading to the outdoor deck area (the 
"Doors"). 
17. Upon further investigation, Plaintiffs discovered the extent of the problems with 
the Doors and other defects, including but not limited to significant water damage to the exterior 
walls, the Doors, and threshold, which caused the Doors to cease proper operation and let water 
and air into the Home; substandard and inferior construction of the exterior wall envelope which 
was insufficient to resist the weather and was installed in violation of the international building 
codes, state, county and Jocal codes, ordinances, and similar statutes applicable to the building 
code; several windows and doors in the Home, including the Doors, were not sealed and/or 
painted on all six sides, vitiating their respective warranties and causing further damage; no final 
inspection was completed on the Home after completion of initial construction and prior to 
occupancy; no certificate of occupancy was issued for the Home; and the presence of mold in the 
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crawlspace and significant damage caused by the moisture related to the above-described water 
intrusion (all defects above collectively, the "Defects"). 
18. Upon information and belief, Defendant Gentry-Boyd had actual knowledge 
concerning the Defects at the time she executed the Disclosures. 
19. The Disclosures failed to disclose the existence of the Defects. 
20. Defendant Gentry-Boyd wil1fully or negligently failed to disclose the existing 
Defects as required by the Idaho Property Condition Disclosure Act, LC.§§ 55-2501-2518. 
21. In the portion of the Disclosures labeled "MOISTURE & DRAINAGE 
CONDITIONS SECTION," Defendant Gentry-Boyd checked the corresponding "No" column to 
the questions asking "[h]as there been any water intrusion or moisture related damage to any 
portion of the property" and "[a]re you aware of the existence of any mold-related claims," and 
in the portion labeled "ADDITIONAL REMARKS AND/OR EXPLANATIONS SECTION" of 
the Disclosures requiring Defendant Gentry-Boyd to "list any other existing problems that you 
know of concerning the property including legal, physical, product defects or others that are not 
already listed," Defendant Gentry-Boyd did not enter anything in the space provided. 
22. Plaintiffs relied on the Disclosures in purchasing the Property and the Home. 
23. As a direct result of Defendant Gentry-Boyd's failure to disclose the Defects and 
the true condition of the Property, Plaintiffs have suffered damages in an amount to be proven at 
trial. 
COUNT II 
VIOLATION OF THE CONSUMER PROTECTION ACT 
I.C. §§ 48-601 THROUGH 48-619 
(Against Defendant Gentry-Boyd) 
24. Plaintiffs incorporate all preceding paragraphs as if set forth fully herein. 
25. Plaintiffs purchased the Property in Valley County, Idaho. 
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26. Defendant Gentry-Boyd represented to Plaintiffs that the Home was in great 
condition; that the Home was built with the finest materials and finishes selected personally by 
Defendant Gentry-Boyd; that construction costs for the Home were approximately $1,300,000; 
that Plaintiffs would not find a better built home on Payette Lake or anywhere in McCall; that 
the Home did not have any problems; that Defendant Kirk was one of the best contractors in 
McCall; and that the Home was built so solidly that it could withstand any weather on Payette 
Lake. 
27. Defendant Gentry-Boyd further falsely represented to Plaintiffs that there had not 
been any water intrusion or moisture related damage to any portion of the Property. 
28. Defendant Gentry-Boyd concealed the true, defective condition of the Property. 
29. Defendant Gentry-Boyd knew, or in the exercise of due care should have known, 
her actions described herein constituted representations that the Home had certain characteristics, 
uses and benefits that it did not in fact have. 
30. Defendant Gentry-Boyd knew, or in the exercise of due care should have known, 
her actions described herein constituted representations that the Home was of a particular 
standard, quality, or grade when, in reality, it was of a much lower standard, quality, or grade as 
a result of the Defects. 
31. Defendant Gentry-Boyd's representations were misleading, false, or deceptive to 
Plaintiffs. 
32. Defendant Gentry-Boyd's representations and false affirmative statements 
regarding the Property and failure to disclose the true, defective condition of the Property 
violated the Idaho Consumer Protection Act, LC. §§ 48-603(5), (7), (17) and 48-603C. 
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33. As a direct result of Defendant Gentry-Boyd's misrepresentation of the true, 




(Against Defendant Gentry-Boyd) 
34. Plaintiffs incorporate all preceding paragraphs as if set forth fully herein. 
35. Defendant Gentry-Boyd was the owner-builder of the Home and was responsible 
for overseeing the construction of the Home and the selection of concealed building materials for 
the construction of the Home that did not meet applicable building codes. 
36. Defendant Gentry-Boyd represented to Plaintiffs that the Home was in great 
condition; that the Home was built with the finest materials and finishes selected personally by 
Defendant Gentry-Boyd; that construction costs for the Home were approximately $1,300,000; 
that Plaintiffs would not find a better built home on Payette Lake or anywhere in McCall; that 
the Home did not have any problems; that Defendant Kirk was one of the best contractors in 
McCall; and that the Home was built so solidly that it could withstand any weather on Payette 
Lake. 
37. Defendant Gentry-Boyd signed the Disclosures representing to Plaintiffs that no 
problems existed with the Home, including but not limited to the Defects. 
38. Defendant Gentry-Boyd's representations that the Home was of the highest 
quality of the homes on Payette Lake and the Disclosures' representation that there were no 
problems with the Home, including but not limited to the Defects, were and are false. 
39. Defendant Gentry-Boyd's false representations regarding the Home were material 
to Plaintiffs' decision to purchase the Home. 
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40. Defendant Gentry-Boyd was aware of the Defects at the time the Disclosures 
were made. 
41. Defendant Gentry-Boyd intended that her representations in the Disclosures and 
her representations concerning the construction costs, the "high quality" of the Home, and lack 
of existing problems with the Home would materially influence and convince Plaintiffs to 
purchase the Home. 
42. Upon closing the purchase of the Home, Plaintiffs were not aware and could not 
have been aware of the Defects without destructive testing, due to the concealed and latent nature 
of the Defects which were not discoverable upon a reasonable inspection. 
43. Plaintiffs relied on Defendant Gentry-Boyd's false representations in determining 
to purchase the Home. 
44. Plaintiffs were justified in relying on Defendant Gentry-Boyd's representations in 
the Disclosures and her representations concerning the construction costs, the "high quality" of 
the Home, and lack of existing problems with the Home, including but not limited to the Defects, 
as true and accurate representations of the Home's condition prior to purchase. 
45. As a direct and proximate consequence of their reliance on Defendant Gentry-
Boyd's fraudulent Disclosures and representations, Plaintiffs have been damaged in an amount to 
be proven at trial. 
COUNTIV 
BREACH OF CONTRACT 
(Against Defendant Gentry-Boyd) 
46. Plaintiffs incorporate all preceding paragraphs as if set forth fully herein. 
47. Plaintiffs and Defendant Gentry-Boyd entered into the PSA. 
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48. Defendant Gentry-Boyd executed the Disclosures and represented to Plaintiffs 
that there existed no problems with Home, including but not limited to the Defects. 
49. The Disclosures' representations that there were no problems with the Home, 
including but not limited to the Defects, were and are false. 
50. The PSA and Disclosures obligated Defendant Gentry-Boyd to disclose all known 
issues with the Home, including but not limited to the Defects. 
51. Defendant Gentry-Boyd breached the PSA by failing to disclose the Defects. 
52. Disclosure of the Defects would have alerted Plaintiffs to the Defects and that 
these issues warranted further investigation. 
53. Plaintiffs relied on the Disclosures and the information provided by Defendant 
Gentry-Boyd, which did not disclose the Defects. 
54. As a direct and proximate result of Defendant Gentry-Boyd's above-described 
breach, Plaintiffs have been denied benefits that should have accrued to them under the PSA and 
have sustained damages in an amount to be proven at trial. 
COUNTY 
BREACH OF THE IMPLIED COVENANT OF GOOD FAITH AND FAIR DEALING 
(Against Defendant Gentry-Boyd) 
55. Plaintiffs incorporate all preceding paragraphs as if set forth fully herein. 
56. Plaintiffs and Defendant Gentry-Boyd entered into the PSA. 
57. Under Idaho law, every contract contains an implied duty of good faith and fair 
dealing. 
58. Defendant Gentry-Boyd, by her conduct described hereinabove, breached the 
implied duty of good faith and fair dea1ing imposed by the PSA. 
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59. As a direct and proximate result of Defendant Gentry-Boyd's breach of the 
implied duty of good faith and fair dealing, Plaintiffs sustained damages in an amount to be 
proven at trial. 
COUNT VI 
BREACH OF IMPLIED WARRANTY OF HABITABILITY 
(Against Defendant Gentry-Boyd and Defendant Kirk) 
60. Plaintiffs incorporate all preceding paragraphs as if set forth fully herein. 
61. Upon information and belief, Defendant Kirk provided construction services, 
labor and/or materials on behalf of Defendant Gentry-Boyd to build the Home and served as the 
general contractor in the construction of the Home. 
62. Defendant Gentry-Boyd was the owner-builder of the Home and was responsible 
for overseeing the construction of the Home and the selection of concealed building materials for 
the construction of the Home that did not meet applicable building codes. 
63. The sale of the Home to Plaintiffs gave rise to an implied warranty of habitability. 
64. The Defects and deficiencies in the Home as set forth herein, which were latent 
and concealed, made the Home unfit for use and habitation. 
65. On August 7, 2013, Plaintiffs mailed via certified mail to Defendant Kirk the 
required written notice of claim pursuant to the Notice and Opportunity to Repair Act ("Notice"). 
Defendant Gentry-Boyd received a copy of the Notice and was also given an opportunity to 
repair the Home. 
66. Subsequent to inspection of the Home by Defendant Kirk pursuant to LC. 
§ 6-2503(2)(a), Defendant Kirk disputed the claim by letter dated August 29, 2013. 
67. Defendants Gentry-Boyd and Kirk were both given, and both took advantage of, 
an additional opportunity to inspect the damage to the Home. 
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68. By reason of the conduct alleged hereinabove, Defendants Gentry-Boyd and Kirk 
materially breached the implied warranty of habitability extended in favor of the Plaintiffs and 
are liable for the aforesaid wrongful conduct and are liable to Plaintiffs for the substantial 
damages they suffered in connection with Defendants' conduct in relation to the Property and the 
Home. 
69. As a result of Defendant Gentry-Boyd's and Defendant Kirk's breach of the 
implied warranty of habitability, Plaintiffs have sustained damages in an amount to be proven at 
trial. 
COUNT VII 
CONSPIRACY TO COMMIT FRAUD 
(Against Defendants Gentry-Boyd and Kirk) 
70. Plaintiffs incorporate all preceding paragraphs as if set forth fully herein. 
71. At all relevant times hereto, Defendant Gentry-Boyd as owner-builder and 
Defendant Kirk as contractor agreed and combined to engage in a conspiracy to use and install in 
a substandard manner an exterior envelope that did not meet the applicable building codes and 
standard of care, in a manner that would be concealed from a general inspection of the Home, to 
intentionally cut costs in the construction of the Home and defraud the subsequent purchaser. 
72. In furtherance of the conspiracy, Defendants Gentry-Boyd and Kirk, and each of 
them, conspired and agreed among themselves, and combined to engage in a conspiracy to 
commit the wrongs alleged in this Complaint, to build the Home using materials and standards 
that did not meet the applicable building codes and standards of care, and to avoid a final 
inspection to obtain a certificate of occupancy, of which the principal element was to cut costs 
and inflict wrongs on the subsequent purchaser, and that these wrongful acts were committed 
pursuant to and in furtherance of such conspiracy and agreement, and with the consent, approval, 
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or ratification of Defendant Gentry-Boyd and Defendant Kirk, and each is liable as a direct 
participant, co-conspirator, or aider and abettor of the wrongful acts herein alleged. 
73. As a result of these wrongful acts, Plaintiffs were unable to discover the use of 
materials that did not meet the applicable building codes and standards of code, and the 
substandard installation of same, prior to the purchase of the Home and have been required to 
employ contractors to repair and remediate the problems and violations of appJicable building 
codes. 
74. As a direct result of Defendant Gentry-Boyd's and Defendant Kirk's wrongful 
actions, Plaintiffs have sustained damages in an amount to be proven at trial. 
COUNT VIII 
NEGLIGENCE AND/OR GROSS-NEGLIGENCE 
(Against Defendant McKenna) 
75. Plaintiffs incorporate all preceding paragraphs as if set forth fully herein. 
76. Defendant McKenna provided home inspection services to Plaintiffs for the Home 
located on the Property and conducted an inspection of the Home on March 15, 2012, prior to 
Plaintiffs' purchase of the Home. 
77. Defendant McKenna provided a written inspection report (the "Inspection 
Report") to Plaintiffs representing that all exterior doors, which includes the Doors, were 
inspected and operated, and were functioning properly, and that there was no evidence of 
significant water intrusion and mold in the crawlspace, all in violation of applicable standards of 
care. 
78. A proper and professional inspection of the Home would have discovered and 
disclosed the Defects, including by not limited to the fact that the Doors were not functioning 
properly and existence of significant water intrusion and mold. 
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79. Defendant McKenna failed to fully disclose the true results of his inspection and 
that further investigation was necessary to locate the cause and extent of water intrusion, which 
any competent and professional home inspector would have recommended. In fact, Defendant 
McKenna represented that what little water intrusion he found in the crawl space was completely 
normal for the time of the year. 
80. In undertaking to provide professional home inspection services to Plaintiffs, 
Defendant McKenna had a duty to Plaintiffs to exercise the reasonable degree of care, skill and 
knowledge that is ordinarily employed by such home inspection professionals in performing 
home inspections. 
81. By failing to thoroughly inspect the Home, including the Doors and the 
crawlspace, and by giving the Home a clean bill of health, Defendant McKenna breached his 
duty of care to Plaintiffs, which conduct is a departure from the ordinary conduct of care for a 
home inspector. 
82. As a direct and proximate result of Defendant McKenna's above-described 




(Against Defendant McKenna) 
83. Plaintiffs incorporate all preceding paragraphs as if set forth fully herein. 
84. Defendant McKenna represented to Plaintiffs that he was a professional home 
inspector and that he held superior knowledge and abilities with respect to the construction of a 
home, such as the one at issue here; that he would completely and thoroughly inspect the Home 
and report all problems with the Home. Defendant McKenna also represented that all items in 
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his Inspection Report would be thoroughly and competently investigated and truthfully reported 
to Plaintiffs. 
85. Defendant McKenna's written Inspection Report provided to Plaintiffs falsely 
represented that all doors in the Home were inspected and operated, and were functioning 
properly. 
86. A proper and professional inspection of the Doors would have disclosed that the 
Doors were not functioning properly, and a proper and professional inspection of the crawlspace 
would have disclosed the existence of significant water intrusion and mold. 
87. Defendant McKenna knew that the representations in the Inspection Report would 
be material to Plaintiffs in determining whether to purchase the Home. 
88. Defendant McKenna knew that the material representations as related to the 
inspection of the proper operation of the Doors in his Inspection Report were false at the time he 
made them. 
89. Defendant McKenna intended that all statements regarding the functionality of the 
exterior doors in the Inspection Report would be relied on by Plaintiffs. 
90. Plaintiffs were not aware of and did not discover that the Doors were damaged 
and did not function properly. 
91. The problems with the Doors materially affected the value of the Home. 
92. By intentionally failing to thoroughly inspect the Doors, and by knowingly 
including false representations in his written Inspection Report, Defendant McKenna committed 
fraud, which conduct is an extreme departure from the ordinary conduct of care for a home 
inspector. 
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93. Plaintiffs relied on Defendant McKenna's representations contained in the 
Inspection Report for their consideration concerning the purchase of the Property and Home and 
were justified in relying on it as a professional's accurate representation of the operation of the 
Doors prior to their purchase of the Property and Home. 
94. As a direct and proximate result of Defendant McKenna's above-described 
fraudulent representation of the operation of the Doors, Plaintiffs have been subjected to property 
damage and other losses because of the failure to report that the Doors did not function properly. 
95. As a direct result of Defendant McKenna's fraudulent representation of the 
operation of the Doors, Plaintiffs have sustained damages in an amount to be proven at trial. 
COUNTX 
VIOLATION OF THE CONSUMER PROTECTION ACT 
I.C. §§ 48-601 THROUGH 48-619 
(Against Defendant McKenna) 
96. Plaintiffs incorporate all preceding paragraphs as if set forth fully herein. 
97. Defendant McKenna represented to the Plaintiffs in the Inspection Report that the 
Home had been inspected and that all doors were functioning properly and there were no signs of 
abnormal or harmful water penetration or condensation in the crawlspace. 
98. Defendant McKenna's Inspection Report failed to disclose the true, defective 
condition of the Property. 
99. Defendant McKenna's representations in the Inspection Report were misleading, 
false, or deceptive to Plaintiffs. 
100. Defendant McKenna's failure to disclose the true, defective condition of the 
Property and the making of false affirmative statements violated the Idaho Consumer Protection 
Act, I.C. §§ 48-603(5), (7), (17) and 48-603C. 
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101. As a direct result of Defendant McKenna's misrepresentation of the true condition 
of the Property, Plaintiffs have suffered loss and damages in an amount to be proven at trial. 
608(5). 
l 02. Plaintiffs are also entitled to additional costs and attorney's fees under LC. § 48-
COUNTIX 
NEGLIGENCE 
(Against Defendant RE/MAX and Defendant Batchelor) 
103. Plaintiffs incorporate all preceding paragraphs as if set forth fully herein. 
104. The RE/MAX Defendants were Plaintiffs' real estate brokers in connection with 
their purchase of the Home. 
105. The RE/MAX Defendants selected, referred, and hired Defendant McKenna to 
perform an inspection of the Home prior to Plaintiffs' purchase of the Home. 
106. The RE/MAX Defendants did not provide Plaintiffs with alternative home 
inspectors or seek Plaintiffs approval before selecting, referring, and hiring Defendant McKenna 
to perform the inspection of the Home. 
107. Plaintiffs relied on the RE/MAX Defendants' local knowledge and claimed 
expertise to select a qualified, competent, and professional home inspector with adequate 
professional liability insurance. 
108. In undertaking to select, refer, and hire Defendant McKenna's professional home 
inspection services to Plaintiffs in connection with his role as Plaintiffs' real estate broker, the 
RE/MAX Defendants had a duty to Plaintiffs to exercise the reasonable degree of care, skill and 
knowledge that is ordinarily employed by such real estate professionals. 
109. Upon information and belief, the RE/MAX Defendants knew McKenna was 
incompetent and unqualified to perform a professional and thorough home inspection, and/or 
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failed to exercise reasonable care in selecting, referring, and hiring McKenna to perform the 
inspection. 
110. Upon information and belief, the RE/MAX Defendants failed to perform a 
reasonable investigation into whether Defendant McKenna was qualified to inspect the Home, 
and failed to verify whether Defendant McKenna carried professional liability insurance. 
111. Defendant McKenna failed to perform a professional and thorough home 
inspection, failed to disclose the true, defective condition of the Property, failed to thoroughly 
inspect the Doors, knowingly included false representations in his written Inspection Report, and 
upon information and belief, does not carry professional liabi1ity insurance in connection with 
his home inspection business. 
112. The RE/MAX Defendants breached their duty to Plaintiffs when they failed to 
exercise reasonable care in selecting and referring McKenna to perform the home inspection. 
113. As a direct and proximate result of the RE/MAX Defendants' above-described 
negligence, Plaintiffs have sustained damages in an amount to be proven at trial. 
COUNTIX 
VIOLATION OF THE CONSUMER PROTECTION ACT 
I.C. §§ 48-601 THROUGH 48-619 
(Against Defendant RE/MAX and Defendant Batchelor) 
114. Plaintiffs incorporate all preceding paragraphs as if set forth fully herein. 
115. The RE/MAX Defendants selected, referred, and hired Defendant McKenna to 
perform an inspection of the Home prior to closing. 
116. The RE/MAX Defendants represented to Plaintiffs that Defendant McKenna was 
qualified to perform a thorough and professional home inspection. 
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117. Defendant McKenna failed to perfonn a professional and thorough home 
inspection, failed to disclose the true, defective condition of the Property, failed to thoroughly 
inspect the Doors, and knowingly included false representations in his written Inspection Report. 
118. The RE/MAX Defendants' representations to Plaintiffs were misleading, false, or 
deceptive. 
119. The RE/MAX Defendants' selection, referral, and hiring of Defendant McKenna, 
and their false and misleading representations regarding Defendant McKenna, violated the Idaho 
Consumer Protection Act, LC. §§ 48-603(5), (7), (17) and 48-603C. 
120. As a direct result of the RE/MAX Defendants' selection, referral, and hiring of 
Defendant McKenna, and their misrepresentations concerning Defendant McKenna, Plaintiffs 
have suffered loss and damages in an amount to be proven at trial. 
121. Plaintiffs are also entitled to additional costs and attorney's fees under LC. § 48-
608(5). 
RESERVATION OF RIGHT - PUNITIVE DAMAGES 
122. Plaintiffs incorporate all preceding paragraphs as if set forth fully herein. 
123. Plaintiffs reserve the right to move to amend their pleadings according to Idaho 
Code §§ 6-1604 and 48-608(1) to include claims for punitive damages against Defendants. 
ATTORNEY FEES 
Plaintiffs have retained the law finn of Andersen Banducci PLLC to prosecute this action 
and have agreed to pay reasonable attorney fees for their services. Plaintiffs are entitled to 
recover their reasonable attorney fees in accordance with Idaho Code§§ 48-608, 12-120(3), 12-
121, and the written PSA. 
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JURY DEMAND 
Plaintiffs demand a trial by jury as to all issues pursuant to I.R.C.P. 38(b). 
NOW THEREFORE, Plaintiffs pray for judgment in their favor and against Defendants 
as follows: 
1. For damages in an amount to be proven at trial; 
2. For costs and reasonable attorney fees, which in the event of default should be 
$10,000; and 
3. For such other and further relief as the Court deems just and equitable in the 
premises. ~N\e,~ 
·~~ 
DATED THIS l1t day of ~2015. 
ANDERSEN BANDUCCI PLLC 
By Th:::b.L~ 
Jason J. Rudd 
Attorneys for Plaintiffs 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on this~ day of September 2015, I caused to be served a true and 
correct copy of the foregoing document to the persons listed below the method indicated: 
C. Tom Arkoosh 
Daniel A. Nevala 
ARKOOSH LAW OFFICES 
802 W. Bannock Street, Suite 900 
P.O. Box 2900 
Boise, ID 83701 
Attorneys for Chris Kirk dlb/a Kirk Enterprises 
Michael G. Pierce 
P.O. Box 1019 
489 West Mountain Road 
Cascade, ID 83611 
Attorney for Todd Mc Kenna dlb/a Homecrafl 
Home Inspections 
Steven. J. Millemann 
Gregory C. Pittenger 
MILLEMAN, PITTENGER, MCMAHAN 
& PEMBERTON LLP 
706 North First Street 
P.O. Box 1066 
McCall, ID 83638 
Attorneys for Defendant Nancy Gentry-Boyd 
_ Hand Delivery 
Facsimile: 343-5456 
---:-;,"Overnight Courier 
V U.S. Mail 




V Overnight Courier 
U.S. Mail 
_ Email: michael@michaelpiercelaw.com 
_ Hand Delivery 
Facsimile: 208-634-4 516 
--I Overnight Courier 
V U.S. Mail 
Email: sjm@mpmplaw.com 
gcp@mpmplaw.com 
Jason J. Rudd 
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C. Tom Arkoosh, ISB No. 2253 
Daniel A. Nevala, ISB No. 6443 
ARK.OOSH LAW OFFICES 
802 W. Bannock Street, Suite 900 
P .0. Box 2900 
Boise, ID 83701 
Telephone: (208) 343-5105 
Facsimile: (208) 343-5456 
tom.arkoosh@arkoosh.com 
dan_nevala@arkoosh.com 
Attorneys for Chris Kirk d/b/a Kirk Enterprises 
DOUGL~ ft· ra!LLEM,LERK 
By R NY'.\ Deputy 
SEP 3 0 2015 
Case No. ___ l,nst. No. __ _ 
Filed A.M. L/ r • .:> 9 P.M. 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND EOR .THE..COUNTY OF. VALLEY 
PETRUS FAMILY TRUST DATED 
MAY l, 1991,andEDMONDA. 
PETRUS, JR., individually and as Co· 
Trustee of the Petrus Family Trust Dated 









NANCY GENTRY-BOYD; CHRIS 
KIRK d/b/a KIRK ENTERPRISES; 
TODD MCKENNA d/b/a HOMECRAFT 
HOME INSPECTIONS; RE/MAX 
RES0RTREAL1Y;KEVIN 













. Case No. CV-2014-71-C 
ANSWER TO SECOND AMENDED 
COMPLAINT AND DEMAND FOR 
JURY TRIAL 
COMES NOW, Defendant Chris Kirk d/b/a Kirk Enterprises ("Kirkn), by and through his 
OOUDSel of record, Arkoosh Law Offices, and without admitting any liability or damages to 
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Plaintiffs and without assuming the burden of proof as to any issue in this litigation, answers and 
files bis Answer to Plaintiffs' Second Amended Complaint and Demand for Jury Trial 
(hereinafter, "Second Amended Complaint") as follows: 
1. 
RESPONSE TO ALL COUNTS 
1. All matters not herein specifically admitted are denied. 
2. Kirk admits the allegations contained in paragraph 5 of the Second Amended Complaint. 
3. In answering paragraph 61, Kirk admits only that he built a home for Defendant Gentry-
Boyd. 
4. In answering paragraph 65, Kirk admits only that he received a letter from Plaintiffs' 
former counsel. 




Further answering and by way of affirmative defenses, Kirk alleges as follows: 
FIRST DEFENSE 
Kirk denies each and every allegation of the Second Amended Complaint not herein 
expressly and specifically admitted. Kirk tbrther reserves the right to amend this or any other 
answer or denial stated herein once he has had the opportunity to complete discovery regarding 
any of the claims and allegations in the Amended Complaint. 
SECOND DEFENSE 
Plaintiffs have failed to mitigate their damages, if any. By asserting this defense, Kirk 
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does not admit that Plaintiffs have been damaged. 
THIRD DEFENSE 
Plaintiffs' action against Kirk is barred for lack ofprlvity of contract. 
FOURTH DEFENSE 
The damages sustained by Plaintiffs, if any, were proximately caused by the negligence 
or fault of parties, persons, or entities other than Kirk whom Kirk does not control and over 
whom Kirk had no control. By asserting this defense, Kirk does not admit that Plaintiffs have 
been damaged. 
FIFTH DEFENSE 
Plaintiffs were guilty of negligent and careless misconduct, and misconduct and fault, at 
I the time of and in connection with the mattE:;~. ~d damages alleged, which misconduct on 
t",: :~·;.:.·, z:-.·;:;,;: ·.. .Pli.intiffs:'!..part proximately caused and contributed-.ms~d.e'.\letlts and resultant damages, if any .. 
SIXTH DEFENSE 
If Plaintiffs have sustained injuries or losses as alleged in the Second Amended 
Complaint, upon infonna.tion and belief, such injuries or losses were caused in whole or in part 
through the operation of nature or other intervening cause or causes. By asserting this defense, 
Kirk does not admit that Plaintiffs have been damaged. 
SEVENTH DEFENSE 
Any and all conduct of Kirk with respect to the matters alleged was justifiable. 
reasonable, authorized by law, and perfonned in good faith or with the belief that such acts were 
proper, legal, and appropriate. 
EIGHTH DEFENSE 
There is no proximate causation or causation between any alleged act or alleged breach of 
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duty by Kirk and Plaintiffs' alleged damages, if any. 
NINTH DEFENSE 
If Plaintiffs have sustained injuries or losses as alleged in the Second Amended 
Complaint, upon information and belief, such injuries and losses were caused by the actions of 
persons not having real or apparent authority to take said actions on behalf of Kirk and over 
whom Kirk had no control and for whom Kirk may not be held accountable. 
TENTH DEFENSE 
Plaintiffs' claims are barred in whole or in part because Kirk's conduct was in 
compliance with industry custom and standard of practice. 
ELEVENTH DEFENSE 
In answering this Second Amended Complaint, Kirk does noLassume any burden of 
~-;·. ;~:.::pm-nfattributable to Plaintiffs as to ·any matter at issue in,:-this litigation-.: ~-:::~.:-;;..;,;,::.-; :...• · 
TWELFTH DEFENSE 
With respect to each and every purported cause of action, the acts of Kirk were at all 
times done in good faith, through fair dealing, and without malice. 
THIRTEENTH DEFENSE 
Plaintiffs lack proper standing to assert some or all of the claims asserted against Kirk in 
the Second Amended Complaint. 
FOURTEENTH DEFENSE 
Some or all of Plaintiffs' claims are barred by waiver. 
FIFTEENTH DEFENSE 
Some or all of Plaintiffs' claims are barted by release. 
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SIXTEENTH DEFENSE 
Some or all of the claims in Plaintiffs, Second Amended Complaint are barred by the 
doctrine of unclean hands. 
SEVENTEENTH DEFENSE 
With regard to the civil conspiracy claim, Plaintiffs failure to plead additional facts in 
furtherance of the alleged conspiracy preclude the cause of action for civil conspiracy. 
EIGHTEENTH DEFENSE 
Plaintiffs are barred from recovery for civil conspiracy because they have failed to allege 
special damages that are separate and distinct ftom damages alleged for other causes of action, 
and as a result, this cause of action must fail. 
NINETEENTH DEFENSE 
~~.:_·~ .~.""-=- ··::&trk.,hascnot acted ·with malicei .ftau<i.:;;QPPr.CSsiQ11:;:·\Vantonness, ·ootr:ageou&ness, flr gross·: .. ; ""-if,'"~·.,;:,,: -,;-,; 
negligence, and therefore, Plaintiffs are not entitled to punitive damages. 
TWENTIETH DEFENSE 
The Second Amended Complaint, and each cause of action alleged therein, fails to state 
facts sufficient to constitute a cause of action against Kirk. 
TWENTY FIRST DEFENSE 
Kirk contends that the sole and/or proximate cause of the damages claimed by Plaintiffs 
was and is due to the willful and intentional acts of persons other than Kirk. 
TWENTY SECOND DEFENSE 
Plaintiffs unreasonably delayed in providing notice and in commencing and prosecuting 
this action which caused unfair prejudice to Kirk barring any recovery against Kirk under the 
doctrine oflaches. 
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TWENTY THIRD DEFENSE 
Plaintiffs' claims against Kirk are bMTed by the applicable statutes of limitation under 
I.C. §§ 5-216, 5-218, 5-219, 5·241 and governing substantive laws ofidaho. 
TWENTY FOURTH DEFENSE 
Plaintiffs' claims against Kirk are barred, and should be dismissed, due to Plaintiffs' 
destruction and alteration of evidence, or Plaintiffs' failure to preserve the evidence. 
TWENTY FIFTH DEFENSE 
Through their actions, Plaintiffs prevented Kirk from completing a statutory inspection of 
the Property prior to initiation of this lawsuit and thus failed to meet the necessary statutory 
prerequisites to filing suit. 
TWENTY SIXTH DEFENSE 
TWENTY SEVENTH DEFENSE 
Kirk is an intended or incidental beneficiary of the purchase and sale agreement between 
Plaintiffs and Defendant Gentry-Boyd and any defenses therein. 
m. 
DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL 
Pursuant to Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure Rule 38(b), Kirk demands a trial by jury, 
composed of the number of persons allowed by law, on all issues, claims, and defenses so triable. 
IV. 
PRAYER FOR RELIEF 
WHEREFORE. having fully answered the Amended Complaint, Kirk prays for judgment 
against Plaintiffs as follows: 
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1. That Plaintiffs take nothing by their Second Amended Complaint. 
2. That Plaintiffs' Second Amended Complaint in this matter be dismissed with prejudice. 
3. That Kirk be awarded costs and attorneys' fees, under any applicable statute or rule, 
including, but not limited to Idaho Code§§ 12-120, 121 and 123; and Idaho Rule of Civil 
Procedure Rule 54. 
4. For such otbe{ and further relief as the Court may deem just and equitable under the 
circumstances. 
Respectfully Submitted, 
DATED this 30th day of September, 2015. 
ARKOOSH LAW OFFICES 
Dan1el A;·blev.:l\lJ.~-/'1- ... ,: . , ··~·· :'- ,,.:..,, · 
Attorney for Chris Kirk d/b/a 
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the 30th day of September~ 2015, I served a true and 
correct copy of the foregoing document(s) upon the following person(s), in the manner indicated: 
Courtesy copy: 
The Honorable Jason D. Scott 
Ada County Courthouse 
200 W. Front Street 
Boise, ID 83702 
Thomas A. Banducci 
Jason J. Rudd 
ANDERSEN BANDUCCI PLLC 
101 S. Capitol Blvd., Suite 1600 
Boise, ID 83 702 
Attorney for Plaintiffe 
. . . :-:. - ;t,.A+.,,,.~~~;.o. Pierce 
.... _,._~~-~.%¥~~-
. 'r:..,c.;,,-1>.0,;Box 1019 · 
489 West Mountain Road 
Cascade, ID 83611 
Attorney for Defendant Todd 
McKenna dlbla Homecraft Home 
Inspections 
Steven J. Millemann 
George C. Pittenger 
MILLEMAN, PmENGER, 
MCMAHAN & PEMBERTON LLP 
706 N. First Street 
P.O. Box 1066 
McCall, ID 83638 










U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
Overnight Courier 
Hand Delivered 
Facsimile (208) 287-6919 
E-mail dcnevilt@adaweb.11et 
U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
Overnight Courier 
Hand Delivered 
Facsimile (208) 342-4455 
E-mail tab@andcrsenbanducci.com 
j jr.(i.i.landersenbanducci .corn. 
' 
- ,- w 
U.S. M~l. Posta.g_e_,P..n:pattt- c· ~ · -
· OvemigiifCoufier:; .. :::;,;:~.µ;-,~.-. · 
Hand Delivered 
Facsimile (208) 382-3783 
E-mail 
mi chael@michaeJ.ni ercelaw .com 
U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
Overnight Courier 
Hand Delivered 
Facsimile (208) 634-4516 
E-mail sim@mmnpta.w,oon"I 
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Phillip J. Collaer {; 
ANDERSON, JULIAN & HULL LLP~ 
C.W. Moore Plaza 
250 S. Fifth Street, Suite 700 
P.O. Box 7426 j 
Boise, ID 83707-7426 
Attorneys for Defendant Re/Max 
Resort Realty & Kevin Batchelor 
U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
Oventlght Courier 
Hand Delivered 
Facsimile (208) 344~5510 
E-mail pcollaer@ajhlaw.com 
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Phillip J. Collaer- ISB No. #3447 
ANDERSON, JULIAN & HULL LLP 
C. W. Moore Plaza 
250 South Fifth Street, Suite 700 
Post Office Box 7 426 
Boise, Idaho 83707-7426 
Telephone: (208) 344-5800 
Facsimile: (208) 344-5510 
E-Mail: pcollaer@ajhlaw.com 
-D0UGLA$J\.MILLEA,CLERK 
By. ~61r7 Deputy 
SEP 3 0 2015 
CaeNo _____ .... No,_ __ 
Fled ~M Q: OQ P.M. 
Attorneys for Defendants, Re/Max Resort Realty and Kevin Batchelor 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF VALLEY 
PETRUS FAMILY TRUST DATED MAY 1, 
1991, and EDMOND A. PETRUS, JR., 
individually and as Co-Trustee of the Petrus 
Family Trust Dated May 1, 1991, 
Plaintiffs, 
vs. 
NANCY GENTRY-BOYD; CHRIS KIRK 
d/b/a KIRK ENTERPRISES; TODD 
MCKENNA d/b/a HOMECRAFT HOME 
INSPECTIONS; RE/MAX RESORT 
REALTY; KEVIN BATCHELOR; and DOES 
1-4, 
Defendants. 
Case No. CV-2014-71-C 
ANSWER AND DEMAND FOR 
JURY TRIAL 
COMES NOW, the above-entitled defendants, Re/Max Resort Realty and Kevin 
Batchelor (these "answering defendants"), by and through their attorneys of record, 
Anderson, Julian & Hull LLP, and answers the Plaintiffs' Second Amended Complaint 
and Demand for Jury Trial as follows: 
ORIGINAL 
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FIRST DEFENSE 
The plaintiffs' Second Amended Complaint fails to state a claim against these 
answering defendants upon which relief can be granted. 
SECOND DEFENSE 
I. 
These answering defendants deny each and every allegation of the Second 
Amended Complaint not herein expressly and specifically admitted. 
II. 
Based on information and belief, these answering defendants admit the 
allegations contained in ,i,i3, 7, 14, 25, 42, 47, 56, and 76 of the plaintiffs' Second 
Amended Complaint as they relate to these defendants. 
Ill. 
With respect to the allegations contained in ,i1 of the Second Amended 
Complaint, these answering defendants admit the Petrus Family Trust acquired the 
lease hold interest in a Payette Lake cottage site and personal property therein in 
McCall, Idaho in April 2012. Defendants are without knowledge or information sufficient 
to form a belief as to the truth or falsity of the remaining allegations in ,i1 and, therefore, 
deny the same. 
IV. 
These answering defendants are without knowledge or information sufficient to 
form a belief as to the truth or falsity of the allegations contained in ,i2 of the Second 
Amended Complaint and, therefore, deny the same. 
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V. 
With respect to the allegations contained in ,I4 of the Second Amended 
Complaint, these answering defendants are without knowledge or information regarding 
whether Gentry-Boyd was the owner/builder of the home located on the property and, 
therefore, deny the same. Defendants admit the remaining allegations contained in ,I4. 
VI. 
These answering defendants are without knowledge or information sufficient to 
form a belief as to the truth or falsity of the allegations contained in ,is of the Second 
Amended Complaint and, therefore, deny the same. 
VII. 
With respect to the allegations contained in ,I6 of the Second Amended 
Complaint, these answering defendants are without knowledge or information sufficient 
to form a belief as to the truth or falsity regarding the residency of defendant McKenna. 
These answering defendants admit the remaining allegations contained in ,I6. 
VIII. 
These answering defendants state that the allegations contained in ,i,ia-10 of the 
Second Amended Complaint assert legal conclusions to which no response is required. 
To the extent ,i,ia-10 state facts, those facts are denied as to these answering 
defendants. 
IX. 
With respect to the allegations contained in ,i11 of the Second Amended 
Complaint, these answering defendants repeat and reallege their responses to ,i,I1-10 
of the Second Amended Complaint as if fully set forth herein. 
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X. 
These answering defendants state that the purchase and sale agreement 
referenced in ,r12 of the Second Amended Complaint speaks for itself and, deny all 
allegations in ,r12 which are inconsistent with the terms and conditions of the purchase 
and sale agreement referenced therein. 
XI. 
With respect to the allegations contained in ,r13 of the Second Amended 
Complaint, these answering defendants admit that defendant Gentry-Boyd signed an 
RE-25 Seller's Property Condition Disclosure and, an Amended Disclosure, copies of 
which were provided to plaintiffs. Defendants are without knowledge or information 
sufficient to form a belief as to the truth or falsity of the remaining allegations in ,r13 and, 
therefore, deny the same. 
XII. 
These answering defendants are without knowledge or information sufficient to 
form a belief as to the truth or falsity of the allegations contained in ,r,r15-18 of the 
Second Amended Complaint and, therefore, deny the same. 
XIII. 
These answering defendants state that the disclosures identified in ,r19 of the 
Second Amended Complaint speak for themselves and, deny any allegations in ,I19 that 
are inconsistent with the contents of the disclosures referenced therein. 
XIV. 
These answering defendants are without knowledge or information sufficient to 
form a belief as to the truth or falsity of the allegations contained in ,r20 of the Second 
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Amended Complaint that are directed against other defendants and, therefore, deny the 
same. 
xv. 
These answering defendants state that the disclosures referenced in ,r21 of the 
Second Amended Complaint speak for themselves and, deny all allegations in ,r21 that 
are inconsistent with the terms and contents of the disclosures referenced therein. 
XVI. 
These answering defendants are without knowledge or information sufficient to 
form a belief as to the truth or falsity of the allegations contained in ,r,r22-23 of the 
Second Amended Complaint and, therefore, deny the same. 
XVII. 
With respect to the allegations contained in ,r24 of the Second Amended 
Complaint, these answering defendants repeat and reallege the responses to ,r,I1-23 as 
if fully set forth herein. 
XVIII. 
These answering defendants are without knowledge or information sufficient to 
form a belief as to the truth or falsity of the allegations contained in ,r,r26-41, 43-46, and 
48-54 that are directed against other defendants and, therefore, deny the same. 
XIX. 
With respect to the factual allegations contained in ,I55 of the Second Amended 
Complaint, these answering defendants repeat and reallege their responses to ,r,I1-54 
of the Second Amended Complaint as if fully set forth herein. 
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xx. 
These answering defendants' state that the allegations contained in ,r57 of the 
Second Amended Complaint assert legal conclusions to which no response is required. 
To the extent ,r57 states facts, those facts are denied as to these answering defendants. 
XXI. 
These answering defendants are without knowledge or information sufficient to 
form a belief as to the truth or falsity of the allegations contained in ,r,r58 - 74 of the 
Second Amended Complaint that are directed against other defendants and, therefore, 
deny the same. 
XXII. 
With respect to the factual allegations contained in ,r75 of the Second Amended 
Complaint, these answering defendants repeat and reallege their responses to ,r,r1-74 
of the Second Amended Complaint as if fully set forth herein. 
XXIII. 
These answering defendants admit that the written inspection report referenced 
in ,r77 of the Second Amended Complaint was authored by defendant McKenna and, 
was provided to the plaintiffs prior to closing. Defendants state that the written 
inspection report referenced in ,r77 speaks for itself and denies all allegations which are 
inconsistent with the terms and contents of the inspection report referenced therein. 
XXIV. 
These answering defendants are without knowledge or information sufficient to 
form a belief as to the truth or falsity of the allegations contained in ,r,T78-102 that are 
directed against other defendants and, therefore, deny the same. 
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XXV. 
With respect to the factual allegations contained in ,-r103 of the Second Amended 
Complaint, these answering defendants repeat and reallege their responses to ,-r,-r1-102 
of the Second Amended Complaint and incorporate them as if fully set forth herein. 
XXVI. 
With respect to the factual allegations contained in ,-r104 of the Second Amended 
Complaint, these answering defendants admit they entered into a written representation 
agreement with the plaintiffs in connection with the purchase of the home described in 
the Second Amended Complaint. Defendants deny all other factual allegations or 
inferences contained in ,-r104. 
XXVII. 
These answering defendants deny the allegations contained in ,-r,-r105-109 as 
they relate to these answering defendants. 
XXVIII. 
These answering defendants state that the allegations contained in ,-r110 of the 
Second Amended Complaint assert legal conclusions to which no response is required. 
To the extent ,-r110 states facts, those facts are denied as to these answering 
defendants. 
XXIX. 
With respect to the factual allegations contained in ,-r111 of the Second Amended 
Complaint, these answering defendants admit that an inspection was performed by 
defendant McKenna and, that a written report was generated and provided to the 
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plaintiff. These answering defendants are without knowledge or information sufficient to 
form a belief as to the truth or falsity of the remaining allegations in ,i111. 
XXX. 
These answering defendants state that the allegations contained in ,i,I112-113 of 
the Second Amended Complaint assert legal conclusions to which no response is 
required. To the extent ,i,I112-113 state facts. those facts are denied as to these 
answering defendants. 
XXXI. 
With respect to the factual allegations contained in ,I114 of the Second Amended 
Complaint, these answering defendants repeat and reallege their responses to ,i,i1-113 
of the Second Amended Complaint as if fully set forth herein. 
XXXII. 
These answering defendants deny the allegations contained in ffll115-116 as 
they relate to these answering defendants. 
XXXIII. 
With respect to the factual allegations contained in ,I117 of the Second Amended 
Complaint, these answering defendants admit that defendant McKenna conducted a 
home inspection on the subject property and, issued a written report a copy of which 
was received by the plaintiffs prior to closing. Defendants are without knowledge or 
information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth or falsity of the remaining allegations 
contained in ,I117 and, therefore, deny the same. 
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XXXIV. 
These answering defendants deny the allegations contained in ,T118 of the 
Second Amended Complaint. 
XXXV. 
These answering defendants state that the allegations contained in ,T,J119-123 of 
the Second Amended Complaint assert legal conclusions to which no response is 
required. To the extent ,T,T119-123 state facts, those facts are denied as to these 
answering defendants. 
THIRD DEFENSE 
Plaintiffs were guilty of negligent and careless misconduct at the time of and in 
connection with the matters and damages alleged in the Second Amended Complaint, 
which misconduct on their part proximately caused and contributed to said events and 
resulting damages, if any. 
FOURTH DEFENSE 
Plaintiffs' losses or injuries, if any, were caused by the intervening acts and 
omissions of other third persons, for whom these answering defendants bear no 
responsibility. 
FIFTH DEFENSE 
Plaintiffs' claims are barred, in whole or in part, by the doctrine of assumption of 
risk. 
SIXTH DEFENSE 
Plaintiffs' claims are barred, in whole or in part, by the doctrines of waiver, 
estoppel and laches. 
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SEVENTH DEFENSE 
Plaintiffs have failed to mitigate their damages, if any, and, as a matter of law, 
are barred from recovery. 
WHEREFORE, these answering defendants pray that plaintiffs take nothing by 
their Second Amended Complaint, that the same be dismissed, and that these 
answering defendants be awarded their costs of suit and attorney fees, and such other 
and further relief as the Court deems just. 
THESE ANSWERING DEFENDANTS DEMAND A JURY TRIAL AS TO ALL 
ISSUES. 
DATED this -~ day of September, 2015. 
ANDERSON, JULIAN & HULL LLP 
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this ~ day of September, 2015, I served a true 
and correct copy of the foregoing ANSWER AND DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL by 
delivering the same to each of the following attorneys of record, by the method indicated 
below, addressed as follows: 
Thomas A Banducci 
Jason J. Rudd 
ANDERSON BANDUCCI PLLC 
101 S. Capitol Blvd., Suite 1600 
Boise, Idaho 83702 
Telephone: (208) 342-4411 
Attorney for Plaintiffs 
C. Tom Arkoosh 
Daniel A Nevala 
ARKOOSH LAW OFFICES 
802 W. Bannock Street, Suite 900 
P.O. Box 2900 
Boise, ID 83701 
Attorneys for Chris Kirk dlbla Kirk 
Enterprises 
Michael G. Pierce 
P.O. Box 1019 
489 West Mountain Road 
Cascade, ID 83611 
Attorney for Todd McKenna d/bla 
Homecraft Home Inspections 
Steven J. Millemann 
George C. Pittenger 
MILLEMAN, PITTENGER, 
MCMAHAN & PEMBERTON LLP 
706 North First Street 
P.O. Box 1066 
McCall, ID 83638 
Attorneys for Defendant Nancy 
Gentry-Boyd 
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[ ] Hand-Delivered 
[ ] Overnight Mail 
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[ ] Email: 
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jjr@andersenbanducci.com 
N U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
[ ] Hand-Delivered 
[ ] Overnight Mail 
[ ] Facsimile (208) 343-5456 
[ ] Email: 
tom.arkoosh@arkoosh.com 
Dan.nevala@arkoosh.com 
lKl. U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
[ ] Hand-Delivered 
[ ] Overnight Mail 
[ ] Facsimile (208) 382-3783 






U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
Hand-Delivered 
Overnight Mail 
Facsimile (208) 634-4516 
Email: sim@mpmplaw.com 
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Phillip J. Collaer 
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C. Tom Arkoosh, ISB No. 2253 
Daniel A. Nevala, ISB No. 6443 
ARKOOSH LAW OFFICES 
802 W. Bannock Street, Suite 900 
P.O. Box 2900 
Boise, ID 83701 
Telephone: (208) 343-5105 
Facsimile: (208) 343-5456 
tom.arkoosh@arkoosh.com 
dan.nevala@arkoosh.com 
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Case No. CV-2014-71-C 
AFFIDAVIT OF DANIEL NEV ALA 
IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANT 
CHRIS KIRK D/B/A KIRK 
ENTERPRISES' MOTION FOR 
SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
I, Daniel Nevala, being first duly sworn upon oath, deposes and hereby states as follows: 
1. I am counsel for Chris Kirk in this action. I am an attorney duly licensed to practice 
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e 
law in Idaho and am a member of Arkoosh Law Offices. I am over the age of 18 and state the 
following based upon my own personal knowledge. 
2. Attached hereto as Exhibit 1 is a true and correct copy of a letter I prepared and 
mailed to Jason Mau, dated August 29, 2013. 
3. Attached hereto as Exhibit 2 is a true and correct copy of the deposition transcript 
of Chris Kirk. 
4. Attached hereto as Exhibit 3 is a true and correct copy of the deposition transcript 
of Nancy Gentry-Boyd. 
5. Attached hereto as Exhibit 4 is a true and correct copy of the deposition transcript 
of Edmond Petrus, Jr. 
6. Attached hereto as Exhibit 5 is a true and correct copy of the deposition transcript 
of Beau Value. 
7. Attached hereto as Exhibit 6 is a true and correct copy of the deposition transcript 
of Eric Waite. 
8. Attached hereto as Exhibit 7 is a true and correct copy of the document marked as 
Exhibit 5 at the deposition of Nancy Gentry-Boyd. 
9. Attached hereto as Exhibit 8 is a true and correct copy of the document marked as 
Exhibit 24 at the deposition of Edmond Petrus, Jr. 
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FURTHER YOUR AFFIANT SA YETH NAUGHT. 
DATED this d0Th day of May, 2016. 
Daniel Nevala 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this ~t;;/+-- day of May, 2016. 
AANAL. VANNOY 
NOTARY PUBLIC 
STATE OF IDAHO ~blic for State of Idaho Residing at L L-
My Commission Expires: , \ L o l t e::> 
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the..,2.:?~aay of May, 2016, I served a true and correct copy 
of the foregoing document(s) upon the following person(s), in the manner indicated: 
Alyson A. Foster 
Jason J. Rudd 
ANDERSEN SCHW ARTSMAN 
WOODARD BRAILSFORD, PLLC 
101 S. Capitol Blvd., Suite 1600 
Boise, ID 83702 
Attorney.for Plaintiffs 
Michael G. Pierce 
P.O. Box I019 
489 West Mountain Road 
Cascade, ID 83611 
Attorney for Defendant Todd 
McKenna d/bla Homecraft Home 
Inspections 
Steven J. Millemann 
George C. Pittenger 
MILLEMAN, PITTENGER, 
MCMAHAN & PEMBERTON LLP 
706 N. First Street 
P.O. Box 1066 
McCall, ID 83638 
Attorneys for Defendant Nancy 
Gentry-Boyd 
Phillip J. Col1aer 
ANDERSON, JULIAN & HULL LLP 
c.w. Moore Plaza 
250 S. Fifth Street, Suite 700 
P.O. Box 7426 
Boise, ID 83707-7426 
Attorneys.for Defendant Re/Max 
Resort Realty & Kevin Batchelor 
Courtesy Copy: 







U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
Overnight Courier 
Hand Delivered 
Facsimile (208) 342-4455 
E-mail aaf(a)aswblaw.com 
j jr@aswblaw.com 
U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
Overnight Courier 
Hand Delivered 
Facsimile (208) 382-3783 
E-mail 
michael@,michaelpiercelaw.com 
U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
Overnight Courier 
Hand Delivered 
Facsimile (208) 634-4516 
E-mail sjm@mpmplaw.com 
U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
Overnight Courier 
Hand Delivered 
Facsimile (208) 344-5510 
E-mail pcollaer(a),ajhlaw.com 
Daniel A. Nevala 
AFFIDAVIT OF DANIEL NEVALA IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANT CHRIS KIRK D/B/A KIRK 








950 W. Bannock Street, Ste. 950 
Boise, ID 83 702 
August 29, 2013 
Re: 2130 Payette Drive, McCall, ID 83638 
Dear Jason: 
Daniel A. Nevala 
dan.nevala@arkoosh.com 
It was nice talking to you on the phone. As I mentioned, my finn has been retained by 
Chris Kirk to respond to the Notice of Construction Defect you sent on behalf of your client, Ed 
Petrus, for a residential home located at 2130 Payette Drive in McCall. 
I have reviewed the claim with Mr. Kirk. The claim alleges the following: 
1. The presence of excessive water in the foam insulation on the stem wall under the 
south~facing French Doors. 
2. Water damage to the lakeside load point next to the French Doors. 
3. Damage to the floor sheeting. 
4. Improper installation of an ice and water shield applied/flashed to the interior side of 
the rim joist instead of the exterior side that open out to the deck on the lake side of 
the home. 
Mr. Kirk exercised his right to inspect the property on August 21, 2013 and was 
accompanied during the inspection by Mr. Petrus and Mr. Petrus' property caretaker, Mr. 
Longmire. During his cursory inspection of the property, and specifically the French Doors, Mr. 
Kirk discovered the following: 
l. The locking mechanism on the operable door had been removed and reinstalled in an 
inappropriate manner. 
2. The locking mechanism on the stationary door appeared to have been pried upon to 
the extent that it was not functional. 
3. Markings on the overhead trim board indicated that the locking mechanism was 
engaged to lock when someone had tried to close the door. 
4. Weather stripping on the astragal of the operable door had been completely removed. 
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5. Weather stripping on the bottom of the operable door had been trimmed and was not 
intact. 
6. The weather stripping on the stationary door cou]d not be verified or inspected 
because the door would not open. 
7. Screws were installed into the threshold that were not factory and were not installed 
in the correct area. 
8. Several screws had been added to the threshold, especially in the weep channel. 
9. The ice and water shield installed in the crawl space had been altered and displaced. 
l 0. Foam insulation had been removed. 
The inspection revealed to Mr. Kirk that the property had been severely altered and 
damaged to a level that would cause the water damage referenced in the claim. Do Mr. Petrus or 
any of his agents have information about who may have caused this damage or performed these 
alterations to the doors? 
In my visiting with Mr. Kirk about the construction of the home, I learned that he has 
intimate personal knowledge of how the home was constructed, how the doors were installed, 
and what products were used in the installation. He has over 24 years of experience building 
custom homes. Mr. Kirk also observed the condition of the doors since construction was 
completed during social events hosted by the home's prior owner in 2005, 2006, and 2007. 
At the time construction of the home was completed, the doors were fully functional and 
properly installed, flashed, and weatherproofed. None of the damage revealed by the inspection 
existed at the completion of construction or during any of Mr. Kirk's subsequent visits. Based on 
this personal knowledge, coupled with what he witnessed during the property inspection, Mr. 
Kirk is confident that the problems Mr. Petrus complains of are not a construction defect, but are 
rather a combination of misuse, neglect, damage, and alteration. Mr. Kirk also believes that it is 
very possible that once the damage and alterations occurred, the elements could have quickly 
exacerbated the problems. 
Based on this, Mr. Kirk respectfully disputes the claim and denies any liability for a 
construction defect. Mr. Kirk is fully prepared to defend this position if necessary but is hopeful 
that Mr. Petrus realizes that the problems are not the result of improper construction or a 
construction defect, but rather improper actions by a third party. 
To that end, if Mr. Petrus and his construction advisors conclude that fault does not lie 
with Mr. Kirk, but rather some third party, Mr. Kirk would testify to the construction and 
condition of the property at the completion of construction, during the years he observed the 
property, and currently. 
Given the above explanation, I am hopeful that you and Mr. Petrus will reconsider taking 
legal action against Mr. Kirk. Please call or email me if there are any questions that we can 
address, or if we can provide any further explanation to what Mr. Kirk discovered during his 
inspection of the property. 
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Exh 17 - Notice of Deposition of Chris Kirk 
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Exh 19 - Copy of Response to Plaintiff's 12 
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Enterprises 
Exh 20 - Copy Boyd Budget November 2004 67 
Exh 21 - Copy of August 2005 Billing from 72 
Chris Kirk to Bill and Nancy Boyd, Kirk 
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EXHIBIT s (Continued) 
DESCRIPTION PAGE 
Exh 22 - Copy of September 2005 Billing from 73 
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Exh 23 - Copy of Yensen Plumbing Invoice for 75 
$213.71, 10/10/05, Kirk 00668 
Exh 24 - Copy of Floor Plans, RP 00169-168 77 
Exh 25 - Copy of Rimkus Consulting, Report of 96 
Findings, May 15, 2014, RP 000001-24 
Exh 26 - Copy of Letter to Jason Mau from 114 
Chris Kirk, Re: GBSO File No. 19456-002, 
08/11/2013, Petrus 000221 
Exh 27 - Copy of Email to Dan Nevala from 148 
Chris Kirk, Subject: FW: Door Top/Edge 
Finishing Question, 07/16/2015, Kirk 00043-44 
Exh 28 - Copy of Todd McKenna, Homecraft Home 150 
Inspections Inspection Report for Ed Petrus 
Exh 29 - Copy of Fax to Kirk from Remsberg, 165 
08/03/2004, Kirk 00730-732, 759, 772-773 
Exh 30 - Copy of Letter to Jason Mau from 
Nevala, 08/29/2013, RP 000085-87 
Exh 31 - Copy of Five Photographs 
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l ROBERT CHRISTOPHER "CHRIS" KIRK, 
2 first duly sworn to tell the truth relating to said 
3 cause, testified as follows: 
4 EXAMINATION 
5 QUESTIONS BY MS. FOSTER: 
6 Q. Good morning. 
7 A. Good morning. 
8 Q. My name is Alyson Foster. We've met briefly. 
9 I represent the plaintiffs in this case. And I'm here 
10 today to take your deposition. I'm taking your 
11 deposition, as you know, both in your personal and 
12 individual capacity, and as a corporate representative 
13 of Chris Kirk, dba. I guess the dba part is Kirk 
14 Enterprises; is that right? 
15 A. That's correct. It is not a corporation or an 
16 LLC. It's just a dba. 
17 Q. That's fine. 
18 MS. FOSTER: And I'll show you just to make 
19 sure that we're all on the same page, Exhibit 17. 
20 (Exhibit 17 marked.) 
21 Q. (BY MS. FOSTER) This is the Notice of 
22 Deposition we issued for you in your individual personal 
23 capacity for here today at 9:00. You may or may not 
24 have seen it, but that is the document that has hailed 
25 you here this morning. 
Page7 
1 A. Yes. 
2 MS. FOSTER: And now I'll show you Exhibit 18. 
3 (Exhibit 18 marked.) 
4 Q. (BY MS. FOSTER) This is the Notice of 
5 Deposition that we issued to you. Well, we issued it to 
6 Chris Kirk, dba, Kirk Enterprises, your company for 
7 which you are here as the representative; is that 
8 correct? 
9 A. That is correct. 
10 Q. And it's a long document, but if you could 
11 take a look at page 5. We have a page-and-a-half of24 
12 topics. It may be a little redundant. Have you seen 
13 this list before? 
14 A. Yes, I have. 
15 Q. lfyou want to take a moment now, that's fine. 
16 But is there anything in here you feel you cannot 
17 testify about today? 
18 A. I have a question on item 20. What does the 
19 acronym "ESI" stand for? 
20 Q. Electronically stored information. 
21 A. Thank you. And could you repeat your 
22 question, please? 
23 Q. Yes. These are the topics that we've 
24 requested to have testimony on from a representative of 
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here to provide that testimony. Is there anything in 
this list that you feel you cannot give testimony about 
today? 
A. As I understand this list, I believe I can. 
Yes, I can. 
Q. Okay. Fine. Thank you. 
You were here yesterday when I deposed Nancy 
Gentry-Boyd. So you may have heard some of the ground 
rules I went over in the beginning. I will go over them 
now to refresh both of us. 
First, what would you like me to call you 
today? 
A. Chris would be fine. 
Q. Okay. You can call me Alyson. The main rule 
that I try to follow in these depositions, and not 
always successfully, is that we don't speak over each 
other. Primarily, because that's very difficult for 
Colleen here, who is taking the testimony down. 
So if comes a time when for any reason we 
begin speaking quickly over each other, I might remind 
us to slow down so that we don't. And that is simply 
for her sake. Does that make sense? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Whenever I'm asking you questions about 
conversations you've had, I just want to reiterate, I'm 
Page 9 
1 not asking for details of conversations you've had with 
2 your attorney. If you've had a conversation with your 
3 attorney, from my perspective, it's okay to say you've 
4 had one. But I'm not asking about privileged 
5 conversations. And presumably your lawyer will 
6 interject if it tends to go that way. But I just want 
7 you to understand, that is not what I'm asking. Does 
8 that make sense? 
9 A. Yes. 
10 Q. I will do my best to ask clear and 
11 understandable questions. Sometimes I don't. If I 
12 don't, please ask me to clarify, and I will do my best 
13 to do so. If you don't ask me to clarify, I'll assume 
14 you understood it, and we'll move forward. Is that 
15 fair? 
16 A. Yes. 
17 Q. And you may have seen yesterday that Nancy's 
18 counsel interjected some objections, and we still 
19 proceeded to talk. And in my experience, it's typical 
20 that the attorney who is representing you may provide 
21 objections. Unless he instructs you not to answer, I 
22 will still ask for your answer to the question. Does 
23 that make sense? 
1
24 A. Yes. 
25 Q. And are you under the influence of any 
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1 medication or other substance that would affect your 
2 ability to understand me or provide testimony today? 
3 A. No. 
4 Q. Any other reason you would have trouble with 
5 that today? 
6 A. No. 
7 Q. As we go along, if you give an answer to a 
8 question, and then later it occurs to you you have 
9 additional information to add, or you want to make a 
10 correction, please do so. I want to make sure that we 
11 get everything from you today that we can. And that 
12 everything that you provide is as clear and complete as 
13 possible. So if you need to interrupt me later and say, 
14 I just remembered something, do so. We'll probably 
15 finish where we're at. But I want to make sure we 
16 return to something if you need to correct it. Does 
11 that make sense? 
18 A. Yes, it does. 
19 Q. And finally, if you need a break, please let 
2 o me know. If we're in the middle of a question pending, 
21 l '11 ask you to finish the question first. But please 
22 let me know if you need a break, and we'll take one. 
23 Okay. Sir, have you ever been deposed before? 
24 A. I have not. 
25 Q. Have you ever been a party to litigation 
e Robert Christopher (Chris) Kirk - 30(b)(6) 
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1 A. That is correct. 
2 MS. FOSTER: Okay. I'm going to hand you 
3 Exhibit 19. 
4 (Exhibit 19 marked.) 
5 Q. (BY MS. FOSTER) This is a 31-page document 
6 entitled "Response to Plaintiffs First Set 
7 Interrogatories and Requests for Production to Defendant 
8 Chris Kirk, D/8/A Kirk Enterprises"; is that correct? 
9 A. Yes. 
10 Q. Have you seen this before? 
11 A. This looks familiar. Without going through 
12 every word and comparing it to what I have, I would say, 
13 yes, this looks like it's a document that I have --
14 Q. Okay. 
15 A. -- been served. 
16 Q. Were you asked to provide a signature 
17 verification for any discovery responses in this case? 
18 A. Not that I recall. 
19 Q. So these are documents that were served from 
20 you from your attorney, responding to discovery requests 
21 that we issued. And if you have not verified them, 
22 maybe we can get this done quickly. 
23 MS. FOSTER: Counsel, does he intend to, or do 
24 we need to go through every one of the interrogatory 




2 A. I have not. 
3 Q. This is your first one? 
4 A. Yes. 
5 Q. Have you ever been the subject of a criminal 
6 investigation? 
7 A. No. 
8 Q. And have you ever, aside from traffic 
9 violations, have any criminal record at all? 
10 A. No. 
11 Q. And what did you do to prepare for today's 
12 deposition? 
13 A. I basically reviewed some ofmy documents that 
14 I submitted to your office. 
15 Q. 1,400 pages? 
16 A. Yeah. Well, a lot of them were just billings 
17 and invoices that wasn't really critical. I was mostly 
18 looking at some of the faxes that were exchanged between 
19 McCall Design & Planning and myself. And just trying to 
20 refresh some dates. This was a long time ago. 
21 Q. And did you speak with anyone, except for your 
22 attorney to prepare for today? 
23 A. No, I did not. 
24 Q. And you were here yesterday for yesterday's 
2 5 deposition; is that correct? 
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1 MR. NEV ALA: I think he had. 
2 MS. FOSTER: Okay. Maybe I have it in a 
3 different file, and I just didn't see it. 
4 MR. NEV ALA: No, I thought he had. 
5 MS. FOSTER: Then I won't go into that. 
6 MR. NEVALA: No, I think you are fine. 
7 Q. (BY MS. FOSTER) So my understanding, and we 
8 can deal with substantive answers as we go forward 
9 today, is that this is a response that was prepared on 
10 your behalf in response to discovery requests that we 
11 issued. And that you have verified, or that you will 
12 verify that the factual portion of the answers are true 
13 and correct. Does that comport with your understanding? 
14 A. Yes, it does. 
15 Q. Then we'll just keep these on the table if we 
16 need to refer to them as we go through today. 
17 You mentioned a moment ago that you produced, 
1s or produced on your behalf, 1,400 pages in this case, 
19 approximately? 
20 A. Give or take, yes. It was my file, yes. 
21 Q. What steps did you take to collect documents 
22 to produce in this case? 
23 A. I have all my construction files in a filing 
24 cabinet labeled according to my client. I just grabbed 
• 25 my file. And I assembled the facts portion into what I 
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1 thought was by dates, so it was easier to -- instead of 
2 having the scanning process go back and forth in dates, 
3 it would make sense for it to be largely in time 
4 sequence correctly. 
5 Q. Thank you. That was helpful. 
6 A. Good. 
7 Q. Did you go through your emails at all to find 
8 any emails that might be responsive to the requests that 
9 we issued? 
10 A. I looked at your emails. And then I conversed 
11 with my attorney, because they were quite -- 1 wouldn't 
12 say, confusing. I would say, they were -- the term, I 
13 guess, it was very over burdensome, and I needed some 
14 help to fill, or answer these questions. So I referred 
15 to my counsel to help me fill this out. 
16 Q. Okay. I understand. So to produce documents, 
17 you took your client file from your filing cabinet, 
18 organized it, and provided that; correct? 
19 A. I provided it to my counsel, yes. 









Q. 2130 Payette? 
A. Correct. 
Q. So you had some email, at least one, with 
Michael Wood? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And did you produce that in this case? 
MR. NEVALA: I believe so. 
THE WITNESS: I believe I did, yeah. 
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Q. (BY MS. FOSTER) And what I'm trying to figure 
out is if you went back and looked through your emails 
11 to find anything that could be related to the case and 
give them to me, if you did that or not? That's the 





14 So to that end, were there other emails, 
15 besides that with Mr. Wood, that you provided to your 





A. Not that I can recollect. 
Q. Did you look through your emails at all to 
find emails that were potentially responsive to our 
requests? 
21 account to go back through history, to find emails with 21 
22 Nancy, or with anyone else that may have had anything to 22 
23 do with the case before me? 23 
A. Yes, I did. 
Q. Did you have any other documents or 
information stored on your computer that you would have 
provided to your counsel to produce to us? 24 A. Where I lived in 2004, I did not have email 
125 service. I did not have a computer that was 
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1 electronically functional. It was -- basically, a 
2 high-priced typewriter was my computer. So I did not 
3 have any email contact with Nancy or the architect firm 
4 during the time J built her house. All communications 
5 were done over the phone or by fax. 
6 Q. Do you do your business out of your home? 
7 A. Yes, I do. 
8 Q. And did there come a time when you started 
9 using email? 
10 A. That was approximately 2009, when I started 
11 work with the bank. 
12 Q. Oh, we'll get to that. 
13 A. That's when I became email friendly. I had 
14 never been on the internet or used email, until I went 
15 into the bank. 
16 Q. Until you had to? 
17 A. Until I had to, correct. 
18 Q. Between 2009 and 2014, if you recall, did you 
19 have emails with Nancy about the issues that had arisen 
20 that we're here about today? 
21 A. Not directly with Nancy, no. 
22 Q. Did you have emails with anyone during that 
23 period? 
1
24 A. Mr. Michael Wood sent me, J guess, it was a 
.25 bid to repair damage at your plaintiffs home. 
24 
:25 A. Yes. 
1 Q. And did you do so? 
2 A. Yes. 
3 Q. And you just have one computer? 
4 A. Yes. 
5 Q. And you have one email address? 
6 A. I have two email addresses. 
7 Q. Did you check them both? 
8 A. Yes, I did. 
9 Q. And what are they? 
10 A. The email address that Frontier -- the phone 
Page 17 
11 company that provides my email service is the letter 
12 ckirkl23@frontier.com. 
13 Q. And the other? 
14 A. The other address, which is my main address, 
1s it's the Jetter ckirk55ranch@frontier.com. 
16 Q. Thank you. Your file on 2130 Payette, would 
11 you have occasion to throw out any documents that may 
18 have been in that file in the last ten years? 
19 A. Never, no. 
20 Q. You tend to keep everything? 
21 A. Yes. 
22 Q. And emails, do you tend to delete your emails? 
i 23 A. Yes, I do. 
24 Q. After this litigation started, did you delete 
25 emails from prior to the litigation? 
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l A. Concerning, what? Would you clarify your 
2 question, please? 
3 Q. Yes. After you knew there was a lawsuit in 
4 which you were a party, did you go back and delete any 
5 emails prior to that date concerning 2130 Payette? 
6 A. Not that I recollect. 
7 Q. And have you at any time since the beginning 
8 of the lawsuit done so? 
9 A. No, I have not. 
10 Q. Those are all my questions about your document 
ll production. Let me ask you some general background 
12 questions. 
13 Could you just describe briefly your 
14 educational background? 
15 A. I graduated from McCall-Donnelly High School 
16 in 1974. I attended the University ofldaho from 1974 
17 to 1978. That's my educational profile. 
18 Q. Can you describe your professional and work 
19 background? 
20 A. I graduated from U of I with a bachelor's in 
2l letters -- a bachelor's degree in letters and science, 
22 focused on accounting. After I graduated from college, 
123 
I was employed by the Comptroller of the Currency as a 
24 national bank examiner. And through the course of being 
;25 assistant national bank examiner, there were several 
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1 educational courses in banking regulations. To the best 
2 ofmy knowledge, I resigned my commission with the 
3 Comptroller of the Currency in 1981. 1 moved back 
4 to -- I was living in Boise during that time, during my 
5 stint with the comptroller. 
6 After I resigned my commission, I moved back 
7 to McCall, and gained employment with a local builder. 
8 I worked for him for several years. He filed 
9 bankruptcy. The people that -- the house I was working 
10 on at the time, the owners asked me to finish building 
11 their home, which I did. And I kept building, or 
12 kept -- I was continually asked to keep building homes 
13 on the custom home market, which I did, until 2006. 
14 Q. Did you resign in 2006 -- excuse me -- retire 
15 in 2006? 
16 A. I never retire from building. I'm still asked 
11 to do several small projects, basically to keep my hands 
1s busy. 
19 Q. Did you make a decision in 2006 to cut back on 
20 work? 
21 A. Yes. That's when I was asked to come offthe 
22 board of the directors from Idaho First Bank, and come 
1
23 in and work in the bank. Step off the board, and work 
24 in the bank as an employee. 
1
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A. I'm sorry. I do construction inspections for 
Idaho First Bank. I am involved in advisory board for 
the bank. I am the secretary/treasurer for St. Luke's 
McCall Foundation. I help out on our family ranch south 
of Cascade, which is a cow/calf operation. I do some 
consulting work for people that are looking at buying a 
home. And those questions are mostly orientated to, we 
are looking at buying this house that we want to change 
some things. Can it be done? And I'll give them advice 
on that. And I still also do some odds and ends for 
people, replacing doors that get broken, cabinet doors 
that get tom off, just miscellaneous small things like 
that. 
Q. Okay. Let me go back to the beginning of your 
work history, and ask a few follow-up questions. When 
you first were hired by a local builder, this was in, 
approximately, 1981; is that right? 
A. That's correct. 
Q. And what did you do for him or her? 
A. His name is Mike Cohen. He was doing business 
as BOA Construction. I started off as basically a 
laborer. And in two years, I was running his projects 
for him. I was basically the lead carpenter, 
supervising the project for him. 
Q. What kind of work were you building? 
Page 21 
1 A. Custom homes. 
2 Q. What's a non-custom home? 
3 A. A non-custom home would be if l buy a lot, I 
4 build it with a speculation to resell. I would call 
5 that a spec home. A custom home is where a client 
6 commissions me, or asks me to build their house with the 
7 plans they provide me. 
8 Q. Okay. So a custom home is something that you 
9 are building for someone for them to live in? 
10 A. Correct. 
11 Q. Or perhaps rent? 
12 A. They could. 
13 Q. But it's not what you call a spec home, which 
14 I guess is built to sell? 
15 A. Uh-huh. On the speculative market, like I 
16 could build a home, or flip it, and make money on the 
11 resale. I've never done that. 
18 Q. When did you begin Chris Kirk Enterprises? 
19 A. Approximately, July of 1984. 
20 Q. Did Mike Cohen continue working with you? 
21 A. No, he left town. 
22 Q. After his bankruptcy? 
23 A. Yes, he did. 
1
24 Q. Have you ever filed for bankruptcy? 
A. I have not. 
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1 Q. Has Kirk Enterprises filed for bankruptcy? 
2 A. No. 
3 Q. So is it fair to say, that since 1984 to 2006, 
4 your primary professional vocation was running Kirk 
5 Enterprises? 
1 down your term "homes"? 
2 Q. I'm asking, just to be perfectly clear, 1 
3 don't need a precise number. 
4 A. Okay. 
5 Q. I'm trying to figure out approximately how 
6 A. That is fair to say. 
1 Q. Do you have any employees during this time? 
6 many, and we can start with new construction, how many 
7 custom homes you built, so 10, 50, l 00, 1,000. I'm 
8 And by employees, I mean, not contractors. r mean, 
9 regular employees, either part-time, or full-time. 
10 A. Yes, I did. 
11 Q. What kind of employees did you have? 
12 A. Mostly carpenters. 
13 Q. And did you have any administrative or office 
14 employees during that period? 
8 looking for a gross number. 
9 A. It's over 20, less than 30. 
10 Q. And one ofthose was 2130 Payette? 
11 A. Yes. 
12 Q. Was that the last home you built? 
13 A. No. 
14 Q. How many homes did you build after that? 
15 A. Myself. 15 A. To answer your question, I built one home and 
16 Q. Just you? 16 remodeled another one. 
11 A. Myself. 1 7 Q. And in the 1984 to 2006 period, approximately 
18 Q. When you filed taxes during that period, we do 18 how many remodels did you do? 
19 dba's on a Schedule A; is that right? 19 A. More than five, less than ten. Some of that 
20 A. Yes. 
21 Q. And have you done that for Kirk Enterprises 
22 since 2006? 
20 number may be included in that previous number range of 
21 homes that I've built. Sometimes the remodels are very 




A. Since 2006? 
Q. Correct. 
A. Boy, without looking at my tax return, I 
Page 23 
23 Q. So is it fair to say that between 20 and 40 
24 homes, you either built from new or remodeled? 
125 A. Yes. 
Page 25 
1 believe it is just Robert Christopher Kirk. 1 Q. And then you mentioned doing garage additions 
2 Q. Okay. So from 1984 to 2006, is that 22 years? 2 or apartments. Does that fall under the category of 
3 A. Close enough. 3 remodels, or is that a different category for you? 
4 Q. And about the year or so before that, you had 4 A. That would be just considered a structure 
s already begun running projects for Mike Cohen; is that 5 within that first range of numbers I gave you of more 
6 right? 6 than 20, less than 30 would also be included in that. 
7 A. Could you clarify the answer, or your 7 Q. You know, I guess I could have asked you this 
8 timeline? s completely differently. How many files do you have? 
9 Q. Yes. I'll rephrase the question entirely. 9 How many projects do you have in your file cabinet? 
10 A. Thank you. 10 A. I have about two file cabinets about this tall 
11 Q. How many years would you say that you have 11 (indicating), that are four or five drawers. 
12 been primarily employed by yourself as a builder? 12 Q. Okay. 
13 A. Since 1984. 13 A. That are full. 
14 Q. And the primary work that you've done from 14 Q. Okay. And each 1,400 pages? 
15 1984 to 2006 was building custom homes? 15 A. Some less, some triple that. 
16 A. Yes. 16 MS. FOSTER: 1 apologize. It's only 9:34, and 
17 Q. It may be hard to estimate. But in that 17 I have to go to the ladies room. Can we take three 
18 period of time, approximately, how many homes did you 18 minutes? 
19 build? 19 MR. COLLAER: Absolutely. 
20 A. Can I ask you a question before I answer? 20 MR. MILLEMANN: Yes. 
21 Q. Yes. 21 (A recess was had.) 
22 A. Are you considering new construction, 22 MS. FOSTER: Let's go back on. 
23 remodels? Homes could be a studio apartment on the same 23 Q. (BY MS. FOSTER) Chris, I keep teasing you 
24 property, a detached garage. So we could -- that would i 24 about 1,400 pages. In all seriousness, I wouldn't mind 
25 be my question to you is, how do you want me to break · 25 spending a few minutes what some of those 
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1 categories of documents you produce are. And T'll let 
2 you and your counsel know, I'm not inclined to make 
3 these exhibits. I just want to hand you folders that l 
4 have one copy of, and just ask you, what is this? 
5 A. Fine. 
6 Q. ls that fair? 
7 A. Yes. 
8 MR. NEV ALA: That's fine. 
9 Q. (BY MS. FOSTER) So we printed out all the 
10 documents that we organized by category that you, 
11 hopefully, provided. The first one that l need to ask 
12 you about is called "takeoffs and bids." And I'm not 
13 going to mark it as an exhibit. But I am showing you a 
14 manila folder containing documents, Bates labeled Kirk 
15 1275 through Kirk -- it is not consecutive, but the last 
16 document in the folder is labeled Kirk 42. 
17 Can you please take a look at that folder, 
18 familiarize yourself with its contents, and then tell me 
19 what it is? 
20 A. Individually? 
21 Q. No, as a category, yes. 
22 A. These -- one second, please. 
23 Q. Yes, of course. 
24 A. These appear to be estimates, proposals on 
25 Nancy's home that I collected either before the house 
Page 27 
1 was built, in order to provide her with an estimate, or 
2 these are numbers that I collected after the architect 
3 gave me specifications, such as the plumbing fixtures. 
4 The original set of plans that I put together 
5 for an estimate would not have called out the individual 
6 plumbing fixtures, which is this document (indicating). 
7 That would have come later, which 1 would have 
8 readjusted my original budget. 
9 This is just basically a collection of numbers 
10 from tradesmen, from Nancy's decorator Joanne 
11 Hutchinson. That was after the fact. lt was mostly 
12 concerning Joanne Hutchinson's. It was what she wanted 
13 the finish tile to look like as far as design, with all 
14 the trim pieces, what type of tile to order. I guess 
15 that's the best l can answer that. It's just basically 
16 a collection of numbers 1 could give Nancy to work off 
17 of to either order, or bid from. 
18 Q. So is it fair to say, these are not invoices, 
19 but rather they are bids by vendors, or subcontractors, 
20 or other individuals or entities who are providing you 
21 with an estimate for work that you would hire them to do 
22 for Nancy's home? 
23 A. That would be fair, yes. 
24 Q. And what does the word "takeoff' mean in this 
25 context? 
Robert Christopher (Chris) Kirk- 30(b)(6) 
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1 A. If I have a set of plans, say, if I look 
2 through the framing plans. For instance, the first 
3 floor framing page, which the architect will call out 
4 what size of floor joists to use, rim joists, what 
5 framing members that are required to build, say, the 
6 first floor diaphragm. 
7 I will go in and takeoff the lengths, the 
8 number of. So that I could do takeoffs I could give to 
9 the lumber company to get an estimate on the price. And 
10 also it gave me -- the takeoffs would give me what to 
11 order in each task of building a home. 
12 Such as, the first floor framing, I know that 
13 I need so many truss joists, floor joists at certain 
14 lengths. So I could refer -- and there is a -- refer 
15 here from the estimate here from Lumbermen's. 
16 So my takeoffs would provide me with each type 
17 of material to use and order. It also provided me, 
18 basically, a count of the materials I needed to build a 
19 house. So I could get prices from before we built the 
20 house, or for me to order on as each task item came up. 
21 I break the packages down, like first floor 
22 framing, first floor wall framing, second floor framing, 
23 second fioor wall framing, and the roof package. That's 
24 how I break down my takeoffs. 




























reword it to see if I've understood it. 
A. Okay. 
Q. A takeoff is, you take plans you are provided, 
and you break it down into its components of parts or 
supplies in order to analyze the materials you need, and 
to obtain pricing on those materials. Is that a fair 
summary of what you just said? 
A. Yes, correct. 
Q. Thank you. That helps. I don't understand 
the reason for the word "takeoff," but I understand what 
you are telling me. 
A. Okay. I'll point to it here. Here 
(indicating) is a framing number from Lumbermen's, or a 
material number. 
Q. Okay. 
A. See how it's labeled "first floor package," or 
"floor package"? 
Q. Yes. 
A. And it lists all of the items that I need to 
do that particular task. 
Q. And we are currently discussing page Kirk 
1290? 
A. Yes. And then you come down to the next item, 
and it says, "first floor walls." 
Q. Okay. 
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2 Q. Okay. 
Page 30 
3 A. Case in point, r would need 100 two by six ten 
4 feet, and the grade would be a number two and better 
5 grade. "KO" stands for kiln and dried fir or large, 
6 which is the type of wood used in the framing. 
1 Q. The large? 
8 A. Yes. 
9 Q. And how did you learn about all this? Let me 
10 rephrase that. It was a terrible question. 
11 How did you gain the knowledge of, for 
12 example, the types of wood, and the types of -- I don't 
13 remember what that is, 2MBTR, is that grading? 
14 A. That's No. 2 and better. That's a grade of 
15 wood. There is several grades. 
16 Q. Is this all on-the-job learning that you've 
17 had, or were there classes that you took, or both? 
18 A. There are no classes. The plans issued by the 
19 architect will call out No. 2 and better, which is a 
20 higher priced. It's a higher grade than what we would 
21 call a utility stud. Usually a utility stud is not to 
i 22 be used in construction, other than for, say, in forming 
23 concrete, walls, footings, which you later remove from 
24 the project. They don't stay on the house. 
25 Then you get into a higher grade of -- there 
Page 31 
1 is lots of different grades. Especially for finish 
2 lumber you get Grade C, Grade B, A, and better. That 
3 all has to deal with this number, and the size of knots 
4 per lineal foot in a board. Like you take a one by 12 
5 piece of pine. They will grade that piece of one foot 
6 on the grain -- or excuse me -- not the grain, the size 
7 and the number of knots. 
8 Q. And how did you gain all this knowledge? 
9 A. A series of osmosis, and just being on the 
10 job. 
11 Q. And are there books that you used to learn 
12 this? 
13 A. I'm sure there are, but I've not -- I 
14 basically did it on the job osmosis to learning. Asking 
15 my superiors, or my bosses that I had for two years. 
16 Q. Sotwoyearsofbosses? 
17 A. Yes. 
18 Q. And then you were the boss; right? 
19 A. Yeah, I think. 
20 Q. Are there certifications that you've obtained 
21 in connection with your construction profession? 
22 A. Such as being labeled a master builder? 
23 Q. Yes. What is a master builder? 
24 A. You go to a class. You are tested on it, and 
25 I think -- I really don't know the requirements of the 
e Robert Christopher (Chris) Kirk - 30(b)(6) 
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1 master builder. I think there are a number of years 
2 required to be in the trades, and your knowledge of 
3 standard heights and measurements, like what is the 
4 height of a sawhorse. 
5 Q. I don't know. 
6 A. No, it's 34 inches. 
7 Q. Are you a master builder? Do you have that 
8 certification? 
9 A. I do not. 
10 Q. And is it, in your opinion, something you ever 
11 wanted to have? 
12 A. No. 
13 Q. Why not? 
14 A. lt didn't mean that much to me, because it 
15 seems like you could just go to school and buy it, and 
16 not earn it. 
11 Q. How many other, approximately, construction 
18 companies are in McCal I that you would consider 
19 competitors, or would have --
2 o A. Do I have a date range? 
21 Q. I was just about to amend that. Say in the 
22 last ten years of your practice, before your 
23 non-retirement in 2006. I'm looking for a gross number, 
24 not precise; five, ten, 20? 
25 A. More than five, less than ten. But I'm 
Page 33 
1 assuming that you meant were quality builders; was that 
2 the question? 
3 Q. What does a "quality builder" mean? 
4 A. Would you rephrase your first question that 
5 you asked me? 
6 Q. My original question was, approximately how 
7 many other construction companies are in McCall that you 
8 would consider competitors in the last ten years or so 
9 of your practice? 
10 A. Between five and ten. 
11 Q. And you just referred to a "quality builder." 
12 What did you mean by that? 
13 A. In the last couple of years with the economic 
14 boom that's in Valley County, in my opinion, there are a 
15 lot -- there was a fair number of people coming to town 
16 calling themselves "builders" that were, in my opinion, 
17 were not. 
1s Q. Do you know Beau Value? 
19 A. Personally, no. 
20 Q. Professionally? 
21 A. I have not had any business dealings with him. 
22 I would like to withdraw that. I have not had any 
23 dealings with him as far as building. 
24 Q. Have you had other dealings with him? 
25 A. Yes, I have. 
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1 Q. And what were they? 1 been issued, and the guy working walked. Provident 
2 A. He was a client of the bank, and that's all I 2 Federal hired myself and another gentleman by the name 
3 think I can really say right now, because it's privy to 3 of Fred Kopke, K-o-p-k-e, to go down and finish the 
4 the bank. 4 project, build it out, and sell it. 
s Q. But the only way you've had dealings with him s My responsibility was to go down and finish 
6 is in your capacity as a -- what was your role at the 6 all the common area improvements; swimming pool, 
7 bank during the period in which you had dealings with 7 convention area, sidewalks, streets. And I did that 
8 Beau Value? 8 from April to, roughly, October. I was back home in 
9 A. I was a chief credit officer. 9 October. And that year was, approximately, 1985. 
10 Q. What were your responsibilities as chief 10 Q. Okay. 
11 credit officer? 11 A. Other than that, all my work has been done in 
12 A. It would be to provide assistance to all the 12 McCall. 
13 loan officers, provide documents to the credit policy 13 Q. So other than 1985, the months that you were 
14 committee, make recommendations of whether we should 14 in possibly, La Mesa, California. 
15 continue to work with a client to fund his request or 15 A. Uh-huh. 
16 not. And it's a process. We tried to get a prospective 16 Q. You've been building homes in McCall? 
17 buyer a go/no go within a couple of days if we were 17 A. In Valley County. 
18 going to deal with them. 18 Q. In Valley County. Are the homes you've built 
19 Q. How many years were you in that position? 19 primarily around the lake, or surrounding the lake, or 
20 A. From 2006 to, approximately, 2009 to 2010, 20 by the lake, or a combination? 
21 somewhere in there. 21 A. The lion's share of the homes I've built are 
22 Q. Why, in 2006, did you non-retire from 22 on the lake. 
23 building, and increase your bank-related 23 Q. Do the lion's share of that lion's share have 
24 responsibilities? 24 decks? 












Q. Had you become disenchanted with the building 1 Q. And do those decks usually have doors? 
business? 2 A. Yes. 
A. "Disenchanted" would not be a word I would 3 Q. Are they usually french doors, or something 
use. I probably would say, more "bored." It was just a 4 else? 
matter of digging a hole, building a house. It just 5 A. They are usually, as I recollect, usually 
wasn't challenging any more. Does that make sense? 6 sliding glass doors. 
Q. Yes, I understand. 7 Q. If you recall, are there others, besides the 
A. I hope it does. After you do so many big 8 house at 2130 Payette, that had non-sliding swing 
custom homes. I loved working with the people. It was 9 on the deck? 
hard having-- I was getting bored. 1 was looking for 10 A. Yes, there are. 
11 something else to do. 11 Q. And why would someone choose a sliding 
12 Q. Had you been building in McCall the whole 12 instead of a swing door? 





A. Yes. 14 So with what the architect or the designer rPl"f\mm 
Q. Normally houses on the lake? 15 on how the outside of the house would look. 
A. There is one stint that I did work out of 16 Q. Is the difference, in your mind, primarily 
state. I forgot about this. I was hired by Provident 17 aesthetic? 
18 Federal Savings & Loan. The gentleman's name was Ron 18 A. Would you rephrase that? 
19 
20 
Tooney. They provided funds to a real estate developer 19 Q. ls the difference between choosing a sliding 
in southern California, San Diego area. I believe the 2 o door as opposed to a swing door an aesthetic, or 
21 town's name was La Mesa. All those towns run together 21 difference, as opposed to functional? 
22 for me. I'm sorry. 22 A. I do not pick out these doors. These doors 
23 He hired the builder. The developer -- the 23 were basically specced on the plans. So it would 
24 real estate developer went broke. The project was 24 be -- I would assume there would be a client 
25 approximately 40 percent done. And all the funds had 25 Q. Is one type of door more resistant to outside 
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1 elements, such as wind and moisture than the other, 1 became better as the years progressed. 
2 because of its nature sliding versus swing, in your 2 Q. And is there a difference, in your mind, in 
3 experience? 3 terms of effectiveness for protection against the 
4 A. That question can be a little bit vague in 4 outside elements, between a single door and a double 
5 that you have different types of doors. You've got a 5 door system that swings? Does that make sense? 
6 pure wood door. You've got a metal clad door. You've 6 A. That was a long question. In my opinion, a 
7 got a metal door. You've got fiberglass doors that 7 double door does not perform as well as a single door. 
8 could be sliding glass doors or could be swing doors. 8 Q. And why is that? 
9 So I guess I would ask you to rephrase that question 9 A. You have a double door. The center portion, 
10 with that information given. 10 which will not latch against the jamb, so it has a 
11 Q. What type of door is best to deal with the 11 tendency not to be able to seal up as well against if 
12 outside elements? And by "deal with," I mean, protect 12 you could close a door against a jamb on all four sides. 
13 from? 13 A double door will only do it on three sides. 
14 A. In my opinion, it would be a metal clad door. 14 Q. Okay. Thank you. We just went into a 
15 That provides you with moisture protection of the 15 discussion of doors. And I intended to ask you more 
16 outside, and a wood interior, so that you could match 16 questions about Beau Value. Let me jump back to that 
17 the interior finish with either stain or paint. 17 for a moment. 
18 Q. Would it matter to you whether that door was 18 How long have you known of Beau Value? 
19 swing or sliding? 19 A. rm assuming since when he moved up to the 
20 A. No. 20 area in Donnelly to work at Tamarack, which I believe 
21 Q. So a metal clad door with moisture protection 21 was 2007, 2008. I cannot remember the exact date. 
22 on the outside and a wood interior on the inside is the 22 Q. And you described a few minutes ago categories 
23 most effective, either as a sliding or a swing door; is 23 of builder, who I think you were saying, were 
24 that what you are saying? 24 Johnny-come-lately types, who were not as good as other 
i 25 A. I'm saying a metal clad door offers more 25 builders. I'm not using your exact phrase, but is that 
11 resistau,ce than, say, a regularsolid :ood doc:. e,,.,-9-+---1-:p_p_r-ox-imat_e_ly-w-·h-at_y_ou-were-tr_y_in-g-to describe? Page41 
i 2 Q. And that's true whether it's sliding or 2 A. Yes. 
· 3 swinging? 3 Q. And is he one of those, in your opinion? 
4 A. Yes. 4 A. 1 would not put him in that category, not a 
5 Q. With a swinging door, does it matter whether 5 Johnny-come-lately, because I had knowledge that he 
6 the door opens towards the outside or the inside, in 6 moved up from Boise. He had a construction company for 
7 terms of its effectiveness in protecting against outside 7 a while. Johnny-come-latelies, I would refer to guys 
8 elements? a that showed up with a pickup, and a level. And said, 
9 A. In my opinion, an in-swing door provides 9 I'm a builder. 
10 better protection than an out-swing door. 10 Q. So you don't put Beau in that category? 
11 Q. Why is that? 11 A. No. 
12 A. Because the door closes against -- the hinges 12 Q. Would you have considered him a competitor? 
13 are not on the outside. So hinges will not have a 13 A. No. 
14 tendency to rust. They are not subject to the weather. 14 Q. And why is that? 
15 I believe you can seal the door against the weather 15 A. I don't think in my opinion, he had not done 
16 stripping better. 16 any quality, high-end custom homes, until he moved up to 
17 But I would like to kind of clarify that. In 17 Valley County. That was just my opinion. 
18 that, weather stripping, and the doors in general from 18 Q. So he had less of a depth of experience in the 
19 1984 to 2006, have gotten better, I guess, as far as 19 area in which you were practicing? 
20 sealing against the weather, operating, locking. And 20 A. As I understood, yes, at the time. 
21 I'm not sure what else you can do with a door, but just 21 Q. And do you have any reason to believe he's not 
22 better systems came available. 22 competent as a builder? 
23 Q. In weather stripping? 23 A. I have not seen any of his -- well, I guess I 
A. In weather stripping, locking mechanisms, 24 have seen some of his work. I had seen better work from 
types of material, rubber or foam for weather stripping 25 people I would consider a competitor, to answer your 
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2 Q. What work did you see from Beau Value? 
3 A. His personal residence in Tamarack. 
4 Q. And he built that himself? 
5 A. I would assume so. As I understand 
6 Mr. Value's business model, he is just a contractor, 
7 where he contracts all labor and trades out, and 
8 probably just hires administrative personnel. 
9 Q. Does that mean, he's not --
10 A. And I would call myself a builder, where I 
11 wore my tool belt, and I was on the project as much as I 
12 could be every day. And not just a contractor, where 
13 you contract for the work. 











A. I don't know. 
Q. I can't answer that question. 
A. I can't either. 
Q. I'm --
A. So I'm not really sure if he was really in the 
Page 44 
same market as the previous gentlemen that I mentioned. 
We were all custom home builders. 
Q. Okay. So you haven't known Beau Value a long 





A. That is correct. 
Q. And you have not seen a lot of his work? 
A. That's correct. 
Q. And you have not talked to people he's built 
15 Value, was not someone with a tool belt, who was on the 15 
16 project every day? 16 
for? 
A. 1 can recollect one person. 
Q. Who is that? 17 A. That is my understanding. 
18 Q. And do you know other contractors who don't 
19 wear a tool belt on the project every day, who are 
20 better than Beau? 
21 A. Yes. 
22 Q. Who would that be? 
23 A. A gentleman named -- one gentleman that comes 
· 24 to mind is Mike Echart, E-c-h-a-r-t. 










A. The gentleman's name is Ray Alford, 
A-1-f-o-r-d. 
Q. And what did Ray say to you about Beau Value? 
A. He was unhappy with his work. He didn't 
finish what he said he was going to. And that's all I 
can recall at this moment. 
Q. And what was Beau building for Ray? 







A. The next gentleman's name I'll give you, he 
wore his nail belt a little bit, not every day. His 
name was Kevin Muir, M-u-i-r. 
Q. And I don't need a full list. 
Page43 
A. Steve Minor would be another one. I can give 










Q. No, I don't need any other names. That's 
fine. 
A. Okay. 
Q. What's the source of your opinion that Beau 
Value was not as good as these other gentlemen at being 
a contractor? 
A. I've just respected people that I've known a 
long time. I've seen a lot of their work. J have 
either talked to the people they've built for, which 
17 
16 were happy with their product. And that would be a big 
source of my opinion. And I have not had that luxury 
1s with Mr. Beau Value, or any of his clients. 








Q. Go ahead. 
A. Ifl may ask you a question. Because I don't 
really know for sure, did Mr. Value build custom homes, 
or did he build homes on the speculation market, or 
build homes to resale? 
Page45 
l Q. Is this in Tamarack? 
2 A. No, this is actually in the city limits of 
3 McCall. 
4 Q. When was this? 
5 A. I'll give you a range from either 2007 to 
6 maybe 2008, somewhere in there. 
7 Q. So six or seven years ago? 
8 A. Six years would be 2010. 
9 Q. Oh, yes. What year is it? Eight or nine 
10 years ago? 
11 A. Yes. 
12 Q. So almost ten years ago? 
13 A. Yeah, that would be close enough. 
14 Q. And have you ever spoke to anybody who was 
15 unhappy with Mike Echart's work? 
16 A. I have not. 
17 Q. Kevin Muir? 
18 A. I have not. 
19 Q. Steve Minor? 
20 A. I have not. 
21 Q. So you have only spoken to one person about 
22 Beau's work, and that person was unsatisfied; is that 
• 23 right? 
1
24 A. As I can recollect right now, yes. 
25 Q. About ten years ago? 
···--····--····----~····--···--····--····--····--····-----···--· 
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1 A. Uh-huh. 
2 Q. And you, yourself, have not, besides his 
3 personal residence, seen Beau's work? 
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It keeps it from moving laterally. 
Q. Is it temporary or does it stay --
A. It stays on. It's basically your sub-floor, 
s Q. Is it fair to say, that he may have work out s 
or your wall sheathing would be a diaphragm, or your 
roof sheathing would be a diaphragm. 
6 there that you might approve of? 6 Q. Got it. Thank you. I just wanted to 
understand that word. 7 A. That would be fair to say. 7 
8 Q. And you just don't know? 8 Going back to the documents you produced, I 
have three manila folders titled "Bill and Nancy Boyd," 
1, 2, and 3. And I believe these were in a document 
produced within a folder named "Bill and Nancy Boyd." 
9 A. That's correct. 9 
10 Q. And you haven't known him as long as these 10 
11 other guys? 11 
12 A. That is correct. 12 And I'm going to hand them to you. I am going 
to ask you to look briefly through them. And then 
describe why they are categorized in this manner. 
13 Q. Do you know Eric Waite? 13 
14 A. I met Eric Waite once for approximately five 14 
15 minutes, and that is it. 15 A. This folder represents monthly billings that I 
would give to Bill and Nancy. The billings would entail 
which materials were purchased that month, which 
subcontractors were paid that month, and what laborers 
or what labor was paid for that month. 
16 Q. When was this? 16 
17 A. Excuse me for a second. It was when Eric was 17 
18 at 2130 Payette Drive doing remediation work. I be] ieve 18 
19 it was in April sometime. 19 
20 Q. It was -- 20 Q. Okay. 
21 A. It was in a document I saw the exact date, and 21 A. That would be all three based on the same. 
22 I can't recall the exact date right now. It was on a 22 Here is this folder. 
• 23 document issued or given to me by Greener Burke 23 Q. I think they are. 
'24 Shoemaker, had those dates on it. 24 A. This folder here, this is all building 
25 Q. Prior to that, whenever that may have been, 25 invoices. I tried, or I made it a point, to provide my 
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1 have you met Eric Waite? 
2 A. No. 
3 Q. And have you talked with him or interacted 
4 with him since then? 
5 A. No. 
6 Q. Do you have any familiarity with his 
7 professional background? 
8 A. No. 
9 Q. Any familiarity with his work? 
10 A. No. 
11 Q. Any opinion of his competence? 
12 A. I have no basis to form an opinion. 
13 MS. FOSTER: Okay. I'm really sorry. I need 
14 to take a very brief break. 
15 THE WITNESS: I would like to stand up anyway. 
16 MS. FOSTER: Okay. Great. 
17 (A recess was had.) 
18 Q. (BY MS. FOSTER) Chris, at some point in the 
19 last half hour, you said the word "diaphragm." 
20 A. Uh-huh. 
21 Q. What does that mean in that context? 
22 A. "Diaphragm" is basically a structural term, in 
: 23 that you use a plywood panel to secure either floor 
joists, wall studs, roof rafters from movement. It's 
basically a diaphragm that holds everything together. 
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1 clients with every invoice that I paid on their project. 
2 That's where you get all this. There is an invoice that 
3 should be backed up by the amount on the cover page. 
4 only saw one cover page there. As near as r can --
5 Q. And you keep a --
6 A. This would be a page that I refer to as a 
7 cover page. 
B Q. He's referring to a document Bates labeled 
9 Kirk 536. Go ahead. 
10 A. It was a recap of all the materials that were 
11 purchased that month, subcontractor totals, and how much 
12 labor was for that month. And then the next page goes 
13 into detail, and this page is 537. 
14 Q. And these are documents that you keep for each 
15 file? 
16 A. Correct. 
17 Q. And provide to your clients? 
1s A. Yes. 
19 Q. Thank you. And so if --
20 A. I believe -- excuse me. I'm done. Go ahead. 
21 Q. No, you can say what you were about to say, if 
22 you want to. 
23 A. I keep all the originals, and I photocopied 
24 the invoices, and provided them to my clients. 
2s Q. Great. Fine. Thank you. 
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1 A. Because a lot of times the invoices would have 
2 more than one job on it. 





if anything can happen, it will happen. So I try and 
guard myself, provide myself and my client with 
insurance coverage. 
4 A. Okay. 
5 Q. So if I wanted to ask you about a particular 
6 subcontractor, and his or her bill, it would probably be 
7 in these folders; is that right? 
8 A. That would be correct. Here's this. I'm 
9 looking. It just came out. It would be document 387. 








Q. And does your policy provide coverage for 
design defects? 
A. l do not recollect that. I would have to 
really read the fine print, which I have not done. 
Q. Okay. And do you know --
A. Because that policy expired when I quit 
building in 2008. 
11 Western Community Insurance at that time. And that 11 Q. Do you know whether it was an occurrence based 
12 would be -- would you like this? 
13 Q. Yes, please. 





A. I do not know. I don't know that lingo. 
Q. Okay. Do you have an insurance broker? 
15 Q. This appears to be Kirk 8387, an invoice from 
16 Western Community Insurance Company, dated February 7, 
15 
16 
A. My brother, whose name is William David Kirk, 
K-i-r-k. 
17 2005; is that right? 
18 A. Yes. 




Q. He would know that lingo; right, you would 
assume? 
A. Yeah, I would assume so. 
20 passed on to your client? 
21 A. I am assuming that this would be as we started 




Q. Have you ever filed a claim under your 
commercial protector's policy, in connection with any 
job you've had between 1984 and 2006? 
23 $500,000 to insure 2130 Payette Drive, and the amount to 23 A. No. 
24 do that was $289. As the house progressed, and became 
25 more valuable, I would have increased this insurance to 
24 
25 
Q. Did you file a claim in connection with 2130 
Payette? 
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1 keep the insurance in line with replacement value if 1 A. No. 
2 something happened to the house, such as burn down, or 2 Q. Did you file a claim in connection with this 
3 wash out to the lake. 3 lawsuit? 
4 Q. And you would add her as an additional 4 A. No. No, I did not file a claim. 
5 insured -- excuse me -- the house as an additional 5 Q. And l'll use a little bit of lingo, maybe you 
6 insured property? 6 don't know it. Did you file a notice of occurrence, to 
7 A. I would add that specific property to my 7 your knowledge? 
8 umbrella policy. 8 A. I contacted, per advice of my brother, Dave, 
9 Q. And would you add Nancy Gentry-Boyd as an 9 to contact Brian Trumble, T-r-u-m-b-1-e, at Western 
10 additional insured? 10 Community, and he transferred me to the claims 
11 A. No, Nancy -- no, I would not. ff so -- if I 11 department. I do not remember the gentleman's name. We 
12 did, it would say so on there or not. 12 talked about whether my policy would cover this 
13 Q. Okay. 13 incident, and the claims agent said he would respond 
14 A. I'm just insuring -- 14 shortly. And I believe he -- that you should have that 
15 Q. It does not. 15 response in your -- one of your 1,400 pages. 
16 A. I'm just insuring the structure. Nancy, I 16 Q. And do you remember what the response was? 
17 assume, would have her own hazard insurance. 1 7 A. Exceeded their statute of limitations, and I 
18 Q. And what was the purpose of adding 2130 1a have no coverage. 
19 Payette to your insurance umbrella? 19 Q. That's what they told you? 
20 A. In case there was an incident, the house would 20 A. Yes. 
21 be specifically covered. 21 Q. And you had a phone call with this person, 
22 Q. What would an incident be? 22 whose name you don't remember, and to whom you were 
i 23 A. Say if a fire, would be the biggest concern. . 23 referred by Brian Trumble? 
24 I mean, you have a lot of tradesmen, guys walking around [ ~: ~- Yes. 
125 with flames, terrible electrical cords. It seems like ~· And what did you teU him, or her, in that 
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l phone call? 
2 A. I believe, as I recollect the phone call, I 
3 informed him that I was in the process of being sued for 
4 a construction defect. And would my insurance policy, 
5 that I had in effect at the time, cover these claims? 
6 And that's what he said, he would have to look at my 
7 file, and he would get back to me, which he did via 
8 email. And excuse me·· I can't remember if it was 
9 email, or if it was a letter. And I think you should 
10 have a copy of that letter in your -- in the documents 
11 there. 
12 Q. And you provided them with a copy of the 
13 complaint? 
14 A. I do not recollect if I did or did not. 
15 Q. Did you tell them the claim was in connection 
16 with alleged water damage? 
11 A. I do not recollect what I told them exactly. 
18 Q. Did you consult a lawyer about whether their 
19 denial of your claim was correct? 
20 A. The only counsel I have talked to about this 
21 whole .. is Mr. Nevala here, counselor of law, 
22 N-e-v-a-1-a. 
23 Q. When did Nancy Gentry-Boyd first approach you 
24 to build the home at 2130 Payette? 
25 A. To the best of my recollection, it would have 
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1 been around 2003. 
2 Q. You know what. I am sorry. I just jumped the 
3 gun on that. Let me rewind. And let me show you one 
4 more final stack of documents. 
5 A. Okay. 
6 Q. I'm sorry. I apologize. l went forward too 
7 quickly. That you produced in a folder called "monthly 
8 worksheets." Again, I have three manila folders 
9 containing a bunch of pages. And I just want to ask you 
10 to look at it briefly, and describe what this is. 
11 A. (Witness complying.) This would be a monthly 
12 compilation of all my invoices, concerning all the 
13 projects that I had going at the time. I would compile 
14 them on this one master sheet, which then I would take, 
15 I'll show you this, and it is labeled Kirk 945. This 
16 would be for the month of June 2004. You see the date 
11 at the top. 
18 Q. Yes. Go ahead. 
19 A. I had a project for some people named Doorn. 
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1 A. And then I would take this job name under 
2 Dooms, and do my monthly billing, which would entail 
3 the cover sheet, the detail sheet, and copies of all the 
4 invoices. 
5 Q. And in these three manila folders, which are 
6 labeled "Monthly Worksheets," are there also invoices in 
7 there? 
8 A. There are. And they are probably related to 
9 other projects, or, say, personal stuff, like buying 
10 tools. There is also time cards for each project in 
11 here. 
12 Q. So is it fair to say, these folders contain 
13 your records of your monthly work, and not organized by 
14 client, but rather simply by the business you've done? 
15 A. Uh-huh, master invoices, master time cards. 
16 Q. And are there invoices in there, in these 
11 folders that might also be in the monthly --
18 A. They could have been. 
19 Q. -· statement? 
20 A. They could have been misfiled. But those, I 
21 would hope that those would be as complete as possible. 
22 Q. Oh, what I meant was, is it possible that a 
23 particular invoice may be in both? 
! 24 A. Yes. 
25 Q. On purpose? 
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1 A. No. 
2 Q. Okay. 
3 A. Say if I was going to Lumbermen's, and I 
4 needed to drop off some materials at the Dooms, and 
5 something off at Eldredges, sometimes it accidentally 
6 got on the same ticket. So I would make duplicates, and 
7 put it in my master file, and also in the client's file. 
8 Q. I see. 
9 A. Does that make sense? 
10 Q. Yes. But when it is an invoice for only one 
11 client, then that would be put in your monthly statement 
file? 12 
13 A. Uh-huh. 
14 Q. And would that amount also be reflected in the 
15 worksheet you just showed me? 
16 A. Yes. 
17 Q. Fine. Thank you. 
18 A. Sorry. I thought I saw a mathematical error, 
19 but I was wrong. 
20 Q. We'll move away from those documents. And 
21 now, I want to ask you questions about the build job 
that you did at 2130 Payette for Nancy Gentry-Boyd. And 
23 Lumbermen's that month, and May Hardwood, and transfer 23 a few moments ago I asked you when she first contacted 
20 I had another project for Boyd. Another project for 
21 Eldredges. Another project for Mullins. So if you 
22 would look at -- I would look at the bills from !22 
24 them to the appropriate job. Does that make sense? 24 you. Let me ask a predicate 
25 Q. Yes, I understand. 25 Who first contacted you to 
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1 A. I do not recollect if it was Nancy directly, 
2 or Andy Laidlaw at McCall Design & Planning. 
3 Q. And this is in approximately 2003? 
4 A. Yes. 
5 Q. And what was said? 
6 A. Most likely, and as l probably -- I don't 
7 really recollect what was said. The discussion would 
8 probably have pertained to, do you have time in your 
9 schedule to build Nancy and Bill's home. 
10 Q. And you said, yes? 
11 A. Obviously, I did say, yes. 
12 Q. And did you know Nancy and Bill before this? 
13 A. Yes, I did. 
l4 Q. How? 
15 A. Mostly socially. We met through friends. To 
16 answer your next question, I probably met Bill and Nancy 
17 somewhere in 1985, '86, somewhere in there. 
10 Q. So you've known them almost 20 years at that 
19 point? 
20 A. That is correct. 
21 Q. And had you ever done any work for them 
22 before? 
• 23 A. Before which date? 
Q. Before 2130 Payette. 
A. I did some work for Nancy at Mountain Monkey 
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1 Business. 
2 Q. What did you do there? 
3 A. Put a bathroom in, connected -- and remodeled 
4 the garage that was off to the side, and connected it to 
5 the main building for a coffeehouse. 
6 Q. Were there any problems that you encountered 
7 in that job? 
8 A. Not that I recollect. 
.9 Q. And, obviously, no lawsuits arose from it? 
10 A. No, they -- no. 
11 Q. And when was that, approximately? 
12 A. It would have been 2003, 2002, approximately; 
13 2002, 2003. 
14 Q. So shortly before you were contacted about 
15 2130 Payette? 
16 A. That would be correct. 
17 Q. Had you built other homes in that specific 
10 area? Is it a subdivision? 
19 A. No, it's not. 
20 Q. What's it called; that area? How would I 
21 refer to that group of homes off those streets there? 
2 2 Is there --
23 A. Downtown McCall, across from the marina. 
1
24 Q. Across from the marina. Okay. Had you built 
2 5 other homes across the marina before that? 
e Robert Christopher (Chris) Kirk- 30(b)(6) 
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1 A. Personally, and as Kirk Enterprises, no. As 
2 an employee of BOA Construction, yes. 
3 Q. In the 1981 to 1984 period? 
4 A. Correct. 
5 Q. Are those houses still there, or that house? 
6 MR. MILLEMANN: Counsel, sorry to interrupt. 
7 I think the witness is referring to Mountain Monkey 
8 Business as being across from the marina, not the home 
9 in question. 
10 MS. FOSTER: Thank you. Just as an outsider, 
11 it is a non-local problem. Sorry. Thank you. 
12 THE WITNESS: I didn't understand your 
13 question. I apologize. 
14 Q. (BY MS. FOSTER) Let's back up. I've seen a 
15 map of the home on Payette Street -- Payette Drive. 
16 A. Okay. 
17 Q. Is that a subdivision of homes? Is that 
10 called a subdivision? 
1.9 A. You know, I've never seen -- l can't say, 
2 o never. l don't recollect seeing any plot plan that 
21 would designate the area. I believe, as l recall, it's 
22 called Payette Lake Cottage Sites. 
23 Q. Oh, that's right; Payette Lake Cottage Sites. 
2 4 I have seen that. 
25 Have you built other homes in that area near 
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1 the Payette Lake Cottage Sites? 
2 A. Define "area." 
3 Q. That's what --
4 A. Within a mile or two miles? 
5 Q. Yes, within two miles of 2130 Payette. 
6 A. Yes. 
7 Q. How many? 
8 A. At least one, less than five . 
.9 Q. How many of those were abutting the lake? 
10 A. They all had lake frontage. 
11 Q. That's a better way to put it. How many of 
12 those had lake frontage? 
13 A. All of them. 
l4 Q. And do those houses still exist? 
15 A. Yes, they do. 
16 Q. Have you ever been called upon to repair any 
17 of those houses after their construction? 
10 A. To repair, no. 
l.9 Q. To remodel? 
20 A. To remodel, yes. 
21 Q. But never to repair or address any problems 
22 that arose? 
23 A. No. 
24 Q. Have you built other houses, not within two 
25 miles, but outside of the two mile radius of2130 
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1 Payette around the lake? 
2 A. That would fall within that first range of 
3 houses that I gave you, between 20 and 30 homes on the 
4 lake -- structures on the lake. 
5 Q. And do you know whether all those houses still 
6 stand? 
7 A. To the best of my knowledge they all still 
8 stand. 
9 Q. And after you finished constructing them, were 
10 you called out to do any repair work for any of them? 
11 A. Onone. 
12 Q. Which one? 
13 A. This would be on the east side of the lake. 
14 The owner's name was Judge Jerry Barry, and his wife, 
15 Natalie, and that was with B-a-r-r-y. 
16 Q. And what were you called out to fix? 
17 A. There were some log columns holding out a roof 
18 over a rock patio. After I had left, finished my work 
19 on the house -- I'm sorry. 
20 Q. No, you are doing fine. Go on. 
21 A. After r finished work on the house. Judge 
1
22 Barry and his wife, Natalie, hired a landscaper to come 
23 in, and put in a sprinkler system, so that moss would 
.24 grow in between the stone. The sprinkler systems were 
25 set right at the base of the logs, and the logs have 
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1 check splits in them. Have you seen -· which enables 
2 water to get in and set, and the bottoms rotted out on 
3 one of them. So I repaired that. 
4 Q. How did you know the bottom was rotted out? 
5 A. You could see the log column failing. It was 
6 failing, crumbling. And the good test would be to take 
7 a pen knife, and stick your blade into it, and see how 
a easily it penetrated. 
9 Q. Into the log column? 
10 A. Uh-huh. 
11 Q. So one thing l forgot to say at the beginning 
12 of today is, when you say, "uh-huh," that doesn't 
13 translate well. 
14 A. I'm sorry. 
15 Q. No, it is okay. So we need to say, "yes" or 
16 "no." I do the same thing. 
17 Okay. Would putting the pen knife in the log 
18 column create an aesthetic blemish? 
19 A. No. 
20 Q. And that's the only instance in which you've 
21 been called out to repair a home that you built? 
22 A. That is what I recall, yes. 
23 Q. Putting aside 2130 Payette. 
24 A. Yes. 
125 Q. How long did it take you to build 2130 
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1 Payette? 
2 A. To the best of my recollection, I started -- I 
3 think the building permit was issued in June of 2004. 
4 Q. Okay. Go ahead. 
5 A. And finished somewhere in July, August of 
6 2005. 
7 Q. So, roughly, a year? 
8 A. Yes. 
9 Q. Roughly? 
10 A. Yes. 
11 Q. Less than two years? 
12 A. Yes. 
13 Q. Okay. Was a certificate of occupancy issued 
14 for the house? 
15 A. I have no idea. J have no control over that. 
16 Q. Who does that? 
17 A. I would assume that it would have been the 
10 City of McCall building inspector. I would also assume, 
19 that the Department of Lands only deals in real 
20 property, and not the real property. 
21 Q. And how are they normally contacted, in your 
22 experience, to provide the building inspection, and 
23 result in certificate of occupancy? 
24 A. I would call the building inspector and 
25 arrange for a final inspection. 
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1 Q. So you normally do that? 
2 A. Absolutely. 
3 Q. And did you do it here? 
4 A. Yes, I did. 
5 Q. Who did you call? 
6 A. The building inspector, himself, Mr. Bill 
7 Housdorf. 
a Q. Do you know if Mr. Bill Housdorf conducted a 
9 building inspection? 
10 A. Yes, he did. 
11 Q. When? 
12 A. 2005. 
13 Q. Does he generate a written report after he 
14 does a building inspection? 
15 A. Not that I've ever seen. He signs my building 
16 permit inspection card. Then it is up to him to go back 
17 to his office and fill out the COC, or the certificate 
10 of occupancy. 
19 Q. And do you normally follow-up to see if he 
20 does issue a certificate of occupancy? 
21 A. No. 
22 Q. Do you know whether anyone normally follows-up 
23 to see if he issues a certificate of occupancy? 
24 A. I don't know of anyone. 
25 Q. Were you present when he conducted the 
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1 inspection of 213 0 Payette? 
2 A. Yes, I was. 
3 Q. How long did it last? 
4 A. Approximately, 40 minutes. 
5 Q. What did he say about the home at that time, 
6 if anything? 
7 A. Everything looked fine. He signs his card and 
8 left. 
9 Q. Had he looked at the plans for the house, or 
10 does he just inspect the physical result? 
11 A. That, I cannot answer. 1 mean, he's there to 
12 see the physical -- the result. Whether he looked at 
13 the plans before he showed up on the project, or after 
14 the project, I do not know. 
15 Q. You don't hand him the plans, normally? 
16 A. I have the set of plans available for him to 
17 look at. 
18 Q. Does he normally request them, from your 
19 experience? 
20 A. When he shows up for an inspection, I will 
21 take those plans to walk around with him to answer 
22 questions if he has some. 
23 Q. Does he, himself, look at the plans as he 
24 walks around with you? 
25 A. Yes, he does. 
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1 Q. And it is three pages long; is that right? 
2 A. Yes. 
3 Q. This appears to follow a template that has 
4 always the same rows and columns month to month; is that 
5 true? 
6 A. Yes. 
7 Q. And the first column lists the categories and 
a the description of work being performed; is that right? 
9 A. Yes. 
10 Q. The next column is "Budget Amount"? 
11 A. Yes. 
12 Q. And how do you come up with the budget amount? 
13 A. During the process of doing my takeoffs and 
14 estimates on a preliminary set of plans, or the best set 
15 of plans available at the time for me to do that. 
16 Q. Okay. 
17 A. Which I try and do before we start 
10 construction. 
19 Q. And what was the total budget as of November 
20 2004 for this project? 
21 MR. COLLAER: Counsel, are we talking about 
22 estimated or actual cost? 
23 MS. FOSTER: I'm still in the second column 
24 called "Budget Amount." 
• 25 MR. COLLAER: Okay. 
0----··-------·--------~-·----···---··-~-·-··--t-····--··----··---------···--···--···--------
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1 Q. Did he have questions about anything in the 
2 house at that time? 
3 A. No, he did not. 
4 Q. None? 
5 A. None. None that I recall. 
6 MS. FOSTER: Okay. I'm going to hand you what 
7 we're going to mark Exhibit 20. 
8 (Exhibit 20 marked.) 
9 Q. (BY MS. FOSTER) It is a document Bates 
10 labeled Kirk 00673 through Kirk 00711. There should not 
11 be any pages missing. 
12 Have you seen this before? 
13 A. Yes. 
14 Q. What is it? 
15 A. This is a document I provide my client at the 
16 end of each month, which shows the cost to date, what 
17 the current billing is, and how that reflects in my 
18 original budget amount. 
19 Q. So this is like a running tally of how much 
20 the spend is? 
21 A. Yes. 
22 Q. And on the first page of this document, this 




1 Q. (BY MS. FOSTER) So as of November 2004, what 
2 was the total budget as reflected in this document? 
3 A. There is 797,000 -- $797,762. 
4 Q. And is November 2004 the first month in which 
5 you provided such a budget? 
6 A. I don't recollect. 
7 Q. If you had, would it have been in the 
a documents you produced? 
9 A. Yes, it would. 
10 Q. Okay. So I'll represent this is the earliest 
11 one that we received, unless I missed something. 
12 A. That would be fair. 
13 Q. And then if you turn to the last three pages 
14 of this document, that appears to be the Boyd August 
15 budget for 2005; is that right? 
16 A. Yes. 
17 Q. And I can represent that this should be the 
18 last of the monthly budget spreadsheets that we received 
19 from you. Does that accord with your recollection of 
20 the project? 
21 A. Yes. 
22 Q. And what was the total budget amount as of 
23 August of2005 as reflected on Kirk 711? 
24 A. $1,061,628. 
25 Q. Go back to the first page, please. And the 
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1 third column says, "Current Billing"; right? 
2 A. Yes. 
3 Q. And what do you put in that column? What does 
4 that represent? 
5 A. That represents the amount that was billed for 
6 that month. 
7 Q. Okay. And in the next column is "Cost to 
8 Date." Is that a sum of everything billed to date for 
9 that row? 
10 A. For that task item, yes. 
11 Q. Okay. And then, obviously, the last column, 
12 "Remarks," is any remarks you may wish to add; is that 
13 correct? 
14 A. That's correct. 
15 Q. And then on the right, I see some handwriting 
16 under a handwritten column; is this your handwriting, 
11 sir? 
18 A. Yes, it is. 
19 Q. The column is Dec, December. What does this 
20 handwriting reflect? 
21 A. These are numbers that are transferred from my 
22 monthly summary to this task item. And due to my lack 
23 of computer skills, and using a 1984 Apple computer, I 
124 think is what I had, I would have to manually add these 
25 numbers up, and transfer them to the next month's 
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1 budget. Because I'm working off of November's budget, 
2 adding December's numbers in. 
3 Q. And December's numbers are budget items or 
4 billing items? 
s A. Those would be the current bill, and added in 
6 to reflect the total cost to date, which I would have to 
7 manually input each month. 
8 Q. Okay. I see. I understand. Thank you. 
9 A. So if you take the item, where it says, 
10 "framing materials." 
11 Q. Yes. 
12 A. You see under my "December" column. 
13 Q. Yes. 
14 A. The total amount on the right-hand side is 
15 84,000 and some change. 
16 Q. Yes. 
17 A. It is reflected over on December, that amount, 
18 $84,435. 
19 Q. Thank you. That's clear, and I understand it. 
20 So then if you go to the very last page of 
21 this document, again, Kirk 711. The fourth column, 
22 "Cost to Date," that number is 1,03 I ,957; is that right? 
23 A. That's correct. 
1
24 Q. And that reflects the total cost to date of 
. 25 building the home; is that right? 
1 A. Yes. 
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2 Q. So you were under budget; is that right? 
3 A. At that time -- yes. 
4 Q. Would there have been any billings after that 
5 month? 
6 A. You would have to hand me my billing documents 
7 to see if there is a September billing. 
8 Q. Where would those documents be? 
9 A. Somewhere in that box (indicating). 
10 Q. Hold on, please. Would it be in --
11 A. In my monthly billings. 
12 Q. Monthly billings. 
13 A. I don't think that's the --
14 MS. FOSTER: I'm handing you a document we'll 
15 mark as Exhibit 21, labeled Kirk 637 through Kirk 639. 
16 I only have one copy. 
17 (Exhibit 21 marked.) 
18 MR. COLLAER: What's the Bates range on that 
19 again, Alyson? 
20 MS. FOSTER: Kirk 637 through 639. 
21 Q. (BY MS. FOSTER) And looking at your monthly 
22 billings in your production, that appears to be the last 
23 one? 
24 A. I'm sorry? 
• 25 MR. NEVALA: What do your notes say? Okay. 
Page 
1 Q. (BY MS. FOSTER) Does that look right to you? 
2 A. Not without going through all the files, and 
3 make sure if September 2005 is not buried in there 
4 somewhere. 
s MS. FOSTER: Well, I guess, you know what, I 
6 lied. There is September 2005. That is Kirk 662 
7 through Kirk 664. We'll mark that Exhibit 22. 
8 (Exhibit 22 marked.) 
9 Q. (BY MS. FOSTER) And this makes more sense. 
10 A. This has to do with the bank. 
11 MR. NEVALA: One of your invoices says, 
12 "Second." 
13 THE WITNESS: Would you happen to see an 
14 October billing in there? 
15 Q. (BY MS. FOSTER) I don't. 
16 A. Okay. 
17 Q. That doesn't mean it's not in here. I don't 
18 see it at the moment. 
19 Is it your understanding there was one more 
2 o month after that? 
21 A. Boy, best of my recollection, I would say, 
22 probably September would have probably been my last 
23 billing. 
24 Q. Okay . 
25 A. Not without going through all those documents. 
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1 Q. Possibly September, perhaps October, if it's 
2 in there. I don't see it at the moment. 
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3 A. If there was an October billing, it would have 
4 been something that showed up late that the designer 
5 sent, that I would have to install, like a picture. 
6 Q. Or plumbing? 
7 A. Or maybe something like plumbing fixtures 
8 showed up. 
9 Q. So is it fair to assume then, that if we 
10 return for a moment to Exhibit 20, which is this budget. 
11 Yes. And you go to the last page, under it says, Kirk 
12 711 cost to date. Would it be fair for me to assume 
13 that the total final amount billed to Nancy for building 
14 this home is that amount, plus whatever amounts may have 
15 come in in September or October --
16 A. That would be --
17 Q. -- for that? 
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l A. Yes. 
2 Q. And do you know who did the landscaping for 
3 her house? 
4 A. To the best ofmy knowledge, it was Laidlaw & 
5 Son. 
6 Q. Do you know how much they charged? 
7 A. Absolutely no idea. 
8 Q. I'm going to ask you questions now about the 
9 construction of the french doors and the deck -- in the 
10 area around the deck that are at issue in this case. So 
11 let me show you a picture so that I can make sure we're 
12 on the same page. This is what's previously been marked 
13 Exhibit No. 3. Do you recognize those doors? 
14 A. Yes. 
15 Q. And these are the doors that are primarily at 
16 issue in this case? 
17 A. Yes. 
10 A. That would be reasonable to assume, yes. 18 Q. These are the french doors on the south side 
19 Q. And do you recollect off the top of your head, 19 of the deck at 2130 Payette? 
20 what the total amount Nancy paid you for this house was? 2 o A. Yes. Yes. 
21 A. It would have been really close to this amount 
22 of money, this 1,031,000 figure, plus this 3,814. 
!23 Q. And I'm not trying to be nit picky, but for 
'24 the sake of completeness. 





MS. FOSTER: I'm going to hand you document 
Exhibit 23. It is one page, Bates labeled Kirk 668, an 
invoice dated, 10-10, 2005 from Yensen plumbing. 
4 (Exhibit 23 marked.) 
5 Q. (BY MS. FOSTER) And that's another $213 that 




A. No, that's included in this bill. 
Q. Is that right? 
A. Yes, it is. There it is right there 
10 (indicating). 
11 Q. Look at that. Okay. Thank you for that 





is that approximately right? 
A. That is incorrect. 
Q. It's incorrect. Okay. What is correct? 
A. You need to go to the summary of billing, 





Q. Or southwest comer? 
A. It would be dining south. 
Q. Dining south. 
A. Yes. 
25 MS. FOSTER: Okay. I'm going to show you 
----------··--··--·· 
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1 Exhibit 24. 
2 (Exhibit 24 marked.) 
3 Q. (BY MS. FOSTER) This is a two-page document, 
4 Bates labeled RP 168 and 169. Do you recognize this? 
5 A. It appears to be the floor layout, the first 
6 floor layout for Nancy's home. 
7 Q. Do you see where the fingers are pointing on 
8 the first page? 
9 A. I don't see any fingers. 
10 Q. Well, you know, what mine are -- on the second 
11 page of yours. 
12 A. Okay. Yes, I see. 
13 Q. And the fingers, are they pointing toward the 
14 dining south door that we're discussing? 
15 A. Yes. 
16 Q. And at that time, it was a single door not a 
17 double door? 
18 have been the 4, 164 that you would add to the 1,031,000. 18 A. Correct. 
19 Q. Okay. So now, adding from Kirk 663 to Kirk 
20 711. 
21 A. The 1,035,000 and some --




Q. You know, I majored in math, but I still have 




Q. And it was flush with the wall around it? 
A. 1 don't understand your question. 
Q. I'm probably not using the right language. It 
22 is not set back from the surrounding walls? Does that 
23 question make sense? 
24 A. According to this diagram, the door would have 
2s been flush with the interior wall surface. 
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1 Q. Was it flush with the exterior wall surface? 
2 A. Was it, what? 
3 Q. Was it flush with the exterior wall surface? 
4 A. This door? 
5 Q. Yes. 
6 A. That's shown on the plans? 
7 Q. Yes. 
8 A. No, you would have the depth of the jamb that 
9 comes inside. And the door would be -- f would have to 
10 draw you a picture or something. You have the depth of 
11 the jamb, that would make a difference whether the door 
12 was flush with the jamb on the inside. 
13 Q. Okay. Thank you. 
14 This is a broad question, but I want to ask 
15 you. Do you recall when that door was put in? If not, 
16 I'll ask a specific question. Do you know when that 
17 door was put in? 
18 MR. MILLEMANN: Are you referring to the 
19 french doors, Counsel? 
20 Q. (BY MS. FOSTER) I'm sorry. Yes. The french 
21 doors, yes, so plural. 
22 A. Not with -- because this door in Exhibit 24 
23 was not the door that was ultimately put in. 
24 Q. So the doors that were ultimately put in, do 
25 you have a memory in your mind of when that happened? 
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1 A. I can give you a range. Would a range be 
2 sufficient? 
3 Q. Yes. 
4 A. Between October of2004 and January of 
5 2004 -- or '05. Excuse me. 
6 Q. And who worked on installing those doors? 
7 A. It would have been my crew that I hired; one 
8 ofmy carpenters or myself. 
9 Q. Do you remember; was it you? 
10 A. I really don't recollect. r mean, I don't 
11 recollect. 
12 Q. Were you generally there every day? 
13 A. Yes. 
14 Q. Who put in the moisture barrier around the 
15 door? 
16 A. Jt would be either an employee of mine, or 
17 myself. 
18 Q. Who installed the flashing at the bottom of 
19 the door? 
20 A. It would have been an employee of mine or 
21 myself. I don't recollect who. 
22 Q. Who installed tar paper underneath the stone 
23 veneers around the door? 
• 24 A. I do not recall if it was my crew or the 
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tar paper and impregnated sheathing, whatever you want 
to call it. 
Q. In general, do you use the same masonry 
contractor? 
A. In general, yes. On this project, my regular 
contractor was busy. 
Q. Who did you use this time? 
A. I believe it was Eagle Masonry from Boise, or 
Meridian, or Eagle, somewhere in the valley. 
Q. And you've never used them before on a house 
in McCall? 
A. No. 
Q. Do you know if they normally work on houses 
being built in McCall? 
A. J do not know. 
Q. How did they come to your attention? 
A. I do not recall exactly. 
Q. Were you generally satisfied with their work? 
A. Generally satisfied. 
Q. Any specific dissatisfaction you experienced 
with them on this home? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Tell me about that. 
A. They did not show up when they said they would 
show up. They would not do the amount of work that they 
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1 promised that they would do when they did show up. And 
2 they left their work areas messy, cluttered. 
3 Q. Anything else? 
4 A. Not that I can recollect at this time. 
5 Q. And do you recall whether it was they who 
6 installed tar paper underneath the veneer? 
7 A. l don't recall. 
a Q. The other masons you normally work with in 
9 town, do they normally do their own tar paper 
10 installation? 
11 A. Yes. 
12 Q. And do they do it under your supervision, 
13 normally? 
14 A. "Supervision" meaning, I stand over their 
15 shoulders and watch them? 
16 Q. Yes. 
11 A. No. 
18 Q. Do they seek your specific approval before 
19 installing the tar paper, in regards to what, and how 
20 much tar paper they are going to install? 
21 A. Would you re-ask that question? 
22 Q. Yes. Do you have any control over the type 
and amount of tar paper that your masoners use? 
A. Yes, I do ask them to cover the whole area 
they are going to apply veneer. 
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1 Q. Do you specify to them the type of tar paper 
2 they should use, or the weight, or the number of layers? 
3 A. I cannot recall if the felt paper is called 
4 out on the plans or not, and I cannot remember what the 
5 acceptable building practice at that time. There are 
6 two grades of felt paper at that time, 30 and 90, which 
7 have to deal with the weight of the paper, the thickness 
8 of the paper. 
9 Q. ls that governed by international building 
10 codes? 
11 A. I have no idea. 
12 Q. You don't know what the international building 
13 code says about the weight of the felt paper to be used 
14 under veneer? 
15 A. Not the international building code, I don't 
16 know. 
17 Q. Any local building codes you are aware of? 
18 A. Not that I'm aware of. 
19 Q. What is your practice if you are doing stone 
20 veneer in the building area such as McCall, what weight 
21 of felt paper is the normal practice to use? 
22 A. You know, I really don't recall. l don't 
23 recall. 
. 24 Q. Did you know at one time, and you just don't 
25 remember now, or is this something --
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1 A. I don't think lever really knew. I would 
2 assume that the tradesmen or the mason would know what 
3 weight of paper should be applied underneath their 
4 veneer. 
5 Q. When you say, "tradesmen," do you mean the 
6 mason person or someone else? 
7 A. I meant the mason. 
e Q. Or whoever is doing the veneer? 
9 A. Precisely. 
10 Q. So your practice is to specify where you want 
11 felt, but it is the tradesmen's responsibility to choose 
12 the weight of felt? Is that what you are saying; no, 
13 yes? 
14 A. I would say, no. 
15 Q. Okay. Please correct me then. 
16 A. T would expect the mason to know what weight 
l 7 of paper to apply underneath the veneer. The mason 
18 already should know what areas he's going to cover. 
19 Q. And was it your experience with Eagle Masonry 
20 that they knew what weight to use, and what areas to 
21 cover in this instance? 
22 A. T would assume they should have known, or 
23 would know. 
24 Q. And did you review their work while they were 
25 doing it? 
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1 A. Yes, I did. 
2 Q. And do you recall any problems you had with 
3 the felt paper weight they were using? 
4 A. I do not recall. 
5 Q. But you do recall seeing it? 
6 A. Yes, T do. Yes. 
7 Q. And you recall seeing -- not thinking there 
8 was a problem with it? 
9 A. Correct. 
10 Q. And who would have installed the flashing 
11 around the wall underneath the veneer? You know what, 
12 maybe -- maybe a little more clear. 
13 If you could look, please, at Exhibit 24 on 
14 the first page. And where J'm pointing is the wall 
15 facing the lake on the deck. 
16 A. Uh-huh. 
17 Q. Do you see that? 
18 A. Uh-huh. 
19 Q. Who would have installed the flashing on that 
20 area? 
21 A. Are you pointing at the window sill, or are 
22 you pointing at --
23 Q. Where the ground meets the wall, what's that 
• 24 called, like --
25 A. The ground? 
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1 Q. -- on the floor. 
2 A. The dirt? 
3 Q. Yeah. So right by the deck joists where it 
4 hits the wall. 
5 A. Okay. 
6 Q. 1 know T'm not using all the proper 
7 terminology. But I mean on the ground, if I stub my toe 
8 on the ground down there, on the outside of the 
9 building, there is flashing there; is that right? Does 
10 that make sense? 
11 A. Ground, I'm assuming you are talking about 
12 dirt? 
13 Q. No. So on the deck. 
14 A. Okay. 
15 Q. Where the deck floor hits the wall. 
16 A. Okay. 
17 Q. There is a 90-degree angle. 
18 A. Okay. 
19 Q. And that's where flashing is; is that correct? 
20 A. Yes. 
21 Q. And who installs that flashing? 
22 A. It would have been either myself or one of my 
23 carpenters. 
Q. And is that installed before or after the 
tradesmen installs the felt? 
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1 A. It would have been installed before. 
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2 MR. MILLEMANN: Counsel, are you talking about 
3 the lake side of the house now? 
4 MS. FOSTER: Yes, the lake side. 
5 MR. NEV ALA: And we're talking about where the 
6 deck meets the house? 
7 MS. FOSTER: Yes, correct. 
a Q. (BY MS. FOSTER) And you just testified that 
9 the flashing on the lake side of the wall where the deck 
10 meets the house is installed by you or your carpenter, 
11 before the mason tradesmen installs the felt paper; is 
12 that right? 
13 A. That's correct. 
14 Q. And how is the felt paper layered with the 
15 flashing? 
16 A. The felt paper should overlap the flashing. 
17 Q. So going from the outside in, tell me if what 
1a I say is correct. The layers I would find are the 
19 veneer, the tar paper, or felt? 
20 A. No. 
21 Q. Go ahead. 
22 A. I would assume that you would see the veneer. 
23 Q. Correct. 
24 A. Mason's mesh. 
25 Q. Mason's mesh. 
' 
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1 A. And mixed with the mortar to apply the veneer. 
2 Q. Okay. 
3 A. Felt paper. If it's around the window area, 
4 there might or might not be Tyvek and/or window tape 
5 around the nailing fin of the window, and then your wall 
6 sheathing. 
7 Q. Okay. Was there Tyvek used against the wall 
8 sheathing on the lake side wall that you were 
9 discussing, on 2130 Payette? 
10 A. Around the window area there should have been 
11 Tyvek. The window nailing frame over the top of it, 
12 except for at the bottom, and then the window tape. 
13 Because I believe we had wood trim around these windows, 
14 which the veneer would have abutted up against. I would 
15 have to see an enlargement of this plan to really tell, 
16 or not, where the stone started and stopped. 
11 Q. But, in general, did you have Tyvek covering 
18 the entire face of the lake side facing wall? 
19 A. There should have been, yes. 
20 Q. Who installs Tyvek, normally? 
21 A. My workmen. 
22 Q. Do you do it yourself ever? 
23 A. Yes. 
24 Q. And do you know who installed it, if anyone, 
.25 on this house? 
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1 A. It would have been myself, or any of my 
2 workmen. 
3 Q. And do you recall whether you did install 
4 Tyvek on that entire wall? 
5 A. Not on the entire wall. Around the window 
6 openings, yes. 
7 Q. But not the rest of the wall? 
a A. l don't recall that or not. I don't know. 
9 Q. Is it standard to do the entire wall and not 
10 just around openings? 
11 A. If there is a rock veneer involved or not, is 
12 that your question? I guess the question is a little 
13 vague to me. 
14 Q. So in standard practice, in your practice, 
15 when you have an entire wall that may or may not have a 
16 window exterior, does Tyvek cover the entire wall 
11 sheath? 
10 A. Yes. 
19 Q. And do you know whether it covered the entire 
20 wall sheath here? 
21 A. Where we had some veneer applied, I cannot 
22 recollect whether or not we had Tyvek going around the 
23 entire wall or not. 
24 Q. Why would you not have it going around the 
25 entire wall if there was veneer? 
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1 A. I don't know. You asked if I recollect or 
2 not, and J don't recollect. 
3 Q. Would you expect there not to be Tyvek 
4 underneath a stone veneer exterior? 
5 A. Would you rephrase or re-ask your question 
6 again? 
7 Q. Yes. Is there any reason why a builder, such 
8 as you, would not install Tyvek on an entire wall facing 
9 underneath a stone veneer? 
10 A. Not that I could think of. 
11 Q. So I am going to repeat what we talked about 
12 so I can understand it. My understanding, in your 
13 practice, you, or your carpenter, or your crew install 
14 the Tyvek whenever you install Tyvek on a wall; is that 
15 right? 
16 A. Correct. 
17 Q. And then do you install the flashing after, or 
18 before you install the Tyvek? 
19 A. It should have been before the Tyvek, so the 
20 Tyvek would overlap the flashing. 
21 Q. So the Tyvek would go over the flashing? 
22 A. Yes. 
23 Q. And how far down underneath the flashing would 
24 the Tyvek normally go? 
25 A. The flashing would stop it from going down 
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1 past its bend. So you can only go down the depth of the 
2 flashing. 
3 Q. Okay. Do you recall the depth of the flashing 
4 you used on this project? 
5 A. I don't recall. 
6 Q. What's the standard size flashing that you 
7 use? 
8 A. Do you want standard size? You would want the 
9 flashing to extend past the deck ledger, and above the 
10 height of your finished deck. 
11 Q. And do you recall what size you used here? 
12 A. l do not recall. 
13 Q. And is there a standard size you use in 
14 general, when you have flashing around a deck? 
15 A. In general, it was what was available at the 
16 lumberyard. They stocked what they call "drip 
17 flashing." 
18 Q. What does that mean? 
19 A. That's just a nomenclature used for the 
2 o product, a 90-degree flashing. 
21 Q. What size is that? 
22 A. It's generally around an inch-and-a-half by 
2 3 inch-and-a-half. 
24 Q. Do you ever use four-by-four flashing? 
25 A. At roof lines where they meet wall lines,just 
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1 because I needed the extra height. 
2 Q. Why wouldn't you use four-by-four at the deck 
3 ledger? 
4 A. I don't know. 
5 Q. Do you have a standard practice when you are 
6 installing flashing around a deck ledger of using 
7 four-by-four, or one-and-a-half by one-and-a-half? 
8 A. The inch-and-a-half by inch-and-a-half was 
9 generally available in longer lengths, like ten feet or 
10 more; ten foot, I believe. The four-by-four flashing 
11 was available in -- it was called "step flashing," and 
12 it was basically anywhere from one to ten inches long. 
13 Q. And so do you have a standard practice when 
14 you are installing flashing around a deck ledger of 






A. I would probably use inch-and-a-half by 
inch-and-a-half because of the longer lengths. 
Q. And in your experience --
A. And--
Q. Go ahead. 
A. And may I qualify the answer? lf there was a 
22 callout on the details of the plans, I would use the 
I 2 3 callout on the plans. 
21 
24 Q. So if the plan specifically called for a 
25 different size flashing, you would follow that; is 
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1 what you mean? 
2 A. Yes, it is. 
3 Q. Do you recall whether these plans specified a 
4 specific size flashing? 
5 A. J do not recall. 
6 Q. ls it typical for plans to specify the size of 
7 flashing? 
e A. Yes. 
9 Q. Did you keep a copy of the entire plans that 
10 you received in this case for building? 
11 A. I have my working copy of plans. I believe I 
12 would leave the approved set by the city with the 
13 homeowner. 
14 Q. And did you produce to me your working copy of 
15 the plans? 
16 A. I believe I failed to do that. They are a 
11 mess. Sorry. 
10 Q. What do you mean, "mess"? 
19 A. The working copy of a set of plans would be 
20 tossed around on the job site for roughly a year, lots 
21 of people looking at it, tearing pages, tearing pages 
22 off to make notes of. Sometimes they would cut out a 
23 detail to carryover up to the roof, or to look at the 
24 detail without having to get up and down ladders or 
25 scaffolding. 
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1 Q. Do you still have them? 
2 A. I believe I do. 
3 Q. So if J ask you to go back at some point and 
4 look at them, you could tell me whether or not they 
5 called out a specific flashing size? 
6 A. Jf that page had not been tom out or totally 
7 destroyed beyond being able to read it. 
8 Q. And would plans typically cal lout a weight of 
9 felt to use? 
10 A. I believe so. 
11 Q. And do you know whether they did in this case? 
12 A. I do not know. 
13 Q. And would they typically callout where to 
14 install Tyvek? 
15 A. Yes. 
16 Q. And would they callout how far underneath the 
17 deck ledger the Tyvek should run? 
10 A. I don't think you would want your Tyvek to run 
19 behind your deck ledger, because you are trying to get 
20 all the moisture out over the top of it. 
21 Q. So you have the Tyvek on the exterior side of 
22 the flashing, flush with the bottom V part of the 
23 flashing? 
24 A. Jn the 90-degree bend of the flashing, yes. 
25 Q. Yes. The 90-degree bend, thank you. 
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1 In your experience and in your practice, you 
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2 do not install Tyvek behind flashing; is that correct? 
3 A. I try not to. l mean, there might be specific 
4 instances where you have to, but you try and have the 
5 Tyvek come over the top of your flashing. 
6 Q. And what specific instances would you 
7 anticipate doing Tyvek behind the flashing? 
8 A. I can't recall off the top of my head. But 
9 I'm sure I've experienced something like that. 
10 Q. But sitting here today --
11 A. Maybe in the -- well, I can't recall at this 
12 time. 
13 Q. Sitting here today, you are not sure what 
14 circumstances that would be? 
15 A. l'm not sure. 
16 Q. Is there anything else you want to say to 
17 amend the answers you just gave? 
18 A. 1 can recollect maybe an instance where you 
19 would want the flashing to come over the top of the 
20 Tyvek. If there is an instance at the top, you have 
21 flashing, say, where you have a roof member coming in, 
22 you would want the flashing to come over the top of 
2 3 Tyvek so the flow of water keeps on the outside and 
24 doesn't get behind the Tyvek. That would be an 
25 instance. 
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1 Q. And if you have a deck ledger of one inch, and 
2 you used one-and-a-half-inch flashing, and you put Tyvek 
3 on the outside of that flashing. Do you think that's 
4 sufficient to prevent moisture from coming in behind the 
5 Tyvek? 
6 A. Could you re-ask that question again, please? 
7 Q. If you have a one-inch deck ledger. 
8 A. A one-inch deck ledger. 
9 Q. And a one-and-a-half-inch flashing, and you 
10 put the Tyvek on the outside of the flashing in the 
11 manner you've described. 
12 A. The deck ledger is, basically, at an 
13 inch-and-a-half wide. 
14 Q. Inch. Ts it normally an inch-and-a-half? 
15 A. It is generally a framing member. A deck 
16 ledger is a framing member that's applied to the side of 
17 the wall. The flashing would have come over an 
18 inch-and-a-half, and it has another quarter-inch bend to 
19 ensure the water gets out over the top of the board, and 
20 flows out away from the building. 
21 Q. So in your experience, the vertical side of 
:22 the flashing extends an inch-and-a-half above the deck 
23 ledger? Is that what you just said? 
24 A. The deck ledger is a framing member. 
25 Q. Right. 
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1 A. Okay? It is supplied to the wall. 
2 Q. Right. 
3 A. That would support the deck joists, and also 
4 support the decking, the finished decking. 
5 Q. Okay. l think I'm no longer -- I'm going to 
6 have to show -- we're going to have to get some pictures 
7 up to talk about this more clearly. So give me a 
8 second, and ['l\ find some. 
9 MR. COLLAER: Alyson, are you planning to 
10 break for lunch, or what? 
11 MS. FOSTER: We could do a short break; is 
12 that okay? 
13 MR. COLLAER: Sure. 
14 MS. FOSTER: I want to make sure I don't 
15 impact Kevin's schedule. 
16 MR. COLLAER: Kevin is at 2:30, but we've got 
17 to wrap it up about 5 :00. 
10 MS. FOSTER: Well, let's --
19 MR. COLLAER: Okay. I understand. 
20 MS. FOSTER: Let me get through this issue. 
21 MR. COLLAER: Sure. 
22 MS. FOSTER: This is what I want to look at. 
23 Let's look at Exhibit 25. 
24 (Exhibit 25 marked.) 
25 Q. (BY MS. FOSTER) This is a document Bates 
·-------------- ---
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1 labeled RP 1 through RP 24, "Report of Findings" issued 
2 by Rimkus Consulting Group, dated May 15, 2014. Does 
3 that look right to you? 
4 A. Yes. 
5 Q. Have you seen this before? 
6 A. I believe this was sent the day before 
7 depositions. 
8 Q. Yesterday? 
9 A. Yesterday was the start of the deposition. It 
10 would have been Tuesday. 
11 Q. Tuesday, you received it by Tuesday? 
12 A. T believe that would be your timely filing, 
13 yes. 
14 Q. We could bring that into the record, if you 
15 want? 
16 A. No. I'm sorry I brought it up. 
17 Q. Because where are your plans, sir? 
18 A. I don't know. 
19 Q. Okay. Let's move on. 
20 Let's go back to discussing flashing and deck 
21 ledger. Can you, please, turn to page RP 15, page 15? 
22 A. (Witness complying.) 
23 MR. MILLEMANN: Where are we in the exhibits? 
24 I don't have a copy of it. 
25 MR. NEVALA: Page 15. 
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1 MR. MILLEMANN: Page 15. 
2 Q. (BY MS. FOSTER) Okay. And do you see this 
3 top picture? It's called "Photograph 7," and it's 
4 titled "Existing flashing at the deck ledger board." Do 
5 you see that? 
6 A. Yes. 
7 Q. And you received this document on Tuesday of 
8 this week; is that correct? 
9 A. Monday or Tuesday. I think Counsel provided 
10 me with a copy of this. 
11 Q. And did you read it? 
12 A. I briefed through it. I didn't read 100 
13 percent of it, to answer your question, yes. 
14 Q. Okay. But you know this report was created 
15 for 2130 Payette, the house we're still talking about; 
16 correct? 
17 A. Yes. 
10 Q. On this photo, do you see the flashing? 
19 A. Yes. 
20 Q. And how tall is it? 
21 A. I would say it looks roughly, it is rather 
22 beat up, about an inch-and-a-half above the deck ledger. 
23 Q. So the deck ledger is the piece of wood 
24 underneath it? 
25 A. That is correct. 
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1 Q. I see. I've been using the wrong phrase. 
2 If you look to the right of the flashing, you 
3 see a thinner board abutting it; do you see that? 
4 A. Yes, I do. 
5 Q. And what is that called? 
6 A. A spacer. 
7 Q. And are spacers present consistently against 
8 flashing on a deck? 
9 A. The purpose of the spacer is to elevate the 
10 veneer at the same height as my finish decking, the 
11 finished height of my decking, which I believe was a 
12 Trex composite plastic material that was roughly an inch 
13 in thickness. 
14 Q. So are you saying that the deck was --
15 A. May I finish my question first, please? 
16 Q. Your answer? 
17 A. Yeah, let me finish my answer, please. 
10 Q. Yes, please. 
19 A. The spacer was put in to hold up the veneer, 
20 or space the veneer stone up. So when we put our finish 
21 decking in, it will slide under the stone to make it 
• 22 look like the veneer was sitting right -· either came 
23 through, or sitting on top of the deck. 
24 Q. And so the deck would be placed over the 
25 spacer? 
e 
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1 A. No, it would abut up to it. 
2 Q. Oh, okay. And how far above the spacer is the 
3 flashing coming here? 
4 A. It would appear to be about a half inch or so. 
5 Q. And is that typical? 
6 A. I would say that would be typical, yes. For a 
7 one-inch finish decking material, yes. 
8 Q. So for a one-inch finish decking material, 
9 it's your standard practice to use flashing that's about 
10 an inch-and-a-half? 
11 A. Yes. 
12 Q. And not four inches? 
13 A. That would be correct, yes. 
14 Q. And do you see any Tyvek here? 
15 A. If I go to Picture No. 5, I see Tyvek. 
16 Q. Picture No. 5 is around the door; correct? 
17 A. Uh-huh, it's right around the corner from 
10 where this deck ledger is, l believe. There is no 
19 reference or scale in this picture. 
20 Q. So you don't know where this picture is? 
21 A. It's similar on the west face of the house. 
22 
23 
Q. But not on the same side as the door; correct? 
A. It's not on the same face of the door, that's 
24 correct. 
25 Q. And on Photograph 7, do you see Tyvek? 
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1 A. It appears tar paper was applied directly to 
2 the wall sheathing. 
3 Q. So no Tyvek? 
4 A. Not in Photograph 7. 
5 Q. And in Photograph 8, do you see Tyvek there? 
6 A. In the white section of the picture, I cannot 
7 tell if that is mortar, or if that is Tyvek impregnated 
8 with mortar. 
9 Q. And would it surprise you to know that there 
10 was no Tyvek on this wall facing at all? 
11 A. Yes, it would surprise me. 
12 Q. You would expect there to be Tyvek? 
13 A. At least around the window and door, similar 
14 to what you see in Photograph 7 •• 
15 Q. Right. 
16 A. -- where you have Tyvek coming around where 
1 7 the wood trim would meet the Tyvek. 
10 Q. This is a lake facing wall; correct? 
19 A. Yes, this would be -- 1 would assume, and this 
20 appears to be what you would call dining window facing 
21 east. 
22 Q. Facing the lake side? 
23 A. Yes. 
24 Q. And would you expect Tyvek to be over that 
1 
25 whole wall, and not just a part of the window? 
-' --···----- ----- ------------···---···---····---··--·····-------~ 
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1 A. I cannot tell ifit is just underneath the 
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2 window there or not. But I would expect Tyvek to come 
3 out far enough from the window to overlap the tar paper. 
4 Q. And the flashing? 
5 A. Flashing at the deck level, not necessarily. 
6 Q. You don't bring Tyvek down to the deck level? 
7 A. In areas where we have veneer, possibly not. 
8 Q. Why not? 
9 A. It seems like a double effort. 1 don't know. 
10 Q. You think that Tyvek and tar paper is a double 
11 effort underneath veneer? 
12 
13 
A. That was maybe too quick of a response. I'm 
shocked that I'm not seeing Tyvek there, let me put it 
14 that way. 
15 Q. And do you see tar paper in Photograph 7? 
A. Yes, I do. 16 
17 Q. And can you tell what weight it is by looking 
10 at it? 
19 A. Not in this picture, I cannot really say 
2 o whether it's 15 pound or 30 pound. 
21 
22 
Q. Can you tell from Photograph 8? 
A. I cannot. 
Q. And how many layers, if you can tell, of the 
24 tar paper or felt were there? 
25 A. It appears to be just one. 
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1 Q. Okay. Could you please turn to page 4 of the 
2 report, which is Bates labeled RP 6? 
3 A. (Witness complying.) This page here 
4 (indicating)? 
5 Q. This page here (indicating). 
6 A. Oh, I was looking at page 4. Sorry. 
7 Q. That's okay. And you see bullet points on 
8 this page? 
9 A. Yes, I do. 
10 Q. If you go to the fourth bullet point, it says, 
11 "Existing flashing at the deck ledger consisted of a 
12 single metal angle covering the top of the ledger and 
13 extending approximately 1-1/4 inches up the wall. No 
14 moisture barrier was installed between the deck ledger 
15 and the wall sheathing in Photograph 7." ls that 
16 correct? 
1 7 A. That is correct. 
18 Q. And that is the photograph we were just 
19 looking at, Photograph 7? 
20 A. For the first couple sentences, yes. I don't 
21 know from this picture whether you can tell if there was 
22 a moisture barrier between the deck ledger and the wall 
23 sheathing. 
24 Q. And does the moisture barrier refer to Tyvek? 
25 A. It could be Tyvek. It could be ice and water 
e 
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1 shield. To answer your question, yes, it could refer to 
2 Tyvek. 
3 Q. And you can't tell, based on Photograph 7, 
4 whether there was any moisture barrier between the deck 
5 ledger and the wall sheathing? 
6 A. I cannot. 
7 Q. Do you have any reason, looking at that photo, 
8 to think that it was? 
9 A. I cannot. 
10 Q. And would you expect it to be? 
11 A. It depends how neatly trimmed the membrane was 
12 cut from around the deck joist, the deck ledger board. 
13 I could expect to see it, or I could not expect to see 
14 it in this picture. 
15 Q. But would you have expected it to exist, 
16 whether or not it's reflected in the picture? 
11 A. Yes. 
18 Q. And would you expect it to go between the deck 
19 ledger and the wall sheathing, typically, a moisture 
20 barrier? 
21 A. Yes. 
22 Q. Can you please turn to page RP 18? 
23 A. (Witness complying.) 
24 Q. And you see Photographs 11 and 12. 
25 A. Yes. 
---··-----j 
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1 Q. And is it fair to say, these photographs are 
2 of the area around the french doors? 
3 A. Yes. 
4 Q. And do you see rot in both pictures? 
5 A. Yes. 
6 Q. What could have caused that rot, in your 
7 experience? 
8 A. Water wicking up from the porch, or water 
9 coming down from a leak in the roof. 
10 Q. Do you know whether there was a leak in the 
11 roof here? 
12 A. I do not. l was not allowed to get up and 
13 finish my inspection to see if there was any damage to 
14 the roof. 
15 Q. So you think it's possible there was a roof 
16 leak? 
17 A. In this country, there is always possibility 
18 for a roof leak. 
19 Q. On this house, do you think it's possible for 
20 a roof leak? 
21 A. Yes. 
22 Q. And what was the other reason you said; water 
23 wicking up from the ground? 
124 A. Off the deck. 
· 25 Q. Wouldn't the moisture barrier prevent that 
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1 from coming in? 
2 A. If there was enough snow on the deck in 
3 freezing temperatures, water melting off the roof, I 
4 could see a great puddle of water occurring in this 
5 area, which could push water up to however high it could 
6 go. It could be a foot. It could be two feet. 
7 Q. Of snow, you mean? 
8 A. No, of water, hydraulics pushing the water up 
9 the wall. 
10 Q. But doesn't the moisture barrier prevent that? 
11 A. If it can get above the moisture barrier, it 
12 will get above it. It will get behind it. 
13 Q. Isn't the layering of the moisture barrier and 
14 the flashing intended to prevent that? 
15 A. Yes. 
16 Q. And why didn't it prevent it here; do you 
17 know? 
18 A. I really don't know. There could have been 
19 penetrations by nails from the masons, penetrations from 
20 me and my men installing the deck, by just pushing the 
21 deck, the finished deck boards against the wall could 
22 penetrate that moisture barrier that overlaps the 
23 flashing. That would be my two areas that I could think 
24 ofright now. 
1
25 Q. But in your --
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1 A. That --
2 Q. Go ahead. 
3 A. That would cause moisture to get up above and 
4 behind the moisture barrier. 
5 Q. So the only thing you can think of are 
6 penetrations by nails from the masons, or from your men 
7 installing the deck; is that right? 
8 A. The decking, or the masons installing their 
9 wallpaper or not wallpaper, but their felt paper. 
10 Q. Okay. But were you there, supervising? 
11 A. I was most likely on the project at some time, 
12 yes. 
13 Q. Did it ever come to your attention that there 
14 were penetrations made of the moisture barrier? 
15 A. It's really hard to supervise every nail that 
16 gets put into the building. There are -- would you 
11 re-ask your question? 
18 Q. Did it ever come to your attention that there 
19 were penetrations made of the moisture barrier? 
20 A. No. 
21 Q. If there had been, wouldn't that be a big 
22 problem? 
23 A. Yes. 
24 Q. And isn't that something --
25 A. And if it would have been to my knowledge, I 
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1 would have repaired it before the finish work would have 
2 continued. 
3 Q. And if it were one of your men, would they 
4 know enough to tell you that this occurred? 
5 A. They would either tell me, or taken upon 
6 themselves to fix it. 
7 Q. Could this have happened because the Tyvek did 
8 not go behind the flashing? 
9 A. I would say, that is a possibility. 
10 Q. When you typically install decks in McCall, do 
11 you put Tyvek behind the flashing? 
12 A. Not on decking, no. The Tyvek has got to go 
13 over the top of the flashing. 
14 MS. FOSTER: I have more questions on this, 
15 but it's noon. Do you guys want to take a quick lunch? 
16 MR. COLLAER: Off the record. 
11 MS. FOSTER: Off the record. 
18 (A lunch recess was had.) 
19 MS. FOSTER: Back on the record. 
20 Q. (BY MS. FOSTER) Chris, before lunch, we were 
21 discussing Exhibit No. 25, which is the Rimkus report. 
•22 A. Okay. 
23 Q. If you could turn to page 5 of the report, RP 
24 7? 
25 A. Okay. 
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1 Q. And if you could look to the second full 
2 paragraph, it says, "The observed conditions at the 
3 Petrus residence demonstrated that flashing installed at 
4 the deck ledger at the time of original construction was 
5 not adequate to protect the exterior wall envelope." 
6 Do you agree with that? 
7 A. With this person's statement? 
8 Q. With that sentence. 
9 A. Did this person observe it firsthand, or did 
10 he observe it after everything was torn apart, or did he 
11 assume -- take information from Mr. Value or Mr. Waite? 
12 Q. And so do you agree with this sentence or not? 
13 A. No. 
14 Q. Why not? 
15 A. I believe that the flashing as what I saw on 
16 that photograph, it appeared to be of sufficient height. 
17 And if that was what was called out on the plans, I 
18 would assume that it's this guy's opinion. 
: 19 Q. So in your opinion, the height of the flashing 
20 was adequate to protect the exterior wall envelope; is 
21 that correct? 
22 A. Yes. 
23 Q. And the next sentence, "The top of the 
24 flashing was at the same elevation as the top of the 
25 deck boards." Is that correct? 
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1 A. No, it's not. 
2 Q. Why not? 
3 A. According to your picture on page 7, or 
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4 Photograph 7, it showed the flashing would be higher 
5 than my spacer. And the spacer would be probably taller 
6 or thicker than the finish deck board. 
1 Q. Okay. Let's take a look at that picture in 
8 closer detail on the computer, and I will call it up for 
9 you. 
10 A. You can see where the felt is torn on the end 
11 of my spacer board. 
12 Q. Correct. 
13 A. And the flashing, even though it's bent and 
14 beat up from the demolition, is still above my spacer. 
15 Q. By how much? 
16 A. I would venture to say, anywhere from a half 
1 7 inch, to three-quarters of an inch. 
10 Q. And is the deck board taller than the spacer? 
19 A. No, or else -- you put the spacer in so the 
20 finished deck can slide underneath the veneer. 
21 Q. So the spacer being what you think is half to 
22 three-quarters of an inch higher than the deck spacer is 
23 sufficient, in your opinion? 
24 A. Would you repeat that question? 
25 Q. I think you have two words confused. Yes, 
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1 just a second. I'm waiting for it to come up. So the 
2 flashing being half to three-quarters of an inch, is 
3 what you think that is, higher than the spacer. 
4 A. Uh-huh. 
5 Q. ls sufficient, in your opinion, to protect 
6 from moisture? 
1 A. Working in concert with the felt paper, yes. 
8 Flashing alone does not do that. 
9 Q. So if the flashing at that height with one 
10 layer of felt paper, you think those two things are 
11 enough to protect against moisture intrusion? 







Even in the absence of Tyvek? 
Yes. 
Can you, please, turn a couple of pages to RP 
17 
18 
A. (Witness complying.) 
Q. And looking at photograph 11. 
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1 MS. FOSTER: And, Steve, just to clarify this 
2 record, in case anybody reads it. I provided copies for 
3 the deponent and his counsel. Next time I am happy to 
4 bring five copies, instead of three, if that is more 
5 according to your --
6 MR. MILLEMANN: I wasn't being critical. That 
1 is my practice, but, yeah. 
8 MS. FOSTER: No, that's fine. 
9 Q. (BY MS. FOSTER) Okay. Photograph 11 states 
10 at the top, "Rot and decay at the sill and side trims of 
11 the removed door frame." ls that right? 
12 A. Yes. 
13 Q. And in your professional opinion, what could 
14 have caused this rot and decay? What circumstances 
15 could cause this level of rot and decay? 
16 A. I would speculate that it would be moisture. 
11 Q. How would it get in? 
10 A. Next to the door frame, it could have -- I 
19 really hate to speculate. 
20 Q. Well, let's just be clear. You've been 
21 building homes for decades; correct? 
22 A. Yes. 
23 Q. So --
24 A. Yes. 
25 Q. It --
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1 A. The water could channel -- I'll try and answer 
2 your question. 
3 Q. Go ahead. 
4 A. The water could channel down between the door 
5 and door jamb, if the weather stripping had been 
6 modified. Moisture could have gotten into the sill by 
7 improper screws being put into the drain channel of the 
a door. 
9 Q. Okay. Anything else? 
10 A. Not that] can think of at this time. 
11 Q. And who installed the drain channel of the 
12 door? 
13 A. That would have come from the door 
14 manufacturer, that, all as one unit. 
15 Q. Do you inspect the door before it's installed 




MR. MILLEMANN: Counsel, excuse me, I need to 19 
Q. And do you recall whether the doors here had 
improper screws put into the drain channel? 
take a minute to get this, since copies weren't 
provided. 
MS. FOSTER: Sure. For the record, copies 
were provided for the deponent and his counsel. That's 
on the record, just to be accurate. 
MR. MILLEMANN: Thank you. 
20 A. They did not. 
21 Q. To cancel the double negative. They were put 
22 in properly on this door? 
23 A. There wouldn't be any screws put into the 
24 drain channel. They would, obviously, penetrate, let 
25 water get into the threshold, which is this item that 
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1 you see right here (indicating). 
2 Q. Okay. So on this door, on these two 
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3 doors -- excuse me -- there were no screws in a drain 
4 channel; is that what you are saying? 
5 A. When we installed the door, there were no 
6 screws in the drain channel. When I inspected the doors 
7 on my first inspection, there were non-factory screws 
8 located in the drain channel. 
9 Q. When was your first inspection? 
10 A. It's on a piece of paper that, I believe, came 
11 from the other law firm. 
12 Q. Was it 2013, 2014? 
13 A. Yeah, it was '13, April of-- I think it was 
14 around April of 2013. It might have been August. 
15 cannot remember those two dates. 
16 Q. All right. Let's take a quick detour, so that 
17 maybe we can get some of those dates locked down. 
10 A. Okay. 
19 MS. FOSTER: I'll hand you what we're going to 
20 mark Exhibit 26. It is a one-page document, Bates 
21 labeled Petrus 221. 
22 (Exhibit 26 marked.) 
23 Q. (BY MS. FOSTER) This is a letter to you, I 
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1 not put back on correctly, some weather stripping was 
2 missing. There was evidence of the door not being 
3 operated correctly. 
4 Q. How was the door not operated correctly? 
5 A. In this particular door, it has a 
6 three-point -- it is what the manufacturer calls, a 
three-point locking mechanism. The three-point locking 
8 mechanism locks at the top, the middle, and the bottom. 
7 
9 And you engage this by lifting up on the lever on the 
10 inside. It also locks the door. 
11 In the locking mechanism that goes through the 
12 top of the door, you could see where the mechanism that 
locks the door, call it a pin, was hitting the trim and 13 
14 the top of the door jamb. So the door was not 




Q. And in your opinion could --
A. And that could damage the door. 
Q. Anything else? 
A. There was also evidence that it looked like 
somebody had tried to pry the door open with a crowbar. 




22 looking at my responses to the requests for information, 
or my -- my right to not pursue to remedy the situation, 
whatever that is called. I don't --24 believe, from Jason Mau from Greener, dated August 11, 24 
2 5 2013; is that correct? 
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1 A. That is correct. 
2 Q. That's your signature? 
3 A. Yes, it is. 
4 Q. And this letter states, you would like to 
5 inspect the south facing door; correct? 
6 A. Yes. 
7 Q. So after this letter, did you then inspect it? 
8 A. Yes, I did. 
9 Q. Within a week or two of this letter, 
10 approximately? 
11 A. Yes. Yes, it was in August of 2013. 
12 Q. How long did you inspect it? 
13 A. I was there, approximately, between 30 and 40 
14 minutes. 
15 Q. And what did you look for? 
16 A. I looked for the condition of the door, looked 
11 at the condition of the crawlspace. 
10 Q. Anything else? 
19 A. I guess I was looking forward to see what 
20 might have happened to this door, and why. And it was 
21 evident that the -- I believe that was in my -- in a 
22 reply that was given after this report. There 
23 were -- in this, what I observed, was there was improper 
24 locations of screws that were non-factory. It was 
25 evident that the door hardware had been taken off and 
25 Q. Did you review that document in preparation 
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1 for today's deposition? 
2 A. I did not. 
3 Q. Okay. In your opinion, is that level of 
4 rot -- could that level of rot have been caused from 
5 improper weather stripping? 
6 A. It could have been caused -- I hate to 
7 speculate -- but one way it could be caused is having 
8 the weather stripping removed. That's one of the 
9 problems with an out-swing door is you have the 
10 ability -- moisture has the ability to enter between the 
11 door and the jamb, run down and collect on top of the 
12 sil I. 
13 Q. That's the top of the door, though; right? 
14 A. That is the bottom. That would be the 
15 left-hand side sill. 
16 Q. Is the door upside down? 
17 A. This -- no. 
18 Q. Is it the bottom of the door? 
19 A. Yes. 
20 Q. This is the removed door? 
21 A. Yes. 
22 Q. And in your opinion, that level of rot could 
23 have come from weather stripping that had been 
24 completely removed; is that what you just testified? 
25 A. Yes. 
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1 Q. And how long would that have taken to achieve 
2 this level of rot? 
3 A. I really can't speculate. The degrees of rot 
4 can happen from temperatures, how much moisture is 
5 there, whether it has the ability to dry out. So there 
6 is several reasons. I would hate to speculate how long 
7 that's happened. 
8 Q. Okay. And if you look down to the next photo, 
9 Photo 12. 
10 A. Yes. 
11 Q. Do you see the rot on the right-hand side? 
12 A. I see a dark blemish spot, which would appear 
13 to be rot. 
14 Q. And in your professional opinion, what could 
15 cause that? 
16 A. I believe that was -- it could be -- I hate to 
l 7 speculate. Either water coming down from the top, or 
18 water wicking up from the bottom would be my 
19 speculation. 
20 Q. And what would cause that to occur? 
21 A. There would -- if it was going to leak from 
22 the roof, there would be a hole somewhere in the roof. 
24 
25 
Q. And ifit came from the bottom? 
A. It would be some sort of hydraulic pressure 
from a lot of snow and water on the deck. And that's an 
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assumption. 
Q. But again, aren't flashings and moisture 
barrier meant to protect from that? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And have you ever built a house where someone 
called you, and said that they had experienced this 
level of rot? 
A. No. 
Q. And the houses in McCall with decks, 
typically, receive snow on them in the winter; correct? 
A. Correct. 
Q. But isn't it possible that here, there was a 
problem with the flashing and the moisture barrier that 
caused this? 
A. There also could have been a problem with too 
much snow on the deck, and too much water allowed to get 
on the deck. 
Q. So is the answer to my question; "yes," or 
"no"? 
A. Would you restate the question? 
Q. Isn't it possible that here, that there was a 
problem with the flashing and the moisture barrier that 
caused this? 
A. There is always a possibility, yes. 
Q. And if you turn the page to RP 21, Photograph 
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1 15? 
2 A. (Witness complying.) Yes. 
3 Q. This states that this is a photograph showing 
4 rotted floor joists. Do you agree with that assessment? 
5 A. Yes. 
6 Q. And in your professional opinion, what could 
7 have caused these rotted floor joists? 
8 A. In my professional opinion, this could have 
9 been water leaking through the weep and drain channel of 
10 the door above it that's been removed. 
11 Q. That the channel had been removed? 
12 A. No, from holes put into the channel through 
13 improper screws. 
l4 Q. And how many of years of leaking from such 
15 improper screws would have to occur to achieve this 
16 level of rot, in your professional opinion and 
l 7 experience? 
10 A. I've never seen this much rot. I would really 
19 care not to speculate. But I would say, it would be 
2 o more than one year. 
21 Q. When you inspected the home in August of 2013, 
22 you said that you found improper screws in the drain 
23 channel; is that correct? 
24 A. That is correct. 
25 Q. And do you know how they got there? 
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1 A. I do not. 
2 Q. Did there come a time prior to that, when 
3 Nancy Gentry-Boyd called you to her house to help that 
4 door stop sticking? 
5 A. Did you say, was there, or would you rephrase? 
6 Repeat the question again. I'm sorry. 
7 Q. Yes. Did there come a time prior to August 
8 2013, when Nancy Gentry-Boyd called you to her house to 
9 help that door stop sticking? 
10 A. Yes. 
11 Q. And did you inspect the door at that time? 
12 A. Yes. 
13 Q. How many years prior was that; do you know? 
14 A. That was approximately within a year after 
15 they moved into their home. 
16 Q. And what was your assessment of the door at 
l 7 that time? 
18 A. The doors needed to be adjusted. 
19 Q. What does that mean? 
20 A. These particular doors, they come with 
21 adjustable hinges. Each hinge -- J can't remember how 
22 many hinges per door. There are adjusting screws in the 
23 hinge that you can raise the door, or you can throw the 
24 door; throw away from the jamb, or lift it up, or lower 
25 it down. Those screws with use, and new screws, 
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1 temperatures being outside, subject to moisture, can get 
2 loose or moved. 
3 Q. And so you --
4 A. And so I probably took less than ten minutes, 
5 and I just adjusted the screws, and the door was working 
6 fine. 
1 Q. And did you contact the door manufacturer at 
8 that time? 
9 A. I did not. 
10 Q. Did there come a time later when you did 
11 contact the door manufacturer? 
12 A. Not that I recall. 
13 Q. Who was with you, if anyone, when you 
14 inspected the door in August of 2013, following the 
15 letter we just discussed? 
16 A. A representative of the plaintiff, I believe 
17 his name was Mike Longmire. And that's all I recall 
18 that was there. Mr. Petrus was there, as well. I'm 
19 sorry. He was there. 
20 Q. And did you speak with Mike Longmire? 
21 A. He escorted me to the crawlspace, and then he 
22 observed me taking -- or looking at the door above the 
23 crawlspace. 
24 Q. And did you speak with him about the door? 
25 A. I am sure there was some discussion, but I do 
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1 not recall what that was. 
2 Q. Did you tell him that you saw screws put in 
3 improperly? 
4 A. l do not recall if I informed him of that or 
5 not. 
6 Q. Did you ask him if the door had been changed 
7 at all since he took over caring for the property? 
8 A. I may have asked him if he had taken off the 
9 locking mechanisms. 
10 Q. And what did he say? 
11 A. I do not recall what he said. I don't recall 
if I even asked that question. But if the locking 
mechanisms are not installed, or on the door correctly, 
the door will fail to work correctly, which could lead 
to water intrusion. 
16 Q. And could that level of water intrusion that 
17 we've been looking at be caused by a door not being 
18 locked properly? 
19 A. Yes. 
20 Q. And how long would that take? 
21 A. I think that the question is a little vague. 
22 Could you re-ask it, or --
23 Q. Sure. That level of rot, could that result 
24 from one month of not locldng the door properly, two 
25 months, two years? Do you have an opinion on that? 
• Robert Christopher (Chris) Kirk - 30(b)(6) Mareh 10, 2016 
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1 A. Not seeing that amount of rot before, I would 
2 say it would take at least a year to generate that much 
3 rot. 
4 Q. Could it take only a year to generate that 
5 much rot? 
6 A. I would only be speculating. 
7 Q. You don't know? 
8 A. I do not know. 
9 Q. Was anyone else present at the time of your 
10 inspection in 2013? 
11 A. I recall Mr. Longmire and Mr. Petrus. 
12 Q. Did you speak with Mr. Petrus at the time? 
13 A. 1 introduced myself. I commented on his three 
14 dogs that he had in the house; three hunting dogs, and 
15 that was it. 
16 Q. And what did he say to you? 
11 A. 1 don't recall. 
18 Q. You don't recall? 
19 A. Not really. 
20 Q. Did he say anything to you? 
• 21 A. Not that I recall, no. l don't recall any 
22 comments. 
23 Q. Was he rude to you at that time? 
24 A. I guess that comes to your definition of being 
25 rude. I would say, he was non-conversant, and basically 
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1 just observed me looking at the doors, and leaving the 
2 premises. 
3 Q. And he didn't try to interfere with your 
4 inspection? 
5 A. On that inspection, no. 
6 Q. Okay. One more question, or set of questions 
7 on Exhibit 25, which you have in front of you. Could 
8 you please turn to page 4 of the report, which is Bates 
9 labeled RP 6? 
10 A. (Witness complying.) 
11 Q. And this is the page with all the bullet 
12 points. 
13 A. Yes. 
14 Q. And if you look to the fifth bullet point, it 
15 says, "The stone veneer had been installed over a single 
16 layer of asphalt impregnated felt paper (Photograph 8)." 
17 Is that right? I mean, does it say that? Do you agree 
18 with that? 
19 A. Yes, it does say that. 
20 Q. And is that sentence true? 
21 A. After looking at Photograph 7, I would say, 
22 yes. 
23 Q. And do you recall, is it consistent with your 
24 memory of the installation process of the stone veneer 
25 on the lake side facing wall? 
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1 A. There will be at the joints, the paper is only 
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2 30-some inches wide. So there will be an overlap of 
3 paper at the joints. 
4 Q. Of how much? 
5 A. An inch-and-a-half to three inches. 
6 Q. And you recall that from the installation 
7 process? 
8 A. Yeah, I do. Well, I'm going to withdraw that. 
9 That is the generally accepted way of installing felt 
10 paper is you have an overlap. I did not physically see 
11 if that was done on this particular wall system. 
12 Q. And did you see on that particular wall system 
13 whether there was more than one layer of felt used? 
14 A. No, I would just assume there was only one 
15 layer. 
16 Q. And that's what you would have expected from 
17 Eagle Masonry when they did their work? 
18 A. Yes. 
19 Q. You mentioned earlier, you had a few items of 
20 displeasure with them, including not doing some of the 
21 work they said they were going to do. What work was 
22 that, or did I misunderstand you? 
23 A. When they would come up to do work, a lot of 
24 times they would come up during the week. They promised 
25 to do a certain amount of stonework, which they did not 
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1 do. They would do half of it, and tum back to Boise. 
2 They did not do the amount of work they promised to get 
3 done. 
4 Q. Did you develop concerns about their 
5 competence during that period? 
6 A. 1 would have to say, yes. 
7 Q. Did your concerns develop before or after they 
8 installed the single layer of felt paper beneath the 
9 stone veneer? 
10 A. Having them install the paper as generally 
11 accepted building practices, I would not raise a 
12 concern. 
13 Q. Had you had concerns with their competence 
14 before they installed the paper, the felt paper at all? 
15 A. No. 
16 Q. Those concerns came later? 
11 A. As we moved through the project, their ability 
18 to do the amount of work they said they would do, yeah. 
19 I was trying to move the project forward. 
20 Q. And did you observe when they installed the 
21 single layer of felt, the existence of Tyvek paper on 
22 the lake side facing wall? 
23 A. I do not recall. 
24 Q. Okay. I'm going to show you a few more 
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Please take one more look at these bullet 
points on RP 6. And if you go to the ultimate bullet 
point, three up. "The moisture content of the existing 
floor joists measured 17 percent." Do you see that? 
A. Yes, I do. 
Q. And is that a high percentage? That's not a 
good question. 
What would you expect to see in new floor 
joists, in terms of moisture content, if you know? 
A. Depending on the time of year. Springtime, 
where it's wet up here, the floor joists, they would 
absorb a little more moisture than normal. I would say, 
seven percent is generally considered furniture grade 
lumber, which is very dry. 
Q. And 17 percent, what is that considered? 
A. I probably would have considered that about 
average. 
Q. In all seasons? 
A. I think the 17 percent can average through the 
seasons, yes, but... 
Q. So if we took a --
A. That's --
Q. Go ahead. 
A. I've never measured the moisture content of 
floor joists. 
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1 Q. So if we went and did -- and I'm not going to, 
2 but ifwe did go do a moisture content measurement right 
3 now of the floor joists at 2130, and it measured 17 
4 percent, you would not be surprised? 
5 A. I would not. 
6 Q. Okay. I'm going to show you a few pictures on 
7 here. They are a little easier to see. We can blow 
8 them up. I will say them aloud, the Bates number, and 
9 then at the end of the day email them, the joint 
10 exhibit, to Colleen, and all of you. 
11 These are photos that were provided for 
12 production from Disaster Recovery. I also have a memory 
13 stick that I brought for that entire production for you 
14 guys to have, if you want, for use in your depositions. 
15 At this moment, I am showing Mr. Kirk a photo Bates 
16 labeled RP 279_012. Can you see that, sir? 
11 A. Yes, I can. 
18 Q. And does this appear -- I can represent to you 
19 this is the --
20 A. That is the door opening. 
21 Q. Correct, for the french doors we're 
22 discussing? 
23 A. Yes. 
24 Q. And do you see -- what is this part called? 
25 A. That's just some wood framing. 
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l Q. Okay. So you see the wood framing on the 
2 south side of the --
3 A. Yes, I do. 
4 Q. Okay. And then you see the door jamb here 
5 (indicating), is that what that is, or am I wrong? 
6 A. That is not a door jamb. I'm not sure what 
7 that is. It might be something temporarily placed on 
8 top of the deck joists while they do their work. 
9 Q. And is this here (indicating), where the door 
10 would have been? 
ll A. That is correct. 
12 Q. And about how many inches from the -- what did 
13 you call this (indicating)? I'm sorry. 
14 A. It's a framing wall. 
15 Q. From the framing wall. How many inches from 
16 the framing wall does this appear to be to you? 
17 A. May I clarify the picture a little bit --
18 Q. Yes, please. 
19 A. -- for you? 
20 Q. Yes, please. 
21 A. Can I use your pencil as a pointing stick 
22 here? 
23 Q. Yes. 
24 A. Here (indicating) is your exterior wall 
!25 sheathing. 
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1 Q. Okay. 
2 A. Here (indicating) is your structural wall, 
3 which is a two-by-six wall. Okay? You really can't see 
4 a lot of it, because you've got the insu Jation foam 
5 there that was still left on the stud. This 
6 (indicating) is your structural wall. 
7 This wall here (indicating) is non-structural. 
8 That wall was put in place to give the appearance that 
9 the stone was six or eight inches deep, like you would 
10 achieve with real stone. For the lack of a better name, 
11 lick-and-stick rock veneer. 
12 Q. I understand. 
13 A. The veneer that was put on is generally 
14 only -- as I recall, it's not very thick, an inch, 
15 inch-and-a-half. So you furr out that wall to give the 
16 appearance of a full depth --
17 Q. I understand. 
18 A. -- rock wall, of a natural rock wall. So, 
19 basically, al] this here (indicating) is non-structural, 
2 o and it's just a furr out wall. And I believe that's the 
21 way it would be called out on the plans. 
22 Q. Okay. Well, let's look at the plans, then. 
23 They are not -- oh, you have them, Exhibit 24. Is that 
24 how it appears on the plans? 
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can see the difference. And there is a -- you 
can't -- I'm not even sure where you got this set of 
plans, or what it is off of. rt doesn't really show the 
actual door. This here (indicating) is showing a window 
and a door, which is not what is there. 
Q. Okay. 
A. This window (indicating), and this door 
(indicating) are correct. 
Q. Okay. Go ahead. 
A. If I may answer your question? 
Q. Go ahead. 
A. The architect used different hashmarks on 
these two different walls. There is a different 
hashmark inside this, denoting a structural wall. And 
there is a different hashmark on this two-by-four wall, 
denoting the two-by-four wall. 
Q. Okay. So I think you've answered my question 
when you said this isn't exactly what happened. 
A. Okay. 
Q. Which is fine. 
A. Okay. 
Q. Do you recall, did there come a time, when it 
was requested of you to push the door back a bit in 
order to accommodate a decorative truss at the top of 
the door? 
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1 A. l do not recall that. 
2 Q. Does this door appear to be set back away from 
3 the outside wall? Is there a pushback in order to 
4 accommodate the design? 
s A. Not to accommodate the design. It is to 
6 accommodate the door. I'm trying to find the right 
7 picture to see if it has it. On your picture, 
8 Photograph 12 on RP 18. The door manufacturer supplies 
9 their doors with what they call a "nailing fin." 
10 There is a metal extrusion that comes off the 
11 side of the door jamb. You can see it here 
12 (indicating), and you can see it's very faintly right 
13 here (indicating) in this picture. It's a nailing fin 
14 by which you can apply the door to the outside of the 
15 wall, and that sets the depth of the wall. That 
16 detennines where that door is placed in, inside the 
17 wall. 
18 Q. So here the door was set back? 
19 A. There you go. 
20 Q. Is this my pen? 
21 A. Yeah, I don't know. 
22 Q. The door was set back to accommodate the 
23 nailing fin? 
24 A. No, the door was not set back at all. 
25 Q. What is this gap right there (indicating)? 
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1 A. I don't know. That door should have been 
2 flush with the edge of that plywood right there 
3 (indicating). I see that as something that -- the 
4 people doing the work, the demolition work, put 
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s something on the deck to keep all this debris from 
6 falling below the deck, because they had to go below the 
7 deck to clean up. 
8 Q. So if they testified that they didn't do that, 
9 and this is how they found it, would you have an 
10 explanation for that? 
11 A. Ifl'm seeing what I'm seeing, this 
12 (indicating) continues clear over here to pass where the 
13 temporary wall is. Do you see what I'm seeing? 
14 Q. I don't see a temporary wall. 
15 A. Or a temporary floor, excuse me. 
16 Q. I don't think that's connected to this; is it? 
17 A. l don't know. 
18 MR. NEV ALA: It's the same color. 
19 Q. (BY MS. FOSTER) So this is not what you 
20 installed; is that what you are testifying? 
21 A. I have no idea what that might be. Unless he 
22 has another picture to reference what that is. 
23 Q. Okay. So I'm adding to this exhibit, the 
24 document Bates labeled RP 279 _0l 3. 
25 MR. MILLEMANN: These don't have Bates 
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1 numbers? 
2 MS. FOSTER: We provided both, some with and 
3 without. And we provided it in PDF, that does. 
4 MR. MILLEMANN: You don't have the Bates 
s number? 
6 MS. FOSTER: RP 00279_013. It is possible 
7 that what you printed out doesn't have Bates numbers. 
8 MR. MILLEMANN: It does. 
9 MS. FOSTER: It does. 
10 MR. MILLEMANN: 279 under score, what? 
11 MS. FOSTER: 013. 
12 MR. MILLEMANN: Okay. Thanks. 
13 Q. (BY MS. FOSTER) Does this picture help you 
14 understand --
15 A. Yes, it does. 
16 Q. -- the prior? 
17 A. Yes, it does. 
18 Q. Please explain how. 
19 A. Can I borrow your pen, again, for a pointing 
20 instrument? 
21 Q. Yes. 
22 A. From this wall sheathing right here 
23 (indicating), to the front of this (indicating), is 
I
. 24 basically -- sorry -- flashing and support that I put 
25 underneath the sill right here (indicating). 
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1 Q. Oh, you remember putting flashing underneath 
2 the door sill? 
3 A. I see it right there (indicating). 
4 Q. And you remember doing it? 
5 A. I do not remember doing it, but I can see that 
6 it has been done. 
7 Q. Okay. Go ahead. 
8 A. That was furred out to support the edge of the 
9 sill, so when you step on it, it doesn't flex and break. 
10 And I believe I have a picture of that on the pictures 1 
11 supplied through the discovery process, before the door 
12 was torn out 
13 Q. And this (indicating) is the flashing? 
14 A. That is a combination of flashing and ice and 
15 water shield. 
16 Q. And is that what this is (indicating)? 
17 A. It looks like it, but some of it has been 
18 removed. l believe that could be it, yes. 
19 Q. And--
20 A. Without any degree of certainty, I cannot say, 
21 yes, or no. 
22 Q. So you don't know whether this was the same 
23 thing you saw in the previous picture? 
! 24 A. It looks like it's been torn apart. l really 
• 25 truly cannot tell. 
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1 Q. Let's provide other data. Okay. This photo 
2 was taken, according to the metadata on my screen, and 
3 the native files you all have had, 4-15, 2014 at 2:05 
4 p.m., and the Bates labeled ending 012, moving to the 
5 photo Bates labeled 013. That photo was taken one 
6 minute later on April 15th, 2014, 2:06 p.m. 
7 So seeing now that this photo was taken one 
8 minute later than the previous one. Does that help 
9 clarify whether this gray bar on Photo 12 is the same 
10 gray bar that we see from a different angle in Photo 13? 
11 A. I don't think it is a gray bar. l think that 
12 is a --
13 Q. A black? 
14 A. It's a metal flashing. 
1s Q. And is it the same in both pictures; can you 
16 tell? 
17 A. The next picture, ice and water shield was 
18 removed exposing that flashing. 
19 Q. In that one minute? 
20 A. Yeah, it doesn't take very long to pull it up. 
21 Q. So it would have been re-applied for this 
22 photo, since this is the later in time photo? In one 
23 minute they would have removed it, and then put it back 
24 on? 
i 25 A. No, I would say, it's the other way around. 
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1 Q. But this photo was taken a minute later. 
2 A. If that is the case -- if that's the case, 
3 that does not make any sense to me, whatsoever. 
4 Q. Okay. That's fine. 
5 A. That picture there shows further demolition 
6 than the previous picture. 
7 Q. And can you still tell what this gap -- you 
8 still don't know what this gap is from? 
9 A. I do not. 
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10 Q. And was this piece here (indicating), with the 
11 big hole in it, was this a piece that your folks had 
12 installed? 
13 A. That's part of the sub-floor. 
14 Q. Part of the sub-floor? 
15 A. That the wood flooring would sit on, as well. 
16 Q. Okay. 
11 MR. MILLEMANN: Alyson? 
18 MS. FOSTER: Yes. 
19 MR. MILLEMANN: 30 seconds, please. 
20 MS. FOSTER: No problem. 
21 For the court reporter, I will state we're 
22 adding the photo for this exhibit that is Bates labeled 
2 3 RP 000279 _ 002. And I'I I repeat that for Steve. 
24 MR. MILLEMANN: Thank you. 
125 MR. COLLAER: Adding another photograph 002. 
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1 MS. FOSTER: Steve, if you could turn to --
2 MR. COLLAER: 279_002. 
3 MR. MILLEMANN: Okay. 
4 Q. (BY MS. FOSTER) And this photo was taken the 
5 day before? 
6 A. Okay. 
7 Q. And does this appear to be the right side of 
8 the french doors? 
9 A. Yes. 
10 Q. And is this rot I see on the right side? 
11 A. I see a black blemish that appears to be rot. 
12 Q. Okay. 
13 A. Can you enlarge that a little? 
14 Q. Yes. That's fine. 
15 A. Can you go down just a little bit where you 
16 were going to ask your next question? May I turn it a 
17 little bit? 
18 Q. So looking at this photo, is this black bar 
19 here, the flashing that you had installed? 
20 A. That looks like some flashing that has been 
21 bent from a 90-degree position to -- it looks like it's 
22 just been bent up. This -- to me, this appears that 
23 this should have been 90 degrees down from the edge of 
24 this sill right here (indicating). 
25 Q. From there (indicating)? 
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1 A. Yeah. And it's --
2 Q. So you don't know why this was jogged over 
3 like that? 
4 A. I don't see the jog that you are talking 
5 about. That looks like part of the door sill. That 
6 black portion there (indicating), that is this part of 
7 the door right here (indicating). 
8 Q. Okay. 
9 A. In reverse. You are looking at the bottom 
10 side of this, but this is black anodized aluminum. 
11 Q. And where is this flashing, where has it been 
12 bent? 
13 A. If we can go back to one of your first, I 
l4 believe, your first picture. 
15 Q. Let's see if that works. 
16 A. The second page then, if you would enhance 
17 where your browser is? 
18 MR. MILLEMANN: Where are you at, please; 12 
19 or 13? 
20 MS. FOSTER: 13. 
21 THE WITNESS: If you take-- this is a piece 
22 of 90-degree flashing that extends over the floor, and 
23 it comes down over the rim joist, or whatever. That 
24 section right there (indicating), has been bent up. You 
• 25 are seeing this section right here (indicating). Here 
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1 (indicating) from here (indicating) to right there 
2 (indicating), bent up. 
3 Q. (BY MS. FOSTER) And why was it bent up; do 
4 you know? 
5 A. I was not there doing the demolition. 
6 Q. It's part of the demolition that's bent up? 
7 A. Yes. 
8 Q. Okay. That's not my question. I don't care 
9 about that. 
10 A. I'm sorry. 
11 Q. The other parts that were not bent up, is this 
12 what you installed? 
13 A. That appears to be some metal flashing that 
14 would come up underneath this flashing, and extend over 
15 the deck ledger. 
16 Q. And is it flashing that you installed? 
17 A. Either myself or some workmen. 
18 Q. Okay. And going back to Photo 2, do you see 
19 this -- again, my question was about this black area 
20 here (indicating). 
21 A. Yes. 
22 Q. And what could have caused that? 
23 A. That would be rot, moisture. 
24 Q. Caused from the things you mentioned earlier? 
25 A. That would be a possibility of the things I 
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1 mentioned earlier, yes. 
2 Q. But you don't think it was from improper 
3 installation of flashing or moisture barrier; is that 
4 your testimony? 
5 A. Yes. 
6 Q. And this white area up here, do you know what 
7 that is? 
8 A. That looks like Tyvek that has been ripped off 
9 of the wall sheathing, and it doesn't all come off. 
10 Q. Okay. I'm going to show you Picture RP 
11 279_10. And again, we are looking at the door frame, 
12 and the flashing that we've just been discussing; is 
13 that correct? 
14 A. Yes. 
15 Q. And is this the door sill where the door would 
16 come up against? 
17 A. Yes. 
10 Q. And this underneath here (indicating), is this 
19 more flashing, or is this something else? 
20 A. Yes, that's more flashing. 
21 Q. Okay. And this piece of wood stops there, 
22 away from where the door sill is. Do you see that; this 
23 gap right here (indicating)? 
24 A. I do. I see that gap. 
125 Q. And how could that gap have come to exist? 
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1 A. That could have been removed during the course 
2 of demolition, because I'm missing the top part of the 
3 flashing that came over this flashing, and the ice and 
4 water shield. 
5 Q. So would this piece of wood here (indicating), 
6 normally abut this line here (indicating)? I know this 
7 is going to look terrible in the transcript, but I want 
8 to understand it. 
9 A. I do not see the correlation of the line of 
10 this sub-flooring in relation to the exterior wall. 
11 Q. So you do not intend to make this sub-floor to 
12 abut this exterior one? 
13 A. I cannot answer that question. I don't 
14 understand it. I cannot explain that gap right there 
15 (indicating). 
16 Q. Should this sub-floor abut that line? 
17 A. Where is that line in relation to the exterior 
10 wall sheathing? 
19 Q. Can you tell from these photos, the line I'm 
20 talking about, or, no? 
21 MR. MILLEMANN: Are you looking at 12? 
22 MS. FOSTER: Oh, we're on a photo that maybe I 
23 haven't entered. Have we entered 9? 
124 MR. COLLAER: I don't think so. 
• 25 MR. MILLEMANN: You might want to look at 
- Robert Christopher (Chris) Kirk - 30(b)(6) 
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1 MS. FOSTER: It just popped up. 
2 Q. (BY MS. FOSTER) Right. Again, it is still 
3 this gap that I'm asking about that I'm not 
4 understanding where this came from. 
s A. Right. l don't -- I can't explain that. 
6 don't -- I can't explain that. 
7 Q. Is that where the door would hit? 
8 A. The only reference I have is where the door 
9 would sit, is the nailing fin would be attached to this 
10 exterior sheathing right here, which is shown -- you can 
11 see it right here (indicating). See the nailing fin on 
12 this structure, or part of the wal I. And it looks like 
13 that would come out about an inch-and-a-quarter. And 
14 that would be about how far that door would stick out. 
15 That's basically to accommodate wood trim, so that the 
16 door extrusion would not would end nicely to the 
11 trim. It would all look like one piece. 
18 Q. 1'11 wrap this up. 
19 A. I cannot explain that. 
20 Q. Let's just make it clear. On this Photo No. 
21 12, you do not know what this gap is between the wood 
22 and the black line that I see here? 
23 A. I do not 
24 Q. Okay. Thank you. 
1 25 When you inspected the doors in August of 
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1 2013, did you observe any irregularities with the 
2 hardwood floors? 
3 A. I did not. And I remember looking at them. 
4 And I believe I have some pictures taken, looking down 
5 the plane of the door towards the floor, and I did not. 
6 And those pictures should show no irregularities. 
7 Q. Okay. So you do not recall any? 
8 A. I do not recall any. 
9 Q. And I think you may have heard yesterday, 
10 Nancy Gentry-Boyd testify that some of this damage could 
11 have been caused by teenagers running out of a hot tub 
12 over a wood floor. ls this level of damage that I've 
13 shown you in these photos consistent with people taking 
14 water off their bodies out of a hot tub? 
15 A. I'd care not to speculate. 
16 Q. You don't know? 
17 A. I don't know. 
10 Q. You think, it's possible? 
19 A. If there was some floor damage from people 
20 running out, I guess, as Nancy testified with being wet, 
21 it could cause any floor damage. 
22 Q. Did you see any floor damage? 
23 A. Not when I inspected in August, I did not. 
24 Q. And when you came back in April of 2014, did 
you see any floor damage at that time? 
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A. I do not recall seeing any. 
Q. Is the level of rot you see around the door 
frame consistent with people bringing water in from the 
hot tub off their bodies? 
A. I really hate to speculate. 
Q. You don't know? 
A. I don't know. If you're doing it 24 hours a 
day, possibly. 
Q. 24 hours a day? 
A. That would be speculating; wouldn't it? 
Q. Okay. 
A. So I don't know. I'm not privy to that. No, 
I don't know. 
Q. You testified a few minutes ago, that you 
15 don't recall contacting the door manufacturer; is that 
16 correct? 
11 A. Not when I was doing the inspections, or doing 
e Robert Christopher (Chris) Kirk- 30(b)(6) 
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1 me an email, I believe --
2 Q. Then I'm --
3 A. -- saying such and such. 
4 Q. All right. Now, I'm going to interrupt you, 
5 and hand you -- we are going quicker now, because we're 
6 almost out of time. So I want to keep us on focus. 
1 A. Okay. 
8 MS. FOSTER: A document that we are going to 
9 put as Exhibit 27. It is two pages, Bates labeled Kirk 
10 43 and 44. 
11 (Exhibit 27 marked.) 
12 Q. (BY MS. FOSTER) The first page is simply an 
13 email? 
14 A. Yes. 
15 Q. And the second page is simply a logo. The 
16 first page contains an email string; is that correct? 
11 A. Yes. 
18 the repair work. At the time the reference to me was, I 18 
19 did not call the door manufacturer when Nancy asked me 19 
Q. And if you go to the bottom, you can see an 
email from Mark Birrer to Julie Judnic, on September 































Q. I see. Did there come a time when you did 
contact the door manufacturer? 
A. I did. 
Q. When was that? 
A. Jt would have been after I did this 
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inspection. 
Q. In August of2013? 
A. Yeah, I may have contacted him before, or he 
contacted me. 
Q. Why would he contact you? 
A. He would have just contacted me, asking me if 
I knew what the problem was out at 2130 Payette Drive. 
Q. So you talked to a person? 
A. I talked to the sales representative who sold 
me these doors in 2004. 
Q. And what was his name? 
A. Mark Birrer, 8-i-r-r-e-r, I believe that's how 
it's spelled. 
Q. That's correct. And what did you say to him? 
A. I believe I just asked him if these doors were 
under warranty. 
Q. Is that all you asked him? 
A. I believe so. I -- without reading any 
correspondence we had, I can't really remember. And 
then --
Q. I'm sorry. Let me interrupt you. Did you 
have written correspondence with him? 
A. When I asked him ifhe had any -- if he could 
show me -- this was later on. If he could show me 
whether the doors were sealed at the factory. He sent 
21 A. Yes, I do. 
22 Q. Who is Julie Judnic? 
23 A. I would assume she works for the person that 
24 has the logo on the back page. 
125 Q. Nu-Vu? 
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1 A. No, probably Weather Shield. Mark works for 
2 Nu-Vu, and he was contacting -- the customer relation 
3 contact for Weather Shield Windows & Doors. There is 
4 her title right there above it. 
5 Q. Thank you. And the email from Mark says, "In 
6 visiting with a contractor on a project yesterday, he is 
7 telling me that my competition informs him their french 
8 swing doors are sealed on the top and edges etc. from 
9 the factory." Do you see that? 
10 A. Yes, I do. 
11 Q. Were you that contractor? 
12 A. No, I was not contracting at this time. 
13 Q. And if you go up to the second email from the 
14 top, an email from Mark Birrer to you, October 2nd, 
15 2014. "Here you go Chris. As we discussed, r did the 
16 research." 
11 Does that refresh your recollection of, 
18 perhaps, were you that contractor? 
19 A. I'm not on the contractor referred to on the 
20 bottom. He was -- let me re-read that bottom. 
21 Q. Sure. 
22 A. (Witness reading.) I'll correct it. He is 
23 talking about me on the bottom in that first email. 
24 Q. Okay. And why did you contact him? 
25 A. There was some contention whether the doors 
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1 were sealed or not. And it was my belief, going clear 
2 back when I started using Weather Shield windows in the 
3 '90s, that these doors were sealed at the factory. 
4 Q. And who made the contention that they weren't 
5 sealed, that you just referred to? 
6 A. I believe that would be Mr. Longmire. 
7 Q. Okay. And so you reached out to Mark, and 
8 asked him, if they were? 
9 A. Yes. 
10 Q. And he said, yes, and that is what this email 
11 string says? 
12 A. Yes. 
13 Q. Okay. Thank you. 
14 I am jumping around a bit, because I want to 
15 make sure we get done by 2:30. So please bear with me 
16 as I jump around in time and space. 
11 A. Yes. 
18 MS. FOSTER: I'm going to hand you what we're 
19 going to mark as Exhibit 28. 
20 (Exhibit 28 marked.) 
21 Q. (BY MS. FOSTER) This is the inspection report 
22 from Homecraft Home Inspections, Todd McKenna, 
23 dated -- the date does not appear at the top. But my 
24 understanding, this was completed -- excuse me -- three 
2 5 pages in, the date is March 15th, 2012. Do you see 
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1 that? 
2 A. Yes, I do. 
3 Q. I have a question about a photo on page 14. 
4 And I have a color version here if that would be 
5 helpful. Okay. Let me show you the color version. It 
6 might help. It helps me. 
1 A. Okay. 
8 Q. Okay. And I see here these are pictures 
9 pointing to ant signs, and moisture signs, and water 
1 o signs. Do you see that? 
11 A. Yes,Ido. 
12 Q. And to what do you attribute those things? 
13 And what I mean by that is, what do you think caused 
14 ants, and water, and moisture? 
15 A. Can you tell me what location of the house 
16 that these are in; north, south, east, west? 
1 7 Q. It's in a crawlspace. 
18 A. Yes. 
19 Q. I don't see that it says where it is. 
20 MR. COLLAER: It says there is a picture of 
21 4.5 on the prior page. 
22 MR. NEVALA: So, yes, I was confused. 
23 MS. FOSTER: Oh, I can barely see it. I see 
24 it. 
25 Q. (BY MS. FOSTER) Okay. I don't know where 
I 
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1 this is. Does anyone else see it? So without knowing 
2 where this is, you don't know what could have caused 
3 this? 
4 A. Jfyou want me to know what the cause is, it 
5 would help to know what side of the house. I'm assuming 
6 you are asking about the water signs. Without knowing 
7 which side of the house it is on, I cannot answer that. 
8 Q. I see. Because different causes would occur 
9 at different locations? 
10 A. Yes. One could be a spring that has sprung up 
11 in the crawlspace during the high runoff, water runoff. 
12 It also could be on the west side of the house, where a 
13 great deal of snow is accumulated against the house, and 
14 water runoff off the roof got above, say, my stem wall 
15 and sill plate, and it penetrated the house that way. 
16 Q. Okay. So if you look at picture 5.0, Picture 
17 5. 
18 A. Yes. 
19 Q. You see the water here? 
20 A. Yes. 
21 Q. And you think that could be from snow runoff? 
22 A. Yes, coming in from the outside of the house. 
23 Q. And would you expect to see that level of 
24 moisture in any crawlspace in McCall? 
25 A. Yes. 
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1 Q. You would? And would it cause you concern for 
2 the moisture security of the home? 
3 A. I would if I knew I had that -- some of the 
4 homes I've seen, this is not very much moisture, because 
s most of the time it will disappear after the spring 
6 runoff. So I would try to remedy the situation. Where 
7 I'm assuming that this was caused from -- on the east 
a side of the house, if the landscaping is too high to 
9 allow drainage to the manhole cover that is outside for 
10 the moisture getting in there, and drain away from the 
11 house. 
12 Q. So if you saw that level of moisture, you 
13 would want to take steps to remedy it; is that what you 
14 are saying? 
15 A. If that was more than three or four inches 
16 deep, yes. It's hard to tell how deep -- how much water 
11 is there. 
1a Q. Okay. Can you please turn to page 18? 
19 A. (Witness complying.) 
20 Q. And I have a color version here if that helps 
21 you. If you see the top photo, 6.4. This appears to be 
22 a line for the outside gas barbecue laying in the 
23 crawlspace that should be capped off properly; is that 
24 right? Is that what that says? 
1 25 A. That's what that says, yes. 
i 
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1 Q. When you built the house, did you install or 
2 have installed an exterior gas line for the barbecue? 
3 A. I do not recall. Do you know if the other end 
4 of this line connected to the gas line, or has it just 
5 been roughed into the house and not connected? I 
6 don't --
7 Q. Well, that's my question to you. Why would 
8 this gas line be lying in the crawlspace without a cap? 
9 Is that how you would have left it? Did you build it 
10 that way with the gas line? 
11 A. No. I don't know. I don't know why that is 
12 there, or -- why that is there. 
13 Q. But you know you wouldn't leave it that way? 
14 A. No. 
15 Q. And in the top, where the arrow is pointing, 
16 you can see there are a couple of inches at the end of 
17 the gas line. Isn't it true that those inches would 
18 typically would stick out from the deck, and that this 
19 circle would be approximately flush with the deck, so 
20 that this would be the hookup for the barbecue; is that 
21 right? 
22 A. It's hard telling from this picture whether 
23 that is going to be a deck mount shut off, or a wall 
24 mount shut off. 
Q. So I'll represent, this is a deck mount. 
··--··~··--··---· 
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1 A. If we assume that that is a deck mount, would 
2 you repeat your question, please? 
3 Q. This tip up to the circle would normally be 
4 sticking out from the deck, so that's where the hookup 
5 could be placed; is that correct? I'm not trying to 
6 trick you. 
7 A. I know. I'm just trying to assume if that was 
8 a quick connect coupler, or if it's a valve. 
9 Q. I don't care the type. Would that be sticking 
10 up over the deck, normally? Is that how it would be 
11 installed? 
12 A. Where you see the base unit, above, yes, that 
13 would be above the deck. 
14 Q. That's all my question is. 
15 A. Okay. I misunderstood your question. I'm 
16 sorry. 
17 Q. That's all my question is. 
10 A. Okay. Sorry. 
19 Q. And if you were to remove the barbecue, and 
20 unhook it, however -- whatever type of valve this is 
21 meant to be, unhook it. Would you then pull the gas 
22 line into the crawlspace; do you know? 
23 A. I don't know. 
24 Q. You've never done that? 
125 A. I've never done that. 
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1 Q. And you have no understanding of why a gas 
2 line would be pulled out completely from under the deck 
3 if a barbecue was being removed? 
4 A. No. 
5 Q. You have no speculation of what would cause 
6 that? 
7 A. I have no speculation. 
8 Q. Do you know whether your folks did this when 
9 they installed it? 
10 A. I do not know. Knowing Mr. Yensen's work, he 
11 would not have left it that way. 
12 Q. Thank you. That's my question. 
13 A. Sorry. That's -- I was surprised -- off the 
14 record. 1 was really surprised when I saw that. 
15 Q. So everything you are saying is on the record. 
16 You are on the record, technically, and literally, we 
17 are on the record. 
18 But you were surprised to see it? 
19 A. Yeah. Yes. 
20 Q. And you don't know how that happened? 
21 A. No. 
22 Q. And isn't it true, normally working with gas 
23 lines like that, you need to have some sort of HV AC 
24 certification or something? 
i 2s A. I believe that would fall into the plumbing 
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1 bureau, not HVAC. 
2 Q. Okay. Thank you. That is al I I have for you 
3 on that document. 
4 A. Okay. 
5 Q. Did there come a time in April of 2014, when 
6 you visited 2130 Payette, again, to inspect the doors? 
7 A. I believe I was out there twice on the 15th, 
8 and again, after the demolition was started. 
9 Q. The 15th of April, 2014? 
10 A. Well, 2014? 
11 Q. 2014. 
12 A. Yes, 2014, that's when I went out and did 
13 another inspection. 
14 Q. And that is the day that you have stated in 
15 your discovery responses, you were there for 20 minutes, 
16 and then Ed made you leave; is that correct? 
17 A. Yes. 
18 Q. Was it 20 minutes? 
19 A. It was at least 20 minutes, no more than 45. 
20 Q. 20 to 45 minutes? 
21 A. Yes. 
22 Q. Who else was there? 
23 A. My counsel, a representative from this law 
24 firm. 
25 Q. From Mr. Millemann's law firm? 
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1 A. Yes. Sorry. 
2 Q. That's okay. Anyone else? 
3 A. Mr. Petrus was there. 
4 Q. Anyone else? 
5 A. That's all I recall at the present. 
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6 Q. Do you remember the name of the person who 
7 represented Mr. Millemann's law firm that day? 
a A. To the best of my -- yes. Yes, I do. 
9 Q. Who was that? 
10 A. Steve Lacey, L-a-c-e-y. 
11 Q. And what did Steve Lacey do while he was 
12 there? 
13 A. He inspected the crawlspace, as with Counsel 
14 and myself. And then we went back up on the deck, and 
15 looked at the door. 
16 Q. And did you speak with him? 
17 A. Yes. 
18 Q. What was said? 
19 A. I believe J asked him how it was -- just 
2 o social stuff. 
21 Q. No. What was said about the door, the 
22 crawlspace in the house? 
23 A. We were trying to analyze why we have a 
24 problem, why the door will not work. There is just 
25 speculation on both our parts. 
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1 Q. What was your speculation that you said to 
2 him? 
3 A. That the door had been altered from its 
4 factory presence. That somebody has jimmied with the 
5 locks, used a crowbar, looked at all that stuff. That's 
6 the crux -- that's mostly what I recall. 
7 Q. Do you remember seeing on the door any signs 
8 of duct tape? 
9 A. I did not. 
10 Q. And what did Steve Minor say was his 
11 speculation? 
12 A. I don't know what Steve Minor said. 
13 Q. Oh, he didn't say anything to you? 
14 A. Not Steve Minor. 
15 Q. I'm sorry. Steve Lacey. What did Steve Lacey 
16 say? You said you were discussing your speculations. 
11 What was his? 
18 A. He didn't see why the door wouldn't work 
19 either. I do not recollect any speculation from him. 
20 Q. So he didn't have any theory as to the 
21 problem? 
22 A. No. 
23 Q. And have you ever talked to Steve Minor about 
24 this case? 
2s A. No, that I can recollect. 
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1 Q. Were you ever with him inspecting the door? 
2 A. Not with Steve Minor. 
3 Q. Only with the individuals you just mentioned 
4 on that first time? 
5 A. Yes. Yes. 
6 Q. Was there a second time in April of2014 you 
7 went to inspect? 
8 A. After the demolition started, I was extended 
9 the opportunity to go out and look what had been -- I 
10 think they had only been working on it for a day, maybe 
11 two days. They started doing dismantling the deck, and 
12 the wall system, and taking the veneer off the wall. 
13 Q. And who was that? 
14 A. Mr. Longmire, the gentleman, Mr. Waite, that 
15 was the first and only time I met him. I think I 
16 testified to that earlier, and a helper. And I would 
17 assume he works for -- the helper would be working for 
1a either Restoration Pro, or Disaster Response, whatever 
19 at that time was working on it. 
20 Q. How long were you there? 
21 A. Ten minutes. 
22 Q. What did you do? 
23 A. I took pictures and left. 
24 Q. Did you talk to Eric Waite? 
j 25 A. Other than being introduced to him, I do not 
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1 recollect. 
2 Q. Did you ask him what he thought was the cause 
3 of the problem? 
4 A. I do not recollect. 
5 Q. Would you have asked him that? 
6 A. I think I would have. Yes. 
7 Q. And you don't recall an answer? 
8 A. I do not recall an answer. 
9 Q. Were you out there at any other time since 
10 this lawsuit started? 
11 A. No. 
12 Q. Have you talked about this lawsuit with Nancy 
13 Gentry-Boyd? 
14 A. No. 
15 Q. Not at all? 
16 A. Well,just like, I'm sorry. Yeah, I know. 1 
17 don't know what's going on. Nothing of great length, or 
18 any -- talking about who said what, and who talked to 
19 who, no, none of that. 
20 Q. Have you spoken with Kevin Batchelor about 
21 this lawsuit over 2130 Payette? 
22 A. One, 1 cannot remember the day. It might have 
23 been in '13, or even 2012. l was sitting at my desk in 
24 the bank. Kevin walked in, and he asked me if I had any 
25 knowledge, or what I knew about this door in question. 
I 
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1 Q. And what did you say? 
2 A. I basically said, I went out there once at 
3 Nancy's request to look at the doors, because they were 
4 not -- because she felt that they were quote/unquote 
5 "sticky." I went out and fixed them. 
6 I had a second request by Ms. Jan Loff, who is 
7 Nancy's caretaker a year later, saying the doors were 
8 sticking again. I went out and looked at the doors. 
9 They were working fine. And that's all that I know of 
10 the doors. 
11 I also recollect at several social events at 
12 Nancy's home from 2005 to 2008, 2009, I was generally 
13 invited out there for dinner with friends. I would ask 
14 Nancy how the doors were working. And she said they 
15 were working fine. 
16 Q. I'm sorry. I'm focused on the conversations 
11 with Kevin Batchelor right now. 
18 A. I'm sorry. 
19 Q. Any other conversations with him? 
20 A. Oh, that's -- my conversation with Kevin, l 
21 went out once and fixed the doors. I was requested to 
22 go out the second time. I went out. They were working 
23 fine. That's all I know about the doors. That was 
24 basically the extent of my discussion with Kevin. 
Q. So just the one conversation? 
1 A. Yes. 
2 Q. And none since then? 
3 A. Nothing to any great extent, other than just 
4 like, geez, you know. 
5 Q. Your emotional feelings about the case? 
6 A. Correct, nothing of any substance. 
7 Q. And have you spoken with Todd McKenna about 
8 the litigation at 2130 Payette? 
9 A. Nothing about the doors that r recall. 
10 Q. And Todd said nothing substantive to you? 
11 A. Not that I recall. 
12 Q. Did you advise him to seek an attorney? 
13 A. Yes, I did. 
14 Q. Did you advise Kevin Batchelor to seek an 
15 attorney? 
16 A. No, I did not. 
17 Q. Why Todd and not Kevin? 
18 A. I don't think he knew well enough of what to 
19 do, or he asked me what he should do. So I suggested he 
20 should seek counsel. 
21 Q. And have you worked with Todd in the past? 
22 A. Todd worked for me back in the '80s for a 
23 summer, as a carpenter helper. 
Q. And have you had occasion to interact with him 
professionally in the last 10, 15 years? 
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A. Not that I recall. We may have asked for a 
home inspection through the bank. But I do not 
recall -- nothing from me, personally, no. 
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A. I do inspections to make sure that the work is 
following the money. Such as, the contractor puts in 
for a draw to be paid for concrete, excavation, and 
backfill. I'll go out there and take pictures to make 
sure that the concrete was done, backfilled. 
11 Q. So you are ensuring that the contractors to 
12 whom your bank issues the loan are following through the 
asserted bases for your lines of credit or loans; is 13 







A. Yes, right. Make sure that the money is 
fol lowing-- the work is following the money. 
Q. But you are not doing any construction work, 
yourself? 
A. No. 
Q. You are just confirming that they are doing 






























Q. And that it was done? 
A. Yes. 
Q. I understand. Thank you. 
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Have you spoken with Mike Longmire about this 
lawsuit, or the doors, in addition to the conversations 
you've already relayed? 
A. No. 
MS. FOSTER: Let's do Exhibit 29 very briefly. 
I'm trying to bring various documents into one exhibit 
to make it quicker, and I may be failing. 
(Exhibit 29 marked.) 
Q. (BY MS. FOSTER) It is Exhibit 29. It is 
three faxes to you, dated August 3rd, 2004, September 
10th, 2004, September 13, 2004. And I'm showing them to 
you to ask whether these three faxes concerned changes 
made in connection with the french door during 
construction? 
MR. MILLEMANN: I'm sorry. Did these have RP 
numbers or Bates numbers? 
MS. FOSTER: They are 730, 731, 732, 759, 772, 
or 773. 
MR. MILLEMANN: Kirk, or --
MS. FOSTER: 730, 731, 732, 759, 772 and 773. 
THE WITNESS: Would you repeat your question, 
please, since we were interrupted? 
Q. (BY MS. FOSTER) I am showing these to you to 
ask you whether these three faxes sent in August and 
September of 2004, were concerning changes being made 
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1 connection with the french doors at issue? So if you 
2 could look at them, and tell me. 
3 A. Yes, they were changed from slider, to swing, 
4 to in-swing, to a slider, to the --
5 Q. Let's go one at a time. 
6 A. Okay. 
1 Q. So the first one says, "Revised headers in 
a area of dining atrium door. Revised detail for beam 
9 connection over atrium door." ls that correct? 
10 A. Yes. 
11 Q. And would those changes result from the door 
12 being pushed back from its original placement flush for 
13 the exterior wall? 
14 A. No. 
1s Q. On 731, I see a picture that I don't 
16 understand. 
11 A. 731,isthatthe--
18 Q. It is the second page of the first fax. 
19 A. Okay. J was going by this number, looking at 
20 dates. 
21 Q. What am I looking at here? 
22 A. You are looking at structural headers that 
23 need to be put in, because we were changing from a 
24 window/door combination to a full 60 width. And you 
need to make a stronger header to support the roof and 
Page 
1 snow level. 
2 Q. Thank you. No further questions on that 
3 document. On the next fax, dated September 10th, 2004, 
4 the last sentence in the fax says, "We will need to find 
s a solution to lever/astragal clearance issue at living 
6 room french door." 
7 I don't understand what that means. What does 
8 that mean? And excuse me. Is this, first of all, the 
9 same french door, or is this a different one? 
10 A. This is the same french door. 
11 Q. Okay. Go ahead. 
12 A. We need to find a solution to -- this is out 
13 of context. I'm having a hard time understanding it, 
14 myself. 
15 Q. What does "astragal" mean? 
16 A. Astragal is you have a stationary door that 
17 you do not use very often. This is for a french door. 
18 You have a stationary door that is stationary most of 
19 the time, but you have the ability to open it. There 
2 o are astragal locks at the bottom and the top of the 
21 door, you have to release to open the door. 
22 Q. So there were clearance issues on those locks? 
23 A. To the best ofmy recollection, we had a very, 
24 very tight tolerance from the requirement of the door 
125 opening, and trying to get the full depth of the new 
e Robert Christopher (Chris) Kirk-30(b)(6) 
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1 header requirements that were given to me on 8-3. 
2 Q. Correct. 
3 A. On this (indicating). 
4 Q. I've seen it. 
5 A. It called for an increase header, heights and 
6 depths. 
1 Q. Right. 
a A. Bigger timbers, which takes out more room in 
9 the head room for the rough opening of the door. And it 
10 was very, very, very tight. 
11 Q. What was the solution you found, if any? 
12 A. I do not recall. I do not remember. 
13 Q. And Mark Birrer, was he cc'd on this fax? 
14 A. According to the bottom, yes. 
15 Q. And do you recall any discussions with him 
16 about this issue? 
11 A. I do not recall anything. 
18 Q. Could it be that earlier when you described 
19 problems with the locking mechanisms, they were related 
20 to this clearance issue? 
21 A. I cannot answer, yes, or no, because it's -- I 
22 guess I need the question for the problem, what was the 
23 problem was with the clearance. And I do not recollect. 
24 And I'm assuming you do not have --
25 Q. I have what you gave me. 
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1 A. Okay. I don't know. 
2 Q. ls it possible? 
3 A. For the astragal, I would say, no. Because 
4 for astragal to work, it only needs like a three-eighths 
s of an inch hole. And it would go above into the jamb 
6 about probably the thickness of the jamb, which would 
7 have been around an inch. And that astragal pin needs 
8 to go up there, and catch that. I do 
9 not understand what that question means, the solution 
10 for the lever astragal clearance. I do not understand 
11 that question. I mean, not your question. I don't 
12 understand the --
13 Q. The fax? 
14 A. This phrase, I do not. 
15 Q. All right. I'm done with that exhibit. I'm 
16 sorry. Just to confirm the third fax, dated September 
17 13, 2004, this is the fax where Claire Remsberg was 
10 changing the door from out-swing -- I'm sorry -- to an 
19 out-swing clad french door; is that correct? 
20 A. Yep. Yes. 
21 Q. And Mark Birrer was cc'd on this email; 
22 correct? 
23 A. Yes. 
24 Q. And is it typical for the door manufacturer to 
25 be cc'd during fax changes, during the construction 
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2 A. Mark Birrer or his assistant, and I'm assuming 
3 his assistant, Marilyn, are the sales representatives. 
4 These are not the factory people. 1 believe since this 
5 door was -- as I recall, since this door was still in 
6 question, had not been ordered yet. 
7 Q. I see. 
8 A. It came in out of subsequent order. That's 
9 why he's being cc'd. What are we going to put in this 
10 hole? 
11 Q. It's 2:33. I want to have one exhibit 
12 authenticated by you. And I have one question for you 
13 on it, and then we will conclude. I think I could talk 
14 to you for another full day. But we are out of time. 
15 MS. FOSTER: So I will hand you Exhibit 30. 
16 (Exhibit 30 marked.) 
17 Q. (BY MS. FOSTER) This is a letter from your 
18 attorney, Daniel Nevala, to Jason Mau, who was Mr. 
19 Petrus' attorney. This is Bates labeled RP 85, 86, 87, 
20 dated August 29, 2013; is that correct? 
21 A. Yes. 
22 Q. And have you seen this letter before? 
23 A. Yes. 
24 Q. Have you reviewed it in preparation for today? 
25 A. No. 
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1 Q. This letter lists a number of things that you 
2 state you discovered during your cursory inspection in 
3 August of 2013. It references the locking mechanism. 
4 It references the weather stripping. It references the 
5 screws, the ice and water shield, and the foam 
6 insulation; is that right? 
1 A. Yes. 
8 Q. And sitting here today, having seen the photos 
9 I've showed you, is it still your position that -- or is 
10 it your position that these observations listed here, 
11 caused the rot and the damage at issue? 
12 A. Yes. 
13 Q. And is it your position that there was no 
14 other cause of the damage at issue? 
15 A. I would speculate to say, that excessive snow, 
16 and water on the deck, and --
17 Q. Let me rephrase the question. 
18 A. Okay. 
19 Q. Any other cause in the construction, not the 
20 weather. 
21 A. Okay. 
22 Q. Presuming the existence of moisture and snow 
23 in McCall, any other cause in the house, the 
24 construction, itself, that could have caused the damage 
25 at issue? 
e Robert Christopher (Chris) Kirk - 30(h)(6) 




























Q. This is it? 
A. From what I recall, and -- yes, this is it. 
Q. This is it. You think it was caused by the 
locking mechanism problems, the weather stripping, the 
screws, the shield, and the crawlspace, and the foam 
insulation being removed? 
A. Yes. 
MS. FOSTER: Okay. No further questions. 
Thank you for your time. 
(A recess was had.) 
MR. NEVALA: Let's go back on the record. Let 
me clean this up. 
EXAMINATION 
QUESTIONS BY MR. NEVALA: 
Q. One thing, Chris, you were shown Exhibit 24, 
which showed a set of plans showing a single door. 
Those were not the plans that you built. You didn't 
build a single door; did you? 
A. Did not. 
Q. And you were also shown Exhibit 29 that had a 
fax from Claire Remsberg, with an architectural 
rendering, and some handwritten notes with an arrow 
saying, "door changed." 
A. Yes. 
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1 Q. And that's the door that's the subject of this 
2 lawsuit, and the subject of all this deposition? 
3 A. Yes. 
4 Q. Were there other faxes you think, or were 
5 there other conversations between you and, either Claire 
6 Remsberg or Andy Laidlaw, about changing this door from 
7 a single door to a double door? 
8 A. There were discussions of changing to a 
9 sliding glass door. 
10 Q. Were there discussions changing from a sliding 
11 glass door to an out-swinging, open swinging, do you 
12 believe, french doors? 
13 A. Between Andy and I, no, I just -- I believe I 
14 recommended a sliding glass door. It came back with 
15 this. 
16 Q. So Exhibit 24 with the photo of the single 
1 7 door is not correct? That's not what you built? 
18 A. Correct. 
19 MR. NEV ALA: No further questions. 
20 MS. FOSTER: I'm sorry. I have a question. 
21 FURTHER EXAMINATION 
22 QUESTIONS BY MS. FOSTER: 
23 Q. Exhibit 24 did not have a photo of this 
24 potential door; did it? 
25 A. It's a plan. 
i 
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Q. That looks like a photo of a single door. 
A. No, it's a plan. 
Q. No, that's a plan. 
MR. NEV ALA: That's a plan. I'm sorry. 
Q. (BY MS. FOSTER) That's a plan. 
A. It's a photocopy of a plan. 
Q. And those plans were changed at some point; 
correct? 
A. Yes. 
MS. FOSTER: Fine. Thank you. 
MR. NEV ALA: That's all I've got. 
(Exhibit 31 marked.) 
(Deposition concluded at 2:39 p.m.) 
(Signature requested.) 
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I, ROBERT CHR[STOPHER "CHRIS" KIRK, being first 
duly sworn, depose and say: 
That I am the witness named in the foregoing 
deposition, Volume I, consisting of pages 1 through 174; 
that I have read said deposition and know the contents 
thereof; that the questions contained therein were 
propounded to me; and that the answers contained therein 
are true and correct, except for any changes that I may 
have listed on the Change Sheet attached hereto: 
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4 That the foregoing proceedings were taken 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF VALLEY 
PETRUS FAMILY TRUST DATED MAY 1, 
1991, and EDMOND A. PETRUS, JR., 
individually and as Co-Trustee of 











NANCY GENTRY-BOYD, CHRIS KIRK d/b/a) 
KIRK ENTERPRISES; TODD MCKENNA ) 
d/b/a HOMECRAFT HOME INSPECTIONS; ) 
RE/MAX RESORT REALTY; KEVIN ) 




DEPOSITION OF NANCY GENTRY-BOYD 
March 9, 2016 
REPORTED BY: 
COLLEEN P. ZEIMANTZ, CSR 345 
Notary Public 
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1 THE DEPOSITION OF NANCY GENTRY-BOYD was taken 1 
2 on behalf of the Plaintiffs, at the offices of 2 
3 Millemann, Pittenger, McMahan & Pemberton, LLP, located 3 
4 at 706 North First Street, McCall, Idaho, commencing at 4 
5 9: 05 a.m., on March 9, 2016, before Colleen P. Zeimantz, 5 
6 Certified Shorthand Reporter and Notary Public within 6 
7 and for the State of Idaho, in the above-entitled 7 
8 matter. 
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I N D E X 
TESTIMONY OF NANCY GENTRY-BOYD 
Examination by Ms. Foster 
PAGE 
7 
E X H I B I T S 
DESCRIPTION 




Exh 2 - Copy of fax to Chris Kirk from Claire 39 
Remsberg, 09/11/2004, Kirk 00760 
Exh 3 - Copy of Photo of Sliding Door, 
Petrus 000318 
51 
Exh 4 - Copy of Defendant Nancy Gentry-Boyd's 61 
Responses to Plaintiff's First Set of 
Interrogatories and Requests for Production 
of Documents 
Exh 5 - Copy of RE-21 Real Estate Purchase 99 
and Sale Agreement, 01/03/2012 
Exh 6 - Copy of Email to Kevin Batchelor from 120 
Ed Petrus, Subject: Re: Door 
Installation/Water Intrusion, 04/04/2013, 
Batchelor 98-101 
Page 5 
I N D E X 
EXHIBITS {Continued) 
DESCRIPTION PAGE 
Exh 7 - Copy of Email to Michael Wood from Ed 138 
Petrus, Subject: Re: Door Installation/Water 
Intrusion, 03/18/2013, Petrus 000191-193 
Exh 8 - Copy of Email to Nancy Gentry-Boyd 140 
from Ed Petrus, Subject: Re: 2130 Payette 
Drive, 04/09/2013, Petrus 000194 
Exh 9 - Copy of Letter to Mr. Kirk from Jason 147 
Mau, Re: Notice of Construction Defect, 
08/07/2013, Petrus 000218-220 
Exh 10 - Copy of Letter to Ms. Gentry-Boyd 148 
from Mr. Mau, Re: 2130 Payette Drive, 
08/15/2013, Petrus 000222-223 
Exh 11 - Copy of Letter to Ms. Gentry-Boyd 151 
from Mr. Mau, Re: 2130 Payette Drive, 
04/03/2014, Petrus 000227 
Exh 12 - Copy of Letter to Ms. Gentry-Boyd 157 
from Mr. Mau, Re: 2130 Payette Drive, 
04/04/2014, Petrus 000234 
Exh 13 - Copy of Photocopies of Pictures, 158 
Gentry-Boyd First Responses 057-071 
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EXHIBIT s (Continued} 
PAGE 
Exh 14 • Copy of FIG Claim Acknowledgement to 166 
D. Kirk, 09/20/2014, Gentry-Boyd First 
Responses 056 
Exh 15 · Copy of Email to Nancy Gentry-Boyd 168 
from Jean Odmark, Subject: FW: Addendum #5, 
03/19/2012, Gentry-Boyd First Responses 
255-256 
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1 me. lfyou do it, I will try to slow you down as welL 
2 As we talk, and I ask questions, if you don't 
3 understand my questions, please let me know. Please let 
4 me know if you need me to clarify something. If you 
5 don't ask me to, I'll assume you understood it. 
6 A. All right. 



















Exh 16 - Copy of Letter to Ms. Florence from 172 11 
When we give testimony in your shoes, please 
say, "yes," or "no." A head nod, or a shake, or 
"uh-huh," won't show up very well in the transcript. 
I'll probably do it myself. But that's a general rule Steven Millemann, Re: Your Insured: Nancy 12 
Gentry-Boyd, 08/25/2015, Gentry-Boyd First 13 that we both need to follow. Those are my basic ground 
14 rules. Responses 243-244 
l NANCY GENTRY-BOYD, 
2 first duly sworn to tell the truth relating to said 
3 cause, testified as follows: 
4 EXAMINATION 
5 QUESTIONS BY MS. FOSTER: 
6 Q. Good morning. 
1 A. Good morning. 
8 Q. My name is Alyson Foster. I am one of the 
9 attorneys for the plaintiffs in this case, and I'm here 
10 to take your deposition. 
11 And what would you like me to call you? 
12 A. Nancy. 
13 Q. Nancy, you can call me Alyson. 
14 A. Okay. 
15 Q. Let me go over a few ground rules. 
16 Have you ever been deposed before? 
11 A. About 30 years ago, I was, but I don't really 
18 remember. 
Page 7 
19 Q. That's probably good. So let me go over some 
20 ground rules that you might already know, but just to 
21 refresh myself, as well. My first and favorite is that, 
22 actually, she is probably the most important person in 
23 the room. She's taking down everything we say. And 
24 there may be times when we speak over each other. We 
should try not to do that. If I do it, please correct 
15 l do need to ask, are you under the influence 
16 of any medication or other substance that might affect 
11 your ability to understand my questions or give answers 
18 today? 
A. No, I am not. 19 
20 Q. ls there any other reason you cannot provide 
21 fair and accurate testimony today? 




Q. You said you were deposed once before. You 
don't quite remember it. Do you remember what the case 
was about? 
Page 9 
1 A. It was after my divorce. And my first husband 
2 was a developer. And one of his projects had some 
3 settlement. And because 1 had co-signed on the project, 
4 I was brought into it. But since I've never had 
5 anything to do with that side of the business, I simply 
6 was there. 
1 Q. Were you a party named in the case? 
8 A. No, I was not. 
9 Q. Have you ever been a party to litigation? 
10 A. No, I have not. 
11 Q. I found a case on-line that you probably 
12 forgot about. And J don't even know if it's you. It's 
13 called Gladys Babcock. Does that sound --
14 A. Never heard of her. 
15 Q. Versus State Board of Land Commissioners 
16 versus Valley County? 
11 A. Never heard of her. 
18 Q. Weird. Well, that makes that easy. 
19 To your knowledge have you ever been the 
20 subject of a criminal investigation? 
21 A. Never. 
22 Q. And I guess that means, you've never had any 
23 criminal history or --
24 A. Never been arrested. 
25 Q. Congratulations. 
M & M Court Reporting Service 
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2 and documents I'm going to show you, are formalities 
3 that have to do with the process of taking a deposition. 
4 MS. FOSTER: And I'm going to show you one 
5 now. This can be Exhibit 1. 
6 (Exhibit 1 marked.) 
7 Q. (BY MS. FOSTER) This is called a Notice of 
8 Deposition. This is simply what we issued to schedule 
9 your deposition today. Have you seen it before? And 
10 it's fine if you haven't. 
11 A. Yes, I have. 
12 Q. And you understand you are here pursuant to 
13 this Notice today? 
14 A. Yes, I do. 
15 Q. That's all I have for that. I just wanted to 
16 cross that T. 
17 You just mentioned that you were in a prior 
18 marriage where your husband was a developer. What was 






Q. Do you have any prior professional or 
education background in construction? 
A. No. 
24 Q. In real estate? 
25 A. No. 
1 Q. In development? 
2 A. No. 
3 Q. I don't know if that's the right word for what 
4 your ex-husband did; developing? 
5 A. Uh-huh. 
6 Q. Do you have a background in science? 
7 A. No. 
8 Q. Tell me a little bit about your educational 
9 background. 
10 A. Well, I was married at 19. I went back to 
Page 11 
11 college. I taught physical education at the Bishop's 
12 School for two years. And then I started my family. 
13 Q. Where is the Bishop's School? 
14 A. It's in La Jolla, California. 
15 Q. Are you from La Jolla? 
16 A. Yes, I am. 
17 Q. Have you lived in La Jolla your whole life? 
18 A. No, since I was 13 years old. 
19 Q. When did you move to McCall? 
20 A. 1979. 
21 Q. Did you live here full-time as of 1979? 
22 A. Never. 
23 Q. Was it a winter home, a summer home? 
. 24 A. It was a vacation home. 
• 25 Q. 1979, where did you own your first home in 
Nancy Gentry-Boyd 
March 9, 2016 
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1 McCall in 1979? 
2 A. 209 Lake Street. 
3 Q. Were the winters as bad then as they are now? 
4 A. I would say they are quite typical. 
5 Q. Similar? 
6 A. Uh-huh. 
7 Q. How many years did you own 209 Lake Street. 
a And excuse me. You know what? Let me back up. 
9 I assumed something that I should not have 
10 assumed. Were you the owner of209 Lake Street? 
11 A. Yes, 1 was. 
12 Q. This is going to be a poorly worded question. 
13 Did that house exist when you purchased it, or did you 
14 have it built? 
15 A. It existed. 
16 Q. How long did you own it? 
17 A. I don't remember what year J sold it. Let me 
18 just think. I rented in McCall for about seven or eight 
19 years before I built my house on Payette Drive. 
· 20 Q. So let me work backwards. You had that house 
I 21 built in, approximately, 2004; is that right? 
22 A. No, it was 2006, I think; '06. 
23 Q. 2006. Is that when you moved into 2130 
24 Payette? 
25 A. Yes, I think it was. I can't remember how 
Page 13 
1 long it took to build. Maybe it was 2007. I didn't 
2 keep records of all of this. 
3 Q. And prior to that, you had been renting? 
4 A. Yes. 
5 Q. For how many years, did you say? 
6 A. Well, while we were building it, l rented 
7 something around the -- there is a little lake over 
s here. I don't know what you call that area. But 
9 anyway, I rented a house during the construction ofmy 
10 new house. And we rented over on the lake every summer, 
11 until I built something. 
12 Q. Had you sold the Lake Street house? 
13 A. Yes, I did. 
14 Q. Do you recall when, approximately? 
15 A. Well, no, I don't. If I moved in in '79; '89, 
16 '99. l probably had that house 20 years. 
17 Q. Was that house on the lake? 
10 A. Yes, it was. 
19 Q. Do you know who built that house? 
20 A. No, I do not know. 
21 Q. In the 20 years that you owned it, did you 
22 ever have repairs done to the house? 
23 A. Yes, I did. 
24 Q. What kind of 
25 A. Well, I had a 
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1 entire house. So that the spring that sprang up when my 
2 next-door neighbor's built their house, it changed the 
3 water table, and I had to put a very expensive french 
4 drain 14 feet down. 
5 Q. And how did you know that you needed to put in 
6 a french drain? 
7 A. Because I had 12 inches of water in my 
8 basement all the time. 
9 Q. That would do it. Who did you hire, if you 
10 recall, to put in the french drain? 
11 A. I don't recall. I could find out for you, but 
12 I don't recall. The people that I sold my house to met 
13 him, and talked to the builder, but I can't remember his 
14 name. 
15 Q. How many years before you sold it was the 
16 french drain put in? 
11 A. About five. 
18 Q. Did that solve the water problem? 
19 A. It did for a time. But when I ran into the 
20 people who bought it, I guess, it was last summer, the 
21 spring came back. I don't know how badly it came back, 
22 but it came back. 
23 Q. Did this house have a deck overlooking the 
24 lake? 
25 A. The one on -- that first house? 
l"iancy Gentry-Boyd 
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1 conjunction with the house? 
2 A. Well, when it's cold, and there is a lot of 
3 snow around -- for instance, on my first house, I had an 
4 icicle that would buildup every winter. 
5 Q. This is the house on Lake Drive? 
6 A. On Lake Street. 
7 Q. Lake Street. 
8 A. Uh-huh. 
9 Q. It was one of those deadly icicles that --
10 A. Uh-huh, that we kept knocked down. And that 
11 came with the house, and I just accepted it. 1 didn't 
12 think of suing the previous owner. l just knocked the 
13 icicle down. 
14 Q. Did you think the icicle was a result of a 
15 construction defect? 
16 A. Probably, but I don't know. I'm not a 
17 builder. 
18 Q. What other winter problems did you mean when 
19 you said, "winter problems"? 
20 A. Just digging out of the snow, digging-- you 
21 know, making your walkway clear, your driveway clear. 
22 Q. And windows were sticking? 
23 A. Yes, occasionally. 
24 Q. And doors? 
25 A. No, I don't remember the doors sticking, but 
~-------------------------+--------------------·······························-
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1 Q. Yes. 
2 A. Well, it did -- yes, it had a deck, but it 
3 didn't overlook the lake. It was set back. I had a 
4 very large lawn that went up to the lake, a grassy lawn. 
5 The deck was over the lawn. 
6 Q. Some of my questions are going to sound 
7 stupid, but I'm going to ask them anyway. 
8 And did you snow buildup on your deck --
9 A. Yes. 
10 Q. -- every winter? 
11 A. Yes. 
12 Q. Did you ever have issues from water intrusion 
13 from the snow buildup? 
14 A. No. 
15 Q. Did you ever have any water intrusion or 
16 moisture issues in that house, besides the spring that 
1 7 arose from your --
18 A. Well, it was an old house. It was not a brand 
19 new house that I had built. And so, yes, the windows 
20 would stick in the winter. And, you know, I wouldn't 
21 say, there were serious problems, but winter problems, 
22 when there was a lot of snow around. 
23 Q. I will confess, I'm also from California. And 
24 I don't have the same experience you have with winters. 
25 What do you mean when you say, "winter problems" in 
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1 the windows did. 
2 Q. Any other issues with that house, in terms of 
3 construction or repairs, in the 20 years that you owned 
4 it? 
5 A. Well, I did some remodeling. I put a bathroom 
6 in upstairs, and I put a bay window in. There was no 
7 window in the master bedroom, because the house had been 
8 built so long ago that they didn't put a window in 
9 because of the wind that came that way. So I put 
10 a -- whatever you would call it -- a bay window in the 
11 master bedroom. 
12 Q. So you said they didn't put a window in 
13 because the wind was coming in. What direction? 
14 A. Well, I mean, the way it was built perhaps. 
15 As I recall, the house was moved there, and then they 
16 added on. I had an apartment added on. I didn't add it 
17 on. It was added on a separate -- it was attached to 
18 the house, but it had a separate living room, bathroom 
19 and kitchen. Jt was my guest apartment. 
20 Q. Did you have that added on after you --
21 A. No, l didn't add it on. It was there when I 
22 bought the house. 
23 Q. And you had a window put in in the bedroom? 
24 A. In my master bedroom, I did. 
25 Q. And was there any wind problem with that 
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1 window? 
2 A. No. 
3 
4 
Q. No moisture problems? 
A. No. 
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5 Q. Any other construction or remodeling that you 
6 did on that house? 
7 A. No. 
8 Q. Any other repairs or problems with it? 
9 A. Well, radded the deck, and radded a dock. 
10 That's all. 
11 Q. Anything else? 
12 A. No. 
13 Q. So 20 years, approximately, end of the '90s, 
14 beginning of the 2000s, did there come a time when you 
15 sold that house? 
16 A. Yes. 
17 Q. What brought that about? 
18 A. The fact that we were on Lake Street, which is 
19 Highway 55, and it was a very busy street and noisy. 
20 Q. Who was your realtor? 
21 A. Jean Odmark. 
· 22 Q. How long have you known Jean Odmark? 
23 A. Since 1978. 
24 Q. How do you know her? 
25 A. We went skiing together, a group of gals. 
Page 19 
1 Q. Here, in McCall? 
2 A. No, in Park City. 
3 Q. How did you come to want to have a vacation 
4 home in McCall? 
5 A. Well, J had just gotten a divorce. And my 
6 husband and I had a place in Sun Valley, and I didn't 
7 want to go back to Sun Valley. 
8 Q. That makes sense. 
9 Did there come a time when you remarried? 
10 A. Yes, there did. 
11 Q. When was that? 
12 A. Well, it was 25 years ago. J can't remember. 
13 I think it was 1990. 
14 Q. And what's your husband's name? 
15 A. William McGlochin Boyd. 
16 Q. Is he from [daho? 
17 A. No. 
18 Q. From California? 
19 A. No. 
20 Q. Where was he from? 
21 A. He was from Princeton, New Jersey. 
22 Q. But you both now live in La Jolla? 
23 A. We do. 
24 Q. How often do you get up to McCall? 
. 25 A. Maybe three or four times a year. 
Nancy Gentry-Boyd 
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1 Q. Do you have a preferred season you come here? 
2 A. The summer. 
3 Q. How often do you come in the winter? 
4 A. Only when r have to. 
5 Q. Like now, you mean? 
6 A. That's right, yes. 
7 Q. Well, I offered to come to La Jolla. r would 
8 love a trip to southern California. 
9 A. Yeah, r heard that. 
10 Q. So I want to ask you some more questions about 
11 your sale of the house on Lake Street. Jean Odmark was 
12 your only realtor at the time? 
13 A. Yes, she was. 
14 Q. What was her company at that time? 
15 A. I don't know. She's changed companies. It 
16 might have been McCall Realty. I don't know. She's 
17 changed companies several times. 
18 Q. What was the process that you went through to 
19 sell that house? 
20 A. Frankly, it wasn't even on the market. Jean 
21 called me, and she had some people who wanted a house. 
22 And she said, you hate the traffic there. We'll find 
23 you something else. r didn't even have an amount of 
24 money I knew r wanted for it She put me up to it. 
25 Q. And she helped you sell it? 
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1 A. She sold it, uh-huh. She sold it before J 
2 ever even got back to McCall. 
3 Q. Did you ever meet the buyer? 
4 A. Oh, yes. 
s Q. Who was the buyer? 
6 A. I don't know their names. They just sold 
7 Boise Cascade in Boise. They owned a part of Boise 
8 Cascade. 
9 Q. What's Boise Cascade? Can you tell I'm new 
10 here? 
11 A. r think it's a lumber company or something. 
12 don't know. 
13 Q. Did you meet with the buyers before it was 
14 sold? 
15 A. No, I did not. They met with the builder. I 
16 told them who had put the drain in. They met with all 
17 the people who had done the work on my house. 
18 Q. Who was the builder? 
19 A. I don't remember. 
20 Q. Okay. 
A. ['m sorry. I just don't. 
Q. That's okay. 
Was it just one builder, or were there several 
you used? 
No, he had his own company. And they 
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1 drain in, I remember, in the winter, because they had to 
2 build a lot of stuff around while they were working. It 
3 was a very expensive process. 
4 Q. How close were you to the neighbors back then? 
5 And I don't mean your relationship, I mean, physically. 
6 A. Physically there was an A-frame next door. 
7 And then some friends of mine from La Jolla built on the 
8 other side. That's what changed the water table. 
9 Q. Okay. 
10 A. But we weren't -- we were not -- I mean, there 
11 were maybe 20 feet on either side. 
12 Q. Okay. 
13 A. I mean, we weren't cheek to jowl. 
14 Q. So tell me, when you sold that house, what was 
15 the process that you went through, if any, to disclose 
16 potential defects or problems with the house? 
17 A. Well, I certainly told them about the spring 
10 in the basement. But that was the only major problem 
19 with the house. It's a wonderful house. And I'm sorry 
20 I sold it now. 
21 Q. Why are you sorry you sold it? 
22 A. Because of this lawsuit. 
23 Q. You think that selling that house led to this 
24 lawsuit? 
25 A. Well, it certainly led to Mr. Petrus buying my 
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1 last house. 
2 Q. Did you tell them anything else, if you 
3 recall, in your disclosures about the home when you sold 
4 it, in addition to the spring? 
5 A. I told them everything I knew. I don't know 
6 what it was at the time. I certainly have not hidden 
7 anything. I did not hide anything. I'm not that kind 
8 of person. 
9 Q. And did Jean Odmark help you to figure out 
10 what you needed to disclose at the time? 
11 A. I suppose she did. T can't remember. 
12 Q. Did anyone else help you sell that house --
13 A. No. 
14 Q. -- besides Jean Odmark? 
15 A. No. 
16 Q. At this time you were married to William; is 
1 7 that correct? 
10 A. No, I was not. Was T married? Yes. Yes, we 
19 were married, true. We were married. 
20 Q. Did he own the house with you? 
21 A. No. 
22 Q. It was just yours? 
23 A. It was mine. 
24 Q. So it was approximately in early 2000, that 
.25 you sold the house on Lake Street? 
'.'fancy Gentry-Boyd 
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1 A. True. 
2 Q. That's true? 
3 A. Yes. 
4 Q. Did you have an inspection conducted on it 
5 before you sold it? 
6 A. I didn't, perhaps the buyers did. I can't 
7 remember. Truly it was an arm's length deal, because I 
8 was in California, and Jean was in Idaho, in McCall. 
9 Q. And she handled the transaction? 
10 A. She handled it. 
11 Q. And when did you have occasion to meet the 
12 buyers? 
13 A. Well, it was after they owned the house. I've 
14 seen them in the summer up here. And they have always 
15 said, please come over. See what we've done, and so 
16 forth. J did not meet them before it was sold. 
17 Q. So you did not meet them in the process of the 
10 sale? 
19 A. No, I did not. 
20 Q. Not before, or shortly thereafter? 
21 A. No. 
22 Q. Did you have communications with them by 
23 email? 
24 A. Oh, yes -- no, I don't. We talked on the 
25 phone. 
Page25 
1 Q. What did you talk about? 
2 A. J told them everything I knew about the drain 
3 around the house. 
4 Q. Anything else you talked about with them? 
5 A. Not that I remember. 
6 Q. Just the drain? 
7 A. Just the drain. 
8 Q. How many times did you talk with them? 
9 A. I don't know. 
10 Q. Do you use email very often? 
11 A. Rarely. 
12 Q. How many email addresses do you have? 
13 A. I don't know. 
14 Q. At least one? 
15 A. At least one, uh-huh. 
16 Q. Possibly only one? 
17 A. Well, 1 think -- oh, you mean, I, personally? 
18 Q. Yes. 
19 A. Yes, I have one email address. That's true. 
20 Q. Tell me the process that you -- well, let me 
21 rephrase that slightly better. 
22 How did you come to own 2130 Payette? 
23 A. I had been looking for a piece of property on 
24 that side of the lake. And Jean called me, said this 
2 5 of property was going to be -- the lease would be 
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1 sold. And it was such a great piece of property that 
2 she was going to put her money down for it, and hold it 
3 until I got here. That's how it worked. 
4 Q. You mean, got here to look at the property? 
5 A. That's true. 
6 Q. What was the time lapse on that? 
7 A. About three days. 
8 Q. Oh, fast. 
9 A. Well, she said it was going to be sold. So I 
10 got up here. 
11 Q. And what did you think of it? 
12 A. Well, I thought it was a very pretty piece of 
13 property. That's why I bought it. 
14 Q. So you bought it? 
15 A. Uh-huh. 
16 Q. Who did you buy it from? 
17 A. The Department of Lands -- well, no. The name 
18 of the people, I don't remember their names. I would 
19 have to look it up. I don't know. 
20 Q. Because it was leased land; right? 
21 A. Yes, it was leased land. 
22 Q. You purchased the lease? 
23 A. Yes, through the Department ofLands. 
24 Q. You took over the lease? 
25 A. Yes, that's right. 
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1 Q. And you don't remember who it was? 
2 A. I have their name someplace. I don't remember 
3 their name was, offhand. 
4 Q. And then there came a time when you had a 
5 house built on that land; right? 
6 A. Yes, there was. 
7 Q. Tell me about that process. 
8 A. Well, before I had plans drawn, I asked Chris 
9 Kirk ifhe would build my house for me, since he's the 
10 best builder in McCall, Idaho. 
11 Q. Tell me about your conversation with Chris 
12 Kirk in that regard. 
13 A. Well, I think he probably mulled it over for a 
14 little while. I don't remember. We talked about it, 
15 and came to an agreement that he would build my house. 
16 Q. Talked on the phone. 
17 A. No, I think it was in person. 
18 Q. And how did you know about Chris Kirk? 
19 A. Well, I had met him socially in McCall. I 
20 know several people in McCall. 
21 Q. And you said he's the best builder in McCall? 
22 A. To my knowledge, yes. 
Q. And how did you gain that knowledge? 
A. Through his reputation. 
Q. Just things people said in the community? 
Nancy Gentry-Boyd 
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1 A. Yes, that's true. Uh-huh. 
2 Q. Had you worked with him before this house? 
3 A. Never. 
4 Q. But you had known him socially? 
5 A. Yes, I had. 
6 Q. How close were you with him socially? 
7 A. Well, we were just friends. 
8 Q. How many years have you known him? 
9 A. Oh, I've known him probably, maybe 20 years. 
10 Q. Who did you have the plans drawn with? 
11 A. Andy Laidlaw. 
12 Q. Is he the architect? 
13 A. Yes. 
14 Q. So what's the conversation that you had with 
15 Chris Kirk to decide what type of house to build, if 
16 any? 
17 A. I don't think that Chris suggested what type 
18 of house. I discussed it with Andy, and then we took 
19 the plans to Chris. 
20 Q. And what did you talk about with Andy? And 
21 let me rephrase it. 
22 What kind of house were you looking to have 
23 built? 
1 24 A. Just a comfortable house that I could 
entertain my friends and family with. 
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1 Q. Did you have any particular concerns about how 
2 to build the house to withstand all the snow? 
3 A. Well, the first architect that I had was in 
4 La Jolla. His name was Rod Youngson. And he had the 
5 roof of the garage, the snow was falling in front of the 
6 driveway. So that if you had a snowfall, you couldn't 
7 get out of the driveway. That's why I decided to use an 
8 architect in Idaho. 
9 Q. So you --
10 A. Not one in California. 
11 Q. So you talked to him first, and had him draw 
12 up plans? 
13 A. Well, I talked to him, and he sketched some 
14 plans. And when he did that, I realized he was not the 
15 architect for me. 
16 Q. Because he doesn't build for the snow? 
11 A. That's true. 
18 Q. Or design for the snow, I should say? 
19 A. That's true. He suggested I put a heater in 
20 the cement to melt the snow that would fall off the 
21 roof. And I didn't think that was practical. 
22 Q. What would happen, if you know, ifa heater 
23 was put in the cement? 
124 A. Well, I don't think it could melt the snow 
1 
25 fast enough if you had a foot of snow, and you wanted to . 
I : 
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1 get out of your driveway. 
2 Q. Right. Californians. 
3 Had you known Andy -- would you say his name 
4 again for me one more time? 
5 A. Laidlaw, L-a-i-d-1-a-w. 
6 Q. Laidlaw. Had you known him before you 
7 contacted him about this house? 
8 A. Yes. 
9 Q. Socially? 
10 A. Socially. 
11 Q. Had he done any work for you before? 
12 A. Yes, he helped me with my little bay window 
13 that I put in my first house on Lake Street. 
14 Q. Anything else he had done for you? 
15 A. His wife was my landscape person, who did the 
16 gardening, and planted my bulbs for me, and so forth. 
17 Q. On Lake Street? 
18 A. Uh-huh. 
19 Q. Had Andy ever done any work for you, besides 
20 the bay window? 
21 A. No. 
22 Q. Had Chris Kirk ever done any work for you? 
23 A. No. 
24 Q. Did you ever have conversations with Andy, 
25 about how to design the house to be suitable for a snowy 
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1 environment? 
2 A. No. 
3 Q. Nothing specific about the snow? 
4 A. Never, no. 
5 Q. Did you tell him about your problems with the 
6 french drain in the previous house? 
7 A. Oh, probably. Everybody knew it. It was a 
8 giant effort to go 14 feet in a two-story house all the 
9 way around. It was a very expensive, big endeavor. And 
10 they were friends of mine, so I'm sure they knew about 
11 it. But I do not remember a conversation about it. 
12 Q. Approximately, how long did it take between 
13 the time you first met with Andy, and the day you moved 
14 into the house? 
15 A. I really cannot tell you. I was trying to 
16 remember when we actually broke ground. I don't know 
17 whether it was 2006 or 2007. I just don't remember. 1 
18 have all of that in files packed away in storage, and I 
19 have not gotten it out. If it were that important, I 
20 would go dig for it. 
21 Q. Okay. We'll take a quick detour, and talk 
22 about documents you've produced in the case. And let me 
23 back up even more, and give one instruction I forgot to 
24 give at the beginning. Which is, when I ask you about 
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am never trying to ask you about a privileged 
conversation you've had with your attorney. 
So I may ask if you have spoken with your 
attorney. And he can instruct you if he disagrees, yes, 
or, no, is fine. But I'm not trying to ask you about 
the details of those conversations, because those are 
privileged. 
A. Okay. 
Q. I just want to give that general caveat to 
anything I ask. 
A. Okay. 
Q. And in that vein, did there come a time in 
this case when you collected documents to produce to 
Mr. Petrus? 
A. I didn't really collect a lot of documents. 
Q. What did you collect? 
A. I don't remember really collecting anything, 
except what Jean Odmark and her associate had in their 
filing cabinet. I had since sold the house and packed 
everything away. 
Q. Did you search your email history to find any 
communications about the house? 
A. No, I would not have had any. I don't email 
like that. 
Q. Did you search for any emails that you may 
have had with Mr. Petrus? 
A. I don't think I've ever had any emails with 
Mr. Petrus. If I have, I don't remember. 
Q. So is it fair to say, the only document 
Page 33 
collection you did was to obtain documents from Jean 
Odmark's files? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Nothing else? 
A. That I can remember. 
Q. And this is after the complaint was filed in 
the litigation? 
A. Yes, it is. Yes. 
Q. Who is Michael Wood? 
A. He's Jean Odmark's associate. 
Q. How long have you known him? 
A. Since this lawsuit started. 
Q. Did you know 
A. Well, actually, he helped her with the closing 
of the house. He kind of does the detailed work. 
Q. Was he one of your agents? 
A. No, he works for her. 
Q. She was your real estate agent? 
A. Yes. 
Q. But he was not an agent of yours? 
A. No. I did not pay him, no. She paid him. 
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1 Q. But he worked on the sale of your house? 
2 A. Uh-huh. Yes, he did. 
3 Q. Did you ever email with him? 
4 A. I may have. I don't email much. It could be 
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5 that my husband's secretary emailed with him. Because 
6 when I need to email, I have her do it. She's at my 
7 house three days a week, working for my husband. And so 
8 if emails have to be done, I ask her to do it. 
9 Q. What's her name? 
10 A. Her name is Maura, M-a-u-r-a, Healy, 
11 H-e-a-1-y. 
12 Q. When you ask her to send emails on your 
13 behalf, does she log into your email account to send 
14 them? 
15 A. I guess she does. She must. 
16 Q. So she has --
17 A. Yes, she has access to my computer all the 
18 time. 
19 Q. So you'll tell her what to write, and she'll 
20 write it? 
21 A. That's correct. I would imagine that I do not 
22 send more than ten emails a year. T'm not an email 
2 3 person. I would rather be on the telephone. 
24 Q. Do you ever, yourself, type an email and hit 
25 "send"? 
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1 A. No. 
2 Q. You always have Maura do it? 
3 A. Unless it's something very short. 
4 Q. So sometimes you'll send them if they are 
5 short? 
6 A. Yes. 
7 Q. Did you ask her to look through your emails, 
8 to collect emails for this case? 
9 A. No. 
Q. Did you ask anyone to look through your 
emails? 
A. No. 
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1 Q. l don't know if you know. Of all the 
2 documents that have been produced for you in this case, 
3 did they all come from Jean Odmark? 
4 A. So far as I know, they did. 
5 Q. Are you aware of any other source for them, if 
6 you know? 
7 A. No, I'm not aware. 
8 Q. You mentioned you have files in storage 
9 related to the work you had done with Chris Kirk; is 
10 that right? 
11 A. Yes. 
12 Q. Is that in your basement? Is that what you 
13 mean by storage? 
14 A. No, I have a storage unit that I pay for that 
15 has a lot of documents in it. 
16 Q. Thank you. 1'11 return now to discussing 2130 
17 Payette. 
10 A. Okay. 
19 Q. Thank you for that detour. 
20 I can't remember if I've asked you this. On 
21 your house on Lake Street, did you tell me whether there 
2 2 were doors on the deck? 
23 A. Yes, there were doors on the deck. 
24 Q. Did you ever have any water intrusion issues 














A. No, never. 
Q. And you had no mold issues in that house? 
A. No, not that I remember. 
Q. Any wind coming in through the deck? 
A. No. 
Q. Through the doors? 
A. No. 
Q. What role did you play, if any, in designing 
2130 Payette? 
A. Well, I worked with Andy, the layout of the 


















Q. What documents did you obtain from Jean Odmark 13 Q. Anything else that you can recall? 
when you requested her files for this case? 14 
A. Whatever she had. 15 
Q. Did she send it to you? 16 
A. T think that she turned them over to my 17 
attorney. 18 
Q. Mr. Millemann? 19 
A. Yes. 20 
Q. Steve? 21 
A. Yes. 22 
Q. Did you speak to Michael Wood about collecting 23 
documents? 24 
A. No. 25 
A. No. There was another associate of Andy's 
that worked on the house with me, Claire. I don't know 
Claire's last name. 
MR. MILLEMANN: Remsberg, R-e-m-s-b-e-r-g. 
Q. (BY MS. FOSTER) Did you have any friends or 
your husband become involved in discussing designs for 
the house while it was being built? 
A. No. 
Q. Was it just you? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Did Jean Odmark play any role in helping you 
design the house? 
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2 Q. How much input did you have, if any, into the 
3 designs of the deck on the house? 
4 A. I didn't have any input. The architect took 
5 care of that. 
6 Q. What about the doors on the deck? Did you 
7 have any specific requests about those doors? 
8 A. No. 
9 Q. Or the windows? 
10 A. No. 
11 Q. Or any requests about the designs, I think 
12 it's called, a truss above the doors? 
13 A. No. 
14 Q. Did you have a preference as to whether the 
15 doors on the deck were sliders or swing? 
16 A. No, it was never discussed. 
17 Q. One of the things that's happened in this 
18 litigation as you may know is, we've served discovery 
19 requests on each party, and we've received responses. 
20 You may or may not have seen them. We did receive a 
21 response from the Chris Kirk defendants, saying that he 
122 discussed the design and installation of the doors on 
23 the deck with you. Do you recall any such 
:24 conversations? 
25 A. I'm sure we had conversations about the house, 
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1 but I do not remember that specific subject. But we 
2 were friends. We were talking about the house. 1 
3 cannot remember every conversation we had. And r do not 
4 recall specifically talking about the doors or the 
5 window. I know that my decorator had a lot to do with 
6 the decisions that were made with many of the details 
7 that were beyond my control, or where to place lighting. 
a I did pick out the wallpapers, and the things 
9 like that. But she is a professional, and she helped a 
10 lot. And many times Chris would talk to Joanne, rather 
11 than me, because Joanne was the expert, and I didn't 
12 have the answers. But we may have discussed it. I just 
13 do not recall that conversation. 
14 Q. And you don't recall a conversation about 
15 whether the doors on the deck should be swinging or 
16 sliding? 
17 A. I don't recall. 
10 Q. And Claire Remsberg was the assistant to Andy? 
19 A. Yes, she was. 
20 (Exhibit 2 marked.) 
21 Q. (BY MS. FOSTER) I'm going to hand you a 
22 document Bates Labeled Kirk 00760 being marked as 
23 Exhibit 2. I'm showing you this to see if it refreshes 
24 your recollection. Have you seen this document before? 
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Q. This appears to be a fax from Claire Remsberg 
to Chris Kirk on September 11th, 2004. Does that look 
right to you? 
A. Let me finish reading it, please. (Witness 
reading.) I've never seen this, and I don't recall 
this. Perhaps I was concerned about the furniture 
layout, but I don't remember exactly. 
Q. It says here, "Mark Birrer." Who is Mark 
Birrer; do you know? 
A. I've never heard of him before. 
Q. It says, I'm quoting the first sentence, "In 
passing, Mark Birrer mentioned yesterday that south door 
at dining room was not going to be a slider, as per some 
discussion with Andy that he doesn't remember." 
Could it be that Mark Birrer was involved with 
providing doors? 
A. ft could be, but I don't know. r don't ever 
remember seeing his name before. 
Q. Do you know who manufactured the doors that 
were used on the deck? 
A. I do not. 
Q. And if you go to the third sentence in the 
fax, it says, "Perhaps the slider is not possible, but 
it is my understanding that this is what Nancy is 
expecting, since she has concerns that a swing door will 
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1 interfere with her furniture in the nook." 
2 Does this sentence refresh your recollection 
3 as to whether you had concerns about whether the door 
4 would swing or be a slider? 
5 A. I don't remember anything about that. I know 
6 that that was an area where I was hoping to have a card 
7 table, or something equivalent to, where I would play 
8 bridge. I play a lot of bridge. 
9 Q. And this is a card table that would have been 
10 by the -- is it the south --
11 A. In the nook. Yes, it would be the south part 
12 of the -· if you want to call it, the kitchen, family 
13 room, whatever. 
14 Q. And did you ultimately have a card table 
15 placed there? 
16 A. Yes. It wasn't a card table, but a table was 
17 placed there. And, yes, we played bridge at that nook. 
18 Q. And is there any other table in the house 
19 where you played bridge? 
20 A. Well, ifwe had two groups playing bridge, 
21 there was another table at the opposite end of the 
22 living room. There were two areas where one could play 
23 bridge. 
24 Q. And if there is only one group playing, which 
2s table would they use? 
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1 A. Probably the one in the nook. 
2 Q. The one we're discussing now? 
3 A. Yes. 
4 Q. Next to the south facing french door? 
5 A. Yes. 
6 Q. And do you know whether that door, I assume 
7 you do, was, in fact, a swing door, as opposed to a 
8 slider, once it was installed? 
9 A. Well, once it was installed, yes, they were 
10 swinging doors, because they opened outside. 
11 Q. Did you have any conversations with Andy, or 
12 Claire, or Chris, or anyone about whether the door 
13 should swing out or in? 
14 A. Not that I recall. I don't recall talking 
15 about a sliding door or a swinging door. So that's how 
16 poor my memory is. 
17 Q. Thank you. During the construction process, 
18 did anyone ever have any conversations with you? Did 
you have any conversations with anyone about any 
problems in the construction process? 
A. No. 
Q. Did anyone talk to you, or did you have any 
conversations with anyone about the subcontractors 
Mr. Kirk was hiring? 
A. No. I had complete confidence in Mr. Kirk. 
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1 Q. And during the construction process, you were 
2 living in La Jolla? 
3 A. Yes. 
4 Q. Would you come to McCall and rent during the 
5 process? 
6 A. I did rent a house during that time. And we 
7 would come up perhaps every couple of months. 
8 Q. And --
9 A. I was not living here during the construction. 
10 Q. But you would come up every couple of months 
11 and --
12 A. To check on things, or to make decisions, or 
13 whatever. 
14 Q. What kind of decisions would you make? 
15 A. Well, wallpaper, that sort of thing. Trying 
16 to get an idea of what the light would be in the 
17 bathroom, that sort of thing, as things -- as the house 
18 developed. 
19 Q. And who would you meet with to discuss these 
20 decisions? 
21 A. My decorator. 
22 Q. What was her name? 
2 3 A. Joanne Hutchinson. 
24 Q. How long did you know Joanne before then? 
25 A. Well, I was in her wedding in 1955. So I've 
Nancy Gentry-Boyd 
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1 known her since probably 1950. 
2 Q. Did you ever have any discussions with Joanne 
3 about steps that could be taken to mitigate the impact 
4 ofsnow? 
5 A. No. 
6 Q. Any discussions with Andy about that? 
1 A. No. 
8 Q. Anyone else? 
9 A. No. 
10 Q. And again, just so I understand, you don't 
11 recall sitting here today, whether you ever discussed 
12 with anyone, the doors being slider, or swing, or 
13 anything else about the doors --
14 A. No. 
15 Q. -- on the south side? 
16 A. I do not remember a conversation about that at 
17 all; sliders or swing. I just simply don't remember. 
18 Q. And you don't recall having any concerns about 
19 those doors? 
20 A. No, not at the time of construction, no. 
21 Q. Did there come a time when you had concerns 
22 about --
23 A. No. 
24 Q. -- those doors? 







Q. So do you know whether a certificate of 
occupancy was ever issued for the house? 
A. I have no idea. I've never even heard of a 
certificate of occupancy. 
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Q. After construction was complete, did you or 
anyone have an inspection conducted of the house? 
7 A. You would have to ask my builder. I don't do 


















the house, personally. 
Q. So you didn't have it done? 
A. No, I did not, personally. 
Q. So you moved in, I think you said, 
approximately 2006 or 2007? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And you sold it in 2012 to Mr. Ed Petrus; 
correct? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And in those five or six years that you lived 
there, how many times during the year would you come to 
stay at the house? 
A. Probably about four times a year. 
Q. And what times of year was that? 
A. Well, we would always spend the month of 
August in McCall. And we came up very often at 
Christmas, and other vacation times. Summer was our 
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1 main time here. We spent usually about six weeks every 
2 summer in McCall. Those were the long periods of time. 
3 And then I would come up with my bridge group for a week 
4 at a time during the year, and so forth. 
5 Q. Is your bridge group in La Jolla with you? 
6 A. Yes. 
7 Q. Would they stay at the house with you? 
8 A. Yes. 
9 Q. How many people? 
10 A. There would be three other women, besides me. 
11 Q. And when you had a second table, was it folks 
12 from McCall? 
13 A. Sometimes. 
14 Q. In general, who would come with you for these 
15 trips to McCall? 
16 A. Various couples. I mean, ifmy husband was 
17 coming, we very often had couples come with us. 
18 Q. And do you have children who would come and 
19 visit in McCall? 
20 A. Yes, two. 
21 Q. Do you have grandchildren who would come 
22 visit? 
23 A. Yes. Yes. 
24 Q. Did there ever come a time when you noticed 
25 any problems, such as sticking with the doors on the 
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1 deck? 
2 A. Yes, there became a time, and I cannot tell 
3 you when it was. It was in the winter, and the doors 
4 would stick. And I called Chris, and he came over, and 
5 he worked on them, and they stopped sticking. He 
6 adjusted them somehow. I don't know. 
7 Q. So there came a time when you did notice that 
8 the doors were sticking, and this was in the winter 
9 period? 
10 A. Yes, it was. 
11 Q. Did you know why they were sticking? 
12 A. No. 
13 Q. Did they normally stick in the summer? 
14 A. No. And I can remember telling Chris, don't 
15 worry about them. They don't stick any more. 
16 Q. And do you recall what year you had Chris come 
17 out? 
18 A. No, I don't. I don't. 
19 Q. How many years before you sold it, if you 
20 remember, that this happened? 
21 A. Oh, maybe two years. 
22 Q. So you had been living in it --
23 A. Several years, uh-huh, and they didn't stick. 
24 Q. Perhaps four years? 
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Q. And so for about four years, you experienced 
no problems, whatsoever, with the doors on the deck? 
A. I do not recall any problems with the doors. 
Q. So in those first four years, thinking in that 
time period before, that you called Chris to look at the 
doors, did you have any other issues with the house? 
A. No. I know that when -- after the house was 
built, and it settled. And I assume this is true with 
brand new houses, I've only lived in a couple of brand 
new houses. Chris came and filled in places where it 
had settled. He touched up paint. And there was some 
settlement where he would fill in some gaps around 
areas. It was very minor. But I didn't ask him to. He 
was just that good of a builder to come and repair 
everything. It was right after we had been in the house 
maybe a year. 
Q. And when you say, filled in -- filled things 
in, what do you mean? Do you mean in --
A. Well, like if there were some logs, he filled 
in between the logs. 
Q. So are these logs on the outside of the house? 
A. No, these were on the inside. And I 
don't -- I can't remember where I had logs. I just 
remember that there was some settlement. There was a 
small space, and he spackled it, and painted it. And 
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1 that was the end of it, and I never had a problem again. 
2 Q. So when you say, "logs," you mean, like walls? 
3 A. Yes. 
4 Q. Like a log --
5 A. We're not talking about a huge thing. There 
6 were just some areas with settlement with a brand new 
7 house, and he took care of all of that, made it new 
8 again. 
9 Q. Okay. I'm just trying to understand --
10 A. Right. 
11 Q. -- what you mean. That's all I'm trying to 
12 get to. 
13 A. Okay. 
14 Q. So just so I understand. You are referring to 
15 the inside of the house, like the inside walls? 
16 A. I'm talking about the inside. But I'm sure he 
17 did it on the outside if it needed it. I don't know 
18 that for a fact. 
19 Q. How did you notice there were settling issues? 
20 A. l didn't. I mean, that's how unobservant I 
21 am. I wasn't even aware that it needed this. And Chris 
22 is a perfectionist, and he thought it should be done. 
23 Q. So in the first four years, the only work you 
24 had done on the house was when Chris Kirk, unbidden, 
25 showed up to address settling issues; is that fair? 
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1 A. Yes, that's fair. 
2 Q. No other repairs required? 
3 A. Not that T recall. 
4 Q. No remodeling? 
5 A. No remodeling. 
• 
6 Q. No construction of new areas? 
7 A. No. 
8 Q. When the house was first built, was there an 
9 apartment built on top? 
10 A. No. 
11 Q. An apartment built on the side? 
12 A. No. 
13 Q. Is there an apartment on it now? 
14 A. Not that I know of, but I haven't been over 
15 there. Not that I put on the house. 
16 Q. So approximately four years into your tenure 
17 of owning 2130, and you've said the first four years the 
18 only thing was the settling issues; right? 
19 A. Yes. 
20 Q. After that, there came a time in the winter 
21 where you observed that the doors on the deck were 
· 22 sticking; is that right? 
23 A. Yes. 
24 Q. Which doors? 
25 A. The ones facing the south. 
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l Q. I wonder ifT have a picture. Give me just a 
2 second. 
3 MS. FOSTER: I'll hand you a picture, which 
4 I'm marking Exhibit 3. It is Bates Petrus 000318. 
5 (Exhibit 3 marked.) 
6 Q. (BY MS. FOSTER) Please take a look. Is this 
7 a photo? 
8 A. Uh-huh. 
9 Q. What does it depict? 
10 A. It depicts the doors facing the south part of 
the lake. 
Q. Are these the doors that we were just 
discussing? 
A. Yes, they are. 
Q. And these are called french doors? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And they swing out? 
A. Yes. 
Q. When you say they were sticking in that 
winter, do you mean where the two doors meet in the 
middle, or do you mean around the edges? 
A. Where the two doors meet in the middle. 
Q. And did you know why they were sticking? 
A. No, I didn't know why they were sticking. 
Q. Okay. Because you mentioned when we first 
Nancy Gentry-Boyd 
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1 started, that sometimes in the winter, winter problems 
2 include the sticking of doors and windows; is that fair 
3 to say? 
4 A. Yes, that's fair to say. 
5 Q. And is it fair to say, that these doors were 
6 sticking because of winter issues? 
7 A. I would assume so. 
8 Q. And when you say, "winter issues," is that a 
9 temperature issue, or is it a moisture issue, or both? 
10 A. Well, because of the snow, I would say, it's a 
11 moisture issue. 
12 Q. And do you have an understanding of how 
13 moisture causes doors to stick? 
14 A. Not really. 
15 Q. Does it ever happen in La Jolla? 
16 A. It certainly does. 
17 Q. From the --
18 A. When it rains, or there is moisture. 
19 Q. Yes. 
20 A. Uh-huh. 
21 Q. So these were wood doors; correct? 
22 A. They were wood doors, but they were also, I 
23 think, steel. The frame was steel, I think. 
24 Q. Would moisture get into the wood and expand 
25 it? 
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l A. I would think so, but I'm not a --
2 Q. Not a scientist? 
3 A. That's true. 
4 Q. Not a construction expert? 
5 A. That's true. 
6 Q. But as a multiple homeowner, certainly when 
7 doors get wet, they expand? 
8 A. Expand, that's true. 
9 Q. And that was what was happening in the winter 
10 that you called Chris Kirk? 
11 A. I didn't analyze it. I just said, Chris, the 
12 doors are sticking. When you are out and about, could 
13 you look at them? And he came over, and looked at them, 
14 and repaired them, or fooled with them. I don't know 
15 what he did. I didn't stand over him. But he had some 
16 equipment, and he adjusted the handles, and so forth. 
17 Q. Okay. So when he came out, you were there at 
18 the home? 
19 A. 1 can't testify that I was. I don't remember. 
20 Q. But you recall that he brought some tools out 
21 and fiddled with it? 
22 A. I think he did. 
23 Q. So then you probably were there? 
24 A. I probably was there. 
25 Q. What was said in your conversations with 
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1 A. I don't remember. 
2 Q. Was anyone else there? 
3 A. I don't remember. 
4 Q. How long was he there for? 
5 A. 1 don't remember. 
6 Q. And do you know what he did to the doors? 
7 A. No, I don't. 
8 Q. Do you recall whether he shaved the doors 
9 down? 
10 A. I have no idea what he did to the doors. 
11 Q. How many people came out with him? 
12 A. I don't know. 
13 Q. Was itjusthim? 
14 A. I think it would have been, yes. 
15 Q. And that solved the problem? 
16 A. It did. 
17 Q. Did the doors ever stick again, during your 
18 tenure at the home? 
19 A. 1 don't know whether they did. 1 don't 
20 remember. I just don't recall. 
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21 Q. Was this the only time you had him come out to 
22 see those doors while you were owning the home? 
23 A. We talked about the doors. I just remember 
24 telling him, don't worry about them. They don't stick 
25 any more. 
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1 Q. When was that? 
2 A. It was in the summer. 
3 Q. Did he call you? 
4 A. No, it was when we saw each other. And I just 
5 said, don't worry about it, Chris. The doors are fine. 
6 And they were. 
7 Q. What did he say to elicit that? 
8 A. I don't remember. That was just what I recall 
9 saying, don't lose any sleep over it, because they are 
10 fine now. 
11 Q. And where was this conversation? 
12 A. I don't know. 
13 Q. But you remember having it? 
14 A. I remember having it. 
15 Q. And what did he say? 
16 A. I don't recall. 
17 Q. But you remember what you said? 
18 A. Yes, l remember what I said. 
19 Q. And why did you think to say it? 
20 A. Well, because he had made an effort to fix 
21 them. And I wanted him to know that it was okay, that 
22 they were fine. If I had thought that they were not 
23 fine, 1 would have put it on my disclosure. 
24 Q. Okay. Well, I'm going to move to strike that 
25 as nonresponsive, but we'll get back to that later. 
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1 A. Okay. 
2 Q. So those were the only two conversations you 
3 had with Chris Kirk, while you owned the home, about the 
4 doors? 
5 A. I can't swear to that. I don't know whether 
6 we ever talked about them on other occasions or not. 
7 don't recall. 
8 Q. How often would you see him while you were up 
9 here? 
10 A. Sometimes I wouldn't see him at all. And 
11 sometimes I would bump into him in town. And sometimes 
12 we would be at a dinner party together. So I can't tell 
13 you. It was just happenstance. 
14 Q. And it may be, or it may not be, that you 
15 discussed the doors? 
16 A. That's right. 
11 Q. But you certainly did twice? 
18 A. Yes. 
19 Q. Did there come a time when you felt a draft 
20 coming from those doors? 
21 A. Yes. 
22 Q. When was that? 
23 A. It was one time when we were up here in the 
24 winter with my bridge group. And we were sitting 


















up, and got some silver tape, and put it along to stop 
the draft outside. 
Q. Did you put the tape on the inside or the 
outside? 
A. I put it on the outside. 
Q. How much tape did you use? 
A. I have no idea. Let's say, two feet. I don't 
know. I'm guessing. I have no idea. 
Q. But you didn't go floor to ceiling? 
A. No, not that I recall. l don't recall getting 
a ladder or anything. I just remember stopping the air 
coming in. 
Q. And how many years in to your tenure at the 
house, did you perceive this draft? 
A. I can't remember. I was just up here playing 
bridge. I just don't remember what year it was. I just 
17 remember we were up here in the winter, and it was cool, 
18 and there was a breeze coming through, and I did that. 
19 But I would say -- well, it was -- well, I just don't 






Q. Was it before Chris Kirk came out and fixed 
the doors that one winter? 
A. No. No. 
Q. It was after? 
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1 A. It was after. 
2 Q. So probably in the last few years? 
3 A. Yes. 
4 Q. At some point? 
5 A. Yes. 
Page 58 
6 Q. And that was the first time you ever perceived 
7 a draft through the door? 
8 A. Yes. 
9 Q. And did the tape fix it? 
10 A. It did for that time, yes, it did. 
11 Q. What did you attribute the draft to? 
12 A. The weather. 
13 Q. Well, it hadn't happened in previous years; 
14 right? 
15 A. Right. I didn't analyze it. There was just a 
16 draft, and I took care of it. 
17 Q. Was it the same winter that you had Mr. Kirk 
18 out to fix the doors? 
19 A. No. 
20 Q. It was a different winter? 
21 A. It was a different winter. 
· 22 Q. And you had no idea why it happened? 
• 23 A. No, I had no idea. 
24 Q. Did you call Chris Kirk about it? 
25 A. No, I did not. 
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1 Q. When you sold the house, was the tape still 
2 on? 
3 A. I don't know. 
4 Q. You don't know? 
5 A. I don't know. 
6 Q. You have no idea when the tape came off? 
7 A. No. 
8 Q. You never took it off? 
9 A. 1 never took it off. 
10 Q. Did your husband take it off? 
11 A. I can't imagine that he would. He is not very 
12 inclined to that sort of thing. 
13 Q. To construction? 
14 A. That's right. 
15 Q. And repair? 
16 A. That's right. He can barely turn light 
17 switches off and on. 
18 Q. He's a businessman? 
19 A. Yes, he is. 
20 Q. Do you recall whether, when you had Mr. Kirk 
21 out that one winter, whether he contacted the door 
• 22 installers? 
23 A. I have no idea. 
24 Q. Perhaps I can refresh your recollection. 
25 MS. FOSTER: I'm going to hand you what we're 
r---- --- ------ --- --- ---~-----· ---····----····---
1 Q. Did you call anyone about it? 
2 A. No. 
3 Q. How long did the tape stay up? 
4 A. I have no idea. It might still be up there 
5 now. I don't know. 
6 Q. You didn't take it down? 
7 A. No, I didn't. 
8 Q. Did you ever use those doors? 
9 A. Would I ever use those doors? Yes, I used 




Q. Did you go in and out of them? 
A. Yes. 
Q. What happened to the tape? 
A. I don't know. I have no idea. 
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14 
15 Q. But you would use them even when the tape was 
16 on? 
17 A. I suppose we did. In the winter, we didn't 
18 use those doors. I had no reason. We didn't go 
19 outside. There was snow on the deck. 
20 
21 
Q. But in the summer, you would use them? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And do you know if anyone ever took the tape 
off? 
A. I have no idea if anyone did. I have no 
of that. I did not take the tape off. 
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1 marking Exhibit 4. 
2 (Exhibit 4 marked.) 
3 Q. (BY MS. FOSTER) It's a double-sided document. 
4 So it's 16 pages, eight physical pages. This is your 
5 Responses to Plaintiffs First Set of Interrogatories 
6 and Requests For Production of Documents in this case; 
7 is that right? 
s A. Repeat that, please. 
9 Q. l just want to clarify for the transcript that 
10 this document is "Defendant Nancy Gentry-Boyd's 
11 Responses to Plaintiffs First Set of Interrogatories 
12 and Requests for Production of Documents"; is that 
13 correct? It's the title on the first page. 
14 A. Yes. 
15 Q. Take a moment to look through it, if you would 
16 like. My questions are specific. Have you seen this 
11 before? 
18 A. Not to my knowledge. 
19 Q. If you turn to the very last page, yes, 
20 exactly. lfyou flip it to the previous page. 
21 A. (Witness complying.) 
22 Q. Yes, that is the verification page; is that 
23 right? 
24 A. Yes. 
25 Q. And is that your signature? 
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Q. And do you recall signing this? 
A. I don't recall signing it. But I must have, 
because that's my signature. 
Q. A side question, I want to make sure that I 
have your name right. I see you crossed out "Boyd." ls 
7 it Gentry, or is it Gentry-Boyd? 
8 A. Well, my married name is Boyd. And I think I 
9 bought the house, or the house probably was under Nancy 
Gentry. Gentry was my married name before I married 









Q. I understand. So this verification says, "l, 
Nancy Gentry, being first duly sworn upon oath depose 
and say: That I am the Defendant in the above-entitled 
action; that I have read the foregoing Defendant's 
11 Responses to Plaintiffs First Set of Interrogatories 
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1 first sentence, "In the second year after the home was 
















A. If that's what was stated. I can't tell you 
what year was what year. I really don't remember from 
one year to the next. 
Q. And in some year, defendant, you, noticed that 
some doors would stick in the winter; is that true? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And was it more than just those doors we 
looked at in Exhibit 3? 
A. The back door sometimes would also 
have -- would stick, but it would go away. I kept an 
electric -- I don't know what you would call it, but 
like a rug, to keep everything -- the ice from freezing. 
I kept that plugged in when I was there, too, so we 
could go in and out without ice forming. 
Q. Like an outdoor rug? 
18 and Requests For Production of Documents and acknowledge 18 A. Uh-huh, it was electric. 
Q. An electric outdoor rug? 
A. Uh-huh. 







best ofmy knowledge and belief." Is that right? 
A. That's what it says. 
Q. And you signed it? 
A. l signed it. 
Q. And by signing it, you are verifying that the 
factual contents of this document are true and correct 
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1 to the best of your knowledge and belief; correct? 
2 A. I guess I did at the time. I would have to 
3 re-read it to tell you. 
4 Q. I'm actually not trying to trick you on this. 
5 I'm trying to establish with the document we're talking 
6 about. And I can be specific. If you could turn to 
7 page 9? 
8 A. (Witness complying.) 
9 Q. And you can see in the middle of the page, you 
10 can call Interrogatory No. 25. 
11 A. Uh-huh. 
12 Q. If you could read it briefly to yourself? 
13 A. (Witness complying.) Okay. 
14 Q. So this says, is it fair to say, this question 
15 is asking about any damage, defects, or other problems 
16 you've had with the home while you were in it, to 
17 summarize the question? 
10 A. Yes. 
19 Q. And the answer is, in the second year after 
20 the home was completed, defendant, which is you, noticed 
21 that some doors would stick in the winter. Chris Kirk 
22 contacted the door installers. Did I say that 
23 correctly? 
A. Yes. 





Q. Which doors was that to? 
A. The back door that went into the laundry room. 
But it didn't stick always. I mean, sometimes because 
24 the house was not used all the time, I would come up in 




1 know. I don't know. I couldn't tell you, why. But 
2 sometimes just getting in the door, it would -- I would 
3 have to wrestle with it a little bit to open it. But it 
4 wasn't every time. And it doesn't stick out in my 
5 memory. lt was winter in McCall. 
6 Q. Did you have someone taking care of the house 
7 while you were at-· 
8 A. Yes, I did. And it's in here, Jan Loff was 
9 her name. 
10 Q. Jan Loff. 
11 A. And she took care of the house, and went over 
12 there periodically, watered my house plants, and took 
13 care of everything at the house. 
l4 Q. And you know her name? 
15 A. Jan Loff. And Gusty Laidlaw did the 
16 landscaping, and took care of the outside. 
17 Q. And you know that their names are in this 
18 document? 
19 A. Yes. 
20 Q. So you do recall this document on some level? 
21 A. Well, yes, I'm sure I've read it, but I don't 
22 remember reading it. I'm sure I've read it. I am 79 
23 years old, and I don't remember everything. 
24 Q. But you remember that they are in there? 
25 A. Yeah, I just saw their names, uh-huh. 
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1 Q. Oh. Well, that would explain it. 
2 Well, staying on Interrogatory No. 25, the 
3 answer. The second sentence, "Chris Kirk contacted the 
4 door installers." Is that true? 
5 A. You'll have to ask Chris. But I think he 
6 would have done that. That would have been my 
7 understanding. 
8 Q. And at the time you verified this, that was 
9 your understanding? 
10 A. Yes. 
11 Q. But sitting here today, you don't recollect 
12 one way or the other? 
13 A. It's my understanding that he did. 
14 Q. Do you know what came of that contact? 
15 A. No, I do not. 
16 Q. Did you ever talk to the door installers? 
11 A. No, I did not. 
18 Q. Jan, did she ever contact you while you were 
19 in La Jolla, to report any problems with the house at 
20 any time? 
21 A. No, I don't think so. I cannot remember 
22 specifically, no. 
23 Q. In the third sentence, it says, and again, we 
24 are on page 9, the answer to Interrogatory No. 25. The 
25 third sentence says, "On one occasion, there was a 
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1 coming through and an exterior dining room door." And 
2 that was true? 
3 A. Yes. 
4 Q. And is that the door that we discussed in 
5 Exhibit 3? 
6 A. Yes. 
7 Q. Which led you to put duct tape on the door? 
8 A. That's true. 
9 Q. In the years after Mr. Kirk did whatever work 
10 he did on the french doors to address the sticking, did 
11 you ever experience those doors sticking again? 
12 A. Not that I recall. 
13 Q. Did you still use them in the following years? 
14 A. Yes, of course. 
15 Q. Were you able to use them even in the winter? 
16 A. We didn't use those doors, because there was 
17 snow on the deck unless -- if we ever went out on the 
18 deck, it would be through the living room just to look 
19 out, but we didn't -- we kept our barbecue off of that 
20 in the summer. That's where we would barbecue. 
21 Q. The barbecue was next to these french doors? 
22 A. Yes, it was. 
23 Q. In Exhibit 3? 
24 A. Uh-huh. 
25 Q. Staying on this document, if you could tum 
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1 the page to page 10. And I guess we'll have to look at 
2 both the bottom of page 9, and the top of page I 0, so we 
3 can look at Interrogatory No. 26. If you don't mind 
4 taking a look at that question? 
5 A. Okay. (Witness complying.) Okay. 
6 Q. Is it fair to say, this question generally 
7 asks, what repairs you ever had done to the house? 
8 A. It's fair to say, that I didn't have a lot of 
9 repairs done to the house. It didn't need it. 
10 Q. And your answer to that interrogatory was, 1 
11 think what we were just talking about, "The draft from 
12 the door in the dining room was blocked with duct tape"; 
13 correct? 
14 A. That's correct. 
15 Q. "Defendant believes the door installers 
16 remedied the sticking door problem." Is that true? 
11 A. That's true. 
10 Q. And when you say, "door installers" here, do 
19 you mean Mr. Kirk? 
20 A. I have no idea. I just can tell you, that 
21 when I came back, the doors did not stick. 
22 Q. So you are not quite sure what "door 
23 installers" here means? 
24 A. No. 
25 Q. And you have no documents or written 
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1 communications about these repairs? 
2 A. That's true. 
3 Q. You know, I'm going to tell you, and I keep 
4 remembering things I forget to say at the beginning. Jf 
5 you need a break, I'm not saying that you do, but if you 
6 ever do, please let me know. I'm happy to take one. No 
7 problem. 
0 A. Okay. 
9 MR. MILLEMANN: I would think sometime in the 
10 next five, ten minutes would be a good morning break. 
11 MS. FOSTER: Sure. 
12 MR. MILLEMANN: Or whenever works for you. 
13 Q. (BY MS. FOSTER) Yeah, l can try, and see if I 
14 can't finish up questions about the duct tape. 
15 Did it not bother you that you had to put duct 
16 tape on your doors? 
11 A. No, it did not bother me. 
10 Q. Why not? 
19 A. I don't know. I just thought I was very 
20 clever having stopped the draft coming through. 
21 Q. And you think it was maybe two feet, maybe a 
22 foot? 
2 3 A. l haven't the foggiest. 
j 24 Q. But it was not top to bottom? 
• 25 A. I didn't have to get a ladder out. 
i i 
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1 Q. How much did you pay for this house when you 
2 purchased it? 
3 A. I built it. And it cost nearly $2,000,000 to 
4 build it. 
s Q. Nearly 2,000,000? 
6 A. That's right. Including the landscaping. And 
7 Mr. Petrus paid a Jot less for it. 
8 Q. And it didn't bother you that a $2,000,000 
9 house required duct tape for the exterior doors? 
10 A. Absolutely not. 
11 Q. Did you ever tell Chris Kirk about the duct 
12 tape? 
13 A. Not to my knowledge. I don't think J told 
14 anybody about it. I just·· my bridge group was there. 
15 I thought I was very clever taking care of the draft. 
16 Q. And I guess I just don't understand, and maybe 
17 you just don't know the answer. But after you put the 
18 duct tape on, you are saying, it solved the draft 
19 problem; right? 
20 A. Yes, it did. 
21 Q. And you, yourself, never took the duct tape 
22 off? 
23 A. That's true. 
! 24 Q. Did you ever have the doors replaced while you 
25 owned the home? 
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1 A. No. 
2 Q. But you continued to go in and out of those 
3 doors in the summer? 
4 A. Yes, I did. 
5 Q. How did that work with the duct tape being on 
6 it? 
7 A. I don't know. Maybe the duct tape had been 
8 removed. I never thought about the duct tape after 
9 that. 
10 MS. FOSTER: lfyou want to take a break, we 
11 can. 
12 MR. MILLEMANN: Yes. 
13 MS. FOSTER: It's up to you. 
14 MR. MILLEMANN: Let's do it. 
15 (A recess was had.) 
16 MS. FOSTER: Let's go back on the record. 
17 Q. (BY MS. FOSTER) Let me just make sure, before 
18 we move forward, that I'm on the same page as you are as 
1 to your prior answers. Is it fair to say that the 
2 testimony you've just given, is that during the period 
2 of time you owned the home at 2130 Payette, you only had 
2 two instances where you experienced problems with the 
3 french doors on the southwest side; is that correct? 
A. I wouldn't, under oath, say, that only two 
2 times. Maybe when it stuck in other times. But nothing 
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1 to the point that I would call Chris about. 
2 Q. So it may be that you experienced it sticking 
3 on more than one occasion? 
4 A. Yes, it could have been. 
5 Q. Could it have been sticking in the winters 
6 prior to the winter in which you called Chris Kirk? 
7 A. It could have. But not to the degree that I 
8 felt I needed to call Chris. 
9 Q. But then when you did call Chris, your 
10 testimony was that he fixed the problem; is that right? 
11 A. That's correct. 
12 Q. And you don't what he did? 
13 A. No, I do not. 
14 Q. But you believe he may have called the door 
15 installers? 
16 A. Yes, I guess so. Uh-huh. 
17 Q. And the only other conversation you had with 
18 him is when you told him the following summer, the doors 
19 are great; is that right? 
20 A. Well, we've had Jots of conversations. But, 
21 yes, I said, don't worry about the doors. They are 
22 fine. 
23 Q. So when you say, "lots of conversations," do 
: 24 you mean, Jots of conversations about the doors? 
25 A. No, lots of conversations, in general. 
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1 Q. Right. But about the doors ·· 
2 A. Yes. 
3 Q. -- it was just that --
4 A. Yes. 
5 Q. -- one follow-up 
6 A. Yes. 
7 Q. -- on the --
8 A. Uh-huh. 
9 Q. We are starting to speak over each other. 
10 This is normal in a deposition. I will try to finish my 
11 question before you speak. And I will try not to speak 
12 before you finish. And that's for Colleen's sake. 
13 A. Okay. 
14 Q. And it's also fair to say, that the sum of 
15 your testimony that you've given so far, is that you 
16 experienced at some point, a draft coming through those 
17 doors while you were playing bridge; is that correct? 
10 A. That's correct. 
19 Q. You fixed it by putting duct tape on the 
20 doors? 
A. That's correct. 
22 Q. Didn't feel the draft, again, after that? 
23 A. That's correct. 
24 Q. You don't remember when the duct came off? 
25 A. No. 
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1 Q. I asked you at one point, whether you know 
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2 whether after 2130 was finished being constructed, 
3 whether there was an inspection done of it; do you 
4 recall that? 
5 A. I have no idea. 
6 Q. And you don't know whether there was an 
7 inspector? 
8 A. No, I do not. 
9 Q. Do you know the name Bill Housdorf? 
10 A. No, I do not. 
11 Q. Housdorf? 
12 A. I have no idea. 
13 Q. And you testified that it was $2,000,000 to 
14 have the house built? 
15 A. Well, counting the landscaping. 
16 Q. With landscaping? 
17 A. With landscaping. 
18 Q. Do you know, approximately, and I'm not 
19 looking for a specific dollar figure, approximately, how 
20 much it costs without the landscaping to have the house 
21 built? 
22 A. My builder could tell you better than I could. 
23 Q. You don't remember that? 
24 A. Well, it was over a million dollars. 
25 Q. Over one, less than two? 
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1 A. Yes. 
2 Q. And how much did you pay to take over the 
3 lease? 
4 A. 600,000. 
5 Q. Did there come a time when you 
6 purchased -- I'm not going to ask this right. 
7 Did there come a time when you converted the 
8 lease to ownership? Did you purchase the land from the 
9 state? 
10 A. No, I did not. I tried to in the beginning. 
11 I tried to. And I was told by a gentleman at the 
12 Department of Lands, why would they let me buy the 
13 property when they were getting so much money from me 
14 for the lease? 
15 My lease started out at $7,000 a year, and it 
16 went up to 49,000 within a period of five years. That's 
17 not counting the taxes. That was counting the lease 
18 with the Department of Lands. 
19 Q. So this is a very expensive piece of property? 
20 A. Yes, it was. 
21 Q. So you paid 600 just to take over the lease? 
22 A. Yes, that's correct. 
Q. And then seven a year? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And then 49 a year? 
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1 A. Yes. 
2 Q. And then property taxes? 
3 A. Yes. 
4 Q. And 2,000,000 to build the home? 
5 A. Yes. 
6 Q. And you never successfully purchased the land 
7 from the state? 
8 A. No, I did not. It was not available at the 
9 time. 
10 Q. When did you decide to sell the house? 
11 A. When my husband was diagnosed with 
12 Parkinson's. 
13 Q. I'm sorry to hear that. Was this in 2012? 
14 A. I think it was before that. It was probably 
15 2010 that we talked about it. We didn't put it -- well, 
16 it was marketed for a while, perhaps, in 2011. And then 
17 I got serious about it, because the Department of Lands 
10 kept increasing the lease on me. 
19 Q. So when you decided to sell the house, it had 
20 nothing to do with any problems with the house, itself? 
21 A. Absolutely not. [ loved the house. 
22 Q. How did you choose Jean Odmark for your 
23 realtor? 
24 A. I think she chose me. She's a friend. And if 




2 Q. Fair enough. Do you know how long she's been 
3 in the business? 
4 A. Well, I don't know exactly. But when I moved 
5 here in 1979, she was not a realtor. 
6 Q. How many houses have you sold in your 
7 lifetime? 
8 A. Very few. My first husband and l had -- we 
9 lived in three houses together. And our third house, I 
10 lived in for 49 years. And I just sold that two years 
11 ago. That's in La Jolla. And my houses in McCall, I 
12 had two, one on Lake Street, and one on Payette Drive. 
13 Q. So, approximately, five houses? 
14 A. Approximately, yes. 
15 Q. Prior to this transaction, have you ever had a 
16 disagreement with a buyer about the sale process? 
17 A. Never. 
18 Q. Never? 
19 A. Never. 
20 Q. Never had any lawsuits about selling a house? 
21 A. Never. 
22 Q. Have you ever, prior to this lawsuit, been 
23 contacted by the buyer after the sale of the house? 
A. Never. 
Q. And Jean has sold two of the five houses? 
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1 A. Yes, she has. 
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1 time. And so l put a kitchen and a bathroom into the 
2 Q. Do you own any -- 2 coffee shop. 
3 A. And-- 3 Q. When was that? 
4 Q. Go ahead. 4 A. That was about 2006. Chris Kirk did the work 
5 A. That's it. She's sold both of them, uh-huh. 5 on it. 
6 Q. And you don't own any property in McCall right 6 Q. So to make sure I understand you correctly. 
7 now? 
8 A. Yes, I do. 
7 The property that currently houses both Monkey Business 
8 and Mountain Java, you purchased 31 years ago? 
9 Q. What do you own right now? 9 A. 31 years ago. It took me a year. Chris did 
10 A. Mountain Monkey Business and Mountain Java. 
11 They are both on the same lot. 
10 not do the original construction on making it into a 
11 boutique. 
12 Q. Where is that? 12 Q. Who did? 
13 A. Across from the marina. 13 A. I don't remember. I have no idea. And at the 
14 Q. I think I've been to Mountain Java. And you 14 time, we left the garage as kind of a garage for a 
15 own the buildings? 
16 A. I own the property and the buildings. 
17 Q. And you own the businesses? 
15 while. Gusty Laidlaw, the landscape gal, sold plants, 
16 and accessories, and things out of the garage, before I 
17 made it into a coffee shop for John's wife. 
18 A. I own 51 percent of Mountain Monkey Business 18 Q. And that was in 2006? 
19 business. I've given my partner, John Watkins, 49 19 A. No, she had been using it as a coffee shop, 
20 percent as staying as my manager for 30 years. 
21 Q. Do you own Mountain Java? 
20 but it had no running water. It had no bathroom, no 
21 kitchen. 
22 A. No, I do not. I lease it. 22 Q. I see. And you used Mr. Kirk --
23 Q. What kind of business is Mountain Monkey 23 A. Yes, I did. 
24 Business? 24 Q. -- for that construction in 2006? 
! 25 A. It's a boutique that carries clothing, 25 A. Yes. 
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1 jewelry, odds and ends, lamps, accessories, shoes, a 1 
2 little bit of everything. 2 
3 Q. How long have you owned the property for 3 
4 Monkey Business? 4 
5 A. Well, I've been in business 30 years this 5 
6 summer. And I owned the property a year before that. 6 
7 So you do the math. I don't know what year I bought it. 7 
8 I was having breakfast with Jean Odmark, and I walked 8 
9 across the street, and that property was for sale, and I 9 
10 bought it. 10 
11 Q. Did she represent you in that transaction? 11 
12 A. Yes, she did. 12 
13 Q. Did she represent you when you purchased the 13 
14 Lake Street property? 14 
15 A. Yes, she did. 15 
16 Q. When you purchased the property for the Monkey 16 
17 Business, was it the same property sale for the Mountain 17 
18 Java? 18 
19 A. It was then -- it was an old -- I don't know 19 
20 what. I have forgotten. It was a building that had 20 
21 been part of the City of McCall, and I have forgotten 21 
22 what it was used for. But anyway, it had a separate 22 
23 garage. And I remodeled that, and connected it to 23 
24 Mountain Monkey Business and Mountain Java. My partner 24 
25 John Watkins' wife was running Mountain Java at the 25 
Q. Was this before or after he built your house 
on 2130 Payette? 
A. I think it was after. I'm not sure. I 
haven't kept track of all of this. 
Q. Are those the only two times you've hired 
Mr. Kirk? 
A. Yes. 
Q. So I did the math. It did take me a second. 
31 years ago was, approximately, 1985. 
A. Okay. 
Q. Does that sound about right --
A. Yes. 
Q. -- for when you purchased that property? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And you still own it? 
A. I do. 
Q. Do you own any other property in McCall? 
A. No, I do not. 
Q. And do you own it in your name or through 
another company? 
A. 1 own it in my name. 
Q. And what is Nancy --
A. Nancy Gentry Trust, it's in my trust. 
Q. What is Nancy Gentry Investments? Is that 
something? 
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1 A. Well, it's properties I used to own. 
2 Q. And what kind of property? 
3 A. Well, I still own Jared's Jewelers in Tampa, 
4 Florida, for instance. 
5 Q. Did you ever live in Tampa? 
6 A. As a child I did. 
7 Q. How did you own Jared's Jewelers? 
8 A. Well, I invested in it through a broker. 
9 Q. Do you own the company or the property? 
10 A. I own the property. It is leased to me. I 
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11 mean, I get a sum of money. They lease the property 
12 from me. I own the building and the property. And 
13 Jared's Jewelers just did a big remodel on it at their 
14 own expense. 
15 Q. Were you involved in the remodel? 
16 A. No. 
17 Q. When did you purchase Jared's Jewelers in 
18 Tampa, Florida? 
19 A. I think, probably 2005. I don't know. 
20 Q. When did you first create Nancy Gentry 
21 Investments, LLC? 
22 A. Probably about 2004, 2005. 
23 Q. Why did you make that? 
24 A. Well, I sold an apartment complex in San Diego 
25 that I had in a partnership with someone, and invested 
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1 in various properties. And that's when I formed Nancy 
2 Gentry-Boyd Investments. 
3 Q. How many commercial properties do you have an 
4 ownership interest in? 
s A. About six. 
6 Q. How many do you currently have an investment 
7 ownership in? 
8 A. Just Jared's Jewelers. 
9 Q. And the property here? 
10 A. Yes. 
11 Q. Just two? 
12 A. Yes. 
13 Q. And there were four others that you've owned 
14 in your lifetime? 
15 A. Yes. 
16 Q. So I know that one is in McCall, one is in 
17 Florida. You had an apartment complex in San Diego. 
18 Where were the other three located? 
19 A. Well, I'm not including the apartment complex 
20 in San Diego. I had a Starbucks in Virginia Beach, 
21 Virginia. l had a Tires Plus, and I can't -- that was 
22 in Philadelphia. I had Denny's in Phoenix, Arizona. 
• 23 And I had US Bank in Bremerton, Washington. I have sold 
24 all of those. 
25 Q. Did you have any management roles in 
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1 connection with those four properties? 
2 A. No. 
3 Q. Who managed them? 
4 A. Well, they were all managed by their own -- I 
5 just had a lease, and I just received my money from the 
6 leases. 
7 Q. Do you know whether any of those four 
8 properties underwent any construction or remodeling 
9 during your ownership period? 
10 A. Not to my knowledge. 
11 Q. How about Jared's? 
12 A. Jared's did their own remodel, and put in 
13 about $3,000,000 into there. They are in a shopping 
14 center in Tampa, Florida. 
1s Q. Do you have any sort of review authority over 
16 the --
17 A. No, I do not. I just own the project. 
18 Q. Let me finish the question first for her. 
19 A. I'm sorry. 
20 Q. That's okay. Just to clarify for the record, 
21 you were not involved, or have any role in the 
22 construction or remodeling of any of your commercial 
23 properties; is that right? 
24 A. Yes. 
25 Q. Except for the ones you've already described 
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1 in McCall? 
2 A. Correct. 
3 Q. You mentioned an apartment complex in 
4 San Diego. And you don't consider that a commercial 
5 property? 
6 A. Well, I guess it was a commercial property. I 
7 mean, it was housing for -- it was housing for people 
8 who could not afford -- it had to do with the city. We 
9 had an agreement with the city, and underprivileged 
10 people lived in that at the time. 
11 Q. Low income housing? 
12 A. Yes. 
13 Q. Did you own any other such properties? 







Q. So you've owned, approximately, five 
residential homes; correct? 
A. Correct. 
Q. One apartment complex in San Diego? 
A. Correct. 








Q. And you've sold most of them? 
A. Yes. 
Q. So you are very familiar with the process for 
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l selling property? 
2 A. Yes, I am. 
3 Q. You've been through it many times? 
4 A. Yes. 
5 Q. And you've always had a realtor who 
6 represented you? 
7 A. Yes, I have. 
8 Q. And in all of these sales, did you always do 
9 some sort of property disclosure form? 
10 A. Not really, no, because I didn't have access 
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11 to the properties. I mean, l did this through a broker. 
12 I visited the properties all before I bought them. But 
13 when l sell them, I've never seen them since then. 
14 Q. Did you ever have any complaints about any of 
15 the six commercial properties? 
16 A. Never. 
17 Q. What about the apartment complex? 
18 A. Never. 
19 Q. Mountain Java? 
20 A. No. 
21 Q. Monkey Business? 
22 A. No. 
23 Q. Has the property that currently houses Monkey 
:24 Business ever had any mold issues? 
125 
A. Not to my knowledge. 
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1 Q. Any water intrusion issues? 
2 A. Yes. 
3 Q. Tell me about those. 
4 A. We have a spring in our basement. I've had it 
5 since I've owned the property. 
6 Q. What does a spring in the basement mean? 
7 A. During certain times of the year, there is 
8 water in the basement. 
9 Q. How does that come in? 
10 A. I don't know. It just comes in through the 
11 basement. I don't know how it comes in. I've never 
12 inspected it. 
13 Q. Have you ever called anyone, any construction 
14 company to take a look at it? 
15 A. No, I have not. 
16 Q. Has anyone asked you to ever make a repair on 
17 that? 
18 A. No. 
19 Q. Has it ever caused any damage to inventory? 
20 A. No. 
21 Q. Or property? 
22 A. No. 
23 Q. And you don't know what causes it? 
24 A. Well, it's a spring. There are a lot of 
• 25 springs around the lake. 
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A. That's correct, uh-huh, ground water. 
Q. I guess you probably couldn't do a french 
drain around a commercial property? 
A. Well, I wouldn't want to have to. 
Q. Any moisture in the wood problems at the 
Mountain Monkey Business store? 
8 
9 
A. We have replaced some of the wood. It's a 




Q. What sort of wood did you replace? And what I 
mean is not the type of wood. What part of the building 
did you have replaced? 









Q. Was it moldy? 
A. Not to my knowledge. It was just rotten. 
Q. From moisture? 
A. From moisture. 
Q. Who did the repairs? 
A. I don't know. 
21 
22 




A. It was under my ownership, and I would have to 
ask my manager. He managed everything, and still does. 
25 Q. And that's John --
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1 A. Watkins. 
2 Q. How do you know John Watkins? 
3 A. Well, I met him when I moved to McCall in 
4 1979. And he was working in a sporting goods store, and 
5 I hired him to come and be my manager. And we did the 
6 remodel of the building together. And he's been with me 
7 30 years. 
8 Q. Have you ever talked to John Watkins about 
9 this lawsuit? 
10 A. No, other than complaining. 
11 Q. Have you ever talked to John Watkins about Ed 
12 Petrus? 
13 A. Perhaps I have, but not in length. I probably 
14 have mentioned his name to him. 
15 Q. Did you talk with John Watkins about the sale 
16 process of 2130? 
17 A. No. 
1a Q. How many people in McCall have you talked to 
19 about this lawsuit? 
2 o A. Oh, 1 have absolutely no idea. 
21 Q. More than two? 
22 A. Oh, sure, uh-huh. My friends ask me what's 
23 going on. They have met him. I've never met 
24 Mr. Petrus. 
Q. What do you tell your friends? 
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l A. That I've never met him, and I don't 
2 understand why he's coming after me. I just can't 
3 imagine. 
4 Q. What do they say? 
5 A. They don't think very highly of him. 
6 Q. Do they know him? 
7 A. Yes, they do. 
s Q. Do you know anyone who thinks highly of 
9 Mr. Petrus? 
10 A. Not one person. 
11 Q. So everyone you know doesn't like him? 
12 A. That is correct. 
13 Q. Why did you sell to him? 
14 A. Because I was trying to get out of the house 
15 while my husband's health was deteriorating, and the 
16 lease was going up. It was like pouring water -- money 
17 pouring water down the drain. It was ridiculous what I 
18 was paying the Department of Lands. 
19 Q. Did you have any other offers on the house? 
20 A. No. 
21 Q. Do you know Todd McKenna? 
22 A. No. 
23 Q. Do you know Kevin Batchelor? 
24 A. No. I met him the day that we signed the 
25 papers. 
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1 Q. And remind me, when did you first meet Michael 
2 Wood? 
3 A. I have absolutely no idea. He came along with 
4 Jean Odmark one day. I don't remember what year, and 
s under what circumstances, but it had to do with the sale 
6 of the house. I've never met him before. He's never 
7 been at any of the other sales that I've done with Jean. 
8 Q. And what's your opinion with Michael Wood? 
9 A. I don't know him well enough to form an 
10 opinion. 
11 Q. Does he still work with Jean? 
12 A. Yes. 
13 Q. Do you trust Jean? 
14 A. Yes. 
15 Q. Do you think she's good at picking people to 
16 hire? 
17 A. I have no idea. 
18 Q. Would you have any reason to think she's bad 
19 at it? 
2 o A. No, I would have no reason to think that. 
21 Q. If she brought Michael Wood along, would you 
22 think, I can trust him? 
,23 A. I would assume so. 
· 24 Q. Did you ever experience any problems with 
25 Michael Wood in this transaction? 
i 
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1 A. No. 
2 Q. Did you ever feel that he did not represent 
3 you? 
4 A. I felt that Michael and Jean did not represent 
5 my issues, as far as the furnishings in the house. I 
6 only asked for two items, and I was told by Jean and 
7 Michael Wood that it would be a deal breaker if I asked 
s for that; my dining room table and the outdoor 
9 furniture. 
10 Q. And is that the only issue with which you 
11 disagreed with Jean and Michael? 
12 A. Well, it was the biggest issue. 
13 Q. What other issues did you have disagreements 
14 about? 
15 A. We didn't have any other disagreements, other 
16 than I wasn't very happy with the price that they got 
17 me. 
1s Q. So your unhappiness with them is the price 
19 that they got you, and their representation of you with 
20 respect to those two pieces of furniture; is that fair 
21 to say? 
22 A. That's fair to say. 
23 Q. Was there anything else they did, that you 
24 thought did not adequately represent your best 
25 interests? 
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1 A. No, I guess not. 
2 Q. In general, did you feel that Ms. Odmark 
3 represented your best interests? 
4 A. It's hard to say. I guess she did in her own 
5 mind. It put a real breach in our relationship for a 
6 while, but I've gotten over it. 
7 Q. From the price and the furniture issues? 
8 A. That's correct. 
9 Q. The same with Mr. Wood? 
10 A. Yes. 
11 Q. Had you had such problems with Ms. Odmark in 
12 the past? 
13 A. No. 
14 Q. In the past, you felt she had represented your 
15 best interests? 
16 A. That's correct. 
17 Q. And are you currently on reasonable terms with 
18 her? 
19 A. Yes. 
20 Q. Are you currently on reasonable terms with 
21 Mr. Wood? 
22 A. I haven't seen him, or ever talked to him. 
23 Q. So he's not in your social circle? 
24 A. No, he's not 
Q. Does he live here? 
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l A. I believe so. 
2 Q. Did you ever think that Jean was ever 
3 dishonest in her representation of you? 
4 A. No. 
5 Q. Did you ever think Mr. Wood was dishonest in 
6 his representation of you? 
7 A. No. 
8 Q. Did you ever have reason to believe that 
9 either of them would have lied on your behalf? 
10 A. No. 
11 Q. Have you ever known anyone in McCall who had 
12 problems with -- this is a silly question, because it's 
13 going to be, yes, but who had problems with water 
l4 intrusion in their homes? 
15 A. No, I haven't. 
16 Q. And do you know anyone else who's ever hired 
17 Chris Kirk to work on construction for them? 
18 A. Yes, I do. 
19 Q. Has anyone ever reported to you that they had 
20 a complaint about him or his work? 
21 A. Never. 
22 Q. His reputation is very solid? 
23 A. Yes, it is. 
24 Q. You are not aware of any complaints people 
25 have had about him? 
Page 
l A. No, never. Never. 
2 Q. All right. When did you first meet Ed Petrus? 
3 A. I've never met him. 
4 Q. Have you ever spoken to him on the phone? 
5 A. Never. 
6 Q. Have you ever emailed with him? 
7 A. I don't recall. 
8 Q. Tell me about the sales process of selling the 
9 house to Ed. 
10 A. Oh, it was a nightmare, a complete nightmare. 
11 If you've looked at the papers, you saw how many back 
12 and forth the various negotiations were going. 
13 Q. At some point, did you have Mr. Millemann 
14 assist you in the process? 
15 A. No, I did not. 
16 Q. When did you first receive an offer, if you 
17 recall, from Mr. Petrus on the house? 
18 A. I don't recall. I just -- Jean told me about 
l9 him. And he had said he was going to buy another house 
20 from her. And then at the last minute, he didn't. And 
21 so she thought he was a likely prospect. 
22 And he had me tied up for many months without 
23 any money down. And I didn't know where he was from, or 
2 anything about him. And finally, I asked Jean, I had 
2 said, I have to know more than E. Petrus, and you are 
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1 telling me that he is a trust fund baby. I need to know 
2 more than that. So I found out he lived in Rancho 
3 Santa Fe, and his name was Edmond Petrus. And I put 
4 49.95 on my credit card, and went on the internet, and 
5 it spit out 19 pages. 
6 Q. Ofwhat? 
7 A. Of his filing for bankruptcy, his DU ls, 
8 his unbelievable things. And I was so upset. And I 
9 called up Jean. And I said, how could you have gotten 
10 me tied for so many months with someone who can't even 
11 afford to buy my house? 
12 Q. At what point did you run this search? 
13 A. Before he had any money put up. He had tied 
14 up my property for about four months. l had signed 
15 papers that he was going to buy the property. And then 
16 I realized, he didn't have any money to buy the 
17 property. 
18 Q. Have you never received money for that 
19 property? 
20 A. Yes, I have. But his -- in the meantime, the 
21 property was bought by his trust fund. 
22 Q. So eventually --
23 A. So they changed it from Edmond Petrus to the 
24 trust. 
Q. And then you were paid? 
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1 A. That's correct. 
2 Q. So at the end of the day, you received money 
3 for the house? 
4 A. Yes, I did. 
5 Q. Did you provide to your lawyer that -- how 
6 many pages -- 19 pages? 
7 A. No, 1 did not. 
8 Q. Why not? 
9 A. Well, I just didn't. But it makes fascinating 
10 reading. He did buy himself out of the bankruptcy, 
11 which I didn't know you could do. But he bought himself 
12 out of the bankruptcy, I assume, when he received his 
13 money from his mother. He was an only child. 
14 Q. What does it mean to buy yourself out of 
15 bankruptcy? 
16 A. I don't know. That's just what the papers 
17 stated. After -- he was getting a divorce at the time. 
18 And so after his divorce was final, he bought himself 
19 out of bankruptcy. I don't know what that means, but 
2 o that's what he did. 




,23 A. Well, if you put 49.95 down and run a search 
24 on the internet, you'll get 19 pages, I imagine. I got 
19 pages. 25 
i 
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1 Q. Do you still have those? 
2 A. I do not. You know, I put things behind me. 
3 I never dreamed I would be in a lawsuit with this man, 
4 or I might just put another 49.95 on the computer again. 
s Q. And you remember that very clearly? 
6 A. I do, because I was so horrified that I was 
7 involved with the kind of person he is. 
a Q. Have you ever filed for bankruptcy? 
9 A. No, I have not. 
10 Q. Do you know anyone who has? 
11 A. Yes. 
12 Q. Who? 
13 A. My daughter. 
14 Q. And is she still in bankruptcy? 
1s A. I think it lasts seven years. She had back 
16 surgery that was very expensive, and she did not have 
17 insurance. She was living in New York, and was in an 
18 automobile accident. And her hospital bills were over 
19 300,000, and she filed for bankruptcy. She's now living 
20 in La Jolla. 
21 Q. So in general, you don't think it's a bad 
22 thing to file for bankruptcy? 
23 A. No, I think it's a terrible thing. 
! 24 Q. Is it a reflection of poor character? 
25 A. No. I guess it's poor judgment, I would say. 
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1 Q. And if someone pays their debts to get out of 
2 bankruptcy, what does that mean to you? 
3 A. Well, it would depend. I don't know how 
4 bankruptcy works. I saw all of his -- all of the people 
5 that he owed money to; his children's tutors, his 
6 children's doctors appointments, and things. And it 
7 seemed terrible to me, that he left them hanging. And 
8 he had a Porsche and a Mercedes, and his wife was 
9 driving a Honda. It just seemed funny he was doing this 
10 from his divorce. 
11 Q. This was all from the 19 pages that you 
12 downloaded? 
13 A. Uh-huh, it was. 
14 Q. Did you show those to Jean Odmark? 
15 A. No, I told her about them. 
16 Q. Did you tell Michael Wood about them? 
17 A. No, I never talked to Michael. Jean might 
18 have told him, but I didn't. 
19 MS. FOSTER: Let's do Exhibit No. 5. 
20 (Exhibit 5 marked.) 
21 Q. (BY MS. FOSTER) Exhibit 5 is a 52-page 
22 document, Bates labeled Re/Max 1 through Re/Max 52. Do 
23 you recognize this document? 
24 A. Yes, I do. 
,25 Q. What is it? 
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1 A. This was our goings back and forth over 
2 different problems. 
3 Q. Is this the Real Estate Purchase and Sale 
4 Agreement for 2130 Payette Drive? 
5 A. I believe it is. 
6 Q. When you sold the property to Ed Petrus? 
7 A. That's correct. 
8 Q. If you could turn, please, to the last four 
9 pages. And tell me when you are there. It starts at 
10 Re/Max 49. 
11 A. Okay. 
12 Q. This is the "Seller's Property Condition 
13 Disclosure Form"; is that correct? 
14 A. That's correct. 
15 Q. It has your name as the seller, Nancy 
16 Gentry-Boyd. 
17 A. Right. 
18 Q. And the date, February 2nd, 2011? 
19 A. Correct. 
20 Q. Why does it say 2011? 
21 A. I don't know. 
22 Q. Were you trying to sell the house in February 
23 of201 I? 
• 24 A. I think that's probably when our negotiations 
1 25 started. 
1 Q. Did your negotiations with Mr. Petrus last 
2 over a year? 
3 A. Well, I don't know why it would say that ifit 
4 hadn't been when our negotiations had started. 
5 Q. Do you recall your negotiations lasting over a 
6 year? 
7 A. I don't recall. 
8 Q. So maybe it's a typo? 
9 A. Maybe. 
10 Q. That's fine. Do you recall completing this 
11 form? 
12 A. Yes. 
13 Q. What were the circumstances in which you 
14 completed it? 
15 A. I think Jean brought them over to the house, 
16 and l sat down with her and completed it. 
17 Q. Was this before or after you printed out the 
18 19 page report with Mr. Petrus? 
19 A. Oh, it was before. I would have never gotten 
20 into this mess had I read the 19 pages. 
21 Q. And at the bottom of the first page on the 
22 left are seller's initials. And are those your 
23 initials? 
24 A. Yes, they are my initials. 
25 Q. And the date is 2/7111; is that right? 
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1 A. It looks like it, uh-huh. So perhaps I didn't 
2 know what year it was. 
3 Q. So did you fill this out -- let's see if I can 
4 figure this out. Let's back up. 
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5 You said that your husband was diagnosed in 
6 2010? 
7 A. About that. 
8 Q. And how soon after he was diagnosed did you 
9 talk with Jean Odmark about selling the house in McCall? 
10 A. l think l had been talking to her as my lease 
11 went up each year with the Department of Lands. I said 
12 I either have to buy the property or get out. And they 
13 would not sell it to me at that time. 
14 Q. It must be a typo. Did you sit down with her 
15 and do paperwork in early 2011, for the selling of the 
16 house? 
17 A. I don't remember what year it was. I truly 
10 can't remember one year from the next. 
19 Q. From the time you first sat down with her to 
2 o start paperwork for selling the house, and the time you 
21 sold the house, was that all in the same year? 
22 A. I think it was, but it was a long year. It 
23 was a long year. 
24 Q. It was a 12-month year; right? 
.25 A. Well, the negotiations went on a long time. 
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1 over a year? 
2 A. I guess we did. 
3 Q. You don't recall --
4 A. I can't tell you for sure. I know -- that's 
5 why I got so upset, because I was being hung out to dry 
6 by my realtor, Jean, without any money put down, without 
7 knowing anything about this man. 
8 Q. For over a year? 
9 A. Uh-huh, for a long time. I wouldn't say it 
10 was a year. I don't know whether it was a year. I 
11 can't tell you. It was a long time. 
12 Q. Is it not possible that this form was 
13 initially completed by you in February of 2011, but then 
14 you didn't start the sale process until 2012? 
15 A. That's very possible. 
16 Q. Was the house on the market for a year before 
17 you had an offer? 
10 A. No, it was not. 
19 Q. How long was it --
20 A. I don't know how long it was on the market. 
21 This was the only offer I had on it. 
22 Q. All right. So let me --
23 A. People were not buying leaseholds. 
24 Q. Let's just, I'm going to back up, because we 
25 were speaking over each other a little bit. 
·-······-····- ····-···· --- --- ·----~···----· ---------· ~. -----------------------------· --- ---------------------
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1 Q. 1 understand your position. My question, 
2 though, is, the negotiations lasted less than a year; 
3 correct? 
4 A. l guess. I don't know whether 2011 is correct 
5 or not. l truly don't. 
6 Q. I see. 
7 A. I have it on several documents, so T must have 
8 thought at the time, it was 2011. I can't guarantee. 
9 Maybe I just made a mistake. Up here, at the top, it 
10 says, date 2-2, 2011. Do you see that typed in? 
11 Q. Yes, ma'am. 
12 A. l didn't type that in. 
13 Q. Who typed that in there? 
14 A. I don't know, but I didn't type that in there. 
15 So perhaps Jean's real estate company typed it in there. 
16 Q. And I guess on the top letter, is that a fax 
17 header, I see? 
10 A. Yes. 
19 Q. And it says, 2011? 
20 A. Yeah. 
21 Q. So you started this process in February of 
22 2011? 
123 A. Apparently so. And he didn't bother to sign 
! 24 it, or have it brought to him until March of' 12. 
Q. ls it your understanding that he had this for 
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1 A. Okay. 
2 Q. You don't know how long the house was on the 
3 market before it sold? 
4 A. No, I do not. 
5 Q. And you don't remember when you first put it 
6 on the market? 
7 A. No, I do not. 
8 Q. How much did you ask Jean to list it for when 
9 you first put it on the market? 
10 A. 3,500,000. 
11 Q. And did she list it at that amount? 
12 A. Yes, she did. 
13 Q. And no offers? 
14 A. That's correct. 
15 Q. And how long was it listed at 3,500,000? 
16 A. I don't know. You would have to find out from 
17 the real estate company. I have absolutely no idea. 
10 Q. Well, you still have the documents in your 
19 storage facility; correct? 
20 A. Probably, yes. 
21 Q. Sol could ask you for them? 
22 A. Yes, you could. 
23 Q. Okay. And I did; right? 
24 A. Well, perhaps you did. A lot has gone on in 
2s my life since this lawsuit started. 
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1 Q. Yes. And you collected no documents for this? 
2 A. That's correct. 
3 Q. You didn't check your email; did you? 
4 A. Yes, T checked my email. I was moving. I had 
5 to move from one house to the other. 
6 Q. In the last year? 
7 A. I've moved twice in the last year. 
8 Q. Where do you live now? I'm sorry. Let me 
9 rephrase that I know your address. 
10 Did you move within La Jolla twice? 
11 A. Yes. Yes. 
Q. How did that come about? 12 
13 A. Well, it came about, because as my husband's 
14 health is deteriorated, he could not handle stairs. 
15 That's how --
16 Q. So you've purchased a new house? 
A. No, we're renting right now. 17 
18 Q. We can go back to the property disclosure 
19 form. 
20 A. Okay. 
Q. I'm not trying to delve into your husband's 
situation. I'm happy to hear about it -- I mean, I'm 
2 3 not happy to hear about it. 
21 
22 
24 A Okay. 
25 Q. I'm sad to hear about it, but that's not where 
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1 I'm trying to go. 
2 A. Okay. 
3 Q. All right. Let's go back to the property 
4 disclosure form. You initialed it on the bottom left, 
5 February 7th, 2011; is that correct? 
6 A. Correct. 
1 Q. And does that mean that you filled it out 
8 around that time? 
9 A. I would think so, yes. 
10 Q. And if you go up to the top paragraph, where 
11 it starts with, "Section 55-2501." Do you see that? 
12 T'm on the first page of the disclosure form. At the 
13 top it says, your name, the date, and the property 
14 address. And right underneath that --
15 A. No. 
16 Q. Go to --
11 A. Page --
18 Q. Go to the previous page before that. 
19 A. Okay. 
20 Q. Let's see. 
21 A. Ts that it? 
22 Q. No, that's not it either. The bottom Bates 
23 label is Re/Max 49. What number are you on? 
MR. MILLEMANN: Do you want her on 
MS. FOSTER: Yes, please. That's a good 
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1 THE WITNESS: Thank you. 
2 Q. (BY MS. FOSTER) Okay. Thank you. 
3 A. Thank you. 
4 Q. So the top full paragraph that starts with 
s "Section 55-2501." 
6 A. Uh-huh. 
7 Q. I know that the writing is small, for me, too. 
8 If you go down five lines, where it says in all 
9 capitals, ''The Purpose of the Statement." Do you see 
10 that? 
11 A. Yes, I do. 
12 Q. And after that it says, "This is a statement 
13 made by the Seller of the conditions and information 
14 concerning the property known by the Seller"; is that 
15 correct? 
16 A. Yes. 
11 Q. And is that what you understand the purpose of 
18 this form to be? 
19 A. Yes. 
20 Q. And do you believe that you filled out this 
21 form correctly? 
22 A. Yes. 
23 Q. And completely? 
I
. 24 A. Yes. 
. 25 Q. And you left nothing out? 
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1 A. To my knowledge, T left nothing out. 
2 Q. And you filled it out in February of 2011? 
3 A. Yes. 
4 Q. After you had experienced the doors sticking 
s that one winter; correct? 
6 A. Yes. 
7 Q. And Mr. Kirk had come out and fixed it; right? 
8 A. That's correct. 
9 Q. And another winter you had a draft? 
10 A. Correct. 
11 Q. And you put duct tape on it? 
12 A. Correct. 
13 Q. Did you ever tell Jean Odmark anything about 
14 those things? 
15 A. Not to my knowledge. 1 certainly didn't tell 
16 her about the duct tape. She might have gotten a hint 
17 from me, that's the way to get rid of drafts. But, no, 
18 I don't think I discussed the duct tape. And I'm not 
19 sure whether I discussed this door sticking to -- with 
20 her. 
21 Q. You just said, she may have gotten a hint from 
22 you. What do you mean? I just didn't understand what 
23 you mean. 
A. I'm just saying, I could have helped her. She 
has a house. Some of her doors stick, maybe she could 
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1 use duct tape. That's all. 
2 Q. Okay. 
3 A. Maybe I'm just being facetious. 
4 Q. That's okay. I just wanted to understand. 
5 And did you tell Michael Wood anything about 
6 the doors having stuck that one winter, or had a draft 
7 another winter? 
8 A. Not that I recall. 
9 Q. And do you recall putting any of that 
10 information in the Seller's Property Condition 
11 Disclosure Form? 
12 A. No, I did not. 
13 Q. And if you turn to the second page, the second 
14 section is called "Moisture & Drainage Conditions 
15 Section." Do you see that? 
16 A. Yes, I do. 
1 7 Q. And we were on Bates label Re/Max 51; is that 
18 right? 
19 A. Yes. 
20 Q. And the third question says, "Has there been 
21 any water intrusion or moisture related damage to any 
, 22 portion of the property"; right? 
23 A. Correct. 
24 Q. And you said, "No"; correct? 
25 A. Correct. 
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1 in La Jolla, when it rains, and there is moisture. 
2 Q. But for this one, you actually called Chris 
3 Kirk to come fix it; right? 
4 A. Yes, I did. 
5 Q. Do you call builders every time you have a 
6 sticking door? 
1 A. No. 
8 Q. Why this time? 
9 A. Well, he fixed it. 
10 Q. Well, why didn't you call him for other doors? 
11 A. Well, because they -- I didn't have any 
12 problems with it. I'm not that picky. 
13 Q. But you consider it moisture-related damage; 
14 do you? 
15 A. No, l didn't consider it. I figured it was 
16 something that occurred at the time. And when 
11 it -- there wasn't moisture, it didn't stick. 
18 Q. But you told me he repaired it; right? 
19 A. Well, I think he did. It didn't stick any 
20 more. 
21 Q. So why isn't an answer to this, yes? 
22 A. Well, because it did not seem important to me. 
23 I wasn't trying to hide anything. 
24 Q. It did not seem important to you? 

























Q. But you told me a little while ago, that a 
sticking door is from moisture; didn't you? 
MR. MILLEMANN: Object to the question. I 
don't think that characterizes the witness' answer. 
But answer it, if you are able to. 
Q. (BY MS. FOSTER) Did you understand my 
question? 
A. Repeat it, please. 
Q. Earlier, when I asked you about your french 
doors sticking in the winter. 
A. Uh-huh. 
Q. We discussed whether it could have been caused 
by moisture or temperature. And you said, "moisture"; 
didn't you? 
A. Yes, I did. 
Q. Is that not a moisture-related problem? 
A. Yes, it probably is. But it would be that way 
with every house in McCall, Idaho as far as l know. 
Q. Did every door in your house stick with 
moisture? 
A. No. 
Q. Just one; right? 
A. Well, maybe two, I don't know. There were 
where moisture would stick windows and doors 


























Q. And if you go to the next page, which is Bates 
labeled Re/Max 50. 
A. Okay. 
Q. And the top half of the page is a square with 




A. Okay. Yes. Yeah. 
Q. And this is a space where it says, "Additional 
Remarks and/or Explanations Section: Please list any 
other existing problems that you know of concerning the 
property including legal, physical, product defects or 
others that are not already listed." Do you see that? 
A. Yes, I do. 
Q. And there are several blank lines after that? 
A. Yes. 
Q. You didn't put anything down? 
A. No, I did not. 
Q. You didn't put down that you had the builder 
fix sticking doors? 
A. No, I did not 
Q. Or that you had used duct tape to fix the 
draft? 
A. That's correct. 
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1 Q. And you don't recall whether you told Jean 
2 Odmark about those two things? 
3 A. 1 do not recall talking to her about either 
4 one of those things. 
5 Q. Did you talk to anyone during the sale of the 
6 home about those two events? 
7 A. Not to my knowledge. 
8 Q. And this page also at the bottom has your 
9 initials; right? 
10 A. Yes. Yes. 
11 Q. February 17, 2011? 
12 A. Correct. 
13 Q. Do you recall whether you ever went back and 
14 looked at this form after the first time you filled it 
15 out? Does my question make sense? 
16 A. It does. And I do not recall having gone back 
1 7 to look at it. 
18 Q. And then on the very final page, which is 
19 Bates labeled Re/Max 52. It looks like you -- so one, 
2 o two -- three signatures down, it says, your signature, 
21 Nancy Gentry-Boyd, March 8, 2012; is that right? 
22 A. Yes. 
23 Q. So you did give it a final signature one year 
'24 and two months --
25 A. Correct, I did. 
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1 Q. Excuse me -- one year and one month after you 
2 initially signed it? 
3 A. Uh-huh, I did. 
4 Q. Do you recall why? 
5 A. I guess I was asked to. I don't know. 
6 Q. By whom? 
7 A. I have no idea. I don't recall signing this. 
8 I did sign it. But I don't remember these details. I'm 
9 sorry. My memory is not that good. 
10 Q. Well, it's not bad. You remember 19 pages; 
11 right? 
12 A. Youbetldo. 
13 Q. So some things you remember? 
14 A. Some things that are out of the ordinary, I 
15 remember. 
16 Q. Right. And you remember Chris Kirk calling 
17 door installers to fix the door that one winter? 
18 A. I guess he did. 
19 Q. And that --
2 o A. I just know he came over. 
21 Q. I'm sorry. I interrupted you. Go ahead. 
22 A. No -- yes. 
23 Q. Okay. I don't have any other questions on 
24 this document. Thank you. 
25 A. Okay. 
1 Q. I'm sorry. You know what; I do have one more 
2 question. Let me make sure I've covered everything. 
3 You don't remember filling out the form at 
4 all; is that what you are telling me? 
5 A. Well, I must have filled it out but I do not 
6 specifically remember where I was, or when, whether I 
7 was in Jean's office, or at my house, or at Mountain 
8 Monkey Business. I do not recall. 
9 Q. And so do you recall whether Jean gave you any 
10 instructions about the form? 
















Q. Have you filled out similar forms in all the 
times you've sold property? 
A. Yes, I have. 
Q. And what do you understand your responsibility 
is with respect to filling out this form? 
A. To answer as honestly as I possibly can. 
Q. Is it to answer as completely as you can? 
A. Yes, it is. 
Q. And is it to answer in good faith? 
A. Yes, it is. Well, it is my character. And I 
have a pretty fine character. I'm not a liar. I'm not 
a cheater. I do -- I answer things from the hip. I 
shoot from the hip. And I did not deliberately lie or 
try to deceive anyone. 
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1 Q. And "from the hip" means? Does that mean, 
2 honestly? 
3 A. Honestly. It means, honestly. 
4 Q. Not haphazardly? 
5 A. That's correct. I'm an honest person. 
6 Q. And you understand that your obligation when 
7 you are selling property is to disclose conditions of 
8 the property that are out of the ordinary? 
9 A. Yes, I do. 
10 Q. And again, you did not disclose the problems 
11 that you had experienced with the french doors in 
12 question; did you? 
13 A. That's correct. 
14 Q. Now, I'm done with that form. Thank you. 
15 A. Okay. 
16 Q. When did you first learn that Mr. Petrus was 
17 alleging water damage to the home? 
18 A. Idon'trecall. 
19 Q. Who first told you about it? 
20 A. I think it was when I got a letter in the 
21 mail, asking for $20,000, from Mr. Petrus. 
22 Q. A letter asking for $20,000? 
I
' 23 A. Yes. 
24 Q. Do you still have this letter? 
25 A. I believe my attorney has it. 
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2 A. Well, it absolutely flabbergasted me. It said 
3 that he wanted 20,000 to repair damage to the floors. 
4 And there was nothing wrong with the floors when I 
5 signed the final papers. He had a list of items that he 
6 wanted to be reimbursed for. 
7 Q. Anything else in the letter? 
8 A. I don't recall. I -- it was just so out of 
9 the ordinary, and it was written right before -- I think 
10 the day before the time limit where you can get, you 
11 know, money for your grievances. And Mr. Petrus sent it 
12 to me. And I flew up to McCall and met with Steve 
13 Millemann. It was my first time to talk to Steve about 
14 this problem. 
15 Q. Okay. 
16 A. And I gave Chris a copy of the letter. And he 
17 took the grievances in the letter, and figured out what 
18 it would cost to repair the floors, and repair 
19 everything that Mr. Petrus listed in the letter. And it 
20 didn't come close to $20,000. It was a joke that 
21 Mr. Petrus wanted $20,000 for these grievances. 
• 22 Q. How much did Mr. Kirk think it would cost to 
23 repair these grievances? 
24 A. I can't remember. 
25 Q. But it was less than 20? 
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1 A. Way less. 
2 Q. How long after you closed the house, did you 
3 receive this letter from Mr. Petrus? 
4 A. I can only tell you what the time limit was. 
5 And it was the day before the time limit would have been 
6 up. 
7 Q. And what is this time limit? 
s A. I don't know. I think you have six months, or 
9 a year, or something, after you sell a house, that you 
10 can go back and ask for --
11 Q. I see. 
12 A. I don't know. 1 just -- it so shocked me, 
13 because he got such a great deal with a furnished house, 
14 with the landscaping, and all of the nice things that he 
15 got for the small amount of money that he paid, that I 
16 could not believe that he was petty enough to come after 
11 me. 
18 Q. So sitting here today, you recall that you 
19 received a letter from Mr. Petrus asking for about 
20 $20,000; is that right? 
21 A. That's correct. 
22 Q. Well, give me a second. 
23 Do you still have that letter in your 
24 possession? 
25 A. I do not. 
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1 Q. Did you throw it away? 
2 A. No, I gave it to Steve Millemann. 
3 Q. Okay. Fine. And you don't recall how long 
4 after you closed, that you received that letter? 
5 A. It was at least six months. 
6 Q. Within the six months? 
7 A. About six months, perhaps. 
8 MS. FOSTER: Let's do Exhibit 6. 
9 (Exhibit 6 marked.) 
10 Q. (BY MS. FOSTER) I'm handing you what's a 
11 four-page document. It's an email string. It is Bates 
12 labeled Batchelor 98 through Batchelor 101. Batchelor 
13 is B-a-t-c-h-e-1-o-r. 
14 You've testified that you don't email very 
15 often. Are you familiar, though, with how email strings 
16 look? 
17 A. Yes, I am. 
18 Q. So then they are in reverse chronological 
19 order; and therefore, please turn to page 2. 
20 A. (Witness complying.) 
21 Q. And look at about halfway through, there is an 
22 email from Ed Petrus. And it says, August 2nd, 2012 at 
23 I :07 p.m. Do you see that? 
! 24 A. Yes, I do. 
25 Q. This email is from Ed Petrus to Michael Wood; 
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1 is that correct? 
2 A. It seems to be. 
3 Q. It says, "Michael: We are moving forward and 
4 it is apparent the doors will have to totally 
5 reinstalled." Do you see that? 
6 A. Yes, I do. 
7 Q. And this is, let's see, August 2nd. And 
s that's less than four months after you closed; is that 
9 right? 
10 A. I guess so. 
11 Q. And this is an email talking about having the 
12 doors reinstalled; correct? 
13 A. Yes, it is. 
14 Q. And the second sentence says, "Have you spoken 
15 to your client Nancy Boyd about the matters we 
16 discussed?" Do you see that? 
17 A. Yes,Ido. 
18 Q. Did Michael Wood ever talk to you about this 
19 in August of20I2? 
20 A. Not that I recall. 
21 Q. You have no recollection, whatsoever? 
22 A. No, I have no recollection. 
23 Q. The next sentence, "In addition to matters we 
24 discussed." And again, just focusing on that phrase. 
25 You don't know that Michael Wood spoke with Ed Petrus in 
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1 August of2012? 
2 A. I do not know that. 
3 Q. "It is apparent that CTR was contacted by your 
4 client about the problem with the doors but was never 
s contracted to fix or repair it"; is that true? 
6 A. I don't recall that. I don't even know what 
7 CTR is. 
8 Q. Then there is some talk about lawyers in the 
9 next two sentences. The next sentence says, "This is a 
1 o pretty straight forward case of non-disclosure. Those 
11 doors have clearly been a problem for Nancy for years 
12 and the duct tape she used would not fix true problem." 
13 Do you see that? 
14 A. Yes, I see that. 
1s Q. And is that true? 
16 A. I don't know that's it's true. That's what he 
17 says. 
18 Q. And then you go up, and then at 11 :35 a.m., 
19 the next day, August 3rd, Michael Wood responds; 
20 correct? 
21 A. Yes. 
22 Q. And he says, "Ed, the seller," you, "will be 
23 contacting the builder to obtain cost information on the 
24 repair you are requesting." "She will get back to me as 
I 2 s soon as she has consulted with Chris Kirk." 
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1 Do you see that? 
2 A. I see that. 
3 Q. And is that true? 
4 A. I guess it is. I can't believe Michael would 
5 make that up. 
6 Q. Okay. 
7 A. I don't remember any of this conversation. 
8 Q. And when we look at Michael's email, nowhere 
9 does he dispute that those doors have clearly been a 
10 problem for Nancy for years; does he? 
11 A. No, he doesn't. 
12 Q. And he doesn't dispute that the duct tape you 
13 used would not fix the true problem; did he? 
14 A. True. 
15 Q. But you've also said that you don't believe he 
16 ever would have -- what -- I can't remember your 
17 words -- that he was not dishonest? 
18 A. I hardly know Michael Wood. I assume he's not 
19 dishonest, because Jean continues to work with him, and 
20 I respect Jean. But I don't know Michael Wood from a 
21 hole in the ground. 
22 Q. So why wouldn't he have disputed these 
23 accusations? 
24 A. I don't know. 
25 Q. He says, "The selter will be contacting the 
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1 builder to obtain cost information on the repair you are 
2 requesting." And you don't recall this? 
3 A. No, I don't. 
4 Q. But this looks like in less than four months 
5 after closing, Mr. Petrus contacted Mr. Wood, and said, 
6 we have a problem with the doors; right? 
7 A. Now, may I ask you something? You knew 
8 nothing about the letter that was sent to me asking for 
9 $20,000; is that correct? 
10 Q. I don't have -- I can't --
11 MR. MILLEMA NN: If she wants to ask you about 
12 that, she can, but... 
13 THE WITNESS: All right. 
14 Q. (BY MS. FOSTER) Yes, I don't want to be rude, 
15 but this is the time for me to ask you questions. 
16 A. T'm trying to figure out whether the letter 
17 came before this or not. 
18 MR. MILLEMANN: She's not going to tell you. 
19 Q. (BY MS. FOSTER) I mean, I will be blunt with 
20 you -- I mean, I will. If I see the letter in here, I 
21 will show it to you. 
22 A. Okay. 
23 Q. If I missed it, I missed it. But you think 
'24 that I have it. 
25 A. No, I don't know. I don't know whether you 
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1 have it. I'm just saying, I'm very aware of the letter 
2 coming to me. But I don't remember any of this 
3 (indicating). 
4 Q. But you don't remember any of this. Okay. 
5 A. So I don't remember if this was after the 
6 letter, or before the letter. I really don't. 
7 Q. Well, let's piece it together a little bit. 
8 You did say that after you received the letter, you 
9 talked to Chris Kirk? 
10 A. Yes, I did. 
11 Q. And that he was going to figure out the cost 
12 of repair? 
13 A. Yes. 
14 Q. Based on the letter from Mr. Petrus? 
15 A. Uh-huh. 
16 Q. Could this email from Michael Wood, of August 
17 3rd, 2012, be referring to that conversation, if you 
18 know? 
19 A. I don't know. I have no idea. 
20 Q. Okay. 
21 A. By this time, August of 2012, do you know how 
22 long Mr. Petrus had been in the house? 
23 Q. I will answer that question by referring you 
i 24 back, if you don't mind, to Exhibit 5. This is the 
· 25 Estate Purchase and Sale Agreement And without 
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l through it now, I can represent to you, that the house 
2 closed on April 20th of 2012. 
3 A. Of that year? 
4 Q. Yes. 
5 A. Okay. Because the months that 
6 he -- Mr. Petrus was in the house with his three 
7 teenagers, and his girlfriend's two teenagers, they had 
8 put a hot tub on the deck. And when he was saying that 
9 the floors needed to be refinished, the floors were in 
10 perfect order when I closed the house. 
ll T can only assume that five teenagers in and 
12 out of the hot tub into the house would hurt my wooden 
13 floors. 1 can only assume that five teenagers in and 
14 out of the house would hurt the doors. So I think those 
15 were circumstances that brought to light the problem 
16 with the doors, and the problem with the floor. 
l 7 Q. So you think these problems were caused by a 
18 hot tub? 
19 A. I think they were caused by the people living 
20 in the house. 
21 Q. Do you know when the hot tub was installed? 
22 A. It was installed immediately after he bought 
23 the house. 
24 Q. And how do you know this? 
25 A. Because I was told. 
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1 Q. By whom? 
2 A. f can't tell you. I don't even remember. 
3 Q. And how do you know his teenagers were at the 
4 house that summer? 
5 A. They were there all summer, five of them. 
6 Q. How do you know that? 
7 A. Because neighbors complained. 
8 Q. To you? 
9 A. No, to friends of mine; hearsay. 
10 Q. So rumors? 
ll A. Rumors, uh-huh. 
12 Q. And they told you that the kids went in 
13 through the south facing french doors? 
14 A. They didn't tell me what doors they went in 
15 and out of. I just have to assume. 
16 Q. And if you go up on that page, and actually to 
17 see the time, if you flip to the previous page, 
18 Batchelor 98, in the very last line. The very last line 
19 says, the date August 13, 2012 at 2:46 p.m., Ed Petrus 
20 wrote. 
21 A. Uh-huh. 
22 Q. And then the top of the next page, Batchelor 
23 99, "Michael: We are running out of time. The doors 
24 must be reinstalled and it takes six weeks to get the 
2 parts and new doors. That will mean we will be" -- and 
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1 I don't quite understand this -- "that will mean we will 
2 be forking on they this winter" -- I think it means 
3 working on this. I'm not sure -- "which will increase 
4 the cost for your client. Doing repairs of this nature 
5 in the winter always increases the costs. Please advise 
6 what if anything your client wants to do about replacing 
7 the doors." 
8 Did Mr. Wood tell you about that email? 
9 A. I don't remember it, but I'm sure I was aware 
10 of it. I just do not remember, per se, any of these 
ll emails. 
12 Q. And then back to the very first page of this 
13 exhibit. The next email up from Mr. Wood, that same 
14 day, August 13th, 2012. There must be a time 
15 difference, 1 :57 p.m. "Former owner," and that's you; 
16 right, Nancy? 
17 A. Yes, it is. 
18 Q. "ls working with the builder Chris Kirk to 
19 facilitate this." Was that true? 
20 A. I guess so. I don't know why he would write 
21 it if it wasn't true. But I don't know that it was 
22 true. How would I know? 
23 Q. Were you working with Chris Kirk at the time? 
24 A. I do not recall. "Former owner is working 
25 with the builder Chris Kirk to facilitate this. I have 
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1 given Chris the info he requested. Am waiting for 
2 marching orders." 
3 l don't know. 
4 Q. And again, in this email, he still doesn't 
5 dispute that Ed said, that the doors have clearly been a 
6 problem for Nancy for years; does he? 
7 A. No. He's saying that. 
8 Q. I'm sorry? 
9 A. He was saying that, yes. 
10 Q. Mr. Petrus was saying that? 
ll A. Yes, he was. Uh-huh. 
12 Q. And Mr. Wood did not disagree with that? 
13 A. Well, apparently not. 
14 Q. And then you go up to the next email, and it 
15 is April 3rd, 2013, approximately nine months later; is 
16 that right? Do you see that? 
17 A. Yes, I do. 
18 Q. That says, at 1: 16, Kevin Batchelor wrote: 
19 "Michael: Ed wanted me to pass this email onto you from 
20 August 13, 2012. Ed wants a decision made ASAP as this 
21 has been going on too long. Hopefully Nancy will get 
22 back to you ASAP before legal action is incurred, which 
23 will cost a lot more money." 
• 24 Do you see that? 
I A. I see that. 
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3 original letter asking for 20,000, and having found out 
4 through 19 pages of history from Mr. Petrus, I figured 
5 this would only be the beginning of him coming after me 
6 if I wrote out the check for $20,000. I figured he's 
7 the kind of man that would keep coming after me. 
8 And that is why we're here today. Because I 
9 did nothing wrong, and I wasn't about to write out a 
10 check for $20,000. I was not aware of water damage in 
11 the house. And I was aware of putting tape on a draft 
12 coming through while I was playing bridge. But I did 
13 not do anything dishonest. And to receive a letter, 
14 from this man, whose character I have big questions 
15 about, asking me for a check for $20,000 when I have 
16 done nothing wrong, is why I have an attorney here, and 
17 we're at this point. Because I think the man is very 
18 questionable. 
19 Q. And you think his claim that the doors have 
2 o clearly been a problem for Nancy for years is also 
21 questionable? 
22 A. Yes, I did. 
23 Q. Then why didn't Michael Wood disagree? 













Q. And did you tell Mr. Petrus in August of 2012, 
I have 19 pages questioning your character, so I'm not 
going to give you any money? 
A. No, I did not. 
Q. And was that the only reason you didn't want 
to cut the check? 
A. Is that stated someplace? 
Q. No, I'm asking you. 
A. No, I didn't tell him that I told Jean 
Odmark that, how could she have put me in touch with 
11 such an inscrutable, horrible person. 
Q. And then if you go up, it says -- so going 
back to the document, Batchelor 98. If you go up to the 
very next email, it is Thursday, April 4th, 2013, 11 :52 
15 a.m. from Michael Wood to Kevin Batchelor. "Kevin, 
16 Nancy contacted me and assured me she will respond to 






19 A. I guess it is. I do not remember it. 
20 Q. Then if you go up to the very top, on April 
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1 Do you see that? 
2 A. Yes, I do. 
3 Q. And is that true? 
4 A. I don't know. 
5 Q. Did Chris Kirk explain to you that the cost 
6 repair was inflated? 
7 A. Yes, he did. 
8 Q. And did he say why he thought that? 
9 A. Well, because he knows the businesses. He's 
10 built many houses. So he would know whether they were 
11 or not 
12 Q. Yes. But what did he say to you? 
13 A. He said they were greatly inflated. 
14 Q. Did he give you advice as to whether you 
15 should or should not pay the money? 
16 A. No, he did not. 
11 Q. And do you know Mike Longmire? 
18 A. No, I do not. 
19 Q. And you don't know what CTR is? 
20 A. No, I do not. 
21 Q. Let me ask you a hypothetical question. 
22 A. Okay. 
23 Q. Which is always tricky. But I'm going to ask, 
2 4 if you were in Mr. Petrus' shoes, and you received this 
25 email from Michael Wood on August 3rd, "Ed, the seller 
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1 will be contacting the builder to obtain cost 
2 information on the repair you are requesting." And he 
3 didn't dispute that those doors have clearly been a 
4 problem for Nancy. What would you think? 
5 MR. MILLEMANN: Excuse me. 
6 MS. FOSTER: It's a hypothetical. 
7 MR. MILLEMANN: That is not a hypothetical. 
8 That's asking the witness to speculate as to what 





witness was copied with. 
I don't want you to speculate. If you can 
answer the question, answer it. 
Q. (BY MS. FOSTER) So I'm actually not asking 
14 you what Mr. Petrus would have thought. f'm asking what 






A. Well, in dealing with Mr. Petrus, I didn't see 
any of these emails. So this is the first I'd ever seen 
of any of these emails. 
Q. Right. So r guess what I'm asking is, 
21 4th, Ed emails Kevin Batchelor. "Kevin, I spoke to Mike 21 
22 Longmire about Chris Kirk's argument that cost repair 22 
Mr. Petrus sends an email to Michael, stating those 
doors have clearly been a problem for Nancy for years; 
right? 23 
124 
inflated - he says, good luck - everything at rock 
bottom prices and door quote is what every contractor 
23 
A. Yes. 
25 would get." 
24 
25 Q. And Michael doesn't dispute it; does he? 
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2 Q. But he didn't? 
3 A. Well, I'm sorry. I can't answer for Michael. 
4 Q. No. But wouldn't it be fair to say, that if 
5 that was not true, Michael would have disputed it? 
6 A. No. 
7 MR. MILLEMANN: Object to the form of the 
8 question. 
9 Go ahead and answer it, if you can. 
10 THE WITNESS: No. 
11 Q. (BY MS. FOSTER) Why not? 
12 A. I just don't -- in dealing with Mr. Petrus, 
13 there is a fine line between truth and fiction. I 
14 just -- nothing the man says, do 1 respect. And I 
15 just -- I'm sorry. I don't -- 1 never saw these things. 
16 If, whatever his name is -- Michael, is in Mr. Petrus' 
17 pocket, I don't have any idea. I don't know what goes 
18 on around in here. I don't come up to McCall any more. 
19 And I don't know Michael that well. 
20 So maybe Michael is hoping to do business with 
21 Mr. Petrus in the future. I have no idea. But don't 
1
22 ask me to comment on this, because I don't know what 
23 went on between Mr. Petrus and Michael. 
24 Q. Mr. Wood was working with your real estate 
25 agent, though; wasn't he? 
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1 A. Well, he should have been, yes. 
2 Q. And she represented you; right? 
3 A. Yes, she did. 
4 Q. So is it your testimony, you think he might 
s have been switching sides at this point? 
6 A. I have no idea. 
7 Q. Do you have any basis to think that? 
8 A. No. He did call me and say, Mr. Petrus is 
9 getting rid of your master bedroom bedspread, and so 
10 forth. Would you like that? And I said, yes. And that 
11 was the end of it. I never got another thing. He had a 
12 garage sale after he bought my house, and sold 
13 everything that he didn't want that he took from my 
14 furnished house, that he bought. 
15 Q. And in the summer of 2012, after you closed on 
16 the house, did you talk to Jean -- is it odd-mark or 
1 7 ode-mark? 
18 A. Ode-mark. 
19 Q. Did you talk to Jean Odmark about Ed Petrus' 
20 allegation that the doors had been a problem for years? 
21 A. No. 
Q. Did she talk to you about it? 
A. No. 
Q. Did she know that you were talking to Chris 
Kirk about obtaining cost information on the repair? 
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1 A. I can't remember. I don't have any idea. She 
2 may have, or she may not have. 
3 Q. Did you show her the letter that you say you 
4 received requesting $20,000? 
s A. Not to my knowledge, but I may have. I can't 
6 honestly answer that. I don't remember. I can only 
7 tell you, I saw red when I got that letter. I was 
8 absolutely so disgusted, and still am. 
9 Q. And you thought there was no truth to it? 
10 A. That's true. 
11 Q. And you said you've told many people in McCall 
12 about this lawsuit; right? 
13 A. No, I haven't had to tell them. People talk 
14 about Mr. Petrus all the time. I get phone calls from 
15 out of nowhere of things he's done, throwing things at 
16 people at the Shore Lodge, and various and sundry 
17 behaviors at dinner parties, and so forth, and his 
18 drinking. 
19 Q. So you don't recall one way or the other, 
20 whether you talked to Jean Odmark about this? 
21 A. No, I do not recall. 
22 Q. Is it fair to assume you would have? 
23 A. It -- sure, it's fair to -- if you want to 
24 think it is. I truly have no memory of it. 
25 Q. You don't know? 
1 A. No, I don't. 
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2 Q. At any time after the sell of the house, have 
3 you talked with Jean Odmark about Ed's complaint that 
4 you knew about the doors having problems, and didn't 
5 disclose it? 
6 A. No, I haven't talked to her about it. 
7 Frankly, Jean and I didn't really communicate for about 
8 six months after the sell of the house. She wrote me an 
9 8 page letter that I never read. I destroyed it. 
10 Explaining why she had done what she did. I never read 
11 it. 
12 She was trying to get me back in her favor. I 
13 didn't appreciate the fact that she hadn't represented 
14 me more fairly. And the two things I asked for out of 
15 the house, she didn't go to bat for me. She was wanting 
16 to make a sale. And I told her that, in no uncertain 
17 terms that I felt she had not been fair with me by not 





Q. And have you discussed this lawsuit with her? 
A. She knows I'm here. I'm staying in her house. 
Q. Did you discuss today's deposition with her? 
A. No, I did not. She's in Borrego, and I'm in 
23 her house with my husband, and my son, who came up to 
24 take care of my husband. 
2 5 Q. So going back to the time line of events. 
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1 Between August of 2012 and April of 2013, did you have 
2 any communications with Michael Wood or Jean Odmark 
3 about Ed's complaint about the doors? 
4 A. I probably did, but I do not remember. 
5 MS. FOSTER: Let me grab something else to ask 
6 you questions about. 
7 (Exhibit 7 marked.) 
8 Q. (BY MS. FOSTER) This is a three-page document 
9 that's being marked Exhibit 7. And it's Bates labeled 
10 Petrus 191 through Petrus 193. This is another email 
11 stream that includes some of the emails we just 
12 discussed. Does that look right to you? 
13 A. l guess. I don't remember seeing this. I 
14 probably have seen it, but T do not remember. 
15 Q. Well, I'm not saying you have. So just to 
16 orient. If you go down to the bottom of the first page. 
17 A. Uh-huh. 
18 Q. You can see the email from Michael Wood to 
19 Mr. Petrus. 
20 A. Yes. 
21 Q. August 3rd, 2012, and this is an email we just 
22 discussed. "Ed, the seller will be contacting the 
23 builder to obtain cost information." 
24 A. Yes. 
25 Q. And then you go up to March 18th, 2013. I'll 
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1 wait. It's on the first page. 
2 A. All right. 
3 Q. We're going in reverse chronological order. 
4 A. Okay. 
5 Q. Well, I guess it is chronological order. It 
6 is reversed on the page. 
7 A. Okay. 
8 Q. August 3rd, 2012, and then the next email in 
9 this chain is March 18th, 2013. When Ed Petrus wrote, 
10 "Michael: Kevin or someone in his office will be 
11 dropping off for you and your client a copy of the 
12 estimate to replace the defective doors. Please provide 
13 a copy to Nancy at your earliest convenience." 
14 Do you see that? 
15 A. Yes, I do. 
16 Q. Did you receive a copy of the estimate to 
17 replace the defective doors? 
10 A. I do not remember seeing it. Do you know? Is 
19 there --
20 Q. That's what I'm asking. 
21 A. I don't know. I don't remember seeing it. So 
22 I have no idea what the estimate was. 
23 Q. Okay. Michael Wood says right after that, "I 
24 will forward to seller once bid is delivered. Thanks!" 
25 A. Okay. 
• Nancy Gentry-Boyd March 9, 2016 
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1 Q. So you don't know whether that happened or 
2 not? 
3 A. No. 
4 MS. FOSTER: Do you need to take a break? 
5 MR. MILLEMANN: Counsel, we are at the lunch 
6 hour. 
7 MS. FOSTER: T have another 45 minutes. 
8 MR. MILLEMANN: If it's 45, and not an 
9 hour-and-45. 





MR. MILLEMANN: T don't know what your 
situation is with, Bill. 
15 
THE WITNESS: Well, they don't have a car. 
MS. FOSTER: Let's take a ten-minute break at 




(A recess was had.) 
MS. FOSTER: Back on the record. 
(Exhibit 8 marked.) 
20 Q. (BY MS. FOSTER) Nancy, I've handed you what's 
21 been marked Exhibit 8. It's a one-page document, Bates 
22 labeled Petrus 194. And this is another email chain. 
• 23 It has two emails on it. And the first one is from you, 
24 April 9th, 2013, at 12:02 p.m., from your email address 
25 gentryboyd.nancy@gmail.com. Is this your email address? 
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1 A. Yes, it is. 
2 Q. And is this the email address that you asked 
3 your husband's secretary -- I apologize, I don't 
4 remember her name -- to use for you? 
5 A. Yes. 
6 Q. This email states, "Dear Mr. Petrus: Your due 
7 diligence was completed prior to the closing of escrow. 
8 You closed escrow. I have no further responsibilities. 
9 Sincerely, Nancy Gentry-Boyd." 
10 A. Correct. 
11 Q. Did you type it out? 
12 A. No, I did not. 
13 Q. You had your -- can you remind me of her name? 
14 A. Maura Healy. 
15 Q. Thank you. You had Maura write it? 
16 A. Yes. 
17 Q. Did you dictate? 
18 A. Yes. 
19 Q. And why did you send this email? 
20 A. Because that's the way I felt. 
21 Q. How did you feel? 
22 A. I feel that I have no more responsibility to 
23 Mr. Petrus. 
Q. What does "your due diligence was completed 
to the closing of escrow" mean? 
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1 A. Well, he had an inspector that he paid to come 
2 in and inspect the house. And I assume that he agreed 
3 to the inspection. 
4 Q. Anything else that meant? 




Q. How many days were provided for due diligence; 
do you recall? 
A. I believe a week. I wouldn't swear to that. 
9 I don't know. It was whatever. 
10 Q. And is it your understanding that after you 
11 closed escrow, you have no further responsibilities? 
12 A. That was my understanding. 
13 Q. If, for example, you had withheld some 
14 information about an adverse condition, is it your 
15 belief that if you had withheld it, and they didn't find 
16 it in inspection, you would have no responsibilities 
17 after closing? 
18 A. No, that is not what I'm saying. It's just I 
19 did not feel that I had any responsibility left. I 
2 o declared everything that I could remember and knew. And 
21 that was the end of my responsibility. And I was hoping 
22 that it would just put Mr. Petrus at rest. 
23 Q. So let me just break down your answer. If you 
24 had withheld some adverse condition like that you had 
25 termites in previous years, and you didn't disclose it, 
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1 and you closed. Would you feel you were responsible 
2 after closing for any damages that arose from that? 
3 A. No. 
4 Q. Why not? 
s A. Because the inspection was done that, 
6 obviously, they saw that there were termites, if there 
7 were termites existing. And so I wouldn't have to tell 
8 them there were termites. In California, you have to 
9 have a termite inspection. 
10 Q. Maybe I used a bad example. If you were aware 
11 of a problem with the house, that you knew about, and 
12 they didn't find at inspection, and then you closed, 
13 would you still have any responsibilities after that? 
14 A. I would if I had withheld anything that I knew 
15 about the house, yes. 
16 Q. Even if there was an inspection period --
17 A. Yes. 
18 Q. -- and they didn't find it? 
19 A. But to my knowledge, it was nothing that you 
20 can find. 
: 21 Q. So if it's something you knew about, but 
couldn't be found at inspection, and you withheld it, 
would you be responsible? 
A. Well, I didn't purposefully withhold it. 
25 Q. Yeah, this is a hypothetical. 
• 
1 A. Uh-huh. 
Nancy Gentry-Boyd 
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2 Q. If you had withheld information about an 
3 adverse condition, and it wasn't found at inspection, 
4 couldn't have been found at inspection, but you withheld 
5 it, would you have responsibility later? 
6 A. Yes--
7 MR. MILLEMANN: Excuse me. I'll just object 
8 to the form of the question as far as an adverse 
9 condition. And it calls for this witness to have an 
10 understanding of the law beyond her expertise. 
11 lfyou understand the question, go ahead. 
12 Q. (BY MS. FOSTER) Did you understand the 
13 question? 
14 A. Yes. lam an honorable person. So I would 
15 have stood by whatever I thought T should do to correct 
16 the problem. 
11 Q. Okay. My question is a little more specific. 
18 And you've sold many properties in your life; right? 
19 A. Yes, I have. 
20 Q. And you know that as a seller, you have an 
21 obligation to disclose adverse conditions; right? 
2 2 A. Correct. 
23 Q. And if you ever didn't disclose it, you would 
24 be responsible after closing; is that right? 
25 A. Correct. 
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1 Q. Even if it was not discovered in inspection? 
2 A. Yes. 
3 Q. Okay. That's my question. Thank you. 
4 And if you look down at Exhibit 8, and you 
5 look at Mr. Petrus' email back to you on April 9th, at 
6 12:20. He says, "Due diligence does not apply to things 
7 that you had a duty to disclose." Do you agree with 
8 that? 
9 MR. MILLEMANN: The same objection. 
10 Answer it, if you are able to. 
11 THE WITNESS: I disclosed everything that I 
12 thought that was important. And I was not aware of 
13 withholding anything. 
14 Q. (BY MS. FOSTER) Do you agree with this 
15 sentence, though? 
16 A. Yes. 
11 Q. Okay. No further questions on that exhibit. 
18 Or, actually, just for timeline purposes, could you 
19 compare Exhibit 7 to Exhibit 8? I'm sorry. Hold on. 
2 o Give me just a moment to get my bearings. 
21 Does Exhibit 6 contain an email saying, that 
22 you will get back to him by the end of the week from 
23 Michael Wood? 
24 A. Yes, it does. 
25 Q. And that was April 4th? 
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1 A. Yes. 
2 Q. And April 9th you got back to him? 
3 A. Apparently, yes. 
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4 Q. So is it easy to assume that Michael Wood knew 
5 you were going to email him by the end of the week? 
6 A. It's safe to assume that. 
7 Q. And did you tell him you were going to? 
8 A. If he said I did, I imagine I did. I don't 
9 remember. 
10 Q. Thank you. What happened between April 4th 
11 and April 9th of that week, if you remember? And, I 
12 mean, specifically with regarding to the doors at issue 
13 in the complaint. 
14 A. I do not remember. 
15 Q. Did you talk to anyone before writing this 
16 email on the 9th? 
17 A. J do not remember. 
18 Q. For example, a lawyer? 
19 A. I do not remember. 
20 Q. A real estate agent, Jean? 
21 A. No. 
22 Q. You didn't consult with any legal counsel 
2 3 before writing that response, about your obligations and 
2 4 responsibilities? 
125 A. Not that I recall. 
---·····-------
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1 Q. You wrote that based on your own understanding 
2 of your responsibilities? 
3 A. Yes, I did. 
4 Q. Okay. Thank you. No more questions on that 
5 document. 
6 MS. FOSTER: I'm going to mark this Exhibit 9. 
7 (Exhibit 9 marked.) 
a Q. (BY MS. FOSTER) I'm going to hand you what's 
9 been marked as Exhibit 9. And it's a three-page 
10 document, Bates labeled Petrus 218 to Petrus 220. 
11 Do you recognize this Jetter? 
12 A. No, I do not. 
13 Q. Do you know Jason Mau? 
14 A. No, I do not. 
15 Q. Were you aware that Mr. Kirk received this 
16 letter? 
17 A. No, I was not aware of it. 
18 Q. If you go down to the fourth paragraph, the 
19 first sentence says, "A detailed inspection of the doors 
20 disclosed the presence of excessive water in the foam 
• 21 insulation on the stem wall under the doors." 
22 Did you know that? 
23 A. Well, I flew up here -- yes, I flew up here 
24 with my husband to see what they had tom apart. They 
i25 had already begun to fix everything. They did not give 
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1 me the time they said they would give me. I had a 
2 window of a couple of days. But they started repairing 
3 the work before I arrived. 
4 (Exhibit 10 marked.) 
5 Q. (BY MS. FOSTER) Here is Exhibit 10. 
6 A. I'm still reading Exhibit 9. 
7 Q. That's fine. Go ahead. 
a A. (Witness reading.) Okay. That's the first 
9 time I've seen that here. 
10 Q. If you look at Exhibit 10, it's a two-page 
11 document, Bates labeled Petrus 222 and 223. 
12 A. Okay. 
13 Q. This is a Jetter from Jason Mau, attorney, to 
14 you, dated August 15, 2013; is that correct? 
15 A. Is it this letter? 
16 Q. No, have you seen this letter? 
17 A. This letter? 
18 Q. Exhibit 10. 
19 A. You know, I do not remember having ever seen 
20 this letter. I must have seen it, but I don't remember 
21 ever seeing it. I'm not so sure that I was at this 
22 address. 
23 Q. 2325 Avenida De la Playa? 
24 A. Yes. We sold our house before that day. So I 
25 don't know if this ever reached me in --
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1 Q. Do you know who Martha Munoz is? 
2 A. No, I do not. I have no idea who signed for 
3 it. 
4 Q. Okay. 
5 A. But believe me, I did not. I've never seen 
6 that letter before. 
7 Q. And that means, you've never seen the August 
a 7th Jetter to Mr. Kirk either? 
9 A. That's right. 
10 Q. So this letter is dated August of 2013, about 
11 four months after your email, that we just looked at, to 
12 Mr. Petrus? 
13 A. Uh-huh. 
14 Q. Did you have communications with Mr. Petrus 
15 after that email of April 9th, 2013? 
16 A. I don't think so. 
17 Q. What happened that summer with regard to 
18 Mr. Petrus' complaints about the door? 
19 A. I have no idea. 
20 Q. Did you ever--
21 A. I have no idea . 
22 Q. Did you have conversations with anyone about 
• 23 it? 
24 A. No. 
25 Q. You received that email from Mr. Petrus, 
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1 saying he was going to serve a lawsuit; right? 
2 A. Yes. 
3 Q. And what was the next thing you heard? 
4 A. I don't recall what was next. We came up here 
5 when they said that they were tearing the house apart. 
6 We flew up as soon as we could get on a plane to see 
7 what was happening. And they had already started 
8 putting everything back together. And Michael Wood went 
9 with us. 
10 And the gentleman who was in charge of the 
11 project, said there is no way anybody could have known 
12 there was water damage in here, unless we had tom this 
13 apart. Michael Wood can testify to that, because l 
14 thought it was quite a telltale sign that it was 
15 impossible to know there was water damage, unless you 
16 tore the siding off, and took everything apart. I 
17 certainly didn't know there was water damage there. 
18 Q. So after you received Mr. Petrus' email 
19 response that he was going to file a complaint, what did 
2 o you think was going to happen? 
21 A. [ didn't -- I had no idea. And I can tell 
22 you, I don't know who this person is who signed for 
23 this, but we were not living -- I was in that house for 
24 49 years, but I was not there on this day. l've never 
25 seen any of these letters. 
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1 Q. When did you move? 
2 A. I can't tell you the date. It was, I think, 
3 Mayofthatyear. Itmayhavebeen2012. ldon'tknow. 
4 The years kind of run together these days. 
5 Q. Did you move the same year you sold the 
6 Payette house? 
7 A. No, I did not. 
s Q. The next year? 
9 A. Yes, the next year. 
10 Q. Okay. 
11 A. I sold the Payette house in what year;' 12? 
12 Q. Yes. 
13 A. So I think it was May of '13 that we moved. 
14 Q. Well, that might make some things quicker. 
15 (Exhibit 11 marked.) 
16 Q. (BY MS. FOSTER) Exhibit 11, this is a 
17 one-page document, Exhibit 11, Bates labeled Petrus 227. 
1s It's a letter from Jason Mau to you, dated April 3rd, 
19 2014 to Nancy Gentry-Boyd at 2325 Avenida De la Playa. 
20 Did you receive this letter? 
21 A. Yes, I did. 
22 Q. How? 
23 A. I don't know. I have no idea how I got it. 
• 24 Q. You were not at that address on April 3rd, 
25 2014? 
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1 A. I don't know whether I was or not. I think we 
2 moved in May, but I wouldn't swear to it. 
3 Q. Well, the previous letter we just looked at 
4 was from August of 2013, so about nine months previous. 
5 A. I was not at that address. 
6 Q. Right. So this is nine months later. 
7 A. So I was not at that address. I don't know 
8 how it reached me. 
9 Q. But you have seen it? 
10 A. I think I have seen it. Isn't that why we 
11 came up here, to arrange for the inspection? So I don't 
12 know how it got to me, but we came up here to see the 
13 house. 
14 Q. So what caused you to come up here to see the 
15 house? 
16 A. This lawsuit, because I couldn't imagine that 
17 I had water damage in the wall, because it wasn't 
18 visible, and there was nothing to explain that I had 
19 water damage in the wall. 
20 Q. So you had already retained Mr. Millemann at 
21 the time you received this letter? 
22 A. Yes. Well, when I received the letter asking 
23 for the $20,000 check is when I retained Mr. Millemann. 
24 The letter I guess you haven't seen. 
25 Q. And as far as you know, you gave that letter 
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1 to Mr. Millemann? 
2 A. I did. 
3 Q. And it was a letter, not a complaint? 
4 A. Jt was a letter. 
5 Q. Signed by? 
6 A. Mr. Petrus. 
7 Q. To you? 
8 A. To me. And -- that's it. 
9 Q. Tell me about your trip to visit the house, 
10 please. 
11 A. Well, l went over to the house with Michael 
12 Wood. And we met with whoever the caretaker, or whoever 
13 was mentioned in one of these letters. I had never seen 
14 him before or since. And they had tom the deck up on 
15 that -- off the doors. And torn the siding off. And 
16 they were beginning to repair it. 
1 7 Q. Who is "they"? 
18 A. This gentleman who was in charge. Let's see, 
19 Mr. Petrus' maintenance man/property caretaker, and so 
2 o forth was there. r don't know whether his name is 
21 mentioned in here or not. 
22 Q. Is it Mike Longmire? 
23 A. Yes, that's who it was. 
24 Q. Is that the only time you've met Mike? 
2s A. Yes,itis. 
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l Q. Did you speak with him? 
2 A. Yes. 
3 Q. What did he say? 
4 A. He said, no one could possibly have known 
5 there was water damage, unless you tore the siding off 
6 and ripped this all out. 
7 Q. And what did you say? 
8 A. And Mike Wood said to me, make a note of that, 
9 Nancy, because he said, no one could have known. He was 
10 in charge of this operation. And until they tore the 
ll siding and everything off, it was impossible to know 
12 that there was any water damage there. 
13 Q. And this is what you are testifying Mike 
14 Longmire said? 
15 A. I am indeed. 
16 Q. To your knowledge, is he a construction 
17 expert? 
18 A. I have no idea what he does. He is, 
19 obviously, a maintenance man. 
20 Q. And what did you say to him? 
21 A. I said, that's my whole point. I didn't know 
22 there was water damage. 
• 23 Q. Anything else you said to him? 
24 A. No. 
i 25 Q. Did you discuss the due diligence period at 
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1 all with him? 
2 A. Discuss what? 
3 Q. Excuse me. The due diligence period? 
4 A. No, I don't think I did. 
5 Q. Who else was there? 
6 A. Several men working on the house. 
7 Q. Did you know any of them? 
8 A. No, I did not. 
9 Q. How long were you there? 
10 A. 20 minutes. 
11 Q. And what was your purpose in going there? 
12 A. To see whether there was really any damage, or 
13 this was a figment of someone's imagination. 
14 Q. And what was your conclusion? 
15 A. I saw that there had been water damage. 
16 have no way of knowing whether the water damage happened 
17 after I sold the house. I have no time frame. I don't 
18 know. I have no idea, because I didn't know there was 
19 water damage. 
20 Q. And was Chris Kirk there that day with you? 
21 A. No, he was not. 
22 Q. Did you meet with Chris Kirk in that trip? 
23 A. No, I did not. 
24 Q. Did you meet with Jean Odmark? 
25 A. No, I did not -- well, I think the reason Mike 
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l went with me, Jean wasn't here, it seems to me. I can't 
2 remember. 
3 Q. So you did speak to Mike Wood on that day? 
4 A. Yes, I did. And he was witness to the fact 
5 that this gentleman said, there's no way you would have 
6 known there was water damage. It would be impossible to 
7 know, unless you tore the siding off. 
8 Q. What did you perceive your relationship with 
9 Michael Wood to be at that time? 
10 A. He was representing Jean. 
11 Q. And was she representing you? 
12 A. She was not present. 
13 Q. So he was there on behalf of the broker? 
14 A. Yes, he was. 
15 Q. He was not there on your behalf? 
16 A. Well, I never felt like they represented me 
17 very well. 
10 Q. Did you feel like he was speaking in your best 
19 interest that day? 
20 A. Yes, I did. He made a note ofit. We both 
21 did. We both went home, and I wrote it down. 
22 Q. Where did you write it? 
. 23 A. In my date book. 
24 Q. Did you give that to your attorney in this 
25 case? 
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l A. No, I didn't, but J did talk to Steve while I 
2 was here. 
3 Q. Did you give any of your handwritten notes to 
4 your attorney in this case? 
5 A. No, I did not. 
6 Q. So what did you do after that inspection that 
7 you conducted? I'll rephrase it. 
8 What did you do after that day you visited the 
9 house? What happened next? 
10 A. I went home. 
11 Q. Did you talk to Mr. Petrus? 
12 A. No, I did not. 
13 Q. What happened next in terms of this dispute? 
14 A. I was just waiting to see what was going to 
15 happen. 
16 Q. Who did you talk to about what you had seen? 
17 A. My husband. 
10 Q. Who else? 
19 A. I can't remember anyone else. 
20 MS. FOSTER: Let's quickly go through Exhibit 
21 12. 
22 (Exhibit 12 marked.) 
23 Q. (BY MS. FOSTER) It is a one-page document, 
24 Bates labeled Petrus 234, a document to you, still to 
25 A venida De La Playa, but also emailed at that time, 
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1 dated April 4th, 2014; is that right? 
2 A. Yes, I got all of these by email. I never did 
3 get any of them by mail. 
4 Q. And this Jetter says, "I have spoken to my 
5 client and he is willing to allow you to inspect the 
6 doors on April 15th." 
7 A. Yes, l believe we arrived on the 15th. 
8 Q. And you were there for 20 minutes? 
9 A. Yes. 
10 Q. With Mr. Wood? 
11 A. Yes. 
12 Q. And Mr. Longmire? 
13 A. Yes, and several other men that were working. 
14 Q. Did you take photos? 
15 A. l did. 
16 Q. What did you do with the photos? 
17 A. Not much. They were not very good photos. 
18 MS. FOSTER: Off the record. 
19 (Discussion held off the record.) 
20 MS. FOSTER: Back on the record. 
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1 A. Yes. I mean, I saw that there had been water 
2 damage. I don't know when it occurred, but I saw that 
3 there was. And I would have had no way of knowing. 
4 Q. Have you ever owned a piece of property with 
5 water damage that looked like that? 
6 A. No, I never have. 
7 Q. The work you had done on --





Q. No, your store. 
A. Mountain Monkey Business. 
Q. Thank you. Yes, Mountain Monkey Business. 
You said there was some wood at the front that had water 
13 damage; is that right? 
14 A. Yes. 
15 Q. Did it look like this? 
16 A. You know, [ wasn't present when they were 
17 repairing it, so I don't know. My manager did that. 
18 Q. Okay. Do you know whether Mr. Kirk inspected 
19 the doors around this time, as well? 
20 A. I have no knowledge of that. 
21 
122 
THE WITNESS: You can see my photos were about 21 Q. Do you know who Steve Minor is? 
A. No, I don't. like that. 22 
23 Q. (BY MS. FOSTER) Okay. Very briefly I'm going 23 Q. Do you know who Steve Lacey is? 
A. No, I don't. 24 to hand you Exhibit 13. 
25 (Exhibit 13 marked.) 
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1 Q. (BY MS. FOSTER) These are documents Bates 
2 labeled Gentry-Boyd first responses 57 through 71. They 
3 are black and white. I apologize for that I just 
4 wanted to confirm, are these the photos you just 
5 referenced? 
6 A. Yes, they are. I hadn't seen these photos, 
7 but mine were somewhat like this. 
8 Q. These are the photos you took; right? 
9 A. No, they are not my photos. These are not my 
10 photos. I don't know who took these photos. 
11 Q. Just to clarify the record, Jet's go back 
12 briefly to your discovery responses, which is Exhibit 2. 
13 MR. MJLLEMANN: 4. 
14 Q. (BY MS. FOSTER) If you just go to Exhibit 4, 
15 and look briefly at page 11. 
16 A. (Witness complying.) Okay. 
11 Q. And you see "Request for Production No. 3." 
18 A. Uh-huh. 
19 Q. "Please produce any photographs." "Response: 
20 Photographs of home taken by defendant," which is you, 
21 "on or about April 15, 2014, Bates No. 057 to 071." 
22 Does that refresh your recollection that these 
23 are the photos that you took? 
24 A. I guess they are, uh-huh. 
25 Q. And were you surprised at what you saw? 
24 
25 Q. Have you ever had, to your knowledge, Steve 
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1 Minor or Steve Lacey inspect the doors? 
2 A. Not to my knowledge. 
3 Q. Could you please turn back for a moment to 
4 Exhibit 4. These, again, are your discovery responses. 
5 A. (Witness complying.) 
6 Q. And if you would I'm sorry. Exhibit 4. 
7 MR. MILLEMANN: Here they are. 
a THE WITNESS: Okay. 
9 Q. (BY MS. FOSTER) So these are your discovery 
10 responses. 
11 A. Yes. 
12 Q. Please turn to page 11. 
13 A. (Witness complying.) Okay. 
14 Q. And if you look at the top at Interrogatory 
15 No. 30. 
16 A. Okay. 
17 Q. And you look at the answer. lt says, 
18 "Defendant was provided a total often calendar days to 
19 arrange for and conduct an inspection of the home." And 
20 defendant is you? 
21 A. I guess so. 
22 Q. And does this refer to the time in April 2014, 
23 that we just discussed, when you visited the home? 
24 A. I don't know. How would I know that? 
25 Q. You verified the responses as true and 
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2 A. Well, I mean, I don't know what time this is 
3 dated. So tell me again, how would I know? 
4 Q. We just discussed a visit you made to 
5 conduct --
6 A. Yes, on the 15th of April. 
7 Q. Correct, 2014, almost two years ago now. And 
8 I'm looking at your interrogatory answer, and I'm just 
9 trying to understand it. And it says you were provided 
10 a total of ten calendar days. And I just want to know 
11 if that provision often days refers to the time period 
12 in which you went to see the house in April of 2014? 
13 A. I don't think so. 
14 Q. Was there a second time when you were provided 











A. No, the only time was when one of these 
letters stated to come up there on the 15th. 
Q. The next sentence says, "Plaintiff was 
unexpectedly present." 
Was Mr. Petrus there that day? 
A. No. 
MR. MILLEMANN: Could you read the whole 
sentence, please? 
Q. (BY MS. FOSTER) Yes, I will. I'm doing it on 
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1 purpose. Mr. Petrus was not there --
2 A. I've never met Mr. Petrus. If he was there, 
3 he didn't introduce himself. I don't know what he looks 
4 like. 
5 Q. And as your lawyer wants me to ask, and I 
6 intend to. It says, "Plaintiff was unexpectedly present 
7 when defendant's agent arrived for the inspection." 
8 Who was your agent? 
9 A. l imagine Michael Wood. I don't know. 
10 Q. Did --
11 A. Where are you reading that from? 
12 Q. It is in your interrogatory answer, right 
13 there. 
14 A. Defendant's agent arrived, and otherwise 
15 uncooperative. Well, that's news to me. I don't know. 
16 Q. You are not aware of a time when Mr. Petrus 
17 was there, and belligerent, and uncooperative, in 
18 connection with the inspection of the doors? 
: 19 A. No, I'm not. 
2 o Q. Is it possible that defendant's agent refers 
21 to someone that your lawyer may have hired to conduct an 
22 inspection? 
23 A. I don't think so. 
24 Q. Could it have been Mr. Kirk? 
25 A. I don't think so. 
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1 Q. So sitting here today, you don't know what 
2 this is referencing? 
3 A. No, I have no idea. 
4 Q. And as far as you know, you, or people acting 
5 for you, have only conducted an inspection of the home 
6 that day that you went? 
7 A. That's correct. 
8 Q. Okay. Have you ever seen any photos taken by 
9 Mr. Kirk of the damage? 
10 A. No, I have not. 
11 Q. Have you seen any photos taken by anyone else, 
12 other than you, of the work that was being --
13 A. No, I have not. I haven't seen the finished 
14 product. I have seen nothing else. 
15 Q. Okay. 
16 A. I have not been back to the house since that 
11 day. 
18 Q. And I'm just going to go over it just for the 
19 record. You are testifying that you haven't seen 
2 o photos, other than yours, that were taken of the 
21 repairs, or work done on the doors --
122 A. Never. 
23 Q. -- in 2014? 
24 A. No. 
25 Q. We are almost done. My last line of 
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1 questions. 
2 Did you file a claim with your homeowner's 
3 insurance company for this lawsuit, to your knowledge? 
4 A. I don't know. My homeowners? I -- well, I 
5 had an insurance policy on the house. So I probably did 
6 ask my insurance man about it, if it would be covered. 
7 Q. Who is your insurance man? 
a A. Chris Kirk's brother, Mr. Kirk, Kirk 
9 Insurance. 
10 Q. What's Chris Kirk's brother's first name; do 
11 you know? 
12 A. William. 
13 Q. Okay. William. And do you know him, 
14 personally? 
15 A. No. 
16 Q. How did you --
17 A. He's always carried my insurance. And he 
18 carries Mountain Monkey Business' insurance. And he's 
19 carried insurance on the other houses in McCall. 
20 Q. Including the one on Lake Street? 
21 A. Yes. Yes. 
22 Q. Have you spoken with him about this lawsuit? 
23 A. No. 
24 Q. Outside an insurance claim discussion? 
25 A. Uh-huh, right. 
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1 Q. Has he spoken with you about his experiences 
2 with Mr. Petrus, if any? 
3 A. No, he has not. 
4 Q. Has Mr. Kirk spoken with you about his 
5 experiences with Mr. Petrus? 
6 A. No. 
7 Q. Has Mr. Wood spoken with you about Mr. Petrus? 
8 A. No. 
9 Q. Jean Odmark? 
10 A. No. All she has spoken to me is she can't 
11 understand why she wasn't sued, also. She has said that 
12 much. 
13 Q. Well, why would she be sued? 
14 A. He was suing everybody else he could think of. 
15 She thought --
16 Q. I see. 
17 (Exhibit 14 marked.) 
18 Q. (BY MS. FOSTER) I only have two copies. It's 
19 a one-page document from Financial Insurance Group, 
20 called a "Claim Acknowledgment." Have you seen this 
21 before? 
22 A. No, I have not. 
2 3 Q. It looks like some sort of email to Dave Kirk. 
24 Who is Dave Kirk? 
25 A. l don't know. 
Page 167 
1 Q. And the date of this is September 20th, 2014; 
2 correct? 
3 A. Correct. 
4 Q. And you are listed as the insured? 
5 A. Yes. 
6 Q. Or you are identified as the insured, and it 
7 is at 2325 A venida De la Play a? 
s A. Yes. 
9 Q. But you didn't live at that address any more? 
10 A. I did not, no. I haven't seen this. 
11 Q. So you have never seen this document before? 
12 A. No, I have not. 
13 Q. And do you know whether, either Dave or 
14 William submitted an insurance claim on your behalf? 
15 A. No, I do not. 
16 Q. So then you don't know whether there was a 
17 response? 
18 A. No, I do not. 
19 MS. FOSTER: Okay. Can we take a five-minute 
20 break just for me to collect my thoughts, and see if we 
21 can close it out. I think I am just about done. 
22 (A recess was had.) 
23 MS. FOSTER: Back on the record. 
24 Q. (BY MS. FOSTER) Nancy, we are nearing the 
2 s end. I did have a couple of quick questions. And I 
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1 will be jumping around in time as I try to do a little 
2 cleanup. 
3 A. Okay. 
4 Q. So I'll hand you what's been marked Exhibit 
5 15. 
6 (Exhibit 15 marked.) 
7 Q. (BY MS. FOSTER) It's a two-page document, 
8 Bates labeled Gentry-Boyd First Responses 255 to 256. 
9 This is an email from Jean Odmark to you cc'ing Michael 
10 Wood, on March 19, 2012. And there are some 
11 underlining, which is mine. But I don't have any 
12 questions about that. 
13 Have you seen this email before? 
14 A. No, I haven't. 
15 Q. You received it? 
16 A. I must have received it, but I don't remember 
17 it. 
18 Q. When you receive emails, does Maura print them 
19 out for you? 
20 A. Sometimes . 
. 21 Q. How often do you go on and check your email? 
22 A. Maybe once or twice a week. 
I 2 3 Q. I want to --
24 A. 1 just need to read this, if you don't mind? 
25 Q. Go ahead. Not at all. 
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1 A. This is 2012. Okay. (Witness reading.) 
2 Q. This is one month before closing. 
3 A. Okay. (Witness reading.) Okay. 
4 Q. If you'll look at the second paragraph, I have 
5 circled the sentence that says, "The ants, water 
6 intrusion to be taken care ofby buyer." Do you see 
7 that? 
8 A. Yes, I do. 
9 Q. What is that talking about? 
10 A. I gather there were ants and water intrusion, 
11 and the buyer took care of it. 
12 Q. And this email is about the sale of your home 
13 at 2130 Payette to Mr. Petrus; correct? 
14 A. Yes, it is. 
15 Q. And the "buyer" is Mr. Petrus? 
16 A. That's correct. 
17 Q. And what ants is this referring to? 
18 A. I have no idea, because I never saw any ants 
19 in the house. It must have been hidden in a crawl space 
2 o or something. I was never aware of an ant problem in 
21 the house. 
22 Q. And what does "water intrusion" refer to? 
23 A. I have no idea. He must have went up -- he 
24 crawled up in crawl spaces. He spent a lot of time 
2 5 inspecting the house, and took pictures and everything. 
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1 And I remember seeing the pictures. And there were some 
2 ants someplace. I don't know where. It could have been 
3 outside. Outside the front door, I had a place where 
4 my -- I believe, the water heaters were, or something 
5 was outside. It was a step down, and I kept some 
6 fold-up chairs in there. And that could have been where 
7 the ants were. l don't know. I didn't have any ants in 
a the house. 
9 Q. And do you know what "water intrusion" 
10 references? 
11 A. No, I do not know. But when he crawled in the 
12 crawl spaces, maybe he saw where a skylight was leaking. 
13 I don't know. I wasn't there when he inspected it. 
14 Q. What did you think when you read that? 
15 A. I didn't think anything. I thought he was 
16 going to take care of it, fine. People have ants. 
17 People have water problems. Doesn't it say, he's going 
1 s to take care of it? 
19 Q. Were you surprised to see a reference to water 
2 o intrusion? 
21 A. No, I was not. 
22 Q. Why not? 
23 A. Because you live in the snow in McCall, and 
24 there are water -- I'm sure if you lived here, you would 











Q. Did you have water intrusion in your house at 
2130 Payette? 
A. Not that I was aware of. 
Q. So this doesn't surprise you, though? 
A. No, it doesn't. You live up here in this 
climate. And in the winter, especially, I'm sure. 
There are icicles up here. lt is just, I think, if you 
are a logical person, you would expect it in this 
climate. 
10 Q. No, I understand that. I guess what I'm 
11 confused about is on the one hand, you've testified that 
you were never aware of any water intrusion in your 12 
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1 wants your house." That means Mr. Petrus; right? 
2 A. I think so. 
3 Q. He's getting money from someplace. What is 
4 that referencing? 
5 A. I don't know, because it showed that he had 
6 filed bankruptcy. 
7 Q. So is this --
8 A. So she said, don't panic. He's still going to 
9 buy your house. I don't know how, but he's still going 
10 to buy your house. Is what she was telling me. Because 
11 I was ready to put the house back on the market. 
12 Q. And then in the next sentence she says, "In 
13 our area, we have several people who have organized 
14 their financial holdings so that they can go bankrupt 
15 and still buy property." 
16 Is that true? 
17 A. I don't know. I'm certainly not aware ofit. 
18 Q. You don't know anyone who has done that? 
19 A. No, I don't. 
20 Q. And you never have? 
21 A. No, I never have. 
22 Q. Okay. This is the last document. And this 
23 may solve my question. 
24 (Exhibit 16 marked.) 
25 Q. (BY MS. FOSTER) This is Exhibit 16. It's two 
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1 pages. And it's Bates labeled Gentry-Boyd First 
2 Responses 243 and 244. It is a letter from your 
3 attorney, Steve Millemann, to Financial Insurance Group; 
4 is that correct? 








Q. Say "yes" or "no" for the record. 
MR. MILLEMANN: You have to say, "yes." 
THE WITNESS: Yes. Sorry. Yes. 
Q. (BY MS. FOSTER) Have you seen this before? 
A. No, I have not. 
Q. Let me know when you are done reading it. 
A. (Witness complying.) Okay. 











you see a reference to water intrusion, you are not 
surprised at all. And I'm trying to understand why you 
weren't surprised? 
A. I was not surprised, because I imagine if I 
got up into a crawl space somewhere, there might be 
water that has leaked in someplace. I don't know. I 
had a lot of crawl spaces in my house. 
Q. So you thought that this meant the water 
intrusion was in a crawl space or something? 
A. I did. Not visible, certainly. 
Q. And if you go down to the place I did 











whether you have had an insurance claim filed on your 
behalf in connection with this lawsuit? 
A. I had forgotten that we had filed it. But now 
I can see that we did. 
Q. Do you know what the response from the 
insurance company was? 
A. I would assume that it was not favorable, that 
they were not going to represent me. 
Q. Have you seen that response? 
A. No, I have not. 
Q. And do you know whether the insurance company, 
had an inspection conducted 
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1 of the house? 
2 A. I have no idea. 
3 MS. FOSTER: Thank you. No further questions. 
4 THE WITNESS: Okay. 
s MS. FOSTER: Thank you for your time. 
6 MR. NEVALA: I have no questions. 
7 MR. MILLEMANN: l have no questions. We'll 
8 read and sign. And want a copy of the transcript as 
9 well to include exhibits. 
1 o (Deposition concluded at 1: 16 p.m.) 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF VALLEY 
PETRUS FAMILY TRUST DATED MAY 1, 
1991, and EDMOND A. PETRUS, JR., 
individually and as Co-Trustee of 











NANCY GENTRY-BOYD, CHRIS KIRK d/b/a) 
KIRK ENTERPRISES; TODD MCKENNA ) 
d/b/a HOMECRAFT HOME INSPECTIONS; ) 
RE/MAX RESORT REALTY; KEVIN 






DEPOSITION OF EDMOND A. PETRUS 
March 15, 2016 
REPORTED BY: 
COLLEEN P. ZEIMANTZ, CSR 345 
Notary Public 
257




THE DEPOSITION OF EDMOND A. PETRUS was taken on 
2 behalf of the Defendants, at the offices of Millemann, 
3 Pittenger, McMahan & Pemberton, LLP, located at 706 
4 North First Street, McCall, Idaho, commencing at 9:03 
5 a.m., on March 15, 2016, before Colleen P. Zeimantz, 
6 Certified Shorthand Reporter and Notary Public within 
7 and for the State of Idaho, in the above-entitled 
8 matter. 
9 APPEARANCES: 
10 For the Plaintiffs: 
11 ANDERSEN BANDUCCI PLLC 
12 BY MS. ALYSON A. FOSTER 
13 101 s. Capitol Blvd., Suite 1600 
14 Boise, Idaho 83702-7720 
15 aaf@andersenbanducci.com 


























MILLEMANN, PITTENGER, MCMAHAN & PEMBERTON LLP 17 
BY MR. STEVEN J. MILLEMANN 18 
706 North First Street 19 








e Edmond A. Petrus, Jr. 
March 15, 2016 
----··--·--··-----~ 
I N D E X 
TESTIMONY OF EDMOND A. PETRUS 
Examination by Mr. Millemann 
Examination by Mr. Collaer 
Examination by Mr. Nevala 
Examination by Mr. Pierce 
Examination by Ms. Foster 
Further Examination by Mr. Millemann 
Further Examination by Mr. Pierce 
E X H I B I T S 
DESCRIPTION 
Exh 1 · Copy of RE-21 Real Estate Purchase 
and Sale Agreement, 01/03/2012, 
Petrus 000163-162 
Exh 2 · Copy of RE-21 Real Estate Purchase 













Exh 3 - Copy of RE-25 Seller's Property 8 
Condition Disclosure Form, 02/02/2011, 
Petrus 000153-156 
Exh 4 - Copy of Homecraft Home Inspections 8 
Report of 2130 Payette Drive, RP 0000037-84 
Exh 5. Copy of First Amended Complaint and 
Demand for Jury Trial 
Exh 6 • Copy of Second Amended Complaint and 






























For the Defendant Re/Max and Kevin Batchelor: 
ANDERSON, JULIAN & HULL, LLP 
BY MR. PHILLIP COLLAER 
C. W. Moore Plaza 
250 South Fifth Street, Suite 700 
Boise, Idaho 83707-7426 
pcollaer@ajhlaw.com 
For the Defendant Chris Kirk and Kirk Enterprises: 
ARKOOSH LAW OFFICES 
BY MR. DANIEL A. NEV ALA 
802 W. Bannock Street, Suite 900 
Boise, Idaho 83701-2900 
dan.nevala@arkoosh.com 
For the Defendant Todd McKenna: 
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Q. Good morning, Mr. Petrus. l'm Steve 
Millemann. l represent Nancy in this lawsuit. 
Am I pronouncing your name correctly? 
A. Yes, you are. You are doing a good job. 
Q. How would you like to be addressed in this 
deposition? 
A. You can call me Ed, if you like. 
Q. That's all right? 
A. That's perfect. 
Q. Ed, have you had your deposition taken before? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Approximately, how many times? 
A. Several; I would say, more than 20. 
Q. And any of those depositions, were you a party 
to the underlying lawsuit? 
A. Yeah, I would say, maybe four or five. 
Q. Can you very, very briefly give me a quick 
summary of those cases in which you were the party? 
A. Well, there is my divorce. There were some 
Page 9 
automobile accidents. That's pretty much all I can 
recall right now. There have been a couple automobile 
accidents. 
Q. So I'm not going to go through the drill on 
depositions. You are familiar with how depositions are 
conducted? 
A. Yeah. 
Q. I'll do my best not to talk over you, even 
though I will probably do it, and I will have to remind 
myself. And if you do the same, that will make life 
easier for Colleen. 
r have one goal today, and one goal only, and 
that is just to learn what you know, and what your 
opinions are about this lawsuit. So I'll try to ask 
clear questions. And if I haven't, let me know, and 
I'll try to do a better job. 
A. Fair enough. 
Q. Have you been involved in any lawsuits 
involving the dissolution of a business entity, an LLC, 
or a partnership, or a corporation? 
A. Not really. 
Q. Other than the four or five lawsuits you 
mentioned you were a party to, have you been involved in 
any lawsuits in your capacity as a trustee of a trust? 
A. Not that I can recall. 
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l Q. And have you been involved in any lawsuits, 
2 not individually, but as a member, or has any LLC or 
3 partnership of which you've been a member, been in a 
4 lawsuit that you know of? 
5 A. There was a -- once, there was a long time 
6 ago, there was a -- we did a spec house, a friend of 
7 mine and I did, and there was some -- I think some 
8 litigation over that. And it was so long ago, I can't 
9 remember. 
10 Q. Is that in San Diego? 
11 A. Yeah. Yes. 
12 Q. Any idea, roughly, of when that was? 
13 A. '80s maybe. Yeah, early '80s, I think. 
14 Q. And were you, or an entity in which you were a 
15 member, were the defendants in the case? 
16 A. No, I think we were the plaintiffs. 
17 Q. Do you remember what the issue was? 
18 A. Yeah, we were just breaking up our -- what do 
19 you call it -- our agreement, or our --
20 Q. So any other lawsuits you recall in which 
21 you've either been individually involved, or as a 
22 trustee, or in which an LLC, or a partnership, of which 
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schedules. It lasted maybe two or three months. 
Q. So there was no discharge of debt, or 
reorganization of debt that actually came about? 
A. None. As I said before, we didn't even file 
schedules. 
Q. What's your current residence address, Ed? 
A. P.O. Box 942, Rancho Santa Fe, California 
92067. 
Q. And does that residence have a physical 
address? 
A. Yes, but that's the mailing address I just 
gave you. It's like here, you have to deliver to a P.O. 
Box, your mail. It's 11644, three words, the first word 
is Via, second word is Del, third word is, Alba, 
A-1-b-a. 
Q. Do you own that residence individually, or in 
some other capacity? 
A. I think the trust might own it. It's pretty 
much my trust. 
Q. And I've seen a couple of different trusts 
mentioned in some of the materials I've reviewed. Do 
you know what trust owns that property? 
A. The Petrus Family Trust. 
124 these four or five that you've referenced to me? 
A. Well, I don't know if I was a member of a 
124 Q. And that would be the same trust that is a 
plaintiff here? i25 
Page 11 
1 trustee -- I don't remember ever being a trustee, per 
2 se, being a party to a litigation, other than the one we 
3 are ·- before us. 
4 Q. Right. 
5 A. But I just don't recall. I don't think I have 
6 been. 
7 Q. So best recollection today is a total of four 
25 
Page 13 
1 A. Yes. 
2 Q. How long have you or your trust owned that 
3 residence in Rancho Santa Fe? 
4 A. On and off since '06, '07. 
s Q. And when you say, "on and off," can you 
6 explain to me --
7 A. Different capacities, individual, were 
8 or five, that you recall, lawsuits? 
9 A. Where I've been deposed, yes. 
a married. My wife and I owned it. We might have had a 
9 different title for it, you know, something like that. 
10 Q. Okay. And I wasn't clear. Sorry. My last 
11 string of questions, I didn't intend to limit to where 
12 you've been deposed. I was just trying to discover 
13 lawsuits that you've been involved in. 
14 A. Right. 
15 Q. Do you need to go back and clarify? 
16 A. Not really, it's the same answer. 
17 Q. And have you ever been a party to a bankruptcy 
1a proceeding? 
19 A. I filed for Chapter -- was it Chapter 11, but 
20 it never went through. 
21 Q. About when was that, Ed? 
10 Q. I get it. So the ownership entity has 
11 changed, but that's been your residence? 
12 A. Right. 
13 Q. Thanks. Okay. 
14 A. And by "my wife," I mean, my ex-wife, that 
1s sort of thing. 
16 Q. Got you. I assumed that, but thanks for 
17 clarifying it. 
18 A. Yes. 
19 Q. Are you currently married? 
20 A. I'm not officially married, but I'm engaged, 
21 so ... 
22 A. Reorganization was filed in, I think, 22 Q. And that's to Ms. Nakamura? 
23 somewhere, I want to say, 2010, or something. 23 A. Right. 
124 Q. And what became of that? 24 Q. Am J getting that right? 
1 25 A. It was dismissed. And we never even filed 25 A. Yes. 
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2 start with residences of yours that you owned prior to 
3 the current residence? 
4 A. Okay. That I individually owned, or owned in 
5 some capacity. 
6 Q. Thank you. In some capacity, either 
7 individually, or in the capacity of a trust, or some 
8 other entity. 
9 A. Beryl Street was the first home I ever owned, 
10 and that's in San Diego, the Pacific Beach area. And 
11 then there was two homes on Savoy, in Point Loma, again, 
12 in the San Diego area. Then there was a home on -- I 
13 can't remember the street -- but it was in Carlsbad, 
14 south Carlsbad, again, San Diego area. And then there 
15 was a home on Alivenay (phonetic). 
16 Q. Can you spell that? 
17 A. You would ask me to do that this morning. 
18 Q. I certainly can't. J don't even need the 
19 street. What was the community? 
20 A. That was the community. Well, actually, 
21 technically it is Encinitas. And the community is 
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A. Yes, I did. 
Q. And did you use a broker when you sold it? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Then you said two homes in Savoy, Pointe Loma? 
A. On Savoy Street in Pointe Loma. 
Q. And were those kind of in succession? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And those would have been after the Beryl 
Street home? 
A. Correct. 
Q. Did you build either of those? 
A. We built -- well, not necessarily, me. Steve 
Anderson built the first one. 
Q. And who is Mr. Anderson? 
A. He's a friend of mine. 
Q. ls he a contractor? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Okay. 
A. And that was the spec home I was talking 
about, we had a I ittle --
Q. When [ use the term "spec home," tell me if 
it's the same way you use it. It's a home that you are 
building pursuant to a set of plans that somebody had 
.24 Q. Okay. 
I 
24 prepared, but that you intend to build, and then sell, 
25 A. Then there was -- I don't know. I don't know 
Page 15 
1 if I owned it or not. There was a smaller unit in 
2 Rancho Santa Fe. I can't remember ifwe leased it or 
3 owned it. And then there is the home I'm in now. 
4 Q. Thank you. The home on Beryl is that Bur- --
5 A. B-e-r-y-1. 
6 Q. In Pacific Beach, approximately, what was your 
7 period of ownership of that? 
8 A. Boy. 
9 Q. And I'm not holding you to exact dates. 
10 A. Yeah. It's been so long ago, I can't really 
11 give you a guess. I'm sorry. 
12 Q. That's all right. Did you give me these in 
13 any particular order as you were thinking about them? 
14 A. Those were in order of ownership. 
15 Q. Oldest to the newest? 
16 A. Yes. 
17 Q. That helps. The Beryl Street home, did you 
18 have that constructed for you, or was it constructed 
19 when you bought it? 
20 A. It was already built. 
21 Q. And if you remember, about how many years did 
22 you reside in that home? 
23 A. A long time. I can't tell you more than a 
24 long time. 
25 Q. And then did you sell that home? 
25 rather than to reside in long term? 
Page 17 
1 A. Correct. 
2 Q. And was Mr. Anderson your partner in that 
3 venture? 
4 A. Correct. 
5 Q. And did you use an architect in that case? 
6 A. 1 really didn't have much to do with the 
7 building at all. [ was kind of like a silent partner. 
8 Q. Did you sell the home? 
9 A. Eventually, yes. 
10 Q. And then the second home in Pointe Loma, Savoy 
11 Street, did you build that, or did you buy it? 
12 A. We bought it already built. 
13 Q. And you subsequently sold that home? 
14 A. Correct. 
15 Q. Was that through a broker? 
16 A. Correct. 
1 7 Q. Over the period of time that you owned these 
18 homes and sold these homes, did you use different 
19 brokers, or did you have a particular broker that you 
20 typically used? 
21 A. l --
22 Q. Go ahead. 
23 A. I think we used pretty much different brokers. 
24 Q. Have you ever been involved as a party, or as 
1 25 a trustee, or have an LLC, or a partnership in which you 
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1 were a member, involved in any litigation, involving 
2 allegations of any construction defects or home defects? 
3 A. There might have been some of that in that 
4 Anderson deal. 
5 Q. Tell me the best you remember about that. 
6 A. It was kind of more like a dissolution, rather 
7 than anything else. There might have been some 
8 allegations of construction defects or something. But I 
9 don't really recall. 
10 Q. Do you remember whether the buyer of that home 
11 was a party to any of that? 
12 A. No, it was just-· it was Steve and I. 
13 Q. You and Mr. Anderson? 
14 A. There was no other party. 
15 Q. So the two parties were Mr. Anderson and you, 
16 individually? 
17 A. Right. We were kind of getting out of our 
18 partnership, or whatever you want to call it. 
19 Q. And can you give me any time frame on that at 
20 all? 
21 A. Early '80s, I would say. 
22 Q. And the potential as you've said, that there 
1~~ 
were issues inside of that litigation involving 
construction defects, were those issues you were 
.25 asserting, or that he was asserting, if you remember? 
Page 19 
1 A. I think I was asserting. I think we were 
2 getting insurance money to fix some issues that needed 
3 to be fixed with the house. So we could fix it, and 
4 sell it. 
5 Q. So this was pre-sale? 
6 A. Correct. 
7 Q. Did you and Mr. Anderson have any other joint 
8 ventures after that? 
9 A. No, we just had the one. 
10 Q. And was that the only occasion you recall in 
11 which you were as individually, or a trustee, or any 
12 LLC, or partnership, of which you were a member were 
13 involved in any litigation involving any kind of 
14 construction defects? 
15 A. Yes. And I'm not so sure that there were any 
16 construction defects. This was more -- the case was 
17 more styled as a dissolution of a partnership, rather 
18 than anything else. There might have been some, you 
19 know, in the back of my head, I thought there might have 
20 been something about that, but I'm not absolutely sure. 
21 Q. Do you happen to recall what the name of that 
22 partnership was? 
23 A. No, I don't. 
Q. Have you ever had occasion, Ed, either 
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partnership, in which you remember, have occasion to, 
other than in this case, to assert either inside of 
litigation or out, a claim regarding construction 
defects? 
A. Not that I can recall, other than possibly the 
one r identified. 
Q. With Mr. Anderson? 
A. Right. And I'm not so sure about that either. 
Q. I understand, yes. 
And then the Carlsbad home, did you have that 
built, or was it already built? 
A. It was one of these homes where you can make 
modifications. You know, the basic models that, you 
know, you essentially buy, and they build for you. And 
you can -- you know, you only have a few limited amounts 
of what you can change, that sort of thing. 
Q. Was that in a developer builder development? 
A. Yeah, it was -· Centex was the developer. 
Q. And if I understand you correctly, they 
offered perhaps a variety of floor plans, which you 
could make some adaptations to? 
A. Correct. 
Q. And I assume that was when you were married to 
your prior wife? 
A. Correct. 
Page 21 
Q. And did you then exercise your right to make 
some adaptations before the home was built? 
A. Yeah, we take one of the homes that they 
offered. 
Q. And any recollection about when that was 
acquired? 
A. That would have to be after '87, early '90s, I 
would say, somewhere in there. I'm sorry about these 
dates, but... 
Q. That's fine. And then did you subsequently 
sell that home? 
A. I did, or we did. 
Q. Did you use a broker on that sale? 
A. r think my wife acted as a broker. 
Q. And then the home in the Encinitas area, did 
you have that built, or was it already built? 
A. It was already built. 
Q. And we're getting closer now. Do you have any 
recollection about when you acquired that home? 
A. No, not really. 
Q. Did you subsequently sell it? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Any recollection of when you sold it? 
A. No, I'm sorry. 
Q. It would have been after Carlsbad and before 
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1 your current home? 
2 A. Correct. 
3 Q. And then your current home, did you have that 
4 built, or was it already built? 
5 A. It was already built. 
6 Q. Have you ever, other than the spec home that 
7 you referenced with Mr. Anderson, have you ever had a 
8 home constructed for you? 
9 A. No. 
10 Q. Have you ever had a buyer of a property, which 
11 had been yours, assert any claim inside or outside of 
12 litigation against you, regarding the sale, or the 
13 condition of the home? 
14 A. No. 
15 Q. When you bought these homes, if you remember, 
16 did you obtain inspections of those homes before you 
11 purchased them? 
18 A. Yes. 
19 Q. Is that a standard protocol in the San Diego 
20 area? 
21 A. I really wouldn't know. 
22 Q. That's your protocol anyway? 
23 A. Well, I can remember on couple of occasions, I 
had a home inspector. 
25 Q. On the current home in Rancho Santa Fe, did 
Page 23 
1 you have a home inspector look at it before you bought 
2 it? 
3 A. As I recall, I think I did. 
4 Q. Were any problems discovered? 
5 A. No. I think it's a requirement for some 
6 loans, that you do have a home inspector. 
1 Q. And subsequent to your purchase of your 
8 current home, did you encounter any problems with the 
9 home? 
10 A. Yes, we've had a couple problems with the 
11 home. 
12 Q. Were they of the nature that required or 
13 caused you to seek compensation from anyone? 
14 A. No. 
Q. On any of the homes you've purchased, and if 
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1 A. That I sold to them? 
2 Q. Yes, sir. 
3 A. No, not that I recall. 
4 Q. So those are all the residences that you can 
5 recall having purchased and sold, starting with the 
6 Beryl Street, and concluding with your current address? 
1 A. Yes. as I recall. 
8 Q. Have you owned, again, using the "you," any 
9 residential properties that were not your residence, 
10 other than your current in McCall? 
11 A. I've inherited property. 
12 Q. Did some of that include residential 
13 properties? 
14 A. Yes. 
15 Q. Can you just give me a brief overview of 
16 those? And I guess start with inherited, Ed, from whom? 
11 A. My parents. 
18 Q. About when? 
19 A. Around the time my mother passed. 
20 Q. And can you --
21 A. l would say, probably 2010, somewhere around 
22 there, maybe a little bit before that. I'm trying to 
2 3 remember whether my mother gave me Indiana before she 
24 passed or not. I can't recall. 
2s Q. Can you just briefly identify the properties 
Page 25 
1 that you received in your inheritance, or prior to, from 
2 your mother? 













home in Park Ridge, Illinois, and then there is a home 
in Long Beach, Jndiana. 
Q. Do you own either of those properties today? 
A. Technically, no. 
Q. Help me with that answer. 
A. Yes, but technically, no, it's still in my 
mother's trust. 
Q. I see. So she had a trust in which these 
properties were held, which survived her death? 
A. Correct. We just haven't gotten around to 
dissolving it, but we will at some point. 
15 
16 you wouldn't mind, to not have to repeat myself over and 16 





over, when I say, "you," could we agree, I mean, you, 
individually? 
A. Understood. 
20 Q. Or you, as a trustee, or LLC partnership, 
21 which you remember; does that work? 
22 A. That works. 
Q. They sit vacant? 
A. One of them, I sold. Okay? Relatively, right 
after she passed on. As a matter of fact, if I recall 






22 Q. Was that the property in Indiana? 
23 Q. Have you ever had a purchaser of any of the 23 A. Park Ridge. And I'm not absolutely sure, but 
24 homes you've mentioned, come back to you with concerns 24 it was -- I think it was. I think we're -- my mother 
the residence? had it for sale before she passed, but I'm 
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l not -- don't -- you know, I'm not absolutely sure on 
2 that, but pretty close to it. And it sold pretty 
3 quickly. 
4 Q. Was your mother's trust different than the 
5 trust at which you currently have, which is a party to 
6 this lawsuit? 
7 A. That's a very difficult question to answer. I 
8 don't know if I can answer it. 
9 Q. Maybe I didn't ask it very clearly. lt sounds 
10 like one of the properties that was in your mother's 
11 trust is still in it? 
12 A. Correct. 
13 Q. And is that the property in Indiana? 
14 A. Correct. 
15 Q. Are you a trustee of that trust? 
16 A. Yes. 
17 Q. What is the name of that trust? 
18 A. Mary Jean Petrus Trust, I believe. 
19 Q. So in name, it's different than the name of 
20 the trust in this lawsuit? 
21 A. Correct. 
22 Q. And are there any other properties held in the 
23 Mary Jane Petrus Trust? 
24 A. Jean. 
25 Q. I'm sorry. 
Page 27 
l A. That's all right. Mary Jean Petrus, no, there 
2 is nothing else, other than the home in Long Beach, 
3 Indiana. 
4 Q. Other than these two properties you've 
5 identified as being in your mother's trust, have you 
6 owned any residential properties, other than the 
7 residences that you've identified for me? 
8 A. Can I take that back? I'm not so sure that 
9 Park Ridge was in my mother's trust. I think it was, 
10 but I'm not sure. I know for a fact that Indiana is. 
11 It might have -- I don't know what Park Ridge was, 
12 actually. 
13 I'm sorry. Can you repeat the question? 
14 Q. Sure. And I appreciate the clarification. In 
15 any event, Park Ridge has been sold? 
16 A. Correct. 
17 Q. My question was, other than those properties 
18 that may have been in your mother's trust, and your 
19 personal residences, which you've identified for me, 
20 have you owned any other residential properties? 
21 A. Other than the one up here, and the one -- l 
122 owned something at Tamarack for a while. 
23 Q. Okay. Why don't you tell me about that? 
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Q. So you owned a property at Tamarack? 
A. Correct. 
Q. What type of property was that? 
A. It was a freestanding -- well, it was one of 
their -- one of their units, their homes. 
Q. I think they had cottages, chalets? 
A. rt was a chalet. 
Q. Okay. Have you sold that property? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Generally, during what period, did you own it? 
A. Oh, God. I sold it just before I got into 




Q. How long did you own that property? 
A. One or two years. 
Q. And did you buy that directly from Tamarack? 
A. Correct. 
Q. And during your period of ownership, did you 
assert any claims to Tamarack regarding condition of the 
chalet, or construction defects? 
A. No. 
Q. Any other properties, besides the ones you've 
identified for me that you own or did own? 
Page 29 
A. Not that I can recall. 
Q. And do you currently own any commercial 
properties? And I'll define "commercial,'' as anything 
other than a single-family residence. 
A. No. 
Q. Have you, at any time in the past? 
A. Well, not really. I mean, I might have 
had -- my father had some limited partnerships that I 
inherited that owned interests in office buildings, or 
something like that. But I had no management. J had no 
knowledge of it. It was just kind of a share of stock 
pretty much. And I inherited that, too, as well. I'm 
just being hyper-technical. 
Q. No, I appreciate that very much. 
When did your father die? 
A. About five years before my mother died. 
Q. So about 2005? 
A. Yes, maybe a little bit later. 
Q. When he died, did he either individually, or 
through these limited partnerships, have an interest in 
commercial properties? 
A. I don't really recall what they were for sure. 
I assume they were, but I'm guessing. 
Q. And what, if any, after his death has been 
your involvement in any of those limited partnerships or 
1 
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2 A. None, zero. Like I said, they are just like 
3 shares of stocks. 
4 Q. Did those pass to you from him? 
5 A. Yes, pretty much so, or they were in the 
6 trust, and they came to me through the trust. 
7 Q. Do you or does the trust still have some of 
8 those interests? 
9 A. I don't think so. I don't manage the trust 
10 either. 
11 Q. And when you say, the trust, which family are 
12 you talking about? 
13 A. Petrus Family Trust. 
14 Q. The trust that is one of the trusts? 
15 A. Gofen & Gloss berg; Jim Borovsky at Gofen & 
16 Glossberg. 
11 Q. He's an attorney? 
18 A. No, he's an investment counselor. 
i 19 Q. So I am not an estates expert. So I may not 
20 be able to artfully ask this question. If you don't 
21 manage that trust, is that an irrevocable trust? 
22 A. I manage certain portions of it. I don't 
23 manage the stock portion of it, if that makes sense to 
24 you. 
25 Q. The stock portion being some of the interests 
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1 that passed from your father? 
2 A. Correct. 
3 Q. And so in some form or another, did your 
4 father's trust survive his death? 
5 A. No, I don't think so. My father's trust went 
6 away. 
7 Q. The property at 2130 Payette Drive, which is 
8 the subject of this lawsuit, how is that property 
9 currently titled? 
10 A. I think it's in the name of the Petrus Family 
11 Trust. 
12 Q. Do you individually have any interest in that 
13 property, that you know of? 
14 A. Well, the trust is basically mine. I'm the 
15 sole beneficiary to the trust right now. 
16 Q. Now, your initial purchase of that from Nancy 
17 Gentry, as I understand it, was the acquisition of the 
18 home and the improvements, and then the acquisition of 
19 her leasehold interest on to her state lease; is that 
20 correct? 
21 A. Yes, I think so. 
22 Q. And subsequently, ifl understand it 
23 correctly, you were able to acquire fee property 
24 ownership in the auction that the Department of Lands 
25 conducted? 
e 
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1 A. Yes. 
2 Q. When did you acquire fee ownership? 
3 A. Within last year, 1 believe. 
4 Q. Has there been any change in the ownership 
5 entity of that property since you purchased it in 2012 
6 from Nancy Gentry? 
7 A. Not that I recall. 
8 Q. And is the property owned free and clear by 
9 the trust, or is it subject to some debt security? 
10 A. It's owned free and clear by the trust. 
11 Q. And, Ed, you mentioned to me before we went on 
12 the record, that you have some neck and back issues. 
13 A. Right. 
14 Q. So any time you need to stand up and stretch, 
15 just let me know. 
16 A. Thank you. 1 appreciate that. 
17 Q. Can you give me a summary of your educational 
10 background? 
19 A. Yes. I graduated from Culver Military Academy 
20 in June of 1973. And then I went to college, and I 
21 graduated from the University of San Diego in 1977, '78. 
22 And then I went back to law school, and I graduated from 
23 law school in 1987. 
24 Q. Was that also from the University of 
25 San Diego? 
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1 A. Correct. 
2 Q. Are you currently a practicing attorney? 
3 A. No. 
4 Q. Congratulations. When did you retire, Ed? 
5 A. I didn't retire. I'm disabled. But that 
6 would be in the '06, '07. Well, I started -- I guess I 
7 started in '06. It took a couple years to wind down. 
8 Q. Does that disability relate to the same 
9 conditions that you mentioned? 
10 A. Yes. I'm sorry. Yes, sir. 
11 Q. Did you go directly from the Culver Military 
12 Academy into college, or was there an intervening 
13 period? 
14 A. I went directly into college. 
15 Q. And then there was a period of not quite ten 
16 years between your graduation from the University of San 
17 Diego and your entry into law school. What did you do 
18 during that ten-year period? 
19 A. I was a stock broker/bartender/restaurant 
20 manager. I had been a restaurant manager and bartender 
21 through college, and kind of kept it on while I went 
22 into being a stock broker for Dean Witter. 
23 Q. Were all those in the San Diego area? 
24 A. Correct. 
25 Q. Was that where you were born and 
I 
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1 A. No, I was born in Chicago. 
2 Q. Why did you go to the San Diego area? 
3 A. For college, it got too dang cold. 
4 Q. Yes. And you've been in that area ever since? 
5 A. Yeah. And you had to march to ranks at 6:00 
6 in the morning. And it got too cold for me. 
7 Q. Got you? 
8 A. So I swore to God, ifl ever got out alive, I 
9 would go to California. 
10 Q. So a stock broker/restaurant manager/bartender 
11 during that -- ifl got my dates right, I was a little 
12 bit wrong on -- it wasn't ten years. Did you say you 
13 graduated from law school in 1987? 
14 A. Correct. 
15 Q. So you started in '84, or something like that, 
16 I guess. 
17 A. '85, I think. 
18 Q. Okay. So then upon graduation from law 
19 school, were you able to secure professional employment 
20 then? 
21 A. I was. 
22 Q. And can you give me that chronology from then 
23 until 2006, 2007? 
24 A. Yeah, I went to went to work for a law firm 
25 called Thorsnes, Bartolotta, McGuire & Padilla. That's 
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1 a mouthful. 
2 Q. Yes. 
3 A. Mike Thorsnes. And then I went with a Jaw 
4 firm, Greco & Traficante. And then I went on my own, 
5 and I was of counsel to a firm and ran their San Diego 
6 office Kelly, Hurley & Baine, while I was on my own. If 
7 you understand what I'm saying. 
8 Q. I do. 
9 A. Okay. So after I left Greco & Traficante, I 
10 did two things: I put out my own shingle, plus I was of 
11 a counsel to a firm, and ran their San Diego office, of 
12 Kelly, Hurley & Baine. 
13 Q. Was that your status when you started to wind 
14 down in 2006? 
15 A. No, at that time, I probably left Kelly, 
16 Hurley & Baine, and I was pretty much just by myself. 
17 did a lot of work with Jack Denove, Shawn Denove of 
18 Los Angeles, so we co-tried a lot of cases together. 
19 Q. Does that cover it? 
20 A. That pretty much does, yes. 
21 Q. The Thorsnes, et al, firm, how long were you 
I 22 with them, Ed? 
23 A. Oh, boy, three years. 
24 Q. And you were an associate at that time? 
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Q. Did you try any cases during that period of 
time? 
A. I don't think so. 
Q. Did the firm, or the person you were working 
with, have any particular area of concentration in terms 
of their practice? 
A. Business litigation. Doug Manchester was one 
of our good clients. 
Q. Me, too. 
Okay. And then Greco & Traficante? 
A. Correct. 
Q. How long were you with them? 
A. I would say, five, six years. 
Q. And what was your status with them? 
A. Associate. 
Q. And did that firm, or the person with whom you 
worked, have any area of concentration? 
A. Business litigation, insurance litigation. 
Now, when I say insurance, I mean, bad faith and 
coverage. We had several defense contractors, like 
Cubic, and SAIC, as our clients. I worked on some 
shareholder derivative lawsuits brought by Bill Lorack. 
I did some work on those. So I did some insurance work 
on those. 
Q. The bad faith insurance litigation, did that 
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1 tend to be more on the plaintiffs side, or exclusively 
2 on the plaintiffs side? 
3 A. Well, what happened was we represent clients, 
4 for example, why we came up with kind of a novel idea 
5 for the lawsuit against -- with Lorack, we tendered 
6 the -- Cubic had a $1,000,000 self-retention on their 
7 defense. And we tendered to Cubic's general liability 
8 carriers, the defense and shareholder lawsuit, under the 
9 argument that it was advertising liability, and so we 
10 were, in effect, plaintiffs. You know, we're 
11 representing our client against the insurance company. 
12 Q. So you are representing the insured? 
13 A. Yeah. 
14 Q. And then you entered a period of 
15 self-employment in which you were also of counsel with 
16 Kelly and Hurley; have I got that? 
17 A. Kelly, Hurley & Baine. 
18 Q. Kelly, Hurley & Baine. Okay. 
19 Generally, what period did that cover? 
20 A. I want to say, '92, '93 on -- now, Kelly, 
21 Hurley & Baine was almost completely insurance coverage 
22 from the defense side. So that was bad faith defense, 
23 insurance coverage from the carrier's perspective. 
24 Q. How long did you do that kind of work? 
25 A. On and off. I mean, they were still calling 
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me to come in and help them in many respects. 
Q. Did that kind of become the focus of your 
practice then, the insurance defense? 
A. No. No. No. Bad faith. 
Q. Bad faith insurance defense? 
Page 38 
A. Not insurance defense, just bad faith. So 
mainly, I became on both sides. But mainly, I became 
plaintiffs. 
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1 took up the cause, and got a verdict on his behalf; 






A. No, a little more involved than that. It was 
an apartment building, kind of a large apartment 
building. They provided a defense. And then in about 
30 to 60 days before trial, they withdrew the defense. 





9 Q. And so when you say, you became plaintiffs, my 
understanding would be then, you were representing folks 10 
Q. I see. And that's where the bad faith claim, 
obviously, arose? 
A. Correct. 














denied them coverage or defense? 
A. Correct. 
Q. And was that the focus of your practice as you 
moved forward? 
A. Correct. 
Q. And then you mentioned you continued to be 
self-employed, but you worked with an attorney in 
Los Angeles, Denove. Do l have that right? 
A. Denove, D-e-n-o-v-e, Jack Denove. 
Q. And were those also bad faith insurance cases? 
A. A lot of them were, yeah. A lot of them were 
personal injury. 















Q. Any others like that where in the context of 
your bad faith litigation, you were dealing with 
construction defects? 
A. There might have been one or two. But, 1 
mean, you've got to realize that we don't really get 
into the nitty gritty. That's one thing that we make 
sure, we don't retry the case. We just try the 
insurance issues. We don't want to get mucked down into 
retrying the underlying case. 
The defendants win if they get that. They can 
confuse the jury. So that's what we try to do. And 
that's what we've been successful with most of the time. 
Q. In your bad faith litigation practice? 
25 you give me an idea of how many cases you have tried or 25 
A. Yes, any that have anything to do with 
construction defect. I don't really have much to do 
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1 co-tried? 
2 A. No. l'm sorry. I don't want to be flippant, 
3 but there has been --
4 Q. More than 50? 
5 A. Pretty close, if you're including 
6 arbitrations, and things of that nature, yeah, close to 
7 or -- yeah. 
8 Q. At any point in the career which you have just 
9 described to me, did you have any involvement in any 
10 litigation involving alleged construction defects? 
11 A. Not construction defect, per se. If you are 
12 saying, did I get involved in construction defect 
13 litigation? No. Were there insurance issues around 
14 construction defect? Yes. In fact, one ofmy biggest 
15 jury verdicts was -- the underlying case was a failure 
16 to defend on a construction defect case. 
17 Q. And your client in that situation, was your 
10 client the owner of the property, or the builder of the 
19 property, or somebody else? 
20 A. The developer. 
21 Q. So this was a developer/builder-type project? 
22 A. He was not the contractor. He was the 
23 developer. 
24 Q. And there were some problems with the home. 
25 He tendered a claim. The claim was denied. And you 
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1 with the defects at all. Jt's the coverage. 
2 Q. Did you not find it necessary in presenting 
3 the coverage issue, to be able to identify with some 
4 specificity the nature of the defect, or had that part 
5 of the case already been tried? 
6 A. No, it had been tried. In that one particular 
7 instance, it was just did a claim arose during the 
8 policy period. 
9 Q. Got you. 
10 A. That's it, very basic. 
11 Q. Have you, Ed, ever been involved in any 
12 capacity as a partner, a principal, a shareholder, or 
13 otherwise, in any real estate development? 
14 A. Other than that spec home that I told you with 
15 Anderson, not really, no. 
16 Q. When you bought the chalet at Tamarack, did 
17 you obtain an inspection prior to purchase? 
18 A. l can't recall. 
19 I'm going to stand up for a minute. 
20 Q. Go right ahead. 
21 A. You can ask me questions if you don't mind me 
22 standing up. 
23 Q. That's what I was going to ask you, if you 
24 want to proceed, l'm happy to. 
25 So believe it or not, I want to talk to you 
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1 about the purchase of the home at 2130 Payette Drive 
2 from Nancy Gentry. The records will reflect, I think, 
3 that you closed on that purchase in, approximately, 
4 April of 2012; does that sound right? 
5 A. Yeah. Off the top ofmy head, yes. 
6 Q. How did you learn of that property? 
7 A. Well, we had been looking for quite some time. 
8 Q. And you had been looking for property, 
9 specifically in the McCall area? 
10 A. On the lake, yes. 
11 Q. Had you secured the assistance of any broker 
12 in helping you look? 
13 A. Yes, Kevin Batchelor. And as I said before, 
14 we had -- you know, we had we had been looking for some 
15 time on the lake. 
16 Q. How long had you been looking? 
17 A. I want to say, two years, maybe longer. 
18 Q. How did you --
i 19 A. We--
20 Q. I'm sorry. Go ahead. 
21 A. We actually had a house that I thought we 
22 almost had a deal on. 
23 Q. And in this context, when you refer to "we," 
24 is that you and your fiance? 
25 A. Yes. But a lot of times it's not my writing 
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1 style. I don't mean it by -- I just write that way. 
2 Q. So what was the home that you thought you had 
3 a deal on? 
4 A. Oh, God. I don't know how I can identify it. 
5 Q. Was it owned by Charlie Wilson? 
6 A. Yeah, I think so. 
7 Q. Where was it on the lake? 
8 A. It was further down from where my house is 
9 now. 
10 Q. Closer to town? 
11 A. No, the other way. 
12 Q. Farther out? 
13 A. Yeah. 
14 Q. Farther north? 
15 A. Yeah, a bigger home. 
16 Q. But on the west side of the lake? 
17 A. Yeah, on the same side, west side. 
18 Q. And it was a lakefront property? 
19 A. Yes. 
20 Q. How far did you get on the purchase process of 
21 that before the deal went south? 
22 A. Well, it was kind of one of these things where 
23 we didn't -- you know, we didn't get to where we got to 
24 a point -- we had indicated an interest. Okay? Of 
25 where we would have gone, which turned out to be about 
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1 $200,000 more than they actually sold it for. 
2 And so it was one of these things where I was 
3 in Europe, and I had -- they sold it like overnight. 
4 And had they waited another day, I would have been back. 
5 But they knew where we were. 
6 Q. Did you ever have the opportunity to view the 
7 property, or inspect the property? 
0 A. Yes. 
9 Q. Did you do that with Kevin? 
10 A. Yes. 
11 Q. Once, or more than once? 
12 A. Several times. 
13 Q. Did you have the opportunity to obtain any 
14 inspection of that property? 
15 A. No, we didn't get that far. 
16 Q. I take it, correct me if I'm wrong, you didn't 
11 get to the point of an accepted offer on that property? 
10 A. That's correct. There wasn't even a counter. 
19 There was not even a counteroffer. They rejected it, 
20 and that was it. But we --
21 Q. So -- I'm sorry. Go ahead. 
22 A. f'm sorry. I don't want to talk over you. 
23 But there was no counteroffer. They just said, we're 
24 going to stay on our asking price. And we came back, 
25 and said, this is where we're at. If you are 
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1 interested, call us back up. 
2 Q. So you actually presented an offer through 
3 Mr. Batchelor? 
4 A. Correct. 
5 Q. And it was rejected? 
6 A. Correct. 
7 Q. And that was the end of that deal? 
8 A. Right. 
9 Q. Did you have a chance to look at any other 
10 lakefront properties prior to the home at 2130 Payette? 
11 A. Yes. 
12 Q. What do you remember about those? 
13 A. A lot of them. 
14 Q. Really? 
15 A. Yeah. 
16 Q. Can you give me a ballpark of how many 
11 properties you looked at? 
10 A. I mean, there were a lot. There was 15 -- 10, 
19 15, or maybe more. I don't recall. 
2 o Q. Over that, roughly, two-year period? 
21 A. Yeah. 
22 Q. And did you look at all of those using 
23 Mr. Batchelor as your representative? 
24 A. Pretty much so. Susan sometimes would step 
25 in. 
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1 Q. And that would be Susan Ulrich? 1 
2 A. Yes. If Kevin wasn't available, Susan would 2 
3 step in. 3 
4 Q. Did you windup making offers on any of those 4 
5 10 or 15 properties? 5 
6 A. I don't recall. I don't think so. 6 
7 Q. Were those all lakefront properties? 7 
8 A. Yes -- not all of them, most of them. a 
9 Q. Okay. So it's fair to say, some of them you 9 
10 looked at, and decided not to make any offer; correct? 10 
11 A. Correct. 11 
12 Q. Some of them perhaps you looked at, and made 12 
13 an offer, but it didn't lead to anything? 13 
14 A. l don't think we made an offer on anything. 14 
15 Q. Was there any reason that stands out in your 15 
16 mind on those other properties, that you didn't make an 16 
17 offer on any of them? 17 
18 A. We didn't like the house that much. We 18 
19 weren't crazy about the house. 19 
20 Q. So this all started with my question about, 20 
21 how did you learn about Nancy Gentry's property? And I 21 
22 appreciate your telling me about the context on that. 22 




i25 A. Yes. 25 
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1 Q. And what did he tell you about it? 1 
2 A. He told me it was a really good deal. That 2 
3 they had a lot of money in construction costs into the 3 
4 house. The house was really well built. And that there 4 
5 were, I wouldn't say, fire sale but -- that's not the 5 
6 right term -- but something like that. Something that 6 
7 was being offered far below, what their construction 7 
s costs were in the home. s 
9 It was a very good deal. I think you ought to 9 
10 take a look at it. He kept coming up with numbers as to 10 
11 the construction costs, and how much the house was 11 
12 worth, that sort of thing that was, you know -- well 12 
13 built, extremely well built. All this, you know, 2.3, 13 
14 2.4 million dollars cost them to build the house. That 14 
15 sort of thing. And it went on, and on, and on like 15 
16 that. 16 
17 Q. Did Kevin send you any written materials on 17 
1s the house? 18 
19 A. Yes, I believe he did. There was a flier with 19 
20 some of that information. There was a flier with a 20 
21 previous offer, I believe, and that was a six figure 21 
22 offer that they were offering for sale in six figures. 22 
Six figures not seven? 23 
Pardon? 24 
Six figures not seven? . 25 
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A. Yes, excuse me, seven figures. I misspoke. 
Q. At the time was the house listed for sale? 
A. Yes, 1 believe so. 
Q. Do you recall what the list price was? 
A. At one point, like I said, it was like in the 
millions. Yeah. 
Q. Any recollection of where in the millions the 
list price was? 
A. No. But again, 1 got this -- that it cost 
them $2,000,000 or something to build, 2.3, or 2.4, 
something like that. 
Q. So all this information you received was Kevin 
Batchelor? 
A. Correct. But there was a flier produced by 
Jean Odmark that had some of this information, as well. 
Q. So then what did you do next? 
A. We went to take a look at the house. 
Q. And if we're correct that the house closed 
around April 20, 2012, can you back me up to how much 
before -- how long before that you first looked at the 
house? 
A. Oh, God. I wish I had the dates of this. No, 
I can't really. I can't recall exactly when was the 
first time we saw the house. 
Q. Was it after Christmas of 2011? 
Page 49 
A. I thought we -- well, I'm trying to remember. 
There was -- he brought it up to me, initially, I think, 
around Christmas. 
Q. When you went to look at the house, was there 
snow on the ground? 
A. One -- the one time there was, not much, but a 
I ittle bit. 
Q. Okay. 
A. And we had seen the house several times. 
Q. Before? 
A. Yeah. 
Q. How have you seen it before? 
A. No, I mean, not before this time. I mean, we 
went and looked at it a couple of times. 
Q. So let's deal with the first time you looked 
at it. The very first time you saw the house, was that 
with Kevin? 
A. I think Kevin drove us by the house around 
Christmastime. 
Q. Okay. 
A. And then he got us into it. And l can't 
recall when exactly he got us into it. 
Q. And got us into it as in, you were actually 
able to get in the house and look around? 
A. Correct. 
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1 Q. And on that occasion, whenever it might have 
2 been, who was present? 
3 A. It was Kevin, and Ellen, and myself. 
4 Q. And Ellen is your fiancee? 
5 A. Correct. 
6 Q. And what was your impression of the home? 
7 A. I just want to make sure. I think at some 
8 point, there might have been -- Cathy Batchelor might 
9 have come in at some other time. 
10 Q. Okay. 
11 A. I'm just trying to give you the universe of 
12 people that I saw the house with. 
13 Q. Fair enough. I appreciate that. 
14 A. l just don't remember when she came in. 
15 Q. Okay. Got it. 
16 A. My initial impression about the house was, it 
17 was a very nice house. 
18 Q. So relative to the other properties that you 
19 had looked at, and elected to not make an offer on, were 
20 you favorably inclined on this home? 
21 A. Yes, but it wasn't exactly -- you know, I 
22 didn't have everything I want in a home. But you are 
23 never going to get that when you buy something that 
24 somebody else built. You know, I mean, I would have 
25 liked several other things. But out of everything I 
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1 have seen for the price, I thought it was something I 
2 was very interested in. Yes. 
3 Q. And on that first time that you looked at the 
4 home, did you have a chance to walk throughout the home? 
5 A. Yes, I think we did. Yes. 
6 Q. Did you have any opportunity to go out on any 
7 of the decking around the home? 
8 A. I can't recall if it was this time, or the 
9 second time. 
10 THE WITNESS: I do need to take a bathroom 
11 break when we get a minute. 
12 MR. MILLEMANN: Absolutely, let's do just 
13 that. 
14 (A recess was had.) 
15 Q. (BY MR. MILLEMANN) Ed, I was negligent. 
16 Despite you telling me about your back and neck issues, 
17 I didn't ask. Do you have to take medication to manage 
18 the pain on that? 
19 A. Occasionally, yeah. 
20 Q. And don't take any offense to this. But are 
21 you taking any today that would in any way affect your 
22 ability to answer the questions? 
123 A. No. 
24 Q. Thank you. 
25 So we were talking about the very first time 
e 
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1 that you got inside Nancy's house to take a look at it. 
2 And you've told me it was you, and Ellen, and Kevin, and 
3 possibly at one point in time, Cathy. And I asked what 
4 you had seen on that trip. And I had asked whether you 
5 were able to go out on any of the decks that are around 
6 the house? 
7 A. At some point, we got out on the deck. I 
8 don't recall if it was the first time or the second 
9 time. 
10 Q. Okay. And we'll move on to the second time. 
11 But on the first time, from what you remember -- well, 
12 strike that. 
13 Let me show you a document that may help us a 
14 little bit here. This was Exhibit 1 in Beau Value's 
15 deposition. You know Beau Value, obviously; correct? 
16 A. Yes. 
17 Q. And he and his company did all of the repair 
18 and restoration work on the house for you? 
19 A. Except for the painting, yes. 
20 Q. Okay. And Beau testified this is an 
21 approximate floor plan of the main level of the home, 
22 and he's put some directions on there. Does that look 
23 generally accurate to you? 
124 
A. Yes. 
25 Q. So on the first occasion that you were able 
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1 look at the home, did you have access then to areas like 
2 the kitchen, which is labeled on 1, and the dining room, 
3 and the family room? 
4 A. Yes. 
5 Q. And you've testified that you are not sure if 
6 it was that visit, or the subsequent visit, that you 
7 were able to go on the deck that is on the east and 
8 north side of the home? 
9 A. Correct. 
10 Q. On that first visit, if you have any 
11 recollection, did you see anything at all on that visit 
12 that caused you any concern about the home, itself? 
13 A. Not that I recall, no. 
14 Q. If you recall, did you see any evidence 
15 anywhere of water intrusion, or water staining, or 
16 anything that caused you to think, boy, I wonder if the 
17 water is a problem with this home? 
18 A. At one point I did, but not initially. 
19 Q. Do you remember anything else about that first 
20 visit to the home, in terms of what you saw, and what 
21 your impressions were? 
22 A. Just that it was a nice home. I was very 
23 impressed with it. It was something that I would like 
24 to look into, and follow-up on, and, you know ... 
25 Q. Did you have occasion to look at the home 
··---··---···--·· 
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1 again, before you made your offer? 
2 A. l can't be sure. 
3 Q. Well, fair enough. Let's then draw the line 
4 at when you closed on the deal. Okay? Before you 
5 closed on the purchase from Nancy Gentry, on April 20, 
6 2012, did you have any further occasion to view the home 
7 and be inside the home? 
8 A. Yeah. 
9 Q. Tell me about the next one you remember. 
10 You've told me what you remember about the first one. 
11 The next one, who was present, if you remember? 
12 A. Kevin, Ellen, and myself; and again, at some 
13 point, I can't remember when, Cathy came. She came at 
14 least once. But I don't remember when, and which one. 
15 As I recall, we saw the house maybe at least twice, 
16 maybe a third time. 
17 Q. Before closing? 
18 A. Yes. 
19 Q. And on this second occasion, do you remember 
20 whether there was snow on the ground? 
21 A. There was a little bit of snow. 
• 22 Q. And what, if anything, stands out to you about 
i23 the second occasion when you, and Kevin, and Ellen, and 
24 maybe Cathy, looked at the home? 
25 A. Nothing -- nothing of any import. 
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1 a double door going off the area between the dining room 
2 and the family room? 
3 A. Yes. 
4 Q. That's the door you used to get on the deck? 
5 A. Yes, this one right in the middle 
6 (indicating). 
7 Q. Did you at any time prior to closing, have 
8 occasion to open or close the double door that is on the 
9 south side of the dining room? 
10 A. J\o. 
11 Q. And was there any particular reason, or you 
12 just didn't have occasion to do it? 
13 A. Well, most of the time, it was closed up. 
14 Meaning, there was shades over it. And we were being 
15 directed out this way (indicating). 
16 Q. Okay. 
11 A. And by "that way," l mean, the center house, 
18 when we went through. 
19 Q. The door that you've referred to? 
2 o A. Right in the center. 
21 Q. So on the occasion in which you were able to 
22 get out on the deck, did you see anything on the deck, 
23 or on the exterior walls, or windows, or door that 
24 caused you any concern about the possibility that, boy, 
25 there might be some moisture intrusion here? 
1---------------~------------------t--------~---------- --~-----------------------j 
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1 Q. Was there any particular reason that you 
2 wanted to go back and look at the home, or just, you 
3 know, l want to get another look at it before we 
4 proceed? 
5 A. I want to get another look at it before we 
6 proceed. I wanted to take a look at the house all over. 
7 You know, it's a fairly large home. 
8 Q. And were you able to get out on any of the 
9 deck on the east or north side, on that occasion? 
10 A. You mean, over here (indicating)? 
11 Q. Yes. 
12 A. Yes. On one or two occasions, we were on that 
13 deck. I can't remember if it was twice, or at least 
14 once. 
15 Q. Do you remember, looking at Exhibit 1, on the 
16 one or two occasions prior to closing, on which you were 
11 on that deck, how you accessed the deck? 
18 A. Yes, we went through the back door 
19 (indicating). 
20 Q. And by the "back door," you are pointing at 
21 what appears to be a double door off the family room? 
22 A. Yeah, if that's what you want to -- it's kind 
23 of the center of the house. 
24 Q. And I am just trying to identify it for the 
25 record, as you know. On Exhibit 1, there appears to be 













Q. At any time on either of these visits, did you 
see anything, inside or outside about the house, that 
caused you any concern or suspicion, that there might be 
any moisture or water problems with the house? 
A. No, other than the photographs from 
Mr. McKenna. l had some questions about that. 
Q. And those were, l believe, all photographs of 
the crawlspace; weren't they? 
A. Correct. 
Q. And thank you. We're going to get to that. 
A. But that answers your question. 
Q. Yeah. And we'll get to Mr. McKenna's report. 
14 You got an inspection report from Mr. McKenna; correct? 










Q. And I've heard testimony that after you got 
that report, you had occasion to meet Mr. McKenna at the 
property. Do you recall that? 
A. l don't recall that. l recall having 
questions about the photographs in the report, or the 
photographs that eventually got into the report. Okay? 
But, you know, whether it was like you said, l don't 
recall. 
Q. And we'll get to that. 
So prior to closing the purchase from Nancy 
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1 Gentry, did you have any conversations with Nancy 
2 Gentry? 
3 A. No. 
4 Q. How about Jean Odmark? 
5 A. Yes. 
6 Q. Tell me what you recall. Did you talk with 
7 Jean once, or more than once prior to closing? 
8 A. More than once. 
9 Q. Tell me what you remember about those 
10 conversations. And I guess, just starting with, the 
11 earliest one you remember. Let me, I guess, put some 
12 context on it. 
13 Were any of these in person? 
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heat pumps. 
Q. And if I recall, those became quite an issue 
in the purchase for at least a period of time? 
A. Correct. 
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5 Q. And these were heat pumps on the north side of 
6 the house; is that correct? 
7 A. Let's see. Where does it say? No, it 
8 wouldn't be. It would be on the south side of the 
house. 9 
10 Q. The south side of the house. Okay. 




A. South side of the house, right here 
(indicating). 
The south 
15 Q. Were some of them on the phone? 15 
Q. Is the Graves' property on the south? 
A. Yes. 
16 A. No. 16 Q. And so there was an issue about the pumps, and 
17 Q. They were all in person? 17 them having been covered, and then uncovered, and 
18 A. Yes. As I recall, yes. 18 whether the Graves had some rights in that regard? 
19 Q. What's the first such conversation you 19 A. Yes. 
20 remember? And I don't mean by date. Where was it, and 20 Q. So you had some conversations with Jean about 
21 who was there? 21 that? 
22 A. I think it was -- I don't recall talking to 22 A. Correct. Mainly Michael, but to a certain 
I
~! her on the phone. I may have. I'm not absolutely sure. · 23 degree, Jean. I don't think so. But we were just talking about the · 24 Q. Was Michael present at the property for any of 
25 condition of the home, and particulars about the home, 25 your pre-closing visits? 
----·------- ·---····-------! 
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1 you know, things of that nature. 
2 Q. Where, if you recall, would have that first 
3 conversation have occurred? Was it in Jean's office, or 
4 at the property? 
5 A. It would have been at the property. 
6 Q. At the property. So on one of the times that 
7 you viewed the property before closing, Jean Odmark was 
a present? 
9 A. Correct. 
10 Q. And who else was present on the occasion Jean 
11 was present? 
12 A. Kevin and Ellen. 
13 Q. And this would have been before closing? 
14 A. Correct. 
15 Q. Do you have any specific recollection of any 
16 of the statements you made to Jean, or that she made to 
17 you? 
1a A. Just, you know, the house was in excellent 
19 condition. There had never been any problems with the 
20 house. That there was -- you know, again, this -- you 
21 know, the value of the house is much higher, than the 
22 asking price, that sort of thing. 
· 23 Q. Did you have any questions for Jean that you 
24 recall in that conversation? 
25 A. At some point, we had discussions about the 
1 A. Most of the time. 
2 Q. Okay. 
3 A. He was -- Jean was there maybe once. And then 
4 Michael pretty much took over. 
s Q. So I guess to not get too confused here. 
6 Let's stay with Jean. I believe you told me, that you 
7 had more than one conversation with her before closing. 
a Were they all at the property, or did you have any other 
9 conversations with her that weren't at the property? 
10 A. No, J don't recall having any other 
11 conversations, other than what were at the property. 
12 Q. And you've told me what you recall her saying 
13 about the condition of the home, and there not being 
14 problems, and that it's worth more than was being asked. 
15 Anything else you remember, specifically, 
16 about what Jean told you? 
17 A. No. The house was in excellent shape. There 
18 was never any problems with the house, that sort of 
19 thing. Well built, you know, very well built. You 
20 know, worth -- you know, worth more than what the asking 
21 price. At one time, I think she mentioned, that there 
22 had been an asking price much higher, in the seven 
23 figures, things to that nature. 
24 Q. Now, at any time, have you had occasion to 
25 obtain, or examine an appraisal of the property at 2130 
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2 A. I'm not sure. I'm not really sure. 
3 Q. As part of your purchase at auction from the 
4 State of Idaho of the ground, if you will, were you 
5 provided with any kind of appraisal of the property? 
6 A. Yeah, there was an appraisal there. They made 
7 an appraised·- they appraised both of them, the ground, 
a as well as the house, then. 
9 Q. Do you remember what value the State of Idaho 
10 placed on it for purposes of the auction? 
11 A. No, but I didn't think it was very accurate, 
12 you know. They were just trying to get the thing -- you 
13 know, get it done. 
14 Q. Do you remember what you paid the State of 
15 Idaho for the property when you purchased it? 
16 A. We did have to go back, I think. We had some 
17 discussions about them undervaluing the property -- I 
18 mean, not the property, but the improvements. And 
19 I'm -- that's -- I do recall that. That we had 
2 o discussions with the appraiser about that. 
21 Q. And I should provide some context here. If I 
22 understand correctly, since at the time of the auction, 
23 you already owned the home. You were buying only the 
I
• 2 4 ground; is that correct? 
. 25 A. Correct. 
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1 Q. Do you recall what you paid for the ground, 
2 when you bought it from the State of Idaho? 
3 A. Not down to the penny, no. 
4 Q. Can you give me your best recollection? 
5 A. $950,000, something like that. 
6 Q. Something in that range? 
7 A. Yeah. 900,000, something like that. 
8 Q. And do you recall what value the State of 
9 Idaho had placed on the home, the improvements? 
10 A. On the improvements, no. But we had an issue 
11 about that, I think. 
12 Q. And your issue was, you thought they were 
13 undervaluing the home, and overvaluing the dirt? 
14 A. Yeah, I think that was it. 
15 Q. Do you have any of the documents related to 
16 that purchase from the State still in your possession, 
17 or accessible to you? 
10 A. I don't recall. I don't know if I do or not. 
19 Q. Back to the conversations with Jean Odmark, 
20 and you've narrowed it down to tell me, you think those 
21 would have been only at the property. And you've 
22 generally relayed what statements she made to you. 
23 Anything else you recall about your conversations with 
24 Jean? 
25 A. No, not really. Not that I can recall. 
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1 Q. And I think you've told me, at no time prior 
2 to closing, did you ever open or close the french doors 
3 off of the dining room? 
4 A. Correct. 
5 Q. Okay. 
6 A. There was -- well, this wouldn't be -- this 
7 was hearsay, so I won't go into it. I got a call from 
a Bob Hallock, and he indicated that Jean had called him. 
9 And that's about me buying the house. 
10 Q. Who is Bob HaJlock? 
11 A. He's a gentleman who lives in McCall. 
12 Q. And this was before you closed, Ed? 
13 A. Correct. 
14 Q. And what did Bob tell you? I understand it's 
15 hearsay. But what did Bob tell you? 
16 A. He said that Jean had asked him whether he 
17 thought that I had enough money to do the ·- to do the 
18 deal. 
19 Q. Okay. Anything else you remember Bob telling 
20 you? 
21 A. Yeah, was very offended by it. 
22 Q. He was offended that he got the call, and the 
i 23 question? 
24 A. Yeah. Yes. 
25 Q. Anything else Bob told you about his 
--·····--~·····----
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1 conversation with Jean? 
2 A. No, other than that. 
3 Q. So the best of your recollection, for the 
4 period prior to your closing, you've told me everything 
5 you can remember about your conversations with Jean? 
6 A. Yes. They were mainly about, what a great 
7 deal this was, what a great condition the house was. 
8 You know, salesman, you know, talking about the 
9 condition of the home, talking about what a good deal it 
10 was, how well it was built. There were many 
11 conversations along those lines. 
12 Q. So when you say, "many conversations," were 
13 there successive times at the property that you --
14 A. No, it was maybe twice that she was there. 
15 But that was -- you know, there was more than one 
16 statement. That's what I'm getting at. 
11 Q. So within the context of one visit to the 
18 home, you are saying that Jean 
19 A. Made several statements. 
20 Q. Made several statements? 
21 A. Yeah. 
22 Q. Those being --
23 A. And those were the topics that she was 
24 discussing. Okay? 
I 
! 2s Q. Okay. Did Kevin express any opinion to you on 
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1 those same topics? 
2 A. Yeah, I think he agreed. He pretty much 
3 agreed. 
4 Q. And so let's stay with the period prior to 
5 closing. It sounds like you've also had some 
6 conversations with Michael Wood? 
7 A. Correct. 
8 Q. Would those also have been at the property? 
9 A. This is prior to closing? 
10 Q. Yes, sir. 
11 A. I think so. I may have talked to him on the 
12 phone. I know for a fact that post closing, I had a lot 
13 of conversations with him on the phone. But I think I 
14 had a conversation, one or two, about certain things 
15 about the house. 
16 Q. Do you have any specific recollection of your 
11 conversations with Michael Wood before closing? 
18 A. We were talking about the issue with the 
19 Gaines, the heat --
2 o Q. The Graves? 
21 A. The Graves, I mean, the Graves. The heat 
22 pumps. 
23 Q. If I understand correctly, just not to waste 
24 time on that. My reading of the pleadings is, that's 
25 not an issue in this lawsuit? 
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1 A. No. But you are asking me what we discussed. 
2 Q. No, I appreciate that. I just want to make 
3 sure that I don't need to spend your time going too far 
4 into that topic. 
5 So you would have talked to Michael about the 
6 heat pump issue that involved the Graves. Do you have 
7 any other specific recollection of conversations with 
8 Michael? 
9 A. Before? 
Q. Before closing. 
A. Just more about the condition of the home. 
And maybe some -- I think we might have had some 
discussions about a dryer, and a vent, something like 
that. But nothing of any real import. 
Q. Prior to closing, did you ever have occasion 
to get in the crawlspace of the home? 
A. No. To this day, I've never been in the 
crawlspace. 
Q. So if I understood Mr. Mc Kenna's testimony to 
be, that after you received his report, he met you at 
the property, and the two of you went down into the 
crawlspace. Your testimony would be, that's not 
accurate testimony? 
A. That's correct. 
Q. Okay. 
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1 A. No, he went over the photographs with me. We 
2 went over the photographs, but we didn't go down the 
3 crawlspace. 
4 Q. And was that at the property? 
5 A. That we went over the photographs? 
6 Q. Yes. 
7 A. Yes, sir. 
8 Q. And that was pre-close? 
9 A. As I recall, yes, sir. 
10 Q. Okay. We'll get there. 
11 So at any time prior to closing, did you, 
12 yourself, see any signs of water staining on the 
13 interior walls of the house? 
14 A. Other than the pictures I saw from 
15 Mr. McKenna, that was it. 
16 Q. And for purposes of my questions here, to save 
11 time, let's set the pictures aside. Okay? Other than 
18 those photos, you never saw any evidence of water 
19 staining; correct? 
20 A. Other than the pictures, no. 
21 Q. And I understand that. And I'm putting those 
22 aside. 
23 At any time prior to close, did you ever 
• 24 observe any signs of water staining on any of the 
25 floors? 
1 A. Not that I recall. 
2 Q. Did you, prior to closing, ever observe any 
Page 
3 signs of moisture penetration, or moisture damage to 
4 doors of the home? 
5 A. Not that I recall. 
6 Q. And prior to closing, did you ever observe any 
7 signs of moisture damage, or moisture penetration on 
8 surface of any of the decking? 
9 A. Well, there was moisture on the decking. 
10 Q. Sitting on the decking? 
11 A. Yeah. 
12 Q. Did you see any signs of deterioration or rot? 
13 A. No. No dry rot, if that's what you meant. 
14 Q. Any kind of rot? 
15 A. No. 
16 Q. And then prior to closing, did you see any 
17 signs anywhere on the exterior walls, or windows of the 
18 home, of water intrusion, or rot, or moisture damage? 
19 A. Not that I recall. 
20 Q. Setting aside Mr. McKenna's report. Prior to 
21 closing, did anybody report to you that they had seen 
f 22 evidence of any water intrusion, or rot, or damage to 
the home? 
A. Prior to closing, no. 
Q. You've told me, you didn't have any 
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1 conversations with Nancy Gentry prior to closing. Did 
2 you have any written communications with Nancy Gentry 
3 prior to closing? 
4 A. We might have -- we might have exchanged 
5 emails. I don't recall, but we may have. 
6 Q. And in the process of working with your 
7 counsel on responding to the discovery requests that we 
8 have propounding, did you endeavor to go look at your 
9 emails to see if you had saved any that would have 
1 o related to --
11 A. Yes, of course. 
12 Q. Did you find any? 
13 A. Not that I recall. 
14 Q. What you did find in emails that might be 
15 related to this property, did you provide to Counsel? 
16 A. Yes. 
17 Q. I want to show you, Ed, what's been marked as 
18 Exhibit 1 in this deposition. I can tell you, those are 
19 documents that were provided by your counsel in response 
20 to discovery, which I believe from my independent 
21 examination, to represent the progression of documents 
22 leading from your offer to the final addendum in the 
23 transaction. 
. 24 A. They --
25 Q. Go ahead. 
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1 A. It may be, I --
2 Q. No, I understand. I will also tell you, in 
3 interest of the record, the Bates numbering system on 
4 these did not correspond with the actual chronology of 
5 the documents. So just to avoid confusion, I have 
6 reordered them. But whether I've done so correctly or 
7 not remains to be seen. But you will see the Bates 
8 numbering at the bottom begins at 163 and goes up to 
9 188. 
10 MS. FOSTER: I can represent, we didn't 
11 shuffle them. We just produced them as they were --
12 MR. MILLEMANN: There is no suggestion that 
13 you did. 
14 MS. FOSTER: I know. 
15 MR. PIERCE: Steve, do you have an extra set 
16 ofthose? 
11 THE WITNESS: 188. 
18 Q. (BY MR. MILLEMANN) And then the next starts 
19 at 157 and goes to 163. Do you see that? I'm sorry. 
2 o It goes to 162. So together these represents Bates 






Ed, than anything. It would otherwise be confusing why 
I shuffled them, but I endeavored to put them in 
• 24 chronological order. 
25 If I could direct your attention to page 4 
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1 of--
2 A. Which would be Bates Stamp No. what? 
3 Q. Bates Stamp No. 166. 
4 A. Uh-huh. 
5 MS. FOSTER: Counsel, I'll state for the 
6 record, we're relying on your presentation that this is 
7 the whole PSA. We don't have an opinion without going 
8 through everything to make sure. But I have no 
9 objection to you using this exhibit. 
10 MR. MILLEMANN: Okay. Thank you. 
11 appreciate that. 
12 MS. FOSTER: Just to clarify the record. 
13 MR. MILLEMANN: No. And I will tell you, this 
14 exhibit is all of the documents in the purchase and sale 
15 chain that I could find, that you provided. But I 
16 understand your position. 
17 Q. (BY MR. MILLEMANN) So ifwe look at page 4 of 
18 the document, Bates No. 166. At item 17, Ed, the title 
19 is "Home Warranty Plan." Do you see that? 
20 A. Yes. 
21 Q. And I will represent, that what 1 understand 
22 we're looking at, would have been your initial offer on 
23 the property. And at paragraph 17, you are proposing 
24 that you will obtain a home warranty plan, and the 
2 5 seller will pay for that. Do you see that? 
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1 A. That would appear what the document --
2 Q. And we can go through this step by step. 
3 will tell you, that as I review the documents, what I 
4 understand happened, is in the final deal, you did 
5 acquire a home warranty plan, but you paid for it, not 
6 the seller. Do you have any recollection of that? 
7 A. I don't have any recollection. Sorry, Steve. 
8 Q. No, that's all right. And on this point, I 
9 want to show you Exhibit 24, which is a two-page 
10 document, Bates Nos. 275 and 276, or actually more 
11 appropriately stated, two documents. The first is 
12 titled, "Buyer's Final Closing Statement." And the 
13 second, Bates No. 276, is "Buyer's Estimated Closing 
14 Statement." Of the two documents, it appears to me that 
15 you signed Bates No. 276. Does that look like your 
16 signature? 
17 A. It does. 
18 Q. And in this closing statement, I note, not all 
19 the way to the bottom, but close to the bottom, you are 
20 being charged $940 as a premium for a "Home Warranty of 
21 America." Do you see that? 
22 A. It says, charged. It doesn't say who it's 
23 charged by . 
24 Q. If you look to the top it --
25 A. By closing. 
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1 Q. Your closing statement. So I understand this 
2 statement to be representing that you are being charged 
3 for that. Did you acquire a home warranty plan on this 
4 property? 
5 A. I believe I did. I don't recall anything 
6 about it. 
7 Q. Do you have anywhere in your records, a copy 







Q. Or that warranty? 
A. No. 
Q. Do you have any idea where, if you were to 
look and try to find it, you would find it? 
14 A. You are asking me to speculate as to where 
15 it's at. 
16 Q. Well, just based on your own records. If you 
e Edmond A. Petrus, Jr. 
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1 A. I believe so. 
2 Q. And just for the record, if you flip over to 
3 Bates No. 187. It appears to me that that is another 
4 copy of the same Addendum No. 4, except it has been 
5 signed not only by you, but by Nancy Gentry-Boyd. Does 
6 that appear to you to be a correct statement? 
7 A. It seems like she signed twice. 
8 Q. Correct. 
9 MS. FOSTER: Counsel, for the record, we're 
10 observing that there is an additional sentence typed in 
11 here that is different than the previous document. But 
12 it appears to be otherwise similar. 
13 MR. MILLEMANN: Okay. Appreciate that. 
14 Q. (BY MR. MILLEMANN) Condition 3(d), does it 
15 carry forward in both of these documents, Bates 185 and 
16 187? 
17 did have it in your records. 17 MS. FOSTER: Counsel, objection to the 
18 A. I don't think I have it in my records. I 18 question, or clarification. That 5(d) appears to be 
19 don't recall ever having it. But I would imagine, if 19 amended somewhat by the sentence that was added. 
2 o you want me to guess, maybe Kevin Batchelor would have a 20 MR. MILLEMANN: You mean, 3( d). 
21 copy in the file having to do with this purchase. 21 MS. FOSTER: Correct. What did 1 say? 
22 Q. Have you ever had occasion, as part of your 22 MR. MILLEMANN: 5(d). 
23 pursuit of compensation for the defects that were 23 THE WITNESS: Correct. The sentence at the 
24 discovered in the home that your complaint raises, have . 24 bottom purports to amend line 3(d). 
25 you ever had occasion to review the home warranty plan, • 25 Q. (BY MR. MILLEMANN) Okay. I appreciate that 
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1 and to determine whether there was any coverage 1 clarification. 
2 available for those? 2 My question is, did you conduct a post-closing 
3 A. Generally I know a little bit about 3 walk through of the home? 
4 warranties. 4 A. I believe Kevin Batchelor did. 
5 Q. Tell me what you know. 5 Q. You did not yourself, Ed? 
6 A. What I know, they are basically about 6 A. No, I wasn't in town, as I recall. I think 
7 appliances. 7 I -- well, that's -- Kevin did that, yes. 
8 Q. And I appreciate that. In this case, did you 8 Q. Did he provide you with any report about his 
9 ever have occasion to look at the plan? 9 inspection? 
10 A. No. 10 A. He said everything was fine. I think he was 
11 Q. Ifwe could go back to Exhibit No. I, and move 11 dealing mainly with the items that were on the list. 
12 on to Bates No. 185. 12 The items on the list, I think, having to do with the, I 
13 A. (Witness complying.) 13 think, furniture, or something. That's all I think he 
14 Q. Which is titled "Addendum No. 4, RE-I I 14 discussed with me. 
15 Addendum." 15 Q. That's all that you recall in there? 
16 A. Yes. 16 A. That's all l recall. 
17 Q. If I look at item 3(d), as in dog, under Bates 17 Q. Did he provide you, if you recall, any written 
18 No. 185. The following is one of the terms of this 18 report, email, or otherwise, on his walk through? 
19 addendum. And I quote, "Buyer or buyers agent to 19 A. Not that I recall. He may have. 
20 conduct a final post-closing walk-thru of the home five 20 Q. And ifwe move forward to Bates -- can I see 
21 days after closing and provide written acceptance within 21 this document for just a second? 
22 one business day of the condition of the home and 22 A. Uh-huh. (Witness complying.) 
23 confirmation of the removal of all excluded items agreed 23 Q. Thank you. 
:24 upon by all parties. 11 24 MS. FOSTER: Are you okay? 
25 Have I correctly read that? 
i 
THE WITNESS: Yeah. I'm going to need a break 
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2 Q. (BY MR. MlLLEMANN) Okay. Drawing your 
3 attention to Bates No. 157, which is labeled "Addendum 
4 No. 5, RE- l l Addendum." And I apologize for the 
5 somewhat challenging legibility of some of these 
6 documents. They are the best we could do with what we 
7 had available to us. 
8 Is that your signature on this document, Ed? 
9 A. I believe so. I'm trying to see if I can find 
10 my glasses. I don't know if I left them in the car or 
11 not, but go ahead. I must have left them in the car. 
12 Q. Do you want to take a break and grab them? 
13 A. That wouldn't be too troublesome? 
14 Q. Not at all. 
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1 there, there were a series of counteroffers, and a 
2 series of addenda. Finally, at some point, reaching 
3 agreement on the terms of the transaction. Does that 
4 generally appear to you to be an accurate statement? 
5 
6 
A. I would say probably, yes. 
Q. Okay. 
7 MS. FOSTER: Are you going to go through his 
8 signatures, Steve? 
9 MR. MTLLEMANN: I probably will, or Phil will. 
10 Q. (BY MR. MILLEMANN) Okay. I want to back up 
11 to Bates No. 165, which is page 3 of 7 of the initial 
12 RE-21. That's Bates 165. Do you have that in front of 
13 you, Ed? 
A. I do. 
Q. Could you take a moment and review numbered 
16 paragraph 12, on Bates No. 165, page 3 of7 of the 
MR. MILLEMANN: You were ready for one anyway. 17 RE-2 l? 





18 MS. FOSTER: It is ten to l l :00; is that 10 A. (Witness complying.) Yes. 
19 right? 19 Q. To your knowledge, did any of the 
20 MR. MILLEMANN: Let's take a quick break. And 20 counteroffers or addenda modify any of the provisions of 
21 you can see if you have your glasses, and we'll resume. 21 paragraph No. 12? 
22 MS. FOSTER: Thank you. 22 A. The documents speak for themselves. 
23 (A recess was had.) 23 MS. FOSTER: That would be my objection. 
24 
25 
MR. MILLEMANN: Okay. We're ready to resume. 24 Q. (BY MR. MILLEMANN) Okay. Let's look at them, 
Q. (BY MR. MILLEMANN) I want to back up, Ed, • 25 then. Bates No. 170 is titled "RE-13 Counteroffer 
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1 from where we just were. And Exhibit No. I, as I 
2 understand it, and tell me if you understand it 
3 differently, it starts with the RE-2 l Real Estate 
4 Purchase and Sale Agreement. Which, for the record, if 
5 l look at Exhibit No. I, it appears to me, that you 
6 signed that RE-21 at Bates page 169. Does that appear 
7 to you to be a correct statement? 
8 A. Are you asking me, is that my signature? 
9 Q. Yes, sir. 
10 A. It appears to be my signature, but this 
11 wasn't --
12 MS. FOSTER: Counsel, just to clarify, are you 
13 looking at the signature from January 3rd of 2012? 
14 Q. (BY MR. MILLEMANN) Yes, at Bates No. 169, 
15 buyer's signature, which is page 7 of 7 of the RE-21. 
16 And then it also appears to me, that you initialed each 
17 page, and dated each page, as part of your presentation 
10 of the document. Does that appear to be a correct 
19 statement? 
2 o A. It appears to be initialed. 
21 Q. And dated? 
22 A. And dated. 
23 Q. Okay. And then it appears to me, what went 
24 on, which I believe to be standard in real estate 
2 5 transactions, but you tell me if you disagree, from 
Page 81 
1 No. l." And it is signed by Nancy Gentry-Boyd. It 
2 appears to be her counteroffer to your offer. 
3 Do you see in Bates No. l 70 any proposed terms 
4 that would modify paragraph 12 of the initial contract? 
5 A. The document speaks for itself. 
6 Q. Okay. So if it's there, it's there, and if 
7 it's not there, it's not? 
8 A. Argumentative. 
9 Q. Are you representing yourself now, Ed? 
10 A. It sounds like it. 
11 Q. Let's move to Bates No. 171, which is page l 
12 of l, titled "RE-13 Counteroffer No. 2." ls that your 
13 signature at the bottom of the document? 
14 A. Yes, it appears to be. Yes. 
1s Q. And in this counteroffer that you were 
l6 proposing as part of this transaction, did you propose 
1 7 to modify any of the terms of paragraph No. 12 of the 
18 contract? 
19 A. Other than what's set forth in the document. 
20 Q. Okay. And then moving on to Bates No. 172, 
21 which is titled II RE-13 Counteroffer No. 3," signed by 
22 Nancy Gentry-Boyd. Do you observe, or did you observe 
2 3 any terms of that counteroffer that addressed paragraph 
24 12 of the contract? 
25 A. Again, the document speaks for itself. 
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Q. So if it's not there, it wasn't proposed as 
part of this counteroffer? 
A. The document speaks for itself. 
Q. Well, was there some counteroffer made, other 
than the counteroffers in writing, that are reflected in 
this document? Were there verbal counteroffers made? 
MS. FOSTER: I'll object to that question as 
compound. 
You can answer were there any verbal 
counteroffers made. 
THE WITNESS: I don't recall any verbal 
counteroffers. 
Q. (BY MR. MILLEMANN) So ifwe move on to Bates 
No. 173, which is "RE-13 Counteroffer No. 4." Do you 
have that in front of you? 
A. I do. 
Q. ls that your signature at the bottom? 
A. It appears to be, yes. 
Q. And then ifwe move on to Bates No. 175, which 
is titled "RE-13 Counteroffer No. 5," which appears to 
be signed by Nancy Gentry-Boyd. Do you have Bates No. 
175 in front of you? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Do you have any reason to doubt you received 
that counteroffer? 
Page 83 
A. I don't understand the question. 
Q. Did you receive Counteroffer No. 5, Bates No. 
175? 
A. I don't recall. 
Q. So then we move on to Bates No. 176, page 1 of 
1, titled "RE-13 Counteroffer No. 6." ls that your 
signature at the bottom? 
A. It appears to be. 8 
9 Q. And then we move on to Bates No. 177, which is 
10 titled "RE-13 Counteroffer No. 7." Does that appear to 
11 be your signature at the bottom of that document? 
12 A. Yes, it does. 
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Q. And are those your initials above your 
signature after the word "buyer," and above the date, 
March 5, 2012? 
MS. FOSTER: On Petrus 184. 
THE WITNESS: That's not my initials. Those 
are not my initials. Those aren't my initials. 
Q. (BY MR. MlLLEMANN) So it's your testimony 
that you signed Addendum No. 4, Bates No. 184, but these 
are not your initials? 
A. These are not my initials, no. 
Q. Do you have any idea whose initials those are? 
A. No. 
Q. And then ifwe go over to Bates No. 188, which 
is page 1 of 1, titled "Addendum No. 5, RE- I I Addendum." 
ls that your signature at the bottom of that document? 
A. It appears to be. 
MS. FOSTER: Is that yours? 
THE WITNESS: That is, but that may be 
somebody else signing it for me. 
Q. (BY MR. MILLEMANN) To your recollection, did 
you have anybody else sign any of the documents in the 
Nancy Gentry transaction for you? 
A. You know, it could have been Kevin Batchelor 
signed some of the documents for me. That's why I'm 
saying, for example, that does not appear to be my 
Page 85 
signature. 
MS. FOSTER: On Petrus 188. 
THE WITNESS: But the other ones do. I'm not 
disputing that. I'm just saying, just on the signature, 
somebody might have signed my name. 
Q. (BY MR. MILLEMANN) You don't have specific 
recollection on that? 
A. No, I don't. 
Q. Tf you move to Bates 162, which I think is the 
last page in this packet of documents, titled "Addendum 
11 No. 6, RE-10 Inspection Contingency Release." Does that 

















Is that your signature at the bottom of that document? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And ifwe proceed to Bates No. -- well, let's 
go all the way to 184. And actually, this is one of the 
documents we were looking at earlier. There are 
multiple pages of this document, duplicates of this 
document, some of which have signatures, some don't, 
which includes Bates No. 185, 186, 187. Does that 
appear to be your signature at the bottom of Bates No. 
184? 





Q. We have gone now sequentially through the 
RE-21 Purchase and Sale Agreement, and Counteroffers I 
through 7. Okay. We've gone through the contract, 
Counteroffers I through 7, and Addenda 1 through 6. 
As you sit here today, do you know whether 19 
20 there were any other written counteroffers or addenda 




A. Not that I recall. 
Q. And as you sit here today, do you recall any 
counteroffers or addenda that formed part of the 
25 agreement with Ms. Gentry, being verbal counteroffers or 
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2 A. Not that I recall. 
3 MS. FOSTER: And I'll clarify to reserve the 
4 right to look through productions to make sure this is 
5 the whole document. But as Mr. Petrus stated, we don't 
6 have any reason to believe it is not at this time. 
7 Q. (BY MR. MILLEMANN) And to the best of your 
8 recollection, if there were any agreement between you 
9 and Ms. Gentry to modify the terms of paragraph 12, of 
10 the purchase and sale agreement, which you reviewed at 
11 Bates No. 165, would they be contained in one of the 
12 counteroffers or addenda? 
13 A. I would assume so. 
14 Q. Ifwe could return to Bates No. Petrus 188. 
15 And what we have here is 188 appears to me to be 
16 identical to Bates No. 157, the next page. Except that 
17 Nancy Gentry-Boyd has signed this Addendum No. 5 on 
10 Bates No. 157. I include them both, because Bates No. 
19 188 is, from my old eyes, a much more legible copy. 
20 It appears to me that at the time Addendum No. 
21 5 was signed, you had received Mr. McKenna's inspection 
22 report. Would that appear to you to be a correct 
2 3 statement? 
24 A. I don't know. Where is it? 
25 MS. FOSTER: I don't know. 
Page 87 
1 Q. (BY MR. MILLEMANN) And I direct your 
2 attention to item 3. 
3 A. Okay. It would appear so. 
4 Q. If you know, between the time you received 
5 Mr. McKenna's inspection report, and the time that 
6 Addendum No. 5 was executed, have you had occasion to 
7 discuss Mr. McKenna's report with him? 
a A. Yes. 
9 Q. And I apologize. I don't --
10 A. Excuse me. 
11 Q. Yes. Go ahead. 
12 A. Was your question as of 3-18, 2012, that l had 
13 occasion to discuss Mr. McKenna's report with him? 
14 Q. Exactly. 
15 A. Yes. 
16 Q. And I don't remember what you told me as to 
17 whether that discussion occurred at the property, or 
18 otherwise? 
19 A. It was at the property. 
20 Q. And who else was present, if you remember? 
21 A. I believe Kevin Batchelor was present and 
22 Ellen Nakamura. 
23 Q. Okay. And I believe you told me, you did not 
• 24 then, or at any time go down into the crawlspace with 
25 Mr. McKenna? 
Edmond A. Petrus, Jr. 
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1 A. Correct. 
2 Q. Do you have any recollection of that 
3 conversation with Mr. McKenna? 
4 A. I do. 
5 Q. Can you tell me what you recall you said, and 
6 he said? 
7 A. Yeah, 1 was concerned about the photographs of 
8 the water seeping through the crawlspace. 
9 Q. And did you express that concern to him? 
10 A. Yes, I did. 
11 Q. And how did he respond? 
12 A. He said this is normal seepage for this type 
13 of property, this type of area, this type of house, this 
14 type of -- you know, this is normal, nothing unusual. 
15 Q. Anything else you remember about that 
16 exchange? 
17 A. Yeah, I kept asking him about it. Don't you 
18 think that's a little high? You know, if it is water 
19 seepage wouldn't it become lower? And he said, no, 
20 is how it happens. This is normal seepage. And are you 
21 sure there is no issues of any mold, or anything of that 
22 nature? He said, no, none. And I said, what about the 
23 ants? Does that say anything? He said, no. He said, 
24 don't worry about that. Just get your, you know, your 
2 5 ant killer, your --
Page 89 
1 Q. Exterminator? 
2 A. Your exterminator to come in and kill them. 
3 It's nothing to be concerned about at all. The house is 
4 in excellent shape. Everything is fine. 
5 Q. So was that the only conversation you had with 
6 Mr. McKenna after receiving his report, and prior to 
7 closing? 
8 A. l think I went through some other portions of 
9 his report, but that's the one that really sticks out. 
10 Q. And I didn't ask the question very well. I 
11 didn't mean to say, that's the only thing you talked 
12 with him about. But was that the only occasion you had 
13 to discuss Mr. McKenna's report with him prior to 
14 closing? 
15 A. I believe so, yes. 
16 Q. What else do you remember talking with 
17 Mr. McKenna about relative to the report and the 
10 property? 
19 A. Just whether this report was thorough, and 
20 whether he went through the house completely, and was 
21 sure about everything he put down there, because he gave 
22 it a pretty glowing report. And l just wanted to make 
23 sure he was confident in what he put down. 
24 Q. And how did he respond? 
25 A. He said, yes, it's a very well constructed 
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1 house. You know, that's pretty much how it goes, you 
2 know. 
3 Q. And was there any discussion that you recall 
4 with Mr. McKenna, about any of the doors in the house? 
5 A. Later there was. 
6 Q. Okay. But at this conversation? 
7 A. Not that I recall. 
8 Q. Okay. 
9 A. Just that made sure that everything was 
10 accurate on his report. 
11 Q. And this would have been one of your 
12 pre-closing visits to the property that you've talked 
13 about earlier this morning? 
14 A. I was there, I think, before closing, yes. 
15 Q. It sounds like at least twice. Because you 
16 told me you were there with Ellen and Kevin, and maybe 
17 Cathy, at least once. I don't want to put words in your 
18 mouth. Here's my understanding, you tell me if I'm 
19 wrong. Is that you were there with Ellen, and Kevin, 
20 and maybe Cathy, on at least one occasion. There was an 
21 occasion you were there, that also included Jean Odmark. 
22 And then there was an occasion you were there that 
23 included Mr. McKenna. Were those different visits? 
24 A. Yeah, let me -- let me say this, so we can get 
25 this clarified. 
Page 91 
1 Q. Yes. 
2 A. Before there was a deal, okay, I was on the 
3 property two, maybe three times. Okay? And there were 
4 varying people there. Okay? Kevin was always there. 
5 Ellen pretty much was always there. There might have 
6 been one time when she wasn't, but I'm not sure. I 
7 think she was there pretty much all the time. Cathy may 
8 have been there once. Jean Odmark may have been there 
9 once or twice. Michael Wood was there. You know, 
10 those -- and then, of course, McKenna was there at least 
11 once, one time, that I recall me being there. That's my 
12 recollection of before we had a deal. 
13 Q. Thank you. And when you say, "before we had a 
14 deal," you mean, before closing? 
15 A. No, before we had acceptance. 
16 Q. Before you had a final purchase and sale 
17 agreement signed with Nancy? 
18 A. Well, with an agreement. 
19 Q. And so the best of your --
20 A. But that's not including the walk throughs or 
21 anything like that. 
22 Q. So the best of your recollection, how many 
23 visits did that comprise; what you've just described to 
24 me? 
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the house before we had a deal. 
Q. Okay. And then between the time you had the 
deal, and the time you closed the deal, were you back 
into the house? 
A. I can't -- I don't recall making a -- I don't 
think I did the closing. 
Q. Okay. 
A. I'm almost positive I didn't. I was out of 
town. I think Kevin did the closing. 
Q. So to the best of your recollection, the 
answer is, no? 
A. Correct. 
Q. So directing your attention to Bates Nos. 161 
and 162. 
A. 161 and 162. 
Q. 161 appears to me to be an unsigned version of 
"Addendum No. 6, RE-10 Inspection Contingency Release." 
162 appears to me to be the signed version of that same 
document. 
Would you take a moment, and tell me if you 
concur with that assessment? 
A. The document speaks for itself. 
Q. Let's look at 162. Do you have that? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Does that appear to be your signature? 
Page 93 
A. It appears to be my signature. 
Q. Did you read that document before you signed 
it? 
A. I did. It looks like it's been faxed to me. 
Q. Did you read all the counteroffers and addenda 
before you signed them? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Showing you, Ed, what's been marked as Exhibit 
No. 3. 
MR. MILLEMANN: And I'm finished with that 
exhibit, Alyson. 
Q. (BY MR. MJLLEMANN) Can you take a moment and 
review that, and tell me if you recognize the document? 
A. (Witness complying.) 
MS. FOSTER: Before any questions come. There 
have been objections from other parties that this 
document is illegible. 1 just want to clarify with my 
client, can you read this document? 
THE WITNESS: It's very difficult, but I can 
piece through it, I guess. 
MR. MILLEMANN: I'm sorry. I didn't hear 
those objections. What other parties have objected to 
the document? 
THE WITNESS: It's very difficult to read. 
MS. FOSTER: Mr. Batchelor. 
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2 Batchelor. It was not the document that was placed in 
3 front of Mr. Batchelor. But I understand. 
4 And if anybody has a more legible copy, I 
5 would be happy to substitute it. 
6 MR. COLLAER: I think I might. If you take a 
7 look at these, I think they are more legible. 
0 MS. FOSTER: I don't see a difference, but 
9 maybe you do. I don't mean that badly. 
10 THE WITNESS: Oh, it is a little bit better. 
11 Yes, it's much better. 
Edmond A. Petrus, Jr. 
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1 me if you recognize this document. 
2 A. (Witness complying.) 
3 MS. FOSTER: I'll look at it, too. Steve, 
4 I'll just state that as of Bates No. RP 68, there appear 
5 to be some repetition, or straggler pages that probably 
6 shouldn't be in there. Did you notice that? 
7 MR. MILLEMANN: I have. I elected to produce 
0 the entirety of what you produced to me. 
9 MS. FOSTER: This is Restoration Pro. 
10 MR. MILLEMANN: These are the 
11 documents -- these were included in the documents 
included in March 8th. 12 (Exhibit 26 marked.) 12 
13 MR. COLLAER: I don't think there is any sense 13 MS. FOSTER: In response to Disaster Response? 
14 in marking it different. So we're going to take away 3 14 MR. MJLLEMANN: Right. And there are 
15 and use 26. J was going to substitute it. 15 duplicates. 
16 Q. (BY MR. MILLEMANN) So Exhibit 3 and Exhibit 16 MS. FOSTER: Okay. That's fine. 
17 26 are titled "RE-25 Seller's Property Condition 17 MR. MILLEMANN: And rather than remove them 
10 Disclosure Form," and it's Petrus Bates Nos. 153, 156. 
19 Have you seen this document before? 
20 A. Yes. 
21 
22 
Q. And are those your initials on Bates Nos. 
1- -- it's interesting. It seems to be out of 
23 order -- on Bates Nos. 153, 155, and 154, they are out 
24 of order. Are those your initials at the bottom? 
25 A. It appears to be. 153, 154, and I 55, it 
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1 appears to be, yes. 
2 Q. And is that your signature at page 156? 
3 A. It appears to be. 
4 MS. FOSTER: Two places. 
s Q. (BY MR. MILLEMANN) Did you read Exhibit 3 and 
6 Exhibit 26 before you initialed and signed it? 
7 A. I did. 
8 Q. Did you have any discussions with Nancy Gentry 
9 about this property condition disclosure form? 
10 A. No. 
11 Q. Did you have any discussions with Jean Odmark 
12 about the form? 
13 A. No. 
14 Q. How about Michael Wood? 
15 A. About the specific document? About the 
16 specific document? 
17 Q. Yes, sir. 
10 A. Prior to me signing it? 
19 Q. Yes, sir. 
20 A. No. 
21 Q. Did you have discussions with anyone about 
22 this document prior to signing it? 
23 A. No. 
24 Q. Showing you what's been marked as Exhibit 
25 No. 4. If you take a moment and review that, and tell 
10 and have missing RP numbers, I produced them all. 
19 And I apologize. Here are your copies, what 
2 o we've looked at to date, at this point in time. 
21 Q. (BY MR. MlLLEMANN) So Exhibit No. 4 is a 
22 document called "Inspection Company, Inspection Report, 
Ed Petrus Property." It has RP numbers 37 through, and 
including 84. Does that appear to be accurate, Ed? 
23 
24 
25 A. Give me a minute. Mine goes to 67. 
-------- ··-----------------------------
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1 MS. FOSTER: I pulled back the stragglers. 
2 THE WITNESS: You want to include those, too? 
3 MS. FOSTER: He does. 
4 THE WITNESS: Okay. Sure enough. 
s Q. (BY MR. MJLLEMANN) As Counsel pointed out, 
6 there are a few pages. I would like to include all of 
7 the pages that I received. 
8 Is this the property inspection report that 
9 you received from Mr. McKenna? 
10 A. Well, with the caveat, there may be 
11 duplication, yes. 
12 Q. Are you able to tell me when you received the 
13 report? 
14 A. No, not off the top ofmy head right now. 
1s Q. The only date I find on the report is at the 
16 bottom of the document, it says, 3/18/2012. 
17 A. I see that. 
10 Q. Does that place any time frame on it? 
19 A. Not really. I'm sorry. 
20 Q. Ifwe go back to Exhibit 1, Bates No. 188, or 
21 actually more appropriately, 157. 
22 A. 157? 
23 Q. Yes, please. 
A. 157. Okay. 
MS. FOSTER: There you go. 
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1 THE WITNESS: Okay. 
2 Q. (BY MR. MILLEMANN) This is the signed version 
3 of Addendum No. 5. And the prior page, Ed, 188, is a 
4 more legible version of that. I just have a question 
5 for context. It appears to me from looking at --
6 A. I can't read this. I'm sorry. 
7 Q. If you look at the prior page. 
a A. 157? 
Page 100 
1 the box "RR," which in the key of this report, is keyed 
2 to repair or replace. Now, to not try to be cute about 
3 this, I understand Mr. McKenna also made some comments 
4 on this topic. 
s But my question is, you've told me, Ed, about 
6 your conversation with Mr. McKenna at the property about 
7 this report, and you asking him about the crawlspace? 
a A. Uh-huh. 
9 Q. If you look at the prior page, which is Bates 9 Q. Besides that conversation, and the responses 
10 188. It's a considerable more legible version. 10 you received from him. Did you do anything to follow-up 
11 A. Oh, I see. I'm sorry. Thank you. 11 independently on the conditions that Mr. McKenna says he 
12 Q. It appears to me that at the time this 12 observed in the crawlspace? 
13 addendum was presented, that you had received 13 A. Well, the only thing, if you can see the other 
14 Mr. McKenna's report. And I'm concluding that from item 14 portions of the crawlspace, he's giving them glowing 
15 3. Would that appear to you to be a correct assumption? 15 walls, columns, floors, giving them glowing 
16 A. Yeah, I would say around about the same time. 16 recommendations. So he's really only talking about the 
17 Q. Okay. And I just wanted to provide some 17 water and the ants. 
10 context. 10 And as T said before, we've got an 
19 MS. FOSTER: If you recall. 19 exterminator for that. And he told me that was normal 
20 THE WITNESS: Yeah, I really can't tell for 20 seepage of the water. And I said, do I need to do 
21 sure. It's the same date? 21 anything further on this? Is there anything that we 
22 Q. (BY MR. MILLEMANN) All I'm saying is, in that 22 need to do to stop this, clean it up, or anything? And 
23 addendum, you are referring to the report. So would it 23 he said, no, this is normal. This is what's happened 
24 be correct to assume, that at the time that addendum was 24 this time of year, that sort of thing. 
25 presented, you had received the report? 25 Q. And did that conclude that matter to your 
Page 99 Page 101 
1 MS. FOSTER: Object to the extent, l don't 1 satisfaction? 
2 think he drafted this. But he said, it's his signature. 2 A. Yes. I mean, I asked him, do I need to be 
3 MR. MILLEMANN: He testified that he signed it 3 concerned? Do I need to do anything, other than get an 
4 and read it. So if this is a problematic area, J 4 exterminator for the ants? And he said, no, it's normal 
5 guess -- it seems to me to be a fairly straight point, 5 seepage. Go ahead. I'm sorry. 
6 but Ed can testify how he wants about it. 6 Q. No, problem. 
7 THE WITNESS: Yes, it would appear around the 7 A. I'm sorry. 
a same time. 1 mean, I don't know how many days ahead of a Q. That's fine. 
9 time, or it may be the same day. 9 So that conversation, and the responses you 
10 Q. (BY MR. MILLEMANN) I am not asking you 10 received from Mr. McKenna, concluded that matter to your 
11 that -- 11 satisfaction? 
12 A. Yeah. 12 A. Yeah, as far as -- yeah. 
13 Q. -- by that date, in any event? 13 Q. Okay. So you have testified about your visits 
14 A. Yeah. It could be the same day is what I'm 14 to the property before you made the deal, which you've 
15 saying. 15 described as when you had a final signed agreement with 
16 Q. I understand. So if we go back to 16 Nancy. And J forgot to ask you one question about those 
17 Mr. Mc Kenna's report, Exhibit 4. If I could draw your 17 visits. 
18 attention to pages 13 and 14 of that report, the pages 1 18 On any of those visits, did you observe any 
19 are at the top. Those would be RP Nos. 49 and 50. 19 duct tape on any of the doors, or evidence that there 
20 A. 13 and 14? 20 had been duct tape on any of the doors? 
21 Q. Yes, sir. 21 A. Not on those visits, no. 
22 A. Yes. 22 Q. At any time prior to closing, did you observe 
2 3 Q. And this is the portion of the report, if I 2 3 any duct tape, or evidence of duct tape on the exterior 
24 understand it, where Mr. McKenna reported on some things 24 of any doors? 
25 he observed in the crawlspace. And item 5.0, he has X'd 25 A. No. 
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l Q. Prior to closing, did anyone report to you l 
2 that they had observed any duct tape or evidence of duct 2 
3 tape? 3 
4 A. Prior to closing, no. 4 
5 MS. FOSTER: Are you done with this, Steve? 5 
6 MR. MILLEMANN: I am, thank you. 6 
7 I'm about to enter into a new area. Happy to 7 
8 proceed. Happy to take an early lunch if anyone wants 8 
9 to. What's the preference of the group? 9 
10 MR. COLLAER: I would defer to the witness. 10 
11 MS. FOSTER: I don't care. 11 
12 THE WITNESS: We're going to definitely take a 12 
13 lunch; right? So we might as well do it now. 13 
14 MR. MILLEMANN: It is a good breaking point. 14 
15 THE WITNESS: Okay. 15 
16 MR. MILLEMANN: So let's do that, and try to 16 
17 resume at 12:30. It's 11 :40 now. 17 
,18 (A lunch recess was had.) 18 
19 Q. (BY MR. MILLEMANN) I want to show you what's 19 
20 been marked as Exhibit No. 6, which is the "Second 20 
21 Amended Complaint and Demand for Jury Trial," which was 21 
22 filed in this action. 22 
23 MS. FOSTER: Which exhibit number? 23 
24 MR. MILLEMANN: 6. 24 
25 Q. (BY MR. MILLEMANN) Did you have a chance, Ed, 25 
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1 to review this -- 1 
2 A. No. 2 
3 Q. -- complaint before it was filed? 3 
4 A. I reviewed it at some point. I don't remember 4 
5 exactly when it was I reviewed it. 5 
6 Q. So you have reviewed it before today? 6 
7 A. At some point, yeah. 7 
8 Q. I would like to start by drawing your 8 
9 attention to page 2 of the complaint, paragraph 4. In 9 
10 paragraph 4, the allegation is made that "Defendant 10 
11 Gentry-Boyd was also the owner-builder of the home 11 
12 located on the property." 12 
13 As you sit here today, do you have any 13 
14 understanding of what the term "owner-builder" is as 14 
15 used in this complaint? 15 
16 A. You are asking me for a legal conclusion. I 16 
17 think it's an improper question. Don't we have 17 
10 contention rogs? 10 
19 Q. Excuse me? 19 
20 A. l think you are asking me for a legal 20 
· 21 contention, which is an improper deposition question. 21 
22 Don't we have contention rogs? I don't know. This is 22 
23 something my lawyer drew up for me. And you would be 23 
24 invading the attorney/client work product privileges if 24 
25 you ask me what my attorney told me about it. 25 
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Q. I'm not interested in what your attorney told 
you. This is your second amended complaint. So I'm 
interested only in whether you, yourself, independent of 
what your attorney has told you, or what you have 
discussed with your attorney, have any understanding of 
what the term "owner-builder" means? 
A. You would have to refer to my attorney. 
Q. So the answer is, "no"? 
A. You have to refer to my attorney. 
Q. My question is, you are party to the lawsuit. 
You are sitting here today. You have filed the lawsuit. 
You have filed this complaint. 
A. I have not filed this complaint. My attorneys 
have filed this complaint on my behalf. 
Q. Do you disavow this complaint? 
A. No. 
Q. ls this complaint true and accurate, to the 
best of your knowledge? 
A. To the best of my knowledge, it is. 
Q. Okay. So I'm asking you independent of 
anything your attorney has advised you, or any 
conversations you've had with your attorney, and I 
believe this is an appropriate question. Do you, 
yourself, have an understanding of what the term 
"owner-builder" means? 
Page 105 
A. Not in this context, I don't. 
Q. Okay. 
A. I know what "owner-builder" means, but not in 
this context. 
Q. What do you think "owner-builder" means? 
A. rt means --
MS. FOSTER: I am going to object to the 
extent that you are asking for an understanding of the 
law, which he is not the lawyer. 
THE WITNESS: Yeah. 
MS. FOSTER: But go ahead, you may answer. 
THE WITNESS: Yeah, it's a contention 
interrogatory question, which is improper. 
An owner-builder is an owner that is involved 
in the building of a building. 
Q. (BY MR. MILLEMANN) What's the source of your 
understanding of that term; the answer you just gave me? 
ls that based on your experience, or based on some 
external source? 
A. Just my experience. 
Q. So an owner, who is involved in the 
construction, is that what you --
A. Yeah, who finances it themselves. There is 
no -- there is no -- like there is no fund control. 
There is nobody supervising the way this -- you know, 
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1 where there is a loan on it, where a bank gets involved, 
2 you know, things like that nature. 
3 Q. And under your definition, would that be the 
4 case whether or not the owner has a general contractor? 
5 A. Yeah, it doesn't -- it doesn't 
6 necessarily -- they can work in concert with each other. 
7 Q. And would your definition apply, regardless of 
8 whether the owner has an architect? 
9 A. Yes. 
10 Q. And regardless of whether the owner has an 
11 interior decorator? 
12 A. Yes. 
13 Q. So does your definition -- is the simple fact 
14 that the owner finances the construction, under your 
15 definition, that makes them an owner-builder? 
16 A. It's one of indicia. There is many other 
11 indicia. 
18 Q. What are the others? 
19 A. The other indicia --
20 MS. FOSTER: I would object to the extent he 
21 is asking for your legal opinion. 
22 THE WITNESS: Well, 1 don't think he's asking 
2 3 for my legal opinion. 
24 MS. FOSTER: Well, you can answer to the 
25 extent it's not something privileged, to the extent it 
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1 is not opining of the law, which you are not here in 
2 your capacity of a lawyer. You can answer to the extent 
3 you are just reflecting your own personal, 
4 non-professional understanding of the term. 
5 THE WITNESS: Yeah. Okay. 
6 MS. FOSTER: Go ahead. 
7 THE WITNESS: Well, it is other indicia, like 
8 involved in, you know, saying, the design, you know, 
9 giving her opinions as to how things should be built, 
10 things of that nature. 
11 Q. (BY MR. MILLEMANN) Anything else? 
12 A. There is probably a ton more. I can't think 
13 of anything right now. 
14 Q. As you sit here today, can you cite me any 
15 facts that you are aware of, which would support the 
16 allegation in paragraph 4, that Nancy Gentry-Boyd was 
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1 know. 
2 Q. Fair enough. And we'll get to those. So 
3 other than what you might have said in your responses to 
4 interrogatories? 
5 A. It might have covered it. I don't know. 
6 Q. Okay. Showing you what's been marked as 
7 Exhibit No. 8. Exhibit No. 8 is "Plaintiffs' First 
8 Supplemented Responses to Defendant Gentry-Boyd's First 
9 Interrogatories and Requests for Production." 
10 Draw your attention to the next to the last 
11 page of Exhibit No. 8. 
12 A. What page would that be? 
13 Q. They are not numbered, at least that one 
14 isn't. 
15 A. There is numbers on the bottom. 
16 MS. FOSTER: ls this the one? 
17 MR. MILLEMANN: Yes. Thank you. 
18 THE WITNESS: Yes. 
19 Q. (BY MR. MILLEMANN) ls that your signature? 
20 A. No. 
21 Q. So you deny that you verified these answers as 
22 accurate? 
23 MS. FOSTER: Counsel, look at the previous 
24 page, please. 
25 Q. (BY MR. MILLEMANN) My mistake. h's the 
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1 notary's signature. On the previous page, page 13, is 
2 that your signature? 
3 A. Yes. 
4 Q. And that's the verification that states that 
5 to the best of your knowledge, the responses are true 
6 and correct. 
7 So Jet's go back to the body of the answers, 
8 and let's look at that. If I could draw your attention 
9 to page 5 of the document, Ed. 
10 A. (Witness complying.) 
11 Q. At page 5 contains Interrogatory No. 16, and a 
12 supplemented answer. Can you take a moment, if you need 
13 to, and review Interrogatory No. 16 and your 
14 supplemented answer? 
15 
16 
A. (Witness complying.) 
17 the owner-builder of the home? 17 
Q. Have you had a chance to review those? 
A. Yes. 
18 MS. FOSTER: The same objection. 18 Q. So as you sit here today, are you aware of any 
19 THE WITNESS: Other than what we put in our 19 facts, other than those contained in your Supplemented 
20 interrogatory responses. 20 Answer to Interrogatory No. 16, which would support the 
21 Q. (BY MR. MILLEMANN) So it would be limited to 21 allegation, which is actually throughout your amended 
22 that? 22 complaint, that Nancy Gentry was an owner-builder of 
23 A. I don't know. I don't have those in front of 
24 me. So I don't know what we've said. But other than 
25 what was said on my interrogatory responses, I don't 
23 this home? 
24 
25 
MS. FOSTER: And objection to the extent you 
are asking him to verify decision analysis made by 
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1 counsel as to what facts supports a legal allegation, 
2 that's a decision and work product. To the ext~t jle's 
3 familiar with facts regarding her, he can testify. 
4 THE WITNESS: Also, there is discovery going 
5 on, and I don't know what was said in depositions, 
6 what's been going on as far as independent discovery has 
7 been going on. The only way I would know that, would be 
8 through my counsel. Other than what's here, and what I 
9 mentioned before, I don't have anything else to add. 
10 Q. (BY MR. MJLLEMANN) So in part, your 
11 supplemented answer, if you go down to, I think, the 
12 third to the last sentence says, and I quote, 
13 "Plaintiffs have previously produced to Defendant 
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1 didn't label these documents. These are documents 
2 determined by my attorney to be responsive. 
3 Q. And so what I'm entitled to know today, is any 
4 facts that you are aware of to support your allegations, 
5 not including anything your attorney has told you. And 
6 if you don't have any, that's fine. But I am entitled 
7 to know what they are, and to not hear them at the first 
8 time at trial. 
9 Your supplemented answer to Interrogatory No. 
10 16, you have told me, which you verified, contains the 
11 facts that support that allegation, as well as 
12 potentially some other things. Okay. One of those 
13 answers referred me to these documents. 
14 Gentry-Boyd the documents in their possession related to 14 I'm asking you, subject to your attorney's 
15 these allegations, including but not limited to those 15 previously stated objection, are you, yourself, able to 
16 labeled Petrus 267 to 285." 16 point me to anything in any of these documents that 
17 And "these allegations" are referring to the 17 bears on the issue of owner-builder? 
18 allegations that Nancy Gentry-Boyd was the owner-builder 18 A. They all bear on owner-builder. 







A. Yes. 20 A. I'm not going to give you my opinion. You are 
Q. I want to show you what's been marked as 
Exhibit 25. 
A. Uh-huh. 
MS. FOSTER: In today's numbering? 
MR. MILLEMANN: Yes. 
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1 Q. (BY MR. MILLEMANN) Exhibit 25 is comprised of 
2 documents labeled Petrus 267 to 285. Does your Exhibit 
3 have those pages? 
4 A. It appears to. 
5 Q. These are the pages that were referred to in 
6 your supplemented answer. Are you able to refer me to 
7 any part of these documents, which you believe supports 
8 the allegation that Nancy Gentry-Boyd was the 
9 owner-builder on this house? 
10 MS. FOSTER: The same objection. 
11 And do you have a copy that I could look at, 
12 please? 
13 MR. COLLAER: Here. 
14 MS. FOSTER: Thank you. 
15 THE WITNESS: Yes, I would say, attorney work 






asking for attorney/client privilege opinion. 
Q. Are you refusing to answer that question? 
A. Yes, on that objection. 
MS. FOSTER: The objection is, that I have 
instructed him not to answer to the extent, you are 
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1 asking him to testify what facts support a particular 
2 legal allegation. That's a decision that the attorney 
3 makes. If you are asking him for facts about his 
4 knowledge of Nancy, and her experience, or her role, 
s that's fair game. 
6 THE WITNESS: I have already answered that 
7 question. Now, he's asking me about these documents. 
8 MR. MILLEMANN: I'm asking about these 
9 documents, because what your client told me, Counsel, is 
10 when I asked him this question about facts, not about 
11 legal theories, he said, where are our answers to 
12 interrogatories. And then we looked at the answers to 
13 interrogatories, which he verified. 
14 THE WITNESS: Why don't we read back my 
15 answer. 
16 MS. FOSTER: Hold on. Hold on. 
17 These are decisions made by my attorney. 17 
18 Q. (BY MR. MILLEMANN) Are you refusing to answer 18 
MR. MILLEMANN: And in the verified answers, 
we have reference made to these documents. My question 
has nothing to do with your legal opinion. It has to do 
simply with whether Mr. Petrus is aware of any facts in 
19 the question? 
20 MS. FOSTER: Objection. He's not refusing to 
21 answer. He is answering within the instruction that 
22 I've given. 




21 these documents, that in his opinion support the 
owner-builder allegation? 
MS. FOSTER: Well, the objection stands. 
Identifying facts, which support a legal theory, is a 
lawyer's job. His response was not that the 
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1 interrogatories do contain the answer. He wasn't aware 
2 of any beyond them that he could remember. There may be 
3 others. If you check the record, that is closer to what 
4 he said. 
5 T don't have an objection to him answering 
6 facts about Nancy as an owner, or Nancy as a builder. 
7 But again, to the extent you are asking, what facts 
8 we've identified a legal theory, T would assert work 
9 product and attorney/client privilege. 
10 THE WITNESS: You are also asking for my 
11 opinion. 
12 MR. MILLEMANN: I'm not asking for facts that 
13 you've identified. I'm asking for facts the witness is 
14 aware of. Ifthere aren't any, other than what your 
15 attorney has identified, that's all you have tell me. 
16 THE WITNESS: I testified to that. You read 
17 those facts. And I said those things, I'm going to 
18 testify to. 
19 Q. (BY MR. MILLEMANN) And these are in part, 
20 Exhibit 25 is in part, the documents to which your 
21 answer refers me. Do you have anything to add, now that 
22 I've shown you these documents, to your prior testimony? 
23 A. I have already answered your question. I have 
24 nothing else to add. 
25 Q. Let's go back to Exhibit 6, the "Second 
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1 Amended Complaint and Demand For Jury Trial." And Count 
2 I of the complaint, as asserted against my client, as a 
3 failure to disclose pursuant to Idaho Code 55-2501 
4 through 55-2518. 
5 A. What paragraph? 
6 MS. FOSTER: He's on page 3. 
7 MR. MILLEMANN: On page 3. 
8 MS. FOSTER: Right there (indicating). 
9 Q. (BY MR. MILLEMANN) Ifwe move to paragraph 
10 16, paragraph 16 states that, "Soon after occupying the 
11 Home, Plaintiffs encountered problems with the operation 
12 of the Home's exterior south-facing french doors leading 
13 to the outdoor deck area," define term, "(the 'Doors')." 
14 Do you see that statement? 
15 A. Yes. 
16 Q. Is that statement true? 
17 A. Yes. 
18 Q. Just to make sure we're talking about the same 
19 thing. In Beau Value Exhibit No. I, are you able to 
20 point out the doors you are referring to in paragraph 
21 16? 
22 A. (Witness complying.) 
23 Q. And you are pointing to the doors that appear 
24 to be on the south wall of the dining room? 
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Q. What is the first problem that you encountered 
with those doors to which you are referring in paragraph 
16? 
A. Essentially, the doors did not open properly, 
did not close properly, would not lock. 
Q. When did you first discover any problem with 
the doors? 
A. The day we moved in pretty much. 
Q. What day did you move in? 
A. I can't remember, exactly, the day. But if 
you leave a space for my deposition, I will be happy to 
put it in. 
Q. Can you reference at all to the closing date 
as to how many days more or less after? 
A. Not really. I don't want to misspeak. If you 
leave a space, I'll fill it in. 
Q. But it's important, in terms of some of my 
other questions, if we're able to put any brackets on 
it, to do so. Did you move into the house within a 
month after you closed? 
MS. FOSTER: Reminding you, the closing was 
April 20th, 2012. 
THE WITNESS: I would have to see some other 
documents to refresh my recollection. 
Q. (BY MR. MILLEMANN) At the time that you hired 
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Mr. Longmire, had you moved into the home? 
A. Yeah, l had moved into the home. I hired 
Mr. Longmire after that. 
Q. Okay. So --
A. Shortly after, but I moved in. 
Q. Okay. So the day you moved in, was the first 
day you observed a problem with the doors in question. 
What was the problem? 
A. Maybe the second day, within the first couple 
of days. 
Q. Fair enough. 
A. Yeah. 
Q. Within the first few days, how is that? 
A. Yes, that's fine. 
Q. What did you observe? 
A. Like I said, specifically, the doors would not 
open. Some of them wouldn't open. Some they wouldn't 
close. They wouldn't lock. 
Q. Was there a problem with more than the two 
doors you've pointed out on Exhibit 1, or just those two 
french doors? 
A. Just those two french doors, initially. 
Q. And 
A. Initially. 
Q. And did you have difficulty opening both of 
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1 the doors, or one of the doors? 
2 A. Difficulty opening both of the doors. 
3 Q. Were you able to open either of the doors? 
4 A. One of the doors, we could open. 
5 Q. Do you remember, as you faced out of the 
6 house, whether it was the right or the left door? 
7 A. I think it was the left door, but I'm not for 
8 certain. 
9 MS. FOSTER: Can you point out on Exhibit I? 
10 Would that help him? 
11 MR. MILLEMANN: Having shown --
12 THE WITNESS: It's as you face the doors. 
13 MS. FOSTER: From inside? 
14 THE WITNESS: From inside. 
15 Q. (BY MR. MILLEMANN) Okay. The door that you 
16 could open was the left of the two doors? 
17 A. I believe so. 
18 Q. The right of the two doors, to the best of 
19 your recollection, you were unable to open? 
20 A. Yeah, there was one of the doors that I don't 
21 think I could open at all, or with great difficulty. 
22 Q. Okay. 
23 A. Yeah. I don't recall. I don't think I could 
24 open the one on the right at all. And the one on the 
25 left was difficult, as well. 
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1 Q. And if J understand your prior testimony, this 
2 would have been the first time ever that you tried to 
3 open either of those doors? 
4 A. That's true. 
5 Q. So what did you do next when you encountered 
6 this difficulty? Did you do anything, in particular, in 
7 response to it? 
8 A. Well, I looked at them. And then eventually, 
9 I talked to Mike Longmire about it. r think J called 
10 Kevin Batchelor about it. And then eventually, 1 
11 started corresponding with Michael Wood about it. 
12 Actually, had Michael Wood come over, take a look. 
13 Q. Do you remember the first correspondence as a 
14 point in time, or an approximate point in time that you 
15 had with Michael Wood about those doors? 
16 A. Not offhand, no. No. And then l think 
17 we -- l think we did some more investigation, meaning 
18 Mike looked at it a little bit closer. I don't know 
19 exactly in connection with all of this, when Michael was 
20 actually contacted, exactly. But there should be an 
21 email to Mike, Michael Wood, sometime after J first 
22 contacted him. Because he came out -- a lot of it was 
23 verbal. A lot of it was over the phone. A lot ofit, 
he came out, and looked at it himself. So that preceded 
writing the email. 
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1 Q. I understand. So you had some verbal 
2 interactions with Michael Wood before you had email 
3 interactions with him? 
4 A. Correct. 
5 Q. Any ability to place in time, how quickly, or 
6 soon after encountering the problems, you contacted 
7 Michael as in, a day, a month, a week, two months? 
a A. I would say, within a month, within 30 days of 
9 the first. 
10 Q. And then your testimony is, Michael responded 
11 by coming out to the property? 
12 A. 1 asked him to come out, to take a look at a 
13 couple of things. 
14 Q. And who was present when Michael came? 
15 A. I can't recall. I think Ellen might have 
16 been. 
17 Q. Did Michael bring anyone with him? 
1a A. No. 
19 Q. And do you remember any of the conversation, 
20 or statements made by you or Michael? 
21 A. Yeah, I do. 
22 Q. Tell me what you recall of that conversation. 
23 A. He was well aware of the trouble with the 
24 door. He said that he and -- he wasn't aware of the 
25 duct tape stains, but he was well aware of the trouble 
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1 with the door, not closing, not locking. He said he had 
2 discussed that with Nancy, having trouble getting that 
3 door locked. 
4 And at that time, I had asked him for a key to 
5 that door, because we had not presented to that door. 
6 And he said, he'l I look for it, but he didn't know 
7 whether a key existed to that door. And then he said 
a that he would ask about the duct tape, and get back to 
9 me. 
10 Q. Was that the first time that you 
11 observed -- did you actually observe duct tape, or 
12 evidence that there had been duct tape? 
13 A. Evidence there had been duct tape. The stains 
14 were actually on the door. 
15 Q. Where had the duct tape been, from the 
16 evidence you saw? 
17 A. On the outside of the door. 
18 Q. Vertically going down the seams, or across the 
19 bottom? 
20 A. Just what you said. 
21 Q. Vertically going down the seams? 
22 A. Yes. 
23 Q. So I want to back up to, as best you can 
24 recall -- and you've summarized it for me. And if 
25 that's the best you can recall, that's fine. You say 
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1 Michael told you he was well aware of the trouble with 
2 the door, and had talked with Nancy about it. ls that a 
3 fair --
4 A. Correct, yeah. 
5 Q. Can you remember any detail -- did he express 
6 it in that way, or did he actually express it in any 
7 specific way you remember? 
a A. He did it that way, in respect to the door 
9 locking. Because they had difficulty locking the door 
10 when they showed the house, and things of that nature. 
11 Q. And when he said, he had talked with Nancy 
12 about it. Did he go any further to say, what her 
13 response had been, or what the resolution of that 
14 conversation had been? 
15 A. No, he just said that we had trouble with the 
16 door locking. And, you know, we had trouble locking it 
17 when we had to show the house. And l guess I gathered 
18 from that, that sometimes they had to keep the door 
19 opened, unlocked, meaning, unlocked. Not open, but 
20 rather unlocked. 
21 Q. So Michael said, when they had showed the 
22 house, they had had trouble locking that particular 
23 door? 
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1 correct? 
2 A. Yes. He said when they closed up the house, 
3 you know, they had difficulty locking it, and unlocking 
4 it. 
5 Q. Did he tell you they had had any other 
6 difficulty with the door besides that? 
7 A. No, other than locking and unlocking the door, 
8 that's all he said. 
9 Q. Okay. 
10 A. And I asked him about the duct tape, what is 
11 that for. And he said, I don't know. I'll ask Nancy, 
12 and 1'11 get back to you. 
13 Q. Okay. And did he? 
14 A. Yes. 
15 Q. And when he got back to you, was that over the 
16 phone, or email, or by person? 
17 A. That was by phone. I believe that was by 
18 phone. 
19 Q. And what did he report to you about the duct 
20 tape? 
21 A. He had said that they had trouble with 
22 moisture and wind coming in the door. That it 
23 interrupted their bridge game. And I said I 
24 A. Correct. 24 responded to Michael about that. I questioned him about 
25 Q. The testimony yesterday from Mike Longmire was 25 that. J do remember that. 
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1 that, unlike my french doors, where I can pop the head 
2 bolt, and pop the toe bolt, that door was controlled 
3 exclusively by the handle; is that your recollection? 
4 A. There is also a -- there is a thing on top, 
5 you can -- right inside of it, you could mess with. 
6 Q. Did you have to have the door open to do that? 
7 A. Open -- I couldn't open that door. 
a Q. So was there anything, to your recollection 
9 about that door, that you could manually adjust to pull 
10 the head bolt down, or the toe bolt up, or was that all 
11 controlled by the handle, if you know? 
12 A. I couldn't -- I tried with the handle. I 
13 couldn't open the door no matter what I did. 
14 Q. Mr. Longmire's testimony is, that that 
15 particular door, that's the only way that you could pull 
16 down the head bolt, or up the toe bolt? 
17 A. Understood. 
18 Q. Would you concur with that? 
19 A. Yeah, but I think there is also a way to do 
20 something on top. There is also a little nidget inside 
21 that tells you when it's locked. But, yes, as far as 
22 the operating it, yes. You tum it, that locks the 
23 door. 
24 Q. And Michael Wood told you they had difficulty 
25 locking the door when they were showing the house; 
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1 Q. What did you ask him? 
2 A. Well, he had said that they had difficulty 
3 with moisture and air getting through the door that was 
4 bothering their bridge game. And I said, well, that 
5 table there was a two top. And I don't know anybody who 
6 plays bridge with two people. And he said, no, he was 
7 referring to the card table on the other side of the 
8 room. And I said it was that bad, that the moisture in 
9 the air would affect across the room? He said, 
10 apparently, so. 
11 Q. So there was some degree of speculation 
12 underway, in that conversation, about where bridge was 
13 played, and at what table; correct? 
14 A. No, I asked him, specifically. I said, that 
15 was a two top there. There wasn't a card table there. 
16 He said, I know they played bridge on the other side of 
17 the room, where the other card table --
18 Q. So Mr. Wood told you where Nancy and her 
19 friends played bridge in the house? 
2 o A. Yeah, there is a card table over there. 
21 Q. 1 realize there is a card table over there 
22 when you were having that conversation. But I 
23 understand you to be saying, is Michael Wood told you 
24 that was the configuration of the furniture when Nancy 
25 owned the house, and that's where she played bridge. I 
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1 want to be understanding. Is what you are telling me? 
2 A. Yes. We have pictures of it. 
3 Q. You have pictures of, what? 
4 A. The configuration of the house when Nancy 
5 lived there. 
6 Q. And who took those photos? 
1 A. My wife -- my fiancee. 
8 Q. And have you provided those photos to 
9 Ms. Foster? 
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A. Correct. 
Q. And when Michael said he had talked with Nancy 
about this, or he had talked with Nancy. Did he say 
specifically when, or what he had told Nancy? 
s A. No, it was just in reference to the fact that 
6 they are showing the house, and they had difficulty 
7 locking the doors sometimes. You know, and that was 
8 what he was telling me. 
9 Q. So then Mr. Wood, he's come and gone. And you 
10 asked him about tape. And then he provided you an 
11 Q. In your claims made in this lawsuit, Ed, about 11 answer about tape. What did you do next about those 
12 the damage to the home, and the repair of the damage to 12 doors? 
13 the home. Do you have an opinion as to what caused that 13 A. Well, we -- you know, I kind of made a claim 
14 damage, the rot, and the other things that were 14 through him. If you look at the emails, he was going to 
15 discovered, independent of Mr. Value or Mr. Waite, or 15 discuss with Nancy what they wanted to do about it. You 
16 are you relying on their opinion for that? 16 know, and -- you know, and then it dragged on, and on. 
17 
18 
A. I'm pretty much relying on their opinions. 11 And he said, you know, he was going to go back to 
Q. Okay. That saves us some time. 18 Mr. Kirk, the contractor. And he was going to find out, 
19 So you moved in. Within a few days, you are 19 you know, more about it. And I waited, and waited, and 
2 o unable to open one of the doors, and the other one 20 waited for an answer from him. 
21 doesn't open very well. 21 Q. While you waited, were you able to close the 
22 A. Couldn't lock the door. 22 doors? 
23 Q. And you couldn't lock it. And could you close 23 A. No, 1 mean, we could close them, but we 
24 it? 24 couldn't lock it. The door was always unlocked. 








Q. Okay. And when you closed it, could you tell, 
was either the head pin or the --
A. I couldn't tell. It wouldn't lock. 
1 Mr. Value, Mr. Waite, and Mr. Longmire, that means to 
2 me, the head bolt was not engaging, and the toe bolt was 
3 not engaging. Wasn't that what was --
Q. Okay. You couldn't tell what was going on? 
A. I couldn't lock it. 
4 A. No, it was more than that. It was the other 
5 side, too. It was also bulging, too. It was swollen, 
6 Q. And are you aware -- again, I'm basing this on 6 and you couldn't get the whole lock in, for both doors. 
7 Q. Where did you observe sweJling? 7 Mr. Longmire's testimony. But the way that hardware was 
8 supposed to work, in order to close the door, you would 
9 also have to turn the handle to pull up the toe bolt, 
8 A. I saw swelling on the right side in the bottom 
9 of the doors. But I didn't see that until after we 
10 and pull down the head bolt so the door would close. 10 started experimenting with the doors, trying to open 
11 And then when the handle was released, those two would 11 them, and close them, and all that other sort. 
12 engage. Have you ever heard of that? 12 Q. Got you. So 
13 A. No, and I have another door like that. 13 A. And that's why we -- you know, we had 
14 Q. Okay. So my question is, could you tell when 14 difficulties closing the door all the way, because it 
15 you were unable to close the door, whether the head bolt 1s was swollen. 
16 or the toe bolt were protruding? 16 Q. Or at least, that was your diagnosis; right? 
17 A. lcouldn'ttell. Ithinktheywerealready 17 A. Yeah. 
18 locked in place. The handle wouldn't work. 18 Q. And I don't mean that derogatorily. 
19 Q. Okay. 19 A. I mean, we could close it somewhat, but not 
A. But I'm not in any way an expert. • 20 all the way, and we couldn't lock it. 
Q. No, you are telling me what you know, and 21 Q. And my question is, I know from the documents 
that's fine. 22 that -- well, really, from that time, which would have 
A. I'm not -- 23 been no later than sometime later in May anyway, of 
Q. The best you could tell, the handle was not 24 2012, until Mr. Value's company removed the doors -- I 
properly operating those pins? · 25 guess I shouldn't say, I know. In that intervening 
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1 time, which was two years, did you have someone do 
2 anything on the doors? 
3 A. We had people look at them, but we didn't have 
4 any work on the doors. 
5 Q. So for that two-year period of time, were 
6 those doors open? 
7 A. They were unlocked. They weren't open. They 
8 weren't closed all the way. In other words, they 
9 wouldn't go all the way in, but they were closed. 
10 Q. So they weren't fully closed? 
11 A. They were closed, but the bolt didn't go into 
12 the socket all the way. 
13 Q. And that was the condition of those doors for 
14 the better part of two years? 
15 A. Yes. 
16 Q. Did you use those doors at all? 
17 A. No. 
10 Q. What did you use the dining area alcove for? 
19 A. We used that for a breakfast table. 
20 Q. Okay. 
21 A. And we walked around. And we used our 
22 barbecue to block the door. 
23 Q. And you accessed your barbecue out of --
24 A. We walked around, and couldn't go around 
25 there. And we used it, as I said, as a barricade. 
Page 131 
1 Q. And you had a breakfast table in there; is 
2 that right? 
3 A. Yes. 
4 Q. Did you experience any draft coming through 
5 the vertical seam of those doors? 
6 A. Not too bad. 
7 Q. Some, but not anything you had to do anything 
8 about? 
9 A. Nothing like I had to do anything about. 
10 Q. Okay. Between when you moved into the house, 
11 and when Mr. Value's company started doing their work, 
12 which I think was about April 2014, did you use the 
13 house during the winter months? 
14 A. Yes. 
15 Q. So you did not limit your use to summer 
16 months? 
17 A. No. 
18 Q. Okay. 
19 A. But to be honest with you, we didn't use it 
20 too often in the winter. 
21 Q. Besides Mr. Value and Mr. Waite, has anyone 
22 offered you an opinion, specifically as to why you were 
23 unable to lock, or fully close those french doors? 
24 A. No, not really. 
25 Q. Okay. 
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1 A. I mean, we had other people come and look at 
2 it. But I wasn't privy to the actual, what they had to 
3 say. 
4 Q. If I could have you look at paragraph 17 of 
5 Exhibit 6, we're still on, which is the second amended 
6 complaint. 
7 A. (Witness complying.) 
8 Q. So in paragraph 17, Ed, your second amended 
9 complaint states that, "Upon further investigation, 
10 Plaintiffs discovered the extent of the problems with 
11 the doors and other defects, including but not limited 
12 to significant water damage to the exterior walls, the 
13 doors, and threshold, which caused the doors to cease 
14 proper operation and let water and air into the home." 
15 I just want to focus for a moment on the 
16 allegation that it was the water damage to the walls and 
17 threshold, which caused the doors to cease proper 
10 operation. Are you relying on Mr. Value and Mr. Waite's 
19 opinion as to that, or do you have an opinion 
20 independent of them? 
21 MS. FOSTER: Objection to the extent that's 
22 not precisely what his discovery here is, which says it 
23 is including, but not limited to the water damage. 
24 But with that proviso, please go ahead and 



























THE WITNESS: Yes, I'm relying on them for --
Q. (BY MR. MILLEMANN) For that conclusion? 
A. For -- yes. 
Q. And there are a number of conditions recited 
in paragraph 17. The first being, significant water 
damage to the exterior walls. And Mr. Value and 
Mr. Waite, both, I thought, did a good and thorough job 
of describing to me where they encountered damage. And 
they described it as being in the area of the french 
doors, and then at three more corners of the home along 
the east wall. Is that consistent with your 
understanding? 
A. Yeah, but when I was -- I wasn't there the 
whole time. I saw most of the damage there on that 
corner (indicating). 
Q. The corner by the french doors? 
A. Yes. And I'm not disagreeing. I am just 
saying, I wasn't around, like over here (indicating), I 
didn't see that. I did see part of this (indicating). 
Q. And you are pointing to the two northern most 
corners; right, when you say, you weren't around for 
this? 
A. The east corners. 
MS. FOSTER: Northeast. 
THE WITNESS: Yes, northeast. I don't think I 
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1 was around when they did this corner (indicating). 
2 Q. (BY MR. MILLEMANN) Okay. And you are 
3 pointing to a corner that is circled, that is the 
4 farthest north on that east wall; correct? 
5 A. Correct. I don't think I was around when they 
6 did this corner (indicating). But I did see damage 
7 here. And I did see a lot of damage here (indicating). 
s Q. Back to paragraph 17, the third allegation of 
9 what you discovered was, "substandard and inferior 
10 construction of the exterior wall envelope which was 
11 insufficient to resist the weather and was installed in 
12 violation of the international building codes, state, 
13 county and local codes, ordinances, and similar statutes 
14 applicable to the building code." 
15 Ed, do you have any opinion as to that 
16 allegation, or the basis for that allegation, 
17 independent of what Mr. Value and Mr. Waite will 
1s provide? 
19 A. And what Mr. Longmire would provide? 
20 Q. Yes, sir. 
21 A. Probably not. Nothing more in addition to 
22 what they would have to say. 
23 Q. And you understand, I'm just simply trying to 
24 find out what you know. That's why I ask it that way. 
25 If what you are telling me is, no, for that allegation, 
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1 I would rely on those three guys, that's fine. 
2 A. Pretty much. The thing I would say is, the 
3 code is one thing, and the standard of care is another 
4 thing. 
5 Q. Sure. But as to whether a code was violated, 
6 and if so, what code? And as to what the standard of 
7 care was, and whether it was violated. Am I correct in 
8 understanding, you would defer to those gentlemen? 
9 A. Yes, probably. 
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1 Q. Is that okay? 
2 A. Yes. 
3 MS. FOSTER: Just to clarify, "probably" is 
4 based on your lack of knowledge about what they 
5 specifically testified to? 
6 THE WITNESS: Right. 
7 MS. FOSTER: Because you weren't here for the 
8 depositions. 
9 THE WITNESS: Right. 
10 Q. (BY MR. MILLEMANN) But you haven't formulated 
11 any opinion on this, independent of what those gentlemen 
12 have told you and advised you? 
13 A. No, not -- no. 
14 Q. Then the fourth allegation of what was 
15 discovered was that, "several windows and doors in the 
16 home, including the Doors,'' which is a defined term, 
11 which refers to the french doors, "were not sealed 
18 and/or painted on all six sides, vitiating th~ir 
19 respective warranties and causing further damage." 
20 The same question as to that allegation. Do 
21 you have an opinion on that, independent of what 
22 Mr. Value, Mr. Waite, or what Mr. Longmire might 
23 testify? 
24 A. Probably not, other than I did observe warning 
2 5 signs in some of these windows and doors, saying they 
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1 must be painted, or else, essentially, what this says. 
2 Q. You saw warning signs on the windows and --
3 A. On the windows, on the doors somewhere on the 
4 house that said that, that these need to be painted. 
5 Q. So I'm assuming that wasn't the glass, the 
6 framing --
7 A. Around the glass framing, yes. 
8 Q. Anything else? 
9 A. No. 
10 Q. Well -- 10 Q. The next allegation is that, no final 
11 A. I concur with what they -- I don't know what 11 inspection was completed on the home after completion of 
12 they testified, but I concur with what I think they 12 initial construction and prior to occupancy. 
13 would have said. The International Building Code is the 13 Do you have any basis, yourself, separate from 
14 minimum. That's the same code used in San Diego. But 14 Mr. Value, or Mr. Waite, or Mr. Longmire for that 
15 you wouldn't use what's used in San Diego, here, in 15 statement? 
16 McCall. So the standard of care would require something 16 A. Other than I think I checked myself when I 
17 more here, than, let's say, they use in San Diego. Does 17 asked what -- I forget her name -- at the building 
18 that make sense? 18 department whether the -- you know, whether something 
19 Q. That does make sense. And what I'm really 19 was filed. And she basically said, no, there was no 
20 trying to understand here is whether you intend to offer 20 final certificate of occupancy filed for this house. 
21 testimony at trial, independent of Mr. Value and 21 Q. Was that a telephone conversation? 
22 Mr. Waite? 22 A. Yes. 
23 A. Probably not. 23 Q. That you made to the City of McCall? 
24 Q. I'm going to take "probably" as a "no"? 24 A. Yes. 
25 A. Yes. 2s Q. And spoke --
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1 A. In the building department. I forget her 
2 name. 
3 Q. Spoke to somebody from the building 
4 department? 
5 A. Yes. She's been there for years. I forget 




Q. Is it by any chance, Delta James? 
A. It might have been, yes. 
Q. And you asked her to check. Did she do so 
10 right on the phone, or did she call you back? 
11 A. I think she called me back. 
Q. And tell me what she told you. 12 
13 A. She said that there was no certificate, final 
14 certificate of occupancy. 
15 Q. For that home? 
16 A. Yes. 
17 Q. What about final inspection, did she tell 
18 you --
Page 138 
A. She said it didn't even go through a final 
inspection as far as what she could find out, as far as 
21 she could tell. 
19 
20 
22 Q. And then the next allegation of what was 
23 discovered was the presence of mold in the crawlspace. 
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1 "defects" is a defined term. And it is defined to 
2 include all the things that were provided in paragraph 
3 17. And "disclosure" is a defined term, and refers to 
4 her RE-25, I think it was, the property disclosure 
5 agreement. 
6 Can you tell me, if you know, if you have any 
7 facts to offer me, that would support the allegation 
8 that Nancy Gentry-Boyd had actual knowledge of the 
defects? 9 
10 MS. FOSTER: The same objection from earlier, 
11 to the extent you are asking for anything beyond his 
knowledge of facts, as opposed to facts identified by 
counsel to support a legal allegation. 
12 
13 
14 THE WITNESS: Yes. To the extent that Michael 
15 Wood informed me that Nancy knew about the door, trouble 
16 with the door not opening and closing properly, and 
17 locking. The fact that moisture and wind were coming 
18 through the door. And that's why they used the duct 
19 tape to tape up the seams. Other than that, I've got 
20 nothing else to add. 
21 Q. (BY MR. MILLEMANN) Fair enough. And those 
2 2 things you just mentioned were all learned from your 
23 conversation with Michael Wood? 
24 And let's stop right there. When was mold discovered in 24 A. Pretty much, yeah. 
2 5 the crawlspace? 
1 A. Beau discovered that. And I would have to 
2 defer to him. 
3 Q. That's exactly my question. So as to that 
4 allegation, what was discovered, and when it was 
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5 discovered, I would have to look to Beau Value for that? 
6 A. Yes. 
7 Q. All right. Thank you. 
8 MS. FOSTER: Or Eric Waite; right? 
9 THE WITNESS: Yeah, Eric, too. They worked 
10 together. I'm sorry. 
11 Q. (BY MR. MILLEMANN) Understood. That's fine. 
12 If I wanted to know the basis for these allegations 
13 we've just gone through in paragraph 17, is there anyone 
14 else, besides Beau Value, Eric Waite, possibly others 
15 that worked for them, and Mr. Longmire, that you would 
16 be aware of, that could provide me with the basis for 
17 those allegations? 
18 A. Pretty much that's it. 
19 Q. Okay. 
25 Q. And that would be the basis, at least, Ed, for 
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1 what you know, for the allegation that Nancy Gentry had 
2 knowledge of these defects? 
3 A. Correct. 
4 Q. And in paragraph 21, Ed, paragraph 21 relates 
5 to the disclosure that was provided by Nancy on the 
6 property. And when I say, "disclosure," you know what 
7 I'm talking about? 
8 A. Yes. This, the RE; right? 
9 Q. Yes. 
10 A. That you are pointing to? 
11 Q. That's exactly right. 
12 MS. FOSTER: Exhibit 3. 
13 Q. (BY MR. MILLEMANN) Thank you. Exhibit 3. 
14 What is it, if anything, or how is it that you claim 
15 that that disclosure, Exhibit 3, was deficient if you 
16 have an opinion on that? 
17 MS. FOSTER: Let me get it for you, if you 
10 need it. 
19 THE WITNESS: What? 
20 A. To my knowledge. 20 MS. FOSTER: If you need it, it's right here. 
21 Q. Okay. And then if we move on to paragraph 18 21 It's Exhibit 3. 
22 at page 5 of Exhibit 6. Paragraph 18 states, "Upon 22 THE WITNESS: Yes, 1 mean, there was --1 
23 information and belief, Defendant Gentry-Boyd had actual 23 think that the door should have been disclosed. They 
24 knowledge concerning the defects at the time she 24 had moisture and air were coming through the doors. The 
25 executed the disclosures." And in this complaint, 25 doors wouldn't lock, wouldn't close. That there was 
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1 mold forming in the crawlspace. Those are essentially 
2 them. 
3 Q. (BY MR. MILLEMANN) If you know, did 
4 Mr. McKenna in any of his examination of the crawlspace, 
5 or photographs, report the presence of mold? 
6 A. No, except he did -- as you can see all the 
7 moisture coming in the pictures. 
8 Q. But as to mold, specifically, he did not? 
9 A. No. 
10 Q. Moving on to Count II of your Seconded Amended 
11 Complaint and Demand for Jury Trial, which is a claim of 
12 violation of the Consumer Protection Act. At paragraph 
13 26, do you have that in front of you, Ed? 
14 A. I do. 
15 Q. And that's at page 6 of the complaint. It is 
16 alleged that Nancy Gentry-Boyd made a number of 
17 representations to the plaintiffs, that would be you. 
18 And by my count, there are at least seven 
19 representations accounted for in that paragraph 26. 
20 I guess, let's just start with the obvious. 
121 Have you ever had a conversation with Nancy Gentry-Boyd? 
22 A. No. 
23 Q. What is, from your perspective, the basis for 
24 this allegation that Nancy Gentry-Boyd made these 
• 25 representations to you? 
Page 143 
1 A. Because her agents made those representations 
2 to me. 
3 Q. And so what you are relying on in paragraph 
4 26, is what Ms. Odmark, and/or Mr. Wood told you before 
5 you bought the property? 
6 A. Correct. Or was in that flier, or, yeah. 
7 Yes, sir. 
8 Q. That would be the universe of things? 
9 A. Yes. And these are the things that [ kind of 
10 discussed the first time before, and touched on before, 
11 yes. 
12 Q. So if I want to know who, or what contains 
13 these representations, or is responsible, I would look 
14 to Mr. Wood, Ms. Odmark, or potentially the material in 
15 the flier? 
16 A. Correct. 
17 Q. And is the same true, Ed, as to paragraph 27? 
18 A. Well, basically, no, on the disclosure 
.19 problem. 
20 Q. So as to paragraph 27, you are also relying on 
21 what was, or was not disclosed in the real estate 
22 property disclosure? 
23 A. Correct. 
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1 you want. 
2 THE WITNESS: Thank you. 
3 (A recess was had.) 
4 Q. (BY MR. MlLLEMANN) We're still looking at 
5 Exhibit 6, the Second Amended Complaint, Ed. And you've 
6 told me about paragraphs 26 and 27. 
7 Paragraph 28 alleges that, "Defendant 
8 Gentry-Boyd concealed the true, defective condition of 
9 the property." Are you aware of any facts, in addition 
10 to what you've already told me, that you believe would 
11 support that allegation? 
12 A. Not really, no. 
13 Q. And as to paragraph 29, are you aware of any 
14 facts, additional to what you've told me, that would 
15 support the allegations in paragraph 29? 
16 MS. FOSTER: Objection to the extent the 
17 allegations are legal. 
18 But go ahead. 
19 THE WITNESS: Yes, I mean, other than what I 
2 o basically talked about, the door not working, the water 
21 in the crawlspace, that sort of thing. You know, did 
22 you go into the barbecue line? 
• 23 Q. (BY MR. MILLEMANN) I haven't asked you 
24 anything about that. 
25 A. Okay. 
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1 Q. But you are free to tell me if you think it's 
2 responsive to this question. 
3 A. Sure. 
4 Q. Does that have something to do with it? 
s A. Yeah, the owner should have known. Yes. 
6 Q. Should have known, what, Ed? 
7 A. You know, that there was water building below 
a the doors in the walls. 
9 Q. For the reasons you've already told me? 
10 A. Yes. 
11 Q. You've mentioned water in the crawlspace. ls 
12 it your allegation that Nancy Gentry knew that at times 




A. Or should have known, yes. 
Q. And should have known, why? 
A. Because it's her house. She should know 
17 what's in her house. 
18 Q. And yet, in the four years plus you've owned 





A. No, but I've had people go in for me. 
Q. Just so I understand --
A. And remediated the mold. 
124 
25 
Can we take a break in a minute? 24 
MR. MILLEMANN: We can take one right now if 25 
Q. Since then have you had anybody go in the 
crawlspace to check it out for you? 
A. Since when? 
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1 Q. Since Mr. Value's company finished the mold 
2 remediation. 
3 A. That was about a year ago. Yes, I have had 
4 people down there, yes. 
5 Q. For what purpose? 
6 A. To inspect it, and A-1 goes down there all the 
1 time. 
8 Q. And why is A-1 down there? 
9 A. They are down there inspecting the heaters. 
10 Q. To your knowledge, based on what anyone has 
11 told you, have you had any water in that crawlspace 
12 since you purchased the property? 
13 A. Not after we did mold remediation, no. 
14 Q. Okay. Is it your understanding the mold 
15 remediations also solved the problem of water coming 
16 into the crawlspace? 
11 A. Yeah. 
18 Q. Would you defer to Beau Value on that issue, 
19 as far as what work he did down there? 
20 A. Yes. Or Eric, yes. 
21 Q. When I say that, I mean, Beau, or his company, 
:22 yeah. 
23 A. Yeah. 
24 Q. Thank you for clarifying. 
25 A. Yeah. 
Page 147 
1 Q. Since closing the transaction -- I think this 
2 one we've covered. Have you ever had a conversation 
3 with Nancy Gentry? 
4 A. No. 
5 Q. And have you ever had a conversation with 
6 Chris Kirk? 
1 A. Yes. 
a Q. Before closing or after? 
9 A. After. 
10 Q. Briefly, tell me the circumstances of that. 
11 A. He came to inspect the house in response to 
12 one of our lawyer's letters. 
13 Q. And you were there, I take it, at the time? 
14 A. I was. 
15 Q. Do you remember the substance of the 
16 conversation? 
11 A. Yeah. 
18 Q. What do you remember? 
19 A. What he said. 
20 Q. What did he say? 
21 A. He said we're going to take care of this for 
22 you. 
23 Q. At that point had the condition underneath the 
24 french doors been exposed? 
25 A. We know there was rot underneath the french 
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1 doors. We didn't know to what extent it was going 
2 around the side. 
3 Q. That's what I'm saying. But at the time, to 
4 the best of your knowledge, at the time that Chris Kirk 
5 was there, that you remember being there, had the doors 
6 been taken out? 
1 A. No. 
8 Q. Was the area under the doors exposed? 
9 A. No. 
10 Q. So could you see any of the rot in the floor 
11 joists or the sub-floor? 
12 A. You could, yes. 
13 Q. From outside the house, or from the 
14 crawlspace? 
15 A. From the crawlspace. 
16 Q. And did Chris, if you know, go down in the 
11 crawlspace and look at that? 
18 A. I don't know what Chris did. 
19 Q. So Chris said something to the effect of, 
20 we're going to take care of this for you? 
21 A. Yeah. 
22 Q. And did you have a response to that? 
23 A. Good. Thank you. 
24 Q. And did you ever follow up on that statement 
2 5 of intention by him to take care of it? 
Page 149 
1 A. No. 
2 Q. Did you ever make demand on him that he repair 
3 the condition? 
4 A. I believe my lawyers did, yes. 
5 Q. Okay. So I would find that if it exists in 
6 the letters either from Mr. Mau, or your lawyers at the 
1 time? 
a A. Yes. 
9 Q. And J'm distinguishing that from the letters, 
10 inviting Chris to inspect. And your understanding, and 
11 it's just your understanding, that the offer was 
12 extended to him to come and repair it? 
13 A. That's my understanding, yeah. 
14 Q. Okay. Anything else you remember about the 
15 conversation with Chris on that occasion? 
16 A. Un-huh. No. I'm sorry. 
17 Q. ls that the only conversation you've ever had 
! 18 with Chris Kirk? 
19 A. There was another conversation, I think, the 
20 same day. I think it was the same day. There was 
21 another conversation with him. I think it was the same 
22 day. I'm not absolutely sure. 
23 Q. At the property? 
24 A. Yeah. 
25 Q. What do you remember about that conversation? 
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1 A. Just that he had said that he had advised 
2 Nancy that he didn't like the opening -- the out-opening 
3 doors. He advised Nancy against it. 
4 Q. And did he tell you any more about that 
5 conversation? 
6 A. No. He just -- it was kind of like a takeoff 
7 the cuff-type thing. I don't like these out-opening 
8 doors. I told her not to do this, or something like 
9 that. 
10 Q. And then since closing the transaction, have 
11 you had any conversations with Jean Odmark? 
12 A. Since closing? 
13 Q. Yes. 
14 A. Yes. 
15 Q. Tell me what you remember about those. 
16 A. You meant, about this house? 
17 Q. Yes. 
18 A. No, I don't think I've had any conversations 
19 about the house after closing. 
:20 Q. So to the extent you've had conversations with 
21 Jean, it's been other topics? 
22 A. l think I've run into her socially, but not 
23 other than, "hi," you know, just social. 
24 Q. Fair enough. And then you described to me a 
!25 conversation that you had with Michael Wood at the 
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1 property after closing, in which you showed him what was 
2 going on with the doors? 
3 A. Uh-huh. 
4 Q. And you told me about that. And it sounds 
s like at least one more, when he then followed up with 
6 you, in answer to your question, as to why the door had 
7 been taped; correct? 
8 A. Yeah, they moved the duct tape. 
9 Q. Yes. 
10 A. There was several communications on the phone. 
11 There was one where he came out. I think just one where 
12 he came out. A couple of them on the phone, and then 
13 there was a lot of email. 
14 Q. And to the extent that you retained copies of 
1s those emails, have you provided them to Ms. Foster? 
16 A. Yes. 
17 Q. Have you searched for all emails you might 
10 have had during that time frame with these people? 
19 A. Yes. 
20 Q. Have you produced them? 
21 A. I produced them to Ms. Foster. 
22 Q. Has anyone else, besides what you have told 
me, suggested to you that Nancy Gentry knew about, or 
should have known about the defects in the home, not 
including your attorney? 
e 
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A. Other than what I've testified to, and other · 
10 
11 
than what, let's say, the other experts have testified 
to. 
Q. Mr. Value, Mr. Waite? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And Mr. Longmire? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And then what you've told me today? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Okay. And then --
A. I think there was her maid had indicated the 
12 door. They had trouble with the door. 
13 Q. Jan Loff? 
14 A. Yes. 
15 Q. You are relating a conversation that she had 
16 with Mike Longmire? 
17 A. Yes. 
1s Q. Thank you. If we could move on to Count HI 
19 of the complaint, "Fraud/Misrepresentation (Against 
20 Defendant Gentry-Boyd." That starts at page 7, Ed, page 
21 35? 
i 22 MS. FOSTER: Paragraph? 
23 Q. (BY MR. MILLEMANN) Sorry. Paragraph 35, 
24 again repeats, the owner-builder allegation, which 
25 you've already told me about. And then goes on to say, 
Page 153 
1 that Nancy Gentry-Boyd was responsible for overseeing 
2 the construction of the home. And let's stop there. Do 
3 you see what J'm referring to? 
4 A. Yes. 
5 Q. As you sit here, besides what you've already 
6 told me, are you aware of any facts, or evidence that 
7 supports that allegation that Nancy Gentry was 
8 responsible for overseeing the construction of the home? 
9 A. Well, other than what l was told, that the 
10 contractor had advised against the door opening out 
11 Q. Okay. 
12 A. And Nancy insisted that the door be opening 
13 out. 
14 Q. And that was based on the conversation you 
15 just told me about with Chris Kirk? 
16 A. Correct. 
17 Q. Anything else come to mind? 
10 A. Not offhand. 
19 Q. And then in paragraph 35, you go on to refer 
20 to "the selection of concealed building materials for 
21 the construction of the home that did not meet 
22 applicable building codes." 
23 To the extent that you are claiming that the 
materials, themselves, used in the home, as opposed to 
construction techniques did not meet code, or did 
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1 not meet standard of care. Again, do you have an 
2 independent opinion, independent of Mr. Value, 
3 Mr. Waite, or Mr. Longmire? 
4 A. No. It would be the same thing about the 
5 weight of the paper, and not going down far enough, and 
6 things of that nature. 
7 Q. And you are relying on --
8 A. I wasn't here for their depositions, but I'm 
9 assuming that's what they testified to. 
10 Q. They did, indeed. 
11 A. Okay. So we're on the same page. 
12 Q. They testified -- grossly summarizing, they 
13 testified about moisture wrap, or the absence thereof; 
14 tar paper/felt, the amount thereof, the weight thereof, 
15 or the absence thereof. 
16 A. Okay. 
17 Q. Flashing, the adequacy. I'm not indicating 
18 that's the sum total. 
19 A. I understand. 
20 Q. But they did testify about those three things. 
21 A. Yeah. 
22 Q. Over to page 8, please, Ed. And I think we 
23 can move pretty quickly here. 
24 Paragraph 40, again, this asserts that Nancy 
25 Gentry-Boyd was aware of the defects at the time the 
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l disclosures were made. Have you told me everything that 
2 you know about that? 
3 A. Yes. 
4 Q. And you don't have to repeat it every time. 
5 That's, just, what I'm just trying to find out. 
6 A. Yes. 
7 Q. Because a number of these allegations are 
8 repeated. 
9 A. Understood, yeah. 
10 Q. Okay. And in paragraph 41, which refers to 
11 Nancy Gentry's representations. Have you told me 
12 everything that --
13 A. Yeah. 
14 Q. -- you know about that? 
15 A. Right. 
16 Q. Okay. And paragraph 42 states that, 
17 plaintiffs, which would include you, were not aware of 
18 and could not have been aware of the defects when you 
19 closed the purchase without destructive testing due to 
20 the concealed and latent nature of the defect which were 
21 not discoverable upon a reasonable inspection. 
22 My takeaway from that allegation, and you tell 
23 me if you intend something else from it, is that there 
24 was nothing visible in the home when you examined it, 
25 when you were in it, when you were there on the multiple 
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1 occasions you have talked about, which would have 
2 reasonably put you on any notice that -- the problems 
3 that were later discovered existed? 
4 MS. FOSTER: Objection, again, to the extent 
5 you are asking about attorney/client information. 
6 THE WITNESS: Not exactly. 
7 Q. (BY MR. MILLEMANN) Tell me what you meant by 
8 the allegation --
9 A. I'm talking about the specific extent of the 
10 damage, and the specific cause of the damage. There was 
11 a red flag there. That door was the red flag. And had 
12 that door been fully investigated, had some of the other 
13 things been more fully investigated, that would have led 
14 to, just like we did. We found the water corning 
15 through. We found the water underneath the door. We 
16 found the water everywhere. 
17 So as far as the specific cause, and the 
18 extent of the damage, correct. But there was still a 
19 red flag. 
20 Q. Okay. 
21 A. That could have been when the trained eye 
22 had -- cannot open that door, and start playing with 
23 that door. And said, hey, this door doesn't work. This 
24 requires more investigation. Let's see why it's -- oh, 
25 it's full of water. It's swelling. Oh, let's go. 
Page 157 
l Let's look a little deeper into this. Then that would 
2 have -- a trained eye would have been able to discern, 
3 like we slowly discerned the problem. 
4 Q. I think you may be misreading paragraph 42. 
5 And you may want to reconsider your answer. Paragraph 
6 42 says, you weren't aware before closing of the 
7 problems, nor could you have been aware without 
8 destructive testing of the problems, because they were 
9 latent. It's not talking about what Nancy knew. It's 
10 talking about what you knew. 
11 A. Right. 
12 Q. So based on your prior testimony, I thought 
13 you were telling me, you didn't see any red flags when 
14 you looked at them? 
15 A. No, I didn't, but I'm not a trained eye. 
16 Q. No. No. No. I'm only talking about you. 
17 A. Right. 
'10 Q. I'm not talking about you, or Mr. McKenna, or 
19 anyone else. 
20 A. Right. 
21 Q. This talks about the plaintiffs. 
22 A. Right. 
23 Q. So my takeaway from this paragraph, saying 
24 weren't aware of these defects, nor could you have 
25 expected to be aware of them, because they """''"'11 t 
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1 visible. They were latent. They were concealed. 
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2 A. The specific cause and extent of damage, yes. 
3 Q. So are you telling me, there were red flags 
4 that you saw that --
5 A. No. No, but a trained eye could have. 
6 Q. And that would be --
7 A. That wouldn't be me. 
8 Q. -- Mr. McKenna; right? 
9 A. Correct. 
10 Q. I don't want to leave this point --
11 A. No. 
12 Q. -- without being very clear. 
13 A. No. 
14 Q. Did you see anything? 
1s A. No. 
16 
17 
Q. Forget the trained eye. At any time --
A. No. 
18 Q. Let me finish -- before closing, anything that 
19 caused you even a sliver of concern or suspicion, other 
20 than what Mr. McKenna pointed out to you about the 
21 crawlspace, that there would be problems with this house 
22 of the nature you discovered? 
23 A. No. 
24 
25 
Q. So let's look at Count IV, starting on page 8. 
A. (Witness complying.) 
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1 Q. Actually, I don't think I have any questions 
2 on Count IV. I think we've already covered them. 
3 "Count V, Breach of the Implied Covenant of 
4 Good Faith and Fair Dealing." Paragraph 58, "Defendant 
5 Nancy Gentry-Boyd, by her conduct described hereinabove, 
6 breached the implied duty of good faith and fair dealing 
7 imposed by the PSA," meaning the purchase and sale 
8 agreement. 
9 Independent of anything your attorneys have 
10 told you or discovered, besides what you've already told 
11 me today, is there anything else that I should know, in 
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1 mean anything to you one way or the other? 
2 A. No, not -- it's a legal term. 
3 Q. Okay. How about "concealed defect," does that 
4 have any meaning to you, or is that also, a legal term? 
s A. I would say in this context, it's a legal 
6 term. 
7 Q. So you have nothing to add to what you've 
8 already told me that would bear on the allegations 
9 contained in paragraph 64? 
10 A. None, other than what I've already testified 
11 to. 
12 Q. So let's move on to Count VII at page 11. 
13 Paragraph 71 states, and I'm paraphrasing, not quoting, 
14 but you have it in front of you. That Nancy Gentry-Boyd 
15 as the owner-builder and Defendant Kirk as the 
16 contractor, agreed and combined to engage in a 
11 conspiracy. 
18 And as I read it, it's alleging a conspiracy 
19 to, essentially, construct a substandard home that 
20 didn't comply with building codes, didn't comply with 
21 standard of care, and the defects in which would be 
i 22 concealed. ls that what you are alleging in paragraph 
23 71? 
2 4 A. That would --
2 s MS. FOSTER: The same objection. 
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1 THE WITNESS: That would appear to be 
2 what -- the document speaks for itself. 
3 Q. (BY MR. MILLEMANN) So as you sit here today, 
4 do you have any facts, additional to what you've already 
5 told me, to support the allegation that Nancy and Kirk 
6 had an agreement to do that which was claimed in 
7 paragraph 71 ? 
8 MS. FOSTER: The same objection, as well as 
9 the discovery is still ongoing. And he doesn't know 
10 everything about what is in the discovery depositions so 
11 far. 
12 your opinion, factually that would support the 12 THE WITNESS: Yeah, and in addition to what 
13 allegations in paragraph 58? 13 Beau Value's, and everybody else has testified to. 
14 A. Not that I haven't already told you, no. 14 Q. (BY MR. MJLLEMANN) So separate and apart from 
15 Q. Moving on to Count VI. Again, and I should 15 what everybody testified to, and what you've told me 
16 have asked it earlier. But in paragraph 64, the term 16 already today. Are there any facts, that you are aware 
11 "latent defect" is used. And I just want to make sure I 11 of, that would support the allegation that Chris Kirk 
10 understand, from your perspective, when you use the term 10 and Nancy Gentry got together, and agreed to do that 
l9 "latent defect," if you have an understanding, what does 19 which is alleged in paragraph 71? 
20 that mean to you? 20 MS. FOSTER: The same objection. 
21 MS. FOSTER: Objection to the extent he did 21 THE WITNESS: Not that I have already not 
22 not write this complaint. I 22 testified to. 
23 THE WITNESS: Yeah, I don't have an 23 Q. (BY MR. MILLEMANN) Okay. And would the same 
24 understanding of legally what it means. 24 be true of the allegations in paragraph 72? And take a 
25 Q. (BY MR. MILLEMANN) So "latent defect" doesn't 25 moment to review them if you need to. 
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2 THE WlTNESS: (Witness complying.) Yeah. But 
3 other than what others have testified to, and what I 
4 have testified to today, r have nothing further. 
5 Q. (BY MR. MTLLEMANN) Do you have any opinion, 
6 not as a lawyer, as an owner of this home, and as a 
7 plaintiff in this lawsuit, because you are not a 
8 practicing lawyer, correct, now, are you, Ed? 
9 A. Correct. 
10 Q. Do you have any opinion or theory yourself, as 
11 to why Nancy Gentry and Chris Kirk would get together 
12 and conspire to build a substandard home? 
13 MS. FOSTER: Objection to the extent it calls 
14 for speculation. 
15 THE WITNESS: Tt calls for speculation, right. 
16 It costs them less money. 
11 Q. (BY MR. MILLEMANN) Okay. Anything else? 
10 A. They can -- well, based on Jdaho's law, you 
19 could probably sell to a subsequent purchaser, conceal 
20 it. 
21 Q. And make some money in the process? 
A. Yeah. 
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1 Q. Well, the document says, that they got 
2 together, and entered into an agreement to build a home, 
3 which didn't comply with code, which didn't comply with 
4 the standard of care at the time. And that also agreed 
5 to avoid a final inspection, and avoid a certificate of 
6 occupancy. That's what your pleading says. 
7 My question is, do you have any theory, 
8 sitting here in your as capacity as plaintiff, as to why 
9 they would have done it? 
10 MS. FOSTER: Counsel, he has offered you more 
11 than one theory. 
12 THE WITNESS: Yes. And now you are getting 
13 argumentative. 
14 Q. (BY MR. MTLLEMANN) So you have nothing else 
15 to add to your answer? 
16 A. Asked and answered. 
17 
18 
Q. Are you refusing to answer my question? 
A. Asked and answered. 
MS. FOSTER: He's not refused. 19 
20 THE WITNESS: I already answered it three 
21 times. 
22 22 
23 Q. Do you know if Nancy Gentry made any money in 23 
MS. FOSTER: Counsel, he's answered the 
question. He's speculated with his theories. And he 
said he doesn't have any others. Jfhe has any others, 
he can give them to you. 
24 the process? 24 
25 A. I don't know. 25 
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1 Q. Any other theory as to why they would do such 
2 a thing? 
3 MS. FOSTER: The same objection. 
4 THE WITNESS: I think the document speaks for 
5 itself. 
6 Q. (BY MR. MILLEMANN) No, it doesn't. 
7 A. It does say that, I'm afraid. 
8 Q. Well, it doesn't teJI me why. My question is, 
9 do you have any theory as to why they would enter into 
10 such an agreement? 
11 MS. FOSTER: Objection. It calls for 
12 speculation. 
13 THE WITNESS: It calls for speculation. 
14 Q. (BY MR. MILLEMANN) Are you able to answer the 
15 question? Do you have any other such theory, other than 
16 what you've told me, and you gave me a partial answer, 
17 as to why in the world Nancy Gentry and Chris Kirk would 
18 get together, and enter into the kind of agreement 
19 that's alleged here? 
20 MS. FOSTER: The same objection. 
21 THE WITNESS: You are asking me for my 
22 opinion. And I think the document speaks for itself. 
23 Q. (BY MR. MILLEMANN) So you have no answer? 
24 A. No. What T said, the document speaks for 
25 itself, that's --
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1 Q. (BY MR. MILLEMANN) That is all I'm asking. 
2 Do you have anything to add? 
3 A. Nothing more than I've already added. 
4 Q. Okay. Thanks. 
s Ed, I want to show you Exhibit No. 7. Exhibit 
6 No. 7 is your Response to Defendant Gentry-Boyd's First 
7 Interrogatories and Requests For Production to 
8 Plaintiffs. If you go to page 33 of that Exhibit? 
9 A. (Witness complying.) Yeah. 
10 Q. Is that your signature? 
11 A. Yes. 
12 Q. So would I be correct in assuming, that you 
13 reviewed these answers before you signed? 
14 A. Yes. 
1s Q. 1f T could draw your attention to page 10, 
16 Interrogatory No. 8. And it asks for identification of 
17 every meeting or conversation you may have had with 
18 named people, who include Nancy Gentry-Boyd, Chris Kirk, 
19 and Todd McKenna. 
20 I have what I think is a pretty simple 
21 question. To the best of your recollection today, are 
22 there any conversations that you have had, or meetings 
23 that you have had with any of those three people, that 
24 you haven't told me about today? 
25 A. Yes. 
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1 Q. Okay. Thank you. 
Page 166 
2 Would you tell me what I haven't asked you, 
3 that would respond to that question? 
4 A. Well, I had a meeting and a discussion with 
s Todd McKenna. 
6 Q. Okay. Where did that take place? 
7 A. It took place at the house. 
8 Q. Can you locate that, approximately, in time 
9 for me? Let's start with kind of bracketing it. Was it 
10 after you received his report? 
11 A. Yes. And this was after we discovered the 
12 problem with the door. 
13 Q. And if you know, had the door been removed, 
14 and the area exposed yet when you met with Todd McKenna? 
15 A. I don't believe so, no, sir. 
16 Q. And do you remember who was present for your 
17 meeting with Todd McKenna? 
18 A. I think Ellen may have been, maybe not. Maybe 
19 Kevin, but I think Kevin kind of was there, and then 
20 left. I'm just speculating, you know, again. It was 
21 just mainly, just McKenna and I. 
22 Q. What do you remember being said? 
23 A. I said, how did you miss this door? 
24 Q. What did he say? 
25 A. He said, I didn't inspect all the doors. And 
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1 I said, your report says that you did. Yeah, but I 
2 didn't. I don't -- I don't -- and this is something you 
3 can also discuss with Mr. Longmire here, probably. He 
4 said something to Mr. Longmire about his report, as 
5 well, about him putting something down that he didn't 
6 inspect in his report. But I asked him, specifically, 
7 about the doors. 
8 Q. And did he say, I didn't inspect the doors, or 
9 T didn't open and close the doors? 
10 A. I didn't even look at the doors, he said. 
11 Q. So he said he didn't even look at the doors, 
12 period? 
13 A. That door. 
14 Q. So doors, it's french doors, so two doors, l 
15 understand. 
16 A. Yes. 
17 Q. So his response was, I didn't inspect these 
18 doors? 
19 A. Correct. 
20 Q. Do you remember anything else about the 
21 conversation? 
22 A. Yes. 
23 Q. Tell me what you remember. 
24 A. He gave an excuse. 
25 Q. What was that? 
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1 A. Snow. 
2 Q. Snow on the deck outside the doors? 
3 A. Yes. 
4 Q. Do you remember anything else about the 
5 conversation? 
6 A. No. Other than, Todd, had you even touched 
7 those doors, you would have found something wrong with 
8 them. Yeah, but I didn't. Because I didn't think I 
9 needed to, because they wouldn't open. And l said, 
10 well, even if you didn't need to open it. But I said, 
11 Todd, there is no snow there. And he kind of hemmed and 
12 hawed. So I disputed his allegation that there was snow 
13 against the door. 
14 Q. At the time he did his inspection? 
1s A. No, this is afterwards. 
16 Q. But I mean, when you say there was no snow 
17 there, you were saying, Todd, when you did your 
118 inspection, there was no snow there? 
· 19 A. Yes, I said that to him. 
20 Q. And what was your basis for saying that? 
i 21 A. Several. The overhang, the fact the radiant 
22 heat in the house would melt snow against the door, 
2 3 pictures. 
24 Q. Photographs? 
25 A. Yes. 
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1 Q. So you looked at photographs from the time 
2 period around the time that Todd took the --
3 A. F'rom his report. 
4 Q. From his inspection? 
s A. Yes. 
6 Q. Were those his photographs? 
7 A. They were Ellen's pictures. 
8 Q. And again, you've provided everything to 
9 Ms. Foster? 
10 A. Correct. 
11 Q. And thank you for that. 
12 Are there any other meetings or conversations 
13 you had with those three persons there that --
14 A. Not that l haven't already testified to. 
15 MS. FOSTER: Sorry. I just want to clarify. 
16 Conversations, do you mean oral, or do you mean written? 
17 MR. MILLEMANN: I mean, interrogatory 8 seeks 
18 the identity of meetings or conversations. 
19 Conversations to me means verbal. 
20 MS. FOSTER: Okay. Thank you. 
21 Q. (BY MR. MILLEMANN) Have you been deprived of 
22 the use of the home as a result of the defect you 
23 identify in your complaint? 
24 A. Yes. 
25 Q. Tell me, to what extent, and if there is a 
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1 specific period of time, during what period of time were 
2 you deprived of the use of the home? 
3 A. It was when Beau and Eric were doing their 
4 repairs. 
5 Q. Any other time? 
6 A. No. 
7 Q. And would it have been your intention, but for 
8 the need to do the repairs to have used the home during 
9 that period of April and May of2014? 
10 A. lt was even further into the summer, as well. 
11 Q. Do you remember when they concluded? When you 
12 were able to re-occupy the home? 
13 A. No, not exactly. J don't. 
14 Q. And let's, for purposes of my discussion, and 
15 my question. Let's just assume, it may not be correct, 
16 but that it was April, May, and June that they were 
17 working on the property of 2014. Had you occupied the 
18 property during that same time frame in 2013? 
19 A. Yes. 
20 Q. For how long? 
21 A. We come for the whole summer. 
22 Q. So about when does that start for you? 
23 A. Actually, it comes from me being retired, or 
24 disabled, or whatever, I come in May. 
25 Q. Okay. 
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1 A. And sometimes in April. 
2 Q. In 2013, do you remember when you came to the 
3 home? 
4 A. I don't remember exactly, no. I do remember 
5 there was an issue with the appraisal, because I wanted 
6 to get the appraisal done. I wanted to get the repairs 
7 done before they do the appraisal for the property. 
8 That was important. And that kind of slowed things 
9 down. But luckily, they were slow anyway, you know. 
10 But they were -- I got the last house. I guess mine was 
11 the last one done. 
12 Q. So at any time since you acquired the home 
13 from Nancy Gentry to date, have you ever had a water 
14 intrusion event, a particular event, where you had water 
15 either come into the home, or come into the crawlspace, 
16 that you know of? 
17 A. No. 
18 Q. So other than the time that the repairs were 
19 going on, did the defects in question deprive you of the 
20 use of the home? 
21 A. Other than when the repairs were being done, 
22 no. But they took out all the furniture, and they had 
23 to -- I think, they had to seal it with plastic for 
24 mold. 
25 Q. I think I saw that in their documents. 
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1 A. Yeah, 1 think there was some Stachybotrys in 
2 there, so they had to do that. 
3 Q. One of my new favorite terms. 
4 A. Stachybotrys? 
5 Q. Manipulation of contents. That means move 
6 stuff, I think. Let's move on. We're making good 
7 progress. 
8 If we could go back to, you have it in front 
9 of you, Exhibit 7, still, Ed. 
10 A. Yes. 
11 Q. Ifyougotopage 16. 
12 A. (Witness complying.) 
13 Q. And at 16, Interrogatory No. 19, J asked that 
14 you identify each building code and standard of the care 
15 which you allege were not met. And explain in what 
16 manner they weren't met. 
17 Do you have an opinion on that subject, 
18 independent of what you would rely on from Mr. Value, 
19 Mr. Waite, or Mr. Longmire? 
20 A. I assume --
21 MS. FOSTER: Or, Counsel, that's the 
22 objection. 
23 Go ahead. 
24 THE WlTNESS: I'm assuming they testified to 
25 the code, request for the weight of the paper, and the 
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1 Tyvek, or some other type of water shield. 
2 Q. (BY MR. MILLEMANN) I believe Mr. Longmire 
3 testified, he believed there was a code provision that 
4 related to the weight of the paper? 
5 A. Yeah. 
6 Q. I believe Mr. Value testified that he believed 
7 there was a code provision that required an adequate 
8 moisture barrier, and further testified what he thought 
9 the standard was for that? 
10 A. What did he say the standard was? 
11 Q. His standard was to wrap the house. 
12 A. With what? 
13 Q. Tyvek. 
14 A. Yes. 
15 Q. And again, I don't mean to suggest that's all 
16 they testified to, but they did testify to that. 
17 A. I would agree to that. 
18 MS. FOSTER: And object to the extent there is 
19 anything else that they testified to, which you are not 
20 summarizing, which you may or may not agree with. 
21 THE WITNESS: Yes. 
22 Q. (BY MR. MILLEMANN) My question is, do you 
23 have any opinion on any codes that were violated, 
24 independent of what, either Beau, or Eric, or Mike have 
25 told you? 
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2 THE WJTNESS: I've got to run to the little 
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3 boys room. This water is going through me. If you 
4 don't mind? 
5 MR. MILLEMANN: Yes. Actually, we're getting 
6 really close. 
7 THE WITNESS: Okay. 
8 (A recess was had.) 
9 MR. MILLEMANN: Are we ready to proceed? 
10 THE WITNESS: Go a way. Have at it. 
11 Q. (BY MR. MlLLEMANN) Here's Exhibits 13 to 19. 
12 And l think we can move through these, hopefully, pretty 
13 quickly. Starting with Exhibit 13, which is Petrus 
14 Bates No. 289. 
15 A. Okay. 
16 Q. lt appears to be an invoice from Valley County 
17 A- I Heating, dated May 17, 2012. Do you recognize this 
18 document, Ed? 
19 A. To tell you the truth, Steve, yes, kind of. 
20 I'm not absolutely sure, but 1 think this is the -- who 
21 put the barbecue line in. 
22 Q. And do I understand, that would be to run the 
23 line from the crawlspace up to the deck, so you could 
. 24 connect your barbecue to it? 
25 A. Correct. From the gas line, right. 
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1 Q. So do I understand correctly, this is not part 
2 of the repairs or remediation that was done to the home? 
3 A. No. But this is instrumental in that that's 
4 when we found water, big time. 
5 Q. And I've heard that testimony. Ifl 
6 understand, tell me if you have a different 
7 understanding, that in order to do this work, A- I had to 
8 penetrate the insulation in the crawlspace; and thereby 
9 obtain visual access to some of the area underneath the 
10 door; is that correct? 
11 A. Correct. Correct. That's right. But that's 
12 only partly correct. Because what happened also, was 
13 water just started spewing out. And that's when we knew 
14 we had a major problem. Because potentially, we thought 
15 it was just the door deal, and then we saw all this 
16 water coming out. 
17 Q. And that was through the hole that A-I 
18 created? 
19 A. Yes. 
20 Q. And ifl understand correctly, the hole they 
21 created, in order to run the line, accessed the area 
22 generally underneath those french doors? 
23 A. Correct. 
12 Q. And that's where the water was perched, is 
, 2 what you are saying? 
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1 A. Yes. 
2 Q. And Exhibit 14, which is Petrus 290. It 
3 appears to be an invoice from Sean McConnor, who is a 
4 local painter, dated June 21, 2012. 
s A. Uh-huh. 
6 Q. Did you have Mr. McConnor do some painting in 
7 the house? 
8 A. This was the painting around the windows and 
9 the doors, you know, all six sides is what it's called. 
10 Q. So your understanding is this was painting to 
11 effectuate the sealing that hadn't been done, as you 
12 allege in your complaint? 
13 A. Correct. 
14 Q. And Exhibit 15, it appears to be an invoice 
15 from EnergySeal, Invoice No. 1702553, Petrus 291. And 
16 it seems self-explanatory. It appears to be an invoice 
1 7 for removing damaged foam on the crawlspace rim joist at 
18 the southeast corner. ls that the insulation that was 
19 discovered when the --
20 A. Yeah. I'm sorry. 
21 Q. Go ahead. 
22 A. I think there was a couple times they did 
23 this. 
24 Q. I think you have more EnergySeal invoices . 
25 A. Yes, I think they did this more than once. 
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1 Q. And then ifwe move on to Exhibit 16. This is 
2 another invoice from EnergySeal, dated September 7, 
3 2012, Petrus 292. I'm sorry. J keep mispronouncing 
4 your name. I apologize. 
s A. Peat-trus. You did so well when you started. 
6 Q. It was only a couple days ago that I heard how 
7 it ·should be pronounced. I apologize for that. That is 
8 not intentional on my part. 
9 A. You did so well for so long. 
10 Q. 1t must be age. Jt must be age. I don't know 
11 what to tell you. 
12 Petrus 292, a more substantial bill, $1,087. 
13 And the items indicated are insulate the dryer vent, add 
14 additional insulation to the flat truss. And then it 
1s references, edge of floors at rim joist, flexible 
16 FoamCore. 
17 What I need to know, if you know, is which, if 
18 any, of these apply to the repairs to, or remediation of 
19 the home that you had to do, because of the condition 
20 that you discovered? 
21 A. I hate to say this, you should have asked Mike 
22 Longmire on that. If you would like to, maybe we could 
· 23 offer to ask Mike for you, or something. 
24 Q. So you don't know, independent of what Mike 
I 25 would tell you? 
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2 Q. Okay. Fair enough. 
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3 And then Exhibit 17, I've just noticed, would 
4 appear to me to be just EnergySeal's confirmation that 
5 you paid the prior invoice. 
6 A. Yes. 
7 Q. And then Exhibit 18, I have an understanding 
a of Exhibit 18 now, as a result of Mike Longmire's 
9 testimony. Tell me if it's the same as yours. And my 
10 understanding is that C&S Construction is Chuck Thielst. 
11 And he was the first contractor asked to provide an 
12 estimate for the cost to repair the conditions that, at 
13 least at that time, had been discovered. And 
14 ultimately, you did not proceed with Mr. Thielst to do 
15 the work? 
16 A. Correct. But some of these things, I think we 
17 had to pay for, like the door, and the EnergySeal that 
18 are listed on his subcontract. I'm not sure. Mike 
19 would know better than I would. But some of these, I 
20 think we had to pay for. 
21 Q. Okay. 
22 A. I don't think, the masonry. I don't think, 
23 the hardwood floors. But I think we had to pay for the 
24 door, and we had to the pay for the EnergySeal, I think. 
25 I'm not 100 percent sure, but Mike would know. 
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1 Q. It's interesting you mentioned that. I think 
2 Mike testified that the door was delivered to Chuck. 
3 And he had to bring it to the site after he decided not 
4 to do the work. 
5 A. Right. 
6 Q. So that would substantiate what you are 
7 saying. 
8 A. Right. I think here's the invoice, though, 
9 too. 
10 Q. That's the invoice. 
11 A. Yes. 
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1 testimony. If I understand you, you are saying, the two 
2 items in there -- well, one item that you are pretty 
3 sure you did pay for, was for the Nu-Vu Glass, which was 
4 the door; right? 
5 A. Right. 
6 Q. The other item you are not sure, but you think 
7 you paid for was the EnergySeal? 
s A. Right. We had to pay EnergySeal several times 
9 for removing and replacing the insulation, because it 
1 o kept getting wet. 
11 Q. So --
12 A. And I'm sure EnergySeal could run that down 
13 for us. 
14 Q. Understanding that discovery is continuing, I 
15 want to get the best understanding we can today of the 
16 monetary damages that you have suffered as a result of 
17 the matters that you allege in your complaint. Okay? 
1a We've just gone through some Exhibits 13 to 
19 19, that contain some of the monies you expended; 
20 correct? 
21 A. Yeah. 
22 Q. Beau Value testified, after we went through 
23 his invoices and his final statement, that Restoration 
24 Pro was paid a total of$57,337.16, and his invoices 
25 matched his final statement on that number. 
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1 A. Uh-huh. 
2 Q. Does that sound roughly correct to you, or 
3 would you have any idea? 
4 A. Right as we sit here, no. 
5 Q. Okay. 
6 A. But I could check it for you. 
7 Q. Let's assume that, at least we know you paid 
8 Restoration Pro, and we know that Beau said that's how 
9 much you paid him. So we have items in Exhibits 13 to 
10 19. And we have got what you paid Restoration Pro. And 
11 the items in Exhibits 13 to 19 included the door and 
12 Q. And it's not an exact match to the number, but 12 some other expenditures. 
13 it is pretty close to the number. And you are referring 13 As you sit here today, are there other 
14 to Exhibit No. 19. 14 monetary damages, which you claim to have incurred as a 
15 A. Actually it is identical, as far as the 15 result of the matters that you complained about in your 
16 subtotal is 4,976.52. 16 complaint? 
17 Q. Yes,itis. 17 A. Yeah,IthinkthereissomeworkthatMike 
18 A. Without tax. 1s Longmire did. And there is some -- I had to come up a 
19 Q. Nu-Vu Glass. Okay. That's the door. 19 couple of times to, you know, meet with people and do 
20 A. Yeah. Now, I thought for some reason, we had 20 some things. So there was -- you know, I had to come 
21 to pay EnergySeal again for more, because they -- we had 21 up, and meet with Beau, and give him directions, and get 
22 to remove that several times. 22 things going, and give him -- sign the contract, and 
23 Q. So if we back up to Exhibit No. I 8, Ed. 23 give him the down payment, and all that other stuff. 
24 A. I'm sorry. 24 Q. And these would be additional monetary damages 
25 Q. I want to make sure I understand your 25 that you've incurred in the case? 
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2 Q. Mike Longmire provided what he testified were 
3 all his invoices, starting in May of 2012, and through 
4 the conclusion of the repairs. To the extent that he 
5 did work that was necessary as part of the repair or 
6 restoration, would you expect me to find it in those 
7 invoices? 
a A. I would think so. I'll double-check to make 
9 sure Mike gave you what you need, but, yes. 
10 Q. And then your travel, have you given any 
11 thought to how you would quantify that? Are you talking 
12 about your actual costs, your cost plus time, or have 
13 you thought about it? 
14 A. I'm not going to charge my time, just travel 
15 costs. My airplane ticket, and my rental car, something 
16 like that. 
11 Q. Anything else, as you sit here today, that 
18 would be included as part of your monetary damages? 
19 A. Nothing that l can think of, other than what 
20 we've gone over. 
21 Q. Okay. I need to have you return to Exhibit 7. 
22 Exhibit 7, again, is your responses to Nancy 
23 Gentry-Boyd's first interrogatory and requests for 
24 production of documents. And if you could turn to page 
25 18. 
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A. (Witness complying.) l 
2 Q. And specifically, your answer to Interrogatory 
3 22. Interrogatory 22 asks you to itemize the amount of 
4 damages that you have incurred at least as of the time 
5 that you did this answer, or that you approved this 
6 answer. 
7 Since this is probably my only chance to talk 
8 with you between now and trial. I just want to make 
9 sure that I have the benefit of your best and current 
10 thinking. In your recitation in answer to Interrogatory 
Edmond A. Petrus, Jr. 
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1 MS. FOSTER: I'll object to the extent it's 
2 work product. 
3 Without waiving any objection, you can answer. 
4 THE WITNESS: Yeah, I don't think it's going 
5 to be a tremendously big number, so I don't think I'm 
6 going to the pursue it. 
7 MR. MILLEMANN: So as you sit here today, you 
8 believe you are not going to pursue it. I guess at a 
9 minimum, Counsel, I would like an agreement that if that 
10 position changes, there will be a supplemental answer to 
11 this interrogatory? 
12 MS. FOSTER: Agreed. 
13 Q. (BY MR. MfLLEMANN) And then you also, Ed, 
14 mention damages for loss of use. Have you made any 
15 effort to quantify whether -- you've testified that you 
16 weren't able to use the property during that, call it 
17 three-month period. 
18 A. Yeah. 
19 Q. Have you made any effort to qualify those? 
20 A. r could. I haven't done it yet. I could. 
21 Get a very similar rental, find out what the rental 
22 value was per month during the summer, during those 
• 23 months, and take it that way. 
24 Q. Is that how you would go about trying to 
2 5 figure it out? 
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1 A. Probably. 
2 MS. FOSTER: Without waiving the work product 
3 objection, you may ask these questions. I'm not trying 
4 to interfere. But if I'm doing the math, he's not going 
5 to tell you about it. 





MR. MfLLEMANN: Anything else? 
MS. FOSTER: No. 
Q. (BY MR. MILLEMANN) Do you rent the house? 
A. Do I rent the house? 
11 22 of your possible damages. You include diminution in 11 Q. Yes, sir. 
12 value. 
13 As you sit here today, are you claiming that 
14 in addition to the cost of repair, that these conditions 
15 that you had to fix have resulted in a permanent 
16 diminution in the value of the home? 
17 A. I can't rule it out, but it's unlikely. 
18 Q. Have you asked anyone to evaluate that 
19 question for you? 
20 A. Yeah, I've looked into it, but I don't know if 
21 I'm going to pursue it. 
22 Q. When you say, you've looked into it. Have you 
23 retained any expert to look into it? 
24 A. I have had somebody look at it. And to tell 
25 you the truth, I don't think it's --
12 
13 
A. We have rented the house. 
Q. On approximately how many occasions since you 













Q. And for what length of time? 
A. Two weeks each. 
Q. And when was that generally, if you recall? 
A. r think it was last summer; August, September. 
Q. Of2015? 
A. Yes, sir . 
Q. And did you rent it yourself, or through an 
agent of some sort? 
A. I rented it ourselves. 
Q. Two separate people, Ed? 
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1 A. Yes. 
2 Q. And do you remember what rent you received for 
3 the house for those two occasions? 
4 A. l'm sorry. I don't recall. 
5 Q. I don't remember receiving any documents 
6 related to that. And that's not casting an aspersion on 
7 anyone. But to the extent that you intend to pursue a 
8 loss of use claim. 
9 MR. MILLEMANN: Counsel, do you have any 
10 objection to obtaining documents from Ed, pertaining to 
11 his rental of the property, and providing them? 
12 I have no problem with that, if that's the way 
13 we're going to use it. You know, l think I -- subject 
Page 188 
1 Q. Well, so you are the only person who complied 
2 with that restriction. 
3 A. Yeah. My neighbor doesn't do it to well. 
4 Q. And then back to your answer to Interrogatory 
5 No. 22. You also mentioned, whoever prepared this, the 
6 answer you verified mentions other consequential 
7 damages. 






A. No, sir. 
MR. MILLEMANN: lfwe could take a few 
minutes, I think I'm finished. 
THE WITNESS: That's fine. 
14 to objection, you know, there might be the other way of 14 (A recess was had.) 
15 doing it by just getting a comparable rental, and doing 15 MR. MILLEMANN: I don't have any further 
16 it how much that way. Do you understand what I'm 16 questions. Thank you, Ed. 
11 saying? 11 THE WITNESS: Thank you. 
18 
19 
Q. (BY MR. MILLEMANN) I understand what you are 18 EXAMINATION 
saying. l guess what I would ask, and if I need to make 19 QUESTIONS BY MR. COLLAER: 
2 o a separate request for production of interrogatory, l 20 Q. Good afternoon. Mr. Petrus, we met briefly. 
21 will. I think the fact that if you pursue a loss of use 21 I'm representing Kevin Batchelor and Re/Max in this 
22 claim, and that's ultimately got to be your choice. 22 matter. l'm going to try very hard not to re-plow 
23 A. Right. 23 ground that you've already been asked. So that we are 
24 Q. The fact you rented the house would be a 24 not wasting your time here this afternoon. 
25 discoverable fact in discovery. Sol would like the 25 The question l had was, on Exhibit No. 13 
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1 information on that, unless your counsel thinks for some 
2 reason it's privileged? 
3 MS. FOSTER: Steve, you are probably right on 
4 that. Can I just get down the road with you on getting 
5 that? l am sure you are right. I want to double-check 
6 it. 
7 MR. MIL LEM ANN: Let me know; yes or no. 
8 MS. FOSTER: Yes. 
9 MR. MILLEMANN: If I need to make a 
10 supplemental request, l will. 
11 MS. FOSTER: Yes, will do. 
12 Q. (BY MR. MILLEMANN) Had you made any 
13 commitments to anyone to rent the house for any part of 
14 April, May, or June of2014? 
15 A. No. 
16 Q. So you didn't have any commitments that you 
1 7 had to break because of the repairs? 
18 A. No, because I knew we were going to do the 
19 work. 
20 Q. And other than the two occasions you've told 
21 me, last August and September. Any other times you 
22 recall renting the house? 
23 
2 
A. I don't think I was permitted. 
Q. Until you acquired fee simple? 




1 there was a bill about when the barbecue line was 
2 installed after you owned the property. 
3 A. Yeah. 
4 Q. Do you remember that? 
5 A. Uh-huh. 




















relation to the closing? 
A. If I recall, this was done after the closing. 
Q. Now, because in the inspection report, the 
McKenna inspection report, it would suggest the line was 
found in the crawlspace uncapped, and it was recommended 
to be capped. 
A. A different issue. 
Q. But that was actually done prior to closing; 
correct? 
A. Correct. 
Q. And that was paid for, or accounted for in the 
closing documents, or the closing statements, on who was 
paying for that? 
A. Correct. 
Q. Okay. As I recall, that was paid for by the 
seller? 
A. As I recall, yes. 
Q. I understand you've known Mr. Batchelor for a 
number of years; correct? 
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over on television. They do 60 -- 20/20 exposes on 
these people. 
Q. Sure. They are involved in some kind of 
mortgage fraud, those kinds of things? 
5 
6 
Q. How long had you known him down in San Diego? 5 A. Yes. 
A. Several years. 6 Q. Tell me, focusing on when you were looking for 
7 Q. What was the context of the two of you 7 property up here in Valley County, did you work with 
8 meeting? 8 anybody, other than Mr. Batchelor in your search? 
9 A. Indian Princess. 9 A. No. 
10 Q. As I recall, it was through your kids? 10 Q. And you described all the properties that you 
11 A. Yeah, Indian Princesses. 11 looked at, and made offers on. Was there any other 
12 
13 
Q. So both your daughters were involved in that 12 properties that you left out, that we haven't talked 
program, so the parents got to know each other? 13 about today? 
14 A. Pretty much. He was a neighbor, kind of. 14 A. That we made offers on, or that we looked at? 
15 
16 
Q. Right. And you also represented Mr. Batchelor 15 Q. Let's talk about any offers. As I understand, 
when he sold a home, and he wanted to get his earnest 16 you made an offer. Thought you may have had a deal, and 
17 money, and somebody didn't pay the earnest money. Do 17 then it didn't work out. 
18 you recall that? 18 A. Well, not so much that it was rejected off the 
19 A. It was a little bit more than that, but, yes. 19 very beginning. They weren't going to come off their 
20 Q. But you were his attorney in that regard? 20 asking price. 
21 
22 
A. Yes. 21 Q. Sure. 
Q. Was a lawsuit actually filed? 22 A. But we had indicated to them what we would be 
23 A. Yes. 23 willing to pay for the property. Which turns out to be 
24 Q. And did it go to trial? 24 much more than they actually got for the property. 
25 A. Yes. 25 Q. Right. Okay. 
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1 Q. Actually, had to go to court, put on evidence, 
2 in fact, to a jury, or to a court? 
3 A. To ajudge. 
4 Q. What was the outcome? What was the judgment 
5 rendered? 
6 A. I don't recall the judgment. We won. We 
7 ended up being successful. 
8 Q. Okay. 
9 A. I would have to look. I would have to get my 
10 files out. But it was -- Kevin did very well on that 
11 case. 
12 Q. So you collected the earnest money, and 
13 anything over and above the earnest money that was owed 
14 to him? 
15 A. Oh, yes, much more. 
16 Q. Such as? 
17 A. Loss of use, loss of the sale. 
18 Q. Okay. 
19 A. He named some real estate brokers, as well. 
:20 This guy who started this was a really bad character. 
21 He had three bankruptcies, and he had spent several 
22 years in the federal penitentiary for fraud. He was one 
23 of these -- what do you call them? The guys 
24 believe they have to pay their taxes. They are 
25 forget the name. They are infamous now. 
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1 A. And I think that was the Wilson house, owned 
2 by the Wilson's. We looked at a bunch of other houses. 
3 1 don't think we ever made any other offers. 
4 Q. Okay. Was there houses that you looked at, 
5 but didn't make offers on? I presume there was just 
6 nothing that you saw that you wanted to pay for, or that 
7 you wanted to purchase? 
8 A. That's correct. I mean, we mainly looked on 
9 the lakefront. There were a couple of Whitetail houses 
10 that Kevin sent me over to look at. They were nice 
11 houses, but they weren't on the lake. 
12 Q. You were focusing on, you wanted property on 
13 the lake? 
14 A. Yes, sir. 
15 Q. Were you going to seriously consider anything 
16 other than lakefront? 
17 A. Yes, I probably would have for the right 
18 house. 
19 Q. Okay. 
20 A. But you're right, my primary purpose was the 
21 lake. 
22 Q. Okay. And the house in Tamarack that you 
was that a short sale, or how did it work out? 
A. That was a short sale. It was one of these 
the lender gave me one of these offers I 
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1 couldn't refuse. He actually gave me cash to get out of 
2 the deal. 
3 Q. Did you end up losing money on that property, 
4 or come out even? 
5 A. You know, I really don't recall. 
6 Q. Okay. 
7 A. I really don't recall how I came out on that 
8 property. 
9 Q. And then it took you almost two years after 
10 that to locate a property that you actually purchased; 
11 correct? 
12 A. I would say, at least two years. Yes, sir. 
13 Q. All right. Tell me, when you were working 
14 with Mr. Batchelor, did the two of you enter into any 
15 kind of written representation agreement? 
16 A. I thought we did, yes. 
17 MR. MILLEMA NN: Okay. What exhibit is next? 
18 THE REPORTER: Exhibit 27. 
19 (Exhibit 27 marked.) 
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1 Q. Were you were asked to produce documents to us 
2 in response to our discovery? 
3 A. J would imagine so. 
4 Q. Okay. And what did you do to gather 
5 responsive documents about the transaction, and whether 
6 it be in contracts, letters, emails, stuff like that, 
7 what did you do to gather those materials? 
8 A. Well, in your particular -- we asked 
9 Mr. Batchelor for his file on this matter. J didn't 
10 have a copy of this. This came out of Kevin's file. 
11 Q. My question is, when you responded to our 
12 discovery requests, what did you do to gather documents 
13 together to produce? 
14 A. Well, you would have to ask my lawyer -- my 
15 attorney, as far as what they did. But as far as l was 






A. on my computer, and that I had in my 
Q. (BY MR. COLLAER) Could you identify Exhibit 20 possession. 
1 No. 27 for me, please? 21 Q. Okay. 
A. This says, "Buyer Representation Agreement." 
Q. You see at the first page, paragraph No. 1, 
where it says, "Buyer." Do you see that? 
A. Yes. 
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l Q. That references yourself; does it not? 
2 A. That's what it says, yes. 
3 Q. You look down at the bottom of page 1, under 
4 "Buyer's Initials." 
s A. Yeah. 
6 Q. Do you recognize the initials there? 
7 A. No, not really. 
8 Q. Are those your initials? 
9 A. Those do not look like my initials, and it 
does not look like my signature either. 
Q. On page 3? 
A. Yes. 
Q. ls it your testimony, that you did not sign 
this document? 
A. I don't recall signing this document. And 
then, as I said, it does not appear to be my signature. 
Q. ls it possible that you did sign it, and you 
don't remember it? 
19 A. Anything is possible. 
20 Q. But my question, Mr. Petrus, is it your 
21 testimony, that you did not enter into a Buyer's 
Representation Agreement with Mr. Batchelor? 
A. I don't recall if I did or didn't. 
Q. You can't say one way or the other? 
A. No, this just does not look like my signature. 
22 
23 
A. And then I turned them over to my attorney. 
Q. Did you have emails or letters on your 
24 computer that you gave to your attorney; you gathered 
25 and gave to your attorney? 
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1 A. I think I gave them a couple of emails. 
2 Q. Any letters? 
3 A. I don't recall any letters, just emails. 
4 Q. Did you recall any correspondence or emails 
5 between yourself and Mr. Batchelor, dealing with what he 
6 was going to do as far as representing yourself? 
7 A. No, there was nothing like that. 
8 MR. COLLAER: Handing you what f'm going to 
9 mark as Exhibit No. 28. 
10 (Exhibit 28 marked.) 
11 Q. (BY MR. COLLAER) Would you identify No. 28 
12 for me? 
13 A. It says, "Right Now You Are a Customer." 
14 Q. Could you look down at the signature line in 
15 the lower left-hand corner? 
16 A. Yes. 
17 Q. Do you recognize that signature? 
18 A. That could be my signature. 
19 Q. Does your handwriting on the date look to be 
20 your own? 
21 A. It doesn't -- it doesn't look like my 
22 signature. I can't say with -- I can tell you, this is 
23 not my signature. But this -- I can't tell for --
24 way or another whether this was my signature 
25 Q. So No. 28 --
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1 A. I do recall getting one of these in connection 
2 with Tamarack. 
3 Q. Do you recall getting a new brochure from 
4 Mr. Batchelor in any other setting? 
5 A. No. I recall getting something like this 
6 (indicating) in connection with Tamarack. 
7 Q. When you purchased, or when you sold? 
8 A. When I sold Tamarack. He didn't buy Tamarack 
9 for me. 
10 Q. Who was representing you when you sold 
11 Tamarack? 
12 A. Mr. Batchelor. 
13 Q. Tell me, when you told Mr. Batchelor, when he 
14 was looking for properties for you, other than lakefront 
15 properties, was there any other specific details or 
16 amenities you told him that you were looking for? 
17 A. Not really. 
18 Q. Was there any characteristics that you told 
19 him that you did not want? 
20 A. I can't recall. 
21 Q. These houses that you looked at that you 
22 rejected, was the issue floor plan, or price, or --
2 3 A. Well, there was a couple of houses -- there 
24 was one house, in particular, that I was somewhat 
j25 interested in, but the master bedroom -- the floor 
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1 plan -- I would say, the floor plan was not -- was not 
2 appropriate. The master bedroom was too small. The 
3 kitchen was -- they were all just melted together. 
4 Q. And, Mr. Petrus, returning again, just briefly 
5 to Exhibit No. 27. Is it your testimony that you did 
6 not at any time enter into a written representation 
7 agreement with Mr. Batchelor? 
8 MS. FOSTER: Objection; asked and answered. 
9 THE WITNESS: Yeah, I don't recall entering 
10 into a written representation agreement with respect to 
11 the purchase of the home on Payette Drive. 
12 Q. (BY MR. COLLAER) Well, if you look at No. 
13 27, this is not limited to Payette Drive. So my 
14 question is, with respect to your search for properties 
15 to purchase in Valley County, did you, or did you not, 
16 enter into a written representation agreement with 
17 Mr. Batchelor and Re/Max Resort Realty? 
18 A. I can't recall. This is not my signature. So 
19 I can't -- as far as this agreement is concerned, I 
20 would have to say, no. 
21 Q. Do you ever recall signing a representation 
22 agreement that looked like Exhibit 27, with 
23 Mr. Batchelor and Re/Max Realty? 
24 A. Not that I recall. 
25 Q. Now, as I understand your prior testimony, 
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1 when you found the Payette Drive property, and the first 
2 time you toured it, you and Mr. Batchelor walked through 
3 the property, was it three times, before you made a 
4 written offer to purchase, or am I wrong? Correct me if 
5 I'm wrong about that. 
6 A. I think what I said is that we actually walked 
7 through it twice. 
8 Q. Okay. 
9 A. And we may have driven up -- we may have 
10 driven up to it. 
11 Q. And, Mr. Petrus, to be clear, what my question 
12 was, is in the time frame prior to making a written 
13 offer to purchase the property, how many times were you 
14 and Mr. Batchelor at 2130 Payette Drive? 
15 A. Inside the house at least twice. 
16 Q. Okay. 
17 A. We may have been there on the third occasion, 
18 but not have gone inside. 
19 Q. The first time you were there, was with 
20 yourself, Mr. Batchelor, and your fiancee, Ellen, and 
21 the three of you walked through the various rooms in the 
22 house; correct? 
I 23 A. Correct. 
1 24 Q. How did you gain access? 
A. Kevin was able to get us into the house. 
Page 
1 Q. Did he have a key? Was there a lockbox? 
2 A. 1 don't recall. 
3 Q. Okay. 
4 A. I think Michael Wood met us there one time. 
5 Q. ls that the first time, or the second time you 
6 were through? 
7 A. I can't recall. 
8 Q. Okay. 
9 A. And I could be wrong on that, too. 
10 Q. Understood. The first time that you were with 
11 Mr. Batchelor, the first time you walked through the 
12 home, how long were the three of you there? 
13 A. Quite a considerable amount of time. I just 
14 don't remember offhand exactly how much, less than an 
15 hour. 
16 Q. When you first walked into the home, was there 
17 something that you saw that just caught your eye that 
18 you either liked or disliked? 
19 A. I think the view, more than anything, was 
20 probably the biggest selling point of the house. 
21 Q. That would be something you liked? 
22 A. Yes. 
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1 Q. As you walked through the home, you could see 
2 just how the rooms were configured, and what its 
3 condition, that type of a thing, was there anything that 
4 you saw that you didn't like? 
5 A. Well, there is nothing that I didn't -- let me 
6 put it this way. There were things that if I had my way 
7 of doing, I would have changed. Okay? 
8 Q. Understood. 
9 A. But there is nothing that I just was ready to 
10 throw up on. 
Q. Sure. 
12 A. Does that answer your question? 
13 Q. I think it does. Maybe the better way to 
14 characterize it is, if it had been your custom home, the 
15 layout would be a little different? 
16 A. Correct. 
17 Q. But as it was built, there was nothing about 
10 the layout that made you decide, I'm not interested in 
19 the home? 
20 A. That's very well put. 
21 Q. When you went inside, was the house clean? 
22 A. Yes. 
23 Q. The areas of the dining room and the kitchen, 
24 was it hardwood floor? 
25 A. Yes. 
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1 Q. Was it finished hardware? I mean, did it have 
2 a shine on it? 
3 A. I don't know if it had a shine, per se. But 
4 it was kind of a -- it was a very nice hardwood. I 
5 wouldn't call it very shiny, no. 
6 Q. Okay. Did you detect any kind of staining or 
7 anything, on the hardwood in the kitchen or the dining 
8 room? 
9 A. I don't recall. 
10 Q. Specifically in the area of these french doors 
11 we've been talking about, did you see any staining, or 
12 discoloration on the hardwood floor in that area? 
13 A. No. 
14 Q. As you walked around on the hardwood floor in 
15 that area, did the floor appear solid? 
16 A. I didn't walk over there. 
17 Q. At any part of the house when you were 
1s walking, did the floor appear to be solid to you? 
19 A. Wherever I was, it appeared to be solid. 
20 Q. Was there any room, or any rooms while you 
21 were there that first visit, that you did not walk 
22 through? 
23 A. No. No. There were no rooms r didn't walk 
24 through, or Jet's -- stuck my head in. 
25 Q. Okay. Tell me, at the time that you first 
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1 walked through the property, what was your understanding 
2 of whether Ms. Gentry was still living there on a 
3 regular basis, or did you have an understanding one way 
4 or another? 
5 A. It looked lived in. 
6 Q. Do you know if she was living there at the 
7 time? 
8 A. I was told that she was not there 24/7, but 
9 that she lived there quite often. 
10 Q. So after your first visit, could you describe 
11 for me the conversations between yourself and 
12 Mr. Batchelor about 2130 Payette Drive, from the time of 
13 your first visit, until you went back for your second 
14 visit? 
15 A. No, just that we liked -- you know, he was 
16 very -- very positive on the home. He thought that it 
17 would be a good match for me. You know, he was 
18 very -- you know, he used the same -- basically, the 
19 same selling points that Jean Odmark and Michael Wood 
20 were. You know, he was bringing out the fact that, I 
21 guess, the cost of construction was something like 1.3 
22 million or something. And it was a bargain at 800,000. 
23 You know, it was a very well built home. It 
24 was -- Chris Kirk was the contractor, a wonderful 
25 reputation. The house was extremely solid. And, you 
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1 know, it was -- it was a very good deal. 
2 Q. Okay. 
3 A. Basically. 
4 Q. Tell me --
5 A. Well, and let me -- we also went into, to a 
6 certain extent about, I wasn't too happy about the fact 
7 that it was a leased property. 
8 Q. Sure. 
9 A. And that was something that we had to discuss 
10 over quite extensively and overcome. 
11 Q. Certainly. You would have preferred deeded 
12 property. But I don't know how many opportunities for 
13 deeded property on the lake existed at that time, or do 
14 you know of any? 
15 A. Well, some of the other houses we looked at, 
16 the one Wilson house that we looked at, that was deeded. 
11 Q. Okay. 
1a A. And there were some other houses deeded. But 
19 all in all, he thought that given everything, I could 
20 line up to buy the property at some point. 
21 Q. And the fact that you might be able to buy the 
22 property at some point, that turned out to be true; 
23 correct? 
24 A. Yeah, it wasn't easy though. 
25 Q. Understood. 
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2 Q. And do you have any reason to believe that his 
3 estimate of the construction costs of the property of 
4 the home of 1.3 million, was anything inaccurate about 
5 that? 
6 A. No, I have no reason to doubt. 
7 Q. Okay. 
8 A. That that was -- because, I mean, I heard it 
9 so many times I --
10 Q. Sure. 
ll A. Yeah,!--
12 Q. Did you have any reason to believe that the 
13 reputation of Mr. Kirk at that time as a contractor in 
14 the community was good? 
15 A. Did I have any reason to doubt --
16 Q. Yes. 
17 A. -- Mr. Batchelor's reputation of Mr. Kirk at 
18 the time? 
19 Q. Yes. 
20 A. No. 
21 Q. Do you have any information suggesting 
22 Mr. Batchelor was aware of anything that he should have 
23 told you about, that Mr. Kirk was anything, but a 
24 reputable, well thought of builder? 
25 A. At the time, no. 
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1 Q. So the impression I'm getting is what 
2 Mr. Batchelor was telling you about the home of why he 
3 thought it would be a good fit for you. As far as you 
4 knew, he was telling you accurate information? 
5 A. I wouldn't disagree with that at all. 
6 Q. Now, the second tour. How much time elapsed 
7 from your first tour to the second time you went through 
8 the home? 
9 A. You know, I'm sorry. I should be better on 
10 dates, but I just --
ll Q. Approximates is fine. A couple of days, a 
12 couple of weeks? 
13 A. No. God. I really can't recall. 
14 Q. Was it over a month? 
15 A. I would have to go back and look at the 
16 pictures, l would think. That would --
1 7 Q. That's fair. 
18 A. That would give me -- we took pictures both 
19 times we were there. 
20 Q. Okay. 
21 A. And there might be some date stamps on those 
• 22 pictures. 
23 Q. Sure. And you took pictures each time you 
24 walked through? 
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Q. But suffice it to say, some period of time 
lapsed between the two visits? 
A. Correct. 
Q. And at the time of the second visit, had you 
and Mr. Batchelor been having any conversations about 
whether or not you wanted to write an offer? 
A. I don't think so. Not at that juncture. 
Q. Had you made a decision that you wanted to 
make an off er yet? 
A. No. And I pressed Kevin on other -- on other 
availabilities. 
Q. Okay. And did he give you other properties 
that were available? 
A. Just that one house that I talked about, you 
know, with the master being too small, and all that. 
That was the only thing that came up around that time --
Q. Okay. 
A. -- that was even in the ballpark. And there 
was one -- can I add some more? 
Q. Absolutely. 
A. And there was one at -- I was attracted to a 
house over at -- what is it? Whitetail. [t was a very 
nice house. But again, no lakefront, and there were 
some other issues about it that I can't recall. 
Q. Tell me, the second tour of the home, again, 
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1 you and Mr. Batchelor were there. How about Ellen? 
2 A. Ellen was there. 
3 Q. Other than the three of you, and you said 
4 perhaps Mike Wood may have been there, too? 
5 A. Mike Wood had let us in at one time, and I 
6 think, Cathy Batchelor one time, as well. 
7 Q. Prior to making the offer? 
8 A. Yes. 
9 Q. Now, the second tour of the home, when you got 
10 there, how long were you in the home during that visit? 
11 A. I would say about the same time. 
12 Q. So a little less than an hour? 
13 A. Yes. 
14 Q. What were you doing while you were there? 
1s A. The same thing as we always did, look at 
16 house, take pictures, look around, take measurements. 
17 Q. Is there a reason you wanted to look and see 
18 at the house after the first visit? 
19 A. Yes. 
20 Q. What were you looking for? 
21 A. I was looking at a house that I could like, 
• 22 and I could live in. 
23 Q. You were looking at the layout to see if this 
24 was something T could live in? 
25 A. Right. 
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1 Q. Understood. Was there anything when you got 
2 there that caused you any -- that you didn't like? 
3 A. Again, I don't think so. 
4 Q. Other than what we've talked about earlier? 
5 A. No. No. No. Like I said, there were things 
6 that ifl had to do it my way, it would have been done 
7 differently. 
0 Q. Certainly. 
9 A. Nothing is perfect, but it was a very nice 
10 house. 
11 Q. Understood. I understand if it was a custom 
12 home, and you were working with the architect. 
13 A. Yes, right. 
14 Q. The floor plan would be a little different. 
15 A. Right. 
16 Q. Because it would be to fit your desire, what 
17 you want? 
10 A. Right. 
19 Q. But there was nothing about the floor plan of 
20 this house that made you think, I can't stand this, and 
21 I can't live here? 
22 A. No. 
23 Q. This is too weird for me? 
24 A. No. 
25 Q. Nothing of that nature? 
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1 A. No. If it was, I wouldn't have bought the 
2 house. 
3 Q. I would assume that. 
4 A. Right. 
5 Q. As far as physical condition of the house, was 
6 it in the same condition as it was during your first 
7 visit? 
8 A. As I recall, yes. 
9 Q. You didn't see any kind of water staining, or 
10 discoloration on the wood floors, or anything like that? 
11 A. No. 
12 Q. Did you open and close any of the doors 
13 leading to and from the deck? 
14 A. The one -- we did go out on the deck through 
15 the center doors. 
16 Q. But not the french doors that we've been 
17 talking about? 
18 A. No. 
19 Q. Tell me, during the time that you did this 
20 second tour, can you describe for me the conversations 
21 you've had with Mr. Batchelor about the home while you 
22 were at the house? 
23 A. The same basic sort of thing, you know, Kevin 
24 was pushing me to buy it, to make an offer. 
25 Q. Sure. 
e 
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1 A. You know, he had thought that we could -- you 
2 know, he had come -- you know, Kevin is notorious for 
3 suggesting lower, you know, lower offers. And I think 
4 that he thought we could get the house for a lot less 
5 than we eventually did buy it for. 
6 Q. Okay. 
7 A. And there is nothing wrong with that. But I'm 
8 just saying, he's notorious for coming in low. 
9 Q. But that's him representing you; correct? 
10 A. Right. 
11 Q. So during this tour, did the two of you talk 
12 about potential prices to offer? 
13 A. I think we did. 
14 Q. So am I correct in assuming, that at least at 
15 the time of this second walk through, you were 
16 interested enough that you were considering making an 
1 7 offer to purchase? 
10 A. I think so, yes. 
19 Q. How soon after the second tour, was the first 
20 offer actually written? 
21 A. Not too -- maybe a few days. 
22 Q. Okay. 
23 A. You know, this may have been the third one. l 
24 just want to make sure. 



























were you with Mr. Batchelor when the RE-21 was being 
filled out? 
A. l don't believe so, no. We did it back in his 
office. 
Q. Were you at the office with him while he was 
doing it? 
A. No, not the entire time. 
Q. Okay. I'm assuming that because you've 
already identified it, and your initials and signature's 
on it; correct? 
A. l believe so, yes. 
Q. I'm presuming you read that entire contract 
before you signed it? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And, obviously, having been a practicing 
attorney, you know more about contracts than 
Mr. Batchelor does; would you agree with that? 
MS. FOSTER: Objection. 
THE WlTNESS: l don't necessarily know if 
that's true or not. Not to be a contract lawyer, but l 
don't know. 
Q. (BY MR. COLLAER) You, obviously, have legal 
training? 
A. Yeah, but in what? I'm a litigator. 
Q. Tell me, did you consider having the contract 
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1 drafted by an attorney, or drafting it yourself? 1 
2 A. No, but l had gotten the -- excuse me. l had 2 
3 gotten the understanding that you have to use forms in 3 
4 the state of Idaho. 4 
5 Q. Where did you get that understanding? 5 
6 A. Kevin Batchelor. 6 
7 Q. Tell me, any of the terms on that RE-21, did 7 
8 you ask him to line any of the preprinted terms out? 8 
9 A. No, I don't think so. I thought -- you know, 9 
10 I thought that he had told me that these are pretty 10 
11 standard, and they had to be used. You 11 
12 couldn't -- except for maybe there was the little places 12 
13 that add things. I don't think you were supposed to, 13 
14 you know, screw with them. 14 
15 Q. Okay. The purchase price that you offered 15 
16 this 755, who came up with that number? 16 
17 A. I think Kevin did. 17 
18 Q. And you agreed? 18 
19 A. Yeah. 19 
20 Q. You started with -- 20 
21 A. Yeah, we kind of did it jointly, to be 21 
22 completely honest with you. 22 
23 Q. So it was a discussion back and forth? .23 
•24 A. Right. 24 
1
25 Q. Between the two of you? 25 
---
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1 A. Yes. 1 
2 Q. When you got to the portion of the RE-21 2 
3 dealing with home inspections, did the two of you talk 3 
4 about having an inspection done? 4 
5 A. Yes, I insisted on having a home inspector 5 
6 inspect the home. 6 
7 Q. Why don't you tell me as much as you recollect 7 
8 about your discussions with Mr. Batchelor of having a 8 
9 home inspector? 9 
10 A. I told him that I wanted it mainly, because 10 
11 I'm from San Diego. And mainly because we've got a poor 11 
12 reputation in San Diego. I wanted to have a Cracker 12 
13 Jack home inspector that I could rely on, that could do 13 
14 a really good job to make sure that the house was sound. 14 
15 And given the fact that, you know, the weather here is 15 
16 not conducive to -- you know, stucco, let's say, or, you 16 
17 know, it's not conducive to -- the weather, it takes a 17 
18 beating on things. 18 
19 Q. Sure. 19 
:20 A. And so I wanted to have a very good, excellent 20 
21 home inspector to do a great job. That was bonded. 21 
22 That was insured. That was going to stand behind it, ,22 
23 and inspect everything, and to make sure the house was 23 
24 sound. Because I was investing a lot of money, and 24 
because of general reputation of what had gone on in 25 
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San Diego, and what had -- and, you know, we're not in 
San Diego any more. We're actually in a much more foul 
weather climate. 
Q. Tell me, did you want a local inspector, 
considering the fact that you were concerned about the 
weather up here, and how it affected homes? 
A. Not so much that. I mean, I could have got 
somebody from Boise. You know, any kind of cold weather 
person, I guess, would have been fine. 
Q. Are you aware of inspection companies from 
Boise that were doing work up here at that time? 
A. No, not that l was aware of. I didn't know 
anything about who was available. Other than I had 
been -- from time to time, I've seen a lot of 
advertisements, and people's vehicles, you know, home 
inspector. Not too long ago, I was at Rite Aid over in 
McCall, and there was a home inspector. 
Q. Do you know how many home inspecting companies 
were operating in Valley County at the time you 
purchased the Payette Drive property? 
A. No, I didn't. 
Q. Would it surprise you, there were only two? 
A. No, I wasn't told that. 
Q. Have you had any contact with the other home 
inspector home inspection company at all? 
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A. No. 
Q. Do you know who he is? 
A. No. I was never informed of it. And I would 
assume that you could use a general contractor, if you 
wanted to. 
Q. Okay. Do you know of any general contractors 
here that are doing home inspections? 
A. Not, in particular. But I know in San Diego, 
you could probably hire somebody to do a home 
inspection. 
Q. Tell me, did Mr. Batchelor give you the names 
of potential home inspectors? 
A. No, he just told me the one person, who would 
be the inspector. 
Q. Who? 
A. Mr. McKenna. 
Q. Did he tell you there were other home 
inspectors available? 
A. At one point, later on, he insisted that he 
sent me a letter with three home inspectors in it. 
Q. Okay. 
A. And I told him, Kevin, that wasn't true. You 
sent me a letter. You appointed it. You hired the 
inspector. You --
Q. All right. Tell me. Go ahead and finish. 
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1 A. I mean, yeah, you were the one that picked 
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2 McKenna. You insisted on McKenna. You never sent me a 
3 letter with three names on it. 
4 Q. Tell me, are you aware of whether any other 
5 home inspection service here in town has errors and 
6 omissions insurance? 
7 A. I don't know. 
8 Q. Would it surprise you, he does not? 
9 A. No one disclosed one way or the other. 
10 Q. Are you aware of any home inspection services 
11 in Boise who carry errors and omissions insurance? 
12 A. Not that I'm aware of. 
13 Q. And 1 understand there is a difference of 
14 recollection between yourself and Mr. Batchelor about 
15 providing other home inspectors names, and that type of 
16 stuff. I understand that. 
11 When accepting your version of him suggesting 
18 Mr. McKenna, did you ask Mr. Batchelor any questions 
19 about Mr. McKenna, personally? 
20 A. Yes, I asked about his qualifications, whether 
21 he was insured, what were his qualifications, what was 
22 his reputation. 
23 Q. Okay. 











Q. What were you told? 
A. Told me he was excellent, told me he was 
insured, and he was the best person for the job. 
Q. Tell me, did you ever talk to Mr. McKenna 
prior to the inspection? 
A. Yes, I did. 
Q. And why don't you tell me about that 
conversation? 
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A. I just asked him, are you insured? Are you 
prepared to do this? You know, how long have you been 
doing this? That sort of thing. 
Q. And what did Mr. McKenna tell you? 
A. He said he had been doing it for a long time, 
and that he was a former general contractor, and built 
Edmond A. Petrus, Jr. 
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1 Q. And where did you get that information? 
2 A. I got that from asking other people in his 
3 office. 
4 Q. And who, specifically? 
5 A. Susan -- I forget her last name. 
6 Q. Okay. 
1 A. And I also -- oh, God. I can't remember their 
8 names. If I had a list of the people that work in that 
9 office, l could tell you. 
10 Q. Mr. Petrus, my question to you was: Do you 
11 have any reason to believe that the information that 
12 Mr. Batchelor may have received from Mr. McKenna 
13 concerning his qualifications, his background, whether 
14 or not he had any insurance, was any different from the 
15 information that Mr. McKenna relayed to yourself, 
16 personally? 
17 A. You are asking me to speculate what he told 
18 Kevin. I don't know what he told Kevin. 
19 Q. All right. Tell me --
2 o A. Just that, you know, that I've since heard 
21 that McKenna's reputation is not very good in town. 
22 Q. And again, you've never spoken with Joe Riches 
123 of Mountain Valley Inspections? 
24 A. No. 
25 Q. Do you know what his reputation is? 
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1 A. There were a couple of contractors that I 





somebody you used if you wanted the sale to go through. 
And the other people that were available in town were 
more discerning, and much more thorough in their 
approach. 
Q. Did they tell you any other home inspectors 
8 available in town that were in town, other than 







A. They had mentioned several. I just can't 
remember them at the time. 
Q. Are these home inspection companies, or just 
individuals? 
many homes. He was very familiar with construction in 
McCall, having done it for many years. Felt very 15 
confident being able to do this home. You know, he said 16 




A. They are home inspectors. 
Q. Tell me, when you spoke with Mr. McKenna, how 






Q. Do you have any reason to believe that any 
information Mr. McKenna gave you when you talked to him, 
was different from the information Mr. McKenna may have 
provided Kevin Batchelor about his qualifications, 
background, insurance, that type of thing? 
A. My understanding -- and maybe this is not 
answering your question. My understanding was 
I found that Kevin's office used McKenna quite 
A. I think l -- after I got the letter from 
Kevin, telling me who the inspector was, I called him 
within 24 hours, or within a few hours of getting that 
letter. 
Q. And when you talked to Mr. McKenna, is there 
information he gave you that caused you any concern 
this wasn't the person that you wanted to do your 
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l A. No. 
2 Q. Prior to the inspection being done, did you 
3 receive any written documentation, or anything from 
4 Mr. McKenna? 
5 A. I can't recall. 
6 Q. Did you sign any kind of an agreement or 
7 contract with him about the inspection? 
8 A. I can't recall. He's not produced anything, 
9 and I don't recall him signing anything. 
10 Q. Tell me, focusing on the home inspection, 
11 itself, what kind of an inspection did you expect that 
12 he would do? And what I'm focusing on, was it going to 
13 be a visual inspection, or was he going to do 
14 destructive testing, that type of thing? What was your 
15 expectation? 
16 A. I expected him to do a thorough investigation 
17 of the construction of the home, and inspect everything 
18 that he says he would inspect, and give me an accurate 
i 
119 
depiction of the condition of the home. 
20 Q. Well, my question was, did you expect him to 
!21 do a visual inspection of the home, or did you expect 
that he would do any kind of destructive testing? 
MS. FOSTER: Objection. That wasn't 
your question. 
But you can answer. 
1 THE WITNESS: I don't know what you mean by 
2 destructive testing, but --
3 Q. (BY MR. COLLAER) I'll be happy to explain it. 
4 A. Let me finish my answer. When he put in his 
5 report that he inspected six doors --
6 Q. Sure. 
1 A. -- I expected him to inspect every single 
8 door. 
9 Q. Okay. When I talk about a visual inspection, 
10 what I'm talking about is, they are in the area, or they 
11 walk through. They visually, eyes on, look at it, and 
12 they observe whatever they observe. 
13 A destructive testing would be they remove 
14 paneling. They take things apart. Maybe drill holes to 
15 look behind walls, that type of thing. 
16 A. No, I expect him to --
17 Q. Let me ask the question. 
10 A. No, let me finish. 
19 Q. Let me ask the question. With that 
20 explanation, did you anticipate he was going to do a 
21 visual inspection, or was it to include destructive 
22 testing? 
23 MS. FOSTER: And I'll object to the extent you 
24 are implying that those are the only two methods that 
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THE WITNESS: Yes, I expected a different one. 
I expected visual plus he would operate -- he would 
operate al I the doors. He would tum on the faucet to 
see if the hot water was running. He would see if the 
washer and dryers were working properly. See if all the 
lights would go on when you flick on the light switch. 
I expected him to not just do a visual, but I 
wanted him to check out everything. Now, did I expect 
him to drill holes in the wall? Well, of course, not. 
But do I expect him to check to make sure that 
everything was operable in the house? Yes, sir. 
Q. (BY MR. COLLAER) I think J understand. 
think we're talking about the same thing. I think we 
are. 
Tell me, I understand that you've testified 
that he did not open and close all the doors? 
A. Correct. 
Q. And that's --
A. He admitted so. 
Q. And that's what you are critical of the 
inspection he did? 
A. Correct. 
Q. And did you have any when you got his 
report --
A. Well, I'm critical of other things, too. But 
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1 go ahead. 
2 Q. When you got his report, by looking at it, was 
3 there any way for you, or anybody who read the report, 
4 could have told you that he did not open and close all 
5 the doors? 
6 A. No. 
1 Q. Do you contend that Mr. Batchelor had any 
8 knowledge that Mr. McKenna had not opened and closed all 
9 the doors? 
10 A. I think there had been complaints to Kevin and 
11 Re/Max about the viability, or the competence of 
12 Mr. McKenna before. And the answer to your question, 
13 maybe he should have questioned Mc Kenna a little closely 
14 given those complaints. 
15 Q. But you have no information suggesting that 
16 Mr. Batchelor actually knew, after the inspection was 
17 done, that Mr. McKenna had not opened and closed all the 
10 doors? 
19 A. No. 
20 Q. Okay. Tell me, is there any condition that 
21 was available through, by turning on the faucets, or 
something to make sure that a system is working, turning 
on a light switch, or through a visual inspection, that 
you contend that Mr. McKenna saw, that he omitted from 
his report? 
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A. I'm sorry, what? 1 to and indicated that. And he had indicated to 
Q. That was a bad question. 2 Mr. Longmire, and to me, that he doesn't always do 
A. I'm sorry. 3 everything that he says he does in his report. 
Q. Maybe break it into two. Is there any 4 Q. And Mr. Longmire told, or relayed to you that 
condition that you contend that Mr. McKenna saw in that 5 Mr. McKenna made that admission to him? 
house, that he did not document in his report? 6 A. He made that admission to me, too. 
A. Yes. 7 Q. Okay. That was after you talked to him after 
Q. What? 8 the inspection report? 
A. I think the existence of the water in the 9 A. Right after the door. 
place where it was coming out of the crawlspace, and the 10 Q. Okay. And you've talked about when you talked 




wall it was, together with the presence of ants, 12 A. Right. 
indicates water intrusion. 13 Q. Tell me -- he described the photograph that he 
And that Mr. McKenna should have, at that 14 gave of the water in the crawlspace. And his opinion 





coming in here. And there may be water intrusion 16 consider a sump pump. 
somewhere. And you need to further investigate the 17 Is there anything about that description that 
issue of water intrusion. 18 you contend is inaccurate? 
Q. Okay. Well, maybe a better way to ask this 19 A. Yes. 
20 is. Is there any water intrusion which you contend 20 Q. What? 
21 existed in this house, that Mr. Mc Kenna actually saw, 21 A. It's because the amount of water, and the 
22 
23 
and actually knew was there, but he did not include it • 22 place that far up the wall is not spring runoff. It's 
in his report? 23 coming from above. Not below, not from the ground 
24 A. I don't think he emphasized it correctly. 24 water, but from above. 








importance. And, in fact, he misled the reader to 
believe it was normal seepage, when it wasn't. 
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Q. Well, I understand what his report says. But 
my question was, was other than what he actually saw, 
and I understand that you contend as he wrote it up, and 
told you what he saw, and given you the picture of what 
he's seen, that he should have described it as more of a 
8 concern than he did? Correct me if I'm 
9 mischaracterizing your view of it. 
10 I understand that. But my question is, that 
11 other than that water that he's described in his report, 
and he took photographs of, and documented, are you 
contending there was any water intrusion, other than 
14 that existed, that he saw, and then just chose not to 
12 
13 









MS. FOSTER: Object to the mischaracterization 
of the report. 
But you can answer the question. 
THE WITNESS: Other than what I've testified 
to, no. 
Q. (BY MR. COLLAER) Okay. 
A. But there are other areas that I since found 
out that he said he inspected, that he didn't 
Q. Why don't you tell me about that? 
A. There is one that Mr. Longmire had 
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1 A. That, together with the ants, indicate a 
2 presence of water intrusion, that should have been red 
3 flagged. 
4 Q. Okay. Tel1 me, do the photographs that were 
5 on the inspection report, they show -- let me ask you 
6 this. 
7 Do you contend that there is a better 
8 depiction or view of that water that Mr. McKenna saw, 
9 and the ant intrusion that he saw that he took 
10 photographs of, that was a better view, that should have 
11 been used, other than the one he did? 
12 A. I don't know what -- you are asking me for 
13 speculation. I don't know what pictures he took. 
14 Q. You've seen the inspection report with the 
15 photographs he took of the water on the wall, and of the 
16 ants; correct? 
17 A. I've seen the pictures in his report. 
18 Q. Okay. Do those pictures from the report on 
19 the water, does that show it further up the wall, how 
2 o you are describing, that it indicates it's coming from a 
21 source, other than spring runoff? 
22 A. According to experts that I have talked to, 
23 yes. 
24 Q. Just looking at the report, it's the 
2 5 photographs, itself? 
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2 Q. But those photographs you had, and you saw 
3 yourself; correct? 
4 A. Correct, but I'm not an expert. 
5 Q. Understood. Did you discuss the water, or 
6 anything of that, that was in the crawlspace, with Kevin 
7 Batchelor after you got the report? 
8 A. No, Kevin and I and Mr. McKenna discussed it 
9 together. 
10 Q. And did Mr. Batchelor ask Mr. McKenna any 
11 questions about the water that he had found in the 
12 crawlspace? 
13 A. No, he didn't ask any questions. I was the 
14 one asking the questions. 
15 Q. All right. And since you've been in the 
16 house, has the water in this area where these pictures 
17 were taken, reappeared? 
18 A. No. 
19 Q. And what do you attribute that to? 
20 A. I think Beau Value did what a -- well, number 
21 one, the reason why, we've taken care of the water 
22 intrusion. 
23 Q. And what do you contend was the source of that 
24 water? 
25 A. That water was coming from upstairs. 
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1 Q. And that's by the french doors? 
2 A. Correct. 
3 THE WITNESS: Before you ask your next 
4 question, do you mind ifI run to the rest room? 
5 MR. COLLAER: Absolutely. 
6 (A recess was had.) 
7 Q. (BY MR. COLLAER) Mr. Petrus, in your 
8 inspection contingency addendum, I think, it's Addendum 
9 No. 6. Yes, it's Addendum No. 6, the inspection 
10 contingency release, and that's --
11 MS. FOSTER: Is it this (indicating)? 
12 MR. COLLAER: No, that's the counteroffer. 
13 MS. FOSTER: Thank you. 
14 Q. (BY MR. COLLAER) I'll show you this,just to 
15 help you. It's part of Exhibit No. I. It's at the back 
16 ofit. Do you see that's got the second page to that, 
17 also? It has --
18 MR. MILLEMANN: 162 is the signed. 
19 Q. (BY MR. COLLAER) Yes, 162 is the signed 
20 version. Okay? 
21 A. Uh-huh. 
22 MS. FOSTER: I'm sorry. Just give me two 
23 seconds. 
24 Q. (BY MR. COLLAER) When you signed Exhibit 
25 No. 6, the addendum contingency release, what did you 
e Edmond A. Petrus, Jr. 




understand you were signing, when you signed this 
addendum? 
3 A. The document speaks for itself. 
4 
5 
Q. Okay. Well, before you signed it, you read it 
before you signed it; did you not? 
6 A. Yes. 
7 
8 
Q. Okay. Did you have any questions about any of 







Q. Did you ask that any of the language in 
Addendum No. 6 be changed? 
A. I didn't need to. 
Q. As part of the addendum, I think, it's 
14 
15 
Addendum No. 5, where there were certain repairs that 
were going to be done. Do you remember that? 
16 A. [ don't have it in front of me. 




Petrus 157, is the signed version, but it's not real 




My question to you, Mr. Petrus, is the repair 




A. Paragraph No. 3? 
Q. Yes. Inspection report, and there is a 
paragraph A through D. Do you see that? 
1 A. Yeah. 
Page 
2 Q. Were the repairs identified on Addendum No. 5 
3 performed prior to closing? 
4 A. I don't know. 
5 Q. Since you moved into the house, have you found 
6 that any of those repairs were not done? 
7 A. I haven't really taken a look at it in light 
8 ofthis. 
9 Q. So you can't say one way or another --
10 A. No, I need --
11 Q. -- as you are sitting here, today? 
12 A. No, I didn't do a final walk through. 
13 MR. COLLAER: I have nothing. 
14 MR. NEV ALA: I just have a few questions. 
15 EXAMINATION 
16 QUESTIONS BY MR. NEV ALA: 
17 Q. Mr. Petrus, Dan Nevala. I represent Mr. Kirk. 
18 I just want to ask you a few questions about Mr. Kirk. 
19 Do you remember who first told you that 
20 Mr. Kirk built the house? 
21 A. It would have been one of two people, or it 
22 would have been one of two sources. It would have been 
23 either Kevin Batchelor, or it might have been on the 
24 sales material for the house, the flier. 
25 Q. That would have come from Ms. Odmark's office? 
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1 A. Something like that, yes. 
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2 Q. So it was one of the two real estate agents? 
3 A. Yes. 
4 Q. Do you remember if you knew that prior to 
5 making an offer on the house? 
6 A. Oh, yes, I knew. 
Page 234 
7 Q. Did you visit with anybody outside of the real 
8 estate agents of Mr. Kirk, and his reputation as a 
9 builder? 
10 A. No, not really. 
11 Q. Did you know the house had been designed by an 
12 architect before you made an offer? 
13 A. Yes. 
14 Q. Did you know who the architect was? 
15 A. Yes. 
16 Q. Did you ask anybody about the architect's 
17 reputation? 
18 A. I think I knew the architect. 
19 Q. How did you know the architect? 
20 A. Socially. 
21 Q. Did you know there was an interior designer 
22 involved with the house? 
23 A. No. 
24 Q. So do you remember any conversations with 
25 either of the real estate agents, I guess, it would have 
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1 been -- let me rephrase. 
2 Do you remember having any conversations with 
3 Kevin Batchelor about Mr. Kirk, or his reputation as a 
4 builder? 
5 A. I wouldn't call them conversations. I would 
6 call them statements made by Kevin. 
7 Q. Do you remember what he said to you? 
8 A. Yeah, that Mr. Kirk was an excellent builder. 
9 Q. Anything more specific? 
10 A. No. 
11 Q. Did you ever ask him how many houses on the 
12 lake he built? 
13 A. I think Kevin volunteered that he built a lot 
14 of houses on the lake. 
15 Q. Do you feel you were misled by statements 
16 prior to making -- you know, buying this house, about 
17 Mr. Kirk's reputation as a builder? 
18 A. Yeah, about competency, yes. 
19 Q. So you have an opinion now as to Mr. Kirk's 
20 reputation or ability as a builder? 
21 A. Anybody that builds something below code, or 
22 below the standard of care is not someone I would 
23 particularly have a good opinion about. 
24 Q. Have you had conversations with folks after 
25 you bought the house? 
e 
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1 A. No, not really. 
2 Q. Have you ever said anything derogatory about 
3 Mr. Kirk's ability to build a house? 
4 A. No. 
5 Q. Do you remember Mr. Kirk coming out for a 
6 second inspection of the house? 
7 A. No, not really. 
8 Q. Do you remember a guy named Steve Lacey coming 
9 out to inspect the house? 
10 A. l don't recall. 
11 Q. I think you testified earlier, that you only 
12 remember having one conversation with Mr. Kirk; is that 
13 right? 
14 A. It was the first inspection. 
15 Q. But you don't remember him ever coming out for 
16 a second inspection? 
17 A. He might have been. I just don't recall. 
18 Q. Do you remember asking him to leave the 
19 property during a second inspection? 
20 A. No. 
21 Q. Do you remember him asking to look at the 
22 gutters in the roof? 
23 A. Yes. l think it was the first time he asked 
24 to get on the roof. 



























A. Not the first time, no. 
Q. And you don't remember a second time? 
A. No. 
Q. Do you remember having conversations with 
anyone about Nancy and Chris' relationship in building 
this house? 
MS. FOSTER: Do you have a time frame on that? 
Q. (BY MR. NEVALA) After any time, I guess, 
either prior to closing or after closing? 
A. Prior to closing or after closing? I'm sorry. 
I don't understand your question. 
Q. Let's break it down. After closing? 
A. What was your question? I'm sorry. 
Q. Did you talk with anyone about the 
relationship between Nancy and Chris prior to closing, 
in relation to the construction of this house? 
A. Not really, not that I can recall. 
Q. Anything since then? Anything post closing? 
A. Other than a couple of discussions, yes. 
Like, for example, Chris advising not to have a door 
that opens out. 
Q. Okay. 
A. Things of that nature. 
Q. And you've testified to that already today. I 
remember that. 
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1 A. Yeah, that's kind of -- and that Nancy 
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2 insisted on it. And Chris advised against it. That's 
3 what I had heard, things of that nature. 
4 Q. At any time prior to closing, did it cross 
5 your mind to want to talk to Mr. Kirk about the 
6 construction of the house? 
7 A. I don't think Mr. Kirk was around at the time. 
8 Q. When you discovered the problem with the 
9 doors, did it cross your mind to call Mr. Kirk out, and 
10 just ask him about these doors? 
11 A. I think we did do that. 
12 Q. Other than making a demand to fix, or to 
13 demand to inspect? 
14 A. I think we did do that. 
15 MR. NEVALA: Okay. I don't have anything 
16 further. Thank you. 
17 EXAMINATION 
18 QUESTIONS BY MR. PIERCE: 
19 Q. I'm Mike Pierce, representing Todd McKenna. I 
20 have a few questions. You indicated that after Kevin 
21 identified Mr. McKenna to you, that you called him. You 
22 called Todd to ask him about his qualifications; is that 
23 correct? 
24 A. Correct. 
25 Q. Do you remember what day that may have taken 
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1 place? 
2 A. It was after I got a letter from 
3 work -- excuse me -- I don't know whether they call them 
4 faxes, or emails, or letters now. It was an email or a 
5 fax from Mr. Batchelor, from Kevin, saying who the home 
6 inspector would be. 
7 Q. Okay. And did you call him from -- where were 
8 you when you received that communication from Kevin? 
9 A. I think I was at home. 
10 Q. In California? 
11 A. I believe so. 
12 Q. And did you call him on your cell phone, or is 
13 your home landline? 
14 A. I probably use my home phone. Cell service in 
15 my home is not very good. 
16 Q. Do you have access to records from your 
17 landline that you could produce for us, to see when that 
18 call was made? 
19 A. I don't know if we do or not. 
20 Q. Who is your carrier for your cell service? 
21 A. AT&T. 
22 Q. And was anyone else a party to that call? 
23 A. I think Ellen might have been around. 
24 Q. Was that the first time you had any contact 
25 with Mr. McKenna? 
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1 A. Oh, yes. 
2 Q. And do you know when it was, in relation to 
3 his inspection of the home? 
4 A. No, I can only tell you that there is a 
5 letter, or an email that we produced from Kevin 
6 Batchelor, indicating that Mr. McKenna would be the home 
7 inspector. And it was within days that I -- once I got 
8 that, that I called Todd. 
9 Q. And when was the first time that you actually 
10 met Mr. McKenna, personally? 
11 A. To go over the report, as I recall. 
12 Q. So he had actually done the report before you, 
13 personally, met with him? 
14 A. Correct. 
15 Q. Okay. 
16 A. The best that I can recall. 
17 Q. Do you recall whether, when you met with him 
18 then? If his report was done on March 15th, was that 
19 the same day that you met with him, or did you meet with 
20 him another day? 
21 A. 1 can't recall. I just know that his report 
22 was finished, and we discussed it. 
23 Q. Did you meet with him then at the home to go 
2 4 over the report? 
25 A. We did meet at the house. And we did go over 
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1 the report there. 
2 Q. And who was present at that time? 
3 A. I want to say -- I think that was asked and 
4 answered. But I think it was Kevin Batchelor was there, 
5 and I think Ellen may have been there. 
6 Q. Okay. And, of course, Mr. McKenna? 
7 A. Yes. 
8 Q. All right. 
9 A. You know, I'm almost positive the report was 
10 there. We were going over the pictures. That I 
11 distinctly recall, the pictures that were in his report. 
12 Q. Okay. 
13 A. That's why I assume the report was done, 
14 because we were going over the pictures that were in the 
15 report. 
16 Q. And do you recall, did you go through the 
17 whole house with him at that time --
18 A. No, we --
19 Q. -- to look at things? 
20 A. No, we had already done his --
21 Q. Okay. So did you just meet with him in the 
22 dining room or somewhere, and go over the things? 
23 A. I think he met me in the mud room, and he was 
24 in a hurry. And he didn't have much time. And I wanted 
25 to go over some things with him. And I think it 
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1 was -- you know, I'm trying to remember whether he 
2 dropped the report off, and then I called him later to 
3 go over it, or whether we went over it right then and 
4 there. I just remember that he was in a hurry that day, 
5 and didn't have much time. But he gave me the report, 
6 and the pictures. And I did want to -- I did want to go 
7 over some things with him. 
a Q. Okay. This may sound like I'm diverging, but 
9 I'm trying to get to the issues of timing here. 
10 Before you purchased this home, when you would 
11 come to McCall, did you stay in motels? 
12 A. Well, I owned the house in Tamarack for a 
13 while. That's where we stayed when I owned the house in 
14 Tamarack. 
15 Q. Okay. How did you travel when you came to 
16 McCall? Did you fly, and rent a car? 
17 A. Usually. 
10 Q. Okay. 
19 A. Or I would drive up here. 
20 Q. Do you recall whether you drove up on this 
21 occasion when you met with Mr. McKenna, or if you flew, 
22 or rented a car? 
23 A. I can't recall. 
24 Q. Would you have, like, credit card receipts to 
25 maybe help pin those times down for plane fare, car 
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1 rentals, that sort of thing? 
2 A. Yeah, I suppose. Yeah. 
3 Q. Would you be willing to produce those? 
4 MS. FOSTER: We'll reserve possible 
5 objections. We can talk about that later. 
6 MR. PIERCE: Okay. 
7 Q. (BY MR. PIERCE) Now, you indicated earlier 
a that Kevin actually hired Mr. McKenna; is that your 
9 understanding? 
10 A. Yes. 
11 Q. Okay. And did you pay him? 
12 A. Yes. 
13 MS. FOSTER: Paid? 
14 Q. (BY MR. PIERCE) Paid Mr. McKenna. Sorry. 
15 A. Yes. 
16 Q. When did you pay him? 
17 A. Kevin told me to bring a checkbook, and told 
18 me when to write the check, and for how much, and when 
19 to give it to him. 
20 Q. And so you did pay him by check? 
21 A. Yes. 
22 Q. And would you have a copy of that check that 
23 would indicate the date? 
24 A. To tell you the truth, I don't know what the 
25 banks are doing these days. They are going to 
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1 paperless. So I don't know what they keep. 
2 Q. Yes, I understand. 
3 A. Yeah. 
4 Q. Now, when we were off the record, you and your 
5 attorney indicated that Ellen had taken some photographs 
6 of the home in that same time frame at least, of when 
7 you were going through Kevin's inspection; is that 
8 correct? 
9 A. Todd's inspection. 
10 Q. You are correct. I'm sorry. I misspoke. 
11 Todd's inspection? 
12 A. Yeah. Yeah. We had some pictures. 
13 Q. Do you know what date those photographs were 
14 taken? 
15 A. They were taken at both the -- both the two 
16 main inspections that we did. That I was with Ellen, 
17 and Kevin, and I don't remember what the dates were. 
10 Q. And one of those was prior to your offer, if I 
19 understand; correct? 
20 A. They were both to -- well, I think they were 
21 both prior to a deal being struck. 
22 Q. Okay. Did Ellen take any photographs on the 
23 day that you met Mr. McKenna at the house to go over his 
24 report? 
25 A. She may have. I don't recall. 
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1 Q. And if I understood your testimony correctly, 
2 you met with Todd on one occasion to go over his report 
3 when it was first made. And then a month or two later, 
4 when the defects in the door were apparent to you, he 
5 came out for a second visit; is that correct? 
6 A. Right. 
7 Q. And were those the only two times that you met 
8 with Mr. McKenna, personally? 
9 A. Yes. He wanted to do it he wanted to 
10 make -- he wanted to meet over the phone. And I 
11 insisted that he come and take a look at the door. 
12 Q. Okay. And do you recall, at any time, asking 
13 him to change something in his report? 
14 A. I never asked him to change anything in his 
15 report. 
16 Q. Okay. 
17 A. The report was only for me. It wasn't for any 
18 Joan, or any bank, or anything like that. I bought the 
19 house for cash. 
20 Q. In your earlier testimony, you indicated that 
21 you had heard that Mr. McKenna's reputation was not very 
22 good in town. Can you tell me where you heard that? 
23 A. Several contractors. 
24 Q. Do you remember their names? 
25 A. I would prefer not to. I don't remember all 
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1 their names. But he told me that in confidence, and l 
2 would not --
3 Q. And when did you have those conversations, 
4 roughly? 
5 A. Around the time when the repairs were being 
6 made. 
7 Q. So a year or two later. All right. Okay. 
8 MR. PIERCE: And, Counsel, you are going to 
9 provide copies of those photographs; correct? 
10 MS. FOSTER: Yes. I think we already have, 
11 and I will double-check. If we haven't, I will 
12 supplement. 
13 MR. PIERCE: Okay. I think that's all the 
14 questions I have. 
15 MS. FOSTER: I have a few questions. Do you 
16 need a quick break before we start? 
17 THE WITNESS: No, let's get it over with. 
18 EXAMINATION 
19 QUESTIONS BY MS. FOSTER: 
20 Q. I just want to clear up a few things. You 
21 testified that you've never been in a crawlspace at 2130 
22 Payette; is that right? 
23 A. The one downstairs, yes. 
24 Q. Correct, the downstairs crawlspace? 
25 A. Yes, never been down there. 
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1 Q. Would you have trouble getting in and out of 
2 it? 
3 A. I probably would. 
4 Q. Because of the disabilities you've testified 
5 about? 
6 A. Yes, because ofmy foot, my neck, and my back. 
7 Q. This may or may not have been cleared up. But 
8 at one point, you've testified that you asked Todd 
9 whether the water was a little high in one of the 
10 photos. And at that time, you didn't have a picture in 
11 front of you. Was it, from Exhibit 4, the bottom 
12 picture, 5.0 Picture 5 on RP 60? 
13 A. I believe so. 
14 Q. Is that what you meant by a little high? 
15 A. Yeah. 
16 Q. And is that a wall? 
17 A. Yes. 
18 Q. And is that footing underneath the wall? 
19 A. You know, I believe so. It's been so long 
20 ago. 
21 Q. This is the picture you --
22 A. That's what J recall. 
23 Q. These were the photos you were talking about? 
24 A. Yes. Yes. 
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the summer of 2012 about the door, did he ever tell you 
that he had -- and if you've testified to this, l'm not 
trying to be repetitive. l just want clarified. Did he 
tell you, he had any trouble opening and closing the 
door? 
A. Opening, and closing, and locking. 
Q. And he told you that Nancy had had the same 
trouble? 
A. He told me that Nancy knew about it. Because 
they had to tell Nancy, disclose to Nancy, that they had 
to leave the door open sometimes. 
Q. And did he tell you whether she had any 
response to that? 
A. That she knew about it being a problem. 
Q. And that's the extent of what he said? 
A. Yeah, pretty much. 
MS. FOSTER: Steve, could you hand me my 
exhibits? 
Is that's them over there, Colleen; the 
exhibits? 
THE REPORTER: Yes. 
MS. FOSTER: Thank you. 
Q. (BY MS. FOSTER) Okay. I'm going to show you 
what's previously been marked Plaintiffs' Exhibit 38. 
This is the email that he's testified about today. And 
Page 249 
it's your clients. 
MR. COLLAER: Yeah. 
MR. MILLEMANN: Fine. 
Q. (BY MS. FOSTER) Can you take a look at that 
email for me, please? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And is this the email that you reference in 
your testimony earlier, when Mr. Batchelor informed you, 
that Mr. McKenna would be the inspector? 
A. I believe so, yes. 
Q. And was this the first time that you ever 
learned of Mr. McKenna's name? 
A. I think so, yes. 
Q. This is the first correspondence you received 
from Kevin Batchelor about Todd McKenna? 
A. Yes. Yes. 
Q. So when you said, letter, fax, you may have 
meant this email? 
A. Yes, that's what I said. I don't know what 
they call them, emails, faxes, or letters. 
Q. Did you have any conversations on the phone, 
or in person with Kevin Batchelor, about Todd McKenna, 
prior to this email? 
A. At or about -- you know, he called me -- I 
can't remember which came first, the email, or me 
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1 talking to Kevin. But we did have discussions about 
2 Todd. 
3 Q. Right, the ones you testified about today? 
4 A. Right. I don't know whether they came right 
5 before that email, or right after. I think it came 
6 right after. 
7 Q. Okay. And then I also will show you Exhibit 
8 39, which is the second email. 
9 Do you know the one? 
10 MR. COLLAER: Yes. 
11 Q. (BY MS. FOSTER) Okay. Just take a look at 
12 that. 
13 A. (Witness complying.) Yes. 
14 Q. And do you remember receiving this email? 
15 A. I do. 
16 Q. And were you there the day that Kevin 
17 Batchelor conducted his inspection? Let me ask it this 
18 way. 
19 Do you know where you were when you received 
20 that email? 
21 A. No, I don't. I think I was in California. 
22 Q. So you weren't there? 
23 A. I don't -- wait. Hold on a second. 
24 Q. Okay. 
25 A. No, this is -- I think this is a different 
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1 day. 
2 Q. A different day that --
3 A. I think he's talking about Saturday for us to 
4 meet. 
s Q. Right. So this email says, you were going to 
6 meet the following Saturday? 
7 A. Right. 
8 Q. And is that when you met him --
9 A. Right. 
10 Q. -- with Mr. Batchelor? 
11 A. Right. That's when -- I don't know if Kevin 
12 was --
113 Q. Was there or not? 
14 A. Was there, right then and there. But I met 
15 with Todd. 
16 Q. And asked the questions you testified about? 
11 A. Right. 
18 Q. Okay. 
19 A. But then I think Kevin showed up, yeah. 
20 Q. And do you know whether this states from 
21 Kevin, "I am going out to meet him," Todd, "to discuss 
22 the dog run fence." Do you know whether he went out 
that day? 
A. I don't know if he did or not. 
Q. Okay. And I'll show you Exhibit No. 3, 
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1 plaintiffs' exhibit. These are the french doors we've 
2 been discussing; is that right? 
3 A. Yes. 
4 Q. And do you know who took this photo? This 
5 photo was produced, Petrus 318. So that's your 
6 production. 
7 A. Uh-huh. 
8 Q. Do you know who took that photo? 
9 A. Ellen. 
10 Q. And do you know when she took that photo? 
11 A. One of the two inspections we made. 
12 Q. And when you say, "inspections," when you went 
13 out there to walk the home? 
14 A. Right, we looked at the home. I don't know 
15 why I call them inspections. Ellen and I, there were 
16 two times we looked at the house, 1 testified to. There 
17 were two major times when we took photos. 
18 Q. And is it possible she took photos after 
19 Mr. McKenna did his inspection? 
20 A. Yes. Yes, very, very possible. 
21 Q. And you remember those photos showed an 
22 absence of snow built up? 
23 A. Right. We have one photo outside the door, 
24 showing hardly any snow at all. 
25 Q. Okay. 1 had a technical failure this morning. 
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1 I apologize for this. I'm going to show you an Exhibit 
2 on my phone. I'll pass it around first. And I'll make 
3 sure everyone gets it. Pass it around, please. 
4 MS. FOSTER: The only date on there is the 
s email. 
6 MR. KIRK: Okay. Got it. 
7 MS. FOSTER: But there is native data 
8 associated with that photo, which you have, or will be 
9 provided. 
10 MR. PIERCE: That will identify when it was 
11 taken? Is that a language that I will understand? 
12 MS. FOSTER: Yes, and I will explain to you 
13 how to find it. 
14 Let's mark this as next in line. 
1s THE REPORTER: Exhibit 29. 
16 (Exhibit 29 marked.) 
17 Q. (BY MS. FOSTER) Exhibit 29, do you recognize 
18 that photo? 
19 A. Yes. 
20 Q. Did you know when that photo was taken? 
21 A. Within the day or two of probably the 
inspection. 
Q. And Ellen took that photo? 
that accurately represent what you 
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2 A. Yes, there was hardly any snow. 
3 Q. And those are the french doors at issue? 
4 A. Yes. 
5 Q. So to round it up. ls it your belief that 
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6 Todd McKenna could, in fact, have opened the doors had 
7 he tried; the french doors? 
8 A. Well, he would have trouble getting them 
9 closed again. But he would have been able to open them, 
10 I would think, or he would discover there was problems 
11 with them. 
12 Q. So let me rephrase. He would not have been 
13 prevented by snow --
14 A. No. 
15 Q. -- from opening the doors? 
16 A. No. As a matter of fact, even if snow had 
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A. Yeah. And Kevin was involved at some point, 
2 too. 
3 Q. Okay. If you go to the oldest one, which is 
4 the last one that appears. 
5 A. Okay. They are not done individually. I'm 
6 confused. 
7 Q. It's on the document Bates labeled Batchelor 
8 99. This is an email from you to Michael Wood on August 
9 2nd; is that right? 
10 A. Hold on a second. I'm still having trouble 
ll figuring out how those go. 
12 Q. Everything on those pages are signature lines 
13 that contain no message. 
14 A. All right. 
15 Q. Have you read the email? 
16 A. Yes. 
l 7 been up against the door, he could still have tried to l 7 Q. Okay. And you state here, the second sentence 
18 work them to see if they worked properly. And he would 18 says, "Have you spoken to your client, Nancy Boyd, about 
19 see they didn't work. 19 the matters we discussed?" 
20 MR. MILLEMANN: Counsel, did that photo have a 20 What does that mean, what matters we 
21 Bates number on it? 21 discussed? What does that mean? 
12 MS. FOSTER: I don't know. If it doesn't, 22 A. The doors, getting the doors fixed. 




MR. MILLEMANN: So you don't know if it has 
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1 been produced? 
2 MS. FOSTER: I think it has been. But my copy 
3 that I have on my phone right now, does not. I'm not 
4 able to get into my phone at work for technical reasons. 
5 And I'll follow-up on it, and see. I believe it's been 
6 produced, yes. 
7 MR. PIERCE: Did you say when it was produced? 
8 MS. FOSTER: You know, let me double check. 
9 It should have been our first production, I think, it 
10 would have been a year ago. But I don't know. 
11 THE WITNESS: Jason would have produced. 
12 MR. MILLEMANN: Jason. 
13 MS. FOSTER: Jason Rudd. 
14 MR. MILLEMANN: Not Mau? 
15 MS. FOSTER: No. 
16 Q. (BY MS. FOSTER) I'm going to show you 
l 7 now -- we're going to turn to your conversations with 
18 Michael Wood. Show you what was previously marked as 
19 Plaintiffs' Exhibit 6. Can you please take a look at 
20 that? And it's an email string, as you know was reverse 
21 order in timing. 
22 A. (Witness complying.) 
123 Q. And if you look down, you see some 
24 communications between you, and Michael Wood, emails; is 




Q. What was he going to talk to her about? 
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l A. The fact that the doors were a problem. They 
2 weren't operational. 
3 Q. And then it says, "In addition to the matters 
4 we discussed, it was apparent that CTR was contacted by 
5 your client about the problem with the doors, but was 
6 never contracted to fix the repair. 11 
7 What were you talking about there? 
8 A. We found a business card from CTR from the 
9 Nancy business card file. 
10 Q. What is CTR; do you know? 
ll A. It's a restoration, water intrusion 
12 restoration company. They have an office in McCall, 
13 right outside of McCal I. 
14 Q. Where was Nancy's business file? Was this in 
15 the house? 
16 A. Yes, it was in her desk. It was in the desk. 
l 7 Q. Could you tell, were there any other documents 
18 with it --
19 A. No. 
20 Q. -- about CTR? 
21 A. No, just a business card from CTR. 
22 Q. Was there a date on it? 
23 A. No, it was in the guy's name. l can't 
24 remember. 
25 Q. But that made you think that Nancy had 
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1 contacted them about the problem with the doors? 
2 A. Well, I would think that it's a water 
3 intrusion company. You don't contact them, unless 
4 you've got a major water intrusion issue. 
5 Q. And a couple of sentences later, it says, 
6 "Those doors have clearly been a problem for Nancy for 
7 years. And the duct tape she used would not fix true 
8 problem." 
9 What were you basing that sentence on? 
10 A. Kind of the discussion we had had. Michael 
11 and I had -- it was kind of confirming that Nancy knew 
12 about it. And that the duct tape is not going to fix 
13 the problem. 
14 Q. Okay. And did Michael ever say to you in 
15 email, or orally, that Nancy did not know about the 
16 doors, or the problem? 
17 A. No. No. 
18 Q. And did you at this time, in August of 2012, 
19 think that Nancy was going to fix the problem? 
20 A. Yes. 
21 Q. Why did you think that? 
22 A. Originally, we thought this was going to 
23 be -- you know, because the way Michael put it. Michael 
24 said this was -- you know, this was basically a known 
25 problem for many years. And that it was -- you know, it 
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1 was relatively inexpensive at the time just to repair 
2 the doors. We thought it was just the doors. You know, 
3 we didn't know the rot had gone on underneath. It 
4 hadn't gotten to the point where we found out all the 
5 problems that needed to be done. So 1 thought at that 
6 time, all it was, was a replace, and reinstall the 
7 doors. 
8 Q. And did there come a time when you realized 
9 that Nancy was not going to have the problem fixed? 
10 A. Yes. 
11 Q. When was that? 
12 A. Well, there is another email from somebody 
13 that said, go take a hike. 
14 Q. Was the email from Nancy? 
15 A. I don't recall who it was. 
16 Q. I'll show you what was previously marked 
17 Plaintiffs' Exhibit 8, showing two emails in reverse 
18 time order. The bottom one, please take a look at it. 
19 A. (Witness complying.) 
20 Q. What's the date on that email? 
21 A. April 9th, 2013. 
22 Q. 2013? 
23 A. Yeah. 
24 Q. And that's from Nancy, saying that she didn't 
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A. She said her due diligence was completed prior 
to the closing of escrow. You closed escrow. I have no 
further responsibilities. 
Q. And what do you think that she meant by the 
due diligence period, if anything? 
A. That we didn't catch it within the five days, 
or whatever days we had to do our due diligence. And 
tough luck. Got you. 
Q. ls that the period when you do a walk through, 
the final walk through? 
A. I believe so. 
Q. And who conducted the final walk through? 
A. I don't believe it was Kevin. I wasn't around 
for that. 
Q. You weren't present for the final walk 
through? 
A. r don't think so, no. 
Q. And did he report for you, the results? 
A. We had a list of everything that had to be 
done. And he said everything had been done. And he 
looked at everything, and said everything was 
appropriate, and so we went through with it. 
Q. And he didn't say anything about the doors? 
A. No. 
Q. Okay. Almost done. 
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A. Okay. 
Q. You were asked earlier by Mr. Millemann, about 
invoices for work you've had done. Did you receive 
invoices in connection for painting you had done by 
Herman Hernandez? 
A. 1 did. 
Q. Why did you hire Herman to do painting? Well, 
let me ask you this. Did you hire Herman Hernandez to 
do the painting? 
A. No, actually, Beau did the hiring. And we 
wanted to use Sean. Sean wasn't available. And Beau 
got Herman, 1 believe. 
Q. And why was the painting to be done by Herman 
Hernandez? 
A. Because all the -- we had to refinish all the 
floors. You know, all the floors needed to be 
refinished. They took out, you know, a lot of the 
stucco inside the house was taken out, and a lot of the 
walls were taken out. 
Q. During Beau Value's repair? 
A. Yeah, during Beau Value's repair. And there 
was filth everywhere. There was crap everywhere. And 
then there had to have been -- you know, there was 
issues with mold. There was Stachybotrys mold on the 
two by fours, and all of that. And then they had to 
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1 refinish all the floors. And that created a lot of dust 
2 and dirt all over the house. And then, you know, we had 
3 to paint some of it. And then they suggested we repaint 
4 the whole first floor, just in the living room. 
5 Q. Do you know who suggested that? 
6 A. I think it was Beau. No, it was Eric. He 
7 suggested that we did all -- the whole thing. Also, 
8 Herman said that. Hennan said, you can't match this. 
9 Q. Because of the paint? 
10 A. Right. It's going to look different. 
11 Q. So was it your understanding that you had to 
12 have the first floor repainted as a result of the 
13 repairs that Beau Value's folks had done? 
14 A. Yes. Yes. 
15 Q. Was there any portion of the painting that you 
16 understood was not to be done as a result of Beau 
17 Value's repair work? 
10 A. No. 
19 Q. That's all I had on that issue. Just a quick 
20 follow-up. 
21 MS. FOSTER: Is it. Mr. Collaer? 
22 MR. COLLAER: Collaer, close enough. 
23 MS. FOSTER: That's not it? 
24 MR. COLLAER: Go ahead. 
25 Q. (BY MS. FOSTER) Mr. Collaer asked you some 
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1 questions about your familiarity with home inspectors in 
2 the Boise and McCall area. At the time you purchased 
3 2130 Payette Drive, did you have any background or 
4 familiarity with home inspection business practices in 
5 the Boise area? 
6 A. No. 
7 Q. Or any familiarity with home inspection 
8 business practices in the McCall area? 
9 A. No. 
10 Q. Did you know whether it was common in either 
11 area for home inspectors to have insurance? 
12 A. No. It was in California, though. 
13 Q. In California, it's common? 
14 A. Yeah. 
15 Q. Do you know what kind of insurance? 
16 A. I would assume, E & 0. 
17 Q. Okay. But you had no knowledge of McCall, or 
10 Boise, or --
19 A. No. 
20 Q. -- any Idaho home inspectors --
21 A. No. 
22 Q. -- practices in that regard; right? 
23 A. No. 
24 Q. And it's 10 to 5:00. This is the day of your 
25 deposition. It's been a long day. Are there any 
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1 answers you gave today, that you wish at this time to 
2 amend, or correct, or add to? 
3 A. No. 
4 MS. FOSTER: I have no further questions. 
5 FURTHER EXAMINATION 
6 QUESTIONS BY MR. MILLEMANN: 
7 Q. Ed, did you, or anybody acting on your behalf, 
8 contact CTR to ask them if they had ever done any work 
9 at Nancy's house? 
10 A. I think we did. 
11 Q. Who did, to your knowledge? 
12 A. Mike Longmire, I believe. 
13 Q. And did you have a conversation with Mike 
14 Longmire about that? 
15 A. Yes. 
16 Q. And what did Mike tell you? 
11 A. The -- excuse me, if I could stand up? 
10 Q. Sure. 
19 A. The time that they keep documents, and keep 
20 records had expired. So they didn't have any records of 
21 it. And there was also the guy that who had -- whose 
22 name was on the card is no longer with the company. 
23 Q. So other than the business card, do you have 
24 any basis for the statement that was made in the exhibit 
2s your counsel showed you, that it appeared CTR had been 
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1 to the house? 
2 A. Other than the business card, no. 
3 Q. It's your testimony, that it was necessary to 
4 paint the entire main floor interior of the house as 
5 part of the repairs? 
6 A. Not where the mud room is. Okay? Just where 
7 the main room is. You with me there? 
a Q. Yes. 
9 A. Do you understand what I'm saying? Just not 
10 the mud room, but just the area where the great room is. 
11 Where is that -- if you want that --
12 MS. FOSTER: Exhibit 1. 
13 THE WITNESS: Yes. Just the area that was 
14 open. Okay? Not the master bedroom, I don't believe, 
15 and not the mud room. 
16 Q. (BY MR. MILLEMANN) Okay. 
11 A. But just the foyer, and the family room, and 
10 the kitchen, and the dining room, that area. 
19 Q. Did Beau Value pay Mr. Hernandez? 
20 A. I think I paid half, and then Beau paid half. 
21 Q. Do you have any receipt, document, or invoice 
22 from Mr. Hernandez to confinn that you paid him? 
23 A. Yes. 
24 Q. Have you provided that to Counsel? 
25 A. I believe so, yes. 
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1 MR. MILLEMANN: Perhaps you provided it, 
2 Alyson. 
3 MS. FOSTER: We did. 
4 MR. MILLEMANN: You did? 
5 MS. FOSTER: Yes. 
6 MR. MILLEMANN: An invoice from Hernandez? 
7 MS. FOSTER: Yeah. 
8 MR. MILLEMANN: There was certainly one from 
9 McConnor, but... 
10 MS. FOSTER: No, Hernandez. 
11 MR. MILLEMANN: Okay. 
12 Q. (BY MR. MILLEMANN) If Mr. Value were to 
13 testify, or has testified, that in his opinion, the 
14 painting that was done by Mr. Hernandez of the interior 
15 of the main floor was not a necessary part of the 
16 repairs, would you disagree with that? 
17 A. Yes. 
18 Q. Have you at any time prepared any notes, or 
19 memos to memorialize any of your conversations that 
20 you've talked about today? 
21 A. Just what you've seen. 
22 Q. I haven't seen any. 
23 A. Well, like the ones l wrote to Michael Wood. 
24 Q. Okay. 



























1 Q. Email transmissions? 1 
2 A. Yes. 2 
3 Q. So other than that. So, for example, the 3 
4 conversation with Mr. Wood after closing, about the door 4 
5 that you testified to, do you have any notes, or -- 5 
6 A. I thought that email was kind of part of it. 6 
7 Q. Okay. Other than that, no diary, or memo of 7 
8 any kind, by which you memorialized that conversation, 8 
9 and what Mr. Wood said? 9 
10 A. Other than the email, no. 10 
11 Q. And that would be the email to him? 11 
12 A. Yes. 12 
13 Q. And is that one of the emails that you just 13 
14 looked at? 14 
15 MS. FOSTER: Yeah. 15 
16 THE WITNESS: It's a chain. It's kind of 
1 7 confusing. 




19 were from, when I was deposing Ms. Gentry. Do you want 19 
20 them? 20 
21 MR. MILLEMANN: Yes, please. 21 
22 Q. (BY MR. MILLEMANN) So, Ed, just so there is 22 
23 no confusion. The emails that you just referred to 23 
24 Mr. Wood, when I asked you, if you had written anything 24 
25 to confirm your conversation with him. Are those 25 
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Plaintiffs' Exhibit 6 and 7? 
A. Yeah, the one, August 2nd. That one, in 
particular. Yes. Yes. 
Q. And which exhibit is that part of? 
A. It's part of 6. And, yeah, it is. 6 and 7 
are part of the things we're talking about. 
Q. Other than Exhibits 6 and 7, to your 
knowledge, did you prepare any notes, memo, or diary 
entry to confirm the conversation you had with Mr. Wood 
after the problem with -- after the closing? 
A. No, these were -- these were part of 
the -- these were memorializing some of the discussions 
I had with Mr. Wood. 
Q. And that's all there is, Exhibits 6 and 7? 
A. As far as writings concerned, yes. 
Q. And did you at any time record any 
conversations you had with anyone that you talked about 
today? 
A. What, on tape? 
MS. FOSTER: Audio record? 
Q. (BY MR. MILLEMANN) Yes. 
A. No, it's illegal. At least in the state of 
California, it's illegal. 
Q. I think in Idaho, it's legal, and you can pack 
a gun while you do it, too. 
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MS. FOSTER: All true. 
MR. MILLEMANN: I have nothing further. 
Thanks. 
MR. COLLAER: Nothing further. 
MR. NEVALA: Nothing for me. 
MR. PIERCE: I have a couple follow up. 
FURTHER EXAMINATION 
QUESTIONS BY MR. PIERCE: 
Q. On the phone conversation you had with 
Mr. McKenna, you indicated that he told you in that 
conversation, that he was insured; correct? 
A. The best I recall, yes. 
Q. And bonded? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Did he say anything about being licensed? 
A. Yes. 
Q. What did he say? 
A. He was licensed, bonded, and insured. 
Q. Okay. And also, that he told you he had been 
a general contractor formerly? 
A. I believe that's what he said. He said he had 
been a contractor. And I thought he said, general 
contractor. 
Q. Okay. And you indicated that he built many 
homes. Do you remember, did he give you a number about 
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1 how many homes he may have built? 
2 A. Several. I don't remember the exact number. 
3 Q. Okay. And then just for clarification. When 
4 you went through the home with him, after his report was 
5 done, I believe you indicated that tour could have taken 
6 place up to several days after the report was written; 
7 is that correct? 
8 A. As I recall there were -· as I recall ·- I 
9 recall the pictures, going over the pictures with him, 
10 and the report. And it would have been right within two 
11 days of it being -- it wasn't -- there wasn't much time 
12 at all. It was the day that it was issued, or within 
13 two days it was being issued, as I recall. 
14 Q. Okay. 
15 A. It wasn't much time since it was issued, until 
16 the time we entered discussion. 
17 MR. PIERCE: All right. That's all the 
18 questions I have. Thank you. 
19 THE WITNESS: You bet. 
20 MS. FOSTER: I have none. 
21 (Deposition concluded at 5:06 p.m.) 
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Shorthand Reporter, certify: 
That the foregoing proceedings were taken 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF VALLEY 
PETRUS FAMILY TRUST DATED MAY 1, 
1991, and EDMOND A. PETRUS, JR., 
individually and as Co-Trustee of 











NANCY GENTRY-BOYD, CHRIS KIRK d/b/a} 
KIRK ENTERPRISES; TODD MCKENNA } 
d/b/a HOMECRAFT HOME INSPECTIONS; } 
RE/MAX RESORT REALTY; KEVIN ) 
BATCHELOR; and DOES 1-4, ) 
Defendants. } 
} 
30(b} (6) DEPOSITION OF DISASTER RESPONSE, LLC, TESTIMONY 
OF BEAU VALUE and PERSONAL DEPOSITION OF BEAU VALUE 
MARCH 11, 2016 
REPORTED BY: 
COLLEEN P. ZEIMANTZ, CSR 345 
Notary Public 
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1 30(b) (6) DEPOSITION OF DISASTER RESPONSE, LLC, 
2 TESTIMONY OF BEAU VALUE and PERSONAL DEPOSITION OF BEAU 
3 VALUE was taken on behalf of the Defendant, Ms. 
4 Gentry-Boyd, at the offices of Millemann, Pittenger & 
5 Pemberton, LLP, located at 706 North First Street, 







7 2016, before Colleen P. Zeimantz, Certified Shorthand 7 
8 Reporter and Notary Public within and for the State of 8 
9 Idaho, in the above-entitled matter. 9 
10 APPEARANCES: 10 
11 For the Plaintiffs: 11 
12 ANDERSEN BANDUCCI PLLC 12 
13 BY MS. ALYSON A. FOSTER 13 
14 101 S. Capitol Blvd., Suite 1600 14 
15 Boise, Idaho 83702-7720 15 
16 aaf@andersenbanducci.com 16 
17 For the Defendant Nancy Gentry-Boyd: 17 
18 MILLEMANN, PITTENGER & PEMBERTON, LLP 18 
19 BY MR. STEVEN J. MILLEMANN 19 
20 706 North First Street 20 
21 McCall, Idaho 83638 21 






























For the Defendant Chris Kirk and Kirk Enterprises: 
ARKOOSH LAW OFFICES 
BY MR. DANIEL A. NEV ALA 
802 W. Bannock Street, Suite 900 
Boise, Idaho 83701-2900 
dan.nevala@arkoosh.com 
For the Defendant Todd McKenna: 
MICHAEL G. PIERCE 
BY MICHAEL G. PIERCE 
489 West Mountain Road 
Cascade, Idaho 83611-1019 
michael@michaelpiercelaw.com 
For the Defendant Re/Max and Kevin Batchelor: 
ANDERSON, JULIAN & HULL, LLP 
BY MS. ANDREA J. FONTAINE 
C.W. Moore Plaza 
250 South Fifth Street, Suite 700 
Boise, Idaho 83707-7426 
afontaine@ajhlaw.com 
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I N D E X 
TESTIMONY OF 30(b) (6) DEPOSITION OF DISASTER PAGE 
RESPONSE, LLC, TESTIMONY OF BEAU VALUE and 
PERSONAL DEPOSITION OF BEAU VALUE 
Examination by Mr. Millemann 
Examination by Mr. Nevala 
Examination by Mr. Pierce 
Further Examination by Mr. Millemann 
Examination by Ms. Foster 
Further Examination by Mr. Pierce 
E X H I B I T S 
DESCRIPTION 
Exh 1 - Copy of Floor Plan Schematic, 
Petrus 000211 











Exh 3 - Copy of Valley County A-l Heating 10 
Invoice No. 9120501, 05/17/12, Petrus 000289 
Exh 4 - Copy of Sean McConnor Invoice No. 
6115, 06/21/2012, Petrus 000290 
Exh 5 - Copy of Energy Seal Invoice No. 
1702553, 07/03/2012, Petrus 000291 
Exh 6 - Copy of Energy Seal Proposal Dated 





I N D E X 
EXHIBIT s (Continued) 
DESCRIPTION PAGE 
Exh 7 - Copy of Energy Seal Invoice No. 10 
1702709, 10/30/2012, Petrus 000294 
Exh 8 - Copy of C&S Construction Invoice, 10 
02/25/2013, Petrus 000195 
Exh 9 - Copy of Color Photograph, Petrus 032 10 
Exh 10 - Copy of Color Photograph, Petrus 033 10 
Exh 11 - Copy of Color Photograph, Petrus 034 10 
Exh 12 - Copy of Color Photograph, Petrus 035 10 
Exh 13 - Copy of Color Photograph, Petrus 036 10 
Exh 14 - Copy of Color Photograph, Petrus 037 10 
Exh 15 Copy of Color Photograph, Petrus 038 10 
Exh 16 - Copy of Color Photograph, Petrus 039 10 
Exh 17 - Copy of Color Photograph, Petrus 040 10 
Exh 18 - Copy of Color Photograph, Petrus 041 10 
Exh 19 - Copy of Color Photograph, Petrus 042 10 
Exh 20 - Copy of Color Photograph, Petrus 043 10 
Exh 21 - Copy of Color Photograph, Petrus 044 10 
Exh 22 - Copy of Color Photograph, Petrus 045 10 
Exh 23 - Copy of Color Photograph, Petrus 046 10 
Exh 24 - Copy of Color Photograph, Petrus 047 10 
Exh 25 - Copy of Color Photograph, Petrus 048 10 
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Exh 26 - Copy of Color Photograph, Petrus 049 10 
Exh 27 - Copy of Color Photograph, Petrus 050 10 
Exh 28 - copy of Color Photograph, Petrus 051 10 
Exh 29 - Copy of Color Photograph, Petrus 052 
Exh 30 - Copy of Color Photograph, Petrus 053 
Exh 31 - Copy of Color Photograph, Petrus 054 
Exh 32 - Copy of Rimkus Report of Findings, 
May 15, 2014, RP 000001-024 
Exh 33 - Copy of Handwritten Note, 
04/24/2014, RP 000030 
Exh 34 - Copy of Sketch with Note Dated 
05/25/14, RP 000031 











Report - 2130 Payette Drive, RP 000092-167 17 
Exh 36 - Copy of Photos of Plans, 
RP 000168-171 
Exh 37 - Copy of Restoration Pro Estimate, 
11/5/2013, RP 000203-206 
Exh 38 - Copy of Restoration Pro Estimate, 
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I N D E X 
EXHIBITS (Continued) 
DESCRIPTION 
Exh 49 - Copy of Restoration Invoice No. 
01099, Updated, RP 000234 
Exh 50 - Copy of Restoration Invoice No. 
01097, RP 000225 
Exh 51 - Copy of Restoration Invoice No. 
01154, RP 000214-220 
Exh 52 - Copy of Restoration Invoice No. 






Exh 53 - Copy of Restoration Pro Construction 10 
Repair Contract, 02/26/14, RP 000250-257 
Exh 54 - Copy of Restoration Pro Construction 10 
Repair Contract, 03/26/14, RP 000235-244 
Exh 55 - Copy of Restoration Pro Construction 10 
Repair Contract, 03/26/14, RP 000261-265 
Exh 56 - Copy of Restoration Pro, Change 
Order No. 1, Unsigned, RP 000267-269 
Exh 57 - Copy of Restoration Pro, Signed Last 
Page of No. 47, 06/05/04, RP 000266 
Exh 58 - Copy of Restoration Pro Statement, 







































Exh 39 - Copy of Restoration Pro Estimate, 
11/5/2013, RP 000177-179 
Exh 40 - Copy of Restoration Pro Estimate, 
11/5/2013, RP 000172-174 
Exh 41 - Copy of Restoration Pro Estimate, 
11/5/2013, RP 000196-197 
Exh 42 - Copy of Restoration Pro Estimate, 
11/5/2013, RP 000198-199 
Exh 43 - Copy of Restoration Pro Estimate, 
ll/5/2013, RP 000175-176 
Exh 44 - Copy of Restoration Pro Estimate, 
06/10/2013, RP 000180-195 
Exh 45 - Copy of Restoration Invoice No. 
01082, RP 000229-232 
Exh 46 - Copy of Restoration Invoice No. 
01081, RP 000226-228 
Exh 47 - Copy of Restoration Invoice No. 
01098, RP 000210-213 
Exh 48 - Copy of Restoration Invoice No. 
























I N D E X 
EXHIBIT s (Continued} 
DESCRIPTION PAGE 
Exh 59 - Copy of Restoration Pro Pictures for 10 
03/11/2016 Deposition Deponent 
Exh 60 - Copy of Flash Drive of Photos 10 
Exh 61 - Copy Hand Drawn Diagram of Beau 
Value 
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2 BEAU VALUE, 
3 first duly sworn to tell the truth relating to said 
4 cause, testified as follows: 
5 EXAMINATION 
6 QUESTIONS BY MR. MILLEMANN: 
Page 10 
7 Q. Good morning. Can you state your full name 
8 for the record, please. 
9 A. Beau Value. 
10 Q. And, Beau, we've met before. 
11 A. Yep. 
12 Q. Have you had your deposition taken before, 
13 Beau? 
14 A. No. 
15 Q. I wanted to offer you a couple of ground rules 
l 6 that I'll also try to remind myself to follow that will 
17 make it easier for Colleen, the court reporter, to get 
18 an accurate transcript of today's questions and answers. 
19 One is head nods, and "uh-huhs" don't work for 
20 her. She has to have a "yes," or a "no," or an audible 
21 answer. So ifat any point we kind of bug you about 
22 that, it's only because we're trying to get a record. 
23 A. Yes. 
24 Q. And then I will do my very best not to speak 
25 over the top of your answers. And if you can try to do 
Page 11 
1 the same, try to let me finish my question. And again, 
2 it just makes her job easier. 
3 A. Okay. 
4 Q. Does that make sense? 
5 A. Sounds good. 
6 Q. How would you like to be addressed in the 
7 deposition? ls Beau all right? 
8 A. Yes. 
Beau Value - 30(b)(6) 
March 11, 2016 
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1 do my job in asking them clearly. 
2 A. Okay. Perfect. So is it just you asking me 
3 questions, and nobody else? 
4 Q. The format will be that l will be asking you 
5 questions. Your attorney has the right at any time to 
6 render an objection if she thinks there is anything 
7 inappropriate about my questions. 
8 What's a little bit different here, than in 
9 the courtroom, is that unless she instructs you not to 
10 answer the question, then you go ahead and answer it 
11 subject to her objection. 
12 And at any time if I'm asking you about 
13 conversations, and it might appear to you that I'm 
14 asking you about a conversation that you've had with 
15 Ms. Foster, or Mr. Rudd, or anybody with the law firm, 
16 I'm not. Those are privileged conversations, because 
l 7 you've been designated as an expert. 
18 A. Okay. 
19 Q. And I'm sure she would prevent you from 
2 o answering as to the substance of any such conversations. 
21 When I'm done with my questions, then if 
22 Mr. Nevala, who represents Chris Kirk, has questions, he 
23 is entitled to ask them. If Mr. Pierce, who represents 
24 Mr. McKenna -- he can ask you questions. 




Q. But we won't tag team. 
A. Okay. 
Q. I will finish. And then if they have 
Page 13 
4 questions, then they will ask them in succession. And 
5 then, of course, your attorney, if she chooses to -- or 
6 I should say, Mr. Petrus' attorney, if she chooses to, 
7 
8 
can ask you clarifying questions of her own then. Okay? 
A. Sounds good. 
9 Q. And you may address me as Steve. We've known 9 Q. Okay. The last thing, if at any time you need 
10 each other since, I think we met during the Tamarack 10 a break, just tell me. The only qualifier on that is 







A. Yeah. Yes. 12 the table. But otherwise, feel free, if you need a 
Q. And if at any point you don't understand a 13 break for any reason, just tell me, and we will take 
question I've asked you, then feel free to tel I me, and 14 one. 
I'll try to do a better job of asking it more clearly. 15 A. No problem. 
A. Okay. Sounds good. 16 Q. I'm going to hand you, Beau, and we don't need 
Q. My singular goal here today is to find out l 7 to mark it, it is a pleading. This is a pleading 
18 what you know about the 2 I 30 Payette Drive house, what 18 entitled "Amended 30(b 6) Notice of taking Deposition of 
19 work your company did there, what opinions you might 19 Disaster Response, LLC, formerly Disaster Pro, LLC." 
20 have about the problems you encountered. That's what my 20 And I'd ask you if you've seen this document 
21 singular goal is. 21 before? 
22 
23 
Hopefully, ifl do my job, by the end of the 22 A. I have. 
day, and the end of your deposition, I will understand 23 Q. And did you review the document, and provide 
what you know, and what your opinions are. Okay? So 24 to Ms. Foster the documents in your company's possession 
that's the intent as I ask questions. And I'll try to 25 that you believe to be responsive to the requests made 
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Page 14 
2 A. Yes, l did. 
3 Q. The Notice indicates at page 2, that there are 
4 three general areas, that are indicated, that my client 
s desires to question your company about. And you are the 
6 designee of your company. 
7 Could you just take a moment and review those 
8 items 1, 2 and 3, and just tell me when you've read 
9 them? 
10 A. (Witness complying.) Okay. 
11 Q. Okay. So as you sit here today, are you 
12 prepared to answer questions on those topics? 
13 A. Yes, I am. 
14 Q. And would you be the appropriate person in 
15 your company to do so? 
16 A. For most of these, 1 mean, when you say, 
17 "supervision," I was not the supervisor on the job. You 
18 know, I did the original inspection. I worked with my 
19 project manager, who was -- did supervision of the job. 
20 So there may be questions that l don't know the correct 
21 answer to, but... 
22 Q. Fair enough. And your project manager was 
23 Mr. Waite? 
25 Q. Is he an owner in the business? 
Beau Value - 30(b)(6) 
March 11,2016 
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1 Q. And were those subcontractors ultimately 
2 selected to do work on the project? 
3 A. Yes. 
4 Q. And when I say, the "project," I mean, the 
5 work you did for Mr. Petrus at 2130 Payette Drive. 
6 A. Yes. 
7 Q. So if I use the term "project," can we just 
a agree that's what I'm referring to? 
9 A. Yes. 
10 Q. So you told me the subcontractor bids were for 
11 subcontractors here that actually did work on the 
12 project? 
13 A. Correct. 
14 Q. Do you remember who those were? 
15 A. One was Baumgartner & Masonry, and I think two 
16 of the bids were his. And I'm not sure on the other 
17 one. 
18 Q. So there would have been two more? 
19 A. Yes. 
20 Q. Did Sean McConnor Painting do work for you on 
21 that project? 
22 A. I don't know that. 
23 Q. Do you have any other documents from those 
24 subcontractors, such as invoices, or receipts, that 
25 would have backed up their billings on the job? 
1
24 A. Yes. 
f-··-·--·-··--···--····-----···---···---·-···--····-----·--t--·--·--··--··--·---··----· 
Page 15 
1 A. No, he's not. 
2 Q. Are you the sole owner in the business? 
3 A. Yes. 
4 Q. And you are aware, you have been designated as 
5 an expert witness by Mr. Petrus? 
6 A. Yes. 
7 Q. And then as you read on, if you could take a 
8 moment, and you may not need to, if you are familiar 
9 with this document, but take whatever time you need to 
10 review the documents that this Notice requests that be 
11 provided. And those are starting on the bottom of page 
12 2, at item 1, and they go through to item 4, on page 3, 
13 and then there are some definitions. 
14 A. (Witness complying.) Okay. 
15 Q. Reading items 1 through 4 on the Amended 
16 Notice, have you provided all documents as defined in 
17 that document to Ms. Foster, that you believe to be 
18 responsive to those requests? 
19 A. Yes, 1 have. 
20 Q. Are there any documents of any kind that you 
21 are aware of, that your company, or you, or Mr. Waite 
22 have, that have not been provided to Ms. Foster? 
23 A. No. I mean, I have -- we have four 
24 subcontractor bids that I didn't submit with the other 
25 documents. But everything else has been submitted. 
Page 17 
1 A. I do have invoices, yes, and those were 
2 not -- those are in a different file. So, no, I did not 
3 submit any of those. 
4 Q. What would that file be called? 
5 A. We put those in a payables file for that job. 
6 So we would have to look all those up. But those are 
7 not included in any of these, no. 
a Q. And I appreciate you telling me that. So are 
9 there any other documents you know of, that would relate 
10 to the project, that you did not provide to Ms. Foster? 
11 A. No. 
12 Q. Did you search through emails to see if there 
13 were any communications between you and Mr. Petrus, or 
14 Mr. Waite and Mr. Petrus, or anyone about this project? 
15 A. I did not. 
16 Q. Do you have emails saved? 
11 A. Ido. 
18 
19 
Q. And so you would be able to search and 
discover whether there are emails that would pertain to 








Q. That's a "yes"? 
A. Yes. Yes. 
Q. And I know that part of the documents produced 
included invoices. Would there be any backup material 
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1 to those invoices, that your company invoiced, that have 
2 not been provided to Ms. Foster? 
3 A. No. 
4 Q. And there also was a batch of daily reports, 
5 and we are going to look at those. 
6 A. Okay. 
7 Q. To the best of your knowledge, have all the 
8 daily reports on the job been produced? 
.9 A. Yes, they are. 
10 Q. Did you have any electronic audio or video 
11 daily reports that weren't reduced to writing? 
12 A. No. 
13 Q. And would you have any correspondence related 
14 to this project, other than with Ms. Foster's firm, 
15 other than emails? 
16 A. No, I mean, on-site meetings with them, but, 
11 no. 
10 Q. And in the case of on-site meetings, did you 
1.9 have a practice of trying to memorialize those at all 
20 through any kind of a memo, or diary, or note? 
21 A. We did not. 
22 Q. So it sounds like the only other documents 
23 that you are aware of, that relate to the project, that 
24 were not produced would be this payables file that would 
25 have all the subcontractor info in it, and potentially 
Page 19 
1 some emails? 
2 A. Correct. 
3 MR. MILLEMANN: Would you have any objection 
4 to having Mr. Value search for, and provide those to 
5 you, and provide them to us? 
6 MS. FOSTER: Not at all. I'll review the 
7 emails first for privilege, but other than that, no 
8 problem. 
.9 Q. (BY MR. MILLEMANN) And, Beau, so that you 
10 know, Ms. Foster will get a transcript of this 
11 deposition. So it's fine with me if you want to take 
12 notes of this, but you will also have an opportunity to 
13 review it, and so you know exactly what you've agreed to 
14 do and not do. Okay? 
15 A. While I'm doing that, do you want me to have 
16 Mr. Waite put together his emails, also? 
17 Q. Yes, please. 
18 A. Company stuff. 
1.9 Q. Thanks for reminding me. This deposition is a 
20 joint deposition. It's kind of a strange breed. One is 
21 called a 30(b)(6), which is a deposition of a company, 
22 and you've appeared as the representative of the 
23 company. And it's also a deposition of you, 
!24 individually. So everything I'm talking about here, in 
terms of documents, would be anything that the company, 
Page 20 
1 or any of its employees or agents has. 
2 A. Okay. 
3 Q. Does that make sense? 
4 A. Understood. 
5 Q. Okay. 
6 MS. FOSTER: I'm going to interrupt and say, 
7 you are starting to talk over him a little bit, Beau. 
8 You are too fast. Slow down a little bit, and let him 
.9 finish talking before you do. 
10 THE WITNESS: Thank you. 
11 MR. MILLEMANN: I'm probably going to get 
12 chastised for being too fast before you will. But thank 
13 you, Alyson, r appreciate that. 
14 J have a flash drive which Ms. Foster provided 
15 me. And I just want to confirm, Alyson, that this, as I 
16 understand it, contains all of the documents that were 
17 provided on March 8 in response to the 30(b)(6) 
10 subpoena? 
1.9 MS. FOSTER: Yes, in native format and PDF 
20 with Bates stamps. 
21 MR. MILLEMANN: So what 1 would like to do, 
22 with your permission, is mark the flash drive as Exhibit 
23 60, and then we'll substitute electronic data, or you 
! 24 can take the electronic data. 



























THE REPORTER: Yes. 
MR. MILLEMANN: So we had a brief 
off-the-record conversation about that production. And 
I want to make an on-the-record record of that. 
On Tuesday, I received, as attorney for 
Ms. Gentry, the documents that are on Exhibit 60, which 
are somewhere in the neighborhood of about a thousand 
pages of documents, about 700 of which are photographs. 
Very few of which had been previously produced, 
including a report from an engineering firm in Utah, 
that we were unaware of until we got it. 
I cast no aspersions on Ms. Foster about this. 
But I want to make a record that it was my conclusion 
that everything -- first, I want to make a record that I 
appreciate the production being in advance, rather than 
this morning, because it's saved us a tremendous amount 
of time. It is my position that everything that was 
produced would have been responsive to our 
interrogatories and requests for production. And while 
I appreciate having it, we have in no way had time to go 
through all the documents. 
And on behalf of Ms. Gentry, when we conclude 
today, it will be my intention to adjourn the deposition 
with reserved right after we reviewed the documents, if 
we have to, call Mr. Value back. That's more by notice 
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Q. And give me the years, generally, during which 
you were a general contractor in Valley County? 2 MR. NEV ALA: I would join everything Steve 
3 said on behalf of Mr. Kirk. I need the opportunity to 
4 have time to sit down with Mr. Kirk, and review the 
s photos in detail, so I can understand them. And it 
A. From 2003 to 2010. 
4 Q. So in your current occupation, do you do any 
s general contracting of residential construction? 
6 would have been nice to have more time. 6 A. Yes, I do. 
7 And I share his sentiment, we have time to 7 Q. You still do? 
8 complete discovery. We have until June. So I would 8 A. Yes. 
9 say, Mr. Value is here today under Steve's Notice. And 9 Q. Do you have any projects underway today? 
10 if I need to visit with him about these photos, I 10 A. Yes. 
11 reserve the right to do that at some point between now 11 Q. Do you have any residential projects underway 
12 
13 
and June. 12 today? 
MS. FOSTER: I understand the position. At 13 A. Yes. 
l4 this time, I'm reserving all rights and potential 14 Q. Very briefly, how many and where? 



















Q. (BY MR. MILLEMANN) Beau, what's your current 16 probably over 40 projects going, everywhere from 
address? 17 Cascade, to Riggins, and to Fruitland, Parma, and I also 
A. Personal? 18 have an operation in Spokane. 
Q. Yes. 19 Q. How many of those 40 projects are new home 
A. 13009 Leland Drive, Donnelly, Idaho? 20 construction? 
Q. How long have you lived at that address? 21 A. None. 
A. Five years. 22 Q. None. Okay. So generally, those are either 
Q. And then, if I remember correctly, you lived 2 3 restoration projects, or are they all restoration 
in Valley County previously? 
1
. 24 projects? 
A. Yes. 25 A. Not all. Some of them are some remodels. 
Page 23 
Q. And during what period was that? 
A. I've lived in Valley County for over 11 years. 
Q. And the previous period was, when? Is it a 
continuous period? 
A. Continuous, yes. 
Q. And when did you first come to Valley County? 
A. In 2003. 
Q. And what's your current occupation? 
A. I'm a contractor specializing in the 
restoration industry. 
Page 25 
1 Q. Some remodels. Is there any particular reason 
2 that you appear to have moved from the general 
3 contracting business into more the restoration 
4 specializing? 
s A. Yes. I mean, the change in the market, as 
6 everybody knows in 2008 to 'IO, and came across this 
7 industry, and liked the opportunity that it had. 
8 Q. Prior to 2003, did you work as a general 
9 contractor? 
10 A. Yes, in the Boise area. 10 
ll Q. How long have you been engaged in that 
12 activity? 
11 Q. During what period of time? 
12 A. Sol got into construction, started my own 
13 A. Five years for the restoration industry. I've 






Q. And briefly explain to me, when you say, 
specializing in the restoration industry, what does that 
mean? 
A. So insurance work, repairs, remodels, fire, 
water, mold, things like that. 
20 Q. And I believe you said that previous to that, 






Q. So would it be fair to say, previous to that 
you were a general contractor? 
A. Correct. 
13 business in 1995. 
14 Q. Was that in Boise? 
15 A. In Boise, as a framing contractor, that's what 
16 I specialized in. And then as far as general 
17 contracting, l built my own home, and a couple friends' 
18 homes. So in that time frame from 2000 -- or 1995 until 
19 2003, 1 probably built eight homes. 
20 Q. And did you have a company you operated 
21 through in those days? 
22 A. Yes, I did. 
23 Q. What was the name of that company? 
I 24 A. Value Building. 
1
25 Q. And today the name of your company is? 
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2 Q. And was that previously known as Restoration 
3 Pro? 
4 A. Yes, just the name change. 
5 Q. When you did the work at 2130 Payette, which 
6 name did the company have? 
7 A. Restoration Pro. 
8 Q. And then prior to 1995, did you have 
9 experience in the construction business? 
10 A. Grew up in it. My dad was a contractor. So, 
11 yes, I mean, just working underneath him, that's how I 
12 learned what I knew. 
13 Q. Has your general contracting business been 
14 exclusively residential? 
15 A. Not exclusively. Having a large majority, 
16 I've done a couple small commercial projects. 
17 Q. And the residential, is it primarily or 
10 exclusively single-family residential? 
19 A. Yes. 
20 Q. And during your period in Valley County since 
21 2003, has that also been the case? 
22 A. Yes. 
23 Q. Do you hold any licenses or certifications? 
24 A. An Idaho contractor's license, a Washington 
















Several certifications. I'm certified in water damage 
restoration, mold remediation. 
Q. From whom did you receive certification for 
water damage restoration, and mold remediation? 
A. IICRC. 
Q. And what does that stand for? 
A. Institute --
MS. FOSTER: If you know. 
THE WITNESS: T don't know it off the --
Q. (BY MR. MILLEMANN) IICRC? 
A. Yeah. 
Q. And what was involved in obtaining those 
certifications? 
A. Three days of school and a test. 






Q. And so they each required the three days and a 
test, or you --
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1 and life safety codes? 
2 A. No particular certification, you know, 
3 training, and OSHA courses, miscellaneous things. As we 
4 went on, we would also host for the employees of the 
5 company. 
6 Q. Would it be fair to say then, that your 
7 knowledge of applicable building and life safety codes 
8 is principally learned on the job and from experience? 
9 A. Correct. 
10 Q. What's your educational background, Beau? 
11 A. High school. 
12 Q. Where did you graduate high school? 
13 A. Garden Valley. · 
14 Q. So you are born and raised in Idaho, then? 
15 A. No, born in Hawaii. 
16 Q. How old were you when you left Hawaii? 
17 A. One. 
18 Q. So you didn't acquire much building experience 
19 while you were in Hawaii? 
20 A. No. 
21 Q. Okay. 
22 A. Or surfing. 
23 Q. Or surfing. That's too bad. 
! 24 So over the period that you've been in Valley 












an exact number, of how many single-family residences, 
new construction you have constructed, or your company 
has constructed? 
A. I would say around 40. 
Q. Okay. 
A. With the majority of them being million 
dollars plus. 
Q. Did you build your own home in Valley County? 
A. T did. But being a builder, I put it on the 
market as soon as it was built, and it sold within a 
11 couple months, so ... 
12 Q. Was that in Tamarack, or outside of Tamarack? 
13 A. Outside of Tamarack. 
14 Q. And of the ballpark 40 homes, were those all 
15 built for owners who were going to occupy them, or were 




A. Some of them were spec homes. 
20 A. The water one was three days and a test, and 20 
21 that was through UCRC. The mold one was through IRI, 21 
Q. Can you give me a rough breakdown? 
A. Three. Actually, can J take that back? 
Q. Absolutely. 




and that was just an on-line class, a 40-hour class, and 
a test. 
Q. Any specific education or certification 





first started building in Valley County, J started with 
some specs, and they were selling quickly, before I got 
involved in Tamarack. So probably more like six. 
Q. Were those specs in the Tamarack project, or 
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1 in Valley County? 
2 A. One was in the Tamarack project. 
3 Q. And when I use the term "spec," just to make 
4 sure I haven't confused you. In my world, that's a home 
5 that you construct with the plans that you obtain from 
6 the architect of your choice, with the intent that when 
1 it is completed, you are going to tum around and sell 
8 it; is that correct? ls that the term you use? 
9 A. Yes. 
10 Q. As opposed to a home, where I come to you, and 
11 say, Beau, I have an architect. Here are my plans. Can 
12 you build me my house? 
13 A. Correct. That would be a design-build. 
14 Q. Design-build, or a custom home, or something 
15 like that. 
16 So in your experience in Valley County, which 
17 is, obviously, substantial with single-family homes, and 
18 with your own home, have you had any experience 
19 with -- this may sound like a stupid question, but it 
20 won't be the last one I ask -- with sticky doors, or 
21 sticky windows, particularly in the winter and spring? 
22 A. Yes. 
23 Q. Given your experience, and as a builder, are 
124 you able to conclude, without investigation, what the 
i 25 cause of a sticky door, for example, might be? 
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1 A. That would depend on the situation. 
2 Some -- do you want me to --
3 Q. Yes, go ahead. 
4 A. So some calls, you know, you get a call from a 
5 homeowner. You go out. They've got a sticky door. 
6 Some can be addressed by adjusting hinges. Some can be 
7 made on the door structure, the adjustments that are in 
8 the hinges, or the trim around it, where you can adjust 
9 the door. 
10 Some you'll go out there and work on for an 
11 hour and more, and not be able to get anything resolved, 
12 because, you know, weather, climate, things have 
13 shifted. You know, sometimes at that point, we would 
14 call our supplier, and have their specialist come out, 
15 and see if they can do anything further. 
16 Q. So you can at least have two possible causes 
11 of a sticky door. One could simply be the hardware 
18 needs to be adjusted? 
19 A. Yes. 
20 Q. Hinges, as you said? 
21 A. Yes. 
22 Q. Or some could be some settling of some kind 
23 when the home was constructed? 
24 A. Correct. 
25 Q. And I realize there are many types of doors. 
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1 There are wood doors and clad doors, and so on. And I'm 
2 being very general here. Can that also occur from the 
3 ambient moisture, the external ambient moisture, can 
4 that ever cause a door to swell at all and be sticky? 
5 A. Yes. Especially with a wood, you have a clad 
6 wood door. You have wood in there that can swell. You 
7 have a wood frame. It's going to swell. So, yes, we do 
8 see that. 
9 Q. So as a builder with your experience, if 
10 someone were to say, hey, Beau, I've got a sticky door. 
11 If I'm understanding, correct me if I'm wrong, in order 
12 to detennine why that door is sticking, or what it might 
13 be indicative of, you would need to go and check it out? 
14 A. Correct. 
15 Q. During the period of 2004, 2005, did you have 
16 occasion to construct any homes using rock veneer? 
11 A. Yes. 
18 Q. When I use the term "rock veneer," as I 
19 understand it, as opposed to actual rocks, it's a veneer 
20 that is made to look like actual rocks. Am I correct 
21 about that? 




Q. And does it come in sheets? 
A. No. 
Q. What form does it come in? 
1 A. Basically, like a real stone, you know, small 
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2 stones, depending on the type of stone. You have a 
3 fieldstone, or a ledge stone that you buy. And they 
4 stack it just like you would a natural stone. But you 
s don't have to have the bearing at the bottom. You are 
6 just adhering everything to the wall. 
1 Q. And is that because it's not real stone? 
8 A. Correct. 
9 Q. So it's not as heavy? 
10 A. Correct. 
11 Q. Is it flat backed? 
12 A. Yes. 
13 Q. Would I be correct in assuming that building 
14 standards, and building practices have changed and 
15 evolved over the period since you came to Valley County 
16 to today? 
11 A. Yes, they have. 
18 Q. So I want you, if you can, to kind of focus on 
19 the period of 2004 to 2005, that range, not those exact 
20 years. If you were placing rock veneer on a home, can 
21 you give me what your protocol would be, or what you 
22 believe the standard in the industry was, as far as from 
23 that veneer in, what would I find? 
24 A. You would have -- so can I start at the wall 
. 25 and come out? 
i 
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1 Q. Absolutely. So the wall would be the studs? 
2 A. You would have your studs. Then you would 
3 have your wall sheathing, normally a half-inch OSB 
4 material. Then you would have a Tyvek wrap or a 
5 moisture barrier around the house. And then you would 
6 have like a felt paper that would be adhered to over the 
7 Tyvek, and then a chicken wire, and then your mortar and 
8 stone. 
9 Q. And if you were placing siding on a house, 
10 rather than rock veneer, would there be any change in 
11 that sequential profile you just described to me? 
12 A. Yes. 
13 Q. How would it be different? 
14 A. You start with your studs, your OSB sheathing, 
15 and then your moisture barrier, and then your siding. 
16 Q. So in case of siding, you would not use felt 
11 paper? 
10 A. No. 
19 Q. Now, in the case of rock veneer, would it have 
20 been your practice to always, regardless of the surface, 
21 use Tyvek and felt? 
22 A. Yes, we did. 
23 Q. And explain to me your thinking on that. 
24 A. That's the way we were taught by the 
25 Tyvek -- we had somebody come out from Tyvek to our 
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1 company, did a training on-site for a day, and learned 
2 how to tape it right, wrap the windows right, 
3 everything. They suggested wrapping it on there. 
4 Honestly, we did it, because that's what we were told to 
5 do. 
6 Q. And that was your practice? 
7 A. Correct. 
8 Q. Are you able to tell me with confidence, what 
9 you would consider to be the prevailing standard in the 
10 building industry in 2004 and 2005 on that subject? 
11 That subject being, when using rock veneer, would you 
12 use Tyvek and felt, or just felt? 
13 MS. FOSTER: Is there a geographic location in 
14 that question? 
15 MR. MILLEMANN: In Valley County. 
16 MS. FOSTER: Thank you. 
17 THE WITNESS: I think that's, you know, more a 
18 matter of opinion and per builder, to tell you the 
19 truth. I mean, at that time, things were very busy in 
20 Valley County, and there were probably several different 
21 things practiced, I mean, I guess --
22 Sorry -- to get back to -- sorry. Would you 
23 say your question again? 
.24 Q. (BY MR. MILLEMANN) No, fair enough. I said 
1
25 as you are able to. I'm asking you now to go outside 
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1 your own building practice, and tell me if you are able 
2 to tell me what you think would have been considered the 
3 prevailing standard, or ifthere was one prevailing 
4 standard in the trade, for how you handle moisture 
s barrier inside of rock veneer. I think you answered my 
6 question. But if you want to add anything to it, feel 
7 free. 
8 A. No. 
9 Q. Was that issue in 2004, 2005, driven by any 
1 o code, or was it more of a standard of practice? 
11 A. Code said we had to have a moisture barrier. 
12 There are several different products that you can use to 
13 create a moisture barrier. 
14 Q. Is felt paper one of them? 
15 A. Yes. 
16 Q. And so in the case of felt paper, then you 
17 have mesh and masonry on top of that, before the rock 
18 veneer went on; right? 
19 A. Correct. 
20 Q. Does the mesh and masonry also provide a 
21 moisture barrier of sorts? 
22 A. I would -- I mean, this is just a matter of 
23 opinion. l don't know, professionally. 1 would say, 
• 24 no, because the mortar is actually going to soak up 



























Q. So if I understand your answer, the code 
requirement was that you have a moisture barrier? 
A. Correct. 
Q. And then it was the builder's decision of how 
you satisfied that requirement? 
A. Correct. And to add on to that, there was a 
transition, and I don't know what the timing of this 
was. Where we just used to put a moisture barrier on 
the house. You know, your framing contractor, siding 
contractor would wrap the house with your moisture 
barrier for you. And would not tape the seams. The 
windows weren't sealed as much as they are now, and is 
code now. 
And then again, [ don't know the date. But 
there was a time where we, as a company, and I believe 
it started going with everybody, all seams started being 
taped, you know, on all your moisture barrier and stuff, 
and flashed properly around your windows. So we were 
educated. And then I think eventually that became code, 
so ... 
Q. Understand. So it may not have been code in 
2004, 2005, but the evolution might have led to a code 
provision on that? 
A. Correct. 
Q. And would it be fair to say in general, the 
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l issue of moisture, moisture protection, moisture 
2 intrusion, water intrusion is a big issue in Valley 
3 County? 
1 tell me what the code was, and what the requirement was? 
2 A. To tell you the truth, I'm not sure if it was 
3 a code requirement. 
4 A. Very much so. 4 Q. Okay. 
5 Q. And would it be fair to say, that's been an 5 A. It was more for us, it was a standard of 
6 evolving science, if you will? 
7 A. Correct. 
8 Q. I assume in many of the homes that you 
6 practice, you know, just something we did no matter 
7 what. r would guess that it was code, but honestly, I 
8 don't know that for a fact. 
9 constructed, Beau, they had decks? 9 Q. Fair enough. I appreciate that. I don't want 
10 A. Yes. 10 you to guess, so ... 
11 Q. And they had doors going out on to those 11 So your practice that you learned, was to use 
12 
13 
decks? 12 the four-inch flashing. And when you say, "four inch," 
A. Yes. 13 I assume it's a 90-degree angle, four inches up, four 
14 Q. What was your standard, particularly if you 14 inches out? 
15 can kind of think back to 2004, 2005, what was your 15 A. That's correct. 
16 standard practice as far as you described to me what a 16 Q. And that was your practice? 
17 rock veneer profile would look like. [n the case in 17 A. Yes. 
18 which you had deck coming up against house, would you 18 Q. Again, the same type of question. Are you 
19 
20 
employ flashing as part of that? And explain to me how, 19 able to tell me whether that was the prevailing standard 
and in what respect? 20 in the building industry in Valley County in 2004 and 
21 A. Yes, you would put flashing. You would have 21 2005, or not? 




was a time frame where we transitioned from normally, a 23 
lot of times the framers would put up the deck. And 24 
then you would run your moisture barrier. And then you 25 
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1 would put a four-inch flashing. So it would go up the 1 
2 wall four inches, and down out onto the deck four 2 
3 inches. Your moisture barrier would come over the top 3 
4 of that flashing. So anything that came down your 4 
5 moisture barrier would then drain out. 5 
6 Then there was a time where we transitioned, 6 
7 and started putting the moisture barrier clear down 7 
8 behind your rim board, basically, that was on the wall. 8 
9 So that actually sealed the whole house all the way down 9 
10 to the bottom. And then your deck ledger went over the 10 
11 top of that. 11 
12 Q. That evolution you described, you would have 12 
13 had moisture barrier all the way down the wall below the 13 
14 deck level; correct? 14 
15 A. Correct. 15 
16 Q. rs that an evolution that occurred after 2004? 16 
17 A. Probably. 17 
10 MS. FOSTER: If you know, he's not asking you 10 
19 to speculate. 19 
20 THE WITNESS: Yeah. If-- yes, I would say, 20 
21 we transitioned that after 2004. 21 
22 Q. (BY MR. MILLEMANN) So on the flashing, the 22 
23 issue of flashing, in the context I'm describing, the 23 
24 intersection of a deck with the wall of the house. 24 
i 25 Again, was that a code requirement? And if so, can you . 25 
yes. 
Q. To use flashing, or to use four-inch flashing? 
A. To use four-inch flashing. 
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Q. Okay. 
A. Because even, you know, you call your lumber 
supplier, which many of us use the same supplier, or 
salesman. They are a lot of the ones that help you do 
your takeoff. And they would even know, hey, this is 
the flashing I'm going to send you for your deck. So it 
was a common practice, I would say. 
Q. Thank you. 
Does the term "drip flashing" make any sense 
to you? 
A. Yes, it does. 
Q. Tell me what that means. 
A. Normally used on roofs, or the edge of decks, 
or something has a small lip, where it kicks the water 
away from the surface area that's below it. So it has a 
little angle at the bottom to make that drip away from 
the structure. 
Q. What were the dimensions of drip flashing 
during that period oftime in 2004, 2005? 
A. A guess, an inch, inch-and-a-half by two 
inches, two-and-a-quarter. 
Q. So what would have been the application of 
drip flashing, in your experience, as opposed to the 
four-inch flashing you described to me? 
A. Normally that would be something used above 
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1 door headers or windows, the drip flashing that you are 
2 speaking of. 
3 Q. And everything we've talked about regarding 
4 flashing, tell me ifl'm wrong, and I'm understanding 
5 from you, this would be the practice you learned. You 
6 don't know whether, and to what extent that was a 
7 specific code requirement? 
8 A. Correct. 
9 Q. Okay. 
10 A. And there was many different -- I'll just --
11 Q. No. Go ahead. 
12 A. Standards of practice used. And that was -- I 
13 mean, honestly, that was a sales point for us to our 
14 customers. And say, here's the things we do, and try 
15 and be better than our competition. 
16 Q. Got you. 
17 And so the other issue I wanted to ask you 
18 about is, in that profile that you described to me that 
19 would come from the wall studs to the rock veneer, 
20 inside the masonry mesh was felt paper; correct? 
21 A. Right. 
22 Q. I gather from yesterday's depositions, there 
2 3 are different weights of felt paper? 
24 A. There are. 
25 Q. Again, focusing on the 2004, 2005 period. If 
Page 
1 you were doing the application we're talking about, rock 
2 veneer on the side of the house, was there a particular 
3 weight that you used for that application? 
4 A. I don't know exactly what that was. Our 
5 masonry contractor would have been, you know, the one 
6 doing it. So I know most of the times we would double 
7 layer it, and sometimes you would triple layer it. Tt, 
8 honestly, depends on our subcontractor. 
9 Q. So that's an area where you would look to your 
10 masonry contractor to know what the standards were, and 
11 to actually construct that profile? 
12 A. Correct. 
13 Q. So in the period 2004, 2005, in the course of 
14 living in Valley County, and being a builder, did you 
15 know Chris Kirk? 
16 A. I knew of Chris Kirk, but not personally, no. 
17 Q. So when you say, you knew of Chris Kirk, would 
18 it be fair to say, what you knew of him was what you had 
essentially heard from others? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And so did you know at that time that Chris 
Kirk was a builder? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And did you have any understanding of the type 
of construction he did? 
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1 A. I knew that he was a high-end home builder. 
2 Q. And when you say "high-end," is that kind of 
3 the same category that you were in as far as the 
4 million-dollar-plus homes? 
5 A. Yes. 
6 Q. And did Chris enjoy any reputation that you 
7 were aware of, from the people you talked to, as far as 
8 the quality of his building? 
9 A. I believe that he did. 
10 Q. And what was his reputation? 
11 A. A good reputation, and known for good 
12 products, and high-end customers and homes. 
13 Q. So there came a point in time when you were 
14 employed by Ed Petrus; is that correct? 
1s A. Yes. 
16 Q. I've seen a lot of documents that would 
17 suggest to me maybe that was 2013, but you tell me. 
18 A. Okay. Timeline? 
19 Q. Yes. 
20 A. Okay. So I was contacted by Michael Longmire. 
21 It was the fall of 2013. And he told me that he had a 
22 house with some issues in the crawlspace, and a door, 
· 23 and asked if I would be interested. Also told me that 
24 it could be a long process, because there could be 
possible litigation and stuff involved. So he warned me 
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1 upfront. And said, is this something you would be 
2 interested in looking at? And I said, sure, I'll come 
3 out and take a look at it. 
4 So I met him on-site at the home. T don't 
s know the exact date. T believe it was around October of 
6 20 l 3. And inspected it with them, looked at the door 
7 area. Went down into the crawlspace, and looked at the 
8 area underneath the door, where they removed the foam. 
9 And you could see the rotted rim board and stuff. 
10 Inspected the rest of the crawlspace for mold. Looked 
11 at the ventilation system that they had installed in the 
12 crawlspace. And, yeah, done an inspection. 
13 So then he asked --
14 Q. I'm sorry. Go ahead. 
15 A. Then he asked us to prepare -- make sure that 
16 we were interested in the project. And I said, yes. So 
17 he asked us to prepare an estimate for Mr. Petrus for 
18 repairs to that area around the door. So that's what we 
19 did. That's what I did next. 
20 Q. So I want to stop you there, ifl can? 
21 A. Yes. 
22 Q. That October inspection, was that just you and 
23 Mr. Longmire? 
24 A. Yes, I believe -- so there were several times 
25 out there. And I believe the first inspection was just 
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1 me and Mr. Longmire. And then a later inspection, I 
2 also had Eric come along, which was the project manager. 
3 Q. And you had mentioned looking at a rim board 
4 that had been exposed. I missed where you said that 
5 was. 
6 A. That was in the crawlspace, underneath the 
7 door that had issues. 
8 Q. So down in the crawlspace, but you would be 
9 looking at the area underneath the door? 
10 A. Correct. 
11 Q. So in that first inspection, did you have an 
12 opportunity to examine the interior of the house on the 
13 main floor? 
14 A. Yes. 
15 Q. In the area of the door? 
16 A. Uh-huh. 
17 Q. And outside? 
18 A. Yes. 
19 Q. Independent of what you saw in the crawlspace, 
20 did you see any evidence in the interior of water 
21 intrusion? 
22 A. No. 
23 Q. And looking at that same door from the 
24 exterior, did you see any evidence of water intrusion, 
25 not including what you saw in the crawlspace? 
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1 A. No. 
2 Q. So would I be correct in saying, that it 
3 wasn't until materials were taken off in the area of the 
4 door, that you first discovered the dry rot, or wet rot 
5 that is in large part the subject of this lawsuit? 
6 A. Yes. 
7 Q. And would I be correct in saying, that none of 
8 that would have been visible without removing trim, or 
9 veneer, or the door, itself? 
10 A. For the most part, yes, there was some water 
11 stains on the insulation in the crawlspace underneath 
12 that door, but... 
13 Q. But if we set the crawlspace aside, as far as 
14 being on the inside of the house, or out on the deck 
15 looking back at the door, you didn't observe anything 
16 that would have indicated water intrusion? 
11 A. No. 
18 Q. And the wood floor, there was wood flooring, 
19 was there not, Beau, in the area of that door that we're 
talking about? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And to orient, I want to show you what's been 
marked as Exhibit No. 1. Can you identify that? 
A. The location? 
Q. Can you identify the actual document? 
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Q. Did you prepare Exhibit 1, Beau? 
A. No. 
Q. Do you know who did? 





Q. From your recollection, and your experience on 
the job, does Exhibit 1 accurately depict the floor plan 
of the main floor? 




Q. So I want to make sure I understand. The 
doors we're talking about, would those have been the 
doors, the two doors that are indicated as departing 
15 
16 
from the dining room out on to the deck on what has been 
known as the southwest corner of the house? 




Q. Can you actually take a pen and indicate 








Q. And you can just do it in the corner if you 
want? 
A. So just writing which way would be north? 
Q. Yes, just arrows would be fine. 
1 A. (Witness complying.) 
2 Q. Can I take a quick look at that? 
3 A. Yes. 
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4 Q. So the two doors in question were french doors 
5 that accessed from the dining room to the deck on 
6 basically the south -- or south -- I guess I would say, 
7 the south portion of the home; is that right? 
8 A. Yes. 
9 Q. And inside those french doors in the dining 
10 room was there a hardwood floor? 
11 A. Yes. 
12 Q. And when you inspected the home that first 
l3 time, did you see any evidence of water staining on that 
14 hardwood floor? 
15 A. No. 
16 Q. And outside the french doors on the deck, on 
17 the surface of the deck, before you removed anything, 
18 did you see any evidence of water staining or rot? 
19 A. No. 
20 Q. And looking at the door from the inside, did 
21 you see any evidence of water staining or water 
22 intrusion or rot? 
23 A. No. 
24 Q. And looking at the door from the outside, did 
· 2 5 you see any evidence of water staining, water intrusion, 
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1 or rot? 
2 A. No. 
Page 50 
3 Q. On that occasion did you open and close those 
4 doors, if you remember? When I say, "those doors," I 
5 mean, the french doors that we're talking about here 
6 from the dining room to the deck. 
7 A. Yes. I don't recall 100 percent. I know 
8 Michael Longmire was the one that had opened and closed 
9 the doors. I don't think they were working properly, 
10 but we did go out the door to inspect the outside. 
11 Q. So you mentioned that you were there, because 
12 Mike Longmire said -- using my words -- we've got some 
13 issues in the crawlspace. Did he describe to you before 
14 you went and looked, what those issues were? 
15 A. Yes. 
16 Q. What did he explain to you? 
17 A. He explained to me they went to have a propane 
18 line installed. The installer of that line pulled out 
19 the insulation. The insulation was wet. And then as 
20 they drilled through, they discovered that the rim board 
21 was rotted. So that contractor -· I'm not sure what 
22 contractor that was -- told Michael about it. That's 
23 how they found the issue. So Michael went down there 
24 and pulled back some insulation, and found out that that 
25 rim board was rotted. 
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1 Q. So this would have been October-ish of2013? 
2 A. Correct. 
3 Q. When you went back to the crawlspace, was 
4 there an issue in the crawlspace? 
5 A. Not that I remember. I believe in my pictures 
6 that I took, there was no water. 
7 Q. And to see the rim joist -- is that the right 
8 term, Beau? 
9 A. Yes. 
10 Q. -- that you are talking about, you had to 
11 pull back insulation to see what you were talking about? 
12 A. Yes. 
13 Q. Did Mr. Longmire mention anything about the 
14 crawlspace having been identified in a home inspection 
15 before Mr. Petrus bought the property, as having any 
16 potential issues? 
17 A. No. 
18 Q. Has he ever mentioned that to you? 
19 A. No. 
20 Q. So that was part of what he told you. And 
21 then he told you something, that they had some kind of 
22 problem with the doors. Did he tell you what the 
23 problem with the doors was? 
24 A. He told me they were -- I don't recall 
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mechanism. That the doors weren't operating right. I 
believe he mentioned something about duct tape on the 
doors. And that they wanted the door replaced. 
Q. I see. Okay. So your initial scope, if you 
will, that you went home to try to eventually put some 
numbers together on, were to do some remediation in the 
crawlspace, and to replace the door? 
A. Yes. So remediate the crawlspace, replace the 
rim board that we knew was rotted, and replace the door, 
which required some stone removal, you know, so it 
involved masonry. So it was an extensive -- for just 
replacing the door, it got extensive. 
Q. And when we're talking about the door here, 
this is a manufactured two door french door; right? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And it would be necessary to remove rock 
because there was rock veneer around that door? 
A. Yes. And can I add in? 
Q. Sure. 
A. And the hardwood floor had to be refinished, 
also. Because during inspection, we inspected the 
sub-floor, found that the sub-floor was rotted coming 
out from there. Once we removed that insulation, 
because the insulation was six to eight inches thick in 
the area, once you pulled that back, you could see the 
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1 sub-floor was rotted. So we knew we'd have to remove 
2 that. 
3 We want to figure worst case scenario. We 
4 were hoping we could try and slip something underneath 
5 there. But Ed wanted worst case scenario. So we said, 
6 well, worst case, we would have to replace the hardwood, 
7 replace the sub-floor. And to make it look right, we 
8 are going to have to refinish all of the hard wood. 
9 Q. All of which became visible to you when you 
10 got in the crawlspace and pulled the insulation off? 
11 A. Correct. 
12 Q. None of which was visible to you inside the 
13 house, or outside on the deck? 
14 A. No. 
15 Q. So then that was the first inspection. And 
16 then you were about to tell me, you went off to maybe 
try to put some numbers together? 17 
18 A. Yes. So I put an estimate together, got that 








Q. And then at some point, you came back with 
Eric; is that correct? Was that before you did the 
estimate or after? 
A. After. So I got done, the original estimate. 
Sent that to -- J think, Michael gave that to Ed. Ed 
came into town -- was coming into town, and wanted to 
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schedule a meeting. So we went out, and met Michael 
Longmire, Ed, myself, and Eric, and discussed the 
project. 
Q. And for the record, when you refer to "Ed," 
you are referring to Mr. Petrus? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And Ed is fine. I just want to make sure we 
know who we're talking about. 
So would it have still been in October when 
Mr. Petrus came into town and the four of you met? 
A. I don't think so. I think November, December, 
somewhere in there. Some time had passed. 
Q. And by then you had given some kind of an 
initial estimate? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And I have seen some estimates in here, dated 
November 5. Does that sound about right; 2013? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Does that sound about right? 
A. Yes, it does. 
Q. And at that point you still had not pulled 
anything, any material off of the door, or around the 
door. You were still at that point, relying on what you 





























Q. And -- I'm sorry. 
A. He was very vague on it. But just wanted to 
make sure that we, as a company, would be willing to do 
that. And l said, my words to him, as long as I'm not 
taking a side. I'm here as a professional. You know, 
and to voice my opinion on what I've seen, and we do, 
was my words to Ed. 
Q. Okay. So in that, you reviewed the estimate, 
fought off the attempt to have you lower your number. 
And agreed that, at least, if you needed to be a witness 
in litigation, you would be available to be that. ls 
that about right? 
A. Very correct. 
Q. So did you reach agreement at that point, 
let's go on this, or --
A. No. I believe -- and l don't recall why, to 
tell you the truth, but there was a modification to the 
estimate. And I apologize that I don't remember why. 
But I know -- because there was a second version. We 
went back. We modified it. And the price actually went 
up. And gave him that revised one. 
And then at that point, he had accepted it. 
And said, you know, let's schedule it for spring. He 
gave us a time frame when he wouldn't be using the home, 
----------+---···-·--···--- --- ---
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Q. So tell me about the meeting. Did the meeting 
happen at the house? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And you told me who was present, the four 
people who were there. Tell me what was said, to the 
best of your recollection, and what was discussed? 
A. We, yeah, basically talked about the estimate. 
He asked why we were higher than he had another estimate 
done by somebody else. We were higher. He wanted to 
know why. He wanted to see if I could lower the number. 
I told him, no. You know, you want me to do the 
project, this is my number. 
And, you know, discussed start dates, and so 
forth. He wanted -- he also made us very aware that, 
you know, there could be possible litigation in it, and 
if we were willing to participate in that. 
Q. Participate in the litigation? 
A. In being deposed, whatever. 
Q. You got it. 
A. As a witness. 
Q. And winding up where you are today? 
A. Exactly. 
Q. And did he tell you who he thought this 
litigation was going to be with? 



























but he wanted it done before he wanted to use the home, 
1 believe, it was in June. 
Q. And the second estimate, Beau, was that also 
before you had gone in and torn anything apart? 
A. Correct. 
Q. So at that point you were still relying on 
what you could see from the crawlspace with the pulled 
insulation back, and just the assumption that you are 
going to have to take that door out, and what you told 
me, you have to fix the rim joists, and floor joists; 
correct? 
A. Correct. 
Q. I've seen in the documents that were provided, 
an initial estimate in the range -- and I'll show you 
these -- in the range 20, 21,000. And a revised 
estimate that appeared to me to be prior to the time you 
started any work, more in the range of the $27,000 
range? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Does any of that ring a bell? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Does that sound right? 
A. Yes. 
Q. So Mr. Petrus wanted you to -- and by the way, 
is it pea-trus or pet-trus? Well, I already know what 
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1 Alyson thinks it is. 
2 A. Yes. 
3 Q. We're going to find out on Tuesday. 
4 So he said that he wanted you to do the work 
5 within a certain window when he wouldn't plan to be 
6 there otherwise? Do I got that right? 
7 A. Yes. 
8 Q. What was that window, if you remember? 
9 A. April, start in April, you know, when snow 
10 was -- got off, was getting off, had better days for 
11 masonry and stuff, and then be done before June. 
12 Q. And if I understand you, is that because 
13 that's a period where he didn't plan to use the house? 
14 A. Correct. 
15 Q. When you inspected the home in October or in 
16 that range, and it sounds like it was at least a couple 
17 of times; is that a fair statement? 
18 A. Yes. 
19 Q. Did you prepare any notes, or recordings, or 
20 did you in any way memorialize what you saw in those 
21 inspections? 
22 A. No. 1 mean, when I do an inspection, 1 take, 
23 you know, a sketch of the home. In this case, Michael 
124 had plans there. So I photographed the plans. And took 
25 photos. You know, with my inspection, took photos in 
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1 the crawlspace, photos of the affected areas, photos 
2 outside the door, basically, those are my notes. 
3 Q. And you've produced all the photos that you've 
4 took? 
s A. Yes. 
6 Q. So as.a builder of high-end homes. When you 
7 walked into the home, what was your impression of the 
8 home? 
9 A. It was a nice home. 
10 Q. And had you not gone in the crawlspace, and 
11 not pulled the insulation away, if you could have 
12 blocked that in your mind, would you have any reason 
based on the appearance of the interior, and the 13 
14 exterior, and the area of the deck, to anticipate what 

















Can I clarify something, too? 
Please. 
A. Just looking at this document here, it is 
something that our company did. I didn't realize that, 
but I think it's probably a fioor plan that Eric drew. 
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managing it. So I think we did -- our company produced 
this, because I recognize the labeling and stuff, just 
so you know. 
Q. And you are referring to Exhibit I? 
A. Yes, I'm referring to Exhibit I. 
Q. Thanks. And l appreciate that. And feel free 
to clarify at any time you need to. 
I want to show you what have been marked as 
Exhibits 53, 54 and 55. And in general, they appear to 
me to be contracts that were either proposed, or entered 
into between your company and Mr. Petrus. Would you, in 
general, concur with that? 
A. Yes. 
Q. So let's start with Exhibit 53. And my 
version of Exhibit 53, have an agreement that is RP 250 
to 254, with an Exhibit A, which is RP 255 to 257. And 
I'm sorry, Beau. The RP numbers are at the bottom of 
the page. 
A. Yes. 
Q. So explain to me what Exhibit 53 is. 
A. A "Construction Repair Contract." So a 
contract that we had originally put together with 
Mr. Petrus, Pet-trus. Now, I'm going to say, Ed. 
Q. Ed, that seems to be the safe haven here. 
And if you could turn to the second page of 
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1 the contract, Exhibit 53, which is RP 251. Article 4.2 
2 appears to me to have a fixed price for the work. Do 
3 you see that? 
4 A. Yes. 
s Q. And what was that price? 
6 A. $21,963.0 I. 
1 Q. And then attached to Exhibit 53, as Exhibit A, 
a appears to me to be an estimate that, again, appears to 
9 me to be prepared by your company, itemizing the work 
10 that would comprise that $21,963.0 I? 
11 A. Correct. 
12 Q. Did you or someone working on your behalf 
13 prepare the contract and that exhibit? 
14 A. Yes. 
15 Q. To your knowledge, was Exhibit 53 ever signed 
16 as a contract between you and Mr. Petrus? 
17 A. I believe it was not. 
1s Q. So let's look at Exhibit 54. And take a 
19 minute. I will tell you, my version of 54 is, once 
20 again, in this case, a five-page contract, RP Nos. 235 
21 through 239, with an Exhibit A and an Exhibit B, 
22 comprising 240 to 244. Does yours have the same 
23 documents? 
1
24 A. Yes. 
2 s Q. And can you tell me what Exhibit 54 is? 
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2 Q. Now, as we look to the second page, again, to 
3 Article 4.2. It appears to me that the price for the 
4 work is now $27,699.40. Do you see that? 
1 A. Yes, it was. 
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2 Q. Putting aside change orders, did you enter 
3 into any other contracts with Mr. Petrus of the nature 
4 that we see in Exhibit 55? 
5 A. Yes. 5 A. Putting aside change orders? 
6 Q. And if T look at the exhibits, it appears to 6 Q. Yes, sir. 
7 me, Beau, but you correct me if I'm wrong, the principal 7 A. No. 
8 difference between Exhibit 54 and Exhibit 53, is that in 8 Q. So then if we go to Exhibit 56. I'm sorry. 
9 Exhibit B, you have now added a scope of work for mold 9 Did I give you that? 
10 remediation? 10 MS. FOSTER: Not yet. 
11 A. That is correct. 11 Q. (BY MR. MILLEMANN) Okay. Showing you Exhibit 
12 Q. Does that look to you like the basic 12 56, which is titled "Restoration Pro Contract/Change 
13 difference between the two contracts? And take a minute 13 Order No. I, Ed Petrus Project: 2130 Payette Drive, 
14 if you need to. 14 McCall, Idaho 83638," and is RP 267,268, and 269. 
15 A. Yes. that looks correct. 15 Can you tell me what Exhibit 56 is? 
16 Q. So, essentially, somewhere along the way, you 16 A. A change order. 
17 had the opportunity to maybe focus a little bit more on 11 Q. And I don't know that I found -- maybe I 
18 the crawlspace, and determine that you were going to 18 missed it -- a date on the change order. If 1 missed 
19 have to do some mold remediation work, and that led to 19 it, can you point it out to me? Otherwise, can you look 
20 the increase in the price? 20 at the change order, and tell me if you are able to give 
21 MS. FOSTER: I'm just going to object to the 21 me any idea of when this change order would have been 
22 form of the question as compound. 22 entered into, if it was entered into? 
23 MR. MJLLEMANN: Yes. Fair enough. 23 MR. MILLEMANN: Just, Counsel, for the record, 
·124 Q. (BY MR. MlLLEMANN) Tell me, what led to the 24 did you just mark on the --
25 addition of Exhibit B to the contract that we see in 25 MS. FOSTER: Yes, r did. 
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1 Exhibit 54? 
2 A. When I originally did the estimates, when we, 
3 as a company, did the estimates, we did both estimates, 
4 Exhibit A and B. When we prepared the first contract, 
5 he just -- which is Exhibit 53 -- he just wanted the 
6 repairs done. 
7 Now, it helps me recall our meeting on-site. 
8 He said, hey, I want a contract with everything. I want 
9 mold remediation, everything. We had already done that 
10 estimate. We then revised the estimate to include that 
11 other portion of work. 
12 Q. "He," being, Mr. Petrus? 
13 A. Yes, Ed. 
14 Q. And then if you could take a look at Exhibit 
15 55? 
16 A. (Witness complying.) 
17 Q. It is, again, a contract. And the contract 
18 does not contain exhibits, but references to exhibits, 
19 and is RP 261 to 265. It appears to me, Beau, that 
20 Exhibit 55 is actually a signed version of Exhibit 54 
21 without the exhibits. Could you take a look and tell me 
22 if I'm correct on that? 
23 A. You are correct. 
I
. 24 Q. So is Exhibit 55 then the first -- that 
25 contract you entered into with Mr. Petrus? 
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1 MR. MILLEMANN: Okay. I just wanted to know 
2 where these came from. So that is fine. 
3 MS. FOSTER: I hand marked dates I saw for 
4 that testimony only. 
s MR. MILLEMANN: No complaint. 
6 THE WITNESS: I don't see a date either. I do 
7 see a date on the bottom of the last page of 5-7, 20 I 4, 
8 which came out of our software when we printed this 
9 "extras" document. So J guess it was around that time. 
10 But there was no specific date on there, on the change 
11 order contract. 
12 Q. (BY MR. MILLEMANN) Do you know, was this 
13 change order agreed to by Mr. Petrus? 
14 A. Yes. 
15 Q. This is an unsigned version. Do you have a 
16 signed version that you know of? 
17 A. I don't know that answer. I would think we 
18 do. But we gave you our entire file, except for our 
19 payables file, so ... 
20 Q. So the file that it would have likely have 




Q. And would I be correct then in 
that Exhibit 56, Change Order No. 1 was proposed 
accepted after you had commenced your work and 
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1 the demo of the exterior of the building? 
2 A. Yes, it would. Because if you look on this, 
3 it shows that he's already given us a payment and the 
4 original payment. We do have that date of 4-18. 
5 Q. On the change order. Thank you. 
6 A. Yes. It shows that we got a deposit, check 
7 number and everything of 8,309. So it was after that 
8 date that this document was produced. 
9 Q. And something you could just help me with that 
10 was a bit of a source of confusion for me. If we look 







Q. And if you look at date entered, it's November 
5, 2013. And I see this occurring in estimates, that 
16 appears to me, clearly done later. Did your system just 
17 kind of default to the original date on this; do you 
know? 18 
19 A. Yes. So when -- what -- and we've since 
20 changed this within our company, because when you create 
21 an estimate, what we do is we copy that original one. 
22 It has all the customer's information. We got lazy, 
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1 get a higher number. So would I be correct in assuming 
2 that you did more work than is reflected in the contract 
3 and the change order? 
4 A. Yes. And may I make a statement? 
5 Q. Yes. 
6 A. I don't know for a fact that this change order 
7 was signed. Again, Eric would know more on that, 
8 because I know there was some going back and forth. 
9 think we produced one. And so I don't know that this 
10 was signed. We may have, he said, hey, let's open 
11 up -- T know at some point -- I don't know if I'm 
12 getting too far in a different direction? 
13 Q. No. Go ahead. 
14 A. He had us do further inspection around the 
15 rest of the front of the home on the corners that had 
16 these issues behind the masonry. And then we produced, 
17 maybe it was a revised change order to this. So maybe. 
10 But I don't know exactly how that went. 
19 Q. And would it have been your practice to 
20 memorialize? And when I say, "memorialize," I mean, 
21 reduce to writing of some sort, change orders? 
22 A. Yes. 
23 missed putting in the current updated date. And now, we 23 Q. And that might just be an email confirmation? 
A. Yes. 24 
25 
know the importance of that. 
Q. Yes. So in any event, the November 5, 2013 
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1 date has no relevance to when the change order wa'> done? 
2 A. It does not. 
3 Q. Were there any other change orders that you 
4 are aware of? 
5 A. I believe there was. 
6 Q. I have not seen them. If so, they have not 
7 been produced. Do you have recollection of what they 
8 were, or when they were? 
9 A. I don't. 
10 Q. Okay. 
11 A. That would be a question for Eric Waite. 
12 Q. Did Eric Waite maintain files on this job 
13 separately from the files you looked at to respond to 
14 the notice duces tee um? 










Q. So do I understand you to be saying, Mr. Waite 
might have recollection of it, but we would not expect 
him to have an actual physical copy of change orders? 
A. Correct. And your request for emails may 
produce some of those documents. 
Q. Thanks. I appreciate that. 
And I'm not surprised by your answer, because 
I tell you, when I total up the contract in 55 with the 
change order in 56, I get a number of $39,021.15. And 
yet, when I go to your invoices which were produced, I 
24 
Q. Because as I understand, looking at as many of 
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1 the photographs as I've been able to look at, although 
2 your work started -- and I'm pointing to Exhibit No. 1, 
3 it started in the area of the french doors, off of the 
4 dining room, it didn't stop there. That you actually 
s wound up around on the lake side of the house, as well; 
6 am I correct in that? 
7 A. Yes, you are correct. 
8 Q. And I'm going to have you walk me through 
9 that; what you did, and where you did it. 
10 MR. MILLEMANN: Does anyone need a quick 
11 break? 
12 MS. FOSTER: I would like one. 
13 (A recess was had.) 
14 Q. (BY MR. MILLEMANN) Beau, we're back on the 
15 record. r want to hand you what have been marked as 
16 Exhibits 45 through 52, which I will represent to you, 
17 are documents that I received on Tuesday in the document 
10 production that we referred to earlier. 
19 Can you take a minute, and just 
20 without -- we're going to go through them individually, 
21 but just overall, tell me what Exhibits 45 through 52 
22 are. 
23 A. So it looks like they are progress invoices 
24 for the work done at Ed's home. 
Q. To your knowledge, are these all of your 
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1 invoices for work performed at 2130 Payette Drive, at 
2 least as relevant to this lawsuit? That is, I don't 
3 know if you did any other work for Ed? 
4 A. I can't answer that exactly. I mean, I would 
5 assume they are, but I would need to see a statement on 
6 the job. 
7 Q. Oh, a statement? 
8 A. Yeah, and I don't know if we've produced one 
9 for the documents or not. 
10 Q. Tell me what that would be; a statement? 
11 A. That would be for Ed, as a customer, we can 
12 produce a statement out of our accounting, that says, 
13 here's everything we invoiced him, and every check that 
14 he paid us. And I'm assuming these are everything. But 
15 to answer your question exactly, I can't guarantee they 
16 are. 
11 Q. And would the statement, would that have been 
10 in the files you produced? 
19 A. No, we don't put them in the job files. 
20 Q. You don't? 
21 A. That would be in our accounting software. 
22 Q. Accounting software. Okay. 
23 A. I think we just -- can I talk; is that okay? 
24 MS. FOSTER: Can we confer for a moment? 
25 MR. MILLEMANN: Sure. 
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1 (Discussion held off the record.) 
2 MS. FOSTER: If it is something we can get for 
3 them, then we should. 
4 THE WITNESS: Okay. 
5 Q. (BY MR. MILLEMANN) I'm going to show you 
6 what's been marked as Exhibit 58. And that is document 
7 labeled Petrus 293. ls that what you were referring to? 
0 A. Yes, it is. 
9 Q. So if I were to total the payments shown in 
10 Exhibit 58, and find that it matches the payments 
11 reflected in Exhibits 45 to 52, would I be correct in 
12 reaching the conclusion that 45 to 52 are aJI the 
13 invoices on the job? 
14 A. Yes. 
15 Q. And I will tell you, I've done that. And with 
16 my own addition, they do match. That is that, Exhibit 
17 58, and the total amounts billed and paid in Exhibits 45 
10 to 52, do match exactly. And that number that I find, 
19 and we can go through this if you would like, 
20 $57,337.16. 
21 Does that sound right to you as the amount of 
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1 Exhibit 45, do you have that in front of you? 
2 A. Yes, 1 do. 
3 Q. So on that one, I took the total number of 
4 6,588, $96,588.90. 
5 A. Okay. 
6 Q. And then Exhibit 46, 1 took the total number 
7 of$1,720.92; would that be correct? 
0 A. Yes. 
9 Q. And then Exhibit 47, I took the total of 
10 $9,237.38; would that appear to be correct? 
11 A. Correct. 
12 Q. And then Exhibit 48, I took the total number 
13 $11,254.1 I? 
14 A. Correct. 
15 Q. Okay. And then Exhibit 49, took me a minute, 
16 but it appears to me the $11,254.11 from the prior 
17 invoice has been carried forward. So all I took off of 
10 Exhibit 49 was the number 3,578.78; would that be 
19 correct? 
20 A. Yes, that is correct. 
21 Q. And then Exhibit 50, I took the number 
22 4,015.47? 
23 A. Correct. 
! 24 Q. And Exhibit 51, I took the number $16,621.62? 
• 25 A. Correct. 
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1 Q. And then Exhibit 52, I took the number $4,120? 
2 A. Correct. 
3 Q. And I will tell you, and if you would like to, 
4 I have a calculator if you want to double-check. When I 
5 total those, and then when I go to Exhibit 58, the 
6 statement, and I totaled the payments reflected. I get 
7 the same number, which is $57,337.16. And you've told 
8 me you think that sounds right, as far as what you were 
9 paid for your work? 
10 A. Yes. 
11 Q. If you could take a look at Exhibit 48. 
12 Unlike Exhibits 45 and 46 and 47, all of those exhibits 
13 have an estimate attached. Exhibit 48 doesn't And I 
14 just wondered, do you know if there was detail for 
15 Exhibit 48? And if so, where it might be? 
16 A. Yes. So if you look at, for example, Exhibit 
17 45. 
1a Q. Got it. 
19 A. That is, if you look at the estimate amount, 
20 $21,963.01, they have the same. So we just attached the 
21 detail to the first one, and the rest of these are 
22 money that you were paid for your work at 2 I 30 Payette? 22 progress invoices. 
23 A. Yes. 23 Q. So you are still working off of that same 
24 estimate? 24 Q. And let me tell you how I did that, so I make 
125 sure that I've done that correctly. If we start with 25 A. Yes. And basically, if you look, we built in 
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1 30 percent, and then additional percentages as we went 
2 along. 
3 Q. Got it. That makes sense. 
4 And then ifwe go to 49, ifwe go to Exhibit 
5 49, that is, which is an invoice June 9, 2014. Again, 
6 there is no detail attached to that, but I think your 
7 answer would be the same; right? 
8 A. It would be the same, except I would add in, 
9 as you see on Exhibit 49, where we wrote the wording, 
10 "additional painting performed by Hernandez Painting." 
11 So instead of producing an actual attachment estimate, 
12 we just wrote it right there, because it was something 
13 that Ed had asked us to do for him. 
14 Q. Do you have any recollection of where that 
15 additional painting was done? 
16 A. I have a recollection. But to be firm, you 
17 would have to ask Eric. But I believe we repainted the 
18 whole first level of the house. 
19 Q. Interior or exterior? 
20 A. Interior. 
21 Q. Beau, would I expect in the payables file that 
22 you are going to provide, to find Hernandez Painting's 
2 3 invoices or bids? 
24 A. Yes. 
25 Q. And then ifwe move on to Exhibit 50, I don't 
Page 
1 see a detail attached to Exhibit 50, which is an 
2 invoice, dated June 9, 2014. The amount appears to be 
3 for ha7.ardous materials remediation. Do you know where 
4 I would find the detail or the estimate for that? 
5 A. Exhibit 46, that was the original. 
6 Q. So you are just, as you explained, you are 
7 billing against that original estimate? 
8 A. Correct. So if you look at Exhibit 46, we 
9 required 30 percent down. And then Exhibit 50, we show 
10 a prior billing of 30 percent, and then a current 
11 billing of 70 percent, so the remaining balance due. 
12 Q. Thank you. And then Exhibit 51, which is an 
13 invoice, dated August 15, 2014. It has two exhibits 
14 attached to it, an A and a B. 
15 And the question I have is, it appears to me 
16 that Exhibit B is inclusive of Exhibit A. And I'm 
17 talking about the exhibits to the invoice, which itself 
18 is Exhibit 51. And I just wanted to have you tell me, 
19 if I'm correct about that? 
20 What I'm saying is, it appears to me that 
21 Exhibit B includes everything that is in Exhibit A. And 
22 the number in Exhibit B would match the number in your 
23 invoice. But tell me if I'm right about that? 
24 A. Okay. So it appears that -- I mean, yes, they 
2 are exhibit -- let's see -- get myself straight 
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1 here -- Exhibit B would have been probably the original 
2 estimate, scope of work by not being completed. 
3 If you look at the front page of Exhibit 51, 
4 we show a credit there of 4,732.25. And I would imagine 
5 if we take Exhibit A, and subtract the total amount of 
6 Exhibit A from Exhibit B, that would be the work that we 
7 didn't complete. So we revised this. Took out 
8 whichever line items it was that we didn't do, to give 
9 him that credit for what we didn't do. 
10 Q. And reflected that in Exhibit A? 
11 A. Correct. 
12 Q. That makes complete sense. Thank you. 
13 So we've already covered the fact that 
14 Exhibits 45 to 52, accepting my statement that the 
15 totals in those match the total in Exhibit 58, the 
16 statement, those would appear to be all of your invoices 
17 for the work you perfonned at 2130 Payette. Let me back 
18 up. 
19 You mentioned additional painting, and I think 
20 that was -- if I can find that -- that was in Exhibit 
21 49. And you told me that you painted the interior, or 
22 you had that interior of the house painted at 
23 Mr. Petrus' request? 
! 24 A. Yes. 
In your opinion was that required as a repair 
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1 or remediation for the condition that you found when you 
2 exposed the door and the rock veneer on the outside of 
3 the house? 
4 A. No. 
5 Q. Is there any other work, that you know of, 
6 referenced in these invoices, that was not required as 
7 part of the repair or remediation of the condition that 
8 you discovered when you removed the door and the veneer 
9 on the house? 
10 A. Not that l'm aware of. 
11 Q. And as I go through the detail that's attached 
12 to these, I see reference to crawlspace. And it appears 
13 you tried to separate the account for work that you did 
14 in the crawlspace; is that correct? 
15 A. No -- yes and no. Do you want me to expand? 
16 Q. Please, yes. 
17 A. There is a separate estimate invoice for 
18 the -- like Exhibit 50 reflects that for the total 
19 amount of$5,736.39 for mold remediation performed in 
20 the crawlspace. So that was basically just, there was 
21 some mold growth in the crawlspace that we remediated. 
22 There was other work performed in the 
23 crawlspace that was part of the scope included in 
124 Exhibit 45, joists, rim board, those are actually part 
! 25 of the components of the crawlspace, and then 
I 
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1 re-insulating in there was included in Exhibit 45. Two 
2 separate things: one remediation, and one repair work 







Q. The former being related to mold in the 
crawlspace. The latter being related to work that 
needed to be done once you had pulled the insulation and 
saw what the condition of the rim joist and floor joist 
was? 
A. Correct. 
10 Q. Showing you a document that's been marked as 
11 Exhibit 44, and it consists of RP Nos. 180 through 195. 
12 It appears to be an estimate from Restoration Pro, dated 
13 June 10, 2014. Wait a minute. Let me make sure I have 







Now, when did you complete your work on the 
project; do you know? 
A. I don't know that date. It's probably in the 
daily job report. 
Q. And I think the last daily job report I have, 
I think is June -- we'll get to it, but I think it's 
21 June 13, something like that. I couldn't figure out 
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A. No. 
Q. And do you know whether a claim was filed with 
an insurance company? 
A. Yes. 
Q. What do you know about that? 
A. So Ed filed a claim. I don't remember who his 
7 carrier -- it was, to be honest. And I know that at one 
8 point, I met on-site with an adjuster from lntermountain 
9 Claims. He was out of Lewiston. I don't remember his 







We were there on the site for a couple of 
hours. We went over in detail the work that was done. 
We gave him a copy of all of our pictures, from the time 
we started, through all the work that we had performed 
at that time. We were not done at the time he came. It 
was during the process. 






18 through the house. And then requested the pictures. He 
ended up calling Eric, going over pictures with him, 
scope with him, and so forth. And then I'm not sure how 
long it was, a week or two later, he produced the report 
for the insurance company. So that engineer was hired 
by the insurance company to protect themselves, whether 
they were going to cover the claim or not, not by Ed. 




25 A. Exhibit 44 is a quote -- is an estimate 
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1 prepared for the insurance company. 
2 Q. l see. 
3 A. When we wrote our original -- because if you 
4 look through Exhibit 44, you see that it is 16 pages 
5 long, very detailed per lineal foot of rim, square foot 
6 of decking, all that stuff. This is a document that we 
7 produced for insurance companies on all insurance 
8 performed work. 
9 The previous estimates, Exhibit 45, we 
10 simplified, basically highlighted out, you know, groups 
11 of areas to come up with that estimate, versus the 
12 detailed estimate. And so l was asked -- we were -- not 
13 particularly me, I think, Eric -- we, as a company, were 
14 asked to write an estimate if this was an insurance job 
15 put together a full scope of work. 
16 Q. So if I'm trying to get the accurate picture 
17 of what you were paid, I should look to Exhibits 45 to 
18 52 and Exhibit 58, not to Exhibit 44? 
19 A. Correct. 
20 Q. And you were paid the totals that are 
21 reflected in invoices Exhibits 45 to 52; correct? 
22 A. Yes. 
23 Q. By whom? 
24 A. Ed Petrus. 
Q. So you were not paid by an insurance company? 
24 
:25 Q. Oryou? 
1 A. Or me. 
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2 Q. And then do you know what ultimately became of 
3 the claim? 
4 A. There was -- I recall, it may be in our 
5 records. I don't know. I remember seeing a denial 
6 letter from an insurance company. If not, we have it in 
7 an email. 
8 Q. And to your knowledge, has any litigation 
9 ensued between Mr. Petrus and the insurance company? 
10 A. r do not know. 
11 Q. You are not aware of any? 
12 A. r am not aware of any. 
13 Q. And one of the documents we received on 
14 Tuesday past was a report from, I think, it's called 
15 Rimkus, R-i-m-k-u-s, Associates. If you know, is that 
16 the firm that sent the engineer with the adjuster? 
17 A. I believe it is. 
18 Q. Did you, yourself, do work on the project? 
19 A. No. 
20 Q. What was your involvement in the project once 
21 the work started and until it was completed? 
22 A. I met with that engineer and adjuster. I 
23 personally visited the site probably only two or three 
24 times during the course of all our work. My involvement 
25 was with Eric, you know, ifhe had questions, l would 
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1 discuss those. We have weekly meetings, management 
2 meetings. So this job was brought up during the course 
3 of repair. We discussed it weekly, you know, what's the 
4 status, what's going on, whether there was work being 
5 done, or whether the job was on hold, because we were 
6 waiting for Ed's answers on things. 
1 Q. So did you feel you kept yourself current with 
8 the status of the project, and what was being 
9 discovered, and the work being done? 
10 A. For my position in the company, yes. For the 
11 job as a manager, no. 
12 Q. So you've been designated in this case as an 
13 expert witness for Mr. Petrus, not just a witness of 
14 fact, but an expert witness, purportedly having 
15 opinions, which would include opinions as to the cause 
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Q. And did you rely on them to determine the 
techniques of that replacement, or is that something 
that you would have specified? 
A. That was not specified by me. It was 
discussed between Eric and Rocky Baumgartner. 
Q. Where in your files would you find those time 
cards? Are they organized by job? 
A. No, they are organized by dates. So we have 
electronically stored everything. So we could go back 
and pull all the time cards for dates of work, and see 
11 which employees were there. And, yeah, I don't know, 
12 maybe -- I haven't looked at the daily job logs 








employees were on there. I don't think he did. 
Q. I don't think I saw them. I don't remember 
seeing them, but I might have missed it. 
11 started removing materials from the house. Have you 11 
18 formed opinions as to what the cause of those conditions 18 
A. Okay. 
Q. So from the time cards, you would be able to 
tell the project that they worked on, as weJI? 19 were? 
20 A. Yes. 1 mean, opinions, yes. 
21 Q. All right. And we'll get to that. I just 
2 2 wanted to make sure I understand. 
23 So Mr. Waite worked on the project; correct? 
24 A. Yes. 










MR. MILLEMANN: Counsel, any objection to 
producing the time cards specific to this project? 
MS. FOSTER: I would have to look at them, but 
none that I can think of at the time. 


















A. No, as in a project manager, was on the site 
daily, making sure that the foreman and everyone else 
1 
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THE WITNESS: Do I get paid for the time to 
find this information? 
were doing the appropriate things. 
Q. So starting with employees of Restoration Pro, 
2 
3 MR. MILLEMANN: Yes, the way you get paid on 
4 that is you go look in the mirror. No, that's something 
who actually worked on that project? 5 you can talk with Ms. Foster about. 
A. I would have to pull our time cards and see 6 
the actual employees that were on the project. 7 
Q. Okay. 8 
A. I know that Tony Thayer. 9 
Q. How do you spell the last name? 10 
A. T-h-a-y-e-r. Was our foreman during demo 11 
process in exposing everything. That's just one of the 
employee's names. I could give you -- r know there was 
multiple, but he was the main guy, foreman as we started 14 
12 
13 
the process on the demo. He took a lot of pictures on 15 
THE WITNESS: Thank you. 
MR. MILLEMANN: Yes. 
Q. (BY MR. MILLEMANN) Okay. So besides 
Mr. Thayer, you don't have independent recollection of 
any employees who worked on the project? 
A. No. 
Q. And then you've told me, I think, what you 
recall about subcontractors. But I'll be able to find 
that out from your payables file; right? 
A. Correct. 
16 the demo process. 16 Q. Did the work require a building permit? 
A. No. 17 Q. Did you have a different foreman during the 
18 restoration process? 
19 A. Likely, 1 don't know the honest answer to 
20 that. But normally Tony does not do structural repair 
21 type stuff. So it would have been one of our other 
22 carpenters. 
23 Q. And did you then rely on Baumgartner to do the 








Q. And why is that? 
A. I'm trying to think. It would require a 
permit. Normally if it's, you know, larger structural 
stuff, you know, you are making changes. That's about 
as good as I've got for you. 
Q. And other than you, and Eric, and your 
24 company, were there any inspections done of the work by 
anyone else? 25 
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1 A. Michael Longmire was there almost daily. 
2 Q. Was he? 
3 A. Yes. 
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4 Q. Do you know whether he was keeping any records 
5 or written notes about what was going on in that job? 
6 A. I wouldn't know that. 
7 Q. Fair enough. And so other than Mr. Longmire, 
8 there weren't any other inspections being done that you 
9 were aware of? 
10 A. No. 
11 Q. And other than you've already told me the 
12 adjuster came, and, obviously, the engineer he brought 
13 did an inspection of his own; right? 
14 A. Correct. 
15 Q. So as I noted, Beau, you've been designated as 
16 an expert witness in this case. Have you ever 
11 previously served as an expert witness? 
10 A. No. 
19 Q. And other than the documents that you've 
20 provided, have you prepared any kind of a report for 
21 Mr. Petrus about the project, or your opinions, or 
22 conclusions? 
23 A. No. 
24 Q. Nothing in writing? 
25 A. No. And we were not asked to produce anything 
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1 like that. 
2 Q. And would I expect to find in any email 
3 exchanges, that kind of material; your opinions, your 
4 conclusions about this project? 
s MS. FOSTER: And this is putting aside emails 
6 with Counsel? 
7 MR. MILLEMANN: Yes. Thank you. 
8 MS. FOSTER: So not any emails with me, ifwe 
9 had any. 
10 THE WITNESS: I don't know. 
11 Q. (BY MR. MILLEMANN) But when you look through 
12 your emails --
13 A. Because my -- sorry. 
14 Q. No. Go ahead. 
15 A. My emails, no. Eric Waite, possibly, but I 
16 don't know exactly their conversations back and forth. 
11 So I can say, me, no, I did never write anything 
18 determining my thoughts. And again -- well, I don't 
19 think --
20 MR. MILLEMANN: So, Counsel, you've previously 
21 been gracious to agree that, subject to your review of 
22 them for any privilege, that you will produce emails 
23 from Mr. Value, or that Mr. Value referred to. Can we 
24 agree that those will include any emails that Mr. Waite 
25 has? 
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1 MS. FOSTER: Yes. 
2 MR. MJLLEMANN: Okay. 
3 Q. (BY MR. MfLLEMANN) So in a nutshell, Beau, if 
4 I want to know your opinions or conclusions about this 
5 case, where I'm going to find them today, is you telling 
6 me, not in any other document anywhere else? 
7 A. Correct. 
8 Q. Save and except anything that you might have 
9 communicated with Ms. Foster. 
10 Independent of your work on the project, are 
11 you being compensated to serve as an expert witness? 
12 A. I don't know. Tt was discussed during one of 
13 our meetings with Ed, and it has not been discussed 
14 since then. 
15 Q. Can you tell me what -- let's start with 
16 building codes. What building code or codes would have 
11 applied to the construction of this home at 2130 Payette 
18 in 2004, 2005? 
19 A. So it would be the IRC, I believe it was the 
20 '97 Edition we were still working off of. Jam guessing 
21 on the year of that. 
22 Q. And what does "IRC" stand for? 
23 A. Good question. 
24 Q. There was reference in some answers to 
• 25 discovery, not from you, but answers to our discovery 
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1 from Mr. Petrus to an International Building Code. Do 
2 you know anything about an international building code 
3 as applicable to a project like this? 
4 A. Yes. 
s Q. Tell me what you know about it. 
6 A. That the international building code is what 
1 then the city or county that we perform work in, adopts 
8 as the code that they use. 
9 Q. Okay. 
10 A. They also make some modifications for region, 
11 I would say, for their area. 
12 Q. Representing to you that I believe this 
13 property is within what's known as the area of city 
14 impact, the impact area. 
15 A. Okay. 
16 Q. And would have, therefore, when I say, this 
11 project, I don't mean your project. I mean, the 
18 original construction of the home. 
19 A. Okay. 
20 Q. And therefore, would have been under the 
21 jurisdiction of the City of McCall's Building 
22 Department. If I understand you, what you are saying is 
23 that the City would have adopted the International 
Building Code. Is that one and the same with this !RC? 
A. Yes. 
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1 Q. And then there would have been versions that 
2 come out, and they would eventually adopt those or some 
3 part of those? 
4 A. Yes. 
5 Q. Correct? 
6 A. Yes. 
7 Q. And so your testimony is that the IRC, which l 
8 am assuming is the same as the International Building 
9 Code, would have been applicable when this house was 
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Q. And the City of McCall's building department? 
2 A. Yes. 
3 Q. And does that refresh your memory at all as to 
4 which IRC was applicable at that time? 
5 A. No. 
6 Q. Does it refresh your memory as to whether the 
7 City of McCall had any specific iterations of that, or 
8 different codes than that? 
9 A. No. 
10 constructed in 2004, 2005, your uncertainty is which 10 Q. And it might help if you have Exhibit I back 
11 version of that code would apply at that time? 11 in front of you here, your company's floor plan. I 
12 A. Yes. 12 would like you to walk me through the chronology of your 
13 Q. And I would tell you that, 1 use the 2004, 13 company's work on the project. You've told me how it is 
14 2005, because that is what Mr. Kirk testified was the 14 you wound up out there. That Mr. Longmire said, we have 
15 time frame of the construction. 15 some issues in the crawlspace, and the door doesn't 
16 A. Okay. 16 work. Obviously, the project evolved to something 
17 Q. Besides the IRC, would there be any other 11 substantially more than that. 
18 building codes that you think would have been applicable 18 Can you just walk me through the chronology 
19 to the construction of that home in 2004, 2005? 19 from the time you started work on the project, to the 
20 A. No, unless what I specified before, the city 20 time you finished, what portions of the home you worked 
21 had adopted some other practice. 21 on, and generally what you did? 
22 Q. And do you know whether they had or hadn't? 22 A. Okay. J will give you what I know. 
23 A. ldonot. 23 Q. Yes. 
24 Q. In 2004, 2005, did you have any construction 
25 projects going on in the city of McCall? 
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1 A. Yes. 
2 Q. Where was the project? What was the project? 
3 A. In Spring Mountain Ranch. 
4 Q. A single-family residence? 
5 A. Yes. 
6 Q. Spec or built for an owner? 
7 A. Built for an owner. 
8 Q. Who was the owner? 
9 A. I don't remember. And let me clarify that. 
Q. Go ahead. 
A. Actually, one was a spec. And then ['m trying 
to think of time frame, because Whitetail would be in 
the city. 
Q. Yes. 
A. I believe. 
Q. That's correct. 
A. We went through city code. 
Q. That's correct. 
A. I think it was '05, we started a large project 
in there. 
Q. Do you remember which one that was for? 
A. Travis Higgins. 
Q. And that was under the supervision of the City 
of McCall? 
A. Yes. 
24 A. Which Eric will be able to provide much more 
25 exact details on. We started on right at the area of 
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1 the door. Pulled the stone off around the door, and 
2 then flashings around the door, removed -- well, first 
3 of all, we had to remove the decking also in the area, 
4 so we could get access down below. And you want exact 
5 detail, detail? l mean, kind of a roundabout --
6 Q. No, you are doing fine. That would have been 
7 April 2014? 
8 A. Yes. 
9 Q. And the door, of course, you are referring to 
10 are the french doors off the dining room? 
11 A. Correct. 
12 Q. When did you do the mold remediation in the 
13 crawlspace; later or before? 
14 A. I'm not sure. But I believe it was done after 
15 we had repaired the floor area, and enclosed the 
16 crawlspace back up. Then I believe we did the mold 
11 remediation in the crawl. But it would be in our daily 
18 job reports by Eric. 
19 Q. And the daily job reports, I will tell you 
20 that I've received, cover a period generally April 14, 
21 2014 to June 13, 2014. Does that sound about right to 
22 you, aboutthe span of the project? 
23 A. Yes. 
: 24 Q. So was it necessary for your workers to be in 
that crawlspace as the work progressed, independent 
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1 mold remediation? 
2 A. Yes. 
3 Q. And that would be to access floor joists, and 
4 rim joists, and things like that? 
5 A. Correct. 
6 Q. Do you know whether they encountered water in 
7 there? 
8 A. I do not know that. 
9 Q. So sorry. Go ahead. You told me you started 
10 with french doors, and started pulling stuff off. 
11 A. Yes, we pulled the stone off around the french 
12 door, removed the french door. And again, I'm giving 
13 you more summarization. Eric can give you more detail. 
14 We had to remove the deck joists right in that 
15 area, decking and deck joists in that area, so we could 
16 access the rim board area, replace that, replace the 
17 joists. Had to pull up some hardwood in front of the 
18 french doors, so that we could replace the sub-floor 
19 there. 
20 And then put the new door in that Ed had 
21 purchased, or got as a warranty. I do not know. But we 
22 did not buy that door. We just installed it. So we got 
23 the new door in. Then on the interior of the home, had 
24 the hardwood contractor, subcontractor come in. So we 
25 could get the hardwood put back down up to the door, and 
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1 start the refinishing process on the inside. 
2 Then on the exterior, we had exposed the 
3 corner, would be the southeast comer by the door there, 
4 when we removed the stone. And as we exposed that, we 
5 found wood rot, and structural rot up two to 
6 three-and-a-half feet in that area. And that was the 
7 extent of our scope of work in the original contract was 
8 to stop right there. 
9 So at that time, you know, it was brought up. 
10 Michael Longmire is our communication point, showing him 
11 what's going on. He says, well, let's talk with Ed 
12 about this. Because, really, literally what we've 
13 exposed, there is still rot going further. 
14 Q. And when you say, "going further," it would be 
15 going--
16 A. East, and then north across the face of the 
17 dining room. 
18 Q. Okay. Go ahead. 
19 A. And so then 1 don't know the downtime. But, 
20 basically, the project was stopped, as far as the 
21 exterior work. We had the door installed, sealed up, 
22 waterproofed. Interior hardwood stuff is going on. And 
23 then we are doing -- working with Ed to determine what 
24 he wanted to do further on the exterior, how far he 
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And I believe that's when the first estimate 
for the 11,000 -- approximately, $11,000 was produced to 
go across the front of this face in the east side of the 
dining room, and that returning wall there. 
Q. That's the Change Order No. 1, we looked at? 
A. Correct. 
Q. And is that the lake side then, that you are 
into? 
A. Yes, it is. 
Q. Okay. Continue. 
A. And then, honestly, you'll have to -- I don't 
know exactly how it was, if we started on that work, and 
then Ed said, hey, let's check all the corners, if there 
is rot here. Let's check the other corners. I'm not 
sure of the timeline of events. We would have to ask 
Eric on that. 
But at some point, it was discussed, well, if 
there is rot on both these corners (indicating), what 
about further as we go along the rest of the house 
(indicating)? Let's inspect that. 
Q. When you say, "these comers," these are the 
two corners of the dining room? 
A. Yes, dining room. 




Q. Which is farther north? 
A. Farther north, but still on the lake side. 
Q. Still on the lake side. Okay. Go ahead. 
A. And so then we inspected those areas, found 
additional damages down in the corners of each of those 
areas. 
Q. Was it just in the corners? 
A. I don't know, to be honest. 
Q. Okay. And --
A. I know that was the majority of it. 
Q. To inspect those, and 1 assume you pulled rock 
veneer off? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Was there rock veneer all the way around the 
house? 
A. Not all the way. I believe it comes out 
around the dining room, and then returns to this 
wall -- this inset wall (indicating). And then I 
believe that's sided. And then there is stone out 
around the family room. 
Q. Okay. 
A. And then there is some stone around the north 
wall of the family room. I'm not sure exactly which 
areas. 
I 
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1 Q. Okay. So continue. 1 
2 A. So we did those further inspections. Ed asked 2 
3 us, okay, produce an estimate to do all this. What is 3 
4 it going to take to fix all this? We've got it torn 4 
5 apart. I want it fixed right, so I don't have -- we 5 
6 don't have to come in later, and have further issues, 6 
7 and tear these apart. 7 
a That's when I believe we produced that $30,000 a 
9 estimate, and submitted that to him. Again, it's a 9 
10 process of waiting for Ed. It wasn't -- we didn't get 10 
11 responses immediately on those things. 11 
12 Q. Sure. 12 
13 A. So then we waited for his approval. Then we 13 
14 went forward with that work. Then as we did the work, 14 
15 because we didn't open up all of it, he asked us to 15 
16 produce, what's worst case? And then as we go along, do 16 
11 what's necessary. So that's when we completed-- when 17 
18 we found -- when we got to the north side, there wasn't 18 
19 issues on some of the areas that were in our estimate. 19 
20 That's why you saw that $4,700 credit, because we didn't 20 
21 have to do any work there. 21 
22 Q. Was there deck all the way around? 22 
23 A. Yes. 23 
24 Q. Okay. Go ahead. '24 
25 A. So, yeah, we opened everything up, and did the 25 
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Q. Do you know what portions of the exterior that 
your company worked on, were or were not Tyveked? 
A. I do not know that. 
Q. Okay. 
A. Can I add to that? 
Q. You bet. 
A. In reviewing these pictures the other day with 
Eric, myself, and Alyson, you know, looking at the 
pictures, it did not appear that there was Tyvek on the 
front of the dining room area, that it was just the 
felt. But again, that's just from looking at pictures 
the other day, so ... 
Q. Did it appear that there was Tyvek around the 
windows and on the corners? 
A. Yes. 
MS. FOSTER: Can you clarify "the corners"? 
Q. (BY MR MILLEMANN) Well, you can clarify it. 
A. To clarify, in response, I guess where I saw 
pictures of the Tyvek was around the double french door 
in the dining room. 
Q. Okay. 
A. Starting with the inside wall, coming out 
around that door to the corner of the house, I saw that 
there was Tyvek at those points. 
Q. And as you proceeded then north along the 
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1 repairs on it. And, yeah, wrapped things up. I guess 
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1 dining room wall, and the family room wall, did you 
2 that was -- you know, I don't know -- yeah, finished up. 
3 Q. That's fine. And all that work is reflected 
4 in the invoices, and the statement that we've reviewed 
5 already? 
6 A. Yes, it is. 
7 Q. So that involved, as I understand it, taking 
e rock veneer off. And I'm assuming, removing areas where 
9 you had rot, and then replacing and restoring those 
10 areas? 
11 A. Yes. 
12 Q. Okay. 
13 A. So we would remove the stone, expose the area. 
14 If there is any rotted materials, we would remove, and 
15 replace those materials. And then treat the affected 
16 area with an antimicrobial to prevent any further growth 
1 7 of wood rot and mold. 
18 Q. So in those areas that were problematic, you 
19 would be at least down to the OSB, I assume; correct? 
2 o A. Correct. 
21 Q. And so veneer would have to come off. Masonry 
\
. 22 and mesh would have to come off. Felt would have to 
23 come off. And if there was Tyvek, it would have to come 
, 24 off, too? 
A. Correct. 
2 observe any more Tyvek? 
3 A. In the pictures it showed a small strip of 
4 Tyvek that came over, like in the middle section. But 
5 down at the bottom and the top, no. 
6 Q. And if you are able to tell me, how far north 
7 on the house did your work stop? That is, how far did 
8 you disturb what's the northern extreme of the areas 
9 that you disturbed and repaired? 
10 A. So I believe it would be the northeast corner 
11 of the family room. 
12 Q. And that was because, beyond that, you didn't 
13 find any problem? 
14 A. Right. I believe there is stone right on the 
15 very north side of the family room around the fireplace 
16 or something. I think that was part of our scope of 
11 work, but we inspected that, and there was no issues 
18 there. 
19 Q. Real stone or stone veneer? 
20 A. Stone veneer. 
21 Q. Just give me a minute here. 
22 A. Okay. 
23 Q. You mentioned, Beau, that your company did not 
24 purchase the replacement door? 
A. Correct. 
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1 Q. Was that a similar door, or was there a 
2 different door used? 
3 A. It was a similar door. 
4 Q. Double french? 
s A. Yes. 
6 Q. Opening out? 
7 A. I'm not sure. 
a Q. Did you observe that door after it was 
9 installed? 
10 A. Yes. 
11 Q. Do you have any idea what a door like that 
12 would cost? 
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13 A. It depends on the manufacturer. But 1 would 
14 say, you know, $4,000. 
15 Q. So you've exposed areas. You have eliminated 
16 areas of rot, treated those, replaced the wood, treated 
17 those. In my world, where you are at that point, is you 
18 have clean OSB; does that make sense? 
19 A. Correct. 
20 Q. Now, you are going to build back out from 
21 there? 
22 A. Correct. 
23 Q. Now, substantial portions of that, it sounds 
24 like, were replacement of the rock veneer? 
25 A. Yes. 
Page 
1 Q. And that was Baumgartner? 
2 A. Yes. 
3 Q. Do you know the elements of the construction 
4 technique they used when they replaced that veneer? 
5 A. They used ice and water shield going back on 
6 the house. Because it was decided between Eric and 
7 Rocky, that with the weather that hit that side of the 
8 house, and the previous issues that had been addressed, 
9 we wanted to ensure that we didn't have issues there. 
10 So we put ice and water shield up that entire area. 
11 Q. Can you just briefly describe the ice and 
12 water shield product? 
13 A. It's normally a product used on roofs. It's 
14 required in Valley County on roofs, and it adheres to, 
15 basically, your sheeting, and it sticks to itself. It's 
16 one of the best products for waterproofing things in 
17 Valley County. It's a similar product that we use 
18 smaller six-inch rolls to waterproof around your windows 
19 and doors. 
20 Q. Over the course in your experience in building 
21 in Valley County from back then to today, have you seen 
22 more use of ice and water shield, less, or just about 
23 the same? 
24 A. More. 
2s Q. ls that a product that has come on over the 
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1 years and been relied on more than, say, in 2003 and 
2 '04? 
3 A. Absolutely. 
4 Q. Is that because it was a product that was 
s developed after those years, or just didn't start to be 
6 used up here, if you know? 
7 A. I honestly don't know. I think for us, it 
a just became more common practice, issues, ice dams. 
9 Q. Did you have occasion when you were building 
10 at the beginning of your time here, 2003 and 2004, to 
11 use ice and water shield on walls in homes? 
12 A. No. 
13 Q. If you used it, it would have been used in the 
14 roofs and valleys, that sort of thing? 
15 A. Yes. 
16 Q. So the ice and water shield goes right on the 
11 OSB? 
1a A. Yep. 
19 Q. And does the masonry mesh and the masonry go 
2 o right on that? 
21 A. Correct. 
22 Q. And then the rock veneer? 
23 A. Yes. 
1
24 Q. Do you know what sort of flashing, if any, was 
25 used at the confluence of the deck and the house? 
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1 A. We used -- so I believe, and I don't know for 
2 certain on this, but I believe in discussions with Eric, 
3 that we pulled the deck rim board, a two by ten, or two 
4 by 12, attached to the house, off around the house. Ran 
5 Tyvek, or ice and water shield, I'm not certain of what 
6 it was that we put behind that, because we felt still 
7 concerning ifwe had water penetrate below the stone, 
8 that there was exposed OSB. So we wanted to prevent any 
9 future issues, so that I didn't sit in this courtroom at 
10 a future date -- or not courtroom. 
11 Q. Yes. 
12 A. And so we pulled all that rim board, ran it 
13 clear down to the bottom of the OSB, top of the 
14 foundation. And then we put a four-by-four inch by 
15 four-inch flashing at the deck, and then did another 
16 small layer over the top of that, so that everything 
17 came down and shed water. 
18 Q. So the rim board, am I correct in 
19 understanding, that's a board that winds up being flush 
20 against the side of the house, and then your deck joists 
21 are attached to that? 




Q. And it is more curiosity than anything. With 
ice and water shield, when you then attach the rim 
boards back, I assume you've got to screw through that? 
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1 Does this seal right back over those screws? 
2 A. It normally does a very good job of that, yes. 
3 That's why it's used on roofs and stuff, because it 
4 seals around those. 
5 Q. And where there was not veneer, but siding, I 
6 think you thought maybe, some of the -- as we 
7 transitioned from the dining room into the family room, 
8 that you moved from veneer into siding? 
9 A. Uh-huh. 
10 Q. Also ice and water shield? 
11 A. I don't believe we removed any of that. 
12 Q. Oh, you didn't. You didn't have problems 
13 there? 
14 A. No. I believe there was an overhang there, 
15 not sure, from my knowledge, and there was not issues in 
16 that area. 
17 Q. And that area would be the -- I'm referring to 
18 the recessed area here, on the east side of the house, 
19 that is the transition from the dining room to family 
20 room? 
21 A. Yes. 
22 Q. And so you think there was more of an overhang 
1
23 over that that what; possibly did a better job of 
25 A. Correct. 
e 
1 weren't any problems over there? 
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2 A. Yeah. I mean, I believe that, you know, some 
3 of the valleys coming down off these gables, so you have 
4 your main -- main roof structure here (indicating). You 
5 have gable ends coming out these -- on this east side 
6 (indicating). So you have these large valleys draining 
7 down here (indicating). That water, I don't believe, 
8 there was gutters on the home until Ed purchased it. 
9 don't know when the gutters were installed. I know 
10 there is gutters on the home now. 
11 Water comes down through those valleys, runs 
12 down on to the deck, splashes back against the stone. 
13 Or if there is -- a lot of times this time of year, you 
14 look at the pictures in Todd's report, you see a lot of 
15 snow on the deck. And if that snow is not shoveled, 
16 it's piled up in those areas. Water runs down on to 
17 that frozen snow, such as we have outside. Splashes 
18 back, or is pushed right next to the house, and runs 
19 down on to that masonry. Versus on this north side, we 
20 have that gable end. You don't have those issues of 
21 that direct water pushing against it. And we don't seem 
22 to get too many storms driven straight down from the 
23 north side in this area. 
1
24 Q. Thank you. And the valleys, or what I refer 
25 to the valleys, are created when you have a gable end 
,
1
. 24 preventing water from getting back up against that wall? 
______________ , ___ , _________ ... __ , __ r-----_________ , __________ , _____ , __________________ , 
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1 Q. I assume the overhang over the veneer was less 
2 of an overhang? 
3 A. Yes. This was a gable end. So it didn't have 
4 that overhang come down and exposed gable. And, yes, so 
5 it was much more exposed to the elements. 
6 Q. And then as you moved out of the recessed 
7 area, and into the northern extension of the east wall 
8 of the family room, did you get back into veneer there? 
9 A. Yes. 
10 Q. And was that also gable? 
11 A. Yes. 
12 Q. And did you also have problems there? 
13 A. Yes. 
14 Q. And so you are back to the ice and the water 
15 shield? 
16 A. Correct. 
17 Q. And so in that situation, where you use ice 
18 and water shield, does that eliminate the need for Tyvek 
19 or felt? 
20 A. Yes. 
21 Q. And then you said as you got around to the 
22 north side of the house, you didn't encounter any more 
23 problems? 
24 A. Correct. 
!25 Q. Do you have any opinion as to why there 
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1 against another roofline, and you've got a depressed 
2 valley in between the two of them; is that kind of 
3 right? 
4 A. Correct, yes. 
5 Q. And those tend to, obviously, shed more water 
6 than the rest of the roof would? 
7 A. Yes. And you have a large roof surface area 
8 here, all coming into two smaller areas here 
9 (indicating). So the whole plane of that roof, that's a 
10 lot of water coming into those two areas -- or actually 
11 four areas. 
12 Q. Given your explanation, and that might explain 
13 why more problems were encountered kind of at the 
14 corners, than on the straight wall runs? 
15 A. Correct. 
16 Q. Did your company retain any of the materials 
17 that you took off of, or out of the house? 
18 A. No, photographed and disposed of. 
19 Q. And we have all those photographs; right? 
20 A. Yes. 
21 Q. Okay. 
22 MS. FOSTER: Sorry. Just to clarify, do you 
23 include the older doors in that? 
24 MR. MlLLEMANN: Excuse me? 
25 MS. FOSTER: When you include materials, do 
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1 you always mean the doors? 
2 Q. (BY MR. MILLEMANN) Yes. You didn't keep the 
3 old door? 
4 A. I know I didn't. r know we did for a while, 
5 and I believe it was eventually disposed of. 
6 Q. As part of your estimate of what needed to be 
7 done to fix this house, and I realize it wasn't one 
8 estimate, it was evolving estimates as you discovered 
9 more; correct? 
10 A. Correct. 
11 Q. That did not include gutters, I take it? 
12 A. No. 
13 Q. So am I correct in understanding, that your 
14 opinion was for the problem that you encountered, and 
15 the condition you encountered, the work you did was 
16 sufficient to not only repair it, but to prevent it from 
1 7 re-occurring? 
18 A. Yes. 
19 Q. Besides the door, to your knowledge, and just 
20 if you know, did Mr. Petrus purchase any other 
21 materials, or provide directly any other labor related 
22 to the work that your company performed? 
23 A. No. 
24 
25 
MR. MILLEMANN: How are we doing on 
MS. GENTRY: It's about five to 12:00. 
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1 MR. MILLEMANN: This would be a logical point 
2 to take a lunch break. We're making good progress. So 
we were originally hoping to do Mr. McKenna to 2:00. 3 
4 MS. FOSTER: It was 2:30. And we've since 
5 moved it to 3:00. But Mr. Value has a hard stop at 
6 2:30. 
7 THE WITNESS: Kids. 
8 MR. MILLEMANN: r think I have a reasonable 
9 prospect of being done by then. If not, we can talk 
10 about what to do to finish up with him. 
11 MS. FOSTER: And it may be ifJ have 
12 clarifying questions, that I think would assist your 
13 understanding of his opinions. If we can't get to them 
14 today, we should have a discussion about how to address 
1s that. But I don't want to talk about it now, because I 
16 don't know the answer yet. 
17 MR. MILLEMANN: To? 
18 MS. FOSTER: How to address it. Does that 
19 make sense? 
20 MR. MILLEMANN: Sort of. No offense. 
21 MS. FOSTER: I'm clear as ever. 
MR. MILLEMANN: Yeah. I guess the threshold 
question would be, if, just for planning purposes, if 
we're not able to finish by 2:30, is Mr. Value available 
on Monday? 
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1 MS. FOSTER: We can discuss that at the break. 
2 MR. MILLEMANN: Okay. I think that's --you 
3 and r talked about it. We are making very good 
4 progress. I think if we're not there, awfully close, 
s maybe subject to what other counsel want to ask. Is 45 
6 minutes enough for everybody? 
7 MS. FOSTER: That's fine for me. 
8 MR. MILLEMANN: Okay. 
9 (A lunch recess was had.) 
10 (Ms. Andrea Fontaine joined the deposition.) 
11 Q. (BY MR. MILLEMANN) Beau, we're back on the 
12 record. And you understand you are still under oath? 
13 A. Yes. 
14 Q. So I think I understand that -- you did a good 
15 job of describing to me the work your company did in the 
16 process of fixing the damage, and then restoring the 
17 dwelling in a way that you believe would prevent the 
18 reoccurrence of it; is that a fair statement? 
19 A. Yes. 
20 Q. Have you formed any opinion as to what caused 
21 the damage, and the condition that your company 
22 encountered and corrected? 
· 23 A. Yes. 
And what's your opinion? 
So I'll grab Exhibit l. 
1 Q. Okay. 
2 A. So I believe there is two issues. There is 
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3 two separate issues that we repaired during this, caused 
4 by two separate things. Starting with the door, there 
5 was -- we have pictures to show that when the 
6 door -- the framing was done underneath the door, it was 
7 not done properly. And I guess there is not to -- I'll 
8 expand on that. 
9 So you can tell when you look at the original 
10 plans, there was a change order done at some point 
11 from -- to what was built. Because what is built is 
12 different than what the original plans show. The 
13 original plans show a straight wall there with a window, 
14 and a single door. And now, the wall steps back, 
15 because somehow, architecturally, I don't know if there 
16 was an architect involved, homeowner/builder 
17 relationship, whatever, they decided to recess that, and 
10 turn the stone into the door for looks. 
19 And you can tell that it was done afterwards. 
20 I'm sure being in the trade, growing up, being a framer 
21 for eight years myself. You show up on site. You frame 
22 that floor structure. And you are moving forward. And 
23 then at some point later, that change was made to recess 
24 that in. 
25 Q. So I'm sorry to interrupt you. When you say 
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1 it's recessed, Beau, I want to make sure I understand 
2 what you are talking about. 
3 I understand the part about the original, a 
4 prior plan showing a window and a single door. I get 
5 that. 
6 A. Yes. 
7 Q. But the recess part, I'm curious about. 
8 A. So this wall you see, like in our plan that we 
9 drew, goes straight across (indicating). 
10 Q. That's the south wall of the dining nook area; 
11 correct? 
12 A. Yes. 
13 Can I have a piece of paper? 
14 Q. Sure. Go ahead. 
15 A. So draw the corner of that dining room. 
16 (Witness drawing.) I believe those were out swinging 
17 doors, right? 
10 Q. So you have drawn an enlarged version of the 
19 area where the french doors were placed; right? 
2 o A. Correct. 
21 Q. Go ahead. 
22 A. Yes. So what I've drawn here. Originally, 
23 this wall was straight coming across. A change was made 
24 to move this wall in (indicating). And this wall 
25 (indicating) was thickened on each side. So it filled 
1 on the inside, so you didn't know the wall stepped. But 
2 on the outside, it gave the effect as the stone comes 
3 along, and then they returned it. The stone had depth 
4 returning back to the door. 
5 Q. It makes it look more like real stone? 
6 A. Yes, and it was an architectural thing. So, 
7 that happened on both sides of this door. And, Eric, 
8 did the good drawing the other day. So when they framed 
9 this floor, you know, then they moved this wall back. 
10 No big deal. Well, when you put the deck on, your deck 
11 is stepped down two inches below -- just approximately 
12 two inches -- below what the main floor framing is. 
13 So when they go to run that decking in, now 
14 they have this, approximately, four inches here 
15 (indicating), in front of this door, that is this actual 
16 sub-floor that's exposed. And decking running right up 
17 to it. Well, that's not going to work. That's not 
18 going to be a finished product. 
19 So what they did is they cut -- the framing 
20 contractor, somebody, cut the joist, and cut the rim 
21 board down in that area, and just cut the top of the 
22 joist back. They basically notched the top of the joist 
23 back. 
And then they put some metal flashing in 
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four-to-six-inch flashing going across there, that then 
came up underneath the door. And there was Tyvek 
material underneath there, also. But no structural 
support right in that area (indicating). 
Q. And that area, being the recessed area? 
A. Yes, in this recessed area (indicating). 
Because this is apart, you know, right in -- coming 
across this dotted line (indicating). That's where the 
floor originally was. 
Q. Uh-huh. 
A. But when you go to run your decking, that was 
exposed. And so anyhow, they cut this out (indicating), 
so that decking could run in there. And then like I 
said, they put the metal flashing, and some Tyvek 
underneath it, waterproofing it, and then running the 
deck over it. 
Q. So, Beau, if I understand you, if the lines on 
your paper were the deck boards. 
A. Yes. 
Q. That is the way they ran; wasn't it? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Then they actually -- what I understand you 




Q. And so if I'm the homeowner, I've got my door 
threshold. And when I open my doors, and look down, 
what I see is decking coming right up to the threshold? 
A. Right. 
Q. Am I right so far'? 
A. Yes, you are. 
Q. And you are saying, underneath that is the 
issue? 
A. Yes. Can I draw one more? 
Q. Yes. 
A. (Witness drawing.) Over on the side, start 
with foundation, wall -- the foundation wall and 
footing. And then on top of that, you pressure treat, 
seal. And then your rim board, which we've been 
discussing. 
Q. Right. 
A. And then inside of that would be your TJis 
running into this room (indicating), this way 
(indicating). 
Q. Your TJis being the deck boards'? 
A. No, TJis being your joists, floor joists. 
Q. The joists for the deck? 
A. No, for the floor. 
Q. For the floor. 
A. Yes, so this is inside the house. 
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l Q. That's inside the house? 
2 A. Yes. So this wall (indicating) was a cut, 
3 basically right there (indicating). 
4 Q. All right. 
5 A. And then so originally it was framed out here 
6 (indicating) with this (indicating). And then you put 
7 your wall on top of this (indicating), right here 
8 (indicating). And then your wall framing comes up. And 
9 you put your door there (indicating), and you step out 
10 on your deck, no problem. 
11 Q. All right. 
12 A. So now imagine -- let's see. Let's put 
13 it -- we go and we install -- they install, not 
14 me -- your decking ledgers and joists, and then you 
15 have -- because they are running the opposite way. So 
16 you have these joists. And again, they are step down 
17 approximately two inches, two-and-a-half inches. I 
18 don't know what the measurement was. But you always 
19 step down to go out your doors. 
20 Q. All right. 
21 A. It helps, so you don't have water coming 
22 inside. Then the decking running over them, like that 
23 (indicating). And so that decking is approximately one 
24 inch thick, and runs into the side of that. And then 
25 you have flashing that comes up here (indicating). 
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1 Q. All right. 
2 A. So when you take and you move this wall back 
3 four inches to create this recess, this architectural 
4 recess, now, you have this little chunk right there 
5 (indicating), that's exposed. And you had this piece of 
6 framing, sub-floor, and little piece of rim, 
7 that -- well, we don't want to look at that. That's not 
8 finished. There is no way to finish that. 
9 So that's what I'm saying, they took and cut 
10 right below, where this decking line would be. They cut 
11 these joists, and notched them in like that 
12 (indicating), and notched them in right there 
13 (indicating). And then they put some flashing in here 
14 (indicating), and some ice and water shield in there to 
15 waterproof it. And they ran their decking right in to 
16 there (indicating). 
17 Q. Right there. 
18 A. Again, the wall sitting back here 
19 (indicating), once you get into the step. And then they 
20 ran the decking right into there (indicating). It was a 
21 change. It was something done after thought. Could it 
22 have been done different? Yeah, it's a framing 
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excuses for anybody. rm saying, that's what happened. 
And l feel that this waterproofing underneath here 
(indicating) was not adequate. 
Q. Okay. 
A. And with all the moisture, and stuff, you 
know, especially that valley coming down, probably 
dumping, wherever it dumped, right in here (indicating), 
somewhere. And all that splashing running back in 
there, it sat in this spot that wasn't framed right, 
waterproofed right, and then started leaking in. 
Q. Essentially, underneath the decking? 
A. Underneath the decking. 
Q. Perched, if you would? 
A. Yes. And plus this almost created a trough 
that that water would sit in, because it wasn't sloped 
or anything. ft was just sitting there flat, versus if 
this would have been framed right, it would have been 
drained out, and out, and that water sat there. 
And you made a good point earlier to ask me, 
if there was any visible signs on the top of the door 
outside, or -- and we are talking about the dining 
room -- or inside that dining room, inside those doors, 
if there was any visible damage to the hardwood floor, 
to the trim, anything around there. And there wasn't. 
And that tells me that all the weather stripping on the 
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1 door was working fine. lfthere was weather stripping 
2 issues, we -- that water would have come inside. We 
3 would have had warped hardwood. MDF trim gets any water 
4 on it, it swells up. We would have had swelled trim. 
5 Q. And you didn't have either of those? 
6 A. And we didn't have any of those. 
7 Q. Or even staining? 
a A. Right. 
9 Q. On top? 
10 A. Yeah. Ifwe would have had weather stripping 
11 issues, we would have seen those things. 
12 Q. Okay. 
13 A. To me, this was a waterproofing issue 
14 underneath the decking. That was why everything we saw 
15 was, basically, subsurface. 
16 Q. I want you to finish this thought. 
17 A. Yes. 
18 Q. You said you had two different theories. So 
19 when you have concluded this one, I have a couple of 
20 questions. 
21 A. So I believe that one was for the main cause 
22 
23 
24 contractors who have probably done -- do they do the way 24 
for the area underneath the door. The rot that we found 
in sub-floor, you know, extending out not very far, 
maybe a foot out from here (indicating), and the rot on 
all of the ends of these joists. And then the rot on 25 you want to make it done? T'm not trying to make 25 
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1 that rim board, right along that wall, I believe were 
2 caused by this. 
3 When we reframed it, we stepped the rim back 
4 following the wall line. And so the same issue wouldn't 
5 occur again. And that way everything waterproofs clear 
6 down, and then out. 
1 Q. So you did some inspections of the home, as 
8 you've testified, before you disturbed anything? 
9 A. Uh-huh. 
10 Q. Was any of that visible to you when you did 
11 those initial inspections, or could it have been? 
12 A. Yes. So when we -- when I inspected the home 
the first time with Michael Longmire, above where that 
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1 And then this would just be a dining room wall elevation 
2 cut. 
3 Q. Okay. 
4 (Exhibit 61 marked.) 
Q. (BY MR. MILLEMANN) The condition that you 5 
6 have described to me, and drawn in Exhibit 61, to hugely 
1 simplify it, as I understand it, related to how, 
8 essentially, the door was framed. And a function of how 





recess the door? 
A. Correct. 




foam was removed underneath the door, we looked up, and 14 
we saw the Tyvek. And really all we saw was the bottom 15 
possible categories. And if you are not able to answer 
these, that's fine. 
The first is, do you consider the condition 
that you've drawn in Exhibit 61 to be a construction 
defect? 
16 of the Tyvek, you couldn't see the flashing above it. 16 
17 
18 
And we were wondering, what is going on here? 11 
19 
20 
A. I mean, it was improperly flashed. We didn't know how this was done. But we knew, why is 18 
this done this way? What is going on? And then as we 19 Q. And I don't want to cut you off. When you 
20 say, it's improperly flashed, is that the manner in took it apart, we figured what happened. You look at 




And so it all makes sense. 
Q. So when you say, you looked up and saw it. 
This would have been when you were in the crawlspace, 
25 removed insulation, and looking up through it? 
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1 A. Right. 
2 Q. So when you were inspecting the house, other 
3 than when you are in the crawlspace, when you are in the 
4 interior of the main floor, or out on the deck before 
5 you disturbed anything, was any of this apparent to you? 
6 A. No. 
7 Q. And so I think you said, you thought this was 
8 caused by two things, and that was one of them? 
9 A. Yes, that's one. 
10 Q. And can you go ahead and label your drawing 
11 here, just your name, and date? And then we're going to 
12 mark it. 
13 A. (Witness complying.) 
14 Q. And whatever label is appropriate, can you 
15 label these two sketches, however you think they should 
16 be labeled? 
11 A. Dining room wall layout. 
10 Q. Okay. 
19 A. "Dining room exterior wall," how about that? 
20 Q. That's fine. 
21 A. (Witness complying.) 
22 MS. FOSTER: Maybe north, south. 
23 THE WITNESS: Dining room south wall. 
24 Q. (BY MR. MILLEMANN) Thank you. 
25 A. And then put over here (indicating), for east. 
21 which it was a construction defect, or is there more to 




A. There is more to it than that, I guess. I 
mean, it would definitely, by, you know, adjusting the 
rim joist back, cutting the joists in the TJis back in 
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1 the crawlspace, and shifting that rim back, it provides 
2 better sealing. You know, your envelope, your exterior 
3 envelope, it makes it right. It provides waterproofing 
4 clear down by creating literally a pocket, and 
5 unsupported structure underneath that door right there 
6 (indicating), without blocking it, or anything. And, 
7 actually, I take that back, I don't know if there was 
8 blocking or not. I just remember the flashing. ! know 
9 there wasn't blocking solid from bottom -- from your 
10 pressure treat seal up to there. 
11 Q. Okay. 
12 A. I mean, there is a couple of different ways it 
13 could have been done. This was the least effective way. 
14 I mean, without cutting the whole joist back, they could 
15 have put solid blocking clear down to the rims 
16 supporting that :floor, and then cross-blocking flat 
11 there, to help get that water sloping out. 
18 Q. And specifically in what respect -- and if 
19 you've already told me, just say that -- was the 
20 flashing improper? 
21 A. Well, the flashing was patching something 
22 that, you know, wasn't structurally done right 
23 Q. Okay. Go ahead, if you need to. 
24 A. And again, it created a flat spot where that 
water -- you know, you have all this water. This spot 
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1 right here (indicating), you get snow piling back here 
2 (indicating). The water is coming right back towards 
3 the house. So it would sit in there. And if you look 
4 at the pictures, and you look at the damage we saw, this 
5 wasn't something that happened quickly. This was 
6 something that probably started shortly after the house 
7 was built, and slowly started -- that water started 
8 penetrating and created rot. That's what it does. 
9 Q. And on what do you base that opinion, the 
10 duration of the development of the condition that you 
11 observed? 
12 A. Because we see this all the time. In my 
13 industry now, from being a restoration contractor, we 
14 deal with flashings, and rot, and mold all the time. 
15 And have learned a lot about how long it takes something 
16 to see the level of rot that we saw here. 
17 Q. Much earlier this morning, you testified as to 
10 what your practice was in terms of moisture barrier and 
19 flashing. 
20 A. Uh-huh. 
21 Q. And I'm going to paraphrase your testimony, 
22 and if I do it wrong, you tell me. What I understood 
23 your testimony to be, is when we move from how you did 
24 it, to what was the standard in Valley County 
! 25 construction industry for that issue of moisture barrier 
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1 and flashing, I thought you told me, you weren't 
2 necessarily comfortable saying what the standard was. 
3 Did I get that right or wrong? 
4 A. I think I -- you know, I said that, because it 
5 wasn't a code. 
6 Q. Yeah. Okay. 
7 A. It was more of our practice. And it was -- it 
8 was a newer -- you know, it was improving what people 
9 were doing. And I think we were -- you know, I don't 
10 know what all the other builders were doing. 
11 Q. Okay. 
12 A. But, you know --
13 Q. Fair enough. If I understand what you are 
14 saying, to the extent there was a "standard," quote, 
15 unquote, what you aspired to do would be above it? 
16 A. Yes. 
17 Q. And that is what you aspired to be able to 
10 say, is your standards were higher and more stringent 
19 than the prevailing construction standards in the 
2 o valley; is that fair? 
21 A. Yes. And that's what I claimed earlier to be. 
22 Yes. 
23 Q. So this defect that you've depicted in Exhibit 
24 61, I think you just told me, is this a result of a 
non-compliance with a building code, or is it, in your 
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1 opinion, an improper construction technique, or is it 
2 something else yet? 
3 A. There may be two things: Improper technique 
4 would be the first one to say. Building code may be an 
5 issue. I mean, if a building inspector was to look at 
6 the way the floor was cut, just literally notched, with 
7 no supporting structure underneath that, would the 
8 building official currently pass that? No. Would the 
9 building official at the time? Probably, because things 
10 were good. 
11 Q. And that would be a topic for a long 
12 conversation. 
13 A. Yes. 
14 Q. But my question is, from your own knowledge 
15 and expertise, do you know whether what you've depicted 
16 here violated a building code in effect in 2004, 2005? 
1 7 A. I don't know the proper answer to that. 
10 Q. That's fine. And, you know, it seems to me in 
19 a report somewhere, and I don't know where it was, I saw 
20 some reference to floor joists having been -- it didn't 
21 say patched in, but laid in alongside of other floor 
22 joists somewhere in the house. Do you know anything 
23 about this? 
24 A. I don't. 
25 Q. Okay. 
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1 A. I know in one of our estimates, maybe we 
2 talked about sistering floor joists to the other floor 
3 joists, so that we didn't have to pull those joists. 
4 Because you don't want to pull all the sub-floor and 
5 hardwood in the entire dining room. You just want the 
6 affected area. So we cut the old rotted area in the old 
7 joists, sistered new joists to them. And that may 
s be --
9 Q. And that's what you did? 
10 A. Yes. 
11 Q. To the ends of those joists right in the area 
12 of this very door --
13 A. Yes. 
14 Q. -- that had been affected by rot? 
15 A. Yes. 
16 Q. And when you say, "sister," does that 
17 essentially mean overlap? 
18 A. Put one right next to the other one. 
19 Q. And brace them? 
20 A. Yes. 
21 Q. Okay. And there was another one. You thought 
22 there might be something else that caused this? 
23 A. Yes. So in my opinion, that is the cause of 
1 24 the exact damage, the floor joists damage, and the issue 
i 25 underneath this door. 
I 
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2 A. Then I'm going to go back to Exhibit No. I, 
3 showing the floor plan, and how we found rot on these 
4 comers behind the stone. 
5 Q. And these would be corners along the east side 
6 of the house; right? 
1 A. The east side of the house, on the face of the 
B dining room, behind the stone wainscot, and the family 
9 room. 
10 Q. And there are really four comers there; 
11 right? 
12 A. Correct. 
13 Q. And did you find the rot in all four of those? 
14 A. I am not sure on that. I believe so. But as 
15 far as I am aware of, through pictures and stuff, yes. 
16 Q. Okay. Go ahead. 
11 A. So, obviously, finding rot on this corner over 
18 here (indicating), has nothing to do with door flashing 
19 in the dining room. 
20 Q. Fair enough. 
21 A. Sorry -- to be more clear. On the corner of 
22 the family room wall, it has nothing to do with the 
23 dining room door. 
24 Q. Okay. 
25 A. So I believe on these issues, as we discussed 
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1 earlier, were the roof pitches, and then the valleys, 
2 and then you have a lot of water coming down these 
3 valleys. So all that water, you know, hits the deck, or 
4 when you have snow piled on the deck, hits the top of 
5 the snow, and then splashes back against the house. 
6 That's common on all houses on McCall. 
7 And so splashes against the house, splashes 
8 against the stone, which then goes into and penetrates 
9 the stone, and goes through the mortar. And, basically, 
10 during those winter months, everything is wet. And so 
11 then that moisture hits your vapor barrier, in this case 
12 felt, and then runs down the wall to the flashing at the 
13 bottom at the level of the deck. 
14 The cause for these, in my opinion, is that 
15 the flashing was not large enough. And that that vapor 
16 barrier to flashing connection was not overlapped 
17 enough. Because I do know for a fact, because I was 
10 there to see this, that we saw where the felt came down. 
19 And literally there were spots where the felt stopped 
20 right at the top of the inch-and-a-quarter drip 
21 flashing. 
22 So if you can imagine, you have decking that 
23 is one inch tall, and it's covered with snow. And then 
24 you have water, rain, things melting on top of that, it 
25 runs towards the house. If literally there is no 
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1 overlap, or even if there was an inch-and-a-half 
2 overlap -- that's why it is standard practice now to do 
3 four inches -- it gets to that joint there at the top of 
4 the flashing, and your felt that there was some spots 
5 right at the same line. That water still penetrates 
6 through, and get into that wall. 
1 Q. And now it is in your OSB? 
B A. And then it is in your OSB. And once water 
9 gets there, and then it keeps going. And once water 
10 finds a path, it follows that same path. And so then 
11 that OSB just slowly starts getting wetter, and starts 
12 working its way up the wall. The leak didn't start 
13 three feet up. The leak started down low. And then the 
14 water worked its way back up the wall. 
15 Q. How did you determine that? 
16 A. Just experience in the industry. 
17 Q. Okay. And so you've identified two issues 
18 there on these other four corners. And can you go 
19 ahead, please, Beau, and circle the four comers that 
20 we're talking about? 
21 A. (Witness complying.) 
22 Q. Okay. Thank you. 
. 23 Now, you've identified two causal factors, if 
24 I understand you. One is, as I understand you, that the 
2 5 vertical portion of the flashing didn't go up high 
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1 enough? That is, it was an inch-and-a-half, or some 
2 such thing, versus four; correct? 
3 A. Correct. 
4 Q. And then the felt was not sufficiently 
5 overlapped, over that vertical portion of the flashing, 
6 to ensure that if water came down that felt, it was 
7 carried out by the flashing? 
8 A. Correct. 
9 Q. Have I got it right? 
10 A. Yes. 
11 Q. Okay. 
12 A. And to expand on that, you are going to ask me 
13 code, or whatever. It wasn't code to do four by four, 
14 versus the smaller flashing. It was a standard we 
15 practiced. 
16 Q. Right. 
11 A. But it would be, you know, you would want to 
18 make sure that felt was over the flashing. And I think 
19 even with the smaller flashing, when the installer that 
20 day was in a hurry, whatever, and doesn't get sealed 
21 right down to the bottom of that flashing. So you can 
22 push your decking up against there is how that water got 
2 3 through there. 
24 Q. How do you seal it, by the way? How do you 
make sure that felt stays down? 
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1 A. At the time? 
2 Q. Thank you. At that time, yes. 
3 A. 2004? 
4 Q. Right. 
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5 A. You didn't. You put everything down over the 
6 top of it. And you use plastic caps, which is small 
7 nails with a big round head on them, or something, to 
8 hold it on. Now, everything is taped. 
9 Q. It is? 
10 A. Yes. 
11 Q. The felt is taped to make sure it stays down? 
12 A. Behind the masonry, I'm not sure exactly if 
13 that's taped. 
14 Q. All right. 
15 A. But normally what we would do, and practice 
16 there, you run the moisture barrier or Tyvek all the way 
17 around. It's seamed taped, taped to the flashing, then 
18 your felt, or ice and water is going too over the top of 
19 that. So you know you have a barrier under there that 
20 is un-penetrable. 
21 Q. Your Tyvek actually in that case comes down 
22 inside of the flashing; correct? 
23 A. Yes. 
24 Q. And you've talked about your practice of using 
· 25 Tyvek, as well as felt. Although, as I understand it 
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1 here, correct me if I'm wrong, do I understand you 
2 correctly to be saying, had a higher flashing -- a 
3 flashing with a higher vertical piece, say, four inch 
4 been used, and the felt sufficiently secured below the 
5 top of that flashing, you think this would have been 
6 avoided? 
7 A. I believe that would have been a good chance 
8 of it being avoided, yes. 
9 Q. And the same question. ls this phenomena that 
10 you've described that occurred in the corners, as you've 
11 circled on Exhibit No. I, I assume your testimony is 
12 that's a construction defect, as well? Don't let me put 
13 words in your mouth. 
14 Is it your opinion that that's a construction 
15 defect? 
16 A. Yes. 
17 Q. And the same question l asked you about the 
18 other condition. Is that a defect, in your opinion, 
19 because of non-compliance with the prevailing code, 
20 defect because of improper construction technique, or 
21 for some other reason? 
22 A. Well, there is now and then. 
23 Q. I'm talking about then. Thank you. 
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1 out and walk around it, and make sure there is nothing 
2 like this. At the time, it was not something that had 
3 to be inspected. So at the time, code, no. 
4 Q. So as of 2004, 2005, this condition ofonly 
5 flashing and felt overlapping, was not a code violation, 
6 in your opinion, it was an improper construction 
7 technique; am I correct? 
8 A. Yeah. I mean, I guess, too, I mean, the 
9 moisture barrier being put on, installed properly, 
10 should be over the top of that flashing, and not stopped 
11 at the top of that flashing. 









Q. Out of curiosity, had the same flashing been 
used, which I think there is testimony, do you agree, 
was inch-and-a-half by inch-and-a-half, or do you know? 







Q. And which of the two sides of the flashing was 
longer? 
A. So I think coming up the wall, it was like an 
inch-and-a-quarter to inch-and-a-half tal I. 
Q. Okay. 
A. I believe in the report I read from the 
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1 engineer, said it was an inch-and-a-quarter tall. 
2 Q. Okay. And so it was longer on the horizontal 
3 surface? 
4 A. Correct. 
5 Q. Had that same flashing been used, and the felt 
6 in your testimony properly overlaid and secured to 
7 extend over that flashing, do you think that would have 
8 prevented this condition from occurring? 
9 A. Likely. 
10 Q. Now, this --
11 A. There --
Q. I'm sorry. Go ahead. 
A. Just to expand on it, because again, there was 
no code on which size flashing to use. For water 
15 to -- even if that flashing was down there, it is still 
16 at the same height as the deck. So if water pools in 








behind there in inch-and-a-quarter, it is way easier 
than for it to crawl up the wall four inches just --
Q. No, I understand. But four inches is hardly a 
21 guarantee; right? I mean, of the two conditions you are 




24 A. So then -- let me start with, now you have to 24 A. Correct. 
.25 have your moisture barrier inspected. And so they come 25 Q. r don't know anything about this felt. I 
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1 assume it's a material that it can get wet, but it 
2 doesn't transfer the moisture through to its inside 
3 surface? 
4 A. Correct. 
5 Q. Are there any other explanations for the 
6 conditions you observed and repaired that are plausible, 
7 in your opinion, besides the two causes you've cited? 
8 A. No. 
9 Q. And you've corrected me, and thank you for 
10 doing it, as to our time frame. I want to make sure 
11 before we depart this subject. Your testimony as to 
12 both of the conditions depicted in Exhibit 61, and the 
13 condition you describe at the corners, your testimony 
14 that those both represented construction defects, is 
15 that they were construction defects at the time of 2004, 
16 2005, under practices you think should have been in 
17 place then? 
18 A. Yes. 
19 Q. And back to the other question, and if you 
2 o can't answer this, you can't. You are applying a 
21 standard, as you testified, that I clearly understand is 
22 the techniques you would have used in 2004, 2005; 
23 correct? 
2 4 A. Yes. Excuse me. Yes. 
1
25 Q. And T apologize if I've asked this. But are 
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1 you able to tell me, if I were to say, okay, I 
2 appreciate that, Beau. And you've held yourself out, 
3 you know, as you've said, having your own standard, and 
4 it being higher. 
5 Do you have any ability, ifT were to say, 
6 what was the prevailing standard? What was the 
7 prevailing standard in the industry for these kinds of 
8 issues in Valley County in 2004, 2005? Are you able to 
9 answer that? 
10 A. And I think you did ask me that earlier today. 
11 Q. Okay. I did. Sorry. 
12 A. I believe at the time, most contractors used a 
13 four-inch flashing on their decks. 
14 Q. Okay. 
15 A. Have I seen differently, absolutely. Because 
16 in the line of work T do now, restoration, we get called 
17 out for a lot of water damage, and the rot and mold 
18 damage, and we see decks all the time that have smaller 
19 flashings that have issues. We come in and we remove 
20 the siding, and we replace them. 
21 But on most of the high-end homes, I would 
22 assume that it would be a practice to use a larger 
23 flashing. Most of the stuff we're repairing is smaller, 
24 less expensive homes. And then to add on that, the 
25 framing underneath this door. 
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1 Q. Here (indicating)? 
2 A. In Exhibit 61, underneath the dining room 
3 door, cutting the end of these joists, and not providing 
4 structural blocking or anything underneath the end of 
5 that floor sheathing, right there (indicating). You 
6 know, 1 would say 90 percent of the framing contractors 
7 that would not -- you know, that build a million dollar 
8 homes in that time frame, that would not be their 
9 practice. 
10 Q. So I guess you could consider this a 
11 hypothetical. If I were the owner of this home as it 
12 was being built, and I wasn't a builder. I'm the owner. 
13 I hired the contractor. I hired the architect I hired 
14 the interior decorator. And I were wandering around as 
15 construction was underway. This is a hypothetical. 
16 Would you have expected me to detect problems of the 
17 nature you described? 
18 A. No, that's why you hire a contractor. 
19 Q. And once the home was completed, would there 
20 have been anything, in your mind, that would have caused 
21 a non-builder owner to have any concern about how it 
22 looked? 
23 A. No. 
24 Q. Or to suspect that these conditions existed? 
25 A. No. 
----··~-··~-··~-··~-··~--··~··~-··~-·· 
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1 Q. Or to suspect that these defects existed? 
2 A. No. 
3 Q. lfyou look back on the homes that you built 
4 in 2003, 2004, 2005, did you ever learn of, or get 
5 called back to address water intrusion problems? 
6 A. Yes. 
7 Q. Once, more than once? 
a A. Doors, you know, doors, double doors, you 
9 know, are a common thing, and having water coming 
10 through, you know, weather stripping, or issues on 
11 doors. It's -- so, yes, if that's -- to answer your 
12 question. 
13 Q. As you've pointed out, if I heard you 
14 correctly, if the problem here was water coming through 
15 inadequate weather stripping, or literally coming 
16 through the door, we would have expected to see staining 
17 on the hardwood; wouldn't we? 
1a A. Staining and cupping. 
19 Q. And cupping. That doesn't take very long to 
2 o occur; does it, the cupping? 
21 A. No. 
22 Q. I know when our dishwasher malfunctioned, it 
23 was a one-time event, and it happened fast. 
24 Have you ever in any of the homes you've 
2 s constructed, encounter, when I say, water intrusion, or 
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1 water invasion, problems that resulted in rot of wood 
2 members or wood elements of the home? 
3 A. Yes, a different situation. It wasn't a doors 
4 deal. But a home in Tamarack, we had -- it was a 
5 daylight basement, and the drainage didn't go the proper 
6 way around the side of the basement. We had retaining 
7 walls stepping down. 
a And when we -- the landscaper put in the 
9 retaining wall. They came above their framing members. 
10 So water run down, it starts running right into the 
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A. I'm not thinking of anything offhand. I mean, 
those are the two major ones. 
Q. And never had any problems in any homes you've 
constructed, with water getting trapped, or perched on a 
deck, and getting into a wall like happened here? 
A. Not that I recall, specifically, no. 
7 Q. From your examination of the home, and 
8 correction of the conditions that you encountered, were 
9 there any other conditions that you would consider to 
10 have been caused by construction defects, other than 
11 those you've described to me? 
12 underneath the sill, between the foundation and the 12 A. No. 
13 sill, and coming into the wall. So we went back and 13 Q. Any problems with the materials used, 
14 opened up the wall, found the issue, and addressed it. 14 themselves, from your perspective, acknowledging that 
15 Q. Any other occasions that you had where you had 15 you would have recommended a different sized flashing? 
16 dry rot, or wet rot in the wood members due to moisture? 16 Any other problem with the materials used? 
17 A. Yes. 1 7 A. Or lack thereof? 
18 Q. Can you tell me? 18 Q. Yes. 
19 A. Yeah, another home in Tamarack, a large home 19 A. I guess, it's all about practices. But 1 
20 up on the hill. And we had a hot tub area above an 20 would have Tyveked. So the dining room wall should have 
21 enclosed room below it. And so we built this waterproof 21 been Tyveked around, or a moisture barrier around it. I 
22 basin. And everything drained into one corner, and then 22 think to really help, even with that same sized 
23 out of this waterproof area. 23 inch-and-a-quarter by two-inch flashing, let's call it. 
24 It took about six years, and we got a phone 24 If the Tyvek had been behind that, then they put the 
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stuff. And opened it up, and we had just Tyveked this 1 inch-and-a-quarter flashing would definitely help. When 
whole waterproof area. Actually, we used a different 2 you ask that question, would you think the water would 
product to help ditch the thing, and even better 3 go? A lot better chance if both those products would 
than -- sorry -- not Tyvek, but better than your ice and 4 have been used. 
water is what I meant, first. 5 Q. So that's describing to me the failure to use 
And we used that product through it. And it 6 a product; correct, in that case Tyvek? 
had eventually failed. So water had gone through, and 7 A. Correct. 
caused a lot of rot and mold. And so we opened it up, 8 Q. And you've clearly described to me some 
repaired it. Put it back completely with a different 9 construction techniques -- well, the construction 
product that is out there now. The local installers 10 techniques that you believe form the basis of the 
spray down the product. And put in heated drains, too, 11 defect. My question is a little more narrow. 
so it wouldn't back up, so ... 12 From looking at any of this from your 
Q. When did you construct that house? 13 position, were any, quote, unquote, "substandard" 
A. Do what? 14 materials used in the construction process, or are we 
Q. When did you construct that house? 15 talking about here, construction techniques? 
A. '06. 16 A. No substandard products used. 
Q. And when did you go back to fix the problem? 17 Q. In your opinion, would any of the conditions 
A. 2011. 18 which you discovered, unearthed and fixed, have affected 
Q. Okay. And as you looked back on it, would 19 the habitability of the home at the time? 
you -- please, don't take offense to this question. But 20 A. No, because they were not within the building 
as you look back on it, would you consider what you did 21 envelope. They were in the crawlspace on the exterior 
in '06 to be a construction defect? 22 of the home. 
A. Yes. 23 Q. 1 assume given enough time, unattended, 
Q. Any other occasions you've had with problems perhaps it could have been. But at that point in time, 
with water and rot in homes that you've built? your testimony is those conditions didn't affect the 
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1 habitability? 
2 A. 2013 didn't affect it. 
3 Q. Even then? 
4 A. Yeah. 
5 Q. Were you able to complete your work within a 
6 satisfactory window to Mr. Petrus, in terms of the 
7 window where you told me he wanted you to complete, 
8 because he didn't use the house in that time frame? 
9 A. Yes, he was satisfied. Did it take longer? 
10 Yes, because it took him forever to make up his mind on 
11 what we were doing. 
12 Q. Okay. I assume you had some conversations 
13 along the way with Mr. Petrus? 
14 A. I did. 
15 Q. In any conversation, did he ever suggest to 
16 you that these conditions had deprived him of the 
17 ability to use the home? 
18 A. No. 
19 Q. In any conversations with you, did Mr. Petrus 
20 ever suggest that Nancy Gentry had -- that he had ever 
21 had a conversation with Nancy Gentry? 
22 A. l don't recall that, no. 
23 Q. Okay. And at the very beginning of this 
24 process, you told me either right at the start, or 
,25 pretty close to it, you were forewarned by Mr. Petrus 
Page 147 
1 that he thought this could result in litigation. And if 
2 nothing else, wanted to hear that you would be able to 
3 testify as needed. Is that a fair summary? 
4 A. Yes. 
5 Q. Did then, or at any time, he tell you why? 
6 That is, what the basis might be, that he thought 
7 somebody was at fault? 
8 A. He did not. 
9 Q. Okay. Handing you what's been marked as 
10 Exhibit 35. I will tell you that these are Bates 
11 numbered RP 92 through RP 167. l will tell you, beyond 
12 that, these appear to me, to be the daily reports. And 
13 these appear to me, to be all the daily reports that 
14 were provided in the production on Tuesday. 
15 Do these appear to be the daily reports 
16 prepared by someone in your company? 
17 A. Yes, daily reports prepared by Eric Waite. 
18 Q. So Eric would have been the responsible party 
19 for these? 
20 A. Yes. 
21 Q. And although I don't necessarily think they 
I
. 22 are in chronological order -- they are not. When I went 
23 through them earlier, it appeared the earliest was April 
· 24 14th, and the latest was June 13th. Does that sound 
25 consistent with you, as far as what the time frame of 
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1 the job was? 
2 A. Yeah, the second one here says, June 27th. 
3 Q. June 27th. So I missed that one. 
4 Can you tell me, what was the protocol for 
5 preparing daily reports? 
6 A. You know, we didn't -- we don't normalJy do 
7 this as a company. We did this back when I was a home 
8 builder. But the protocol for those project managers 
9 was every day to fill out reports. So as you can see on 
10 the report, how many subcontractors on the site, how 
11 many men were there, when the equipment was delivered, 
12 when the general notes, when the inspector showed up. 
13 All of that would be on the report: weather, 
14 temperature, everything. 
15 Q. Okay. 
16 A. We hadn't exercised -- we hadn't done that in 
1 7 a long time. On this job, we thought it would be a good 
18 idea to keep a log, what was happening on this, just 
19 knowing what had happened to us. So Eric had never done 
20 this before. Sol sat down with Eric. I created an old 
21 Excel file, and sat down with Eric, and showed him how 
22 to do it. And he was supposed to every day, write a 
23 report of the things I discussed. 
24 Q. So every day he would sit down daily, put 
um<>tPvPr information he thought was appropriate, 
1 including the information you identified, into a daily 
2 report? 
3 A. Yes. 
4 Q. And do you know, did he prepare these from 
5 notes, diaries, anything like that, or did he just sit 
6 down, to the best of your knowledge, and based on his 
7 recollection for that day, go ahead and fill it out? 
8 A. I don't know for sure if he, you know, 
9 actually took notes on the job site, or if he just got 
10 back and had recollection, and at the end of the day 
11 just fill it up. 
12 Q. What is your practice, say, on a job -- on 
13 this job, where you weren't the foreman. You, 
14 obviously, have someplace where your company's records 
15 on this project are contained; right? 
16 A. Uh-huh. 
17 Q. And where is that? 
18 A. It's in a file, you know, that we store on the 
19 Cloud. 
20 Q. Okay. 
21 A. So all of our files are there. We all have 
22 access to them. So that whole file folder for the job, 
23 2130 Payette Drive, that Alyson gave you, you know, is 
24 stored so that we all have access to it, and we put our 
records in there. 
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1 Q. Did you, or do you in this situation, where 
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2 the job is over, collect from people like Eric, whatever 
3 they might have? My question is, do documents and 
4 information get consolidated, or does everybody just 
5 kind of keep what they have? 
6 A. The only thing they have personally is emails. 
7 I do not allow my employees to store anything on their 
8 computer, other than in our company file system. 
9 Q. And since we're going to get Eric's emails as 
10 well, we're going to get what he has, as well? 
11 A. Yes. 
12 Q. Okay. Thanks. 
13 Did you end up replacing the whole deck, or 
14 were you able to put the original Trex back down? 
15 A. All the original Trex was put back down. 
16 Q. That wasn't compromised, because it's not 
11 wood; correct? 
10 A. Correct. 
19 Q. If you could look at RP 117? l believe the 
20 date·· is that June 3rd? 
21 A. Yes. 
22 Q. Your eyes are better than mine. It says, 
23 "trim out lights, outlets, and switches in the dining 
24 room." Did you have to disturb the drywall or Sheetrock 
in the dining room as part of your repairs? 
Page 151 
1 A. Yes. 
2 Q. And why is that? 
3 A. Because the wall, if we look at Exhibit 61, 
4 this wall framing here (indicating) was rotted out on 
5 this whole corner. The structural was rotted. So we 
6 had to remove the Sheetrock from the east, southeast 
7 corner of the wall to the southwest corner of the wall 
8 on that entire wall. So that we could replace the 
9 two-by-six structure and structural framing right there. 
10 Q. And that's the wall in which the french door 
11 was framed; correct? 
12 A. Correct. 
13 Q. Okay. How much of the flooring in the house 
14 did you wind up sanding and refinishing? 
15 A.Allofit. 
16 Q. And in your opinion was that necessary as part 
17 of the repair and restoration? 
10 A. Yes. 
19 Q. And explain to me why. 
20 A. Because if you look at the -- we don't have 
21 the actual floor plans. This is just ours. So Exhibit 
22 l showing the floor plan of the house. 
23 Q. Yes. 
· A. The hardwood ran throughout the dining room, 
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1 all the way up through the entry foyer, and I believe 
2 went through the powder bath. So there is no way, when 
3 we have to replace this hardwood right here 
4 (indicating), because we had to replace a small portion 
5 of hardwood in the dining room. You can't just sand 
6 that area and refinish that. It is not going to match. 
7 We wouldn't do that in any home, but especially, the 
8 high-end home. It's not the quality of product you 
9 need. 
10 Q. Other than the specific defects you've 
11 identified for me, Beau, obviously, you have related to 
12 the framing of the french door and the dining room door, 
13 and the repair on the flashing on the four corners. Do 
14 you have any opinion as to the quality of the 
15 construction of this home? 
16 A. It looked very good; high quality. 
17 Q. One thing l noticed, and an example of this, 
18 if you want to look at RP 132. 
19 A. Okay. 
20 Q. Do you see the date, April 14? 
21 A. Yes. 
22 Q. And then the project duration day, and the 
23 completion day? 
24 A. Yes. 
25 Q. And then as you just turn to 133, 134, 135, 
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1 the date never changes. 
2 A. Okay. 
3 Q. Can you tell me what that's all about? J will 
4 tell you that the project duration and completion dates 
5 change, but the date doesn't change. And I was 
6 wondering if there was a reason for that? 
7 MS. FOSTER: Do you want me to help explain as 
8 a production matter, or would you prefer to ask him 
9 questions? 
10 MR. MILLEMANN: Have at it. 
11 MS. FOSTER: I can establish that with him. 
12 But if you look at these daily reports in the native 
13 format in the Excel spreadsheet, you will see each day 
14 is a separate sheet, and the title of each sheet, the 
15 day, it does not match that date. 
16 My speculation is, perhaps, as with the 
17 original contract and quotes, the date wasn't updated in 
18 that field. It was on the date that you don't have on 
19 this. It would only be visible in the native format. 
2 o Does that make sense? 
21 MR. MILLEMANN: Are you telling me, in the 
22 native format, this date is different? 
23 MS. FOSTER: Do you know what J mean? 
24 MR. MILLEMANN: How do you like that answer? 
: 25 MS. FOSTER: The worst answer yet. I'm trying fa. mily room, I think, it went through the kitchen, and 
--------------------~---------------------····--· 
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1 to help. 1 A. I guess without finishing reading it, it's a 
2 THE WITNESS: So it's an Excel spreadsheet. 2 report that one of my guys wrote just on that day 
3 All right? And somebody smarter than me, you use this 3 events. 
4 sheet and tab at the bottom, it says, "create new." So 4 Q. Do you know who wrote it? 
5 it goes to the next sheet, and makes -- changes the 5 A. I don't. 
6 date. 6 Q. Did this come out of your files, Beau? 
7 So if you look at our Excel sheet that we've 7 A. Yes, it did. 
8 produced to you, it has all the dates on those tabs, 8 MS. FOSTER: I'm sorry. Your personal or 
9 even though Eric did not change the actual date. 9 Restoration Pro? 
10 Q. (BY MR. MILLEMANN) On the report? 10 THE WlTNESS: Company files. 
11 A. On the report. On the actual tab, it shows 11 Q. (BY MR. MlLLEMANN) Do you have any personal 
12 the exact date. 12 files separate than Restoration Pro on this job? 
13 Q. Just to see if we're talking about the same 13 A. No. 
14 thing. Are you talking about these (indicating), or is 14 Q. Are there any other such notes written by 
15 this something altogether different? 15 people on the job? 
16 A. That's something altogether different. 16 A. No. 
17 Q. Okay. So if I go back to the native data in 17 Q. So these notes just mostly say, tired of Mike 
18 the Excel spreadsheet, then I will be able to determine 18 Longmire getting in his way? 
19 the date. Otherwise, I would have to work backwards to 19 A. Yeah, if Eric maybe asked him to put this 
20 the project completion days; correct? 20 together, because of something for the day, I don't 
21 A. Correct. 21 know. 
22 MS. FOSTER: Thank you. Yours was much better 22 Q. Exhibit 34 --
23 than mine. 23 A. Uh-huh. 
24 THE WITNESS: I don't know. . 24 Q. -- RP 31. Are you able to tell me what this 
25 Q. (BY MR. MILLEMANN) You are saving me a lot of i 25 is? 
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1 questions here. 
2 By the way, I learned a new term while I was 
3 going through these documents, "content manipulation." 
4 A. Yep. 
5 Q. That's moving stuff around; right? 
6 A. Yep. 
7 Q. By the way, these aren't even marked. And 
8 when I showed them to you, you said, no, that is 
9 something else. What are these? 
10 A. The file in our file system, I explained to 
11 you, we have a template folder. And inside that 
12 template folder, we have documents, such as these, 
13 interior design selections, other templates that are in 
14 that. 
15 So every time we get a new project, we take a 
16 template folder, copy it, we create a new file, call it 
17 2130 Payette Drive, and that is now your document. And 
18 it has several folders, about ten folders inside of 
19 that. And inside of those folders are sub-folders, and 
20 then documents like these. They are never used. In 98 
21 percent of our jobs, this particular one was never used. 
22 So it was just in there. It wasn't used for this job. 
23 Q. That's what I thought. Okay. 
24 Exhibit 33, which is RP 30. Are you able to 
25 tell me what this is? 
Page 157 
1 A. This is a sketch of the deck on the lake side 
2 of the house. 
3 Q. Okay. And the lower part of the exhibit? 
4 A. That is a sketch, an elevation cut of the 
5 foundation wall sill plate, and wall framing above that. 
6 It looks like how the deck ledger was to be installed 
7 with it, the flashing, and the moisture barrier above 
8 that. 
9 Q. And this is how it was to be installed in your 
10 restoration work? 
11 A. I don't know. I'm just telling you what I see 
12 here. I don't --
13 Q. Do you know who prepared these? 
14 A. I would guess Eric did. 
15 Q. Oh, okay. And it looks like above the ledger, 
16 the darker line, the 90 degree line, that's the 
17 flashing; correct? 
18 A. Correct. 
19 Q. Do you have any ability from this drawing, to 
20 determine what size flashing was called out? 
21 A. Definitely four by four. 
22 Q. And then above that is kind of a squiggly 
23 line. Is that the ice and water -- what did you call 
24 that; ice and water shield? 
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l Q. Is that what that is? 
2 A. Yes. 
Page 158 
3 Q. I'm assuming as constructed, it came down over 
4 the flashing? 
5 A. No, this is the way it was. Sorry. 
6 Q. "Yes"? 
7 A. Yes. 
8 Q. Exhibit 3. Do you like the order we went 
9 through here? 
10 A. Yeah. 
11 Q. Exhibit 3 is Petrus 289. Can you tell me, do 
12 you know what this is? 
13 A. It looks to me that this is an invoice from 
14 A-1 Heating for the reinstall of the gas pi ping to the 
15 barbecue. 
16 Q. Okay. 
17 A. Because we had to remove it to do the repair 
18 as we replaced that rim board. 
19 Q. I see. So when you started your work, was 






A. I believe so. 
Q. And then when you pulled deck off, or back? 
A. Yeah. 
Q. No, you just --
A. No, yes, she just -- Alyson -- she, it's 
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1 Alyson. 
2 Q. That's fine. 
3 A. Pointed out the date on this invoice. So l 
4 think this didn't have nothing to do with us. Sorry. 
5 didn't look at it in detail. I assumed. So this 
6 invoice was to Ed Petrus, not to Restoration Pro. It 
7 was dated 5-17, 2012, to reinstall the gas line bit. 
8 And to expand on that, in Todd McKenna's report, there 
9 is a picture of the gas line laying in the crawlspace. 
10 Q. I saw that. 
11 A. So I would assume that A-1 was hired to 
12 reinstall that gas line out to the barbecue. 
13 Q. And actually it doesn't change my other 
14 question. Did that then come up through the deck 
15 somehow, or come out through the wall? 
16 A. It came up through the deck. 
17 Q. So would you have had to remove that to do 
18 your work, or do you know? 
19 A. I believe it was removed. 1 would assume, 
2 o because it went right through the rim board that we had 
21 to replace. That we had to remove that, and then have 
22 it reinstalled again. 
23 Q. Got you. Exhibit 4, which is Petrus 290. It 
24 appears to be an invoice from Sean McConnor, dated June 
25 2012. Do you know anything about this? 
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1 A. June 2012, no. 
2 Q. Okay. Exhibit 5, which is Petrus 291, is an 
3 EnergySeal invoice, July 2012. Do you know anything 
4 about this? 
5 A. No. 
6 Q. Okay. Exhibit 6, Petrus 292 is another 
7 EnergySeal invoice, dated September 2012, an invoice for 
8 $1,000 worth of work. Do you know anything about this? 
9 A. No. 
10 Q. Can you pull that back in front of you, 
11 Exhibit No. -- what is that -- 5? 
12 A. 6. 
13 Q. 6. Thank you. Do you see item 3 on that? 
14 A. Uh-huh. Yes, I do. Sorry. 
15 Q. Does that ring any bell to you as to what that 
16 is talking about? 
17 A. Well, it says, "Edge of floors at rim joist 
18 (where removed) Flexible FoamCore." Yes. That's the 
19 spray foam that they install. The same spray foam 
20 underneath that door area. And so I would assume that 
21 they were spraying some foam in somewhere underneath the 
22 edge of the floor. 
23 Q. InSeptember2012? 
24 A. Yes. 
25 Q. Did you see evidence of that when you looked, 
·---···---····---·····----····---·····--. 
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1 pulled the insulation back in the crawlspace, and looked 
2 in the french door threshold? 
3 A. 1 probably wouldn't have been able to tell, 
4 because even if it was removed and replaced, they 
5 probably pulled out past what was originally there. So, 
6 no, I didn't, to answer your question. 
7 Q. And then Exhibit 8, it's Petrus 195, a 
8 document from C&S Construction, dated February 2013. 
9 Have you ever seen this document before, or do you know 
10 what it is? 
11 A. Yes, I have. And it's a bid for the same 
12 repairs that we did, from C&S Construction. 
13 Q. You mentioned in your first conversation with 
14 Mr. Petrus, he wanted to know why your bid was higher? 
15 A. Yes. 
16 Q. Do you think he was referring to this bid, or 
17 do you know? 
18 A. Yes, because actually at that meeting, we were 
19 $1,200 higher than C&S, so he sent us a copy of it. 
20 And, actually, I think he produced a copy right then, 
21 and said, l want to match this. And I said, no. 
22 Q. Showing you Exhibit 32, which was part of the 
23 document production on Tuesday, March 8th. And it is RP 
1 24 1 through RP 24. It appears to be a report from Rimkus, 
25 R-i-m-k-u-s, Consulting Group. 
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1 Have you seen this before? 
2 A. Yes. 
3 Q. Have you reviewed it? 
4 A. Yes. 
5 Q. If you know, was this the report which 
Page 162 
6 resulted from the engineer, who the adjuster brought to 
7 the site? 
8 A. Yes, it is. 
9 Q. In the opinions you've rendered today about 
10 the construction defects you've identified, are you 
11 relying to any extent on this report? 
12 A. No, I'm not. 
13 Q. Can you turn to page 2, which would be RP 4 of 
14 the report, the Section "II. Conclusions"? 
15 A. Okay. 
16 Q. There are three conclusions stated as to the 
17 cause of the decay and deterioration. And to be exact, 
18 it says, "Decay and deterioration of the deck framing, 
19 floor framing and wall sheathing at the southeast corner 
2 o of the dining area was caused by moisture intrusion due 
21 to improper construction." 
22 And then it gives three specifics: "(a) 
23 Proper flashing had not been installed at the deck 
,24 ledger board. (b) Weep holes not installed at the base 
! 2 5 of the stone veneer." And "( c) Gutters were not 
Page 
1 provided at the eaves." 
2 Do you agree, disagree, or have any opinion as 
3 to these conclusions? 
4 A. I agree with A and C. B, I mean, I am not a 
5 masonry contractor. But I don't know of weep holes 
6 underneath a stone veneer. That's why you have your 
7 flashings and everything, drains. That is something 
8 that you do on brick. But it's not a practice that I 
9 know of as a contractor. 
10 Q. And that's item B; right? 
11 A. Yes. 
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1 Q. So is that something that you normally do now? 
2 Well, you are not building homes now. But in your home 
3 construction in Valley County, did you normally put 
4 gutters? 
5 A. And to -- well, in a lot of the home repairs 
6 that we do do, we install gutters. We don't do it. We 
7 hire a subcontractor to install gutters, and install 
8 heat tape in the gutters. On l Oto 15 projects a year, 
9 we do that. 
10 Q. Have you found that to be effective? 
11 A. Yes. 
12 Q. Do you have a problem with those getting taken 
13 off with falling snow and ice? 
14 A. [f they are installed in the right position 
15 and heat tape is installed, no. It's al I about your 
16 procedures. 
17 Q. And where would the right position be? 
18 A. Making sure you are down far enough from your 
19 fascia line. So that if the snow slides, it doesn't 
20 take off the gutter. That the rain actually drips into 
21 it a few inches down, and then heat tape is a mandatory. 
22 Q. And I assume you have to heat tape the whole 
23 system; right? 
24 A. Yes. 
Q. And the gutters that were installed on the 
Page 165 
1 home were copper gutters? 
2 A. I believe so. 









A. That's what I remember from the pictures, yes. 
Q. Is that standard for what you used in your 
homes or restorations? 
A. It depends on the home, and the caliber of the 
home. This year we installed one with copper gutters. 
All the others were not copper gutters. Copper is three 
to four times as expensive. 
12 Q. Now, C, you said you agree with. But let me 12 
Q. So is that an aesthetic issue? 
A. Yes. 
13 make sure I understand. In the program you put forward 13 Q. Not a functioning issue? 
A. No. 14 to repair and restore the home, you did not include 
15 gutters; did you? 
16 A. No. 
17 Q. You didn't think they were necessary? 
18 A. They were already on. 
19 Q. So Mr. Petrus had already put them on? 
20 A. Yes. 
21 Q. So do you think the installation of gutters on 
2 2 that house was necessary to prevent the reoccurrence, 
, 23 despite the work that you did? 
I
! 24 A. It definitely helps. To make sure it doesn't 
happen again, would I put gutters on? Yes. 
14 
15 Q. Can you give me a ballpark estimate of what 
16 you think the gutters installed on 2130 Payette might 
1 7 have cost? 
18 A. Not really, because I don't know where all 
19 they were. I don't know if they went around on the 
front of the house, too, or not without seeing it. 20 
21 4,000 or $5,000 if they were around the entire, or a 




Q. And then non-copper gutters, you are saying 
are a fourth of that? 
A. Probably half. But to add on top of that, 
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1 heat tape would be in addition to that. That's just the 1 
2 gutter system, itself. 2 
3 Q. So I guess I want to clearly understand your 3 
4 answer. Do you believe without the gutters, that the 4 
5 work you performed, your company performed on the house, 5 
6 could be expected to prevent the reoccurrence of the 6 
7 conditions that you encountered? 7 
8 A. Without the gutters? 8 
9 Q. Yes. 9 
10 A. Yes, a very high chance. I mean, when we have 10 
11 four-inch flashing, ice and water shield down, 11 
12 everything seam taped, I don't see water getting through 12 
13 it. 13 
14 Q. Okay. I see where I saw it. lf you look at 14 
15 page 4 of the report, it lists bullet items, RP 6. Do 15 
16 you see those bullet items? 16 
17 A. Yes. 17 
10 Q. And two-thirds of the way down, "New floor 18 
19 joists had been installed next to the existing floor 19 
20 joists." Are those the ones you are talking about 20 
21 existed in there? 21 
22 A. Yes. 22 
23 Q. So weep holes in masonry, it is your 23 
124 testimony, are not a standard practice in Valley County? 24 
125 A. Not for stone veneer, no. 2 5 
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MS. FOSTER: Our inspection refers to yours or 
theirs? 
THE WITNESS: I think theirs. That would be 
Rimkus. 
MS. FOSTER: It is theirs? 
THE WITNESS: Yes, their inspection. 
MS. FOSTER: Okay. 
THE WITNESS: Because he took a lot of photos. 
He was there at least two hours. 
MS. FOSTER: Thank you. 
Q. (BY MR. MlLLEMANN) Because you've been 
designated as an expert witness, I need to ask you some 
background questions. Okay? 
A. Okay. 
Q. Have you been involved in any lawsuits as a 
party in a lawsuit? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Can you tell about those; starting with the 
first one, and finishing with the last one, if there is 
more than one? 
MS. FOSTER: And I'm going to object to the 
extent you had any attorney/client discussions with 
Mr. Millemann, who may have represented you, or anyone 
else. T remind you, that you are not obligated to waive 




























Q. For stone veneer. Thank you. 
A. Not that I'm aware of. 
Q. And have you been able to effectively gutter 
valleys, the part of the roof that comes down in a 
valley, can you effectively gutter that part of the 
roof? 
A. Yes, we have. 
Q. You have? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Did you receive a copy of this report? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Obviously, this came from you; right? 
A. Yes. 
Q. This is part of the documents you produced? 
A. Yes. 
Q. At page I 1, under "Photographs," it mentions 
that there are, additional photographs were retained in 
our files and are available to you upon request. Did 
you ever have occasion to request any additional 
photographs from you? 
A. No. 
MR. MILLEMANN: And T assume, Counsel, you 
have not either? 
MS. FOSTER: No. 


























be being over paranoid. I just want to make sure you 
remember that. 
THE WITNESS: I'm not obligated to disclose? 
MS. FOSTER: You are not obligated to waive 
your attorney/client privilege in conversations you have 
had with attorneys in the past, which may have included 
Mr. Millemann regarding those lawsuits. 
Q. (BY MR. MJLLEMANN) And I'm not asking that. 
I just want to know if you were a party to any lawsuits, 
and identify them for me; when the lawsuit happened, and 
what the nature of the lawsuit was, and whether you were 
the defendant, the party being sued? 
A. Oh, one. 
Q. Okay. 
A. You were my attorney. 
Q. How did we do? 
A. We let them get a default judgment against us. 
Q. Well, darn it. That's not good. 
So what was that lawsuit? 
A. Tt wasn't worth the money, too. Tt was for a 
home in Tamarack that we were building. And then it was 
at the beginning of when everything started going, you 
know, sideways. And his construction lender stopped 
funding the project, so we stopped work. We got into 
major dispute with him, because he still owed me 
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1 250,000, and his bank wouldn't pay me. And they said, 
2 we're not going to pay any more on this. The resort is 
3 going bankrupt. 
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1 regarding products that you had constructed? 
2 A. No. And to add on to that. Since then, as 
3 you know as we discussed earlier, had issues with homes 
4 So then he came back, and decided to accuse me 4 I had built since then, and went back, even though I 
5 of faulty construction, so that he wouldn't have to come 5 didn't have to. I filed a bankruptcy. I went back and 
6 up with the money to pay me. And you and I, we put all 6 made them good on my own goodwill. 
7 our facts together on that, and determined it would cost 7 Q. Just to see if any of these ring a bell. 
e me 100,000 to try to get out of this. And me and my e There was a case, Silver Valley Framing, Inc., I guess, 
9 company were already in a bad situation, because of 9 versus Richard Williams. In which I see there is a Beau 
10 having several spec homes. And I had been very hurt 10 and Carrie Value listed as a plaintiff. Do you remember 
11 when Tamarack went bankrupt. And so we chose instead of 11 anything about that? 
12 spending I 00,000, to stop where we were at, and let them 12 A. It was a framing company that I sold. And 
13 get a default judgment. 13 Rick Williams was a contractor that I worked for down in 
14 Q. Who was the owner in that one? 14 the Boise valley area. He had eight lots out by the 
15 A. Chuck Dominguez. 15 Nampa area. We had an agreement to purchase a lot from 
16 Q. Have you been a party to any other lawsuits? 16 him. And I was trading houses that I would frame for 
11 A. Not that I recall. 11 him towards that purchase. 
10 Q. Okay. 18 So I had -- it was about an $80,000 lot. 
19 A. Un-huh. 19 Round numbers, I think, I had about $50,000 worth of 
20 Q. And have you ever been convicted of any 
21 felony? 
A. No. 22 
23 Q. Any criminal investigation related to any 
24 felony? 
25 A. No. 
20 projects that I already framed for him. And he got in 
21 trouble financially, and sold the lot to somebody else 




Q. Another one that popped up was Idaho State 




1 Q. Have you or any of your companies ever been 
2 through bankruptcy proceedings? 
3 A. Yes. 
4 Q. Tell me when, and who, whether it was you, or 
s your company, or both. 
6 A. So my contracting company that I've been 
7 speaking of during this whole meeting. 
e Q. Remind me the name of that, again? 
9 A. Everest Construction, building homes out at 
10 Tamarack, and throughout the valley. I filed bankruptcy 
11 in 20 I 0. And ended up actually filing personal 
12 bankruptcy. It came down to a couple things that I 
13 tried to resolve, and couldn't get resolved. 
14 Q. And so filed bankruptcy both for the company 
1s and you, personally? 
16 A. The company, we never filed bankruptcy. I 
17 just let it go, and filed personal bankruptcy. 
10 Q. In that bankruptcy, are you familiar with the 
19 term, "discharging creditor claims"? 
20 A. Yes. 
21 Q. Which is what you did in a bankruptcy; right? 
22 You discharge claims, and then you can move on? 
23 A. Right. 
1
24 Q. Were there any claims in the bankruptcy that 
25 were discharged, that were claims by customers of yours 
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1 Q. What was that one about? 
2 A. So with the State Insurance Fund, I had -- my 
3 framing company, we had a large accident on a job, where 
4 people got -- two people got seriously injured. And we 
5 ended up getting into a dispute with the State Insurance 
6 Fund over that, because they said we weren't properly, 
7 you know, safe, and some of the practices and stuff. So 
e that's where that originated. 
9 Q. How did that one turn out? 
10 A. We settled. And it took me about ten years to 
11 get them paid off, but they are paid off. 
12 Q. It looks like ICM Equipment Company versus 
13 Value Building. Does that ring any bells? 
14 A. Yeah, a--
1s Q. That looks like 2000 something. The date is 
16 cut off. 2001. 
17 A. We leased equipment from them. I don't 
1a know -- I don't recall what the issues were. 
19 Q. And then Idaho First Bank versus Beau Value, 
20 2009? 
21 A. That was for a spec home at Tamarack. 
22 Q. Did you get financing from the bank? 
23 A. Yes, I did. 
Q. And defaulted on the loan? 
A. Yes, I did. 
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1 Q. That was after the bankruptcy; right, or, no? 
2 A. No, the bankruptcy was in 2010. 
3 Q. Okay. Have you slowed down? 
4 A. Why? 
5 Q. You have as many speeding tickets as I do. 
6 Just give me a minute here, please. 
1 A. Yes. 
8 (Pause in proceeding.) 
9 MR. MlLLEMANN: That's all the questions 1 
10 have for now. 
11 MR. NEVALA: 1 have a few. l'm going to try 
12 to make it short. 
13 EXAMTNA TION 
14 QUESTIONS BY MR. NEVALA: 
15 Q. Beau, have you seen architectural plans for 
16 the home at 2130 Payette Drive? 
11 A. Yes. 
10 Q. And do you remember who the architect was? 
19 A. 1 do not. 
20 Q. Could it have been Andy Laidlaw? 
21 A. It definitely could have been. 
22 Q. 1 think you referred to seeing those plans 
23 with a recessed wall, and a window, and a single door in 
24 the dining room area; is that correct? 
25 A. Yes. 
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1 Q. And that ultimately was not how the home was 
2 constructed. It was constructed with double 
3 out-swinging french doors; is that correct? 
4 A. That is correct. 
5 Q. And the recessed wall in that dining room 
6 area, in front of the doors, you said was, I think the 
7 phrase you used was, it was an architectural recess; is 
8 that right? 
9 A. Architectural change, l mean, it was a 
10 structural recess. They actually -- the main framing of 
11 the wall stayed out, and they had a header up in the 
12 wall to support the main framing, but then they moved. 
13 What I meant by architectural recess is to give it a 
l4 look, you know. And if you look at the pictures, I 
15 could describe it. It has a nice deeper header on the 
16 top, and the sill, and returns, it was for a look, a 
17 cosmetic look. 
18 Q. And the look was to make the stone veneer 
19 appear as though it had depth, and more like real stone; 
2 o is that right? 
21 A. I would assume, to give that depth of the 
22 door. 
23 Q. So not in your experience as a restoration 
24 expert, but as your experience as a builder, have you 
2 off of architectural plans where there has been 
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1 changes that wouldn't show up on the original set of 
2 plans? 
3 A. All the time. 
4 Q. And tell me how that process works, say, last 
5 minute? Maybe if there is a change from the decorator, 
6 or decorator to the architect, how do they relay that? 
7 How do they explain? How do they get that information, 
8 that change, to you, as the builder? 
9 A. You walk the job with the homeowner. You 
10 know, whoever it is that you are doing this change with, 
11 the decorator, the architect. You know, in most cases, 
12 it's on the go. You know, so it's either you, as the 
13 owner/builder, you know, or if, you know, in my case 
14 that would be a project manager walking that with them. 
15 They say, hey, we want to recess these. It's done on 
16 the site. Maybe you draw a sketch on a napkin. Maybe 
17 you draw it on a piece of paper. 
10 Q. Who would draw that? Would the architect draw 
19 it? 
2 o A. If it was an architect, normally the architect 
21 would draw this. If it's an idea between you and the 
22 homeowner, you and the decorator, normally you, the 
23 project manager, or builder, draw it out and say, okay. 
24 Let's do this. You look at this. You then tum around 
25 to your framing contractor, and ask him to make that 
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1 modification, and hand him the change. You know, it 
2 goes in his trailer, with his set of plans, and you 
3 never see it again. 
4 Q. So it's your experience that typically there 
s is a meeting, and a lot of times -- I don't want to 
6 speak in generalities -- but oftentimes, there is a 
7 meeting between, if there is a decorator, and an 
8 architect, and a builder all involved, you would go to 
9 the project. And the designer, I guess, whose idea it 
10 would be to make the change, would explain what they 
11 envision; is that fair? 
12 A. That's correct. 
13 Q. Would they seek approval from the architect? 
14 A. No. 
15 Q. Would they ask the architect, can you redo 
16 this? 
11 A. A lot of times, they wouldn't, no. 
10 Q. Okay. 
19 A. Every time you do that, it cost more money. 
20 Q. Sure. I'm getting there. 
21 Would they seek approval from the builder, or 
22 the framing contractor to say, can you do this? 
23 A. It depends on the knowledge of the builder, 
24 and how much he knows about structure, and what can and 
2 5 can't be done, and about his homes. But most high-end 
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1 home builders, I would think, are pretty knowledgeable 
2 about what can be done on their project. And he, 
3 meeting with the designer, or homeowner, yeah, we can do 
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close, but it won't quite fit. What do you do? 
A. Say, the opening is not big enough to fit the 
door? 
Q. Yeah, height-wise. 
5 instruct the framer. 5 A. Height-wise. Then you have to -- you know, if 
6 Q. Have you ever experienced a situation as a 
7 builder, you said, I can't make that change? 
6 there is no room to push your header up any further, you 
get an engineer involved, and try to get a shorter, 7 





Q. What usually follows a conversation with all 
involved about how to --
A. Follows what, sir? 





13 explaining to them that this change can't be made? 13 
14 We've got to do something different. Do you go back and 14 
have conversations, more conversations, say, this design 15 15 


































I can't build it that way? 
A. ft depends on how persistent the customer is 
on that issue. If it is something they really want. 
For us to say, no, we can't do it. There is a bearing 
there that transfers through, that you can't move, or it 
is something larger. 
Q. Got to be a real reason? 
A. Yeah. And so if the homeowner is persistent, 
I want this wall moved three feet, and I don't care what 
···---· 
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it takes. And then I'm going to get a hold of the 
architect, and say, the homeowner wants this wall moved 
three feet. Tell me how to do it. She don't care how 
much it costs. 
Q. So in this case, there is a load bearing 
header above that door. I am assuming, it would have 
been much easier to put the window and the single door 
that was originally on the original plans; is that what 
you are saying? 
A. Yes, as per built, yes, or as per 
plans -- built as per plans, yes. 
Q. So when the decision was made to put the door 
that was ultimately put in the house, the double 
swinging, out-swinging french doors. I don't remember 
the height of the door. [ know they are quite tall. 
A. About nine feet. 
Q. So in order to fill that nine-foot hole with 
this door, from a construction standpoint, not from a 
design standpoint, but from a construction standpoint, 
you've got to either find space above, or find space 
below; is that fair to say? 
A. For the header? 
Q. For the door. 
A. For the door from the --



































wider header, steel, you know, whatever you have the 
room for. I mean, that all depends on each situation. 
I mean, l guess it's hard to answer that question. 
Q. Fair. No, that's fair. 
A. Definitively. 
Q. Would you go back to the architect, and say, 
can we design, or the decorator, and say, can we put a 
shorter door in? 
A. Yes. I mean, so ifwe have a wall that I 
can't -- you know, they tell me they want a nine-foot 
door in there, and a ten-foot wall. Our header is 12 
inches and you have plates -- and sorry. You only have 
eight foot eight. I go back to the homeowner or 
decorator, and say, I only have eight foot eight. Our 
options are to go down to an eight-foot door, or try to 
give them options, you know, literally, versus just 
saying, no. You try and come up with a solution to the 
answer. 
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Q. I want to go back to what you said before 
about what you observed. Did you observe, or did you 
explain what you observed, that there were cuts made 
below this door, where the door would have been to allow 
the -- were those cuts made so this would fit? 
A. No, they were made to -- so that the 
decking -- because of this recess -- I don't know if 
you've looked at --
Q. Yes, I haven't seen it close. I watched you 
draw it. 
A. Exhibit 61. 
Q. Yeah. 
A. Glad to have that. And so -- sorry. It's 
kind of hard to explain. 
MS. FOSTER: More paper? 
THE WITNESS: No, I like using my hands 
better. Can I use that? So if this is your rim joist 
out here (indicating). And then your joist coming in. 
And then on top of this is your floor sheathing. So 
this is the end of your floor (indicating). Imagine you 
have your floor. The only thing you have done on your 
house is your floor framed. 
Q. (BY MR. NEV ALA) Okay. 
A. So then the next thing that happens is your 
wall sits on the interior of your house, sitting here 
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1 (indicating). So that would be traditional. You have 
2 your wall there (indicating). So then when you put your 
3 decking on, it steps down two inches on the outside of 
4 the house. 
5 Q. Okay. 
6 A. And so what happens is then when you take this 
7 wall, and say, I want to shift this wall in four inches 
8 to give this cosmetic look. You now have -- say, this 
9 is now the inside of the edge of your wall, where this 
10 clip is (indicating). And then you have the deck here 
11 (indicating). This (indicating) is the top of your 
12 decking. Well, now, out in front of this door, you have 
13 four inches by two inches of exposed framing, OSB 
14 sheeting, and rim board that are exposed. 
15 So what they did, is they cut that, notched 
16 it, and notched it up here (indicating). So they could 
17 run that decking into the new wall. 
18 Q. Okay. Using that sheet, that stack of papers. 
19 Tell me where the threshold would be for the door. 
20 A. Right here (indicating), back here 
21 (indicating) . 
. 22 Q. Okay. Would you ever recess something, 
23 because you had too high a threshold, or would you just 
24 get a shorter threshold? 
.25 A. Too high of a thresh? 
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1 Q. A tripping hazard. 
2 A. You could. You could. I mean, you could. 
3 Q. So my client, Chris Kirk, he went out and 
4 inspected the house a couple of times. And the first 
5 time he went out, he looked at this door very carefully. 
6 And he saw some things that were out of the ordinary to 
7 him. One being, he saw non-factory screws in a 
8 threshold. Did you see any of that? 
9 A. I don't recall seeing those. 
10 Q. And I want --
11 A. But they definitely could be there. I 
12 don't --
13 Q. I want to say, specifically, l think that he 
14 said, in the weep channel? 
15 MS. FOSTER: Drain channel. 
16 Q. (BY MR. NEV ALA) I call it a weep channel. 
17 A. I recall a letter, I believe, that Chris 
18 Kirk -- that we have in our files. The only reason I 
19 know it, because I read it the other day with Alyson, 
2 o that discussed that. 
21 Q. Okay. But you didn't see any of that? You 
. 22 don't remember? 
23 A. I didn't. l don't recall seeing it. But I'm 
24 not saying that they weren't there. 
25 Q. Do you remember seeing any pry marks on the 
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1 door that might have come from, like a crowbar? 
2 A. No. 
3 Q. And any markings on the overhead trim board, 
4 that indicated the locking mechanism was engaged to lock 
5 when someone tried to close the door? 
6 A. Yes, I remember seeing a mark in the trim. 
7 Q. Any markings or alterations that you saw on 
8 the locking mechanism of the stationary door, that 
9 showed it would -- this is what Chris observed. So a 
10 locking mechanism on a stationary door pried open to the 
11 extent it was not functional. Did you see any of that? 
12 A. I mean, we couldn't get it opened very well. 
13 I do know that. And so being --
14 Q. So the stationary door wouldn't open? 
15 A. No. 
16 Q. Okay. 
17 A. And just to tell you, too, I didn't focus much 
18 on the door. 
19 Q. Okay. 
20 A. Because that wasn't the problem that I was 
21 there to look at. We were there to replace the door. 
22 Q. You were going to replace the door? 
• 23 A. So I didn't really care about the door. I 
24 cared about the rot underneath, and what it was going to 
25 take to remove the door, and get a new door in there. I 
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1 mean, I can answer a few of those questions, but I 
2 didn't look at --
3 Q. Would Eric, or any of your employees be able 
4 to speak to that issue? 
5 A. No, I mean, he may know a little bit more than 
6 me, but not much. But, again, we didn't care about that 
7 door. We were going to throw it away, and get a new 
8 one. 
9 Q. Did you observe that foam insulation had been 
10 removed? 
11 A. Yes. 
12 Q. Did you observe that ice and water shield 
13 installed in the crawlspace had been altered or 
14 displaced? 
15 A. I didn't see how it was altered or displaced. 
16 But it was also a question area of, why it was even 
17 there, when I did my inspection, because it didn't make 
18 sense to me of, why it was there. 
19 Q. Okay. And I know you talked about weather 
20 stripping, and you don't think it's important. 
21 MS. FOSTER: Objection. That was not his 
. 22 testimony. But go ahead . 
23 Q. (BY MR. NEVALA) Did you observe that the 
24 weather stripping on the bottom of the operable door had 
25 been trimmed, and was not intact? 
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1 A. I did not. 
2 Q. Weather stripping on the astragal of the 
3 operable door, had it been removed? 
4 A. I don't know. 
5 Q. The roof above the deck, and above these 
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6 french doors was originally designed without gutters. 
7 Can you tell me about the roof line, or the roofing 
a there? Would it have lent itself a design to snow, ice, 
9 build up in that corner; any opinion? 
10 A. Yes. 
11 Q. Was it designed in such a way that snow would 
12 have slid off of that roof easily? 
13 A. It was composite shingle roof, yeah. And if 
14 it builds up enough, it's going to slide off there. Not 
15 like a metal roof, but, yes. 
16 Q. So the pitch is enough, such that it would 
17 have lent itself to sliding? 
1a A. Yes. 
19 Q. Are you familiar with the term "design 
20 defect"? 
21 A. Yes. 
22 Q. Can you tell me what you think it means? 
23 A. If something is designed to where it's going 
! 24 to cause a future problem, you know, either current 
i25 problem during construction, you get into it. And you 
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1 are, like, there are many of these, where you got these 
2 architects that design -- sorry -- it took a minute on 
3 my word there, but be very careful. That design stuff 
4 that you get into the field of building, and it doesn't 
5 work. And that is a design defect. They draw this 
6 beautiful elevation. And by the time you start putting 
7 it all together, the window is six inches below the roof 
a line. The roof lines don't meet. I mean, it happens 
9 all the time. 
10 Q. Can you generalize as to the reason? Is it 
11 aesthetic, typically? 
12 A. Absolutely. They get paid to draw beautiful 
13 plans that people want to build, and have this 
14 architectural appealing home. And they don't draw plans 
15 that are what makes the most sense and most efficient. 
16 They draw what the homeowner wants to have this big, 
17 beautiful, amazing architectural appealing home. 
18 Q. So in your opinion, on this house, could there 
19 have been design defects? 
20 A. There could have been. 
21 Q. Were there any that you can opine to? 
122 A. I mean, I haven't -- if you are coming back to 
the valleys and stuff there, I would say, no, you know, 
just because it's out -- out of all these million dollar 
that's the way they look. That's what they do. 
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1 Q. So you don't think it's a plausible 
2 explanation, that this could have been a design defect 
3 that resulted in, either through a door, the design of 
4 the door, the recess wall, or the roof lines that could 
5 have ultimately resulted in this problem? 
6 A. The recess of -- I believe you said the recess 
7 of the door? 
a Q. Yeah, of the wall. 
9 A. Of the wall. That could have been. I don't 
10 know who designed it. I don't know if it was something 
11 that was drawn by an architect. And said, hey, here's 
12 how to do it, or if it was drawn on a napkin. But, you 
13 know, if somebody specified, and said, do it this way, 
14 and it was done that way. That could have been a 
15 defect, yes. 
16 Q. And one last question on this issue. It's 
17 also your experience that those last minute changes 
18 between either an interior decorator, an exterior 
19 decorator, a designer, an architect, a builder, they 
20 don't always result in the architect going back to their 
21 office, and revising the plans. A lot ohimes they are 
22 just -- either there is a short meeting, and the 
1
23 decision is made, or sometimes there is a sketch, and an 
• 24 explanation to the builder, here, build it this way? 
25 MS. FOSTER: Object to the form of the 
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1 question. 
2 Q. (BY MR. NEV ALA) I can try to rephrase it, and 
3 try to make it easier. Try to answer it. 
4 A. I agree that's how the meeting goes. It 
5 doesn't always go back to an architect. A lot ohimes, 
6 it is done on the fly. We have a scheduled date to get 
7 this job done. We don't want to send it back to the 
8 architect to redesign --
9 Q. Has that been your experience with your 
10 building, everywhere you've built? 
11 A. Larger changes -- just discussing this door, 
12 that would be something I would -- you would change in 
13 the field, and keep on going. Larger changes, moving a 
14 wall three feet, or more major things, you are going to 
15 take back to the architect, and have them draw something 
16 up. 
17 Q. Because of time? 
18 A. Yes. 
19 Q. And critical path is important, done by a 
20 certain time frame. 
21 A. Yes, they want to move in by June 1st. 
22 Q. You produced in discovery a lot of 
23 photographs. And I reserve the right to review those 
24 photographs with my client. He and I have not had a 
25 chance to really sit down and be able to analyze them as 
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1 I would like to. 
2 lfyou can give me some, if you can tell me, 
3 who took the photographs, and if there was any 
4 methodology, or how these photographs came about? How 
5 did you take them? Do you know who took them? Did you 
6 take them? 
7 A. A combination of several employees. The first 
8 photographs were myself, when I went out and did the 
9 original inspection. And some of the second photographs 
10 taken were by Eric, before we started the work. And 
11 then photographs during the process were taken by a 
12 foreman in the field. And then we take after 
13 photographs. 
14 Alyson and I reviewed them the other day, 
15 going through a large amount of them. And what I did, 
16 to just make it easier on you guys, take that file, and 
17 arrange it by date. And literally, it starts with the 
18 day, the first picture I took on my inspection, and we 
19 just went through them in sequence. 
20 So it shows all the photos 1 took in 
inspection. And then it shows the photos I took before 
construction. That were taken -- I didn't take them. 
That were taken before construction started. And then 
as the process went along. 
what you described in your 
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l sketches that we've marked as Exhibit 61? 
2 A. Yes, they do. 
3 Q. Do they show that? 
4 A. Yes. 
5 MR. NEV ALA: I don't have any other questions. 
6 Thanks, Beau. 
7 MR. PIERCE: I have just a couple. 
8 EXAMINATION 
9 QUESTIONS BY MR. PIERCE: 
10 Q. Just to follow-up on the photographs. Would 
11 it be fair to say then, that the first of the 
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1 crawlspace. There was mold in other areas of the crawl, 
2 not at that area underneath the door. 
3 Q. Okay. 
4 A. But there was mold -- and it wasn't heavy 
5 mold. I mean, it was small, little, you know, spots of 





















Q. Can you quantify it at all? I mean, was it 
all pervasive throughout the house? 
A. It seemed to be more on the north side of the 
home from the family -- mid family room, kind of in line 
with the entryway, towards the north of the home. I 
don't recall, probably. But I thought Mike Longmire 
said that there was some sort of water intrusion that 
happened on the north side of the home; maybe a master 
bathroom, or something. I don't remember thoroughly, 
but I believe that was a discussion. And it seemed 
definitely the majority of the mold was on that side of 
the home, not under the kitchen, dining room area. 
Q. Do you have any idea when that other water 
intrusion --
A. I don't. I just think I remember something 
about that conversation. 
MR. PIERCE: That's all the questions I have. 
Thank you. 
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1 MS. FOSTER: I have clarifying questions. But 
2 if you want to go first, I can --
3 MR. MILLEMANN: It doesn't matter. I have one 
4 clarifying question. 
5 MS. FOSTER: No, you go ahead. 
6 FURTHER EXAIVUNA TION 
7 QUESTIONS BY MR. MILLEMANN: 
8 Q. Beau, you used the term in the response to one 
9 of Mr. Nevala's questions, and the term was 
10 "owner/builder"? 
11 A. Uh-huh. 
12 photographs would have been taken when you first came to 12 Q. Does that term have any particular meaning in 
13 the job site in the fall of 2014? 13 your trade or industry? 
14 A. The fall of 2013. 14 A. Owner/builder would be like myself, ifl built 
15 Q. Or fa11 of 2013. Excuse me. 15 my own home. I said the term incorrectly the way I used 
16 A. Yes. 16 it, because Chris Kirk wasn't an owner/builder. I 
17 Q. And then with reference to the crawlspace, was 





A. No. Underneath the door area? 
Q. Right. 
A. No. 
23 Q. Or anywhere? Was there any mold visible 
24 anywhere else that you know of? 
25 A. Yes, because we did a mold remediation in the 
17 believe what I know about him, I was absolutely guessing 
10 he was a builder that was on site, himself, and not 
19 having a project manager on site. That was just an 
20 assumption by me from what I know, I've heard about him. 
21 That's what I meant by what I said. 
22 Q. But in your trade and profession, 
23 "owner/builder" would mean a builder, who is the owner 
24 of the home, and building the house? 
25 A. Correct. 
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1 Q. Or owner of the property, and building the 
2 house? 
3 A. Correct. 
4 MR. MJLLEMANN: That's all I had. 
5 EXAMINA TJON 
6 QUESTIONS BY MS. FOSTER: 
Page 194 
7 Q. Okay. I had a few follow-up questions to the 
8 testimony you gave. Please correct me if I'm wrong, but 
9 J believe you testified that the conditions you 
10 observed, that your folks observed, when you opened up 
11 around the door, and around the lake facing wall, that 
12 did not impact the habitability of the home. Did I 
13 understand that correctly? 
14 A. You are correct. 
15 Q. You also mentioned that there was a problem 
16 with the operation of the door. And I'm trying to 
1 7 understand the conditions you observed that negatively 
18 affect the operation of the door, in your opinion. 
19 A. Yes. 
20 Q. How so? 
21 A. Because if water is going to sit underneath 
22 that door in that flashing area there, that water is 
23 going to weep upwards through the sub-flooring, you 
24 know, or directly to the bottom of that threshold of 
25 that door, which there is wood in the bottom of that 
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1 door. And it's going to swell that, making that door 
2 not want to open. 
3 Q. To make it -- make it sticky? 
4 A. Yes. 
5 Q. Did you observe on the door that was there 
6 before replaced, that it had been swollen at the bottom? 
7 A. I did not observe that, no. 
8 Q. Did you observe that it had, one way or the 
9 other? 
10 A. I did not. 
11 Q. Okay. 
12 A. If -- he had mentioned that somebody put 
13 screws down through that threshold. 
14 Q. Right. 
15 A. You know, if that was swollen up, the door 
16 won't open. Somebody maybe screwed down through it, 
17 trying to get that to go back down, so the door would 
18 open. Trying to put two and two together. 
19 Q. Did you observe screws in the threshold? 
20 A. I don't recall seeing them. 
21 Q. Do you know whether the door that was replaced 
22 was the original door that came with the home in 2004, 
23 2005? 
I do not know that. 
If these conditions you observed around the 
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1 door, the joists and the dry rot, both on the southern 
2 facing side, and then the conditions you observed on the 
3 eastern facing side, had not been fixed by your folks, 
4 what would have happened over time to the house? 
5 A. Eventually, you know, that rot on those floor 
6 joists would continue to move, and you may notice some 
7 creaking. You may notice -- and that water would 
8 continue, because remember, the sub-floor was rotted 
9 right underneath that hardwood. And which is still 
10 amazing that the hardwood did not show any signs of the 








































So as that water has -- kept going there, I 
think eventually, you are going to see those signs in 
your hardwood. Eventually, it is going to start 
buckling, and show signs of moisture there. 
On the stone, I mean, if that continued, I 
mean, it would take a long time. But if that continued, 
eventually the stones would fall off the wall. 
Q. Okay. Would it create a safety hazard? 
A. It could. But, I mean, I would think you 
would see those signs long before --
Q. Okay. 
A. -- a safety hazard would occur. 
Q. And do you have any idea how long it would 
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have taken, and maybe you don't, for it to start seeing 
signs in the hardwood inside, as you just described? 
A. You know, I don't know. It depends on how you 
take care of the home. If the homeowner shovels the 
deck every year, and keeps it maintained, has Michael 
Longmire out there shoveling the deck, then you may 
never see it. 
Q. Okay. 
A. If it's a big snow year, and they get a ton of 
snow packed up, and then we get rain for two weeks in a 
row, you are going to see it. 
Q. Okay. Thank you. It may take me a couple 
tries to get this question to be clear, but here's my 
first try. 
Homes built along the lake in the 2004, 2005 
area, would you expect them on average to exhibit, six 
years later, the level of rot and conditions you saw 
here? 
A. On average, no. 
Q. Why not? 
A. Because these are -- I feel these are flaws. 
And, you know, we see a few homes with issues like this, 
or completely different, but things that were not 
constructed properly. But the average home, absolutely 
not. The majority of the homes on the lake are high-end 
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1 homes, and don't have major issues. 1 
2 But do have -- he would say, they do 2 
3 their -- with, you know, design -- tough designs and 3 
4 things like that, we get called out -- I mean, 4 
5 obviously, the home I discussed, that we put copper 5 
6 gutters on. It is a high-end home on the lake. It had 6 
7 caused an issue where the water was corning off, and was 7 
8 deteriorating the retaining wall below it. So are there 8 
9 issues? Yes. Rot; not the majority of them. 9 
10 Q. So there are issues, but not issues of this 10 
11 type, on average? 11 
12 A. That's a tough question. 12 
13 Q. Is that a hard question? Arn I not asking it 13 
14 well? 14 
15 A. I mean, because we -- that's the business we 15 
16 get called out for a lot now with what l do. You know, 16 
17 we fix a lot of issues. But I mean, average, no. 17 
10 Q. So on average, million dollar homes around the 18 
19 lake, built about 10 or I2 years ago, are you seeing, 19 
20 being called out to fix rot, or damage of the type 20 
21 you've seen here, very often? 21 
22 A. Again, that's really -- 22 
1
23 Q. Isthatahardquestion? 23 
24 A. Well, I don't know. You know, average home, I • 24 
25 mean, if you take all the homes on the lake, and the 25 
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l average one, we visit five to ten high-end homes a year l 
2 with issues. 2 
3 Q. Okay. 3 
4 A. Does that help? 4 
5 Q. Maybe there is not an answer to the question. 5 
6 And do you know whether this house was 6 
7 originally designed to have gutters? 7 
8 A. I would have no idea. 8 
9 Q. And going back to exhibit number -- I'm 9 
10 jumping around with some follow-up questions -- Exhibit 10 
11 No. 3. This is the invoice from Valley County, A-I 11 
12 Heating, dated May 17th, 2012. And l think you 12 
13 testified, you do not know what this was for? ls that 13 
14 what you testified? 14 
15 A. I mean, I have an understanding of what I 15 
16 think it was for. But did we have any involvement 16 
17 in -- my company have any involvement in this? No. 17 
18 Q. And did you know whether foam was removed from 18 
19 underneath the crawlspace, underneath the door area, in 19 
20 connection with the job that was done for this invoice? 20 
21 A. l would assume that they would have to drill a 21 
22 hole through some foam to install this gas line. 22 
23 Q. They would have to bring the foam off to do 23 
24 that? 
25 A. Yes, or either just drill a hole through it, 
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and push a line through it. l'm not sure exactly how to 
doit. 
Q. Do you know how long Mike Longmire first 
observed water in the crawlspace in order to call your 
company? 
A. He told me that he had an HY AC company come 
out to install the gas line. And they observed that the 
insulation was wet, and saw the rim board was rotted. 
Q. Did they pull the foam off from underneath? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And when you first inspected the crawlspace in 
the fall of 2013, did you observe foam had been pulled 
off in the area of the gas piping? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And did you observe foam pulled off in any 
other areas of the crawlspace at that time? 
A. No. 
Q. Turning back to your hand drawn drawing, 
Exhibit 61. You described, what you described as 
problems with the framing --
A. Uh-huh. 
Q. -- of the doors. And I want to gain a better 
understanding of how it changed to the doors going from 
flat to recessed would have occurred. So that's not a 
question. That's a predicate to what I'm about to ask. 
Page 201 
A. Okay. 
Q. If you have plans, such as the one that you 
originally saw for the house, where there was only the 
window, and the single door on the south facing side; 
right? 
A. The plans in our documents somewhere? 
Q. Correct. 
A. Yes. 
Q. And if you were the builder -- this is a 
hypothetical. 
A. Okay. 
Q. Called upon at some point to recess those 
doors in the manner shown here. l think you said, 
that's not the sort of change you would bring back to 
the architect; is that right? 
A. That is what I said, yes. 
Q. And that's true? 
A. That -- you know, and it depends on how each 
homeowner and architectural relationship is. But in 
general, a change like this would not go back to the 
architect. It would be something that would be made in 
the field. 
Q. Okay. And you also describe that when you 
make this change, you need to make some correlative 
changes to the framing? 
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1 A. Yes. 
2 Q. And the joists? 
3 A. Yes. 
e 
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4 Q. Are those the sort of changes that you, as the 
5 builder, would decide to make, or the sort of changes 
6 that you would give to the architect? 
7 A. The builder or the framing contractor should 
8 be able to make those changes. I mean, this depends on, 
9 again, the builder's knowledge, and the -- I can't find 
10 the right word -- the reliability, the knowledge of the 
11 framing contractor, too, to make sure you do it right. 
12 Q. But that's -- okay. Go ahead. 
13 A. I wanted to add on this. I overheard you 
14 (indicating) talking and --
15 MS. FOSTER: Let the record reflect, he's 
16 pointing to Dan Nevala. 
17 THE WITNESS: Sorry. Dan. You mentioned tall 
18 threshold. 
19 MR. NEVALA: Yes. 
20 THE WITNESS: Because I want to come back to 
21 that "tall threshold." I recall a conversation with 
22 Mike Longmire about some issue with the tall threshold, 
23 and that's why the door was recessed down. 
24 I just remember the conversation. I don't 
25 remember where it went. I think it would be a good 
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1 point, and to either look through the photos, and ask 
2 Eric further about exactly how that door was when we 
3 pulled it. You know, was it recessed down 
4 three-quarters of an inch, and sitting right on top of 
5 the floor joist with no OSB underneath it? I think it 
6 might have been. I can't give you a direct answer on 
7 it. But I do recall conversations about this tall 
8 threshold, but I'm not specific on an answer for you. 
9 MR. NEVALA: Appreciate it. 
10 MS. FOSTER: Do you have the exhibits from 
11 yesterday? 
12 THE REPORTER: Yes. 
13 Q. (BY MS. FOSTER) I'm going to show you Exhibit 
14 30, that was marked yesterday in the deposition of Chris 
15 Kirk as Exhibit 30. And this is a letter from Dan 
16 Nevala to Jason Mau, at the time was Mr. Petrus' 
11 attorney, dated August 29th, 2013. And have you seen 
10 this letter before? 
19 A. Yes, I believe it's the letter you and I 
20 reviewed the other day. 
21 Q. And if you look at the bottom of the first 
22 page of the letter, which is RP 85, to the top of the 
23 letter, page 2 of the letter, on RP 86. There are ten 
24 items listed that Mr. Kirk states he discovered in his 
2 5 inspection of the property in August of 2013. 
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1 I think you just discussed some, or all of 
2 them with Mr. Nevala. Could you take a moment to read 
3 through those, 1 through 10, for me? 
4 A. Okay. (Witness complying.) Okay. 
5 Q. In your opinion, are any of the items listed 
6 in 1 through 10 potential causes of the conditions that 
7 you observed at 2130 Payette? 
8 A. Are they the main cause, in my opinion, no. 
9 You know, the screws through the threshold could be a 
10 cause. But timing-wise, if those were done after the 
11 sale of the home -- I don't know when exactly that 
12 was -- but would those screws cause this much damage in 
13 two years? No. 
14 Q. Okay. 
15 A. Again, the weather stripping issues that were 
16 discussed would have let water inside, and you would 
17 have seen it on the floor. And that wasn't the issue. 
18 Q. You mean, the observations listed here, you 
19 believe would have resulted in water coming inside the 
20 dining room; is that what you mean? 
21 A. The weather stripping, yes. The screws would 
22 have pushed the water down to where we did see the 
23 water. 
24 Q. But not within a two-year period? 
25 A. Not the rot and stuff to the extent that we 
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1 saw, within a two-year period. 
2 Q. And item No. 10, it states, "foam insulation 
3 has been removed." This was in August of 2013. And you 
4 first inspected in October of 2013, two months later or 
5 less; is that right? 
6 A. Uh-huh, yes. 
7 Q. And at that time, the only foam insulation you 
8 saw was removed in the crawlspace, was that removed in 
9 connection with the gas pipe line; is that right? 
10 A. Well, gas pipe. And then, I believe, 
11 Mr. Longmire or somebody had opened it up further along 
12 in there. 
13 Q. In that same general area? 
14 A. In that same general area, underneath the door 
15 in the dining room. 
16 Q. Okay. Thank you. 
1 7 And since we have you here. How long have you 
18 worked with Eric Waite? 
19 A. Almost 20 years. 
20 Q. Do you have an opinion as to his competence? 
21 A. That's why he still works for me. I do. I 
22 think he's highly competent. And when I first met Eric, 
23 he came to work for me as a framer. He didn't know 
24 anything. Within 18 months, he was running a crew for 
25 me. It was not million dollar homes. These were 
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1 smaller homes in Boise, but he learned quickly. He was 1 
2 very competent. And then he went and ran his own 2 
3 business for a while. And then came back to work for me 3 
4 four years ago. I'm glad to have him on board. 4 
5 Q. What's his position in your company? 5 
6 A. General manager of McCall operations. 6 
1 Q. How many employees does he supervise, if any? 7 
8 A. Between eight and 20, depending on the season. 8 
9 Q. And do you trust him to be the general manager 9 
10 of your business? 10 
11 A. Yes. 11 
12 Q. And you trust him to be a project manager for 12 
13 your projects? 13 
14 A. Yes. 14 
15 Q. And have you ever had complaints from clients 15 
16 about his work? 16 
17 A. Maybe minor little things, but they've been 17 
18 handled professionally. And by the time we're done, we 10 
19 got glowing reviews from the customers. And not every 19 
20 job is perfect. But ifthere is an issue, we address 20 
21 it, and handle it. And more often, I have clients 21 
22 actually call in, saying, what a pleasure he was to work 22 
23 with. 23 
24 MS. FOSTER: Thank you. No further questions 
25 for me. 
MR. MJLLEMANN: No further questions. 
FURTHER EXAMINATION 
QUESTIONS BY MR. PIERCE: 
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inspection report was. So I'm not sure. 
Q. I'll represent to you that it was about a 
year-and-a-half before you were there. 
A. Okay. 
Q. ls it possible that the mold that you saw 
could have appeared sometime between his inspection and 
your inspection? 
A. Yes. 
MR. PIERCE: That's all I have. Thank you. 
MR. NEV ALA: I've got nothing. 
MS. FONTAINE: No thank you. 
MR. MILLEMANN: Thank you, Beau. 
THE WITNESS: Free? 
MS. FOSTER: Do we need to continue with him 
on Monday? 
MR. MJLLEMANN: No. 
(Deposition concluded at 3:16 p.m.) 
(Signature requested.) 
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I, BEAU VALUE, being first duly sworn, depose 
and say: 
That J am the witness named in the foregoing 
deposition, Volume 1, consisting of pages I through 208; 



























photographs that we haven't seen here yet? 
A. I believe they do. 
Q. And are there different types of mold? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Are all types of mold harmful to humans? 
A. It depends on each person, and how they react 
to mold. Some can be highly affected by it, and others 
could never be affected by it. 
Q. How long does mold take to grow, just based on 
your knowledge? 
A. Again, that varies. It depends on moisture 
content, humidity level in the space, and the source 
it's growing on. 
Q. As I understand it, your first visit to the 
8 propounded to me; and that the answers contained therein 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF VALLEY 
PETRUS FAMILY TRUST DATED MAY 1, 
1991, and EDMOND A. PETRUS, JR., 
individually and as Co-Trustee of 




) Case No. 
) CV-2014-71-C 
) 
NANCY GENTRY-BOYD, CHRIS KIRK d/b/a) 
KIRK ENTERPRISES; TODD MCKENNA 
d/b/a HOMECRAFT HOME INSPECTIONS; 
RE/MAX RESORT REALTY; KEVIN 




DEPOSITION OF ERIC WAITE 
March 14, 2016 
REPORTED BY: 
COLLEEN P. ZEIMANTZ, CSR 345 
Notary Public 
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l THE DEPOSITION OF ERIC WAITE was taken on l 
2 behalf of the Defendants, at the offices of Millemann, 2 
3 Pittenger, McMahan & Pemberton, LLP, located at 706 3 
4 North First Street, McCall, Idaho, commencing at 9:05 4 
5 a.m., on March 14, 2016, before Colleen P. Zeimantz, 5 
6 Certified Shorthand Reporter and Notary Public within 6 
7 and for the State of Idaho, in the above-entitled 7 
8 matter. 8 
9 APPEARANCES: 
lO For the Plaintiffs: 
11 ANDERSEN BANDUCCI PLLC 
12 BY MS. ALYSON A. FOSTER 
13 101 S. Capitol Blvd., Suite 1600 
14 Boise, Idaho 83702-7720 
15 aaf@andersenbanducci.com 












































BY MR. STEVEN J. MILLEMANN 18 
706 North First Street 
McCall, Idaho 83638 
sjm®mpmplaw.com 
APPEARANCES (Continued): 
For the Defendant Re/Max and Kevin Batchelor: 
ANDERSON, JULIAN & HULL, LLP 
Page 3 
BY MS. ANDREA J. FONTAINE (by telephone) 
C.W. Moore Plaza 
250 South Fifth Street, Suite 700 
Boise, Idaho 83707-7426 
afontaine@ajhlaw.com 
For the Defendant Chris Kirk and Kirk Enterprises: 
ARKOOSH LAW OFFICES 
BY MR. DANIEL A. NEV ALA 
802 W. Bannock Street, Suite 900 
Boise, Idaho 83701-2900 
dan.nevala@arkoosh.com 
For the Defendant Todd McKenna: 
MICHAEL G. PIERCE 
BY MICHAEL G. PIERCE 
489 West Mountain Road 
Cascade, Idaho 83611-1019 
michael@michaelpiercelaw.com 
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I N D E X 
TESTIMONY OF ERIC WAITE 
Examination by Mr. Millemann 
Examination by Mr. Nevala 
Examination by Ms. Foster 
Further Examination by Mr. Millemann 
Further Examination by Ms. Foster 
DESCRIPTION 
(None.) 










first duly sworn to tell the truth relating to said 
cause, testified as follows: 
EXAMINA TJON 
QUESTIONS BY MR. MTLLEMANN: 
Q. Good morning, Mr. Waite. We met first when we 
walked through the door. I am Steve Millemann. I don't 
think we've met before; have we? 
A. No. 
Q. And I think you mentioned when you sat down, 
you have not previously had your deposition taken? 
A. Never. 
Q. Let me offer you a couple of ground rules, 
partly to remind myself, but also to make the 
proceedings easier for all of us. 
As you can see, we have a court reporter here, 
Colleen. And her job is to take down verbatim 
everything that is said. 
A. Uh-huh. 
Q. She has a hard time with -- not personally, 
but with technology, head nods, and "uh-huhs," and that 
sort of thing. So if we bug you a little bit on an 
answer, it is just we want a "yes," or "no," or an 
audible answer. 
A. Okay. 
M & M Court Reporting Service 
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1 Q. And the other thing that's difficult for her, 
2 and I'll try to keep this in mind, myself, if I'm 
3 talking over the top of my question, again, it is very 
4 difficult. So if you can try to be aware that I have 
5 finished my question, that's very difficult. So if you 
6 can try to be aware that I've finished with my question. 
7 I will try to be aware that you have finished with your 
8 answer before I ask another one. 
9 A. Okay. 
10 Q. If at any point you need a break, just say so. 
11 The only proviso on that is if there is a question on 
12 the table, I will probably ask you to answer that 
13 question before we take a break. And l think that's 
14 about it for ground rules. 
15 How would you like to be addressed in this 
16 deposition? 
17 A. Eric. 
18 Q. Is Eric okay? 
19 A. Yes. 
20 Q. Feel free to address me as, Steve, if you need 
21 to. 
22 A. Okay. 
23 Q. So your full name for the record, Eric. 
24 A. Eric John Waite. 
• 25 Q. And, Eric, what's your current address? 
Page 7 
1 A. 1003 Woody Drive, here, in McCall. 
2 Q. How long have you resided at that address? 
3 A. 1 think we bought that house in August of just 
4 this last year. 
5 Q. How long have you resided here, in McCall? 
6 A. I moved here in July of 2013. 
7 Q. Had you previously lived in McCall prior to 
8 July? 
9 A. No. 
10 Q. Had you previously lived in Valley County 
11 prior to July 2013? 
12 A. No. 
13 Q. Where did you live prior to coming to McCall 
14 in 2013? 
15 A. Meridian; specifically, Meridian, Boise 
16 Valley. 
17 Q. Can you give me a brief synopsis of your 
18 educational background? 
19 A. High school diploma, started college. I went 
20 to a semester of college, and that's it, at Boise State. 
21 Q. Did you grow up in the Boise area? 
22 A. Canyon County area, and then I got married and 
23 moved to Boise. Yep. 
Q. Can you give me a chronological overview of 
employment since you got out of high school and 
Eric Waite 
:\'larch 14, 2016 
Page 8 
1 finished your year at Boise State? 
2 A. Okay. So I got married early. Did a few 
3 little miscellaneous things. College didn't work out. 
4 I went to work for Commercial Tire for a while. r was 
5 laid off of there about '99, and that's when I started 
6 construction. I started as a framer. 
7 I worked for Value Building for several years 
8 down in Boise. And then after that, I started my own 
9 company, framing. I worked in that industry for until 
10 probably 20 IO; 2008, on a consistent basis. And then 
11 after that, after the recession hit, I kind of jumped 
12 around, and did quite a few different things. 
13 I did a Jot of traveling, stacking log homes 
14 for a company out of Meridian. I got into some 
15 hazardous cleanup, oil cleanups. And then at some 
16 point, probably 2012, I wound up out in North Dakota 
17 working in the oi I fields for a while. 
18 And then in 2013, I took up employment for 
19 Restoration Pro at the time. And I got back into the 
20 construction industry. 
21 Q. Thank you. 
:22 A. Yep. 
• 23 Q. So it sounds like around 1999 or 2000, you 
I 24 started construction framing? 
25 A. Correct. 
Page 9 
1 Q. Was that your first entry into the trades? 
2 A. Yes, it was. 
3 Q. And did you have your own company, or did you 
4 frame for somebody else? 
5 A. I framed for Beau Value, he was a framer at 
6 the time. 
7 Q. And I think you mentioned the name, Value 
8 Building? 
9 A. Correct. 
10 Q. How long did you work for Beau? 
11 A. Well, Beau sold his company at some point, and 
12 I worked for the new owners. And I think it was 2002 or 
13 2003, I started working for myself. 
14 Q. So you worked for that time frame from 
15 1999-ish to 2003 would have been with Beau's company, 
16 and then with another company? 
17 A. Yes. 
18 Q. All ofit framing? 
19 A. Uh-huh. 
20 Q. That's a "yes"? 
21 A. Yes. Yes. Sorry. That's a "yes." 
22 Q. Don't apologize here. It's an awkward 
23 scenario here. It is not exactly like a normal 
· 24 conversation. 
25 And that was construction framing. Was 
:\1 & M Court Reporting Service 
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1 residential development? 
2 A. Mostly residential, yes. 
3 Q. And was that single-family residential? 
4 A. Mostly single-family, some multi-family. 
5 Q. And if you can generalize, was it more spec 
6 homes, or more what r would call, custom building for an 
7 owner pursuant to a set of plans? 
8 A. Most -- I would say, mostly spec homes, yes. 
9 Q. And when I use that term, and correct me if 
10 you use it differently, the distinction in my mind on 
11 that, is a spec home is one being built by the builder 
12 pursuant to a set of plans the builder gets with the 
13 intention of upon completion selling it? 
14 A. Yes. 
15 Q. Does that make sense? 
16 A. Yes. 
1 7 Q. As opposed to a home for an owner, who comes 
18 to the builder, and says, here is my architect, or here 
19 are my plans, please, build this home? 
20 A. Right. 
21 Q. And you started your own framing company in 
.22 about2002,2003? 
A. Yes. 
Q. What was the name of that company? 
A. Talon Framing. 
1 A. f was just a project manager, and an 
2 estimator. 
3 Q. So up until, let's take the period prior to 
4 2013, prior to when you came to McCall and went to work 
5 with Restoration Pro, clearly, you were doing framing. 
6 Were you doing any other type of building in the 
7 building sequence, from footings and foundation, to 
8 finish? 
9 A. Nope. 
10 Q. Have you had any experience as a finish 
11 carpenter? 
12 A. Minimal experience as a finish carpenter. 
13 Q. How about experience with masonry work? 
14 A. Very minimal. 
15 Q. When you were doing framing, where did your 
16 responsibility as a framer end? That is what would have 
17 been the status of the structure when your work 
18 completed? 
19 A. Well, a lot of times, it depended on the 
20 builder that I was working for. But oftentimes, I set 
21 windows, and doors, exterior doors. And in the latter 
1
22 parts, 2008 area, I was -- depending on the builder 
23 again, putting house wrap on the house, also. 
24 Q. Okay. 
25 A. Yep. 









Q. And was that a dba, or an LLC? 
A. It was an S corp. 
Page 11 
Q. And it sounds like you did framing as your own 
company for a period of five to seven years, something 
like that? 
A. Yeah. You know, I did a little bit off and 
on. The work wasn't very consistent for me. So, yeah, 
it was off and on. I think the last home I framed was 
probably in 2010. 9 
10 Q. And then between, it sounds like, sort of in 
11 that period, it was challenging for anybody in the 
12 trades. 




Q. House wrap being some sort of moisture 
barrier? 
A. Correct. 
4 Q. In 2008, when you started doing that, was 
5 there a standard moisture barrier you used? 
Page 13 
6 A. You know, it varied. Tyvek was the main one, 
7 and then there were others. There is Franklin wrap, and 
8 there are all kinds you can use. Mostly Tyvek, most of 
9 what I was doing was for Everest Construction up here. 
10 So I was actually putting Tyvek on almost every house f 
11 was doing for him. 












Q. You did what you had to do. Stack some log 14 
A. The first home I did up here was in 2004. 
Q. Okay. 
homes, did some oil cleanup, ended up with a number of 15 
other Idahoans in North Dakota; does that sound right? 16 
A. Yes, I didn't do any framing in there. I 
worked in the oil fields. 
Q. Came back to Idaho, and started working with 
Restoration Pro in 2013? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Which is then when you moved to McCall? 
A. Yes. 
24 Q. What was your position then when you started 










A. And then the last one I did up here, I believe 
was in this -- let's see. I worked in the winter of 
2007, '08. So it was April, I finished up in 2008. 
That was the last home I did up here. 
Q. And that was working for Beau's company, 
Everest Construction? 
A. That's correct. 
Q. Between I think the first home you started 
working on for Everest Construction was in 2004? 
A. Uh-huh. 
Q. That's a "yes"? 
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1 A. Yes. 
2 Q. And that was in Valley County? 
3 A. Yes, that was in Donnelly. 
4 Q. Between that first home, and say, the end of 
5 2005. So let's just take a two-year period there, 2004 
6 and 2005. If you can recall, on how many homes did you 
7 do work for Everest Construction; ballpark? 
8 A. I can't remember very many. I would say, one 
9 or two during that time. It wasn't until about 2006, or 
10 the latter part of 2005, when I started framing up here 
11 consistently. 
12 Q. And so in that 2004, 2005 period, did you live 
13 up here, or did you commute from the valley? 
14 A. I just commuted from the valley, correct. 
15 Q. I'm sorry if you answered it. I missed it. 
16 Did you say one home or two homes in that period? 
17 A. I can only remember one right now. 
18 Q. And that would be the first one you did? 
19 A. Yep. 
20 Q. And that's where you referenced that you had 
21 used Tyvek? 
22 A. You know, I don't remember doing Tyvek on that 
23 house. That was a house that was already started. And 
24 Beau asked me to come in and finish it. I do remember 
25 setting the windows on that house. But I do not 
Page 15 
1 remember doing the Tyvek. Yeah, I don't. 
2 Q. So based on your own experience, would you 
3 feel that you would be able to tell me what the 
4 prevailing standards were in the residential 
s construction business in Valley County in 2004 and 2005 
regarding moisture barriers to start with? 6 
A. l can't be sure. Nope, l can't be sure. 7 
8 Q. The extent of your experience would have been 
9 that one home that you worked on? 
10 A. Yes. 
11 
12 
Q. So you could tell me what was done on that 
home. But as far as being able to tell me based on your 
Page 16 
1 A. Uh-huh, yes. 
2 Q. Did you have any prior experience estimating? 
3 A. No. 
4 Q. So how did you learn to do that? 
5 A. So there is a program that we use specifically 
6 that helps us to estimate projects. I've been around 
7 construction for a Jong time, so I, just from being 
8 around it, I learned. Okay, this is what needs to be 
9 done. And here you go. You jump right into it. 
10 Q. Is that your position today? 
11 A. I am the general manager, yeah. 
12 Q. And as general manager, what are your duties 
13 and responsibilities for Restoration Pro? 
14 A. It's now called Disaster Response. 
15 Q. Thank you. 
16 A. But I still have the same duties and 
1 7 responsibilities as a project manager and estimator. 
18 still estimate jobs. I still project manage jobs. But 
19 now, J oversee employees, and supply control at the 
20 shop, job costs, pretty much everything. J do 
21 everything there. 
22 Q. Generation of invoices to customers? 
23 A. Yes, I generate invoices to customers. Yes. 
24 Actually, our accountant generates invoices based off 
25 the estimates I write, but J deliver them to the 
1 customers. 
2 Q. And does your current position have a 
3 geographic area that you are responsible for? 
4 A. We do service mainly from Cascade to 
Page 17 
s New Meadows. But we do go down to Riggins, Grangeville. 
6 We've been down to Council. We have even been down to 
7 Garden Valley. 
8 Q. And on the job, which is the subject of this 
9 lawsuit, which was Mr. Petrus' home at 2130 Payette 
10 Drive, you are familiar with that that job; right? 




own knowledge and experience what the standards would 13 
have been in the residential home construction industry 14 
15 
Q. At that time that that job was done, was your 
position general manager or project manager? 
A. Project manager. 
15 for moisture barrier, for insulation, for flashing, you 






Q. Okay. And I appreciate that. 
A. Yep. 







Q. You mentioned when you came to work for 








Q. So as project manager on that job, would you 
have been responsible for cost accounting and generation 
of the data for the invoices? 
A. Writing the estimates portion, yes, I helped 
write the estimates, and determined scope of work to 
follow for that job, yes. 
Q. And then on the other end of it, that is, once 
22 the estimate has been done and approved, and you are on 
23 the job working, where it comes time to issue project 
24 invoices to the owner. As project manager, was that 
25 your responsibility, or somebody else's? 
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l A. We had an accountant at the time who would 
2 generate those. But, basically, it was based off of 
3 percentage of completion. We billed on what was 
4 completed at the time, yes. 
5 Q. And was that your responsibility on the job at 
6 2130 Payette to provide that information to the --
7 A. Yes. 
8 Q. -- accountant? 
9 "Yes"? 
10 A. Yes. 
11 Q. Let's just start with at any time in your work 
12 history to date, have you had responsibility for 
13 selecting the type of moisture barrier that would go 
14 behind masonry? 
15 A. Yeah. Yes. 
16 Q. Did you do so on the job at 2130 Payette? 
17 A. I assisted in determining which moisture 
18 barrier to use, yes. 
19 Q. And prior to, say, January I, 2006, had you 
20 been called upon in your employment to make decisions 
21 regarding the type, and amount of moisture barrier, 
22 which would go behind masonry? 
23 A. No. 
24 Q. And prior to January I, 2006, would you have 
25 had responsibility on the job for determining what type 
Page 19 
l of flashing would be used in a project on which the deck 
2 adjoined the house? 
3 A. No. 
4 Q. Have you retained any documents, yourself, 
5 separate from the records at Restoration Pro or Disaster 
6 Pro about the 2130 Payette job? 
7 A. No. 
8 Q. What about email communications? Do you still 
9 have those? 
10 A. I was actually asked about that, and I have 
11 not checked yet. But I don't typically delete any 
12 emails, so I should have access to every email. 
13 Q. From your recollection on that project, and 
14 I'm going to refer to it as the "project," that being 
15 the work you did for Mr. Petrus at 2130 Payette, do you 
16 recall engaging in email communications relative to that 
17 project? 
18 A. Yes. 
19 Q. And with whom do you recall doing so? 
20 A. Mr. Petrus, probably maybe Mr. Longmire, Beau 
21 Value, subcontractors, I think that would be about it. 
22 Q. So other than the emails, which Ms. Foster has 
:23 agreed to provide, once you've had a chance to look 
24 through your email records, your server. Other than 
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that you are aware of, that you would have separate and 
apart from the files that Disaster Pro has? 
A. That would be absolutely, no, because we keep 
everything off of that file. We have a specific file 
for that. No other places to keep anything. 
Q. And Beau is knowledgeable on those files, and 
where they are, and what's in them? 
A. Yes, he is. 
Q. Have you ever had any conversations about the 
home at 2130 Payette, or this lawsuit with Nancy Gentry? 
A. No, never. 
Q. Have you ever witnessed any conversations that 
she had with any other person? 
A. No. 
Q. Have you ever had any such conversations with 
Chris Kirk? 
A. I don't remember having any conversations with 
Chris Kirk. 
Q. And how about Todd McKenna? 
A. Not about this job, no. 
Q. And how about Steve Lacey? 
A. Remind me who Steve Lacey was again. 
Q. Steve Lacey, the testimony, I think, shows 
that Steve Lacey would have been on the site, at least 
in April of 2013, to inspect the condition that had been 
Page 21 
discovered. And he might have been there with Chris 
Kirk. Pm not sure. 
A. l don't think I've had any conversations with 
Steve Lacey. 
Q. Has anyone ever represented to you that Nancy 
Gentry said one thing or another in any way related to 
that house? 
A. No, because I didn't even know the name of the 
homeowner, until this came about just recently. 
Q. So to wrap this questioning up. ln none of 
your conversations with Mr. Petrus, did he state to you, 
that Nancy said something or other about the project? 
A. Nope. 
Q. So, Eric, I'm looking at a pleading that's 
called "Plaintiffs Amended Expert Witness Disclosure," 
which I wouldn't expect you to know anything about. 
A. Okay. 
Q. I will tell you, it's a pleading that we, as 
attorneys, are required to submit to disclose when we 
intend to call expert witnesses, and who they are, and 
what they might testify about. And the fact that a 
disclosure might say one thing or another isn't a 
reflection on probably anything other than, I know in my 
case, at least as an attorney, I try to be as broad as I 
can about what the witness might say. Fair enough? 
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2 Q. The amended expert witness disclosure that we 
3 were provided here lists both you and Mr. Value as 
4 expert witnesses. 
5 A. Okay. 
6 Q. And it lists topics that jointly between the 
7 two of you that you might testify about. 
8 A. Okay. 
9 Q. Are you with me so far? 
10 A. Yes. 
11 Q. And my purpose here is to limit, if I can, my 
12 questioning to you. If not, we'll go to every topic 
l3 necessary. But the disclosure states, they, and this is 
14 referring to both you and Mr. Value, are expected to 
15 testify to their observations and opinions regarding 
16 defendants' failure to apply with applicable standard of 
17 care and applicable building codes in the design and 
10 structure of the home. Okay? 
19 A. Okay. 
20 Q. I think you've answered my question already on 
21 this, but let me make sure. As you sit here today, do 
22 you consider yourself an expert, based upon your 
23 personal knowledge and experience, on what the 
24 applicable standard of care, and applicable building 
i 25 codes were in McCall in 2004 and '05? 
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1 A. No, not in 2004 or '05. 
2 Q. In the process of your work, I gather from 
3 your answer, you've gained more knowledge --
4 A. Yes. 
5 Q. -- subsequent to that? 
6 "Yes"? 
7 A. Yes. 
8 Q. Okay. Thank you. 
9 So have you ever worked, Eric, as a general 
10 contractor? 
11 A. No. 
12 Q. Prior to your going to work in 2013 with 
13 Restoration Pro, had you ever been called upon to work 
l4 as a project manager? 
15 A. No. 
16 Q. Over the course of your experience in the 
l 7 construction trades, have you encountered sticky doors 
18 or sticky windows in a completed home? 
19 A. Yes. 
20 Q. Once, more than once? Can you give me some 
21 range of times that you've encountered that? 
22 A. Definitely more than once. Yes, more than 
23 once. 
24 Q. Can you generalize for me, or tell me, if you 
25 can, specific to Valley County, based on your own 
Eric Waite 
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l experience, without having done any investigation about 
2 a sticky door, what the possible causes might be to have 
3 a door that was sticky? 
4 A. Sometimes it's set improperly. Sometimes 
5 there are adverse conditions that change the condition 
6 of the door, and it needs to be adjusted. I've adjusted 
7 several, myself. 
8 Q. Based on your experience, which is 
9 considerable, would the mere fact that there was a 
10 sticky door on a completed home, suggest to you that 
11 there had been water intrusion causing rot in the door 
12 or the walls? 
13 A. Not necessarily. 
14 Q. And what you are saying is, is that there are 
15 other possible explanations for that door sticking? 
16 A. Yes. 
l 7 Q. And based on your experience -- and this is a 
10 hypothetical. If you had a customer who called you, and 
19 said, hey, Eric, you know, that house you guys did. I 
• 20 have a door that's sticking. Can you come look at it? 
2l And you went and looked at it. And you did some 
22 adjustment to the hinges, and the door appeared to swing 
23 fine. 
24 At that point in time, would you have any 
2 5 reason to suspect, based on that door, alone, that the 
Page 25 
1 structure had water invasion, or rot in the walls or the 
2 threshold? 
3 A. No. 
4 Q. The home at 2130 Payette, did you have 
5 occasion to be in that home, and around that home before 
6 any of Restoration Pro's work started? 
7 A. I believe I was in there once, maybe twice, a 
8 few times, yes. 
9 Q. And what would have been the purpose of you 
10 being in there before the work started? 
ll A. Familiarize myself with the job, further 
12 inspection. That's it. 
13 Q. And this lawsuit involves, or at least started 
14 with some french doors off of a dining area in the home. 
15 Are you familiar with those? 
16 A. Yes. 
l 7 Q. I'm showing you what was marked as Exhibit I 
18 in Beau Value's deposition. And this is a floor plan 
19 that I think he testified at some point was prepared by 
20 Restoration Pro? 
21 A. Yep. 
22 Q. Does that sound right? 
23 A. Yep. 
24 Q. Did you prepare this, or somebody else? 
25 A. I'm not sure if I did or not. 
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l Q. And Beau put some directional arrows on this 
2 to help us orient ourselves. Do those make sense to 
3 you? 
4 A. Yes. 
5 Q. And so the french doors in question, am I 
6 correctly pointing to those? 
7 A. Yes. 
8 Q. And those would be on the generally south wall 
9 of the dining room? 
10 A. Yes. 
ll Q. So prior to the time that Restoration Pro 
12 worked and disturbed the premises, did you have the 
13 opportunity to be in the area of those french doors 
l4 inside the house and outside the house? 
15 A. Yes. 
16 Q. About what time of year would that have been? 
17 A. I don't remember. 
18 Q. Do you remember ifthere was snow on the 
19 ground? 
20 A. I don't. I'm not remembering there being snow 
21 on the ground. 
22 Q. Do you remember whether you opened and closed 
23 those doors? 
24 A. No. 
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drywall that would have caused you to suspect water? 
A. No. 
Q. Outside those french doors, did you see any 
evidence on the surface of the decking to suggest that 
there was either water intrusion or rot underneath the 
door? 
A. No. 
Q. Did you help prepare the estimates for the job 
at 2130? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And Beau went through those with us. So I 
don't really plan to take your time to do it again. 
A. Okay. 
Q. Would he have been competent, in your mind, to 
review those estimates with me? 
A. Yes. 
Q. It appeared to me, the job started with 
principally removal of, and replacement of those french 
doors. ls that consistent with your recollection? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Until you disturbed those doors, and saw what 
was underneath them, that is, let's back up. Before 
Restoration Pro disturbed that premises, did you have 
any reason to suspect that the condition, which you 
later discovered underneath the door, around the door, 
-+---·-··--·····---····--- --- ---------, 
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l the home, adjacent to those doors? 
2 A. Wood flooring. 
3 Q. Hardwood flooring? 
4 A. Yes. 
5 Q. Do you remember seeing any evidence of 
6 moisture damage to that wood flooring? 
7 A. No. 
8 Q. And all these questions would have been before 
9 you disturbed the premises? 
lo A. Correct. 
ll Q. And when I say, "disturbed," I mean, started 
12 to take stuff apart; fair enough? 
13 A. Uh-huh, yes. 
l4 Q. And prior to disturbing the premises, you 
15 didn't see any water damage to the wood floor? 
16 A. No. 
l 7 Q. Did you see any evidence of damage to the door 
10 frames? 
19 A. No. 
20 Q. Did you see any evidence of water intrusion or 
21 water on the interior walls in the dining room? 
22 A. To like the drywall? 
23 Q. Yes. 
24 A. No. 
25 Q. Did you see any evidence of staining on the 
Page 29 
l and certain spots in the walls existed? 






Q. And this was before you disturbed the premise? 
A. Yes. 
Q. What did you see from the crawlspace? 
7 A. I just saw moisture penetration coming through 















Q. Do you remember when you were in the 
crawlspace? 
A. That was one of those preliminary times. It 
was probably a month or two before. I can't remember 
for sure. 
Q. Do you remember whether it was dry down there 
when you were down there? 
A. I think it was dry, yes. 
Q. And when you say, you saw evidence of moisture 
penetration, had any insulation been removed, that you 
know of, when you were in that crawlspace? 
A. There was a little bit removed, yes. 
Q. Did that allow you to look through to the area 
underneath those french doors? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Was that foam insulation? 
A. Yes. 
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Q. Do you have to cut that out when you remove 
A. You can pull it. You can pull it with your 
hand. 
5 Q. Without that having been removed, would you 
6 have been able to observe anything from the crawlspace, 
7 suggesting rot under the french doors? 
0 A. No. 
9 Q. So other than that, did you see anything 
10 inside this house, or outside this house, before you 
11 started to disturb it, that suggested to you there was 
12 any probability that you were going to find the rot that 
13 you subsequently found? 
14 A. No. 
15 Q. Do you remember whether the french doors were 
e Eric Waite 





Q. And when Rocky Baumgartner and his employees 
came on the project to begin doing that, replacing the 
rock veneer on the exterior of the home, what would have 
4 been the exposed surface they were working from? Would 
5 it have been the OSB? 
6 A. No. We had wrapped the house prior to their 
arrival with the Grace Ice & Water Shield material, and 
Tyvek, 1 believe. 
7 
8 







A. That's where they would have started their 
work, correct. 
Q. Were you there when they were doing their 
work? 
A. Yes. 












Q. And they were? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Were you told why Mr. Petrus wanted to replace 
those doors? 
A. I can't be sure. Yes. 
Q. Do you remember what you were told? 
A. There was an issue -- there was water 
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1 penetration found by some other person underneath the 
2 door. 
3 Q. And if you know, was that by observing from 
4 the crawlspace through the hole in the insulation? 
5 A. Probably. 
6 Q. Would there have been any other way to observe 
7 it, in your mind? 
0 A. No. 
9 Q. Who else, besides yourself, worked on this 
10 project for Restoration Pro? 
11 A. Several of the employees. 
12 Q. Do you remember them by name? 
13 A. Yeah, Terry Mack, Tony Thayer, Toby King, Pat 
14 Glasser. That's it for now. That's all I can think of. 
15 Q. Did you, or the employees of Restoration Pro, 
16 replace the masonry veneer on that structure? 
11 A. No. 
10 Q. Who did that? 
19 A. Subcontractors. 
20 Q. Did you --
21 A. The subcontractor did. 
22 Q. Sorry. I didn't mean to talk over you. Do 
you remember who they were? 
A. We hired Baumgartner Masonry, Rocky 





put the rock veneer on? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Can you just generally describe them to me? 
A. So they put additional wrap on, tar paper 
21 material. 
22 Q. ls that also known as felt? 
23 A. Yeah. 
24 Q. Okay. Go ahead. 
25 A. And then some type of wire, and then the 
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1 masonry. 
2 Q. Did they install any type of flashing at the 
3 base of the walls? 
4 A. No. 
5 Q. Did you do that? 
6 A. Yes. 
7 Q. And what type of masonry did you use at the 
0 base of the walls where the rock veneer was going on? 
9 Did I say, "masonry"? I'm sorry. What type of 
10 flashing? 
11 A. Metal flashing, four by four L-type flashing. 
12 Q. And if I'm looking at the profile of that 
13 wall, and T have OSB. Is the Tyvek next, or the ice and 
14 water shield next? 
1s A. So we actually -- I believe, we ice and water 
16 shielded that whole wall. And when we started earlier, 
17 put Tyvek on, I can't remember. 
1s Q. So with the ice and water shield, you wouldn't 
19 need it? 
20 A. Correct, yes. 
21 Q. ls ice and water shield something that you 
• 22 have found to be used more recently for moisture 
1
23 protection on the envelope of a home? 
1 24 A. Yes. In certain conditions, yes. 
25 Q. And would those be conditions where 
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l perceived that there was a higher risk of moisture 
2 penetration? 
3 A. Yes. 
Q. Is the standard use for ice and water shield 








Q. So it would have had OSB. And moved out, it 
would have ice and water shield. Then I would have had 
9 the tar paper or felt that Baumgartner put on. And then 
A. Yes. 
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l 
2 Q. And he testified that he did not consider that 
3 work to be a necessary part of the repairs of the 






A. Yes, partly. The area that was in our repair 
area did need to be painted. 
Q. Would that have been the area in and around 
the french doors? 
A. Yes. 
10 the mesh, and then the masonry compound; right, and then 10 Q. Would that be the only interior area that 
would have needed to be repainted as part of the 
repairs? 
11 the rock veneer? 
12 A. Yes. 
13 Q. Have I got that right? 
l4 A. Yes. 
15 Q. Where, in there, would the flashing have been? 
16 A. So the flashing actually comes during the ice 
11 and water shield. In our application, we ran the first 
1s layer of ice and water shield on the wall from the 
19 foundation up. Then we ran the flashing at the ledger 
20 height for the deck. And then we ran ice and water 
21 shield down over the flashing, as well. 
22 Q. So you used ice and water shield all the way 
23 from the top of the wall to the foundation? 
2 4 A. Correct. 
25 Q. Beau went through with me the invoices that 
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1 were generated by Restoration Pro, Disaster Pro, and we 
2 kind of looked at those, and we totaled those. And he 
3 also went through with me a statement that he described 
4 that I have, that he described as kind of a wrap up of 
5 the job. Do those generally make sense? 
6 A. Uh-huh. 
1 Q. "Yes"? 
s A. Yes. 
9 Q. And we have them, and you are welcome to look 
10 at them. The conclusion from both the invoices and the 
11 statement, was that Restoration Pro was paid 
12 approximately $57,337.15 work on the project. Does that 
l3 sound right to you, or do you know? 
l4 A. I don't know the exact dollar amount, but that 
15 sounds close. 
16 Q. And if we cross-checked the invoices against 
l 7 the statement, which was generated at the conclusion of 
10 the job, would that be a reasonable way to determine 
19 that? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And he testified that a part of that money was 
spent on painting the interior of the home, or getting a 
subcontractor to do so? 
A. Yes. 








Q. Were you out there responsible for the job 
from its start to its completion? 
A. Yes. 
17 Q. Do you have a recollection about how long that 
10 job took? 
19 A. I don't know. April sometime to July maybe. 




the work that Restoration Pro did out there? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Setting aside the interior painting, is there 
24 
25 
any other work that you and your crew were called upon 
to do, and that you did, that you did not consider a 
---··--- - ----j 
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1 necessary part of the repairs and remediation of the 
2 conditions which you encountered? 
3 A. I don't think so. 
4 Q. There was a time in April of 2014, when -- and 
5 we've referenced, as various people were briefly at the 
6 site to take a look at what was going on in response to 
7 an invitation that had been extended by Mr. Petrus' 
8 attorney. And those people included -- not all of them 
9 necessarily together -- but Chris Kirk, Nancy Gentry, 
10 with her realtor, Michael Wood, and possibly others at 
11 other times. 
12 Do you remember being present when Ms. Gentry, 
13 and her realtor, Michael Wood, came out the project in 
14 April of2013? 
15 A. No, I don't. 
16 Q. Did you witness, or hear any conversations, 
11 whatsoever, between either of them and anyone else? 
10 A. No. 
19 Q. Okay. 
• 20 MS. FOSTER: Counsel, you switched years. 
21 Could you clarify which year you are talking about? 
22 Q. (BY MR. MILLEMANN) I'm talking about when 
23 Ms. Gentry and her realtor were at the site. 
!24 A. No. 
2s Q. Any time? 
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1 A. No. 
2 MR. MILLEMANN: Thank you, Counsel. 
Page 38 
3 Q. (BY MR. MJLLEMANN) Did you render any opinion 
4 to Mr. Petrus about whether anyone else was at fault for 
5 the conditions that you uncovered at 2130 Payette Drive? 
6 A. Anyone else, as in? 
1 Q. Anyone else, besides yourself, and Restoration 
8 Pro? 
9 MS. FOSTER: I'm going to object to the extent 
10 the question presumes that Disaster Pro caused any -· 
11 MR. MILLEMANN: There is no such assumption. 
12 MS. FOSTER: Just to clarify. 
13 Q. (BY MR. MILLEMANN) I'm trying to focus 
14 whether you rendered any opinion to Mr. Petrus, one, 
15 that anyone was at fault for the conditions you 
16 uncovered at that house; and two, who? 
11 A. I wouldn't have specifically said anyone. All 
18 that I said was, there is water getting in the wall 
19 here, and we've got an issue. 
20 Q. At the time that you were working on this 
21 project, did you consider it part of your 
22 responsibilities to determine what had caused the 
• 23 condition that you observed, or merely to fix it? 
24 A. No, it was part of my responsibility to find 
1
2 5 out what caused the problem, yes. 
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1 masonry, we exposed the flashing and existing moisture 
2 barrier, and additional rot that was not seen. It 
3 actually wrapped completely around this southeast 
4 corner. It went up the wall. There were framing 
5 members. There was OSB. And there were two by framing 
6 members that were completely rotting out. Floor joists, 
1 rim board, rotting. 
8 I noticed ·· we noticed a section underneath 
9 the door that was a little unusual. The way that it was 
10 built and flashed. We noticed that the Tyvek didn't run 
11 down behind the ledgers for the deck. And also, that 
12 the flashings were not to today's standards. We noticed 
13 the foam, the interior foam in the crawlspace, the 
14 insulation was wet. And there was some mold growing in 
15 the crawlspace. That's about it. 
16 Q. When did you notice the mold growing in the 
17 crawlspace? I asked that, because it appears to me from 
18 the progression of estimates, that the initial estimate 
19 maybe didn't have mold remediation, but the next one, 
2 o which is still before you started work, did? 
21 A. I'm not sure. I'm not sure when the mold was 
22 noticed the first time. I don't know. 
23 Q. So let's focus on the area of the french 
24 doors, if we could. And we've looked at photos --
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Q. Did you generate any written reports, written 1 Q. -- to save you time, which would suggest, that 
emails, memoranda of any kind that you know of, on the 2 underneath those doors, there was rot discovered in the 
issue of what caused the condition that you uncovered at 3 sub-floor, and on the ends of floor joists, that 
2130 Payette? 4 required you to do remediation work. Am 1 correct so 
A. I can't be sure. I'm not sure. 5 far? 
Q. If you had, where would I find those? 6 A. Yes. 
A. In the emails that I gave you. 7 Q. I think the photos also suggest, as you've 
Q. Or in the company's files? 8 pointed out, some additional rot in the area of the 
A. Correct. 9 southeast comer, where those doors are, that also 
Q. You don't specifically recall having done so? 10 required remediation; correct? 
A. Un-huh. No, I don't. 11 A. Yes. 
MR. MILLEMANN: How are we doing? Okay? 12 Q. And you mentioned that you observed flashing, 
THE WITNESS: Yep. 13 which was not to today's standards, anyway? 
Q. (BY MR. MJLLEMANN) Good. 14 A. That's correct. 
So we're going to come back and focus on parts 15 Q. Okay. So let's focus on the area of the 
and pieces. But can you walk me through kind of 16 french doors, and the rot that you discovered underneath 
17 chronologically, what you and your crew discovered, and 17 them, and in the comer next to them. In the process of 
18 what you and your crew did, from the time you began work 18 uncovering the condition, and repairing, and remediating 
19 
20 
on the job, until you completed? 19 the condition, did you reach any conclusion on how, or 
A. Sure. When we started on this job, you know, 20 what the cause of that condition was? 
21 obviously, we set up a containment in the house. And 
1
21 A. Not specifically. Suggestively, yes. 
22 then we started removing the building materials on the 22 Q. And help me, in your terminology, when you 
23 interior and the exterior. I do remember removing some • 23 say, specifically and not suggestively? 
flooring, and seeing rotted floor, sub-floor. 24 A. This was where the water was coming in. There 
I remember once when we started removing the 25 was no spot located to where it started. We could just 
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1 see where it ended. 
2 Q. Did you ever form any opinion as to where it 
3 had started? 
4 A. Yes. 
5 Q. And what is that opinion? 
6 A. So in my opinion, the flashing and the house 
7 wrap was inadequate. And in addition, there may have 
8 been other penetrations in the house wrap that led to 
9 water intrusion through that area. 
10 Q. And I appreciate that. And when you say, 
11 Eric, that the house wrap and the flashing was 
12 inadequate, you are referencing that to today's 
13 standards? 
14 A. Yes. 
15 Q. You've already told me, you are not able to 
16 reference that to standards in place in 2004 and '05? 
17 A. I can't. 
18 Q. And I appreciate that. I'm not going to ask 
19 you to. 
20 So let's start with the house wrap. What did 
21 you observe in the area of the french doors, as far as 
22 the wrap? 
23 A. So we did notice, that there was Tyvek. There 
24 was portions of ice and water shield. There was 
25 flashing underneath the door. There was felt paper 
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1 around the comer. 
2 Q. That would have been behind the masonry? 
3 A. Correct. Correct. 
4 Q. Was there Tyvek? Where you found felt paper 
5 behind the masonry, did you find Tyvek? 
6 A. Part, part. Some areas, yes. If l remember 
7 correctly, there was Tyvek around the french doors. And 
8 then there was Tyvek on the upper areas, I don't know, 
9 three or four feet above the deck as we rounded the 
10 comer there, on the east side. 
11 Q. Did that Tyvek correspond with windows or not? 
12 A. Yes, it probably corresponded with the 
13 windows. Yes. 
14 Q. So you identified two conditions that you 
15 thought could have contributed to creating the condition 
16 that you uncovered. One was inadequate house wrap. 
17 What was inadequate about that relative to today's 
18 standards, from your perspective? 
19 A. Well, today's standards, I mean, the house 
20 wrap would go from the foundation all the way up. And 
21 the house wrap did not go down past the flashing, which 
22 was at the top of the ledger. 
23 Q. Anything else about the house wrap that you 


























A. Not that I could tell from this, yeah. 
Eric Waite 
March 14, 2016 
Q. And the flashing, I think that's the second 
thing you mentioned that you thought could have 
contributed to the condition you uncovered. 
Relative to today's standards, what did you 
find to be inadequate about the flashing? 
A. Well, we typically, we put -- there should be 
a higher flashing there, a four-by-four flashing, the 
house wrap could wrap that four inches. I didn't see 
that here. 
Q. What did you see? 
A. I actually saw the two-by-two flashing on, 
then the finished decking material put on the deck, and 
then the felt paper running down to the flashing, and 
probably somewhat overlapping maybe a quarter inch. I 
did not observe the felt paper even running completely 
over the flashing. I did not see in that. 
Q. And that would be the standard today, anyway, 
to have the felt paper overlap the flashing? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And to have the moisture barrier, whatever it 
was, go all the way to the foundation? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And then when you repaired that area around 
the french door, some of that involved replacement of 
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1 the masonry veneer; correct? 
2 A. Uh-huh, yes. 
3 Q. And that was Baumgartner's work? 
4 A. Yes. 
5 Q. I think you've told me, that you think that 
6 was ice and water shield placed on the OSB. And then 
7 Baumgartner would have placed the felt, and the mesh, 
8 and the masonry; correct? 

















Q. So in that situation, was the determination 
made that you didn't need Tyvek, because the ice and 
water shield would be an adequate moisture barrier? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And you mentioned something, I don't remember 
your exact words, but something unusual, or peculiar 
about the door, the french door framing. Tell me what 
you observed that you found to be unusual or peculiar? 
A. So this was not noticed, until we pulled the 
french door out. The floor had been modified. We 
didn't know why at that point. And then in just further 
evaluation, we realized that there was a plan change, at 
some point or another. And that in order for the deck 
to work, the floor had to be modified to align with the 
wall, the wall placement. 
Q. And are you talking about the sub-floor? 
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1 A. Correct. 
2 Q. How did it have to be modified, in your 
3 opinion? 
4 A. So the floor was thrown to a specific plan, 
5 and then the wall was built to -- was placed at a 
6 different position on the floor, which left a portion of 
7 the flooring exposed on the exterior of the wall. That 
8 portion had to be removed, so that the deck could run 
9 over, and meet the exterior wall. 
10 Q. So in that scenario, what was the decking then 
11 affixed to? 
12 A. The decking was affixed to the rim board, the 
13 lower portion. The deck ledger was affixed to the lower 
14 portion of the rim board that was not cut out. 
15 Q. And what if anything, in your opinion, or how 
16 if any way in your opinion, did that condition 
17 potentially contribute to the moisture intrusion? 
18 A. Well, there is a need for additional flashing. 
19 And there is the possibility of additional water 
20 intrusion when that's made. I mean, I could have put it 
21 back that exact way that [ found it, and that was not 
22 the correct way to do it. 
23 Q. I think you've answered this in your prior 
24 answer. But would any of that have been visible without 
25 removing the french door framing? 
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1 A. Honestly, we did not see it, until we started 
2 removing building materials, that's correct. 
3 Q. And the plan change that you refer to, did you 
4 understand the plan change was to recess those french 
5 doors? 
6 A. Yes. 
7 Q. Is it possible the plan change was to fur a 
8 wall out from them to create a sense of depth? 
9 A. It could have been. 
10 Q. In that case, would the sub-floor have been 
11 cut off, or would it just be that the exterior wall 
12 would have been beyond the sub-floor? 
13 A. I don't know. I don't know. 
14 Q. Did you specify to Baumgartner, what type of 
15 felt, and how much felt they were to use behind the 
16 masonry veneer? 
11 A. No. 
18 Q. That was their call? 
19 A. Yes. 
20 Q. Did you observe what they ultimately elected 
21 to do in terms of felt, or tar paper, as you've called 
22 it? 
23 A. I can't specifically tell you, no. 
24 Q. Simply put, you relied on Baumgartner to put 


























given today's construction standards? 
A. Correct. 
Eric Waite 
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Q. And then if I understand correctly from Beau's 
testimony, you were asked to explore farther north of 
the french door, along the east wall of the home, at 
least to, at some corner spots to determine if there 
were other areas of rot; do you remember that? 
A. Yes. 
Q. You were asked by Mr. Petrus to do that? 
A. I'm not sure who asked me. 
Q. And on Exhibit 1 to Beau Value's depo, he 
circled three more corners in the areas north of the 
french doors, where he said there were some additional 
areas found, and rot that had to be dealt with. Does 
that conform, to your recollection? 
A. Yes. And I do believe, this corner 
(indicating), as well. 
Q. And this corner would be the next protruding 
corner as we move west from Beau Value's northerly most 
circle? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And as we get into what I would consider the 
north corner of the home? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And your recollection, you had to do some work 
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1 there, too? 
2 A. l believe so. 
3 Q. With that correction, would those be the four 
4 corners, in addition to the areas of the french doors 
5 where you did some work? 
6 A. Yes. 
7 Q. And how did you, when you were told, hey, I 
8 want you to take a look at other points on this wall to 
9 make sure we don't have this problem elsewhere? How did 
10 you undertake to do it? 
11 A. So specifically, I can't remember the order, 
12 but there was decking removal. The actual deck, one by 
13 six members were removed. Then there were deck ledger 
14 materials removed. And then there was stone removed at 
15 some point, as well. I don't know which order we did 
16 them in. [ can't remember. 
17 Q. The "stone" being the rock veneer? 
10 A. The rock veneer, yes. 
19 Q. Did you deem all of those steps necessary in 
. 2 o order for you to answer the question of whether you had 
21 any other involvement of rot on those corners? 
22 A. Yes. 
23 Q. And when you had gone through those steps, the 
24 removal, in whatever order, the removal of the decking, 
25 and I think you said, rim joists, and then the removal 
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1 of rock veneer. What did you observe in those corners? 
2 A. A similar problem to the original problem, 
3 just not as extensive. 
4 Q. In those areas, did you have any involvement 
5 of sub-floor or floor joists? 
6 A. No. 
7 Q. So in those areas, you were dealing 
8 exclusively with wall members? 
9 A. Exterior sheeting, yes, and framing. 
10 Q. And did you also then apply the ice and water 
11 shield to those areas? 
12 A. Yes. 
13 Q. Did you do any exploration along the north 
14 wall of the home, in between these corners, 
15 specifically? It looks like there is a wall that comes 
16 out of the family room, that has a couple of doors. Do 
11 you see what I'm pointing to? 
18 A. Yes. 
19 Q. Did you do any exploration at all along that 
20 wall? 
21 A. Yes, we did. 
22 Q. And I take it, you found no rot? 
23 A. No rot. 
24 Q. And is that rock veneer along that wall, or 
25 sided? 
---····--
1 A. I believe all of this east-type wall is rock 
2 veneer. 
3 Q. So they had to go through the same process 
4 there to satisfy yourself, that you didn't have any 
5 problems with that wall? 
6 A. Yes. 
7 Q. Did you observe anything different in that 
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8 wall about the construction techniques or materials, 
9 than you did in the rest of the house? 





Q. As you exposed the structure and went about 
the business of eradicating, and repairing, and 
remediating what you found. Other than you've told me 
about size of flashing, and moisture barrier 
Eric Waite 
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1 were improper? 
2 A. There was a question on the amount of felt 
3 that was previously used. We found a single layer of 
4 felt underneath those rock areas. And in my previous 
5 discussions with my mason, he has never done a single 
6 layer of fe It. So that seemed unusual to me. 
7 Q. Whether or not that was or --
8 A. Correct. 
9 Q. -- was not consistent with the standard in 
10 2004, 2005, you don't know? 
11 A. Correct. 
12 Q. And this is a hypothetical. ff you had been 
13 the owner of this home, and setting aside, Eric, what 
14 you observed in the crawlspace when some insulation was 
15 taken down. Even with your experience and expertise, 
16 would there have been anything about the appearance of 
11 the home, and the walls, and the deck, and the door, 
18 that would have caused you to suspect that you were 
19 going to find what you found? 
20 A. As a professional? 
21 Q. Yes. 
22 A. On the exterior, no. 
23 Q. And what about the interior, if anything, as a 
24 professional would have caused you to have concern? 
25 A. l saw the inspection report. And it noted 
---···-----------
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1 moisture penetration. It showed pictures of moisture 
2 coming in through the foam board. 
3 Q. In the crawlspace? 
4 A. In the crawlspace. 
s Q. Right. 
6 A. So that would have been my only concern. 
1 Q. But to the extent as a professional owner of 
a this home, and you go down in that crawlspace, and you 
9 observed that, that might have caused you some concern? 





Q. Did you see the conclusion or the comment that 
the inspector had about moisture in the crawlspace? 
A. Yes. 
15 installation, did you encounter any materials that you 15 
Q. Probably some reference to probably spring 
runoff, but keep an eye on it, to see if you need a sump 
pump. Did you see that? 16 thought were improper for the construction of the home? 16 
11 Or was your observation more in the area of construction 17 
18 technique? 18 
A. Yes. 
Q. Did those comments make sense to you or not? 





A. I think it was -- I didn't observe any other 
materials that were not standard. 
Q. And so as you looked at your theories, which 
you've given me, about what might have caused it. It 
sounds to me, those theories related more to how 
materials were applied, not whether -- other than the 
size of the flashing, whether the materials, themselves, 
19 
20 Q. So as a non-professional, another 
21 hypothetical, based on your experience. And you built 





Q. Just ill-informed citizens like myself, and 
the rest of the folks out there. For a r1r,r1_r,rr,tP""' 
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1 owner of the home, would there have been anything, in 
2 your opinion, before you saw what you saw when you 
3 disturbed the home, that would have caused a 
4 non-professional owner to suspect any of the conditions 
5 that you discovered? 
6 A. I don't believe so. 
7 Q. We've focused on the area of the french doors 
a and the area of these, I think, now four additional 
9 corners; correct? 
10 A. Yes. 
11 Q. As you went about the business of doing your, 
12 I guess, what has been referred to, as destructive 
13 testing, and then repairs. Did you see anything else 
14 about the home that you thought evidenced improper 
15 construction technique, at least relative to today's 
16 standards? 
17 A. Not that I can think of. 
18 Q. I asked you, and you've been very clear with 
19 me, and I appreciate it, about your ability to formulate 
20 an opinion as to what the construction standards were 
21 for McCall, or even Valley County in the residential 
1
2 2 construction business in 2004 and 2005. I don't know if 
23 I asked you, so let me do so. 
• 24 Do you consider yourself able to render an 
25 opinion as to what the applicable building codes might 
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1 have been to this home when it was constructed in 2004 
2 and'05? 
3 A. I don't know, specifically, what the building 
4 code said. 
5 Q. Okay. I'm showing you what's marked as 
6 Exhibit 35 in Beau Value's deposition. 
7 A. Okay. 
a Q. And I'll represent to you that it is a series 
9 of what occur to be daily job reports for the project at 
10 2130Payette. 
11 A. Okay. Yep. 
12 Q. Do you recognize those? 
13 A. Yes. 
14 Q. Did you have any responsibility for preparing 
15 these? 
16 A. Yes. 
17 Q. Tell me how you did so. 
10 A. Most of the time, I visited the job site, 
19 tried to, on a daily basis, so that I could write a 
2 o thorough report. On occasion, I would request the 
21 information from, you know, employees on-site, along 
22 with pictures and documentation. 
23 Q. So to the extent that daily reports exist for 
2 this project, would they be found in the company's files 
2 for the project? 
• Eric Waite March 14, 2016 
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1 A. Yes, they would. 
2 Q. You wouldn't have any additional ones? 
3 A. No. 
4 Q. Did you take your observations, and put them 
5 directly onto the reports, which are in Exhibit 35, or 
6 did you take notes, and transfer them from notes to 
7 these reports? 
a A. Sometimes I did take notes, yes. Most of the 
9 time I took notes on the job, when I was on-site there, 
10 and I would bring back, come back, and enter them in 
11 here, yes. 
12 Q. And once you had done the daily report for 
13 that day, what did you do with your notes? 
14 A. I probably threw them away. 
15 Q. Okay. 
16 MS. FOSTER: Is this a good time to take a 
17 break, Counsel? 
10 MR. MILLEMANN: If you need to, yes. 
19 (A recess was had.) 
20 Q. (BY MR. MILLEMANN) I don't have a whole lot 
21 more, Eric. I'll try to wrap it up. 
22 When you, and when I say, "you," you and your 
23 crew, Restoration Pro, started work on the 2130 Payette 




























A. Yes, they were there. 
Q. And do you know who installed them? 
A. No. 
Q. That was not part of your work? 
A. No. Let me rephrase that. I did have someone 
come back out to put up some gutters that we had taken 
down. And I believe I used the same guys, who put them 
up. Michael Longmire replaced those, so I probably do 
have a record of that. 
Q. Okay. 
A. Who did put them up. 
Q. Was that to put gutters back up that you had 




Q. I'll show you what was marked as Exhibit 32 in 
Beau Value's deposition, which appears to be a report 
from a Rimkus Consulting Group? 
A. Yes. 




Q. Did you undertake any effort to evaluate the 
i 
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1 conclusions or statements that are contained in Exhibit 
2 32? 
3 A. Somewhat, yes. 
4 MS. FOSTER: Do you want to take a minute to 
5 look through it, or do you remember it? 
6 THE WITNESS: What's that? 
7 MS. FOSTER: Do you need to take a minute to 
0 look through it? 
9 THE WITNESS: (Witness complying.) Okay. I'm 
10 familiar with it again. 
11 Q. (BY MR. MILLEMANN) Having looked through 
12 Exhibit 32, I probably don't have that many questions 
13 about it. 
l4 My question is, you testified earlier about 
15 your opinion as to what might have caused the rot and 
16 the conditions that you uncovered at 2130 Payette; 
11 correct? 
10 A. Yes. 
19 Q. Are those opinions that you've rendered 
20 formulated by the Rimkus report, or formulated on your 
21 own? 
22 A. They were formulated on my own. 
23 Q. You already told me that you haven't had your 
24 deposition taken before; correct? 
25 A. Correct. 
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1 Q. Have you been a party to a lawsuit, either the 
2 person suing, or the person being sued? 
3 A. No. 
4 MR. M!LLEMANN: I have no further questions. 
5 MR. NEV ALA: I just have a couple. 
6 EXAMINA T!ON 
7 QUESTIONS BY MR. NEV ALA: 
a Q. I'm just curious. I want to ask the adverse 
9 of what Steve just asked. 
10 Were you interviewed by anyone putting 
11 together the Rimkus report? 
12 A. No. 
13 Q. Okay. 
14 A. Not that 1 remember. 
1s Q. Have you seen plans for the house at 2130? 
16 A. Yes. 
17 Q. Do you remember where you got those plans? 
18 A. I'm not sure if Mr. Petrus provided those 
19 plans, or if Mr. Michael Longmire provided them. I 
20 remember looking at them at the kitchen island bar at 
21 one point or another. 
22 Q. Did you use those plans to help prepare the 
23 estimate for your repairs? 
24 A. No. 
Q. There were a lot of photographs that were 
Eric Waite 
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1 produced by Ms. Foster from Restoration Pro of the job. 
2 Did you take most of those photographs? 
3 A. I'm not sure. I did take a lot of photographs 
4 during the process. The guys removing the materials 
5 would have taken several of those photos. 
6 Q. So either you or your employees? 
7 A. Correct. 
8 Q. Did you take photographs -- can you explain to 
9 me how, I guess, was it each day, every hour, was it 
10 time when something was new? What was the process? 
ll A. Usually photographs were taken when we see 
12 something that's not correct, or we're just looking for 
13 evidence, you know, proof of evidence, something that we 
14 saw. 
15 Q. When you first met with Mr. Petrus about 
16 preparing this, or making the repairs to this, or even 
17 created the estimate, did he explain to you that this 
10 would likely result in litigation? 
19 A. At some point or another, yes, he did. 
2 o Q. ls it common for you to take the number of 
21 photographs that you took in this case on other repairs? 
22 A. We take a lot of photographs. I think it was 
23 extra, yes. 
24 Q. Photographs are easy to take? 
25 A. Yep. 
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1 Q. When you first went out to 2130 and walked the 
2 house, I think you testified, you went inside and walked 
3 around and familiarized yourself with the house. Was 
4 there any evidence, was there anything that jumped out 
s to you as to why the house wouldn't be livable? 
6 A. No. 
7 Q. When you first inspected the french doors that 
a we've been talking about, did you see anything out of 
9 the ordinary, in terms of, was there anything out of the 
10 ordinary about the doors? 
11 A. No. J mean, there was always the issue, they 
12 have been sticking. They may have been sticking when we 
13 first started there, but, no. 
14 Q. Did you see any unusual markings on the doors? 
15 A. No, not that I remember. 
16 Q. So you didn't see anything that, what it 
1 7 appeared that somebody had taken a crowbar and pried the 
10 door? 
19 A. No. 
20 Q. Did you see any evidence of any of the locking 
. 21 mechanisms not locking properly? 
22 A. I'm not sure. [ don't remember. 
Q. Did you inspect the threshold? 
A. I don't remember personally inspecting the 
threshold. I don't remember. 
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l Q. So you probably don't remember. Do you 1 didn't frame for anyone else, other than Everest 
2 remember seeing any non-factory screws in the threshold? 2 Construction. 
3 A. Any what? 3 Q. In homes that you -- well, let's look at it a 
4 Q. Any non-factory screws in the threshold. 4 different way. You gave some testimony about 
5 A. I don't remember seeing those. 5 supervising masons out at 2130 Payette, the mason 
6 MR. NEVALA: I don't have anything else. 6 subcontractor. Did you supervise them while installing 
7 Thank you, Eric. 7 the felt or tar paper? 
8 MS. FOSTER: I have a few questions just to 8 A. Yes. 
9 clarify a few things. 9 Q. Was it their decision which tar, felt paper to 
10 EXAM INA TlON 10 use? 
11 QUESTIONS BY MS. FOSTER: 11 A. It is their decision, but they are supposed to 
12 Q. Eric, you testified that you didn't build or 12 follow the standard code at the time of application. We 
13 work on homes in McCall, except for one in 2004, 2005; 13 have each of our subcontractors sign documents saying 
14 is that right? 14 that they will follow the guidelines per code. 
15 A. I just built that one, framed that one. 15 Q. If you saw something was amiss, or you thought 
16 Q. And since 2006, '07, '08, do you have any idea 16 something was amiss in the type of tar paper, or in the 
l 7 of how many homes you've worked on in the McCall area, 17 installation technique by the mason, would you say 
18 or in the valley area? 18 something? 
19 A. In the McCall area, specifically, a dozen or 19 A. Yes. 
20 so. They were not spec homes, as mentioned before. 20 Q. What would you do? 
21 They were specific -- a majority of them were in 21 A. 1 would ask them if that was current code. 
22 Tamarack. • 22 And if they said it was, and I had a question, then I 
23 Q. And that's when you were building homes? This 23 would verify whether it was or was not 
24 is before your work at Disaster Response; is that right? 24 Q. Did that happen here on this job at 2130 
25 A. Yes. 25 Payette? 
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l Q. And have you worked on homes in 
2 the -- obviously, you've worked on homes in the McCall 
3 area with Disaster Response. Do you have any idea how 
4 many homes you would have worked on in the McCall area 
5 since you've joined Disaster Response? 
6 A. We typically work on a hundred plus homes a 
7 year. 
8 Q. And in the dozen or so homes that you help 
9 build in 2006, did you, yourself, have a common practice 
10 with respect to moisture barriers? 
11 A. Yes. 
12 Q. What was it? 
13 A. The foundation to the roof. 
14 Q. Would you cover the entire wall space? 
15 A. Yes, I would cover the entire wall space. 
16 would actually even wrap the window sills. 
11 Q. Why would you do that? 
18 A. I took a Tyvek class, and that's what they 
19 told me to do. That's what they said to do. 
20 Q. Do you remember when that class was, 
21 approximately? 
22 A. I don't. 
23 Q. Do you have any idea of whether other builders 
24 were using the same techniques as you at that time? 
A. You know, I only framed for one builder. I 
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l A. No, I didn't observe anything that didn't look 
2 correct. 
3 Q. You were asked about the causes of the damage 
4 that you acquired in 2130 Payette. And I'm not trying 
5 to be repetitive. I just want to make sure we're all on 
6 the same page. 
7 Do you have an opinion what did cause the 
8 damage that you uncovered? 
9 A. Yes, it was my opinion that the house wrap 
10 didn't go down to the foundation. There was a void 
11 between the flashing and the house wrap, where the 
12 moisture penetrated the wall. That's my opinion that 






Q. And did you observe whether there was a 
moisture barrier over the entire wall face facing the 
lake? 
A. So --
19 Q. I know I don't have photos that I'm showing 
2 o you, so if you can remember. 
A. So I do remember that there was Tyvek in along 
the door. It ran from the flashing up. I do remember 
23 from pictures taken, that I have looked at recently, 
21 
22 
24 that the Tyvek was not all the way down to the ledger. 
25 That it started three feet up the wall, or 
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2 Q. So there was a strip of wall that had no 
3 moisture barrier, such as Tyvek? 
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4 A. There was a strip of wall that didn't have any 
5 house wrap, but did only have felt. 
6 Q. And did you notice whether the felt was -- let 
7 me rephrase that, please. 
8 Did anything strike you as unusual or 
9 incorrect about that felt? 
10 A. So in regards to felt, in other discussions 
11 with my mason on other jobs, minimum that he's always 
12 chosen to use is two layers of felt, sometimes three. 
13 So when I saw one layer of felt, I just thought that was 
14 unusual. Well, that's not what his standard is. 
15 Q. Could you tell whether the felt, the single 
16 layer had been overlapped correctly? And do you know 
1 7 what 1 mean by that? 
10 A. Yeah. So at the base, at the flashing, it 
19 only overlapped the flashing probably a quarter inch. 
20 Up the wall where it was, it probably was overlapped 
21 sufficiently for one layer. But there was no damage up 
22 there at that portion of the wall. The damage was at 
23 the bottom. 
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1 secure -- there really wasn't any framing there to nail 
2 to any longer. And then to try and seal that, or fasten 
3 that to -- there was inadequate nailing on that. You 
4 just couldn't fasten that right. You just can't do that 
5 the way it was done. Yeah. 
6 Q. Does it create an area for water to perch? 
1 A. Yes, there was definitely a larger area for 
8 the water to sit on. Yeah. And eventually it entered 
9 in. Yeah. 
10 Q. Would you consider this a construction defect? 
11 A. Yeah. 
12 
13 
Q. I only have one more category of questions. I 
want to refer back to Mr. McKenna's testimony 
14 about -- it's in black and white, but hopefully you can 
15 see it. This is what's previously been marked 
16 Plaintiff's Exhibit 28. This is the inspection report 
11 from Mr. McKenna; is that right? 




Q. If you turn to page 13. If you would take a 
look at pages 13, 14and 15. 
A. (Witness complying.) 
22 Q. I guess I just mean 13, 14, not 15. Do you 
23 remember these? 
24 Q. And I think you -- I'm not quoting you 24 A. Yes. 
• 
25 precisely, but there were some questions asked about the 25 Q. And I think you testified to Mr. Millemann, 
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1 framing of the french doors. Do you have an opinion as 
2 to whether there were any problems with the framing of 
3 the french doors, particularly at the bottom? 
4 A. I would say, particularly the floor framing, 1 
s will reiterate that cutting out the floor, modifying the 
6 floor, and the way it was done and flashed, cutting the 
7 joist and the rim board, that shouldn't have been done 
8 that way. That's the way I look at it. 
9 The rim board, the joists are actually 
10 supposed to be fastened to the rim board at the top and 
11 the bottom. And when you cut out the joists, you are 
12 not only changing the structural capabilities of that 
13 joist, but you are eliminating that fastening point at 
14 the top. So now the joist can roll, per se. I just 
15 would not have done that at all. 
16 Q. And is there anything about the framing 
11 underneath the door that could have contributed to the 
18 damage you saw? 
19 A. Yes. 
20 Q. Can you explain that? 
21 A. When the floor was cut out and modified like 
22 that, there was additional flashing that was put down, 
23 and there are pictures to reference it. But it was 
24 notched back, probably four or five inches. That there 
25 was no -- underneath the flashing, there was no 
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1 that the comments written on page 13 about the signs of 
2 the spring runoff, and the sump pump made sense to you? 
3 A. Yes, so these comments here make sense to me. 
4 I see there are signs of ant intrusion that should be 
s addressed. That's true. I would recommend a certified 
6 exterminator to be contracted. 
7 There is also some signs of spring runoff in 
8 the crawlspace, which is typical for the area. It 
9 should be monitored each spring to see if a sump pump 
10 needs to be installed. J believe it should go a little 
11 further up here. It does say, under foundations, 
12 basements, and crawlspaces report of abnormal water 
13 penetration. I think it should have been reiterated 
14 that there is water penetration here, and further 
15 evaluation should have been done. 
16 Q. And you think that should have been in the 
17 comment section? 
18 A. I think it should have been. 
19 Q. Why is that? 
20 A. I mean, this here makes it sound kind of like 
21 normal. And whether or not it's normal, it's 
22 still -- there is an issue there. And I don't know. I 
23 just don't feel like -- I don't know. J would have 
24 written that differently. I would have said, there are 
25 signs of water intrusion in this crawlspace that should 
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1 have been addressed, or elaborated on the ants. There 
2 is sign of ant intrusion. If you are seeing sawdust, 
3 where is the sawdust coming from, or where is the wood 
4 dust coming from. They are, obviously, chewing on 
5 something. 
6 So I don't remember when I saw this the first 
7 time. But a sump pump is just going to fix any future 
8 issues. It will pump out future water, but it won't 
9 stop future water here. There is a problem that should 
10 have been addressed. 
11 Q. Have you seen many reports like this in your 
12 profession? 
13 A. Yes. 
14 Q. Why do you see reports like this in your 
15 profession? 
16 A. Well, we specialize in several areas of 
17 repair, and water damage and intrusion, specifically. 
18 And when a report comes back like this, typically agents 
19 will come call us to come out. They'll send me a copy 
2 o of the report, and I'll go out and look at the property, 
21 and see what -- see if there is something that needs to 
2 2 be addressed. 
23 Q. So if you look at the pictures, can you see 
24 these okay, even though they are black and white? 
25 A. Yeah. 
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1 Q. Pictures 5.1, 5.2, and all the pictures on the 
2 next page, page 14. Is this the type of damage that has 
3 inspired realtors to call you to come take a look? 
4 A. Yes. 
5 Q. Anything in particular? 
6 A. Well, first of all, ants. Oftentimes ants 
7 aren't even mentioned. For some reason we go out and 
8 find ants. I would have known something chewed on here. 
9 Some type of demolition done, or removing of building 
10 materials to see what it is. Over here on Picture 5, 
11 this shows additional ant signs over here, sawdust. 
12 Q. This is Picture 3 at the top of page 14? 
13 A. Yeah, this is Picture 3. Picture 4, it's just 
14 showing past moisture signs, which we see that all the 
15 time. Picture 5, actually, you could see the water 
16 rolling in over the top of the foundation, or 
17 sorry -- over the top of the footing. 
18 A lot of times, I don't even see that. I 
19 mean, if I -- you see water, the foundation, because 
20 it's coming underneath the footing, not above the 
21 footing. That one right there (indicating), I don't 
22 know where this area is, specifically. That's telling 
I 23 me there is water coming in, and there is a drain 
24 problem somewhere, which may not be related to this 
25 case. But I would have -- there should have been 
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1 further evaluations done on this report. 
2 Q. And is it significant to you that the water 
3 was coming over the footing in this photo? 
4 A. Yes, there is a leak, either the french drain 
5 system is not set up right, or there is water pooling 
6 outside. I mean, an irrigation problem, I don't -- I 
7 don't know. 
8 Q. And would a sump pump address the water coming 
9 in over the footing? 
10 A. No, a sump pump will remove the water once it 
11 is there. It won't stop it coming in. I have seen 
12 exterior sump pumps. Those that are installed outside 
13 below grade, that might help with that, but that's in 
14 one case. 
15 Q. So if you saw a picture of water coming over 
16 the footing, you would think there was a water intrusion 
17 problem? 
18 A. Yes. 
19 Q. And you would expect to see that called out in 
20 the comments in the inspection report? 
21 A. Yeah. 
22 Q. And it's not called out in here? 
I
. 23 A. It's not called out down here, no. 
24 Q. Thank you. That's all I have on this 
25 document. 
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1 A. Okay. 
2 Q. I'm sorry. Actually, there is one more 
3 question I have on this document that l forgot about. 
4 Okay. I'm turning to page 18. This is the 
5 photo of the barbecue gas line in the crawlspace that 
6 was identified as needing a proper cap. Do you recall 
7 seeing this picture? 
8 A. Yes, I've seen that picture. 
9 Q. And do you have any idea why a gas line would 
10 have been pulled out from underneath the deck in that 
11 fashion? 
12 A. I have no idea. I will say this, that seeing 
13 this picture, it shows a gas line was installed in this 
14 picture, because it has a fitting into it. What it's 
1s doing in the crawlspace, I have no idea. If it was 
16 never on the exterior of the home, it would never have 
17 had this hand on it. I mean, this, I can't explain 
1s that. 
19 Q. And we don't know. Do you know what 
2 o circumstances would involve removing a gas line from the 
21 deck? 
22 A. Well, this --
Q. Do you know? 
A. Yes. So this fitting on the end of this would 
have had to have been taken off, because it actually 
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1 sits on top of the deck. And then the hose comes up 
2 from the bottom. So it was taken off the top. The hose 
3 was then pulled underneath the deck, pulled through the 
4 foundation, or the floor framing, whatever, it went 
5 through. And then this cap was put back on it. 
6 Q. And you don't know what circumstances would 
7 require a gas line to be pulled back through like this? 
8 A. No. I mean, not wanting to -- not wanting the 
9 gas line out on the outside. I don't know. I don't 
10 know. 
11 Q. Okay. That's fine. Thank you. 
12 And finally, Mr. Nevala asked you whether you 
13 were interviewed by the engineer who worked on the 
14 Rimkus report. Did you speak to the engineer who worked 
15 on the Rimkus report? 
16 A. I don't remember speaking to an engineer. I 
17 do remember Ed Petrus at some point or another 
18 mentioning some company named Rimkus was doing a report. 
19 l don't remember if I met anybody out there or not. I 
20 don't know. 
21 Q. And do you know whether your company provided 
22 Rimkus with photographs that you had taken of the repair 
23 work? 
24 A. I don't know. 
25 Q. You don't know? 
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1 A. I don't know. 
2 MS. FOSTER: Okay. Thank you. I don't have 
3 any other questions for you. 
4 FURTHER EXAMINATION 
5 QUESTIONS BY MR. MILLEMANN: 
6 Q. Eric, do you know of your own personal 
7 knowledge whether the gas line you've pointed out in the 
8 photo in Mr. McKenna's report, was, in fact, ever an 
9 installed fixture on the deck prior to closing, prior to 
10 when Mr. Petrus bought the home? 
11 A. Yes, it's installed. 
12 Q. How is it that you know that? 
13 A. Because we had it taken out, so we could 
14 perform the repair. 
15 Q. So you had it taken out? 
16 A. Afterwards. 
17 Q. After you had started your work? 
18 A. Yes. 
19 Q. Who took it out for you? 
20 A. A-1 Heating & Cooling. 
21 Q. So A-1 Heating & Cooling pulled that gas line 
22 out, so you could remove the decking? 
23 A. Yes. 
24 Q. Did they put it in the crawlspace? 
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Q. Right. My question is, do you know when this 
gas line, that you see in the photo you've pointed to, 
was placed in that crawlspace? 
A. No. 
Q. You've testified about Picture 5, and 
Mr. McKenna's report showing water, evidence that water 
came over the footing. What did you or Restoration Pro 
do to prevent that from reoccurring? 
A. I actually never observed water coming in. 
never -- I saw this photo of the water on that 
foundation, but I never saw that water on that 
foundation. 
Q. So did you or Restoration Pro do anything to 
address a supposed problem of water coming over the 
footings and into the crawlspace? 
A. No. 
Q. So whatever was going on could still be going 
on as far as you know? 
A. Could be. 
Q. And when you've told me your opinion as to 
possible causes of the conditions, Eric, that you 
uncovered at the property, I did not hear you talk about 
one of the causes being coming over the footing. So you 
are not testifying today, are you, that you think that 
water coming over the crawlspace was the cause of the 
Page 77 
conditions you repaired? 
A. No. 
Q. And you told Ms. Foster, that you considered 
the manner in which the felt overlapped the flashing, to 
be a construction defect; do you remember that? 
A. Insufficient. 
Q. And that's by today's standards? 
A. Yes. 
Q. When Baumgartner reinstalled the masonry 
veneer at 2130 Payette, how many layers of felt did they 
place behind it? 
A. A minimum of two. 
Q. ls felt a water barrier, itself? 
A. Yes. 
Q. So when you replaced the felt in 2130 Payette, 
did you see any OSB surface that was not covered either 
with Tyvek or felt? 
A. Just behind the rim board, below the flashing. 
Q. So just below the deck? 
A. Correct. 
Q. And you mentioned, and this might have been a 
casual reference in response, I believe to a question by 
Mr. Nevala, that doors had always been sticking. What 
do you base that statement on? 
A. Well, I was just told that there was an issue 
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1 with the doors sticking. And I know when we operated 
2 them -- I mean, we opened them, because that's how we 
3 accessed the work from the inside to the outside. And 
4 we opened them and closed them. As for, you know, a 
5 perfect operation, I don't know if they were working 
6 perfectly. 
7 Q. When you opened and closed them, were they 
8 sticking? 
9 A. Yes. 
10 Q. But you were able to open and close them? 
11 A. Yep. 
12 Q. And who told you that the doors had been 
13 sticking? 
14 A. Either Mr. Petrus or Michael Longmire. 
15 MR. MILLEMANN: I have nothing further. 
16 MR. NEV ALA: Nothing further for me. 
17 MS. FOSTER: I'm sorry. One further question 
18 to clarify. 
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1 CERTIFICATE OF WITNESS 
2 I, ERIC WAITE, being first duly sworn, depose 
3 and say: 
4 That I am the witness named in the foregoing 
5 deposition, Volume I, consisting of pages I through 79; 
6 that I have read said deposition and know the contents 
7 thereof; that the questions contained therein were 
8 propounded to me; and that the answers contained therein 
9 are true and correct, except for any changes that I may 
10 have listed on the Change Sheet attached hereto: 









SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this 
__________ ,20 
day 
19 FURTHER EXAMINATION 19 
20 QUESTIONS BY MS. FOSTER: 20 
21 Q. Mr. Millemann asked you whether the water 21 
22 coming over the footings could have caused the damage, 22 
23 and you said, no. Could it have resulted from the same 23 
24 conditions that caused the damage that you saw? 24 
25 A. Well, either way, let's say that there is 25 
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water -- see, this area, where the water is coming in 
l 
l 
2 (indicating). There was no damage on the framing, on 2 
3 the exterior. This particular area, where the water is 3 
4 showing the water coming in. I don't see how that could 4 
5 be related to -- it's possible. It could be related to, 5 
6 but I don't know. 6 
7 Q. And you don't know where this photo was in the 7 
8 crawlspace? 8 
9 A. I don't. I don't know where that photo was 9 
10 taken. I mean, this -- I know that this area right here 10 
11 (indicating), is not the area under the door. This was 11 
12 not the area that we were asked to work in. 12 
13 Q. Okay. This was something else completely? 13 
14 A. Yes. It appears to be, yes. 14 
15 Q. But you don't know for sure? 15 
16 A. I don't know. 16 
17 MS. FOSTER: Okay. Fine. Thank you. 17 
18 MR. MILLEMANN: Nothing further. 18 
19 MS. FOSTER: You are done. 19 
20 (Deposition concluded at I l :24 a.m.) 20 
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..c Addlnduma. thll tMna In 11118 Countlr Offlr na cantral. AR oUter UNms ar 1he Pl.nhaa. and a.le ~ fnc1ut1na Ill pitcr 
" Addltrit:luma nat C'IIDdllled -tlda Counla OIIIM'IIINIII f1lftWn Bia AJM ...... aid..._ ............ tti•tialm PIWNftt ........ ,.._ 
n lllll0Ullten.PIIP1 Olll'Ml11I 11 ._.__wmq .,..._.. • ...,.... .... r. ....-•pmcrlthbewntwOffw.. Lipan• 
o --=utlmtbyllalh pedl ... th'fa ~ le made an I~ pat dlha afcremanllonacl '°11all'llllftC • ... .. •• ._ ...... ._ letlllll ... rad an arllabw (drnr]: ____ .,.z_.~ .......... 1,...2----at-_..S..,:DQ ___ OA..M. 8 P.M • 
• tHaCluaf'Olllr MIii ia ...._ \D l'IIIYII Cllr*'lllf, ., 
• r::ua.JW.RV. £111N111V 8'lall be 1D h ....,..,._. .. !ting "'9.h Iha,,.._. al the ea.inr., 09v In per11:1n, bv mall, ....,,,.lie o, ~le 
• llrllrial11t1 o1.,,, .ra,.11 orfid!\81 ~ encl mrm,1m&aaion Gf anv algnld adgnll doo.nlll 4: BmoliwJOSbi1 of eny 1!o,lld flcalntia 
., ar lllll:l'Dl'llc lllldfflllllrall llhad" be dlecMd 11::t be .. m'f!tl n dlllvaly o,.,. Gtl&IML .. 
E lll!WIR_a«~ .t:ie«ft-"ir" 
: IIIUSI.------------------~------ ffll'IIII ____ CJ A.M. 0 P.M. 
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t.. RE .. 13 COUNTER OFFER#2 / - .;J ~,.aotc.) Ill THIS COUNTER OFFER SUPERSEDES ALL PRIOR COUNTER OFFERS 
JdlllhoMloOlalltllafllRU'Oll«* THIS IS A LEGALLY BINDING CONTRACT, READ iHF. ENTIRE DOCUMENT, INCLUDING ANY ATTACHMENTS, 
1',.IMo)r.t..i"'°""*J,W,, IF YOU HAVE ANY QUESTIONS, CONst.11...T YOUR ATTORNEY AND/OR ACCOUNTANT BEFORE SIGNING 
PAGE 01/01 
JULY 2011 t;Uf I IY 
Page 1 of 
Thi& Is a COUNTER OFFER to the Purchase and Sele Agreement Dated: .... 0.... 11 .... 0""'!,.../-=2=-=0=1 .... 2______________ _ 
~A=D=O~R=E=S=S~:=21=3=0==-Pma~x~a.t~~~a~n~~~~~v~e=-r-, ~M~c~C~a~l~l~,-==:tD;;;;;,_~e3~6~3~B=--~~~~~~~~~~~I0#:12715 
BUYER: Mr:. E. Pet::r:us 
SELLER: Ns.ngy Gentry S2Yd. 
The parties accept all of the terms and condlllons In the above-designated Purchase and Sale Agreement With the following changes: 
D this Is a SELLER counter offer. The saLER reserves the light to withdraw this offer or accept any other offers prior to the receipt of 
true copy of signed acceptance of th(& Counter Offer within the time frame specified herein. J 
)I Thfs la a BUYER counter offer. The undersigned BUYER reserves the right to withdrew this offer at any time prior to the receipt of 
true copy or signed acceptance of this Counter Offer within the time frame specified herein. 
1. Purchase ~1ae to be 800 000,00 
2. Upon ~alease of ~nsEaotion contingencies ear:nest money to be increase !?l $ 0,000.00 ~or a 
tota1 of $15,000.00. 
~..:. SelJing....!?!!!.ker8£lela~nt zecetves commission of 2\ ear executed RE-12 Compen•ation Agreement 
dated 1/3/2012. . 
4. Seller to eaY the 2012 yaar leaae fees, 
5. Seller to pay for a1l ~ransfer and dock fee$., 
6. Sellar to ptovide a hcffie Warrantee Plan not to exceed $500.00, 
?, ~UX@r_u~ll li.3.ll £0: the remainder of 2:2eane (fuel) in the tank as cf closing. Propane comaanx 
to calculate the rem1".nder c~ the propane (fuel). 
8, Buye~ will EBY for the ece~~e watex teat, 
~ectuc::.t:iviw_ . .;:,f:8;;;4~t.=..:.... ----,----:---:--=---:::..,----:-------.._-~-=----:--:--------------
10. P:ope~ty oo:r:ne=• ~o be ma~k&d :by a liaensed sw::vex._o~ and paid py the seller. 
11. Buxer & Sella~ agree to extend the acceptance §ate o~ Counter offer fl to 02/07/2012. 
To the extent the terms of this Counter Offer modify or conflict wHh any provisions of the Purchase and Sale Agreement Including all pri 
Addendums, the terms ln this Counter Offer shall control. All other terms of the Purchase and Sale Agreement Including all prl 
Addendums not modified by this Counter Offer shall remain the same. Buyer and Seller acknowledge the down payment Qndlor lo, 
amount on Page 1 of Purchase & Sale Agreement may change if purchase price 1s changed as part of this Counter Offer. Upon I 
execution by both parties. this agreement la made an Integral part of the aforementioned Agreement, 
If a signed aa:eptance Is not delivered on or before (date): _o;;;;..2,._/0"'"'9"""/""'2'""'0 ... 1 :t;;.:._ ______ at .... 1.... 1 ..... S_.9 ____ )(AM. DP. 
this Counter Offer shall be deemed to have expired, 
DELIVERY: Del/very shall be to the agent/broker working with the maker of the Counter Offer In person, by mall, facsimile or electror 
transmission of any signed orlglnel document, and retransmission of any signed orfglnal document. Retransmission Of any signed facslm 
or electronlc transmission shall be deemed to be the same as delivery of an orlglnal. 
SELLER Cate Ttme 0 A.M, 0 P. 
SELLER ---- Oate Time 0 A.M. 0 P. 
PUVl'!R-~ Date 02L07 /2012 iime f j; 'f j) >1 +f''b P. 
BUV!R Date Time 0 A,M. 0 P. 
1111! fll"tl t! Pdlll&d HldlllllbUIRd by lllt ldllha AalOCWIM « ~LTORst. IIIC. Toki l'ctffl l\.'lll b•l!ll d1111gn11d and II pn:r.idlld for UM by thl r..:11 ~,0111 pl'!lfU!lollll!s wt1CI llfl: 1'111:mtle!'I of Ille 
r,11111111111 A!Hldellan er Rl!AI.TORM!. USl5 !IV MN OTHER l'EMON IS PRO.Ul!Utt!D,. Copynoht Idaho AHCJCll!lcn of J;l.1\1.TOR~ lno, All riQI\I.'< ~JULV.2011 ED TION RE-13 COUNT!R OFFER . . , , . Paga 1 o 
lmpnny~ fa.tj>_~t; s!AAlt.x REM~ 9 SIN:PCFS-14634 ..... 1.J-J 1-..... .,~---.t - e-.&...-1...-, --
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1 This: Is• COt.JNTER OFFER ta tile PUrchaseand Sale Aoreamant.Dat.ed: ________ J.2.:1·8=-20:!14.1.412;...._ _____ _ 
:r 
ii ADDRESS: 2130 ~eve Pdve. McOall, ldaba 93638 10,: ____ .... 1 ... 22 ... 1~s.__ _ _ .. 
:r, To the exte.nl !he terms d 1hls COUntsr Ofrar modify or conflict With any pn:,visbla cf lhe Pumhaae and Sale Agreement lndudlng all prior 
.cc Addendums. lhe lenn• in this Counter o«.r shall control All olhas- tmms of the Pun::hne and Sale Ag,sement Including all prier 
"'' Addendum& not madlllalf by lhts Counl9r or&rrshaO remaln lbs ame. Buyer ad Seiter acffnowledge lh• down paymeqtamdlorloan 
"' amount on Pan•1 of Purchas• & SIiia Agn,amentm!!Jchangeif porchase price is.clurnvad es part oft&rs Coutller'Offer. Uporrlts 
.,u execu&on by biilh padim;. 1h18 lllilmlfflentis mads en rnlagral pmt ar the al'ommanlfoned AQiearrumL ... 
.ca If a s1gnac1 ace~ Is noc d81MmMlon or befDAI (Clare): z.73.,20,2 at 5:QQ CJA.M. 1B P .M. 
.ft &tis Counter Clfl'er aful1I be deemed m lte:Ye e,cpired. .. , 
.u DELIVERY; Cell'llet)' &haH he le the l!l;em/broker work.J119 with 1hs maker of the Counter Ofl'er In pelSC'ft. by malt, facs,lmlla or eledronlc 
• lmnsmlnlon or:anyafgruad arfgl'nal dacumont. and~ of any signed orfolnat documlfflt. Retransmlsslan cf anr algnad racsrmne 




















:¢,µ,_ Tlme 8:DO (JA..M. ~. 
Ttme Cl A.M. 0 P.M. 
nma CJ A.M. [] P.M. 
Tlme CJ A,M. C3 P.M, 
·~ 1,11"1,Alfl I """"'' .. ft •• .,..... ,,,.,. -· """ 
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• • '1/11::>7 -€ "I.),'( 
RE-13 COUNTER OFFER #4 c1.2.3etc.> 
PAGE: e11e1 
J.UJ.Ull.1.1..EOITIC 
Pige 1 o' 
THIS COUNTER OFFER SUPERSEDES ALL PRIOR COUNTER OFFERS 
ltf~.Ata:aell:lllt11tofltl!M1'Clllr THIS IS A LEGALLY BINDING CONTRACT, R!AO THE! ENTIRE DOCUMENT. INCI.UOING ANY ATTACHMENTS, 
:i,..™':~J".-'7,W. IF YOU HAVI; ANY QUESTIONS, CONSULT YOUR ATTORNEY AND!OR ACCOUNTANT BEFORE SIGNING. 
This Is a COUNTER OFFER to the Purchase and Sale Agreement Dated; Q.2LO_B.l2.012 ------------------
ADDRESS:2130 Payette Dtive, Mc:Ca11 1 :tD 83639 10#: 12715 
BUYER: tu. E . Pat.rua 
SELLER:]!!!'l~Y. Gent,;:y &oyd 
The parties accept all of the terms a('ld conditions in the above-designated Purchase and Sale Agreement with the following changes: 
O This Is a SELLER counter offer. The Sl:LLER reserves 1he rtgh1 to withdraw this offer or accept any other offers prior to the receipt of 
true copy of signed acceptance otthls Counter Offer within the lime frame specified herein. 
)l( This is a BUYER counter offer. The undersigned BUYER reserves the right to withdraw this offer st any time prior to the reeefpt of 
true copy of signed acceptance or this Counter Offer within the time frame $peclfied herein. 
1. Purchase priae to be $825,000. • 
!.:....P1:ioe to inol.ud11 At!. f~rdture, &J2P1i.anoas and attachman.ta. ~ents t:.o conrpi.1e an invQllto.:y 
list. 
~on release o~ i~spection contJ.ngenciee ea.i:nest money to be inareaaed by $10 1000 to bring.__ 
tha to~l~;z;onest money to ~1?~,.900. 00. ----""""'.'"--=--=-~--,,...------
.~. · Cooperating brokeraS(!S fees will be paid 12e:: c:oro.1;ensation ag:reement .!'fJ..th thEI sella:i: and 
cooperating brok!_~~S.~ .• ~9Ji~ements already in place with MCAR (Mountain Cenb:al Assoaiation of 
P.eal.to:cs) • ·-... ~~-----------------~----~-------------------6. ~e 2012 state lease £eee that have bee~ preF,aid wi11 be trai1aferred to the buyer. 
7, Seller to Pa% a!l ~ees(L~ase,Dock pe:=it & any other ineu:red fees) fteoeasa&Y for the st:ate 
transfe:r to ooau_r....,.,_...,.., ___ ~----~~------=-·-------~--------~-----------~ 
S. Saller to .. jmy £0~. the remai.ni.nq fuel :l.n tank, 
9. Sel.le~ t~ for tha water potable & p~oductivity teet. 
10. Sa11Qr to provid~ t~e wall. ch'iller's report buver. 
11, Seller will~~ to have the prope.i:ty oo:i::ners marked an~ any other pertinent su~t~-~o be 
oonducted f9!:....the closing o~ thit t.ransaceioft bY. a 11.canead surveyor. 
12. SellQr wil*,J?.!Y. for a home warrantea plan not to exoeed $500.00. 
;~,.. Closing to ba on or before 03/15/2012. --.. -----
~nd ~! Counter Of£er #4. 
_________ ,,.....,_..-........... .. , ________________________________ _ 
To the extent the terms of this Counter Offer modify or conflict with any provlstons of the Purchase and Sale Agreement Including all pri 
Addendums. the terms In this Counter Offer shall control. All other terms of the Purchase and Sale Agreement Including all prl, 
Addendums not modified by this Counter Offer shalt remain the same. Buyer and Seller acknowfedge the down payment and/or loe 
amount on Page 1 of Purchase & Sale Agritement may change If purchase price Is changed as part of this Counter Offer. Upon il 
execution by both parties, this agreement Is made an Integral part of the arorementroned Agreement. 
If a elgned acceptance Is not dellvered on or before (date); __ 0 __ 2__ 11 __ 1 __ 1_2 __ 0 .... 1_2 ________ at 12 Noon 
this Counter Offer shall be deemed to have expired. 
0 AM. ).Ct F3J 
DELIVERY: Delivery shall be to 1he agent/broker working with the maker of the Counter Offer In person, by mall, facalmlle or electron 
transmission of any signed original document, and retransmission of any signed origlnaf document. Retransmission of any signed facsfml 
or electronic transmtsslon shall be deemed to be the same H delivery of an original. 
SELL.ER Date Tnne QA.M. D P.r 
SELLER Oate Ttme 0 A.M. D P,f 
BUYER Date 02/10/2012 Time r: '-fl) ?:5;l A.M. OPJ 
BUYER Date Time 0 AN!, OP,f 
'!his lonn It. prlllllid Md dlffll!llllll:I by the ld11l111 (1Wldallon or R!ALTOJIU!rll>. loo. 'l'hl1 ll1rm hu llffll d~""'"'1d ""d J, pl'IMdad !or UM II)' Ille ffil\l otl11111 l)fQfonlanal• who are m1mlltfl ot Ula 
NlllklNII M~tl of ~·uw. TOFWO. U!E 9Y Am OTHllt PIIIWON IS PFtOHUfflliO. 0 Cq,yrfllht lrl-m Amolallon of f:IIIAI. TO~ In<:. All rlghi, ntHMSO, 
JULY 2D11 EO,TIQti RE-13 COUNTER OFFER Pa13t 1 r:il 
,n,panyi'U!l/MAX lleao:t. Realty S1N:PCl'5•146!4 
,vl,!Atf hv•K""'-tn P.llll':«"l"'t111nr REMAX 11 ,._ .. , ... "' ... •"·-•- .. ·- .... , .•• , ... , ............... _.,., .. ., 
488
Feb-11·2012 13:04 FrOIII-M:CALL RE~TATE 
too eted 3!YlS:I 1V311 11~::Jtt-0! 
e T-657 P.002/002 F-089 
££:£z ZlOZ-Ol.qe~ p8Al&::18U 





lt.l..flft __________________ Data ______ Time c:JA.M. QPJ 
MIR~ ~a1a.waot1 Tlffle.~A.U. OPJ 
fY&R _________ ...,..I __________ Timi D A.M. CJ PJ 
II 
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. RE-13 COUNTER OFFER# 5 C1,Utlle.) 
THIS COUNTER OFFER. SUPERSEDES ALL PRIOR COUNTER OFFERS 
TKIS IS A Uii1iiMJ. Y BINDING COHfflACT, R&N,) THE EJl'l"F!E DO<ltlHENT', INCUJmNG NtY AiTAClfaEN'l'S. 
IFYOONAVEJW\'CllJl:STIOICS,1.0HSIII.TTDUltATTORNEJ' A~ ,u::t;:OUNTJUfT!llEJ'ORESIGNING. 
• Thi$ b a COUNTER OFR::Rto'fhn PurchBSoand Salo Agreement Dnled: ________ ..... 2 ... ~.,..B-;,..2.!l:l"'"'-2--------
2 
, ADDRess. _______ 2..,.1 .... aa ...... P-a¥~etto ............. o .... nv ...• .... a.... M ..... GC..-.a .. 11 ....... 1a ... a ... ba ..... 63-6,..3..,a _______ toff: ____ _.1 .... 2 ... 11....,s ....... __ _ 
4 
$ BUVER: _____ ~~-----------~M~r ...... 5-P~~~1ru-..a~-~--~~~--------~ 
SB.LER: _______________ _,Nwacu.o.u.cr.,_,.Gl.liiea1..1.atu.,cy;:r.,;~-VP""'----------------
:u To the e:dmrt tt1e tarms or ltlls Counler orrsr modify or conlllct wi1h any pmv!slmls of !he Purchase and Sala Agraemant lnc!udJnit all prior 
1111 Mdenduma, the lenmJ m this Cotml'er Offef' uhall conltol, AIJ other lvmw or Iha Purchaao and sale Agnsamant including sll prier 
,, Adderdums not madilled by fhla Couatar Ol!'l!r eh all remarn ffttt same. Bll)'ffr and Seller acbtall!lfedg~ lh& down payment and/ot loan 
«z amount on Pago 1 of Pul"l!hua & Sale Aeni=nanl may change U' s,udlas& price Is changed as part of this Counter Ofer. Upon 11s 
a cca;icufion ~ bath parlin, lhlc agmement is modo an fntagr.11 partorth11 aforementioned Agreement 
.s If o dpd ~:anco lo notdAllvorad Mor bofdra (dola)r _____ 2.._-.. 1:z:,..-... 2 ... Qj_...2..._ ___ al __ _..S..,,;Q.,.O'-'- ClA.M. 181 P.M. 
... this counter orrer shaft be deemed ID have expired. 
,1 
Dam Tim~ 3 :Sc:, 
SEt.~ __________________ Date _______ Time _____ o A.M. 0 P.M. 
E!IJYER __________________ Date _______ Time _____ [J A.M. [J P,M. 
BUYER Date Time O A.M. Cl P.M.. 




PETRUS e tO"' 'I 16 ...> f 1..1 • ,,.- 0 PAGE . 01/ 01 
RE .. 13 COUNTER OFFER #6 {1,2,3etc,) rl!lgo 1 of 
THIS COUNTER OFFER SUPERSEDES ALL PRIOR COUNTER OFFERS 
IIIWJOII&" Tr!ISISA LEGALLYBINOING CONTRACT, READ THE ENTIRE DOCUMENT, INCLUDING ANYATTAOHMENTS 
wMw, IF YOU HAV1;ANV QUESTIONS, CONSULT YOUR AffORNEY AND/OR ACCOUNTANT BEFORE SIGNING. 
This ts a COUNTER OFFER to the Purchase and Sale Agreement Dated: 0210~.o,:.::1...,2..._ _____________ _ 
ADDRESS:2130 Payette D~~vee McCal1, Idaho 93638 
BUYER:~. E. Pet::ua 
10ft: 12715 
SELLER: Naney Gen:.::::m~..::S,:.::o:..i:Y~d----------------------------------
The parties accept alt of the terms and conditions In the above-desigr,ated Purchase and Sale Agreement With the following ehanges: 
O This Is a SELLER counter offer. The SeLL!:R reserves the right to withdraw this offer or accept any other offers prior to the receipt 01 
J!:Ye copy of signed acceptance of this Counter Oflerwlthln the time frame specified herein. 
~ Thts 19 a BUYER counter offer. The undersigned BUYER reserves the right to Withdraw this offer at any time prior to the receipt of 
true copy of signed acceptance of this Counter Offer within the time frame specified herein. 
1. Purchase price to be$ 837,000. Thia p~iae to inaluda a11 £urnishinqs, aERliances, house hold 
kitchen items, linena etc, ~ants to make a invento:y list. 
2. Suyet to hava 20 business day§ for du~ di1igenoe and to ao!!Pl&te inspect.ions. 
3. Closin~_tc be on or be£c:e 03/16/2012. 
4 . Upon :releas~ o~ ingpeeti~n conting:enciee sa:ncast: mciney to be 5-hc:r:eased l;!Y, $ 10_1 000 •. 00 to 
bring, thG total ea~neat ~oney to$ 15c000,00. • 
5, Co~e~ating at:'okerage fees will be ~aid pe~-c~ensation ag_eem.ent with tha selle= and _ 
9oopei:atini;r~ Srokei:aszra A~!i!!a!.ent& a1J:eady i.n place wi.th Mountain cen.tra1 Associatio__p. 0£ Rea:i,.to:r:e,. 
p. Bµxer to pay ~a.lance 0~2012 lease fees due for the period from Jttl.y 1, 201~ through 
12-.31-2012. 
7, Seller to e.ay dock, lease t:t:ansfe2: fees. _ 
S. Seller will. l'!-Ot inc::l.ude a Some War::;mt;y Plan j..n th:l.a t.=anaacti.on. 
9 • J?~ane ....!!!_tank t:o be i:nol.udad '1. t no add.i tional aost to buya: . 
10. SelJ.al:' to 2a:l fo:t: water :e2,.ta.bilig: teat. .. 
11, Sell.er will prov~de a og?Y of the Wel1 Driller'; reeort to the buye: which includes we11 
produ.c:t.ivi'l:Y t:est .reeort .• 
~-Selle:: will '.t!.!Y to have ;e~ope1:ty ao::ne.:s marked by_ a s~~o:. 
13. Se11er will not ~a~ for a survey but w~ll provide a COJ?X 0£ the moat ~eoant eu:t"VeY =0!2lete1 
.i~ 1998 on behalf tha tdaho D!Pa=-t.m.ent of Lands wb:ioh found no isaues wi.th .prope:t.y lines. , 
!!:_.Buy,u: & Seller agree to extend the response t:ime fo,: Counter Off'er # 1 to 02,09/2012, 
15, Sello: :r:e~ection 0£ counter Offer f 4 dated 02/10/2012 is he:ebY wil:hcb:awn, 
16, ~1ma for reaponse to Counter O~fe:r: # 4 date~ 02/10/2012 is extended tc 02/16[2012. 
!:51d cf Count~:r: O'ff"""'e=:r=-.:;,;..;:6:.;. _________________________________ _ 
To the extent the terms of this Counter Off$r modify or conflict with eny provisions of the Purchase and Sale Agreemeot Including ell 1 
Addendums, the terms In this Counter Offer shall control. All other terms of the Purchase and Sale Agreement including ell f 
Addendums not modified by this Counter Offer shall remain the same. Buyer and Seller acknowledge the down payment and/or 1 
amount on Page 1 of Purehsse & Sale Agreement may change If purchase price Is changed as part of this counter Offer, Upoi 
execution by both parties, this agreement Is made an Integral part of the aforementioned Agreement. 
If a signed acceptance Is not delivered on or before (dale): ~0 ... 2~/1::.;6:;.::l ... 2;..:;0.::1.::::.2 ________ at 12. oo Noon 
this Counter Offer ehall be deemed lo have expired. 
OA.M. )i( 
DELIVERY; Delivery shall be to the agentJbroker working with the maker of the Counter Offer In person, by mall, facslmlle or electi 
transmission of any signed otlglnal document, and retransmission of any signed orlglnel document. Retransmission of any signed facs 
ot electronic transmission shall be deemed to be the same as delivery of an origins!. 
SELLER.,/...----------~----- Date------ 11me ___ 0 A.M. 0 ::~:R~g~"--"l-u ____ : ____ .... =:_::.-2-,-1-s1_2_0_12---:::_LR:oe, JL 
BUYER _____________ Date------- Time _____ O A.M. O 
Thi, l'o!1'1'\ 11 p,lrtfcod llffll dlfldt,Mlflll tivlhn ldllho MIOO!atlctl er Rl!AI. TOR911!, ~ 'lllhlfal!II IIM bQOlldellQIIIIII llM IJ!fflJ'lded l'otUH by ll!n 1'6lll lll!IIIO Pl'OfOUlOIIIIJ w~ 111•msmbln of th(i 
Nllllonal A:>llbdl!llon ol REAi.TORN. USE l:IY AtfY OTH!:ll PERSON IS PROHIBITEC. 0 Cc~(lllt ldllllo /\,!DClll!lon of Rlil\L.T~ Inc. All llgh!J fQ.'ll!Mld 
JUL:Y 20'11 fiPITIQ~ RE-13 COUNTER OFFBR . Page 
:ompany~MMt R.esort Raal.:!;Y REMAX 
14 
S/N~C.!'5-14.ilJ 
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Feb 24 12 05:38p Nanoy Boyd e p.1 
ADDENDUM '/I. __ ___., ___ .{All m:ldendums shatt Ile numbe.md S41qUlmf1ally.} 
RE•11 ADDENDUM 
t Da1e:__ 2"22-2(112 
2 
:s 1lD IS an ADDENDUM 10 th9, l8J Purchll.M and Salt, Agn,e.m,lnl O other 
• (·Addendtlm• mains lhal lbw lnl'omraUan befow la .added materiel for lha~-a-g,-e-mtt_et1_l "!'{$1-1C-,)ll~11s--=-ns"'!'~-ar_d..,..a.a;1xct1;.,p~U-cm-s""} -DMIOt....,.,.-mt-ana_fha.._ ... ,o-nn-ls-
11 being uaad to chanoa, CDffl!ltl or relllle h apera11nt {aach .~ modl!JcaGan, mtdiflO'l'I or deletion or a ta.rm)). 
II 
7 AGREEMENTDATEDt 1...'\.2012 • • ID# 12:Z15 
II 
o ADDm:SS: 21:an Pa)l.mte.Qrtve, MePafl 10 OM3B 
10 
11 SU\'ER(SJ: Mr E Paln1S 
1:'I 
,a SELt.ER{S]:. ______________ _.N .... e ... n~ ....... Ge ......... n ... tty~Bx.a~~--------------
t• 
11 The undarsklned ~.htmJPV &fP9!! aa follows: • 
• ., • 111 · .exbJbff.A;.2:13flpayeue DEN:s l:>CQJUdeO •tams I tst aad 3fi acccunpanyfnp ~ am bemtn Jm:ilu:dg,;f by reremngg lo the ---· _ 



























a To lhe exrant tne terms of Ulfs ADDENDUM ~ or oonlllct wilh any provildcns of Ille Pumhase end Sele /\grt,$m«nt lncluclng all prier 
<111 Addandums or Counter Ofl'ars. these tatms &hall control. All alhar t1rmc af lhe Purchase and Sale Agreement Including all prior 
so Addendum• ar counter onua m raodfflod t,y Otis. AQIJENDUM eftafl l'MMift th• sama. Upon Its llOCl!ICUtlcin by both ~ thk. sgnier,aant ,1 Is made an lnler,al part of fte. af'arementlonad A;reement. 
R 
$:l M BUYli!R.: ___________________________ Da\r. ___________ _ 
l!S 
.!i& BUYER:---------------------------0.te: ___________ _ 
o .. ,,... nn, 
493
:eb 24 12 06:3Bp Nancy Boyd e p,2 
ExhibitA: 2130 Payette Drive Excluded Items List 
1. AlEantry items_. all clothing, all medicine cabinet items 
2. 3 Pi sin den next to hanging mirror 
3. C puterand peripherals in den 
4. All books, CDs, and DVDs 
5.. Large painting in front entry hall 
6. Bronze statue of deer on living room coffee table 
7. Plants and pottery on each sidt, afmain deck French doors 
8. Pictures above plants on each sfde of main deck French door. 
9. Dining roam table ~t"'°l+E-t' 
10, Top four shelves of dishes on both right and leftbwlt-in cab nets above pf&(: t'ds.kin 
dining room. All dishes in center cabinet above.pl4 i? f .± ~ c!.tP/UIA..-tE;.. 
_ --·· .... ~ ·~-+J~~~~~!I,.? fig wall hanJti!1g in ~~en 
12. Tin "Tront'' basket on center island 
13, TJu flower basket In laundry room 
14. Triangle table in Gllest Apartment 
15. Chair and ottoman in Guest apartment Uvfng room . 
16. Small nat screen TV and peripherals in Guest Apartment bedroom 
17. All monogram towel sets 
18. Isaac Walton "Coffee Table .. chest in upstairs master bedroom • 
1~.18 patio/deckchairs-light gray 
20. 3 patio/deck tables and small deck tables 
21, Main level master bedroom TV and peripherals including DVD/DVR player 
22. Hunting scene picture In hallway outside main level master 
23. 3 hurricane lamps on table behind couch in living room 
24. All food and alcohol. 
25. Snow Blower on deck 
26. Richard Murray framed horse picture in dining room 
1.7, Four Bicycles OT less depending on truck apace 
28. Bicycle helmets 
29. Fly fishing poles and fishing gear 
30. Two large beige deck umbrellas 
31. Oil Palntmg•Cattfe drioking° in living room 
32. Copper pot by f1replace. 
33. Dog picture above fireplace ( -:jl::.' ) 
34:Shail aad otti:11aw1 is Ciiest apat •nent ~"""'- tt,o / 5 
Buyer. _____ •____ Date ____ Seller /Jt141P7; &4j; A~ Daw~/12--


















02/24/2812 14:27 760230~ PETRUS e PAGE 01/01 
AODcNOUM#2 .._. _____ _ _ (All addendums. 9hall ba num~IJ!d~,pe~;, i. Q 
RE-11 ADDENDUM ~ i fo ~ ~ --,; ~c;> 
.1111 V.2Qi' EJjlIIQ 
Psge 1 of 
Date: Q2/26/201~ 
THIS IS A LeGAl.l. Y BINDING CONTRACT, READ THI! ENTIRE OOCUMENT, INCI.UOING ANY ATTACHMENTS, 
IF YOU HAVE A_NV QUESTIONS, CONSULT YOUR ATTORNEY AND/OR ACCOUNTANT &EFORE SIGNING. 
(a 
""''= 
This ls an ADDENDUM to the O Purchase and Sale Agreement l8(other Addendum 4t l, 
("Addendum• means that the Information below Is added materlsl for t7:':'l'l".'."e-a".'."gr-:e-:-em:-:-'."en~l:-:{~e-uc'--=h-a-s-l:-:-ls-=1-s-o-r -=-de_s_o-rl-p~tio_n_s-:J-an_d_/_or_m_H_n_s_t-he-fo_r_m_le 
being used to change, correct or revise the agreement {such as modlnc:aUon, addition or deletion of a term}). 
AG~EeMENT DATE:D: ... o..;;;;.1._/0;;.;:3;;.:./...;;2;.;;0.;;;;1..;;;;.2 ___________ 10 #12715 
.......... #' -- .... _ 
ADDRESS: 2130 Payette Or. McCalJ..,_...m......!3j~~-- ------
BUYER(S): Mr, E. .Petrus 
SELLER(S): Nanoy Gent:r;Y, Bo_.._Yd.;;.... ____________________ _ 
The undsrslgned parties hereby agree as follows: 
1. Fet Xxhibit A: 2130 Payette nr1ve Excluded Items List: 
~YY.er he!:'el:!y inc1udes the follow;i.ng in-the aale: . --·-----------------
a. I.t.em. # 91 Dini.ng Room. Tl\tble. -:,---.,--,,----::,-,--:------.....,..-,-.--.,.,,,.......,.---,....,...---,-. 
b. :tt;ein # 19,20,30: 18 l'at.io7ct!~k chra.i:r:s-lig:ht gx-ay, 3 Patio/Deck: tables and SD1B+.d-, d.eck .. t~l,,S/!l.t •. ~ 
Two :J..f!.li.'i!& beige deek wnb:t<ell.aa. ...~ ----------------
d. Item #' 18: Isaac Walton 11Co£~ee Tab1e 11 ohest in upstairs master room.:.., •. _.···--··-
2. Cloaihg date to be on or before 03L30/2012. Thia will allow the sell~r suff~c-~i-e-n~t-ti-·m-e-t'o 
remove the remainde~ ~tems 1istad in Exhib!~2130 Payette D~ive Exc1uded Items L~at, 
exoludin.9. items in lines 18 th~u 21 abQVe. 
End of Mderidum -ff':·- .... ---··-----------41,f---------- -·---------_____ ...._._ .. __ ·--------------· ----------------------,, ....... ,, ,,_.. .. ·----
----------------------------.. h"""' .. _________________ _ 
---••-,.11,~•-•M•-"""''° .... .._ _ .. ___________ ~-----------------------------
_____ , ___________ _ 
------------· ----------------------·-----------·----------- ----------··""'"'--_______ _, __ ..... ,. _______ _ 
--------,···------ .... ____________ , .,. ... ""'''-• 
-- .. -·-·--·-·· .. ·-·--------·--------·-- . .. ... - -· - ...... -------------------,-------·------------·- .. ··-
- ,_,,. ....... ~-- .. ·---------·-------
To the extent the terms or this ADDENDUM modify or confHct with any provisions cf the Purchase and Sale Agreement Including all prh 
Addendums or Counter Offers, these terms shall control. All other terms of the Purchase and Sale Agreement tncludlng all prh 
Addendmns or counter Offers not modified by this ADDENDUM shall remain the sarne. Upon Its execution 'r:1'/ both parties, this agreeme1 lsmad~anmmg)~2: 
BUYER.~~"""=-==========~-----Date: ..... 0 __ 2/""""2'""'6..._/ ..... 20"""1 __ 2 ___ _ 
BUYER: -·- Date:----------
SELLER: __ _ ------- Date: _________ _ 
SELLER: --------------------- ---------Date: ___________ _ 
tnta tonn ts pl'lnl•d 11nd dlttrlbulffd hy 1h11 1~11110 A11ocf11l,M or REAL TORSC. Inc. TIii:. fo1m no, baoo d<>,tgMd en11 :~ 11rovtdl!d rot c.t11e1 by 1111, mlll e11taic pl'Olostlol'lll'D who nro memnera M tn 
Natlmal A,roe!nllan of Rli/\L 'ltlRSCI. ti$& B'f AN'!' OTWER P!RSON IS PRCHIBITliD,Cl Cm•lghl lll:IM llt,0¢1a\!Ott (lf Rl!AI.TO~S4'J. Irie. 1111 l\l~l1 rtaeNtd. 
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:eb 29 12 04:2Bp Nancy Boyd e p.1 
• -r AGREEMENTDAT&O: ______ j...,.3 .. --z ... m ... :a: __ . _____ ID# ________ ..,.12_V._...p,__ _____ _ 
II 
o ADDRESS:-. ___________ ___.21 ......... a .... a .... e .... ayene~......,o-w ......... e.... Mc......,catt ...... , .... JP .... zt .... 363 ......... a'-------------,, 
tt SUYER(SJ; ________________ JMwt .... , eliioee..:il:.1G!NW.M.a.S----------------
12 
,:a S&LLER(S): ______________ .;.;.~u.auDl;~)!::..iiG.ua~a""tty:;,...Bllwu,a~iM---------------
24 Bu;ver fa abtafn Jnmll'8DM hinder an QfflPA"W affeatlm as o!dafiuJf.cta.slng and a,m,dtng 
u SDIIAc Jc bu:H:um:nhsu ibll buyer oc aew;omu,: at GJJ¥ lfebffl~DOt Bmlted to lbd, fim r>mRnst ioJtlt¥ at ahY obt unfootseeo 
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a To Iha imont tha 4arms of this ADDENDUM modify at conmct with any pl'Oll19roni. of the Ptl1'Chase and Sale Agreement lnoludfng all pries" 
4fl Addant:ltnna or Counter Ofrers, lhese tarma shall cantn>L All other tttms cf Iha Purchase and Sara Aaroament includ"mfl all prior 
sa Addcndwms or Counter Offer.a nohnodmed by this ADDENDUM .$haft remain ihcsame. Upct1 is~ by both ~rffec. lhlsl agreement 
s1 Is made an li'llegral part .of lhe aforementioned Agreement. 
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u BUYER.:--------------------------Dme::: ___________ _ 
u 
ea BUY.t!R.:--------------------------Date:------------
~ SEUER: Ll~"cr ~ ~ .. ~___....~ ...... U ...... ;i.~'t ,...... a, ............ 1;.-__ 
11 8ELL&lt: -· 11ate: __ ....,.. ______ ,...........,._ 
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~DDENDUM # -"--·-------------·----------- (All addendums shall be numbered sequentlany.) 
JULY2oq EOITtON 
Page 1 of 1 
THIS IS A LEGALLY BINDING CONTRACT. READ THE ENTIRE OOCUMENT. INCLUOING ANY ATTACHMENTS. 
G:r ---·-
RE-11 ADDENDUM 
IF YOU HAVE ANY QUESTIONS, CONSULT YOUR ATTORNEY AND/OR ACCOUNTANT BEFORE SIGNING. 
Date: 03/02/2012 
This Is an ADDENDUM to the lJi\' Purchase and Sale Agreement O Other ,,_;-..a ___ n---ci_A;.;.d=-d=--e---n-'-'dc.cwn~.;;#c.;;;l~----,......,.--::----,.:------,---
(' Addendum• means that the'i~ormation below is added material for the agreement (such as lists or descriptions} and/or means the form is 
being used to change, correct or revise the agreement (such as modification, addition or deletion of a term}). 
AGREEMENT DATED: 01/93/2012 ID #127.15,,,. 
AODRESS:2130 Payette Dr. McCall, ID 83638 
BUYER{S): =..:=--=-=--=-=-==-==----------------~~--------------
SELLER(S): Naney Gent;:y Botd. 
The undersigned parties hereby agree as follows: 
!_: Mr. E, Petrus assigns the Purchase & Sale Asreement ID# 12715 and all pertinent 
documentation associated with this contract unto "Petrus Family Trust dated 5/1/91", 
~. Per paragraph 3, lines 27 thru 31, of the Purchase & Sale Agreement, buyer has 7 business days 
to --~rgy!_~..!_!yidence of sufficient funds to close this transaction. -----···----------------··-----··· 
3. Terms and conditions set out in Pu:c"chase and Sale ASJ!'eement and seller sigped Addendtun ffl 
dated 2/22/12 and amended in buyer signed Addendum #2 dated 2726/12 are included in th! contract 
herein by reference and are subject to the following modifications: 
a. Due dili ence to be in the s da after this Addendum is executed. 
b. Clos in to be on or before - , , -- · · ·- · ··--·-----·-------
c. Seller to have five S) calen ar rom closing to remove excluded items. 
d. S~yer .~!:.-~ers agent to conduct a_~nal_post-closing walk-thru of the home five daY-s after 
closing and J!roy~A~ _'!fl~!:!n. cti;:c,eEtanca within one bus;E,_~s da~ of the oondit;ion ~f the _home _a_n_d __ , 
confirmation of the removal of all excluded items agreed upgn b}".Jlll_R!.rties, ·-~------··------
e. Buyer to obtain in~urance bi_l!S!!.!'...,.9!t . ..P~!?J?!r~!J;_;~J:ive as of date of closing and recordinS[. 
f. Seller to hold harmless the ~~-o..;:_~!_t!.__o~:;:__c,f any liabilit;t: not limited to theft, fire, 
12ersonal !nj_p._g_ or_~.-.!?~llt!;:-_unfcm~11~een circumstance for a _:period of five. calendar days from 
~ate of_closing and recording. 
g. Each party to bear their own attorney•s fees and costs associated with the Purchase & Sale 
reement and or with this trans&etion in an wa:. 
4. All Trust, financial and or proof of funds information is to be treated as strictlz 
confidential and shall not he shared or disclosed to any third parties and. all such information 
shall be returned to Buyer at closing.End of Addendt.m1 # 4. 
To the extent the terms of this ADDENDUM modify or conflict with any provisions of the Purchase and Sale Agreement rncluding atl prior 
Addendums or Counter Offers, these terms shall control. All other terms of the Purchase and Sale Agreement including all prior 
Addendums or Counter Offers not modified by this ADDENDUM shall remain the same. Upon Its execution by both parties, this agreement 
is made an integral part of the aforementioned Agreement. 
BUYER:--------------------------- Date: 03/02/2012 
BUYER:---------------------------- Date: ____________ _ 
SELLER: ___________________________ Date: ___________ _ 
SELLER: ______________ _ ----------Date: _____________ _ 
This IOlln Is prlntad and dl•trlbultd by lhe Idaho Asaoclation of REALTORS/Ii, Inc. Thie foJm has been designed and Is provided lor use by Iha rear es1a10 pro!eaalonsls who a1& membets of Iha 
National Assoclallon of AEALTOflSQl USE BY ANY OTHER PERSON IS PROHtBITED.C Copyright Idaho Asaociatlon of REAi.TOR~ Inc. AB righ!!I reserved, 
JULY 2011 EDITION RE·11 ADDENDUM Pa 1 of 1 
Company:RE/MAX Resort Realty 
Provided by: Kevin Batchelor REMAX 29 
S/N:;ecE5-J4634 
Printed u1ia: S0l1w..-c rtnm Pmfc.,lonal Comrulor l'onn, Co v 7/11 
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02/29/2812 10:59 PETRUS e PAGE 01/05 
t.. ADD EN OUM# ~4 ______ CAii addendums shall be numbered se<1uentlally.) 
fat. RE-11 ADDENDUM 
ldtl!lbJIAIOllltlJlflnOfll'IM.TOi!t THIS IS A LEGALLY BINOING CONTRACT, Rl!AD THE ENTIRE DOCUMENT, INCLUDING ANY ATTACl-!MENTS, 
11, l,Jhjrrt.tn.,,.v";.U.,. IF YOU HAVE ANY QUESTIONS. CONSUi. T YOUR ATTORNEY ANO/OR ACCOUNTANT eeFORE SIGNING, 
:!!dJ.f 4u1 I LUtlUw! 
PagG 1 or 
Ci =--
ale: 03/02/~;:!,0a:;12=._ _______________ ~------------------------
his Is an ADDENDUM ta the )(Purcha&a and Sale Agreement D Other _.;;;.a;.::;.;nc:;;d;...;Ad=d ....e.;;;.n;;.;;.d~um= ... *::..::3;..... __________ . __ _ 
'Addendum• meaM that the lnformellon below is added meterlal for the .!greement (such as l!ste or descriptions} and/or means the form la 
elng used to chsnge, correct or revl!le the agreement (such l'S modification, addition or deleUon of a term}). 
1GRl:eMENT OATED:.P1/C3/2012 10#12715 
\DORESS:2130 Payette Pt. MoCa1l, IO 83638 
3UYE~(S): Mr, 1!:. Petrus 
,ELLER(S): Nan~....;s;;;.;oy;;a.;d;;.. ___________ . ______ • ________ ~----··--· 
-~--·--------------------·-----------------
To the extent the terms of this ADDENDUM modify or conflict with any provision• of the Purchase and Sale Agreement tncludlng all prh 
Addemlums or Counter Offers, these terms shall control. All other terms of the Purcha$e and Sate Agreement Including all pric 
Addendums or Counter Offers not modified by this ADDENDUM shall remain tha same. Upon Its execution by both parties, this agreemei 
Is made an Integral part of the aforementioned Agreement. 
BUYE~ ~ ~,J',v;bf\~ .Data:03/o•.qm 
BUVeR: ~~;;j[,i ,~fr-J~J F~ioJ;t;f,Je:tif/...._1...,_,,,/, __ . __ 
SELLER: _______________ ---------------- Date: __ _ 
SELLER: __________ ,___________________ Date: ___ -----·---
Thia ,~m1 tr p11n11d 1111dr11111111ut11d bfth• fd11h11 A.Uoc!11Uo11 orREALTOFISGII, vic .. Tlllll form hat b..cn acer;nad Md i.1:1rovllll:d foruae bylhe relll 11tl1!c p111r•sslefllllt WIIO arc met1111e11 ol 1h 
NallOnlll /\IISOClllfon 4'f RW TO~- use BY ANY OTHl!R PSRSON IS PROHIIIITED. C c:opynpl11 (dpha /\llt.Ccllll~ 01 R!AL TORSIII\ Inc. All r!Qhl.t l'Hll!lll(I. 
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RE-11 ADDENDUM 
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ORl!s&: B,1§0 Pffltl.it• D:.e, MQQAll, :tn 8.H38 
VSR(9): ~-• II. tat:!u! • 
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th~ extwrt the tarme or thJt AOOENOUM mOdlt/ or confllct. with al'!)' provl8font. of the Purcha• and Sale Agrtlment 1naf udln; ell prh 
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dendun-111 or Ooudttr Off'cHs not rnodtned bf fhfs AOOeNDUM shall remafn the same. Ur.,ori It& ~flon by both piuttes, tnra agreiemei 
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,oDEN DU M # 5 __ ···--········-···-·- (All addendums shall be numbered sequentially.) 
RE-11 ADDENDUM 
I 
JULY 2011 EQIJIQt:l 
Page 1 of 1 
THIS IS A LEGALLY BINDING CONTRACT, READ THE ENTIRE DOCUMENT, INCLUDING ANY ATTACHMENTS. 
IF YOU HAVE ANY QUESTIONS, CONSULT YOUR ATIORNEY ANO/OR ACCOUNTANT BEFORE SIGNING. 
Date: 03/18/2012 
This is an ADDENDUM to the ¥ Purchase and Sale Agreement C Other ___ -· 
{"Addendum• means that thein1ormation below is added material for the agreement (such as lists or descriptions} and/or means the form is 
being used to change, correct or revise the agreement {such as modification, addition or deletion of a term)). 
AGREEMENT DATED: 01/03/20.12 ... 
ADORESS:2130 Payette Dr. MeCall, ID 83638 
BUYER(S}: Petrus Family Trust Dated 5/1/91 
SELLER(S): Nancy Gentry Boyd 
The undersigned parties hereby agree as follows: 
1. Per letter dated Marcli 16, 2012 from "Al Heating & Air Conditioning", see attached Exhibit #l, 
the three sides of the air conditioning enclosure must be removed. 
2. The inspection of the air condition units will be conducted once the three sides have been 
removed, see exhibit #1 
3. Exhibit# 2, Inspection Report: · · 
a. Page ll, Paragraph 4.1, Upstairs master bedroom inside of the right hand side of the door 
entrance, the drywall needs to be repaired by a qualified specialist and painted. 
b. Paragraph 4.1, the entrance door into the apartment bedroom, right hand side, the drywall 
has separated completely from the post allowing daylight to shine through. This needs to be 
repaired by a qualified specialist and painted. 
c:. yage 18 & 29, ParagnpA 6.4, The_propane line needs to_be capped off PJ:'Opj!rly. 
~L Page l4 & 28, Para9E!Ji!h_S.O, buY-e~_he;:~r_wa~~es_ .. ~J:- issue. 
4. Mr. Scott Corkill, Department of Lands, is issuing a letter to the Hazzards regarding the 
encroachment permit for their water line. Encroachment permit may need to be rescinded if not 
properly permitted. Waiting response to Mr. Corkill•s letter. 
S. Interior o_f hOl:!l_! _!1~.! .. f';)E,r .. ar!las. where _ _1:Jic:tures were removed and not .. 1-:!.!S_;!d_<;>_~.J::he . excl.usion 
list that was not included per Exhigit # A of addendum #1 & #2. suxer requests items be returned 
or identified. 
End of Adden<ium'lf-5 
----------------------------·-------------....... _.. _________ _ 
To the extent the terms of this ADDENDUM modify or conflict with any provisions of the Purchase and Sale Agreement including all prior 
Addendums or Counter Offers, these terms shall control. All other terms of the Purchase and Sale Agreement including ell prior 
Addendums or Counter Offers not modified by this ADDENDUM shall remain the same. Upon its execution by both parties, this agreement 
Is made an Integral part of the aforementioned Agreement. . -/. L 
C?Af? ~ 7 .- --- - . - ~ cy· J: -; f/d:-v_;ii Bl 'l"1',,.-
auYER: ~~{/\, P/.-::::) CZ> ) j .J:= /:: CJ( re. 1"1, 5, /""Li...,:z;L.._ Date:_0~3/_1_8-/2_0_1_2 ______ _ 
BUYER:------------'---------------- Date: ___________ _ 
SELLER: ___________________________ Date: ___________ _ 
SELLER: ___________________________ Date: ___________ _ 
Thia form Is printed ancl dlalrlbulad by the Idaho Auocialion ol REALTORS$, Inc. This lorm hns t>ten de1lgn11d 11nd 11 provided for use by lh• real eetate profasalonals who are member& of Iha 
National Auoc:latlon ol ReAt.TORSe. USE BY AHY OTHER PERSON IS PROHIBITED. C> Copyright ldal¥:I Association ol REALTORS.. !ne:. A!! rights merwd. 
JULY 2Qll EQIIfQN RE·11 ADDENDUM Page 1 of 1 
Company:RE/MAX Resort Realty 
Provided by: Kevin Batchelor RFMAX 34 
S/N:pcFS-14634 





Michael Wood [mlchael.mccarrrealtor@gmail.comJ 
Friday, March 16, 20121:12 PM 
To: Kevin Batchelor 
Subject: Fwd: 2130 Payette Drive 
Begin forwarded message: 
From: "A1 Heat" <A1heat@frontiernet.net> 
Date: March 16, 20i 2 7:50:42 AM MDT 
To: <Michael. wood@mocaJlreaf estate .com> 
Subject: 2130 Payette Drive 
Hello Michael, 
The heat pumps at the residence have a cover built around them. The cover is used for 
noise dampening. With the current cover the heat pumps are not accessible. The front and 
sides need to be removed not for access, but also for the heat pumps to run correctly and 
efficiently. The roof needs to also be four feet above the top of the heat pumps to allow 
proper ventilation of units while they are running. 
Dan Lish 
Valley County Service Tech 
A-1 Heating & Air Conditioning 
155 Commerce St 
McCall, Idaho 83638 














addressee(s) named above or may contain information that is legally privileged. If you are 
not the intended addressee, or the person responsible for delivering it to the intended 
addressee, 
you are hereby notified that reading, disseminating, distributing or copying this message is 
strictly 
prohibited. If you have received thls message by mistake, please immediately notify me by 













2130 Payette Dr. 
Property Address: 
2130 Payette Dr. 
McCall ID 83638 
2130 Payette Dr. 
Homecraft Home Inspections 
Todd McKenna 
P .0. Box 1264, McCall 10.,83638 
..... , I 
Home' 
5 a, rv1ces 
REMAX 37- _ • • • _ • • •••. _. 
Page I of 3 l 
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4.1 There are some settling cracks throughout the home, which Is typical for the age of the home. Some of 
the cracks though are large enough that they should be addressed. such as the crack in the upstairs master 
bedroom. Also the doorway leading to the apartment bedroom has had the drywall pull completely away from 
the post allowing daylight to shine through, that will need to be addressed. All in all the drywall ls In very good 
shape beyond the typical settling cracks. 
4.2. 
4.2 Picture 1 Hardwood flooring 4.2 Picture 2 TIie flooring 
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. · 2130 Payette Dr. / HomecraAame Inspections I Todd McKenna Page 14 of3J 
5.0 There are signs of ant Intrusion that should be addressed(Picture 1-3). I would recommend a certified 
exterminator be contacted. There is also some signs of spring run off in the crawlspace(Picture 4,5), which rs 
typical for the area. It should be monitored each spring to see if a sump needs to be Installed. 
5.0 Picture 1 Ant signs 5.0 Picture 2 Ant signs 
5.0 Picture 3 Ant signs 5.0 Picture 4 Past moisture signs 
5.0 Picture 5 Water signs 
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, · 2130 Payette Dr./ Homecrafttlme Inspections/ Todd McKenna Page 18 of 31 
6.4 There is what appears to be a line for an exterior gas BBQ that is laying in the crawlspace. It should be 
capped off properly. 
6.4 Picture 1 Needs proper cap 
6.5 Located on the side of the garage. 
6.5 Picture 1 Propane shut off 
The plumblng In lhe home was inspected end reported on with the abow infonnalion. Whlle the inspe-ctor makes every effort to find all 
areas of concern, some areas can go unnoticed. Washing machine drain line for example cannot be checked for leaks or Iha ablffty to 
handle the volume during drain cycle. Older homes with gslvaniz:ed supply lines or cast iron drain lines can be obstructed and barely 
working during an inspection but lhen fails under heavy use. If the water is lumed off or not used for periods of lime (like a vacant home 
wetting for closing) rust or deposits wllhin the pipes can further dog the piping system. Please be awere lhat the inspector has your best 
interest in mind. Any repair items mentioned in !his report should be considered before purchase. It Is recommended that quafrfied 
contractors be used In your rur1her inspection or repair issues as it relates to the comments in this inspection report. 
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· · 2130 Payette Dr. I Homecra.me Inspections I Todd McKenna Page 28 of 31 
I 5. Structural Components 
' 
5.0 Picture 1 Ant signs 5.0 Picture 2 Ant signs 
5.0 Picture 3 Ant signs 5.0 Picture 4 Past moisture signs 
5.0 Picture 5 Water signs 
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· ·, · 21 .iO Payette Ur. I Homecratttlme Inspections/ Todd McKenna Page 29 of 31 
f 6. Plumbing System 
6.4 FUEL STORAGE ANO DISTRIBUTION SYSTEMS (Interior fuel storage, piping, venting, 
supports. leaks) 
Repair or Replace 
There is what appears to be a tine for an exterior gas BBQ that is laying In the crawlspace. It should 
be capped off properly. 
6.4 Picture 1 Needs proper cap 
Home inspectors are not required to report on the following: Life expectancy of any component or system; The 
causes of the need for a repair; The methods, materials, and costs of corrections; The suitability of the property 
for any specialized use; Compliance or non-compliance with codes. ordinances, statutes. regulatory 
requirements or restrictions; The market value of the property or its marketability; The advlsablllty or 
inadvisablllty of purchase of the property: Any component or system that was not observed; The presence or 
absence of pests such as wood damaging organisms, rodents, or insects; or Cosmetic items, underground 
items, or Items not permanently installed. Home Inspectors are not required to~ Offer warranties or guarantees 
of any kind; Calculate the strength, adequacy, or efficiency of any system or component; Enter any area or 
perform any procedure that may damage the property or its components or be dangerous to the home 
Inspector or other persons; Operate any system or component that Is shut down or otheiwise inoperable; 
Operate any system or component that does not respond to normal operating controls; Disturb insulation, move 
personal items, panels, furniture, equipment, plant life, soil, snow, Ice. or debris that obstructs access or 
visibility; Determine the presence or absence of any suspected adverse environmental condition or hazardous 
substance, Including but not limited to mold, toxins, carcinogens, noise, contaminants in the building or in soil, 
water, and air; Determine the effectiveness of any system installed to control or remove suspected hazardous 
substances; Predict future condition, including but not limited to failure of components: Since this report is 
provided for the specific benefit of the customer{s), secondary readers of this information should hire a licensed 
inspector to perform an inspection to meet their specific needs and to obtain current information concerning this 
property. 
Prepared Using HomeGauge http./Avww,HomeGauge,com : Licensed To Homeaaft Home Inspections 
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Susan Ulrich [susanulrich@remax.net] 
Friday, March 30, 2012 4:37 PM 
'Mlchael Wood' 
'kevlnb@remax.net' 
2130 Payette Dr. 
Petrus-Boyd #6.pdf 
I have attached Addendum #6 as per Mr. Petrus's email attached. He is traveling and unable to sign it today but I 
wanted to get it to you asap as were his wishes. 
Kind Regards, 
Susan 
VIEW AREA LISTINGS 
www .mccallresortrealty.com 
Susan Ulrich 208.630.4242 
Assoc. Broker, GRI, CRS, ASPS, COPE, ABR, SFR 
RE/MAX Resort Realty 
1101 E. Lake Street 
McCall, ID 83638 
Office: 208.634.5400 Fax: 208.634.5428 
REMAX44 
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~DDENDUM # (All addendums shall be numbered sequentially.) 
-'-'·· ,, ....••.. ~-··-·-··--'" ___ _. 
RE-11 ADDENDUM 
THIS IS A LEGALLY BINDING CONTRACT, READ THE ENTIRE OOCUMENT, INCLUOING ANY ATTACHMENTS. 
IF YOU HAVE ANY QUESTIONS, CONSULT YOUR ATTORNEY AND/OR ACCOUNTANT BEFORE SIGNING. 
Date: 03/30/201 ? 
JULY 2011 EDIT IQIY 
Page 1 ol 1 
® --........... ,. 
This ls an ADDENDUM to the ¥Purchase and Sale Agreement QOther -----,--------------------
(.Addendum• means that thei~ormation below is added material for the agreement {such as lists or descriptions} and/or means the form is 
being used to change. correcl or revise the agreement {such as modification, addition or deletion of a term}). 
AGREEMENT DATED:_Q.1,LQ3,L2.0.12- .. ID# 12715 
ADDRESS: 2130 eayette Dr McCall, ID 83638 
BUYER(S): Petrus Eamily Trust Dated 5/1/91 
SELLER(S): Nancy Gentcy Boyd 
The undersigned parties hereby agree as follows: 





To the extent the terms of this ADDENDUM modify or conflict with any provisions of the Purchase and Sale Agreement Including all prior 
Addendums or Counter Offers, these terms shall control. AU other terms of the Purchase and Sale Agreement including an prior 
Addendums or Counter Offers not modified by this ADDENDUM shall remain the same. Upon its execution by both parties, this agreement 
is made an Integral part of the aforementioned Agreement. 
BUYER:---------------------------- Date: ____________ _ 
BUYER:---------------------------- Date: ______ - _____ _ 
SELLER: ____________________________ Date: ____________ _ 
SELLER: Date: ___________ _ 
Thia loim la p/lnlod and dialrlbuled by tho Idaho A.ucctallon of REAi. TOASGII, Inc. This lcrm has been dollipnod cind Is provided 10111,0 by lhe rea: estele prol1t1slcnala who are members~, Iha 
Nallonal Asoodalion of REA\.TORS$. USE BY ANY OTHER PERSON IS PROHIBITED.C Ccpydght ld.ahoAAaocialion al REALTORS(I, Inc AU righta meeMJd. 
2 11 E ITI N RE-11 ADDENDUM Page 1 of 1 
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1ne f MECode [:JHo
5
bType iResults No. Job Remote Station 
001 711 7502302153 04:14:52 p.m.04-02-2012 t00:00:44 -~-~==~==·==:-====::. ======1 ==~~===:i::cP:1=44=00==== 
Abbreviations: 
HS: Hostsend 
HR: Host receive 
WS: Waiting send 
PL: Polled local 
PR: Polled remote 
MS: Mailbox save 
MP: Mailbox print 
RP: Report 




TU: Terminated by user 
TS: Terminated by system 
G3: Group3 
EC: Error Correct 
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ADDEND U M # (All addandums shall be numbered sequentially.) 
RE-10 INSPECTION CONTINGENCY RELEASE 
TH,S IS A LEGALLY BINDING CONTRACT, READ THE ENTIRE DOCUMENT, INCLUDING ANY ATTACHMENTS. 
IF YOU HAVE ANY OUE:STIONS, CONSULT YOUR A'ITORNEY ANO/OR ACCOUNTANT BEFORE SIGNING. 
JUl,)'.2Q1J EDITION 
Page 1 of 1 
® --....... 1111..-1-. 
, This is an ADDENDUM to the Purchase and Sale Agreement Dated:-.,..;::.,.,.;;;;.......,......_..'---------------------
2 
3 ADDRESS: 2130 eayette Drive, McCall, ID ID#: 127:l 5 
B 
1 
BUYER: eetn rs family In 1st Dated 5/1,L91 
SELLER: ..blanc.y. GentcyJ3o.y.cL. 
B 
9 )(This is a BUYER Addendum. This is a SELLER Addendum. 
11 ITEMS IN NEED OF REPAIR. The SELLER agrees to seivlce, repair or replace, in a good and workmanlike manner, the following Items 
on or In the property prior to closing, as set forth in the Purchase and Sale Agreement. BUYER reserves the right to have only the Items 
which are specifically set forth in this paragraph re-inspected prior to closing to satisfy the BUYER that such service, repair or 
replacement is acceptable to the BUYER. BUYER shall not unreasonably withhold acceptance of such service, repair or replacement. 
s 1 1 =~~~otry Boyd s~~~ thatshab:as made no agreementor assmance to the Graves or 
5 anyoJ.e.surmuod' . e air.conditioner and heat pump area wanld remain indefinite!)' or 





2. WAIVER OF FURTHER INSeECTfONS AND REMOVAL OF INSPECTION CONTINGENCY. BUYER has made an Inspection of the 
1 property or has had the property Inspected by inspector(s) chosen by the BUYER. BUYER hereby confirms and asserts that such 
inspection(s) was/were performed in a diligent, prudent, thorough and competent manner and that such lnspector(s) was/were qualified to 
~ Inspect the property. Further, BUYER hereby confirms and asserts that BUYER has completed all Inspections, Investigations, tests, 
o surveys and has reviewed all applicable documents and disclosures. Excepting only those Items specifically set forth In Paragraph 1 
, above, BUYER hereby elects to proceed with the transaction and hereby waives the right to further Inspection of the property 
2 (except for any final walk through inspection provision set forth in the Purchase and Sale Agreement) and removes the BUYER'S 
3 Inspection contingency. 
4 
s To the extent the terms of this ADDENDUM modify or conflict with any provisions of the Purchase and Sale Agreement Including all pr!or 
a Addendums, these terms shall control. All other terms of the Purchase and Sale Agreement Including all prior Addendums, or Counter 
, Offers not modified by this ADDENDUM shall remain the same. 
8 
; The herein agreement, upon execution by both parties, ls made an Integral part of the aforementioned Agreement. 
~ 
1 
2 BUYER: ---------------------------- Date: ----
4 BUYER: ---------------------------- Date:------------
s 
B 
1 SELLER: _____________ _ Date: ___________ _ 
B 
9 SELLER: ____________ _ Date: ___ ~--------
Thia foim It printed and distributed by If\& ldahc Assoc•~tlcn of REAL TORS<t, Inc. This form hat M&n dtsli,,ed and Is pro.ided for un by lhe teal ealatt prolesflonals who ate membera cl lh• 
Narlooal Aaaodalion cl REALTOFIS<lt IJSE BY ANY OTHER PERSON IS PROH!SltED. C Copyright Idaho Auoela!lon ol AEALTCll'IS4\ Inc. All right$ rll5eMld. 
JULV 2011 EDITION RE•10 INSPECTION CONTINGENCY RELEASE ADDENDUM Page 1 of 1 
S/N:~C~S.11163 
RiMAX 47 l'rintcd u,ing Snl\wctt fron, l'rofcuion•I Computer Fnma Cn. v 711 I 
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P,D06/00B F~s,r 
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Port Of The JFLD-WEN 1'11m11y 
P.O. Box 2629 / 507 E. Pinc Street 




Name, '3-)0 -lf,, 
M & f~eporti11g 
Bus (108) 634-5141 
Fax (208) 634-8403 
RE: YOUR ESCROW NO: lMl8173 




PETRUS FAMlLV TRUST DATED Mlly 1, 1!191 
Nancy Gentry Boyd 
SUBJECT PROPERTY: 2130 Payette, McCall, ID 83638 
TITLE ORDER NO.: 0018173 
PRORATE DATE: 04/20/2012 
PURCHASE PRICE 
HELD BY BROKER 
BUYER DEPOS.ITS: 
PR.ORATIONS AS OF Close ofEscrow: 
Reiu Prop. Tlllt l/1/2012 lhru4/20/2012 ~ 5,780.74 paid to 01/01/2012 
ESCROW FEES: 
AmeriTitle 
ESCROW CLOSING FEB 1/2 Each 
TITLE CHARGES: 
AmeriTitlc 
Recording Services: QuitClaim Deed 
E-recordinn fee to Simplifile 
NAL CHARGES & CREDITS: 
Pavelle Ulkes Recreational Water and Sewer Dislrict 
45.00 per mon!h !)repaid thru Dec 
Hnm~ warraruv of America 
Premium 
A·I Heatlmz &AirConditionimz 
Buver ureed oortion ofunarade for thermoslllt 
WIRE TRANSFBRFUNDS TO CLOSE 
PLEASE WIRE TRANSFER TO AmeriTitlc 
TOTALS 











$838 936.73 $838 !136.73 
The undersigned are awnre that the figures listed above are estimated figures and may change between the date of signing 1111d the date of recording. Esl:row agent """'" ~ .. -~, ;,...,.,, • ~Ti •"l' odi•"-" • •• ,~ ,,,,,..,_ 1/Wo '="' ~'-'""~•~or,..,, ,r,o;, "'"'"'"' 
Accepted and Approved: Dated; 
~AtMayl,1991 . C""? \ 
BY: ~ -Pr,'-3~~5 







hn otn,ru:o-WliH r .. 11y 
• 
P.O. Box 262' / 507 E. Plue Street 
McCall, ID 83638 
• 
Bus (208) 634-5241 
Fs:r. (208) 634-8403 
BUYER'S FINAL CLOSING STATEMENT 
RE: YOUR ESCROW NO; IM18173 
BUYER(S): PETRUS1lAM1LY TRUSTDATltDMay l, 1991 
SELLER(S): Naacy Gentry Boyd 
SUBJECT PROPERTY: 2130 Payette, McCall, JD 83638 
TITLE ORDER NO,: 0018173 




PETRUS F AMIL y TilUST DA lhU Mav 
PRORATIONS AS OF Close of&crow: 











E" F£B ,. - 325.00 
ices: QuitClaim Deed 13.00 
E-rccordin11: fee to Simolifde 4.50 
ADDITIONAL CHARGES 81: CREDITS: 
Pe.vette Lakes Reereational Water and Sewer District 
4S.OO per month prepaid thru December 31, 2012 (255 376.23 
da.nmd\ 
Home Womntv of America 
Premium 940.00 
A•I ditioniM 
Buver of upgraae for thennostat 278.00 
BALANCE NEEDED TO CLOSE 
TOTALS $838,936.73 $838,936.73 
This statement delivered to buyer/borrower is certified to be a true and actual copy of the original 




C. Tom Arkoosh, ISB No. 2253 
Daniel A. Nevala, ISB No. 6443 
ARKOOSH LAW OFFICES 
802 W. Bannock Street, Suite 900 
P.O. Box 2900 
Boise, ID 83701 
Telephone: (208) 343-5105 
Facsimile: (208) 343-5456 
tom.arkoosh@arkoosh.com 
dan.nevala@arkoosh.com 
Attorneys for Chris Kirk d/b/a Kirk Enterprises 
ILLl:.H, t:;Lr~. 
IBY-"4-~"""-----Depili 
MAY 2 0 2016 
Case No. ____ nsi.1-.1.1 6 
Filed A.M :6;_Q ____ .J'J 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STA TE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF VALLEY 
PETRUS FAMILY TRUST DATED 
MAY 1, 1991, and EDMOND A. 
PETRUS, JR., individually and as Co-
Trustee of the Petrus Family Trust Dated 









NANCY GENTRY-BOYD; CHRIS 
KIRK d/b/a KIRK ENTERPRISES; 
TODD MCKENNA d/b/a HOMECRAFT 
HOME INSPECTIONS; RE/MAX 
RESORT REALTY; KEVIN 















Case No. CV-20I4-71-C 
DEFENDANT CHRIS KIRK D/B/A 
KIRK ENTERPRISES' MOTION 
FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
COMES NOW, Defendant Chris Kirk d/b/a Kirk Enterprises ("Kirk"), by and through his 
counsel ofrecord, Arkoosh Law Offices, and pursuant to Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 56, hereby 
requests that the Court enter judgment as a matter of law, dismissing both Count VI (Breach of 
Implied Warranty of Habitability) and Count Vll (Conspiracy to Commit Fraud) of Plaintiffs' 
DEFENDANT CHRIS KIRK D/B/A KIRK ENTERPRISES' MOTION FOR SUMMARY 
JUDGMENT - Page 1 
533
Second Amended Complaint. 
This Motion is supported by the pleadings and filings in the record before the Court as well 
as the Memorandum and Affidavits of Chris Kirk and Daniel Nevala, filed contemporaneously 
herewith. 
Respectfully Submitted, 
DA TED this 201h day of May, 2016. 
Daniel A. Nevala 
Attorney for Chris Kirk d/b/a Kirk Enterprises 
DEFENDANT CHRIS KIRK D/B/A KIRK ENTERPRISES' MOTION FOR SUMMARY 
JUDGMENT - Page 2 
534
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the 20th day of May, 2016, I served a true and correct copy 
of the foregoing document(s) upon the following person(s), in the manner indicated: 
Alyson A. Foster 
Jason J. Rudd 
ANDERSEN SCHW ARTSMAN 
WOODARD BRAILSFORD, PLLC 
101 S. Capitol Blvd., Suite 1600 
Boise, ID 83702 
Attorney for Plaintiffs 
Michael G. Pierce 
P.O. Box 1019 
489 West Mountain Road 
Cascade, ID 8361 I 
Attorney for Defendant Todd 
McKenna dlbla Homecraft Home 
Inspections 
Steven J. Millemann 
George C. Pittenger 
MILLEMAN, PITTENGER, 
MCMAHAN & PEMBERTON LLP 
706 N. First Street 
P.O. Box 1066 
McCall, ID 83638 
Attorneys for Defendant Nancy 
Gentry-Boyd 
Phillip J. Collaer 
ANDERSON, JULIAN & HULL LLP 
C.W. Moore Plaza 
250 S. Fifth Street, Suite 700 
P.O. Box 7426 
Boise, ID 83707-7426 
Attorneys/or Defendant Re/Max 
Resort Realty & Kevin Batchelor 
Courtesy Copy: 
Honorable Jason D. Scott 
U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
Overnight Courier 
X Hand Delivered 
Facsimile (208) 342-4455 
E-mail aaf@aswblaw.com 
jjr@aswblaw.com 
_X_ U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
Overnight Courier 
Hand Delivered 
Facsimile (208) 382-3783 
E-mail 
michael@michaelpiercelaw.com 
U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
Overnight Courier 
X Hand Delivered --
Facsimile (208) 634-4516 
_X_ E-mail sjm(iumpmplaw.com 
U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
Overnight Courier 
X Hand Delivered --
Facsimile (208) 344-5510 
X E-mail pcollaer(a)ajhlaw.com 
DEFENDANT CHRIS KIRK D/B/A KIRK ENTERPRISES' MOTION FOR SUMMARY 
JUDGMENT - Page 3 
535
C. Tom Arkoosh, lSB No. 2253 
Daniel A. Nevala, ISB No. 6443 
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Case No. CV-2014-71-C 
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF 
DEFENDANT CHRIS KIRK D/B/A 
KIRK ENTERPRISES' MOTION 
FORSUMMARYJUDGMENT 
Defendant, Chris Kirk d/b/a Kirk Enterprises ("Kirk"), by and through his counsel of 
record, Arkoosh Law Offices, and pursuant to Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 56, respectfully 
submits this memorandum in support of his Motion for Summary Judgment. The Affidavits of 
Chris Kirk and Daniel Nevala, together with the accompanying exhibits, support this motion. 
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I. INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND FACTS 
As the pleadings indicate, this case involves a residential home located at 2130 Payette 
Drive, McCall (herein referred to as the "Home"). Kirk built the Home for Defendant Nancy 
Gentry-Boyd ("Gentry-Boyd") in 2004-2005. Gentry-Boyd took possession and owned the Home 
as her second home from September 2005 until she sold it in April 2012 to the Petrus Family Trust 
and Edmond Petrus, Jr. (collectively, "Petrus"). Petrus alleges that Kirk and Gentry-Boyd engaged 
in a conspiracy to commit fraud by colluding to build a low-grade home, using shoddy materials, 
in an effort to save money and defraud him as a subsequent purchaser. Additionally, Petrus claims 
that Kirk breached an implied warranty of habitability purportedly owed to Petrus, even though he 
was the second buyer who purchased the Home seven years after it was built and sold to Gentry-
Boyd. See, Counts VI and VII, Second Amended Complaint, pp. I 0-12. 
Kirk is an experienced custom-home builder. He grew up in McCall, graduating from 
McCall-Donnelly high school in 1974, before attending the University of Idaho and graduating in 
1978. His first construction job in the McCall area was in 1981. At that time, he began working 
for a local builder, building custom homes. Jn 1984, Kirk began building custom homes in McCall 
for himself under the name Chris Kirk Enterprises. He estimates that he has built between 20 and 
30 new custom homes between the years 1984 and 2006 in addition to completing some home 
remodels. See generally Kirk Dep. 18-25. 
Gentry-Boyd began visiting McCall years ago and bought her first home in McCall in 1979. 
See Gentry-Boyd Dep. 11-12. At the time she was deciding to build the Home, she and Kirk had 
been social friends for 20 years. When she decided to build the Home, she asked Kirk if he would 
build it for her. Id., pp. 27-28. Kirk agreed, and Gentry-Boyd hired Andy Laidlaw, a local architect 
draw up plans for the Home. Id. Kirk built the Home without issue and Gentry-Boyd took 
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possession in September 2005. Gentry-Boyd, a full-time California resident, used the Home as a 
vacation home during the years 2005-2012, until selling it to Petrus. During that time, Gentry-
Boyd never encountered any water or moisture related issues or problems with the Home. She did 
complain once to Kirk of "sticky doors." Kirk visited the Home sometime within the first year 
after Gentry-Boyd moved in (2005) and adjusted the hinges of the doors, which remedied the 
problem. See Kirk Dep., pp. 121-122. Kirk also remembers being at the Home during social events 
from 2005-2009 and asking Gentry-Boyd about the doors and her telling him they "were fine." Id., 
pp. 162. 
Petrus is a highly educated and sophisticated man. He practiced law in California from 
approximately 1987 until 2007 for a number of different law firms. He was a litigator who 
concentrated on business, insurance, and bad faith litigation, and was involved, to a lesser degree, 
in at least one insurance case involving the failure to tender a defense in a construction defect case. 
See generally Petrus Dep. 34-40. 
In August 2013, Petrus put Kirk on notice that the Home suffered problems with its south-
facing French doors and that a review of the doors unveiled evidence of water intrusion. See 
Affidavit of Chris Kirk ("Kirk Aff."), Ex. l. The notice alleged that the cause of the problem was 
improperly applied ice and water shield, and invited Kirk to come and inspect the doors. In 
response to receiving the notice, Kirk scheduled a time to inspect the Home. Kirk's general 
inspection of the doors unveiled to him many problems, which he outlined in a response letter. See 
Affidavit of Daniel Nevala (''Nevala Aff."), Ex. 1. Then, in April 2014, Kirk was invited to the 
Home for a second inspection of more than just the doors. However, at the scheduled time, Petrus 
only al1owed Kirk to complete a partial inspection of the Home. After allowing Kirk to inspect the 
crawlspace, interior, and doors, Petrus stopped the inspection and demanded that Kirk leave the 
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property, threatening to call the sheriff when Kirk asked to inspect the roof, gutters, and other areas 
of the exterior of the Home. Kirk left. Then, sometime after demolition on the Home had started, 
Kirk was invited out for a third time to inspect the damage to the Home. At no time did Kirk have 
the opportunity to inspect the Home's roof, gutters, or fully inspect the exterior to help determine 
the possible causes or source of the water intrusion. See generally, Kirk Dep. pp. 157-161. 
Consequently, Petrus stripped Kirk of his statutory right to inspect the roof, the copper gutters that 
Petrus had installed after buying the Home, and the exterior of the Home. Resultantly, Kirk 
reported to Petrus the conclusions from his partial inspection, but denied responsibility for causing 
the alleged damage. 
In March 2014, Petrus filed suit against Kirk, Gentry-Boyd, and his home inspector, 
Defendant McKenna. See, Complaint. Defendants Re/Max and Batchelor were added to the 
lawsuit in September 201 S. See, Second Amended Complaint. The original Complaint alleged 
negligence against Kirk; stating that he negligently installed doors and flashing in violation of the 
building standards and the applicable standard of care. See, Complaint, pp. 7-9. The current version 
of the complaint drops the negligence claim and replaces it with claims of: (1) breach of implied 
warranty of habitability, and (2) conspiracy to commit fraud. See, Second Amended Complaint, 
pp. 10-12. 
Reviewing the applicable facts and law, summary judgment in favor of Kirk is proper on 
both counts. First, the conspiracy to commit fraud claim fails because the Second Amended 
Complaint fails to plead with particularity facts supporting the underlying fraud claim against 
Gentry-Boyd, effectively nullifying the standalone conspiracy to commit fraud claim against the 
alleged co-conspirator, Kirk. Second, no evidence that Kirk or Gentry-Boyd committed fraud 
exists. Third, the warranty claim is time-barred against Kirk. Fourth, no privity or special 
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relationship exists between Kirk and Petrus such that an implied warranty would flow from a 
builder (Kirk) to a subsequent purchaser (Petrus). Fifth, Petrus expressly waived the implied 
warranty of habitability through his purchase and sale contract with Gentry-Boyd to Kirk's benefit. 
Sixth, Petrus breached a statutory prerequisite to filing suit by preventing Kirk from completing a 
full and reasonable inspection of the Home under Idaho's Notice and Opportunity to Repair Act 
by demanding that he leave the property before allowing him to inspect the roof, gutters, and 
exterior of the Home. Seventh, Petrus disclaimed and assumed any liability stemming from mold 
or other microorganisms that existed in the Home at the time of sale (April 2012). 
II. SUMMARY OF UNDISPUTED MATERIAL FACTS 
For purposes of this Motion for Summary Judgment only, Kirk submits that the following 
facts are not in dispute: 
1. Defendant Kirk is a resident of Valley County, Idaho, and was the builder and 
general contractor who built the Home located at 2130 Payette Drive, McCall, Idaho under an oral 
contract for Nancy Gentry-Boyd. See, Second Amended Complaint, ,r 5, and Kirk Aff., ,r,r 4-5. 
2. Andy Laidlaw and Claire Remsberg of McCall Design and Planning were the 
architects who designed the Home. Gentry-Boyd Dep. 28: 10-12, 37:8-17, Kirk Aff. ,r 7. 
3. Construction of the Home started in June 2004 and was substantially completed in 
August 2005 with final billing in September 2005. Kirk Dep. 64:2-6 and Kirk Aff. ,r 6. 
4. Gentry-Boyd lived in the Home from 2005 to 2012 without any water-related 
problems. See Gentry-Boyd Dep. 110:20-25; 130:10-11; 150:16-17; 152:16-19; 154:21; 155:18; 
171:1. 
5. Sometime within Gentry-Boyd's first year of owning the Home, Gentry-Boyd 
complained to Kirk about a sticky door. Kirk visited the Home and adjusted the screws on the 
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door's adjustable hinges, which solved the problem. Gentry-Boyd Dep. 47:2-6; Kirk Dep. 121 :2-
25, 122:1-6. 
6. Without input from Gentry-Boyd, Kirk chose both the materials used in the 
construction of the Home, based off the architects' plans, and the subcontractors hired for the 
construction of the Home. See Kirk Aff., 8. 
7. Prior to August 2013, Kirk had never met Plaintiff Edmond A. Petrus, Jr., or any 
representative of the Petrus Family Trust, nor had any discussions with Mr. Petrus or any 
representative of the Petrus Family Trust. Kirk Aff., 13. 
8. Petrus, or his agents, invited Kirk to inspect the Home on three separate occasions, 
once in August 2013, and twice in April 2014. Kirk Aff., 16. 
9. Petrus purchased the Home from Gentry-Boyd. The closing of the transaction 
occurred on April 20, 2012. Gentry-Boyd Dep., Ex. 5; Petrus Dep., Ex. 24. 
I 0. On August 7, 2013, Jason Mau, counsel for Petrus, sent a letter to Kirk for the 
intended purpose of complying with the requirements ofldaho's Notice and Opportunity to Repair 
Act by explaining that Petrus was alleging a construction defect against Kirk related to the Homes 
south-facing French doors. Kirk Aff., Ex. I. 
I 1. Kirk inspected the Home's French doors and reported his findings in a response 
letter to Petrus' counsel, which summarized the findings as: 
a. The locking mechanism on the operable door that was present when 
construction of the Home was complete had been removed and reinstalled 
in an inappropriate manner by a third party unknown to Kirk; 
b. The locking mechanism on the stationary door appeared to have been pried 
upon to the extent that it was not functional; 
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c. Markings on the overhead trim board indicated that the locking mechanism 
was engaged to lock when someone had tried to close the door; 
d. Weather stripping on the astragal of the operable door had been completely 
removed; 
e. Weather stripping on the bottom of the operable door had been trimmed and 
was not intact; 
f. Weather stripping on the stationary door could not be verified or inspected 
because the door would not open; 
g. Screws were installed into the threshold that were not factory and were not 
installed in the correct area; 
h. Several screws had been added to the threshold, especially in the weep 
channel; 
1. The ice and water shield installed in the crawl space had been altered and 
displaced; 
j. Foam insulation had been removed. 
12. On or about September, 20 I 5, Plaintiffs filed their Second Amended Complaint and 
Demand.for Jury Trial, making a claim that Kirk conspired with Gentry-Boyd to commit fraud in 
the construction of the Home, in an effort "to intentionally cut costs in the construction of the home 
and defraud the subsequent purchaser." See, Second Amended Complaint, Count VII, pg. 11. More 
specifically, Plaintiffs' allege: 
71. At all relevant times hereto, Defendant Gentry-Boyd as owner-builder and 
Defendant Kirk as contractor agreed and combined to engage in a conspiracy to use 
and install in a substandard manner an exterior envelope that did not meet the 
applicable building codes and standard of care, in a manner that would be concealed 
from a general inspection of the Home, to intentionally cut costs in the construction 
of the Home and defraud the subsequent purchaser. 
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72. In furtherance of the conspiracy, Defendants Gentry-Boyd and Kirk, and 
each of them, conspired and agreed upon themselves, and combined to engage in a 
conspiracy to commit the wrongs alleged in this Complaint, to build the Home 
using materials and standards that did not meet the applicable building codes and 
standards of care, and to avoid a final inspection to obtain a certificate of 
occupancy, of which the principal element was to cut costs and inflict wrongs on 
the subsequent purchaser, and that these wrongful acts were committed pursuant to 
and in furtherance of such conspiracy and agreement, and with the consent, 
approval, or ratification of Defendant Gentry-Boyd and Defendant Kirk, and each 
is liable as a direct participant, co-conspirator, or aider and abettor of the wrongful 
acts herein alleged. 
See, Second Amended Complaint, pp. 11-12. 
13. During the planning and construction of the Home, Kirk had conversations with 
Gentry-Boyd, her architects, and her designer. None of these conversations ever included talk 
about building a substandard Home or using substandard materials in the construction of the Home, 
for any purpose whatsoever. Kirk Aff. ,r,r 7, 21 ; Kirk Dep. 173 :4-15. 
14. Kirk and Gentry-Boyd never agreed or discussed using or installing substandard 
materials in the construction of the Home. Further, Kirk and Gentry-Boyd never discussed using 
or installing substandard materials in such a manner as to not meet the applicable building code or 
standard of care for the purpose of cutting costs or defrauding a subsequent purchaser. Kirk Aff. ,r 
21. 
15. Kirk and Gentry-Boyd never agreed or discussed intentionally concealing any 
portion of the Home's construction or materials to conceal substandard materials that did not meet 
the applicable building code or standard of care. Kirk and Gentry-Boyd never agreed or discussed 
trying to avoid a general home inspection or a final home inspection to obtain a certificate of 
occupancy, or to defraud a subsequent purchaser of the Home. Kirk Aff. ir 21. 
16. Beau Value is an experienced custom-home builder and remediation expert who 
was retained by Petrus both to repair the Home and serve as an expert witness in this case. See 
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Plaintiffs' Expert Witness Disclosures. 
17. Beau Value testified that no substandard materials were used in the construction of 
the Home and that none of the conditions he discovered and fixed would have affected the 
habitability of the Home because they were in the crawlspace and exterior of the Home. He also 
testified that Petrus never suggested that the conditions deprived him of the ability to use the Home. 
SeeValueDep. 145:12-146:18; 194:7-14. 
18. Eric Waite is the general manager for Disaster Response and was the project 
manager assigned to manage the repair and remediation work on the Home for Petrus. See Waite 
Dep. 16:1-11; 17:12-14. Petrus has also named Waite as an expert witness in this case. See 
Plaintiffs' Expert Witness Disclosures. 
19. When asked if he observed any evidence as to why the Home would not be livable 
when he first went out to the Home and walked it, Waite testified, "No." See Waite Dep. 61: 1-6. 
III. LEGAL STANDARD 
"Summary Judgment is appropriate if the pleadings, affidavits, and discovery documents 
on file with the court ... demonstrate no material issue of fact such that the moving party is entitled 
to a judgment as a matter of law." Brewer v. Washington RSA No. 8 Ltd. Partnership, 145 Idaho 
735, 738184 P.3d 860,863 (2008) (quoting Badellv. Beeks, 115 ldaho 101,102 765 P.2d 126, 
127 (1988) (citing I.R.C.P. 56(c)). The burden of proof is on the moving party to demonstrate the 
absence of a genuine issue of material fact. Rouse v. Household Finance Corp., 144 Idaho 68, 70, 
156 P.3d 569, 571 (2007) (citing Evans v. Griswald, 129 Idaho 902, 905, 935 P.2d 165, 168 
(1997)). "The burden may be met by establishing the absence of evidence on an element that 
nonmoving party will be required to prove at trial." Nelson v. Anderson Lumber Co., 140 Idaho 
702, 707, 99 P.3d 1092, 1097 (2004) (citing Dunnickv. Elder, 126 Idaho 308,311,882 P.2d 475, 
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478 (Ct. App. 1994)). 
"Once the moving party establishes the absence of a genuine issue of material fact, the 
burden shifts to the non-moving party," to provide specific facts showing there is a genuine issue 
for trial. Kiebert v. Goss, 144 Idaho 225, 228, 159 P .3d 862, 864 (2007) ( citing Hei v. Holzer, 139 
Idaho 81, 85, 73 P.3d 94, 98 (2003)); Samuel v. Hepworth, Nungester & Lezamiz, Inc., 134 Idaho 
84, 87, 996 P.2d 303, 306 (2000). "[T]f the nonmoving party fails to provide a specific showing to 
establish the essential elements of his or her case, judgment shall be granted to the moving party." 
Porterv. Bassett, 146 Idaho 399,403,195 P.3d 1212, 1216 (2008) (citingAtwoodv. Smith, 143 
Idaho 110, 113, 138 P.3d 310,313 (2006)). In construing the facts, the court must draw all 
reasonable factual inferences in favor of the non-moving party. Mackay v. Four Rivers Packing 
Co., 145 Idaho 408, 410, 179 P.3d 1064, 1066 (2008). If reasonable people can reach different 
conclusions as to the facts, then the motion must be denied. Ashby v. Hubbard, 100 Idaho 67, 593 
P.2d 402 (1979). 
The non-moving party's case must be anchored in something more than speculation; a mere 
scintilla of evidence is not enough to create a genuine issue. Zimmerman v. Volkswagen of 
America, Inc., 128 Idaho 851, 854, 920 P .2d 67, 69 (1996). The non-moving party may not simply 
rely upon mere allegations in the pleadings, but must set forth in affidavits specific facts showing 
there is a genuine issue for trial. I.R.C.P. 56( e ); see Rhode house v. Stutts, 125 Idaho 208, 211, 868 
P .2d 1224, 1227 (1994 ). If the non-moving party does not provide such a response, summary 
judgment, if appropriate, shall be entered against the party. Id. "Questions of law are subject to 
free review." Halvorson v. North Latah County Highway Dist., 151 Idaho 196, 201, 254 P .3d 497, 
502 (2011). 
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IV. ARGUMENT AND AUTHORITIES 
1. Summary Judgment Or Dismissa1 1 Is Proper On Count VII Because Petrus Fails To 
Meet The Pleading Requirement Of Establishing The Elements Of Fraud With 
Supporting Facts. 
Idaho courts have very clearly laid out the pleading requirements for fraud. In Glaze v. 
Deffenbaugh, 144 Idaho 829, 833, 172 P.3d 1104, 1108 (2007), the Court found the fraud to have 
been properly dismissed because the alleging party had failed to support all of the nine elements 
by specifying "[w]hat factual circumstances constituted fraud." Id. (citing I.R.C.P. 9(b); Jenkins 
v. Boise Cascade Corp., 141 Idaho 233, 239, 108 P.3d 380, 386 (2005)). Specifically, the Court 
held that "[t]he [alleging party does] not plead any false representations ... rendering the fraud 
claim fatally defective." Id. Thus, a fraud claim will be dismissed when the alleging party has not 
supported each and every element with factual circumstances. 
Conclusory allegations do not support the elements of a fraud claim. See Witt v. Jones, 111 
Idaho 165, 168, 722 P.2d 474,477 (1986). In Witt, the Idaho Supreme Court held the district court 
was correct in finding that the alleging party had not supported the elements of fraud with facts 
because the complaint contained "[n]o particular factual allegations disclosing what these so-called 
tactics were, what made them devious, or when they were made." Id. A similar pleading 
requirement in federal courts requires the "who, what, when, where and how" of the alleged fraud. 
See Cooper v. Picket, 137 F.3d 616,626 (9th Cir. 1997) (citing Dileo v. Ernst & Young, 901 F.2d 
624m 627-28 (7th Cir. 1990)). Thus, a fraud claim will be dismissed if the elements are only 
supported by general allegations. 
Here, Count VII (Conspiracy to Commit Fraud) of the Second Amended Complaint must 
1 Counsel recognizes that this argument could have also been properly presented to the Court through a standalone 
motion to dismiss pursuant to I.R. C.P. 12(b )(6), but now presents the argument under rule 56 as part of this motion 
for summary judgment. 
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be dismissed against Kirk because Petrus has not pied specific facts in support of all nine elements 
of fraud, and the allegations relied upon are conclusory. The Idaho Supreme Court has made it 
clear that a party cannot recover on a claim for civil conspiracy. 
A civil conspiracy that gives rise to legal remedies exists only if there is an 
agreement between two or more to accomplish an unlawful objective or to 
accomplish a lawful objective in an unlawful manner. Civil conspiracy is not, by 
itself, a claim for relief. The essence of a cause of action for civil conspiracy is the 
civil wrong committed as the objective of the conspiracy, not the conspiracy itself. 
McPheters v. Maile, 138 Idaho 391, 395, 64 P.3d 317, 321 (2003) (internal citations omitted). The 
civil conspiracy claims at issue are contained within Count VII of the Second Amended Complaint, 
"Conspiracy to Commit Fraud." While the claim is labeled as a conspiracy, the thrust of the claim 
is for fraud against Kirk and Gentry-Boyd. 
A claim of fraud requires the plaintiff to allege nine elements with particularity: (1) a 
statement or representation of fact, (2) its falsity, (3) its materiality, ( 4) the speaker's knowledge 
of its falsity, (5) the speaker's intent that there be reliance, (6) the hearer's ignorance of the falsity 
of the statement, (7) reliance by the hearer, (8) justifiable reliance, and (9) resultant injury. 
Luttunich v. Key Bank Nat. Association, 141 Idaho 362, 368, 109 P .3d 1104, 1110 (2005). 
Where a claim of fraud does not exist, no claim of a civil conspiracy to commit fraud can 
rest upon it. McPheters v. Maile, 138 Idaho 391, 395, 64 P.3d 317, 321 (2003). Thus, to 
demonstrate the alleged acts of Kirk constituted a civil wrong, Petrus must allege with 
particularity, facts meeting all nine elements of fraud. Petrus has failed to meet this standard. 
Instead, he makes the following incomplete and conclusory allegations: 
71. At all relevant times hereto, Defendant Gentry-Boyd as owner-builder and 
Defendant Kirk as contractor agreed and combined to engage in a conspiracy to use 
and install in a substandard manner an exterior envelope that did not meet the 
applicable building codes and standard of care, in a manner that would be concealed 
from a general inspection of the Home, to intentionally cut costs in the construction 
of the Home and defraud the subsequent purchaser. 
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72. In furtherance of the conspiracy, Defendants Gentry-Boyd and Kirk, and 
each of them, conspired and agreed upon themselves, and combined to engage in a 
conspiracy to commit the wrongs alleged in this Complaint, to build the Home 
using materials and standards that did not meet the applicable building codes and 
standards of care, and to avoid a final inspection to obtain a certificate of 
occupancy, of which the principal element was to cut costs and inflict wrongs on 
the subsequent purchaser, and that these wrongful acts were committed pursuant to 
and in furtherance of such conspiracy and agreement, and with the consent, 
approval, or ratification of Defendant Gentry-Boyd and Defendant Kirk, and each 
is liable as a direct participant, co-conspirator, or aider and abettor of the wrongful 
acts herein alleged. 
See, Second Amended Complaint, pp. 11-12. 
Ignoring for a moment the conclusory nature of the above allegations (which themselves 
render the allegation a nullity in analyzing a fraud claim as mentioned above under Witt v. Jones, 
J 11 Idaho 165, 168, 722 P.2d 474, 477), paragraphs 71 and 72 in Plaintiffs' Second Amended 
Complaint do nothing to tell us "who" Kirk made a false representation to, "where" the statement 
was made, "when" the statement was made, and "how" the statement was made. Cooper, 137 F.3d 
616, 626. Further, Petrus fails to atlege that Kirk knew that a third party would rely upon a false 
representation made by him. The dismissal standard is that "it must appear beyond a doubt that the 
claimant can prove no set of facts in support of his claim which would entitle him to relief'. Ernst 
v. Hemenway & Moser Co., 120 Idaho 941, 821 P.2d 996 (App. 1991). In essence, the time has 
passed for Petrus to allege what the facts are: the who, what, where, when and how. He has failed 
to do this. 
Petrus has not supported each element of fraud with factual circumstances. Like the 
alleging party in Witt, Petrus has failed to state with any particularity when the representations 
were made. Further, Petrus has not alleged to whom the representations were made with any 
specificity and offers no evidence whatsoever to support the required element of justifiable 
reliance. It is impossible for Petrus to show facts to support the required element of justifiable 
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reliance. There is no way he could have relied upon any statements made by Kirk in his purchase 
of the Home. Kirk had never met Petrus until August 2013, a year and a half after Petrus closed 
on the sale. See Kirk Aff. , 13 and Nevala Aff, Ex. 8. 
Therefore, Petrus has clearly failed to meet the burden of alleging factual circumstances 
for all the elements of fraud. As such, his claim for fraud against Defendant Kirk fails, and the 
Court should grant Defendant Kirk's Motion for Summary Judgment as to the conspiracy count. 
In short, Petrus makes a failed attempt to allege that Kirk and Gentry-Boyd conspired to commit 
fraud but offers zero factual support for the allegations. 
2. No Evidence Of Fraud Exists. 
Even if the Court finds that Petrus sufficiently pied all nine elements of fraud, which he 
did not, Count VII must nonetheless be dismissed on the basis that Petrus is unable to offer specific 
evidence that Kirk and Gentry-Boyd agreed or planned to defraud him. The essence of a civil 
conspiracy cause of action is the civil wrong committed as the objective of the conspiracy, not the 
conspiracy itself. McPheters v. Maile, 138 Idaho 391,395, 64 P.3d 317, 321 (2003). The agreement 
to defraud that is the foundation of a conspiracy charge must be demonstrated by specific evidence. 
Mannas v. Moss, 143 Idaho 927,935, 155 P.3d 1166, 1174 (2007). And, where a claim of fraud 
does not exist, no claim of a civil conspiracy to commit fraud can rest upon it. See McPheters, 138 
Idaho 391, 395, 64 P.3d 317, 321. Thus, to demonstrate the acts of Kirk and Gentry-Boyd 
constituted a civil wrong, Petrus must not only make a showing of the elements of fraud, but must 
also offer specific evidence of Kirk and Gentry-Boyd agreeing or planning to defraud a subsequent 
home purchaser. No such evidence exists. 
Kirk admits having had many general conversations regarding aspects of the construction 
of the Home with Gentry-Boyd, but denies having had any conversations regarding the use of 
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substandard materials, let alone agreeing with Gentry-Boyd that he would use such materials. See 
Kirk Aff. ~T 21. Kirk also denies having had any conversations, let alone making any agreement 
with Gentry-Boyd that he would conceal any portion of the Home's construction or materials for 
the purpose of concealing substandard materials that did not meet applicable building codes and 
standards of care, to avoid a general home inspection, a final home inspection to obtain a certificate 
of occupancy, or to defraud a subsequent purchaser of the Home. See Kirk Aff. i, 21. 
Kirk acknowledges that silence may constitute fraud when a duty to disclose exists, (G&M 
Farms v. Funk Irrigation Co., 119 Idaho 514,808 P.2d 851 (1991); Tusch Enterprises v. Coffin, 
113 Idaho 37, 740 P.2d 1022 (1987); Bethlahmy v. Bechtel, 91 Idaho 55, 415 P.2d 698 (1966); 
Janinda v. Lanning, 87 Idaho 91, 390 P.2d 826 (1964)), however, no such duty ever existed. A 
party may be under a duty to disclose: (1) if there is a fiduciary duty or other similar relation of 
trust and confidence between the two parties; (2) in order to prevent a partial statement of facts 
from being misleading; or (3) if a fact known by one party and not the other is so vital that if the 
mistake were mutual the contract would be voidable, and the party knowing the fact also knows 
that the other does not know it. Bethlahmy, supra. Further, fraudulent concealment occurs "when 
the fact of damage has, for the purpose of escaping responsibility therefor, been fraudulently and 
knowingly concealed from the injured party by an alleged wrongdoer standing at the time of the 
wrongful act, neglect or breach in a professional or commercial relationship with the injured 
party." Pichon v. Benjamin, 108 Idaho 852 at 853, 702 P.2d 890 at 891. 
Here, Petrus is unable to establish the existence of any special relationship of this type 
between Kirk and Petrus. In particular, Petrus is unable to prove: (a) the existence of a fiduciary 
relationship between Kirk and Petrus; (b) that Kirk made any partial or ambiguous statement 
which, not elaborated upon, would have been misleading; (c) that Kirk obtained any information 
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subsequently that would have made a previous representation untrue or misleading; (d) that Kirk, 
or anyone else, made a false representation and that Kirk knew that Petrus would rely on that 
representation; or ( e) that Kirk knew that Petrus was about to enter into the transaction under a 
mistake of fact. It is not in dispute that, prior to August 2013, Kirk had never met or had any 
conversations with Petrus or any representatives of the Petrus Family Trust. Kirk Aff. ~ 13. 
Additionally, Petrus has no evidence that Kirk had any superior knowledge of the damage, 
resulting in a duty to disclose the damage. In fact, Kirk testifies that he attended social functions 
at Defendant Gentry-Boyd's Home and specifically observed no damage to the Home. Kirk Aff. ~ 
18. This is important because Kirk also testifies that he was advised by Gentry-Boyd of a problem 
with the doors sticking a year after construction had been completed: 
Notwithstanding, during the first year after completion of construction, Gentry-
Boyd contacted me with a complaint that some doors were sticking. In response, I 
contacted the door installers and it was my understanding that the sticking door 
problem was remedied to Defendant Gentry-Boyd's satisfaction, as she never made 
a subsequent complaint to me regarding the doors or any other needed home repairs. 
Id. Gentry-Boyd similarly testified at her deposition that there was one time when the doors were 
sticking and she called Kirk and he came out, adjusted the doors, and they quit sticking. See 
Gentry-Boyd Dep. 46:24-47:6. 
So, following the one-time adjustment Kirk made to repair the "sticky doors," Gentry-Boyd 
lived in the Home for approximately six years 2 prior to selling to Petrus, and at no time did she 
contact Kirk with complaints regarding the need for any further repairs. 
The first time Kirk became aware of substantial alterations and damage to the Home was 
in August 20 l 3, when he attempted to exercise his right to conduct a pre-litigation inspection of 
the Home. Kirk Aff. ~ 15. He testifies that none of the abnormalities or damage witnessed during 
2 Second Amended Complaint and Demand for Jury Trial, f 1. (Petrus Family Trust acquired the leasehold interest in 
the home in April 2012.) 
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his 2013 inspection were present at the time of the completion of the Home, or during the 
subsequent years, 2005-2009, when he observed the doors in question during social events. See 
Kirk Aff. ,r 18. In Kirk's professional opinion, "the damage to the Home, as detailed in the 
Plaintiffs lawsuit, was not the result of using materials and standards that did not meet the 
applicable building codes and standards of care. Rather, the damage was likely a result of a 
combination of misuse, neglect, damage and possible alteration. Id. ,r 20. Once the damage and 
alterations occurred, the extreme weather and elements in McCall could have quickly exacerbated 
the problem." Id. ,r 20. As shown by Kirk's own testimony, he had no prior knowledge of the 
alterations and damage to the Home. Without personal knowledge of the alterations, Kirk would 
have no legal duty to report even the potential of damage to a subsequent home purchaser. 
Taking the facts in the light most favorable to Petrus, he is unable to provide evidence 
sufficient to establish that any action or inaction by Kirk amounted to fraud, let alone the existence 
of an agreement to defraud between Kirk and Gentry-Boyd, which both Kirk and Gentry-Boyd 
deny occurred. The Court should therefore determine as a matter of Jaw that Petrus is unable to 
offer specific evidence of Kirk and Gentry-Boyd agreeing or planning to defraud Petrus, or any 
other subsequent purchasers of the Home, and therefore Petrus has failed to raise a genuine issue 
of material fact, and the Count VII must therefore be dismissed. 
3. Summary Judgment On Count VI ls Proper Because The Applicable Statute Of 
Limitations Bars A Warranty Claim Against Kirk. 
A statute of limitations acts as an absolute bar against an action unless a tolling statute 
applies. Because Petrus can offer no evidence to prove that Kirk is guilty of fraudulent or even 
passive concealment, no tolling of any statute of limitations applies to the warranty claim. Kirk 
completed construction of the Home at the latest in September 2005. See Kirk Aff. ,r 5. Petrus filed 
suit in March 2014, approximately eight-and-a-half years later. See Complaint. Petrus' warranty 
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claim sounds in contract and his conspiracy claim sounds m fraud without any necessary 
foundational facts. 
In a contract action upon an improvement to real property, the statute of limitations begins 
to run "at the time of final completion of construction of such an improvement." LC. § 5-241. Oral 
contract actions must be brought within four years of accrual. I. C. § 5-217. Written contract 
actions must be brought within five years of accrual. I. C. § 5-216. "Causes of action based upon 
breach of warranty, whether express or implied, are contractual in nature." Tusch Enterprises v. 
Coffin, 113 Idaho at 51, 7 40 P .2d 1036 ( 1987) (Bakes, J ., concurring in part and dissenting in part). 
"Warranties may be either express or implied, but in either event the relations between the parties 
arise out of a contract and are not based on what is known as tort or on duties imposed by Jaw or 
on any theory unrelated to contract" Id.; see also Id. at 50, 740 P.2d at 1035 (treating implied 
warranty of habitability as a contract action); Id. at 50 n. 8, 740 P.2d 1035 n. 8 (quoting Prosser & 
Keeton, The Law of Torts § 101) ("[T]he only contract action has been for breach of a warranty, 
express or implied."); 1 A C.J .S. Actions § 143 (2011) ("Where the claim is for a breach of implied 
warranties of habitability. the claim is based on the contract not in tort."); Black's Law Dictionary 
"warranty" (91h ed. 2009) (defining a warranty as "[a]n express or implied promise that something 
in furtherance of the contract is guaranteed by one of the contracting parties; esp., a seller's promise 
that the thing being sold is as represented or promised"). 
Because Kirk and Gentry-Boyd had an oral contract, if Gentry-Boyd were to bring a claim 
against Kirk under and implied warranty theory based on latent defect, she would have had a four-
year window to bring the claim after the completion of construction. This would have been 
September 2009. To the extent Petrus has any claim against Kirk based on a theory of implied 
warranty, it too is time barred by the four-year oral contract statute of limitations found in LC. § 
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5-217, when the warranty expired. The statute of repose found in LC.§ 5-241 does not apply to 
this cause of action against Kirk and should not work to extend any time bar. Since a claim for a 
breach of warranty is a contract cause of action, the claim for breach of implied warranty of 
habitability is untimely and barred by the statute of limitations. 
Additionally, while Petrus does claim that he has suffered property damage, his fraud 
theory fails because he can offer no proof to establish or support it. So, while LC. § 5-241 provides 
that in cases of property damage, a nine-year timeframe exists (six years statue of repose and three 
years statute of limitation) it does not apply to a contract or warranty claim, which is governed 
instead by the applicable contract statute of limitations. 
4. No Liability Under An Implied Warranty Of Habitability Theory Should Flow 
From A Builder To A Subsequent Purchaser Without Proof Of Fraud When The 
Home Is Habitable. 
The implied warranty of habitability is a warranty that typically flows from a builder to the 
original buyer, or first resident, of a newly constructed residential home. The legal principal behind 
the warranty is that a homeowner buying a new home has a reasonable expectation that the home 
will be habitable. 3 Causes of Action 379 (Originally published in 1984). The warranty is not a 
seller warranty if that seller is a homeowner who lives in the home for years and is not the builder 
of the home. 
Count Six of the Second Amended Complaint claims that Kirk materially breached the 
implied warranty of habitability. As grounds for the claim against Kirk, Petrus alleges: (1) Kirk 
was the general contractor who built the Home;; (2) that the sale of the Home gave rise to an 
implied warranty of habitability; (3) that latent and concealed defects made the Home unfit for use 
and habitation; (4) that Kirk was provided written notice of his right to inspect the Home; (5) that 
Kirk inspected the Home and disputed the claim; and (6) by reason of the alleged conduct, 
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breached the warranty. See Second Amended Complaint, ,r,r 60-69. Notwithstanding these 
allegations, as explained below, Petrus' breach of warranty claim against Kirk fails as a matter of 
law. 
It is clear that no privity exists between Kirk and Petrus. Kirk met Petrus for the first time 
in August 2013. It is also clear that Gentry-Boyd lived in the Home from 2005 to 2012 without 
issue and that Petrus lived in the Home for some time before discovering the claimed defects first 
complained ofin 2013. See, Summary of Undisputed Facts. Petrus has offered no proof of fraud. 
While a divided Idaho Supreme Court held that it is possible for a subsequent purchaser to 
maintain a claim of breach of implied warranty of habitability against a builder under the right 
circumstances, the facts of our case differ and do not warrant that same application. Tusch 
Enterprises v. Coffin, 113 Idaho 37, 740 P .2d 1022 (1987). Tusch involved a subsequent purchaser 
of duplexes purchased for investment purposes, who discovered a month after the sale that the 
walls and foundations were cracking. Id. The duplexes had never been occupied. Id. Our facts are 
much different. Gentry-Boyd lived in the Home from 2005 to 2012 without issue. Petrus lived in 
the Home from April 2012 until first complaining of a problem with the French doors in March 
2013. Petrus did not purchase the Home solely for investment purposes like the buyers in Tusch. 
Further, in Tusch, the defects were major (cracking walls and foundation) and were discovered 
within a month of the sale. Here, the initial damage to the Home (French doors not working 
properly) was minor in comparison to cracked walls and a cracked foundation. 
The problems Petrus encountered did not render the Home unlivable or uninhabitable as 
Petrus' own expert testified. See, Value Dep. 145:12- 146:18; 194:7-14. This, coupled with the 
fact that the damage to the Home was not discovered until years after the end of construction, and 
after both Gentry-Boyd and Petrus lived in the Home for some significant time, the warranty claim 
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against Kirk should fail. 
The Court should not view this case the same as Tusch. Instead, the Court must view this 
case in light of a record that fails to show any fact establishing that Kirk engaged in any fraud, 
fails to show that Kirk built a home that was not up to the applicable building code and standards, 
and fails to show that the Home was uninhabitable, based on the fact that both Gentry-Boyd and 
Petrus both lived in the Home. Further, based on the testimony of Petrus' experts, stating that the 
Home was not uninhabitable, the Court should hold that even if a lack of privity between builder 
and subsequent buyer is not required for the warranty to apply, the surrounding facts here differ 
significantly from Tusch and warrant summary judgment. 
5. Petrus Failed To Comply With The Statutory Prerequisites Of The Notice And 
Opportunity To Repair Act By Not Allowing Kirk To Inspect The Home's Roof, 
Gutters, and Complete Exterior. 
Any action commenced by a claimant prior to compliance with the requirements of Idaho's 
Notice and Opportunity to Repair Act (the "Act") shall be dismissed by the court without prejudice 
and may not be recommenced until the claimant has complied with the requirements of this section. 
LC. § 6-2503. In short, compliance is an absolute prerequisite to filing suit. Here, Petrus failed to 
comply with the Act prior to commencing suit. 
Petrus attempted to comply with the Act by providing Kirk with notice in 2013 that there 
was a problem with the south-facing French doors of the Home. See Kirk Aff., Ex. 1. Petrus invited 
Kirk to inspect the doors. Kirk inspected the doors and reported to Petrus his findings. Because 
Kirk's findings at the time did not indicate to Kirk any evidence of a construction defect, he denied 
responsibility for the cause, but outlined to Petrus all of what he saw during his inspection. See 
Kirk Aff., ~ 15; and Nevala Aff. Ex. 1. 
The failure and statutory breach came when Petrus filed his Complaint in March 2014 
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alleging much more than just a problem with the French doors. The Complaint alleges the presence 
of mold in the crawlspace and significant damaged caused by moisture related to the water damage 
below. See, Complaint, p. 3. These allegations were much broader than those included in the 
August 7, 2013 notice letter to Kirk. See Kirk Aff. Ex. 1. The allegation of mold damage was 
significant. 
After improperly filing his Complaint, in violation of the Act, Petrus invited Kirk out to 
inspect the Home a second time, in April 2014, because the problems with the Home were greater 
than just the French doors. During this second inspection, Kirk, the person who built the Home 
and was intimately familiar with what went into its construction, wanted to climb onto the roof, 
inspect the gutters that had been installed after Gentry-Boyd sold the Home, and look at the entire 
exterior of the Home. Petrus prevented Kirk from doing so. He allowed Kirk to inspect the 
crawlspace and interior of the Home, but stopped the inspection short and demanded that Kirk 
leave the property or he would call the sheriff when Kirk wanted to inspect the other areas of the 
Home. This action by Petrus effectively denied Kirk the opportunity to complete an inspection in 
accordance with the Act. 
The filing of suit claiming excessive damage outside the scope of the August 7,2013 notice 
letter, prior to allowing Kirk a second opportunity to inspect the Home, violates the Act and should 
result in bar to suit against Kirk. 
6. Kirk Is An Intended Beneficiary Of Petrus' Waiver Of The Implied Warranty Of 
Habitability In The Purchase And Sale Contract With Gentry-Boyd. 
If the Court finds that the implied warranty claim is not time barred, and not barred because 
the Home was actually habitable, the Court should still grant summary judgment on the claim 
because Petrus knowingly waived any warranty of habitability claim against Gentry-Boyd through 
the clear language of the purchase and sale agreement. This waiver of the warranty against the 
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seller flows to the benefit of the bui Ider as a third-party beneficiary to the purchase and sale 
contract. Given the nature of a warranty of habitability, as a builder warranty, and not a seller 
warranty, the waiver language included in the sale contract contemplates and ultimately benefits 
the builder. 
The waiver language of the sale contract states in part that ... "No warranties, including, 
without limitation, any warranty of habitability, agreements or representations not expressly set 
forth herein shall be binding on either party." Under Idaho law [LC § 29-102], if a party can 
demonstrate that a contract was made expressly for its benefit, it may enforce that contract, prior 
to rescission, as a third-party beneficiary. The test for determining a party's status as a third-party 
beneficiary capable of properly invoking the protection of LC. § 29-102, is whether the agreement 
reflects an intent to benefit the third party. Am. W Enterprises, Inc. v. CNH, LLC, 155 Idaho 746, 
752, 316 P.3d 662, 668 (2013). Again, because a warranty of habitability is a builder warranty, 
made at the time a builder builds a new home for a first-resident buyer, the inclusion of language 
waiving this warranty in a sale contract between the first buyer, who was not also the builder, and 
a subsequent buyer, indicates the intent to benefit the third-party builder because the warranty 
doesn't exist between the seller and buyer unless the seller also built the home. Thus, the original 
builder is the only party the warranty waiver can benefit. Because of this, the Court should find 
that Kirk is the intended third-party beneficiary to Petrus' waiver and properly conclude that no 
warranty flowed from Kirk to Petrus. 
7. Petrus Assumed the Risk of Mold and Microorganisms Existing In the Home. 
Petrus accepted responsibility through his sale contract with Gentry-Boyd for any mold or 
other microorganism damage that may exist at the Home. The specific language of the sale contract 
reads as follows: 
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12. MOLD DISCLAIMER: BUYER is hereby advised that mold and/or 
other microorganisms may exist at the Property. Upon closing BUYER 
acknowledges and agrees to accept full responsibility and risk for matters 
that may result from mold and/or other microorganisms and to hold 
SELLER and any Broker or agent representing SELLER or BUYER 
harmless from any liability or damages (financial or otherwise) relating to 
such matters. 
See Petrus Dep., Ex. 1. 
This disclaimer should serve to bar any claim Petrus has for damages arising from mold or 
microorganisms. See Salinas v. Vierstra, 107 Idaho 984, 695 P.2d 369 (1985); See also Roundtree 
v. Boise Baseball, LLC., 154 Idaho 167, 296 P.3d 393 (2013). The Second Amended Complaint 
alleges the presence of mold in the crawlspace and concludes that significant damage to the Home 
was caused by moisture. See, Second Amended Complaint, ,-r 17, 78, 86. Because Petrus has 
assumed this risk pursuant to the above-highlighted disclaimer, his mold-related claims and 
damages should be barred. 
VI. CONCLUSION 
Kirk built the Home in 2005. Petrus filed his Complaint in 2014. Because there is no 
material fact in dispute as to the statute of limitations on the warranty claim, it fails, and summary 
judgment is proper. Further, the warranty claim fails because the undisputed facts show that the 
Complaint was filed without full compliance of the statutory requirements of the Notice and 
Opportunity to Repair Act. Under the statute, Petrus absolutely needed to allow Kirk the chance 
to conduct a full inspection of the Home a second time if he was going insist that the expanded 
damage was caused by a construction defect. His failure to do this is fatal, and the facts that it 
happened are not in dispute. Additionally, Petrus waived the warranty to Kirk's benefit and 
disclaimed any mold-related damage. Beyond that, neither the Second Amended Complaint nor the 
record, offers any facts to support the critical elements necessary to maintain a claim of fraud or 
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conspiracy to commit fraud because those facts do not exist. 
Based upon the foregoing argument and authorities cited herein, the Court should grant 
Defendant Kirk's Motion/or Summary Judgment, dismissing in their entirety Counts VI, and VII 
of the Second Amended Complaint against Kirk on the basis that no genuine issues of material fact 
exist regarding these claims and Kirk is entitled to judgment as a matter of law. 
Respectfully Submitted, 
DATED this 201h day of May, 2016. 
Daniel A. Nevala 
Attorney for Chris Kirk d/b/a Kirk Enterprises 
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Case No. CV-2014-71-C 
AFFIDAVIT OF CHRIS KIRK IN 
SUPPORT OF DEFENDANT CHRIS 
KIRK D/B/A KIRK ENTERPRISES' 
MOTION FOR SUMMARY 
JUDGMENT 
I, Chris Kirk, being first duly sworn upon oath, deposes and hereby states as follows: 
1. I am over the age of 18 and state the following based upon my own personal 
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knowledge. 
2. I am a Defendant in the above-entitled lawsuit. I have read and understand the 
allegations contained in Plaintiffs' Second Amended Complaint and Demand for Jury Trial, dated 
September 18, 2015. 
3. I am a retired custom-home builder, with over 25 years of experience building 
custom homes in the McCall, Idaho area, and have intimate knowledge of the local building 
standards and requirements. 
4. I was the builder and general contractor for a home located at 2130 Payette Drive, 
McCall, Idaho (the "Home"). 
5. I had an oral contract to build the Home for my friend, Nancy Gentry-Boyd. 
6. Construction of the Home commenced in June 2004 and was substantially 
completed in August 2005, with final billing in September 2005. 
7. As the builder and general contractor for the Home, I worked off a set of plans 
prepared by the architects for the project, Andy Laidlaw and Claire Remsberg, of McCall Design 
and Planning, and consulted with the architects, Ms. Gentry-Boyd, and Ms. Gentry-Boyd's 
decorator, Joanne Hutchinson, if questions arose during the course of construction. 
8. As the builder and general contractor for the Home, I chose the materials used in 
the construction of the Home, based off the architects' plans, and also chose the subcontractors 
hired to help complete work on the Home. Ms. Gentry-Boyd provided no input on these decisions. 
9. The materials used in construction of the Home were purchased from McCall 
lumberyards, suppliers that I had worked with for years, and who had supplied me and most of the 
other builders who were building in McCall with the materials used in all of our construction. 
IO. No substandard or below code materials were used in the construction of the Home. 
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11. The flashing used to flash the area surrounding the Home's French doors was of 
the quality and standard used in the construction industry in McCall at the time of construction of 
the Home. 
12. The vapor barrier used in the construction of the Home consisted of either a felt 
paper or synthetic vapor barrier commonly referred to by its trade name, Tyvek, or a combination 
of both. The use of these materials met industry standard at the time of the Home's construction 
and was not below code. 
13. Prior to August 2013, I had never met Edmond A. Petrus, Jr. ("Petrus"), or any 
representative of the Petrus Family Trust, nor did I have any discussions with Mr. Petrus or any 
representative of the Petrus Family Trust. 
14. I was never informed by any party to this lawsuit of the sale of the Home to Mr. 
Petrus, individually or as a representative of, the Petrus Family Trust. 
15. On August 21, 2013, at the invitation of Plaintiffs' counsel, I attempted to exercise 
my right to inspect the Home's French doors and was accompanied by Mr. Petrus and the Home's 
caretaker, Mr. Longmire. During my inspection, and for the first time, I discovered the following: 
a. The locking mechanism on the operable door that was present when 
construction of the Home was complete had been removed and reinstalled 
by a third-party unknown to me, in an inappropriate manner; 
b. The locking mechanism on the stationary door appeared to have been pried 
upon to the extent that it was not functional; 
c. Markings on the overhead trim board indicated that the locking mechanism 
was engaged to lock when someone had tried to close the door; 
d. Weather stripping on the astragal of the operable door had been completely 
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removed; 
e. Weather stripping on the bottom of the operable door had been trimmed and 
was not intact; 
f. Weather stripping on the stationary door could not be verified or inspected 
because the door would not open; 
g. Screws were installed into the threshold that were not factory and were not 
installed in the correct area; 
h. Several screws had been added to the threshold, especially in the weep 
channel; 
1. The ice and water shield installed in the crawl space had been altered and 
displaced; 
J. Foam insulation had been removed. 
16. I was invited to inspect the Home by Petrus, or his counsel, a total of three times. I 
first visited the Home on March 21, 2013, as explained above. The second and third visits were 
both in April 2014. The second visit was before the Home's demolition started and the third visit 
was after demolition of the Home had started. During the first inspection, I inspected the Home's 
French doors and area immediately around the French doors. During the second inspection, I 
inspected the Home's crawlspace, interior, and French doors. I wanted to inspect the Home's roof, 
gutter system, and exterior, but was prevented from doing so by Petrus. He demanded that I leave 
and threatened to call the sheriff if I did not. 
17. At the time construction of the Home was completed in 2005, the doors were fully 
functional and properly installed, flashed, and waterproofed. 
18. None of the above-referenced abnormalities existed at the time of the completion 
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of the Home. In addition, I attended social functions at the Home between 2005 and 2009, and 
used the doors referenced above. During these social events, I was able to observe the condition 
of the doors and witnessed no problems. The alterations and damage witnessed during my 2013 
inspection were not present. Notwithstanding, during the first year after completion of 
construction, Gentry-Boyd contacted me with a complaint that the doors were sticking. In 
response, I adjusted the door hinges, and it was my understanding that the sticking door problem 
was remedied to Gentry-Boyd's satisfaction, as she never made a subsequent complaint to me 
regarding the doors or any other need for repairs to the Home. 
19. My first inspection revealed that at some point after construction on the Home was 
completed, the Home had been severely altered and damaged. 
20. Based upon my personal knowledge, it is my opinion that the damage to the Home, 
as detailed in the Plaintiffs' lawsuit, was not the result of using materials and standards that did 
not meet the applicable building codes and standards of care. Rather, the damage was likely a 
result of a combination of misuse, neglect, damage, and possible alteration. Once the damage and 
alterations occurred, the extreme weather and elements in McCall could have quickly exacerbated 
the problem. 
21. During construction of the Home, I had general conversations with Gentry-Boyd 
regarding aspects of the construction of the Home, as would be typical between any builder and 
owner during the construction process. With that said, 
a. At no time did I and Defendant Gentry-Boyd ever have any conversation, let 
alone agree, that I would use and install substandard materials, including, but 
not limited to, a substandard exterior envelope, which did not meet the 
applicable building codes and standards of care, for the purpose of cutting costs. 
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The materials I used to construct the Home met or exceeded building codes and 
applicable standards of care. 
b. At no time did I and Defendant Gentry-Boyd ever have any conversation, let 
alone agree, that I would intentionally conceal any portion of the home's 
construction or materials, for the purpose of concealing substandard materials 
that did not meet applicable building codes and standards of care, to avoid a 
general home inspection, a final home inspection to obtain a certificate of 
occupancy, or to defraud a subsequent purchaser of the Home. To the best of 
my knowledge and recollection, the Home was inspected several times by the 
County building inspector at the time, Bill Housdorf, and passed each 
inspection, including the final inspection. 
22. That attached hereto as Exhibit 1 is a true and correct copy of a notice of 
construction defect letter I received from Jason Mau, dated August 7, 2013. 
FURTHER YOUR AFFIANT SA YETH NAUGHT. 
DATED this 2:a._ day of May, 2016. 
Chris Kirk 
Notary Public for State of Idaho 
Residing at ~C«.ll I/._ La 
"""' 
My Commission Expires: ~-U- WI'?: 
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
~ 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the.J7tJ day of May, 2016 I served a true and correct copy 
of the foregoing document(s) upon the following person(s), in the manner indicated: 
Alyson A. Foster 
Jason J. Rudd 
ANDERSEN SCHWARTS MAN 
WOODARD BRAILSFORD, PLLC 
101 S. Capitol Blvd., Suite 1600 
Boise, ID 83702 
Attorney for Plaintiffs 
Michael G. Pierce 
P.O. Box 1019 
489 West Mountain Road 
Cascade, ID 83611 
Attorney for Defendant Todd 
McKenna d/b/a Homecraft Home 
Inspections 
Steven J. Millemann 
George C. Pittenger 
MILLEMAN, PITTENGER, 
MCMAHAN & PEMBERTON LLP 
706 N. First Street 
P.O. Box 1066 
McCall, ID 83638 
Attorneys for Defendant Nancy 
Gentry-Boyd 
Phillip J. Collaer 
ANDERSON, JULIAN & HULL LLP 
C.W. Moore Plaza 
250 S. Fifth Street, Suite 700 
P.O. Box 7426 
Boise, ID 83707-7426 
Attorneys for Defendant Re/Max 
Resort Realty & Kevin Batchelor 
Courtesy Copy: 







U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
Overnight Courier 
Hand Delivered 
Facsimile (208) 342-4455 
E-mail aaf@aswblaw.com 
jjr@aswblaw.com 
U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
Overnight Courier 
Hand Delivered 
Facsimile (208) 382-3783 
E-mail 
michael@michaelpiercelaw.com 
U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
Overnight Courier 
Hand Delivered 
Facsimile (208) 634-4516 
E-mail sjm@mpmplaw.com 
U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
Overnight Courier 
Hand Delivered 
Facsimile (208) 344-5510 
E-mail pcol laer(q),ajhlaw.com 
Via e-mail to gknapp@co.vallev.id.us 
~ 
Daniel A. Nevala 
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Jason R. Mau 
jmau@greenerlaw.com 
(206) 319-2600 
VIA CERTIFIED MAIL 
Chris Kirk 
Kirk Enterprises 
P.O. Box 846 
McCall, ID 83638 
August 7, 2013 
Re: NOTICE OF CONSTRUCTION DEFECT 
2130 Payette Dr., McCall, Idaho 83638 
GBSO File No. 19456-002 
Dear Mr. Kirk: 
ALFA® INTERNATIONAL 
The Global Legal Network 
We represent and write on behalf of Ed Petrus, the current owner of the home located at 2130 
Payette Drive in McCall ("Home"). This letter is being sent directly to you to assure that all 
requirements for notice under the Notice and Opportunity to Repair Act are satisfied. 
We are notifying you of continuing problems with the construction of the Home and assert a 
construction defect claim. Mr. Petrus, the claimant, asserts these claims as a "homeowner" pursuant 
to Idaho Code section 6-2502(5), which includes a subsequent purchaser of a residence from a 
person who contracts with a construction professional for the construction of a residence. Mr. Petrus 
purchased the Home from Nancy Boyd in April, 2012. 
The claim regards the south-facing French Doors ("Doors") that open out to the deck on the 
lake side of the Home. Mr. Petrus became aware of problems with the Doors when he first occupied 
the Home. Mr. Petrus hired others to further review the problems with the Doors, which unveiled 
evidence of water intrusion. 
A detailed inspection of the Doors disclosed the presence of excessive water in the foam 
insulation on the stem wall under the Doors. Energy Seal was hired to remove the insulation, and 
after removing the insulation, further water intrusion and damage was discovered. This damage 
includes, but is not limited to, damage to the lakeside load point next to the Doors as well as damage 
to the floor sheeting. Also, it was discovered that ice and water shield was applied/flashed to the 
interior side of the rim joist instead of the exterior side, which undoubtedly has contributed to the 
water damage. This damage was observed by Mr. Petrus' maintenance man/property caretaker, 
Mike Longmire, and confinned by other construction personnel. We have reviewed the cost of 
repair by one contractor, which we believe you have reviewed as well, and which states that repairs 
will require the reinstallation of new Doors, repair of the water damaged rim and floor joists, and 
replacement and refinishing of the portions of the deck and floor near the Doors' threshold. 
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At this time, it is anticipated that the necessary repairs will commence in early- to mid-
September. 
Pursuant to LC. §6-2503, we are providing you with the opportunity to remedy the 
construction defect. Our general W1derstanding of the damage per the findings to date suggests that 
the damage has been caused by the improper installation of flashing in the area of the Doors. This 
general characterization of the damage and current claim is subject to modification upon further 
investigation. 
If you want to take advantage of the opportunity to perform the work, or be involved in the 
direction of the wo,rk, and be given the opportunity to cure the identified problems that are your 
responsibilities, you must notify Mr. Petrus, via the undersigned, within twenty-one (21) days from 
the date of this letter. Upon receipt of that written notification, Mr. Petrus will assess your response, 
have it reviewed and analyzed by his consultants and contractors, and determine if any remedial 
work you agree to perform is acceptable and can be accomplished this fall. You may be assured we 
will be prompt in so advising you. Mr. Petrus will also cooperate per LC. § 6-2503(2)(a) should you 
wish to inspect the extent of damage to the Doors. 
Failing a timely response that is adequate and reasonable, Mr. Petrus will have no alternative 
but to do what is reasonable and necessary to mitigate his damages and cure the aforementioned 
deficiencies. Should this occur, Mr. Petrus reserves his right to seek recompense from you or others 
for the cost of the repairs, plus attorney's fees and cost of suit. 
If you have not already done so, we urge you to provide a copy of this letter to your 





Very truly yours, 
GREENER BURKE SHOEMAKER OBERRECHT P.A. 
950 w. bannock street, Sliite 950 ! bolse idaho 83702 ! f. 208 319 ?601 Io. 208 319 2600 
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Alyson A. Foster (ISB #9719) 
Jason J. Rudd (ISB #9406) 
ANDERSEN SCHWARTZMAN 
WOODARD BRAILSFORD, PLLC 
101 S. Capitol Blvd., Suite 1600 
Boise, Idaho 83 702 
Telephone: (208) 342-4411 
Facsimile: (208) 342-4455 
aaf@aswblaw.com 
iir@aswblaw.com 
Attorneys for Plaintifft 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF VALLEY 




NANCY GENTRY-BOYD et al., 
Defendants. 
Case No. CV-2014-71-C 
PLAINTIFFS' OPPOSITION TO 
DEFENDANT CHRIS KIRK D/B/A 




Defendant Chris Kirk, d/b/a Kirk Enterprises ("Kirk"), requests summary judgment on 
Plaintiffs' breach of the implied warranty of habitability based on an array of legal arguments 
that misapply the law and ignore factual disputes that must be presented to a jury. 
The bulk of Kirk's arguments misunderstand the law governing the implied warranty of 
habitability. The Idaho Supreme Court held unambiguously in Tusch Enterprises v. Coffin, 113 
Idaho 37, 740 P.2d 1022 (1987), that a subsequent home purchaser such as Petrus may pursue 
this claim against the original builder. No Idaho court has yet determined when the statute of 
limitations accrues for this claim. But, key Idaho Supreme Court decisions set forth principles 
that compel only one conclusion: the claim accrues upon discovery of defect, not upon 
completion of construction. Indeed, as a claim borne of "public policy," the case law indicates 
that it would as "absurd" for an implied warranty of habitability claim to accrue based on the 
original build contract as it would for lack of contractual privity to prevent relief. Id. at 46, 51. 
This conclusion has been reached by many other jurisdictions and is the natural result of Idaho 
case law. Plaintiffs' claims thus have not expired. 
Kirk's factual arguments are likewise not well founded. Kirk argues a lack of sufficient 
evidence of inhabitability based on the fact that Petrus continued to "inhabit" the home. But as 
might be expected, the implied warranty of habitability does not require a serious defect to 
become deadly before it is invoked.Ju fact, in Tusch the court held that the plaintiff had the right 
to have a jury decide whether the warranty was breached by a cracked foundation that caused 
wall cracking and water intrusion-even though these symptoms did not force the residents out 
of the home. The defects here are serious enough that, as Plaintiffs' expert testified, left untreated 
would ultimately create a serious safety hazard. These are factual questions ripe for a jury. 
Kirk also complains that he was not provided sufficient notice under the Idaho's Notice 
of Opportunity to Repair Act ("NORA") because the complaint "expanded" the claimed damages 
and Kirk believes he did not have sufficient opportunity to inspect after receiving the complaint. 
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The law, however, is clear: NORA only requires a claimant to provide enough information for a 
builder to identify the "general nature and location" of a defect, not the exhaustive explanation 
Kirk argues for. Petrus's notice to Kirk-given several months before the complaint was filed-
provided a wealth of detail, and far more than the Idaho Supreme Court has required in similar 
cases. Kirk was allowed full access to the home to inspect, and he decided not to accept 
responsibility. This should end the inquiry. 
Finally, Kirk attempts to invoke asserted disclaimers in the purchase and sale agreement 
between the home's original owner, Nancy Gentry-Boyd ("Gentry"), and Plaintiffs. Kirk is not a 
party to, or third party beneficiary of, that agreement. And the contractual language he cites do 
not provide the broad disclaimer he seeks anyway. 
In sum, Kirk's attempt to avoid responsibility for the damages caused by his construction 
defects should be rejected. Plaintiffs' expert opines that the damages were caused by faulty 
construction, and factual issues surrounding the nature and cause of the damages should be 
resolved by a jury. Kirk's motion should be denied. 
STATEMENT OF FACTS 
I. Kirk Builds 2130 Payette Drive 
1. In 2004, Gentry hired Kirk to build a custom home for her on lakefront property 
at 2130 Payette Drive. (Gentry Depo. at 28:10-13, 27:7-10.)1 She paid Kirk approximately 
$1,035,000.00. (Kirk Depo. at 75:11-23.)2 The home was completed in summer 2005. (Id, 64:2-
6.) 
2. Kirk was the builder and general contractor. (Affidavit of Chris Kirk ("Kirk 
Aff."), ,7.) He chose the materials to use in the construction of the home and the subcontractors. 
(Id,, 8.) He was at the site every day or almost every day. (Kirk Depo. at 79:12-13.) 
1 This deposition transcript ofNancy Gentry-Boyd, March 19, 2016, is attached as Exhibit 7 to 
the Affidavit of Greg Pittenger. 
2 This deposition transcript of Robert Christopher "Chris" Kirk, individually and as the 30(b )( 6) 
representative of Kirk Enterprises, is attached as Exhibit 12 to the Affidavit of Greg Pittenger. 
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3. At issue in this case are a pair of French sliding doors located on the southeastern 
comer of the dining room (the "French Doors"). (Declaration of Edmond A. Petrus ("Petrus 
Deel.") at Ex. 1 thereto.) These are outswing, double-panel French Doors. (Id.) The original 
plans called for in-swing doors, which Kirk testifies are more suitable for keeping out the 
elements. (Kirk Depo. at 39:9-10; 117:6-12.) In the design process, Gentry requested to change 
to outswing doors. (Kirk Depo. at 165:23-166:4, 169:16-20 & Ex. 29 to Kirk Depo.) 
4. Either Kirk or people working for him installed the French Doors, placed 
moisture barrier around the doors, and installed flashing. (Kirk Depo. at 79:6-21-80:2.) He 
reviewed that work as it was performed. (Id, 83:24-84:L) 
5. The home was completed in August or September 2005. (Kirk Aff., ,i 6.) 
6. From 2005 to 2009, Gentry used the Home as a vacation home in the summer and 
winter. (Gentry Depo. at 45:18-46:4.) 
7. A few years after living in the Home, Gentry called Kirk to come look at the 
Doors because they were sticking; Kirk inspected them and made some adjustments. (Gentry 
Depo. 51:19-52:11, 53:6-8; Ex. 12 to Affidavit of Alyson A. Foster ("Foster Aff."), Gentry 
Responses to Interrogatories at 9.) Kirk also contacted the door installers. (Id.; Gentry Depo. at 
66:2-13.) Gentry also admits that after Kirk left, the problem with the Doors continued, but that 
she chose not to have Kirk look at them again. (Gentry Depo. at 54: 17-55:6, 71 :24-8.) Gentry 
also admitted that she does not call the home builder every time a door sticks, but that in this 
case it was serious enough that she did. (Id., 111 :19-112:7.) 
8. On another occasion, a cold draft came through the Doors and interfered with a 
bridge game. (Id., 56:16-58:16.) Gentry remedied the problem by affixing duct tape along the 
seam between the doors. She never removed that tape but somehow continued to use the doors in 
the summers. (Id., 59:3-60:9.) 
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9. Gentry began trying to sell the Home in 2009. (Wood Depo. at 14:21-15:2; Foster 
Deel., Ex 7.)3 
II. Gentry Sells 2130 Payette Drive to Petrus Family Trust 
10. In early 2012, Plaintiff Petrus visited the Home. Petrus visited the home two or 
three times. (Petrus Depo. at 91:22-92:1.)4 He did not try to open the French Doors during any of 
these visits. (Declaration of Edmond A. Petrus in Opposition to Defendants' Motions for 
Summary Judgment ("Petrus Deel."),, 12.) 
11. On April 20, 2012, Plaintiffs and Gentry finalized the Purchase and Sale 
Agreement for the home. (Id, , 10.) 
12. The home sale process provides two primary means for the buyer to learn of 
underlying problems with the home: the RE-25 Seller's Property Condition Disclosure Form and 
the report of the home inspector. Here, neither avenue revealed to Petrus any problems with 
water and moisture around the French Doors. (Ex. 2 to Pittenger Aff.; Petrus Deel.,,, 9, 19, Ex. 
2 to Petrus Deel.) 
13. First, as required by Idaho law, Gentry completed and submitted a R-25 Seller's 
Disclosure Form. (Ex. 2 to Pittenger Aff.) Gentry initially completed the form on February 2, 
2011, and re-executed it on March 10, 2012. (Id) She did not disclose that she experienced any 
water intrusion, moisture, or other problems with the home, much less any specific problems 
with the French Doors. (Id at 1, 4.) 
14. Second, on or about March 15, 2012, Defendant Todd McKenna, d/b/a Homecraft 
Inspections ("McKenna''), conducted an inspection of the home. (Ex. 2 to Petrus Deel.) For the 
"Foundations, Basements and Crawlspaces" section of the report, McKenna indicated that "the 
item, component or unit is not functioning as intended, or needs further inspection by a qualified 
contractor. Items, components or units that can be repaired to satisfactory condition may not 
3 The deposition transcript of Michael Wood, June 1, 2016 (rough draft) is attached as Exhibit 4 
to the Declaration of Alyson A. Foster. 
4 The deposition transcript of Ed Petrus, March 15, 2016, is attached as Exhibit 1 to the Affidavit 
of Phillip Collaer. 
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need replacement." (Id. at 13.) The photos included for that section indicated "ant signs," "past 
moisture signs," and "water signs" in the crawlspace. (Id. at 14.) McKenna's comment stated: 
There are signs of ant intrusion that should be addressed (Picture 1-3). 
I would recommend a certified exterminator be contacted. There is 
also some signs of spring run off in the crawlspace (Picture 4,5), which 
is typical for the area. It should be monitored each spring to see if a 
sump needs to be installed. (Id) 
15. Petrus met with McKenna to review his report. (Petrus Depo. at 67:19-68:9, 88:2-
89:4.) Petrus asked McKenna about the photos showing water seepage in the crawl space and 
expressed concern about them. (Id., 88:5-10.) In response, McKenna "said this is normal seepage 
for this type of property, this type of area, this type of house, this type of - you know, this is 
normal, nothing unusual." (Id, 88:12-14.) Petrus pressed him on the point, but McKenna assured 
him no further action was required. (Id., 88:15-89:4.) Petrus therefore understood that there were 
no exigent problems from moisture or water, and that, at most, ant extermination may be 
necessary. (Petrus Deel., 1 9.) As such, Petrus did not ask Gentry to make any repairs to the 
crawlspace, and he assumed responsibility for any ant extermination. (Id.) 
16. The Inspection Report did not indicate any problem with the French Doors. (Id. at 
Ex. 2, p. 10.) McKenna did not try to open or close the French Doors and "did not even look at 
them." (McKenna Depo. at 54:19-55:3;5 Petrus Depo. at 166:8-167:19.) 
III. Petrus Discovers The French Doors Do Not Function Properly. 
17. Within days of moving into the home, Petrus for the first time tried the French 
Doors at issue. (Petrus Deel., 112.) He immediately observed that the French Doors did not open 
properly, did not close properly, and would not lock. (Petrus Depo. at 116:1-119:4.) Petrus's 
home maintenance agent, Mike Longmire, also observed that one door panel would not open, 
was swollen, and "looked like it had gotten wet." (Longmire Depo. at 25:7-13.)6 
5 The deposition transcript of Todd McKenna, March 11, 2016, is attached as Ex. 13 to the 
Affidavit of Affidavit of Greg Pittenger. 
6 The deposition transcript of Mike Longmire, March 14, 2016, is attached as Ex. 3 to the Foster 
Deel. 
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18. Around the same time, Petrus asked Longmire to install a grill/barbecue in the 
area next to the French Doors. (Longmire Deel., 12.) Longmire hired a local company, Valley 
County A-1 Heat, to install a gas line in the crawlspace underneath the French Doors. (Id.; 
Longmire Depo. at 15:25-16:15.) To accomplish this, Valley County A-1 Heat drilled a hole 
through the insulation foam in the crawlspace underneath the French doors. (Longmire Deel., 
12.) Water came out of the hole and the insulation was saturated. (Id.) Longmire then hired an 
insulation company, Energy Seal, to investigate. (Id., 13.) They removed a portion of the wet 
foam insulation underneath the French Doors and found that the floor joists underneath the 
French doors and the corner post were rotten. (Id.) 
19. Between August 2012 and summer 2013, Petrus attempted to have Gentry take 
responsibility for the necessary repairs. (Exs. 6, & 7 to Boyd Depo.; Ex. 41 to Batchelor Depo.) 
Gentry informed Petrus that the due diligence period had ended and she had no further 
responsibilities. (Foster Deel., Ex. 9.) 
IV. Petrus Provides Kirk With Notice And Opportunity To Repair 
20. On August 7, 2013, Petrus (through his attorney) sent a letter to Chris Kirk to 
provide notice under the Notice and Opportunity to Repair Act. (Petrus Deel., 1 23 & Ex. 4 
thereto). This was several months prior to filing suit. (Id.) That letter stated: 
We are notifying you of continuing problems with the construction 
of the Home and assert a construction defect claim. Mr. Petrus, the 
claimant, asserts these claims as a "homeowner" pursuant to Idaho Code 
section 6-2502(5), which includes a subsequent purchaser of a residence 
from a person who contracts with a construction professional for the 
construction of a residence. Mr. Petrus purchased the Home from Nancy 
Boyd in April, 2012. 
The claim regards the south-facing French Doors ("Doors") that 
open out to the deck on the lake side of the Home. Mr. Petrus became 
aware of problems with the Doors when he first occupied the Home. Mr. 
Petrus hired others to further review the problems with the Doors, which 
unveiled evidence of water intrusion. 
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A detailed inspection of the Doors disclosed the presence of 
excessive water in the foam insulation on the stem wall under the Doors. 
Energy Seal was hired to remove the insulation, and after removing the 
insulation, further water intrusion and damage was discovered. This 
damage includes, but is not limited to, damage to the lakeside load point 
next to the Doors as well as damage to the floor sheeting. Also, it was 
discovered that ice and water shield was applied/flashed to the interior 
side of the rim joist instead of the exterior side, which undoubtedly has 
contributed to the water damage. This damage was observed by Mr. 
Petrus' maintenance man/property caretaker, Mike Longmire, and 
confirmed by other construction personnel. We have reviewed the cost of 
repair by one contractor, which we believe you have reviewed as well, and 
which states that repairs will require the reinstallation of new Doors, repair 
of the water damaged rim and floor joists, and replacement and refinishing 
of the portions of the deck and floor near the Doors' threshold. 
At this time, it is anticipated that the necessary repairs will 
commence in early- to mid September. 
Pursuant to LC. §6-2503, we are providing you with the 
opportunity to remedy the construction defect. Our general understanding 
of the damage per the findings to date suggests that the damage has been 
caused by the improper installation of flashing in the area of the Doors. 
This general characterization of the damage and current claim is subject to 
modification upon further investigation. 
If you want to take advantage of the opportunity to perform the 
work, or be involved in the direction of the work, and be given the 
opportunity to cure the identified problems that are your responsibilities, 
you must notify Mr. Petrus, via the undersigned, within twenty-one (21) 
days from the date of this letter. Upon receipt of that written notification, 
Mr. Petrus will assess your response, have it reviewed and analyzed by his 
consultants and contractors, and determine if any remedial work you agree 
to perform is acceptable and can be accomplished this fall. You may be 
assured we will be prompt in so advising you. Mr. Petrus will also 
cooperate per I. C.§ 6-2503(2)(a) should you wish to inspect the extent of 
damage to the Doors. 
(Id. at Ex. 4.) 
21. On August 11, 2013, Kirk requested to inspect the home. (Petrus Deel., ,r 24 & 
Ex. 5 thereto.) On August 20, 2011, Plaintiffs' attorney scheduled Kirk's inspection for August 
20, 2013. (Petrus Deel., ,r 25 & Ex. 6.) 
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22. Kirk inspected the home on August 21, 2013. (Id. Ex. 7.) He was allowed as much 
time as he wanted to conduct his inspection. (Longmire Deel., ,i 4.) He was there for 
approximately two hours. (Id) 
23. On August 30, 2013, Petrus received a letter from Kirk stating that "Kirk 
exercised his right to inspect the property on August 21, 2013," and setting forth what Kirk 
claims to have observed. (Petrus Deel., ,i 26 & Ex. 7 thereto). In specific, Kirk claimed that: 
(Id.) 
1. The locking mechanism on the operable door had been removed and 
reinstalled in an inappropriate manner. 
2. The locking mechanism on the stationary door appeared to have been pried 
open to the extent that it was not functional. 
3. Markings on the overhead trim board indicated that the locking mechanism 
was engaged to lock when someone had tried to close the door. 
4. Weather stripping on the astragal of the operable door had been removed. 
5. Weather stripping on the bottom of the operable door had been trimmed and 
was not intact. 
6. The weather stripping on the stationary door could not be verified or inspected 
because the door would not open. 
7. Screws were installed into the threshold that were not "factory" and were not 
installed in the correct area. 
8. Several screws had been added to the threshold, especially in the weep 
channel. 
9. The water shield installed in the crawl space had been altered and displaced. 
10. Foam insulation had been removed. 
24. In April 2014, Kirk visited and inspected the site twice more. (Id.) Petrus was 
present when Kirk inspected the home. (Id.; Petrus Deel., ,i 27.) Kirk told Petrus he would try to 
get the doors fixed for him. (Id.) Petrus also overheard Kirk saying that he had told Gentry that 
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out-swinging doors, as opposed to in-swinging doors, are a problem because they do not keep 
water out and that he had advised her not to use them; but, she had insisted on those doors 
anyway. (Id.) Kirk was at the house for over an hour. (Id.) 
25. At some point during that visit, Kirk requested to go on the roof. (Id., 28.) Petrus 
was uncomfortable with him going on the roof, both for liability reasons and because Petrus was 
concerned he might harm something. (Id) There was no rot or problems on the roof. (Id.) Petrus 
therefore told Kirk he did not want him to go on the roof and asked him to leave. (Id) 
V. The Damage Resulted From Defective/Substandard Construction Techniques 
26. In October 2013, Petrus hired Restoration Pro, n/k/a Disaster Response, to 
perform the remediation work. (Value Depo. at 45:4-12.)7 Eric Waite, project manager, acted as 
the on-site project manager for the remediation. (Id., 14: 16-24.) Beau Value, owner of Disaster 
Response, supervised Waite and stayed apprised of the repairs. (Id., 81:20-82:10.) Petrus has 
designated Value as an expert witness and has notified all parties that Waite may provide 
testimony that involves expert knowledge and opinions. 
27. To remediate the damages, the Disaster Response team removed the stone veneer 
around the French Doors, other doors, hardwood around the doors, the deck joists, and decking. 
(Value Depo. at44:20-47:5; 52:8-53:2; 94:11-95:13.) They discovered extensive rot on the 
bottom and sides of the door, the subfloor, underneath the doors, and the deck joists. (Id; Value 
Deel., Ex. 1.) As they continued to remove stone veneer around the southeast comer next to the 
doors, they discovered additional extensive wood rot and structural rot up to 2-3 Y:z feet high in 
that area. (Value Depo. at 94:11-95:13.) They continued to remove the stone veneer, including 
all mesh and masonry, along the south-facing wall to discover rotted materials. (Id.) They 
removed the flashing and rim boards. (Id.; 105:1-17.) They removed and replaced all rotted 
7 The deposition transcript of Beau Value, March 11, 2016, is attached as Ex. 5 to the Affidavit 
of Greg Pittenger. 
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materials and installed a heavy moisture barrier. (See generally Value Depo. 94:11-99:25; 
103:13-105:17, describing this process.) 
28. In total, Petrus paid Disaster Response $57,337.16 for this work, which did not 
include the $4,976.52 Petrus paid for replacement doors. (Id, 73 :3-10; Foster Deel., Ex. 5.) 
29. In Value's expert opinion, the damage was caused by three defects that occurred 
during construction of the home. (See generally Value Depo. at 112:20-133:11, discussing 
causation opinions; Declaration of Beau Value in Opposition to Defendants' Motion for 
Summary Judgment, ,I 8-12.) First, the French Doors were not framed properly and the flashing 
underneath the doors was inadequate. (Id. at 113:2-116:4; 124:5-126:8; Value Deel., ,I 8-12.) As 
a result, water did not drain properly away from the Doors and created a trough of water under 
the doors. (Id.) 
30. Second, improper flashing was used along the bottom of the exterior wall. (Id.) 
The flashings were only 1 Y2 inches high, rather than 4 inches high, and this allowed water to rise 
up vertically and seep through to the walls. (Id.; Value Depo. at 130:25:-133:15; 136:15-137:19.) 
31. Third, the amount and placement of the moisture barrier along the wall was 
inadequate and below industry standards. (Id. at 133:24-136:11; Value Deel., ,r,r 8-12.) All of this 
created a lack of waterproofing that allowed water to enter the structure and create rot. (Value 
Deel., ,r,r 8-12; Value Depo. 112:20-138:8.) And, he testified, "this wasn't something that 
happened quickly. This was something that probably started shortly after the house was build, 
and slowly started that water started penetrating and created rot." (Id. at 126:5-8; Value Deel., 
,r 8.) 
32. Value testifies that if the repairs had not been made, eventually the hard wood 
would buckle and the stones would start falling off the veneer. 
(Page 195) 
25 Q. If these conditions you observed around the 
(Page 196) 
1 door, the joists and the dry rot, both on the southern 
2 facing side, and then the conditions you observed on the 
3 eastern facing side, had not been fixed by your folks, 
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4 what would have happened over time to the house? 
5 A. Eventually, you know, that rot on those floor 
6 joists would continue to move, and you may notice some 
7 creaking. You may notice -- and that water would 
8 continue, because remember, the sub-floor was rotted 
9 right underneath that hardwood. And which is still 
10 amazing that the hardwood did not show any signs of the 
11 water, but the sub-floor directly underneath it is 
12 rotted. 
13 So as that water has -- kept going there, I 
14 think eventually, you are going to see those signs in 
15 your hardwood. Eventually, it is going to start 
16 buckling, and show signs of moisture there. 
17 On the stone, I mean, if that continued, I 
18 mean, it would take a long time. But if that continued, 
19 eventually the stones would fall off the wall. 
20 Q. Okay. Would it create a safety hazard? 
21 A. It could. But, I mean, I would think you 
22 would see those signs long before --
23 Q. Okay. 
24 A. -- a safety hazard would occur. 
(Value Depo. at 195:25-196:21.) 
33. Value also testifies that the flashing size (1 ~ inches high) and felt application 
violated building codes in effect at the time of building. (Value Deel., ,r, 10-12.) Specifically, the 
International Residential Code of 2003 requires that flashing "be installed to prevent water from 
reentering the exterior wall envelope." (Id., ,r 11.) The flashing used here was 11;4 inches tall, less 
than 2 inches, and not sufficient to prevent water from reentering the exterior wall envelope, 
particularly on the south-facing, lakeside wall facing the elements. (Id) In Value's opinion, the 
flashing did not comply with this code. (Id) 
34. In addition, the Code requires felt or material to overlap the lower layer not less 
than 2 inches. (Value Deel., ,r 12.) Here, the home was constructed using flashing that was only 
11;4 inches and therefore the felt therefore could not lap the lower layer by at least 2 inches. (Id) 
In some places, the felt did not overlap the flashing at all and rested above it. (Value Depo. at 
131:14-21.) Accordingly, in Value's opinion, this did not comply with either the flashing code or 
the weather-resistant sheathing paper code. (Value Deel., ,r 12.) 
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35. Value reviewed the August 29, 2013 letter from Kirk listing his observations and 
what he believes caused the damage. In Value's opinion, the items listed in the letter were not 
the main cause of the damage. Specifically: 
• Value did not observe any screws in threshold. (Value Depo. at 195:19-20.) 
Neither Petrus nor Longmire, nor anyone else to their knowledge, installed 
screws in the threshold. (Petrus Deel., 1 31; Longmire Deel., 1 8.) 
• Even if screws had been installed by Petrus (they were not), Value opines they 
would not have led to the damages that occurred. (Value Depo. at 204:8-13.) 
• If weather stripping had been an issue, it "would have let water inside, and 
you would have seen it on the floor. And that wasn't the issue." (Value Depo. 
at 204: 15-17 .) 
• The only foam insulation that had been removed was the removal that 
demonstrated the damages. (Value Depo. at 205:2-15.) The removal of foam 
was not the cause of the damages. 
36. In addition: 
• Since Petrus moved into the home, no one removed or reinstalled the locking 
mechanism. (Petrus Deel., 131; Longmire Deel., 18.) The doors were re-
keyed only. (Petrus Deel., 132; Longmire Deel., 19.) 
• Neither Petrus nor Longmire, nor anyone else to their knowledge, attempted 
to pry open the locking mechanism on the stationary door. (Petrus Deel., 1 31; 
Longmire Deel., 18.) 
• Neither Petrus nor Longmire, nor anyone else to their knowledge, removed 
weather stripping from the doors. (Petrus Deel., 131; Longmire Deel., 18.) 
• The doors are provided by the manufacturer sealed. (Ex. 15 to Foster Deel.) 
37. Value also testifies that there is a significant difference between mold and rot. 
(Value Deel., 11 13-17.) Mold is a growth of fungus or other microorganisms, and may be 
remedied through sanding and microbial treatment. (Id., 11 14, 16.) Rot, in contrast, is a 
structural degradation of wood or other natural materials, and may be remedied only through 
replacement. (Id., 1115-16.) While mold and rot both may arise from exposure to moisture, they 
are qualitatively different conditions that require different methods, at different price levels, of 
repair and remediation. (Id., 1113-17.) Indeed, in this case, Disaster Pro separately identified and 
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charged for the mold remediation performed in the crawlspace at the Home, which was 
miniscule as compared to the rot and water damage. (Value Depo. at 77:17-21.) Simply put, in 
the construction industry, "mold" and "rot" are not interchangeable conditions. 
ARGUMENT 
The standard for a motion under Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 56( c) is undoubtedly well 
known to this Court. Summary judgment may be granted only where there are no genuine issues 
of material fact and the moving party is entitled to judgment as a matter oflaw. I.R.C.P. 56(c). 
Because summary dispositions are disfavored, the Court must construe all facts and inferences 
contained in the pleadings, depositions, and admissions, together with the affidavits, if any, in 
the light most favorable to the non-moving party. Id.; Sewell v. Neilson, Monroe Inc., 109 Idaho 
192, 194, 706 P.2d 81, 83 (Ct. App. 1985). Thus, summary judgment must be denied if 
reasonable persons could reach differing conclusions or draw conflicting inferences from the 
evidence. Smith v. Meridian Joint Sch. District No. 2, 128 Idaho 714, 718, P.2d 583, 587 (1996). 
I. Summary Judgment Should Not Be Granted on Count VI, Breach of the Implied 
Warranty of Habitability 
A. The Statute of Limitations Does Not Bar Plaintiffs' Claim 
Kirk argues that the statute of limitations bars Plaintiffs' claim. Kirk is incorrect, as a 
matter oflaw. 
Idaho Code§ 5-241 governs the accrual of actions arising out of the design or 
construction of improvement of real property. Contract actions under this statute accrue and the 
statute begins to run at the time of final completion of construction. LC. § 5-24 l(b). Tort actions, 
on the other hand, "if not previously accrued, accrue and the statute begins to run six years after 
final completion of construction." LC.§ 5-241(a). The Idaho Supreme Court and the Court of 
Appeals have both stated that the language of this subsection (a) creates a "limited discovery rule 
for tort claims." Hibbler v. Fisher, 109 Idaho 1007, 1012, 712 P.2d 708, 713 (Ct. App. 1985); 
Twin Falls Clinic & Hosp. Bldg. Corp. v. Hamill, 103 Idaho 19, 23,644 P.2d 341,345 (1982). 
This discovery rule is for latent defects only and, for the purposes of the current Motion, 
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functions as follows: assuming "that the [plaintiffs] reasonably [do] not discover the latent 
defects before the end of the six-year accrual period allowed by I.C. § 5-241, they ha[ve] four 
more years under § 5-224 in which to file the [tort] action." Id. 
As a result, the key question is whether a claim for breach of the implied warranty of 
habitability is a tort, thus triggering the discovery rule. The statute does not specifically address 
this issue. 
Kirk contends that this cause of action sounds entirely in contract, and thus that the claim 
accrued upon completion of construction in 2005. (Motion at 1 7-19.) And, he argues, because the 
agreement between Gentry and Kirk was oral, the statute of limitations expired in 2009, i.e., four 
years after completion of construction. (Id. at 18, citing I.C. § 5-217). Thus, according to Kirk, 
the statute expired well before Petrus even purchased the home, much less discovered the latent 
defect at issue. Id. 
The Idaho Supreme Court has not directly addressed the issue of whether a cause of 
action for breach of the implied warranty of habitability accrues, as in tort, upon discovery of the 
latent defect, or whether it accrues, as in contract, upon completion of the contract. But the Idaho 
Supreme Court has analyzed the nature of this type of claim and provided key opinions that 
guide this analysis. And contrary to Kirk's arguments, the most persuasive interpretation of 
Idaho law, and of other jurisdictions to have addressed this question specifically, is to treat the 
implied warranty of habitability raised by a subsequent purchaser as an action in tort, subject to 
the discovery rule. 
To start, an action based on implied warranty is "a freak hybrid born of the illicit 
intercourse of tort and contract." Salmon Rivers Sportsman Camps v. Cessna Aircraft Co., 97 
Idaho 348, 353, 544 P.2d 306, 311 (1975) (quoting Prosser, "Assault Upon the Citadel," 69 Yale 
L.J. 1099, 1126 (1960)). The Court in Salmon Rivers recognized the "dual character of an action 
for breach of implied warranty as it has developed in American jurisprudence." Id. Thus, a 
plaintiff may base an action for breach of warranty in either tort or contract, and "judicial 
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utilization of the contract concept of warranty should not camouflage the fact that the courts 
employed the concept to permit a recovery in tort." Id. (citing Prosser, supra; emphasis added). 
In Salmon Rivers, a products liability case, the Court addressed the issue of whether a 
claim for breach of the implied warranty of fitness for a particular purpose could be brought as a 
contract claim by a subsequent purchaser of a plane. The Court concluded that, given the 
contractual nature of the claim asserted, the lack of privity between the manufacturer and the 
subsequent purchaser precluded recovery. Notably, in so holding, the Court recognized as 
axiomatic that where there is no privity, "liability to the consumer must be in tort and not in 
contract." Id The Court ultimately held that, in that case involving the sale of goods, the implied 
warranty of fitness for purpose could not be pursued by a subsequent purchaser, and that privity 
was required. 
The Court, however, did not address whether the statute of limitations for such a claim 
accrues at the date of sale or the date of discovery of defect. 97 Idaho at 352, n.6. But the Court 
indicated that, if it did, it would consult the holding of Tomita v. Johnson, 49 Idaho 643, 290 
P.394 (1930), which applied the discovery rule. In Tomita, a defective potato seed product 
liability case, the Idaho Supreme Court held that a claim for breach of the implied warranty of 
fitness for purpose accrued upon discovery. Id ("right of action in damages for breach of such 
warranty [ of suitability for purposes intended] accrues at the time it is ascertained by the 
purchaser that the seed is not as represented") (emphasis added). The Tomita court did not 
explicitly address whether the implied warranty claim was based in contract or tort. Id. But 
crucially, the Salmon Rivers Court recognized that the accrual analysis would depend on whether 
the implied warranty claim was founded in tort or contract. 97 Idaho at 352, n.6. 
Twelve years after Salmon Rivers, in the seminal case Tusch Enterprises v. Coffin, 113 
Idaho 37, 740 P.2d 1022 (1987), the Idaho Supreme Court addressed the claim at issue here-the 
implied warranty of habitability. The Court held that the warranty may be invoked by a 
subsequent purchaser against a home builder despite the lack of contractual privity. Id. The court 




recognized the "growing trend" of other courts to extend the warranty to subsequent purchasers, 
and relied heavily on this long but instructive passage from the Arizona Supreme Court: 
The same policy considerations that lead to [ our adoption of the implied 
warranty of habitability for sales of new homes]-that house-building is 
frequently undertaken on a large scale, that builders hold themselves out 
as skilled in the profession, that modem construction is complex and 
regulated by many governmental codes, and that homebuyers are generally 
not skilled or knowledgeable in construction, plumbing, or electrical 
requirements and practices-are equally applicable to subsequent 
homebuyers. Also, we note that the character of our society is such that 
people and families are increasingly mobile. Home builders should 
anticipate that the houses they construct will eventually, and perhaps 
frequently, change ownership. The effect of latent defects will be just as 
catastrophic on a subsequent owner as on an original buyer and the builder 
will be just as unable to justify improper or substandard work. Because the 
builder-vendor is in a better position than a subsequent owner to prevent 
occurrence of major problems, the cost of poor workmanship should be his 
to bear. 
Id. Critical to the Court's analysis was that the implied warranty of habitability applies to latent 
defects, not patent defects. By their very nature, latent defects cannot reasonably be discovered 
upon purchase, and realistically may not be discovered even within the first years of home 
occupation. Accordingly, the "catastrophic" result of a latent defect may affect subsequent 
purchasers as much as first-time purchasers. And, because the builder-vendor "is in a better 
position" to prevent the occurrence of problems, "the cost of poor workmanship should be his to 
bear." Id. 
Tusch also recognized that "the implied warranty of habitability is "a creature of public 
policy." Id. at 46. It serves to level the playing field between the average consumer home 
purchaser and the more experienced and knowledgeable home builder, and to place 
responsibility for poor workmanship where it belongs: on the builder. In this context, then, the 
cause of action is tortious, not contractual. It arises from the relationship and duties of a builder 
to a consumer-and even to subsequent consumers the builder has never heard of or met-not 
from the existence or terms of a contract between them. Indeed, a claim for breach of the implied 
warranty of habitability can be pursued even in the absence of a claim for breach of contract. Id. 
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at 50. (This is not true, for example, for the breach of the covenant of good faith and fair dealing, 
which may be pursued only when a contractual provision has been breached. See, e.g., Bushi v. 
Sage, 146 Idaho 764,766,203 P.3d 694,696 (2009).) 
In a footnote, the court in Tusch held that its view of the implied warranty of habitability 
does not embrace negligence, but rather "expands" the contractual nature of the claim to 
eliminate privity. 113 Idaho at 50, n.8. Read together, however, this line of cases is best 
understood to mean that a claim for implied warranty of habitability either sounds in tort or 
should be "expanded" to use the date of discovery as the accrual date. Specifically, the Salmon 
Rivers Court held that, where a claim does not require privity, liability is in tort, not contract. 
Salmon Rivers concluded that, in a goods case, the implied warranty could only be invoked by 
the purchaser in privity.8 Meanwhile, Tusch held that an implied warranty of habitability claim of 
a subsequent purchaser does not require privity. And the Tomita Court ruled that an implied 
warranty claim for products liability accrues upon discovery of defect-a holding acknowledged 
by the Salmon Rivers court. The only logical result is that a claim for implied warranty of 
habitability accrues in accordance with the discovery rule. 
Nor does this expose builders to years of potential liability for poor workmanship. 
Section 5-24 l(a) essentially creates a period of repose for contractors exposed to tort claims: 
again, "[t]ort actions, if not previously accrued, shall accrue and the applicable limitation statute 
shall begin to run six (6) years after the final completion of construction of such an 
improvement." Thus, at the outside, all tort claims arising from construction defects must be 
brought within ten years after final completion of construction. Hibbler, 109 Idaho at 1012. This 
is consistent with the statutes of repose in other jurisdictions. 
8 In State v. Mitchell Const. Co., 108 Idaho 335,340,699 P.2d 1349, 1354 (1984), several 
justices questioned the viability of even this limitation of privity. Id (Huntley, J., dissenting) 
("the requirement in Salmon Rivers, of privity in implied warranty for economic loss did not 
make sense when the decision was written and its application has resulted in substantial injustice 
to many litigants in Idaho since 1975"); id (Donaldson, C.J., concurring). To the extent Salmon 
Rivers has been called into doubt, that doubt weighs in favor of the subsequent purchaser, not the 
manufacturer/builder. 
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It is also worth noting that applying the discovery rule to habitability claims appears to be 
the majority rule. Consistent with this analysis, several other jurisdictions have specifically held 
that a claim for breach of the implied warranty of habitability accrues upon discovery of defect, 
not the completion of contract. See, e.g., Berish v. Bornstein, 71 Mass. App. Ct. 1101, 878 
N .E.2d 581 (2007) ( discovery rule applies to claims for breach of the implied warranty of 
habitability); Swaw v. Ortell, 137 Ill. App. 3d 60, 70-71, 484 N.E.2d 780, 787 (1984) ("The 
discovery rule applies to actions against contractors for failure to construct or design a building 
properly."); Gibson v. John D. Campbell & Co., 624 S.W.2d 728, 731 (Tex. App. 1981), citing 
Richman v. Watel, 565 S.W.2d 101, 102 (Tex. Civ. App. 1978) ("The breach of the implied 
warranty of fitness arising from the construction and sale of a new house is considered to be a 
tort rather than a contract concept."). 
Finally, Kirk's arguments that the breach-of-contract statute of limitations applies are 
unpersuasive. Kirk relies primarily on the dissenting opinion of Justice Bakes in Tusch, in which 
he argued that warranty claims, whether express or implied, are contractual in nature and thus 
privity must be required. This opinion was not embraced by the majority, however, and does not 
account for the reasoning of Salmon Rivers and the holding of Tomita. In other words, Kirk has 
pinned his hopes on what is, by definition, a losing argument. 
In sum, the Court should hold that Plaintiffs' claim for implied warranty of liability did 
not begin to accrue until Petrus discovered the damage, which he did shortly after moving in. 
Because he filed his claim in 2014-within two years of moving in-that claim is not barred by 
the statute of limitations. 
B. There is Sufficient Evidence that the Defects Breached the Warranty of Habitability 
Kirk next argues that he should not be held liable under the implied warranty of 
habitability because Petrus was a subsequent purchaser, has not proven fraud, and has not proven 
the home was not habitable. Kirk's arguments should be rejected. 
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First, as explained above, the Idaho Supreme Court held unambiguously in Tusch that the 
implied warranty of habitability may be brought by a subsequent purchaser against a builder. 113 
Idaho at 50-51. Although Kirk is correct that the opinion had dissenters, Tusch remains the law. 
And the holding of Tusch cannot be any clearer: 
We hold only that subsequent purchasers of residential dwellings, who 
suffer purely economic losses from latent defects manifesting themselves 
within a reasonable time, may maintain an action against the builder ( or 
builder-developer, as the case may be), of the dwelling based upon the 
implied warranty of habitability despite the fact that no privity of contract 
exists between the two. 
Id. Under this clear law, Petrus may pursue a claim as a subsequent purchase. Indeed, Kirk does 
not dispute that Petrus discovered the latent defects within a "reasonable time" (nor could he: 
Petrus discovered them within a month or so of moving in). 
Kirk argues Tusch is distinguishable because Petrus did not buy the home for investment 
purposes. But this is irrelevant: the Tusch decision turned on the fact that latent defects affect a 
subsequent resident as much as the initial resident, and thus he should be able to pursue a claim 
against the builder despite the lack of privity. Id. at 49. The investment nature of the property in 
Tusch was inconsequential; if anything, the fact that Petrus lived in the home strengthens, not 
weakens, his expectation of habitability. 
Kirk also attempts to distinguish this case from Tusch because, he argues, the "initial" 
damages here were "French doors not working properly," which is "minor in comparison to 
cracked walls and a cracked foundation." (Motion at 20.) This is again irrelevant and misleading. 
The damages here are the dry rot that Petrus spent $60,000 to repair; the problems with the doors 
were a symptom, not the extent, of those damages. Plaintiffs began to uncover the true problem 
within a couple months of moving in when foam insulation was removed beneath the French 
Doors and water came "gushing" out. Moreover, the extent of the damage is not relevant to 
whether lack of privity bars a claim: that goes to the value of the claim, not standing. 
Second, contrary to Kirk's intimations (Motion at 21 ), fraud is not an element of the 
implied warranty of habitability. See, e.g., Tusch, 113 Idaho at 50-51. 
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Third, the evidence is sufficient to create a triable issue on whether the damages were so 
severe as to trigger the implied warranty of habitability. "[T]he implied warranty of habitability 
protects homebuyers against "major defects which render the house unfit for habitation, and 
which are not readily remediable." Goodspeed v. Shippen, 154 Idaho 866,871,303 P.3d 225 
(2013). A finding of "unfit for habitation" does not depend on whether people continued to live 
in the residence after discovering the defect, as Kirk argues. 
In Tusch, for example, the tenants living in the duplexes noticed that ''the walls had 
begun cracking around the windows and many of the doors would not close properly." 113 Idaho 
at 40. Further investigation revealed the foundation was cracking, and experts opined that the 
foundation had been improperly constructed given fill dirt conditions. Id Summary judgment 
was granted against the plaintiffs on issues other than habitability (i.e., whether the defendants 
were "builders," and the subsequent purchaser issue), but the Court nonetheless ruled that the 
alleged defects were severe enough to send to a jury: 
[I]t is not for us to weigh the facts. That function rests with the trier of 
fact. Whether the implied warranty of habitability extends from [one 
defendant] or [the other defendant,] Tusch Enterprises has alleged major 
defects in the construction of the south duplex which would fall within the 
warranty. 
113 Idaho at 49 (emphasis added). See also Goodspeed, 154 Idaho at 871 (alleged defects sent to 
jury involved basement flooding). 
The same conclusion is warranted here. As in Tusch, the defects at issue here are 
structural and not easily remediable. Although both the Tusch residents and Petrus remained 
residing in spite of the defects, the defects are serious enough to trigger the warranty of 
habitability because of their structural, serious nature. Indeed, as Value testified, if left 
unchecked, the dry rot would have caused the floors to warp, stone veneer to fall off, and 
eventually a safety hazard to emerge. (Value Depo. at 195:25-196:24.) Residents are not required 
to stay in a home until a deadly hazard emerges before the warranty is triggered. Cf Atherton 
Condominium Apartment-Owners Assoc. Bd. of Directors v. Blume Development Co., 115 
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Wash.2d 506,516, 799 P.2d 250 (1990) ("The condominiums [suffering from water intrusion] 
do not have to degrade to a state where they are uninhabitable for this doctrine to apply ... The 
homeowners' association does not have to wait until their windows cave in or portions of their 
deck rot off before the warranty applies."); Burbo v. Harley C. Douglass, Inc., 125 Wash. App. 
684, 697, 106 P .3d 258, 265 (2005) (the construction defect does not have to be so dangerous to 
require evacuation). 
Here, the evidence is that the French Doors, joists, deck, and wall were rotted and needed 
replacement and rebuilding. Unremedied, these defects and damages would have resulted in 
further damages and safety hazards. As in Tusch, this is sufficient evidence for a jury to 
determine whether the implied warranty of habitability was breached. 
C. Plaintiffs Complied with the Notice and Opportunity to Repair Act 
Kirk next argues that Plaintiffs failed to comply with Idaho's Notice of Opportunity to 
Repair Act ("NORA"), LC. § 6-2503. Kirk is mistaken. 
NORA requires a written notice of claim on the construction professional prior to filing 
an action alleging a construction defect. LC. § 6-2503(1). The written notice must "state that the 
claimant asserts a construction defect claim against the construction professional and ... describe 
the claim in reasonable detail sufficient to determine the general nature of the defect." Id 
Notably, in Mendenhall v. Aldous, 146 Idaho 434,436, 196 P.3d 352, 354 (2008), the Idaho 
Supreme Court held that the phrase "reasonable detail" requirement "is satisfied when a claimant 
provides a builder with enough information to identify the general nature and location of the 
defect." That is, the Court was clear that the obligation was necessary, but not particularly 
onerous. Id. Thus, the plaintiff in Mendenhall provided a letter that simply identified a "water 
problem with north roof of great room, east spouting leaks in four places." Id. The Court held 
that this short sentence "surely provided enough detail and pertinent information to permit the 
Aldouses to inspect the home and determine 'the general nature of the defect[s]' ." Id 
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The same conclusion is warranted here. While the relevant notice in Mendenhall was 
about 15 words long, Petrus's NORA letter went on for pages and provided extensive detail of 
the conditions found and their location: 
A detailed inspection of the Doors disclosed the presence of excessive 
water in the foam insulation on the stem wall under the Doors. Energy 
Seal was hired to remove the insulation, and after removing the insulation, 
further water intrusion and damage was discovered. This damage includes, 
but is not limited to, damage to the lakeside load point next to the Doors as 
well as damage to the floor sheeting ... repairs will require the 
re installation of new Doors, repair of the water damaged rim and floor 
joists, and replacement and refinishing of the portions of the deck and 
floor near the Doors' threshold. 
(Petrus Deel., 123 & Ex. 4 thereto.) This is more than enough information for Kirk to identify 
the general nature and location of the defect. Petrus explained that the problem with the French 
Doors was caused by the water intrusion, and that they had discovered extensive damage to the 
rim, floor joists, deck, and floor. This was reasonably detailed to provide Kirk with enough 
information to identify "the general nature and location of the defect." Indeed, if anything, Petrus 
gave a highly specific explanation of the "nature and location of the defect." And again, all of 
this was given to Kirk months before the suit began. 
And, in fact, Kirk had the opportunity to inspect the house three times. The first time, he 
was allowed as much time and access as he wanted. He did not provide a repair. After Petrus 
filed his complaint, Kirk was allowed to inspect twice more. The second time, he spent at least 
an hour investigating and was asked to leave only after he asked to go on the roof-which he 
could have done the first time, but which was obviously unrelated to the problems uncovered and 
identified. 
Kirk's argument that the complaint changed the scope of the claimed damages is 
unpersuasive. NORA does not require a claimant to send the builder a copy of the complaint 
prior to inspecting; nor does it require the claimant to have ascertained the full extent of damages 
and defects prior to sending the NORA notice. Mendenhall, 146 Idaho at 4 36. All NORA 
requires is for the claimant to provide the builder "with enough information to identify the 
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general nature and location of the defect." Id. That is precisely what Petrus did: his letter 
identified that water intrusion and rot had occurred around the area of the French Doors. That put 
Kirk on sufficient notice to inspect that area. 
And, Plaintiffs allowed Kirk three chances to inspect. Petrus is only required to provide 
Kirk with reasonable access to the claimant's residence during normal working hours to inspect 
the premises and the claimed defect. LC.§ 6-2503(4)(a). He did so, and allowed Kirk to inspect 
the crawlspace and interior of the Home, the areas around the doors, and the deck. 
In sum, Plaintiffs complied with NORA and Kirk's argument must be rejected. 
D. The Waiver of Implied Warranty of Habitability Is Not Enforceable by Kirk 
Kirk next argues that Plaintiffs waived their warranty claims against Kirk by virtue of 
Section 39 of the Purchase and Sale Agreement between Petrus and Gentry: 
ENTIRE AGREEMENT: This agreement contains the entire Agreement 
of the Parties respecting the matters set forth and supersedes all prior 
agreements between the Parties respecting said such matters. No 
warranties, including, without limitation, any warranty of habitability, 
agreements or representations not expressly set forth herein shall be 
binding upon either party. 
(Ex. 1, Pittenger Aff., at 6.) This argument must be rejected. 
First, Kirk is neither a party to nor the third-party beneficiary of this agreement. Idaho 
law, LC. § 29-102, provides that "A contract, made expressly for the benefit of a third person, 
may be enforced by him at any time before the parties thereto rescind it." Thus, a person can 
only assert status as a third-party beneficiary if the agreement "reflects an intent to benefit" him 
and "that the contract was made primarily for his benefit." Am. W. Enterprises v. CNH, 155 
Idaho 746, 752-53, 316 P.3d 662, 668-69 (2013). It is not enough to be a "mere incidental 
beneficiary." Id. "[T]he contract itself must express an intent to benefit the third party." Id. 
Here, the Purchase and Sale Agreement does not mention Kirk, Kirk Enterprises, or any 
construction company or general contractor or builder, either generally or by name. It simply 
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• 
conveys real property from Gentry to Petrus. (Ex. 1 to Pittenger Aff.) There is no contract 
provision suggesting this form real estate contract was created to benefit Kirk whatsoever. 
Kirk's only argument is that the implied warranty of habitability is owed only by the 
contractor, and thus this disclaimer must be applied to his benefit. (Motion at 23.) This is 
incorrect. This form real estate purchase and sale agreement is not limited to non-builders; 
builder-developers or builder-contractors certainly can enter these agreements to sell property, 
and the implied warranty of habitability certainly is owed by them. Kirk's unsupported third-
party-beneficiary argument must be rejected. 
In all events, under Idaho law, this disclaimer is not enforceable at all. In Goodspeed, 154 
Idaho at 871, the Idaho Supreme Court rejected this very disclaimer-the exact same wording-
because there was no evidence the buyer intended to waive or disclaim the warranty. 
[O]ne seeking the benefit of such a disclaimer must not only show a 
conspicuous provision which fully discloses the consequences of its 
inclusion but also that such was in fact the agreement reached. The heavy 
burden thus placed upon the builder is completely justified, for by his 
assertion of the disclaimer he is seeking to show that the buyer has 
relinquished protection afforded him by public policy. A knowing waiver 
of this protection will not be readily implied. 
Id. The Court concluded that, without evidence of actual knowledge and intent by the buyer, the 
disclaimer was not enforceable. And the location and appearance of this disclaimer is not a 
"conspicuous provision" that meets this burden: 
Id. 
The disclaimer is contained within a clause that is of the font type and size 
as the surrounding text. Nothing in the location, spacing, or margins of the 
clause set it apart from the other terms of the contract. The only part of the 
clause that could be considered to be in a different type style is the 
caption, which is in all capitals. However, that caption, "ENTIRE 
AGREEMENT," is the same as all of the other numbered captions and 
does not alert the reader that it contains a warranty disclaimer. 
The disclaimer and circumstances here are precisely the same as in Goodspeed. 
Accordingly, Kirk's argument must be rejected. 
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E. Mold Disclaimer Does Not Bar Plaintiffs' Claims 
Finally, Kirk argues that Plaintiffs' mold-related claims are barred by the mold disclaimer 
contained within the Purchase and Sale Agreement. Again, Kirk is neither a party to nor the 
third-party beneficiary of this agreement. He cannot seek to enforce it against Plaintiffs. 
In any event, to the extent Kirk seeks to enforce this disclaimer against the entirety of 
Plaintiffs' damages claims, the mold disclaimer does not apply to dry rot. Thus, for the reasons 
set forth in pp. 19-21 of Plaintiffs' Opposition to Defendant Nancy Gentry-Boyd's Motion for 
Summary Judgment and for those set forth in pp. 19-23 of Plaintiffs' Opposition to the Re/Max 
Defendants' Motion for Summary Judgment (both of which Plaintiffs incorporate herein), this 
argument must be rejected. 
CONCLUSION 
For all of the foregoing reasons, Defendant Chris Kirk d/b/a Kirk Enterprises' Motion for 
Summary Judgment should be DENIED. 
DATED this 10th day of June 2016. 
ANDERSEN SCHWARTZMAN WOODARD 
BRAILSFORD, PLLC 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF VALLEY 
PETRUS FAMIL YTRUST DATED MAY 1, 
1991, and EDMOND A. PETRUS, JR., 
individually and as Co-Trustee of the Petrus 
Family Trust Dated May 1, 1991, 
Plaintiffs, 
v. 
NANCY GENTRY-BOYD; CHRIS KIRK 
d/b/a KIRK ENTERPRISES; TODD 
MCKENNA d/b/a HOMECRAFT HOME 
INSPECTIONS; RE/MAX RESORT REALTY; 
KEVIN BATCHELOR; and DOES 1-4 
Defendants. 
Case No. CV-2014-71-C 
DECLARATION OF ALYSON A. 
FOSTER IN OPPOSITION TO 
DEFENDANTS' MOTIONS FOR 
SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
Pursuant to Idaho Code§ 9-1406, I, Alyson A. Foster, depose and say that the following 
facts are true and correct: 
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1. I am an attorney for Plaintiffs Petrus Family Trust dated May 1, 1991 and 
Edmond Petrus, Jr. individually and as Co-Trustee of the Petrus Family Trust in the above 
captioned case. 
2. I make this declaration upon my personal knowledge in opposition of Defendants' 
Motions for Summary Judgment filed herein. 
3. Attached as Exhibit 1 is a true and correct copy ofRemax Resort Realty's 
Supplemental Answers and Responses to Plaintiffs' First Interrogatories, Requests for 
Production, and Requests for Admission, which was marked as Exhibit 36 to the 30(b)(6) and 
individual deposition of Kevin Batchelor for Re/Max Resort Realty. 
4. Attached as Exhibit 2 is a true and correct copy of a March 6, 2012 email from 
Kevin Batchelor to Ed Petrus concerning the home inspection (PETRUS 000493-494), which 
was marked as Exhibit 38 to the deposition of Kevin Batchelor. 
5. Attached as Exhibit 3 is a true and correct copy of the deposition transcript of 
Michael Longmire, dated March 14, 2016. 
6. Attached as Exhibit 4 is a true and correct copy of the rough deposition transcript 
of Michael Wood, dated June 1, 2016. 
7. Attached as Exhibit 5 is a true and correct copy of an invoice dated September 
16, 2013 from and produced by Nu-Vu Glass, Inc., Bates numbered NU-VU00004. 
8. Attached as Exhibit 6 is a true and correct copy of various fax transmissions 
received by Chris Kirk (KJRK00730-732, 759, 772-773), which were marked as Exhibit 29 to 
the 30(b)(6) and individual deposition of Robert Christopher "Chris" Kirk d/b/a Kirk Enterprises, 
dated March 10, 2016. 
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9. Attached as Exhibit 7 is a true and correct copy ofRE-11 Addendum Nos. 1 and 
2 to an Exclusive Seller Representation Agreement of Nancy Gentry-Boyd, which were marked 
as Exhibit 51 to the deposition of Michael Wood. 
10. Attached as Exhibit 8 is a true and correct copy of the RE-16 Seller 
Representation Agreement between Nancy Gentry-Boyd and McCall Real Estate Company, 
which was marked as Exhibit 52 to the deposition of Michael Wood. 
11. Attached as Exhibit 9 is a true and correct copy of an email chain between Ed 
Petrus, Kevin Batchelor and Michael Wood concerning installation and water intrusion 
(BATCHELOR 98-101), which was marked as Exhibit 6 to the deposition of Nancy Gentry-
Boyd. 
12. Attached as Exhibit 10 is a true and correct copy of an email chain between Ed 
Petrus, Kevin Batchelor and Michael Wood concerning installation and water intrusion 
(BATCHELOR 68-69), which was marked as Exhibit 41 to the deposition of Kevin Batchelor. 
13. Attached as Exhibit 11 is a true and correct copy of an email chain between Ed 
Petrus, Kevin Batchelor and Michael Wood concerning installation and water intrusion 
(PETRUS000191-193), which was marked as Exhibit 7 to the deposition of Nancy Gentry-Boyd. 
14. Attached as Exhibit 12 is a true and correct copy of Nancy Gentry-Boyd's 
Responses to Plaintiffs First Set of Interrogatories and Requests for Production of Documents 
dated August 28, 2015, which was marked as Exhibit 4 to the deposition of Nancy Gentry-Boyd. 
15. Attached as Exhibit 13 is a true and correct copy of an email dated June 19, 2012 
between Michael Wood and Nancy Gentry-Boyd, Bates-numbered WOOD000184, which was 
produced and authenticated by Michael Wood at his deposition on June 1, 2016, at page 40:8-20. 
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16. Attached as Exhibit 14 is a true and correct copy of a photograph which was 
marked as Exhibit 9 to the deposition of Beau Value. 
17. Attached as Exhibit 15 is a true and correct copy of an email string among Mark 
Birrer, Chris Kirk, and others (KIRK.00043-44), which was marked as Exhibit 27 to the 
deposition of Chris Kirk. 
18. Attached as Exhibit 16 is a true and correct copy of an email from Michael Wood 
to Nancy Gentry-Boyd dated April 3, 2013, Bates-numbered WOOD000205, produced and 
authenticated by Michael Wood at his deposition on June 1, 2016, at page 72:9-73:11. 
19. Attached as Exhibit 17 is a true and correct copy of an email string between 
Michael Wood and Nancy Gentry-Boyd dated April 4, 2013, Bates-numbered WOOD000208, 
produced and authenticated by Michael Wood in his deposition on June 1, 2016, at page 59:3-22. 
20. Attached as Exhibit 18 is a true and correct copy of an email string between Ed 
Petrus and Nancy Gentry-Boyd dated April 9, 2013, Bates-numbered PETRUS000194, which 
was marked as Exhibit 8 to the deposition of Nancy Gentry-Boyd. 
21. After the deposition of Nancy Gentry-Boyd, Ms. Gentry-Boyd, through her 
counsel, agreed to look for responsive emails for production. None were produced and we 
assumed she did not have any in her possession any longer. 
22. On June 1, 2016, during the deposition of Michael Wood, Mr. Wood brought and 
provided his file on 2130 Payette, which included the documents attached hereto as Exhibits 13, 
16, and 17. 
23. Attached as Exhibit 19 is a true and correct copies of documents Bates-number 
WOOD000205-206, 238, produced and authenticated by Michael Wood in his deposition of June 
1, 2016. 
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I HEREBY DECLARE THAT THE ABOVE STATEMENTS ARE TRUE TO THE 
BEST OF MY KNOWLEDGE AND BELIEF, AND THAT I UNDERSTAND IT IS MADE 
FOR USE AS EVIDENCE IN COURT AND IS SUBJECT TO PENALTY FOR PERJURY. 
DATED THIS 10th day of June 2016. 
ANDERSEN SCHWARTZMAN WOODARD 
BRAILSFORD, PLLC 
By~---J,:-,J.L-~......--:;:c.-~-1---1-----'......-~~~ 
Alyson A. Fo 
Attorneys for 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on this 10th day of June 2016, I caused to be served a true and 
correct copy of the foregoing document to the persons listed below the method indicated: 
C. Tom Arkoosh 
Daniel A. Nevala 
ARKOOSH LAW OFFICES 
802 W. Bannock Street, Suite 900 
P.O. Box 2900 
Boise, ID 83701 
Attorneys for Chris Kirk d/b/a Kirk 
Enterprises 
Michael G. Pierce 
MICHAEL PIERCE LAW 
P.O. Box 1019 
489 West Mountain Road 
Cascade, ID 83611 
Attorney for Todd McKenna d/b/a Homecroft 
Home Ins ections 
Steven. J. Millemann 
Gregory C. Pittenger 
MILLEMAN, PITTENGER, MCMAHAN 
& PEMBERTON LLP 
706 North First Street 
P.O. Box 1066 
McCall, ID 83638 
Attorneys for Defendant Nancy Gentry-Boyd 
Phillip J. Collaer 
ANDERSON, JULIAN & HULL LLP 
C.W. Moore Plaza 
250 South Fifth Street, Suite 700 
P.O. Box 7426 
Boise, ID 83 702 
Attorneys for Re/Max Resort Realty and 
Kevin Batchelor 
_ Hand Delivery 
Facsimile: 343-5456 
_ Overnight Courier 
U.S. Mail 
IQ Email: tom.arkoosh@arkoosh.com; 
1 
~.nevala@arkoosh.com 









'& Email: sjm@mpmplaw.com; 
gcp@mpmplaw.com 
_ Hand Delivery 
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_ Overnight Courier 
U.S. Mail 
)C Email: pcollaer@ajhlaw.com 
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Phillip J. Collaer- ISB No. 3447 
Andrea J. Fontaine- ISB No. 7175 
ANDERSON, JULIAN & HULL LLP 
C. W. Moore Plaza 
250 South Fifth Street, Suite 700 
Post Office Box 7 426 
Boise, Idaho 83707-7426 
Telephone: (208) 344-5800 




Attorneys for Defendants, Re/Max Resort Realty a.nd Kevin Batchelor 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF VALLEY 
PETRUS FAMfLY TRUST DATED MAY 1, . 
1991, and EDMOND A PETRUS, JR., 
individually and as Co-Trustee of the Petrus 
Family Trust Dated May 1, 1991, 
Plaintiffs, 
vs. 
NANCY GENTRY-BOYD; CHRIS KIRK 
d/b/a KIRK ENTERPRISES; TODD 
MCKENNA d/b/a HOMECRAFT HOME 
INSPECTIONS; RE/MAX RESORT 
REAL TY; KEVIN BATCHELOR; and DOES 
1-4, 
Defendants. 
Case No. CV-2014-71-C 
DEFENOANT RE/MAX RESORT 
REALTY'S SUPPLEMENTAL 
ANSWERS AND RESPONSES TO 
PLAINTIFFS' FIRST 
INTERROGATORIES, REQUESTS 
FOR PRODUCTION, AND 
REQUESTS FOR ADMISSION 
COMES NOW Defendant Kevin Batchelor, by and through his counsel of record, 
Anderson, Julian & Hull, LLC, and hereby supplements his answers and responses to 
PLAINTIFFS' FIRST SET OF INTERROGATORIES, REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION 
and REQUESTS FOR ADMISSION as follows: 
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INTERROGATORIES 
INTERROGATORY NO. 9: Please describe the nature of your relationship with, 
Defendant Batchelor, including his role and title, and identrfy all documents which 
evidence, refer, or relate to such relationship. 
ANSWER: Defendant objects to Interrogatory No. 9 on the grounds that it is 
overly broad, unduly burdensome and not reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery 
of admissible evidence. Notwithstanding and subject to these objec1ions, Defendant 
Batchelor is the designated broker and co-owner of Re/Max Resort Realty. 
SUPPLEMENTAL ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY NO. 9: Notwithstanding 
and subject to the foregoing objections, Defendant Batchelor sold the Re/Max Resort 
Realty franchise to Shane Hinson a11d Nicole Youstetter on or around December 18, 
2015. 
INTERROGATORY NO. 11: Please state whether Defendant Batchelor is 
considered an officer of Defendant Re/lVlax for insurance or corporate filing purposes, 
and identify all documents which evidence, refer, or relate to the same. 
ANSWER: Defendant objects to Interrogatory No. 11 on the grounds that it is 
overly broad, unduly burdensome and not reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery 
of admissible evidence. Notwithstanding and subject to these objections, Defendant is 
an officer of Defendant Re/Max Resort Realty. 
SUPPLEMENTAL ANSWER. TO INTERRGOATORY NO. 11. Notvvithstanding 
and subject to the foregoing objections, Defendant Batchelor is no longer an officer of 
Defendant Re/Max Resort Rearty as of December 18, 2015 .. 
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INTERROGATORY NO. 17: Please identify each instance between 2005 and 
the present where Defendant McKenna performed a real estate inspection in re!ation to 
a circumstance or transaction in which you represented a buyer (or potential buyer) or 
seller of real estate as a real estate agent or broker, or in which you were otherwise 
involved, and for each such inspection provide the following: 
a. the date on which the inspection was performed; and 
b. the address of the property inspected; 
c. any documents or communications between you and Defendant McKenna 
relating to each such inspection. 
ANSWER: Defendant objects to Interrogatory No. 17 on the grounds that it is 
overly broad, unduly burdensome, vague, ambiguous, compound and not reasonably 
calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence. Notwithstanding and subject 
to these ob1ections, Defendant has no information responsive to this Interrogatory. 
Defendant further answers that Defendant Batchelor's disc1.1ssions with Defendant 
McKenna were limited to scheduling inspection appointments and clarifying terminology 
in inspection reports. 
SUPPLEMENTAL ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY NO. 17: Notwithstanding 
and subject to the foregoing objections, Defendant Batchelor, individually, unless 
otherwise stated, was involved in transactions wherein Defendant McKenna performed 
inspections for the following properties: 
1. August 16, 2011 -1423 Eagle Drive, McCall, Idaho (Selling agent); 
2. March 15, 2012-2130 Payette Drive, McCall, Idaho (Selling agent); 
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3. May 16, 2013 - 301 Rio Vista, McCall, Idaho (Defendant Batchelor and 
Shane Hinson acted as dual agents); 
4. May 29, 2013 - 1054 Fireweed Dr., McCall, Jdaho (Selling agent); 
5. 27 Wood Duck Court, McCall, Idaho (Co-Listing Agent). 
DATED this 18th day of January, 2016. 
ANDERSON, JULIAN & HULL LLP 
By~ 
Phillip J .. Collaer, Of the Firm 
Andrea J. Fontaine 
Attorneys for D{?fendants, 
Re/Max Resort Realty and Kevin 
Batchelor 
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STATE OFIDAHO ) 
5 .;..) } ss. 
,)2083445800 
VERIFICATION" 
County of. t,80... \Je. {- . . . 
Kevin Batchelor, as the designated agent for Re/Max .Resort Realty, being first 
dufy sworn upon .oath, deposes and states: · · · 
That he is an agent of Re/Max Resort Realty in the above-enti'tl~ action, that h~ 
has read ttie foregoing' document, and based on. his information and belief. it contains 
true and completeAnswerstoihelnreITog~~~ 
Kevin Satchelor · 
2016. 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me 1his I 5 day of January, 
Notary?ubitc ror ~daho · . _ 
Resi.ding at D 01~. I J ';-1 
My commission ~xpires: __ ..,__ ___ 
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 181h day of January, 2016, I served a true and 
correct copy of the foregoing Defendant Re/Max Resort Realty's Supplemental 
Answers and Responses to Plaintiffs' First Interrogatories, · Requests for 
Production, and Requests for Admission by delivering the same to each of the 
following attorneys of record, by the method indicated below, addressed as follows: 
Thomas A Banducci 
Jason J. Rudd 
ANDERSON BANDUCCI PLLC 
101 S. Capitol Blvd., Suite 1600 
Boise, Idaho 83702 
Telephone: (208) 342-4411 
Attorney for Plaintiffs 
C. Tom Arkoosh 
Daniel A Nevala 
ARKOOSH LAW OFFICES 
802 W. Bannock Street, Suite 900 
P.O. Box 2900 
Boise, ID 83701 
Attorneys for Chris Kirk dlb/a Kir.k 
Enterprises 
Michael G. Pierce 
P.O. Box 1019 
489 West Mountain Road 
Cascade, ID 83611 
Attorney for Todd McKenna dlbla 
Homecraft Home Inspections 
[ J U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
[ ] Hand-Delivered 
[ ] Overnight Mail 
[X] Facsimile {208) 342-4455 
[ ] Email: 
tab@and ersenbanducci. com 
jjr@andersenbanducci.com 
[ J U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
[ ] Hand-Delivered 
[ ] Overnight Mail 
[XJ Facsimile (208) 343-5456 
[ J Email: 
tom.arkoosh@arkoosh.com 
Dan .nevala@arkoosh.com 
[ ] U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
[ ] Hand-Delivered 
[ J Overnight Mai! 
[X] Facsimile (208) 382-3783 
[ ] Email: 
Michael@michaelpiercelaw.com 
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From: Kevin Batchelor <kevinb@remax.net> 
To: 'Ed Petrus' <eapetrus@me.com> 
Subject: House Inspection 
Date: March 6, 2012 at 3:41 :54 PM PST 
Ed: 
Todd McKenna of Homecraft will be conducting the inspection on Friday 9th. Todd's email address 
is tmckenna14@yahoo.com. His tel number is (208) 315-3317. 
Kind Regards, 
Kevin Batchelor, GRI, ABR, COPE, RSPS 
Broker/Owner 
www.mccallresortrealty.com 
RE/MAX Resort Realty 
PETRUS 000493 
614
1101 E. Lake St. 
McCall, ID 83638 
(208) 634-5400 - Office 
(208) 634-5428 - Fax 
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March 14, 2016 
THE DEPOSITION OF MICHAEL LONGMIRE was taken on 1 
2 behalf of the Defendants, at the offices of Millemann, 2 
3 Pittenger, McMahan & Pemberton, LLP, located at 706 3 
4 North First Street, McCall, Idaho, commencing at 11:30 4 
5 a.m., on March 14, 2016, before Colleen P. Zeimantz, 5 
6 Certified Shorthand Reporter and Notary Public within 6 
7 and for the State of Idaho, in the above-entitled 7 
8 matter. 8 
I N D E X 
TESTIMONY OF MICHAEL LONGMIRE 
Examination by Mr. Millemann 
Examination by Mr. Nevala 
Examination by Ms. Foster 
Further Examination by Mr. Millemann 








10 For the Plaintiffs: 
11 ANDERSEN BANDUCCI PLLC 
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14 Boise, Idaho 83702-7720 
aaf@andersenbanducci.com 
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BY MR. STEVEN J. MILLEMANN 
706 North First Street 
McCall, Idaho 83638 
sjm@mpmplaw.com 
1 APPEARANCES (Continued): 
2 For the Defendant Re/Max and Kevin Batchelor: 
3 ANDERSON, JULIAN & HULL, LLP 
Page 3 
4 BY MS. ANDREA J. FONTAINE (by telephone) 
5 C.W. Moore Plaza 
6 250 South Fifth Street, Suite 700 
7 Boise, Idaho 83707-7426 
a afontaine@ajhlaw.com 
9 For the Defendant Chris Kirk and Kirk Enterprises: 
10 ARKOOSH LAW OFFICES 
11 BY MR. DANIEL A. NEV ALA 
12 802 W. Bannock Street, Suite 900 
13 Boise, Idaho 83701-2900 
14 dan.nevala@arkoosh.com 
15 ALSO PRESENT: Chris Kirk 














1 MICHAEL LONGMIRE, 
2 first duly sworn to tell the truth relating to said 
3 cause, testified as follows: 
4 EXAMINATION 
5 QUESTIONS BY MR. MILLEMANN: 
6 Q. Good morning, Mike. We've met before; 
7 correct? 
8 A. Yes. 
9 Q. And are you comfortable if I refer to you as 
10 Mike in the deposition? 
11 A. That's fine. 
12 Q. And refer to me as Steve, if you need to 
13 address me. 
14 Have you had your deposition taken before? 
15 A. Never. 
16 Q. So this is a different situation, but I have 
Page 5 
17 some questions I want to ask you about what you know 
18 regarding Mr. Petrus' house and the work that was done 
19 on it. 
2 o The court reporter here is taking down all of 
21 my questions, and all of your answers, verbatim. So she 
22 needs audible responses. Head nods, and "uh-huhs," 
2 3 don't work very well. So if we bug you at all about 
24 that, it's just so we are trying to get a record that we 
25 both will be able to understand and is accurate. Okay? 
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1 A. That's fine. 
2 Q. And if at any point you don't understand a 
3 question that I've asked you, please tell me. And I 
4 will try to do a better job of clearly stating my 
5 question. 
6 If you need a break at any time,just tell me. 
7 The only exception to that is if I have a question on 
Page6 
8 the table at the time, I want you to answer it before we 
9 take a break. 
10 A. Okay. 
11 Q. The other thing, and you haven't done it at 
12 all so far, so you are off to a good start. It's 
13 difficult for Colleen if I talk over the top of your 
14 answers, and if you talk over the top of my questions. 
15 I will try my best not to do that. If you can be aware 
16 that I have finished my question before you answer it, 
1 7 it will just make life a lot easier for all of us. 
10 A. Okay. 
19 Q. My intention here, Mike, would be to start, 
Michael Longmire 
March 14, 2016 
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1 about April 20, 2012. So my question is, were you ever 
2 in that home, to your knowledge, before Mr. Petrus 
3 purchased it from Ms. Gentry? 
4 A. Yes. 
5 Q. Tell me the first time you remember being in 
6 the home. 
7 A. I couldn't give you a date, but I installed 
8 the gas stove for Master Craft when the house was being 
9 built. 







Q. -- prior to when Mr. Petrus purchased it? 
A. No. 
Q. Can you give me a brief summary, Mike, of your 




A. Educational background? 
Q. Yes. 
2 o and see how far we get, which involves pushing probably 20 
21 into the lunch hour. But this deposition is being taken 21 
22 
A. Throughout four years of college at Gonzaga, 
that would be the extent of the education. 
Q. And did you graduate with a degree from 
2 2 at your pleasure. So if you would prefer that we stop 
2 3 at some point for a lunch break, just tell me. Okay? 
24 A. Okay. No problem. 
25 Q. Are you under the influence of any medication, 
Page 7 
1 or anything that would impair your ability to answer my 
2 questions this morning? 
3 A. I don't believe so. 
4 Q. You are currently employed, Mike, by Ed 
5 Petrus; is that correct? 
6 A. Yes. 
7 Q. In what capacity? 
8 A. Caretaker. 
9 Q. And when did you start being caretaker for 
10 Mr. Petrus? 
11 A. May of -- May 9th. I would have to look at my 
12 invoices to tell you exactly. 
13 Q. Was it after he purchased the home? 
14 A. Yes. 
15 Q. So I think that would probably be May of 2012. 
16 I think the home was closed in late April of 2012. 
11 A. Yes. 
10 Q. Does that sound right? 
19 A. Yes. 
20 Q. Did you have any occasion to be in that home 
21 before Mr. Petrus purchased it? 
22 A. Ask me that again, Steve. 
23 Q. Yes. I think the record that's been 
24 established here reflects that the closing of 






Q. And what was the degree in? 
A. Design. 
Page 9 
1 Q. And when you say, "design," help me 
2 understand, what type of design? 
3 A. Graphic design. 
4 Q. When did you get that degree, Mike? 
s A. All so long ago, Steve. 1975. 
6 Q. And then after graduating from Gonzaga, what 
7 was the first employment you have that you remember? 
8 A. I worked for Dillingham Corporation. 
9 Q. Where was that? 
10 A. Hawaii. 
11 Q. What was your position? 
12 A. Supervisor. 
13 Q. What type of work did Dillingham do that you 
14 were a supervisor? 
1s A. That was a landscaping division. 
16 Q. And how long did you do that? 
11 A. About a year-and-a-half. 
10 Q. And then what did you do for employment? 
19 A. Worked in a restaurant in Spokane. Then after 
2 o that, moved to San Diego, and did a maintenance 
21 business. Then contracting in San Diego for about 20 
2 2 years. And then moved up here. 
23 Q. About when did you move to McCall? 
24 A. 1996. 
25 Q. Your maintenance business in San Diego, do you 
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1 remember ballpark about when you started doing that? 
2 A. Oh, it was 1979, maybe. 
3 Q. What type of maintenance were you doing? 
4 A. Oh, painting apartments, roofing, just general 
5 maintenance on units for customers. 
6 Q. Were you working directly for the owners, or 
7 for associations, or contractors? 
8 A. Directly for the owners. 
9 Q. And then you said you did contracting for a 
10 better part of 20 years down there? 
11 A. Yes. 
12 Q. What type of contracting? 
13 A. Mostly home remodels. 
14 Q. And how did you acquire the skills to get into 
15 the home remodel contracting business in San Diego? 
16 A. Probably -- my family was -- my dad was a 
1 7 developer. So we would buy homes, fix them up, sell 
10 them. That's how it started. 
19 Q. Did you grow up in the San Diego area? 
20 A. No, Hawaii. 
21 Q. And then since moving to McCall in 1996, how 
22 have you been employed? 
2 3 A. I worked for Master Craft for a while. And 
24 generally, self-employed --
25 Q. And--
Page 11 
1 A. -- doing a range of things. 
2 Q. What types of things? 
3 A. Stove maintenance, stove installs, tile, just 
4 sort of, I guess, you would call it, handyman stuff. 
5 Q. Fair enough. The caretaker position that you 
6 have for Mr. Petrus, do you do that for other people, as 
7 well? 
8 A. Yes. 
9 Q. Currently how many homeowners do you do 
10 caretaking for? 
11 A. Maybe 12. 
12 Q. And when did you start getting into the 
13 caretaking business? 
14 A. Actually, I would say, Ed was probably the 
15 first caretaking job I had. 
16 Q. And then it's grown since then? 
17 A. Yes. 
10 Q. What generally are your responsibilities as a 
19 caretaker for Ed Petrus? 
20 A. Generally? 
21 Q. Everything you are asked to do? 
22 A. Yes. 
23 Q. Do you charge by the hour then for your 
2 4 services? 
25 A. Yes. 
e 
Michael Longmire 
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1 Q. Have you been called upon to do any 
2 construction work or remodel work on the home? 
3 A. My policy is that I don't do anything 
4 personally as far as construction only because of the 
5 liability. So if it's not handyman-related, light 
6 bulbs, that type of thing, that's okay. Any kind of 
7 construction, no. 
8 Q. Well, based on the fact that we're all sitting 
9 here today, that sounds like a smart policy. 
10 A. Yes. 
11 Q. So the only time you know of that you would 
12 have been in that home prior to when Mr. Petrus 
13 purchased it, would have been when you were installing 
14 the stove as part of the original construction? 
15 A. Yes. 
16 Q. And I realize that you may not be able to give 
17 me exact dates, and that's fine. Well, before we get 
10 there. We're not going to mark this. 
19 But, Mike, I'm handing you a pleading that's 
20 titled "Amended Notice Duces Tecum of Taking Deposition 
21 of Mike Longmire." Could you take a look at that, and 
22 just tell me if you've seen that before? 
2 3 A. I don't believe I've seen this before. 
24 Q. You do or do not, Mike? 
25 A. I do not. 
Page 13 
1 Q. This was the Notice that was provided to 
2 Ms. Foster for the taking of this deposition. And in 
3 the Notice, you are instructed to bring with you certain 
4 documents. And the description of those starts on page 
5 2 of the Notice, and there are five categories of 
6 documents that are requested. 
7 I guess my first question just to start at the 
8 start is. Have you brought any documents with you 
9 today? 
10 A. No. 
11 Q. Okay. So could you read item 1 on page 2 to 
12 yourself. And just tell me when you've had a chance to 
13 read it. 
14 A. (Witness complying.) Okay. 
15 Q. Item 1 seeks documents relating to your 
16 inspection of or examination of the residence here in 
1 7 question. 
10 Have you prepared any reports, or summaries, 
19 or anything in writing containing your observations at 
2 o any point about the Petrus home? 
21 A. No. 
22 Q. And then item 2 is, "All documents relating to 
23 alterations, restoration, repairs, remediations and/or 
24 improvements to the home made by you or others under 
2 5 your supervision or direction, or Communications 
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1 regarding any of the above." 








been any alterations, restoration, repairs, 
remediations, or improvements of the home made by you? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Describe those for me. 
A. We put a Jacuzzi on the deck, the rear deck, 
and I just put some strengthening posts under there to 
make sure that there wasn't a problem with the Jacuzzi. 
10 Q. When you say, the rear deck, is that the 
11 deck--
A. Facing the lake, the lake side. 
Q. So I'm going to show you a document that was 
marked as Exhibit 1 in a prior deposition. And it 
purports to be a floor plan of the residence. And the 
directional arrows were placed on it by Beau Value. 
Michael Longmire 
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1 gas line for a barbecue at this residence? 








Q. Can you point out on Exhibit No. 1 where that 
was placed? 
A. It would be in this area here (indicating). 
Q. So you are pointing to the deck kind of in the 
southeast comer of the home off the french doors coming 
out of dining room? 
A. Yes. 
10 Q. Who did you have install a gas line for the 







Q. About when was that done, Mike? 










Based on your knowledge of the home, and take a minute, 17 
Q. Do you have in your possession any documents 
of any kind related to that work? 
21 
22 
if you need to. 
A. Okay. Yes. 
Q. Does this generally appear to be an accurate 
floor plan? 
A. Yes. 
23 Q. So can you point me to the deck where the 
24 jacuzzi was placed? 
25 A. Right here (indicating), in this comer. 
Page 15 
1 Q. So that would be generally the northeast 
2 comer of the deck; is that right? 
3 A. Yes. 
4 Q. When was that Jacuzzi installed? 
5 A. When Ed first moved in, which would be 2012. 
6 Q. '12. Okay. Any other alterations, or 
7 repairs, or --
8 A. No. 
9 Q. -- improvements that you have made to the 
10 home? 
11 A. No. 
12 Q. Any such alterations, or repairs, or 
13 improvements, which were made by others under your 
14 supervision or direction? 
15 A. Alterations? Not under my direct supervision. 
16 Q. Okay. 
17 A. I mean, I act as an agent. But, for example, 
18 I didn't supervise Beau. 
19 Q. Okay. Fair enough. So we can carve that out. 
20 Restoration or disaster --
21 A. I call it, for example, adding a gas line for 
22 the barbecue, I would call somebody. Supervising, I 
23 don't know if that would be -- they are under their own 
24 supervision. 
25 Q. I understand. Did you have somebody install a 
18 A. Not to that transaction. 
































A. They are usually sent directly to Ed. 
Q. So to the best of your knowledge, no? 
A. No. Everything is run through Ed. 
Q. And I'm sorry. I think you had already told 




Q. And did you have any interactions with whoever 
from A-1 came and did that? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And is there anything noteworthy about those 
interactions that you recall? 
A. A-1 was doing something else at the house. I 
don't remember exactly. But we asked him to put that 
gas line in. And when they made the penetration in the 
wall for the gas line, they found water. 
Q. And the penetration, which wall would we be 
talking about? 
A. The stem wall in that same location. 
Q. Would that be accessible from the crawlspace, 
or other ways? 
A. Yes, crawlspace. 
Q. So they had to penetrate a wall. And I assume 
that means go through some insulation, as well? 
A. Yes. 
Q. In order to fish the gas line out --
A. Yes. 
Q. -- to the deck? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And in the process of doing that, they 
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1 observed water? 
2 A. Yes. 
3 Q. And did they report that to you? 
4 A. Immediately. 
5 Q. Did you go down and look at what they were 
6 reporting? 
7 A. Yes. 
8 Q. What did you see? 
9 A. The insulation was saturated with water. 
10 Q. And the insulation on the stem wall or 
11 somewhere else? 
12 A. On the stem wall. 
13 Q. And with the penetration they had made in the 
14 spot they had made it, could you see through to the area 
15 underneath the french doors? 
16 A. Originally, it was lower than the french 
17 doors, themselves. 
10 Q. So what else did you observe, if anything? 
19 You said you observed that there was wet insulation. 
20 A. In the beginning, that was it. 
21 Q. And you don't have any documents regarding 
22 that incident? 
2 3 A. I had EnergySeal come and tear the foam out, 
24 when it was time to tear the foam out. So they did that 
25 work. 
Page 19 
1 Q. So A-1 points out to you, that, hey, there is 
2 some wet insulation in here? 
3 A. Yes. 
4 Q. They put the gas line to where you wanted it; 
5 correct? 
6 A. Yes. 
7 Q. Then you had EnergySeal come to replace the 
8 wet insulation? 
9 A. Yes. 
10 Q. And in the process ofEnergySeal doing that, 
11 did you observe anything of relevance to the matters 
12 we're talking about in this lawsuit? 
13 A. Yes, the area was exposed then without the 
14 insulation. 
15 Q. So the insulation was removed from the 
16 crawlspace. And at that point, you could see through to 
17 the area underneath the french doors? 
10 A. Yes. 
19 Q. And did you go look? 
20 A. Yes. 
21 Q. And what did you see? 
22 A. The floor joists were rotten. The comer post 
2 3 support was rotten. And I could see ice and water 
24 shield from the inside of the crawlspace. 
2 5 Q. Am I correct in understanding, Mike, that 
Michael Longmire 
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1 until the insulation was removed, none of that was 
2 visible from the crawlspace? 
3 A. True. 
4 Q. So do you have any documents in your 
5 possession regarding EnergySeal's work or what ensued 
6 from it? 
7 A. No. No. 
8 Q. Maybe we can cut to the chase here. Do you 
9 have any documents in your possession -- and I have 
10 received from Ms. Foster, what I believe to be your 
11 invoices? 
12 A. Yes. Yes. 
13 Q. Other than your invoices, do you have any 
14 documents regarding any work that was done on the house 
15 at any time? 
16 A. I may have some copies of the EnergySeal 
17 invoices, but they were always turned into Ed. 
10 Q. Would you have anything else that you know of? 
19 A. I generally have copies of bills or summaries 
20 from EnergySeal, for example. 
21 Q. Did you take any photographs? 
. 22 A. I did not. 
23 Q. Did you prepare any reports for Mr. Petrus, 
24 either in email form, or otherwise? 
25 A. No. 
Page 21 
1 Q. Do you use email as a communication means with 
2 Mr. Petrus? 
3 A. I do. 
4 Q. So if you were to search your emails, would 
5 you be likely to find communications with Mr. Petrus 
6 dating back to when you 
7 A. No. 
0 Q. -- to 2012? 
9 A. No, they would be -- I wouldn't have those. 
10 Q. And that's because? 
11 A. They've gotten erased, or I usually take care 
12 of the business with him, and that's it. 
13 Q. So you don't save them electronically? 
14 A. No. 
15 Q. Into a directory? 
16 A. No. 
17 Q. And you don't print them and save hard copies? 
10 A. No. 
19 Q. In any case that you remember? 
• 2 o A. Not that I can remember. 
1
21 Q. So item 4 in this Notice Duces Tecum ask for 
22 all written communications between you and the Petrus 
23 Family Trust, and/or Edmond A. Petrus. 
24 To your knowledge, do you have any written 
2 5 communications between you and Mr. Petrus? 
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1 A. I may have some. 1 A. Yes. 
Page 24 
2 Q. And item 5 is, all reports or other documents 2 Q. How many times do you think you had occasion 
3 which state your, observations regarding, and then it 
4 talks about the damage to the home, and related matters, 
s and the correction of the damages to the home. 
3 to be in that home, ballpark, in that two year period of 
4 time? 
5 A. A hundred times or more. 
6 You told me you may have some EnergySeal 6 Q. Fair enough. And as I understand the 
7 testimony, Restoration Pro, after they started their 7 receipts. To your knowledge, do you have any documents 
8 in your possession that relate to the damage to the home 
9 and the repairs that were done? 
8 work, then they disturbed the premises. They disturbed 
9 the area around the freneh doors. They took rock veneer 
10 A. I may have some. 
ll MR. MILLEMANN: Counsel, I guess I mistakenly 
10 off. They exposed the area around the french doors, and 
11 then eventually some other areas. Is that consistent 
12 understood, that Mr. Longmire would be provided with 
13 this Notice in advance to the deposition. He is saying 
12 with your recollection? 
13 A. Yes. 
14 that he wasn't. 14 Q. And purely ballpark, but in the hundred times 
15 Do you have any objection to going through the 15 that you are talking about that you were in the home 
16 matters requested in this Notice with him, and him 
l 7 search and provide you, and you provide us with 
18 documents? 
19 MS. FOSTER: I can discuss that with him. I 
16 between when Mr. Petrus purchased, and when Restoration 
11 Pro started tearing things off, did you ever observe any 
18 signs of moisture damage to the hardwood floor in the 
19 area next to the dining room french doors? 
2 o don't have any objection, but I want to talk to my 
21 client. But I don't foresee any problems. 
20 A. No. 
21 Q. The same time frame for all these questions. 
22 MR. MILLEMANN: You want the talk to 
23 Mr. Petrus about it? 
24 MS. FOSTER: Probably. I don't currently 
22 Okay? This is before the house was disturbed. Did you 
i 23 ever observe any signs on the french doors, themselves, 
2 4 of moisture damage? 
2 5 anticipate an objection. 25 A. Yes. 
Page 23 Page 25 
l MR. MILLEMANN: Okay. Well, then when we're 1 Q. What did you observe? 
2 done, I'm going to continue the deposition then, until I 2 A. The eastern panel of the french door set was 
3 have an answer to that. Because if I need to have 3 swollen. 
4 Mr. Longmire go get them. And ifI need to subpoena 4 Q. When you say, "the eastern panel," there are 
5 him, which I was told, I didn't, then I'll do so. But 5 two doors; right? 
6 we'll continue and cover what we can cover today. 6 A. Yes. 
7 MS. FOSTER: Okay. 7 Q. And describe to me, what's the first time you 
8 Q. (BY MR. MILLEMANN) Between the time that 8 remember observing that? 
9 Mr. Petrus purchased the home, which I will tell you was 9 A. The first day I went to work for Mr. Petrus. 
10 in April of 2012, and the time that Restoration Pro or 10 Q. Okay. And what did you observe? 
11 Disaster Pro, the names have changed, Beau Value's 11 A. The door mechanically wouldn't open. And the 
12 company -- 12 panel, itself, was swollen. It looked like it had 
13 A. Yes. 13 gotten wet. 
14 Q. -- started to do their work, did you have 14 Q. Was that a clad door? 
15 occasion to be in that home? 15 A. Yes. 
16 A. Yes. 16 Q. So with wood inside the clad? 
17 Q. And I think, Mike, the records will show that 1 7 A. Yes. 
18 Restoration Pro/Disaster Pro started their work, 18 Q. And the eastern of the two would have been the 
19 ballpark, April of 2014. 19 door closer to the --
2 o A. Right. 2 o A. Lake. 
21 Q. Does that sound right to you? 21 Q. To the lake. Thank you. 
22 A. Yes. 22 So the first thing you said is the door -- did 
23 Q. So there would have been almost a two-year 23 the door not open at all, or was it sticking? 
24 period, I guess, between when you were hired, and when 24 A. It did not open at all. 
1 25 they started doing their work; does that sound right? 25 Q. You couldn't get the door open? 
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1 A. No. 
2 Q. And specifically, when you say, it was 
3 swollen, what did you observe? 
4 A. All the joints in the door were pulled apart. 
Page 26 
5 So when a door has moisture, it pushes those joints 
6 apart. 
7 Q. And the joints, being the joints --
8 A. The mill work joints. 
9 Q. The millworkjoints. Underneath the clad, or 
10 was that visible? 
11 A. It was visible. 
12 Q. And when you observed that, what did you do? 
13 A. I pointed out to Ed, and he because he 
14 asked me, why do the doors not open? And I said, well, 
15 it could be moisture, or mechanically there something is 
16 wrong. 
17 Q. Did you know at that time what the cause was? 
10 A. No. 
19 Q. In your experience, would you agree with me, 
20 that sticky doors can be caused by a variety of things? 
21 A. Yes. 
22 Q. So you physically could not open the door? I 
23 mean, even if you turned the handle and pushed on it, 
24 you couldn't get it open? 
25 A. Impossible to open. 
1 
2 
Q. Did that condition change? 
A. No. 
3 Q. So from the time that you first saw it soon 
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4 after Mr. Petrus bought the home, until the time that 
5 Restoration Pro started disturbing the home, it's your 
6 testimony that you could not open the door? 
7 A. That's correct. 
8 Q. And what about the other door? 
9 A. The other door would open. 




1 Was that the design of these doors? Did one 
2 of them stay locked in a fixed position? 
3 A. Yes. 
4 Q. Which one? 
5 A. The one on the left. Are we talking about --
6 Q. I'm sorry. The dining room french doors. 
7 A. The affected french doors? 
8 Q. Yes. So when you say, "left," you mean, 
9 "east"? 
10 A. Yes. 
11 Q. So the same door that you saw was swollen? 
12 A. Yes. 
13 Q. So the other door would have been the door 
14 that would swing open and closed? 
15 A. The active door. 
16 Q. The active door. Thank you. 
17 And that one functioned? 
18 A. Yes. 
19 Q. But it just wasn't used for whatever reason? 
20 A. Right. 
21 Q. So back to the time frame when Mr. Petrus has 
2 2 purchased in 2012, and Restoration Pro's commencement of 
23 work in 2014. Are you with me? 
24 A. Yes. 
25 Q. You told me you didn't see any signs of any 
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1 damage on the hardwood flooring next to those doors; 
2 right? 
3 A. Right. 
4 Q. Did you see any signs of moisture intrusion on 
s the Sheetrock on the walls in those areas? 
6 A. No. 
Q. If you stepped outside the doors, did you see 7 
8 any signs on the decking, on the surface of the decking 
9 that was visible of moisture damage? 
10 A. No. 










A. We never used that door. 12 you've honestly testified could have been moisture, did 
Q. You didn't use the french doors at all, even 13 you see anything else in the interior or the exterior of 
after you put the barbecue out there? 14 the home before Restoration Pro started doing, that 
A. Right. 1s caused you concern about whether there was rot anywhere 
Q. How did you access the barbecue? 16 in the home? 
A. Through the other french doors. 1 7 A. Could you ask that again, Steve? 
Q. Those coming out of the family room? 18 Q. Sure. I'll try to do a better job of it. 
A. Yes. 19 This same time frame between when Mr. Petrus 
Q. So when I think of french doors, I think of 20 purchased the home, and when Restoration Pro started 
21 two doors, which this isn't always the case. But the 21 their work. And if you want, Mike, exclude the 
22 ones we have, one of them remains closed. You can open 22 crawlspace that you told me about from this. Other than 
23 it by lifting, or pulling down the astragal locks on 23 that, did you ever see anything that caused you to 
24 those. The ones we have, we go in and out through one 24 think, we might have rot of some sort, or moisture 
2 5 of them, unless you have some reason to open both. 2 5 damage of some sort in this house? 
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1 A. Just the swollen door. 
2 Q. That was it. Okay. And that swollen door, 
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3 the east door of the french door set, even if you pulled 
4 up the astragal pins, you couldn't get the door open? 
5 A. Yeah, the hardware did not function. 
6 Q. The hardware did not function. Okay. And 
7 when you say, the hardware didn't function, explain to 
s me. 
9 A. It seemed as though the hardware did not 
10 function. In other words, there was no way to 
11 physically open the door. 
12 Q. Because you didn't have astragal pins on the 
13 bottom and the top? 
14 A. It may have. I don't know. 
15 Q. Did you look to see if those were engaged or 
16 not? 
17 A. I actually called Mark Birrer, the 
18 representative to come out, and I didn't touch the door. 
19 Q. Do you know whether he did come out? 
20 A. Yes. 
21 Q. Were you there when he came out? 
22 A. Yes. 
23 Q. Ballpark on that, can you give me a timeframe 
24 on that? 
25 A. It was fairly soon after we discovered the 
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1 problem. 
2 Q. The problem being, the sticky door? 
3 A. Yes. 
4 Q. And did you talk with Mr. Birrer? 
5 A. Yes, he came out, and we discussed a solution. 
6 Q. What did he say to you? 
7 A. Obviously, the door doesn't work. And he 
8 wasn't knowledgeable enough about the hardware to give 
9 me an answer. 
10 Q. Did he believe it was a hardware problem? 
11 A. To the best ofmy memory, he acknowledged the 
12 swollen panel was a problem. But I don't remember his 
13 conclusion on what the solution would be. 
14 Q. Okay. Did you ever conclude, yourself, 
15 whether the problem with opening that eastern more of 
16 the two french doors, was a moisture problem, or a 
17 hardware problem, or something else? 
18 A. Try that one more time, Steve. 
19 Q. Yes. Did you ever form an opinion, yourself, 
2 o as to whether your inability to open that door was 
21 caused by moisture, caused by hardware problems, or 
2 2 something else? 
• 23 A. Well, my opinion would be that it was a 
24 combination. 
125 Q. Did Mr. Birrer come back at any point and do 
Michael Longmire 
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1 any alterations to the door? 
2 A. No, we ended up ordering a new set. He came 
3 back to verify the serial numbers on the unit to match 
4 the set. 
5 Q. And was there any warranty in place to cover 
6 those, if you know? 
7 A. We tried pursuing that with Nu-Vu Glass, but 
8 they wouldn't -- after a while, they wouldn't talk to me 
9 about it. 
10 Q. So the fix was replace the doors? 
11 A. Yes. 
12 Q. As far as what was causing that door not to 
13 open, you didn't ever hear a definitive opinion? 
14 A. Right. 
15 Q. Do you recall Nancy Gentry coming to the house 
16 with Michael Wood, her realtor? 
17 A. Yes. 
18 Q. In April of2014? 
19 A. Yes. 
20 Q. You were there? 
21 A. Yes. 
22 Q. Did you have any interactions with Ms. Gentry? 
23 A. No, other than let them in, and stand there. 
24 Q. So do you recall whether you said anything to 
· 25 Nancy Gentry? 
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1 A. I made no comments to Nancy. 
2 Q. And at that time, if you recall, had some of 
3 the problems with rot under the door and the floor 
4 joists been exposed? 
5 A. I believe when she came, she Beau had 
6 already taken that section out, and you could see it. 
7 Q. Do you recall making a statement to her, 
8 without quoting, to the effect that, Nancy, there is no 
9 way you could have known about this? 
10 A. No, I never said that. 
11 Q. So if Mr. Wood and Nancy testified that you 
12 did, their recollection is wrong? 
13 A. Yes. 
14 Q. You have a clear recollection about what you 
15 said? 
16 A. I never would have said that. 
17 Q. Why wouldn't you have said that? 
1s A. It was not my place to make any comments about 
19 that. 
. 20 Q. Do you believe it to be a true statement? 
• 21 A. Could you rephrase that for me, Steve? 
122 Q. As you sit here today, are you aware of any 
23 facts or evidence which would suggest to you that Nancy 
24 Gentry knew of the problems that were uncovered in the 
25 area of the french door and elsewhere? 
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1 A. Nancy made one statement to that effect. She 
2 said that I remember -- they had five days to find it, 
3 and they didn't. 
4 Q. I don't understand. So you do remember some 
5 conversation with her? 
6 A. No, this is just what -- this is a statement 
7 she made when I was standing on the deck. 
8 Q. That they had five days to find it. 
9 A. Which at the time, I wasn't -- that didn't 
10 make any sense to me. 
11 Q. Okay. My question is, are you aware of any 
12 evidence that would suggest that before she sold this 
13 house, and up until the time she sold this house to Ed 
14 Petrus, that she knew about the problems which were 
15 exposed and corrected by Restoration Pro? 
16 A. I have no personal knowledge that she knew, or 
17 did not know. 
10 Q. Has anybody suggested to you that she knew? 
19 A. Yes. 
20 Q. Who? 
21 A. Ed. 
22 Q. And what has Ed told you on that subject? 
23 A. That she knew that the doors were affected. 
24 Q. She knew the doors were affected? 
25 A. Weren't working properly. 
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1 Q. Did he ever tell you how she knew that? 
2 A. No. 
3 Q. So Ed said to you, words to the effect, she 
4 knew the doors weren't working properly. Anything else 
5 that Ed said to you, that expressed an opinion that 
6 Nancy knew about the damage to the house that was 
7 discovered? 
8 A. No, just that. 
9 Q. Has anybody else suggested to you, or offered 
10 you an opinion, that they think Nancy Gentry knew about 
11 these problems? 
12 A. No. 
13 Q. No? 
14 A. No. 
15 Q. When Nancy was there, did you witness any 
16 conversations between her and anyone else? 
17 A. No. 
18 Q. Did you hear any statements made by her, or by 
19 anyone else? 
20 A. No -- the only -- the statement that I 
21 referred to about the five days. 
22 Q. Did you have some takeaway from what that 
23 statement meant from your perspective? 
24 A. At the time, no. 
25 Q. Do you now? 
• Michael Longmire March 14, 2016 
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1 A. Yes, I guess there is something in real 
2 estate, where you have five days to find errors in the 
3 house, or defects in the house. 
4 Q. That's what you think she meant? 
5 A. Yes. 
6 Q. I see. And what's the basis for you thinking 
7 that? Did somebody tell you that? 
8 A. Individuals that referred to that, the five 
9 day -- I still don't know what it's called. 
10 Q. Okay. So to wrap this line of questioning up. 
11 Other than your observation that the east of the two 
12 french doors had some swelling. In the two-year period 
13 that you were in and out of the house a hundred times, 
14 you did not observe anything else that would have 
15 suggested to you that the rot and the condition, which 
16 was exposed by Restoration Pro, existed? 
1 7 A. Other than my observation, under the 
18 crawlspace. 
19 Q. Other than in the crawlspace? 
20 A. Right. 
21 Q. When the insulation was pulled off? 
22 A. Right. 
2 3 Q. When Nancy came with her realtor, do you 
2 4 remember who else was there, if anyone? 
2 5 A. I can't remember if Beau was working at that 
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1 time. It may have been Tony. It may have been somebody 
2 working there. 
3 Q. Who is Tony? 
4 A. Tony works for Beau. 
5 Q. Did you prepare any notes, or reports, or 
6 emails for Ed about that day and that visit? 
7 A. No. It would have mostly been a phone call, 
8 usually. 
9 Q. So at no point did you see moisture standing 
10 on the interior walls? 
11 A. No. 
12 Q. Or evidence on the door of any moisture 
13 intrusion, save and except your observation that the 
14 east door appeared swollen; correct? 
15 A. No moisture -- other than a swollen door, I 
16 didn't see any moisture evidence surrounding the door. 
17 Q. The door, itself, or the threshold, or the 
18 framing? 
19 A. Just the swollen door. 
20 Q. I'm giving you that one. I'm trying to make 
21 sure there is nothing else? 
22 A. Yeah, no. 
23 Q. So other than that, you didn't see any 
24 evidence around the doorway to suggest there was 
25 moisture intrusion? 
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l A. Right. 
2 Q. Nor any evidence on the decking outside of 
3 what you later found? 
4 A. Right, the deck is Trex, plastic. 
5 Q. Nor any evidence along the east wall of the 
6 home where some additional rot was found, to suggest 
7 what was in there? 
8 A. No. 
9 Q. Have you ever had any conversations with 
10 Michael Wood about this case, or this home? 
11 A. I may have had one conversation with Michael, 
12 but I don't remember the content, because I've known 
13 Michael for a while. 
14 Q. Ever have any conversations with Jean Odmark 
15 about this home? 
16 A. No. 
17 Q. How about Kevin Batchelor? 
18 A. Any conversations about the home? 
19 Q. Yes. 
2 o A. I don't know if I've ever actually talked to 
21 Kevin about, specifically, about the home. 
2 2 Q. You've talked to him about other things? 
23 A. Yes. 
24 Q. But nothing to do with this lawsuit, or this 
25 problem? 
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1 A. We stayed away from that kind of conversation. 
2 Q. Sure. Fair enough. 
3 How about Chris Kirk? Have you ever had any 
4 conversations with him about any --
s A. Just the two visits, when he came to inspect. 
6 Q. And did you have any conversations with him on 
7 either of those occasions? 
8 A. Small talk, no specifics. 
9 Q. Anything that you recall that stands out? 
10 A. One thing Chris mentioned to me, he mentioned, 
11 the door had a water diversion channel, which I wasn't 
12 familiar with. I'm unfamiliar with that term. 
13 Q. Did he mention to you, or did you ever observe 
14 that the door appeared to have -- that it appeared that 
15 somebody had tried to close the door or open it with the 
16 astragal pins still engaged? 
17 A. No. 
18 Q. Didn't ever observe any signs on the exterior 
19 or interior framing of the door --
20 A. No. 
Q. -- that an astragal pin had slammed against 
it? 
• Michael Longmire March 14, 2016 
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1 Q. Did he mention to you that the door appeared 
2 that somebody had tried to pry it open? 
3 A. No. 
4 Q. Did you ever hear of anything like that? 
5 A. No. He mentioned to me, as I remember now, 
6 something about more screws being put into the 
7 threshold, but I didn't know anything about that. 
8 Q. And it's your testimony that to your 
9 knowledge, neither Mr. Petrus, nor his girlfriend, nor 
10 any of their children used either of the french doors in 
11 question here? 
12 A. I don't believe they ever used them, because 
13 they didn't work. 
14 Q. Well, one of them did work; right? 
15 A. Yeah, but there is a table there, and they 
16 just it just wasn't used. 
17 Q. I see. There's a table in front of those 
18 doors? 
19 A. There is a dining room table there, yes. 
20 Q. So they could 
21 A. Another dining room table, actually, it's 
22 a -- I don't know what you would call it. But there is 
23 another table here. There is two dining room style 
24 tables. 
25 Q. And one of them would have made it 
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1 inconvenient to use those doors? 
2 A. Yeah, impossible to use them. 
3 Q. Impossible? 
4 A. Yeah. 
5 Q. Okay. So they just simply relied on the 
6 doors --
7 A. Yes, the french doors. 
8 Q. Out of the family room? 
9 A. Yes. 
10 Q. Did you ever have any conversations with Todd 
11 McKenna about this case? 
12 A. Yes. 
13 Q. Do you have any recollection of what was said 
14 in any of them? 
15 A. With Todd? I had one conversation with Todd. 
16 Q. Okay. About when was that? 
17 A. I don't remember exactly. 
18 Q. Can you place it in the sequence of events, in 
19 terms of before the home was disturbed, and the rot was 
20 discovered, or after? 
21 A. I believe it was before Beau started work on 
22 the repair. 
23 Q. Where did the conversation occur? 
24 A. At a barbecue, a birthday barbecue. 
25 Q. And what do you remember about the 
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1 conversation? 1 A. I have no personal knowledge of that, just the 
2 A. Todd asked me to ask Ed for leniency in the 2 evidence. 
3 lawsuit. 3 Q. Did you ask Todd aboutthat? 
4 Q. Are those the words that he used? 4 A. I did not ask Todd about that. 
5 A. As close as I can remember. And then I asked 5 Q. Was that on the outside of the door? 
6 him questions about, didn't he check the doors? And he 
7 said, no. And I asked him questions about his 
6 A. The outside. 
7 Q. And was there any tape across the threshold, 
8 profession, in general. I said, when you say that you 8 or the bottom of the doors? 
9 checked the doors, don't you check all the doors? And 
10 he says, I don't need to. And he mentioned -- I 
9 A. No. 
10 Q. And did the tape on the vertical seam of the 
11 mentioned, electrical outlets, the same thing? I said, 11 two doors, did it extend from top to bottom? 
12 when you check the electrical outlets, do you not check 
13 them all? And he said, no, I don't need to. 
12 A. Yes. 
13 Q. Or the evidence of it did? 
14 And then he told me that he didn't have 14 A. Yes. 
15 insurance. And I said, well, why wouldn't you have 15 Q. Did you have to remove the tape, or had it 
16 insurance? I tried to not have a conversation with him, 
17 because I didn't really think it was, you know -- he 
16 already been removed? 
1 7 A. No, it was already removed. 
18 pursued me, because he thought I would have some control 
19 over what Ed would do. 
18 Q. But it was obvious to you, looking at it, that 
19 it had been there? 
20 Q. Or influence, anyway? 2 o A. Somebody taped it. 
21 A. Yes. And I said, I don't have anything to do 21 Q. Okay. 
22 with it. 2 2 A. And there was no -- no weather stripping 
23 Q. And when you mentioned several times, asking 
2 4 him if he checked the doors. Did you mean, open and 
25 close? 
23 between where the astragal hits the other door. 
24 Q. Now, when I thing of astragal, I think of a 
25 pin that goes up into a receptacle and down. 
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1 A. I said, yeah. Did you see if the doors 1 
2 worked? And he said, he didn't check them, because 2 
3 there was snow against the doors. 3 
4 Q. At any point from the time you started being 4 
5 in and around the house, which would, I guess, have been 5 
6 in May of 2012, up until the door being removed, did you 6 
7 ever observe any tape on the door? 7 
8 A. Yes. 8 
9 Q. And when did you remember first observing tape 9 
10 on the door? 10 
11 A. The very first day. There was tape residual, 11 
12 duct tape on the astragal. 12 
13 Q. Okay. So when you say, the astragal -- 13 
14 A. Between the two doors, where the astragal 14 
15 would make the seam. 15 
16 Q. So the tape was on the vertical seam of the 16 
17 doors? 17 
10 A. Yes. 18 
19 Q. Was there still tape, or evidence that there 19 
20 had been? 20 
21 A. Residual, like when you pull duct tape off, 21 
22 the residual from the tape. 22 
23 Q. And do you have any knowledge of whether the 23 
24 vertical seam was taped? And ifso, by whom, and what 24 
25 period of time? 25 
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A. Those would be head and toe bolts. 
Q. Okay. What's the astragal? 
A. The astragal is the actual part of the door 
that makes the -- without an astragal, you have an 
opening between the two doors. So the astragal actually 
makes the connection between the two doors in order to 
stop. 
Q. And that's the seam you saw that appeared to 
have been taped at some point? 
A. Yes. 
Q. But you didn't see any sign along that seam, 
inside or outside, of moisture penetration? 
A. No. 
Q. You called the others I'm sorry, Mike, 
what? 
A. Head and toe bolts. 
Q. Head and toe bolts. So when I asked you 
earlier about astragal, it probably didn't make any 
sense. But when you tried to open the east of the two 
french doors, were those bolts engaged; do you know? 
A. There was no sign of the hardware inside. So 
I don't know. They weren't engaged -- I mean, as far as 
I could tell, without forcing the door, which I wouldn't 
do. I couldn't open the door. So I left it at that. 
Q. Could you tell for sure, whether they were or 
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1 weren't? 
2 A. Could not. 
e 
3 Q. And when I asked you earlier about any 
4 evidence of scarring on the door frame --
5 A. I didn't see any evidence of that. 
Page 46 
6 Q. My question was, regarding those bolts. You 
7 didn't see that? 
8 A. No. 
9 Q. Have you ever had any conversation with any 
current or past building inspector about the house? 
A. I have had conversations with John, the 
current building inspector. I don't believe that I 
referred to the particular house. But I was doing 
e 
1 needed to be at least 15 pound felt. 
Michael Longmire 
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2 Q. And you found it in the code book. Was that 
3 the code currently in place? 
4 A. The code that he, to the best of his 
5 knowledge, was in force at the time. 
6 Q. What time frame did you give him? 
7 A. 2004 or '06; 2004. 
8 Q. And he told you that the code at the time, was 
9 15 pound felt? 
10 A. That part of the code hadn't changed much in 
11 many years. So it wasn't like 2004 it was a question, 








some -- searching for some code information that I knew 14 Q. But your understanding from John Powell, there 
was at that time that this house was constructed, a 
specific code provision that called out that felt behind 
masonry had to be at least 15 pounds? 
already, but I wanted to see what was in force at the 
16 time. 
17 Q. What did you learn? 
18 A. That building paper at seven pounds is not 
19 enough. 
20 Q. You mean, felt? 
21 A. Yeah, but building paper is not -- it's 
22 asphalt saturated paper. Felt leads you to believe that 
23 it's 15 or 30 pound felt. 




18 A. Yes. 
19 Q. As opposed to there had to just be an adequate 






Q. And as you sit here today, do you have any 
idea what code he was referring to? 
A. No, I can't remember that. 
25 did you know of your own knowledge what building codes 25 Q. And why did you ask him this question? 
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1 would have applied to the house when it was constructed 
2 in 2004 or '05? 
3 A. I would say, I would know more what the 
4 standard practice was. Not necessarily, because there 
5 is some issues in that particular time in McCall's 
6 history about what was acceptable, and what the codes 
7 actually -- what McCall -- city of McCall was accepting 
8 or enforcing. 











A. Because when it was all taken off of the wall, 
I was curious, myself, because there was only one layer 
of building paper. 
Q. Okay. And what pound of paper was that? 
A. Well, building paper is seven pounds. So it's 
not 15 pounds. So it would take two layers of building 
paper to meet the 15 pound requirement. 
Q. And you only observed one? 
A. One. 
10 specifically what building code would have been in place 10 Q. And did you observe anywhere on the exterior 
11 when that house was constructed. 11 wall, or area of the french doors, any Tyvek? 
12 A. I think it would be -- Steve, I don't remember 12 A. Around the light fixture. 
13 exactly what he came up with. 13 Q. What about the windows? 
14 Q. Did you have any written exchanges with John 
15 Powell? 





Q. So then you apparently had some verbal 
exchange with him about the -- what would you call it, 
the asphalt paper? 
A. The weight of the paper that's supposed to be 









Under the rock veneer? 
Yes. 
And what did John Powell tell you? 













A. In the area of the doors? 
Q. Or along the corners to the north that 
were --
A. I don't remember now which ones had Tyvek, if 
there was any Tyvek, but there wasn't in the affected 
area. 
Q. The affected area being the doors? 
A. Doors, yes. 
Q. Was there any evidence of moisture barrier you 
observed in the affected area around the doors, besides 
the one layer offelt? 
A. No, just that one spot of Tyvek about where 
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l the light fixtures were. 
2 Q. So you didn't observe -- what's it 
3 called -- the ice and water shield. 
4 A. No ice and water shield. The only ice and 
5 water shield was under the floor on the inside of the 
6 envelope. I believe I asked Chris about that. 
7 Q. Do you remember what you asked him? 
8 A. Why is there ice and water shield on the 
9 inside of the envelope? 
10 Q. Do you remember what he said? 
ll A. That's when he told me about the water 
12 diversion channel, which is a term I'm not familiar 
13 with. 
14 Q. So you asked him why there was ice and water 
15 shield underneath the door, and he told you something 
16 about a water intrusion channel? 
17 A. Yes, water diversion channel. 
18 Q. Did that answer your question, as to why there 
19 was ice and water shield? 
20 A. No. 
21 Q. Do you remember any other conversations with 
22 John Powell related to this property? 
23 A. I believe I just asked him about the weather 
24 proofing. That was it. I don't remember asking him 
25 about -- discussing anything else with him, besides 
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1 that. 
2 Q. Would it be fair for me to say, and if not, 
3 tell me, that the reason that you went to John Powell is 
4 that you didn't consider yourself an expert in such 
5 matters? 
6 A. Yes. 
7 Q. And as far as what the codes were at the time, 
8 or what the, as you refer to the term, standard practice 
9 in the industry was at the time, do you hold yourself 
10 out as an expert on those topics? 
11 A. No. 
12 Q. Do you ever have any conversations with Steve 
13 Minor about this project? 





Q. One, or more than one? 
A. One conversation -- well, if you -- if you 
count the time that I called him to ask him to come out 
and look at the job; two. 
19 Q. Good for you. One substantive conversation, I 





A. Yes, when he came to the job. 
Q. And can you bracket that for me at all, as far 
as when that occurred? 
:25 
I 
A. Steve Minor was after Mike Clarke first, then 
Chuck Thielst, then Steve Minor. 
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Beau commenced work on the project? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Well before? 
A. Yes. Well, that was the third phase. Chuck 
had decided that he did not want to do the work. 
Q. Did you have Steve Minor come out to 
potentially doing the work? 








and we looked at the damage. I told him that there 
could be -- that this could be -- there might be 
involvement in a lawsuit, because that seems to be the 
reason that no one wants to touch it. And Steve said, 
well, someone has to fix it. And I said, okay. Well, 





Q. And when you say, you showed him the area of 
the damage. I assume this was before Beau's crew 
had--
20 A. Oh, yes. 
21 
:22 
Q. So were you looking through the opening of the 
crawlspace? 
23 A. No. You are actually looking at the 
24 
25 
exposed -- the foam at this point had been taken off 
again. 
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1 Q. In the crawlspace? 
2 A. Yes, and everything was exposed. 
3 Q. In the crawlspace? 
4 A. Yes. 
5 Q. And so you went in the crawlspace with him, 
6 and said? 
7 A. Here it is. 
8 Q. Here it is. What do you think? 
9 A. Yes. 
10 Q. And you told him, this could end up in 
11 litigation? 
12 A. Yes. 
13 Q. Why did you tell him that? 
14 A. It seemed to be the deciding factor from 
15 everybody that wanted to do the repairs. 
16 Q. But on what did you base your statement to him 
17 that this could wind up in litigation? 
10 A. What point were we then? Could you ask me 
19 that one more time, Steve? 
20 Q. Yes. What was your basis for telling him, 
21 that this could wind up in litigation? 
2 2 A. My basis? 
23 Q. Was that just your opinion, or had somebody 
24 else told you that this could wind up in litigation? 
25 A. I would say that by this time, that action had 
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1 been discussed with Ed. 
2 Q. Do you remember the substance of any of those 
3 conversations? 
4 A. Oh, no, I don't remember that. It was no, 
5 I don't remember that part of it; the specific 
6 conversation. 
7 Q. And that's the extent of your conversations 
8 with Steve Minor? 
9 A. Yes. 
10 Q. He just didn't get back to you? 
11 A. He just didn't get back. 
12 Q. So did you then contact Beau? 
13 A. I contacted Beau. I needed somebody to do the 
14 job. 
15 Q. And also be prepared, potentially, to testify? 
16 A. Yes. 
17 Q. How about Steve Lacey? Have you had any 
18 conversations with him about this? 
19 A. Steve Lacey, he was -- I let him see the 
2 o project somewhere along the line for someone else. He 
21 was looking at it for somebody else. 
2 2 Q. Do you remember the substance of any --
23 A. No, I don't believe -- in fact, Ed may have 
24 let him in for that inspection. I don't remember 
25 talking to Steve, myself. 
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1 Q. At any time in the process of people coming to 
2 inspect the property, whether that be Chris Kirk, or 
3 Steve Lacey, or Nancy, or someone else, were you ever 
4 present -- did you ever witness Mr. Petrus denying any 
5 requests to inspect any part of the house? 
6 A. No. 
7 Q. Were you ever present, specifically, to hear 
8 Mr. Petrus tell Chris Kirk and Steve Lacey, no, you 
9 can't get up on the roof. You are done? 
10 A. No, I wasn't present for that. I don't 
11 remember that. 
12 Q. Now, I assume you've had many conversations 
13 with Mr. Petrus about this? 
l4 A. Yes. 
15 Q. You told me that he said words to the effect, 
16 that Nancy must have known about this to you, because 
17 she had problems with the door; right? 
10 A. Yes. 
19 Q. At any other time, has he ever suggested to 
20 you that the reason that he believes that Nancy Gentry 
21 knew or should have known about the conditions that were 
22 repaired by Restoration Pro? 
23 A. Try that one again, please. 
24 Q. Has he ever at any time, has Mr. Petrus 
25 offered you any other reference why he believes Nancy 
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1 Gentry must have known about this? 
2 A. Other than? 
3 Q. Well, you told me, that he told you he thinks 
4 she knew about it, because she had problems with the 
5 doors; right? 
6 A. Yes. 
7 Q. Has he ever offered you any other explanation 
8 or opinion as to why he believes Nancy Gentry knew about 
9 these problems? 
10 A. Any other reason? One more time, Steve. 
11 Q. Yeah. You've told me that Mr. Petrus at some 
12 point suggested to you, that he thought Nancy Gentry 
13 must have known about this, because she had problems 
14 with the doors; right? 
15 A. Yes. 
16 Q. Besides that, has he ever offered you any 
17 other reason that he believes Nancy Gentry must have 
18 known about these problems? 
19 A. Because of the tape, talk about penetration of 
2 o air through the doors disturbing card games. That's 
21 what he's told me. But I don't have --
• 22 Q. Anything else? 
23 A. I don't have any personal 
24 Q. No, I'm just asking you what he's told you. 
25 A. Yes. 
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1 Q. Anything else that comes to mind that he's 
2 told you? 
3 A. No. 
4 Q. Has anyone, either Beau Value, or Eric Waite, 
5 or anyone else, suggested to you that they believe the 
6 condition they discovered under and around the doors was 
7 caused by water coming through the vertical seam of the 
8 doors? 
9 A. I don't believe anybody believes it came from 
10 the vertical seam. 
11 Q. And that's the seam that was taped; correct? 
12 A. Yes. 
13 Q. So we know Restoration Pro did work there to 
14 repair damage and remediate conditions; correct? 
15 A. Yes. 
16 Q. And Beau Value and Eric Waite have told me 
17 about that. I think Beau Value said it was his 
18 understanding that Mr. Petrus purchased the replacement; 
• 19 is that your understanding? 
20 A. Yes. 
i 21 Q. To your knowledge, has Mr. Petrus expended any 
22 other monies, besides those two sources of expenditures 
23 in the repair orrestoration of the damage? 
24 A. I believe there was also some painting that he 
25 paid for directly. 
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l Q. Do you know who would have done that? 
2 A. Herman Hernandez. 
3 Q. Because Beau and Eric both testified that in 
4 their invoices, there was money to have the entire 
5 interior painted. 
6 A. Yes. 
7 Q. Is it your understanding, that even more 
s painting than that was done, and paid for by Mr. Petrus? 
9 A. You know, without seeing the invoices, I don't 
10 remember who paid for which part ofit that Herman did 
11 or which -- I can't remember how they split that up. 
12 Q. Fair enough. Anything else, just that you are 
13 aware of, any other expenditures you are aware of which 
14 would have been made by Mr. Petrus, as part of the 
15 repair and restoration of the home, besides Restoration 
16 Pro, the door, and possibly some painting? 
17 A. No. 
lS Q. Did Mr. Petrus have gutters installed on the 
19 roof? 
20 A. Yes. 
21 Q. Who did that work; do you know? 
22 A. Boise Gutter. 
2 Q. When was that done? 
2 A. That was done the first year, so 2012, I 
think. 
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l Q. Were they copper gutters? 
2 A. Yes. 
3 Q. With heat tape? 
4 A. No heat tape. 
5 Q. To date, is there any heat tape? 
6 A. No. 
7 Q. And they function without it? 
8 A. Yes. 
9 Q. They don't freeze up? 
10 A. It hasn't been a problem so far. 
ll Q. And if you know from your conversations with 
12 Mr. Petrus, why did he have copper gutters installed on 
13 the rooflines? 
14 A. Originally, it was because the way the house 
15 is designed, the water comes down in the mud room when 
16 you enter the rear of the house. So to get rid of that 
l 7 problem, and most of the upper roof comes down a valley 
1s above that, where the doors are, and empties on to the 
19 deck. So to alleviate that problem. 
20 Q. So in part, it was just to eliminate drippings 
21 in an area where people would be trafficking? 
22 A. Yes. 
23 Q. Did anybody recommend to Mr. Petrus that he 
24 put the gutters in as part of the repair or restoration 
25 of the home? 
e 
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l A. Not that I knew of. 
2 Q. And it was done before really any of the 
3 damage that was later discovered was uncovered; correct? 
4 A. Right. 
5 Q. Are they all the way around the house? 
6 A. No, about 50 percent of the house was done. 
7 Q. Which sides, or is it just different spots? 
s A. It's kind of the trouble areas, as I remember; 
9 so the mud room, the back entry, across the back of the 
10 house, roughly 50 percent. 
ll MR. MILLEMANN: Would you mark that, please? 
12 (Exhibit 62 marked.) 
13 Q. (BY MR. MILLEMANN) Mike, I've shown you 
14 what's been marked as Exhibit 62, which I will represent 
15 to you, appears to me to be a packet of invoices from 
16 you to Mr. Petrus? 
17 A. Yes. 
10 Q. Is that what it looks like to you? 
19 A. Yes. 
20 Q. I'll also tell you, that I've just assembled 
21 it in the order it came to me. So the earliest 
22 invoices, in fact, is the last page? 
2 3 A. Is most current. 
2 4 Q. And then we work our way to the first page, 
25 which is the most current? And if you want to take a 
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l look at it to confirm that. The first page, which is 
2 Petrus 484, is an invoice, dated August 16, 2014. 
3 A. Okay. 
4 Q. The last page, which is Petrus 492, is an 
5 invoice dated May 9, 2012. 
6 MS. FOSTER: It goes backwards. 
7 THE WITNESS: Okay. Yeah, I got it. 
s Q. (BY MR. MILLEMANN) Does that make sense? 
9 A. Yes. 
10 Q. So did you prepare these invoices? 
11 A. Yes. 
12 Q. I want you to look at them, and take as much 
13 time as you need. Are these all the invoices that you 
14 invoiced to Mr. Petrus for the period May 2012 through 
15 August 2014? 
16 A. I believe they are. 
l 7 Q. Did you find these, and provide these to 
10 Counsel, if you know, or --
19 A. Yes. 
20 Q. Okay. And where would you have found these in 
21 your records? 
22 A. I have hard copies. 
23 Q. Do you prepare them on a computer or 
24 A. I do. 
25 Q. And do you maintain a directory with these in 
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Q. Do you maintain them for any period of time, 
or, no? 
A. A short period of time. 
Q. Until you are paid? 
A. Yes. 
Q. So let's start with the oldest invoice. 
A. Okay. 
Q. Which would be the last page, which is 
Petrus -- and when I refer to these numbers, Mike, down 
on the bottom right, in the very small print, do you see 
the number, "Petrus," and "000492"? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Those are the numbers I'm referring to. So if 
e 
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1 it may have been -- I don't know exactly chronologically 
2 if the "investigate water issue" came at the right 
3 period. Is that --
4 Q. Well, let's start taking it from the easiest 
5 point forward. Am I correct in assuming, that the items 
6 indicated on Petrus 492, for which you are billing on 
7 May 9, 2012, had been completed? 










Q. Am I correct in understanding, the invoice 
date was May 9, 2012? 
A. Yes. 
Q. So to the extent that "investigate water 
issue" involved your time, it was something you did 
before May 9, 2012? 
A. Yes. 


















we start with the May 9, 2012 invoice, Petrus 492, would 18 A. That represents going under the -- to look and 
see if there was some obvious source of water 
under -- that caused the insulation to be saturated. 
I be correct in assuming, this would have been your 
first invoice to Mr. Petrus? 
A. Yes. 
Q. That was your first invoice? 
A. (Witness nodding head.) 
Q. "Yes"? 
A. Yes. 
1 Q. And in that first invoice, I noticed an entry, 
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2 "investigate water issue." And it looks like it was one 
3 hour; is that correct? 
4 A. Yes. 
5 Q. And when you bill, is a part of an hour an 
6 hour? I didn't ever see anything less than $35. So is 
7 an hour kind of --
8 A. It's an hour, usually. Yeah, I'm very 
9 generous with my time, so it's an hour. 
10 Q. I'm not suggesting otherwise. 
11 A. No, I --
12 Q. So do you recall, prior to May 9, 2012, what 
13 investigation of what water issue you --
14 A. I would be looking for any --
15 MS. FOSTER: Let me object. Objection to the 
16 extent you've assumed understandably that investigate 
17 water issue occurred prior to May 9th. 
10 So just to move things along, I would ask him 
19 if, when he starts the date running. I know it's weird, 
20 but it will help. 
21 Q. (BY MR. MILLEMANN) Are the items on --
2 2 A. Well, see, if you look at the other invoices, 
2 3 they have days next to them. This first invoice, I'm 
2 4 not sure. This is when I first started working with Ed. 








A. Looking for an obvious source of water. 
Q. Okay. So by the time that this first invoice 
was generated, do I understand, that you had already 
2 5 been in the crawlspace, and had observed, or been told 
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1 that there was wet insulation? 
2 A. Yes, because I believe -- I don't know when 
3 A-1 -- the date of A-1 's service. 
4 Q. But that would have been the source of your 
5 information? 
6 A. Yes. Yes. 
7 Q. And so do you remember what you did, or is it 
8 just what you told me that you got? 
9 A. Yeah, I would go in the crawlspace, and look, 
10 maybe there was a broken pipe, look for an obvious 
11 source. Because there wasn't really any obvious source 
12 with everything still covered up. 
13 Q. Was there water in the crawlspace on that 
14 occasion? 
15 A. No water in the crawlspace, just saturated 
16 insulation. The foam is open cell foam. So it's like a 
1 7 sponge. So you can't tell. 
10 Q. And can you tell me where in the crawlspace, 
19 once it was pointed out to you, you observed saturated 
20 foam? 
21 A. Right underneath the doors. That's where the 
2 2 gas line was. 
23 Q. So it was after the penetration had been made 
24 through the insulation in the walls of the crawlspace to 
25 get to the area under the doors? 
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e 
2 Q. Again, so this is something, again, tell me if 
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3 I'm wrong, would not have been visible, unless the 
4 penetration had been made through the walls in the 
5 crawlspace by A-1? 
6 A. We wouldn't have seen the actual water. There 
7 were stains on the foundation. But the actual water 
8 source, or where the bulk of the water was discovered 
9 when we put the gas line in. 
10 Q. So you learned of that, either from A-1 or 
11 somebody, that when they went --
12 A. From A-1. 
13 Q. When they punctured the insulation in the 
14 crawlspace to put the gas line through, that's when they 
15 encountered the wet insulation? 
16 A. Yes. 
17 Q. And then the next invoice, Mike, is dated 
10 August 15, 2012. Do you have that one in front of you? 
19 A. Yes. 
20 Q. It's Petrus 491. There is an entry there that 
21 says, August 2, Mike Clarke, with an "e" on the end of 
22 his name, "doors," and actually there are two hours. 
23 A. That would have been going through the job 
2 4 with Mike. 
2 5 Q. So was Mike the first person you had come out? 
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1 A. Yes. 
2 Q. And the job at that time was to replace the 
3 doors? 
4 A. To replace whatever was damaged. 
5 Q. At that point in time had the rest of the 
6 insulation been pulled off, so you could see what was 
7 underneath the door? 
8 A. To my recollection, I can't remember ifit was 
9 partially removed for Mike to be able to see what was 
10 there. But the actual removal was EnergySeal. 
11 Q. Okay. 
12 A. Timing-wise, I'm not sure exactly which came 
13 first. 
14 Q. All right. 
15 A. I mean, he was looking at this same thing 
16 we -- the question was about the ice and water 
17 shield -- why is the ice and water shield on the inside? 
10 Q. So it had been opened up for Mike to look at? 
19 A. Oh, yes, for him to look at. Yes. 
20 Q. Either him or previously? 
21 A. Yes. 
22 Q. So at that point, you would have had a pretty 
23 good look at the area underneath the doors? 
24 A. Yes. 
25 Q. And what resulted from Mike Clarke coming out 
e 
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1 and looking at the job? 
2 A. He assessed it. But again, he didn't want to 
3 get involved, because Chris Kirk had built the house. 
4 Q. Is that what he told you? 
5 A. Yes. 
6 Q. Did he tell you why that concerned him? 
7 A. Friendship; friendship and unspoken law about 
8 contractors in lawsuits. 
9 Q. Is that your take, or his? Did he say there 
10 is an unspoken law? 
11 A. No, but not -- just any time you mention 
12 litigation, contractors get nervous. 
13 Q. So even at this early date, two years -- well, 
14 not quite two years before Beau Value started work, 
15 contractors potentially being hired to fix the problem 
16 were being told there is probably going to be a lawsuit 
17 here? And that it would probably involve Chris Kirk? 
18 A. I don't know, that that was the case. But 
19 Chris built the house, so everyone is aware of Chris' 
2 o reputation. 
21 Q. Which is, what? 
22 A. Good. 
23 Q. So you don't remember whether you told Mike, 
24 hey, Mike, you have to assume this is going to result in 
25 litigation, and it could involve Chris Kirk? 
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1 A. My words to him were more something like, you 
2 could be called to talk about what you know, what 
3 you've witnessed. 
4 Q. Okay. 
5 A. And most likely their response usually is, 
6 well, I don't want to testify, or do anything like that. 
7 And I said, well, if you are subpoenaed, you are 
8 subpoenaed. It's not whether you want to or not. 
9 You've looked at the project. 
10 Q. And so a similar kind of conversation was had 
11 with Steve Minor when he came? 
12 A. I put that out front with Steve Minor, because 
13 I didn't want to go through -- I had gone through this 
14 with all of the other contractors, and then have them 
15 back out at the end. So I wanted Steve to be aware of 
16 the circumstance so I wouldn't waste his time or my 
17 time. 
10 Q. And the other contractors when Steve came on 
19 the job would have Mike Clarke and Chuck Thielst? 
20 A. First it was Mike Clarke, and then Chuck 
21 Thielst, and then Steve. 
22 Q. And then Steve. So you advised all three of 
23 them that, hey, this could result in litigation. And if 
24 so, you would be expected to testify? 
25 A. Yes. 
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l Q. Okay. And either because you told them, or on 
2 their own, at least in the case of Mike Clarke, he made 
3 the assumption that that would involve Chris Kirk? 
4 A. I think Mike was aware that Chris built the 
5 house. 
6 Q. You said that. 
7 A. Yes. 
8 Q. So my question was, either because you told 
9 him it might involve Chris Kirk, or just because he knew 
10 Chris built the house, he assumed Chris would be drawn 
11 into it? 
12 A. Yes. 
13 Q. And in any of your conversations with any of 
14 the three contractors actually four, I guess, because 
15 it was Clarke, Thielst, Minor, and then Beau; right? 
16 A. Beau. Yes. 
17 Q. Was there any discussion of the fact that 
18 Ms. Gentry might get pulled into the litigation, as 
19 well? 
20 A. No. No, I don't believe that was discussed. 
21 Q. Okay. Did Mike ever provide an estimate? 
22 A. No. 
23 Q. Or a report? 
24 A. No. 
25 Q. Did Steve Minor ever provide any kind of a 
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1 report? 















Q. And then your next invoice, Mike, February 7, 
2013. 
A. Uh-huh. 
Q. Petrus 490. January 30, "Plow snow, go 
through door job with Chuck." I assume that is Thielst? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And he did provide an estimate; didn't he? 
A. Yes. 
Q. So he was not apparently reluctant to proceed 
even though he might have to testify? 
A. I would say, Chuck was up and down. 
Q. Okay. 
A. And at the very end, he just said, no. Which, 
17 of course, burned off another -- you asked why it took 
10 two years. 
19 Q. Actually, I didn't ask that, but that is 
20 helpful to know. 
A. By the time we went through the process, and 
22 then we had to close it up again for winter, and go 
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A. Yes. 
Q. At any point, did it become uninhabitable from 
your perspective during that period? 
A. No. 
Q. 1n fact, you've testified that there was a 
dining room table in front of those doors, so they were 
not going to be used anyway; right? 
A. Right, they weren't. 
Q. And then on the 7th of February, there seems 
to be a meeting with Chuck, and a floor guy, and a stone 
mason? 
A. Yes. 
Q. By that point, obviously, you could see enough 
that you were assuming that the flooring would be 
involved, and so would the stone? 
A. Well, the stone not so much for-- they would 
all be involved. They weren't exposed yet. I mean, 
obviously, the stone is involved, because it touches the 
door. The floor guy, because we could see where it was 
rotten -- not the floor, itself, the hardwood floor, 
because you can't see it, because the sheathing was 
there. But the sheathing was rotten, and the TJis were 
rotten, and the corner was rotten, so ... 
Q. In fact, there was no evidence on the visible 
surface of the hardwood floor? 
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1 A. The skin was not disturbed anywhere. 
2 Q. Or stained? 
3 A. No. 
4 Q. Or cupped? 
5 A. No. 
6 Q. But the focus of this point of Petrus 490 was 
7 still, we've got to replace the door. We know that's 
8 going to affect some other things. We've seen that 
9 there is some joists that are rotten underneath it. So 
10 we know that much; right? 
11 A. Right. We're looking at it from the back 
12 side. 
13 Q. Okay. And then your next invoice, April 12, 
14 2013, Petrus 489. There are two entries ofrelevance, I 
15 guess, March 16, "Paperwork doors." March 18, "Door bid 
16 mail." Can you tell me what those refer to? 
17 A. Paperwood doors, I think we're going to see 
10 whether the doors were going to be covered by the 
19 manufacturer. 
2 o What was the other one? 
21 Q. "Door bid mail." 
22 A. Yeah, that one we would have been sending the 
23 stuff to Ed from Chuck, probably. 
24 Q. Okay. A bid from 
25 A. From Chuck for the doors. 
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1 Q. Ifl look through the invoices, do they 
2 provide the aecurate flavor for the services you 
3 provided to Ed? 
4 A. Yes. 
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5 Q. That is, do you try to include everything you 
6 do in these invoices? 
7 A. Yes. 
8 Q. You don't have some flat rate, and I only bill 
9 for stuff on top of that? 
10 A. No, I bill per hour. 
11 Q. Everything is straight time? 
12 A. Straight time. 
13 Q. Okay. Then the next invoice is November 10, 
14 2013. Do you see that one? 
15 A. Yes. 
16 Q. Petrus 488. And the September 30 entry is, 
17 "Chuck fired, Steve Minor, Beau Value, organize." Can 
18 you --
19 A. So that's when Chuck decided that he didn't 
2 o want to be part of the program. So then Steve Minor was 
21 next, and then Beau. 
22 Q. All that happened on September 30? 
23 A. Yes, making the phone calls, getting them 
24 altogether, lining the other ones up. 
1
25 Q. And when you say, "Chuck didn't want to be 
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1 part of the program," meaning, he didn't want to have to 
2 be called as a witness? 
3 A. Right. 
4 Q. He hadn't done any work yet? 
5 A. No, the door was actually delivered to his 
6 shop. 
7 Q. Oh, it was. And so did he deliver it to you? 
8 A. He delivered it to the garage. 
9 Q. And then on October 17, "Steve Minor door 
10 winterize. 11 Did Steve do some work on the door? 
11 A. No. "Winterize" means after Steve looked at 
12 it, I believe, we foamed it up again. 
13 Q. And when you say, "foamed it up," help me 
14 understand what you are saying? 
15 A. EnergySeal came back and re-foamed it, so 
16 there wouldn't be any cold intrusion for the winter. 
17 Q. And where did they apply foam? 
10 A. Over the same area. 
19 Q. The doors? 
20 A. No, under -- in the crawlspace. 
21 Q. Okay. 
22 A. Yeah. We haven't touched the exterior or the 
23 interior hasn't been touched. This is all crawlspace. 
24 Q. So to re-foam what had been taken out? 
25 A. Yes. 
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1 Q. In order to see the area? 
2 A. Yes. Just for protection in the wintertime, 
3 because again, we're in another season. 
4 Q. Sure. And then the next invoice is December 
5 31, 2013, and that's Petrus 487. Do you see that one? 
6 A. Yes. 
7 Q. There is an entry, it just says, "Cory." What 
8 is that all about? 
9 A. Oh, there is a table in the -- the card table. 
10 That's where the Christmas tree goes. And so that's 
11 removed. And I hired Cory to muscle the table for me. 
12 Q. Where is that in the house? 
13 A. It's --
14 Q. Looking at Exhibit I? 
15 A. It's in this bay (indicating). 
16 Q. In the northeast comer of the family room? 
17 A. Yes, this bay (indicating). 
10 Q. Okay. 
19 A. That's their Christmas charge. We do that 
2 o every year. 
21 Q. That one you charge a little more for. 
22 A. Well, that's just to get somebody to show up 
• 2 3 and be muscle. 
24 Q. Got you. Trust me, I'm not being critical of 
25 the rate. 
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1 A. If you had to pick the table up, you would 
2 understand. 
3 Q. Yes, I'm sure I would. 
4 So the next invoice, April 22, 2014, Petrus 
5 486. To your knowledge, was any warranty ever honored 
6 on the doors? 
7 A. No, I got no response from Nu-Vu. 
8 Q. Okay. April 14 has the entry, "Tear out rock 
9 find source ofleak." 
10 A. That was the start of Beau's work. 
11 Q. So that's when he started to demo the outside? 
12 A. Yes. 
13 Q. Okay. And then for April 15, "Tear out doors 
14 Nancy at 4 p.m." Is that Ms. Gentry? 
15 A. Yes. 
16 Q. That's the day --
17 A. She came and looked. 
10 Q. With Michael Wood; do you remember? 
19 A. Yes. 
20 Q. But again, you don't remember any 
21 conversations either that you had, or anybody else had 
22 with them? 
· 23 MS. FOSTER: Objection. That was not his 
24 testimony. 
25 Q. (BY MR. MILLEMANN) Other than --
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2 Q. I believe what you told me, and tell me if I'm 
3 wrong, and we can go through it all again. That the one 
4 statement you remember is Nancy saying something about, 
5 they had five days to find it? 
6 A. Yes. 
7 Q. Okay. And I believe you told me, correct me 
8 if I'm wrong, you don't remember any other statement 
9 that anybody made while Nancy and Michael were there? 
10 A. Not outside the door. There were two 
11 statements that I remember that Nancy made. 
12 Q. Okay. Go ahead and tell me what they were. 





Q. Do you recall the conversation? 
A. I do. 
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4 Q. What do you recall being said by yourself and 
5 by Jan? 
6 A. I just asked her, if she remembered anything, 
7 any problems with that french door set. And she said 
8 that it was a little sticky in the wintertime. 
9 Q. Remember anything else? 
10 A. That was it. 




A. She didn't say that. 
14 "And how much longer am I going to have to take care of 14 Q. She just said it was a little sticky in the 
wintertime? 15 this man's problems." That's all I remember. 
16 Q. And she said those things to you, or just 
17 A. As I was escorting them through the house. 
10 Q. I see. 
19 A. So no conversation on my part. I didn't feel 
20 it was appropriate for me to say anything. 
21 Q. And you don't recall hearing anyone there say 
22 to her, "Nancy, there is no way you could have known 
123 about this"? 
24 A. No, I didn't hear anything to that effect. 
1
25 Q. Were you with her the entire time that she was 
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1 inspecting the home? 
2 A. I can't say that I stood there the whole time. 
3 I may have stepped away for a minute. So they could 
4 look at it, themselves. 
5 Q. Or more than a minute? 
6 A. Yeah. 
7 Q. Okay. April 18, is a reference to "Jan"? 
8 A. Yes. 
9 Q. Who is that? 
10 A. Jan, I believe, worked for Nancy. 
11 Q. And so does that "talk to Jan," have anything 
12 to do with the entry right before it, "panel for stereo 
13 cab"? 
14 A. No. 
15 Q. So on April 18 of 2014, you talked to Jan 
16 Loff? 
17 A. Yes. 
18 Q. Telephone, in person? 
19 A. In person. 
20 Q. How is it that that conversation occurred? 
21 A. Ed asked me to go and talk to Jan to see if 
;22 she had any recollection of the doors. 
I 23 Q. Where did you encounter Jan? 
24 A. Gravity. 
25 Q. Was anybody with you? 
' 
15 
16 A. Sticky in the wintertime. 
17 Q. That's the sum total of what you remember her 
18 telling you? 
19 A. Yes. 
20 Q. And then you've noted, I think, on the 21st, 






Q. And then the next invoice, June 8th, 2014, 
Petrus 485. Do you have that one in front of you? 
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1 A. I do. 
2 Q. June 2 references a meeting with city 
3 inspector code search? 
4 A. Yes, that's when I would have asked him about 
5 the paper. 
6 Q. That's John Powell? 
7 A. Yes. 
s Q. I don't see it referenced anywhere else. Did 
9 you just have one meeting with him? 
10 A. I believe I only talked to him once. 
11 Q. And you've told me everything you can remember 
12 about what John told you? 
13 A. Yes. 
14 MS. FOSTER: Steve, are you done with that 
1s exhibit? 
16 MR. MILLEMANN: Yes. 
17 MS. FOSTER: Can we take a five minute break? 
1s MR. MILLEMANN: I'm just about finished. Do 
19 you want to take a break anyway? 
20 MS. FOSTER: I just have to go to the 
· 21 bathroom. And I've destroyed the exhibit, so I'm trying 
22 to fix it. 
2 3 MR. MILLEMANN: I have another one we can mark 
24 ifwe need to. 
25 MS. FOSTER: Okay. 
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1 MR. MILLEMANN: Why don't we take a quick 
2 break. 
3 (A recess was had.) 
4 (Exhibit 63 marked.) 
5 Q. (BY MR. MILLEMANN) I've put back in front of 
6 you a document we talked about quite a bit earlier, but 
7 I've gone ahead and marked it, Exhibit 63. And that is 
8 the "Amended Notice of Deposition Duces Tecum of Taking 
9 Deposition of Mike Longmire," which I believe you 
10 testified, you hadn't seen before? 
11 A. Right. 
12 Q. And what I would ask is, if you can -- this is 
13 your copy of that document. This one has to stay with 
14 us. Can you go through that document, after we depart 
15 today, including making sure you understand the 
16 definition of document, which includes electronic 
17 transmissions. 
18 A. Uh-huh. 
.19 Q. Search to see if you have any papers or 
20 electronic files that would be responsive to those, and 
21 let me know? 
22 A. Sure. 
23 Q. Okay. And if you do, I guess, first, let me 
24 know. And then if you did, we can figure out how to get 
25 them to me. 
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1 A. Well, anything that I've had to do with all 
2 these proceedings, I've given to Ed's attorney. So 
3 there is no -- I mean, I've given him all the copies of, 
4 you know, all the reports, everything that we've ever 
5 done, Ed has a copy. 
6 Q. You've given them to Ed or Ms. Foster? 
7 A. Ms. Foster has all the stuff through the 
8 last --
9 MS. FOSTER: He means, when did you give them 
10 to me? 
11 Q. (BY MR. MILLEMANN) Well, generally. 
12 A. It's been a process of a year or -- well, 
13 through this whole process when -- to Jason. I've 
14 turned everything over to them. I mean, and they have 
15 copies of everything. 
16 Q. (BY MR. MILLEMANN) So your testimony is that 
17 there are no documents, no emails, nothing, whatsoever, 
1a that you have in your possession that would relate in 
19 any way to this house, and the problems raised in this 
2 o lawsuit, that you haven't given to the attorney? 
21 A. Yes, that's true. 
22 Q. Including any emails between you and 
1 2 3 Mr. Petrus? 
2 4 A. Most of the emails are not of the nature, 
25 anything to do with the house. Emails to Ed are 
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1 usually --
2 Q. And this request asks for all written 
3 communications between you and Mr. Petrus. So I guess 
4 what I would ask, and you can tell me if you are willing 
5 to do this, otherwise, I'll have to serve you with a 
6 subpoena, and bring you back here. Is will you go and 
7 look, and search, and make sure, after reviewing this 
8 that --
9 A. Sure. 
10 Q. -- you don't have any documents, whatsoever, 
11 that haven't been 
12 A. Sure. 
13 MS. FOSTER: Let him ask the question. 
14 Q. (BY MR. MILLEMANN) -- that haven't been 
15 provided to Ms. Foster? 
16 MS. FOSTER: I don't agree that he can't do 
17 this. I am objecting that this is harassing. Because 
18 he's told you, he's given me everything he has, and I 
19 have given it to you. But to the extent you would like 
2 o him to go back and check again, I would have no 
. 21 objection. 
22 But I just want to note for the record, we 
23 have not withheld anything or not before -- to put it in 
24 plain English. We had already gotten everything from 
25 him before the subpoena came, and gave it to you. If 
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1 you want him to check again, we can do it. But I just 
2 want to make that, for the record, clear. 
3 MR. MILLEMANN: And I want to make clear for 
4 the record, is I was told I did not need to serve 
5 Mr. Longmire with a subpoena. That he would be provided 
6 it, and he would come prepared. All right. 
7 Q. (BY MR. MILLEMANN) So what I'm hearing him 
a saying, and correct me if I'm wrong, is you may have 
9 communications between you and Mr. Petrus that you have 
10 not provided to Ms. Foster; is that true? 
11 A. Communications concerning -- any 
12 communications? 
13 Q. Any communications. 
14 A. Then I would be happy to look through my 
15 emails. 
16 Q. I would appreciate it. And if you 
17 could -- because that's what this request is, any 
18 communications that do not include the attorney. Okay? 
19 For example, Mike, if you have an email to Mr. Petrus, 
20 and it's also copied to Ms. Foster or Mr. Mau, that one 
21 is off limits. I don't get it, because there is an 
22 attorney/client privilege there. Okay? But any other 
23 communications between you and Mr. pet-trus or 
24 peat-trus -- how is it pronounced? 
25 A. Peat-trus. 
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1 Q. Peat-trus. Thank you. I would like you to 
2 search and let me know. 
3 A. I would be happy to do that. 
4 MR. MILLEMANN: Do you want the witness to 
5 directly; no, or through you? 
6 MS. FOSTER: Through me, please. 
7 Q. (BY MR. MILLEMANN) So how long do you think 
8 it would take you to do that? 
9 A. I will look this afternoon, and see what I 
10 have. 
11 Q. And I don't mean you have to do it today. But 
12 would it be fair to say, within a week, you could do 
13 that? 
14 A. Oh, sure. 
15 MR. MILLEMANN: And so, Counsel, I will hear 
116 from you one way or the other within a week? 
!17 MS. FOSTER: Absolutely. 
: 
18 MR. MILLEMANN: Okay. I don't have any 
19 further questions for the witness at this point. 
20 MR. NEV ALA: I just have a couple. 
21 EXAMINATION 
22 QUESTIONS BY MR. NEV ALA: 
23 Q. Mr. Longmire, have you seen a copy of the 
24 plans for the house? 
25 A. Yes. 
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1 Q. Did you share those plans, or go over those 
2 plans with the contractors that were preparing bids to 
3 make the repair? 
4 A. I know that Beau looked at the plans. I don't 
5 know that Chuck looked at the plans. I think only Beau, 
6 as I remember. 
7 Q. Do you remember where you got the plans? 
a A. They were in the house. 
9 Q. Was anything else in the house in terms of 
10 paperwork? 
11 A. Just the plans that I know of. 
12 Q. Did you ever see a copy of a certificate of 
13 final inspection? lu A. No. 
15 Q. Did you ever see a copy of truss measurements 
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A. Yes. 
Q. Do you remember who took the photographs? 
A. Tony. 
Q. Do you know Tony's last name? 
A. I do not. 
Q. Did you visit with them, either Tony, or any 
of the other employees, while they were doing their 
demo, and taking their photographs? 
A. Visit? 
Q. Did you have any conversations with them? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Do you remember those conversations? 
A. Not specifically, no. 
Q. The same question for the construction phase, 
when they were rebuilding. Were you there every day? 
A. Not every day. 
Q. Okay. But you were there? 
A. A majority of the time. I mean, let me be 
more specific. I would check on them at least once a 
day. 
Q. And when you checked in on them, or check with 
them, who did you typically talk to? Was it Eric? 
A. Eric. 
Q. Have you and Mr. Petrus talked about Chris 
Kirk and the construction of the home? 
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A. I'm not sure I'm at ·· what you are asking me. 
Q. I'll start over. Have you had conversations 
3 with Mr. Petrus about Chris Kirk. 
4 A. I would say, yes, to that. 
5 Q. Have you had conversations with Mr. Petrus 
6 about the construction of the home? 
7 A. Are you asking me, have I discussed with him 
a my opinion of the home? 
9 Q. Have you and Mr. Petrus talked about the 
10 construction of the home? 
11 A. Sure. 
12 Q. Did he ask you your opinion on the 







Q. And what was it? 
A. Concerning? 
Q. In general. 
A. In general, I would tell him that the house 
19 was well built. 
20 Q. Were you on-site when Beau and his company was 20 Q. And what would he say back? 
21 doing their demolition? 
22 A. Yes. 
Q. Were you there every day? 
24 A. When they were tearing out, yes. 




A. I don't know that I can answer that question. 
Q. Would he agree with you, or disagree with you? 
A. Generally ask me for advice, whether he 
24 agrees. Sometimes he agrees, sometimes he doesn't. 
25 Q. Prior to this lawsuit, did you have any 
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1 knowledge of Chris Kirk's reputation as a builder? 
2 A. Sure. 
3 Q. And what was it? 
4 A. Good. 
5 Q. Have you ever been a earetaker -- I guess you 
6 have not. Strike that. Let me just start again. 
7 MR. NEV ALA: I don't have anything further. 
8 Thank you. 
9 MS. FOSTER: Let me see if I have anything. 
10 EXAMINATION 
11 QUESTIONS BY MS. FOSTER: 
12 Q. I do have. I have a couple questions for you, 
13 Mike. Since you were hired by Mr. Petrus to become a 
14 caretaker, between that time, and when Beau Value's 
15 folks started doing their work, to your knowledge, did 
16 anyone make any alterations to the door, the french 
17 doors at issue? 
18 A. None. 
19 Q. Did you make any? 
20 A. Never. 
21 Q. Did you ever make any changes to the threshold 
22 of the door? 
23 A. Never. 
24 Q. Ever put any screws in the threshold? 
25 A. Never. 
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1 Q. And you said before, you don't know what a 
2 drain channel is on the door? 
3 A. Water diversion channel. 
4 Q. Thank you. Water diversion channel. And we 
5 don't know what that is? 
6 A. I do not. 
7 Q. And you never made any changes to the top of 
8 the door? 
9 A. No. No. 
10 Q. And do you know whether Ed had anyone make 
11 changes? 
12 A. No, they were there -- no, no one did anything 
13 to the house. 
14 Q. I wanted to follow up on some questions that 
15 Mr. Millemann had about the astragal locks, I guess, the 




Q. -- bolts. 
19 Those are locking mechanisms that are inside 
2 o the door; is that right? 
21 A. Inside, yes. 
22 Q. So it's not the type that I might have with 
23 the --
24 A. The old-fashioned ones. 
Q. Right. So by old-fashioned ones, the old ones 
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1 you screw in, and you can see it from the outside of the 
2 door? 
3 A. And you actually have to flip them? 
4 Q. Right. 
5 A. These are actuated by the handle. 
6 Q. Actuated by the handle? 
7 A. Yes. 
8 Q. So you testified, you couldn't open the 
9 eastern panel of the door? 
10 A. Yes. 
11 Q. And you don't know whether these bolts had 
12 been activated? 
13 A. Right, I do not. They weren't functioning. 
14 And no matter what Mark tried to do, he couldn't get it 
15 to work, so ... 
16 Q. Mark Birrer. 
17 A. Yes, the representative. 
18 Q. Would the handle move? 
19 A. So it wasn't simply that someone didn't -- or 
20 couldn't figure out how to unlock or lock the doors. 
21 The mechanical part ofit wasn't functioning. 
22 Q. So would the handle move at all? 
23 A. I don't remember exactly. But you couldn't 
. 24 actuate the head and toe bolts with the handle, like you 
25 are supposed to. 
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1 Q. And do you recall when Beau Value's folks came 
2 out to work around the freneh doors, at that time, was 
3 the eastern panel able to be opened? 
4 A. To my recollection, no. The only time when 
5 the doors both opened is when we took the units out. 
6 Q. Okay. Thank you. 
7 And my last question is, between the doors 
a that the house came with when Ed bought it, the french 
9 doors, and the doors that have been installed now. 
10 A. Uh-huh. 
ll Q. Have there been any other doors installed in 
12 that area? 
13 A. No. 
14 Q. Just the two sets? 
15 A. That's it. 
16 MS. FOSTER: All right. No further questions. 
17 FURTHER EXAMINATION 
1a QUESTIONS BY MR. MILLEMANN: 
19 Q. Mike, when you talked to John Powell, did you 
2 o ask him to do any searching of city files to determine 
21 what inspections were done on the home? 
22 A. No. 
23 Q. Did you ask him to do any searching of city 
24 files to determine if the certificate of occupancy was 
25 issued? 
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1 A. No. 
2 Q. Have you talked to any other building 
3 inspector about either of those issues? 
4 A. No. 
5 Q. Do you have any personal knowledge on either 
6 of those issues? 
7 A. No, I do not. 
8 Q. And I'm talking about inspections during the 
9 construction of the home? 
10 A. Inspections? At that time, the inspector was 
11 somewhat lenient, so I'm not sure. And in McCall, 
12 you've got a rough inspection, and then that was it. 
13 Q. My question is, do you have any personal 
14 knowledge of what building inspections were actually 
15 done on that house? 
16 A. No. 
17 Q. While it was being constructed? 
10 A. No. 
19 Q. Or whether a certificate of occupancy was 
20 issued? 
21 A. No. 
22 Q. At that time, in 2004 and 2005, were you 
23 building in McCall? 
24 A. Installing fireplaces mostly. 
25 Q. So you were around building projects? 
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1 A. Yes. 
2 Q. Do you know at that time in McCall, and if you 
3 don't that's fine, whether the City of McCall had a 
4 practice of issuing certificates of occupancy for 
5 residential projects? 
6 A. Usually, yes. 
7 Q. You had occasion to see them? 
8 A. See one, personally? 
9 Q. Uh-huh. 
10 A. No. No, I never had a project where I had to 
11 get one. 
12 Q. Because you were just working on the stove? 
13 A. Yes. 
14 Q. You mentioned Mr. Petrus will ask for advice, 
15 and you'll give advice. And sometimes he'll take it, 
16 and sometimes he won't; right? 
11 A. Right. 
18 Q. Did he ask you for any advice on who he should 
19 sue in this lawsuit? 
20 A. No. 
21 Q. Did you have any conversations with him, 
22 outside of the presence of his attorney, on which that 
23 topic was discussed at all? 
• 24 A. No, I wasn't privy to any of those 
25 conversations. 
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1 Q. So in no time in your conversations with 
2 Mr. Petrus, or in your email exchanges with him, was the 
3 topic of who should be sued in this lawsuit referenced? 
4 A. No. 
5 Q. Nor did you offer any opinion or advice on 
6 that? 
7 A. No, my opinion would be strictly on the 
8 building part of it, or, you know, where the problem 
9 came from, or whatever. 
10 MR. MILLEMANN: I have nothing further. 
11 MR. NEV ALA: Nothing further. 
12 MS. FOSTER: Nothing. 
13 MR. MILLEMANN: Thank you, Mike. 
14 (Deposition concluded at 1 :42 p.m.) 
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Ed Petrus <eapetrus@me.com> 
Thursday, April 04, 2013 2:14 PM 
Kevin Batchelor 
Subject: Re: Door instillation/water intrusion 
Kevin I spoke to Mike Longmeyer about Chris Kirk's argument that cost repair inflated - he says good luck --
everything at rock bottom prices and door quote is what every contractor would get. Call him if you want. 
Thanks Ed 
Sent from my iPhone 
On Apr 4, 2013, at 12:34 PM, Kevin Batchelor <kevinb@remax.net> wrote: 
Ed, please see the notes below. 
Kevin 
From: Michael Wood [mailto:michael.mccallrealtor@gmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, April 04, 2013 11:52 AM 
To: Kevin Batchelor 
Subject: Re: Door instillation/water intrusion 
Kevin, Nancy contacted me and assured me she will respond to Mr. Petrus by the end of next 
week. Thanks! 
On Apr 3, 2013, at 1: 16 PM, Kevin Batchelor wrote: 
Michael: 
Ed, wanted me to pass this email onto you from August 13, 2012. Ed wants a decision made ASAP as this 
has being going on too long. Hopefully Nancy will get back to you ASAP before legal action is incurred, 
which will cost a lot more money. 
Kevin 
From: Michael Wood <michael.mccallrealtor@gmail.com> 
Date: Monday, August 13, 2012 1:57 PM 
To: Microsoft Office User <eapetrus@me.com> 
Subject: Re: Door instillation/water intrusion 
Former owner is working with the Builder Chris Kirk to facilitate this. I have given Chris the info he 
requested. Am waiting for marching orders. 
On Aug 13, 2012, at 2:46 PM, Ed Petrus wrote: 
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NU-VU GLASS, INC· 
42j EASTLAND DR 
TWIN FALLS, ID 83301 
PH:(208) 734-9877 FAX:(208) 736-8877 
P/0#:8-1221 
Taken By: Mark 
Installer: 
Cust State Tax ID: 
Cust Fed Tax ID: 
Ship Via: 
SalesRep: MARK Adv. Code: 
Contractor License: RCE-7092 NV#005758~ 
Federal Tax ID: 82-0310706 
'N'orkorder:T30783 
Date: 9/16/2013 
Time: 04:06 PM 
-·--- - _ BUI To: ~C01 ---·-·----------~---·-------.---------- .. Sold To: CSC01 __ · _________ ------------
C & S CONSTRUCTION 
480 S SAMSON TRAIL 




MCCALL, ID 83638 
Qty Part Number Description · · ·· · List Sell -Tota.I 
1 GEN PART WEATHER SHIELD ALUM CLAD 6'0 X $4,976.52 . $4,976.52 .. $4,976.52 
9'0 OUTSWING FRENCH DOOR (WS 
Thank you for your business! 
Instructions: 
#550906192) 












• • • • 
e No.1H2 P, 1 
~-----
~@©A ib l 1. tt»~&;U~!NJ ~ ifloliLu.\ti\:'!Wlll~~ il!NIC 
lJili @ le@X n~. lhfle<eAl!..U... UJO>. ~®~$3 
a@~ ®~~ .. e,,~1' IFAX ~@l!l (l~c!.t .. t!cSlm2! 
TO: Chris Kirk 
FAX#: 634-4426 
CATE: B-3-04 
NUMBER OF PAGES (lncludlng tranamlttal) 3' 
If all pages are not recalvad. plaaae contact this office at 208/834•5707. 
PROJECT: Boyd Residence 
we ARE SENDING YOU: Framing revisions 
COMMENTS: 
Please see attached: 
~evlsed headers In area of Olnlng atrium door. 
Revised detall 7/a7.2 for beam oonnection over atrium door. 
Thank you. 











Seo.11, 2004 4:08AM-2086344452 • No, 1980 P. 
~-----
}Af q; :1:; g. \ i. !L :.OiZ~~ti~ £11 ;p>UtNJJNJ~iNJ~ f!J#Jil~ 
pi @ @3@~ ·~~a)i ~J<t:©~lLiLv Ul.Q).. fe3~@~~ 
!lCia ~$<9j~~7@'Z' lP ~ ia@e (l:ai~ .. :aJ~:Si!B 
TO: Chris Kirk DATE: 8-10-04 
NUMB!R OF PAGES (Jncluding transmittal) 
If all pages are not received, please contact this offh:e at 208/634-5707. 
PROJECT: Boyd Residence 
WE ARE SENDING YOU: Window changes 
COMMENTS: 
Please accept my deepest apolog las for 13m hour changes. 
But .... please note the following changes to windows: 
South & east kitchen windows are to be 58 high (FtO. 5'·2 7/8" high) 
We wlll nsed to find a solution to lever/astragal clearance issue at llvlngroom 
French door, but please continue with order as Is. 
Thank you. 
BY~ Claire Remsberg 




SeP, 13, 2004 9:26PM .863444r,2 e No.2007 P. 1 
~----
~CGCAIL.il!.. i.O)iE@!UGlNJ 8: iPU.\.ltJJIN.IUiM<S J:NI«: 
Jr) © 'Sl©i% 'q1~1i':t)'il ~CCAlL.U...v iJlOiv (£);;)(6~-
~@s.l ®~~ ... ;r7/@'i IF AIX 2@ia e~~~ias~ 
TO: Chris Kirk DATE: 9-13·04 
FAX#: 634--4425 
NUMBER OF PAOEB (including transmittal) :2,. 
If all pages are not received, pleaae contact this office at 208/834-15707. 
PROJECT: Boyd R.esldence 
WE ARE SENDING YOU: Door ohenge 
COMMENTS: 
Please change the south exterior door at Dining Nook (#40) to an out-swing, clad 
French door e-o 8-0, with the west leaf (near kitchen) active and hinged at the 
Jamb. 
Please aee attached floor plan. 
Thsnkyou. 
BY: Claire Remsberg 
CC: Mark Blrrer or Marilyn, WestPac 
KIRK00772 
679
.. SeP,13, 2004 9:27PM ,86344452 
~~ ~ 
!~ r~ ~ 2 
i- l~j ·z ~_, 
::r _-:_-~===- ------ --
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<"' .• \ 
Feb 10 10 02:34p Nancy Boyd ( 858{ 1-7452 p.1 
From:Jean Odmark 1 208 834 8118 D2/1D/2D1D 14:48 #210 P.002/DD2 
JULY Wt f!PtTIPM 
La 
RE-11 ADDENDUM# ___ __. ____ (1,1!,3,e,i,;.) 
THIS IS A L!GALLV BINDING CONTRACT, READ THE ENTIRE OOCUMEHT, INO!.UD!tm ANV A.TIACHMEHTS. 
IF YOU HAVE ANY QUESTION$, CONSULT YOUR ATTORfiEV AND/CR ACCOUNTANT BEFORE SIGNING. 
1 Dale: 
2 ____________________ ...._.._ ..... ..._ ___________________ _ 
3 This rs an ADDENDUM 10 lhe D Purchase and S1Je Agreement ]8!01.her Exclusive Seller Re.presentation A\J)'.eemeot 
4 ("Al:lct1u•.dum" ID1181'1$- !hat the information below Is added material ror lhe a111e-e111em {such as 11st, 01 dasC!tpllonaJ arnllor means lhe &11m i, tieing 
s used io change, correct or reviU! 1he agreement ($Uch as modllicalion, addition or deletlori of 111erm)l, 
6 
7 AGREEMENT DATED: __________ ,...5~-1~0.....,20....._Q9.,__ _________ 1D# ___ ..,.8~E~1 .... 6__ _ 
6 
9 ADDRESS: _________________ ..,2 ... 1..,3 .. o'-'pL.Ja..,y,.,e .. tt .. .,...,Q_.ri..,vaea.... ______ ~----------
10 
11 BUVER(S): __________________ c.cJ,,_ _______________ _ 
1i 
V,I SELLER(S): ________________ N~em...,o,y.,._,,G ... e .... o ... tl)l..,_..Bo._~d...._ ____________ .....:.,_ 
,s The undersigned parties hereby aQree as follows: 
The teao rd lbis agreement is extended to 9::15-2010 
Total pur:chasft' price 10 be S1.95Q.ooo.oo. 
---------------------1::No. s·r 
Date 
Name {, ... ,.,, I., 
~--------------,t.~~ 
..a To the extent !he lsrms of this ADDENDUM moalfy or conflict with any pl'ClVlsions of the P1trchase and Sale Agreement including all prior 
"' Addenduma or Counter Otfera, these terms shall control. AU other terms of the Purchase end Sale AgNeme-nt lncludlng all prior 




is made an integral pal'l oi !be aforementioned Agntement 
::: aUYER: ____________________________ Dalll! ____________ _ 
-~~~ ~ 
~! SELLER:_...:.· 72--'=-~-'-=-,'ll----'4........,.:£~,__....,(8,....,iQ...,.b,.._.d~------ E>ate:_-""J-+/t.....,.e,.._,.L .... ~=lu..O'---
- "-'---(r =-t, () i 1 
111 SELLER: Date; ____________ _ 
Ttdt f:um Jt ptit,litd ana diluibuttd l>y P'rt lllilhD .As:1~...:Ctt Of R.EA.L!ORs:t. nc:. ThtJ: flmn baa. J>wo 11,qnod Ctl1d I• pro,}ded kr SJM ~Y the rctl 11.u.te '1'litt1t1ktftttb .vr,;, 1n: mtman al a» 
NWilrllf N~U: llfAUOIIS8. USf !ff All'\'000!11 l"fUON 18 f'IIOHIBlTIP.O Ci!p)lllt,l ldllllo~ lllflE'ILTOfililt,lnr. M rtJ1'411'1fmi;, 
JULY 2QPI EQIJJON j Re-11 ADDENDUM Pagt 1 of 1 
682
Ma~ 20 10 08:lla 
























































RE-11 ADDENDUM# ____ .. r'----t•~,3tet:c.> 
Oa1~:--------------------~'-="..._....._ _____ '-----;------------------
1Jlls rs an ADDENDUM lO 1118 0 l"lll'Cl'la&e a,)d Saki I\Qfeemeffl )8l Odlu • Fi<i.l~iYe Seflef B~·msenrauon AQIJtiWSOt 
f AddlllHlum• _,,., u.at Iha il'lf«mll.llbl'I tll!IOW' llo\ ad«IBG 11\8terial r~r 1he agreement {!ltlch as llsls or desmlplloM> and/a meanu the farm la being 
ucsd m dlanae, com,cl ...- rovl•t vu, llllr<UHfl&nl {11Uch as modificaocn. addition llil' delellon ~f a IBrm)) . 
AOREEMENTDATEP? __________ _..,5:;:..,1..,0:;...,2009 . . .,. __ _ ________ w. ___ _.a~E~1~5..._ __ _ 
ADDRESS:. __________________ ~2.1~3~0~P~ayliQI08~tt~n ..... O~dv~e.._ ___________ ~~-~---
BUYl:R(S): _____________ ~ _______ ..,N...,/A.._ ____________________ _ 
SELLE!R(S): Nar:icy GE:nrty..,6fW1;u.q.u..... ______________ _ 
The undersigned pames hereby agree as folows: 
sah~r amfJortzas Bill Mc;Muunr BmJrer Qf eommuoi~ Rear es1a1e Comnaw:·m ref•.iw·tbis U.sti09 and lmosfsr it on the MLS 
to MpCall Real Eatste Company, Upcn transterthis agreement is termiMte..L.-''--....;·------------~ 
,; ', 
-+-------------------------'-! 4.~ ... ::t ___ c_, _._ •• _:-_t_.-_,_. _, ------------
----------------------------.. · ;..;.-..._,;·...;· ... "·-· .:..· --------------
To th& exlsnt the terms of thla ADDENDUM modify ct conflict wllh any provisioos qt'lh& Purot'!,sfffll'IO Sale p,greoment inc!ualng all prlDr 
Addendums or counter Offers, lhesc tem111 shall conuol. Alf other IOmls of lh•'~l.lrchatitt,. ,andj,Sala Agreement lnolr.ldtrig all prior 
Addendt.llls or COUIIMl'Offl,J$ not modffied ~ 1111• .ADDENDUM ,d,,all .-~n 1he same.. Upon itli. axecudon by t>o1h panie11, lhili aQl!iel'!lllnt 
is mad& an lniemat pan.of tt,e afol'Elfl'!li!Jllloned A;raement. ;. ;i,..,. ,, :;,:: ·· 
BUYER: _____________________ _ . ...,.__. Uale: _____________ _ 
BUYER: ______________________ _ -----'----)l;qte: _____________ _ 
IP...- \l::!:i!"'-•C"'"M"'"-.., ·""""""""" .... .._-',i1·l ,, . ,,·-,' ' ......... ,,_ 
Received May-20-2010 08:55am 
•· , 1,,. j•ii-.11·,.IJ;."i'r;,p; 
; Tri"~CALt111l'EAl ;ESTATE From- Paga 001 






Feb 07 11 02:56p 
Ftb•DZ-2011 04:52Pn 
Nancy Boyde 
From•!D:ALL REAL r ,TE ZVS6343T1U P.001/00B p.1 F-STT 
I 
lit.. RE-16 SELLER REPRESENTATION AGREEMENT lfl. (EXCLUSIVE ReGHT TO REPRES&NTJ 
--.......i""""ol~ iHIS ISA l.l$AI.LY BINDING t:ONTRACT, READ THEENTIREOOCUMt!N'T, INQ.uPlttO~Y ATTACl'IMENtlll. ,..,,_>-,._,,,_.._,_ IF YOU HAVEANV Ou&Sll0rl$, CONSULT YOI.IR AntlRNE!Y llffl)IORAG~BEFORE S1Gllllf'IG. 
, cATli: 2-2-2011 AGENT! Jean Odmark 
:!: Ao!ing • Age!'lt far th& Broker 
3 1. SELLER -----\:!N!"a..,o .... c;y-Ga'!""'-rn .... cyl.Jl.-'Bo.n.,;yiu.ri.__ __ -=-___ -:-c-_-=-________ _ 
-' telalns Michael Am:tm:son Brokerof MeGaJI Beal Estate Compat11£ as 
~ SELLER'S el'Cclusive Broker 10 Ge~. lease, or exchange the property described in Section 2 bslow, dl.ll'fng tile term of lhls agreemem and on 
~ any at:fd!tlonaJterms hereafter &et fortl:l. 
7 
11 2.. PROPERTY ADDRESS ANDJOR LEGAL DESCRtPTtOIII. The property addreS$ and!or ttte eDmplete legal desctlp!lon of the property 
, are as set forth below. 
111 Address_ 2130 Pa¥ette Dave . 
11 county ~ Cltv _ Macau Zip S3B3B 


































or D Legal andfor Properly Ds&eriplion A1:taeh11d ae addendum g. ___ ,..o7i,..n.__ _ ___.. (Addendum must 11CCDmpa"J' lhis agn,ament) 
3. Tl!RM QF At;;REEMENT, The term of this A(Jreement sf'l9ll commence on 2-2-2011 and shall explra at 11:59 
p.m. on g.1-2011 um.vs& renewe<I or exieoded, tf the SELLER accepts an offer t0 purohase Dr GJ<changs, 
tho terms of th!i:; Agreement i;haU be sx1enaad llltough the clcn.iog or me iransaotion. 
,,&, PRUJE,,SELLER agrees 10 self the prcpeny for,a totlill priee of S .1J10""0..,,..,0e..OcwCJ,.,.Q ... Q.._,_. ~"~-~----------------
8. FINANCING. SELi.ER ~18Qi 10 c:onsider the following ls Of financlf'\9,; (Complsts sfl spplic:sbfe pmvis:lor,,;;)-
0 FHA O VA 181 CONVENTIONAi. IHFA O RURAL Devet.OPMl=NT O Exchange 
~ cash Cl cash to e>mnina roan{s) Assumption of existing loan(s) 
0 SEU.ER win carry contrsct and accept a minimum liown payment Clf SA and an acceptable 
~C1.lflilli note !Dr !he bafsrn.e to be paid as10111 ,...,,..._ ______ ~---------------------
. --...·--------------------------
Olheracceplabl111 terms,.[J..,{a.._ _______ --------------------------------
6. BROKE.RAGE FEE. 
(A) If Brofe.er or any pen.on, inclur:llng SELI..I:~, procurss e purellaser ready. willing and abl.e to purchase, 1ra~er or exchange Iha 
prQfJerty on !he terms state~ herein or an any qther pri(;e and term a agraect to in writing, the SELll:F!. agrees In pay a tcbl broi<eKllS• ~e 
cf 4 % of !he contr.act er purdl:ase Jlrlce ORS n[a <>f Which 2 % of the canrract 01 pun:tiase prl<:e OR 
$ nl.a wilt be shared with the ~Peratiris brokerage unless otherwise agreed 10 in writing. The fee 5'1.all be paid In cash at 
closlng and deducted ftOm ll'le seller's p,oce on 'lhe &effiemenhltatement un18$S olhwwiae desfgtlated by the Broker in writing. 
CBt Further, lhe brOkerage fee ls payablv If t s p1ciperlJI or any portion thereof or any in1eraa1 1herein iS. dlreclly or lndiract1y. sold, 
exchat'laed or optioned er agreed 1a ba sold, ~changed or optioned within 30 c::alendardays (nineti, [90] if left blank) foHawing 
axpltallon Clfll'l(t term hereof IC any person whtshas exsmlned, been fntmducmd :to or been shown 'lhG propetty durl.ng the term hereof-
(CJ If SeLL.E:R, upon 1ermtnatlot1 Qf this Agre ent, enle/$ into B Fclgtrt to Sell Agn,ement la markes said prai:,ertywnh enoth11r Elroker, 
then1he time pel'iod spscified ab011e in Sectio SB, sr.all not apply and will be of no turlherwrce creffeot 
rt)) In the evam SELLER t&mtll\ffles this ter,!'811an1at1on agreement prior lo Its ~plratlon SELU:.R shall be liable to Brok.er for a 
cancellatlon fee equal 10 0 _.% of !he PRJCE e.nutnerGitilld In Saelion 4 ~bove or $0 00 . This oaneetlatk>n fee rs 
only available If Broker is not compensated 1.1n et Sections IS'A or 6B :above. 
7, ADOmOHAL Fees:.,,. -"qi..--------1------------------------------
-----------------; --------------------------------
61 B. INCLUDED JreMS. SELLER agrees to leave Nlth lh& premises all se:Jler-awned attached fffllOI' oov&rit196, attaoheel tetsvislon antennae, 
u Hlellitfil '(Jleh, attacheti plumlllng, bamroom an( ll9htin9 Jb.tures. window screens:. s.cr11en doors, atorm doors. sto,m windows, window 
~ aovetirlg,a, g11ragct dODI' openet(JI} anit trarnimllflitr{s), exterior trees, pl.sol:$ or shrubbery, wa111r healing apparinus an.d fblture._ attached 
$0 fireplace eqll!pmfflt. awnings, ventilalin9, eoolit g and h&atfn; sysiems, all ranoes. ovens. bullt,.Jn diShwasnars. ruel tanklli and lrrlgallon 
i;s fudums ana equipment, •H watar systeme. W4Jll8 springs, warsr, water ri9hrs, dit1:he.s and dlmh rights, II' any, 1hin are aPPC,ltlsnant lhere'IO 
~ that are naw on or used lrJ QOnn&C:t!on With 'lhG pr imi&911l .ind shall be included !n the selc unless othe!'WiSe p1ovlded h81'81n. 
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Ge 10. TITLE AND EXIS'l'ING l,NCUMBRANCJ;S. Tide to the property is to be conveyed by Warranty Deed unless otherwise provided 
fi1 herein. and Is to be marketable and Insurable excspt for rights reserved In federal patents, federal. stale or railroad deeds, building or use 
68 restrietions. building and/or zoning regulations an'1 ordinances of any governmental entity, and fighu. of way and easements established or 
69 of reeord. The individual executing this Agreement warrant ana represents that said lnclMdual ellher owns the property or hes run pow1,1r 
10 and right to enter into lhis A9reemenl end to sell and convey the property on behalf of the 51:1.LeR and that to lhe best ot s11ld lndlviduars 
11 knowledge the property is m compti11nce with all eppJlcsble building and zoning regulations and with any applicable covenants and 





,a the fallowing liens: t&l 1st Mortgage cgJ nd Mortgage O Home Equity Loan O Other _______ ~......,--------
n The SELLER agrees to provide go~d marketable tltle to lhe property at the lime of closing. The property is currently encumbered by 
19 O The property is not encumbered ny morf9jlge, lien, or other seouritv instrument. 
80 ,;t:, ~ ·• 
01 Loa~aymentsl8)are Oare not cur~ent; loan CJ is ~is not assumable. If loan is assumable, BuyerDwlll Dwi11 not be required to qualify 
a2 and LJ will O will no1 release SELLER'S llabillty. 
ag 
114 SELLER is aware that some loans have a recapture provision or prepa}'ment i,enally and SELL~R may be required to pay addlllonal fl.Inds 
os 10 satisfy such recapture or penalty. 
SB 
a1 The property D Is 181 is not currently under foreclosure proceeding&, If property ls c11rr.enlly or becomes invclved in foreclosure 
as proceedings, Idaho law requires certain additional tlisclosures to be provided in a separate form and affixed to the Purchase antl Sale 
B!I AgreemenL Foreclosure means that a trustee or beneficiary has flied a notice of default In the county where the proi,erty Identified in 
so Section 2 Is situated and In addition to &ny statements required by Idaho law, the notice also states that lrustee or beneficiary has elected u, to sell the property to satisfy an obfigation. 
:IZ 
0~ j1. MULTIPLE LISTING SERVICE AUTHORIZATION. {Name of MLS) Mountain CentraUJntermounrajp 
9• '1/..tl.A /__ By initialing this line, it is underst<,od 1ha1 Broker Is a member or the above MLS. SELLER authorizes and directs Broker 
11a ~Hla/) lo offer t£i cooperate with and compe11satE1 other Brokers, and tD submit a Propeny Data Sheet and any authorized 
BIi changes to MLS as requiretl in the Rules and Regulations of lhe above MLS. SELLER understands and agrees Iha! any 
01 MLS information regarding the above p,openy will be made available to 13uyer's Agents and/or Duel Agents. Sf;;LLER 
ga acknowledges !hat pursuant to Idaho Code §54.2083(6)(d), a "sold" price of real property is not confidential client 
99 information. 
,ao 
,a, 12. LDCKBOX AUTHORIZATION. 
102 __ I__ By lnlliatlng this line, SEI-LER directs that a lookbox containing a key wllicfl gives MLS Keyholders access to tfle properiy 
(Initial) !!hell be pieced on any bulkling located on the property. SELLER authorizes MLS Keyholders to enter $1lfd propeey to ,o, 
1114 
105 
inspect or show the same. SELLER agree& to hold Broker harmless from any liability or loss. 






Sla.Ll:R ~ does O does nDt agree lo allow listing ta be displayed on lntemet. 
SEl-1-ER l8J does O does not agree lo allow address ID be displayed on lntemel. 
SELLER O do1,1s igi dOEIS not agree to allow for Automated Valuation Model (AVM). 
SfLLER D does ~ does not agree to allow blogging end/or consumer comments. 
112 14. ADVERTISING AUTHORIZATION. 
111 SELLER 181 does D Cloee not agree 10 allow 13roker to advertise said property In print media. · 
114 SELLER l8J does O does not agree to allow Broker to advertise said propi!rty In other advertising metlla. 
,1s SELLER 181 does D does not agree to allow Broker to place the Broker's sign on above property. 
II& 
m 15. SELLl:R'S PROPERTY DISCLOSURE FORM. If required by Tilllil 55, Chapter 25 Idaho Code, Sf:i-t...ER shall within ten {10) calendar 
11a days after execution of a Purchase and Sale Agreement provids ta Buyer "Sellal's Property Disclosl.lre Form" and Buyer shall have three {3) 
m business days from receipt of the disclosure report ro rescind the offer in a written signed and di!!t.Jd dQCUmant delivered to lhe 61:LLER or the 
,20 SELLER'S Agents. Buyer rescission must he basi,d an a spec:ilic wn"lten objection 10 a dlsclaaure made in the Seller's Property Disclosure Form. 
SELLER'S Initials ( /Jj/.1:J }( __ ) Pate=--1::/_ 7 / :4:, / I 
Tn,sfo,m,. P""'O<l wo~lnbomdt,y1111 l<laho.11>,oc,61ionolfl£,\L10R!le.1na. T1>Sform•••""'1 •-••ana19))nlvi<lao 1ar~ ... ny.,,omitl l>Sl•"PR>IU~Oll818 w,t,o*"'"'""""''" afDII, 
NalOIIIII o\laoclllttDO or REAL TO!IS9. USE BY ANY ortta P£RllDN ,a PROHIBITf:U,4!1 COjl)'llll~l ldallO ANamlian ofR6ALTOR69, In;, All nobm t880Md. . 
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,21 16. LEAD BASED PAlNT DISCLOSURE, SELt.1:R ha1- been advised of disclosure o~llgations regarding leaa•based palm and lead-based 
,22 ,niint hazards in lhe event proi,erty is ii defined "Target Housing" under Federal Ragulations. The term laad.fiaed paint hazard is intended 
,n to identify lead-based _p~nt and all reaident!al leac!-eontaining dusts and soils mgardless of the source of lead. 
12, Said propeny Ors ~ is not nrarget H01.18in9". If yes, SELLER egrHs to sign and complete ttie Information Disclosure and 
1a Acknowled9mant Fann pmvlded and deliver to my agent all 19cards, tesl reports or other lnformatlcn ralatet;I to !he presence of lead-based 
1a paint or fead-bast'!d paint hm:erds, if any. Addilionally, if any structure was built befote 1978 and Is a residential home, apartment or child• 
,2, occupied facility such as e school or day-care center. federal law requires contractors that disturb Jeed•bassd paint In that structure lo 
1211 provide the owner with a ·Renovate Rfghr pampnlet. Toe contractor shall be 1.ertified end follow specific work practices to prevent lead 
,29 contamination 
130 
1:11 17. TRANSACTION RELATED 61:RVICE~ PISCLAIMER: SELLER undaratande that Broker is quallfiad tQ advise SELLER on general 
1:12 matte11 conoeming real estate, but is not an expert in matters of law, lax. financing, surveying, &tructural condition&, property inspectlom1. 
1M h~rdous materials, or engineering. SeLLER .ii.knowledges lhat Broker advis1:1S SELLER to seek expert assistance for advioe on such 
1s, matters. The Broker or Broker's agents may, dL1rln9 !he course of !he transaction, ldenllfy Individuals or enliUes who perform services 
m Including BUT NQI LIMITED m the following; home inspections, service contrar;ts, appraisals. environmental assessment lnspeclfon, 
1ss CQde compliance inspecllon, title lnsuranca, closing and esetoW services. loans and rafinanolnQ services. oonstructicm and repair. legal and 
m acx:ounting services. and/or surveys. SELLER untJiilrslands that the Identification of service provider& is solely for SELLER'S oonvenlence 
138 and that the Broker and their agents are not guaranteeing at assuring lhat th11 se:Nlce provider will perform its !;lutie& In accordance with 
1u SELLER'S ext:ieotatiOns. SELLER has the right to make a"angements with any enlily Set..LER chooses to provide these sel'\lloes. SEUER 
, .. a hereby releases and holds hilllflless the Broker and Broker's sgeflls from any claims by SELLER that service providers breeched their 
141 agreement, were negligent, rni5mp!l11Sliln1Aiicl Information, or otherwise hilled le perform In accordance with SELLER'S expectations. In lhi!! 
1.t2 event SELLER requests Broker to obtaln any products or services from outside sources. SELLER agrees to pay for them immediately 
10 when payment is due. For exampls: surveys or engineeriog. envimnmEllllliil and/or SQil test&, title n:portl:1, home or property inspectloni,i, 
·~~ appraisals, etc. 
145 
141 18, CONSENT TO LIMITED DUAL REPRESENTATION AND ASSIGNED AGENCY! The undersigned SELLERS{$) have received. read 
m anti understand lhe Agency DiscJosure Brochure prepared by the Idaho Real Estate Comm!S11ion. The undersigned SELLER(S) uooeretand 
,~ that the brokerage involved in lhis U8naaotion may be providing agency representation to both SEU.ER(S) and Buyer. The undersigned 
m SELLeR(S) eacfl und81'$!and$ lhai. as an agent for both SELLER/client and Buyertcllent. a brokerage will be a limited dual agen! of each 
11ro client and cannot advocate on behalf ot one client over another, snd cannol legally disclose to either client certain confidanllal ctlem 
,s, informallon concerning price negotiations, terms or faotots l'tl(ltivatin9 Buyer/client to buy or SELLER/client to sell without specific written 
111: permission or the client ta wtiom lhe informarion psnalns. The apeclnc ctuties;, obltgatlons and llmltations of a limited dual ~gent are 
1n contained In the Agency Disclosure Brochure as mquil'ed by Section 54-2085, Idaho Code. The unden1igoed SELLER($) each understands 
1s4 lhal a limited dual agent does not have a dutY of undivided loi,alty 10 either client 
1ss The undersigned SELLl:R(S) further acknowledge that. to the extent tile brokerage rum offeni assigned agency as ii type of 
1ss agency representation, lndlvlduar sales aasocJaree may be e.B:signed lo represent each client to act sol!illy on behalf Of the client conJililtent 
m with applicable duties set forfh in S1.1clion 54--20117, Idaho Code. In an assigned agency alluallon. the d9$lgnated broker \the l>roker who 
15a supervises the sales associates) wlft remain a limlted duel agent of the client and shall have the duly to supervise the assignBd agent& In 
,H the fulflllmsnt of tnelr duties to 1/lelr respective ol1ents, to refrain from advocaling on behalf of any one client over another, and to refrain 
1ao from disclosi!'lD or using, wilt!out permission, cunfldentJar information of any other client wilh whom the brokerage has an agency 
un relationship. SELLER £81 dou D doe11 not consent to allow Buyer's Agams aod/or Umlted Dual Agents to show propetty and to allow the 
1G2 Broker to share brokerage fetltl as detarmined by lhe Broker wi'th Buyer'& Agenls and/of Limited Dual Ageints. 
1&3 
1i;! 19. SEU.f=R NOTIFICATION AND CONSENT TD RELEASE FROM CONFUCTING AGENCY DUTIES: SELLER acknowledge& that 
m Broket- as named above hn disclosed the fact that st times Broker aot& as agenl(s} for other ~uyers and for SELLERS In lM sale of the 
1ea property. BELLER hes bean adviSed and unda1111anda that H may create a conflict of intere,t for Broker to introduce Buyer$ tQ SELLER 
,s, Client'e property because Broker COUid no1 satisfy all of hs Cllenl !lutles to both Buyer c11e11t an~ SELLER C[ent in connection wilh such a 
1111! showing or any nnsadion Which r&sultad. Based on the undamandlngr; aeltnowledgfif, Sl!LLER makes the following &lectlon; 
,as (Make Qrle selection Q!IIY} 
~~ W& 
I'll! Initials 
1,:i Limited Dual Agency 
1r. ,mdlor 








112 Single Agency 
SELl.eR does want Brokar to inlJDduc:e any lnrarested Client of Broker to Client SELLER'S property and hereby 
agl'99S ta l'lllieve Broker of Ctinfticting agency dLl!ies, Including 1h111 duly to disclose confidential information known 
to th& Broker at that time and 11w duly of loyalty to either parf¥. Relililved of ell oonflldi119 agency duties. Broker will 
act in an unbiased manner to lil$'$i6t the SELLER and Buyar in Ille Introduction of Buyers to such SELLER Cll&nts 
property Md In lhe prsparaUan af eny oonttaot of Glill& whid! lllilY ni11J1t. SELLER autharims BrDlcllr fQ «~ in a 
limited dual agency capacity. Furttler, SBLLER agteell that 5roker may offer, but Is not obligaled to offer, 
a&&lgned agency representation, and if offerad by the Broker-, Sal.ER authorizes Broker to act in such capacity. 
SELLER does not want Broker tc, 1ntrodL1ce interesled Buyer Clienb to Clienl SELLER'S pmperf¥ and hereby 
relaases Broker from any rasponslblllty or 1.My under the agency agreement to do so. Broker shall be und8r no 
obligaflOll or duty to introduce the Buyer to any Client SELLER'S pmperty. 
SELLER'S lnltlal& ( ./l_ /j /!, )( __ ) Date: ij 7 I! I ---'---!,'"-'--'-------
TJlo4 ,- II ,_ s~o dllltJ,bUIOd "I' lhe laanoAs-tlon of "11.Alml'ISW, Ille. T, .. 10,,,, ••• -4•'"11'\0II Wld I" pt'OWllll lill •~· by lho 1"1ll -• jll0'°"510M~ "'110 811 -~ of Iha lib•-Auaclo""'1 OI lle'ALTOl!81A. Ulll! BV ANY Ol'l!Ell PSllSOHiS l'ROHllllTllD. 11 o.,~1--..... o1Rcl\!."IQIUl4P. IM All ftQ ... .,,.....,..,. 
JUt,Y 21UQ iJJDJQN Rf!.-16 Sl<LLER Rli(PRailiNTATlqN AGREEMENT Page 3 or 4 
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Right Now You Are a wyauentert~aeompensationAgreement,the 
. brokerage and its agent.8 must also: 
Customer. • ee available to receive and present written 
1'11 real estate consumers are ·Customers'' under offers and counter-offers to you or from 
Idaho law unless a representation apraement is you. 
signed. (A real estate licensee working 
.vffh a customer ie oafted a "Non- Reinwntierl The Compensation Agreement Is not 
l\gent" .) The law ~ulres al real estate Ulllela·~ the same as an Agency RePf8.Sel1lation 
licensees to provide the following 111W willlan Agreement. A Compensation Aareement 
'Customer lever services, to everyone: -.:..... cannot be used lo~ or ellinlnate 
• p_.._ nd _ _...__ ii' AanilY any CUaiDmer level S8Mce&, 
~N~ 8 -~-·~~ Mdtloa 
acts to~ ~a pun:11ase ~ffflTt,e You May Become 
or sale of Jeal estate;  it& 
• Perform these acts in good faith . a Client 
and with reasonable care; 
• Pro~ account for money or other property 
you place in the llcensee's care; 
• Discloee "adwrae material facts" 
to you Which are, or should be, within the 
licensee's knowledge. These are facts that 
would slgnlficanlly affect the desirability or 
value of lhe propmy to a reasonable person, 
and facts that 1ridlcate to a naaaonable person 
that one of the ~rti• cannot, or will not, 
complete obllgallons of the contract. 
'8 a Customer, your brokerage wll not act 
as your Agent and Is not required to promota 
,our bnt Interests or keep your bargaining 
information GORfldentlal, If you uaa the services of 
1 brokerage without a writt8n agreement, you will 
'VRlaln a Customer. 
11,s a Customer. you may be asked to sign a 
::.:ompensatlon Agreement, a contract ltiat requires 
/OU to pay a fee fo the broker for some service the 
>rokerage provides you. 
If a brd<e¥age offers agency repreaentallon and 
you choose to sign a representation agreement, 
you wll become a ·client". The brokerage and Its 
licensees must act as your."Aaenr. They wlB owe 
you the fellowing duties In addition to the basic 
Customer level services required of alt licensees: 
• Perfonn the fBlms of your agency 
agqiement with sla11 end care; 
• Promote your best Interests In good faith, 
honesty, and fair dealing; 
• Maintain the confidentiality of some crient 
inrormation including bargaining Information. 
even after U1e representation haa ended. 
Plaue Nata: °Sold° prices of psape,t.y 
819 not conlclantlal lnfonnatlan, for 
al1her buyeJ'.S or aalleril,.·and may be 
dluemlnaf!iid by YflMII' Agent. 
These Are Your Agency 
Options 
==~on 
Under "Agency Representation" (sometimes 
referred to ln real eatale documents as "Single 
Agency"), your brokerage may rapresent y_au, and 
only you, In your real estate tranaaction. (This 
representation can be modified In writing at a later 
date.) 
As a seller, your agent wll seek a buyer to 
purc:hase your propai:ty al a price and under terml 
and conditions acceptable to you and will assist 
wilh your negaliatlons. ff you make a written 
request,_your agent will seek reasonable proof of a 
proapecuve purohasar'a financial abllily to complete 
your transaction. . 
A.s a buyer, your agent wm seek a property for 
· you to purchase al an acceptable price and terms 
and will assist wilh your negotiatlena.. Your agent 
wlD alao ad\ll8e you to consult with appropriate 
PrDfe&81onala. sueh as inspectors. attorneys, and 
iax advisgrs. 
!'Limited Dual Apncy . 
"Limited Dual AgencY" means the brokerage and Its 
agents represerit both ttle buyer and the seller in 
the same transadlon. You may choose limited Dual 
Agency representation with your b"*8rage because 
you do not want it to be restricted in the search for 
suitable ~es or buyers. There are two cp6ans 
under Limited Dual Agency. 
Each brokerage is required to have a written policy describing the types of agency representation it offers. 
·------~----------·----~---------------------------------------------------. RECEIPT ACKNOWLEDGED 1
Your signature below Indicates a real estate licensee gave you a ccpy of the Idaho Real &tale Commission's "Agency Dlscbsure Brochure." 
Slg~;;.;..OGument does not create an agency relatlanshlp or a con1ractual relatlommlp ~ any }ind, 
Signature /?~.  ~ Date 5 /_J :L.jP 2 
Signature ...:D=a:;;;:;te::;..... ___________ _ 
. _.,. 













l A. That is correct. 
2 Q. Did you obtain these? 
3 A. Yes, as part of the property profile when we 
4 listed it. 
5 Q. And if I'm reading correctly the first page of 
6 the Exhibit pertains to 2011; is that correct? 
7 A. November 1st, 2011 was the billing date, yes. 
8 Q. And the second page applies to the same 
9 period? 
10 A. Correct. 
11 Q. And then the third page, ifl understand, it 
12 applies to the period 201 O? 
13 A. Yes. 
14 Q. And the fourth also to the period 2010? 
15 A. Yes. 
16 MR. MILLEMANN: Would you mark this Exhibit 
17 54, please. 
18 (Exhibit 54 marked.) 
19 Q. (BY MR. MILLEMANN) First Exhibit 54, Michael, 
20 are you able to identify that? 
21 A. A home warranty plan. 
22 Q. How many pages does that consist of? 
23 A. I'm showing three pages. 
24 Q. Do you know whether a home warranty plan was 
25 purchased by Mr. Petrus as part of this transaction? 
Page 115 
1 A. I have seen it in the file, but I don't 
2 recall. I would have to review the closing statement. 
3 Q. Do you have the closing statement available to 
4 you in your documents? 
5 A. I do. And it may not appear there because he 
6 may have paid for this outside of closing. 
7 Q. Sure. Fair enough. 
8 A. Okay. So according to the closing statement I 
9 show Ed Petrus purchasing a home warranty plan a premium 
10 plan for $940 at closing. 
11 Q. You show him purchasing a premium plan? 
12 A. Yes. 
13 Q. Okay. And do you have any understanding as to 
14 whether Exhibit 54 is a summary of that plan? 
15 A. I don't personally know but I see that it is 
16 marked as plat item there is an asterisk. 
17 Q. I'm sorry. As platinum? 
18 A. I see a mark on the platinum plan. 
19 Q. Which you equate to premium plan? 
20 A. Given two choices, yes. 
21 Q. Did you have any conversations with Mr. Petrus 
22 about the home warranty plan? 
23 A. No. 
24 Q. Have you had any conversations with 






























• Michael Wood June 1, 2016 
A. No. 
MR. MILLEMANN: Nothing further. 
FURTHER EXAMINATION 
QUESTIONS BY MR. NEV ALA: 
Page 116 
Q. Michael, I have a couple quick questions. For 
the record, Dan Nevala. Michael, 1 represent Chris 
Kirk. 
A. Okay. 
Q. Michael, I want to take you inside the house 
for a minute I know you walked through the out swinging 
french doors we've been talking about. Did you ever 
open the in-swinging french doors that you recall? 
A. The in-swinging. 
Q. Yes, we talked about them. 
A. Yes, we opened them at every showing. 
Q. Were those french doors easier to the open and 
swing? How would you describe the difference? 
A. I didn't notice a difference. Obviously, I 
used those far more than the others. I don't recall 
ever thinking about it. 
Q. You don't recall any trouble closing those 
doors? 
A. No. 
Q. Locking those doors? 
A. No. 
Page 117 
Q. I think that when you described that when 
Mr. Petrus, in June of 2012, after closing, contacted 
you about his troubles with the out-swinging french 
doors, and you went out to visit with him. At that 
5 point, did you -- he described his trouble with you or 
6 demonstrated the trouble that he was having. Did you 
7 look at the doors? There was some conversation earlier 
8 about weatherstripping. Did you notice anything wrong 
9 with the doors? 
10 A. I didn't. I mean, it was -- other than 
11 reviewing the email, I did not -- I was not aware that 
they was missing weatherstripping. 12 
13 Q. And I think you said, the term you used was 
14 pristine. When the house was sold, you described the 
15 home as pristine. The doors were cleaned and everything 
16 was -- so you didn't notice anything different? 




Q. Okay. Would you describe these french doors 
as BL difficult to operate in general? 
21 A. They are more complex than a standard door, 







Q. Is it hard to lock them? 
I 
A. Well, you have to secure one door. I mean 
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1 some you actually do throws top and bottom on the 
2 non-handle door. And then you secure the other one. I 
3 cannot remember on these. Some have internal hardware 
4 that secures the entire door when you close it from the 
5 hardware. But I don't remember on these doors. 
6 Q. Do you remember how pins are engaged in this? 
7 A. I guess. My mental picture there was an upper 
8 pin and a lower pin that would come down and lock it to 
9 the frame. But that may not be accurate. 
10 Q. Do you engage them with the handle or do you 
11 engage them? 
12 A. If I understand how it works, and if I'm 
13 remembering these doors, I know on doors that would 
14 generally lift the handle that will actually move the 
15 linkage and allow me to flip the dead bolt. That may 
16 not be true of these doors. It's true of many, though. 
1 7 So it's a two-step process, one to secure the french 
18 doors into the frame, and then secure the dead bolt. 
19 Without the linkage, though, many doors the dead bolt 
20 does not throw in the linkage does not seep sink. 
21 Q. Do you remember when you testified the email 
22 with the attachment on the bid for the fix, the cost of 
23 the repair for the replacement of the door, do you 
2 4 remember sending that to Chris Kirk? 
25 A. I don't remember. 
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1 Q. Do you recall talking to Chris about it ever? 
2 A. I don't. 
3 Q. Do you remember any conversations with Chris 
4 about this? 
5 A. Beyond that initial one, which only based on 
6 the email, I know I must have contacted him for 
7 information on the supplier. 
8 Q. Okay. 
9 A. But, no. No, my communications were primarily 
10 with Nancy and, you know, beyond that, I don't -- I 
11 don't recall any conversations with Chris. 
12 MR. NEVALA: Okay. Thank you. That's all I 
13 have. 
14 EXAMINATION 
15 QUESTIONS BY MR. PIERCE: 
16 Q. I just maybe have or one or two. And for the 
17 record, this is Michael Pierce, attorney for Todd 
18 McKenna. 
19 Michael, you said you had been in the 
20 crawlspace with Todd to look at items that had been 
21 earmarked for repair; is that correct? 
22 A. That's correct. 
23 Q. And ifl understood you correctly, you thought 
24 that was, approximately, March 18th of2012? 
.25 A. No, that's when he did his inspection. It 
• Michael Wood June I, 2016 
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1 would have been subsequent to that when we received 
2 requests from the buyer. And I don't know the exact 
3 timeline. But after we had agreed to make certain 
4 repairs through the contractual process, which may have 
5 been three or six days later. I would have asked Todd 
6 to accompany me to show me what he was talking about. 
7 Q. And was anybody else present during that time? 
8 A. I don't recall anybody else being present. 
9 Q. Okay. And while you were in the crawlspace, 
10 did you notice anything -- well, let me back up. 
11 You also indicated in your testimony earlier, 
12 that I believe it was in 2014, you went out to the 
13 property with Nancy while it was being repaired or and 
14 you saw dry rot on the wall? 
15 A. I think that was 2013. 
16 Q. Okay. 
17 A. But I don't remember even what month. 
18 Q. Okay. Whenever it was the --
19 A. Yeah. 
2 o Q. The wall was exposed, and you saw the dry rot? 
21 A. Right. 
22 Q. From the deck point of view. So my question 
• 23 now is, when you were in the crawlspace with Todd back 
24 in 2012, did you see anything that would have alerted 
2 5 you to possible problem in that wall? 
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1 A. I don't recall seeing anything, no, I -- my 
2 focus was on a repair issue. So I don't know that I was 
3 looking that closely, but I don't remember seeing 
4 anything that was obvious. 
5 MR. PIERCE: Okay. That's all the questions I 
6 have. Thank you. 
7 THE WITNESS: Okay. 
a FURTHER EXAMINATION 
9 QUESTIONS BY MS. FOSTER: 
10 Q. Just two cleanup topics. The file you have 
11 here that I'm going to make a copy of. Is this a file 
12 that you keep normally on this 2130 Payette sale? 
13 A. I keep files like this on every home. 
14 Q. Okay. Is this? 
15 A. So depending on how complex the transaction 
16 is, that will determine how big the file is. But I keep 
17 everything that I can remember to keep on file. 
18 Q. And this is your complete file for 2130 
19 Payette? 
20 A. To the best ofmy knowledge, yes. 
21 Q. Okay. And I want to ask you very briefly 
22 about the weatherstripping. Do you recall prior to June 
23 2012, so prior to closing, that may be a dozen times or 
24 less that you were in the home, did you notice the 
2 5 existence or absence of weatherstripping on the french 
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2 A. I didn't. 
3 Q. Not one way or the other? 
4 A. No, I just didn't notice it, yeah. That was 
5 news to me when I saw it. 
6 Q. And did you see when you went out on --
7 A. I didn't even notice it when I was with Ed. 
a It was only the email reference to that. 
9 Q. You didn't notice it one way or the other when 
10 you were there on June 2012 either? 
11 A. No. 
12 Q. When you were out there with Ed? 
13 A. No, I was captivated by the damage. I didn't 
14 notice. 
15 Q. The damage when you were out there when it was 
16 opened up, you mean? 
17 A. Yes, if that's the event you are referring to. 
1a I didn't notice whether there was or wasn't whether 
19 stripping. 
2 o Q. Including when it was just you and Ed, when 
21 you went into the house? 
22 A. I am afraid my attention was on hardware. I 
1
23 was not looking at weatherstripping. 
i 24 MS. FONTAINE: Alyson, this is Andrea 
i 2 5 Fontaine. Do you mind if I ask a couple of questions? 
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1 MS. FOSTER: No, of course. Thank you for 
2 speaking up. I forgot you were there. 
3 EXAMINATION 
4 QUESTIONS BY MS. FONTAINE: 
5 Q. For the record this is the Andrea Fontaine on 
6 behalf of the Kevin Batchelor and Re/Max Realty. 
7 Michael, I had a couple questions for you. Is 
a it your practice to open the home for a buyer, or buyers 
9 agent during the final walk through? 
10 A. That would be typical on our high-end homes. 
11 It is not necessarily typical on a home of, say, 250,000 
12 under value. 
13 Q. So the 2130 Payette Drive would be considered 
14 a high-end home, in your opinion? 
15 A. Definitely. 
16 Q. All right. And would it be your typical 
1 7 practice to secure a home after a final walk through in 
18 a home in a high-end home, such as 2130 Payette Drive? 
19 A. Yes. 
2 o Q. And do you recall, I think you testified, you 
21 do not recall whether you opened or secured the home 
22 with respect to 2130 Payette during final walk through 
23 by Kevin Batchelor; is that correct? 
24 A. That's correct. I don't have any specific 
25 memories. 
• Michael Wood June 1, 2016 
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1 Q. And you had indicated that you sometimes get a 
2 key to the buyer's agent for a final walk through. 
3 Would you do that with a high-end home, such as 2130 
4 Payette Drive? 
5 A. Generally not. We generally, as part of our 
6 agreement with the seller, we take full responsibility 
7 for that. 
a Q. Do you think that you gave Kevin Batchelor the 
9 key to the home in this case? 
10 A. I don't recall if I did or did not. In a case 
11 with Kevin, we may have secured permission from the 
12 seller to give him a key, and allow him access to the 
13 home without his being present. But I can't recall. So 
14 there are exceptions to that rule, and that's something 
15 I don't physically remember whether or not we did that 
16 for Kevin. 
17 Q. But you would have had to have gotten Nancy 
1a Gentry-Boyd's permission to allow that? 
19 A. Generally we do. If we're going to allow 
2 o somebody in the home unaccompanied, we'll get either 
21 verbal or written permission. 
22 Q. And then is the key returned to you after the 
23 final walk through? 
24 A. Yes. 
25 Q. And you do recall whether Kevin Batchelor 
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1 returned a key to you? 
2 A. I would assume if we gave him a key. And we 
3 weren't present personally to lock it. He would have 
4 returned it. We do not release keys until closing. 
5 Q. So you simply don't recall whether that was 
6 the case for the walk through on 2130 Payette Drive? 
7 A. Yeah, I can't remember how we handled that. 
8 MS. FONTAINE: Thank you. I don't have any 
9 other questions. 
10 MS. FOSTER: No further questions. 
11 MR. MILLEMANN: No further questions. 
12 Michael, do you want to review the deposition? 
13 THE WITNESS: Yes, please. 
14 MR. MILLEMANN: You can send it here, or have 
15 it reviewed here. 
16 THE WITNESS: I don't know what the -- okay. 
17 I want to make sure I didn't misstate anything. 
18 MS. FOSTER: You will have an opportunity to 
19 review it. 
2 o (Deposition concluded at l :56 p.m.) 
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1 A. It was a criminal case. I don't remember all 








Q. Well, let me tell you what this process is 
like. It's fairly straightforward. I'm going to be 
asking you questions. If you don't understand any of my 
questions, please say so, and I'm happy to rephrase them 
or explain. If you don't, and you answer a question, 
I'll assume you know what I meant. 
I'm going to try not to interrupt you, and 
















Exh 53 - Copy of Manatron GRM Info Center for 
2130 Payette Drive, 1-3, 2012, 4 pages 
# 11 because she's taking down everything you say. And it 
Exh 54 - Copy of HWA, Home Warranty, 4-4, 









will help her as she transcribes the record of our 
conversation. 
When I ask you questions, and you give a "yes" 
or a "no" answer, please say the words "yes" or "no," 
instead of"uh-huh" or "un-huh." That's very common. 
It's a little harder for her to transcribe. 
If you need a break,just let me know. I'm 
going to do my best to get through this as quickly as 
20 possible. But if you do need a break, no problem. I'm 
21 happy to take one. If there is a question pending, I'm 
going to ask you to answer the question first. But in 





And are you under any medication such that, or 
for any other reason, are you unable to give truthful or 
Page 7 Page 9 
1 MICHAEL WOOD, 1 clear testimony today? 
2 first duly sworn to tell the truth relating to said 
3 cause, testified as follows: 
4 EXAMINATION 
s QUESTIONS BY MS. FOSTER: 
6 Q. Good morning. My name is Alyson Foster. I'm 
7 an attorney for Ed Petrus, and the Petrus Family Trust. 
8 And we are here today on some litigation involving 
9 Mr. Petrus, the Trust, and some other parties, that we 
10 can discuss. 
11 We issued you a subpoena. And you are 
12 pursuant here to a subpoena; is that right? 
13 A. That's correct. 
14 Q. Thank you for coming today. 
15 Please state your name. 
16 A. Michael Wood. 
17 Q. What would you like me to call you? 
18 A. Michael. 
19 Q. Michael. Okay. You can call me Alyson. 
20 Have you ever had your deposition taken 
21 before? 
22 A. Yes. 
23 Q. When was that? 
24 A. About 40 years ago. 

























A. I'm not on under any medication that would 
prevent me --
Q. I just mean, just anything that would impair 
your ability to speak with me today? 
A. No. No. 
Q. Okay. I'm not trying to inquire about your 
personal life. Not yet. Thanks for coming today. 
Are you familiar with the case that we're here 
about? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Okay. How did you learn about this case 
that's pending? 
A. Originally, I was contacted by Ed. And 
subsequently, as more information was learned, I -- they 
would contact me for inquiries. 
Q. Okay. Where are you employed right now? 
A. I'm a real estate agent for McCall Real Estate 
Company. 
Q. You work with Jean Odmark? 
A. I do. 
Q. Did you and Jean represent Nancy Gentry-Boyd 
in connection with the sale of her home at 2130 Payette? 
A. Wedid. 
Q. Were you her agent? 
I 
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1 A. That's a difficult question. We were 
2 operating under a compensation agreement, not a listing 
3 agreement. So Nancy was more of a customer than a 
4 client. Her agent would have been my broker, Michael 
5 Anderson, I think is the compensation agreement. That 
6 is who she was hiring. And we were agents for him. 
7 Q. Michael Anderson? 
a A. Yes. 
9 Q. He's the broker at McCall Real Estate? 
10 A. Yes, he's the owner and designated broker. 
11 Q. What was your professional relationship with 
12 her? And what I'm asking is, were you her agent? 
13 A. I was acting in that capacity under the 
14 direction of my broker. 
15 Q. And she was a customer not a client? 
16 A. If I understand the law correctly, yes. 
11 Q. So she didn't sign a representation agreement? 
10 A. No. 
19 Q. Only the compensation agreement? 
2 o A. Yeah. We didn't have an exclusive right to 
21 sell. We were just promised payment if we did get it 
22 sold. 
23 Q. That's helpful. Thank you. 
2 4 I meant to ask at the beginning. Are you 
1
25 represented by an attorney here today? 
Page 11 
l A. I am not. 
2 Q. The room is filled with attorneys. Have you 
3 met everyone? 
4 A. Yes, when I came in. 
5 Q. There may be times, and there may not, when I 
6 ask you questions, that they may raise an objection. 
7 That's just sort oflegal things between us that 
8 probably won't affect your answering my questions. I 
9 just wanted to give you a heads up, if you hear people 
10 talk, that's totally normal. 
11 A. Okay. 
12 Q. So you were acting as an agent for Nancy 
13 Gentry-Boyd; am I understanding that right? 
14 A. Well, that would be her understanding. 
15 Legally, I'm an agent for the broker, and the broker is 
16 her agent. 
17 Q. And how would you describe your role in 
18 respect to Nancy in that transaction? What was your 
19 role? 
20 A. I was more in an assistance role to the 
21 Odmark. 
:22 Q. An assistant to Jean Odmark? 
23 A. Yes. 
24 Q. And did you represent Nancy in dealings with 
25 other folks like Ed Petrus? 
• Michael Wood June 1, 2016 
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1 A. Ed and other people who wanted to see the 
2 home,yes. 
3 Q. So in that capacity, you were 
4 representing -- is it Ms. Boyd, or Ms. Gentry-Boyd? 
5 A. It's Nancy Gentry-Boyd. That's how I know 
6 her. 
7 Q. I've heard a few. Can I call her Nancy? 
a A. That's acceptable, yes. 
9 Q. So when you were interacting and speaking 
10 with, say, Ed Petrus, and other individuals in 
11 connection with the showing and sale of the 2130 
12 Payette, were you acting as a representative for Nancy? 
13 A. I was. 
14 Q. And as her representative, you mentioned just 
15 between customer and client, what did you consider to be 
16 your function? 
17 A. Well, we previously had a listing agreement, 
10 and we had a full representation agreement with her. 
19 The major distinction between customer and client is 
20 confidentiality. So in a customer relationship, we do 
21 not owe that duty. Although we find in best practices, 
• 22 regardless of the relationship, confidentiality is a 
23 must. 
24 Q. And when you say, "confidentiality," what do 
25 you mean? 
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l A. I cannot pass along anything that Nancy told 
2 me without her permission. 
3 Q. So your understanding is, as a customer, you 
4 are not obligated to adhere to that principal of 
5 confidentiality, but as best practice, you do? 
6 A. Yes. 
7 Q. Understood. I'm going to hand you a binder 
8 with a bunch of documents. If you could turn to Tab 3, 
9 and we're going to look at the compensation agreement 
10 with seller. It's Re/Max 56. It should be the third 
11 document in your stack. 
12 A. Which number, 56? 
13 Q. That's it. Right in front of you. 
14 A. Yes. 
15 MS. FOSTER: It's right after the first two 
16 discovery responses, Dan. 
17 This is a one-page document, Re/Max labeled 
18 56. It may have been marked previously in previous 
19 exhibits, but for convenience sake, let's mark it as 
20 Exhibit 47. 
21 (Exhibit 47 marked.) 
22 Q. (BY MS. FOSTER) Is this the compensation 
23 agreement you referenced? 
124 A. It is. 
25 Q. And is this the only contract entered between 
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1 McCall Real Estate Company and Nancy Gentry-Boyd with 1 
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A. Yes. 
2 respect to 2130 Payette? 2 Q. How far in the process were you in the 
process? 3 A. We had a previous contract that expired. 3 
4 Q. It had expired. This was the one in effect in 4 A. We didn't get it sold. The State lease was in 
disarray, and it was a mess. 5 2014? 5 
6 A. Yes, this was a contract in which we initiated 6 Q. Was it listed? 
7 the sale of the home. 7 A. Yes, it was listed several times in 2009 and 
8 Q. Right, 2012. Sorry. And it says, it expired 8 2011. But with uncertainty of the whole outcome of the 
whole lease arrangement, nobody wanted to step into 
that. 
9 on March 1st, 2012. Was it extended? 9 
10 A. Under the clause, unless negotiations are 10 
11 still in progress, it was an automatic renewal until 11 Q. Right. And did you represent her in 
12 that offer either closed or expired. 12 connection with trying to sell it back in 2009; you and 
Mr. Wood. I know your name is Michael. I called you 
Mr. Wood. Sorry. 
13 MR. MILLEMANN: Counsel, for the record, do I 13 
14 understand that you are continuing the numbering from 14 
15 the Gentry deposition? 15 A. Yes. 
16 MS. FOSTER: Yes. 16 Q. You did? 
A. I did. 17 MR. MILLEMANN: So 47 is the first of 17 
10 Mr. Wood's exhibits? 10 Q. And you spoke with her back then? 
A. Yes. 19 MS. FOSTER: Correct. 19 
2 o MR. MILLEMANN: Thank you. 2 o Q. And did she tell you why she was trying to 
sell the house back then. 21 Q. (BY MS. FOSTER) Okay. When did you first 21 
22 become involved with Nancy in connection with this sale; 22 A. My recollection she was very upset with what 
was happening with the State lease program. The fees 
being charged were exorbitant. And the projections on 
those fees were going through the roof. It was no 
2 3 do you remember? 2 3 
24 A. lfmy memory serves, it was in 2011, but I 24 
25 can't be more specific. I probably have information 25 
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1 here. Actually, this says, the first we first 
2 represented her in 2009, May 12. 
3 Q. And I see you have a folder of documents, and 
4 you've pulled them out. What is this folder of 
5 documents you brought with you today? 
6 A. That's our transaction file. 
7 Q. Is that something that you could provide a 
8 copy ofto me and everyone in the room? 
9 A. I would allow you to make copies. 
10 Q. Yes, fair enough. Thank you. 
11 And why did Nancy contact you in 2009? 
12 A. She did not contact me. She contacted Jean 
13 Odmark. They have a long-term, both business and 
14 personal relationship. 
15 Q. And what was the relationship between McCall 
16 Real Estate and Nancy in 2009? 
17 A. None. We were with Community Real Estate in 
18 2009. 
19 Q. So this was when you were with Community Real 
20 Estate? 
21 A. Yes. 
22 Q. And was she trying to the sell the house back 
23 then? 
24 A. Yes, she was. 
25 Q. And the one at 2130 Payette? 
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1 longer an affordable proposition for her, and she was 
2 done. 
3 Q. So tried to sell it in 2009, but didn't sell; 
4 right? 
5 A. Right. 
6 Q. Did she try to sell it with you in 2010? 
7 A. I would have to check the file. It was either 
8 in2010or'll. 
9 Q. And in 2012, it did sell to Ed Petrus? 
10 A. Yes. 
11 Q. I want to mostly focus on that transaction 
12 with you today. But before we leave the 2009. Was 
13 there any other reason that you understood from her, 
14 that moved her to try to sell her house back then? 
15 A. Not that I recall. 
16 Q. Problems with the lease program with the 
17 State? 
18 A. That was the focus, yes. 
19 Q. Disarray, too expensive? 
2 o A. And uncertain future. 
21 Q. Uncertain future? 
22 A. There was no -- none ofus knew where they 
23 were going to go with it. They were going to be raising 
24 lease fees, not incrementally, but exponentially every 
25 year. And she was done. 
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l Q. And did there come a time when she told you 
2 that her husband was ill, and she also wanted to sell 
3 because of that? 
4 A. She didn't tell me that. I believe I knew 
5 that, because she told Jean that. 
6 Q. Do you know when that was? 
7 A. I don't. 
8 Q. Could you please tum to the first tab in your 
9 binder. This has already been marked as Exhibit 4 to 
10 the Nancy Gentry-Boyd deposition. These are written 
11 discovery responses that she provided in this case. 
12 Have you ever seen a document like this before? Do you 
13 know what this is? 
14 A. Yes, I've seen this before. 
15 Q. You've seen this document before? 
16 A. Not this one. I've seen a document like this 
17 before. 
18 Q. Okay. When was that what context? 
19 A. Taking college course. 
20 Q. Tell me about your educational experience, 
21 please. 
22 A. I have a high school degree, I mean, a 
23 diploma. And I have a paralegal certificate from Boston 
24 University. 
25 Q. Well, I didn't realize that. Well, that was 
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1 helpful. Was it helpful? Were you ever a paralegal? 
2 A. I don't act in that capacity. But in real 
3 estate, it's been helpful. It's been very important to 
4 know my boundaries, to know what I can and can't do. 
5 Well, I mean, attorneys exist for a purpose. Paralegals 
6 take orders from attorneys. It keeps you from 
7 practicing law in an unauthorized manner. 
8 Q. I don't know how many paralegals take orders 
9 from me, but I appreciate the sentiment? 
10 A. Well, that's what they were trying to drum 
11 into me. 
12 Q. So how long have you been a real estate agent? 
13 A. Since 2004. 
14 Q. What did you do before that? 
15 A. Property maintenance. 
16 Q. Here, in McCall? 
17 A. Yeah. 
18 Q. How long did you do that for? 
19 A. 25 years. 
20 Q. Property maintenance is that for folks who 
21 live out of town? 
22 A. A lot of the work I did was for lakefront 
23 owners and their homes. So a lot of the homes I'm now 
24 selling, I used to go out and do things for them, fix, 
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Q. Interesting. So do you know Mike Longmire? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Is that similar to what he does? 
A. No, Mike has got more skill than I have. 
Yeah. Mike has actually done work for me. So I've 
known him for a number of years. No, I did things like 
washing windows, and cleaning decks, and that kind of 
maintenance. 
Q. No construction background? 
A. No. 
Q. Or home inspection background? 
A. No. 
Q. Any classes or training in home construction 
or construction? 
A. No. 
Q. And you became a real estate agent in 2004? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Now, are you a broker, as well? 
A. I'm an associate broker. 
Q. Associate broker. And when did you start with 
McCall Real Estate Company? 
A. 2004. 
Q. And you've been there since then? 
A. I think until 2009, and we were Community from 
2009 into 2011, and returned to McCall Real Estate. 
Page 21 
1 Q. And you were with Jean Odmark the whole time? 
2 A. No, correction. Jean and I were partners in 
3 2008. Prior to that, I was an independent agent. 
4 Q. Okay. What's the difference? 
5 A. Well, Jean and I have -- we have a split 
6 arrangement on income on everything we do. And we work 
7 together as a team on all listings, and representing all 
8 buyers. The relationship started out as I was a 
9 personal assistant to her, and it has gradually moved 
10 into a full partnership. 
11 Q. So you have some sort of split fee arrangement 
12 on --
13 A. Yes. 
14 Q. -- when you represent buyers; is that right? 
15 A. Right. 
16 Q. And you represent sellers, as well? 
17 A. Yes. 
18 Q. Same sort of deal? 
19 A. Yes, it's the same across the board. 
20 Q. Okay. If you could look at this document that 
21 I've shown you, and tum to page 3. You are listed here 
22 with Jean Odmark. Do you see that, in No. 5? 
23 A. I do. 
24 Q. And underneath it says, "Mr. Wood and 
• 25 Ms. Odmark were defendant's realtors and may have ! 
I 
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1 knowledge related to the condition of the home during 
2 the period of defendant's ownership thereof the 
3 defendant is Nancy. Do you have knowledge relating to 
4 the condition of 2310 Payette during the period of 
5 Nancy's ownership? 
6 A. Some, yes. 
7 Q. What do you know? 
8 A. It's a beautiful home, and well kept, and 
9 showed beautifully. 
10 Q. Anything else? 
11 A. I knew of no defects in the home. 
12 Q. Okay. And then the word "realtor," there is 
13 the word "realtor," "agent," "broker." Do they all have 
14 different meanings? 
15 A. They do. 
16 Q. What does "realtor" mean? 
17 A. Means I'm a member of a national association 
18 that has a code of ethics. 
19 Q. So realtor is a position not a relationship? 
20 A. It's a designation. 
21 Q. Designation. Okay. And then if you could 
22 turn to Tab 4. 
23 MS. FOSTER: I don't know that this has been 
24 marked an exhibit previously, so we can mark it 48. 
25 (Exhibit 48 marked.) 
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1 Q. (BY MS. FOSTER) I don't know that you've seen 
2 this document before. Have you seen this? 
3 A. No. 
4 Q. This is a two-page document. It's Bates 
5 labeled Gentry-Boyd First Responses 225 and 226. 
6 A. Okay. Let me correct my testimony. I 
7 recognize it now. I have seen it. It's in my file as 
8 well. 
9 Q. It's a letter from Robert -- is it Kolodny? 
10 A. Yes. 
11 Q. To Kevin Batchelor, for the audience. And 
12 it's dated April 13th, 2012. And in the third 
13 paragraph, Mr. Kolodny has written, "I have suggested 
14 through Michael Wood and Jean Odmark, brokers for Nancy 
15 Gentry-Boyd," et cetera, et cetera. 
16 He's referencing you as a broker. But is he 
17 wrong there? Is that imprecise? 
18 A. That's imprecise. Jean is not a broker. 
19 She's just a sales agent. I can call myself a broker in 
2 o the state of Idaho, because I took the training and 
21 passed the test. But because I do not own and run an 
• 22 office, I'm an associate broker working under a managing 
23 broker. Perhaps in California, "broker" means something 
24 different than it does under Idaho law. 
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associate broker for Nancy be accurate or inaccurate in 
Idaho? 
A. I don't know. As I understand the law, 
Michael--
Q. Understanding you are not a lawyer. 
A. Michael Anderson is the broker, and we work as 
agents for him. So even though I am an associate broker 
in his office, I'm acting in the capacity of an agent 
for my broker in representing, in this case, Nancy. 
Q. And in representing Nancy, you communicate 
with her about how she wants to sell the house? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And how much she wants to sell it for? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And you represent her when you communicate 
with Ed Petrus about the sale negotiations? 
A. Generally, again, best practices, I 
communicate with the agent representing Mr. Petrus. And 
that's the way this transaction was handled. 
Q. Did you communicate with Ed directly prior to 
closing? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And in what context? 
A. And I have -- I don't know if it was direct or 
through one of his attorneys, particularly related to 
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1 the air-conditioning situation, where we had a unit 
2 burned out. I was receiving communication from his 
3 attorney in the matter, and responding. So in that 
4 situation, of course, Kevin Batchelor was apprised of 
5 that communication. But I don't recall if I had direct 
6 communication with Mr. Petrus, but I was certainly 
7 coordinating through his representatives at that time. 
8 Q. Okay. On behalf of Nancy? 
9 A. Yes. 
10 Q. Okay. I don't have any more questions about 
11 Tab 4. Thanks. 
12 A. Okay. 
13 Q. And you are aware that in this case, there are 
14 some issues surrounding the doors on, I think, the 
15 southwest comer of the deck. Are you familiar with 
16 these french doors --
17 A. Yes. 
18 Q. -- at issue? 
19 A. Yes. 
20 Q. You walked through the house before it was 
21 sold; is that right? 
22 A. Yes. 
23 Q. Did you ever try those doors? 
24 A. I use them on occasion, yes. 
25 Q. Were you able to close them? 
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1 A. Yes. 
e 
2 Q. Were you able to lock them? 
3 A. Yes. 
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4 Q. Did there come a time when you weren't able to 
s close them or lock them? 
6 A. Never. 
7 Q. Never? 
8 A. Never. 
9 Q. So you've never told Ed Petrus that you were 
10 never able to close that door? 
11 A. Ed and I had a conversation related to a 
12 specific event where I had some difficulty locking the 
13 door. And I mentioned that, because he was having that 
14 problem, and that's why he called me out to the house. 
15 Q. So this was shortly after he moved in in May 
16 or June of2012? 
17 A. It was the end of June, about two months after 
18 closing, and he called me directly. 
19 Q. And what did he say? 
20 A. He was having trouble with the door. He 
21 wanted me to come out, so he could explain what the 
22 issue was. And see ifl could help him in getting in 
23 touch with who supplied the door. 
24 Q. Okay. Why did he call you? 
2 s A. I don't know. 
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1 Q. Did you call Nancy, and tell her that he had 
2 called you about this? 
3 A. No. 
4 Q. What did you do? 
s A. I went out and met with him. 
6 Q. What was said? 
7 A. He took me over to the door. He showed me 
8 that he was having trouble with the latch hardware. 
9 That's when we had the conversation pertaining to the 
10 fact that on one occasion, I had a similar problem. I 
11 can't recall the exact conversation, but the gist ofit 
12 was to the effect that this was not unusual that a door 
13 that large, and with all the linkages involved, that 
14 sometimes you have problems getting everything aligned 
15 and locked up. So I told him that on one occasion, I 
16 had a similar problem. 
17 Q. So you told him there was one occasion where 
18 you weren't able to lock it? 
19 A. Yes. 
20 Q. And what was that occasion? 
21 A. It was after a showing -- normally, we would 
22 have a kind of a route we would take people through the 
23 house. Obviously, they come through. The first thing 
24 we want them to see is the lake. We would go through 
2 s the east french doors out onto the deck. They could see 
e 
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1 the waterfront. We would come back in, tour the rest of 
2 the home, bedrooms, upstairs, and so forth. That route 
3 didn't take us through that nook. And for obvious 
4 reasons, most showings the door was never operated. 
s However, sometimes buyers want to go through every door 
6 and peek in every closet. And on such occasions, I 
7 would be required to go through the home and secure all 
8 doors and windows. 
9 Q. So what was the occasion when you weren't able 
10 to lock this door? 
11 A. It was after a showing, a buyer had went out 
12 the door. And when I was going back and securing the 
13 home, I just remember having to fiddle with it and try 
14 to get it aligned correctly before I could get the home 
15 secured. 
16 Q. When was that? 
1 7 A. I don't recall. 
18 Q. Was the buyer Ed? 
19 A. No. I don't even remember who it was. It was 
20 just a showing. It was the only one I recall. 
21 Q. And on that occasion, you had trouble locking 
22 the door? 
23 A. I had trouble locking it. 
24 Q. And were there other occasions you went 
2 s through the door when you were showing the home? 
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1 A. I have no specific recollection of other 
2 occasions that I used the door. 
3 Q. So the only time you recall using the door, 
4 you had trouble locking it; is that correct? 
s A. I know that I used the door on another 
6 occasion when we initially listed the home. But I don't 
7 recall having any problems with that door. That was the 
8 only time during a showing that I had to secure the 
9 door, that I can remember. 
10 Q. So you used the door, you remember, two 
11 occasions; am I understanding that right? 
12 A. Yes. 
13 Q. And the first time was in what context? 
14 A. I think when we first listed the home, going 
15 through taking pictures, and moving in and out of the 
16 home. 
17 Q. And who were you with? 
18 A. Probably Nancy. 
19 Q. So was this 2009? 
20 A. Yes. 
21 Q. And you went through that door, you recall, 
22 specifically? 
23 A. I can't recall, specifically. I seem to 
24 remember that I have operated the door without problems 
25 on a previous occasion. 
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1 Q. And you recall that you locked it on that 
2 previous occasion? 
3 A. Yes. 
4 Q. Why were you the one locking it? 
5 A. Just because in real estate, you return it to 
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6 whatever condition you find it. If you show a home, and 
7 lights are on, you leave them on. !flights are on, you 
8 tum them on, you tum them back off. So it's habit. 
9 Q. So it's just habit? 
10 A. Yes. 
11 Q. And on that first occasion, you recall you 
12 were the one that locked it. But you were there with 
13 other people; is that right? 
· 14 A. I was probably there with my camera, and I was 
15 taking pictures. But I don't have any specific 
16 recollection. I just seem to have a vague memory that I 
17 have operated the door. 
18 Q. Okay. And that would have been in 2009? 
19 A. Yes. 
20 Q. And then there came a second time you operated 
21 the door during a showing, and you had trouble locking 
22 it; is that what you are saying? 
2 3 A. That's correct. 
2 4 Q. What you are saying? 
i25 A. Yes. 
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1 Q. Was the door swollen, is that why you couldn't 
2 lock it? 
3 A. I don't recall that being a problem. 
4 Q. You don't recall swelling being a problem? 
5 A. Nothing -- I saw no reason, not no visible 
6 reason the door wouldn't lock. 
7 Q. But you couldn't lock it? 
8 A. I was able to lock it. I just had to kind of 
9 lean on it a certain way, and get everything lined up, 
10 and then I could throw the dead bolt. 
11 Q. So that happened once? 
12 A. Once that I can remember, yes. 
13 Q. And that was the second time you used the 
14 door? 
15 A. In all likelihood, yes. 
16 Q. And so when you saw Ed in late June of 2012, 
1 7 you told him about this incident? 
18 A. I did. 
19 Q. And did you also tell him, yes, this door has 
20 always been a problem? 
I 21 A. No, I did not. 
22 Q. And did you tell him that Nancy has always 
23 known this door was a problem? 
24 A. No, I had not. 




1 A. No. 
2 Q. And you also didn't tell Ed, I guess you are 
3 telling me, that the door had previously been swollen? 
4 A. No, I don't recall having that conversation 
s with Ed. 
6 Q. Okay. Not at any time? 
7 A. Not at any time. 
8 Q. Not on the phone, not in person? 
9 A. No. 
10 Q. And in this conversation, did you discuss with 
11 Ed that there had been duct tape on the seam of the 
12 door? 
13 A. I did not know about duct tape on the door. 
14 Q. Did you discuss it with Ed in that 
· 1s conversation in late June of2012? 
16 A. No, I not -- my recollection the question on 
17 duct tape came up months later. 
18 Q. Okay. So your recollection is in late June of 
19 2012, you did not discuss with Ed that there had been 
2 o duct tape on the seam? 
21 A. No, at that point, the issue was door 
22 hardware. He wanted the manufacturer's contact 
23 information, which I got him in touch with the 
24 manufacturer's rep, who came up, and discussed the door. 
25 Q. Who was the manufacturer's rep? 
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1 A. I do not recall the name of the manufacturer. 
2 I have it on file. 
3 Q. The name of the manufacturer do; you remember 
4 that? 
s A. I don't have it. 
6 Q. Was it New View? 
7 A. New View, I think so. 
8 Q. Or Weather Shield? 
9 A. New View sounds familiar, but I -- so I have 
10 Weather Shield or Pac -- the gentleman's name was Mark 
11 Birrer, B-i-r-r-e-r. And then I have another name here, 
12 but that one I don't remember. I think it was Mark, who 
13 we arranged to come up and meet with Ed. 
14 Q. Okay. And did Mark come out and meet with Ed, 
15 to your knowledge? 
16 A. It is my understanding he did. I was not 
11 present. 
18 Q. You were not present for that? 
19 A. No. 
20 Q. Did you ever speak with Mark Birrer? 
21 A. Initially on the phone, yes, to set it up. 
22 Q. AfteryourlateJune2012meeting? 
23 A. Yes. 
24 Q. And what did you say to Mark? 
2 s A. Just that they were having trouble with the 
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1 door hardware, and they wanted me to come up and look at 
2 it, and give him his best recommendation for a repair. 
3 Q. Did you talk with Ed after that at all? 
4 A. Not that I recall, beyond perhaps confirming 
5 with him, and passing along the contact information. I 
6 don't recall having a conversation after that point. 
7 Q. So you only recall one conversation with Ed 
8 about the door in late June of2012? 
9 A. Regarding that door, now, ifwe move forward a 
10 couple months there were other conversations related to 
11 that door. But in June, it was just related to getting 
12 the manufacturer's rep up to see it. 
13 Q. What were the other conversations if you moved 
14 a couple months up? What did you mean by that? 
15 A. In August, I was contacted by Kevin Batchelor, 
16 and apprised of some ongoing, I guess, progress, or lack 
17 of progress on the door issue. 
18 Q. He called you? 
19 A. He called me. And I can't remember if it was 
20 what point in August, or if it was even in September. 
21 At some point, Kevin asked me about duct tape. 
22 Q. So Kevin asked you about the duct tape, not 
23 Ed? 
24 A. That's my recollection. 
25 Q. And what was the conversation? 
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1 A. That Ed had discovered duct tape. He wanted 
2 to know why it was there. 
3 Q. And what did you say? 
4 A. I didn't know about duct tape, but I would ask 
5 Nancy. 
6 Q. And did you ask Nancy? 
7 A. I did. 
8 Q. And what was that conversation? 
9 A. I asked her why there was duct tape, and she 
10 told me that she had some ladies over for bridge. There 
11 was a cold draft coming through the door, and she went 
12 out and put duct tape on it to stop that. 
13 Q. And did she tell you where she was sitting 
14 when she was playing bridge? 
15 A. And we were discussing that that nook on what 
16 would it be the -- on the southeast comer of the house. 
17 Q. So as you are facing the lake from inside the 
18 house, is it on the right or left? 
19 A. Right. 
20 Q. Is that west? 
21 A. No, it's -- you are facing east, so it's the 
22 southeast comer of the house. 
23 Q. So your recollection is that you discussed 
24 with her, that she was sitting in the southeast nook 
25 right next to the french doors? 
Michael Wood 
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1 A. The conversation was about duct tape on those 
2 doors. And it's my understanding, we were talking about 
3 the same doors. She referred to ladies out there for a 
4 bridge game. I don't recall her telling me that they 
5 were playing bridge at the moment. But there was a cold 
6 draft, and making the ladies uncomfortable. And she 
7 used duct tape to make a repair. 
8 Q. Did she say there was moisture coming through? 
9 A. No. 
10 Q. Just wind? 
11 A. Just a cold draft. 
12 Q. And did you tell Kevin Batchelor that? 
13 A. Yes. 
14 Q. I'll show you what's been previously marked as 
15 Exhibit 3 for Nancy Gentry-Boyd's deposition. Are these 
16 the doors we're discussing? 
17 A. Yes. 
• 18 Q. Okay. And did you have any other 
19 conversations on the telephone or in person with Kevin 
20 Batchelor about the door? 
21 A. I don't have a specifie reeollection. I know 
22 there were future eonversations, but I don't remember 
23 details. It was more of updates. There was some 
24 interaction between Nancy and I, and so forth, just 
2 s keeping her apprised of what was happening. 
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1 Q. How often did you speak to Nancy about the 
2 door? 
3 A. During that entire period, maybe three times. 
4 Q. And what were you discussing with her? 
s A. Initially, after I met with Ed, in June, I 
6 contacted her to get the information on who the 
7 manufacturer was the supplier for the doors. 
8 Q. Did she know who it was? 
9 A. She was able to track it down. I don't know 
10 how she did, but she had access, or knew somebody that 
11 could tell her. That's how she put me in touch with 
12 Mark. 
13 Q. So she gave you Mark's name and number? 
14 A. That's how I recall, yes. 
15 Q. And what else did you guys talk about at that 
16 time regarding the door and Ed? 
17 A. Nothing just it was -- he was having some 
18 trouble with the hardware, and we were just trying to 
19 help him resolve that. It wasn't an issue at that 
2 o point, other than we had a door that was balky and 
21 that's not unusual, so ... 
22 Q. And was she surprised in your conversation 
23 with you? 
24 A. I don't recall just helpful. 
25 Q. You don't recall her being surprised? 
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1 Nancy Boyd, about the matters we discussed?" 1 A. Neither surprised and asked to help with Ed 
2 and she said she would. 
3 Q. And that's your conversation with her at that 
4 time? 
5 A. Yes. 
6 Q. And nothing else you recall saying in that 
7 conversation to her? 
8 A. No. 
9 Q. Or that she said to you? 
10 A. No. 
11 Q. And then you said what was the next 
12 conversation you had with her about this? 
13 A. I'm trying to remember. I think within my 
14 email at some future point, and I don't know the exact 
15 time, I informed her of the ongoing status of that door. 
16 Q. And this was in an email? 
17 A. If I recall. 
10 Q. It would be in your file? 
19 A. It would be in my file. I'll look in the 
20 communications section here. Okay. And so the June 
21 19th email, in addition to the question on door 
2 2 hardware, I also inquired about a painting contractor 
2 3 for exterior painting. Okay. So then this will correct 
24 my earlier testimony. Nancy responded to that inquiry 
1
25 indicating that Chris Kirk would be able to give us the 
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1 information on the door supplier, and also on a painting 
2 contractor. 
3 Q. And what was your next contact with Nancy? 
4 A. Let's see. So on August 2nd, I received an 
5 email directly from Mr. Petrus. 
6 Q. ls that 1 :07 p.m.? 
7 A. Yes. 
8 Q. Do you have that in front of you? 
9 A. I do. 
10 Q. Can I take a quick look and make sure it's 
11 what I have? 
12 A. (Witness complying.) 
13 Q. If you could turn to Tab 6. And then look at 
14 the bottom of that first page this has previously been 
15 marked as Exhibit 41 in Mr. Batchelor's deposition. 
16 It's Batchelor 68. Is that the email you were 
1 7 discussing? 
10 A. It is. 
19 Q. This is an email from Ed to you about six 
20 weeks after you met with him, approximately; is that 
21 right? 
2 2 A. That would be correct, yes. 
23 Q. And he says, "We're moving forward. And it is 
24 apparent that the doors will have to be, I assume, 
25 totally reinstalled. Have you spoken to your client, 
2 Did you understand what the "matters we 
3 discussed" referenced here? 
4 A. I would have to assume it was relating back to 
5 the June conversation about those doors. 
6 Q. Finding the door supplier? 
7 A. And making the repairs. 
8 Q. And making the repairs. And you had spoken to 
9 Nancy at that time; is that right? 
10 A. She was made aware of that on the June 19th 
11 email I had. We traded emails on that issue. 
12 Q. Okay. And you have the that in your folder? 
13 A. I do. 
14 Q. Can I take a quick look at it? 
15 A. Let's see. (Witness complying.) 
16 Q. And this is an email from you to Nancy, and 
17 you are BCCing Jean Odmark, and this is June 19th, 2012, 
18 no Bates number on this. But it says, "The buyer 
19 contacted me," so that's Ed; correct? 
20 A. Yes. 
21 Q. "To inquire about the company that supplied 
22 the doors and hardware for the lakefront home. The 
23 double doors in the nook beside the kitchen had 
24 malfunctioned, and are missing weatherstripping." 
2 5 Did you discuss with Ed missing 
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1 weatherstripping? 
2 A. I don't recall, but apparently I did. 
3 Q. But you don't recall that? 
4 A. I don't. 
5 Q. Okay. And when you say, "the double doors 
6 have malfunctioned," is that only the locking mechanism 
7 you are referencing? 
8 A. It was. 
9 Q. And when you went out in late June of 2012, 
10 and met with Ed, did you try the door? 
11 A. Yes, I don't know ifhe was informed or 
12 demonstrating it for me. But, yeah, I attempted to lock 
13 it, and could not lock it. 
14 Q. You could not lock it? 
15 A. Yeah. 
16 Q. Was it able to close all the way? 
17 A. I don't recall. 
18 Q. What was preventing it from being locked when 
19 you tried, if you could tell? 
2 o A. Well, if I understand it, there is a rod that 
21 goes up and down to secure the door top and bottom. And 
22 that was not aligning with the holes in the frame. 
1
23 Q. And how did you come to that understanding, 
24 that that was the problem? 
25 A. That's just my amateur understanding of how 
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Q. So that's what you thought might be mapping 
when you were out there? 
A. That's what I thought might be happening. 
Q. But no one ever told you that that's what had 
6 happened? 
7 A. No, that was just a guess. 
8 Q. And you didn't have anyone tell you that that 
9 was preventing the lock mechanism from functioning that 
10 day? 
ll A. I didn't know. I knew it was malfunctioning. 
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1 learned from Nancy that at least she thought that if you 
2 keep the doors locked, they will dry out and function 
3 again? 
4 A. Yes. 
s Q. But you didn't tell Ed that? 
6 A. I did not. 
7 Q. And then did you have any emails after that 
8 with Nancy? 
9 A. After August 2nd, Ed contacted me. 
• 10 Q. So that's the next email in your chain? 
11 A. Yes. 
12 And Ed had to talk to the manufacturers rep. 12 Q. Let's look at that one then. And we can look 
13 Q. And turning back to this email, August 2nd. 13 at the one on Exhibit 41, since it's already been 
Actually, I'm sorry. Before you do that. After the 14 marked. And it says, "In addition to the matters we 
15 June 19th email from Nancy, can you show me the next one 15 discussed, it is apparent that CTR was contacted by your 
16 in your folder upon which she responded to you, and 16 client about the problem with the doors so it was never 
17 provided you Chris Kirk's name? 1 7 contracted to fix or repair it." 
18 A. That would be this one? No. 18 Did you know what he was talking about there? 
19 Q. That's the one. 
20 A. That's the one we're talking about. So that's 
21 this one. 
22 Q. Okay. So it looks like the same day, she 
23 said, Michael, Chris Kirk will know who supplied the 
doors. I do not. Also, Chris Kirk would know the name 
painting contractor. And then she says, the 
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doors sometimes stick after the winter. If you keep 
them locked, they will dry out and function again. Is 
3 that right? 
4 A. Yes. 
5 Q. And was this the first time you learned from 
6 her that the doors sometimes were sticking sometime 
7 after the winter? 
8 A. Yes. 
9 Q. And she said if you keep them locked, they 
10 will dry out and function again. Do you have an 
11 understanding of what that meant? 
12 A. I did not. 
13 Q. Sitting here today, do you know what that 
14 means? 
15 A. No. 
16 Q. Okay. And did you tell Ed, Ed, if you keep 
11 them locked, they'll dry out and function again? 
18 A. No. 
19 Q. You didn't pass this on to him? 
20 A. No, I -- honestly, I was paying attention to 
• 21 the problem at hand, and I didn't really think about 
22 that. 
23 Q. Okay. And I read that email correctly? 
24 A. Yes. 






A. I did not. 
Q. Do you know what CTR is? 
A. I do. 
Q. How do you know what CTR is? 
A. They are a cleanup and total restoration 
24 company. 
25 Q. Here, in the McCall area? 
1 A. Yes. 
2 Q. Did you ever discuss CTR with Nancy? 
3 A. No. 
4 Q. Did you ever ask her about it? 
s A. No. 
6 Q. And then it says, towards the end, "Those 
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7 doors have clearly been a problem for Nancy for years, 
8 and the duct tape she used did not fix true problem." 
9 Do you see that? 
10 A. Yes. 
11 Q. And did you think that was true? 
12 A. I didn't know. 
13 Q. You didn't know. Did you ask Nancy? 
14 A. Not at this point, no. 
15 Q. Okay. Well, in your response the next day, 
16 you didn't tell Ed, that's not true, Nancy didn't have 
17 this as a problem for years; right? 
18 A. That was not knowledge that I had. So I 
19 certainly couldn't share that with Nancy. 
20 Q. With Nancy? 
21 A. I mean, with Ed. This is all news to me. 
22 Q. So you didn't know whether this sentence was 
23 true? 
24 A. I did not. 
25 Q. And you didn't ask Nancy about it? 
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1 A. I did not. 
2 Q. And why not? 
3 A. It was not my business. 
4 Q. What did you see your -- what was your 
s business at this point? What was your role? 
6 A. I was trying to help Ed out to resolve the 
7 door issue as a courtesy. 
8 Q. Okay. But he said there that you referred to 
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9 Nancy as your client right in the first sentence, after 
10 you've spoken to your client, Nancy Boyd. Excuse me, 
11 the first line? 
12 A. Yes, I see that. 
13 Q. And you didn't tell him, she's not my client? 
14 A. No, I did not. 
15 Q. Did you consider her your client at that 
16 point? 
1 7 A. 1 did not. 
18 Q. But you knew he thought she was your client 
19 when you wrote that? 
20 A. I was not even parsing it that way, no. 
21 Q. And he says, he starts mentioning lawyers. 
22 Did that cause you any concern? 
23 A. Not at that time. We had had lawyers involved 
24 with the transaction almost from day one. So, no, that 
2 5 was not causing me any concern. 
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1 Q. All right. And then did you contact Nancy 
2 after you received that email on August 2nd, 2012? 
3 A. August 7th? 
4 Q. August 2nd. I misspoke. 2nd. 
5 A. I emailed her at 2:51 that day to inform her 
6 of what he said in reference to the seller's property 
7 disclosure statement, he was pointing back to that. 
8 Q. Is that an email you are looking at in your 
9 folder? 
10 A. Yes. 
11 Q. Can I take a look? 
12 A. Yes. (Witness complying.) 
13 Q. Okay. And this is an email from you to Nancy, 
14 ccing Jean Odmark, forwarding Ed's email of 1 :07; is 
15 that right? 
16 A. Yes. 
17 Q. And you state, he, Ed, had mentioned earlier 
18 that they were difficult to open, and that he was 
19 looking into the cause. Is that referencing the 
20 conversation oflate June of 2012? 
21 A. Yes. 
22 Q. And so in that conversation, he had told that 
23 you the doors were difficult to open? 
24 A. Yes. 
25 Q. And not just to lock, but also to open? 
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1 A. Yes, he did say that. 
2 Q. And when you tried them, were they difficult 
3 to open when you were out there in late June of 2012? 
4 A. I don't recall. 
5 Q. And in this email to Nancy, you said, 
6 apparently he has been told that CTR, a disaster cleanup 
7 company, was consulted about the issue, and that you 
8 were aware of an ongoing problem with the doors. 
9 Did she respond to that? 
10 A. I can't recall. I would have to look I 
11 don't have any recollection of her response. 
12 Q. And did she email you back? 
13 A. I don't have an email from her during that 
14 time period. 
15 Q. And you don't recall talking to her at that 
16 time? 
1 7 A. I don't. I'm going to assume we had a 
18 conversation, but I have no recollection of it. 
19 Q. Okay. Because going back to Exhibit 41, the 
2 o next email from you to Ed on the 3rd, which is the next 
21 day. It says, "Ed, the seller will be contacting the 
22 builder to obtain cost information." And how did you 
23 know that? 
2 4 A. I'm going to assume that I had a conversation 
25 with Nancy. 
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1 Q. But you don't recall it? 
2 A. I don't. 
3 Q. Okay. And then if you go up to about ten days 
4 later, Ed emails again, and says, "Michael we're running 
5 out of time. The doors must be reinstalled. He wants 
6 to do this before winter." In that ten days had you 
7 spoken to Nancy about her consult with Chris Kirk? 
8 A. I have no recollection. I --
9 Q. And did you -- I'm sorry. I interrupted you. 
10 Go ahead. 
11 A. I just have no recollection. I don't know 
12 what did or didn't happen at that time. 
13 Q. Did you talk to Chris Kirk during that period? 
14 A. I don't recall talking to the Chris Kirk 
1s during that matter. 
16 Q. Did you recall that you? 
17 A. I'm going to the assume, again, I have no 
18 recollection, but I am going to assume that Chris had 
19 the information as to the manufacturer and the 
20 representative. 
21 Q. Okay. But you --
22 A. Back in June, I'm going to assume that I 
23 reached out to Chris at that time. 
24 Q. Okay. And then you responded on August 13th, 
2s former owner is working with the builder, Chris Kirk, to 
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1 facilitate this. I've given Chris the input he 
2 requested and waiting for marching orders." 
3 So is it fair to say that you did talk to 
4 Chris to get the info --
5 A. I must have, yes. 
6 Q. And do you know what the info he requested 
7 was? 
8 A. I don't. 
9 Q. And did you talk to Nancy again in this ten 
10 day period, or on the 13th, to see what the status was? 
11 A. I have no recollection of talking to her. I'm 
12 assuming there was a conversation, but I have no memory 
13 of it. 
14 Q. Okay. So you have no memory of her talking 
15 with you about whether the door had always been a 
16 problem? 
17 A. Beyond the initial email, that would have been 
18 the first time that was disclosed to me. 
19 Q. That was the first time she had ever disclosed 
20 to you that she had had problems with the door in the 
21 past? 
22 A. Yes. 
23 Q. And you, yourself, at one time had had trouble 
24 locking the door; correct? 
1 
2 5 A. Correct. 
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1 Q. And that was the only time in recent visits to 
2 the home that you had even tried the door; is that 
3 right? 
4 A. That's correct. 
5 Q. So ifl'm understanding, and was that in 2012, 
6 do you know when you tried the door during the showing 
7 and couldn't lock it? 
8 A. That was not in 2012. It would have been 
9 possibly 2011. 
10 Q. Okay. But not 2009, when you first started 
11 showing the house? 
12 A. Not in 2009. 
13 Q. So in 2011, you showed the house, and couldn't 
14 lock the door; right? You have to say yes or no for the 
15 record. 
16 A. I could lock the door. I had difficulty 
11 locking the door. 
18 Q. Fair enough. And that's the only time you 
19 tried the door in that time period. And then in June, 
20 Ed called you, and said he was having trouble with the 
21 door? 
22 A. Yes. 
23 Q. And you went out there, and you tried the 
24 door, but you don't remember whether it worked? 
25 A. I remember Ed walking me over to the door to 
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1 demonstrate the issue. I don't remember if I tried to 
2 operate the door, or if Ed demonstrated the issues he 
3 was having. 
4 Q. Okay. 
5 A. But it was clear, it was not working 
6 correctly. 
7 Q. So it was clear at that time, it was not 
8 opening correctly? 
9 A. I don't -- I don't have a distinct 
10 recollection. I know it would not latch. The dead bolt 
11 mechanism would not latch. 
12 Q. And I think you said, you had to shut the door 
13 in a certain way to get it to lock the previous year. 
14 Was that the same experience in 2012? 
15 A. Again, I don't recall ifl actually physically 
16 tried to operate the door in June. I know that the door 
17 would shut on the previous occasion that I mentioned to 
18 Ed. What I couldn't get is the latch mechanism to work. 
19 Q. Without shoving it a certain way? 
20 A. Well, yeah, putting a little pressure. I 
21 don't remember if it was upper or lower. I had to get 
22 the alignment so whatever the linkage was secured to the 
23 frame. 
24 Q. When Ed demonstrated to you, did you see the 
25 same difficulties you had experienced? 
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1 A. I would say, that's correct. 
2 Q. And then you emailed on Nancy on June 19th, 
3 and she responded by saying, that the door will dry out 
4 if you keep it locked, and start working again; is that 
5 correct? 
6 MR. MILLEMANN: Objection to the question; 
7 asked and answered. And the document speaks for itself. 
8 Q. (BY MS. FOSTER) You may answer. 
9 A. That's what she had emailed me, yes. 
10 Q. And then on August 2nd, when Ed emailed you, 
11 and said these doors have clearly been a problem for 
12 Nancy for years. You didn't ask her if that was true, 
13 but you also didn't dispute it; did you? 
14 A. No, I was not -- I was not in a position of 
15 challenging anybody's statements at that point. This 
16 was not beyond acting in a capacity as a courtesy to 
17 facilitate the repairs. I was not representing anybody 
18 at this point, and did not feel an obligation to 
19 challenge people's statements. 
20 Q. Just to be clear, and we've discussed this. 
21 You see here that Ed thought Nancy was your client at 
22 that time; correct? 
! 23 A. I --
24 MR. MILLEMANN: Objection; asked and answered. 
25 THE WITNESS: Yeah. 
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l Q. (BY MS. FOSTER) You can answer it. 
2 A. As I said, I did not parse that sentence. I 
Page54 
3 was not -- at that point, my concern was over a door. 






Q. But you didn't correct him? 
A. I saw no need to. 
Q. So,no? 
A. No, I did not correct Ed. 
Q. Okay. And Ed testified -- Ed had his 
10 deposition taken here, too,just like a bunch of folks 
ll have. And he testified that when he spoke with you, you 
12 told him that Nancy and her bridge friends had 
13 difficulty with moisture and air getting through the 
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1 deposition of Nancy Gentry-Boyd. Is this the next email 
2 that you have in your set of emails, from March 18th, 
3 2013? 
4 A. It's a portion of that conversation. 
s Q. What's missing? 
6 A. I don't have a copy of the -- thank you, 
7 Michael, portion of this email. 
8 Q. Okay. That's fine. So between August of2012 
9 and March of 2013, did you have conversations or emails 
10 with anybody about 2130 Payette? 
11 A. Not that I recall. 
12 Q. And not about the doors then? 
13 A. No. 
14 door that was bothering their bridge game at the card 14 Q. Did you have conversations or emails with 
15 table on the other side of the room. Is that true? 15 anybody about Ed Petrus? 
16 
17 
A. No. 16 A. Not during that time. 
Q. Okay. What's false about that? 11 Q. Not during that time? 
18 A. We were discussing the door on the southeast 10 A. Not that I mean, not that I can recall. 
19 comer. And it was my understanding, that is where they 19 Q. Okay. So then the next you heard about it, 
20 were playing bridge. 20 anything about the doors, was March of 2013, this email? 
21 Q. Not on the other side of the room? 21 A. Yes. 
22 
23 
A. Not on the other side of the room. I had no 22 Q. And had you known what had happened with the 
idea about the other side of the room. 1 23 doors prior to that? 
Q. Okay. 124 A. The last I knew is they were going to have to 24 
25 A. And wind and moisture were never mentioned in 25 be totally reinstalled. That's all I knew about the 
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1 that conversation. 
2 Q. It was a draft? 
3 A. A cold draft was the words Nancy used. 
4 Q. Okay. Okay. So then after these August 2012 
s emails that we just looked at, looking at your last one, 
6 again looking at -- oh, what are you looking at? 
7 A. You are still here (indicating)? 
8 Q. Yes. 
9 A. Okay. 
10 Q. Are you looking at the same email in your 
11 folder? 
12 A. Yes. Yes, the same email. 
13 Q. Okay. So after this last email from you that 
14 I have here, in Exhibit 41, at August 13th, 2012, 1:57 
15 p.m., do you have any conversations or emails with Ed 
16 after that? 
17 A. Much later, and I don't know if it was 
10 directly from Ed. Let's say, August 13th, I respond to 
19 Ed. The next communication I have a record of was March 
20 18th, 2013. 
21 Q. Can I see that quickly? And see ifl have 
2 2 already have that as an Exhibit? 
23 A. (Witness complying.) 
24 Q. Okay. Yes, if you could tum to Tab 7. And 
2s this is previous low been marked Exhibit No. 7 in the 
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1 situation, so ... 
2 Q. Okay. 
3 A. Whatever that meant, that's as far as I -- had 
4 followed the progress. 
5 Q. Okay. Then on March 18th, Ed emails you 
6 again. And says that Kevin, or someone in his office, 
7 will be dropping off a copy of the estimates to replace 
8 the defective doors is that Kevin Batchelor? 
9 A. Yes. 
10 Q. And did Kevin Batchelor drop off an estimate? 
11 A. I believe he provided us one I don't know if 
12 he dropped it off, emailed. It's my understanding he 
13 delivered it. 
14 Q. Did you speak with Kevin at that time about 
15 the doors? 
16 A. I don't recall. 
11 Q. You don't recall? 
10 A. No. 
19 Q. And he says in this email, Ed does, "Please 
20 provide a copy to Nancy at your earliest convenience." 
21 Did you provide a copy of to Nancy of the bid? 
22 A. I believe I did. I don't have a recollection 
23 of doing that but. 
24 Q. It would be in your files? 
• 25 A. I think on March 19th, I would have emailed 
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1 that to her. 
2 Q. And you forwarded to her a portion of 
3 Mr. Petrus' note or is it the entire note that you 
4 forwarded. I only see a portion there. 
5 A. It's the entire well, this is what is 
6 forwarded, a two-page document. 
7 Q. Okay. 
8 A. So this was actually an attachment, but it was 
9 also shows as a visual representation on the email. 
10 Q. Understood. 
11 A. The full document was up here (indicating). 
12 But that's what Nancy would have received. 
13 Q. But you've cut and pasted a selection of the 
14 email up above; is that right? 
15 A. Yes. 
16 Q. And is that the section that says, your client 
17 clearly knew she had problems of water intrusion coming 
18 through the doors? 
19 A. Yes. 
20 Q. And you didn't tell Ed that that was 
21 incorrect; did you? 
22 A. I did not dispute his statement. I did not 
23 have personal knowledge of that. 
24 Q. Did you ask Nancy about it? 
25 A. No. 
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1 Q. Did she respond to your email to address that 
2 contention? 
3 A. Let me see. Okay. The next chain I have is a 
4 response from Nancy on April 4th. And I don't know. I 
5 don't think it relates directly to this previous email. 
6 Q. Is it about the door? 
7 A. No. This has to do with a request, I believe, 
8 from Nancy for copies of closing documents. So I don't. 
9 In my email chain I don't have any response. 
10 Q. To that email? 
11 A. To this email with the bid. 
12 Q. Can I see that email from Nancy to you? 
13 A. This was on April 4th. And I believe it was 
14 on a different matter. (Witness complying.) 
15 Q. This says that you have attached the addenda 
16 to the purchase and sale agreement for 2130 Payette. So 
11 it's the same house; right? 
18 A. Yes, this relates to the same house. This is 
19 the email that submitted to the documentation she 
2 o requested. 
21 Q. This is on April 4th, 2013? 
22 A. Right. 
23 Q. Did she call you to ask for that? 
24 A. Probably. I like I said, I don't have an 
25 email request. So it was probably a phone conversation. 
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1 Q. And do you know why she requested it? Did she 
2 tell you? 
3 A. I don't recall, why. I'm going to assume she 
4 did not have copies and wanted them. 
5 Q. And in the next email up, it says, it's from 
6 Maura. Who is Maura? ls that Nancy's assistant? 
7 A. I don't -- I don't know. Again, I don't 
8 recall who Maura was. 
9 Q. Okay. I can tell you Nancy testified that 
10 she's I can't remember if she's her husband's secretary, 
11 or assistant, or her personal assistant. I can't 
12 recall. 
13 A. Okay. 
14 Q. But this email says, "Hi, Michael. I received 
15 documents. Thank you. In comparing what was in the 
16 AmeriTitle documents of what you sent, the addenda No. 5 
17 that you sent, which is signed by parties is not 
18 included. Either way Nancy fulfilled the requirements 
19 of that addendum." 
2 o Do you know what it's addressing, when it 
21 says, "Nancy fulfilled the requirements of that 
22 addendum"? 
23 A. Off the top of my head, I don't know. I would 
24 have to look Addendum No. 5. 
25 Q. Okay. You don't remember what Addendum No. 5 
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1 was? 
2 A. We had -- let me pull the contract documents. 
3 Q. All right. I have Addendum No. 5, if you 
4 would like to take a look. It's previously marked 
5 Exhibit No. 5 in the deposition of Nancy Gentry-Boyd, 
6 Bates No. Re/Max 34. Is that Addendum 5? 
7 A. That is a partially assigned addendum, yes, 
8 addendum 5. 
9 Q. And is that the fully signed addendum 5? 
10 A. That is yes. 
11 Q. Since that one is not as clear, I'm going to 
12 go back to this original. Do you know whether there are 
13 differences between these two? 
14 A. There should be no differences. 
15 Q. Let's look at the one that's easier to read 
16 Bates labeled 34. 
17 MS. FOSTER: Off the record. 
18 (Discussion held off the record.) 
19 MS. FOSTER: On the record. 
20 Q. (BY MS. FOSTER) Does this addendum have 
21 anything to do with the doors? 
22 A. To my knowledge, no. 
23 Q. Okay. 
24 MS. FOSTER: Off the record. 
2 5 (Discussion held off the record.) 
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1 MS. FOSTER: We're back on. 
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2 Q. (BY MS. FOSTER) So you don't know what is 
3 meant here by, "either way Nancy fulfilled the 
4 requirements of that addendum"? 
5 A. The buyer requested a list of repairs, which 
6 Nancy undertook to complete per this agreement. So my 
7 understanding is she made all the requested repairs per 
8 the contract. 
9 Q. And this repair was not included; correct? 
10 A. Which repair? 
11 Q. To the french doors that we're requesting? 
12 A. There was no request for the repair of the 
13 french doors. 
14 Q. Is that what is being referenced here? 
15 A. I believe this is the request. This is what 
16 he requested be repaired this is what I repaired. 
17 Q. And did you agree? 
18 A. I believe that Nancy had fulfilled her 
19 obligations under the contract, yes. 
20 Q. Okay. And then what are you looking at? 
21 A. This was an April 4th communication, 11 :51 
22 a.m. Kevin wrote me. 
23 MR. MILLEMANN: I'm sorry. Michael, what 
24 year? 
25 THE WITNESS: 2013, April 4th, 2013. Kevin 
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1 wrote me to pass along information from August 13th 
2 requesting a decision. I responded to Kevin that Nancy 
3 had contacted me and assured me she would respond to 
4 Mr. Petrus by the end of the week. 
5 Q. (BY MS. FOSTER) Okay. So if you could take a 
6 look at Tab 8. This is previously marked Exhibit No. 6 
7 to Nancy Gentry-Boyd's deposition. Is this the email 
8 chain you were referencing? 
9 A. Yes. 
10 Q. And after April 4th, Nancy contacted me that 
11 she will respond to Mr. Petrus by the end of next week. 
12 That's the same email we were just looking at; right? 
13 A. Yes, that's the same email. 
14 Q. And at this time, you talked with Nancy about 
15 if she had ever had problems with the door prior to 
16 selling the house? 
17 A. I didn't have specific recollections. I did 
18 talk to Nancy on the phone. I do remember talking with 
19 her on occasion about this. I was actually in 
20 California for one of those phone calls. But I don't 
21 remember the nature of the discussion. And she was 
2 2 upset. She felt she had done what she was supposed to 
2 3 do and she did not feel there was a problem. 
24 Q. She did not feel there was a problem? 
25 A. Not one attributed to her as though she were 
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1 responsible for something. 
2 Q. And you don't recall. So you recall her 
3 saying that you recall her being upset, and saying there 
4 is no problem attributable to her. Do you remember 
5 anything specific she said? 
6 A. I don't. 
7 Q. That was your impression of the conversation? 
8 A. That was my conversation of the. 
9 Q. Do you know whether that was an experienced 
10 trouble with the door or problems she experienced in the 
11 past? 
12 A. Prior to June email, in June, I never had. 
13 Q. And she never gave you the impression in that 
14 that conversation, or any other conversation that she 
15 had? 
16 A. No. 
11 Q. That's your testimony? 
18 A. No, this was no big deal. She did not 
19 understand the problem, what the issue was. 
20 Q. And then if you could turn to Tab 9, which is 
21 an email previously marked as Exhibit 8 to Nancy 
22 Gentry-Boyd's exhibit. This is an email between Ed and 
23 Nancy the bottom is half is April 9th, 2013. Nancy 
24 says, "Dear Mr. Petrus. The due diligence was completed 
2 5 prior to the close of escrow. You closed escrow. I 
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1 have no further responsibilities." 
2 And do you agree that all that is true? 
3 A. I agree that that is true. 
4 Q. Okay. If Nancy had known about something that 
5 was a defect in the house, and didn't disclose it, and 
6 it wasn't found in due diligence, wouldn't that be her 
7 responsibility? 
8 MR. MILLEMANN: Objection. It calls for 
9 speculation. It calls for a legal conclusion. 
10 THE WITNESS: The property disclosure deals 
11 specifically with what she knows. But she's not under 
12 obligation to discover. 
13 Q. (BY MS. FOSTER) Right. So if she does know 
14 something, but she doesn't put it down on the property 
15 disclosure form, and it's not found at inspection, isn't 
16 that her responsibility? 
17 MR. MILLEMANN: Object to the form of the 
18 question. Object it calls for speculation. It calls 
19 for a legal conclusion, and mischaracterizes the terms 
2 o of property disclosure, itself. 
21 Q. (BY MS. FOSTER) You can answer the question 
22 if you remember it? 
23 A. Can you please ask re-ask the question? 
24 Q. So if she, Nancy, does know something, but she 
2 s doesn't put it down on the property disclosure form, and 
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1 it isn't found at inspection; isn't that her 
2 responsibility? 
3 MR. MILLEMANN: The same objections. 
4 THE WITNESS: I'm not able to answer that 
5 again. Because what Nancy knows, or did not know, I had 
6 no knowledge of. 
1 Q. (BY MS. FOSTER) Well, let me ask it this way. 
8 You are a real estate agent; right? 
9 A. Yes. 
10 Q. And you deal with property disclosure forms 
11 all the time; right? 
12 A. Yes. 
13 Q. And you understand what the disclosures of 
14 responsibility are when they fill out a property 
15 disclosure form; correct? 
16 A. Yes. 
11 Q. You are a licensed broker? 
18 A. Yes. 
19 Q. Okay. Isn't it true, that if a seller doesn't 
20 disclose something that's a defect, that they know about 
21 on the property disclosure form, that's their 
22 responsibility, regardless of whether it's found in due 
2 3 diligence? 
24 MR. MILLEMANN: Object to the form of the 
. 2 5 question. It's leading, and it calls for speculation. 
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1 THE WITNESS: I don't know how to answer that 
2 one. 
3 Q. (BY MS. FOSTER) Do you advise your clients or 
4 your customers to be complete and honest when they fill 
5 out a property disclosure form? 
6 A. I advise my clients to disclose everything 
7 they know about, and in detail. And if there was any 
8 issues with the property to describe, not just the 
9 problem, but how it was remedied, and that's best 
10 practices. 
11 Q. When you saw the email from Nancy in June 
12 19th, 2012, where she said, if you keep the door locked, 
13 it will dry out and won't be a problem. Did you 
14 consider that to be the sort of condition that should be 
15 disclosed on a property disclosure form? 
16 A. I would have preferred that if that was an 
11 issue, if she recognized it as an issue, that you 
1a disclose. 
19 Q. Why would you have preferred that? 
20 A. Just we probably wouldn't be sitting here 
• 21 today. But having done this for many homes, a lot of 
22 things owners are used to, and they do not see them as 
23 issues. So they don't disclose a lot of things, which 
24 they just figure are the normal function of the home. 
25 Q. Is it normal for a door to have to stay locked 
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1 so that it can dry out? 
2 A. I wouldn't know. I have difficulties with 
3 doors at every house that I have listed. 
4 Q. Right. So in your experience, have you ever 
5 had a seller that had a door that in order to dry out 
6 had to stay locked? 
7 A. I've never had that experience. 
8 Q. So this was new? 
9 A. This was new. 
10 Q. This was not something normal that you had 
11 encountered before? 
12 A. I've encountered many doors that don't 
13 function properly. But I've never encountered that, no. 
14 Q. How defective must the door be that in your 
15 opinion, as a real estate agent, worthy of being listed 
16 on a property disclosure form? 
11 A. Generally if the seller is aware of a defect 
18 of water intrusion or other issues, best practices, they 
19 should disclose it. 
2 o Q. So if that door needs to stay locked in order 
21 to dry out, and you knew about it, would you advise the 
22 seller to disclose that? 
23 MR. MILLEMANN: Object to the fonn of the 
2 4 question. It's leading, and calls for speculation. 
25 THE WITNESS: I cannot, underlaw, and 
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1 especially under the terms of that disclosure, in any 
2 way be involved with it, beyond the initial advice I 
3 give, tell what you know, and what you discovered, and 
4 anything that you discovered of the condition of your 
5 home. And that's in the opening paragraph of the 
6 disclosure form. And specifically, within that 
7 paragraph, real estate agents are enjoyed from 
a participating in the disclosure process. We are not 
9 qualified. We are not owners of the home, nor can we 
10 make recommendations beyond just best practices. 
11 Q. (BY MS. FOSTER) So if you know of a defect, 
12 and you know the seller knows and doesn't disclose it, 
13 you can't get involved in that? ls that what you are 
14 tell me? 
15 A. If I know of a defect on the listing of the 
16 house, I'm going to advise the seller to disclose it, 
1 7 yes. If I don't know about it, I certainly can't. 
18 Q. I'm just trying to understand what your role 
19 is with the property disclosure form. If you had a 
! 2 o client who knew of a defect, and you knew they knew, and 
21 you knew they didn't put it down on the property 
22 disclosure form, what do you do? 
23 A. Well, you'll notice in your disclosure, we 
· 24 amended that disclosure when certain things came to 
25 light. So you'll notice on page 4, there is an 
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1 amendment. So sometime during the listing, I have a 
2 property currently listed. The seller calls up and just 
3 says, oh, I remember the neighbor was repairing his 
4 condo, and water leaked into my condo. And I said, we 
5 have to amend the disclosure, which we did. 
6 Q. So if you found out the seller knew of the 
7 defect, you would advise them to include it in their 
8 property disclose form? 
9 A. I would advise them to do so, yes. 
10 Q. And if they didn't do so? 
11 A. That's on them. 
12 Q. That's on them. That's not something you 
13 would normally do about that? 
14 A. I cannot compel them. 
15 Q. And are you obligated to tell the potential 
16 buyer about this? Or do you consider yourself obligated 
17 to tell a potential buyer if this happens? 
18 A. If it's considered a material fact, yes, if it 
19 is something in my current knowledge. So if a roof is 
20 leaking, yes, the buyer would need to know. 
21 Q. Okay. 
22 A. And I would certainly ask, beg, and plead that 
23 the seller provide that information to the buyer. 
24 Q. Okay. But you can't compel them to do it? 
25 A. No. 
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1 Q. And so if they refused, you would disclose it 
2 to the buyer? 
3 A. Again, if it rises to the level of material 
4 fact. 
5 Q. Correct. 
6 A. And again, that goes into client 
7 confidentiality, and do I know what I think I know. 
8 Q. Right. 
9 A. And I could actually violate my client 
10 relationship by revealing something based on supposition 
11 or speculation. 
12 Q. Yes, certainly. 
13 A. So it would have to be documented by an 
14 outside third party before I could make a disclosure. 
15 Q. And what about a customer relationship? The 
16 same thing, same answer? 
17 A. Best practices, yes, the same answer. 
18 Q. Okay. So ifit had been documented that these 
19 french doors would need to stay locked in order to dry 
20 out, is that something that you would have disclosed to 
21 the punitive buyer? 
22 A. I would have expected, if that was a known 
23 fact, that it would have been disclosed, yes. 
24 Q. Okay. And so you don't help fill out these 
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A. Absolutely not. 
MS. FOSTER: Okay. Let's see. I want to try 
to get you out of here sooner, rather than later. Can 
we take a five minute break to see if I can look at it 
and see if I have any questions about it. 
THE WITNESS: Sure. 
(A recess was had.) 
MS. FOSTER: We're back on. 
Q. (BY MS. FOSTER) I've gone through your file 
quickly, and I did find one email that I wanted to ask 
you about, but only one. This is an email dated April 
3rd, 2013 from you to Jean Odmark and Nancy. Take a 
quick look, if you don't mind? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Okay. And --
MR. MILLEMANN: I'm sorry. What's the date on 
that again? 
THE WITNESS: April 3rd, 2013, 1 :24 p.m. 
MR. MILLEMANN: Can I see that quickly? 
MS. FOSTER: Yes. 
Q. (BY MS. FOSTER) And can you compare it to Tab 
8 in your binder? 
A. (Witness complying.) 
Q. So halfway down the page, on Tab 8, which is 
previously marked Exhibit 6 for the Nancy Gentry-Boyd 
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deposition, Bates labeled Batchelor 98. There is an 
email from Kevin Batchelor to you on April 3rd, 2013, at 
1:16, passing on Ed's questions about the door. And we 
discussed this earlier; right? 
A. I believe so, yes. 
Q. Okay. And then it looks like about eight 
minutes later, you emailed Nancy and Jean with a copy of 
the original inspection contingency release and portions 
of the inspection report; is that right? 
A. I think Nancy had requested that I send her 
that portion of the contract for her review. 
Q. When did she request that? 
A. I'm going to assume, on April 3rd. 
Q. Is it before or after you got that 1 : 16 email 
from Kevin Batchelor; do you know? 
A. I don't know if the time stamp is correct. 
This was after. 
Q. And I don't know if there is a Pacific -- no, 
there isn't. Okay. So it was after. So it was between 
1: 16 and 1 :24 p.m. on April 3rd, Nancy asked you to send 
those documents? 
A. That's the way I read it, yes. 
Q. Did she call you? 
A. I'm going to assume, yes, because I don't have 
an email making that request. 
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1 Q. And did you understand what she wanted those 
2 documents for? 
3 A. Probably just to look at them. She should 
4 have had a full set of copies, but whether she could 
5 locate those are or not. She knew I would be a quick 
6 source. 
7 Q. Did you understand that she wanted to look at 
8 them in order to see that this was a repair that 
9 Mr. Petrus had requested? 
1 o MR. MILLEMANN: Objection; lack of foundation. 
11 It calls for speculation. 
12 THE WITNESS: All I know, she wanted these 
13 documents. 
14 Q. (BY MS. FOSTER) You didn't know why? 
15 A. I don't recall why. But there is a previous 
16 email, which she requested other documents, which I 
17 sent, specifically Addendum 5? 
18 Q. Right. 
19 A. So I'm kind of in the habit when somebody 
2 o requests documents, which I have on file, and I have 
21 them, I will forward them as a convenience to them. 
22 Q. But you have no understanding of what she 
23 wanted them? 
24 MR. MILLEMANN: The same objection. 
25 THE WITNESS: I don't know what the reason 
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1 would have been. I was responding to her request. 
2 Q. (BY MS. FOSTER) Well, as her agent, did you 
3 have any understanding as to what relevance those 
4 documents might have to Ed's inquiry? 
s MR. MILLEMANN: Same objection, the third 
6 time. 
7 THE WITNESS: I have no recollection of what 
8 the discussion was. Clearly, in the framework we were 
9 discussing, I recognized it was what was happening. 
10 Q. (BY MS. FOSTER) And sitting here, as her 
11 agent, and as an agent, what is the connection 
12 before 
13 MR. MILLEMANN: Object to the form. 
14 MS. FOSTER: Let me finish the question. 
1s MR. MILLEMANN: Were you finished? 
16 MS. FOSTER: No. 
11 Q. (BY MS. FOSTER) You said, I have no 
· 10 recollection of what he did. It clearly was in the 
19 framework we were discussing. I recognized it 
2 o was -- what was happening. What do you mean by that? 
21 A. Well, the emails before and after are related 
22 to the home on 2130 Payette. And I'm going to assume, 
23 based on this, that Nancy wanted to see a portion of the 
24 contract related to some of Mr. Petrus' claims. 
25 Q. A portion of the contract related to his 
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1 claims about the doors? 
2 A. About the transaction. 
3 Q. His claims here about the doors only, though; 
4 right, at this time? 
5 A. His claims are about the doors. Nancy's 
6 request relates to the actual transaction. 
7 Q. Okay. Just to be clear, your testimony today 
8 is, you don't know what relevance the documents she 
9 requested could have to Ed's claims about the door? Is 
10 that your testimony? 
11 A. If you are asking my opinion, they had no 
12 relevance. 
13 Q. Why not? 
14 A. Because the doors were not mentioned in those 
15 documents. 
16 Q. Is that why she asked for them, to see if the 
17 doors were mentioned in the documents? 
10 MR. MILLEMANN: Object to the question. It 
19 calls for speculation. 
20 THE WITNESS: As again, because I have no 
21 recollection, all I can speak to is that she requested 
22 them, and I delivered them. 
23 Q. (BY MS. FOSTER) And you say, you don't know 
24 why. And you don't think they are relevant to the 
25 doors? 
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1 A. The doors never came up during the inspection 
2 and sale of the home. So these documents did not 
3 pertain to the doors. 
4 Q. Did you say to her, Nancy, why are you asking 
s for these documents? They are not relevant? 
6 A. No. 
7 Q. Whynot? 
8 A. Anything she wanted, she can get. This was 
9 her transaction I have the files. Any document within 
10 that file, that I shared with you, that she wanted, 
11 she's entitled to. But that applies to all my clients 
12 and customers. If they want something, and I have it, 
13 I'll, as a courtesy, provide it. 
14 Q. I guess my question is, when I read these, I 
15 hadn't seen these emails before today. And I interpret 
16 them -- and just having seen them today, to mean, that 
17 Nancy wanted to see what was in the repair list to see 
18 whether the doors were there. That's how I interpreted 
19 it. And I just want to know from you, whether you think 
20 my interpretation is reasonable, or not? 
21 MR. MILLEMANN: Objection. It calls for 
22 speculation. 
23 THE WITNESS: Again, I don't know. 
24 Q. (BY MS. FOSTER) You don't know? 
25 A. I don't even remember doing this. Okay. So 
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1 the conversation, or the reasons related to it, I don't 
2 have any recollection. But I believe Nancy wanted to 
3 review the contract, and what she had agreed to do to 
4 refresh her mind. 
5 Q. And then after that, she sent an email, 
6 saying, the due diligence period is closed, and I have 
7 no more further responsibilities; right? 
8 A. I would have to check the file. Is 
9 that -- does that follow subsequently? 
10 Q. Yes. Tab 9. 
11 A. Okay. 
12 Q. And did you ever see this email before today? 
13 I guess you did, because Ed forwarded it to you on April 
14 9th? 
! 15 A. Yes, cc'd to me. 
16 Q. And you agreed with all of what she said, or 
17 you testified; right? 
18 A. I did. 
19 Q. And had you reviewed the documents you sent 
'2 o Nancy on the 4th, in this email we were just discussing, 
21 when you sent them to her, did you review them? 
22 A. To the extent, I had to pull them from the 
23 file, organize them, scan them, and email them to her, 
24 yes. 
25 Q. And did you review them substantively to see 
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1 what was in them? 
2 A. I refer to them in that respect. But we did 
3 not have a full inspection report. I recognize the 
4 difference between a full inspector's report and the 
5 pages we had. So I was at least aware that I was only 
6 sending her those portions that were released to us. 
7 Q. Okay. And did you look at it to see for 
s yourself, whether the doors had been listed as a 
9 potential repair? 
10 A. I doubt I needed to. I had enough 
11 recollection, even now, that that was not on the list. 
12 Q. So you didn't look at it to double-check? 
13 A. No, I was not worried about -- as I said, when 
14 the repair request were made, it wasn't my 
15 responsibility to organize the repairs, to meet 
16 contractors and repairmen at that property. This was 
11 not one of the issues that we dealt with. 
18 Q. Okay. 
19 A. We dealt with the gas line that was not capped 
20 per code. We dealt with the air-conditioning heat pump 
21 unit that burned out. And a sound proofing enclosure 
22 that had largely been responsible for that, and nearly 
23 burnt the house down. There was some, I guess, 
i 24 Sheetrock --
25 Q. I don't have any questions about that. 
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1 A. Patchwork, but those things like that. I was 
2 aware of, because I was directly involved in 
3 facilitating the repairs. 
4 Q. So when you testified that you think she's 
5 correct here, that due diligence was completed, and I 
6 have no further responsibilities, is that opinion by 
7 you, based on the fact that the repair of the door was 
8 not requested during the sale of the home? 
9 A. My opinion is that she met all of her 
10 requirements of the contractual agreement with the buyer 
11 in selling her home. 
12 Q. And does one of those include the fact that 
13 the repair was not listed in the items requested to be 
14 repaired by Mr. Petrus? 
15 A. It was not asked for. It was not evidenced. 
16 So, therefore, there was no repair. 
17 Q. Now, you've seen this email from her saying on 
' 18 June 19th, the door needed to be locked in order to dry 
19 out. And that was something you learned before closing; 
20 right? 
21 A. Yes. 
122 Q. And then you told me, that if you had known 
23 she had known that, then you would wanted it on the 
24 property disclosure form; isn't that true? 
2 5 A. No, that not how I would characterize that 
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1 statement. If any issue was a known issue on the house, 
2 I would expect her to disclose, and I would certainly 
3 ask her to disclose it. The issue with sticky doors is 
4 all homes have them for one reason or another. And some 
5 of them are seasonal, but they don't rise to a level of 
6 an issue, particularly in the mind of a home seller. 
7 Q. Right. Well, I'm not asking you just about a 
8 plain old sticky door. I'm asking you about what she 
9 said in her email, a door you needed to keep locked in 
10 order to dry out. That's what I'm asking you about. 
11 A. Nancy did not believe that was a problem, 
12 so ... 
13 Q. How do you know she believed that? 
14 A. Because she apparently dealt with it before, 
1s and it was a self-solving issue. And it was apparently 
16 related, a seasonal issue. And apparently, she did not 
11 believe it rose to a level of a disclosure issue. 
18 Q. But you do; right? 
19 A. No, I don't. I don't know that it would rise. 
20 As I've said, was it a material fact? I don't know. If 
21 it is a material fact, if I've got water coming through 
22 the ceiling, then, yes, it needs to be disclosed. If 
23 I've got mold, and discoloration on a floor, we need to 
24 know why, and disclose it. If there is no evidence of 
2 s any defect, then a sticky door would not rise to a level 
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1 of disclosure. 
2 Q. Let me ask you this. What do you mean by 
3 "sticky door"? 
4 A. Well, any time you have large doors, 
5 especially in the french-style configuration, they seem 
6 to be a curse for me. I have a listing on the lake 
7 right now with a door that I cannot seem to get locked. 
8 But my business partner has no problems, whatsoever. So 
9 would I have to disclose to the seller, they have a 
10 problem. And, no, I probably would have to disclose, I 
11 have a problem. Especially since my partner is 80 years 
12 old, and she can get it locked, and 1 can't. So, yeah, 
13 the fact that hardware is not operable at times, does 
14 not flag any serious concern on my part, not without 
15 supporting evidence that there arc bigger issues 
.16 involved. 
1
11 Q. So are you defining a sticky door to be one 
18 that has a hardware problem? 
19 A. Generally. It's usually when you are trying 
20 to latch it, that I run into problem with doors. And 
21 again, because they are large, and heavy, and tolerances 
1
2 2 are pretty tight. 
23 Q. So what about a door that she's describing? 
24 Is this a door that she says need to be kept locked, so 











fit your definition of a "sticky door, "or is that 
something different? 
A. To her, it was a sticky door. I don't --
Q. I'm asking what you think? 
A. I don't know what to think. I have no 
personal knowledge of it. Again, you are asking me to 
speculate on something without knowing the cause. 
Q. No. No. I'm asking what you mean when you 
say, "sticky door." Because you keep using the phrase, 
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l way you've used the word "material" earlier in your 
2 testimony? 
3 A. If it's a known fact, in other words, if we've 
4 had an inspector come in, and say, there is a problem 
5 with this door. It has swollen. Then we have an actual 
6 expert opinion on it. I would want that disclosed if 
7 that was known. 
8 Q. And what about if the seller knew it without 
9 having called the inspector, but she knew it was a fact? 
10 A. I don't know what she knows that's the 
11 problem. 
12 Q. But if she did? 
13 A. If she did, it would be up to her decide 
14 whether it rose to the level of disclosure. 
15 Q. You wouldn't advise her to disclose it? 
16 A. Not if the door is operable. As I said, if 
l 7 the door is operable, but it gives you fits, it doesn't 
18 necessarily mean there is an underlying problem. These 
19 doors are big and heavy, and even a sun shining on a 
2 o door in the afternoon can cause it to become balky. 
21 Q. No. I'm trying to understand, you said this 
2 2 was the first time you had encountered a door that you 
2 3 had to keep locked to dry out. You've never had that 
24 happen in all your years as a real estate agent. 





Q. And you never had a door fit that description 
prior to this email from Nancy; correct? 
A. Correct. 
4 Q. So you don't have any comparable experience 






Q. So this is not, as you said, this is different 

















and I want to know, if a door, in your opinion, when you 10 
say the word "sticky door" includes -- ll 
A. From my experience, it would be different, 
yes. 
Q. And based on your experience, if you knew that 
the seller knew this door had to be kept locked in order 
to dry out, would you want her to put that on the 
A. Okay. My definition of a "sticky door" is a 
door that operates, can be locked, but may be difficult. 
12 
13 
Q. To open and close? 
A. To open and close. 
l4 property disclosure form? 
Q. Okay. So when she describes that door that 
needs to -- so she says, it needs to be kept locked in 
order to dry out. So that means that it's wet; right? 
A. I don't know what she meant by that. But 
she's, I guess, she's assuming it was wet. 
Q. Does that meet your definition of a "sticky 
door" or is that something different? 








Q. And so if that's something different, is that 24 
something that you would consider material, because the 25 
A. I would want her to, yes. 
Q. Jumping to a different topic. Do you know 
Todd McKenna? 
A. Ido. 
Q. And how long have you known him? 
A. Maybe ten years. 
Q. Are you personal friends? 
A. No. 
Q. Do you have prc,tes:s1ona1 
him? 
A. Yes. Yes. 
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1 Q. Are you aware of his professional reputation 
2 in the community? 
3 A. To the extent that I use him as a home 
4 inspector, yes. 
5 Q. So you know what your opinion of his 
6 competence is? 
7 A. Yes. 
8 Q. Okay. And what is your opinion? 
9 A. He's been very competent. We've had good 
10 success in using him. 
11 Q. For sellers or buyers? 
12 A. Both. 
13 Q. Both? 
14 A. We've had him represent when we have buyers 
15 and he's been chosen as in this case to represent 
16 somebody else's buyer. 
17 Q. Okay. And do you know ifhe has a reputation 
18 for being the inspector you hire, if you want to cover 
19 up a defect, or get something sold? 
20 A. No. 
21 Q. You are not aware of any reputation in that 
22 regard? 
23 A. No. 
24 Q. And in your experience, is that something he 
1
2 5 does downplay a defect in order to get a transaction to 
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1 go through? 
2 A. No. He doesn't appear to be motivated by 
3 that. He's open, and honest, and straightforward about 
4 things. 
5 Q. Were you there with him when he did the 
6 inspection of 2130 Payette? 
7 A. I don't recall. I think I was the one who let 
8 him unlocked the door. I believe that's how it went. I 
9 generally do not accompany inspectors. I have been at a 
10 property with Todd that where I spent the entire eight 
11 hours with him, because the seller requested it. But 
12 normally we give them the opportunity to do their work 
13 without staring over the shoulder. 
l4 Q. Do you recall whether you were there at this 
15 time? I'm not trying to trick you? 
16 A. I seem to recall letting him in. I have this 
17 mental image of his truck parked in the drive and giving 
18 access to the property, yes. 
19 Q. And my understanding is you went into the 
20 crawlspace with him; true? 
21 A. That was after the fact. 
22 Q. Oh. 
23 A. So after we -- after the inspection, there 
24 were several repair requests, and I asked Todd to 
25 accompany me to point out exactly what it was we need to 
Michael Wood 
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1 fix. And one of the issues was a gas line under the 
2 crawlspace, that had not been capped according to the 
3 code. So I wanted to make sure I knew which part of the 
4 line we were talking about So Todd took me down there, 
5 pointed it out, and I took the repairman down there 
6 pointed it out for repair. 
7 Q. Were you there when they were doing the 
8 repair? 
9 A. Yes. 
1 o Q. Were you there when the phone was off and 
11 pulled them out and water came out? 
12 A. Which repair? 
13 Q. The repair for the gas line. 
l4 A. I think you are mixing them up. The one with 
15 A-1 Heating, he correctly capped the gas line. This is 
16 first I heard of water coming out of a phone. 
17 Q. So this is something you don't have any 
18 knowledge of? 
19 A. No. No. 
20 Q. Okay. Fine. Okay. You said you have a 
21 memory of Todd's truck out in front and maybe letting 
• 22 him in to do his inspection, it was April 17th, 2012; 
23 does that sound right to you? 
24 A. April 17th. 
25 Q. Yeah. 
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1 A. Let me go back. 
2 Q. Let's see. 
3 A. Of course, I don't have my file now. 
4 Q. Oh, do I have it? 
5 A. I have it. 
6 Q. I'm sorry. Here you go. 
7 A. I can probably determine closer to the file. 
8 I mean, our original closing date was April 20th. He 
9 wouldn't have been out there on the 17th. 
lo Q. Here we go. You know, I can help with this if 
11 you turn to tab 5? 
12 A. (Witness complying.) 
13 MS. FOSTER: We'll put a sticker on this for 
l4 Exhibit 49. It's a one page document Bates labeled 
1s Gentry-Boyd First Responses 239. 
16 (Exhibit 49 marked.) 
17 Q. (BY MS. FOSTER) And then there is an email 
18 halfway this email discusses doing the final walk 
19 through. Oh, what am I talking about. Okay. You are 
20 right. I did it wrong, the April 17th. 
21 A. Yes, it was March 18th. 
! 22 Q. So March 18th, you said? 
2 3 A. March 18th. 
124 Q. 2012. Okay. We'll get to this in a minute 
25 then. How much snow was on the deck that day? 
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1 A. I don't recall there was snow I don't know how 
2 much. 
3 Q. Did you walk around on the did deck? 
4 A. I didn't know. 
5 Q. You did not? 
6 A. I did not. 
7 Q. Did you observe Todd walking around on the 
8 deck? 
9 A. I did not. 
10 Q. Do you recall where you were? 
11 A. I basically let him in and then I turned him 
12 loose I don't know if I stayed. I don't remember if I 
13 stayed. I generally in a situation lake that I don't. 
14 Todd will call me when he's finishing up and I'll come 
15 back and secure the home. 
16 Q. And did you do that day? 
17 A. That's what I recall. I did not stay I gave 
18 Todd access to the house make sure he could access all 
19 the various portions of the house and let him do his 
20 work. 
21 Q. And you went to lock up? 
22 A. I went to lock up. 
23 Q. Did you have to lock the french doors that 
24 day? 
25 A. I don't remember. And the only door I can 
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1 remember locking was the one I went out. 
2 Q. The front door? 
3 A. Yes, I always use the side door on the side of 
4 the garage more accessible one. 
s Q. Okay. 
6 A. I would have went through and verified 
7 everything was locked. But as to remembering whether I 
8 had to lock doors. Of course, Todd generally walk 
9 through and lock everything as well. He was very good 
10 at that, but I still had the obligation to secure the 
11 door the home. 
12 Q. When you hire a home inspector -- I'm 
13 sorry -- let me rephrase that, because I know you are 
14 not the one that secures them. 
1s When you are representing the buyer, do you 
16 give them names of home inspector? 
11 A. I give them a list of three. 
18 Q. Why do you give them three? 
19 A. I don't want to cherry pick, and I don't want 
2 o to recommend a specific -- I include in my email they 
21 are not listed in any specific order. I do generally do 
22 them alphabetically just so it's clear I was not. And 
23 generally, what happens a lot of times the first guy 
24 that calls back, gets the job. 
2 s Q. How do you pick the three names to provide? 
• Michael Wood June 1, 2016 
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1 A. Well, generally, we've only got about three up 
2 here. There are Boise people. And my typical 
3 recommendation is you can use an inspector of your 
4 choice. You can bring up building contractors, roofing 
5 contractors, anybody else you want to complete your 
6 inspection. Here are three reputable inspectors or you 
7 may choose an inspector of your preference. 
8 Q. Okay. 
9 A. Again, that's best practices. I don't want to 
10 recommend a specific inspector. 
11 Q. Is it relevant to you whether the in 
12 inspectors that you list as potentials are bonded or 
13 insured? 
14 A. It's never been a question I've asked. 
15 Q. Okay. 
16 A. I when I used to run my business. I was 
17 personally bonded and insured. So I guess I assumed 
18 they would be. But it's never come up. 
19 Q. Okay. Did you read Todd McKenna's inspection 
2 o report in this case? 
21 A. Only the portions released to us. 
22 Q. Does that include the portions discussing the 
23 ants and the water in the crawlspace? 
24 A. As I said, they have -- I have as an exhibit 
2 5 in here, what was given to us. And it is the only 
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1 portion. So, for example, it starts at section 4, 5, 6, 
2 that was what was released to us (indicating). 
3 Q. Okay. 
4 A. So I don't know if it deals with that. Even 
s though those pages are released to us we still only deal 
6 with those requests that are contractual when they make 
7 the inspection response. 
8 Q. Okay. 
9 A. So oftentimes there are pictures there that 
10 are not related to what's being asked for but because 
11 the report is designed this way. They come with it. 
12 Q. So ifl show you what is the fifth loose page 
13 of what you handed me labeled 28 of 31. These are five 
14 pictures showing ant signs past, moisture signs, and 
1s water signs? 
16 A. Right. 
17 Q. And do you remember seeing those pictures? 
18 A. I do. 
19 Q. And did you have an opinion as to what caused 
2 o the ants and the moisture that was shown here? 
21 A. I do not. And I am not qualified to give such 
2 2 an opinion. 
23 Q. As a real estate agent do you generally look 
24 at the inspection report pictures that are provided? 
2 s A. I generally do, but specifically those that 
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l pertain to a requested repair. 
2 Q. Okay. 
3 A. So I understand what's being asked for. 
4 Q. And is this the sort of have you seen pictures 
5 in other cases I say cases I mean other home sales, 
6 showing ants or wall or moisture in the crawlspace? 
7 A. Yes. 
8 Q. Okay. That's something you've seen before? 
9 A. I tell buyers if you want to look for moisture 
10 in the crawlspace it will be. 
ll Q. In this country? 
12 A. In generally there will be water under the 
13 advice confine in the crawlspace. 
14 Q. This does not alert you? 
15 A. This is not a red flag if you had a water line 
16 halfway of the stem wall, you know, where there was 
17 standing water. Moisture here coming up on the Visqucen 
18 is pretty normal. 
19 Q. Okay. I think I'm almost done with you. The 
20 last thing I want to ask you about is the final walk 
21 through, I kept trying to talk about April 17th, 2012, 
,22 and that is Tab 5. 
23 A. Okay. 
24 Q. So the final walk through was done by Kevin 
25 Batchelor on April 17th, 2012; is that right? 
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1 A. Yes. 
2 Q. Were you present for that? 
3 A. I again, best practice, I don't really 
4 remember this. But I believe either Jean or I would 
5 have been out and gave him access. 
6 Q. Okay. But you don't recall? 
1 A. I don't. I don't recall. 
8 Q. And do you recall Kevin having trouble locking 
9 the french doors? 
10 A. No. 
11 Q. After his walk through? 
12 A. I have no recollection of that. 
13 Q. You didn't discuss that with him at any time? 
14 A. No that didn't come up. Not that I can 
•15 remember. 
16 Q. Okay. And do you remember if you so I guess 
11 you just don't remember if you were there or not? 
10 A. I really don't. I my recollections were 
19 previous to this involving personal -- what I'll call 
,20 furnishings that would remain? 
21 Q. Right. 
22 A. And there was some issue of what was being 
2 3 taken and what was left. And it was all contractual I 
1
24 know that either Jean and I perhaps both and either 
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going to be included or excluded. 
Q. That's what you remember? 
A. That was a hassle that's what I remember. 
This I know happened. I have a recollection of Kevin 
requesting a final walk through. I don't remember any 
more detail about it. 
Q. So you don't remember if you were there to 
lock up after he left? 
A. I don't. Again, going on best practices as I 
did with Todd, and everyone else, I would assume that I 
came out and secured the property after Kevin was done. 
But I have no memory of it. 
Q. Okay. You have no memory of it. Is it 
possible that you left early and Kevin was left to lock 
up? 
A. That is a possibility. Generally when we're 
dealing with a fellow agent it's not unusual to hand 
them the keys to a property ask allow them to do a walk 
through unaccompanied. If there is an alarm involved 
and other issues in general we're going to be involved. 
I just don't remember. In most of our lake fronts our 
best practice is we unlock it and we lock it. Were 
responsible. We'll grant an agent or inspector or 
repairmen's access were responsible for lock the homes 
ourselves. 
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1 Q. You don't remember if you did that here? 
2 A. I don't remember if I did that here. 
3 Q. Okay. And do you did there come a time when 
4 you went back out the house in 2013 or 2014? 
5 A. We did. We arranged Nancy and I to go out 
6 after the wall had been stripped to see what was going 
7 on. 
0 Q. Was this, approximately, April of2014? 
9 A. I'm going to say, approximately. I don't -- I 
10 don't remember the exact date. 
11 Q. And who was there? 
12 A. I remember myself, Nancy, and Mike Longmire. 
13 Q. Was anyone there from disaster response or pro 
14 request out response out there Eric Wait? 
15 A. I don't recall him out there, no. 
16 Q. And what did you observe? 
17 A. We walked out on the deck. Came on the 
10 outside of the doors we've been talking about. The 
19 fascia of rock work had been removed and we could see 
20 extensive dry rot on the lower portion of that wall. 
21 Q. And how do you know it's dry rot? 
22 A. That's my amateur opinion of what I was 
23 seeing. 
24 Q. Okay. And what was said? 
25 A. Well, after we viewed it, Nancy turned to 
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1 Longmire and said, well, how would I have known that was 1 A. I'm not going to hold it against Mike, no. 
2 there. And Mike said, you wouldn't. I then turned to 2 Q. Okay. Any other time you've been out to the 
3 Nancy and said, you'll want to remember this 3 house? 
4 conversation, because I thought that was accurate. 4 A. That was the last time I was out to the house 
5 Nancy, there was no visible issues that house was 5 with Nancy, that I recall. That I went out there 
6 pristine inside and out. There was nothing even the 6 specifically so that she could see what it was that we 
7 doors looked beautiful. So to me that kind of spelled 7 had been talking about in emails. 
8 it out. Nancy would not have known based on any visual 8 Q. Had you have you had any other conversations 
9 clues that there was any problem like that under the 9 with Nancy about this lawsuit or the doors at any time? 
10 surface. 10 A. I don't recall anything after that visit. And 
11 Q. And were you thinking at that time about what • 11 obviously I was aware that this was happening. I don't 
12 Nancy knew or didn't know? 12 recall because again I was not directly involved in this 
13 A. I was thinking about the fact that there was 13 issue between two parties. It was dealing with things I 
14 no way she could have known. 14 had no knowledge of. So, no, I don't from that point 
15 Q. Why were you thinking about that? 15 forward I don't have any memory of being directly 
16 A. Because I didn't know. I had seen the outside 16 involved. 
11 I had seen the inside. I saw no evidence of any damage 17 Q. Or talking with Nancy? 
10 in the home. Nancy made the same contention she had no 10 A. Yeah. 
19 idea that was going on inside the walls. 19 Q. How about Ed Petrus? Have you talked with Ed 
i 20 Q. Did you say at that time, he had time to find 20 about this case or the doors? 
21 this during due diligence if you remember? 21 A. Again, I don't have any recollection. As I 
22 A. I don't remember her saying that. 22 said, Ed reached out to me. 
23 Q. Did you say that? 23 Q. Aside from the conversations we've discussed? 
24 A. I don't remember saying that. 24 A. With the emails here, I seem to recall one, 
25 Q. What else do you remember besides remember 25 perhaps two phone calls, but I think prior to that, 
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1 this conversation Nancy? 
2 A. That I have a distinct memory the others, no. 
3 I don't know if the conversation went beyond that. 
4 Q. Do you know Mike Longmire well? 
5 A. Yes, I've had Mike do work for me in my own 
6 home. 
7 Q. Is he trustworthy in your experience? 
8 A. He is, yes. 
9 Q. And is he a truthful? 
10 A. I believe he is. 
11 Q. And he says, he didn't say that to Nancy. Do 
12 you have any explanation for that differing 
• 13 recollection? 
14 A. It may not have registered with him. My 
15 comment, my aside to Nancy was not spoken. So he may 
16 have heard it and it may have been a throw away comment 
11 for him. But I distinctly remember the comment, and 
. 10 making that comment to Nancy. 
I 19 Q. Right. He doesn't remember saying, you 
20 couldn't have known this, Nancy? 
21 A. Well--
22 Q. You have no explanation for the differing 
23 recollection on that one either? 
24 A. My memory has been pretty poor today, too. 
2 5 Q. You are doing great. 
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1 sometime between August and March; August of 2012. 
2 Q. '12? 
3 A. To March of 2013. I don't have recollection 
4 about some recollection of the phone calls. But I seem 
5 to remember on at least one occasion, Ed had called me 
6 up about something. 
7 Q. But you don't remember what was said? 
8 A. Un-huh. Sorry. 
9 Q. And how about with Chris Kirk? Have you 
10 spoken with Chris Kirk about this case or the doors? 
11 A. Again, I have no recollection. But clearly in 
12 June around the 19th, I must have reached out to Chris 
13 to get some information, so I could contact the 
14 manufacturer. 
15 Q. Right. Putting aside that contact, anything 
16 else you can remember? 
11 A. Nothing . 
18 Q. And how about Todd McKenna? Any conversations 
19 with Todd McKenna about the doors or this case? 
20 A. I've -- Todd's actually done some work 
21 recently, and we did have a brief conversation about it, 
i 22 about a week ago. 
23 Q. What was said? 
2 4 A. Basically that he felt sorry for me ask sorry 
2 5 I got drug in. And that, you know, in looking back on 
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1 it, he was glad that he had referenced that picture 
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2 showing the water intrusion. And that was I was 
3 referring -- I had asked him for an inspection we're 
4 doing on a current contract and I wanted him to pay 
5 particular attention to a couple portions of the home, 
6 because a particular seller doesn't want any issues. I 
7 said, you know, I know sometimes you don't want to get 
8 up on the roof I want you to get up on this roof, and I 
9 want you to take pictures. 
10 So, yes, we had a brief conversation about 
11 that. And it was in general that he was just happy that 
! 12 he had included those photos. 
13 Q. Did he say, why? 
14 A. Well, at the time, he wasn't sure what he was 
15 looking at. But he was glad he had referenced the fact 
16 that might want to do more investigation. 
17 Q. Anything else? 
10 A. That's all I recall. 
19 Q. What did you say? 
20 A. I don't recall talking too much about him. I 
21 mean I'm assuming at this point I think he told me he 
2 2 had been deposed. And I think we were talking more 
23 about the current job I had for him than this one. But 
24 we did touch on this briefly. I don't think I made 
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1 But she understands, she knows the broad overview of 
2 what's happening, and she knows where I am today. 
3 MS. FOSTER: Okay. I don't have any further 
4 questions for you. Thank you. I don't know if other 
5 folks do. 
6 MR. MILLEMANN: I do. 
7 EXAMINATION 
8 QUESTIONS BY MR. MILLEMANN: 
9 Q. For the record, Steve Millemann. Michael, 
10 you've been involved in the real estate business in 
11 McCall since 2004? 
12 A. That's correct. 
13 Q. This may seem like an obvious question, but I 
14 am going to ask it any way. Over that period of time, 
15 can you give me a ballpark estimate of how many homes 
16 you have been in your capacity as a real estate agent 
17 either to show on behalf of a seller or show on behalf 
18 ofa buyer? 
19 A. Literally hundreds. 
20 Q. And over that period of time -- I'm going to 
21 ask you some more questions about, quote, unquote, 
22 "sticky doors," and I want to at least have you 
24 
23 understand my definition when I use that term. When I 
use the term "sticky door" I mean a door that will open 
and close, but does not do so completely smoothly. 2 5 any -- expressed any opinions on who was right or wrong. 2 5 
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1 Q. So nothing else that was said about the home 
2 or the doors or the lawsuit other than what you've told 
3 me? 
4 A. I think the only thing I had mentioned to Todd 
5 that I remember him taking me into the crawlspace to see 
6 the thing. 
7 Q. The gas line? 
8 A. And he says, well, I thought I took Ed down 
9 there for that. So I don't know if his memory or my 
10 memory is wrong. But I remember him taking me down 
11 there so I would know what to tell the repair guy and I 
.12 think we did discuss that in our conversation. 
• 13 Q. And did you see anything the crawlspace when 
14 you were down there, that you noted or that alerted you? 
15 A. No, I mean, I was there for the purpose of 
16 completing repair so I wanted him to show me what it was 
17 we were dealing with. 
110 Q. Okay. I'm looking at my phone, because that's 
19 where my notes are. I'm not trying to be rude. 
20 And finally, have you spoken with Jean Odmark 
21 about the lawsuit or home or? 
22 A. Only to the extent to let her know I won't be 
23 reachable for a couple hours. No, she was not involved. 
24 She was not the one that made the comments that have 
25 been questioned. She wasn't out there with Ed Petrus. 
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1 Okay? 
2 A. Okay. 
3 Q. Okay. In your experience, and over the period 
4 in question, and being in and out of hundreds of homes, 
s would you consider encountering a sticky door to be 
6 typical or atypical? 
1 A. Typical. 
8 Q. And in your experience, can a sticky door be 
9 caused by anything other than hardware problems? 
10 A. Sure. 
11 Q. What other things in your experience could 
12 cause a door to stick? 
13 A. Solar heating, I mean, just heat expansion on 
14 a warm summer day, if it's in direct sunlight. Poor 
15 alignment, just sagging, at the hinges just because 
! 16 these are heavy, and gradually over time the metal 
1 7 doesn't hold them as secure in align as they would want 
18 to be. Just humidity, if exterior stone is blown up 
19 against the snow, and leaning on it in the winter, that 
20 can cause problems . 
• 21 Q. Okay. 
I 22 A. I should amend that, too. That over time, 
23 hardware wears, and the tolerances become sloppy and 
24 then sometimes internal hardware breaks. I've 
2 5 experienced all of those things. 
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1 Q. Thank you. So I want to you've been correctly 
2 careful to point out that you don't have personal 
3 knowledge as to exactly what Nancy Gentry experienced 
4 with the french doors in question; correct? 
5 A. Correct. 
6 Q. I want to ask you a hypothetical, because you 
7 were asked quite a lot by counsel as to when, and what 
8 circumstances you would prefer that a seller discloses a 
9 fact. And you've referenced the term material fact. 
10 So my hypothetical is as follows: If the 
11 evidence in this case were to show that Nancy Gentry on 
12 one or more occasions encountered a sticky door on those 
13 french doors, during the winter or wet months, that 
14 resolved during the dry months, would you have an 
15 opinion whether it was common for her to write that 
16 comment down on disclosure? 
17 MS. FOSTER: Objection; form and speculation. 
18 THE WITNESS: As a hypothetical, if you put 
19 yourself in the mind of the seller, and they been used 
20 to living in the home. They become used to so many 
21 things, that they find normal and an outsider would find 
122 objectionable. And I would not be surprised if a seller 
23 did not feel that rose to the level of disclosure. 
24 Q. (BY MR. MILLEMANN) And hypothetically, again, 
125 if the evidence in this case were to show that Nancy 
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1 Gentry on one or more occasion encountered stickiness 
2 with those doors in the winter, that she had Chris Kirk 
3 come inspect the door, and it resulted in adjustments 
4 that resolved the problems. Would you have any opinion 
5 as to whether it was improper for her to write that out 
6 on a comment on a disclosure form? 
7 MS. FOSTER: The same objection. 
8 THE WITNESS: See, again, that would seem like 
9 normal maintenance. And it would not -- making repairs 
10 to the home, whether it is the dead bolt, or the hinge 
11 hardware or the locking mechanisms would not rise to the 
12 level of disclosure, in my mind. 
13 Q. (BY MR. MILLEMANN) How many times do you 
14 estimate you were in the Gentry home prior to the 
15 closing of the sale to Mr. Petrus? 
16 A. Probably less than a dozen times. 
17 Q. Did you ever observe anything inside or 
1
18 outside of the home that caused you any concern or 
1
19 suspicion that there was water intrusion in the home? 
20 A. No. 
21 Q. Did you ever observe anything on the doors, 
• 22 themselves, to suggest that water or moisture had found 
23 its way under the doors in the manner which was later 
24 disclosed? 
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Q. Has Nancy Gentry ever made any statement to 
you which suggests that she was aware of that? 
A. Could you be more precise? 
Q. Yes. You've testified that you did not see 
any signs or evidence to suggest that moisture had made 
its way under the doors in question, or inside the 
veneer of the walls. Has Nancy Gentry ever made any 
statement to you to indicate that she was aware of 
either of those? 
A. No. 
Q. When you were in the home, did you have any 
protocol that you followed as you departed the home? 
A. I did. And that was to go from room to room, 
and circle the entire house upstairs, downstairs, and 
the garage, and make sure all the doors were secured and 
all the windows were secured. 
Q. Did the home have an alarm system? 
A. I believe it did, but I can't remember. 
Q. So you don't remember whether you armed the 
alarm system as part of your protocol? 
A. I, you know, again, it's one of those things, 
I just don't remember. 
Q. Yeah. 
A I believe there was an alarm pad right by the 
back door, and I believe it -- and it would not arm if 
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1 we had a door not secured. But my mind is -- my memory 
2 is not there. 
3 Q. Your best recollection, is there was an alarm 
4 system, and that you would not have been able to arm it 
5 if you had a door that wasn't locked? 
6 A. Right. 
7 Q. Did you ever encounter that? 
8 A. I -- I never had an experience where I 
9 couldn't secure the home. I mean, I really don't 
10 remember the alarm system. I seem to think there was 
11 one. There is a pad right by that door, but I 
12 don't -- I don't have a specific memory. 
13 Q. And you've testified that there was one 
14 occasion, I believe you said, that you were called upon 
15 to close on, and lock the frcnch doors in question after 
16 a potential buyer had gone out through them? 
11 A. Yes. 
18 Q. And you testified you were able to do so; 
19 correct? 
2 o A. Correct. 
21 Q. But you testified that you had to kind of 
22 tinker with the door, as you put it, to get the 
23 alignment right, so it would lock? 
24 A. Yes. 
25 Q. Based on your experience, is that something 
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1 that you think should have been disclosed on the 
2 property condition disclosure report? 
3 A. I would have to say, no, because it didn't 
4 rise to a level of concern to me. I didn't point that 
5 out to Nancy, because it's not -- it's typical to 
6 encounter that. 
7 Q. Okay. At any time after the closing of the 
8 sale to Mr. Petrus, did you understand that you were 
9 acting as Nancy Gentry's agent? 
10 A. No. 
11 (Exhibit 50 marked.) 
12 Q. (BY MR. MILLEMANN) Michael, showing you 
13 what's been marked as Exhibit 50. Are you able to 
14 identify that? 
15 A. Yes. 
16 Q. And can you do so for the record, please? 
17 A. It's an exclusive seller's representation 
18 agreement between Bill McMurray and Nancy Gentry-Boyd 
19 for the listing of her home. 
20 MS. FOSTER: Counsel, have these been 
21 produced? 
2 2 MR. MILLEMANN: We received these from 
23 Mr. Wood as part of the documents he provided today. 
24 MS. FOSTER: When? 
25 MR. MILLEMANN: I think Mr. Wood dropped the 
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1 packet by about a week ago. 
2 MS. FOSTER: Okay. 
3 (Exhibit 51 marked.) 
4 Q. (BY MR. MILLEMANN) Michael, can you look at 
5 what's been marked as Exhibit 51. And tell me if you 
6 identify it, please? 
7 MS. FOSTER: This here? 
8 MR. MILLEMANN: You have it here. 
9 THE WITNESS: This is addendum No. 1 to the 
10 exclusive seller's agreement. The agreement was dated 
11 5-10, 2009, for the sell of 2130 Payette Drive for Nancy 
12 Gentry-Boyd. 
13 Q. And what is the second page of that? 
14 A. That is Addendum No. 2, for the same 
15 transaction. This is when we moved from Community Real 
16 Estate back to McCall Real Estate Company, and we 
17 transferred the listing agreement from one brokerage to 
18 the other. 
19 Q. And what would have been the affect to the two 
20 addenda, which are referenced in Exhibit 51? 
21 A. The first addenda extends the term of the 
22 listing agreement. The other adjusts the purchase price 
23 to 1,950,000. 
24 Q. And for what term was it extended? 
25 A. I would have to go back to Exhibit 50. The 
• Michael Wood June 1, 2016 
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1 original listing expired December 30th, 2009. And we 
2 were now extending it through until September 15th, 
3 20 I 0, which indicates there was a lapse between the time 
4 it expired and the time it was renewed. 
5 (Exhibit 52 marked.) 
6 Q. (BY MR. MILLEMANN) Michael, showing you 
7 Exhibit 52. Are you able to identify that for the 
8 record? 
9 A. For the record, this is a new seller's 
10 representation agreement between Nancy Gentry Boyd and 
11 Michael Anderson, broker of McCall Real Estate Company, 
12 dated February 2nd, 2011. 
13 Q. Did that reinstitute or continue the exclusive 
14 representation agreement between Michael Anderson and 
15 Nancy Gentry-Boyd? 
16 A. It reinstituted it. Obviously, it had been 
1 7 taken off the market. It was put back on the market 
18 that day. 
19 Q. And what happened on that? 
20 A. It was set to expire, this agreement, 
21 September 1st, 2011. 
22 Q. And you already testified, and I believe it's 
23 marked as an exhibit, at the time of the transaction in 
24 question here, you were operating pursuant to an RE-12 
25 compensation agreement; is that correct? 
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1 A. That's correct. 
2 Q. Was there any RE-16 seller representation 
3 agreement in effect at that time? 
4 A. No. 
s Q. And from your perspective after closing was 
6 there any written agreement in effect after about 
7 between your company and Nancy Gentry-Boyd to your 
8 office? 

















MR. MILLEMANN: 53, please, that's four pages. 
(Exhibit 53 marked.) 
Q. (BY MR. MILLEMANN) Michael, showing you 
what's been marked as Exhibit 53. Could you take a 
moment, and review all the pages of that and tell me if 
you are able to identify it? 
MS. FOSTER: Are these the Manatron pages? 
MR. MILLEMANN: I believe so. 
THE WITNESS: Okay. Yeah, these are tax 
records for 2130 Payette Drive referencing tax 
assessments. 
Q. (BY MR. MILLEMANN) How many pages, Michael? 
A. There are four pages, and covering the period 
of two years. 
Q. And I'm reading correctly, they are covering 
the period of2010 and 2011? 
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Michael: we are running out of time. The doors MUST be re-installed and it takes 6 weeks to get the parts 
and new doors. That will mean we will be forking on they this winter which will increase the cost for your 
client. Doing repairs of this nature in the winter always increases the costs. Please advise what if anything 
your client wants to do about replacing the doors. Thank you ED Petrus 
From: Michael Wood <michael.mccallrealtor@grnail.com> 
Date: Friday, August 3, 2012 11:35 AM 
To: Microsoft Office User <eapetrus@me.com> 
Subject: Re: Door instillation/water intrusion 
Ed, the seller will be contacting the builder to obtain cost information on the repair you are requesting. She 
will get back to me as soon as she has consulted with Chris Kirk. 
On Aug 2, 2012, at 1:07 PM, Ed Petrus wrote: 
Michael: We are moving forward and it is apparent that the doors will have to totally re-installed. Have you 
spoken to your client Nancy Boyd about the matters we discussed? In addition to the matters we discussed-
it is apparent that CTR was contacted by your client about the problem with the doors but was never 
contracted to fix or repair it. Once lawyers get involved the costs will multiply. I would like to keep lawyers 
out ofthis as best as we can. This is a pretty straight forward case of non-disclosure. Those doors have clearly 
been a problem for Nancy for years and the due-tape she used would not fix true problem. Please advise of 
how Nancy would like to proceed. Thank you Ed Petrus 
Michael Wood 
Associate Broker 




This message may contain confidential or proprietary information intended 
only for the use of the 
addressee(s) named above or may contain information that is legally 
privileged. If you are 
not the intended addressee, or the person responsible for delivering it to the 
intended addressee, 
you are hereby notified that reading, disseminating, distributing or copying this 
message is strictly 
prohibited. If you have received this message by mistake, please immediately 
notify me by 
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privileged. If you are 
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intended addressee, 
you are hereby notified that reading, disseminating, distributing or copying this 
message is strictly 
prohibited. If you have received this message by mistake, please immediately 
notify me by 
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addressee(s) named above or may contain information that is legally 
privileged. If you are 
not the intended addressee, or the person responsible for delivering it to the 
intended addressee, 
you are hereby notified that reading, disseminating, distributing or copying this 
message is strictly 
prohibited. If you have received this message by mistake, please immediately 
notify me by 















Ed Petrus <eapetrus@me.com> 
Wednesday, April 03, 2013 12:45 PM 
McCall Cathy and Kevin Batchelor 
FW: Door instillation/water intrusion 
Kevin: Below is Michael's email to me that Nancy was talking to Chris Kirk about the issue. They are giving us the same story 
looks as if they are delaying. 
From: Michael Wood <michael.mccallrealtor@gmail.com> 
Date: Monday, August 13, 2012 1:57 PM 
To: Microsoft Office User <eapetrus@me.com> 
Subject: Re: Door instillation/water intrusion 
Former owner is working with the Builder Chris Kirk to facilitate this. I have given Chris the info he requested. Am waiting for 
marching orders. 
On Aug 13, 2012, at 2:46 PM, Ed Petrus wrote: 
Michael: we are running out of time. The doors MUST be re-installed and it takes 6 weeks to get the parts and new doors. That 
will mean we will be forking on they this winter which will increase the cost for your client. Doing repairs of this nature in the 
winter always increases the costs. Please advise what if anything your client wants to do about replacing the doors. Thank you 
ED Petrus 
From: Michael Wood <michael.mccallrealtor@gmail.com> 
Date: Friday, August 3, 2012 11:35 AM 
To: Microsoft Office User <eapetrus@me.com> 
Subject: Re: Door instillation/water intrusion 
Ed, the seller will be contacting the builder to obtain cost information on the repair you are requesting. She will get back to 
me as soon as she has consulted with Chris Kirk. 
On Aug 2, 2012, at 1:07 PM, Ed Petrus wrote: 
Michael: We are moving forward and it is apparent that the doors will have to totally re-installed. Have you spoken to your 
client Nancy Boyd about the matters we discussed? In addition to the matters we discussed-it is apparent that CTR was 
contacted by your client about the problem with the doors but was never contracted to fix or repair it. Once lawyers get 
involved the costs will multiply. I would like to keep lawyers out of this as best as we can. This is a pretty straight forward case 
of non-disclosure. Those doors have clearly been a problem for Nancy for years and the due-tape she used would not fix true 
problem. Please advise of how Nancy would like to proceed. Thank you Ed Petrus 
Michael Wood 
Associate Broker 







This message may contain confidential or proprietary information intended only for the use 
of the 
addressee(s) named above or may contain information that is legally privileged. If you are 
not the intended addressee, or the person responsible for delivering it to the intended 
addressee, 
you are hereby notified that reading, disseminating, distributing or copying this message is 
strictly 
prohibited. If you have received this message by mistake, please immediately notify me 
by 
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you are hereby notified that reading, disseminating, distributing or copying this message is 
strictly 
prohibited. If you have received this message by mistake, please immediately notify me 
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Begin forwarded message: 
From: Ed Petrus <eapetrus@me.com> 
Subject: Re: Door instillation/water intrusion 
Date: March 18, 2013 at 5:29:42 PM MDT 
To: Michael Wood <michael.mccallrealtor@gmail.com> 
Thank you Michael 
Sent from my iPhone 





III& ~Iii Co-,,;?R;,orting 
On Mar 18, 2013, at 4:26 PM, Michael Wood <michael.mccallrealtor@gmail.com> wrote: 
I will forward to seller once bid is delivered. Thanks! 
On Mar 18, 2013, at 5:08 PM, Ed Petrus wrote: 
Michael: Kevin or someone in his office will be dropping off for you and your client a copy of the 
estimate to replace the defective doors. Please provide a copy to Nancy at your earliest convenience. 
Although we could not replace the doors during the winter, this matter has dragged on far to long. I 
would like to see if we can get this matter resolved without attorneys since your client clearly knew she 
had problems and water intrusion coming from the doors. Thank you ED Petrus 
From: Michael Wood <michael.mccallrealtor@gmail.com> 
Date: Friday, August 3, 2012 11:35 AM 
To: Microsoft Office User <eapetrus@me.com> 
Subject: Re: Door instillation/water intrusion 
Ed, the seller will be contacting the builder to obtain cost information on the repair you are requesting. 
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On Aug 2, 2012, at 1:07 PM, Ed Petrus wrote: 
Michael: We are moving forward and it is apparent that the doors will have to totally re-installed. Have 
you spoken to your client Nancy Boyd about the matters we discussed? In addition to the matters we 
discussed-it is apparent that CTR was contacted by your client about the problem with the doors but 
was never contracted to fix or repair it. Once lawyers get involved the costs will multiply. I would like to 
keep lawyers out of this as best as we can. This is a pretty straight forward case of non-disclosure. 
Those doors have clearly been a problem for Nancy for years and the due-tape she used would not fix 
true problem. Please advise of how Nancy would like to proceed. Thank you Ed Petrus 
Michael Wood 
Associate Broker 




This message may contain confidential or proprietary information intended only for the use of the 
addressee(s) named above or may contain information that is legally privileged. If you are 
not the intended addressee, or the person responsible for delivering it to the intended addressee, 
you are hereby notified that reading, disseminating, distributing or copying this message is stridly 
prohibited. If you have received this message by mistake, please immediately notify me by 
replying to the message and delete the original message and any copies immediately thereafter. 
Thank you . 
......... .....,***""······**,r:******•••*****«''*****"'******"'**-*"'•""'*"** ........... *'*****••·---····••*-****.....,. 
Michael Wood 
Associate Broker 
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you are 
not the intended addressee, or the person responsible for delivering it to the 
intended addressee, 
you are hereby notified that reading, disseminating, distributing or copying this 
message is strictly 
prohibited. If you have received this message by mistake, please immediately 
notify me by 













STEVEN J. MILLEMANN, ISB NO. 2601 
GREGORY C. PITTENGER, ISB NO. 1828 
MILLEMANN, PITTENGER & PEMBERTON, LLP 
ATTORNEYS AT LAW 
POST OFFICE BOX I 066 
706 NORTH FIRST STREET 
MCCALL, IDAHO 83638 
TELEPHONE (208) 634-7641 
FACSIMILE (208) 634-4516 
EMAIL: sjm@mpmplaw.com 
EMAIL: gcp@mpmplaw.com 
Attorneys.for Defendant Nancy Gentry-Boyd 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
ST A TE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF VALLEY 
PETRUS FAMILY TRUST DATED MAY 
1, 1991, and EDMOND A. PETRUS, JR., 
individually and as Co-Trustee of the 
Pettus Family Trust Dated May 1, 1991, 
Plaintiffs, 
V. 
NANCY GENTRY-BOYD; CHRIS KIRK 
d/b/a KIRK ENTERPRISES; TODD 
MCKENNA d/b/a HOMECRAFT HOME 
INSPECTIONS; and DOES 1-4 
Defendants. 
CASE NO. CV-2014-71-C 
DEFENDANT NANCY GENTRY-BOYD'S 
RESPONSES TO PLAINTIFF'S FIRST SET 
OF INTERROGATORIES AND REQUESTS 
FOR PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS 
COMES NOW the Defendant, Nancy Gentry-Boyd (hereinafter identified by name or as 
"Defendant"), and answers Plaintiff's First Set ofinte1TOgatories and Requests for Production of 
Documents as follows: 
STATEMENT COMMON TO ALL ANSWERS AND RESPONSES 
Defendant has not completed her discovery in this case. It is anticipated that, as 
discovery proceeds, additional facts and documents may be discovered which may be responsive 
DEFENDANT NANCY GENTRY-BOYD'S RESPONSES TO PLAINTIFF'S FIRST SET OF INTERROGATORIES AND 
REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTlON OF DOCUMENTS - 1 
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to the following Interrogatories and Requests. Defendant reserves the right to supplement the 
following Answers and Responses as additional information becomes available and to introduce 
at trial any facts and documents which are discovered in the continuing discovery process. 
INTERROGATORIES 
INTERROGATORY NO. 1: Please identify each person who assisted in the preparation 
of your answers to these Interrogatories, and all documents used in the preparation of your 




c/o Millemann, Pittenger & Pemberton, LLP 
Greg Pittenger 
c/o Millemann, Pittenger & Pemberton, LLP 
INTERROGATORY NO. 2: Please identify each and every person known to you who 
has knowledge of any of facts or occurrences which support, refute, or relate in any way to any 
of the claims made in the Amended Complaint or any of the allegations and/or defenses 
contained in your Answer thereto, and state the substance of the facts and/or opinions which 
constitute such person's knowledge. 
ANSWER: 
1. Nancy Gentry-Boyd 
c/o Millemann, Pittenger & Pemberton, LLP 
Defendant has knowledge concerning the construction and sale of the Home as well as 
knowledge and information regarding the condition and appearance of the home during her 
ownership and at the time of sale. 
2. Jan Loff 
634-3704; 
P.O. Box 1564 
McCall, Idaho 83638 
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Mrs. Loff was Mrs. Gentry-Boyd's housekeeper and has knowledge regarding the 
condition of the Home during the period of Ms. Boyd's ownership of the home. 
3. Chris Kirk 
c/o Arkoosh Law Offices 
Pending the conduct of discovery, Defendant cannot state with specificity what 
knowledge of the facts Mr. Kirk may have. It is assumed that Mr. Kirk has knowledge regarding 
the construction of the Home and the extent of Mrs. Gentry-Boyd's involvement in that process, 
as well as the condition and appearance of the home during the period of Mrs. Gentry-Boyd's 
ownership thereof. 
4. Todd McKenna 
c/o Mike Pierce Law Offices 
Mr. McKcnna did a pre-sale inspection of the Home and has knowledge of its condition, 
as summarized in his Report. 
5. Michael Wood and Jean Odmark 
McCall Real Estate Company 
301 East Lake Street 
McCall, Idaho 83638 
(208) 634-2100 
Mr. Wood and Ms. Odmark were Defendant's realtors and may have knowledge relating 
to the condition of the Home during the period of Defendant's ownership thereof. 
6. All persons named by Plaintiff in Plaintiffs Answer to Mrs. Gentry-Boyd's 
Interrogatory No. 1. 
INTERROGATORY NO. 3: Please identify each person who has in any way 
investigated the claims made in the Amended Complaint, and whether each has made a written 
record of the investigation, and state the substance or result of their investigation and identify 
any documents or communications relating to such investigation. 
ANSWER: See Answer to Interrogatory No.5. 
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INTERROGATORY NO. 4: Please identify each person you may call as a witness at 
trial in this action, and for each person, identify the substance of that witness's testimony and 
that witness's name and address. 
ANSWER: Defendant has not yet decided who she will call as a witness in this matter. 
Defendant will provide information on witnesses in accordance with the established pre-trial 
deadlines and wiU supplement this Answer as necessary. 
JNTERROGA TORY NO. 5: Please identify each person retained or specially employed 
by you as an expert in anticipation of this litigation or in preparation for the trial of this action 
who you do not expect to call as a witness at trial, and identify all reports made to you by the 
expert. 
ANSWER: Steve Lacey, c/o Mi!Jemann, Pittenger & Pemberton, LLP, has been retained 
as an expert in this matter. It is not currently anticipated that he will be called as a witness at 
trial. However, Defendant has not completed her discovery in this case, including but not limited 
to the discovery of the opinions held by Plaintiffs expert witness and the basis therefor. The 
results of such discovery process may affect this Answer. In such case, Defendant reserves the 
right to supplement this Answer as may be required. Defendant objects to the remainder of this 
Interrogatory as being beyond the scope of pem1issible discovery of an expert not expected to 
testify. 
INTERROGATORY NO. 6: Please identify each person whom you intend to call as an 
expert witness at the trial of this action, and for each such person, provide the following: 
the subject matter on which the expert is expected to testify; 
a complete statement of all opinions to be expressed and the basis and reasons 
therefor; 
the facts, data, and/or other information considered by the witness in forming the 
opinions; 
each report, memorandum, exhibit, or other document to be used as a summary of or 
support for the opinions; 
any qualifications of the witness, including a list of all publications authored by the 
witness within the preceding ten years; 
the compensation to be paid for the testimony; and 
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a listing of any other cases in which the witness has testified as an expert at trial or by 
deposition within the preceding four years. 
ANSWER: Defendant has not yet identified an expert who will be called as a witness at 
trial. However, Defendant has not completed her discovery in this case, including but not limited 
to the discovery of the opinions held by Plaintiffs expert witness and the basis therefor. 
Defendant may elect after the completion of such discovery to retain and/or designate an expert 
who will testify at trial. This Answer will be supplemented in such event 
INTERROGATORY NO. 7: Please separately identify each exhibit which you may 
offer into evidence at the trial of this action. 
ANSWER: Defendant has not yet determined what exhibits will be introduced at trial. 
Exhibits shall be identified in accordance with the established pre-trial deadlines. This Answer 
will be timely supplemented, as needed. 
INTERROGATORY NO. 8: Please identify each meeting or communication between 
you and Plaintiff Ed Petrus, Defendant Kirk, or Defendant McKenna relating in any way to the 
Home or the Premises or any of the allegations in the Amended Complaint. With respect to each 
such meeting or communication, identify each document memorializing or relating in any way to 
each such meeting or communication. 
ANSWER: Defendant objects to this Interrogatory as being overly broad and 
unnecessarily burdensome. Without waiving this objection, Defendant answers that she bad 
numerous meetings. conversations and telephone calls with Chris Kirk before and during the 
construction of the Home, the specific dates and contents of which Defendant does not 
independently recall. Defendant does not have documents memorializing such conversations. 
Defendant has never met Mr. Petrus or Mr. McKenna or had any meetings or communications 
with them. 
INTERROGATORY NO. 9: Please identify each written communication between you 
and Plaintiff Ed Petrus, Defendant Kirk, or Defendant Mc Kenna relating in any way to the Home 
or the Premises or any of the allegations in the Amended Complaint. 
ANSWER: Defendant objects to this Interrogatory as being overly broad and 
unnecessarily burdensome. Defendant may have had written communication with Chris Kirk 
before, during and/or after the completion of the construction of the Home. However, she has no 
recollection of any such written communication nor does she have any records or copies of such 
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written communications. Defendant has never met Mr. Petrus or Mr. McKenna or had any 
written communication with them. 
INTERROGATORY NO. IO: Please identify each document provided or sent to you by 
Plaintiff Ed Petrus, Defendant Kirk, or Defendant McKenna and each document provided or sent 
by you to such persons relating in any way to the Home or the Premises or any of the allegations 
in the Amended Complaint. 
ANSWER: Defendant objects to this Interrogatory as being overly broad an 
mmecessarily burdensome. Defendant may have had Home construction documents sent to her 
by Chris Kirk before and during the construction of the Home but she has no recollection of any 
such documents nor does she have any records or copies of such documents, other than those 
produced in response to Request for Production No. I. Defendant has never met Mr. Petrus or 
Mr. McKenna or had documents sent to her by either of them 
INTERROGATORY NO. 11: Please identify any and all written communications 
between you and any of your attorneys, insurers, investigators, agents, agencies, employees, 
officers, directors, predecessors, trustees, successors, and independent contractors and/or experts 
relating to the design, construction, and/or sale of the Home. 
ANSWER: Defendant objects to this Interrogatory to the extent that it seeks 
communications between Defendant and her attorneys, which are clearly privileged. Defendant 
further objects on the basis that this Interrogatory is overly broad and unnecessarily burdensome. 
Without waiving either objection, Defendant answers that Defendant has no record of or copies 
of any documents which might be responsive to this request, except for the documents being 
produced in response to Request for Production No. 12. 
INTERROGATORY NO. 12: Please identify any documents in your possession, 
custody, or control relating to the sale of the Home to Plaintiffs, including but not limited to 
documents relating to the sale of the Home or used in the marketing of the Home. 
ANSWER: Defendant has no documents relating to the sale or marketing of the Home 
other than those produced in response to Request for Production No. 13. 
INTERROGATORY NO. 13: Please identify any insurance agreement(s) under which 
any insurance business may be liable to satisfy part or all of any judgment which may be entered 
against you in this action, or to indemnify or reimburse you for payments made to satisfy the 
judgment, including in your answer the amount and limits of any such insurance coverage. 
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ANSWER: None exist. Defendant's home owner's insurance policy was provided by 
Auto-Owners; but, it does not provide coverage for any of the claims asserted by Plaintiff against 
Defendant (Auto-Owners Homeovmers Policy# 48-457-825-00). 
INTERROGATORY NO. 14: Please identify each person who performed any work 
relating to the initial construction of the home, including but not limited to any design, 
construction, or repair work, or who performed any design, construction, or repair work on the 
Home subsequent to its initial construction, and for each such person, state the date on which the 
work was performed and describe the nature of work performed by such person. 
ANSWER: Chris Kirk was the general contractor on the Home. Defendant does not 
know the identity of other persons who may have worked on the construction. McCall Design 
and Planning was the architectural finn. Both Andrew Laidlaw, at 121 commerce Street, Suite A 
McCall, Idaho (208) 634-5707 and Clair Remsberg, at 116N. 3rd Street, Suite 4, McCall, Idaho 
83638, (208) 634-4990 participated in the design of the Home. Defendant has no record of when 
any subsequent work or repairs were made. 
INTERROGATORY NO. 15: With respect to each person identified in your response to 
the previous Interrogatory, please identify each and every document and/or written 
communication provided or sent to you by such persons or provided or sent by you to such 
persons. 
ANSWER: Please see Answer to Interrogatory No. I 0. Defendant has not retained any 
copies of any documents which may have been provided by McCall Design and Planning. 
INTERROGATORY NO. 16: Please identify each document in your possession, 
custody, or control relating to the design and construction of the Home, including but not limited 
to any written communications, photographs, drawings, sketches, blueprints, plans, 
specifications, proposals, estimates, bids, receipts, invoices, and the like. 
ANSWER: Please see Response to Request for Production No. 1. 
INTERROGATORY NO. 17: Please identify each document in your possession, 
custody, or control relating to any permits requested, applied for, or issued from any state or 
local authorities or any other governmental entity relating to the design and construction of the 
home. 
ANSWER: Defendant has no such documents. 
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INTERROGATORY N0.18: Please identify any person you employed or otherwise 
engaged to perform work on or related to the Home and who may have knowledge relating to the 
condition of the Home, including but not limited to caterers, maids, caretakers, cleanup and 
restoration workers, or the like. 
ANSWER: Please see information relating to Jan Loff in Answer to Interrogatory No.], 
INTERROGATORY NO. 19: Please identify any person who inspected the Home 
during or after construction and prior to the date on which you first occupied the Home, and 
identify each and every document, including but not limited to written communications, reports, 
invoices, photographs, notes, and the like, provided or sent by such persons to you or which you 
provided or sent to such persons. 
ANSWER: Defendant has no knowledge concerning any person who inspected the 
Home during or after construction but prior to occupancy by Defendant. 
INTERROGATORY NO. 20: Identify each document or written communication in 
your possession, custody, or control reflecting or relating to payments made to any person who 
performed any work relating to the design and construction of the Home. 
ANSWER: See Response to Request for Production No. l. 
INTERROGATORY NO. 21: Please identify the person who made, authorized, 
directed, or approved final decisions relating to the design and construction of the Home, 
including but not limited to approval of design plans and selection of materials to be used in the 
construction of the Home. 
ANSWER: Defendant objects to this Interrogatory as being overly broad. Without 
waiving this objection, Defendant answers that Defendant did not select or approve construction 
material for the Home or methods or manner of construction, nor was Defendant responsible for 
decisions regarding the construction materials or method or manner of construction. Defendant 
relied on her architect and general contractor to design and construct the home in compliance 
with all applicable building codes and standards. Defendant did not possess the expertise to 
make such decisions. Defendant approved the architect's design of the Home and she selected 
interior decor and finishes. 
INTERROGATORY NO. 22: Please identify the person responsible for payment of 
costs, fees, or other expenses incurred in the design and construction of the Home, including but 
not limited lo payment of architects, general contractors, and subcontractors who performed 
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work on the Home, and costs relating to the purchase of materials, supplies, or products used in 
construction of the Home. 
ANSWER: Defendant paid the architect's and general contractor's fees. The general 
contractor paid subcontractors and other costs relating to the Home's construction. 
INTERROGATORY NO. 23: If you contend that a person other than yourself owned 
the Home during the time you occupied the Home, please identify such person and any 
documents or written communications in your possession, custody, or control supporting your 
contention. 
ANSWER: Defendant owned the Home during the time she occupied the Home. 
INTERROGATORY NO. 24: If you contend that a person other than yourself was 
responsible for the design and construction of the Home, please identify such person and any 
documents or written communications in your possession, custody, or control supporting your 
contention. 
ANSWER: Defendant objects to this Interrogatory as being redundant and repetitive. 
Please see Answer to Tnterrogatory No. 14. 
INTERROGATORY NO. 25: Please describe any damage, defects, or other problems 
related to the design, constmction, repair, or operation of Home, including but not limited to any 
warping of the Doors or air or water intrusion around the Doors, of which you became aware of 
prior to Plaintiffs' purchase of the Home (regardless of whether such damage or defects were 
repaired), and identify any documents in your possession, custody, or control relating to such 
damage, defects, or problems. 
ANSWER: In the second year after the Home was completed, Defendant noticed that 
some doors would stick in the winter. Chris Kirk contacted the door installers. On one occasion, 
there was a draft coming through an exterior dining room door. 
TNTERROGATORY NO. 26: With respect to any damage, defects, or other problems 
identified in the previous Intenogatory, please describe any repairs you made or caused to be 
made (if any) to remedy such damage or defects, identify the persons who performed such 
repairs, and identify any all documents relating to such damage, defects, and/or repairs, including 
but not limited to any written communications, photographs, drawings, sketches, blueprints, 
plans, specifications, proposals, estimates, bids, receipts, invoices, and the like. 
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ANSWER: The draft from the door in the dining room was blocked with duct tape. 
Defendant believes the door installers remedied the sticking door problem. Defendant has no 
documents or written communications regarding these "repairs". 
INTERROGATORY NO. 27: Please identify each and every c01mnunication between 
you and Defendant Kirk or any other person relating to the design, installation, and/or repair of 
the Doors and the structure of the Home in the immediate vicinity of the Doors, including but not 
limited to communications relating to whether the Doors should open to the outside of the Home 
rather than the inside. 
ANSWER: Defendant does not recall any discussion with Chris Kirk regarding the way 
the doors opened or regarding the design or installation of doors, except for wen Defendant 
mentioned the sticky doors. 
INTERROGATORY NO. 28: Please state the basis for affirmative defense or claim 
asserted in your Answer to the Amended Complaint and identify each and every document which 
you contend supports any such defenses or assertions. 
ANSWER: Defendant objects to the form of this Intenogatory and is unable to discern 
what information Plaintiff is seeking. Without waiving this objection, Defendant answers that 
Defendant's discovery is not completed and is ongoing and Defendant will supplement this 
Answer as additional facts become available. Pending receipt of such additional information, 
Defendant answers further as follows. 
INTERROGATORY NO. 29: Please state the facts in support of the asse1tions 
contained in paragraph 4 of your Answer to the Amended Complaint and identify any documents 
in your possession, custody, or control relating to such assertions. 
ANSWER: Defendant objects to the Inten-ogatory as being vague. Without waiving this 
objection, Defendant answers as follows. To the extent Plaintiff seeks by this Interrogatory to 
elicit facts in support of Defendant's denial that she is or was a "owner-builder", Defendant has 
never been engaged in the business of building homes, she has never acted as a general 
contractor or subcontractor, she does not possess any expertise in or related to residential 
construction or the business of residential constmction, she does not possess any expertise 
related to construction of any kind, and she was not in any respect the "builder" of the home here 
in question. The builder of this home was Chris Kirk. 
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INTERROGATORY NO. 30: Please state the facts in support of the assertions 
contained in paragraph 66 of your Answer to the Amended Complaint and identify any 
documents in your possession, custody, or control relating to such assertions. 
ANSWER: Defendant was provided a total of ten ( I 0) calendar days to arrange for and 
conduct an inspection of the home. Plaintiff was unexpectedly present when Defendant's agent 
arrived for the inspection, and was belligerent and otherwise uncooperative. 
REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION 
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION N0.1: Please produce copies of all documents, items, 
or things to which you referred in answering the above Interrogatories, including all documents 
that contain a part or all of each such answer, and aJI documents that you identified in such 
answers. 
RESPONSE: 
1. Boyd Budget December 2004: Bates No. 001 to 003. 
2. January 2005 Billing from Chris Kirk to Bill and Nancy Boyd: Bates No. 004 to 009. 
3. June 2005 Billing from Chris Kirk to Bill and Nancy Boyd: Bates No. 010 to 014. 
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION N0.2: Please produce copies of any insurance 
agreement(s) under which any insurance business may be liable to satisfy part or all of any 
judgment which may be entered against you in this action, or to indemnify or reimburse you for 
payments made to satisfy the judgment, including in your answer the amount and limits of any 
such insurance coverage, 
RESPONSE: Auto.Owners Homeowners declarations and policy: Bates No. 015 to 056. 
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION N0.3: Please produce any and all photographs, 
videos, drawings, notes, or other documents within your possession, custody, or control 
depicting or relating in any way to the Home and/or any inspection you performed of the Home. 
RESPONSE: Photographs of Home taken by Defendant on or about April, 15, 2014: 
Bates No. 057 to 071. 
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION N0.4: Please produce copies of any all inspection 
reports (including drafts thereat) relating to the Home and/or any inspection you performed of 
the Home. 
RESPONSE: None. 
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REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION N0.5: To the extent not already produced in 
response to another Request, please produce copies of all written communications between you 
and Kevin Batchelor. 
RESPONSE: Emails between Defendants realtors and Kevin Batchelor: Bates No. 072 
to 242. 
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION N0.6: Please produce any and all communications 
between you and your insurer regarding the facts and circumstances alleged in the Amended 
Comp1aint. 
RESPONSE: See Bates No. 243 to 247. 
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION N0.7: Please produce copies of all documents 
relating to any appraisals or mortgage applications or other Joan documents relating to the Home. 
RESPONSE: None. 
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION N0.8: Please produce copies of all documents 
identified or referred to in your answer to Interrogatory No. 7. 
RESPONSE: Please see Response to Request for Production No. I. 
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION N0.9: Please produce copies of all documents 
identified or referred to in your answer to Interrogatory No. 8. 
RESPONSE: Please see Response to Request for Production No. I. 
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO.IO: Please produce copies of all documents 
identified or referred lo in your answer to Interrogatory No. 9. 
RESPONSE: Please see Response to Request for Production No. I. 
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION N0.11: Please produce copies of all documents 
identified or referred to in your answer to Interrogatory No. 10. 
RESPONSE: Please sec Response to Request for Production No. l. 
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION N0.12: Please produce copies of all documents 
identified or referred to in your answer to Interrogatory No. 11. 
RESPONSE: Emails between Defendant and her realtors: Bates No. 248 to 275. 
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION N0.13: Please produce copies of all documents 
identified or referred to in your answer to Interrogatory No. 12. 
RESPONSE: Documents relating to the sale of the Home: Bates No. 276 to 366. 
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REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION N0.14: Please produce copies of all documents 
identified or referred to in your answer to Intenogatory No. 13. 
RESPONSE: Please see Response to Request for Production No. l. 
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION N0.15: This Request was blank. 
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION N0.16: Please produce copies of all documents 
identified or referred to in your answer to Interrogatory No. 15. 
RESPONSE: Please see Response to Request for Production No. I. 
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION N0.17: Please produce copies of all documents 
identified or referred to in your answer to Interrogatory No. 16. 
RESPONSE: Please see Response to Request for Production No. I. 
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION N0.18: Please produce copies of all documents 
identified or referred to in your answer to Interrogatory No. 17. 
RESPONSE: Please see Response to Request for Production No.1. 
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION N0.19: Please produce copies of all documents 
identified or referred to in your answer to Interrogatory No. 20. 
RESPONSE: Please see Response to Request for Production No. l. 
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION N0.20: Please produce copies of all documents 
identified or referred to in your answer to Interrogatory No. 23. 
RESPONSE: Please see Response to Request for Production No. l. 
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION N0.21: Please produce copies of all documents 
identified or referred to in your answer to Interrogatory No. 24. 
RESPONSE: Please see Response to Request for Production No. l. 
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION N0.22: Please produce copies of all documents 
identified or referred to in your answer to Interrogatory No. 25. 
RESPONSE: Please see Response to Request for Production No. I. 
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION N0.23: Please produce copies of all documents 
identified or referred to in your answer to Interrogatory No. 26. 
RESPONSE: Please see Response to Request for Production No. I. 
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION N0.24: Please produce copies of all documents 
identified or referred to in your answer to Interrogatory No. 27. 
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RESPONSE: Please see Response to Request for Production No. I. 
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION N0.25: Please produce copies of all documents 
identified or referred to in your answer to Interrogatory No. 28. 
RESPONSE: Please see Response to Request for Production No. I. 
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION N0.26: Please produce copies of all documents 
identified or referred to in your answer to Interrogatory No. 29. 
RESPONSE: Please see Response to Request for Production No. I. 
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION N0.27: To the extent not already produced in 
response to another Request, please produce any and all communications between you and any 
party to this litigation, or their attorneys, insurers, investigators, agents, agencies, employees, 
officers, directors, predecessors, trustees, successors, and independent contractors and/or experts, 
relating in any way to the subject matter of this litigation 
RESPONSE: None. 
DATED this .;2g 111 day of August, 2015. 
MILLEMANN, PITTENGER & 
PEMBERTON, LLP 
By: -~ (l~p{~ 
STEV~ J. MILLE~ 
GREGORY C. PITTENGER 
Attorneys for Defendant 
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VERJFICAIION 
STATE OF CALIFORNIA. ) 
) ss 
County of Set.., t)\:i'.'3!::i ) 
'/},!j..;J, 
I, Nancy Gentry~ being first duly sworn upon oath depose and say: 
Th.at I am the Defendant in the above-entitled action; that I have read the foregoing 
Defendant's Response§. to Plaintiff's First Set of Interrogatories and Requests for Production of 
Documents and acknowledge that the contents therein are true and correct to the best of my 




SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before roe tlus .a!_ day of August, 2015. 
NOTARY PUBLIC FOR California 
My Commission Expires: 1.-1.- ,\,:,- \ cl 
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• 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
t1 
I HERBY CERTIFY THAT on the ;,2.8 _ day of August, 2015, I caused to be served a 
true and correct copy of this Defendant Nancy Gentry-Boyd's Responses to Plaintiff's First Set of 
Interrogatories and Requests for Production of Documents, on the following, by the method and 
at the address indicated below: 
By US Mail to: 
Thomas A. Banducci 
Jason J. Rudd 
!Anderson Banducci PLLC 
l O 1 S. Capitol Blvd.,Suite 1600 
Boise, Idaho 83702 
C. Tom Arkoosh 
Daniel A. Nevala 
Arkoosh Law Office 
P.O. Box 2900 
Boise, Idaho 83701 
Michael G. Pierce 
Attorney at Law 
P.O. Box 1019 
Cascade, Idaho 83611 
MILLEMANN, PITTENGER & 
PEMBERTON, LLP 
By:--'---~-;,-!-C< ~+,E'-N-'-~-p--~-f-t-*-~ .... A...-'~'-;-N------
GR'EGORY C. PitfrENGER 
Attorneys for Defendant 
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From: Michael Wood <michael.mccallrealtor@gmail.com> 
Subject: Re: 2130 Payette-Door maintenance 
Date: June 19, 2012 1 :04:0B PM MDT 
To: Nancy Gentry-Boyd <gentryboyd.nancy@gmall.com> 
Thank you. I will call Kris. 
On Jun 19, 2012, at 12 59 PM, Nancy Gentry-Boyd wrote: 
Michael· 
II 
Kris Kirk will know who supplied the doors. I do not. Also, Kris Kirk would know the name of the painting contractor. The doors sometimes stick 
after the winter II you keep them locked, they will dry out and !unction aga'n. 
Thank you, 
Nancy 
On Tue, Jun 19. 2012 at 10:50 AM, Michael Wood <michael.mccallrealtor@omall.com::> wrote: 
Nancy, the buyer contacted me to inquire about the company that supplied the doors a~d hardware for the lakelront home. The double doors 
in the nook beside the kitchen have malfunctioned and are missing weather stripping. Do you recall who supplied the doors or who you used 
for maintenance on the doors and hardware? Also, which painting contractor did you use for the exterior painting Thanks 
· Michael Wood 
Associate Broker 
McCall Real Estate Company 
michael.mccallrealtor@amail.com 
Cell: ZQB-634-6544 
Fax: 20B·634-37J 9 
This message may contain confidential or proprietary information intended only for the use ol lhe 
addressee(s) named atiove or may contain information that Is legally privileged. If you are 
· not the intended addressee, or the person responsible for delivering it to the intended addressee, 
you are hereby notified that reading, disseminating, distributing or copying this message is strictly 
prohibited. If you have received this message by mistake, please immediately notify me by 
replying lo the message and delete the original message and any copies immediately therealler. 
Thank you . 
.............. , ..................................................... ., ... ,.. .............. ,.. .................. '! .,, "" •••••• " 
Michael Wood 
Associate Broker 




This message may contain confidential or proprietary information intended only for the use of the 
addressee(s) named above or may contain information that is legally privileged. If you are 
not the intended addressee, or the person responsible for delivering It to the intended addressee, 
you are hereby notified that reading, disseminating, distributing or copying this message is strictly 
prohibited. If you have received this message by mistake, please immediately notify me by 
replying to the message and delete the original message and any copies immediately thereafter. 

















F'Vl: dOOf top/ edge finshing ~ 
ThJ<>day, Ju~ 16, 2015 8:09:50 PM 
~
From: Mark Birrer [mailto:mark@nuvuglass.com] 
Sent: Thursday, October 02, 2014 10:14 AM 
To: Chris kirk 
Subject: FW: door top/ edge finishing question 
Here you go Chrls .As \Ve discussed, J did the reseo.rch and the ans\ver from the V-/eather Shield folks is that 1hey do Indeed seal the edges of :he door: 
!vlark Birrer. Sales Rep 
S!ass: inc 
< span styJe=1font-size:lO.Opt;font .. family:"Tahoma11, 11sans-serif~''>From: Judnic, Julie (mai!ta·i1tli,:;:; i1K1nk@weathershi~td com] 
Sent: Thursday, October 02, 2014 10:04 AM 
To: Mark Birrer 
Subject: RE: door top/ edge finishing question 
The door plant says they de seal the edges of the door. 
Julie 
Julie Judnic 
Cuswmer Relutums ( '.ont«ct 
V/eather Shield \Vfodows & Doorr 
7!5-748-2JOG Ex,.:: l 17r0ffice' 
871-352-00!!5 (Fa," I 
From: Mark Blrrer [mailtp·marl<@nuvugiass com) 
Sent: Thursday, October 02, 2014 9:42 AM 
To: Judnlc, Julie 
Subject: FW: door top/ edge finishing question 
Mark Birrer. Sales Rep. 
rvu-Vw Glass Inc, 
i208) 859·8501 :el! 
From: Mark Simer 
Sent: Tuesday, September 30, 2014 2:25 PM 
To: 'Judnic, Julie' 
Subject: door top/ edge finishin g question 
nrccm/i,/e,umi {:you an nm lilt JH141mi.:,i addn.'iSt'• 1:ott 1irC1t anJ' dm::hH11r,:__ 
rrrm,;n;n.•,w,:- m ,:rror, plca,k denn!J J: mui nol~f; tfu., }'t'mJ ,·r tNJth'drmcf:, n! tht· piwi1:: w atldn:,ri· ln·r::,, 
In vlslting with 2 contractor on a project yesterday, he is telling me that my competition informs him that their French swing doors are sealed on the top and 
edges etc. from the factory-since most painters don't reach up and do the taps of the doors, So, this way1 their doors are already proteC::ed against wet 
weatl-ier. lam wondering if Weather Shield does this on thei; doors? Please advise. 
Mark Birrer, Sales Rep. 
Nu-Vu Glass Inc. 
pos) 859-8501 cell 















Michael Wood <michael.mccallrealtor@gmail.com> 
2130 Payette Inspection 
April 3, 20131:24:15 PM MDT 
Nancy Gentry-Boyd <gentryboyd.nancy@gmail.com> 
"jean@Jeanodmark.com Odmark" <jean@jeanodmark.com> 
1 Attachment, 001 KB 
• 
Nancy, I am sending you the original Inspection contingency release and attached exhibits that 1 received lrom the buyer's agent on March 18, 
2012. The buyer's agent chose not to share the lull report, but only those pages that addressed issues that the inspector had flagged as needing 
attention. 










This message may contain confidential or proprietary information intended only !or the use of the 
addressee(s) named above or may contain information that is legally privileged. II you are 
not the intended addressee. or the person responsible for delivering it to the intended addressee, 
you are hereby notified that reading, disseminating, distributing or copying this message is strictly 
prohibited. If you have received this message by mistake, please immediately notify me by 
replying to the message and delete the original message and any copies immediately thereafter. 






From: Michael Wood <michael.mccallrealtor@gmail.com> 
Subject: Re: 2130 Payette Drive Addenda file 
Date: April 4, 201311 :50:47 AM MDT 
To: Nancy Gentry-Boyd <gentryboyd.nancy@gmail.com> 
Okay, will do. 
On Apr 4, 2013, at 11 :32 AM, Nancy Gentry-Boyd wrote: 
Hi Michael: 
11 
I received the documents. Thank you. In comparing what was in the Amerititle documents with what you sent, the 
Addendum #5 as you sent which is signed by both parties, is not included. Either way, Nancy fulfilled the requirements of 
that addendum. 
Will you please let Mr. Petrus know that Nancy will be responding to him by the end of next week? Thank you for your help. 
Kind regards, 
Maura 
From: Michael Wood [mailto:michael.mccallrealtor@gmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, April 04, 2013 10:15 AM 
To: Nancy Gentry-Boyd 
Subject: 2130 Payette Drive Addenda file 
Nancy, I have attached the addenda to purchase and sale agreement for 2130 Payettte Drive. 
Michael Wood 
Associate Broker 




This message may contain confidential or proprietary information intended only for the use of the 
addressee(s) named above or may contain information that is legally privileged. If you are 
not the intended addressee, or the person responsible for delivering ii to the intended addressee, 
you are hereby notified that reading, disseminating, distributing or copying this message is strictly 
prohibited. If you have received this message by mistake, please immediately notify me by 






Begin forwarded message: 
From: Ed Petrus <eapetrus@me.com> 
Subject: Re: 2130 Payette Drive McCall, Idaho 
Date: April 9, 2013 at 12:20:08 PM MDT 
To: Nancy Gentry-Boyd <gentryboyd.nancy@gmail.com> 
Page 1 of 1 
Cc: Bob Kolodny <rkolodny@kolodnypressman.com>, "pete@potentelaw.com" 
<gete@potentelaw.com>. "sjm@mpmplaw.com" <sjm@mpmolaw.com>, Colleen Cole 
<colleenc@ameri-title.com>, Michael Wood <michaeLmccallrealtor@gmail.com> 
Due diligence does not apply to things that you had a duty to disclose, etc. We will proceed with litigation and service of 
process of the complaint upon you which will be very expensive for you and me. 
Sent from my iPhone 
On Apr 9, 2013, at 12:02 PM, Nancy Gentry-Boyd <qentryboyd.nancy@gmail.com> wrote: 
Dear Mr. Petrus: 
Your due diligence was completed prior to the closing of escrow. You closed escrow. I have no 
further responsibilities. 
Sincerely, 
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Alyson A. Foster (ISB #9719) 
Jason J. Rudd (ISB #9406) 
ANDERSEN SCHWARTZMAN 
WOODARD BRAILSFORD, PLLC 
101 S. Capitol Blvd., Suite 1600 
Boise, Idaho 83702 
Telephone: (208) 342-4411 
Facsimile: (208) 342-4455 
aaf@aswblaw.com 
jjr@aswblaw.com 






IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF VALLEY 
PETRUS FAMILY TRUST DATED MAY 1, 
1991, and EDMOND A. PETRUS, JR., 
individually and as Co-Trustee of the Petrus 
Family Trust Dated May 1, 1991, 
Plaintiffs, 
V. 
NANCY GENTRY-BOYD; CHRIS KIRK 
d/b/a KIRK ENTERPRISES; TODD 
MCKENNA d/b/a HOMECRAFT HOME 
INSPECTIONS; RE/MAX RESORT REALTY; 
KEVIN BATCHELOR; and DOES 1-4 
Defendants. 
Case No. CV-2014-71-C 
DECLARATION OF MICHAEL 
LONGMIRE IN OPPOSITION TO 
DEFENDANTS' MOTIONS FOR 
SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
Pursuant to Idaho Code § 9-1406, I, Michael Longmire, depose and say that the following 
facts are true and correct: 
1. Edmond A. Petrus ("Petrus") hired me in or around May 2012 to maintain and 
oversee his home at 2130 Payette Drive. I make this declaration based upon my personal 
knowledge. 
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2. Shortly after he hired me, Petrus asked me to install a grill/barbecue in the area 
next to the French doors on the southeastern comer of the deck next to the dining room. I hired a 
local company, Valley County A-1 Heat, to install a gas line in the crawlspace underneath the 
French Doors. To accomplish this, Valley County A-1 Heat drilled a hole through the insulation 
foam in the crawlspace underneath the French doors. Water came out of the hole and the 
insulation was saturated. 
3. Within a week, I hired an insulation company, Energy Seal, to investigate. They 
removed a portion of the wet foam insulation underneath the French doors. I looked where the 
foam had been removed and observed that the floor joists underneath the French doors and the 
comer post were rotten. 
4. On August 21, 2013, Chris Kirk inspected the home. I was present. He was 
allowed as much time as he wanted to conduct his inspection. He went into the crawlspace. He 
told me there was something about the "water diversion channel" under the French doors but I 
did not understand what he meant. He was there for approximately two hours. 
5. In April 2014, while Disaster Response conducted its remediation work, Nancy 
Gentry-Boyd ("Gentry") and her real estate agent, Michael Wood ("Wood"), visited the home to 
observe the damage. I was present. I heard Gentry say to Wood something to the effect of "they 
had five days to find it, and they didn't." I understood from this comment that she was referring 
to Petrus's failure to find the damage during the due diligence or inspection period when he 
bought the house. 
6. I am responsible for maintaining the home while Petrus is away and have been 
since approximately May 2012. In the winter, I am responsible for shoveling snow off of the 
deck and away from the home. I have done this regularly every winter since 2012. Snow does 
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not ever pile up against the walls of the home for very long, because the overhang reduces 
buildup and because the radiant heat of the home melts the snow that is up against the home. 
7. In my experience with the home, snow does not ever build up against the French 
doors on the southeastern corner of the deck next to the dining room. That side does not directly 
face the lake. I keep the barbecue and the snow removal equipment on that corner of the deck. I 
would not do that if snow built up there. 
8. Since I assumed my role as home caretaker, and putting aside any remediation 
work performed by Disaster Response, no one has installed screws in any door threshold, 
removed weather-stripping around any doors, removed foam insulation in the crawlspace (except 
as described above), removed or reinstalled the locking mechanism in the French doors, or 
attempted to pry open the locking mechanism on any door. 
9. All doors were re-keyed shortly after Petrus bought the home. 
I 0. Attached as Exhibit 1 is a true and correct copy of an email from Mark Birrer, the 
sales representative for the French doors. This email confirmed to me that the French doors were 
the original ones installed in the home. Neither I nor anyone replaced the French doors after 
Petrus moved into the home until it was replaced as part of the repairs by Disaster Response. 
I certify under penalty of perjury pursuant to the law of the State of Idaho that the foregoing is 
true and correct. 
1.Ji(~/2010 
DATE 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on this 101h day of June 2016, I caused to be served a true and correct 
copy of the foregoing document to the persons listed below the method indicated: 
C. Tom Arkoosh 
Daniel A. Nevala 
ARKOOSH LAW OFFICES 
802 W. Bannock Street, Suite 900 
P.O. Box 2900 
Boise, ID 83701 
Attorneys for Chris Kirk d/b/a Kirk 
Enterprises 
Michael G. Pierce 
MICHAEL PIERCE LAW 
P.O. Box 1019 
489 West Mountain Road 
Cascade, ID 83611 
Attorney for Todd McKenna d/b/a 
Homecraft Home Ins ections 
Steven. J. Millemann 
Gregory C. Pittenger 
MILLEMAN, PITTENGER, 
MCMAHAN 
& PEMBERTON LLP 
706 North First Street 
P.O. Box 1066 
McCall, ID 83638 
Attorneys for Defendant Nancy 
Gentry-Boyd 
Phillip J. Collaer 
ANDERSON, JULIAN & HULL 
LLP 
C.W. Moore Plaza 
250 South Fifth Street, Suite 700 
P.O. Box 7426 














_ Hand Delivery 
Facsimile: 208-634-4516 
_ Overnight Courier 
U.S. Mail 




_ Overnight Courier 
U.S. Mail 
X Email: pcollaer@ajhlaw.com 
Attorneys for Re/Max Resort Realty 
and Kevin Batchelor L____------~--------"~---=--~-------:-----
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on behalf of Mark Birrer 
Wednesday, June 06, 201211:00 AM 
'mlongmire@frontiernet.net' 
Weather Schield door 
That number correctly identified the original order and I got a copy of it yesterday. I have identified the door in question 
on this order and have sent in a request for quote to the factory for the replacement door slab. As soon as I hear back 
from them, I will be back in correspondence with you. 
Mark Birrer, Sales Representative 
Cell phone: (208) 859-8501 
Fax: (208) 639-0458 
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Date 






Alyson A. Foster (ISB #9719) 
Jason J. Rudd (ISB #9406) 
ANDERSEN SCHWARTZMAN 
WOODARD BRAILSFORD, PLLC 
101 S. Capitol Blvd., Suite 1600 
Boise, Idaho 83702 
Telephone: (208) 342-4411 




IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
ST ATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF VALLEY 
PETRUS FAMILY TRUST DA TED MAY 1, 
1991, and EDMOND A. PETRUS, JR, 
individually and as Co-Trustee of the Petrus 
Family Trust Dated May 1, 1991, 
Plaintiffs, 
V. 
NANCY GENTRY-BOYD; CHRIS KIRK 
d/b/a KIRK ENTERPRISES; TODD 
MCKENNA d/b/a HOMECRAFT HOME 
INSPECTIONS; RE/MAX RESORT REALTY; 
KEVIN BATCHELOR; and DOES 1-4 
Defendants. 
Case No. CV-2014-71-C 
DECLARATION OF BEAU VALUE 
IN OPPOSITION TO 
DEFENDANTS' MOTIONS FOR 
SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
Pursuant to Idaho Code § 9-1406, I, Beau Value, depose and say that the following facts 
are true and correct: 
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1. I am the President, Chief Executive Officer, and owner of Disaster Response, 
f/k/a Restoration Pro. Disaster Response (then Restoration Pro) was hired by Edmond A. Petrus 
("Petrus") in October 2013 to perform remediation work on his home at 2130 Payette Drive in 
McCall, Idaho. I make this declaration based upon my personal knowledge. 
2. I also have been designated as Plaintiff's expert witness in this matter. I have 
provided my expert opinion in deposition on March 11, 2016, and provide additional expert 
opinions below. 
Background and Qualifications 
3. I have been in the construction industry for twenty years. I have experience in the 
areas of residential construction of projects ranging in price up to $10,500,000, construction 
estimating, planning & scheduling, subcontractor management, project management, contract 
negotiation, and business management. 
4. I have the following memberships, certifications, and honors: 
• Idaho Contractor's License RCE4 l 
• IICRC Certified Technician, Water Damage Restoration 
• Certified by BPI as a Building Analyst Professional and Envelope 
Professional 
• Member of the BBB with A+ Rating 
• Member of the NFIB 
• Top 5 Innovator, McCall Magazine, July 2007 
• Outstanding Performance, Tamarack Resort, October 2006 (top 
performing building contractor for quality, management and overall 
customer satisfaction) 
• Registered Master Builder, Idaho Building Contractors Association, 2006-
2009 
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5. From 2002 to 2010 I owned Everest Custom Builders, a high-end home builder 
with projects ranging in size from 500,000 to $10,000,000. Everest Custom Builders completed 
over 20 custom design build homes at the Tamarack Resort. 
6. Since 2011, I have been the President, CEO, and owner of Disaster Response 
(f/k/a Restoration Pro). Disaster Response specializes in property damage cleanup and repair 
helping families and businesses get back to normal after a water, fire, storm, mold, or other 
catastrophic occurrence that results in property damage. Disaster Response has a team of 
certified professionals who bring years of experience and training to respond to a property 
damage event and to minimize losses and loss of use of property. We work with homeowners 
and insurance carriers to put a home or business back to the way it was. Disaster Response also 
does remodels and additions. Our service area covers Idaho and Eastern Oregon and we have 
offices in McCall Idaho, Fruitland Idaho and Rexburg Idaho. In 2015, Disaster Response made 
the top 500 Remodeler of 2015 for all of the United States, coming in at #318, the highest 
ranking of only three companies that made the list from the state of Idaho. 
Work Performed at 2130 Payette Drive 
7. In October 2013, Petrus hired Disaster Response to perform remediation work at 
2130 Payette Drive. In my deposition, I explained the process of uncovering and remediating the 
damage we found, and provided my opinion on the cause of the damage. In sum, we found 
extensive dry rot around the French doors on the southeastern side of the deck next to the dining 
room. The rot was around the frame of the doors, in the joists, the sub-floor, and on the wall 
around the corner from the doors and along the lake-facing side of the home underneath the stone 
veneer. 
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8. As I explained in my deposition, there were three causes of this damage: (i) 
improper framing of the French doors, which created a space under the French doors for water to 
gather and "perch"; (ii) improper flashing sizing and application techniques along the area where 
the deck meets the wall; and (iii) improper application of moisture barrier along that same area 
and along the south-facing wall. Given the extent of the damage we uncovered, these defects had 
existed for years. These defects allowed moisture to penetrate the building envelope and to rot 
the OSB boards, joists, and sub-floors. 
9. Attached as Exhibit l are photographs depicting true and accurate representations 
of the damages we observed, including around the French doors themselves. 
10. I was asked in my deposition about the building codes in effect in McCall at the 
time 2130 Payette was built in 2004-2005. Since my deposition, I reviewed the 2003 
International Residential Code. A true and correct copy of the section "Chapter 7 Wall 
Covering," Section R703 "Exterior Covering," is attached as Exhibit 2. 
11. R703.8, "Flashing," states: 
Approved corrosion-resistive flashing shall be provided in the exterior wall 
envelope in such a manner as to prevent entry of water into the wall cavity or 
penetration of water to the building structural framing components. The 
flashing shall extend to the surface of the exterior wall finish and shall be 
installed to prevent water from reentering the exterior wall envelope. 
Approved corrosion-resistant flashings shall be installed at all of the following 
locations: 
1. At top of all exterior window and door openings in such a manner as to be 
leakproof, except that self-flashing windows having a continuous lap of 
not less than 11/s inches (28 mm) over the sheathing material around the 
perimeter of the opening, including corners, do not require additional 
flashing; jamb flashing may also be omitted when specifically approved 
by the building official. 
2. At the intersection of chimneys or other masonry construction with frame 
or stucco walls, with projecting lips on both sides under stucco copings. 
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3. Under and at the ends of masonry, wood or metal copings and sills. 
4. Continuously above all projecting wood trim. 
5. Where exterior porches. decks or stairs attach to a wall or floor assembly 
of wood-frame construction. (emphasis added) 
6. At wall and roof intersections. 
7. At built-in gutters. 
This requires that flashing "be installed to prevent water from reentering the exterior wall 
envelope." The flashing used here was 1 1/4 inches tall, less than 2 inches, and not sufficient to 
prevent water from reentering the exterior wall envelope, particularly on the south-facing, 
lakeside wall facing the elements. In my opinion, the flashing did not comply with this code. 
1 R703.2, "Weather-resistant sheathing paper," states: 
Asphalt-saturated felt free from holes and breaks, weighing not 
less than 14 pounds per 100 square feet (0.683 kg/m2) and 
complying with ASTM D 226 or other approved weather-resistant 
material shall be applied over studs or sheathing of all exterior 
walls as required by Table R703.4. Such felt or material shall be 
applied horizontally, with the upper layer lapped over the lower 
layer not less than 2 inches (51 mm). Where joints occur, felt shall 
be lapped not less than 6 inches (152 mm). 
This requires felt or material to overlap the lower layer not less than 2 inches. Here, the home 
was constructed using flashing that was only 1 14 inches and therefore the felt could not lap the 
lower layer by at least 2 inches. Indeed, as I explained in my deposition, in some places the felt 
did not overlap the flashing at all and rested above it. Accordingly, in my opinion, this did not 
comply with either the flashing code or the weather-resistant sheathing paper code. 
Mold v. Dry Rot 
13. I have been asked to explain the difference between mold and dry rot. In the home 
construction and building industry, there is a significant difference between mold and dry rot and 
the terms are not interchangeable. 
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14. Mold is a growth of fungus or other microorganisms that appears on the surface of 
wood or other natural materials. Mold may be remedied through sanding and the application of a 
surface microbial treatment. 
15. Dry rot is a structural degradation of wood or other natural materials, caused by 
exposure to moisture or fungus, that results in destruction or decay of the material. Dry rot 
affects the structural integrity of a building. Mold does not. Dry rot may be remedied only 
through replacement of the damaged materials. 
16. While mold and rot both may arise from exposure to moisture, they are very 
different conditions that require different methods of repair and remediation at significantly 
different cost. Mold treatment is relatively quick and inexpensive. Remediation of dry rot may be 
more extensive and expensive, as it requires removal and replacement of materials, often with 
rebuilding to address degradation of structural integrity. 
17. In my experience and opinion, although mold and dry rot both may exist in a 
home, they are not the same thing and do not always arise from the same causes. In my 
experience and opinion, the terms "mold" and "microorganisms," by themselves, do not include 
"dry rot"; and, the term "dry rot", by itself, does not necessarily include "mold" or 
"microorganisms." 
I certify under penalty of perjury pursuant to the law of the State o Idaho that the foregoing is 
true and correct. 
~Lr/16 
DATE SIGNATURE 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on this 10th day of June 2016, I caused to be served a true and correct 
copy of the foregoing document to the persons listed below the method indicated: 
C. Tom Arkoosh 
Daniel A. Nevala 
ARKOOSH LAW OFFICES 
802 W. Bannock Street, Suite 900 
P.O. Box 2900 
Boise, ID 83701 
Attorneys for Chris Kirk dlb/ a Kirk 
Enterprises 
Michael G. Pierce 
MICHAEL PIERCE LAW 
P.O. Box 1019 
489 West Mountain Road 
Cascade, ID 83611 
Attorney for Todd McKenna dlb/a Homecraft 
Home Inspections 
Steven. J. Millemann 
Gregory C. Pittenger 
MILLEMAN, PITTENGER, MCMAHAN 
& PEMBERTON LLP 
706 North First Street 
P.O. Box 1066 
McCall, ID 83638 
Attorneys for Defendant Nancy Gentry-Boyd 
Phillip J. Collaer 
ANDERSON, JULIAN & HULL LLP 
C.W. Moore Plaza 
250 South Fifth Street, Suite 700 
P.O. Box 7426 
Boise, ID 83702 
Attorneys for Re/Max Resort Realty and 
Kevin Batchelor 
_ Hand Delivery 
Facsimile: 343-5456 
Overnight Courier 
-if U.S. Mail 
c:::._ Email: tom.arkoosh@arkoosh.com; 
dan.nevala(a),arkoosh.com 




A Email: michael@michaelpiercelaw.com 
Hand Delivery 
Facsimile: 208-634-4516 
_ Overnight Courier 
U.S. Mail 
=zg Email: sjm@mpmplaw.com; 
gcp@mpmplaw.com ' 




)SJ_ Email: pcollaer@ajhlaw.com 
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• Chapter 7 - Wall Covering 
• International Residential Code for One- and Two-Family 
Dwellings 
• SECTION R70l GENERAL 
• SECTION R 702 INTERIOR COVERING 
• SECTION R703 EXTERIOR COVERING 
R703. l General. 
R703.2 Weather-resistant sheathing paper. 
R703.3 Wood. hardboard and wood structural panel siding. 
R703 .4 Attachments. 
R703.5 Wood shakes and shingles. 
R703.6 Exterior plaster. 
R703.7 Stone and masonry veneer, general. 
R703.8 Flashing. 
R703,9 Exterior insulation finish systems, general. 
R 703. l O Fiber cement siding. 
R703.1 General. 
R703.2 Weather-resistant sheathing paper. 
R703.3 Wood, hardboard and wood structural panel siding. 
R 703 .4 Attachments. 
R703.5 Wood shakes and shingles. 
R 703 .6 Exterior plaster. 
R703.7 Stone and masonry veneer, general. 
R703.8 Flashing. 
R703.9 Exterior insulation finish systems, general. 
R703 .10 Fiber cement siding, 
I.op_ Previous Section Next Section To view the next subsection please select the Next Section option. 
R703.l General. 
Exterior walls shall provide the building with a weather-resistant exterior wall envelope. The exterior wall 
envelope shall include flashing as described in Section R703.8. The exterior wall envelope shall be designed and 
constructed in such a manner as to prevent the accumulation of water within the wall assembly by providing a 
water-resistive barrier behind the exterior veneer as required by Section R703.2. 
I.op_ Previous Section Next Section To view the next subsection please select the Next Section option. 
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• Chapter 7 - Wall Covering 
• International Residential Code for One- and Two-Family 
Dwellings 
• SECTION R701 GENERAL 
• SECTION R702 INTERIOR COVERING 
• SECTTON R703 EXTERIOR COVERING 
R 703 .1 General. 
R703.2 Weather-resistant sheathing paper. 
R703.3 Wood, hardboard and wood structural panel siding. 
R703.4 Attachments. 
R703.5 Wood shakes and shingles. 
R703.6 Exterior plaster. 
R703.7 Stone and masonry veneer, general. 
R703.8 Flashing. 
R703.9 Exterior insulation finish systems, general. 
R703.10 Fiber cement siding. 
R703.l General. 
R703.2 Weather-resistant sheathing paper. 
R703.3 Wood, hardboard and wood structural panel siding. 
R703.4 Attachments. 
R703.5 Wood shakes and shingles. 
R703.6 Exterior plaster. 
R703.7 Stone and masonry veneer, general. 
R703.8 Flashing. 
R703.9 Exterior insulation finish systems, general. 
Top Previous Section Next Section To view the next subsection please select the Next Section option. 
R703.2 Weather-resistant sheathing paper. 
Asphalt-saturated felt free from holes and breaks, weighing not less than 14 pounds per 100 square feet (0.683 
kg/m2) and complying with ASTM D 226 or other approved weather-resistant material shall be applied over 
studs or sheathing of all exterior walls as required by Table R 703.4. Such felt or material shall be applied 
horizontally, with the upper layer lapped over the lower layer not less than 2 inches (51 mm). Where joints 
occur, felt shall be lapped not less than 6 inches (152 mm). 
Exception: Such felt or material is permitted to be omitted in the following situations: 
1. In detached accessory buildings. 
2. Under panel siding with shiplap joints or battens. 
3. Under exterior wall finish materials as permitted in Table R703.4. 
4. Under paperbacked stucco lath. 
Top Previous Section Next Section To view the next subsection please select the Next Section option. 
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• Chapter 7 - Wall Covering 
• International Residential Code for One- and Two-Family 
Dwellings 
• SECTION R701 GENERAL 
• SECTION R702 INTERIOR COVERING 
• SECTION R703 EXTERTOR COVERTNG 
R703.1 General. 
R 703 .2 Weather-resistant sheathing paper. 
R703.3 Wood, hardboard and wood structural panel siding. 
R 703 .4 Attachments. 
R703.5 Wood shakes and shingles. 
R703.6 Exterior plaster. 
R703.7 Stone and masonry veneer, general. 
R703.8 Flashing. 
R 703 .9 Exterior insulation finish systems, general. 
R 703 .10 Fiber cement siding. 
R703.1 General. 
R703.2 Weather-resistant sheathing paper. 
R703.3 Wood, hardboard and wood structural panel siding. 
R 703 .4 Attachments. 
R703.5 Wood shakes and shingles. 
R 703 .6 Exterior plaster. 
R703.7 Stone and masonry veneer, general. 
R703.8 Flashing. 
R 703 .9 Exterior insulation finish systems, general. 
R703. l0 Fiber cement siding. 
Top Previous Section Next Section To view the next subsection please select the Next Section option. 
R703.3 Wood, hardboard and wood structural panel siding. 
Top Previous Section Next Section To view the next subsection please select the Next Section option. 
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• International Residential Code for One- and Two-Family Dwellings 
• Chapter 7 - Wall Covering 
• SECTION R70I GENERAL 
• SECTION R702 INTERIOR COVERING 
• SECTION R703 EXTERIOR COVERJNG 
R703. l General. 
R 703.2 Weather-resistant sheathing paper 
R703.3 Wood. hardboard and wood structural panel siding. 
R703 4 Attachments. 
R703.5 Wood shakes and shim.des 
R703 6 Exterior ~1laster. 
R703.7 Stone and masonry veneer general. 
R703.8 Flashjng. 
R 703 .9 Exterior insulation frnish systems, general. 
R703 IO Fiber eement siding 
R703.J General 
R703.2 Weather-resistant sheathing paper. 
R 703.3 Wood. hardboard and wood structural panel siding. 
R703.4 Attachments. 
R703.5 Wood shakes and shingles. 
R703.6 Exterior plaster. 
R703.7 Stone and masonry veneer general. 
R703.8 Flashing. 
R703.9 Exterior insulation finish systems, general. 
R703.10 Fiber cement siding. 
Ton Previous Section Next Section To view the next subsection please select the Next Section option. 
R703.4 Attachments. 
Unless specified otherwise, all wall coverings shall be securely fastened in accordance with Table R703A or with other approved aluminum, stainless 
steel, zinc-coated or other approved corrosion-resistive fasteners. 
TABLE R703.4 WEATHER-RESISTANT SIDING ATTACHMENT AND MINIMUM THICKNESS 
TYPE OF SUPPORTS FOR THE SIDING MATERIAL Al\'D 
FASTENERsh,c,d 
Wood or Number 
wood Foam or 
NOMINAL SHEATHING structural Fiberboard Gypsum plastic spacing 
THICK'IESS9 JOINT PAPER panel sheathing sheathing sheathing Direct to of 
SIDING MATERIAL (inches) TREATMENT REQUIRED sheathing into stud into stud into stud studs fasteners 
0.120 nail 0.120 nail 0.120 nail 0.120 
Not 
o.o19r Lap No 





0.120 nail 0.120 nail 0.120 Not Same as 
aluminume 
0.024 Lap No 
1 Yi" long nail2 
stud 
2" long 2"long allowed spacing 
With 




0.019 Lap No 2Yi" long naiJZ 
nail 1 Yi'' 
l'li'' long 2'/i" long long 
Brick veneer 2 
Concrete masonry Section R703 Yes (Note m) See Section R703 and Figure R703.7h 
veneer 2 
62 panel 








116 Noter Yes Noteq Note q Noteq Noteq Note q spacing siding-horizontal 2 per 
bearing 
I 
0.113 nail 0.113 nail 0.113 
]'/," 0.113 nail 2Yi" Same as 
812
e e 
Steeli 29 ga. Lap No Staple- 23!.'' Staple- Staple- nail2 Not stud 
1%" 21/2" 2W' Staple2 allowed spacing 
' c,, •• .. , .. 2 Section R 703 Yes (Note m) See Section R703 and Figure R703.7h 
6d box 6" panel 
3ts '12 Noteg Note g 6d box 6d box nail 6d box box nail2 nail, 
3/8 edge 
Particleboard panels 
nail nail not 12" inter. 
allowed sup. 
5 /8 Note g Noteg 
6d box 




nail nail nail 
Plywood paneP 3/g Note g 
0.099 0.113 nail- 0.099 0.113 0.099 6"on 
( exterior grade) 
Note g 
nail-2" 2'!," nail-2" nail2 nail-22 edges 
0.120 nail 
0.120 nail 







stud Vinyl sidingn No Staple- Staple- allowed 
I Y." 2Y:i" 21/i", Staple
2 spacing 
Woodk Rustic, drop 3/8 Min 
Face 
Lap No nailing 
up to 62 
Shiplap 19/ 32 Average 0.113 
widths, 1 
nail-2\/2" nail per 
Lap No Fastener penetration into stud-1 2 Staple- bearing; 




Butt tip 3116 Lap No per 
bearing 
6d 6d 6d 4d 6" oc on 
Fiber cement panel 
5116 




Notey resistant resistant resistant 
- resistant 12" ocon: 
intermed. j 
nai1° nai1° nail0 naW studs 
6d 6d 6d 6d 
Fiber cement lap 
51,6 Notew 
Yes corrosion corrosion corrosion corrosion 
Notex 
siding5 Notey resistant resistant resistant resistant 
nail0 nail0 nai1° naiJX 
For SI: I inch 25.4 mm. 
a. Based on stud spacing of 16 inches on center. Where studs are spaced 24 inches, siding shall be applied to sheathing approved for that 
spacing. 
b. Nail is a general description and shall be T-head, modified round head, or round head with smooth or deformed shanks. 
c. Staples shall have a minimum crown width of 7 /16-inch outside diameter and be manufactured of minimum No. 16 gage wire. 
d. Nails or staples shall be aluminum, galvanized, or rust-preventive coated and shall be driven into the studs for fiberboard or gypsum backing. 
e. Aluminum nails shall be used to attach aluminum siding. 
f. Aluminum (0.019 inch) shall be unbacked only when the maximum panel width is 10 inches and the maximum flat area is 8 inches. The 
tolerance for aluminum siding shall be +0.002 inch of the nominal dimension. 
g. If boards or panels are applied over sheathing or a weather-resistant membrane, joints need not be treated. Otherwise, vertical joints shall 
occur at studs and be covered with battens or be lapped. 
h. All attachments shall be coated with a corrosion-resistive coating. 
i. Shall be of approved type. 
Th!l Previous Section Next Section To view the next subsection please select the Next Section option. 
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• Chapter 7 - Wall Covering 
• International Residential Code for One- and Two-Family 
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Top Previous Section Next Section To view the next subsection please select the Next Section option. 
R703.5 Wood shakes and shingles. 
Wood shakes and shingles shall conform to CSSB Grading Rules for Wood Shakes and Shingles. 
Top Previous Section Next Section To view the next subsection please select the Next Section option. 
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Top Next Section To view the next subsection please select the Next Section option. 
R703.6 Exterior plaster. 
Top Previous Section Next Section To view the next subsection please select the Next Section option. 
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Top Previous Section Next Section To view the next subsection please select the Next Section option. 
R703.7 Stone and masonry veneer, general. 
All stone and masonry veneer shall be installed in accordance with this chapter, Table R703.4 and Figure 
R703.7. Such veneers installed over a backing of wood or cold-formed steel shall be limited to the first story 
above grade and shall not exceed 5 inches (127 mm) in thickness. 
Exceptions: 
1. In Seismic Design Categories A and B, exterior masonry veneer with a backing of wood or cold-formed 
steel framing shall not exceed 30 feet (9144 mm) in height above the noncombustible foundation, with an 
additional 8 feet (2348 mm) permitted for ends. 
2. In Seismic Design Category C, exterior masonry veneer with a backing of wood or cold-formed steel 
framing shall not exceed 30 feet (9144 mm) in height above the noncombustible foundation, with an 
additional 8 feet (2348 mm) permitted for gabled ends. In other than the topmost story, the length of 
bracing shall be 1.5 times the length otherwise required in ~£!1,L.!~la!· 
3. For detached one- or two-family dwellings with a maximum nominal thickness of 4 inches (102 mm) of 
exterior masonry veneer with a backing of wood frame located in Seismic Design Category Di, the 
masonry veneer shall not exceed 20 feet ( 6096 mm) in height above a noncombustible foundation, with an 
816
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additional 8 feet (2438 mm) permitted for gabled ends, or 30 feet (9144 mm) in height with an additional 
8 feet (2438 mm) permitted for gabled ends where the lower 10 feet (3048 mm) has a backing of concrete 
or masonry wall, provided the fol1owing criteria are met: 
3 .1. Braced wal1 panels shal1 be constructed with a minimum of 7 I 16 inch ( 11.1 mm) thick sheathing 
fastened with 8d common nails at 4 inches (102 mm) on center on panel edges and at 12 inches (305 mm) 
on center on intermediate supports. 
3.2. The bracing of the top story shall be located at each end and at least every 25 feet (7620 mm) on 
center but not less than 45% of the braced wall line. The bracing of the first story shall be as provided in 
Table R602. l 0.1. 
3.3. Hold down connectors shall be provided at the ends of braced walls for the second floor to first floor 
wall assembly with an allowable design of 2100 lbs. (952.5 kg) Hold down connectors shall be provided 
at the ends of each wall segment of the braced walls for the first floor to foundation assembly with an 
allowable design of 3700 lbs. (1678 kg). In all cases, the hold down connector force shal1 be transferred to 
the foundation. 
3.4. Cripple walls shan not be permitted. 
4. For detached one- and two-family dwellings with a maximum actual thickness of3 inches (76 mm) of 
exterior masonry veneer with a backing of wood frame located in Seismic Design Category D2, the 
masonry veneer shall not exceed 20 feet (6096 mm) in height above a noncombustible foundation, with an 
additional 8 feet (2438 mm) permitted for gabled ends, or 30 feet (9144 mm) in height with an additional 
8 feet (2438 mm) permitted for gabled ends where the lower 10 feet (3048 mm) has a backing of concrete 
or masonry wan, provided the following criteria are met: 
4.1. Braced wan panels shall be constructed with a minimum of 7/ 16 inch (11.1 mm) thick sheathing 
fastened with 8d common nails at 4 inches (102 mm) on center on pane] edges and at 12 inches (305 mm) 
on center on intermediate supports. 
4.2. The bracing of the top story shall be located at each end and at least every 25 feet (7620 mm) on 
center but not less than 55% of the braced wall line. The bracing of the first story shall be as provided in 
Table R602. l 0.1. 
4.3. Hold down connectors shall be provided at the ends of braced walls for the second floor to first floor 
wall assembly with an allowable design of 2300 lbs.(1043 kg). Hold down connectors shall be provided at 
the ends of each wall segment of the braced wal1s for the first floor to foundation assembly with an 
allowable design of 3900 lbs. (1769 kg). In all cases, the hold down connector force shall be transferred to 
the foundation. 
4.4. Cripple walls shal1 not be permitted. 
FIGURE R703.7 MASONRY VENEER WALL DETAILS 
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Top Previous Section Next Section To view the next subsection please select the Next Section option. 
R703.8 Flashing. 
Approved corrosion-resistive flashing shall be provided in the exterior wall envelope in such a manner as to 
prevent entry of water into the wall cavity or penetration of water to the building structural framing components. 
The flashing shall extend to the surface of the exterior wall finish and shall be installed to prevent water from 
reentering the exterior wall envelope. Approved corrosion-resistant flashings shall be installed at all of the 
following locations: 
I. At top of all exterior window and door openings in such a manner as to be leakproof, except that self-
flashing windows having a continuous lap of not less than 11 / 8 inches (28 mm) over the sheathing 
material around the perimeter of the opening, including comers, do not require additional flashing; jamb 
flashing may also be omitted when specifically approved by the building official. 
2. At the intersection of chimneys or other masonry construction with frame or stucco walls, with 
projecting lips on both sides under stucco copings. 
3. Under and at the ends of masonry, wood or metal copings and sills. 
4. Continuously above all projecting wood trim. 
820
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5. Where exterior porches, decks or stairs attach to a wall or floor assembly of wood-frame construction. 
6. At wall and roof intersections. 
7. At built-in gutters. 
Tun Previous Section Next Section To view the next subsection please select the Next Section option. 
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nm Previous Section Next Section To view the next subsection please select the Next Section option. 
R703.9 Exterior insulation finish systems, general. 
All Exterior Insulation Finish Systems (EIFS) shall be installed in accordance with the manufacturer's 
installation instructions and the requirements of this section. Decorative trim shall not be face nailed through the 
EIFS. The EIFS shall terminate not less than 6 inches (152 mm) above the finished ground level. 
nm Previous Section Next Section To view the next subsection please select the Next Section option. 
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R703.10 Fiber cement siding. 
lop Previous Section Next Section To view the next subsection please select the Next Section option. 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF VALLEY 
PETRUS FAMILY TRUST DA TED MAY 1, 
1991, and EDMOND A. PETRUS, JR., 
individually and as Co-Trustee of the Petrus 
Family Trust Dated May 1, 1991, 
Plaintiffs, 
V. 
NANCY GENTRY-BOYD; CHRIS KIRK 
d/b/a KIRK ENTERPRISES; TODD 
MCKENNA d/b/a HOMECRAFT HOME 
INSPECTIONS; RE/MAX RESORT REALTY; 
KEVIN BATCHELOR; and DOES 1-4 
Defendants. 
Case No. CV-2014-71-C 
DECLARATION OF EDMOND A. 
PETRUS IN OPPOSITION TO 
DEFENDANTS' MOTIONS FOR 
SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
Pursuant to Idaho Code § 9-1406, I, Edmond A Petrus, depose and say that the following 
facts are true and correct: 
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l. I am Plaintiff Edmond A. Petrus and am the trustee of Plaintiff Petrus Family 
Trust Dated May 1, 1991. I make this declaration based on my personal knowledge. 
Representation by Kirk Batchelor and Re/Max Resort Realty 
2. When searching for a home to purchase in McCall, I hired Kevin Batchelor 
("Batchelor'') and Re/Max Resort Realty to represent me as my agent. On January 3, 2012, I 
entered into an exclusive written representation agreement. A true and correct copy of that 
agreement is attached as Exhibit 1. 
3. When I was asked about that agreement in my deposition on March 15, 2016, I 
could not recall whether the representation agreement I was shown was among the numerous 
other documents I signed in 2012 in connection with my search for and purchase of my home 
located at 2130 Payette Drive in McCall, Idaho. But, I know that I entered this agreement with 
Batchelor, and I always understood that I had entered a written agreement with Batchelor. 
4. As I explained in my deposition, Batchelor never provided me with a list of 
names of potential home inspectors. Rather, he informed me by email that Todd McKenna, d/b/a 
Homecraft Inspections, would perform my inspection. I asked Batchelor whether McKenna was 
qualified, reputable, and insured/bonded. Batchelor assured me he was. I relied exclusively on 
the fact that Batchelor selected McKenna as the home inspector because McKenna was a good 
choice and would do a thorough, professional job. 
5. From his deposition testimony, I now know that Batchelor had never before 
recommended or selected McKenna as a home inspector and this was the first time. I also 
learned from Batchelor's deposition testimony that Batchelor had only been involved in 
approximately five home sales in which McKenna was the home inspector. I also learned from 
other contractors and real estate agents/brokers in the McCall community that McKenna has a 
DECLARATION OF EDMOND A. PETRUS IN OPPOSITION TO DEFENDANTS' 
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reputation as a "yes man" home inspector who will gloss over problems in order to get a sale 
approved, but was hired because his services were cheap and he could get houses sold. I also 
learned in this litigation that McKenna is neither bonded nor insured. 
6. Had I known that McKenna was unqualified, did not have professional liability 
insurance, and had a poor reputation in the community, and had I known that Batchelor had 
never before recommended or selected McKcnna as a home inspector, I would have insisted on 
hiring another home inspector. 
7. In my deposition, I explained that I spoke with Defendant McKenna prior to the 
home inspection. However, I am not a real estate or construction expert, and do not have 
experience interviewing or selecting home inspectors. I relied on Batchelor's representation that 
Defendant McKenna was "excellent," insured, and "the best person for the job." 
8. A true and correct copy of the Inspection Report, March 18, 2012, that I received 
from McKenna is attached as Exhibit 2. 
9. After I received the report from McKenna, I asked him about the photos showing 
water seepage in the crawl space and ants. I was concerned about what this might mean. 
McKenna told me this is normal seepage from spring runoff, and that there was nothing to be 
concerned about and no action to be taken. He mentioned it in his report because wanted me to 
be aware of and monitor future runoff. He told me the ants were normal and I might have to get 
an extenninator. Based on this, I understood that there were no immediate problems from 
moisture or water in or around the crawlspace, and that, at most, ant extermination may be 
necessary. I therefore did not ask Gentry to make any repairs to the crawlspace, and I assumed 
responsibility for any ant extermination. 
DECLARATION OF EDMOND A. PETRUS IN OPPOSITION TO DEFENDANTS' 
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10. We closed on purchasing 2130 Payette Drive on April 20, 2012. Before closing, I 
knew I would be out of town for the final walkthrough so I a<.;ked Batchelor to conduct it. I 
asked him to check everything thoroughly on the walkthrough and make sure that all doors were 
locked because I wasn't going to be returning for several weeks and I did not want anything 
stolen or worse. Batchelor agreed that he would do so. The locks had not yet been changed nor 
had the security system been changed over to me. After the walkthrough, I called Batchelor to 
see how the walkthrough went and to be sure the house was locked. Batchelor told me he 
thoroughly checked the house and he locked all the doors as "tight as a drum." I trusted 
Batchelor and relied on him to safeguard my home and possessions. 
11. After I moved in, I observed immediately that the French Doors could not be 
locked. This means that if Batchelor checked it as he said he would, he did not disclose to me 
that they were not locked. Or, he did not check to make sure it was locked at all. Either way, he 
violated his duty to me. 
Problems with the French Doors 
12. Shortly after I moved into the home in May or June 2012, I discovered the French 
doors on the southeast comer of the deck next to the dining room could not open or close 
properly, were swollen with water, and could not be locked. The doors did not work. Attached as 
Exhibit 3 is a photograph that is a true, correct, and accurate representation of the doors at the 
time I moved into the house. Prior to moving in, I had never tried to open those doors during any 
of my visits to the home. 
13. I asked Batchelor to come to my home so I could show him the problems with the 
doors. I told him that I was frustrated that McKenna had never tried the doors. Batchelor told me 
"I gave you a letter and you chose McKenna." I told him that was not true, that the never sent 
DECLARATION OF EDMOND A PETRUS IN OPPOSITION TO DEFENDANTS' 
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me such a letter, and that he himself chose and hired McKenna after I told Batchelor I wanted a 
competent inspector with insurance. Batchelor did not respond to those statements. 
14. At that time, I considered Batchelor to be a good friend. I therefore met him for 
lunch and told him I thought he should not use McKenna again as a home inspector because 
McKenna was not competent and glossed over defects just to get a house sold and was not 
insured or bonded. Batchelor acknowledged that he had heard that reputation about McKenna 
many times. But, he thought it did not matter who we had for a home inspector because the 
house had been built by Chris Kirk, "one of the best builders on the lake," so the house would 
not have any problems and "we could have used a blind man" for the home inspector. Batchelor 
also said McKenna was available and inexpensive. 
15. I asked Mc Kenna to come to my home so I could show him the problems I found 
with the doors. He came to my house and observed the problems I was having with the doors. He 
admitted to me he had never tried to open the French doors during his inspection. 
16. Also around this time (May or June 2012), I asked Nancy Gentry-Boyd's 
("Gentry's") real estate agent, Michael Wood ("Wood"), to come see the doors as well. I 
demonstrated for him the problems with opening, closing, and locking the doors. Wood said that 
they always had experienced problems with the door closing properly and that most of the time it 
could not be locked. He told me that Gentry had always known about problems with the doors. 
17. I showed Wood where on the doors duct tape had been-along the seams-and 
where there were still signs/remnants of the tape. He told me he would ask Gentry about it. 
18. Wood then called me and said that Gentry had taped the door because cold air 
came into the home while she was playing bridge. I pointed out to Wood that the bridge table 
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was on the opposite side of the room from the door and that if air was getting in, so was water. 
He agreed that if air was getting in, so would the water. 
Reliance on Disclosure 
19. Before closing on the home, I received and reviewed the Property Disclosure 
Form provided by Gentry. I understood that form to include all problems and defects that Gentry 
knew about. The form did not disclose any problems with water or moisture, water-logging, or 
opening/closing/locking problems with the French doors. I relied on this information when I 
decided what items to address in the inspection contingency and when I decided to close on 
purchasing the house. 
20. I did not know when I received this Property Disclosure Form that Gentry had 
experienced problems with the French doors, much less that those problems had prompted her to 
call the builder to eome out and investigate. 
21. Had I known before closing that Gentry had experienced problems with closing, 
opening, and locking the French doors, or with water-logging, or with a draft that required duct 
tape to address, I would have wanted these problems fully investigated and fixed before closing 
on the deal. In my experience, when a draft comes through, so does moisture. I would have had 
the entire door removed for inspection and seen the rotten areas around the sides of the door. 
22. This is consistent with my character and my prior conduct with this case. For 
example, a dispute with the neighbors regarding the covering over the heating unit caused 
concern for me so I hired an attorney to investigate it. If there is a problem, I want to get to the 
bottom of it. 
Inspection by Chris Kirk 
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23. On August 7, 2013, my attorney sent a letter to Chris Kirk to provide notice under 
the Notice and Opportunity to Repair Act. A true and correct copy of that letter is attached as 
Exhibit 4. 
24. On August 11, 2013, Kirk responded to my attorney and requested to inspect the 
door. A true and correct copy of that letter is attached as Exhibit 5. 
25. On August 15, 2013, my attorney scheduled Kirk's inspection for August 20, 
2013. A true and correct copy of that letter is attached as Exhibit 6. 
26. On August 30, 2013, my attorney received a letter from Kirk's attorney stating 
that "Kirk exercised his right to inspect the property on August 21, 2013," and setting forth what 
Kirk claims to have observed. A true and correct copy of that letter is attached as Exhibit 7. I do 
not recall being present when Kirk performed that inspection. 
27. In April 2014, Kirk came to inspect the doors again. I was present. He told me 
that they would try to get the doors fixed for me. I overheard him talking to whomever he had 
with him, saying that he had told Gentry that out-swinging doors, as opposed to in-swinging 
doors, are a problem because they do not keep water out and that he had advised her not to use 
them. However, she had insisted on those doors anyway. Kirk was at the house for over an 
hour. 
28. At some point, Kirk requested to go on the roof. I was uncomfortable with him 
going on the roof, both for liability reasons and because I was concerned he might harm 
something. There was no rot or problems on the roof I therefore told Kirk I did not want him to 
go on the roof and asked him to leave. 
Homeowners' Insurance 
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29. I filed a o.lsim under my homeQVJD.enl' insurance policy, AIO lnsutmice Co., for 
1he damages I incurred. The insurnce compsny, AIG, acnt Rimkus Consulting Group, mo. to 
my home to investigat.e the damage, A true and correct copy of their report is attached as 
Exhibit 8. 
30. AIO dented the claim in tm'al. 
31. Since I took owni:nihip of the home, neither I nor anyone else to xny knowledge 
did any of the foJlowing t11ings (putting a..~1dc any repairs made by Disaster Response): installed 
screws in any door threshold; replaced the French door; removed or teinatalled the looking 
mectumism. of any door; attempted t.o pry open the lockb1g mechanism on the French doors; or 
JetrtOVed weather stripping from any doors. 
32. After I moved in, I bad all the doors rekeyed. 
I certify under penalty of perjury pursuant to the law of the State of Idaho that the foregoing is 
ttu.eandcorrect. ~
k:; J:i )tb 
nAm I  
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on this 10th day of June 2016, I caused to be served a true and 
correct copy of the foregoing document to the persons listed below the method indicated: 
C. Tom Arkoosh 
Daniel A. Nevala 
ARKOOSH LAW OFFICES 
802 W. Bannock Street, Suite 900 
P.O. Box 2900 
Boise, ID 83701 
Attorneys for Chris Kirk d/bla Kirk 
Enterprises 
Michael G. Pierce 
MICHAEL PIERCE LAW 
P.O. Box 1019 
489 West Mountain Road 
Cascade, ID 83611 
1 Attorney for Todd McKenna d/bla Homecraft 
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Steven. J. Millemann 
Gregory C. Pittenger 
MILLEMAN, PITTENGER, MCMAHAN 
& PEMBERTON LLP 
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P.O. Box 1066 
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Attorneys for Defendant Nancy Gentry-Boyd 
Phillip J. Collaer 
ANDERSON, JULIAN & HULL LLP 
C.W. Moore Plaza 
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3 1. BUYER ...;..;_____;.._;_...::...;;....;..;__.::.=-__________________________________ _ 
4 
s retains Kevin Batchelor Broker of .,...RE~/MA----,-X--,,Rc--:e=s=o=-:rc-t-,--R_e_a_l~ty~...,.--..,...,._------=--=---:-:---=---cc--
• as exclusive Buyer Broker (hereinafter referred to as Broker), where the BUYER is represented by one agent only for time herein 
1 set forth and for the express purpose of Representing BUYER in the purchase, lease, or optioning of real property. Further, 
a BUYER agrees, warrants and acknowledges that BUYER has not and shall not enter into any buyer representation agreement 
s with another broker In the state of Idaho as a broker for BUYER during the effective term of this agreement, unless otherwise 
10 agreed to in writing by BUYER and above-listed Broker. BUYER agrees to indemnify and hold the above-listed Broker harmless 
11 from any claim brought by any other broker or real estate salesperson for compensation claimed or owed during the effective 
12 term of this agreement. By appointing Broker as BUYER'S exclusive agent, BUYER agrees to conduct all negotiations for 
1s property through Broker, and to refer to Broker all inquiries received in any form from real estate brokers, salespersons, 
14 prospective sellers, or any other source, during the time this Buyer Representation Agreement is in effect. BUYER desires to 
1s purchase, lease, or option the following real estate: Type of property: 
16 
11 )( Residential D Residential Income D Commercial D Vacant Land Other 
1e Applicable City(s} McCall • Idaho; Applicab.,---le-.,Z"""ip----;.:C-od...,.e_s....,a=-=3"""6=-=3c:::8,--------------
19 Applicable County(s} _V_a_l_l_e.__..,..,...__,. __ --=--~...,.-----------------------------
20 Other Description: (i.e., geographical area, price, etc.) 
21 
22 2. TEAM OF AGREEMENT: This BUYER REPRESENTATION AGREEMENT (herein after referred to as Agreement) is in force from 
l!3 date Ol/03/2012 and will expire at 11:59 p.m. on dateOS/31/2012 • or upon closing of escrow of such property purchased 
24 through this agreement. 
2S 
2a 3. BROKER REPRESENTATIONS AND SERVICES: The Broker and Broker's agent representing a BUYER are agents of the BUYER. 
'Zl Broker will use reasonable efforts as BUYER'S agent to locate property as described in Section One hereof from the information available 
2a in the Multiple Listing Service (MLS) and from other sources for unlisted property that the Broker may be aware of when applicable as set 
22' ,rth in Section One. The Broker's duty to locate property for the BUYER is limlted to the properties that the Broker is aware of and does 
J.... )t Include a duty to discover every unlisted property that may be privately advertised. Broker shall make submissions to BUYER 
31 describing and identifying properties that substantially meet the criteria set forth in Section One, for consideration of the BUYER and Broker 
32 agrees to negotiate acceptance of any offer to purchase or lease such property. 
33 
34 4. TRANSACTION RELATED SERVICES DISCLAIMER: BUYER understands that Broker is qualified to advise BUYER on general 
3S matters concerning real estate, but is not an expert in matters of law, tax, financing, surveying, structural conditions, property inspections, 
36 hazardous materials, or engineering. BUYER acknowledges that Broker advises BUYER to seek expert assistance for advice on such 
s-r matters. Broker cannot warrant the condition of property to be acquired, or guarantee that all material facts are disclosed by the Seller. 
38 Broker wilt not investigate the condition of any property including without limitation the status of permits, zoning, location of property lines, 
!l9 square footage, possible loss of vi.ews and/or compliance of the property with applicable laws, codes or ordinances and BUYER must 
40 satisfy themself concerning these issues by obtaining !he appropriate expert advice. The Broker or Broker's agent may, during the course 
41 of the transaction, identify individuals or entities who perform services including BUT NOT LIMITED TO the following; home inspections, 
42 service contracts, appraisals, environmental assessment inspections, code compliance inspections, title insurance, closing and escrow 
43 services, loans and refinancing services, construction and repairs, legal and accounting services, and/or surveys. The BUYER understands 
44 that the identification of service providers is solely for BUYER'S convenience and that the Broker and its agent are not guaranteeing or 
45 assuring that the service provider will perform its duties in accordance with the BUYER'S expectations. BUYER has the right to make 
>111 arrangements with any entity BUYER chooses to provide these services. BUYER hereby releases and holds harmless the Broker and 
47 Broker's agent from any claims by the BUYER that service providers breached their agreement, were negligent, misrepresented 
46 information, or otherwise failed to perform in accordance with the BUYER'S expectations. In the event the BUYER requests Broker to 
49 obtain any products or services from outside sources, BUYER agrees to pay for them immediately when payment is due. For example: 
so surveys or engineering, environmental and/or soil tests, title reports, home or property inspections, appraisals, etc. 
51 
52 5. FINANCIAL INFORMATION: BUYER agrees to provide Broker and/or Broker's agent with certain pertinent financial information 
ss necessary to prove ability to purchase desired property. 
54 
55 6. OTHER POTENTIAL BUYERS: BUYER understands that other potential buyers may consider. make offers on, or purchase through 
s;; Broker the same or similar properties as BUYER is seeking to acquire. BUYER consents to Broker's representation of such other potential 
57 buyers before, during, and after the expiration of this Agreement and further releases Broker of any conflicting Agency duties. 
Exh.No,;i 7 
BUYER'S Initial~ ( _____ ) Date:_J#/-IR- ~{\~ '; '. 
This lonn is printed and dlStribuled by tho Idaho Assoela!lon ol REALTORS®, Inc. Thi• form has been designed and is p<0,.dnd !or use by lhe r,,al aslate prnlesslonals who are members of the 
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58 7. LIMITS OF CONFIDENTIALITY OF OFFERS: BUYER understands that an offer submitted to a seller, and the terms thereof may not be 
59 held confidential by such seller or seller's representative unless such confidentiality is otherwise agreed to by the parties. 
60 
s1 8. CONSENT TO LIMITED DUAL REPRESENTATION AND ASSIGNED AGENCY: The undersigned BUYER(S) have received, read and 
e2 understand the Agency Disclosure Brochure (prepared by the Idaho Real Estate Commission). The undersigned BUYER(S) understand 
ro that the brokerage involved in this transaction may be providing agency representation to both the BUYER(S) and the Seller. The 
64 undersigned BUYER(S) each understands that, as an agent for both BUYER/client and Seller/client, a brokerage will be a limited dual 
ss agent of each client and cannot advocate on behalf of one client over another, and cannot legally disclose to either client certain 
;;s confidential client Information concerning price negotiations, terms or factors motivating the BUYER/client to buy or the Seller/client to sell 
67 without specific written permission of the client to whom the information pertains. The specific duties, obligations and limitations of a limited 
68 dual agent are contained in the Agency Disclosure Brochure as required by §54-2085, Idaho Code. The undersigned BUYER(S) each 
6$ understands that a limited dual agent does not have a duty of undivided loyalty to either client. 
70 
11 The undersigned BUYER(S) further acknowledge that, to the extent the brokerage firm offers assigned agency as a type of agency 
12 representation, individual sales associates may be assigned to represent each client to act solely on behalf of the client consistent with 
73 applicable duties set forth In§ 54-2087, Idaho Code. In an assigned agency situation, the designated broker (the broker who supervises the 
74 sales associates) will remain a limited dual agent of the client and shall have the duty to supervise !he assigned agents in the fulfillment of 
1s their duties to their respective clients, to refrain from advocating on behalf of any one client over another, and to refrain from disclosing or 
1s using, without permission, confidential information of any other client with whom the brokerage has an agency relationship. 
77 
1a BUYER NOTIFICATION AND CONSENT TO RELEASE FROM CONFLICTING AGENCY DUTIES: BUYER acknowledges that Broker 
79 as named above has disclosed the fact that at times Broker acts as agent(s) for other BUYERS and for Sellers in the sale of the property. 
eo BUYER has been advised and understands that It may create a conflict of interest for Broker to Introduce BUYER to a Seller Client's 
a1 property because Broker could not satisfy all of its Client duties to both BUYER Client and Seller Client in connection with such a showing 
02 or any transaction which resulted. Based on the understandings acknowledged, BUYER makes the following election. 







.mited Dual Agency 
and/or 








98 Single Agency 
99 
100 
BUYER DOES WANT to be introduced to Seller client's property and hereby agrees to relieve Broker of conflicting 
agency duties, including the duty to disclose confidential information known to the Broker at the time and the duty 
of loyalty to either party. Relieved of all conflicting agency duties, Broker will act in an unbiased manner to assist 
the BUYER and Seller in the Introduction of BUYER to such Seller client's property and in the preparation of any 
contract of sale which may result. BUYER authorizes Broker to act in a limited dual agency capacity. Further, 
BUYER agrees that Broker may offer, but is not obligated to offer, assigned agency representation, and if offered 
by the Broker. BUYER authorizes Broker to act in such capacity. 
BUYER DOES NOT WANT to be introduced to Seller client's property and hereby releases Broker from any 
responsibility or duty under the agency agreement. Broker shall be under no obligation or duty to introduce the 
BUYER to any Seller client's property. 
101 9. NON-DISCRIMINATION: The parties agree not to discriminate against any prospective Seller or Lessor because of race, religion, 
102 creed, color, sex, marital status, national origin, familial, or handicapped status of such person. 
103 
104 10. SEVERABILITY CLAUSE: In the case that any one or more of the provisions contained in this Agreement, or any application thereof, 
1os shall be invalid, illegal or unenforceable in any respect, the validity, legality or enforceability of the remaining provisions shall not in any way 
1oe be affected or impaired thereby. 
107 
10s 11. SINGULAR AND PLURAL terms each include the other, when appropriate. 
109 
110 12. DEFAULT/ ATTORNEY'S FEES: In the event of default by BUYER under this Agreement, Broker shall be entitled to the Fee that 
111 Broker would have received had no default occurred, in addition to other available legal remedies. In the event of any suit or other 
112 proceeding arising out of this Agreement, the prevailing party shall be entitled to its reasonable attorney's fees and all costs incurred 
11s relative to such suit or proceeding. Venue of any action arising out of this Agreement shall be in the court of the county in which Broker's 
114 office is located. 
L 
BUYER'S Initials rdfi!__, Date:_, /,_J /_,1--_ 
This form is printed and distributed by !ho Idaho Assoclatlco ol REALTORS®, tno. This fmm has been dasi!J]ed and is provided lor use by !he real eslaCe professionals who are memben; cl the 
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'BUYER'S NAME(S) M_r_._E_. ---------------------------------
1,.,,,--· 1. COMPENSATION OF BROKER: In consideration ol the services to be performed by the Broker, BUYER agrees that broker may be 
1. .ompensated in any of the following ways: Check all that apply. 
m )( A. If the property is subiect to a listing agreement with the Broker's Company or a cooperating Broker through the Multiple 
118 Listing Service (MLS) or otherwise, the fee will be the amount equal to the compensation offered by thearorementioned Brokers but 
119 not less than 3 % of the selfing price. BUYER agrees to pay to the Broker any difference between the amount received from 
120 .the aforementioned Brokers and the stated minimum. 
121 M B If the ro ert is not sub'ect to a Listin A reement such as a For Sale By Owner, the BUYER agrees that the Broker will be 
122 paid a fee.of not less than · 1 J % of selling pri~e or 0$ . The Broker shall first seek to obtain this fee 
m through .the .transaction pai y the Seller. If the fee cannot be obtained through the Seller, the BUYER will be responsible for such fee 
124 stated above. 
125 )( C If the ro ert is not sub·ect to a Listin A reement such as a Custom Build Job, the BUYER agrees that the Broker will be 
12e paid a fee of not less than , 3 % of selling price or [J $ . The Broker shall first seek to obtain this fee 
121 through !he transaction paiaoy the Seller. II the fee cannot be obtained through the Seller, the BUYER will be responsible for such fee 
128 stated above. 
1:!ll D. Retainer Fee. BUYER will pay Broker a non-refundable retainer fee of $ due and payable upon signing of this 
130 Agreement. Retainer fee D shall D shall not be credited against any compensation set forth in paragraph A or B. 
1a1 D E. Hourly rate. BUYER will pay Broker at the rate of$ per hour for the time spent by Broker pursuant to this 
1a2 Agreement to be paid when billed whether or not BUYER acquires or leases property. The fee D shall D shall not be credited against 
1ss any compensation as set forth In paragraph A, B, ore. 
134 
13s This compensation shall apply to transactions made for which BUYER enters into a contract during the original term of this Agreement 
1aa or during any extension of such original or extended term, and shall also apply to transactions for which BUYER enters into a contract 
1a1 within ~ calendar days (ninety [901 if left blank) after this Agreement expires or is terminated, if the property acquired by the BUYER was 
130 submitted In writing to the BUYER by Broker pursuant to Section One hereof during the original term or extension of the term of this 
139 Agreement. Unless otherwise indicated herein the Broker's fee shall be paid in cash at closing. 
140 In the event BUYER purchases any property without using the representation of the Broker named above within the time this 
141 agreement remains fn force, above stated BUYER shall be liable to Broker for a cancellation fee equal to o % of the contract or 
142 purchase price of the property acquired or$ ·---------
143 
144 14. OTHER TERMS AND CONDITIONS: Standard Escrow Closing Fees and anv other fees associated with 
145 the purchase of property. 
1411 
149 
150 15. TRANSMISSION OF DOCUMENTS: Facsimile or electronic transmission of any signed original document, and retransmission of any 
151 signed facsimile or electronic transmission shall be the same as delivery of an original. At the request of either the BUYER or SELLER, or 
1s2 the LENDER, or the Closing Agency, the BUYER and SELLER will confirm facsimile or electronic transmitted signatures by signing an 
153 original document. 
154 
1ss 16. AUTHORITY OF SIGNATORY: If BUYER is a corporation, partnership, trust, estate, or other entity, the person executing this 
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Comment Key or DeflnltJons 
Page 3 of 31 
Report 10: S-0312004 
Real Estate Profeaslonal: 
Kevin Batchelor 
RE/MAX Resort Realty 
The following definitions of comment descriptions represent this inspectl0f1 report. AH comments by the 
inspector should be considered before purchasing this home. Any recommendations by the inspector to repair 
or replace suggests a second oplnlOn or further lnspectiOn by a qualified contractor. AH cost& associated with 
further inspection fees and repair or replacement of hem. component or unit should be considered before you 
purchase the property. 
lnfeut•d (IN) • I visually observed the Item, com,:>0nent or unit and if no other comments W8f8 made then it 
appeared to be functioning a, intended allowing for normal wear and tear. 
Ngt IDll>tcted (NI): I did not inspect this item, component or unit and made no representations of whether or 
not it was functioning as intended and wm state a reason for not inspecting. 
Not Pres,nt (NP) = This item, component or unit is not in this home or building. 
Repair s,c Replace 4RR) .. The item, com,:>0nsnt or unlt is not functioning a& intended. or needs further 
inspectlcm by a qualified contractor. Items, com,:>0nents or units that can be repaired to satisfactory concHtion 
may not ne!d replacement. 
ln Attendance: Type of bultdlng: Approximate •u• of building: 
1ns,::,ecto1 Sltlgle Family (2 story) Under 1 o Years 
Tamper1tun1: Wuther: Ground/S()jl surface condition: 
Below SO Lt9htRain Frozen 
Rain ln 111st l days, RactonTnt: WaterT .. t: 
Yes No No 
http://www.homewiuae.com/reporl/ J 914143/FullReportForU ploadorPrint With l'ictores.html 3/ I 8/2012 
RP000039 
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t - •'·•""' "'""''"".:''-·""·' ~!«-}.·-11W,d•4'-t ., 
i -1 F<oofiny 
The hOme inll)ector lhall obMlve: Roof CO\letltlQ: Roof d'811'1811• irysmna; Flahing11; Skylight.a. Chimneys, and roof '3811Glnlli0n11; and 
Slgftfi or leaks or abnulmll oondellsdon on bulld111Q Qll11ponent, TM nome lospector malt O.SCIIN u,e type or roof~ matari111t,. 
1/IO Rtpol1 ll\e melhads 1.1:1114 to obltHW lhe ,aormg The homll 1111,:,a:cor Ill not 111t1uinld lo: V\18Pk on the tooling. or ObHrw 1llache(f 
ilOCeHOMl l'f!dlld"1Q but nOI IIIMlld to 111:118' SVNfflll, antennae, lll'ld lghWMl'l!l l!lrtftlera 
tN NI NP RR Styles & Materials 
Ul ROOF COVERINGS X 
1 1 FLASHINGS X 
u SKYLIGHTS, CHIMNEYS ANO ROOF PENETRATIONS X UnableOUII ICI snow 
1.3 ROOF DRAINAGE SYSTEMS X 
IN NI NP RR Two 
IN•lnapec(ed, Nl&Not lnlpedad, NP.Not Present, RR•Repa1r or RepillCII :~h,mn.,,, i< <1,lnor 1· 
Rode 
1,0 I was unable to 1r,spect due to snow cover 
1.1 I was unable to lnsiiecl doe to snow ccwer. 
1.2 twas unable to Inspect due to anow cover. 
The roof of Ille home -• ina.pected and 111pol1ed or, wilh the above Wormation. While 11w inspeelor makes ew,y effort to W aH 11111H of 
coneem, some areaa can go uonollced. Roof COVlll'lnot and elc~Qtltl can eppeer 10 be ltat. proof during tn1paction and wealher 
eondillon1. Our inlpedion makel an attempt lo find a leak bu11ometirne1 cannot. Pleau IHI 8Wllfll !hat thl inlpec:to!' hl1 your NII 
inten,11 in mind. Any repair ilems mentioned in lhia 111flglt should be coneldered beror. pl.RIIIIM. II la. recommended Ulat qualtliad 
conlflldonl be used in your furlher ina.pec!icn or repair iasun a:& ii 111111" to the CO!Mlllf!IS In lhil In~ report 
htto://www.homeeaufl,e.com/report/1914143/FullReportForUploadorPrintWithPictures.html 3/ 1812012 
RP000040 
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'"-··--·--·----·--·-···-------·---------1 
J -: L<"_:1::"irl,'u _ 
The home IOtp8dor lhall obaarve: Well daddlng, ftellllngs, and ll'lm: Ent,yway OOOl'll ll'ld • l9Pf918ntath• numbef of 'Ml'ldowt; Garage 
door operaltl!li. Deeb, balcoJ1ililll, !!IWOP', 1tap¥, ll'UW8YS, llcrd'IN ll'ld &l)f)lcabll rdqt: ElvM. 16111'1S. 11\11 falC111: and VtgW/llon. 
grading. drainap. dliwlwlYl, p!llloa, walll'way1, ano reCalnlng w1111 wfln ,upe!.ll to lhllt tfftct on Iha condilio11 of the buildfna ni. home 
incpecror snail· Oeleriba -n cladding metettdl: Opendll all tnWNaY doOfa and • r.i,r1Mfflltlve numb« of window,. Operate g,arage 
dOM manually or by Ullng ptffl'lltlfntly !Mlalled canlrols for any garage door apetator, Raport whelher or no1 any garage door openstor 
wll automatically rwarse or IIOp wnan meeting 11M1aonable l'Mittancedunng cloelng; and Probe exi.rlor'WOOd cotnl)ONnt& white 
dtl8riol'lllon 18 &uspeclA!d The home ln&lll!ICfor Is nol mqulmd Jn Db-· Storm wind...,., IIIO,m doort., ~1ig,. eck11Uen., awnings, and 
11mWar HHOl111 ICC8110rfa1; Fl!fl!.IIII; l'lftel'IGO or Ufely G1•tll10 lrl '*"' and Wl!IOIIWI, Garage dOOt Ol)OflltOt tefflOllf oanvcl ll'anllllltlt4"9; 
Geologic11 condlltoos, So,I eimdi110111; Rl!Cl81110nal fllwlill111 (111dUGlnQ spea, 11una,. 1te1m llllllU. •WlmmU1'J pool$. llilMlfl oouru. 
pla~rouncl 1q11tplntnl, and 1Jln11r ~. 111114ln.1m111nt or alllletN: f1ci~1ta): De11chta llllilt!illQa or ••mall/es. or Prea&OCt or c:ondlllOn 
of b!JnN flivl •to1au11 tanklJ rna home tn1paC1o, II nol 111QIJIIH 111: ~01111 peraoniM 11111111, paneie., f\lmiwra, aq..ipm11n1, 111an1 llf1, aow. 11,ow, 
tc:.e cit 08bllll lNII llbllructs access or Yi&illiltly. 
IN NI NP RR Stytn & ,....rl1l1 
20 WAl.l CLADDING Fl.ASHING AND TRIM X 
2., DOORS (Exterior) X 
2.2 WINDOWS X 
2.3 DECKS, BALCONIES. STOOPS, STEPS,AREAWAYS, PORCHES. X 
PATIO/ COVER ANO APPLICABLE RAILINGS 
2.4 VEGETATION, GRACING, DRAINAGE. DRIVEWAYS. PATIO FLOOR. X 
WALKWAYS AND RETAINING WALLS (With reaped to their effed on 
the c.andltion of the bullcilng) 
2.6 EAVES. SOFFITS AND FASCIAS X 
lN NI NP RR 
2.0. 
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2.1. 
2.1 Picture 1 Front door 
2.3 A lot of the deck was covered wilh snow so I was unable to Inspect, whet l waa able to Inspect checked 
out fine. 
2.3 Picture 1 Back deck 
2.4 I was unable to Inspect due to snow cover. 




.:.1 .1u r11y1me ur. , 11omecra fl ttome Inspections I Todd McKenna 
r .-3-. -Ga-~~-ge-~:· -· -·----,.,.,-----
3.0 GARAGE CEJLINGS 
3 1 GARAGE WALLS {INCLUDING FIREWALL SEPARATION) 
3.2 GARAGE FLOOR 
3.3 GARAGE DOOR($) 
34 OCCUPANT DOOR FROM GARAGE TO INSIDE HOME 
3.5 GA..~GE DOOR OPERATORS (Raporl Whether Of not 00011.1, will 
reverse when met ~h rasll!tanca) 
IN•ll'llf**ld, NI-Not llllf)8Glld, NP-Mot Pnlunl. RR-Repair or ~'!)laee 
c ·,inments: 
3.1. 
3. 1 Pk:tUre 1 Garage 
Page7 of31 








GM.:iga Oo,;r T\•f"'· 
Two aummallc 
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J 
Tilt! l'lolne nped(W' w• ob11r11e: Wala. c.illng. and floors; Slepa. tlairways, balconlet, anll !'lilln;1; Ccuntan and • reprusenta!MI 
nwnbllf Qf "1tlltH11d catlinell; IJld A ni1Pr&e&01811Yf1 11Ull'lbll1 of dDCfl 111111 wiru!CIWII, The IIWlli irlspBCIOf itMllt: OpmM6 a ~IM! 
numb« of WWIOWI ll'ld lnlenor doot11; and Report 119111 of elX'ICl'tl'III tit hlltrn!Ul waler pan111retion inlo IM bulking 0t eigria of abnormal or 
h.tfnWi c:Mdil!'IHliOl'I OIi bl.llldinO compCIMl'lti; Th6 liclml lflllPftllO' it not ,.quired IO DbUMI; Paint, Wlllpapet. 81'K'l OltMM' linlll'I ~ 
oo the llfll'ior wm, ceillnQl. and Jl!Wt; Carpt'llng; or Orapenea, b41nd1, or olller Window lre111Mnl1 
Klb::hen Dining area 
Living room Study 
Mester bedroom Master bathroom 
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4.3 STePS. STAIRWAYS, BALCONIES AND RAILINGS 
'1-4 COUNTERS AND A REPR.E.SENTAilVE NUMBER OF CA8tNETS 
4.5 DOORS (REPRESENTATIVE NUMBER) 
4.6 WINDOWS (REPRESENTATIVE NUMBER) 
Guest bathroom 
Upstairs master bathroom 
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RlllUcl PIIMl 
WOod 
Page 11 of3l 
WEATHER SHIELD 
Wood 
4., There are some settling crack, throughout the home, which ti typlell for the age of the home. Some of 
the cracks though are large enough tnal they should be addrnud, such as lhe crack In the upatalra maeter 
bedroom. Al&e the dool'way leading to the apartment bedroom.has had Iha drywall pull completely away from 
the post allowing daylight to shine through, lhat wiu need to be addreased. All In an the drywall la in very good 
shape beyond the typical &ellllng crocks. 
4,2, 
4.2 Picture 1 Hardwood flooring 4 .2 Picture 2 Tile flooring 
http://www.homcgauge.com/rcport/l 914 I 43/FulJReponForUploadorPrintWithPictures.html 3/J 8/2012 
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A.3. 
4 3 Picture 1 Stairway 
4.4 
4.4 Picture 1 Kitchen Island 
The Interior of bl home w• il1ilpecled end rel)Ott8d on with !he allow lnlormlllon. WIiie Ille lnlpedor mek• every effort lo Ind ea .,... 
of concern, IOfflll ereea can 110 Ul'll'IOliced. The intpcdlon did not invo"'8 moving funilure Ind lnlpedlng behind furmlllle. &rN rug, or 
areea obslrudlld lram view. Please be-MJ lhlt bl IMpeclor ha1 your bllatinteteat In mind. Any l'8plllr lleml m.dloMd in lhla repcxt 
1hould be conaidllf9d belora porcru111a It Ill ~ ltlil1 qlM!llllld ~ N uHd in your furlh9r k11pKl!on °" rwptlr IMl.ll1 111 ii 
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Tile Hornv ln11p1ctor IIMH 0111111rw 91t\ld.1Jf81 QDl!lflonanll lncluolnt fowldll\lom1, lloora, wau,. eo1umn1 or l)leff. ceffinOs Ind roof. The 
homt 1~ wit dueribe 1h11 type or F1Uldall«I. toor •h'UCWrtl. wall atructwe, e.otwmn. or pittl'll, Cllliling SlM:lufll, roof structure. T"9 
hDn19 lntl*tw ahaU'. Probll tuuclunll comporn1r1tt Whara dltll1ol'al'itln 11 ~: Enter under tklar crawl llfllll*I, l:llmlm.nts. and attic 
,paces ctl«:tllll wnen ICC111& Is Ob111ruded, when emry could damage 1h11 propariy, or when dangerous o.- adl/lM'$8 llltllallons ere suspected; 
Repon the lMII\Gds uua to olllafVe undet lloor cniwl apa,:et and ellJCI; and Report tiQIII of abnolmal or harmful wa\llf ponelrallon into 
the building Ill' siglll of abnoonal o, harmful eond.ffllation on l>uklms 11(1111p(11llffltll, Th41 lloma inlpe<:tor Is not reqlM'ld to Enter any a.-.a 
or perform ""Y PfO()ll<lure IN!t l!'IIIY damage 1h11 jJ!Op9lty or ill componenll or be dangerOus lo or adwrnly affeol 1111 heallh or the home 
1n11pec1or or olher persons. 
IN NI NP RR 81.yk!e & Mat.rlalt 
50 FOUNDATIONS, BASEMENTS AND CRAWLSPACES (Reportslgna of X 
abnom1al or harmful WIiier penetnrlion into lhe builcllllg ar sign• of 
abnormal or harmful condensation on building components.) 
5.1 WALLS (SlruGturel) X 
C1,.Wl1ilp1icq: 
Crawled 
5.2 COI.UMNS OR PIERS X 
5.3 FLOORS (Structural) X 
5.4 ROOF STRUCTURE AND ATTIC X 
IN NINP RR 
Nol llialblll 
http://www.home2au2e.com/rci,ort/1914 l43/fu11Re11ortForUploadorPrintWithPictures.html 3/18/2012 
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5.0 There ere signs of ant intrusion that should be addressed(Picture 1-3). I would recommend a certified 
exterminator be contacted. There is also soma signs of spring run off In the crawlspaee(Plcture 4.5). which I& 
typic:81 for the area. tt should be monitored each spl'lng to see if a sump needs to be instalted. 
5.0 Picture 1 Anl &igns 5.0 Picture 2 Ant signs 
5.0 Picture 3 Ant signs 5.0 Picture 4 Past moisture sign& 
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5.2. 
5.2 Plciure 1 Footrno and pony wall 
5.4 Due to design restraints. I was unable to access an~ part of the attic space. 
The li<lrucltNa ol U1e home waa inspected and re-ported on with lhe above information. Vll'hile Ille insl)fictOf makes every elfon to find all 
area.s of concern, some a!'llat can go vnnQIIO$d. Please be aware thal the insped« hH your t>esl irttlllest In mind. My rupetr llllrm 
mentioned ,n !hi& repo« Shoulil oo c..>ll$11Jlil1eu I.MilfQre purchllsa. It ill recommelld.ed mat qua1111eo con1raetora be uae<f in your furttrer 
inspeciion or repair ,s,;ue, as ii relates to the comments in ll'lis inspection report. 
htto://www.homeaau2e.com/reoort/1914143/PullN.eoortForUploadorPrintWithPictures.html 3/ l 8/2012 
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[ &. Plurnlung '3ystem 
rt1e 11on1t1 ,nsplldor st1all obffNa tt'ltenor w111&, supply Md dlitriDUllon 1y1tem. including: plpjFlQ maleriab, supaort&, aNl 1nw111!ian. 
/!)<t,,to:11 ar><1 laui;et1, t.in,:Mn111 flow: leek&. erm Cl'OSl'i corul!ldions. tnlerior drain. wt111le, 1nd vent system, including. lraps: drain. waste, 
] 
nnd v11n1 p,p111g; P'P'll9 topports and pipe insu11111a11: leak$. a11c1 lunctlonal drainage; Hot water systems including: water healing equlpmen1; 
normal op,eratrn9 con1,ots. ,m1orna11c safety controls. and r::himoey&. !lues, and vents; Fuel storage and distribution syt.tems includirig. 
1111eMr tue1 storage aqUIJ)mer11. surip1~ ptpiflg, vElnllllg, and supports: leaks; and Sump pumps. TIM ho!TKI inspector shall deaenb&: Water 
'"pply and d,str,but,011 pip111g materials. Drain, w11Sl11. and vent p1pmg materials; Water he11ing equipment, and Location of main water 
supply shutoff d@VICI! The home ,na(lector shaN op.itate all plumbing fuduras, including lll&lr faueell t1nd a11 eicterio, faucets atlacl'le<I to the 
nou$e, except where H1,e ijow end of the faucet i& oonoocted to an appliance. The home 1nspector Ill not required lo. State the effee11wne&a 
of 1m11·Sil)hon dev,ces. De1emmMJ whelher water supply and wule oiiposal ay,iems ar& pub»c or prhra!II. Operate eulomatic ufely 
controls; Operate any valve except water closet flu$11 valves, r.xture f\'luCE>tt, and l'lottl fau~l5; Ol»orve; Walllr cond1tionh19 tytlemt, Fire 
s11<1 lawn &pnnkler i.ystems, 011-s,te water sui,ply quan~ty and quality; On-sile waste Cli1posal iyslems, Foundation ,mg,atiol'l &yetem$, 
Spa,. excepl as to functional flow and f\Jnctional drainage; Swimming pools, Solarweter heatlr19 equlpmet1t; or ObS11rve the syslllm for 
PH1fl8r 11iz1n{l des,qn, oru:ll! of proper materl.al& 
60 PLUMBING DRAIN, WASTE A.ND VENT SYSTEMS 
6.1 PLUMBING WATER SUPPLY AND OtSTFUBUTION SYSTEMS ANO 
FIXTURES 
6.2 HOT WATER SYSTEMS, CONTROLS, CHIMNEYS, FLUES ANO 
VENTS 
e.3 MAIN WATER SHUT-OFF DEVICE (Oesaibe locatlon) 
64 FUEL STORAGE ANO DISTRIBUTION SYSTEMS (Interior fuel 
storage, piping, venting, supports. leaks) 
65 MAIN FUEL SHUT OFF IOeacrlbe Location) 
ee SUMP PUMP 
JNalnapacted. Nl=Not lnapected. NP.Not Present RR=oRepa1r or ReplaC8 











Pi;,,Hltf~~Q \,:\,;·,tur ~iepply i1tUf) 
l'i~"""f 
POiy 
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8.2. 
tU Picture 1 Water hNterl 
8.3 Located In the crawlspace. 
El.3 P!Qture 1' Water shut off 
http://www.home~Jlc.com/report/l 914 J 43(FullReponForUpl~d~rPrintWithPictures.html 3/181.20 J 2 
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8.4 There Is what appears to bea line for an exterior gaa BBQ tnat lslaying in the crawtspace. It should be 
capped off properly. 
6.4 Picture 1 Needs proper cap 
8.1 Located on the aide of the garage. 
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The home 1m1pector shall oonnre: SGMcu e111t1.nce ~; SeN\r:a eqWpment. groundll',Q equtpment, maln over cu,rent d11V1tlll, 1100 
m11111 ar.d di11tnbubon panete; Ampatage and \/OllalJII nitmgs of the 181\'lce. Branen dn:ull ccnd~, 1h11, ove:r C\lrrenl dCMtt::5, end the 
compallbillly of lheil llfflPlldlln 111C1 whQel: Tho opel'llhan of • "'l)ltllG!llllllwl numl>ltr of 11111'111111111 CltllinQ fan1, liglllirill lilllu11111, mtb1 
a1K1 r«ApladN loC11191.1 1,i!lide 1h11 hl:luM, oan,g., am on 11111 dWlllllnQ'11 Ul9l'W wlllta; Thll pL'llltlly Md oroundlr'II or 811 r&COj)l1c1,p, wllh1n 
iJll Ifft o, 1111er10t fllUll1bi119 11111111n, and 11111'11C91)111C111111111tte 1)1111111• °' Clll'por\. 00d on 1111 ~ of 1nlpllded ~. ll1G Ol)llra11nn 
of aroulld fault~ intr.in1ip111r1. and Smolce ~m. Thlt 11orn• m11P11Cilor 111AN deamlbt: Stl'mO •mpeu1c,• and vo1111Qe; S.Mi:a 1t11lfy 
ooncsue10, l'fllt111ialll; $eNk:e 1yp1 a, being OYWhttlld oc 1111111,11,.,uod; illlll l.OCIIIOl'I of mm and dlllllbUMon Plflll1. nw Ml!l11 lns~ 
11\alt n1pon ~ ob--d lll\lfflln1.lm btl!'lc:ti oil'OIAII wltlng The hooui lrl!IPlllllOf ,hllll repon 91\ flfflM!'lCA.t or llblleMCI al i\/tlDICe .:leklcicn, 
llnd QJMIIBlll lflQI( '"'" fllndlcn, If~ •• llliU!pt wher1 tlOIIICI011l am Plllt OI a Clfflllm lyt!M'I The ho1119 I~ II nd 111Quilffl.l lO' 
111,...,, 111y tool. 11roll1. or tatllng oevice tnllda the panel•. T 111 or Ofl,Mlkt any over C!Jlftlrll deYlell elltllpl gn,;11ld feull df!!Vil tttltr111111ffl. 
Ottmanlltl any llllctncal dllVklt or C.OOUOI ottw thl!n to ,et now lho toi/llr1 o, Ille m!lln end M11!111ry dlalribuion panel&, or Qo,erv11: Low 
Yoll•II" lft.tem,. Sewrily lflhlln O&vleall, htllf deltlclola. or carbon l!llmOldd• deteallfS; Tdiapllone, MCUfity, cable TV, 1111~. or 
nttlor a!'ldll11,v WIM(I th11l 1a no< • p•n of Ille l)llfflll,Y tNeCll\llill di1llrltlUllon •w•llm. Of Bulll-m WIOJum equipment 
IN NI NP RR Styles & Materials 
7.0 SERVICE ENTRANCE CONDUCTORS X 
e111rtdm1I :,- <'tL 
7. t SERVtCE AND GROUNDING EQUIPMENT, MAIN O\IERCURRENT X 
OEVICE. MAIN AND DISTRIBUTION PANELS 
7.2 BRANCH CIRCUIT CONDUCTORS. OVERCURRENT DEVICES AND X 
COMPATIBILITY OF THEIR AMPERAGE ANO VOi. TAGE 
7.3 CONNECTED DEVICES AND FIXTURES (ObeMtd rrom a X Circuit bteakers 
rep,wsentatlve number operation of ceiling fans, lighting fixtures, 
sw1tehes and receptacles located inside the house, garage, end on the SQUARED 
dwelling's exlerior walls) 
7.4 POLARITY AND GROUNDING OF RECEPTACLES WITHIN 8 FEET X Copper 
OF INTERIOR PLUMBING FIXTURES. AND All. RECEPTACLES IN 
GARAGE. CARPORT. EXTERIOR WALLS OF INSPECTED 
STRUCTURE 
Romq 
75 OPERATION Of GFCI (GROUND FAULT CIRCUIT INTERRUPTERS) X 
75 LOCATION OF MAIN ANO DISTRIBUTION PANELS X 
17 SMOKE DETECTORS X 
HI CARBON MONOXIDE DETECTORS X 
INNI NPRR 
http://www.horm.:ll,augc.com/re1:1nrt/l () 14143/t:ull RcportForUplo.1dorPrin1Wi1hPic1tues.html 3/ 18/.2012 
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7.G Main panel is located in the garage. Two subs are located In the garoge(Picture 1) and one sub is located 
in tne entryway closet(Plcture 2). 
7.6 Picture 1 Garage subs 
7.6 Picture 2 Entry closet Bub 
The ~iliystem of the home was inlpllded and reported on with rne al:KMI informallOll. While the lflll*;!Ot mnkn llllfB.l'Y effort 10 find 
all areas al concern, IIOll18 araas c;en go UMO!iced. Outlets were not rlfl1CIV8d and \ha ~°" wu only 11itlu11I M'/ llldllll not aCC111Pltlle 
(behmd the refnger111Dr for 8Xll!l1pl9) was not inSj.lllC4Qd 01 11cce11ible. Pleae be awant thal Iha inllpactor haa ,ol# belt mllnlll In rmnll. 
Any fllPIII illlm11 met1boned In !his report lhould be conlid11111d befooi purchau. II is ntC(IITlffllnded that qualfflad conltaelat11 l!e usad In 
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TIie 11ome ~or lhal obMl'v8 pe,menently int.tallfld heating and coowno system, including: ~eallng equipment COOllng Equlpmcont 
thal 11 cemral 10 home; Normal operating eonimll; Automatic safety control!f; Chlmntys, bs, and '1111(111. wtwn l'llaoily mibla; SoNd lueJ 
PIHlitlg deV!CH; rial! di!ltributlon 1y111tm1 inctlJdilig rims. pua'(ll,)I. duCa 111111 piplflQ, wllh t1ipporia, lnlllllallon, lllr -.,., 1egilileB, 111d1a1or., 
filll CGli unb. flOIMIOIOrl, •nd Ule p!Mlttll» of an Jnatalllld hta1 l!IUl'C8 in oach room. T1111 llor11e bt1pec10, lhlll dflalblt; EnellW &olllee, 
anti Huling flqulllll\flnl and ciatflb\iO!Nl ·~ Th, homw 1116J*;k!I' lh4!li opttll» tilt StllGmli IJIIOQ IW)IIIIDI OfltfllllnO CMll'f,li, Tht helm• 
fnapaaor 111111 opl!'I ~ 11p«11'111b1B atCM!I PtMhl protMlllf oy 1110 manulactumr or 1n11tlklr ror nl'.JIIM homaowner mat~. TIie 
home mtl)(l(llor Ii nol 19q1i(Gd i,,,, Otieu111e hntil1Q ll!Qllf11 wtwln w1111llla, C()fl!Jlllona or lllhllf QlfOU!MlallOIIJ may cauu llqlllpmllll 
llllll'lllge; Oporl&le autoo11111.:. HllilY aintrollc; 1Qn1'1 or ill!lll10U1111l llllNt! fuel ftn,1; or ObHrw: The lrl!erlof of flues; Flnaplaco tnttri RLJG 
<:41nnealona; Ml.imldlllfF1"; Beclronic: !llr fillers; or lh111.1MlfMPIC)' or adaquecy of hlillt IUP!IIY lo thca vonou11 room,. 
8.0 HEATING EQUIPMENT 
8 1 NORMAL OPERATING CONTROLS 
8.2 AUTOMATIC SAFETY CONTROLS 
8.3 OISTRIBlfTION SYSTEMS Cim:tuding farn,, pumps, due!& anti piping, 
with suppom, insulation, air fillers, registers, nte!Mltors. fan coil units and 
r:on\ledors) 
6.4 PRESENCE OF 1NSTAI.LED HEAT SOURCE IN EACH ROOM 
8,5 CHIMNEYS. FLUES ANO VENTS {lor fireplaces, gn water hes!srs or 
heal 11ystoma1 
88 SOLID FUEi. HEATING DEVICES (Fnp!Bcss, Woodstovs) 
8.7 GASILP FIRELOGS ANO FIREPLACES 
8.8 COOLING ANO AIR HANOI.ER EQUIPMENT 
8.9 NORMAL OPERA TING CONTROLS 



















IN NI NP RR Solid Fuel 
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8.0 Furnaces operated fine. 
8.0 Picture 1 Fumace 8.0 Picture 2 Furnace 
8.8 Fireplace checked out ftae. I woukl racommend a certified chimney sweep clean before use. 
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8.7. 
8.7 Picture 1 Propane fireplace 
8.8 A/C unb operated fine. The enclosure that 1, built over them ailowa for very little ventilation whletl could 
cauu them to operate Inefficiently. I would 19COmmend e certified HVAC apeclallat make sure that the 
venting is BUfflclent. 
8.8 Plctul'I , A/C unltl 
Tho h1111tlng anl! tooling 11vst111m al lhil tloltHI was ini!plllelAd 11111d ,~ on wllh 1he &bow JnfOfflltlllon \NhMe file lnspeC\or m11kn every 
efton 10 find ell 11re1t1 ot coneem. some areas can 90 unnoticed. Tho inspedlon Ill nm meenl to b411 t~,Yy &Xhsu81ivt The inspectlon 
does no1 lnY01w removal and lt!G,ped1on behilld service door or d«lmanlllng ltffit would othenwie f1M181 eomelhlng 11111:y II limna!kl t,eal 
contrad.or would draoover PleaM ba 11wara lh11t ltie impcM:lor 111111 tout b1111t il'l!8nl&I IO mind. Arr, repair 1tarn11 menllOIWI In th111 report 
should be com1ldemd bltf!:Q putdlllllG 1111 recomlt'lllflde,d loot qllllliliod conlrlldora be 1.118d In your turthllf lnspeclkm or f8f)air lnuea aa II 
relates to tl'le comments In lhi, mspecilM Atport. 
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The t,on,e ~« shell obHrve: lnauiation and vepor f9!al'dll'I in Ul'll'lnllbed sp1C91; V.nlil1t1on or attltl and founaallo,ri area; Kttct'len. 
ealtiro<lm, 11111! laundry Ylnli'IO systems: ana the DPlfflllion of any l'lllldly aa:ealltrte 11Ulcwntil8Uon fan, and, whlln Ull!lj'l!ll!,ltunt permitr.. 
II• operation or any rudlly accesaible lhllm'loslalic c:onlrat Tl'NI homilll lnept!l(:tor lhall <IUctlbl: ll'IIU!ation Mi unllnllhad apao111; ltlCI 
AbNtU of inaulalion in 11nfiniahed space et eondKklned turfiwH The home inllpe,clor shill: Mow 1n1u!ellon wher• naadily \liliJle 
evkktncu trodlcl118t !tie 11.ed 10 dQ $0; and Mollt l!*ilalfon wh«e dlim111,1y; panolnde roof&, whero plun,lilng Clrtin/Wnto p!p,1 Plftffnalit 
noin. adl8C'lfll lo eal1h IIIJed •OOP6 or pafdle1, and al exterior doon,. The home inllpeliOr 1$ l'ICl1 requlnNl to f8'l<)II on: Conce1lad 
1nsul.llioll and 11apnr ralartla111.. "'Vant.Ing aquipmm\l lh.al la inkl(Jl'ill wllh houululld appJlanclM 
IN NI NP RR Styl .. & Mat8rlall 
go INSULAT10N IN .ATTIC 
9.1 INSULATION UNDER FLOOR SYSTEM 
9.2 VAPOR RETARDERS (ON GROUND IN CRAWLSPACE OR 
BASEMENn 
9.3 VENTILATION OF ATTIC ANO FOUNDATION AREAS 











Th111'1'10111tic:11lly ~ fal'I 
ElllHlut;I F.:11'1'/Ji" 
IN NI NP RR Fan only 
9.0 Due to design restraints. I waa unable to 8CC8IS eny part of the afflc space. 
9.1 Crawlspace hes been lnsulated well. 
9.1 Picture 1 Crawlspace insulatlon 
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9.Z. 
9.2 Picture 1 Vapor bamer 
The lneullllon and 119n11111011 of the home w1111 inepadtld anti reported 011 wilh Ula aboYe information. While Iha inepeclot makes l'MllY 
all'ott lo llnd al areas ot concem, IOlne .,. .. cm go unnotiCl!ld. Venttng of exhaullt ,_ or dothes dlyer cannot be full!' inspectoo and 
bMdl or obikudon• "" OI.CUI' wllHlut being IOCasaiDle or lli$lblu (behind wall and ceiling ~t). Only inaulalion that is visible waa 
lnlf;Mlctlct. PtellS• be aware lhai lhl lniplCtOi' ha your belll lmlNHI 111 mind. Any repair ums mentioned in lhi~ report ~ be 
OOfllldeAld bNXI purd\lM. It It ~hi qUlllflld contreclOB be UNd In your11.111her lnepeollon or l'IIPlllr ilatell Q It Nllltee to 
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Th6 r.ome inlpador lhlll obserw end apenle Ille bulc ft.lnctona oflhll falGwlng kllthlln applllnc8a Pemtanently lnltalr.d dilll'IWHher, 
lllfo\lgh l'l1i nom1ll ~. Range, Cook top, llld parmerantty inltllltd oven; Tmh Cllffll>actor. Gertltlge diapoul; Vlllfll!latkm equipment or 
ran~ hood; and ;,lfflll~Y tnualled m~ve OlNtn. TM~ l!11peclllr la not ntqUil'ed ~ obe81'119: CIDCU. tl!Mra, ~ o\141n 
l'l.lntaton, er 1111nmoata11 lor Clil!lbnlllon or INlomallc ppe111t111rfliNtm bulil-ln ~; or ~l'l1gll'lllloFI llflita. The OOMlil lnlpeo!Of It not 
re14i..m to op«r1te: Al20114IICIII ln UM; Ol' /vly •ance thlt th\ft ewi, or OlhllWIN ln®ffllli& 
10.0 DISHWASHER 
10. 1 RANGESIOVENSICOOKTOPS 
10.2 TRASH COMPACTOR 
10.3 FOOD WASTE DISPOSER 
10.4 MICROWAVE COOKING EQUIPMENT 
,/\ 1''f,t') ,• 
10,2 Trash compactor will not operate unttl half full. 






IN NI NPRR 
GENERAL ELECTRIC 
lN SINK ERA TOR 
OAYCOR 
DAYCOR 




Thi bullAii iipjilliil'IC8I of lie home~ lnipii::id ind tiporied on wli ihi ii:iow rntoiiiiitliin. Wfilii Iha inllpador m11ie1 every efi:iit to 
find al atelt llf conc:em, aome area ce,, go Ul'W'IOlfced. Pleaff b9 aware ttiat the lnapectOr llaa your belt lntweel In mind. Aff/1 repair items 
manliollld in 1h11 report lhoUlci be c:anaidered befoni punmau. ti i11 ntCC1mmencled that quallled conlrtldon1 be u111d in y<XII' U1her 
lnllpec:llon or repair ~ n ll 11111181 u, lhl commenla In ltlll l!lllpedlon nport 
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The followlny items or diSCOverles indicate !hat these systems or components do not function as Intended or 
adversely effer:tll the habltablllty of the ctwelllng; or warrants further lrweetlgatlon by a specialist, or 
requfm tubaequent obNtvatlon. This summary shall not contain recommendations tor routine upkeep of a 
system or compenenl to keep It In proper functioning condition or recommendaUona to upgrade or enhance the 
function or efficiency of the home. Thi$ Summary Is not the enUre report. The complete report may include 
addlUonal Information of concern to the customer It la recommended that the customer read the complele 
report. 
15. Structural Components I 
6.0 FOUNDATIONS, BASEMENTS AND CRAWLSPACES (Report •lans of abnormal Of harmful water 
penetration Into 1he buldlng or 1lgna of abnormal or harmful condensation on building 
eamponenta.) 
Repair or Replace 
There are signs of ant Intrusion that should oe admessed(Ptcture 1-3). I would recommend a certified 
extBfmin(tlor ba contacted. There ls also some signs of spring run off in the crawlspac:e(Pk:ture <1,5), 
Which is typical for the araa It should be mooltored each spring to see if a sump nee<fs to be Installed. 
1nm://www.homegau,Re.L-om/report/ 1914143/FullReportrorlJploadorPrint W ithPicturcs.luml 3/18/2012 
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5.0 Picture 1 Ant signs 5.0 Picture 2 Ant signs 
5.0 Picture 3 Ant signs 5.0 Picture 4 Pest moisture signs 
5J:) Picture 5 Water signs 
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6.4. FUEL STORAGE AND DISTRIBUTION SYSTEMS (Interior futl 1ton1ge, piping, venting, 
support11, leaka) 
Rep1lr or Replace 
Thare IB wnat appears to be a line for an elClerlor gas eaa that Is laying In the orswlspace. It should 
be capped off property 
8.4 Picture 1 Needs proper cap 
J 
Home lll$pectors are nol required to report on the foUowlng: Life expectancy of any component or system; The 
causes of the need for a repair; The methods, materials, and costs of corrections; The suitability of the property 
for any 6peclalized u&.e; Compliance or non-compliance with codes, ordinances, statutes. regulatory 
requirements or restrictions; The market value of the property or Its marketability; The advi&abHity or 
lnadvl68bility of purchase of the property; Any component or system that was nol observed; The presence or 
absence of pests such as wood damaging organisms. rodents, or Insects; or Cosmetic Items, underground 
Items. or Items not permanentty Installed. Home inspectors are not required to; Offer warranties or guarantees 
of any kind; Calculate the strength, adequacy. or efficiency of any system or component; Enter any area or 
perform any procedure that may damage the property or its components or be oangerous to the home 
inspector or other persons; Operate any system or component that is shut down or otherwise Inoperable; 
Operate any system or component that does not respond to normal operating controls; Disturb insulation, move 
personal Items, panels. furniture, equipment, plant life, soil, snow. Ice, or debl'is that obstructs access or 
visibility: Determine the presence or absence of any suspected adverse environmental condition or hazardous 
substance, inctuding but not limited to mold. toxins, carcinogens. noise, contaminants in the bullding or in soil. 
water, and air; Determine the effectiveness of any system installed to control or remove suspected hazardous 
substances; Predict Mure condition, Including bul not limited to failure of components; Since this report is 
provided for the specific benefit of the customer(s), secondary readers of this information should hire a licensed 
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INSPECTION 
COMPANY 
Homecraft Home Inspections 
P.O. Box 1264, McCall lD.,83638 
Inspected By: Todd McKenna 
Customer Info: 
Ed Petrus 
Customer'• Real Estate Pro,-.,onal: 
Kevin Batchelor 
RE/MAX Resort Realt 








,tnspection Date: 3115/2012 




To\111 Price $475.00 
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IMPORTANT READ: 
First, we have a tour that will help you decide whether or not you want to use the: 
1. Agreement File 1, 2 
2. Disclaim File 
3. Misc button the attach agreement. 
Watch this tour to eliminate confusion: 
1~uge,cQmJ!oyQ;,lagreem.ent,hU.n! 
Explanation below: 
Page 31 of31 
Your client contract agreement can be placed by you in one of the above files and it 
depends on how you want to use it in the report as to which file you should use. 
1. Disclaim File: If you place your contract agreement in the Disclaim file it will: 
a. Automatically populate the customer info for you 
b. Automatically insert the agreement in·line inside the report. 
c. Use this Disclaim file if you plan to use the "Force Agreement" online at our uploaded 
report 
2. Agreement File 1 or 2: If you place your client agreement in the "Agreement" File (1 or 2) 
a. You will select it each inspection under the MISC button in the software and click 
ATIACH. 
b. When you have multiple contract agreements {i.e. Commercial, Mold etc) You will need 
to attach at each inspection (under MISC button) which file you want for that inspection. 
NOTE: If you choose "Disclaim" file for your commonly used agreement (preferred) then 
when you have an inspection requiring a different agreement and attach it under MISC 
button it will override the Disclaim file and the Disclaim file will not be used or displayed for 
that report. which is intentional as you are wanting a different agreement for that report. 
Inspection Agreement 
This inspection was performed in accordance with and under the terms of a Pre-Inspection 
Agreement. The agreement was signed and agreed upon before the preparation of this 
report and a signed copy of the agreement is available upon request. An unsigned copy of 
the agreement may be attached to this report for your information or it may also be available 
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Jason R. Mau 
jmau@greenerlaw.com 
(208) 319-2600 




McCall, ID 83638 
August 7, 2013 
Re: NOTICE OF CONSTRUCTION DEFECT 
2130 Payette Dr., McCall, Idaho 83638 
GBSO File No. 19456-002 
Dear Mr. Kirk: 
ALFA® INTERNATIONAL 
The Global Legal Network 
We represent and write on behalf of Ed Petrus, the current owner of the home located at 2130 
Payette Drive in McCall ("Home"). Titls letter is being sent directly to you to assure that all 
requirements for notice under the Notice and Opportunity to Repair Act are satisfied. 
We are notifying you of continuing problems with the construction of the Home and assert a 
construction defect claim. Mr. Petrus, the claimant, asserts these claims as a "homeowner" pursuant 
to Idaho Code section 6-2502(5), which includes a subsequent purchaser of a residence from a 
person who contracts with a construction professional for the construction of a residence. Mr. Petrus 
purchased the Home from Nancy Boyd in April, 2012. 
The claim regards the south-facing French Doors ("Doors") that open out to the deck on the 
lake side of the Home. Mr. Petrus became aware of problems with the Doors when he first occupied 
the Home. Mr. Petrus hired others to further review the problems with the Doors, which llllveiled 
evidence of water intrusion. 
A detailed inspection of the Doors disclosed the presence of excessive water in the foam 
insulation on the stem wall under the Doors. Energy Seal was hired to remove the insulation, and 
after removing the insulation, further water intrusion and damage was discovered. This damage 
includes, but is not limited to, damage to the lakeside load point next to the Doors as well as damage 
to the floor sheeting. Also, it was discovered that ice and water shield was applied/flashed to the 
interior side of the rim joist instead of the exterior side, which undoubtedly has contributed to the 
water damage. 1bis damage was observed by Mr. Petrus' maintenance man/property caretaker, 
Mike Longmire, and confirmed by other construction personnel. We have reviewed the cost of 
repair by one contractor, which we believe you have reviewed as well, and which states that repairs 
will require the reinstallation of new Doors, repair of the water damaged rim and floor joists, and 
replacement and refinishing of the portions of the deck and floor near the Doors' threshold. 
PETRUS000218 
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At this time, it is anticipated that the necessary repairs will commence in early- to mid-
September. 
Pursuant to I.C. §6-2503, we are providing you with the opportunity to remedy the 
construction defect. Our general understanding of the damage per the findings to date suggests that 
the damage has been caused by the improper installation of flashing in the area of the Doors. This 
general characterization of the damage and current claim is subject to modification upon further 
investigation. 
If you want to take advantage of the opportunity to perform the work, or be involved in the 
direction of the work, and be given the opportunity to cure the identified problems that are your 
responsibilities, you must notify Mr. Petrus, via the undersigned, within twenty-one (21) days from 
the date of this letter. Upon receipt of that written notification, Mr. Petrus will assess your response, 
have it reviewed and analyzed by his consultants and contractors, and determine if any remedial 
work you agree to perform is acceptable and can be accomplished this fall. You may be assured we 
will be prompt in so advising you. Mr. Petrus will also cooperate per I.C. § 6-2503(2)(a) should you 
wish to inspect the extent of damage to the Doors. 
Failing a timely response that is adequate and reasonable, Mr. Petrus will have no alternative 
but to do what is reasonable and necessary to mitigate his damages and cure the aforementioned 
deficiencies. Should this occur, Mr. Petrus reserves his right to seek recompense from you or others 
for the cost of the repairs, plus attorney's fees and cost of suit 
If you have not already done so, we urge you to provide a copy of this letter to your 





Very truly yours, 
GREENER BURKE SHOEMAKER OBERRECHT P.A. 
PETRUS000219 
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I • Complete Jtema.1, 2, and~. Also complete 
1 Item 4 If ReatrlctacU)elivery Is desired, 
• Print your name and adclreas on the reverse 
so that we can return the c8ld to ygu. 
• Attach this.~ to the back of the mallplece, 
or on the front If space permit&. 
1. ·Article Addressed to: 
CJ.vis Kivi.I-. 
J(i.ft. ~~us 
PD ~)(.. ·'t'f(p 
' (hc..(j,.Q.t\ ID ~3 R> 
• 
D. Is dellvay 8ddnlll8 dlffenlnt from Item 1? Cl Yea 
If YES, anter delivery addre8s below: Cl No 
. 3. Servlqe ~·. 
ii Oerlltled Mall Cl EJcprns Mall 
1:f~- )iill.Return~fo1 Mmel!Mlil!\11!! 
Cl 1nsurec1 Mall Cl c.o.o; 
4. Restrlcwd Delivery? (E;dra Fee) Cl Yes 
2. ~rtlckt Number \ 
(ftansfer from ftMt\'19 Mbe8 1012 3aso aaaa 7639 6151 







P.O. Box 846 
McCall, ID. 83638 
Mr. Jason Mau 
Greener/Burke/Shoemaker/Oberrecht 
950 W. Bannock St. 
Boise, ID. 83702 
RE: GBSO File No. 19456--002 
Dear Mr. Mau: 
• 
RECEIVED 




Under the Notice and Opportunity to Repair Act, I would like to inspect the South facing door. 
Per Section 6-2503(2)(a). 
I am available at any time to meet with any representative you wish. 
The best way to reach me is by my cell phone, (208-630-3275). 
Looking forward to your call to inspect the door. 
Res~~' ., f / 







g'ee 1c1 burke , l'J''f'l ,!,er I oberrecht Ip d 
Jason R. Mau 
jmau@greenerlaw.com 
(208) 319-2600 
VIA EMAIL AND US MAIL 
Chris Kirk 
Kirk Enterprises 
P.O. Box 846 
McCall, ID 83638 
August 15, 2013 
Re: 2130 Payette Dr., McCall, Idaho 83638 
GBSO File No. 19456-002 
Dear Chris: 
ALFA® INTERNATIONAL 
The Global Legal Network 
This confirms our phone conversation today, in which we scheduled the inspection of Mr. 
Petrus' south-facing French doors to take place on Tuesday, August 20, at 2:00 p.m. We plan to 
have Mike Longmire on site to assist you with any questions. 
If you have any questions or concerns, feel free to continue to contact me by email at 
jmau@greenerlaw.com. 
Very truly yours, 












950 W. Bannock Street, Ste. 950 
Boise. ID 83702 
August 29, 2013 
Re: 2130 Payette Drive, McCall, ID 83638 
Dear Jason: 
Daniel A. Nevala 
dan.nevala@arkoosh.com 
RECEIVED 
AUG 3 0 2013 
~
It was nice talking to you on the phone. As I mentioned, my firm has been retained by 
Chris Kirk to respond to the Notice of Construction Defect you sent on behalf of your cfamt, Ed 
Petrust for a residential home located at 2130 Payette Drive in McCall. 
I have revie\Ved the claim with Mr. Kirk. The claim alleges the following: 
1. Tlte presence of c~<.-essive water in the fuam insulation. on the stem wall under the 
south-facing French Doors. 
2. Water damage to the lakeside toad point next to the French Doors. 
3. Damage to the floor sheeting. 
4. Improper installation of an ice and water shield applied/flashed to the interior side of 
the rim joist instead of the exterior side that open out to the deck on the lake side of 
the home. 
Mr. Kirk exercised his right to inspect the property on August 21, 2013 and was 
accompanied. during the inspection by Mr. Petrus and Mr. Petrus' property caretaker, Mr, 
Longmire. During his cursory inspection of the property, and specifically the French Doors, Mr. 
Kine discovered the following: 
L The locking mechanism on the operable door had been removed and reinstalled in an 
inappropriate manner. 
2. The locking mechanism on the stationary door appeared to have been pried upon to 
the extent that it was not functional. 
3. Markings on the overhead trim board indicated that the loclcing mechanism was 
engaged to lock when someone had tried to close die door. 
4, Weathe{ stripping oo the astragal of the operable door had been cw:npletely temoved. 
RP000085 
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S. Weather stripping on the bottom of the operable door bad been trimmed and was not 
inblct 
6. The we'8thcr stripping on the fflltionary door could not be verified or inspected 
beawle the door would not open. 
7. Screws were installed into 1he threshold th.it were not fac1ory and were not installed 
in the correct area 
8. Several screws had been added to the threshold, especiel?y in the weep channel. 
9. The we and water shield install«! in the crawl space had been altered and displaced. 
I 0. Foam insulation had been removed. 
The inspection revealed to Mr. Kirk that the property bad been severely altered and 
damaged to a level that would cause the water damage referenced in the cla:im. Do Mr. Petrus or 
any of his agents have infonnation about who may have caused this damage or performed these 
alterations 10 the doors? 
In my visiting with Mr. Kirk about the construction of the home. I learned that he has 
intimate personal knowledge of how the home was constnleted, how the doors were installed, 
and what products were used in the installation. He has over 24 years of experience building 
custom homes. Mr. Kirk also observed the condition of the doors since construction was 
completed during social eY'ffltS hosted by lhe home's prior owner in 200S, 2006, and 2007. 
At the time construction of the home wu completed, the doors were fully functional and 
properly installed, flashed, and weatherproofed. None of the damage revealed by the inspection 
existed at the completion of construction or during any of Mr. Kirk's subsequent visits. Based on 
this personal knowledge. coupled with what he witnessed during the property inspection, Mr. 
Kirk is confident that the problems Mr. Petrus complains of are not a ooostruction defect. but on: 
rather a combination of misuse; negl~ damage, and alteration. Mr. Kirk also believes that it is 
very possibte that once the damage and alterations occurred, the elements could have quickly 
exacabated the problems. 
Based on this, Mr. Kirk respectfully disputes the claim and denies any liability for a 
construction defect Mr. Kirk is fil11y prepared to defend this position if necessary but is hopeful 
that Mr. Petrus realizes that the problems are not the result of improper construction or , 
construction defec:t1 but rather improper u::tions by a third party. 
To that end. if Mr. Petrus and his cmmtnwtion advisors conclude tha1 fault does not Uc 
with Mt. Kirk. but rather some third pany, Mr. Kidc would testify to the consb'Uetion and 
condition of the property at the completion of CODSirUction. during the years he observed ·the 
property, and aurcatty. 
Given the abnve explanation, l am hopeful that you and Mr. PetNS will reconsider taking 
legal action against Mr. Kirk. Please call or email me if there are any questions that we can 
address. or if we can provide my further ctpiaoation to what Mr. Kirk discovered during hJs 




August 29, 2013 
Sincerely, 





Rimkus Consufflng Group, Inc. 
222 s. Main Street, 5th Floor 
Salt Lake City, UT 84101 
(855) 249-6568 Telephone 
(702) 304-1498 FacslmUe 
THE ORIGINAL OF THIS REPORT, SIGNED AND SEAE.l':D Br' THE PROFESSIONAL Wfl0SE NM.ff. 
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Mr. Edmund Petrus reported that on October 15, 2013, his residence was damaged by 
moisture intrusion. The Petrus residence was located at 2130 Payette Drive in McCall. 
Idaho. 
Rimkus Consulting Group, Inc. (Rimkus) was retained to determine the cause and origin 
of the reported damage. 
This report was prepared for the exclusive use of AIG Private Client Group, and was not 
intended for any other purpose. Our report was based on the information available to 
us at this time. as described in the Basis of Report. Should additional information 
become available, we reserve the right to determine the impact, if any, the new 
information may have on our opinions and conclusions. and to revise our opinions and 
conclusions if necessary and warranted 
May 15, 2014 Page 1 





1. Decay and deterioration of the deck framing, floor framing and wall sheathing at the 
southeast comer of the dining area was caused by moisture intrusion due to 
improper construction· 
a) Proper flashing had not been installed at the deck ledger board. 
b) Weep holes were not installed at the base of the stone veneer. 
c) Gutters were not provided at the eaves. 
May 15. 2014 Page2 






The Petrus residence was a single story, conventionally wood-framed. single-family 
dwelling with habitable attic space. The residence was founded on concrete foundation 
walls with a crawl space. The exterior walls were clad with wood siding and stone 
veneer. The interior walls and ceilings were covered with painted gypsum board. The 
front of the residence faced northwest. and, for purposes of this report, is referenced as 
the west side (Photographs 1 and 2). 
Interview 
During the course of the site inspection, Mr. Beau Value of Restoration Pro. the 
contractor, was interviewed. It was understood: 
• They had been hired to repair rot and moisture damage to the residence at the 
rear deck surrounding the door at the southeast corner. 
• Upon removal of the stone veneer they found rotted wall sheathing. 
• They found rotted rim board, wood door jamb, and floor sheathing in the 
vicinity. 
• The damaged members had been removed and replaced. 
• The copper gutters were not part of the original construction. They had been 
installed approximately two years ago. 
• They had also treated the floor joists and underside of the floor sheathing at the 
crawl space for mold. No mold testing or analysis was completed. 
Observations 
May 15, 2014 Page3 




During the course of the site inspection the following items and conditions were 
observed: 
• Deck boards, stone veneer. and some deck framing had been removed at the 
southeast comer of the dining area (Photographs 3 and 4}. 
• A new door. new ice and water shield. and new house wrap had been installed 
at the southeast wall of the dining area (Photograph 5). 
• Hardwood floonng had been removed at the southeast end of the dining area. 
New fioor sheathing had been installed Photograph 6). 
• Existing flashing at the deck ledger consisted of a single metal angle covering 
the top of the ledger and extending approximately 1-1/4 inches up the wall. No 
moisture barrier was installed between the deck ledger and the wan sheathing 
Photograph 7). 
• The stone veneer had been installed over a single layer of asphalt impregnated 
felt paper {Photograph 8}. 
• New floor joists had been installed next to the existing floor joists at the dining 
area floor (Photograph 9). 
• The moisture content of the existing floor joists measured 17%1. The moisture 
content of the new floor joists measured 7%. 
• The temperature in the crawl space was 59 degrees. The relative humidity 
measured 40%. The dew point measured 37 degrees. No foundation vents 
were installed at the crawl space. A powered heating unit drew a portion of its 
air from outside. 
• Roi and detenoration was vislble al the sill and lower portions of the trim at the 
door frame that was removed from the dimng area (Photograph 10 and 11). 
Pictures were provided for our review by Restore Pro, the contractor. They indicated 
that the pictures were taken prior to, and during construction. The pictures showed: 
• Rot and decay were present on lhe wall sheathing at the sides of the dining 
area door (Photograph 12). 
May 15. 2014 Page4 
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• Floor sheathing and framing below the door were rotted (Photograph 13). 
• The rim board and floor joists beneath the door were rotted (Photographs 14 
and 15). 
Analysis 
Research and data from the APA - The Engineered Wood Association (APA) shows 
that decay of wood materials occurs when moisture content of the wood is in the range 
of 20% to 25%. The APA recommends that specific measures be taken to protect wood 
from elevated moisture levels through the use of flashings, membranes, and sealants. 
Section 703 of the 2003 edition of the I ntemational Residential Code (IRC) (Che 
governing code at the lime the Petrus residence was constructed) requires that 
flashings be installed where decks attach to wall framing at wood frame construction 
and that flashing be installed directly below the first course of veneer. The flashings are 
to be installed in such a manner as to prevent water from entering the exterior wall 
envelope. The code further requires that weather resistant material be installed over 
the wall sheathing. The IRC also requires that weep holes be installed at the base of 
masonry veneer directly above the flashing. 
The observed conditions at the Petrus residence demonstrated that flashing installed at 
the deck ledger at the time of original construction was not adequate to protect the 
exterior wall envelope. The top of the flashing was at the same elevation as the top of 
the deck boards. Subsequently, any snow accumulation against, or water splashing 
onto the wall would have been above the top of the flashing. 
The stone veneer at the residence was not a waterproof covering. The stone and the 
mortar were porous materials through which water could penetrate Snow accumulat1on 
and water splashing against the wall would have penetrated through the stone veneer. 
Weep holes were not installed at the base of the veneer. Any water which penetrated 
through and drained down the backside of the veneer would have been trapped 
between the veneer and the wall. The felt paper material did not appear to extend 
May 15, 2014 Page 5 
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behind the deck ledger. This gave any moisture that penetrated a direct path to the wall 
sheathing and floor framing behind the ledger. 
Two roof slopes intersected in a valley above the door at the southeast comer of the 
dining area. The lack of ram gutters for the first several years follow,ng construction 
allowed all of the runoff from the two roof surfaces to splash onto the deck and wall at 
the doorway below. 
The above conditions allowed water to penetrate into the wood wall sheathing, floor 
sheathing, and floor joists, elevating their moisture contents to the extent that decay 
occurred. The extent of decay indicated that the moisture had been present in the 
materials for an extended penod of time. These items lec:1 to the conclusion that decay 
and deterioration of the deck framing, floor framing and wall sheathing at the southeast 
corner of the dining area was caused by moisture intrusion due to improper 
construction Proper flashing had not been installed at the deck ledger board. Weep 
holes were not installed at the base of the stone veneer. Gutters were not provided at 
the eaves. 
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BASIS OF REPORT 
1. Thomas J. Cate, P.E. inspected the Petrus residence on May 7, 2014. Notes, 
measurements. and photographs were recorded. 
2. Thomas J. Cate, P.E. interviewed Mr. Beau Value of Restoration Pro on May 7, 
2014. 
3. Photographs of the Petrus residence provided by Restoration Pro were reviewed. 
4. Thomas J. Cate, P.E. recorded temperature, moisture, and humidity measurements 
using an Extech MX850 meter on May 7, 2014. 
5. APA - The Engineered Wood Association, ~oecay of Engineered Wood Products", 
2002. 
6. International Code Council, International Residential Code for One and Two-Family 
Dwellings. 2003 Edition. 
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B. Curriculum Vitae 
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Photographs taken dunng our inspection. which were not included in this report, were 
retained in our files and are available to you upon request. 
May 15, 2014 




West (front) elevation of the residence 
Photograph 2 
East (rear) elevation of the residence 
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Deck boards and some framing removed at the southeast side of the dining area 
Photograph 4 
Deck boards and stone veneer removed at the east side of the dining area 
May 15, 2014 




New door, ice and water shield, and house wrap installed at the southeast of the dining 
area 
Photograph 6 
Hardwood flooring removed and new sheathing installed at the dining area 
May 15, 2014 




Existing flashing at the deck ledger board 
Photograph B 
Single layer of felt paper between the existing stone veneer and the wall sheathing 
May 15, 2014 




New floor joists installed adjacent to existing floor joists at the dining area 
May 15, 2014 




Rot and decay at the sill of the removed door 
May 15, 2014 




Rot and decay at the sill and side t,ims of the removed door frame 
Photograph 12 
Photo from contractor showing rot and decay on the wall sheathing at the sides of the 
dining area door 
May 15, 2014 





Photo from contractor showing rotted and decayed sheathing and framing below the 
door at the dining area 
May 15. 2014 




Photo from contractor showing rotted rim board and floor joists 
May 15, 2014 




Photo from contractor showing rotted floor joists 
May 15, 2014 
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CONCULTl"'lll G#OUP, INC:. 
THOMAS (TJ) CATE. P.E., S.E. 
SENIOR CONSUL TANT 
Mr. T J Cate studied Mechanical Engineering and Managerial Economics at utah State University until 1999 
when he transfemtd to the University of Utah and completed a Bachelor of Science degree in Civil 
Engineering with a structural engineering emphasis in 2001 
Mr. Cate has broad and extensive experience in design. engineering and construction. He Is skilled in a 
wide and diverse range of projects including single-family residential. commercial, Institutional, and industrial 
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Case No. CV-2014-71-C 
REPLY MEMORANDUM IN 
SUPPORT OF DEFENDANT CHRIS 
KIRK D/B/ A KIRK ENTERPRISES' 
MOTION FOR SUMMARY 
JUDGMENT 
Through undersigned counsel, Defendant Chris Kirk d/b/a Kirk Enterprises, ("Kirk") 
submits this reply memorandum in support of his motion for summary judgment and respectfully 
requests this Court to grant summary judgment and dismiss Plaintiff Petrus' claims for civil 
conspiracy and breach of implied warranty of habitability. Petrus' failure to respond to the 
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arguments presented in our opening brief on the civil conspiracy claim, combined with the total 
lack of evidence supporting such a claim, indicates a concession of the claim and admission that 
the claim is unsupportable. Regarding the breach of implied warranty of habitability claim, the 
parties disagree on the law, not the facts, and a proper application of the law favors granting Kirk's 
motion. 
I.ARGUMENT 
A. The Question Of Which Statute Of Limitations Applies To An Implied Warranty Of 
Habitability Claim Brought Against Residential Home Builder For Latent Defects 
Was Recently Answered In An Idaho Sister Court. 
In 2012, Idaho District Court Judge for the First Judicial District, Kootenai County, John 
Mitchell, addressed and analyzed the statute of limitations question as it relates to express and 
implied warranty, contract, and tort claims against a residential builder for latent defects in a case 
very factually similar to the case at bar. On summary judgment, Judge Mitchell concluded that 
the contract statute of limitations applied equally to the warranty claims and that the statute of 
limitations had expired, since more than five years had passed since construction was completed. 
See Smith v. The Lighthouse Group, Inc., 2012 WL 1378570. 
Smith involved a residential home in Cataldo, Idaho, owned by Ken and Debbie Smith. 
The home was built in 2003. In 2010, the Smiths claimed to have discovered a variety oflatent 
defects in their home that included: improper wall and window ratio calculations, improper 
foundation venting in the concrete stem wall, lack of fire breaks, inadequate sizing of the 
mechanical room, absence of footings for structural support posts for the deck and stairs, stairs 
and deck supports not constructed of treated material and on improper footings under the stairs, 
beams supporting the composite deck not made from treated material nor flashed, resulting in 
water penetration and decay of the beams, and structural failure. Id. Coincidentally, Petrus 
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complains of similar defects related to improper flashing, water penetration, and decay. 
When the Smiths filed suit, they sued their builder, engineer, and designer under eight 
distinct legal theories. Against the builder, they alleged five: (1) breach of contract, (2) negligent 
construction, (3) negligent supervision, (4) breach of implied warranty of habitability, and (5) 
breach of express warranty. Id In analyzing which statute of limitations to apply to the breach of 
contract and warranty claims, Judge Mitchell looked to LC.§§ 5-241 and 5-216 and the Idaho 
Supreme Court's holding in Twin Falls Clinic & Hospital Bldg v. Hamill, 103 Idaho 19, 23, 644 
P.2d 341,345 (1982). 
"Contract actions shall accrue and the applicable limitation statute shall begin to 
run at the time of final completion of construction of such an improvement." LC. 
§ 5-24l(b). Once construction is complete, Idaho Code§ 5-216 requires an action 
based on contract to be brought within five (5) years. This has been upheld by the 
Idaho Supreme Court and distinguished from the tort causes of actions discussed 
infra." See Twin Falls Clinic & Hospital Bldg v. Hamill, 103 Idaho 19, 23, 644 
P.2d 341,345 (1982). Smith v. The Lighthouse Group, Inc., 2012 WL 1378570. 
He then applied a short analysis to the critical dates involved in the case, calculating the time 
from the completion of construction forward five years to determine the date the contract statute 
of limitations ran on both the contract and warranty claims and concluded that all were barred by 
the applicable contract statutes of limitations. Id. In Smith the court concluded that construction 
was completed on the home in 2003, the statute of limitations ran in 2008, and the action was 
filed in 2011. Id. 
In our case, it is undisputed that Kirk completed construction of the home he built for 
Gentry-Boyd by September 2005, that Gentry-Boyd lived in the home from 2005 without issue, 
that Gentry-Boyd sold the home to Petrus in April 2012, and that Petrus filed suit in March 2014. 
Nowhere in the record, or in Petrus' opposition papers, are these facts disputed. Applying the 
analysis employed in Smith, the implied warranty claim expired at the latest, in September 2010, 
five years after Kirk completed construction. 
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B. The Arizona Court Relied On By The Idaho Supreme Court In Tusch Also Held 
That A Contract Statute Of Limitations Applies To An Implied Warranty Claim. 
Petrus points out that the Idaho Supreme Court relied heavily on the Arizona Supreme 
Court for guidance in deciding whether to abolish the privity requirement for an implied 
warranty claim between a subsequent purchaser and a builder. See Memorandum in Opposition, 
p. 16. The Arizona Supreme Court case quoted and cited was Richards v. Powercraft Homes, 
Inc., 139 Ariz. 242,678 P.2d 427 (1984), decided in January 1984. Ifwe look to the same 
Arizona court for additional guidance on the question of which statute of limitations applies to an 
implied warranty claim, we find that the Arizona Supreme Court took the opportunity to clearly 
answer that question nine months after deciding Richards. In Woodward v. Chirco Constr. Co., 
Inc., 141 Ariz. 514, 687 P.2d 1269 (1984), the Arizona Supreme Court held that the fact that an 
implied warranty of habitability and workmanlike performance is imposed by law does not 
transform the builder-vendor's duty from a duty arising out of contract into a duty based on tort 
principles, and that the six-year statute of limitations applicable to an action founded upon 
contract in writing [Ariz. Rev. Stat.§ 12548] was therefore the applicable statute of limitations. 
Id. The Woodward court went on to explain: 
Our statement in Richards, supra, that the implied warranty of workmanlike 
performance and habitability "is imposed by law'' was not meant to transform the 
duty arising out of the contract into one based on tort principles alone; instead, it 
was meant to inform buyers and sellers that the law imputes the warranty into the 
contract for the construction and sale of the residence. We then held that the 
warranty runs to subsequent purchasers of the residence. If the warranty did not 
arise out of the contract and provide for a cause of action in contract, we would 
have had no cause to be concerned about the absence of privity between Richards 
and Powercraft Homes, Inc. It is the fact that the implied warranty at issue here 
provides for a cause of action in contract that calls into question the relevance of 
privity. Since the cause of action based on the implied warranty of workmanlike 
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performance and habitability was based on the contract between the Woodwards 
and Chirco, the Court of Appeals properly concluded that the six-year statute of 
limitations should apply. Woodwardv. Chirco Const. Co., 141 Ariz. 514,516, 
687 P.2d 1269, 1271 (1984). 
In its decision, the Woodard court cited the Colorado Supreme Court which also held that 
the implied warranty of habitability arises from the contractual relation between a builder and the 
purchaser. Woodwardv. Chirco Const. Co., 141 Ariz. 514,516,687 P.2d 1269, 1271 (1984) 
(citing Cosmopolitan Homes, Inc. v. Weller, 663 P.2d 1041 (Colo.1983)). 
Following our Idaho Supreme Court's lead in looking to the Arizona Supreme Court for 
guidance, we end up in the same place as Judge Mitchell did in the Kootenai County Smith case, 
with the conclusion that the statute of limitations on an implied warranty of habitability claim 
expired at the latest in the fall of 2010, five years after Kirk completed construction. 
C. Any Defect Not Included In The Notice and Opportunity to Repair Act Letter 
Should Be Barred. 
The Notice and Opportunity to Repair Act ("NORA"), LC. § 6-2503 acts to confine a 
claimants causes of action in a lawsuit to the defects properly noticed and served under NORA. 
Permitting a claimant to pursue a legal action for a defect which the claimant did not provide any 
notice is to circumvent the very purpose of NORA-to allow a construction professional the 
opportunity to inspect and remedy a defect prior to a lawsuit. 
Kirk received a NORA letter that generally described a problem with water intrusion 
around the home's French doors. Kirk exercised his right to inspect the doors and responded with 
a laundry list of damage and alterations that he witnessed. None of what he witnessed constituted 
a construction defect or anything that he or his agents were responsible for during construction of 
the home and installation of the doors so he denied responsibility. Kirk was never put on notice 
that Petrus claimed the home was structurally unsound or that it was riddled with mold or dry rot. 
If that had been the case, certainly Kirk would have investigated further and made a great effort 
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to determine ifhe or his subcontractors had somehow created the purported defects. However, 
because Petrus never complained to Kirk about any problems in the front comers of the house 
facing the lake, Kirk was not on notice to look at these problems. This, coupled with the facts 
that during the second attempt to inspect, Petrus kicked Kirk off the property preventing him 
from looking at the roof and gutters, both possible sources of water intrusion and probable design 
flaws, and Kirk's third visit was made after demolition of the home had commenced, makes 
these two visits irrelevant for purposes of statutory compliance. The practical consequence to 
Petrus' actions should be dismissal of the claim without prejudice until the claimant complies 
with NORA. However, because the home has been fully repaired and there is nothing left to 
inspect or repair, the net effect of this practical consequence is that the cause of action for breach 
of implied warranty of habitability against Kirk for anything more than what was included in the 
first notice should be barred. 
Additionally, recent deposition testimony of the door manufacturer's representative, 
Mark Birrer, indicated that Petrus' caretaker, Mike Longmire, informed Mark that they 
[presumably Mike and/or Petrus] had pried and forced the door open and damaged it. The 
testimony read as follows: 
Question: So your earlier testimony was that you got a call from Mike Longmire asking if 
you would be willing to look at potentially getting replacement product for the door in 
question. Do you remember generally what your conversations were about? 
A.No. 
Q. Did he explain to you why he wanted a replacement product? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And what did he say? 
A. As I recall, there had been snow, as a lack of maintenance, that had built up on the 
exterior of that door panel. And they attempted to open that door that was forced shut by 
the snow and elements. And I remember something about the handle set becoming 
disengaged, and they tried to pry and force that door open, and damaged that panel. 
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Q. Did Mike Longmire tell you that? 
A. That was the communication I had with Mike Longmire. 
Q. He told you they tried to pry open the door? 
A. I don't know who tried to pry open the door. 
Q. And how did you reach the conclusion that there had been snow piled up due to a lack 
of maintenance, and that the door had been forced shut, and that someone had tried to pry 
it open? 
A. That was the information that was provided to me. 
See Deposition of Mark Birrer., p. 40: 18-25 and 41: 1-20. 
This testimony, from an independent witness, indicates that Petrus, or his agent, not only knew 
about the damage to the door, but that they in fact caused it. 
VI. CONCLUSION 
The timeline of critical facts is undisputed. Kirk finished building the home in the fall of 
2005. Gentry-Boyd sold the home to Petrus in 2012. Petrus filed suit in 2014. Eight and a half 
years is three and a half years too late to bring an implied warranty of habitability claim against a 
builder for a construction defect claim. Petrus' claim is time barred. Further, the warranty claim 
fails because the undisputed facts show that the Complaint was filed without full compliance of 
the statutory requirements of the Notice and Opportunity to Repair Act. Under the statute, Petrus 
absolutely needed to allow Kirk the chance to conduct a full inspection of the home a second time 
if he was going insist that the expanded damage was caused by a construction defect. Third, the 
damage to the door that Kirk witnessed was in fact real, and was caused by Petrus or his agent. 
Based upon the foregoing argument and authorities cited herein, the Court should grant 
Defendant Kirk's Motion for Summary Judgment, dismissing in their entirety Counts VI, and VII 
of the Second Amended Complaint against Kirk on the basis that no genuine issues of material fact 
exist regarding these claims and Kirk is entitled to judgment as a matter of law. 
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Respectfully Submitted, 
DATED this 17th day of June, 2016. 
ARKO~ OFFICES 
Daniel A. Nevala 
Attorney for Chris Kirk d/b/a Kirk Enterprises 
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SUPPLEMENTAL AFFIDAVIT OF 
DANIEL NEV ALA IN SUPPORT OF 
DEFENDANT CHRIS KIRK D/B/ A 
KIRK ENTERPRISES' MOTION 
FORSUMMARYJUDGMENT 
I, Daniel Nevala, being first duly sworn upon oath, deposes and hereby states as follows: 
1. I am counsel for Chris Kirk in this action. I am an attorney duly licensed to practice 
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law in Idaho and am a member of Arkoosh Law Offices. I am over the age of 18 and state the 
following based upon my own personal knowledge. 
2. Attached hereto as Exhibit 1 is a true and correct courtesy copy of a Memorandum 
Decision and Order on Cross Motions for Summary Judgment captioned Smith v. The Lighthouse 
Group, Inc., 2012 WL 1378570 (Idaho Dist.) (Trial Order). 
3. Attached hereto as Exhibit 2 is a true and correct copy of the deposition transcript 
of Mark Birrer. 
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I -?~/?. DATED this ( day ofJune, 2016. 
Daniel Nevala 
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6/17/2016 e Smith v. The Lighthouse Group, Inc. - Westla-
~ Original Image of 2012 WL 1378570 (PDF) 
2012 WL 1378570 (Idaho Dist.) (Trial Order) 
Idaho District Court, 
First Judicial District. 
Kootenai County 
Ken SMITH and Debbie Smith, husband and wife, Plaintiffs, 
V. 
THE LIGHTHOUSE GROUP, INC., an Idaho Corporation, d/b/a 
Crescent Homes, et al, Defendants. 
No. CV 2011 5105. 
March 14, 2012. 
MemorandUill Decision and Order on Cross Motions for SUillmary 
Judgment 
John T. Mitchell, District Judge. 
I. PROCEDURAL HISTORY AND BACKGROUND. 
On August 15, 2003, plaintiffs Ken and Debbie Smith (Smiths) received a "certificate of 
occupancy" for their residence at 15170 S. Bull Run Road in Cataldo, Idaho. Affidavit 
of Ken Smith in Support of Plaintiffs Motion for Summary Judgment, p. 2, ,i 4. Smiths' 
residence was constructed pursuant to a contract entered into with defendant Crescent 
Homes, a.k.a Lighthouse Group, Inc.(Lighthouse). Complaint, p. 2, ,i 2.2-3. Defendant 
Wallace Lucas, d.b.a. Lucas Design Group (Lucas) produced "plans" for this residence. 
Lucas Answer, p. 2, ,i 4. Defendant Tate Engineering (Tate) provided engineering 
services for the residence and affixed an engineer seal on certain construction 
drawings. Tate Answer, p. 3, ,i 11. 
On June 24, 2011, Smiths filed this lawsuit asserting the following causes of action 
against the following parties: 
CLAIM 
1. Breach of Contract 
2. Negligent Construction 
3. Negligent Supervision 
DEFENDANT 
Crescent Homes {Lighthouse Group) 
Crescent Homes (Lighthouse Group) 
Crescent Homes (Lighthouse Group) 
4. Breach of Implied Warranty Crescent Homes {Lighthouse Group) 
5. Breach of Express Warranty Crescent Homes {Lighthouse Group) 
6. Professional Malpractice 
7. Negligent Engineering 
8. Negligent Design 
Tate Engineering 
Tate Engineering 
Wallace Lucas d.b.a. Lucas Design Group 
Complaint, pp. 4-9. Smith claims he discovered a variety of latent construction, design 
and engineering defects in the home in late winter or early spring of 2010. Affidavit of 
Ken Smith Filed in Support of Plaintiffs Motion for Summary Judgment, p. 2, ,i 3. 
Smiths' engineer found engineering-related defects of: total window-wall ratio and 
related shear wall calculations, absence of foundation vents in the concrete stem wall, 
lack of fire breaks, the size of the mechanical room may be inadequate relative to the 
needs of the systems occupying the space, absence of footings for structural support 
posts for the deck and stairs, stairs and deck supports not constructed of treated 
material and on absence of footings under the stairs, and sistered beams supporting 
the composite deck were neither made from treated material nor flashed, resulting in 
water penetration and decay of the beams, and structural failure. Affidavit of Jeffrey 
D. Block, P.E. Filed in Support of Plaintiffs Motion for Summary Judgment and 
Response in Opposition to Defendants' Cross-Motions for Summary Judgment, p. 2, ,i 
6 {1)-(g). 
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All three defena listed multiple affirmative defenses to the above As in their 
respeetive Answers. One defense found in all three Answers is that Smiths may be 
barred from bringing the above claims pursuant to the applicable statute of limitations 
found in Idaho Code§§ 5-216- 219 and 5-241. See Lucas Answer, p. 2, 1! 8; Tate 
Answer, p. 10; Lighthouse Answer, p. 8. 
On December 2, 2011, Smiths proactively filed a motion for summary judgment on the 
question of the application of the statute of limitations. On January 17, 2012, 
Lighthouse filed its response to Smiths' motion and filed a cross motion for summary 
judgment as to both the economic loss rule and the statute of limitations. On January 
20, 2012, Tate filed a response to Smiths' motion and filed a cross motion for summary 
judgment on two grounds: (1) the statute oflimitations as it relates to the Notice and 
Opportunity to Repair Act (NORA) and (2) Smiths' inability "to establish an essential 
element of their malpractice and negligence claims" against Tate. Tate Engineering 
Memorandum in Opposition to Plaintiffs' Motion for Summary Judgment, p. 2. On 
January 30, 2012, Smiths filed a separate reply and response to both Llghthouse's and 
Tate's cross motions for summary judgment. On February 7, 2012, Lighthouse filed a 
reply memorandum in support of its cross motion, and on February 8, 2012, Tate filed 
a reply memorandum in support of its cross motion. 
On February 10, 2012, the parties filed a Stipulation for Dismissal of Defendant 
Wallace E. Lucas d.b.a. Lucas Design Group Without Prejudice. 
On February 14, 2012, oral argument on the cross motions for summary judgment was 
held, following which the Court took the matters under advisement. 
II. STANDARD OF REVIEW. 
In considering a motion for summary judgment, the Court is mindful that summary 
judgment may properly be granted only where there are no genuine issues of material 
fact and the moving party is entitled to judgment as a matter of law. I.R.C.P. 56(c). In 
determining whether any issue of material fact exists, this court must construe all facts 
and inferences contained in the pleadings, depositions, and admissions, together with 
the affidavits, if any, in the light most favorable to the non-moving party. I.R.C.P. 
56(c); Sewell v. Neilson, Monroe Inc., 109 Idaho 192,194,706 P.2d 81, 83 (Ct. App. 
1985). A mere scintilla of evidence or only slight doubt as to the facts is not sufficient to 
create a genuine issue for purposes of summary judgment. Samuel v. Hepworth, 
Nungester & Lezamiz, Inc, 134, Idaho 84, 87, 996 P.2d 303, 306 (2002). Summary 
judgment must be denied if reasonable persons could reach differing conclusions or 
draw conflicting inferences from the evidence. Smith v. Meridian Joint School District 
No. 2, 128 Idaho 714, 718, 918 P.2d 583, 587 (1996). Where, as here, both parties file 
motions for summary judgment relying on the same facts, issues and theories, the 
judge, as trier of fact, may resolve conflicting inferences if the record reasonably 
supports the inferences. Riverside Dev. Co. v. Ritchie, 103 Idaho 515, 518-20, 650 P.2d 
657, 661-62 (1982). 
Evidentiary rulings, such as ones on the motion to strike before the Court, are reviewed 
under an abuse of discretion standard. Perry v. Magic Valley Reg'/. Med. Ctr., 134 
Idaho 46, 50, 995 P.2d 816, 820 (2000). Reviewing Courts apply the abuse of 
discretion standard when evaluating whether testimony offered in conneetion with a 
motion for summary judgment is admissible. Gem State Ins. Co. v. Hutchison, 145 
Idaho 10, 15, 175 P.3d 72, 177 (2007) (citing McDaniel v. Inland Northwest Renal Care 
Group-Idaho, LLC, 144 Idaho 219, 221, 159 P.3d 856, 858 (2007)). In Idaho, a party 
may wait until hearing on a summary judgment motion to object to an opposing 
party's affidavits. Hecla Mining Co. v. Star-Morning Mining Co., 122 Idaho 778, 782-
83, 839 P.2d 1192, 1196-97 (1992). In Shane v. Blair, 139 Idaho 126, 75 P.3d 180 
(2003), the Idaho Supreme Court wrote: 
We have held that the question of admissibility of affidavits under Idaho 
Rule of Civil. Procedure 56(e) is a threshold question to be analyzed before 
applying the liberal construction and reasonable inferences rules required 
when reviewing motions for summary judgment. Rhodehouse v. Stutts, 125 
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Idaho 20-1, 868 P.2d 1224, 12227 (1994). The trial court m:tlllok at 
the affidavit or deposition testimony and determine whether it alleges 
facts, which if taken as true, would render the testimony admissible. 
Dulaney v. St. A/phonsus Regional Med. Ctr., 137 Idaho 160, 163, 45 P.3d 
816, 819 (2009). When reviewing the trial court's evidentiary rulings, this 
Court applies an abuse of discretion standard. Sulaney, 137 Idaho at 163-
64, 45 P.3d at 819-20. 
139 Idaho 126, 128, 75 P.3d 180, 182. Rule 56(e) requires affidavits be made upon 
personal knowledge, «shall set forth such facts as would be admissible in evidence", 
and affirmatively show the affiant is competent to testify to the matters stated. I.R.C.P. 
56(e). 
III. ANALYSIS. 
Smiths' claims can be broken up and considered in three categories as they relate to the 
statute of limitations. First, contract claims, including breach of an implied and/or 
express warranty will be considered in light of I.C. §§ 5-216 and 5-241. Next, tort claims 
will be considered in light of I.C. §§ 5-219 and 5-241. Finally, the claim against Tate for 
professional malpractice will be considered under I.C. § 6-2503. 
However, before examining the applicability of the statute of limitations, this court 
must rule on two motions to strike. 
A. Motions to Strike. 
First, Tate moves to strike portions of the Affidavit of Jeffrey Block ,r,r 6(a)-(g); 7-10, 
Exhibit A. Memorandum of Tate in Support of Motion to Strike, p. 2. Next, Smiths 
move to strike portions of the Affidavit of Jae Enos ,r,r 3-4. Memorandum of Smiths in 
Support of Motion to Strike, pg. 3. Neither of these motions will affect the overall 
outcome of the statute of limitation analysis, as the matters testified to do not involve 
the timeliness of actions or filings. 
Tate objects to the admissibility of Exhibit A of the Affidavit of Jeffery Block because of 
lack of foundation, failure to authenticate and hearsay. Memorandum of Tate in 
Support of Motion to Strike, p. 3. Block is the professional engineer hired by Smiths to 
give testimony in this lawsuit. Block gives an opinion as to the liability of Tate 
Engineering. Affidavit of Jeffrey Block p. 2, ,r 5. He then immediately refers to Exhibit 
A, the plans Tate signed as professional engineer, as a specific example supporting his 
conclusion. Id., p. 2, ,r 6. This amounts to "a statement, other than one made by the 
declarant while testifying at the trial or hearing, offered in evidence to prove the truth 
of the matter asserted." I.RE. 801( c ). However, an expert "may testify thereto in the 
form of an opinion or otherwise." I.RE. 702. 
In regard to ,r,r 6(a)-(g) and 7-10 of Block's Affidavit, Tate argues that there has not 
been adequate foundation laid to warrant the opinions of Jeffrey Block. Memorandum 
of Tate in Support of Motion to Strike, pg. 3. In his Affidavit, Block states he is a 
registered professional engineer who has gained personal knowledge through 
inspection of the residence, has reviewed the applicable plans and reviewed the notice 
of defect. Based on this foundation the testimony is admissible. See Dulaney v. St. 
Alphonsus Regional Med. Ctr., 137 Idaho 160, 163, 45 P.3d 816, 819 (2009). Tate's 
motion to strike must be denied. 
Second, Smiths move to strike portions of the Affidavit of Jae Enos as conclusory, 
speculative, lacking in foundation and hearsay. Plaintiffs' Motion to Strike Portions of 
the Affidavit of J. Jae Enos Files in Opposition to Plaintiffs' Motion for Summary 
Judgment, and in Support of Defendant Crescent Home's Cross-Motion for Summary 
Judgment, pp. 2-4. Enos states, "at the time of the contract, Crescent Homes was not 
primarily known as a builder of 'custom homes' ... in fact, there were at that time more 
than a few builders in the Coeur d'Alene area whose recognized specialty was large 
custom homes." Affidavit of Jae Enos, pg. 2, ,i 3. Enos goes on to state an opinion of 
what a Kootenai County records search would reveal as to the number of homes 
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constructed at t.ime in Kootenai County ", .. in that price range or .er." Id., pg. 
2, ~ 4. "A witness may not testify to a matter unless evidence is introduced sufficient to 
support a finding that the witness has personal knowledge of the matter." LRE. 602. 
There is nothing to dispute that Enos had knowledge of other builders and building 
activity in the area. Affidavit of Jae Enos, pp. 1-2. Enos' affidavit shows that Enos is 
currently the president of The Lighthouse Group, Inc., and that back in 2003, Enos 
was an employee of Crescent Homes. Thus, Enos has the foundation to testify about 
what Crescent Homes did. However, nothing in Enos' affidavit establishes the basis of 
his knowledge about the building in Kootenai County in general in 2003. Accordingly, 
the motion to strike filed by Smith as to Enos' statement that "at the time of the 
contract, Crescent Homes was not primarily known as a builder of 'custom homes' " is 
denied, The motion to strike filed by Smiths as to Enos' statement" ... in fact, there were 
at that time more than a few builders in the Coeur d'Alene area whose recognized 
specialty was large custom homes", and " .. .I am certain that a search of county records 
would show that there were a substantial number of homes being constructed during 
that time period in that price range or higher", is granted, as lacking in foundation, 
speculative and conclusory. 
B. Are the Smiths' Claims for Breach of Contract, Breach of Implied 
Warranty, and Breach of Express Warranty Timely? 
Smiths' memorandum in support of their motion for summary judgment only 
addressed the statute of limitations as it related to five of the eight claims -- Smiths did 
not address the statute of limitations pertaining to the breach of contract, breach of 
implied warranty, or breach of express warranty claims. See Memorandum in Support 
of Plaintiffs Motion for Summary Judgment, pp. 5-12. In its response brief, Lighthouse 
also addressed the statute of limitations for contract actions. See Memorandum in 
Response to Plaintiffs Motion for Summary Judgment and in Support of Cross Motion 
for Summary Judgment pp. 3-7. In Smiths' reply to Lighthouse's response, Smiths still 
failed to address the statute of limitations for these three contract claims. 
"Contract actions shall accrue and the applicable limitation statute shall begin to run 
at the time of final completion of construction of such an improvement." LC. § 5-
241(b). Once construction is complete, Idaho Code§ 5-216 requires an action based on 
contract to be brought within five (5) years. This has been upheld by the Idaho 
Supreme Court and distinguished from the tort causes of actions discussed infra. See 
Twin Falls Clinic & Hospital Bldg v. Hamill, 103 Idaho 19, 23,644 P.2d 341, 345 
(1982). 
In the case at bar, the completion of the construction occurred no later than August 15, 
2003. See Affidavit of Ken Smith in Support of Plaintiffs Motion for Summary 
,Judgment, p. 2, ~ 4. No evidence in the record contradicts this date. The contract 
statute of limitations ran on August 15, 2008. Because there are no remaining issues of 
material fact on this issue and due to the fact that this action was not filed until June 
24, 2011, the claims for Breach of Contract, Breach of Implied Warranty and Breach of 
Express Warranty are barred by the applicable statutes of limitations. Based on Smitlis' 
memoranda and oral argument, Smiths appear to have conceded this issue. 
C. Are the Smiths' Claims for Negligent Construction, Negligent 
Supervision, Negligent Engineering, and Negligent Design Timely, and, if 
Timely, are those Claims Barred by the Economic Loss Rule? 
The Idaho legislature has distinguished the time period within which tort claims 
accrue from the time period within which breach of contract claims accrue. See I.C. § 
5-241. This distinction allows for a "limited discovery exception in the area of 'tort' 
liability arising out of the design or construction of improvements to real property ... It 
is to be noted that such exemption would only be applicable to latent defects since 
patent defects by definition would be those which should have been discovered." Twin 
Falls Clinic & Hosp. Bldg. Corp. v. Hamill, 103 Idaho 19, 23, 644 P.2d 341, 345 (1982), 
emphasis added. 
Tort actions, if not previously accrued, shall accrue and the applicable 
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limitationtlite shall begin to run six (6) years after the final aletion 
of construction of such an improvement. 
I.C. § 5-241(a), emphasis added. "This section provides a limited discovery rule for tort 
claims arising out of the design or construction of improvements to real property." 
Hibbler v. Fisher, 109 Idaho 1007,1012, 712 P.2d 708,713 (1985). Once the period of 
time provided by LC. § 5-241 has expired, either because of notice of defect or the 
expiration of six ( 6) years, then "an action for relief [not explicitly provided for by 
statute] must be commenced within four (4) years after the cause of action shall have 
accrued." LC. § 5-224. These statutes are considered together when applied to latent 
defects. Hibbler, 109 Idaho 1007,1012, 712 P.2d 708,713. Therefore, the maximum 
amount of time for an action in tort relating to the design or construction of property is 
ten (to) years 
The nature of the damage at issue in the present case presents questions of material 
fact: a) whether that damage is latent or patent, and b) when was the damage noticed. 
Construing the facts in the light most favorable to Smiths, the Court notes, "Plaintiffs 
discovered the latent construction defects [on] or about August of 2010." Complaint, p. 
3, ,i 2.17. Tate's argument that some or all of the defects are patent would bar a 
summary judgment motion. See Affidavit of Tate pg. 4-7, ,i,i 20-44. As to patent 
defects, the statute of limitation expired well before Smiths filed this lawsuit. 
As to latent defects, Idaho law provides Smiths 'hith a six (6) year limitation provided 
by LC. 5-241, with an additional possible timeframe of four (4) years provided by LC. § 
5-224. Thus, Smiths would have ten (10) years from the completion of construction to 
bring a claim in tort before statute of limitations expires on August 15, 2013. See 
Affidavit of Ken Smith in Support of Plaintiffs Motion for Summary Judgment, p. 2, ,i 
4. Smiths' negligence claims as they relate to latent defects are timely. 
However, in Lighthouse's response to Smiths' motion for summary judgment, 
Lighthouse raises the issue of the economic loss rule as applied to negligence actions. 
See Memorandum of Lighthouse in Opposition to Plaintiffs Motion for Summary 
Judgment, p. 4-5. Idaho courts have held "that the economic loss rule prohibits 
recovery of purely economic losses in a negligence action because there is no duty to 
prevent economic loss to another." Blahd v. Smith, 141 Idaho 296, 300, 108 P.3d 996, 
1000 (2005). "Economic loss includes costs of repair and replacement of defective 
property which is the subject of the transaction." Id., 141 Idaho 296, 300, 108 P .3d 996, 
1000. The Idaho Supreme Court has held: 
The distinction that the law has drawn between tort recovery for physical 
injuries and warranty recovery for economic loss is not arbitrary and does 
not rest on the 'luck' of one plaintiff in having an accident causing physical 
injury. The distinction rests, rather, on an understanding of the nature of 
the responsibility a manufacturer must undertake in distributing his 
products. He can appropriately be held liable for physical injuries caused 
by defects by requiring his goods to match a standard of safety defined in 
terms of conditions that create unreasonable risks of harm .... 
Tusch Enterprises v. Coffin, 113 Idaho 37, 41, 740 P.2d 1022, 1026 (1987), citing Clark 
v. International Harvester Co., 99 Idaho 326, 335, 581 P.2d 784, 792 (1978) (plaintiffs 
sought recovery for damages arising out of purchase of a defective tractor). This 
economic loss rule is not limited to manufacturing. Tusch Enterprises involved a suit 
by a purchaser against a developer and seller of a defective residential duplex. Tusch 
Enterp., 113 Idaho 37, 40, 740 P.2d 1022, 1025. One month after purchase, the plaintiff 
noticed extensive damage which was determined to have resulted from the defendant's 
constructing the residential duplex on improper fill dirt. Id. "Economic loss includes 
the costs of repair and replacement of defective property which is the subject of the 
transaction .... " Brian and Christie, Inc. v. Leishman Elec. Inc., 150 Idaho 22, 26, 244 
P.2d 166, 170 (2010), citing Salmon River Sportsman Camps, Inc., 97 Idaho 348, 351, 
544 P.2d 306,309 (1975). The Idaho Supreme Court explained that "the economic loss 
rule limits the actor's duty so that there is no cause of action in negligence ... The seller 
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has no duty un&e law of negligence to design, manufacture, ors operty that 
.... 111 conform to the buyer's economic expectations." Brian and Christie, Inc., 150 Idaho 
22, 28, 244 P.2d 166, 172. 
At oral argument, Smiths posited that the house is not the subject of the transaction, 
but rather the subject of the transaction is the services rendered to construct the house. 
Smiths rely on Brian and Christie, Inc., to demonstrate that the subject of the 
transaction in question is service. Brain and Christie, Inc. involved a claim for 
damages resulting from upgrades and/or repairs made to an existing building by a 
subcontractor. 150 Idaho 22, 24, 244 P.2d 166, 168. In that case, the Idaho Supreme 
Court examined numerous cases in which it had applied this general rule of economic 
loss and distinguished the facts of the case before it by pointing out that the electrician 
did not sell defective property. 150 Idaho 22, 26, 244 P.2d 166, 170. The Idaho Supreme 
Court then held: 
Id. 
The restaurant was not defective property. It did not spontaneously 
combust. Rather, [Brian and Christie, Inc.'s] claim is that Subcontractor's 
negligence in connecting the signs to electrical power caused a fire that 
extensively damaged the restaurant and its contents. In this case, there 
was no defective property which was the subject of the transaction. 
The subject of the transaction in Brian and Christie, Inc. was the repair service to the 
existing building. This is distinguishable from the case at bar. The subject of a 
transaction can involve service. For instance, service is involved in making and selling 
an aircraft engine, yet the subject of the transaction is the engine itself not the 
construction of the engine. See Salmon Rivers Sportsman Camps, Inc. v. Cessna 
Aircraft Co., 97 Idaho 348, 544 P.2d 306 (1975) (economic loss rule bared recovery). 
Similarly, it may require service to make a tractor, yet the tractor itself is the subject of 
the transaction. See Clark v. International Harvester Co., 99 Idaho 326,581 P.2d 784 
(1978). 
Again, in Tosch, the "service" involved was both the leveling of the improper fill 
material upon which duplexes were later built, and the construction of the duplexes 
(113 Idaho 37, 40, 740 P.2d 1022, 1025); yet, in Tusch, the "subject of the transaction" 
was construction of the duplexes. 113 Idaho 37, 41, 740 P.2d 1002, 1026. This is 
consistent ,...,jth the earlier case of State v. Mitchell Const. Co., 108 Idaho 335, 699 P.2d 
1349 (1984). In Mitchell, the State of Idaho contracted with Mitchell Construction for 
an office building to house the State of Idaho Department of Agriculture. 108 Idaho 
335, 336 699 P.2d 1349, 1350. The constructed building had a defective roof so the 
State of Idaho sued Mitchell Construction. Id. The Idaho Supreme Court held the 
claim was barred by economic loss rule because the building, not the construction 
service, was the subject of the transaction. Id. 
In the case at bar, similar to Tosch and Mitchell, the subject of the transaction is the 
building. Unlike Brian and Christie, Inc., in the present case Smiths did not hire the 
defendants to repair a small portion of an existing building. Rather, the contract was 
for the construction of the entire home. The construction of Smiths' residential building 
included services, similar to the construction of an engine, tractor, residence or roof of 
a state office building as shown in the examples above, but the end goal of the 
transaction was the construction of a residence. Once this distinction is made, it 
becomes clear that the subject of the transaction in question is the residence. Therefore, 
unless an exception applies, the economic loss rule ,...,jll bar tort recovery. 
The Court has set out only two exceptions to the economic loss rule: 1) the special 
relationship exception, and 2) the unique circumstances exception. See Blahd v. 
Richard B. Smith, Inc., 141 Idaho 296, 301-02, 108 P.3d 996, 1001-02 (2005). 
The term "special relationship," ... refers to those situations where the 
relationship between the parties is such that it would be equitable to 
impose such a duty. In other words, there is an extremely limited group of 
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cases whae law of negligence extends its protections to a p-
economic interest. 
141 Idaho 296, 301, 108 P.3d 996, 1001, citing Duffin v. Idaho Crop Improvement 
Assoc., 126 Idaho 1002, 1008, 895 P.2d 1195, 1201 (1995}. 
The Idaho Supreme Court noted in Blahd that there have only been two cases in which 
Idaho Courts have recognized a special relationship exception: 1) a case involving an 
insurance agent who knowingly led plaintiffs to inadequate coverage (McAlvain v. 
General Ins. Co. of America, 97 Idaho 777, 780, 554 P.2d 955, 958 (1976), where a 
professional relationship already existed prior to the time the insured expressly 
requested his insurance agent provide complete insurance coverage on all of the 
insured's inventory; the agent failed to do so, and a fire later destroyed the inventory) 
and 2) a case involving the Idaho Crop Improvement Association (ICIA), which was 
the sole entity authorized to certify seed potatoes in Idaho. 141 Idaho 296, 301, 108 
P.3d 996, 1001, citing Duffin v. Idaho Crop Improvement Association, 126 Idaho 1002, 
1008, 895 P.2d 1195, 1201 (1995). In Blahd, Mr. and Mrs. Blahd purchased a home 
which was constructed on improper fill material. 141 Idaho 296, 299, 108 P.3d 996, 
999. The Idaho Supreme Court stated that even though the developers where 
experienced and may arguably be deemed "quasi-professionals" in the construction 
field, "there [was] no evidence showing the [developers] performed a personal service 
for the Blahds or held themselves out as having a special and unique expertise." 141 
Idaho 296,301, 108 P.3d 996, 1001. The complete analysis by the Idaho Supreme Court 
is as follows: 
As real estate developers of the lot in question, the Smith Entities may arguably be 
considered quasi-professional. Even if they are, there is no evidence showing the Smith 
Entities performed a personal service for the Blahds or held themselves out as having a 
special and unique expertise. Furthermore, even if the Smith Entities marketed the lot 
in question to the general public, there is no indication in the record that the Blahds 
relied on those representations. Accordingly, there is no special relationship between 
the Blahds and the Smith Entities. 
The Smith Entities hired Jones to supervise the lot preparation and provide 
geotechnical services. The Gyslings also hired Jones to inspect the soil on the lot and 
determine whether it was adequate for residential construction. There is no indication 
in the record that the Blahds relied upon or were even aware of Jones' services 
regarding the lot. Like the Jack of evidence regarding inducement of reliance by the 
Federal-State Inspection Service in Duffin, there is no evidence in the record showing 
Jones actively sought to induce the Blahds to rely on its services. Therefore, the special 
relationship exception does not apply to Jones. 
141 Idaho 296, 301-02, 108 P.3d 996, 1001-02. Similarly, in the present case, Smiths 
have not alleged a performance of a personal service outside of the design and 
construction of the residence that would indicate the existence of a special relationship 
exception to the economic loss rule. 
Regarding the exception to economic loss for unique circumstances, the Blahd Court 
first made clear that the exception has never been applied in Idaho; then, the Idaho 
Supreme Court refused to apply it to the facts of that case. 141 Idaho 296, 302, 108 
P.3d 996, 1002. "The purchase of a residential house is an everyday occurrence and 
does not create the type of unique circumstances required to justify a different 
allocation of risk .. " 141 Idaho 296, 302, 108 P.3d 996, 1002. The Smiths have asserted 
that "the construction of a million dollar three-story, 8,600 square foot custom river-
front home, with an elevator, and in-ground swimming pool is hardly an everyday 
occurrence." Memorandum of Plaintiff in Reply to Defendant Crescent Homes 
Response to Plaintiffs Motion for Summary Judgment, p. 7. However, the individual 
characteristics of a given home do not make this a unique circumstance for purposes of 
an exception to the economic loss rule, particularly when Idaho Courts have never 
before applied this exception. 
In the instant case, as to latent defects, the statute of limitations for Smiths' negligence 
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claims has not a discovery of the defects did not occur until 2010-et forth by 
Smiths. Affidavit of Ken Smith in Support of Plaintiffs Motion for Summary Judgment, 
p. 2, ,1 s. However, Smiths' claims do not allege personal injury. Instead, they 
"includ[e] costs of repair and replacement of defective property which is the subject of 
the transaction" (Blahd v. Smith., 141 Idaho 296, 300, 108 P.3d 996, 1000), which is 
prohibited under the economic loss rule. The present case is similar to Blahd and 
Tusch in that the subject of the transaction is the house. The Idaho Supreme Court has 
used the two exceptions to the economic loss rule very sparingly. The facts of the 
instant case do not amount to a special relationship or unique circumstance within the 
meaning of those exceptions as set forth in Blahd. Therefore, the claims of negligence, 
arising out of the construction of real property, are barred by the economic loss rule. 
D. Is Smiths' Claim for Professional Malpractice Timely? 
Similar to the actions sounding in tort discussed above, an action for professional 
malpractice must be made within six years of completion of construction. LC. § 5-
241(a). However, an action to recover damages resulting from professional malpractice 
has an additional two year statute of limitation. LC.§ 5-219(4). Therefore: 
(a] cause of action founded in professional malpractice arising out of the 
design or construction of improvements to real property must be brought 
within two years of discovery of the alleged malpractices and in no event 
later than eight years following the completion of the construction. 
Twin Falls Clinic & Hosp. Bldg. Corp. v. Hamill, 103 Idaho 19, 24, 644 P.2d 341, 346 
(1982). 
In addition, Idaho has adopted the Notice and Opportunity to Repair Act (NORA), 
which in part establishes a process for providing notice to the construction professional 
and allowing that professional a chance to respond, correct or deny any claims. LC. § 
6-2503. 
If a written notice of claim is served under this section within the time 
prescribed for the filing of an action under this chapter, the statute of 
limitations for construction-related claims is tolled until sixty (60) days 
after the period of time during which the filing of an action is barred. 
LC.§ 6-2503(1). Smiths had a six (6) year limitation, provided by I.C. § 5-241, with an 
additional two (2) years provided by LC. § 5-219(4). Smiths would have eight (8) years 
from the completion of construction to bring a professional malpractice claim before 
the statute of limitations ran. Here, because a notice of defect was sent to Tate, the 
additional sixty ( 60) days provided by LC. § 6-2503 would require filing of Smiths' 
action on or about prior to October 15, 2011. Smiths met that deadline as their 
Complaint was filed on June 24, 2011. 
In its response, Tate argues the notice from Smith, on June 2, 2011, did not comply 
with NORA. See Memorandum of Tate in Response to Plaintiffs Motion for Summary 
Judgment, pp. 11-17. The Idaho Supreme Court addressed the issue of compliance with 
NORA by stating that the notice of defect must reasonably relate to the particulars of 
the deficiency. Mendenhall v. Aldous, 146 ldaho 434, 437196 P.3d 352, 355 (2008). In 
Mendenhall, a dispute arose over unfinished work on a house as well as a leaky roof. 
146 Idaho 434, 435 196 P.3d 352,354. Written communication was initiated by the 
defendant builder (Aldous) addressing possible solutions to the unfinished work. Id. 
Mendenhall's response did not address the proposed solutions, but rather complained 
about the unfinished work and the leaky roof. Id. When Aldous sent another letter 
asking Mendenhall to address the proposed solutions, Mendenhall sent the builder a 
demand letter for $29,496.74. Id. This demand letter ended communication between 
the parties. Id. One year after communication stopped, Mendenhall brought a civil 
action against the builder. Id. 
The district court granted summary judgment to Aldous for failure by Mendenhall to 
meet NORA requirements. Id. 146 Idaho 434, 436 196 P.3d 352, 354. In examining the 
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district court's c9on, the Idaho Supreme court explained that the ~ose of NORA 
is to "give contractors the opportunity to fix construction defects before a lawsuit is 
filed." Id. The court went on to say: 
NORA's notice requirement does not require claimants to describe alleged 
defects with excessive particularity. Instead, the "reasonable detail" 
requirement is satisfied when a claimant provides a builder with enough 
information to identify the general nature and location of the defect. 
Id. 146 Idaho 434, 437 196 P.3d 352, 355. The Idaho Supreme Court found that even 
though the letter only complained of unfinished work and a leaky roof, it "surely 
provided enough detail and pertinent information to permit the Aldouses to inspect 
the home and determine 'the general nature of the defect [s].' "Id. "If the construction 
professional disputes the claim or does not respond to the claimant's notice of claim 
within [21 days], the claimant may bring an action against the construction 
professional for the claim described in the notice of claim without further notice.'' J.C. § 
6-2503(3)(a). The Mendenhall court held that because of Aldous' failure to respond to 
Mendenhall's demand letter, Mendenhall was free to pursue civil action. 146 Idaho 
434, 438 196 P.3d 352, 356. 
The facts of the present case are similar to those in Mendenhall. On June 2, 2011, 
Smith sent Tate a letter describing in reasonable detail the nature and type of 
deficiencies regarding the home. See Affidavit of Tate, Exhibit 1. This letter "surely 
provided enough detail and pertinent information to permit [Tate] to inspect the home 
and determine 'the general nature of the defect [s].' "Mendenhall, 146 Idaho 434, 437 
196 P.3d 352, 355. On June 22, 2011, Tate sent a response which "notified the Smiths 
that Smiths' Notice of Claim did not describe any of Tate Engineering's engineering 
services, therefore the Smiths claim was reasonably denied." Memorandum of Tate in 
Response to Plaintiffs Summary Judgment Motion, pg. 5, ,r 14, emphasis added. Tate 
responded to Smiths' letter within 21 days by disputing responsibility for Smiths' claim. 
Because Tate disputed the claim, "the claimant may bring an action against the 
construction professional for the claim described in the notice of claim without further 
notice." I.C. § 6-2503(3)(a). Because of Tate's denial of Smiths' Notice of Claim, Smiths 
are not barred from bringing this claim under NORA, pursuant to Idaho Code § 6-
2503(3)(a). 
Tate alleges Smiths' Notice of Claim was served upon Tate via standard mail, not 
certified mail as is required by Idaho Code§ 6-2502(8). Tate Engineering's 
Memorandum Brief in Opposition to Plaintiffs' Motion for Summary Judgment RE: 
Statute of Limitations and in Support of Tate Engineering's Motion for Summary 
Judgment, p. 15; Affidavit of Robert M. Tate, p. 3, ,r 17. Tate admits his attorneys 
received Smiths' Notice of Construction /Engineering Defects in Smith Residence 15170 
Bull Run Road, Cataldo, Idaho 83810. Id., ,r 16. Smith argues that while the notice was 
sent first class mail, but not certified, the Smiths have substantially complied with the 
notice requirement, the purposes of the notice requirement were satisfied, and that 
Tate cannot claim any prejudice because he in fact received notice. Plaintiffs' Reply to 
Defendant Tate Engineering's Response in Opposition to Plaintiffs' Motion for 
Summary, and Plaintiffs' Response in Opposition to Defendant Tate Engineering's 
Cross Motion for Summary Judgment, pp. 2-5. This Court agrees. As correctly noted by 
Smiths, "substantial compliance" has been recognized in other areas ( contractor labor 
and material claims, School Dist. 91, Bonneville Co. for Use and Benefit of Idaho 
Concrete Products, inc. v. Taysom, 94 Idaho 599, 603, 495 P.2d 5, 9 (1972); and the 
Idaho Tort Claims Act, Sysco Intermountain Food Service v. City of Twin Falls, 109 
Idaho 88,705 P.2d 548 (1985); Huff v. Uhl, 103 Idaho 274,276, 647 P.2d 730,732 
(1982); and Avila V. Wahlquist, 126 Idaho 745, 748, 890 P.2d 331, 334 (1995)). Id. This 
Court finds it appropriate to apply "substantial compliance" to the NORA 
requirements. The Court also finds Smiths "substantially complied" with those 
requirements as Tate actually received timely notice and can demonstrate no prejudice. 
Tate argues the scope of its work with Crescent Homes (Lighthouse) was very limited in 
general, and specifically, regarding the Smiths' home, was limited to beam sizing, shear 
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wall calculation-eplace footing detail, site plan analysis, providing-levation 
certification and a site review for the deck encroachment on a setback. Tate 
Engineering's Memorandum Brief in Opposition to Plaintiffs' Motion for Summary 
Judgment RE: Statute of Limitations and in Support of Tate Engineering's Motion for 
Summary Judgment, p. 14. Tate also argues that none of the defects claimed in the 
Smiths' Notice of Claim were related to the services Tate provided. Id., pp. 14-15. 
Smiths claim Tate, as the engineer of record in stamping the plans prepared by Lucas 
Group (who was not a licensed architect, and thus, the plans needed Tate's 
engineering stamp), approves the plans and Tate's claim that the scope of his work 
were limited are thus, of no consequence. Plaintiffs' Reply to Defendant Tate 
Engineering's Response in Opposition to Plaintiffs' Motion for Summary, and Plaintiffs' 
Response in Opposition to Defendant Tate Engineering's Cross Motion for Summary 
Judgment, p. 9. At the present time, this Court finds there is a material issue of fact in 
dispute as the scope of the work. This Court also finds a legal issue exists as to the 
significance of the engineer's stamp, whether liability extends to any deficiency in the 
plan or whether the scope of the work can limit such liability, and the significance, if 
any of Kootenai County Building Ordinances 221A and 221B. 
IV. CONCLUSION AND ORDER. 
The statute of limitation for the claims a1;sing out of contract has expired since more 
than five (5) years has passed since construction was completed. 
The economic loss rule applies to bar the negligence claims even though action was 
commenced within the statute of limitations for tort actions. The narrow exceptions to 
the economic loss rule have been narrowly construed and seldom used by the Idaho 
Supreme Court. hose cases do not indicate that either of those exceptions apply to the 
instant case. 
The claim for professional malpractice against Tate is both timely and is in compliance 
with NORA. Of Smiths' claims in their Complaint set forth above, the only remaining 
claim is the professional malpractice claim against Tate. To summarize: 
CLAIM 
1 Bfetteh ef Cetttreet (Lighthouse) > Dismiss, Statute of Limitations 
2 Negligettt Cefl.stl'uetiett (Lighthettse) > Timely, but Dismiss, Economic 
Loss Rule 
3 Negligent Supervisiem (Lightheu.se) >Timely, but Dismiss, Economic 
Loss Rule 
4 Breseh ef Implied Wttrl'atteyc (Lighthet:tse) > Dismiss, Statute of 
Limitations 
5 Brea.eh ef Eltpf'ess Wal'i'8:fleyc >Dismiss, Statute of Limitations 
6 Prefuisiettal Malprsetiee > *** TIMELY *** 
7 Negligettt Ettgiaeeriag >Timely, but Dismiss, Economic Loss Rule 
8 Negligent Desigfl >Timely, but Dismiss, Economic Loss Rule 
OUTCOME 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED the Motion for Summary Judgment filed by plaintiffs 
Smiths is DENIED. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED the Motion for Summary Judgment filed by Crescent 
Homes (Lighthouse Group, Inc.) is GRANTED. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED the Motion for Summary Judgment filed by Tate 
Engineering is DENIED as pertains to Smiths' claims of professional malpractice, and 
GRANTED as pertains to Smiths' claims of negligence. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED counsel for the respective parties are ordered to prepare a 
Judgment consistent with this Memorandum Decision and Order on Cross Motions for 
Summary Judgment. 
Dated this 14th day of March, 2012. 
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John T. Mitchen, District Judge 
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THE DEPOSITION OF MARK BIRRER, was taken on 1 
Page4 
1 
2 behalf of the Plaintiffs, at the offices of Andersen 2 
3 Schwartzman Woodard Brailsford, PLLC, located at 101 s. 3 
4 Capitol Boulevard, Suite 1600, Boise, Idaho, commencing 4 
5 at 10:00 a.m., on June 2, 2016, before Colleen P. 5 
6 Zeimantz, Certified Shorthand Reporter and Notary Public 6 
7 within and for the State of Idaho, in the above-entitled 7 
8 matter. 8 
9 APPEARANCES: 
I N D E X 
TESTIMONY OF MARK BIRRER 
Examination by Mr. Rudd 
Examination by Mr. Millemann 
Examination by Mr. Nevala 
E X H I B I T S 
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12 BY MR, JASON J. RUDD 12 Enterprises, June 18, 2004, Kirk 01276 
13 BY MS. ALYSON A. FOSTER 13 Exh 57 - Copy of Email to Longmire from Mark 49 
14 101 s. Capitol Blvd., Suite 1600 14 Birrer, Subject: Weather Shield Door, 
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17 For the Defendant Nancy Gentry-Boyd: 17 Birrer, Subject: Petrus, 06/27/2012, 
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1 MARK BIRRER, 
2 first duly sworn to tell the truth relating to said 
3 cause, testified as follows: 
4 EXAMINATION 
5 QUESTIONS BY MR. RUDD: 
6 Q. All right. Good morning Mr. Birrer. 
7 A. Good morning. 
a Q. I'm Jason Rudd. I represent the Plaintiffs 
9 in this matter, and it's Ed Petrus, and the Petrus 
10 Family Trust. 
11 How would you like for me to refer to you 
12 today, Mark? 
13 A. My name is Mark. 
14 Q. Okay. You can call me Jason. 
15 Have you ever had your deposition taken 
16 before? 
17 A. Not to my knowledge, no. 
1a Q. So you see we have a court reporter here. She 
19 just swore you in. You are under oath. She's here to 
20 make a record of your testimony. And you'll have a 
21 chance to review that once we finish it to make any 
22 changes, and review for it for accuracy. 
23 But because we have a court reporter here, 
24 there are a few ground rules we need to cover at the 
2 5 beginning. One is that, if we don't give audible 
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1 answers, it's difficult for her to make a clear record 
2 of that. So, "yes," "no," those kind of answers are 
Page 6 
3 easy for her to transcribe, versus shrugs, or "uh-huh," 
4 things like that. And also, along with that, it's 
5 important that we let each other finish. If we're 
6 talking over each other, she'll have a hard time keeping 
7 up. So we'll make her life easier. And I'll let you 
a finish, and you let me finish, and we will just go nice 
9 and easy. 
10 If at any point, there is a question you don't 
11 understand, or something is unclear, feel free to stop 
12 me, and ask me to clarify, and I'll do my best to 
13 rephrase it, and help you understand where I'm coming 
14 from. And if you don't ask me to clarify, or explain 
15 the question, I'll just assume that you understood it. 
16 Fair enough? 
11 A. I understand. 
10 Q. All right. Also, during the course of the 
19 questioning, you may hear one of the other attorneys 
20 raise an objection. That's to preserve their objections 
21 on the record. And unless you are instructed otherwise 
22 not to answer, I'll just ask you to please answer. 
23 Sound good? 
24 A. Understand. 
25 Q. All right. Are you on any medications today 
Page 7 
l that would affect your ability to testify accurately or 
2 truthfully? 
3 A. No. 
4 Q. Is there any other reason you may have 
5 difficulty answering or understanding questions? 
6 A. No. 
7 Q. Okay. I want to hand you this binder. This 
8 binder contains some documents that we may or may not 
9 refer to today. But for the ease of your reference, I'm 
10 going to give that to you, and then we may direct your 
ll attention to certain documents in there today. 
12 I want to start by going to the first document 
13 in this binder, which we won't mark it then. This is 
l4 the amended deposition subpoena duces tecum to Mark 
15 Birrer. Do you recognize this document? 
16 A. Yes. 
17 Q. And this is the subpoena that was served on 
18 you that's brought you here today; correct? 
19 A. Correct, the amended one. 
20 Q. The amended subpoena, correct. And have you 
21 had a chance to review this prior to coming in today? 
22 A. I've read it, yes. 
Okay. I just want to turn, if you will, to 
-- let's start at page 5, where it says, documents 
produced. Have you reviewed this section? 
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1 A. Yes. 
2 Q. And have you reviewed any documents prior to 
3 your deposition today? 
4 A. Prior to the deposition? 
s Q. Have you reviewed your files to identify any 
6 documents or communications that were requested in the 
7 subpoena? 
8 A. Yes. 
9 Q. And did you locate any documents that were 
10 responsive to these questions? 
11 A. I have nothing in my files, because as you 
12 guys have already been informed, I am no longer employed 
13 by Nu-Vu Glass. So I reached out to them, not knowing 
14 that they had also been subpoenaed to provide their 
15 information. They've provided to me, I believe, it is 
16 the same copy of what they have already sent to you 
11 guys. 
18 Q. Okay. So you just referred to a document, and 
19 I see another one over there. Are these the two 
2 o documents that you've brought with you today? 
21 A. Correct. So the first one, Jason, that I 
22 referred to is a copy of correspondences of emails 
23 between myself and Chris Kirk, in regards to finishing 
24 the edges of the doors. The correspondence dated back 



























Q. Okay. Let's take that real quick, and I just 
want to confirm something with you. If you could turn 
to tab 4 in the binder I've provided? 
MR. MILLEMANN: Excuse me, Counsel, you have 
not made copies of them for us? 
MS. FOSTER: Oh, no, we have copies of 
everything. 
MR. RUDD: I'm getting to that. 
Q. (BY MR. RUDD) Do you recognize the document 
that's been marked as Exhibit 27 to Mr. Kirk's 
deposition? 
A. That is the same document I have here, Jason, 
yes. 
Q. That is my question. And thank you for 
confirming that. 
And I notice you've brought another document 
with you. 
A. I reached out to Weather Shield, the 
manufacturer of the door in question that I was involved 
in selling to the project. And this is September of 
2013. And this is just a reference from Weather Shield 
as to what the product was. 
Q. Do you mind if I take a look at that? 
A. (Witness complying.) 
Q. Thank you. 
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1 MS. FOSTER: I'm going to make some copies. 
2 I'll be right back. 
3 (Pause in proceeding.) 
4 MR. RUDD: Let's go off the record real quick. 
5 (Discussion held off the record.) 
6 MR. RUDD: We can go back on the record. 
1 Q. (BY MR. RUDD) Say that again, please. 
8 A. We were looking at Tab 4. 
9 Q. We are looking at Tab 4, which were the email 
10 exchanges between you and Chris Kirk and Julie Judnic. 
11 Can you confirm that that is the same document you've 
12 brought with you today? 
13 A. Yes. 
14 Q. So we'll go ahead and mark this second 
15 document you've provided, which is just an order detail; 
16 is that correct? 
11 A. Correct. 
18 MR. RUDD: We'll mark this as Exhibit 55. 
19 (Exhibit 55 marked.) 
20 Q. (BY MR. RUDD) So you reached out to Weather 
. 21 Shield, you said? 
22 A. Correct. 
23 Q. When you received the subpoena? 
24 A. Yes. 
125 Q. What did you ask them for? 
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1 A. I simply was trying to get a copy of this 
2 order so that I could refresh myself as to the product 
3 that was sold to that Petrus project. 
4 Q. And did you ask them for any additional 
5 information? 
6 A. No. 
1 Q. Okay. And do you have any personal 
8 communications with either, like documents, evidence of 
9 communications between Kirk, or Petrus, or Boyd, or any 
10 of these parties? Let me rephrase that. 
11 Did you search for any communications between 
12 any of these parties? 
13 A. Correct. What I did do, Jason, upon being 
14 subpoenaed, as I mentioned, I reached out to Nu-Vu Glass 
15 to get copies of any of the documents that they had. 
16 They provided them documents, which you have is document 
11 4. That's the only document they provided to me. I 
18 then went into my email systems that I have had current 
19 since my time at Nu-Vu Glass, to see ifthere was any 
20 other correspondences to any of the parties in question, 
21 and there is not. 
22 Q. And that's your personal email? 
2 3 A. Correct. 
24 Q. Did you have a separate work email at Nu-Vu? 
: 25 A. A separate work one? 
Mark Birrer 
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1 Q. Yes, a work email account from which you would 
2 email clients and customers? 
3 A. The one that I have is marked at Nu-Vu Glass, 
4 which the email address was that information that Tab 4 
5 came from. 
6 Q. Got it. Okay. Thank you. And to the best of 
7 your knowledge, are these two documents the only 
8 documents that you have that would be responsive to this 
9 subpoena? 
10 A. Yes. 
11 Q. Did you do anything else to prepare for this 
12 deposition today? 
13 A. No. 
14 Q. Have you spoken with either Nancy Boyd, or her 
15 attorney, or Chris Kirk, or his attorney, prior to this 
16 deposition, or in preparation for this deposition? 
11 A. There is nothing in writing. There has been 
18 some phone calls, but there is no correspondences in 
19 writing that document this information. 
20 Q. Fair enough. So since you received the 
21 subpoena, I think I could be wrong on this date. But I 
22 believe it was early May when you first received the 
23 original subpoena; is that correct? 
24 A. The facts speak for themselves. I don't 
2 5 recall the exact day. You will have to reference that, 
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1 Jason. 
2 Q. I don't have the original, but I think we 
3 served you on the 24th of May. If you look to page 8 of 
4 the subpoena. 
5 A. This is a copy of the original subpoena, and 
6 it's dated the I 0th of May. 
1 Q. Okay. Thank you. 
8 A. It was not served to me on that day, I do not 
9 believe. I believe it came a couple of days later, but 
10 I do not know for sure. 
11 Q. Okay. That's fine. Since that time, have you 
12 had any oral communications with Nancy Boyd or her 
13 attorney? 
14 A. Not Nancy Boyd. There have been phone calls 
15 from attorneys, including yours, that I have had since 
16 that subpoena. 
11 Q. And who else have you spoken to? 
18 A. I don't have any names. I don't know. 
19 Q. Have you spoken to any attorneys, besides me 
2 o about this case? 
21 A. I had a call that came from the other party 
. 22 asking a couple of questions similar to yours. 
I 23 Q. Do you remember who that was? 
24 A. No. 
25 Q. Did they identify themselves? 
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1 A. Let me explain. There was nothing in writing, 
2 Jason. So I don't know who they are. The questions 
3 that came down would have been generic questions similar 
4 to yours. So until this paperwork came, I researched 
5 it. There is nothing in writing. Anything would have 
6 been verbal, and I don't have any records of who they 
7 are. 
8 Q. I understand that. So the documents are one 
9 thing. And this is kind of a separate question. If 
10 you've spoken with anybody in preparation for this 
11 deposition? 
12 A. Not from me in preparation, no. If the calls 
13 came in, they came in unsolicited by me. Similar to 
14 your phone calls, asking me questions about this door 
15 that I sold to the Petrus property. 
16 Q. Okay. Fair enough. But you don't remember, 
17 specifically, what you talked about? 
18 A. No. 
19 Q. Okay. Do you remember if you spoke with 
.20 Mr. Millemann? 
21 A. I don't know. 
22 Q. Okay. 
23 A. Oh, no. No. 
24 Q. What about Mr. Nevala? 
25 A. Those names do not seem familiar to me, no. 
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1 Q. Okay. That's fine. I'm just trying to get an 
2 idea of what you've done to prepare, to respond to the 
3 subpoena, and also for your deposition. So thank you. 
4 A. Let me answer that. Your subpoena says, any 
5 correspondences in writing. So that's why l went back, 
6 and I looked at my email systems. So that if there was 
7 something that was provided by the other parties, as 
8 just like this one, from Nu-Vu Glass, that no one would 
9 say, you provided this. 
10 I looked, Jason, as per what you just asked me 
11 to look for. There was no other correspondences in any 
12 ofmy email systems. Nothing that was written that I 
13 could provide. The only one, as I said, was from Nu-Vu 
14 Glass. That one, and the one that I reached out to 
15 Weather Shield, so I could refresh myself as to what the 
16 product was. 
11 Q. Okay. And what was your understanding as to 
18 why you are here today? 
19 A. To answer questions about the door that I sold 
2 o to Petrus. 
21 Q. Okay. So my first question, and I'll stop 
22 beating this dead horse. Aside from the subpoena, my 
· 23 first question in that regard, was communications you've 
any of the parties or attorneys regarding this 
Mark Birrer 
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1 A. I've provided that information. 




A. I have to go back along here, because I worked 






















Q. So you started sometime around 2010; does that 
sound right? 
A. That would be correct. I do not know the 
official date. I didn't know that was important. 
Q. And who did you work for prior to Nu-Vu? 
A. Western Pacific Building Materials, and also 
outside as a territory manager for Weather Shield. 
Q. But that wasn't simultaneously; was it? 
A. After each other, they were consecutively. 
Q. So if I understand it correctly, going in 
reverse chronological order, you worked for Nu-Vu Glass 
from maybe 2010, 2014, sometime in there. And prior to 
that, you worked for Western Pacific? 
A. Weather Shield. 
Q. So you worked for Weather Shield prior to 
that. Do you remember the approximate time frames you 
worked for Weather Shield? 
A. 2009, January until the start with Nu-Vu. 
Q. Okay. 
A. I would bring a resume, and then I could 
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1 answer all that for you. 
2 Q. I guess we should have included that in the 
3 subpoena. 
4 A. That would have been nice. 
s Q. And just for your information, I'm just trying 
6 to get a general idea of your background and experience. 
7 And the general time frames are okay. If you can 
8 remember the exact months, that's even better. But I'm 
9 trying to get a good idea of your work history. 
10 A. April of '99, April I of'99, with Western 
11 Pacific, and I know that day, because it was an April 
12 Fools Day. And I worked for those guys until December 
13 of -- I was there almost ten years. So then there was a 
14 couple month period where I was unemployed before I 
15 started for Weather Shield. 
16 Q. Got it. And could you tell me, again, your 
11 position with Weather Shield? 
18 A. I was a territory manager. 
• 19 Q. And what does that job entail? 
20 A. Territory manager is the overseer in that 
21 region to the dealers that are selling -- the 
22 distributors that are selling that line of windows. 
23 Q. So did you oversee a particular line, or all 
24 sales for Weather Shield within your territory? 
25 A. Weather Shield, and at that point in time, 
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l Peach Tree, which were two companies owned by Weather 
2 Shield. And Peach Tree was owned by Weather Shield. I 
3 was the manufacturer's representative, is another 
4 wording for that, for those products to the dealers in 
5 that region. 
6 Q. The reason I ask is because you said, that 
7 line of windows. So I was curious as to whether you 
8 were the manufacturer's representative for the entire 
9 Weather Shield line, and al I their products, and 
10 whatever was being sold within that territory, or 
11 whether it was limited to a sort of product class or 
12 category? 
13 A. Weather Shield is the manufacturer. And their 
14 line of windows is called Weather Shield, so it can be 
15 very confusing. So at that point in time, they did not 
16 have the expansive product lines that they currently 
17 have. That's why I said, Weather Shield lines. But 
18 Weather Shield lines at that time, included at that 
19 point in time, Weather Shield, Pro Shield, Visions, all 
20 of the Weather Shield lines. 
21 Q. And they were all windows, or did they also 
22 manufacture doors? 
23 A. Windows and patio doors. Patio doors in our 
24 industry are called windows products. 
25 Q. Okay. That is good to know. Thank you. That 
Page 19 
1 clarifies my confusion. 
2 And what was your territory? 
3 A. When I worked for Weather Shield? 
4 Q. Yes. 
5 A. Most of Idaho, eastern Oregon, eastern 
6 Washington, and up into Canada, originally. It was 
7 expanded to include Montana. 
8 Q. Okay. So during that time that you were a 
9 Weather Shield rep, was Nu-Vu Glass in Idaho one of your 
10 distributors? 
11 A. It was one of my dealers that distributed the 
12 product, correct. 
13 Q. And what was your position at Western Pacific? 
14 A. What time line? I was there ten years, Jason. 
15 Q. Start at the beginning. 
16 A. At the beginning, I was just a salesperson. 
17 Q. Okay. And after that? 
10 A. Branch manager. 
19 Q. And after that? 
20 A. Branch manager. 
21 Q. Okay. That was your final position? 
22 A. Correct. 
23 Q. And what was your role as branch manager? 
24 A. Overseeing the entire Boise operation for 
25 Western Pacific. 
Mark Birrer 
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1 Q. And what sort of geographic area did the Boise 
2 operation cover? Is that unclear? 
3 A. We're not bound by where we could sell product 
4 to. I had a very large geographic area. I could sell 
5 into California, Oregon, Washington, Montana, Idaho 
6 Nevada, Canada. 
7 Q. And then after, you were with Nu-Vu, you said 
8 four years? 
9 A. Correct. 
10 Q. So about October 2014. What were the 
11 circumstances of your departure from Nu-Vu? 
12 A. I had the opportunity to go to work for 
13 Johnson Brothers, which is a corporate-based company out 
14 of Idaho Falls, with a regional distribution office in 
15 Boise; and therefore, I would not have to travel as much 
16 to Twin Falls and Burley, which was part of the 
17 obligation with Nu-Vu Glass, in which of where they were 
18 based out of. 
19 Q. And what do you do now? 
20 A. I'm the outside sales manager. I do the same 
21 thing I've been doing for the last X years, selling 
22 windows and doors to new home and remodel construction. 
23 Q. So it sounds like you've said, you've been 
24 doing the same thing more or less since you started with 
25 Western Pacific, in April of'99, selling windows and 
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1 doors; correct? 
2 A. And before then. 
3 Q. Before then? 
4 A. Yes. 
5 Q. And what did you do before then, as well? 
6 A. I was the territory manager for Sierra Pacific 
7 Windows. 
8 Q. Approximately when was that? 
9 A. Approximately two years; from '97 to 99. 
10 Q. And before Sierra Pacific? 
11 A. I was involved in retail sales of floor 
12 covering. The same industry, but a different product. 
13 Q. So since 1997, you've been selling windows and 
14 doors? 
15 A. Correct. 
16 Q. And do you advise customers and clients on 
17 issues related to the installation of these products? 
18 A. Absolutely. 
I 19 Q. Is it typical for you to be involved, say, 
20 with a builder from the beginning of a project to 
21 provide advice on products that you can provide? 
22 A. Yes. 
23 Q. And how would you characterize your 
24 involvement in, say, a residential real estate 
25 construction project? 
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A. I'm a little unclear what you are asking 
there, Jason. 
Q. Fair enough. Are you typically approached by 
a builder at the beginning of a project? How do you get 
involved in a project? That's my question. 
A. I'm an outside salesperson, typically. I am 
not a store employee. So I'm always reaching out to 
architects, builders, potential homeowners, building 
pennits, the entire realm taking a proactive approach to 
provide my product to construction. 
Q. And how do you do that? ls that cold calls? 
Are you out --
A. There is no such thing as a cold call in my 
industry. I reach out to a customer that's building a 
new house. I reach out to architects. I'll call on 
builders. I'll look in phone books, research on the 
internet. So when I reach out to a contractor, an 
architect, or a homeowner, that call has already been 
warmed up. It is not a cold call as far as I am 
concerned to, to provide products for their potential 
project, whether it be remodel construction, 
multi-family construction, I work the entire well. 
Q. How did you get involved in the home at issue 
in this case, the home at 2130 Payette in McCall? 
A. Which time? 
Page 23 
Q. When was the first time you got involved with 
this project? 
A. 1 provided the window and door package to Kirk 
Enterprises for the original owner of that house. 
Q. And do you remember, approximately, when that 
was? 
A. No, I don't. But you can tell me, because 
it's in your records, I'm sure. 
Q. Can you please turn to Tab 2 of the binder 
I've provided you? 
A. (Witness complying.) 
MR. RUDD: We'll mark this document as Exhibit 
56. 
(Exhibit 56 marked.) 
Q. (BY MR. RUDD) Do you recognize this document, 
Mr. Birrer? 
A. A typical format that I would use to present a 
proposal to a contractor, or potential customer of 
windows and doors. 
Q. And who is the customer provided in this 
document? 
A. The customer is Kirk Enterprises. 
Q. This is June 18th, 2004. Does that sound 
about right for the time when you got involved in the 
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A. This would have been when the proposal was 
made. Typically before that, there were blueprints, 
takeoffs, proposals entered into the computer. This 
would be at one point in time when a proposal was 
presented to the potential customer. 
Q. And do you recall seeing any of those 
blueprints or takeoffs in connection with this proposal? 
A. No. 
Q. And this was prepared by you; correct? 
A. Correct. 
Q. That's your signature at the bottom? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Is it? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Sorry. I didn't hear your answer. 
And what is the product package that this is 
proposing? 
A. The product is Whether Shield windows and 
french doors. 
Q. And do you know if that would be for the whole 
home, or if that is part of the home? 
A. It's usually the entire home. If it's broke 
down by areas, that would have usually been bid as 
alternates, et cetera. From this, I would suggest 
that's the bid package for the home. 
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1 Q. The total package? 
2 A. Correct. 
3 Q. And are you familiar with the door at issue in 
4 this case? 
5 A. The second door that was provided. 
6 Q. Well, are you familiar with its location in 
7 the home? 
0 A. Yes. 
9 Q. And where is it located? 
10 A. I would say, the back right of the house, kind 
11 of in the center to the right maybe, that would be the 
12 south elevation off of a dining room, or a living room. 
13 Q. And that's the french doors; right? 
14 A. That's one french door. 
15 Q. Okay. I want to tum now to Tab 3. And this 
16 document has already been entered as Exhibit 29 to Chris 
17 Kirk's deposition. This is a fax, actually, there is, 
10 it looks like, two faxes in this exhibit. If you could 
19 tum to the page labeled Kirk 00759? 
20 A. (Witness complying.) 
: 21 Q. Do you recognize this document? 
22 A. No. 
23 Q. Okay. This is a fax to Chris Kirk from Claire 
24 Remsberg. And do you see where you are cc'd on here? 
25 A. I do. 
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1 Q. And this is for the project at the Boyd 
2 residence; correct? 
3 A. It's referenced that way, yes. 
4 Q. And then the next page -- well, sorry. Let's 
Page 26 
5 stay here. This is discussing window changes. Then the 
6 next page 772, references a door change. And under 
7 comments, it says, "Please change the south exterior 
0 door at dining nook (#40) to an out-swing, clad french 
9 door 6-0 9-0, with the west leaf (near kitchen) active 
10 and hinged at the jamb." 
11 And then it says, "Please see attached floor 
12 plan," and you are cc'd on this, as well? If you turn 
13 the page, it shows a floor plan. Does the floor plan 
14 look familiar? 
15 A. That partial floor plan, in my recollection, 
16 is the door in question, yes. 
11 Q. Okay. This fax that we're looking at right 
10 now is dated September 13th, 2004. Going back to the 
19 previous exhibit, which was your proposal that was dated 
20 June I 8th, 2004. So during this time, had you had 
21 communications with Chris Kirk regarding design elements 
22 at the home, or products that you would have been 
23 provided? 
24 A. I do not know. 
25 Q. Do you recall any conversations with Chris 
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1 Kirk regarding changes to the doors, or which doors he 
2 wanted installed in the home? 
3 A. No. 
4 Q. What about -- did you have any communications 
5 with Nancy Boyd? 
6 A. No. 
7 Q. So you say you don't recall any conversations 
8 with Chris Kirk. Are you referring to you don't have a 
9 specific recollection of conversations? 
10 A. Let me help with that, Jason. 
11 Q. Yes. 
12 A. As I alluded to, when you first brought up, 
13 this proposal. You asked if there was any previous 
14 communication. lt is typical in this industry, for 
15 providing product, to have numerous correspondences 
16 between myself and the potential customer, whether that 
17 be through the builder, the architect, framers, concrete 
10 people, there is a realm. 
19 It's not atypical to have a numerous series of 
20 changes, colors considerations, wood, product. Very 
1 rarely do we receive a set of blueprints, make a 
22 takeoff, provide the proposal, and order the product. 
23 So there can oftentimes be changes that are ongoing 
24 before the final order is placed. 
2s So to answer your particular question, I do 
Mark Birrer 
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1 not recall on that particular door or project in 
2 question, any communication clear back to 2004, about 
3 any potential changes that potentially transpired on 
4 that project. 
5 Q. But it's fair to say then, given what you just 
6 told me, that you had been in contact with multiple 
7 people regarding the design elements of this house, 
0 whether it's with Chris Kirk, the builder, the 
9 architect, the framers, it wouldn't be atypical for you 
10 to have communications with any of these people? 
11 A. Your statement said that I referred that I had 
12 communication on this project. I said not atypical in 
13 the industry. So specifically, on this project, Jason, 
14 I do not know if there was any other communication, 
15 other than these documents that you have provided to me. 
16 I said that in the industry, it's very typical for those 
11 communications to transpire on projects before a final 
10 order is placed. 
19 Q. So do you think it's possible that you had 
2 o those types of communications, other communications 
21 regarding design elements, that were reduced to writings 
22 or proposals on this project? 
23 A. Jason, I said it's typical. 
24 Q. And I asked is it possible you had those 
25 communications on this project? 
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1 A. Everything is possible. 
2 Q. But you don't recall any specific 
3 conversations with Chris Kirk, or anybody else on this 
4 project? 
5 A. Back to 2004, I do not recall if there was any 
6 other correspondences in reference to this order. If 
7 there are, and you have copies of them, I would be glad 
s to detail those for you. 
9 Q. And just so you understand, I'm not trying to 
10 trip you up. ('m not sitting on a bunch of documents 
11 that I want to pull out and make you look foolish. I'm 
12 generally curious in your recollection. And you 
13 mentioned back to 2004 a few times. Are you able to 
14 remember 2004? 
15 MR. MILLEMANN: It came right after 2003. 
16 THE WITNESS: I think before Jason, what 
17 specific question can 1 answer with that? 
1s Q. (BY MR. RUDD) Okay. We'll get into some 
19 specifics. I just want to know if you have any general 
20 recollection, or specific recollections of conversations 
21 regarding changes that were going to be made to this 
22 home? 
23 A. Not on this project, or any of the numerous 
24 homes and projects that I've worked on on a continuing 
25 basis. Without specifically looking at 
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1 I have no knowledge of any other communication on that, 
2 or any ofmy other projects back in 2004, '05, '03, '07, 
3 or'lO. 
4 Q. Okay. So you mentioned that you've been in 
5 this business a long time selling windows and doors, and 
6 providing consultation to potential customers regarding 
7 products that you sell; is that correct? 
8 A. That's correct. 
9 Q. You say you have no specific recollection of 
10 this document we've been looking at, that's Exhibit 29 
11 to Chris Kirk's deposition. But taking a look at page 
12 marked 772, right down at the bottom, it says Kirk 0072 
13 under Tab 3? 
14 A. (Witness complying.) 
15 Q. Do you see that? 
16 A. I am looking at 772. 
17 Q. Okay. It says, "Please change the south 
18 exterior door at dining nook to an out-swing, clad 
19 french door." 
20 Do have you have any recollection of what the 
21 plan would be? 
22 A. No. 
23 Q. And you say you don't remember seeing this. 
24 But if you were to receive a fax like this from the 











door, would you have any reservations about providing 
that product, about providing an out-swing french door 
in McCall? 
A. No. 
Q. Is it typical to have out-swing french doors 
installed in places that receive, you know, a high 
amount of snowfall, like McCall? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Is there any difference between an out-swing, 
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1 conversation I would have with the customer about my 
2 product. 
3 Q. Now, and being caught by the wind, is that 
4 while it is closed, it can be caught by the wind, or in 
5 terms of --
6 A. Only when it's in the open stage. 
7 Q. And what about in terms of being able to seal 
8 out water? 
9 A. Not on those doors. If it was a lift and 
10 slide type of door, that's a different situation. But 
11 not on what we are going to call french swing doors. 
12 Q. So are you saying, there is no difference in 
13 the ability to seal out water and wind between an 
14 out-swing and in-swing? 
15 A. l wouldn't say there is no difference. But 
16 when it comes to design pressure, and that performance, 
17 there is charts that the manufacturers will provide that 
18 can answer that question. That's in the design of the 
19 product, typically not something that I would get 
20 involved with. 
21 Q. Does Weather Shield offer in-swing french 
22 doors? 
23 A. Yes. 
! 24 Q. And so with the Weather Shield french door 
25 line, we'll call it. Is there, in your experience, a 
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1 difference between those two models in the ability to 
2 seal out balance? 
3 A. No. 
4 Q. So in your time at Western Pacific and Nu-Vu, 
5 I imagine you sold a number of Weather Shield products; 
6 is that correct? 





and in-swing french door in terms of weather resistance? 10 
Q. Do you have any recollection of sales of 
out-swing or in-swing french doors of Weather Shield 
out-swing and in-swing french doors? 
A. The construction is different in terms of 11 A. Not specific to a particular project, no. 
Q. Did you sell any of those products? 12 protection against that, yes. 
Q. And how so? 13 
14 A. Out-swing french doors, when they close, are 
15 closing against the sill. And in-swing french doors 
16 open away from the sill. 
17 Q. And is there a difference? Is one better than 
18 the other, in terms of keeping out the elements? 







I consult people on, is that an out-swing door, it's 
usually done so we can have pathway, flow in the 
interior area, furniture placement, and walking. The 
concern that I always point out to customers is the 
out-swing door is subject to being picked up by wind. 




A. I'm sure I did. Jason, every house that has 
patio doors are either going to be slider or swing 
15 doors. If they are swing doors, are patio doors part of 
16 the window package, they are either going to be 
out-swing or in-swing. So if you go back and look at 




19 this industry, I'm sure you will find several doors both 
in-swing and out-swing sold, Weather Shield, as well as 
21 the other companies I have sold for. 
22 Q. Fair enough. And in your time as -- well, I 
23 guess this would include Weather Shield, too. So your 
24 time at Western Pacific, Weather Shield, and Nu-Vu, have 
you ever received any complaints from customers to whom 
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l you sold doors, or customers who had Weather Shield 
2 products, who experienced problems with their doors? 
3 A. What type of problems? 
4 Q. Let me rephrase it. Was there any type of 
5 problem that was more common than another? 
6 A. Yes. 
7 Q. And what would that be? 
8 A. Sill failures. 
9 Q. Can you explain that to me? 
10 A. Seal failure is the fail of the seal around 
11 the insulated glass unit that allows moisture from 
12 getting into the two panes of glass. 
13 Q. But did that allow moisture into the home? 
14 A. No. 
15 Q. Just the glass? 
16 A. Just the two panes of glass. So you will see 
17 that foggy appearance in between the two panes of glass. 
18 In the industry, that's called a seal failure. 
19 Q. And that's the most common failure or problem? 
20 A. That T have had, yes. 
21 Q. And what's other typical problems that you 
22 have encountered with customers? 
23 A. None. 
24 Q. Have you ever encountered problems with water 
25 absorption in the door body, itself? So not in between 
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l the panes of glass, but problems with the door, itself, 
2 absorbing water? 
3 A. No. 
4 Q. That's never been a problem that you've come 
5 across? 
6 A. Not from the door absorbing moisture, no. 
7 Q. And maybe I'm phrasing that wrong. I'm sorry. 
8 I have a very limited background in construction. I 
9 think I built a dog house, so ... 
10 A. Let me help then. 
11 Q. Yes. Thank you. 
12 A. If we get condensation build-up on the panes 
13 of glass, which is typically a maintenance situation if 
14 the customer is not properly maintaining their product. 
15 Ifwe have cold on the exterior, and warm on the 
16 interior, we can get condensation build up. And we can 
17 get ice that is built-up on the interior of the glass. 
18 And if that is not taken care of properly, and it melts, 
19 it will go into the door or window probably. 
20 So that condensation situation is a 
21 maintenance, and not necessarily a performance 
22 situation. And I have had instances, because I sell a 
23 ton of product to McCall, where we have had condensation 
issues that may appear to be a problem of the product, 
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that is a situation where I will work with my customers 
on maintenance of the product. 
Q. Okay. And I think your answer just helps 
clarify my thinking on this. But my question will be a 
little more precise. When I ask about problems with the 
products, it sounds to me like you are looking at it 
from a warranty perspective, rather than just the 
factual problem with the door. 
So I'm asking about any problems you've 
experienced, that customers have experienced, that 
you've been aware of, with their doors, whether it's a 
maintenance issue on their end, whether they, you know, 
drain their hot tub on to their patio, and the door sat 
in water for a week, or any kind of issue like that? 
A. No. 
Q. Now, are you aware of any other instances 
where a customer has complained of water intrusion into 
their home through Weather Shield french doors? 
A. No. 
Q. Or other french doors? 
A. No. 
Q. [s it possible, in your opinion, to have a 
situation where a customer could experience water 
intrusion through french doors, whether that's through 
improper installation or maintenance? 
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A. That is possible. 
Q. But you haven't run across that? 
A. If there has been an isolated case, Jason, 
over the years specifically, no. 
Q. So it's possible, but you just don't have a 
specific recollection? 
A. Correct 
Q. Other than this home, of course? 
A. I'm not -- this door was not ever, to my 
knowledge, of the nature of what you just said. It was 
not brought to my attention, because of moisture coming 
into the home, which is what you were iterating to. So, 
no. 
Q. And how did this problem come to your 
attention? 
A. What problem? 
Q. When did you first learn that there were 
problems in general, at the home in McCall, at 2130 
Payette, of relating to these french doors in question? 
A. I got a call from Mike Longmire, asking if I 
would be willing to look at potentially get replacement 
product for that door in question. 
Q. Do you remember when about that was? 
A. Not exactly, Jason, but it would, obviously, 
be sometime before September of 2013. 
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1 Q. Okay. And had you received any calls or 
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2 communications from either Chris Kirk or Nancy Boyd 
3 prior to that, that September 2013, regarding these 
4 doors? 
5 A. Not to my knowledge, no. 
6 Q. So it's your testimony then, that after you 
7 sold the doors to Boyd to be installed in the home, they 
a were installed in the home? 
9 MR. MILLEMANN: Object to the form of the 
10 question. The question is not that the doors were sold 
11 to Boyd. 
12 Q. (BY MR. RUDD) Okay. Who did you sell the 
13 doors to? 
14 A. If memory serves me correct, the product was 
15 sold to Kirk Enterprises. 
16 Q. After the doors were sold to Kirk Enterprises 
17 for use in the home, had you received any communications 
18 between then, which was if we're going by the proposal 
19 we looked at, sometime in 2004 and 2005, between then 
20 and 2013, did you receive any communications from Kirk 
21 or Boyd regarding the condition of the doors? 
22 A. Not that r recall, no. 
23 Q. Give me one second. In 2013, you were 
24 contacted by Mike Longmire; correct? 
125 A. It was prior to September of 2013. 
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1 Q. Okay. But you don't remember the date, or the 
2 date in which you were first contacted? 
3 A. 1 do not know the actual time. 
4 Q. Let's take a look, if we may, at Tab 5. If 
5 you could please turn to that? 
6 A. (Witness complying.) 
7 Q. Do you recognize this email? 
8 A. No. 
9 Q. Okay. So I'll represent to you that this is 
10 an email provided to us by Mike Longmire. And it was 
11 from you, but it's printed out on Alyson's letterhead, 
12 because that's how we received it. This appears to be 
13 an email from you to Mike Longmire, dated June 6th, 
14 2012. 
15 A. It doesn't look like an email that I sent. 
16 Like you said, it looks like it was typed up on Alyson 
17 Foster's letterhead or something. 
18 Q. Looking at the subject -- or not the subject, 
19 the body of the email. Can you read that, please? 
2 o A. It says, from on behalf of Mark Birrer. 
21 Q. I'm sorry. The body of the email, where it 
22 says, "The number correctly identified." Can you read 
23 that? 
24 A. Everyone has copies of it. It says, that 
number correctly identified the original 
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1 got a copy of it yesterday. 
2 Q. I just wanted you to actually read it? 
3 A. I've read it. 
4 Q. Do you recognize this as an email that you 
5 sent? 
6 A. No. 
7 Q. Do you have any reason to believe that you did 
8 not send this email to Mike Longmire? 
9 A. No. 
10 Q. But you don't recall having this communication 
11 with Mike? 
12 A. As I've stated earlier, prior to that order, 
13 September of 2013, there was communications between 
14 myself and Mike Longmire in regards to that door in 
15 question. 1 don't recall this specific correspondence. 
16 But, yes, there was correspondence between myself and 
Mike Longmire. 17 
18 Q. So your earlier testimony was that you got a 
19 call from Mike Longmire asking if you would be willing 
2 o to look at potentially getting replacement product for 
21 the door in question. Do you remember generally what 
22 your conversations were about? 
23 A. No. 
24 Q. Did he explain to you why he wanted a 
25 replacement product? 
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1 A. Yes. 
2 Q. And what did he say? 
3 A. As I recall, there had been snow, as a lack of 
4 maintenance, that had built up on the exterior of that 
5 door panel. And they attempted to open that door that 
6 was forced shut by the snow and elements. And 1 
7 remember something about the handle set becoming 
8 disengaged, and they tried to pry and force that door 
9 open, and damaged that panel. 
10 Q. Did Mike Longmire tell you that? 
11 A. That was the communication I had with Mike 
12 Longmire. 
13 Q. He told you they tried to pry open the door? 
14 A. I don't know who tried to pry open the door. 
1s Q. And how did you reach the conclusion that 
16 there had been snow piled up due to a lack of 
17 maintenance, and that the door had been forced shut, and 
1s that someone had tried to pry it open? 
19 A. That was the information that was provided to 
20 me. 
Q. And did Chris Kirk contact you about problems 
with this door? 
A. No. 
Q. Has Chris Kirk ever contacted you about 
2s problems with this door? 
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2 MS. FOSTER: Can we take a quick break? Let's 
3 take a quick five-minute break. 
4 (A recess was had.) 
5 (Mr. Millemann not present.) 
6 Q. (BY MR. RUDD) Okay. Go back on the record. 
7 Mark, I appreciate you bearing with us. We'll try not 
8 to keep you here too much longer today. I think I just 
9 have a few more questions. So you mentioned --
10 A. Where did we leave off, Jason. Let's answer 
11 that, because we were in the process of discussion, and 
12 then it stopped. So can we pick up where we left off? 
13 Q. You bet. I'm going to catch up right now. 
14 A. Thank you. 
15 Q. So we started out talking about the 
16 circumstances and the facts around the regular 
17 installation of the door, and the sell of the doors to 
18 Kirk for installation of the home. 
19 And now we've moved on to after my clients 
20 bought the house in 2012. Sometime after that, you 
21 discussed being contacted by Mike Longmire regarding 
· 22 problems with the doors. 
23 A. And then you asked me if there was any 
24 communication with Kirk after that. And I had said, no. 
25 But, obviously, I mean, we know that this existed. So 
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1 if there was anything else, I do not recall any 
2 communications, specifically on that door to Kirk, on 
3 that door. But, I mean, I don't even remember sending 
4 this. But, obviously, in my day-to-day work, that was 
5 requested and sent, and that copy has been produced. 
6 Q. Fair enough. So going back to when you first 
7 learned about problems with the doors. You said Mike 
8 Longmire contacted you. And that he told you that there 
9 had been issues with the door. And what did he tell you 
10 the problems they had experienced were? 
11 A. As I recall, Jason, as I stated, when I met 
12 Mike at the job site to look at replacing the door 
13 panels, my memory tells me that he told me that there 
14 had been snow built up against the door. They couldn't 
15 get the door open. In the process of trying to trigger 
16 the multi-point lockset, which there is bolts that go up 
17 and down on a multi-panel lockset. And if you engage 
18 the handle correctly, it will pull those pins down so 
19 that the door can swing open. 
20 There is typically three points of contact. 
21 The top and bottom pins that go into the heads, and into 
1 
22 the threshold. The third point of contact goes into the 
astragal at the stationary secondary panel. So that 
handle set engages those three points of contact, so 
that the active panel can swing open, whether that be 
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1 out or in. 
2 Q. So you said you went out to the site? 
3 A. I met him at the house. 
4 Q. Is that common? 
5 A. Absolutely. 
6 Q. So you would typically travel then -- wait. 
7 Let me just back up. 
8 At this point, you were with Nu-Vu? 
9 A. That's correct. 
10 Q. And it was typical for you to travel to job 
11 sites anywhere within your sales territory? 
12 A. Correct. 
13 Q. So you go out to the site. What did you 
14 observe? 
15 A. I remember meeting Mike at the project, 
16 because he was inquiring as to purchasing product. So I 
17 was there potentially to sell him additional product. 
18 So this email that you were referencing as Tab 5, I'll 
19 explain when I say what was -- if I typed this one, 
20 which it looks like, I had said earlier, that I could 
21 have. 
22 Q. Okay. 
i23 A. With Weather Shield, on the air space, which 
24 is the seal between the two panes of glass, they use 
25 after a certain time period, a spacer identification 
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1 number that correctly identifies that particular project 
2 in question. So it is a very handy tool. So if I am 
3 going to do an addition on that house, and order 
4 additional product. If there was a question in that 
5 case of replacing that, we can correctly identify it, so 
6 we're getting the correct replacement product for the 
7 item in question. 
8 Now, I remember on this one, because it was 
9 abnormal. You cannot always see those codes in the air 
10 space. And I remember crawling around on the kitchen 
11 sink, because it was abnormal, which is why I remember. 
12 Because on some of the windows, you can see the code, 
13 where on others, for whatever reason, because they are 
14 never in the same place. They are never in the same 
15 spot, and sometimes they are hard to read. 
16 So as I would go out to projects, and have 
17 companies that have such an identification system in 
18 place, I remember crawling around on the kitchen sink, 
19 looking through the spacer to see the number. And then 
20 I can measure product, reference that number to the 
factory, and then can correctly identify the item in 
question. Which is if I did send this email, now you 
understand where that came from. 
(Mr. Millemann joined the deposition.) 
Q. (BY MR. RUDD) Yes. 
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1 A. Because the process I would use would be to go 
2 to the field, grab the information, send it into the 
company, and correctly identify, and I can get copies of 
the order, so I would be able to with that system get 




6 And the way I always did it, I would label 
7 each of those items, dining room to the south, kitchen 
8 to the west. So that if I ever needed to service, or 
add to the sale, I have a way to correctly identify that 
item in question. Which is what I am referencing in 
11 terms of the identification spacer code. 
9 
10 





And I think that really helps us understand. 
Now, is that code for the product, or does it 
give you like the product, itself, just the door, does 
it give you -- does it reference the project? 
11 A. References the original order, and the item on 
18 that order. 
19 Q. Okay. So you went to the house then, and you 
20 verified that the door that you were inspecting, or 
21 observing was the same door that was originally 
22 installed? 
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1 remember looking at that, because if we could find the 
2 correspondence, I would suspect when I sent in the 
3 request for identification to the factory, it was based 
off of that window, and then got a -- I would suggest 
either I told them there was a door next to it, such and 
such a size. Or typically, I would get a copy of the 





8 dollars, and that's how I, basically, got this off the 
9 door that was replaced in question. So that enabled me 













Now, I have no idea, to answer your question, 
if the door that was in there was the original door. 
But it surely appeared to, based off the infonnation 
that came back. And at that point in time, l was 
working with Longmire to provide -- originally, they 
were looking at just replacing the door panels, not the 
entire door pre-hung with frame. And that's why 1 went 
and got this (indicating), so I could remember exactly 




A. That's not why I was there. I mean -- 1 23 
But I don't remember originally, for whatever 
reason, why they didn't do it? I don't know. But they 
did not replace just the door panels. They replaced the 
entire door system. And it wasn't even sold to 
Longmire. It was sold to Chuck, with C&S Construction, 


























Q. Sorry. Let me interrupt you. Pm sorry. 24 
know that's not why you were there. But while you were 25 
Page 47 Page 49 
there, did you observe that it was the same door that 1 Q. And just to confirm. When you went out to the 
was originally installed? 2 site, was this June of 2012? 
A. 1 could not identify on the door, the spacer 3 A. I don't know. 
code. I remember having difficulty. That's why I said, 4 Q. And if you are emailing with Longmire, you 
I crawled around on the kitchen sink, because I always 5 said you probably sent this? 
labeled a specific way around the house. And l would 6 A. What time, again, are we at, Jason? 
know that if I could get the code off of the next 7 Q. Tab 5. 
adjacent item in question -- in fact, if you will go 8 A. As I told you, obviously, it was before the 
back and help me, you had provided a floor plan, a 9 order, which was then. And, yeah, so it was that 
partial floor plan of the area in question. Now, tell 10 correspondence. And this looks like it would have been, 
me what that is. Because I can answer your question, 11 based off of what I am reading, the first one to 
specifically, if you'll do that, please. 12 Longmire. Because after we had been to the project, 
Q. Okay. Let's turn to Tab 3, Kirk 00737? 13 pulled the identification, I always try to keep my 
A. 737. 14 potential customer in the loop. At that point in time, 
Q. Do you see it? 15 I was referencing to Longmire, who was going to be my 
A. So as I was just reiterating, I remember going 16 customer to purchase the product. So I said, hey, rm 
into the kitchen right around the corner from that door 17 on it. I'm in correspondence with you. 
in question, and crawling over the kitchen to identify 18 Q. Okay. So thank you. So that answers this 
the code in that window over the kitchen sink. The 19 email on Tab 5, which I don't think we have entered it. 
reason I remember that is because that is abnormal. And 20 MR. RUDD: So let's mark that June 6th, 2012 
things that are abnormal, I remember. 21 email from Longmire to you as Exhibit 57. 
And I know we were having difficulty seeing in 22 (Exhibit 57 marked.) 
the door, which is not atypical. A lot of times, I 23 THE WITNESS: You just said from Longmire to 
can't see it. So 1 will learn to go to the next 24 me, but [ believe the other way around. 
adjacent, because the way I have it labeled. And I 1 25 MR. RUDD: I'm sorry. It's my mistake. 
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1 MR. MILLEMANN: Ts there a Bates number on 
2 that? 
3 MR. RUDD: There is. It is Petrus_Longmire 
4 000001. 
5 MR. MILLEMANN: Thanks. 
6 Q. (BY MR. RUDD) So that explains that email, 
7 and the number that's referenced there. That was one of 
B my questions for you. 
9 I want to go back to your site visit, and have 
10 you walk me through what you observed. You go out, and 
11 this would have been in, sometime around June 2012? 
12 A. Correct. 
13 Q. And who was there when you got to the home? 
14 A. I met Mike at the project. 
15 Q. Was there anybody else there? 
16 A. Not to my knowledge. 
17 Q. Okay. And then what happened? 
18 A. We went in, went to the area in question. And 
19 like I had told Mike, r need to get identification, 
20 which is why I go to the project. Unless a customer has 
21 a copy of the original order that they can provide to 
22 me, and then I don't have to do my extra work. I have 
2 3 to, in order to sell additional, and/or replacement 
24 product to the job, I have to correctly identify it. 
25 And that was the process. So we went into the home, 
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1 went straight to that door, began to look for the spacer 
2 code. Again, I couldn't find it. In the way we do it, 
3 look up into the kitchen counter, looked, see, get the 
4 number. That's what we provided. 
5 Q. You look at the window. You get the num her 
6 that you need to properly reference the original order. 
7 And then did you look at the door, itself? 
8 A. I'm sure I took some dimensions off of it. I 
9 don't recall exactly what. But in line with what I do, 
10 so that I make sure that if I have a question, I'll 
11 typically measure glass. What we call DLO, just a 
12 couple things like that. To make sure that once I 
13 identify it, because even if T can see the number off of 
14 it, sometimes those numbers, because they are digitally 
15 printed off that spacer code, they are a little harder 
16 to read. So therefore, I will take some, as 1 
17 mentioned, backup information. So if the number is 
18 provided to Weather Shield, they will provide the order. 
19 Then I can look at the order, and say, okay. 
20 I believe it's this door. In my case, it would have 
21 said, dining room to the south, or whatever elevation, 
22 numeration on that door. And then I could say, okay, 
23 that makes sense, the glass size, and such that helps to 
24 correctly identify it. But that's what I typically go 
2s through. 
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1 Q. Okay. So in identifying or helping the 
2 customer to understand, in this case, Mike Longmire, 
3 what product he would need, did you observe the door to 
4 see if he only needed the panels, or if he needed the 
5 whole pre-hung package? Did you observe the door to 
6 make any recommendation in that regard? 
7 A. Not that I recall. Jason, I believe, the 
8 question came in, that they had already determined that 
9 the panels were damaged, and needed to be replaced. So 
10 I went to the project. I'm looking to sell the 
11 replacement panels to that opening. 
12 Q. Did you see any damage on the product? 
13 A. I don't recall. 
14 Q. Did you remember what you recommended in terms 
15 of proper replacement product for them? 
16 A. I know that we had originally, like I had 
17 said, started by quoting replacement door panels. But I 
18 know in looking at this situation, and recalling what 
19 transpired after that, I know that I actually sold an 
20 order to C&S Construction for an entire door system, not 
21 just door panels. 
22 Q. So do you have any opinion as to what damage 
23 was present on the doors? 
24 A. No opinion. 
25 Q. And what is your understanding, if any, as to 
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1 what the damage to the doors was? 
2 A. As I had stated earlier, it was told to me 
3 that there was snow built up on the exterior of those 
4 door panels. That when they, whoever "they" was, were 
5 attempting to open the door, and attempting to engage 
6 the three-point lockset, and forcing that door open, it 
7 damaged that mortise lock, which is that three point, 
8 and couldn't get into it. And then therefore, they 
9 pried it open, and damaged that panel. 
10 Q. Okay. And who told you that? 
11 A. Mike Longmire. 
12 Q. And do you know what a "diversion channel" is 
13 in connection with the door? Does that term sound 
14 familiar to you? 
15 A. Absolutely. 
16 Q. Can you tell me what that is? 
17 A. In any door window, there is a system to allow 
18 moisture to dissipate from, in that particular case, the 
19 channels in the tract. So that channels in the tract, 
20 moisture builds up, and that it will allow it to 
21 dissipate from the threshold or sill. 
22 Q. And do you recall if there was a diversion 
23 channel installed with these doors? 
24 A. Most of the time that is an integral part of 
25 the system. 
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1 Q. Do you recall if it was present here? 
2 A. I don't have any recollection on it at all. 
3 Q. Do you recall seeing any modifications to the 
4 door or the frame on your visit? 
5 A. No. 
6 Q. How many times did you go out to the site? 
7 A. To look at that door in question? The one 
8 time I met Mike Longmire, in sometime, obviously, in 
9 June, or there before that, of 2012. 
10 Q. Is that the only time you've ever been to 2130 
11 Payette? 
12 A. At that point in time. 
13 Q. How about in the last 20 years? 
14 A. It is typical that I will go to a project when 
15 it is being installed, or to measure rough openings 
16 during the assistance of the sale. But any particular 
17 time to that particular project, not that I recall. 
18 Q. Okay. Mark, if you could please turn to Tab 
19 9, I just have a few more questions here. 
20 A. (Witness complying.) 
21 MR. RUDD: And we'll go ahead and mark this as 
22 58. 
123 (Exhibit 58 marked.) 
24 Q. (BY MR. RUDD) And again, I'll represent to 
25 you, this is an email from you to Mike Longmire, in the 
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1 same format as the last email we were looking at. Go 
2 ahead and take a minute to read it over? 
3 A. (Witness complying.) I have. 
4 Q. Okay. This is dated June 27th, 2012. And it 
5 says that, 11 I just got the quote for both of the 
6 replacement door slabs plus a quote on the Q-lon 
7 weatherstrip as well." 
8 What is a Q-Lon weatherstrip? 
9 A. Q-Lon is the weatherstrip that secures the 
10 door onto the frame. 
11 Q. So if they were going to order the whole 
12 assembly package, instead of just the door slabs, but 
13 the entire assembly, would that include the Q-Lon? 
14 A. Yes. 
15 Q. So at this point, the order is just for the 
16 slabs? 
17 A. Part, yes, just two door panels and slabs, and 
10 the Q-Lon weatherstrip around the perimeter. 
19 Q. Got it. And the last paragraph, do you see 
20 that? 
21 A. Uh-huh. 
22 Q. "I think that you should be aware that I was 
2 3 contacted by another contractor who was researching this 
24 same job! I told him that I was already working with 
2s you on this project. Not sure why the homeowner had 
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1 another person involved with this but just wanted you to 
2 know this." 
3 Do you know to whom that was referring? 
4 A. No. 
s Q. This is June 27, 2012. Do you remember being 
6 contacted by anybody, besides Mike around this time? 
7 A. As I stated earlier, I know that the door was 
8 sold to C&S Construction, who is another 
9 contractor -- let me say that differently. Who is a 
10 contractor up there. Because I had never worked with 
11 Mike Longmire before. So I don't even know what his 
12 position is. 
13 Normally, I work with contractors. l know at 
14 some point in time, Chuck with C&S Construction, who I 
15 had worked with in the past, had gotten involved in this 
16 same project, because the door that was sold was sold to 
17 him. 
18 Q. Okay. So [ just want to back up real quickly. 
19 You said that you went out to meet Mike at the project 
2 o sometime around June of 2012. And that you don't recall 
21 being to the site prior to that is that; correct? 
22 A. I do not recall any particular instances to 
23 that site prior to that, yes. 
24 Q. Have you been to the site since that first 
25 visit with Mike in 2012? 
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1 A. No. 
2 Q. And did Mike Longmire discuss with you a 
3 warranty claim for this door? 
4 A. I do vaguely recall a question about a 
s warranty situation. But specifically, no. 
6 Q. And can you tell me about how the process 
7 works? So you were working at Nu-Vu, and a customer 
8 calls up with a potential warranty claim. Are you the 
9 customer contact? Are you the liaison between the 
10 customer and Weather Shield? 
11 A. Oftentimes, yes. 
12 Q. So the customer wouldn't typically deal 
13 directly with Weather Shield? 
14 A. They can. 
15 Q. They can. And do you recall the warranty 
16 discussions regarding these doors? 
17 A. No. 
18 Q. Do you recall contacting Weather Shield 
19 regarding a potential warranty claim? 
20 A. No. 
21 MR. RUDD: Let's take a quick break, and then 
22 we'll finish up. 
23 (A recess was had.) 
24 MR. RUDD: Back on the record. 
25 Q. (BY MR. RUDD) Mark, I just want to turn to 
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1 these string of emails that you brought with you today. 
2 They have already been entered into as Exhibit 27 to 
3 Chris Kirk's deposition. It's a little small. Can you 
4 read it? 
5 A. Yes. 
6 Q. Starting with the first email there, it looks 
7 like Tuesday, September 30th, 2014, from you to Julie 








A. She was a customer service person for Weather 
Shield. 
Q. Why did you contact her? 
A. It looks like there was a question that I had 
asked them about finishing the door edges. 
Q. And who told you to contact Weather Shield? 
A. No one. 
Q. Did Kirk ask you to contact Weather Shield? 
e 
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1 the Q-Lon weatherstrip, where you were presented in that 
2 one document, if that number gets such that the entire 
3 product would be cost effective to potentially to get 
4 whole new, instead of trying to repair damage. Then the 
5 numbers might suggest entire replacement, instead of 
6 just parts and pieces. 
7 Q. Okay. Any other reason that you know of in 
8 this case? 












I want to turn to Tab 12. 
(Witness complying.) 
Which is Petrus Longmire 19. 
MR. MILLEMANN: Thank you. 
MR. RUDD: And we'll go ahead and mark this as 
(Exhibit 59 marked.) 16 
17 A. If looking at the correspondences here, the 17 Q. (BY MR. RUDD) And this is an email and an 
attachment that were sent from you to Mike Longmire. 
And if you look at the next page, document 20. It says, 
"Weather Shield Limited Warranty." 
18 question -- this was provided to me, but Kirk would have 18 
19 asked that question. So I would have followed up with 
Weather Shield in response to, if they do seal the door 20 
19 
20 
21 edges, and the answer, obviously, came back that they 21 
23 23 
Do you know why you would have sent this to 
Mike Longmire? 
A. You had asked me earlier if there was 
22 do. And so, obviously, on October 2nd, that answer was 22 
forwarded on to Chris Kirk, that said, obviously, as we 
discussed, I did the research and the answer from 24 24 communication on warranty between Mike Longmire, and I 
said I did not know. So, obviously, you knew the answer i25 Weather Shield folks is that they do indeed seal the 
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1 edges of the door. 
2 Q. So has Chris Kirk asked you anything else 
3 about this case? 
4 A. Not to my knowledge. 
5 Q. Do you know why he would have contacted you in 
6 2014, ten years after the home was built, asking about 
7 these doors? 
8 A. No. 
9 Q. And do you know if Weather Shield has always 
10 sealed these doors, or has this been their practice as 
11 long as you've been associated with their product? 
12 A. I didn't even know that answer, Jason. So, 
13 obviously, that's why l asked that of Weather Shield, so 
14 that they could provide that answer to me. 
15 Q. Okay. And moving off of this. Do you know 
16 why the entire door assembly was replaced, rather than 
11 just the slabs? 
18 A. No. 
19 Q. Do you have any opinion as to why? 
20 A. If the numbers would be there that you can buy 
I
. 21 parts that are more costly than -- pieces and parts with 
.22 Weather Shield are more costly than product. So it 
23 would be in line with, for example, a window, if I'm 
24 replacing the sash, versus the entire window, the 
25 i.e., in this case the door panels, the two of them 
25 
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1 because there it is. So, yes, it would be typical in a 
2 situation where a customer, representative of a 
3 customer, contractor, homeowner is questioning anything 
4 to do with a warranty, I simply either provide a written 
5 copy of it, or a link to the manufacturer's web. In 
6 this particular case, I obviously made a copy of the 
7 warranty, and it emailed it to, it says, "eapetrus." 
8 But if you're suggesting it went to Longmire to Petrus 
9 after I had sent it through. So that is, obviously, the 
10 situation. 
11 Q. Yes, and this is the email here, and this is 
12 the forward. And where did you obtain this warranty 
13 document? 
14 A. With Weather Shield, I have a pad that has 
15 them on it. 
16 Q. Okay. 
17 A. But like I said, whether I have a hard copy, 
18 which we typically did in the past. Nowadays, it's 
19 typical for that to be an electronic, PDF, or accessed 
20 on their web page. At that time, I, obviously, peeled 
21 off, and printed and mailed to them, obviously, as a 
22 PDF. Otherwise, I will send a link referencing the 
23 electronic version of that warranty. 
Q. Okay. So seeing this, do you remember 
dealing with this warranty issue, if you 
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1 Weather Shield directly? Well, did you contact Weather 
2 Shield directly about this warranty? 
3 A. I had no knowledge, I did that. That's why I 
4 said, you knew that answer. ff you are going to tell 
5 me, if you have another sheet of contacting them, Jason, 
6 I do not recall. In this industry of providing 
7 correspondence, we are representing the product, not the 
8 warranty. The warranty is from the manufacturer. 
9 So in that case, I would typically refer that 
10 to either the territory manager's rep, and/or directly 
11 to the customer support, and/or warranty division. 
12 Because we are the middle man in selling the product. 
13 We do not enforce the warranty. 
14 MR. RUDD: So in looking at the next tab, 
15 which is Petrus Longmire 25. This is an email, and we 
16 will mark it as Exhibit 60. 
17 (Exhibit 60 marked.) 
18 Q. (BY MR. RUDD) The email says, "Mike please 
19 call Weather Shield direct." So it looks like you are 
20 directing them directly to Weather Shield. My question 
21 was, did you also contact them? 
22 A. Not to my knowledge. 
23 Q. All right. 
24 A. So ifwe go back to Tab 12, which is the email 
2 5 dated March 18th, which I had sent the copy of the 
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1 Weather Shield warranty. And now, we are May of 2014. 
2 Obviously, from this you would expect that the 
3 question -- because it doesn't say in this email of May 
4 2, Jason. Obviously, there was a question proposed to 
5 me from Mike Longmire about that warranty. And, 
6 obviously, I then refer them to go directly to Weather 
7 Shield with that warranty question. 
s Q. But you don't recall --
9 A. No. 
10 Q. -- talking to Weather Shield? 
11 A. No. 
12 Q. Do you have any idea what happened to this 
13 warranty claim? 
14 A. No. 
15 Q. Or what the outcome was? 
16 A. No. 
17 Q. Okay. I just want to show you one more 
18 document. This has been already entered in as Exhibit 4 
19 to Nancy Gentry-Boyd's deposition. It's in Tab 17 for 
20 you. 
21 A. (Witness complying.) 
22 Q. And in case you are not familiar with what 
23 this is, it is a set of questions that we issued to 
24 Nancy Boyd in connection with this lawsuit, and her 
25 answers. Okay? And if you could turn in this document 
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1 to page 9? 
2 A. (Witness complying.) 
3 Q. There is a section labeled "Interrogatory 25." 
4 Do you see that? 
5 A. I do. 
6 Q. Go ahead and take a minute to read through 
7 that question, and Nancy's answer, please. 
8 A. (Witness complying.) I've read it. 
9 Q. Do you see the answer where it says, "In the 
10 second year after the home was completed, defendant," 
11 that's Nancy Gentry-Boyd, "noticed that some doors would 
12 stick in the winter. Chris Kirk contacted the door 
13 installers." 
14 Would that be you that Chris Kirk contacted? 
15 A. No. 
16 Q. And why do you say that? 
17 A. I'm not a door installer. 
18 Q. Do you have any recollection of being 
19 contacted by Kirk? 
20 A. No. 
21 Q. In 2012? 
22 A. We have this correspondence where I've gone on 
23 record and said, that's what I have from Chris Kirk. So 
24 this email that was in 2015, I do not have any knowledge 
25 of correspondence between Chris Kirk and myself in 2012. 
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1 
1 Q. Okay. Do you know who installed the doors? 
2 A. No. 
3 MR. RUDD: I think that's all I have. 
4 MR. NEV ALA: I have a few questions. 
5 EXAMINATION 
6 QUESTIONS BY MR. NEVALA: 
7 Q. Mark, my name is Dan Nevala. I represent 
s Chris Kirk in this case. I just have a few questions 
9 about the door, Mark. I want to try and understand how 
10 this door operates. My understanding, it's a pretty 
11 complex door. 
12 Can you please tell me, or explain how to 
13 properly close this door, and lock this door, and open 
14 this door? And tell me, I guess, the follow-up to that 
15 will be, how the door handle works? 
16 A. The copy of the order that I brought in today, 
17 what are we going to reference it? 
18 Q. Can we talk about the first door, the original 
19 door? 
20 A. f do not exactly recall, Dan, what the 
21 original door was. 
22 Q. Okay. 
23 A. The reason I was referencing this particular 
24 order that I brought in, to my knowledge, is an exact 
25 duplicate of the original door. If you can provide me a 
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1 copy of the original door, [ can be specific to it. 
2 can only be specific to this door, because I have 
3 knowledge of what it is. 
4 Q. Fair enough. So the replacement door, and the 
5 original door, to the best of your knowledge, are the 
6 same? 
7 A. Correct. 
8 Q. Okay. Let's talk about the replacement door 
9 then. Can you tell me how the lock on that door works? 
10 A. Okay. As you look at this document, and 
ll again, it's Order 550906192. So if you'll look on page 
12 1 of 2, as you are looking at that diagram, that's 
13 showing the elevation, as we call it, of the door. Does 
14 everybody see what I'm talking about? 
15 That picture shows from the outside looking 
16 in, a view of this replacement door in question. From 
l 7 the outside looking in, the panel that's on the left, is 
10 listed as the active panel. This is a french double 
19 out-swing door. Both door panels will swing out. The 
2 o active panel is the one that is activated first. The 
21 secondary panel is then activated to then be able to 
22 open in this case to the out-swing position, such that 
23 both doors will now be open. To answer your specific 
24 question about the hardware. On the active panel, as I 
.25 have explained, if this was a three-point lockset -- and 
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1 I'm going to look at something here. Okay. 
2 On the bottom right-hand side of the 
3 description of this product. It says "shoot/flush bolts 
4 with handle activated shootbolts." So what we were 
5 talking about, as I described earlier, on the active 
6 panel, we have a locking mechanism that is a three-point 
7 lock of contact. The shoot bolts are the bolts that are 
8 inside the actual door panel on the astragal edge that 
9 go up and down on the top and bottom of the sill and 
10 threshold. The third point of contact is the latch that 
11 goes into, in this case, the secondary panel. 
12 So there is your three-points of contact. 
13 That's what that says about panel activated shootbolts. 
14 So you trigger the handle to engage or disengage the 
15 shootbolts, so that the primary panel can be opened. 
16 Does that answer your question? 
17 Q. So the is shootbolts are top and bottom. And 
18 where the door handle is that's the third point of 
19 contact. Do all three work only at the same time? 
20 A. Yes. 
21 Q. Okay. It's not that important. I just want 
22 to try and understand it in the event we have to try to 
23 explain this to someone else. So I think your testimony 
'2 was, that you went and made your site visit when 
2 Longmire asked you to come out there, around June of 
: 
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1 2012; is that right? Do you remember? 
2 A. As far as the statement goes, yes. 
3 Q. Do you remember looking or trying the lock 
4 when you went out there? 
5 A. No. 
6 Q. Do you remember inspecting the door at all? 
7 A. Dan, not really, other than trying to 
8 determine that spacer code. The reason I was there was 
9 to sell replacement door panels. 
10 Q. Okay. 
11 A. Or in the case, replacement door panel, one. 
12 Q. I think I know the answer to this, but I'm 
l3 going to go through it with you anyway. I'm going to 
14 represent to you that my client, Chris Kirk, went out 
15 and visited the site almost a year and two months later. 
16 He went out in August of 2013. And he looked at the 
17 doors pretty carefully. And he identified a number of 
18 things that from his perspective were, either out of 
19 place, or damaged, or somehow inappropriate with the 
20 door. 
21 And the big thing that he looked at first was 
22 both the operable door, and the stationary door as he, 
23 that's his language, your language I guess from Weather 
24 Shield is, active and maybe inactive. He looked at it, 
























been removed and reinstalled in an inappropriate manner. 
So there is almost a year and two months that had gone 
on between the time you were there, and he was there. 
Did you observe anything like that when you 
were there? 
A. No. 
Q. Do you remember? 
A. No. 
Q. Anything to do with the locking mechanism 
that -- I know you said something about Longmire told 
you that someone had pried the door. Did you see any 
pry marks on the door? 
A. We already had gone on the record, and I said, 
I did not inspect the door. 
Q. Fair enough. 
A. So, no. 
Q. I'm going to leave it at that. I'm going to 
ask about, on this limited warranty shield, Weather 
Shield Limited Warranty page that we marked as Exhibit 
59. I see language in here, and I'll read it to you so 
!23 
you can understand it. "W arpage or air/water 
infiltration on any swing door with a call-out height of 
greater than 6 foot 10 inches unless Weather Shield's 
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2 have the three-point lock system simply because of the 
3 size of the door? ls that why that six foot ten inch 
4 requirement is in there? Any opinion on that? 
s A. That would be a question for Weather Shield. 
6 Q. Okay. Can you give me an opinion as to 
7 whether or not you thought the -- when you went out in 
8 June, and looked at the door, June of 2012, did it 
9 appear that there was something more than normal wear 
10 and tear to the door? 
11 A. Two answers. It was, obviously, before June 
12 of 2012, because that email was dated June of 2012. 
13 Dan, I do not know how long it took me to get that 
14 answer. My job site visit, obviously, was before that 
1s one email. So to go on record, r do not know what day 
16 that was. 
17 But when I was there in the time prior to that 
10 email of June of 2012, I did not inspect any further 
19 damage to the door. I was simply there to identify, and 
20 to sell a replacement panel. 
21 Q. Okay. Do you remember talking to Chuck 
22 Thielst about this door, the replacement door? 
23 A. I know the sell was made to C&S Construction. 
24 l've already said that. Obviously, there was 
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1 have on record with that correspondence. 
2 Q. So I know you talked with Mike Longmire. Did 
3 you ever talk to Ed Petrus about any of this? 
4 A. Not to my knowledge. 
5 MR. NEVALA: That's all I have. Thank you, 
6 Mark. 
7 THE WITNESS: Yes. 
8 EXAMlNATION 
9 QUESTIONS BY MR. MILLEMANN: 
10 Q. Mark, we met at the beginning before the 
11 deposition started. Mark, my name is Steve Millemann, 
12 and I represent Nancy Gentry-Boyd, and for whom Chris 
13 Kirk constructed the home. I just have a couple of 
14 questions. 
15 On this order you are referring to, which I 
16 think is marked as Exhibit 55. 
A. This document (indicating)? 17 
18 Q. Yes. You've noted that the diagram is looking 






A. That's correct. 
Q. And the active door would be to the left, 
looking in from the outside? 
A. Correct. 
1
25 communication between myself and C&S Construction, who 25 
Q. So if I was operating the active door from the 
inside, it would be the right of the two doors? 
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1 is Chuck Thielst. I do not recall anything else or 
2 specific discussions, other than the fact that the sell 
3 was completed to him. 
4 Q. Do you remember talking to a guy named Beau 
5 Value? 
6 A. No. 
7 
8 
Q. Eric Wait? 
A. No. 
9 Q. Anyone from Restoration Pro or Restoration 
10 Response? 
11 A. Ifwe go to the one email that was referenced 
12 earlier, that I had alerted Mike Longmire that somebody 
13 else had contacted me. There, obviously, was a person 
14 who had contacted me. I do not know, Dan, who that was 
15 at that point in time. 
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1 A. Let's go back and look at that floor plan that 
2 you had provided, Jason, and that will help answer that 
3 question if somebody has a visual on it. Was that in 
4 Tab 3? 
5 MR. RUDD: Tab 3. 
6 Q. (BY MR. MILLEMANN) It was part of Kirk, I 
7 think, Exhibit 29. 
8 A. It's Tab 3, labeled 773. 
9 Q. That's it, Kirk 773. 
10 A. So that, obviously, this is drawn showing the 
11 active panel being opened first. And where it's labeled 
12 "fixed," is really not a fixed door panel. That's what 
13 we would call the secondary door panel. That in this 
14 operation, the primary, and/or active panel is opened 
15 first. 
16 So someone else was involved in there. Was it 16 So the drawing in the order that you just 
17 C&S? Was it one of those other people, or someone else? 17 referenced, is referencing from the outside, looking in. 
18 I was trying to protect my customer that I'm not going 10 But the floor plan gives a much better view of that 
19 to get involved in a situation -- I've already been 19 particular door. So the active panel is showing there 
20 involved with Mike Longmire. When someone else, whoever 20 with the leaf in its open position. The secondary 
21 that was, who contacted me as professional, I didn't get 21 panel, the one that is labeled as "fixed," really is not 
22 involved in that. My sale was going to Mike Longmire. 22 fixed. It is stationary until the active panel is open. 
23 He was the one that brought the sale to me. Someone 23 The secondary panel then can be operated to have both 
· 24 else got involved in that, and I simply wanted Mike to 24 panels open. 
25 be notified of that situation. Who that we do not 25 Thank you. So if I'm departing the home, 
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1 going through these doors, and opening the active panel. 
2 I would be opening the right of the two panels; correct? 
3 A. From the inside looking out, that is correct. 
4 Q. And you described, Mark, how that panel of the 
5 door in question in Exhibit 55 would be operated. Is 
6 the other panel then, do you refer to that as the 
7 inactive panel? 
8 A. Or secondary panel. 
9 Q. Or secondary panel. ls that operated any 
10 differently? 
11 A. If you will go back to the order that I 
12 referenced. 
13 Q. Yes. 
14 A. Where I read about the shoot and flush bolt. 
15 So if you go up a little bit, ten lines, it says, "dummy 
16 handle set in the industry for double doors." We can 
17 have the secondary panel operating a couple of ways. In 
18 this particular case, being that it says that it has a 
19 dummy handle set. On the active panel, we've discussed 
2 o the operation of how that handle works. The handle 
21 engages and disengages the three-point locking system. 
22 So on this particular door, the way this one 
23 was sold, the active panel is operated first. The panel 
24 that is the secondary, or inactive panel, has the dummy 
25 handle set. It looks just like the active handle set, 
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1 but it is, indeed, a dummy. It is a non-operable. 
2 In this case, we have a secondary panel that 
3 is not flush bolt operated. On the side of the panel, 
4 there will be pins typically at the top and bottom of 
5 the side of the door at the astragal area, which is the 
6 center of where the two doors meet. At the top and 
7 bottom there will be pins, that are manually operated, 
8 that you reach up and pull the pin down, and it likewise 
9 hits the bottom. You reach into the side of that door 
10 style, and engage that lever, which opens up the second 
11 panel. 
12 Q. Perfect. So would I be correct in 
13 understanding that to operate the doors, if I wanted to 
14 depart from the house, go out on to the deck, or come 
15 from the deck into the house, I would not need to open 
16 both panels; would I? 
17 A. That's correct. 
18 Q. I could solely use the active panel; right? 
I 19 A. That's correct. 
20 Q. And of the two, that would certainly be the 
21 more user friendly one to open, because all I have to is 
22 turn the handle; correct? 
23 A. You have to open that door first, before you 
24 can open up and operate the secondary panel. 
25 Q. And to open up the secondary panel, I have to 
e 
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1 manually release two pins? 
2 A. After the first door is already opened, that 
3 is correct. 
4 Q. Right. And you mentioned to me, Mark, if I've 
5 got it correctly. The early order, or discussion about 
6 order for replacement was only that one panel; is that 
7 correct? 
8 A. Looking at the paperwork, and the email 
9 correspondence provided that I had with Longmire, it 
10 looked like the suggestion was, we were only going to 
11 replace one panel. Yes, that is correct. 
12 Q. Do you know, or can you tell by looking at 
13 that document, which panel was being discussed for 
14 replacement? 
15 A. I cannot tell. But it would reason that it 
16 would be the active panel. Because if again memory 
17 serves me, that is the door panel that was damaged. And 
18 it would make sense, because you can't open that panel 
19 before you open the other one. So it would stand to 
20 reason, that the active panel was the one in question 
21 that would be, ifwe were only looking to replace one, 
22 that would be the panel originally proposed to be 
23 replaced. 
24 Q. And if you say, Mark, if memory serves me 
25 again, that's based on what Mr. Longmire told you, not 
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1 on your own inspection? 
2 A. Defining what? 
3 Q. When you say, if memory serves me, the panel 
4 in question that was going to be replaced was the active 
5 panel. Upon what is your memory based? Is it a 
6 conversation with Mr. Longmire, or something else? 
7 A. It would only stand to reason that typically, 
8 if we had one panel that's being replaced, it would be 
9 the active panel. Because that one would be the one 
10 that was damaged if someone was trying to open the door. 
11 The other one wouldn't be affected necessarily with that 
12 operation. The first door has to be opened before the 
13 second door can be opened. 
14 Q. And hypothetically speaking, would it be 
15 possible for the hardware in the secondary door to be 
16 damaged in some form or another, but for the active 
17 panel to still operate normally? 
18 A. Not normally. 
19 Q. So hypothetically speaking, if, for example, 
20 the secondary door had been forced, or pushed in some 
21 way that somehow slightly bent either of those pins, 
22 would the active door still operate? 
• 23 A. You lost me there. State that again. 
24 Q. Yes. Let me back up. You answered my first 
2 5 question as to whether there was any hardware damage to 
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1 the secondary door, whether the active door could still 
2 operate? And you said, not nonnally. Can you explain 
3 what you meant by that? 
4 A. In order for the secondary panel to operate, 
5 we've already established that the first panel has to be 
6 opened. Then the secondary panel has to be operated. 
7 So you typically cannot operate the inactive panel, 
8 until the first door panel is opened. 
9 So to specifically answer your question, no, 
10 it would not be normal that the inactive panel, trying 
11 to open it, would damage the active panel. Because the 
12 points of contact are all going to be engaged. And you 
13 cannot get that secondary panel to operate, until the 
14 primary panel has been released, exposing in that case, 
15 the side edge pin bolts to release the secondary panel. 
16 Q. And I probably wasn't clear on my question. 
17 Let me make sure, and I'll try to be more clear. If 
18 there was some damage of some type to the hardware on 
19 the secondary panel, is it still possible that the 
20 active panel could be operated; open and closed? 
21 A. It could be possible. 
22 Q. Okay. 
23 A. Not normal, is what I answered. 
Q. Yes. Okay. r understand. I think you were 
reversing my question, and I was asking it in that 
sense. 
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When you went out and met with Mr. Longmire at 
the site, on or before June of 2012, do you have any 
recollection of any statements made to you on that visit 
by Mr. Longmire? 
A. I know that we discussed, and I've gone on 
record and stated, I was there to replace the door 
panel. And he had stated to me that the door looked 
like it had snow built up on the exterior. Somebody 
tried to open the door, and that's what created the 
damage with the hardware. 
Q. Okay. And in your presence, did Mr. Longmire 
try to demonstrate to you any problems with the door by 
trying to open it or close it? 
A. We've already stated, I don't recall if we 
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1 CERTIFICATE OF WITNESS 
2 I, MARK BIRRER, being first duly sworn, depose 
3 and say: 
4 That l am the witness named in the foregoing 
5 deposition, Volume l, consisting of pages 1 through 80; 
6 that I have read said deposition and know the contents 
7 thereof; that the questions contained therein were 
8 propounded to me; and that the answers contained therein 
9 are true and correct, except for any changes that r may 
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opened or closed the door while I was there. 16 
Mark. 
MR. MILLEMANN: That's all I have. Thank you, 17 
18 
MS. FONTAINE: I don't have any questions. 19 
MR. RUDD: That's it. 20 
(Deposition concluded at 12:20 p.m.) 21 
(Signature requested.) 22 
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1 REPORTER I S CERTIFICATE 
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3 Shorthand Reporter, certify: 
4 That the foregoing proceedings were taken 
5 before me at the time and place therein set forth, at 
6 which time the witness was put under oath by me; 
7 That the testimony and all objections made were 
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9 under my direction; 
10 That the foregoing is a true and correct record 
11 of all testimony given, to the best of my ability; 
12 I further certify that I am not a relative or 
13 employee of any attorney or party, nor am I financially 
14 interested in the action. 
15 IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I set my hand and seal this 
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4l. DOUGLASA ·,·.~·;,CLERK 
BY-----"''-'-.;.... --~uty 
JUL O 7 2016 
Case No Inst. No __ _ 
Filed {D'fC A.M. ___ P.M 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF VALLEY 
PETRUS FAMILY TRUST DATED MAY 1, 
1991, and EDMOND A. PETRUS, JR., 
individually and as Co-Trustee of the Petrus 
Family Trust Dated May 1, 1991, 
Plaintiffs, 
vs. 
NANCY GENTRY-BOYD; CHRIS KIRK 
d/b/a KIRK ENTERPRISES; TODD 
MCKENNA d/b/a HOMECRAFT HOME 
INSPECTIONS; RE/MAX RESORT 
REALTY; KEVIN BATCHELOR; and 
DOES 1-4, 
Defendants. 
Case No. CV-2014-71-C 
MEMORANDUM DECISION AND ORDER 
Plaintiff Petrus Family Trust Dated May 1, 1991 and its co-trustee Plaintiff Edmond A. 
Petrus, Jr. (collectively, "Petrus") bought a home from Defendant Nancy Gentry-Boyd 
("Gentry") in 2012. Defendant Chris Kirk d/b/a Kirk Enterprises ("Kirk") had built the home for 
Gentry seven years earlier. Defendant Todd McKenna d/b/a Hornecraft Horne Inspections 
("McKenna") inspected the home for Petrus as part of that transaction. He was recommended to 
Petrus by Petrus's real-estate agents, Defendants ReMax Resort Realty and Kevin Batchelor 
(collectively, "Batchelor"): Despite McKenna's pre-closing inspection, Petrus discovered after 
closing the transaction that the home suffered from extensive dry rot. 
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In this action, Petrus sued Gentry for not disclosing alleged problems with the home's 
French doors. Petrus says that, had she disclosed those problems, the water intrusion that caused 
the dry rot would have been discovered before the closing. Petrus also sued McKenna for failing 
to discover either the problems with the French doors or the water intrusion during the 
inspection. Petrus sued Batchelor for recommending McKenna. Finally, Petrus sued Kirk for 
allegedly building the home in a way that allowed the water intrusion to happen. 
Gentry, Batchelor, and Kirk all move for summary judgment. In addition, Petrus moves 
for permission to expand his claims against Batchelor to include claims based on the theory that 
Batchelor should have discovered, and disclosed to Petrus, the alleged problems with the French 
doors that Gentry did not disclose. These motions were argued on June 20, 2016. With one 
exception, they were taken under advisement at that time. The exception is Batchelor's motion 
for summary judgment, which was taken under advisement one week later, upon submission of 
post-hearing briefs relating to it. For the reasons that follow, full summary judgment is granted 
to Kirk, partial summary judgment is granted to Batchelor and Gentry, and Petrus is denied 
permission to expand his claims against Batchelor. 
I. 
BACKGROUND 
Kirk built the home at issue in this action. (Kirk Aff. ,r 4.) He built it under an oral 
contract with Gentry. (Kirk Aff. ,r 5.) Construction began in June 2004 and was substantially 
completed in August 2005, with final billing in September 2005. (Kirk Aff. ,r 6.) 
Nearly seven years later, in April 2012, Petrus bought the home from Gentry. (Petrus 
Deel. filed June 12, 2016, ,r 10.) Petrus did so under an RE-21 Real Estate Purchase and Sale 
Agreement ("the PSA"). (Pittenger Aff. Ex. 1.) 
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The PSA required Gentry to provide to Petrus a property condition disclosure form. 
(Pittenger Aff. Ex. 1 § 14.) Gentry did so, providing to Petrus an RE-25 Seller's Property 
Condition Disclosure Form in or about February or March of2012 (Pittenger Aff. Ex. 2), well 
before the April 2012 closing. On the form, Gentry answered "No" to a question asking if there 
had been "any water intrusion or moisture related damage to any portion of the property." 
(Pittenger Aff. Ex. 2 at 2.) Additionally, Gentry made no disclosures in response to the form's 
directive to list "any other existing problems that you know of concerning the property." 
(Pittenger Aff. Ex. 2 at 3.) 
Edmond Petrus moved into the home in May or June of 2012. (Petrus Deel. filed June 
12, 2016, 112.) Shortly after doing so, he discovered that the home's French doors were swollen 
with water, could not open or close properly, and could not be locked. (Id.) He told Gentry's 
real-estate agent, Michael Wood, about these problems. (Petrus Deel. filed June 12, 2016, 116.) 
Wood relayed the concern to Gentry via e-mail. (Foster Deel. filed June 12, 2016, Ex. 13.) 
Gentry stated in response e-mail dated June 19, 2012, that "[t]he doors sometimes stick after the 
winter. If you keep them locked, they will dry out and function again.',- (Id.) 
No such problem with the French doors was disclosed by Gentry on the RE-25 Seller's 
Property Condition Disclosure Form. And no such problem was detected by McKenna, who had 
inspected the home for Petrus in March 2012, before the closing. (Pittenger Aff. Ex. 3.) 
Batchelor had recommended McKenna as Petrus's home inspector, and Petrus allegedly hired 
McKenna based at least partly on Batchelor's representations about McKenna's qualifications. 
(Collaer Aff. filed May 13, 2016, Ex. 1 at 217:11-16; Foster Deel. filed June 12, 2016, Ex. 2; 
Petrus Deel. filed June 12, 2016, 14.) 
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e 
In or about October 2013-about a year and a half after the closing-a remediation 
contractor hired by Petrus discovered extensive dry rot in the structure of the home near the 
French doors. {Value Deel. ,r 7.) Petrus contends the dry rot resulted from years of water 
intrusion facilitated by construction defects. {Value Deel. ,r 8.) Petrus further contends that, had 
any problems with the home's French doors come to light prior to the closing, Petrus would have 
insisted on removing the French doors for inspection, which would have revealed rotting wood 
around the sides of them. {Petrus Deel. filed Jun 12, 2016, ,r 21.) In other words, knowing about 
what might outwardly have seemed like a fairly small problem supposedly would have led to 
uncovering a large one. That said, he seemingly does not accuse Gentry of knowing about water 
intrusion into the home {aside from the French doors themselves becoming wet), nor of knowing 
that the home suffered from dry rot. 
Petrus filed this action on March 11, 2014. Nearly six months later, without ever serving 
the original complaint, Petrus filed (and then served) a first amended complaint. It included 
claims against Gentry, Kirk, and McKenna. Against Gentry, Petrus asserted seven claims: 
Count I, for violation of the Idaho Property Condition Disclosure Act, LC.§§ 55-2501 to -2518; 
Count II, for violation of the Idaho Consumer Protection Act, LC.§§ 48-601 to -619; Count III, 
for fraud; Count IV, for breach of the PSA; Count V, for breach of the covenant of good faith 
and fair dealing that is implied by law into the PSA; Count VI, for breach of the implied 
warranty of habitability; and Count VII, for conspiracy to defraud. {First Am. Compl. ,i,r 10-73.) 
Counts VI and VII also were asserted against Kirk. (First Am. Compl. ,r,r 59-73.) No other 
claims were asserted against Kirk. Against McKenna, Petrus asserted three claims: Count VIII, 
for negligence; Count IX, for fraud; and Count X, for violation of the Idaho Consumer Protection 
Act. (First Am. Compl. ,r,r 74-10 I.) 
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A scheduling order was entered on March 12, 2015. Trial originally was set to begin on 
February 1, 2016. (Scheduling Order ,i 1.) Notably, motions to amend the pleadings came due 
not later than 120 days after the date on which the scheduling order was entered. (Scheduling 
Order ,i 4(A).) Thus, the deadline for motions to amend the pleadings was July 10, 2015. 
On the deadline, Petrus moved for permission to file a second amended complaint that 
would add Batchelor to the list of defendants. Against Batchelor, Petrus proposed asserting a 
negligence claim and a claim for violation of the Idaho Consumer Protection Act. The motion 
was unopposed, and it was granted. On September 21, 2015, Petrus filed a second amended 
complaint. The second amended complaint reasserted the ten claims previously asserted in the 
first amended complaint, and it asserted the two proposed claims against Batchelor, but it 
mistakenly numbered them both "Count IX." (Second Am. Compl. ,i,i 103-121.) The Court will 
refer to the negligence claim against McKenna as "Count XI" and to the claim against McKenna 
for violation of the Idaho Consumer Protection Act as "Count XII," as that is how they should 
have been numbered. 
On October 5, 2015, shortly after becoming part of this action, Batchelor moved to 
continue the looming trial date of February 1, 2016. That motion was unopposed, and it was 
granted. On November 16, 2015, trial was reset to begin on August 16, 2016. All parties agreed 
to the new trial date. But, as trial neared, Petrus moved for another trial continuance. That 
motion (filed on May 27, 2016) was opposed by all defendants except McKenna. It was denied 
in an oral ruling made on June 20, 2016, for reasons that need not be reiterated. 
Also argued on June 20 were motions for summary judgment by Kirk, Gentry, and 
Batchelor, as well as a motion by Petrus to file a third amended complaint that would change the 




Petrus's motion to amend was filed on May 17, 2016-about three 
months before the August 16 trial date. Petrus proposes expanding the two existing claims, and 
adding two new claims, against Batchelor. The proposed new claims are Count XIII, for 
violation of the Idaho Real Estate Brokerage Representation Act ("Brokerage Representation 
Act"), LC. §§ 54-2082 to -2097, and Count XIV, for negligence per se. The proposed 
amendments center on the assertion that, at the end of the pre-closing walkthrough, Kevin 
Batchelor was responsible for locking the home Petrus had agreed to purchase from Gentry, but 
failed to actually do so. (Proposed Third Am. Compl. ,i,i 103-159.) Petrus postulates that, had 
he locked the home, Kevin Batchelor would have discovered that the home's French doors did 
not work properly, leading to an investigation by Petrus in which the alleged problems with the 
French doors were discovered before the closing. The potential for pursuing this theory of 
liability first occurred to Edmond Petrus in the wake of his March 2016 deposition, and he 
apparently concluded it was a viable theory after conducting some sort of an investigation into 
the walkthrough during April 2016. (Petrus Deel. filed May 17, 2016, ,i,i 2-4.) 
In any event, the defendants' motions for summary judgment and Petrus's motion to 
amend are ready for decision. 
1 
Setting the motions for summary judgment for hearing on June 20, a Monday, required an 
adjustment to the scheduling order. Its deadline for hearing those motions was sixty days before 
trial-Friday, June 17, 2016, given the trial date of August 16, 2016. (Scheduling Order ,i 4(B).) 
Gentry, Kirk, and Batchelor all moved to extend the deadline by one court day to June 20. The 
litigation schedule would not be disrupted by such a short extension, and there is good cause 
under I.R. C.P. 16( a )(3) for it because the last available hearing date before the June 1 7 deadline 
was eleven days earlier, June 6, 2016. The motions to extend therefore are granted. 




A. The defendants' motions for summary judgment 
Summary judgment is proper "if the movant shows that there is no genuine dispute as to 
any material fact and the movant is entitled to judgment as a matter oflaw." LR.C.P. 56(a). If 
the movant is seeking summary judgment against a claim or defense asserted by the nonmovant, 
the movant carries its burden by showing that the evidence does not support an element of the 
challenged claim or defense. E.g., McHugh v. Reid, 156 Idaho 229,303,324 P.3d 998, 1002 (Ct. 
App. 2014). The movant's showing can take either (or both) of two forms: {i) affirmative 
evidence disproving the element at issue; or (ii) a showing that the nonmovant is unable to offer 
admissible evidence proving that element. Id.; see also I.R.C.P. 56(c)(l). 
If the movant carries its burden, the burden shifts to the nonmovant to prove that a 
genuine factual dispute must be resolved before judgment can be awarded to the movant. E.g., 
Boise Mode, LLC v. Donahoe Pace & Partners Ltd., 154 Idaho 99, 104,294 P.3d 1111, 1116 
(2013). To carry that ultimate burden, the nonmovant "may not rest upon mere allegations in the 
pleadings, but must set forth by affidavit specific facts showing there is a genuine issue for trial." 
Id. (quotation marks omitted). The record must be construed in the light most favorable to the 
nonmovant, and all reasonable inferences must be drawn in the nonmovant's favor. Id. 
Nevertheless, "[a] mere scintilla of evidence or only slight doubt as to the facts is not sufficient" 
for the nonmovant to avoid summary judgment. AED, Inc. v. KDC Invs., LLC, 155 Idaho 159, 
163, 307 P.3d 176, 180 (2013). 
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B. Petrus's motion to amend the complaint 
Permission to amend a pleading should be "freely give[n] ... when justice so requires." 
I.R.C.P. 15(a)(2). Whether Rule 15(a)(2)'s liberal standard is met is a matter of discretion. E.g., 
Maroun v. Wyreless Sys., Inc., 141 Idaho 604,612, 114 P.3d 974, 982 (2005), abrogated on 
other grounds, Wandering Trails, LLC v. Big Bite Excavation, Inc., 156 Idaho 586, 591, 329 
P.3d 368,373 (2014). That said, permission to amend should be given unless {i) there is undue 
delay, bad faith, or a dilatory motive on the movant's part, (ii) the movant has repeatedly failed 
to cure deficiencies in its pleadings by amending them, (iii) the amendment unduly prejudices 
the nonrnovant, or (iv) the amendment is futile. E.g., id. A proposed new claim is futile if the 
supporting factual allegations are insufficient to state a claim for relief. E.g., id. 
Rule 15(a)(2) does not, however, operate by itself if the movant failed to meet the 
scheduling order's deadline for pleadings amendments. In that situation, Rule 16(a)(3) also 
applies. It requires the movant to show "good cause" for amending the scheduling order in order 
to allow an otherwise-untimely pleadings amendment. See I.R.C.P. 16(a)(3); Silver Creek 
Computers, Inc. v. Petra, Inc., 136 Idaho 879, 882, 42 P.3d 672, 675 (2002) (affirming the 
district court's disallowance of a late amendment partly because the movant "did not contend 
that it had good cause for failing to file its motion within the time period set in the scheduling 
order"). Whether "good cause" has been shown is a matter of discretion. E.g., Camp v. E. Fork 
Ditch Co., Ltd., 137 Idaho 850,859, 55 P.3d 304,313 (2002). 
Accordingly, if there is "good cause" for amending the scheduling order to permit an 
otherwise-untimely amendment, then the amendment should be allowed if it passes muster under 
Rule 15(a)(2)'s liberal amendment standard. 






Kirk seeks summary judgment on Petrus's two claims against him. One is Count VI, for 
breach of the implied warranty of habitability. The other is Count VII, for conspiracy to defraud. 
During the summary-judgment hearing, Petrus's counsel conceded that summary judgment on 
Count VII is appropriate because evidentiary support for Count VII is lacking. The Court 
appreciates concessions when they are appropriate and, in accordance with Petrus's concession, 
enters summary judgment against Count VIL Count VI remains to be addressed. 
Kirk makes several arguments for summary judgment on Count VI. His frontline 
argument is that Count VI is barred by the statute oflimitations. As the Court will go on to 
explain, that argument demonstrates Kirk's entitlement to summary judgment. Because it is 
dispositive, the Court need not and will not address Kirk's other arguments. 
Kirk built the home at issue in this action. (Kirk Aff. ,i 4.) He built it under an oral 
contract with Gentry. (Kirk Aff. ,i 5.) Construction began in June 2004 and was substantially 
completed in August 2005, with final billing in September 2005. (Kirk Aff. ,i 6.) Petrus 
purchased the home from Gentry in April 2012 (Petrus Deel. filed June 12, 2016, ,i 10), a few 
months shy of seven years later. Petrus contends that, because the home suffered from latent 
construction defects discovered soon after the purchase, the home was uninhabitable, making 
Kirk liable to him for breach of the implied warranty of habitability. 
"[W]hen builder-vendors sell newly constructed buildings there is an implied warranty 
that the buildings will be habitable." Tusch Enters. v. Coffin, 113 Idaho 37, 47, 740 P.2d 1022, 
1032 (1987). Idaho law has recognized the implied warranty of habitability for fifty years. See 
Bethlahmy v. Bechtel, 91 Idaho 55, 67-68, 415 P.2d 698, 710-11 (1966). And it has been clear 
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for nearly thirty years that the implied warranty of habitability extends not only to a home's 
original purchaser but also to subsequent purchasers. See Tusch, 113 Idaho at 50-51, 740 P.2d at 
1035-36 ("[S]ubsequent purchasers of residential dwellings ... may maintain an action against 
the builder ... of the dwelling based upon the implied warranty of habitability despite the fact 
that no privity of contract exists between the two."). Thus, as Kirk recognizes, he isn't immune 
from liability to Petrus simply because he sold the home to Gentry, not Petrus. But the implied 
warrant of habitability isn't everlasting, and therein lies the rub. 
Kirk and Petrus disagree as to when purchasers of the home Kirk built for Gentry lost the 
ability to sue Kirk for breach of the implied warranty of habitability. They do agree, though, that 
the controlling statute is LC. § 5-241. That statute addresses the accrual of "actions against any 
person by reason of his having performed or furnished the design, planning, supervision or 
construction of an improvement to real property." LC. § 5-241. Importantly, it sets different 
parameters for the accrual of contract actions than for the accrual of tort actions. 
Section 5-241 establishes a bright-line rule that "[ c ]ontract actions shall accrue and the 
applicable limitation statute shall begin to run at the time of final completion of construction of 
... an improvement [to real property]." LC.§ 5-241(b). Thus, under section 5-241(b), all 
contract actions against Kirk arising from his construction of the home accrued when it was 
completed in or about August or September of 2005. The contract between Kirk and Gentry was 
oral. A four year limitations period applies to actions on oral contracts. LC. § 5-217. 
Consequently, the limitations period for contract actions against Kirk expired in August or 
September of 2009, four years after construction was completed, long before Petrus had 
purchased the home. Kirk contends Petrus' s claim for breach of the implied warranty of 
habitability is a time-barred contract action. 
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By contrast, under section 5-241, "[t]ort actions, if not previously accrued, shall accrue 
and the applicable limitation statute shall begin to run six (6) years after the final completion of 
construction of such an improvement." I. C. § 5-241 (a). Petrus contends his claim for breach of 
the implied warranty of habitability is a tort action. He says it is subject to Idaho's "catch-all" 
statute of limitations, which sets a four year limitations period for actions not subject to more 
specific statutes of limitations. LC. § 5-224. He adds this four year limitations period to the six 
year accrual period and contends Idaho law gives a home purchaser up to ten years to sue the 
builder for breach of the implied warranty of habitability, making his claim timely. 
Kirk has the better half of the argument. Petrus's claim for breach of the implied 
warranty of habitability is a contract action, not a tort action. 
That much is clear, or at least readily inferable, from Tusch-the 1987 case in which the 
Idaho Supreme Court extended to subsequent home purchasers the right to sue builders for 
breach of the implied warranty of habitability. There, Coffin built duplexes for the Vander 
Boeghs. The Vander Boeghs soon sold the duplexes to Tusch Enterprises. Later, Tusch 
Enterprises discovered that the duplexes suffered from major structural defects. Tusch 
Enterprises sued Coffin for both negligent construction and breach of the implied warranty of 
habitability. The court held that the negligence claim was barred by the "economic loss rule," 
which prohibits recovering purely economic losses-a category into which the damage to the 
duplexes fell-on a negligence theory. 113 Idaho at 40-41, 740 P.2d at 1025-26. Having done 
so, the court went on to hold that the absence of privity of contract between Tusch Enterprises 
and Coffin would not doom Tusch Enterprises' claim for breach of the implied warranty of 
habitability. Id at 50, 740 P.2d at 1035. In not requiring privity, the court didn't suggest privity 
need not be required because the claim wasn't contractual in nature. To the contrary, the court 
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plainly regarded the claim as contractual in nature. In that regard, the court observed, first, that 
the purpose of the "economic loss rule" is "to allow the law of contracts to resolve disputes 
concerning economic losses" and, second, that "[i]f ... in the area of pure economic losses, 
negligence is to be preempted by contract principles, ... then contract principles must be given a 
freer hand to deal with injuries the law has typically redressed."
2 
Id. ( emphasis added). 
Thus, by not requiring privity, the court deliberately made a contract action available to 
"deal with" injuries for which there was no tort remedy in light of the "economic loss rule." The 
court's intention to authorize a contract action is made quite clear in the opinion's footnote 8. 
There, the court quoted the recommendation in the venerable treatise The Law of Torts by 
Prosser and Keeton to eliminate the privity requirement in order to allow "recovery on a 
contract-warranty theory": 
Historically, ... the only tort action available to a disappointed purchaser 
suffering intangible commercial loss has been the tort action of deceit for fraud 
and the only contract action has been for breach of a warranty, express or implied. 
This remains the generally accepted view. A few courts in recent years have 
permitted either a tort action for negligence or one in strict liability. Usually, the 
reason for so doing has been to escape the requirement of privity of contract as a 
prerequisite to recovery on a warranty theory. But the elimination of this 
requirement for recovery on a contract-warranty theory would seem to constitute 
the more satisfactory technique." 
Tusch, 113 Idaho at 50 n.8, 740 P.2d at 1035 n.8 (quoting Prosser & Keeton, The Law of Torts, 
§ 101 (5th ed. 1984) (footnotes omitted)). The court characterized this treatise as "respected 
authority" and indisputably followed its recommendation. Id. 
2 
The Idaho Supreme Court recently characterized as "dicta" some of this language from Tusch. 
Am. W Enters., Inc. v. CNH, LLC, 155 Idaho 746,751,316 P.3d 662,667 (2013). But, in doing 
so, the court did not call into question the proposition for which Tusch is cited here: that 
warranty claims sound in contract, not in tort. 
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In support of their respective positions, Kirk and Petrus cite out-of-state cases addressed 
to whether claims for breach of the implied warranty of habitability sound in contract or in tort. 
There is no need to analyze those cases in discerning Idaho's law on the point. Under Tusch, 
Petrus's claim for breach of the implied warranty of habitability sounds in contract.
3 
Hence, 
Petrus's claim is subject to section 5-241(b)'s completion-of-construction accrual rule and to 
section 5-21 ?'s four year limitations period. Under those statutes, the claim is time-barred. Kirk 
therefore is entitled to summary judgment against Count VI. 
B. Gentry 
Gentry seeks summary judgment on all seven claims-Counts I through VII-asserted 
against her. During the summary-judgment hearing, Petrus acceded to the entry of summary 
judgment on Counts II, VI, and VII. Accordingly, summary judgment is entered for Gentry on 
those counts. Counts I, III, IV, and V remain to be addressed. Count I alleges Gentry violated 
the Idaho Property Condition Disclosure Act by failing to disclose any problems with the home's 
French doors on the RE-25 Seller's Property Condition Disclosure Form. Count III alleges 
Gentry committed fraud by failing to disclose those problems. Count IV alleges Gentry 
breached the PSA-the agreement under which Petrus purchased the home from her-by failing 
to disclose those problems. Finally, Count V alleges that the same failure of disclosure was a 
breach the covenant of good faith and fair dealing that is implied by law into the PSA. 
l,_ Count I: violation of Property Condition Disclosure Act 
The Court begins with Count I. The Idaho Property Condition Disclosure Act required 
Gentry, as a seller of residential real property, to "complete all applicable items in a property 
3 
If that claim instead sounded in tort, it seemingly would be analogous to a claim for negligent 
construction-a more apt analogy to some other tort isn't immediately apparent-and therefore 
would be barred by the "economic loss rule" in any event. 
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disclosure form." LC. § 55-2504. An appropriate disclosure form is set forth in LC. § 55-2508. 
The RE-25 Seller's Property Condition Disclosure Form completed by Gentry and provided to 
Petrus (Pittenger Aff. Ex. 2) is substantially the same as the section 55-2508 exemplar. The 
exemplar is designed, and any permissible alternative form also must be designed, to facilitate 
disclosure of "material matters relating to the physical condition of the property to be transferred 
including, but not limited to, ... the condition of the structure of the property including the roof, 
foundation, walls and floors .... " LC. § 55-2506 ( emphasis added). As the form must recite, 
the disclosure required is only of matters "actually known" by the seller. LC.§ 55-2507(1). 
Indeed, the seller is not liable for failing to disclose conditions "not within the [seller's] personal 
knowledge." LC.§ 55-2511(1); Lindberg v. Roseth, 137 Idaho 222,229, 46 P.3d 518,525 
(2002). Although the seller must complete the form in good faith, meaning "honesty in fact," 
LC.§ 55-2516, the seller does not warrant the absence of undisclosed conditions. LC.§ 55-
2507(3). Accordingly, the form Gentry provided to Petrus says it "is not a warranty of any kind 
by the SELLER" but instead contains "the representations of the SELLER regarding the 
condition of the property." (Pittenger Aff. Ex. 2 at 1, 4.) Gentry is, however, liable for any 
damages Petrus suffered because of any willful or negligent failure on her part to make legally 
required disclosures. See LC. § 55-2517. 
With respect to Count I, the dispute between Gentry and Petrus is whether Gentry was 
required to include on the form a disclosure about the home's French doors. It bears noting that 
Petrus isn't contending Gentry knew about, and therefore was required to disclose, the extensive 
dry rot from which the home evidently suffered. Instead, Petrus contends Gentry knew, and was 
required to disclose, that the French doors sometimes took on moisture and did not operate 
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properly. Had Petrus known as much, the argument goes, Petrus would have investigated and 
discovered the dry rot before closing the purchase. 
In any event, Petrus says a disclosure about the French doors should have been made in 
two different places on the form. (Pis.' Opp'n Gentry's Mot. Summ. J. 18-19.) One was in 
response a question asking whether there has been "any water intrusion or moisture related 
damage to any portion of the property." (Pittenger Aff. Ex. 2 at 2.) Gentry answered "No." 
(Pittenger Aff. Ex. 2 at 2.) The other was in response to the form's "catch-all" requirement that 
the seller "list any other existing problems that you know of concerning the property ... that are 
not already listed." (Pittenger Aff. Ex. 2 at 3.) There, Gentry made no disclosure. (Pittenger 
Aff. Ex. 2 at 3.) 
Beginning with the former, the Court concludes the record demonstrates that there is a 
genuine factual dispute about whether Gentry knew of any "water intrusion or moisture related 
damage" to the property. The strongest evidence Petrus has in that regard is Gentry's e-mail of 
June 19, 2012-two months after the closing-to Michael Wood, her real-estate agent.
4 
Wood 
had e-mailed her to relay some questions Petrus had about the French doors, which reportedly 
had malfunctioned. (Foster Deel. filed June 12, 2016, Ex. 13.) Gentry's response stated that 
"[t]he doors sometimes stick after the winter. If you keep them locked, they will dry out and 
4 
Petrus also offers evidence of statements allegedly made by Wood to Edmund Petrus, to the 
effect that Gentry had told Wood about continual problems with the French doors, including that 
they usually could not be locked. (Petrus Deel. filed June 12, 2016, 116.) Gentry objects to 
these statements as hearsay. Petrus contends they are non-hearsay admissions of a party-
opponent under I.R.E. 801(d)(2)(D). For them to so qualify, Wood must have made the 
statements as Gentry's agent. Because the statements need not be considered in deciding 
Gentry's motion for summary judgment, the Court will not resolve this dispute. If the statements 
are offered through Edmund Petrus at trial, it will be Petrus's burden to lay the requisite 
foundation for fitting these statements within Rule 801(d)(2)(D). From the evidence and 
arguments presented so far, the Court is skeptical Petrus can do so. 
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function again." (Id.) This e-mail plainly suggests Gentry believed the French doors seasonally 
took on at least some water or moisture, causing them not to work until they dried out after the 
weather changed. Her use of the term "dry out" is consistent with water or moisture intrusion 
affecting the French doors, and her use of the phrase "function again" is suggestive that the 
French doors were not merely "sticky" (meaning that they did not open and close smoothly) but 
instead seasonally were inoperable. Thus, the e-mail is evidence that Gentry had personal 
knowledge that water or moisture seasonally caused the French doors not to work. A reasonable 
jury seemingly could conclude, on that basis, that Gentry should have answered the question 
"Yes" rather than "No." 
In that regard, the Court notes that one might infer from the tenor of Gentry's e-mail that 
this seasonal problem with the French doors was insignificant to her. Assuming that to be the 
case, the problem's insignificance to Gentry is not dispositive of whether disclosure was 
required. The Idaho Property Condition Disclosure Act is intended to ensure disclosure of 
"material" conditions affecting property to be sold. LC. § 55-2506. The seller is not the arbiter 
of a condition's materiality. A matter's materiality is determined either objectively, by whether a 
reasonable person would attach importance to it, or subjectively, by whether the person in 
Gentry's position should know the person in Petrus's position attaches importance to it. James v. 
Mercea, 152 Idaho 914,919,277 P.3d 361,366 (2012); Restatement (Second) of Torts§ 538(2) 
(1977). The Court cannot conclude as a matter oflaw that a reasonable person would regard 
seasonal inoperability of the French doors as immaterial. As already noted, the Idaho Property 
Condition Disclosure Act imposes liability for damages resulting from either willful or negligent 
failures to make legally required disclosures. LC. § 55-2517. A subjective belief on Gentry's 
part that the problem with the French doors was not material may tend to negate the notion that a 
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willful disclosure violation occurred. It has a lesser tendency to negate the notion that a 
negligent disclosure violation occurred, as arguably she should have realized that the problem 
might be material to a buyer even if insignificant to her. 
On much the same analysis, the Court concludes that there is also a genuine factual 
dispute about whether Gentry was required to disclose the problem with the French doors in 
response to the form's "catch-all" requirement to list any other known problems with the 
property. The e-mail is evidence that Gentry knew the French doors were seasonally inoperable. 
While seasonal stickiness seemingly is immaterial and would not have to be disclosed, seasonal 
inoperability cannot be deemed immaterial as a matter of law. 
Having concluded that there is a genuine factual dispute about whether disclosure was 
required by law, the Court must consider Gentry's next argument: that, even if there were a 
disclosure violation, Petrus agreed to hold Gentry harmless for the damages allegedly resulting 
from it. That argument is based on the PSA's section 12, which provides as follows: 
12. MOLD DISCLAIMER: BUYER is hereby advised that mold and/or 
other microorganisms may exist at the Property. Upon closing BUYER 
acknowledges and agrees to accept full responsibility and risk for any matters that 
may result from mold and/or other microorganisms and to hold SELLER ... 
hannless from any liability or damages (financial or otherwise) relating to such 
matters. 
(Pittenger Aff. Ex. 1 § 12 ( emphasis omitted).) Petrus contends the home he purchased from 
Gentry suffered from extensive dry rot. (Value Deel. 17.) Gentry doesn't dispute that 
\ 
assessment. To the contrary, she embraces it, contending dry rot is caused by mold or other 
microorganisms, bringing Petrus' s claimed damages within the ambit of section 12. 
The fundamental problem with Gentry's argument is the absence of evidence that dry rot 
in fact is caused by mold or other microorganism. While that may indeed be true, it is not 
established as a matter of law by the record in this case. Gentry has not offered expert testimony 
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or other admissible evidence as to what causes dry rot,5 either as a general matter or in the 
instance of this particular home. Instead of evidence, Gentry relies on a dictionary definition of 
the term "dry rot," which indicates that it is caused by a fungus, as well as a dictionary definition 
of the term "microorganism," which indicates that "some fungi" are microorganisms. (Mem. 
Supp. Gentry's Mot. Summ. J. 14 n.58-59.) These definitions do not establish that the particular 
fungus species that cause dry rot are microorganisms. 
Perhaps concerned about shortcomings in her evidence on the point, Gentry points to the 
declaration of Petrus's expert witness, Beau Value. He says dry rot is "caused by exposure to 
moisture or fungus" and that "mold is a growth of fungus." (Value Deel. ,r,r 14-15.) The first of 
these statements is at least partly consistent with Gentry's dictionary definition of "dry rot." But 
both statements, taken together, fall well short of proof as a matter of law that dry rot is 
invariably caused by mold or other microorganisms. They suggest ( correctly or not) that dry rot 
is sometimes, but not always, caused by fungus. And, while they might be taken to suggest that 
mold is a type of fungus, they do so without demonstrating that mold is the only type of fungus 
that causes dry rot. Thus, Value's declaration does not help Gentry across the finish line. 
For these reasons, summary judgment on Count I is denied. 
Count III: fraud 
In Count III, Petrus claims that Gentry committed fraud in the sale of her home to him. 
That claim's elements are as follows: "(l) a statement or a representation of fact; (2) its falsity; 
(3) its materiality; (4) the speaker's knowledge of its falsity; (5) the speaker's intent that there be 
reliance; (6) the hearer's ignorance of the falsity of the statement; (7) reliance by the hearer; (8) 
5 
The reply affidavit of Gentry's counsel includes three printouts oflntemet articles that attribute 
dry rot, at least in some instances, to a mold species called serpula lacrymans. (Millemann Aff. 
filed June 17, 2016, Exs. 2-4.) These articles are hearsay. They will not be considered. 
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justifiable reliance; and (9) resultant injury." Lindberg, 137 Idaho at 226, 46 P.3d at 522. In her 
opening memorandum, Gentry contended Petrus cannot prove the fourth element: that she 
knowingly made false representations to Petrus or, alternatively, that she knowingly failed to 
disclose matters she had a duty to disclose. 
6 
(Mem. Supp. Gentry's Mot. Summ. J. 16-18.) 
In analyzing Count I above, the Court concluded that there is evidence Gentry knew and 
had a duty to disclose to Petrus, but did not disclose to him, that on a seasonal basis water or 
moisture caused the home's French doors not to work. This is the same evidence Petrus points to 
in an effort to keep his fraud claim alive for trial. (Pls.' Opp'n Gentry's Mot. Summ. J. 23-25.) 
This evidence is sufficient to demonstrate the existence of a genuine factual dispute as to the 
fourth element, insofar as Petrus is proceeding with his fraud claim on the theory that Gentry 
fraudulently failed to disclose to Petrus that water or moisture caused the home's French doors 
not to work. Summary judgment on Count III is denied to the extent Petrus is pursuing that 
particular fraud theory. 
Count III was pleaded much more broadly than that. (See Second Am. Compl. ,r,r 34-45.) 
Henceforth, it is limited to that particular fraud theory. That is because, in opposing Gentry's 
motion for summary judgment on Count III, Petrus points to no evidence of other intentional 
failures to disclose or intentional misrepresentations on her part. Count Ill's broader allegations 
are unsubstantiated and therefore do not survive for trial. Summary judgment on Count III is 
granted to the extent Petrus's theory is anything other than that Gentry fraudulently failed to 
disclose to Petrus that water or moisture caused the home's French doors not to work. 
6 
Of course, fraud may be established not only by affirmative misrepresentations, but also by 
silence when there is a duty to speak. E.g., James, 152 Idaho at 918,277 P.3d at 365. 
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1. Count IV: breach of the PSA's express terms 
Turning to Count IV, Petrus claims Gentry's failure to disclose alleged problems with the 
home's French doors was a breach of the PSA's express terms. The PSA's section 14 is the 
provision Gentry allegedly breached. (Pls.' Opp'n Gentry's Mot. Summ. J. 19-20.) Section 14 
provides as follows: 
14. SELLER'S PROPERTY CONDITION DISCLOSURE FORM: If 
required by Title 55, Chapter 25 Idaho Code SELLER shall within ten (10) 
calendar days after execution of this Agreement provide to BUYER or BUYER's 
agent, "Seller's Property Condition Disclosure Form" or other acceptable form .... 
(Pittenger Af£ Ex. 1 § 14 (emphasis omitted).) Gentry performed this obligation by providing 
the RE-25 Seller's Property Condition Disclosure Form to Petrus. (Pittenger Aff. Ex. 2.) 
Petrus's dispute with Gentry is not that she failed to provide the form, but instead that the form's 
content was inadequate in that the alleged problems with the home's French doors were not 
disclosed. Section 14, however, does not regulate the form's content. It simply requires the 
form to be provided, which it undisputedly was. Consequently, there is no evidentiary support 
for the proposition that Gentry breached section 14, even assuming the form she provided did 
not, as Petrus contends, make all appropriate disclosures. Summary judgment on Count IV is 
warranted for this reason. 
Moreover, even assuming section 14 incorporates the RE-25 Seller's Property Condition 
Disclosure Form into the PSA, as Gentry contends, the form states that it "is not a warranty of 
any kind by the SELLER" and that "SELLER in no way warrants or guarantees the above 
information regarding the property." (Pittenger Aff Ex. 2 at 1, 4.) Instead, the form merely 
contains "the representations of the SELLER regarding the condition of the property." (Pittenger 
Aff. Ex. 2 at 4.) Thus, the form distinguishes between "warranties" and "representations" and 
says that Gentry's statements on the form are the latter, not the former. Were Gentry's 
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statements on the form "warranties," a failure of those statements to be true would be actionable 
in contract as a breach of warranty. See, e.g., Lewis v. CEDU Educ. Servs., Inc., 135 Idaho 139, 
145, 15 P.3d 1147, 1153 (2000) ("[B]reach of express warranty sounds in contract."). Since 
those statements instead are "representations," their failure to be true would make them 
misrepresentations. As misrepresentations that allegedly played a role in Petrus's decision to 
close the purchase of Gentry's home, they could be actionable in tort on a fraud theory ( as Petrus 
claims they are in Count III), but they are not actionable as a breach of contract because their 
correctness was not warranted or guaranteed as a term of the PSA. Thus, it appears to the Court 
that Petrus is, in this instance, impermissibly attempting to pursue on a contract theory what is, in 
substance, an alleged tort. This is another reason summary judgment is warranted on Count IV. 
4. Count V: breach of the PSA's implied terms 
That brings the Court to Count V, which accuses Gentry of breaching the covenant of 
good faith and fair dealing that is implied by law into the PSA. Here as well, the alleged breach 
lies in the content of the RE-25 Seller's Property Condition Disclosure Form; Petrus contends the 
form was inadequate because it did not disclose problems with the home's French doors. The 
Court has just given two reasons for entering summary judgment against the similar Count IV. If 
Idaho law required Gentry to disclose on the form the problems with the French doors, those 
reasons do not extend to Count V. A reasonable jury could find that good-faith performance of 
Gentry's obligations under the PSA's section 14 entailed providing to Petrus a form that 
discloses all conditions Idaho law required to be disclosed on the form. Summary judgment on 
Count V therefore is denied. 
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C. Batchelor 
Counts XI and XII of Petrus's complaint are asserted against Petrus's real-estate agent, 
Batchelor. The claim in Count XI is that Batchelor was negligent in recommending McKenna as 
the home inspector. And in Count XII, the claim is that Batchelor violated the Idaho Consumer 
Protection Act by allegedly misrepresenting that McKenna was qualified to perform a proper 
home inspection. Batchelor seeks summary judgment against these two claims. Petrus, 
however, seeks to amend his existing complaint to, among other things, add two new claims 
against Batchelor: (i) Count XIII, for violation of the Brokerage Representation Act; and (ii) 
Count XIV, for negligence per se. These proposed new claims are based on the notion that 
Batchelor was responsible for locking the home after the final walkthrough before Petrus closed 
the purchase and, in doing so, should have discovered that the French doors did not close and 
lock properly. The Court first addresses Batchelor's motion for summary judgment and then 
turns to Petrus's motion to amend. 
Batchelor's motion for summary judgment 
In analyzing Batchelor' s motion for summary judgment, the Court begins with an 
artificial dispute between the parties as to whether a representation agreement was signed for 
Batchelor to serve as Petrus's real-estate agent. During his deposition, Kevin Batchelor testified 
that a representation agreement was signed. (Collaer Aff. filed May 13, 2016, Ex. 2.) Likewise, 
during his deposition, Edmond Petrus testified that a representation agreement was in place. 
(Collaer Aff. filed May 13, 2016, Ex. 1 at 194:13-16.) But when Batchelor's counsel showed 
Edmond Petrus the document Batchelor contended to be the representation agreement, he 
hedged, saying that the initials and the signature on the document did not appear to be his. 
(Collaer Aff. filed May 13, 2016, Ex. 1 at 194:20- 195:25.) 
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In his moving papers, Batchelor tried to make hay out of Petrus's hedging. Without a 
written representation agreement, Petrus would have been a mere "customer" owed a lesser 
quantum of duties under the Brokerage Representation Act than are owed to a full-fledged 
"client" with a written representation agreement. Compare LC. § 54-2086 (listing duties owed to 
"customers") with LC. § 54-2087 (listing duties owed to "clients"). Realizing as much, 
Batchelor argued that Petrus had disavowed the representation agreement and therefore was 
stuck with the Brokerage Representation Act's lesser set of protections. 
In response, Edmond Petrus filed a declaration in which he essentially admitted he was 
mistaken during his deposition. (Petrus Deel. filed June 12, 2016, ,r,r 2-3.) He unequivocally 
stated he had signed a representation agreement with Batchelor, and he attached a copy of it to 
his declaration. (Petrus Deel. filed June 12, 2016, ,r 3 & Ex. 1.) It is the same document he was 
shown by Batchelor's counsel during his deposition. (Compare Petrus Deel. filed June 12, 2016, 
Ex. 1 with Collaer Aff. filed May 13, 2016, Ex. 1 at Ex. 27.) 
Accordingly, the record makes perfectly clear that the representation agreement attached 
to Edmond Petrus's declaration was signed by Kevin Batchelor and Edmond Petrus. Batchelor's 
opportunism notwithstanding, there is no genuine factual dispute on that point. That means 
Petrus was a "client," and not a mere "customer," under the Brokerage Representation Act. See 
LC. § 54-2083(5). Batchelor's arguments for summary judgment, to the extent based on Petrus's 
supposed "customer" status, are rejected. 
Because Petrus was a "client/' Batchelor owed Petrus the obligation to perform the duties 
set forth in LC. § 54-2087. Among them is the duty "[t]o exercise reasonable skill and care." 
LC. § 54-2087(2). That is the duty at issue in Count XI-Petrus's negligence claim. Petrus 
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claims Batchelor breached that duty by negligently recommending McKenna as the home 
inspector. (See Second Am. Compl. ,i,i 108-110.) 
Batchelor says this claim fails because the Brokerage Representation Act does not require 
real-estate agents to investigate the backgrounds of the service providers, such as home 
inspectors, they recommend to their clients. In fact, the Brokerage Representation Act imposes 
no duty on real-estate agents to recommend particular service providers at all; the duty it imposes 
is "when appropriate, [to] advis[ e] the client to obtain professional inspections of the property or 
to seek appropriate tax, legal and other professional advice or counsel." LC. § 54-2087( 4 )( d). 
This is a duty to tell the client when professional assistance should be sought, not a duty to 
recommend the particular service providers from which it should be sought. A real-estate agent 
who takes the unrequired step of recommending a particular service provider does so subject to 
the general statutory duty to exercise reasonable skill and care. For that reason, summary 
judgment cannot be granted against Count XI on Batchelor's theory that real-estate agents have 
no duty to know anything whatsoever about the particular service providers they choose to 
recommend to their clients. 
The next challenge to Count XI is the notion that any negligence on Batchelor's part was 
not a proximate cause of Petrus' s damages. More particularly, the argument is that Batchelor' s 
negligence, if any, did not proximately cause those damages because it merely set the stage for 
McKenna's negligence, which more directly caused the damages. "[T]rue proximate cause 
focuses on whether legal policy supports responsibility being extended to the consequences of 
conduct. ... That is, whether it was reasonably foreseeable that such harm would flow from the 
negligent conduct." Cramer v. Slater, 146 Idaho 868,875,204 P.3d 508,515 (2009) (quotation 
marks and citations omitted). Proximate causation is almost always an issue for the jury to 
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decide. Id. Batchelor's argument is problematic because Petrus's negligence theory is one of 
negligent referral, and it is easily foreseeable that an alleged failure to use reasonable skill and 
care in recommending a home inspector would result in an incompetently performed inspection. 
Summary judgment therefore cannot be granted on this basis. 
Another challenge to Count XI ( and, for that matter, to Count XII) is based on section 12 
of the PSA between Petrus and Gentry. Batchelor argues that, under the PSA's section 12, 
Petrus assumed the risk of problems with mold or other microorganisms, which Batchelor says 
were to blame for the home's dry rot It is unclear to the Court exactly how Batchelor is entitled 
to invoke a provision of the PSA-an agreement to which he is not a party-as a bar to claims 
against him. Even assuming Batchelor may do so, however, he is not entitled to summary 
judgment on this basis. As already explained in this decision's section III(B)(l), which 
addresses Gentry's motion for summary judgment, the evidence falls short of establishing as a 
matter of law that Petrus' s claimed damages stem from mold or other microorganisms. 
Batchelor's final challenge to Count XI is that Petrus released the claim embodied in 
Count XI through the representation agreement's section 4. Section 4 provides as follows: 
4. TRANSACTION RELATED SERVICES DISCLAIMER: BUYER 
understands that Broker is qualified to advise BUYER on general matters 
concerning real estate, but is not an expert in matters of law, tax, financing, 
surveying, structural conditions, property inspections, hazardous materials, or 
engineering. BUYER acknowledges that Broker advises BUYER to seek expert 
assistance for advice on such matters. Broker cannot warrant the condition of 
property to be acquired, or guarantee that all material facts are disclosed by the 
Seller. Broker will not investigate the condition of any property including 
without limitation the status of permits, zoning, location of property lines, square 
footage, possible loss of views and/or compliance of the property with applicable 
laws, codes or ordinances and BUYER must satisfy themself [sic] concerning 
these issues by obtaining the appropriate expert advice. The Broker or Broker's 
agent may, during the course of the transaction, identify individuals or entities 
who perform services including BUT NOT LIMITED TO the following; home 
inspections .... The BUYER understands that the identification of service 
providers is solely for BUYER'S convenience and that the Broker and its agent 
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are not guaranteeing or assuring that the service provider will perform its duties in 
accordance with the BUYER'S expectations. BUYER has the right to make 
arrangements with any entity BUYER chooses to provide these services. BUYER 
hereby releases and holds harmless the Broker and Broker's agent from any 
claims by the BUYER that service providers breached their agreement, were 
negligent, misrepresented information, or otherwise failed to perform in 
accordance with the BUYER'S expectations . ... 
(Petrus Deel. filed June 12, 2016, Ex. 1 § 4 (italics added) (holding and underscoring in 
original).) The concluding sentence of section 4, if it alone governed here, would result in a 
release of the claim embodied in Count XL But, along with the other duties for which section 
54-2087 provides, the duty to exercise reasonable skill and care is "mandatory and may not be 
waived or abrogated, either unilaterally or by agreement." LC. § 54-2087(8). For that reason, 
section 4 cannot be construed to bar a claim that, like Count XI, is based on a breach of the 
statutory duty to exercise reasonable skill and care. 
For all of these reasons, summary judgment is denied as to Count XL 
The Court now turns to Count XII-Petrus' s claim for breach of the Idaho Consumer 
Protection Act. While the representation agreement's section 4 does not bar Count XI, it does 
bar Count XII. Generally speaking, persons have freedom of contract, including the freedom to 
contract away legal rights and remedies. E.g., Steiner Corp. v. Am. Dist. Tel., 106 Idaho 787, 
791, 683 P.2d 435,439 (1984). Although exculpatory clauses are disfavored and are construed 
against the party relying on them, especially if that party prepared the agreement that contains 
the clause, "a party may eliminate or restrict its liability under a contract if the language is 
unambiguous as to the nature of the excused liability." Boise Mode, 154 Idaho at 107,294 P.3d 
at 1119. Language is unambiguous if it isn't subject to more than one reasonable interpretation. 
See, e.g., id. Under section 4, Petrus unambiguously agreed that Batchelor might recommend a 
home inspector as a courtesy to Petrus, but whom to hire was Petrus's decision and Batchelor 
would take no responsibility for whether the home inspector's work lived up to Petrus's 
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expectations. More importantly, Petrus unambiguously agreed not to pursue any claims against 
Batchelor arising from the notion that any home inspector recommended by Batchelor failed to 
perform in accordance with its contract with Petrus, performed its work negligently, made 
misrepresentations to Petrus, or otherwise failed to live up to Petrus's expectations. Count XII is 
exactly that sort of claim. 
Indeed, McKenna's negligence is integral to Count XII. A factual premise of Count XII 
is that McKenna "failed to perform a professional and thorough home inspection, failed to 
disclose the true, defective condition of the [home], [and] failed to thoroughly inspect the 
[home's French doors]." (Second Am. Compl. ,r 117.) Count XII's other major factual premise 
is that Batchelor misrepresented McKenna's qualifications, resulting in McKenna's hiring, which 
set the stage for his allegedly incompetent work and, in that way, contributed to Petrus's 
damages. (Second Am. Compl. ,r,r 116, 118, 120.) Let us assume for the moment that the proof 
at trial will show that McKenna performed his work competently. On that assumption, Petrus 
could not possibly prove Count XII; Batchelor cannot be liable to Petrus for recommending a 
home inspector who performed a competent inspection, even if Batchelor misstated the home 
inspector's qualifications. That is because a theoretically ''bad" recommendation would have 
caused Petrus no harm if the result turned out to be a competent inspection.
7 
The need to discern 
whether Batchelor made a "bad" recommendation arises only if the inspection were 
incompetent-in other words, if McKenna were negligent, as Petrus alleges. Only in that event 
might Batchelor's alleged misrepresentations about McKenna's qualifications be consequential. 
7 
Indeed, Petrus says "[t]he legal question is ... whether, at the time Batchelor selected and 
referred McKenna, it was reasonably foreseeable that Batchelor's negligence of selecting an 
incompetent and uninsured home inspector could result in a negligent home inspection." (Pls.' 
Opp'n Batchelor's Mot. Summ. J. 18.) 
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This shows that negligence on McKenna's part is essential to Count XII. But Petrus agreed, in 
section 4 of the representation agreement, to release Batchelor and hold Batchelor harmless from 
claims that are based on McKenna's negligence. Since Count XII is not premised on alleged 
violations of duties imposed by the Brokerage Representation Act, there is no apparent legal bar 
to giving effect to the representation agreement's section 4 in the context of Count XII, as there 
is in the context of Count XI. Thus, summary judgment is entered against Count XII. 
2. Motion to amend complaint 
Petrus moves to amend the complaint to assert new claims against Batchelor for violation 
of the Brokerage Representation Act and for negligence per se, as well as to broaden the two 
already-asserted claims against Batchelor (which are addressed above). The main thrust of the 
proposed amendments is that Batchelor, ostensibly having had responsibility for locking the 
home after the final walkthrough before Petrus closed the purchase, should have discovered that 
the French doors did not close and lock properly and is liable for failing to do so. 
Edmond Petrus apparently has known all along that Batchelor participated in the 
walkthrough, but he says that questioning during his March 2016 deposition made him want to 
investigate the walkthrough. (Petrus Deel. filed May 17, 2016, ,MJ 2-3.) And he says that in 
April 2016 he learned that Batchelor took responsibility for locking the home at the end of the 
walkthrough. (Petrus Deel. filed May 17, 2016, ,r 4.) Petrus then proceeded to file his motion to 
amend on May 17, 2016. During those two months from the deposition to the motion's filing, 
the trial date was rapidly approaching. It is entirely unclear why that process took two months, 
especially at a late stage oflitigation, when time was growing more precious by the day. And it 
is equally unclear why this new theory ofliability was not conceived and investigated much 
earlier in the course of the litigation. Petrus has not so much as suggested that Batchelor 
somehow hid the ball, preventing him from learning the relevant facts at an earlier date. 
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The timing of the motion is no small matter. Trial is set to begin on August 16, 2016. 
Petrus's motion was filed only three months before the trial date, just as the deadline for filing 
motions for summary judgment was arriving and only about a month before the discovery 
deadline. (Scheduling Order 113, 4(B).) The scheduling order that governs this action was 
entered on March 12, 2015.
8 
It set a deadline for motions to amend the pleadings. Those 
motions were due within 120 days after the date the scheduling order was entered. (Scheduling 
Order 14(A).) Thus, the deadline for motions to amend the pleadings came and went in July 
2015. The purpose of a reasonably early deadline for motions to amend the pleadings is to fix 
the claims and defenses that are being litigated before the major litigation deadlines arrive, so 
that the litigation can proceed in an orderly way and the trial date can be maintained. 
Petrus plainly was aware of this deadline, having filed a timely prior motion to bring 
Batchelor-who wasn't an original defendant-into this action in the first place. This motion, 
though, missed the deadline by ten months. That lapse of time isn't harmless. It impedes 
Batchelor from having a full and fair opportunity to defend against the new theories ofliability, 
as there was essentially no time for him to conduct discovery or seek summary judgment on 
them. That opportunity, to which Batchelor is entitled, cannot be extended without vacating the 
trial date. But there is no compelling reason to vacate the trial date. This action will have been 
on file for two years and five months when the existing trial date arrives. The parties have had 
plenty of time to develop their claims and defenses and prepare to present them at trial. The time 
for revisiting those basic litigation parameters has passed. 
Having missed the scheduling order's deadline for motions to amend the pleadings, 
Petrus must show "good cause" for amending the scheduling order in order to allow an 
8 
The trial and pretrial conference dates set in the scheduling order were later reset. 
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otherwise-untimely pleadings amendment. See I.R.C.P. 16(a)(3); Silver Creek, 136 Idaho at 882, 
42 P.3d at 675. As already noted, whether "good cause" has been shown is a matter of 
discretion. E.g., Camp, 137 Idaho at 859, 55 P.3d at 313. For the reasons already noted, the 
Court determines in its discretion that Petrus has not shown "good cause." His motion to amend 
his complaint therefore is denied.
9 
Accordingly, 
IT IS ORDERED that the motions of Kirk, Gentry, and Batchelor to extend the 
scheduling order's deadline for summary-judgment hearings by one court day from June 17 to 
June 20 of 2016 are granted. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that Kirk's motion for summary judgment is granted. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that Batchelor's motion for summary judgment is granted 
as to Count XI but is denied as to Count XII. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that Petrus's motion to amend the complaint to assert 
additional claims against Batchelor is denied. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that Gentry's motion for summary judgment is granted as 
to Counts II, IV, VI, and VII and denied as to Counts I and V. Additionally, that motion is 
granted in part and denied in part as to Count III. Petrus may proceed to trial on Count III only 
9 
Alternatively, even if Rule 16(a)(3)'s "good cause" standard did not apply here, the Court 
would deny the motion under Rule 15(a)(2). Rule 15(a)(2) counsels liberality in granting 
permission to amend pleadings, but it does not require granting leave to amend when there is 
undue delay in seeking leave to amend. E.g., Maroun, 141 Idaho at 612, 114 P .3d at 982, 
abrogated on other grounds, Wandering Trails, 156 Idaho at 591,329 P.3d at 373. Petrus's 
delay is undue. Petrus waited until shortly before trial to investigate a subject that could have 
been investigated much earlier, even before bringing Batchelor into this litigation in July 2015. 
And even after deciding to investigate, Petrus did not act promptly enough, in light of the fast-
approaching trial date, in seeking leave to amend. 
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on the theory that Gentry fraudulently failed to disclose to Petrus that water or moisture caused 
the home's French doors not to work. 
~"' Dated this _J_ day of July, 2016. 
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NOV 1 5 2016 
Case No ___ lnst. No ., , , 
Filed A. M, ', 5' J;;;, P.M 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF VALLEY 
PETRUS FAMILY TRUST DATED MAY 1, 
1991, and EDMOND A. PETRUS, JR., 
individually and as Co-Trustee of the Petrus 
Family Trust Dated May 1, 1991, 
Plaintiffs, 
vs. 
NANCY GENTRY-BOYD; CHRIS KIRK 
d/b/a KIRK ENTERPRISES; TODD 
MCKENNA d/b/a HOMECRAFT HOME 
INSPECTIONS; RE/MAX RESORT 
REALTY; KEVIN BATCHELOR; and 
DOES 1-4, 
Defendants. 
Case No. CV-2014-71-C 
ORDER 
Plaintiff Petrus Family Trust Dated May 1, 1991 and its co-trustee Plaintiff Edmond A. 
Petrus, Jr. (collectively, "Petrus") bought a home from Defendant Nancy Gentry-Boyd 
("Gentry") in 2012. Defendant Chris Kirk d/b/a Kirk Enterprises ("Kirk") had built the home for 
Gentry seven years earlier. Defendant Todd McKenna d/b/a Homecraft Home Inspections 
("McKenna") inspected the home for Petrus as part of that transaction. He was recommended to 
Petrus by Petrus's real-estate agents, Defendants ReMax Resort Realty and Kevin Batchelor 
(collectively, "Batchelor'l Despite McKenna's pre-closing inspection, Petrus discovered after 
closing the transaction that the home suffered from extensive dry rot. 
ORDER- I 
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In this action, Petrus sued Gentry for not disclosing alleged problems with the home's 
French doors. Petrus says that, had she disclosed those problems, the water intrusion that caused 
the dry rot would have been discovered before the closing. Petrus also sued McKenna for failing 
to discover either the problems with the f'rench doors or the water intrusion during the 
inspection. Petrus sued Batchelor for recommending McKenna. Finally, Petrus sued Kirk for 
allegedly building the home in a way that allowed the water intrusion to happen. 
Trial was set to begin on August 16, 2016. On July 7, 2016, the Court granted summary 
judgment to Kirk. Petrus's claims against the other defendants remained on for trial. About 
three weeks before trial, however, the Court was informed that Petrus and the other defendants 
had reached settlements. As a result, the Court agreed to vacate the August 16 trial date. Petrus 
subsequently stipulated to dismissal as to Gentry and McKenna. But no stipulation as to 
Batchelor has been forthcoming, despite that nearly four months have passed since the 
announcement of the settlement. 
Petrus is given until November 30, 2016, to present either (i) a stipulation for dismissal of 
Petrus's claims against Batchelor, or (ii) a status report explaining the delay in presenting one, 
describing the steps to be taken before one can be presented, and stating the timeframe within 
which those steps are expected to be taken. 
Additionally, the entry of final judgment in Kirk's favor shouldn't continue to await 
completion of the settlement documentation as to Batchelor. For that reason, a final judgment in 
Kirk's favor "'ill be entered under LR.C.P. 54(b) without further delay. 
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IT IS SO ORDERED. 
Dated this 1s»ciay of November, 2016. 
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NOV 1 5 2016 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF VALLEY 
PETRUS FAMILY TRUST DATED MAY 1, 
1991, and EDMOND A. PETRUS, JR., 
individually and as Co-Trustee of the Petrus 
Family Trust Dated May l, 1991, 
Plaintiffs, 
vs. 
NAL'iCY GENTRY-BOYD; CHRIS KIRK 
d/b/a KIRK ENTERPRISES; TODD 
MCKENNA d/b/a HOMECRAFT HOME 
INSPECTIONS; RE/MAX RESORT 
REALTY; KEVIN BATCHELOR; and 
DOES 1-4, 
De fondants. 
Case No. CV-2014-71-C 
JUDGMENT 
JUDGMENT IS ENTERED AS FOLLOWS: 
The claims of Plaintiff Petrus Family Trust Dated May l, 1991 and its co-trustee Plaintiff 
Edmond A. Petrus, Jr. (collectively, "Petrus") against Defendant Chris Kirk d/b/a Kirk 
Enterprises ("Kirk") are dismissed with prejudice. with no award of relief to Petrus. 
Dated this day of November, 2016. 
JUDGMENT- I 
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RULE 54(b) CERTIFICATE 
With respect to the issues detennined by the above partial judgment it is hereby 
CERTIFIED, in accordance with Rule 54(b), l.R.C.P., that the court has detennined that there is 
no just reason for delay of the entry of a final judgment and that the court has and does hereby 
direct that the above partial judgment is a final judgment upon which execution may issue and an 
appeal may be taken as provided by the Idaho Appellate Rules. 
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Alyson A. Foster (ISB #9719) NOV 2 8 2016 
Jason J. Rudd (ISB #9406) 
ANDERSEN SCHWARTZMAN 
WOODARD BRAILSFORD, PLLC 
10 t S. Capitol Blvd., Suite 1600 
Boise, Idaho 83702 
Case No.. __ --ilnst. No 
'-"'.'.""---
Telephone: (208) 342-4411 
Facsimile: (208) 342-4455 
aaf@aswhlaw.com 
jjr@aswblaw.com 
Attorneys for Plaintiffs 
Flied,, AM 5 : C() P.P! 
TN THE DISTRICT COURT OF 'fl-IE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF VALLEY 
PETRUS FAMILY lRUST DATED MAY 
1, 1991, and EDMOND A. PETRUS, JR., 
individually and as Co~ Trustee of the Pettus 
Family Trust Dated May 1, 1991, 
Plaintiffs. 
v. 
NANCY GENTRY-BOYD; CHRIS KIRK 
d/b/a KIRK ENTERPRISES; TODD 
MCKENNA d/b/a HOMECRAFT HOME 
INSPECTIONS;·RE/MAX RESORT 
REALTY; KEVIN BATCHELOR; aud 
DOES 1-4 
Defendants. 
Case No. CV-2014-71-C 
MOTION FOR RECONSIDERATION 
OF ORDER GRANTING SUMMARY 
JUDGMENT TO CHRIS KIRK D/B/A 
KIRK ENTERPRISES 
On July 26, 2016, this Court entered its Memorandum Decision and Order ("Order") in 
which, among other things, the Court granted Defendant Chris Kirk (d/b/a Kirk Enterprises•) 
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Pursuant to Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure l 1.2(b)(1), Plaintiffs file this Motion for 
Reconsideration of Order Granting Summary Judgment to Chris Kirk d/b/a Kirk Enterprises 
("Motion"). This Motion is supported by Plaintiffs' Memorandum in Support filed herewith. For 
the reasons set forth therein, Plaintiffs respectfully request that the Court reconsider its Order and 
rule that the statute of limitations does not ba.r Plaintiffs• claim for the implied warranty of 
habitability against Kirk. 
DATED this 281h day of November 2016. 
Respectfully submitted. 
ANDERSEN SCHWARTZMAN WOODARD 
BRAILSFORD. PLLC 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF VALLEY 
PETRUS FAMILY TRUST DATED MAY 
1, l 99 l, and EDMOND A. PETRUS, JR., 
individually and as Co-Trustee of the Petrus 
Family Tmst Dated May I, 1991, 
Plaintiffs, 
V. 
NANCY GENTRY-BOYD; CHRIS KIRK 
d/b/a KIRK ENTERPRISES; TODD 
MCKENNA d/b/a HOMECRAFT HOME 
INSPECTIONS; RE/MAX RESORT 
REALTY; KEVIN BATCHELOR; and 
DOES 1-4 
Defendants. 
Case No. CV-2014-71-C 
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF 
PLAINTIFFS' MOTION FOR 
RECONSIDERATION OF ORDER 
GRANTING SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
TO CHRIS KIRK D/B/ A KIRK 
ENTERPRISES 
On July 26, 2016, this Court entered its Memorandum Decision and Order ("Order") in 
which, among other things, the Court granted Defendant Chris Kirk d/b/a Kirk Enterprises' 
("Kirk's") Motion for Summary Judgment ("Motion"). This Court entered Judgment in Kirk's 
favor on November 15, 2016. 
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Pursuant to Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure l 1.2(b )(1 ), Plaintiffs respectfully request lhis 
Court reconsider its holding that the implied warranty of habitability is subject to the statute of 
limitations for actions in contract, and conclude instead that the statute of limitations has not 
expired for that claim against Defendant Kirk. Specifically, Plaintiffs request that the Court hold 
that (i) because the implied warranty or habitability claim is neither wholly a tort claim nor 
wholly a contract claim, it is subject to Idaho Code's "catchall" statute of limitations provision, 
§ 5-224; and (ii) an implied warranty of habitability ("IWH") claim does not accrue before the 
cause of action can be brought, i.e. until a remote purchaser has purchased the dwelling and 
latent defects have manifested, in accordance with Tusch and general principles of claim accrual 
under Idaho law. 
INTRODUCTION 
Plaintiffs brought a claim against Kirk for breach of the IWH (and other claims) for 
damages Plaintiffs suffered as a result of Kirk's failure to adhere to construction industry 
standards, and the Valley County building code, when building the residential dwelling at 2130 
Payette Drive, McCall, Idaho. As demonstrated in Plaintiffs' Opposition To Defendant Chris 
Kirk d/b/a Kirk Enterprises' Motion For Summary Judgment ("Opposition"), Plaintiffs 
purchased the home in 2013--approximately eight years after construction completed-and 
discovered extensive wood and structural rot around a set of French deck doors, the deck, 
and adjoining walls that resulted from construction defects in those areas. The rot occurred as 
a result of Kirk's faulty construction. First, Kirk framed the doors improperly and installed 
inadequate flashing underneath the doors; as a result, water did not drain properly away from the 
Doors and created a trough of water under the doors. (Opp. at 10.) Second, improperly sized 
flashing was used along the bottom of the exterior wall, which allowed water to rise up vertically 
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and seep through to the walls. (Id.) Third, the amount and placement of the moisture ban-ier 
along the wall was inadequate and below industry standards. (Jd.) All of this created a lack of 
waterproofing that allowed water to enter the structure and create rot. (Id.) In addition to being 
below industry standard, the flashing size and felt application violated the International 
Residential Code of 2003 then in effect, which required that flashing "be installed to prevent 
water from reentering lhe exterior wall envelope." (Id.) In addition, the Code required felt or 
material to overlap the lower layer not less than two inehes. (Id) Kirk did not comply with either 
the flashing code or the weather-resistant sheathing paper code. (Id.) 
On July 7, 2016, the Court entered a Memorandum Decision and Order granting Kirk's 
Motion on statute oflimitations grounds. The Court ruled that Plaintiffs' IWH claim accrued in 
or around 2005 upon completion of Kirk's construction of 2130 Payette Drive, McCall, Idaho 
(the "Property"). The Court concluded that the IWH claim is a contract action, not a tort action, 
and thus is su~ject to the accrual provision of§ 5-241 (b ). The Court interpreted Tusch to hold 
that the IWH claim is a contract action, and that Tusch simply eliminated the privity requirement 
so that a remote purchase may bring an JWH claim (and, correlatively, builders cannot avoid 
liability under the lWH with sham first sales). Thus, the Com1 concluded, any IWH claim 
expired in 2009-before Petrus purchased the home and before the latent defects manifested or 
caused damage. 
As set forth below, Plaintiffs respectfully request the Court reconsider this decision and 
deny Kirk's Motion. 
LEGAL STANDARD 
Rule l 1.2(b)(1) provides that "[a] motion to reconsider any order of the trial court entered 
before final judgment may be made at any time prior to or within 14 days after the entry of a 
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final judgment." Final judgment was entered with respect to claims against Kirk on November 
16, 2016, so this Motion is timely. 
On a motion for reconsideration, the court must consider any new admissible evidence or 
authority bearing on the correctness of an interlocutory order. Fragnella v. Petrovich, 153 Idaho 
266, 276 (2012). A party making a motion for reconsideration is permitted to present new 
evidence, but is not required to do so. Johnson v. Lambros, 143 Idaho 468 (Ct. App. 2006). The 
decision to grant or deny a request for reconsideration rests in the sound discretion of the trial 
court. Campbell v. Reagan, 144 Idaho 254,258 (2007). 
ARGUMENT 
1. The Court's Decision Conflicts with Tusc/1 
As a threshold matter, the Court's decision conflicts with the Idaho Supreme Court's 
decision in Tusch that an IWH claim does not require privity. In Tusch, the court abolished the 
requirement of privity that, historically, had been required for an IWH claim. In Salmon Rivers 
Sportsman Camps v. Cessna Aircraft Co., 97 Idaho 348, 353 (1975), the Idaho Supreme Court 
held that, where there is no privity, "liability to the consumer must be in tort and not in contract." 
The Salmon Rivers Court likewise indicated that an implied warranty claim accrues upon 
discovery of damage, per Tomita v. Johnson, 49 Idaho 643,290 P. 395, 396 (1930). As set forth 
in Plaintiffs' original Opposition at pp. I 4-18, the Supreme Court's decisions in Tusch, Salmon 
Rivers, and Tomita can best be unified by concluding that the IWH claim sounds more naturally 
in tort than contract, and that claims accrue upon discovery. In its Order, this Com1 does not 
address Salmon River's holding that, when privity is not required, a claim sounds in tort; nor 
does it address Salmon River's indication that an implied warranty claim may accrue upon 
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discovery, per Tomita. To avoid repetition, Plaintiffs will not reiterate their arguments here, and 
instead request the Court to reconsider those arguments. 
The Court also should reconsider the Tusch court's enunciation of the cause of action 
itself: "subsequent purchasers of residential dwellings, who suffer purely economic losses from 
latent defects manifesting themselves within a reasonable time, may maintain an action against 
the builder ( or builder-developer, as the case may be,) of the dwelling based upon the implied 
warranty of habitability despite the fact that no privity of contract exists between the two." 113 
Idaho at 50-51. Most pertinent to the issue of claim accrual, this central holding of Tusch 
establishes that a claim for breach of the IWH does not even exist until a latent defect has 
manifested within a reasonable time. Before the latent defect manifests, there is simply no cause 
of action to bring. Under the plain language of this decision, a claim for breach of the IWH does 
not exist, and therefore does not accrue, before the latent damage at issue has manifested (so long 
as it manifests "within a reasonable time"). This accords with the general principle of Idaho law 
that a claim cannot be brought before the aggrieved party suffers some damage. For example, a 
cause of action in tort "accrues when the tort is completed, an event that corresponds with the 
first objectively ascertainable occurrence of some damage." Minnick v. Hawley Troxell Ennis & 
Hawley, LLP, 157 Idaho 863,867 (2015). 
Justice Bakes reached this same conclusion in his concurring and dissenting opinion in 
Tusch. With respect to claim accrual, Justice Bakes presciently noted that, as a result of the 
majority's opinion, confusion would arise regarding the applicable limitations period for a claim 
for breach of the TWH. Most importantly, Justice Bakes observed: "A limitation period which 
commences only upon the appearance of 'latent defects manifesting themselves within a 
reasonable time' will prove to be the most elusive part of the Court's opinion today." 113 Idaho 
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at 52 (Bakes. J., concurring and dissenting). Justice Bakes understood the majority opinion to 
create a cause of action that does not accrue before the latent defects manifest themselves. As 
noted above, this interpretation accords with the general principle of Idaho law that a claim 
cannot be brought before the aggrieved party suffers some damage. Minnick, 157 Idaho at 867. 
This interpretation also accords with Justice Bakes's further observation: that the 
majority opinion in Tusch may have created an action in tort (that is 
loss rule). 
barred by the economic 
It is a sheer contradiction for the Comt today to hold that a 
subsequent buyer has a cause of action against a builder "upon the 
implied warranty of habitability" and then state that no privity of 
contract need exist between the two. I agree with Chief Justice 
Shepard that the Court's action today is not based upon the well 
established and understood cause of action in contract for breach of 
implied warranty, but has created a new cause of action in tort. 
113 Idaho at 51-52 (Bakes, J., concurring and dissenting). Specifically, Justice Bakes opined 
that, by eliminating privity, the Court may have created cause of action in tort. See also id. at 52-
53 (Shepard, CJ., dissenting) ("The majority of this Court continues its recent trend in creating 
new causes of action where none had previously existed."). 
In sum, this Court should reconsider the Tusch opinion in light of the concurring and 
dissenting opinions of Justice Bakes and Chief Justice Shepard. Their observations accord with 
the decision in Salmon Rivers that, without privity, a claim sounds in tort, not contract; with 
Idaho law providing that a cause of action does not accrue until damage occurs; and with the 
majority's enunciation of a cause of action that does not even exist until damage has 
"manifested." In light of these interpretations, this Court should conclude that Plaintiffs cause of 
action did not accrue until the latent defects "manifested," which did not occur until after Petrus 
assumed ownership of the home. By holding that the IWH claim is a contract claim, the Court 
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reimports the concept of privity in violation of Tusch 's elimination of that requirement and 
ignores Tusch's holding that the claim does not exist until latent defects have manifested. 
2. The IWH CJaim Is Neither Wholly Tort Nor Wholly Contract 
The Court should reconsider its characterization of the IWH claim as a "contract" claim 
in light of the true nature of the claim, as well as well-established Idaho law governing the 
distinction between tort and contract. [n their original Opposition, Plaintiffs provided 
precedential Idaho Supreme Court caselaw demonstrating that the IWH claim is a "hybrid" claim 
that cannot rightly be characterized as wholly tort or wholly contract. Opp. at 14-15. The Court 
should reconsider its decision in light of that and the following authority. 
a. The Catchall Statute of Limitations Should Apply 
The Idaho Supreme Court long has recognized that "[t]he fundamental difference 
between tort and contract lies in the nature of the interests protected." .lust's, Inc. v. Arrington 
Const. Co., 99 Idaho 462 ( 1978). A tort requires the wrongful invasion of an interest protected by 
the law, not merely an invasion of an interest created by the agreement of the parties." id. ln 
Just 's, the Court explained that tort duties arise from duties imposed by the law, whereas 
contract duties arise from specific party consent: 
To1t actions are created to protect the interest in freedom from 
various kinds of harm. The duties of conduct which give rise to 
them are imposed by the law, and are based primarily upon social 
policy, and not necessarily upon the will or intention of the parties . 
. . . Contract actions are created to protect the interest in having 
promises performed. Contract obligations are imposed because of 
conduct of the parties manifesting consent, and are owed only to 
the specific individuals named in the contract. 
Just 's, Inc. v. Arrington Const. Co., 99 Idaho 462, 468 (1978) (quoting W. Prosser, Handbook of 
the Law of Torts,§ 92 at 613 (4th ed. 1971)). 
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The lWH claim bears fundamental characteristics of both contract and tort. From the 
builder's perspective, the IWH claim is more like a contract claim: the builder voluntarily 
entered into an agreement to build a house; the scope of the builder's undertakings, i.e. duties, 
are created by that agreement. The agreement is not with the remote purchaser, however, and the 
agreement therefore does not create a duty running to that purchaser. Nonetheless, as a matter of 
social policy, courts have created a duty running from the builder to the remote purchaser in a 
narrow set of unique circumstances: "when latent damages manifest within a reasonable time." 
Thus, from the remote purchaser's perspective, this claim is more like a tort claim. That 
purchaser does not have a relationship or agreement with the builder, but has suffered damages 
as a result of the builder's conduct nonetheless. Social policy, not contract, creates a duty of the 
builder to the second-in-time purchaser. The purchaser then has the right to hold the builder 
liable for harm caused by the builder's breach of that duty. 
In sum, while the scope of unde1takings arises from the builder's contract, the duty to the 
remote purchaser arises from social policy. The IWH claim simply does not fit neatly into one 
category (contract) or another (tort), and instead reflects aspects of both. Ultimately, Kirk's 
responsibility to Petrus arises not from the contract between Kirk and Gentry-Boyd, but from the 
"social policy" of the IWH claim that a builder is best-situated to prevent such harm to a future 
homeowner. By holding that the IWH claim is a contractual one, the Court ignores the function 
of tort law and, effectively, establishes Petrus as a sort of successor-in-interest to, or assignee of, 
Gentry's contract rights against Kirk. This is a strained, unnatural use of law. A more effective 
and accurate interpretation of Tusch is to acknowledge, as Chief Justice Shepard and Justice 
Bakes did, that Tusch created a new cause of action for a remote purchaser and thus, here, the 
creation of a duty from Kirk to Petrus as a matter of social policy. The contract between Kirk and 
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Gentry-Boyd may inform the bounds of Kirk's duty, but it does not create it. The Court's Order 
thus conflicts with the true nature of the IWH claim created in Tusch: a hybrid of tort and 
contract that does not fit neatly into either claim category. 
This dual nature of the IWH claim is critical to understanding what statute oflimitations 
applies to such a claim and when such a claim accrues. The Idaho Supreme Court recently 
explained that the application of the statute of limitations depends on the nature of the claim. In 
Doe v. Boy Scouts of Am., 159 Idaho 103, 105 (2015), the Court held: "Under Idaho law, in 
determining which statute of limitations applies to a cause of action, courts must focus on the 
substance, rather than the form of a plaintiffs allegations." To provide guidance in applying this 
standard, the Court explained that "the focus in Idaho is not on the remedy sought or the type of 
damages, but on the source of the damages." Id. n.3. 
Here, the source of Petrus's damages is Kirk's failure to prevent a latent construction 
defect and thus to ensure that the structure is "fit for habitation." Tusch, 117 Idaho at 46 (the 
implied warranty of habitability means "that the structure will be fit for habitation," which in 
turn depends on "whether the buyer has received that which he bargained for," "the quality of the 
dwelling delivered," and "the expectations of the parties"). The nature of the lWH claim is dual. 
The contract statute of limitations does not apply. Accordingly, the Court should apply the 
catchall four-year statute oflimitations set forth in Idaho Code§ 5-224. 
b. The Claim Does Not Accrue Before Purchase of the Home or Manifestation of 
Latent Defect 
Moreover, because this claim is neither wholly tort nor wholly contract, the accrual 
provisions of§ 5-241 do not neatly apply. At a minimum, the accrual provision of§ 5-241(b) 
cannot apply: Under Idaho law, a cause of action cannot accrue before it exists. Galbraith v. 
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Vangas, Inc., 103 Idaho 912,915,655 P.2d 119, 122 (Ct. App. 1982) ("The cause of action 
accrues, and the statute of limitation begins to run, when a party may sue another."). 
Tusch created a new (narrow) cause of action that does not exist until the home is 
purchased by the aggrieved party: an implied warranty of habitability claim for subsequent 
purchasers of residential dwellings who suffer purely economic losses caused by latent defects 
manifesting themselves within a reasonable time. Under Tusch, the cause of action docs not even 
exist for the purchaser until he purchases the home. If Section 5-241(b) applied, then the statute 
of limitations for a Tusch IWH claim can expire before the claim even exists. This is the result of 
the Court's Order and an interpretation of Tusch that treats the IWH claim as a transfer, or 
assignment, from the original home purchaser. But Tusch explicitly creates a claim for the 
remote purchaser, not a transfer of rights; that claim caimot expire before the remote purchaser 
has even purchase the home containing the latent defect. C.f Green v. Brennan, 136 S. Ct. 1769, 
1776, 195 L. Ed. 2d 44 (2016) (under federal law, "a cause of action does not become 'complete 
and present' for limitations purposes", and thus does not accrue, "until the plaintiff can file suit 
and obtain relief') ( citations omitted). 
For the same reason, the cause of action cannot accrue before the latent defect manifests 
itself. Again, as part of the cause of action IWH, the Tusch comi requires a latent defect that 
manifests itself within a reasonable time. In other words, there is no cause of action under Tusch 
absent manifested latent defects. The cause of action cannot expire it exists. This accords with 
the general principle of Idaho law that, at least in the area of torts, a cause of action cannot 
accrue until there has been some damage. Minnick, 175 Idaho at 867. In Minnick, for example, 
the Idaho Supreme Court held that a legal malpractice action based on the failure of a law firm to 
subordinate a deed of trust "could not have begun accruing until the IRS raised subordination in 
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the underlying ta.'< court proceedings." Thus, even though the subordination advice had been 
rendered years previously, the failure to obtain the subordination did not become an actionable 
tort until the "first objectively ascertainable occurrence of some damage."1 
Herc, the cause of action cannot have accrued until the cause of action was "complete": 
when a subsequent purchaser suffers economic loss caused by latent defects manifesting 
themselves within a reasonable time. Tusch, 113 Idaho at 47. Until there is a subsequent 
purchaser, and until latent defects have manifested themselves, the cause of action cannot accrue. 
Thus, at the earliest, the cause of action accrued when Petrus purchased the home. He brought 
this lawsuit within two years and thus his claim should not be barred. 
3. The Court's Ruling is Inconsi~t~nt with Valley County Code 
Application of this accrual rule is also consistent with the Valley County building 
code (the "Building Code") adopted in 2011. Section 6-1-16 of the Building Code 
provides: 
Section 6-1-16. Civil Action: Notwithstanding any other remedies 
available, any person in an individual capacity, damaged as a result 
of a violation of this chapter, or the codes enumerated herein or 
promulgated pursuant to this chapter, has a cause of action in any 
court of competent jurisdiction against the person who committed 
the violation, and if such damaged person prevails, he shall be 
entitled to a reasonable attorney fee to be determined by the court, 
together with court cost. 
Valley County Ord. 11-2, adopted 4-11-2011. 
1 Cf. Swendsen v. Corey, No. 1 :09-CV-229-BLW, 2011 WL 1458441, at *4 (D. Idaho Apr. 15, 
2011) (applying Idaho law to claims) ("Recognizing 'it is inequitable to bar someone ... from 
seeking redress' who is unaware he has been harmed, the courts generally recognize application 
of the 'discovery rule.' Under this rule, the statute of limitations begins to run only upon a 
plaintiffs knowledge 'of the critical facts that he has been hurt and who has inflicted the 
injury."') ( citations omitted). 
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The Building Code provides that any person-not just an initial or subsequent purchaser 
of a home--damaged as a result of a builder's violation of the Building Code has a cause of 
action against the builder. The Building Code does not provide a limitations period for such 
claims. Thus, Valley County has determined that a builder's liability for latent defects resulting 
from code violations does not diminish simply because a latent defect may take years to 
manifest. Although this provision postdates Kirk's construction of the home in 2005, this 
provision nonetheless demonstrates that the regulatory body (in Valley County) more familiar 
with the realities of home construction has determined that a builder in Valley County should not 
escape liability through the exigencies of latency. To square this code provision with Idaho case 
law, the IWH claim at a minimum cannot accrue before the affected homeowner even has 
purchased the property. 
4. The Economic Loss Rule Does Not Bar the IWH Claim 
In its Order, the Court suggested that, if the IWH claim sounded in tort, it would be 
barred by the economic loss rule. Order at 13 n.3. As set forth above, Plaintiffs urge application 
of the discovery rule, but treatment of the claim as a hybrid one. Tusch made clear that the 
economic loss rule does not bar an IWH claim even though, like a tort, there is no contract 
between the parties that would set forth the economic expectations of either. The economic loss 
rule prohibits recovery of purely economic losses in a negligence action "because there is no 
duty to prevent economic losses to another." Blahd v. Richard B. Smith, Inc., 14 l Idaho 296, 300 
(2005). The Court's footnote implies that, because the Tusch court held that the economic loss 
rule docs not apply to the implied warranty of habitability claim, that claim cannot be one that 
sounds in tort. But that reasoning incorrectly assumes that all tort claims are barred by the 
economic loss rule. That is not the law or the purpose of the economic loss rule. 
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The rule exists because, in tort law, there is no duty to protect economic harm to another. 
Blahd, 141 Idaho at 300. Tort claims arise only when the defendant owes a duty to the plaintiff 
and breaches that duty. In the tort context, the duty arises from social policy rather than from the 
parties' intentional undertakings toward another. Just's, 99 Idaho at 468 ("torts are based upon 
social policy, and not necessarily upon the will or intention of the parties"). Thus, historically, 
parties' economic expectations are not protected by tort law; they are protected by contract. 
Clark v. Int 'l Harvester Co., 99 Idaho 326, 335-36, 581 P.2d 784, 793-94 (1978) 
On the other hand, parties may freely enter contracts in which they agree to undertakings 
designed, at a minimum, to prevent economic harm to each other (if not to improve each other's 
economic situation). Courts traditionally honor the distinction between tort and contract based on 
this salient difference: social policy does not require prevention of economic harm to another; 
intentional undertakings may create that requirement. 
Thus, at its core, the economic loss rule serves to protect this traditional approach to duty, 
and to allow the law of tort to maintain its purpose of protecting person and property rather than 
economic security. 
But the rule is not absolute. Idaho courts recognize many exceptions to the rule: 
intentional torts, i.e. not based on negligence; to11s arising where there is a "special relationship" 
between the parties, Blahd, 141 Idaho at 301; torts arising where economic loss exists but is 
parasitic to property damage or personal injury, Brian & Christie, Inc. v. Leishman Elec., Inc., 
150 Idaho 22, 28 (2010); and torts where there are "unique circumstances requiring a different 
allocation of risk," Blahd, I 41 Idaho at 302. Overall, these exceptions represent situations where 
the parties have undertaken a relationship with each other that, while not contractual in nature, 
implicate a potential duty to prevent economic harm to the other. 
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Here, the Court in Tusch explicitly held that the economic loss rule does not bar the IWC 
claim. This holding dovetails with historical precedent recognizing that, in cases where the 
parties enter non-contractual relationships that inherently shift risk of economic loss, the 
economic loss rule does not bar recovery of such losses. The social policy underlying the 
creation of an IWH claim for a remote purchaser represents precisely such a situation. 
The same policy considerations that lead to [our adoption of the 
implied warranty of habitability for sales of new homes]-that 
house-building is frequently undertaken on a large scale, that 
builders hold themselves out as skilled in the profession, that 
modern construction is complex and regulated by many 
governmental codes, and that homebuyers are generally not skilled 
or knowledgeable in construction, plumbing, or electrical 
requirements and practices-are equally applicable to subsequent 
homebuyers. Also, we note that the character of our society is such 
that people and families are increasingly mobile. Home builders 
should anticipate that the houses they construct will eventually, 
and perhaps frequently, change ownership. The effect oflatent 
defects will be just as catastrophic on a subsequent owner as on an 
original buyer and the builder will be just as unable to justify 
improper or substandard work. Because the builder-vendor is in a 
better position than a subsequent owner to prevent occurrence of 
major problems, the cost of poor workmanship should be his to 
hear. 
Tusch, 113 Idaho at 59 (quoting Richards v. Powercrafl Homes, Inc., 678 P.2d 427,430 (Ariz. 
1984)). 
Accordingly, the Court's interpretation of the IWH claim as a hybrid one does not require 
application of the economic loss rule-which Tusch prohibits. 
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CONCLUSION 
For the foregoing reasons, Plaintiffs respectfully request that the Court reconsider 
its Order and rule that the statute of limitations does not bar Plaintiffs' claim for the 
implied warranty of habitability against Kirk. 
DATED this 28th day of November 2016. 
Respectfully submitted, 
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Case No. CV-2014-71-C 
MOTION FOR ATTORNEY FEES 
AND COSTS 
COMES NOW Defendant Chris Kirk d/b/a Kirk Enterprises, by and through his counsel 
of record, Arkoosh Law Offices, and pursuant to Idaho Code§§ 12-120(3), 12-121 and Rules 
54(d)(l) and 54(e)(l) of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure, respectfully moves this Court for an 
award of reasonable attorney fees and costs in this matter. 
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This motion is made and based upon the Memorandum of Costs and Fees and 
Memorandum in Support of Motion for Attorney Fees and Costs filed in support of said motion, 
which are both filed contemporaneously herewith and incorporated herein by reference. Oral 
argument is requested. 
DATED this 29th day of November, 2016. 
ARKOOSH LAW OFFICES 
Daniel€ 
Attorney for Chris Kirk d/b/a Kirk Enterprises 
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Case No. CV-2014-71-C 
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF 
MOTION FOR ATTORNEY FEES 
AND COSTS 
COMES NOW Defendant Chris Kirk d/b/a Kirk Enterprises ("Kirk"), by and through his 
counsel of record, Arkoosh Law Offices, and respectfully submits this Memorandum in Support 
of Motion for Attorney Fees and Costs. 
1. Introduction 
Plaintiffs initiated this litigation in the spring of 2014 by filing a nine-count complaint 
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against Defendants Gentry-Boyd, Kirk, and McKenna. Against Kirk, Plaintiffs initially alleged 
negligence, asserting that Kirk negligently constructed a home and negligently installed doors and 
flashing. In the fall of 2014, Plaintiffs changed counsel and amended their complaint, disregarding 
the negligence claim against Kirk, and instead alleging two new theories: (1) breach of an implied 
warranty of habitability, and (2) conspiracy to commit fraud. After extensive written discovery 
and multiple days of depositions, Plaintiffs failed to unearth any facts supporting either of these 
claims against Kirk. Further, after researching the legal issues, it became clear that the law was not 
on their side. Resultantly, Kirk filed for summary judgment and prevailed in full. 
The Court heard oral argument on Kirk's summary judgment motion on June 20, 2016, and 
issued its Memorandum Decision and Order on July 7, 2016, awarding summary judgment to Kirk 
on both counts. In its decision, the Court properly concluded that the statute of limitations barred 
Plaintiffs' implied warranty of habitability claim and properly acknowledged that Plaintiffs' 
counsel conceded the conspiracy claim during oral argument after failing to offer any supporting 
evidence or rebuttal to Kirk's briefing. 
On November 15, 2016, the Court entered its Judgment accompanied by an I.R.C.P 54(b) 
Certificate declaring the Judgment final. With this, the Court fully resolved all issues in this lawsuit 
between Plaintiffs and Kirk in favor of Kirk. As the prevailing party, Kirk is entitled to his attorney 
fees against Plaintiffs under LC.§§ 12-120(3) and 121. As the prevailing party, Kirk is also entitled 
to his costs as a matter ofright under I.R.C.P. Rule 54(d)(l). 
Kirks seeks an award of $144,893.72 for attorney fees and costs pursuant to LC. §§ 12-
120(3), 121, and LR.C.P. Rule 54. This motion is based on the Court's Memorandum Decision 
and Order, the Judgment entered on November 15, 2016, and the Memorandum of Costs and Fees 
filed in support hereof. Kirk seeks an award of attorney fees incurred in this case in the amount of 
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$140,315.00. Kirk also seeks an award of costs in the amount of $4,578.72. To the best of Kirk's 
knowledge and belief, the fees and costs claimed are correct and were reasonable and necessary to 
the successful defense of this lawsuit. 
2. Discussion and Analysis 
A. Kirk Meets the Threshold Requirements Necessary For an Award of Costs 
and Fees. 
In ruling on a claim for attorney fees, a court should begin its analysis by asking a series 
of threshold questions to determine whether fees can or should be considered. Those include: (1) 
Are there proper parties for the award of attorney fees, i.e., can attorney fees be awarded for one 
party against the opposing party? (2) Is there any underlying basis for the award of attorney fees? 
(3) Have all of the requirements for attorney fees been met under a statute, rule, or contract? (4) Is 
there ·a prevailing party? Once these questions have been satisfied, the inquiry becomes: (5) What 
amount of attorney fees should be awarded? See Walters, A Primer for Awarding Attorney Fees in 
Idaho, 38 Idaho L. Rev. Vol. 1, 1-88, at pp. 11. 
B. As a Prevailing Party, Kirk is Entitled to an Award of Fees. 
Starting with the first and fourth threshold questions, because Kirk was a party to the 
lawsuit who successfully defended the claims against him on summary judgment, he is both a 
proper party for a fee award and a prevailing party. If a statute provides for attorney fees in an 
action, there is a right to attorney fees to the defendant who successfully defends in that action. 
Boise Truck & Equip., v. Hafer Logging, 107 Idaho 824,825,693 P.2d 470,471 (Ct. App. 1984). 
Therefore, if the court determines that the plaintiff would have been entitled to attorney fees under 
a statute if he prevailed, the defendant or third party defendant would likewise be entitled to 
attorney fees if he successfully defends the action. Griggs v. Nash, 116 ldaho 228, 234-35, 775 
P.2d 120, 126-27 (1989); Spidell v. Jenkins, 111 Idaho 857, 860, 727 P.2d 1285, 1288 (Ct. App. 
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1986). I would point out that in Plaintiffs' original complaint and all subsequent amendments, they 
claim entitlement to attorney fees under LC.§§ 12-120(3) and 12-121. 
Pursuant to Rule 54(d)(l)(A), I.R.C.P., "costs shall be allowed as a matter of right to the 
prevailing party or parties." In addition, Rule 54(e)(l), I.R.C.P., provides, "the court may award 
reasonable attorney fees ... to the prevailing party ... when provided for by any statute or contract." 
See, Torix v. Allred, 100 Idaho 905, 911, 606 P.2d 1334 (1980) ("As prevailing parties ... the 
respondent was entitled to attorney fees as a matter of statutory right under LC.§ 12-120(2) [now 
§ 12-120(3)] and not merely in the court's discretion."). The attorney fee rule, I.R.C.P. 54(e)(l), 
incorporates the prevailing party definition of the cost rule found in I.R.C.P. 54(d)(l)(B). This cost 
rule outlines the definition and legal standard applicable to the determination of a prevailing party. 
Together, the two rules read as follows: 
In any civil action the court may award reasonable attorney fees, including 
paralegal fees, to the prevailing party or parties as defined in Rule 54(d)(l)(B), 
when provided for by any statute or contract. 
I.R.C.P. 54(e)(l) 
In determining which party to an action is a prevailing party and entitled to costs, 
the trial court shall in its sound discretion consider the final judgment or result of 
the action in relation to the relief sought by the respective parties. The trial court in 
its sound discretion may determine that a party to an action prevailed in part and 
did not prevail in part, and upon so finding may apportion the costs between and 
among the parties in a fair and equitable manner after considering all of the issues 
and claims involved in the action and the resultant judgment or judgments obtained. 
I.R.C.P. 54(d)(l)(B). 
Thus, the Court should look its summary judgment decision in Kirk's favor coupled with 
the final Judgment and determine in its discretion that Kirk is the prevailing party. This 
determination is a matter of the Court's discretion. Lettunich v. Lettunich, 141 Idaho 425, 434-35, 
111 P .3d 110, 119-20 (2005); Idaho Military Historical Society, Inc. v. Holbrook Maslen, et al., 
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156 Idaho 624,630,329 P.3d 1072, 1078 (2014). 
C. As the Prevailing Party, Kirk is Entitled to Recovery His Attorney Fees From 
Plaintiffs under I.C. § 12-120(3). 
As the prevailing party, Kirk is entitled to attorney fees against Plaintiffs under two 
separate statutory provisions, LC. §§ 12-120(3) and 12-121. Beginning with LC. § 12-120(3), it 
provides: 
In any civil action to recover on an open account, account stated, note, bill, 
negotiable instrument, guaranty, or contract relating to the purchase or sale of 
goods, wares, merchandise, or services and in any commercial transaction unless 
otherwise provided by law, the prevailing party shall be allowed a reasonable 
attorney's fee to be set by the court, to be taxed and collected as costs. 
Idaho Code§ 12-120(3) [Emphasis added]. 
This code provision entitles the prevailing party m any civil action arising from a 
commercial transaction to recover attorney fees. Frontier Development Group, LLC v. Caravella, 
157 Idaho 589, 338 P.3d 1193, 1203 (2014). As mentioned above, Plaintiffs repeatedly cited this 
code section in their complaint and subsequent amendments as a basis for Plaintiffs to recover 
fees. Idaho Code§ 12-120(3) provides for a mandatory award of attorney fees to a prevailing party 
in an action involving a commercial transaction. Meyers v. Hansen, 148 Idaho 283,292,221 P.3d 
81, 91 (2009); Bream v. Benscoter, 139 Idaho 364,370, 79 P.3d 723, 729 (2003). 
Kirk is entitled to fees under section I.C. § 12-120(3) because 12-120(3) applies to a claim 
by Plaintiffs where the claim arises out of a commercial transaction and the commercial transaction 
is the gravamen of the complaint. Under LC. § 12-120(3), "the term 'commercial transaction' is 
defined to mean all transactions except transactions for personal or household purposes." Id 
[Emphasis added]. The transactions at issue in this case were not for personal or household 
purposes and were, therefore, commercial in nature. In fact, the case was not only commercial in 
nature, but arose out of a commercial transaction in which Plaintiffs purchased a home on Lake 
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Payette for investment and recreational purposes, a home Plaintiffs have now listed for sale for 
nearly $3 million dollars. 
As pointed out in the summary judgment briefing, no contractual privity existed between 
Kirk and Plaintiffs. However, this is not a requirement for LC.§ 12-120(3) to apply. University of 
Idaho Foundation, Inc. v. Civic Partners, Inc., 146 Idaho 527,541, 199 P.3d 102, 116 (2008). In 
Civic Partners, the Idaho Supreme Court stated that LC. § 12-120 "does not require that there be 
a contract between the parties before the statute is applied; the statute only requires that there be a 
commercial transaction." Id. In awarding fees in Civic Partners, the Supreme Court focused on 
the fact that the relationships amongst the parties, though not one of contractual privity, was so 
intertwined that they were all part of the same transaction. Id. 
Here, the relationships between Plaintiffs, Kirk, Gentry-Boyd, and all other defendants 
were intertwined within the same commercial transaction. That transaction was the construction 
and sale of the property built by Kirk, sold by Gentry-Boyd, and purchased by Plaintiffs. The other 
defendants assisted in the process of helping to locate the property and inspect the property for 
closing. 
Against Kirk, Plaintiffs first sought to prove that he breached an implied warranty (a 
contract theory) because of how he constructed the property. Next, Plaintiffs sought to prove that 
Kirk conspired with Defendant Gentry-Boyd to defraud Plaintiffs by intentionally building a 
substandard home with substandard materials. Against the other defendants, Plaintiffs' theories 
ranged from failure to disclose, violation of the consumer protection act, fraud/misrepresentation, 
breach of contract, breach of the implied covenant of good faith and fair dealing, and negligence, 
but were all related to the commercial transaction, which was the purchase of a piece of real estate 
by Plaintiffs. 
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After determining that a commercial transaction exists, the analysis consists of two steps: 
(1) the commercial transaction must be integral to the claim, and (2) the commercial transaction 
must constitute the basis on which the party is attempting to recover. Sims v. Jacobson, 157 Idaho 
980,342 P.3d 907,912 (2015). Was a commercial transaction the gravamen of the complaint? The 
Idaho Supreme Court recently defined what it means for something to be the "gravamen" of a 
complaint: A gravamen is "the material or significant part of a grievance or complaint." Merriam 
Webster's Collegiate Dictionary 509 (10th ed. 1993). Here, the quality and nature of the property 
Plaintiffs purchased is what surrounds the complaint. From that, Plaintiffs have chosen to allege 
multiple theories of recovery against multiple defendants. The complaint surrounds a commercial 
transaction, commercial contracts, and the various party defendants' roles in the transaction. Had 
Kirk never built the property for Gentry-Boyd, and had Gentry-Boyd never entered into and closed 
on a sale contract with Plaintiffs, there would have been no basis for Plaintiffs' lawsuit. Therefore, 
the answers to the second and third threshold questions are yes, there is an underlying basis to 
award Kirk fees and, yes, Kirk has met all of the requirements under LC.§ 12-120(3). 
D. Kirk is Also Entitled to Attorney Fees Under I.C. § 12-121. 
LC.§ 12-121 provides that a judge may award reasonable attorney fees to the prevailing 
party. The fact that a court "may" award attorney fees under LC. § 12-121 is limited by I.R.C.P. 
Rule 54( e )(1 ), which provides that such fees "may be awarded by the court only when it finds, 
from the facts presented to it, that the case was brought, pursued or defended frivolously, 
unreasonably or without foundation." 
Plaintiffs brought and pursued their case against Kirk unreasonably and without 
foundation. On a substantive basis, Plaintiffs never advanced a valid or even colorable claim 
against Kirk. The unsupported contentions that Kirk and Gentry-Boyd "agreed and combined to 
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use and install in a substandard manner an exterior envelope that did not meet the applicable 
building codes and standard of care, in a manner that would be concealed from a general inspection 
of the home, to intentionally cut costs in the construction of the home and defraud the subsequent 
purchaser" (see, Second Amended Complaint, ~ 71) were never reasonable or with good 
foundation. Plaintiffs offered no evidence of any conversation or plan between Kirk and Gentry-
Boyd to defraud anyone. In continuing to pursue this lawsuit, Plaintiffs ignored the fact that 
Gentry-Boyd sold the home at a loss, and ignored the records and receipts Kirk produced in 
discovery showing the high quality and price of the building materials used in the construction of 
the home. 
Plaintiffs own expert testified that no substandard materials were used in the construction 
of the home and that none of the conditions he discovered and fixed would have affected the 
habitability of the home because they were in the crawlspace and exterior of the home. He also 
testified that Petrus never suggested that the conditions deprived him of the ability to use the home. 
See Value Dep. 145:12 - 146:18; 194:7-14. Because the home was never uninhabitable or 
unlivable, (see Waite Dep. 61 : 1-6) and because the warranty claim was untimely and barred by the 
statute of limitations, both of the claims against Kirk were brought and pursued unreasonably and 
without foundation. Thus, Kirk is also entitled to attorney fees under LC. § 12-121. 
E. Amount of Fees Requested. 
Having established that Kirk is entitled to fees under LC. §§ 12-120(3) and 12-121, the 
final question turns to the amount of fees to which Kirk is entitled. Again, the determination of the 
proper amount is with Court's discretion, but the Court in exercising its discretion is required to 
consider the specific factors outlined in LR.C.P. Rule 54(e)(3), plus any other factor which the 
Court deems appropriate. All of these specific factors are addressed in the accompanying 
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Memorandum of Costs and Fees filed concurrently herewith, along with an exhibit chronicling the 
detailed time records of the costs and fees incurred by Kirk in this matter. 
3. Conclusion 
Kirk is the prevailing party on summary judgment on both counts filed against him. The 
gravamen of the complaint was the commercial transaction that occurred between Plaintiffs and 
Defendant Gentry-Boyd when Plaintiffs purchased the property on Lake Payette that Kirk built. 
Kirk is entitled to fees under LC.§ 12-120(3) on the same basis Plaintiffs alleged they were entitled 
to fees (I.C. § 12-120(3)) and under LC. § 12-121 based on Plaintiffs unreasonable and 
foundationless filing and pursuit of this case against Kirk. 
DATED this 29th day of November, 2016. 
Daniel A. Nevala 
Attorney for Chris Kirk d/b/a Kirk Enterprises 
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Case No. CV-2014-71-C 
MEMORANDUM OF COSTS AND 
FEES 
COMES NOW, Daniel A. Nevala, deposes and says that to the best of his knowledge and 
belief the following items are correct and the costs and fees claimed below are in compliance 
with the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure: 
A. PREVAILING PARTY 
1. That I am the attorney of record for Chris Kirk d/b/a Kirk Enterprises ("Kirk") in 
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this case and have personal knowledge of the facts contained in this memorandum. 
2. That Kirk prevailed on summary judgment in this case as determined by the Court 
in its Memorandum Decision and Order of July 7, 2016, and final Judgment, dated November 
15, 2016. 
3. That Kirk is entitled to an award of reasonable and necessary costs incurred in this 
case as a matter of right under I.R.C.P. 54(d)(l)(C) and to discretionary costs incurred in this 
case under I.R.C.P. 54(d)(l)(D). 
4. That Kirk is entitled to an award of reasonable attorney fees under LC. §§ 12-
120(3) and 12-121 and Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 54(e)(l). 
B. COSTS AND ATTORNEY FEES 
5. I have attached to this memorandum as Exhibit A, and incorporated by reference 
herein, a true copy of the hours and costs billed for service on the specific dates provided. A 
description of the basis for each billing is also contained within Exhibit A. 
Pursuant to Rule 54(d)(l)(C), I.R.C.P., Costs as a Matter of Right, the following specific 
information is provided: 
• Total costs as a matter of right incurred by Kirk were $4,531.69 consisting of 
court filing fees of $139, copy charges for copies of records from the Valley 
County Clerk of $13, copy charges for the preparation of 900 pages of exhibits 
admitted into evidence in a summary judgment hearing of $135, and charges for 
one copy of each deposition transcript totaling $4,244.69. 
Pursuant to Rule 54(d)(l)(D), I.R.C.P., Discretionary Costs, the following specific 
information is provided: 
• Total discretionary costs incurred by Kirk were $47.03 consisting of a $30.24 
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charge for mileage charged to him for the purpose of travel to the Valley County 
Courthouse for the filing of a motion for summary judgment with 900 pages of 
exhibits, and for postage fees for mailing pleadings and correspondence to the 
clerk and counsel of $16. 79. 
Pursuant to Rule 54(e)(3), I.R.C.P., the following specific information is provided: 
• Dates. The dates that the services were provided are set forth within Exhibit A. 
Our office file regarding this dispute was opened in August 2013, upon receipt 
from Kirk of a letter he received from Plaintiffs' counsel entitled, "Notice of 
Construction Defect." Work has continued regularly thereafter. 
• Services Rendered. The services rendered on the dates in question are described 
within Exhibit A. Some of the major categories of services rendered include: (a) 
litigation planning, (b) marshaling and reviewing documents, ( c) litigation 
coordination, ( d) witness discovery, interviews, and preparation, ( e) issue 
identification and development, (f) written discovery and preparation and 
attendance of expert and lay witness depositions, including all parties, (g) legal 
research and preparation of a dispositive motion, (h) mediation and trial 
preparation, and (i) additional services directly related to this litigation, including 
the acquisition, review, selection, use and coordination of litigation documents; 
intensive discovery and motion practice. 
• Hourly Rate. C. Tom Arkoosh's work on this case was billed at $300 per hour. 
Daniel Nevala's work on this case was billed at $250 per hour. The work of other 
attorneys on this case was billed at $125 to $200 per hour. Paralegal work was 
billed at $75 per hour. I hereby state that the total amount of attorney and 
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paralegal fees, as outlined in detail in Exhibit A, and incurred by my client is 
$140,315.00. 
6. The total cost incurred by my client is $4,578.72, with the Non-Discretionary 
Costs being $4,531.69 and the Discretionary Costs of $47.03. These costs are outlined in detail 
in Exhibit A. The entries listed under "Cam Purchase," our office manager, are not time entries, 
but rather cost entries. These amounts reflect $4,436.94 of the costs. The remaining costs of 
$141.78 were incurred in September and October of 2014 and are also reflected in Exhibit A. 
The difference in our recordkeeping is due to a change in our billing software. 
7. We respectfully make reference to the factors identified in LR.C.P. 54(e)(3) 
regarding evaluation of the amount of attorney fees to be awarded: 
a. Time and labor required: Plaintiffs' insistence upon pursuing this action 
against Kirk by alleging that Kirk conspired with defendant Gentry-Boyd 
intentionally in a manner to harm Plaintiffs required that defendant meet this 
challenge with some vigor. Further, Plaintiffs' insistence upon pursuing a 
warranty theory on a home that Kirk constructed in 2005 required legal research 
and the filing of a summary judgment motion. Finally, Plaintiffs' reluctance to 
discuss settlement and threat of seeking punitive damages against defendants 
required a zealous defense. 
b. Novelty and difficulty of questions: This case involved multiple defendants and 
a very expensive custom-built lake home on Lake Payette in McCall. There were 
commercial contracts and accompanying legal relationships involved with the sale 
of the home. Plaintiffs initiated the suit alleging numerous claims against 
numerous defendants. Against Kirk, Plaintiffs initially alleged construction 
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negligence, but later amended to allege breach of implied warranty and 
conspiracy to commit fraud. Throughout the course of the litigation, Plaintiffs 
were very reluctant to discuss settlement or disclose the amount of damages they 
were seeking. 
c. The skill requisite to perform the legal service properly and the experience 
and ability of the attorney in the particular field of law: Fair apportionment of 
this consideration results from the following consideration: I have been actively 
practicing real estate and construction law, and have been actively engaged in 
commercial litigation for over 15 years previous to this case. My senior partner, 
C. Tom Arkoosh, has been actively practicing construction law and been engaged 
in commercial litigation for over 36 years previous to this case. Both areas of 
combined experience were necessary to perform the legal service properly. 
d. The prevailing charges for like work: The rates of $250-300 per hour are 
moderate for like work given the experience of counsel and the existing market. 
The rates charged are consistent with the rates charged by other lawyers for 
construction litigation/trial work. A reasonable hourly rate for attorney fees for 
work of this nature is usually between $200 and $400 per hour. To the extent 
other attorneys in our firm worked on this case, their time was billed at $125 to 
$200 per hour. Our paralegal rate of $75 is lower than the market rate. The client 
has been billed the amount found in Exhibit A and has paid the full amount. I 
expect any November billing will be paid in December and reserve the right to 
file an amended memorandum outlining any additional costs or fees incurred. 
e. Whether the fee was fixed or contingent: The fee agreement between the 
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undersigned and defendant was at the rates provided in the accompanying Exhibit 
A. The fee was an hourly rate. 
f. The time limitations imposed by the client or the circumstances of the case: 
My client is a custom-home builder in McCall and has lived in McCall nearly his 
entire life. He has built his career and reputation on constructing high quality 
homes on Lake Payette and in the McCall area for customers he considers friends. 
It was very important to my client to manage this litigation in an effective and 
efficient manner so as to minimize its impact on his reputation and vigorously 
defend himself because he felt he was wrongly sued. The time limitations in this 
matter were consistent with past cases against Plaintiffs' counsel's firm. 
g. The amount involved and the results obtained: Plaintiffs and their counsel 
were not forthcoming with the amount of damages they sought to recover or with 
the cost of the repairs they incurred, but maintained the threat of amending their 
pleadings to seek punitive damages. It was not until depositions, which occurred 
shortly before the summary judgment hearing and approximately four months 
before trial, that we learned the true amount of the actual damages incurred by the 
Plaintiffs. Had Plaintiffs been forthcoming with these amounts, it is possible that 
the amount of defense fees and costs expended could have been mitigated. 
h. The undesirability of the case: Because Plaintiff Ed Petrus was a wealthy and 
experienced California litigator, and Kirk was an Idaho homebuilder with zero 
litigation experience, Kirk viewed this as the definition of an undesirable case. 
Because Kirk had never been involved in litigation before and felt the claims 
asserted against him were baseless, he was understandably anxious and worried. 
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However, it was important that Kirk receive the best possible defense he could, 
which is why this case was important to our firm. Neither I nor Kirk had any 
interest in prolonged litigation. However, given Plaintiffs' litigious nature and 
unwillingness to negotiate toward settlement, it became exceedingly difficult to 
extract our client from what appeared to be Plaintiffs' desire for a costly and time 
consuming fight. Having litigated with Plaintiffs' counsel's firm in the past, I 
understood that this defense would be time consuming and costly, which it was. 
i. The nature and length of the professional relationship with the client: 
Counsel has represented the client since the summer of 2013. 
j. Awards in similar cases: An award of defendant's fees incurred would be 
consistent with awards in similar cases. 
k. Computer assisted research costs: The reasonable cost of automated legal 
research devoted to this case was incurred by the firm and not separately billed to 
the client. No extraordinary research costs were incurred. 
I. Other factors: One additional factor that the Court may take into consideration is 
the fact that counsel has offices in both McCall and Boise. This served our 
client's interest well and assisted in keeping travel costs to a minimum during the 
course of this litigation. 
C. CERTIFICATION 
8. Pursuant to Rule 54(d)(l)(C), I.R.C.P., I hereby state that the costs and attorney 
fees contained herein were reasonably incurred, were not incurred for purposes of harassment or 
delay, were not incurred in bad faith and were not incurred for the purpose of increasing the costs 
of attorney fees to any other party in this litigation. 
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• 
9. Pursuant to Rule 54(e)(3), I.R.C.P., as well as Idaho Code, §§ 12-120(3) and 12-
121, I hereby state that the total amount of costs and attorney fees incurred by my client is 
$144,893.72. I further state that said attorney fees were incurred at a reasonable rate and in 
accordance with attorney fees charged by attorneys in the central Idaho area with similar skill 
and experience. I further state that, taking into account the time and labor required, the novelty 
and difficulty of the legal and factual questions presented, the skill requisite to perform the legal 
services properly, the experience and the ability of the attorneys in question, the prevailing 
charges for like work, the hourly charge for said work, the time limitations imposed by the 
circumstances of the case, the amount involved and the results obtained, the total amount of 
attorney fees is reasonable and was necessarily incurred. 
DATED this 29th day of November, 2016. 
ARKO~ICES 
Daniel A. Nevala 
Attorney for Chris Kirk d/b/a Kirk Enterprises 
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the 29th of November, 2016, I served a true and correct 
copy of the foregoing document(s) upon the following person(s), in the manner indicated: 
Alyson A. Foster 
Jason J. Rudd 
ANDERSEN SCHWARTSMAN 
WOODARD BRAILSFORD, PLLC 
101 S. Capitol Blvd., Suite 1600 
Boise, ID 83702 
Attorney for Plaintiffs 
Courtesy Copy: 
Honorable Jason D. Scott 
U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
Overnight Courier 
X Hand Delivered --
Facsimile (208) 342-4455 
x E-mail aaf@aswblaw.com 
- - ijr@aswblaw.com 
co.vane r.id.us 




Arkoosh Law Offices, PLLC 
802 W. Bannock, Suite 900 
Post Office Box 2900 
Boise, ID 83701 
Invoice submitted to: 
Chris Kirk 
Kirk Enterprises 
Post Office Box 846 
McCall, ID 83638 
August 15, 2016 
In Reference To; Construction Defense 
Professional Services 
8/20/2013 Obtain, review and scan correspondence from client and client documents to 
file. 
8/21/2013 Communications with client. 
Obtain, review and scan correspondence from client re: Inspection. 
8/22/2013 Communications with client. 
Obtain, review and scan correspondence from client; Review and scan 
correspondence to client; Update Contacts. 
8/27/2013 Legal Research (Notice and Opportunity to Repair Act) and drafting. 
8/28/2013 Draft response letter to J. Mau. 
Call with opposing counsel. 
Review letter to Jason Mau; Notes to counsel. 

























8/29/2013 Lunch meeting. 
8/30/2013 Review and finalize letter to Jason Mau; Assembly of documents for mailing; 
Draft correspondence to cfient; Notes to counsel. 
Review and collate file. 
9/4/2013 Conference with opposing counsel. 
9/12/2013 Review, scan and save correspondence to client. 
Phone call with DAN regarding case, construction defect claim. Legal 
research for DAN regarding statutory defenses and statute of limitations in 
construction defect cases. 
9/16/2013 Legal Research regarding SOL and construction defect cases in Idaho. 
9/17/2013 Drafted a memo to DAN regarding statutory defenses and SOL. 
9/23/2013 Communications with client. 
4/3/2014 Obtain, review and scan correspondence from Jason Mau; Update calendar; 
Copy to client; Notes to counsel. 
Receive and review letter from opposing counsel re: invitation to inspect 
property prior to lawsuit. Call with client 
4/4/2014 Receive and review Complaint. 
4/7/2014 Review Complaint. Preliminary research regarding defenses to negligent 
construction claim. 
4/11/2014 Communications with opposing counsel re: site visit. 
Accompany client to project site to conduct property inspection and 
photograph damage. Call with opposing counsel. 
4/14/2014 Communications with client. Review photographs taken during site visit. 
4/21/2014 Meeting with client to review Complaint. 
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4/21/2014 Communications with client and opposing counsel. 
5/7/2014 Receive and review communications from plaintiffs counsel. Advise staff. 
Communications with client. 
Obtain, review and scan correspondence from Jason Mau; Notes to counsel; 
Copy to client. 
5/12/2014 Communications with client. 
5/16/2014 Conference with client. Review insurance policy and correspondence from 
agent re: coverage. 
5/19/2014 Research related to coverage question. 
5/30/2014 Review and scan insurance policy documents to file; notes to counsel. 
6/5/2014 Obtain, review and scan correspondence from Jason Mau; Notes to counsel. 
9/5/2014 Communications with client, communications with staff. 
Communications with counsel for plaintiff. 
9/8/2014 Prepare for and attend conference with client. 
Obtain, review and scan Summons, First Amended Complaint and Demand 
for Jury Trial, proposed Acceptance of Service, and correspondence from 
Andersen Banducci; Communications with counsel and Andersen Banducci. 
Initial review of amended complaint and comparison to prior complaint. 
Initial research related to new causes of action. 
Communications with counsel 
9/10/2014 Communications with client. 
9/11/2014 Research re: implied warranty of habitability and privity requirement with third 







































9/18/2014 Draft Answer to Amended Complaint 
9/22/2014 Review pleadings. 
Review Amended Complaint and discuss defense and pleading strategy with 
CTA. 
9/24/2014 Review first amended complaint; analysis of implied warranty of habitability 
claim. 
Review documents. 
9/25/2014 Communications with client 
Call with client. 
9/26/2014 Legal Research related to Plaintiff's causes of action and applicable 
affirmative defenses. Draft Answer. 
9/29/2014 Review, revise, file and serve Answer; Copy to client; Assemble documents 
for mailing; Notes to counsel. 
Final review and edits to Answer. Advise staff re: filing and service to J. 
Neville. 
Call with client. 
9/30/2014 Draft interrogatories and requests for production. 
Draft First Interrogatories and Requests for Production of Documents to 
Plaintiffs and Notice of Service; Notes to counsel. 
Review pleadings and documents. 
10/1/2014 Draft and edit discovery requests. 
Review, revise 1st discovery requests; notes to counsel and correspondence 
to client. 
10/2/2014 Review and finalize First Interrogatories and Requests for Production of 
Documents to Plaintiffs and Notice of Service; Draft letter to clerk; Assembly 







































10/3/2014 Communications with Steve Milleman. 
10/7/2014 Obtain, review and scan conformed copy of Notice of Service. 
10/8/2014 Review and collate file. 
For professional services rendered 
Additional Charges : 
9/29/2014 Filing Fee 
10/2/2014 Postage - pleadings to clerk and counsel, return envelope, 



















Arkoosh Law Offices - Client Summary 
Date Start: 10/1/2.0111 Date Elld: 8/lS/2016 I Olents: Kirk, Otrl5 I Matters: ConstnJ('.!loo Defense I Users: I Account Mariagers: All 
1111111/ LaborTime/ lltlaDle Time/ BIii Amt/ 
Date Ma- -rlptlon Unit Price q....,.tlty Cost Prial Sell Price 
Chn• 
C, Tom Arkoo•h ·--~-----.w•---~•~•-•---••------·-~~·-••• 
12/08/2014 Con5tructton Review pleadings and doeuments. $300.00 hr 0.40 0.40 
Defense 
03/13/2015 Construc!lon Communle.i'ltlons with coonsel; Review pleadings. $300.00 hr o.3o 0.30 $90,00 
Defense 
03/14/2015 constructkln Communlcallons with counsel. $300.00 hr o.zo 0.20 $60,00 
Defense 
03/16/2015 Construction Review documents and pleadings. $300.00 hr 0.30 Q.30 $90.00 
Defense 
03/20/2015 Construction Communtcatlons with coonsel; Review pleadings. $300.00 hr 0.40 0.40 $120.00 
Defense 
06/19/2015 COOStruc!lon Communtcatlons with counsel; Review pleadings. $300.00hr 0.50 0.50 $150.00 
Defense 
06/22/2015 O>nstructlon Review pleadings and documents. $300.00 hr 0.50 0.50 $150.00 
Defense 
07/08/2015 CMstructlon StrateQy session With counsel. $300.00 hr 0.40 o.~o $120.00 
Defense 
07/08/2015 Construction Communications with counsel; Review doeuments. $300.00 hr 0.20 0.20 $60.00 
Defense 
07/l0/201S Construction Communications with COUf!Sel, Review pleadings. $300.00 hr 0.30 0.30 $90.00 
Defense 
07/15/2015 Construction Communications wlth counsel. $300.00 hr 0.10 0.10 $30.00 
Oefense 
07/22/201S Construction Communications with counsel; Review pleadings. $300.00 hr 0.30 0.30 $90,00 
Defense 
07/23/201S: Construction Communleatlons with counsel; Review pleadings. $300.00 hr 0.60 0.60 $180.00 
Defense 
07/24/2015 Constr\lCtlOO Review pleadings and documents, $300.00 hr 0.30 0.30 $90.00 
Defense 
07/17/2015 Construction Review pleadings and doruments. $300.00 hr 0.20 0.20 $60.00 
Defense 
07/28/2015 Construction Research elements of Implied covenants. $300.00 hr o.ao 0.80 $240.00 
Defense 
08/05/201S Constructlon Commll!licalions with counsel; Review pleadings and $300.00 hr 0.30 0.30 $90,00 
Defense documents. 
08/10/2015 constructi0/1 Revtew or tmpllecl warranty. $300.00 hr 0.40 0.40 $120.00 
Defense 
08/12/2015 Constl'ucllon Re,,;ew documents and pleadings. $300.00 hr 0.40 Q.40 $120.00 
Defense 
08/12/2015 ConstnxUon CommunlalUOn with counsel re status/strategy. Review $300.00 hr MO 2.40 $720.00 
Defense record; research. 
08/16/2015 eonstrucnon ReVlew discovery re defenses. $300.00 hr 1.00 1.00 $300.00 
Defense 
08/21/2015 Construction Commvnleatlons wtth t·o,mRI. ~300.00 hr 0.10 0.10 $30.00 
Defense 
08/28/2015 Constructkln C:Ommunlcatlons with coun.iel; Review pleadings. $300.00 hr 0.20 0.20 $60.00 
Defense 
08/31/2015 ConMlCllon Review pleadings and documents. $300.00 hr MO 0.40 $120.00 
Defense 
08/31/2015 Construction Review discovery responses. $300,00 hr 0,30 0.30 $90.00 
Defense 
09/09/2015 Construction Review ple&C1ings &. documents. $300.00 hr 0.20 0.20 $60.00 
Defense 
09/10/2015 Construction Inve$t1Qi1tlon re: experts. Research avall~billty of afflrmaijve $300.00 hr 1.20 1.20 $360.00 
Defense defen~. 
09/10/2015 Construc:Uon Communications with counsel. $300.00 hr 0.60 o.60 $180.00 
Defense 
09/14/2015 Construction Re"l'lew pleadings and documents. $300.00 hr 0.20 0.20 $60.00 
Defense 
09/l6/201S Constn>Cl!on UllgeUon ptanolng. $300.00 hr 0.70 0.70 $210.00 
Defense 
09/17/2015 ConstnJCtlon Review pleadings and documents. $300.00 hr o.zo 0.20 $60.00 
Defense 
IYil/ll/2015 Constructloll Re\llew pleadings and documents. $300.00 hr 0.40 0.40 $120.00 
Defense 
IYil/24/2015 Construction Communications with counsel. $300.00 hr 0.30 0.30 $90.00 
Defense 
09/25/2015 Const:nic!lon Review pleadings and documents. $300.00 hr 0.20 0.20 $60.00 
oefen5e 
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09/25/ZOIS Constructloo S<.heounng; dlstussions with counsel; review new pleading. $300.00 hr o.50 o.60 $180.00 
Defense 
09/28/2015 Coostructlon Communk:atlons with counsel; Review documents. $300.00 hr 0.20 0.20 $60.00 
Defense 
09/30/2015 Construction Communications with counsel; Review documents and $300.00 hr 1.20 1.20 $360.00 
0erense pleadings. 
09/30/2015 Construction Amended answer review, $300.00 hr 0.50 0.50 $150.00 
Defense 
10/01/2015 Construction Rl!vleW documents and pleadings. $300.00 hr 0.20 0.20 $60.00 
Defense 
J0/05/2015 ConSbucilon CommunlcatlOns and pleading review reoardlng scheduling. $300.00 Iv MO MO $120.00 
Ollfeme 
10/05/2015 Construction Review pleadings and oocuments. $300.00hr 0.30 0.30 $90.00 
oerense 
10/08/2015 CoMlr\Jctiol') C.,mmunicatlons with counsel; Review pleadings and $300.00 hr 0.50 0.50 $150.00 
Defense documents. 
10/09/2015 ConstrucUon Review pleadings. $300.00 hr 0.40 0.40 $120.00 
Defense 
10/09/2015 Construction Communk:atiQns with counsel; Review pleadlnos and S300.00 hr 0.70 0.70 $210,00 
Defen:ie documents. 
10/12/2015 ConstM:tlon Communl<:atlons with counsel and review pleadings. $300.00 hr 0.40 0.40 $120.00 
Defense 
10/16/2015 Construction Communications with counsel; ReView documents and $300.00 hr 0.80 0.80 $240.00 
Oel'ense pleadings. 
10/16/2015 Constructlotl S<hedullng and review motion, Sttategy with ftrm. $300.00 hr 0.30 0.30 $90.00 
Oefl!nse 
10/19/2015 Construcllon Communications with counsel; review documents and $300.00 hr 1.00 1.00 $300.00 
Defense pleadings. 
10/20/2015 Construction CommunicaUC>ns With counsel and review documents. $300,00 hr 0.40 0.40 $1.20.00 
Defense 
10/26/2015 Construetlon Communications with counsel. $300.00 hr O.JO 0.10 $30.00 
Defense 
10/27/2015 Construetlon Communications with counsel. $300.00 hr 0.10 0.10 $30.00 
Defense 
10/28/2015 ConstructiOn CommunlCatlons With counsel; Review pleadlrigs and $300.00 hr 0.50 0.50 $150.00 
Defense d<xuments. 
10/29/2015 Construction Review documents and pleadings. $300.00 hr 0.40 OAO $120.00 
Defense 
10/30/2015 CoostnJCtloo Review documents and pleadings; Communications with $300.00 hr 1.00 1.00 $300.00 
Defense CQUnsel. 
11/02/2015 Construcljoti Communications with counsel; Review p~adings and $300.00 hr 1.30 1.30 $390.00 
Defense documents. 
11/12/2015 Constructkln Communications with CDU!lsel. $300.00 hr MO 0.40 $120.00 
Defense 
ll/lJ/2015 Construction Communloltlons with counsel. $3.:)0.00hr 0.30 0.30 $90.00 
Defense 
ll/18/2015 Constructlon Review documents and pleadings. $300.00 hr 0.20 0.20 $60.00 
Defen!le 
ll/18/2015 Construction DlscuSSIC>ns with counsel. $300.00 hr o.so 0.50 $150.00 
Defense 
ll/24/2015 Construction Communications with counsel. $300.00 hr 0.30 0.30 $90,00 
Defense 
11/21/WlS ~on Revlev; facts with counsel, $300.00 hr o.so Q.50 $150.00 
Defense 
11/2S/201S Construction Communications with counsel; Review pleadings. $300.00 hr 0.20 0.20 $60.00 
Defense 
11/30/2015 construd!on Review documenlS and pleading,; Communlclll!ons with $300.00 hr o.60 0.60 $180.00 
Defense counsel. 
12/03/2015 Construction Review documents and pleadings. $300.00 hr 0.40 0,40 $120.00 
Defense 
12/04/2015 Construc~on R*lV!ew documents and pleadlngS. $300.00 hr 0.20 0,20 $60.00 
Defense 
01/07/2016 Construction Communications with counsel. $300.00 hr Q.40 OAO $120.00 
Defense 
01/06/2016 Construction CommunlC:atlons with counsel. $300.00 hr 0.50 0.50 $150.00 
oerense 
01/12/2016 Con5truCtlon Communications with coonsel. $300.00 hr 0.10 0.10 $30.00 
Defense 
01/13/2016 Construction Communk:ationS with counsel; review pleadings. $300.00 hr 0.20 0.20 $60.00 
Defense 
01/14/2016 Constructiotl Review pleadings and documents. $300.00 hr 0.30 0.30 $90.00 
Defense 
01/19/2016 Coostrucllon Review documents and pleadings. $300.00 hr MO D.40 $120,00 
Defense 
01/28/2016 CQnstruc:Uon Communications with counseli revl<!w pleadlngs. $0 hr 0.20 0.20 $0.00 
Detense 
02/17/2016 Coostruct!on CommonleatlOns with counsel, $0 hr 0.20 0.20 $0.00 
oeren:ie 
02/18/2016 ConstrucUon Communications with counsel. SO hr 0.20 0.20 $0.00 
Del'ense 
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02/22/2016 Coo5trucUon Communlallk>ns with counsel, $300,00 hr 0.10 0.10 $30.00 
Defense 
02/23/2016 Constructloo communleatJOOs with counsel. $300.00 hr 0.10 0.10 $30.00 
Defense 
02/26/2016 Construction Communications with counsel; Review pleadings. $300.00 hr 1.20 1.20 $360.00 
0erense 
02/29/2016 Construction Commullk:atlons with counsel; Rl!\l1ew pleadings and $300.00 hr 1.20 1.20 $360.00 
Defense documents. 
03/01/2016 Con5'1n1CU011 Communlclltlons wltl1 counwl; Review pleading,. $300.00 hr 1.70 1.70 $510.00 
Defense 
03/02/2016 Con$lructl0n Review dOWments and pleadings. $300,00 hr o.so o.so $150.00 
Defense 
03/03/2016 Constructlon Review documents and pleadings. $300.00 hr 0.60 0.60 $180.00 
Defense 
03/08/2016 Construction Communications with counsel; review documents. $300.00 hr 1.20 1.20 $360.00 
DefEnse 
03/10/2016 Construction Communlcat!Ons with toonsel; ReVlew documents. $300.00 hr 0.20 0.20 $60.00 
Defense 
04/07/20!6 Construction Review documents and pleadings. $300.00 hr 0.30 0.30 $90.00 
Defense 
04/13/2016 ConslrUctlon Review dOcuments. $300.00 hr 0.20 0.20 $60.00 
Defense 
OS/1012016 Constructian Communications with counsel; Review pleadings. $300.00 hr 0.30 0.30 $90.00 
Del'en$e 
OS/16/2016 Con;tructlon CommlJlllcallons wlth counsel; Review pleadings. $300.00 hr Q.60 Q.60 $180.00 
Defense 
05/17/2016 Con5'1n1CU011 Communkations With coullSel; Review pleadings and $300.00 hr 0.80 0.80 $240.00 
Defense documents. 
05/18/2016 Construction Communicauons with counsel; ReView pleadings and $300.00hr 2.10 2.10 $630.00 
Defense documents. 
OS/19/2016 Construction Review MSJ draft. $300.00 hr 1.30 1.30 $390.00 
Defense 
05/19/2016 Construc!lon Review Summary Judgment. $300,00 hr 1.00 1.00 $300.00 
Defense 
OS/20/2016 Construcllon Review pleadings and documents. $300.00 hr 0.70 0.70 $210,00 
Defense 
05/24/2016 Construction Communications with counsel; Re\llew pleadings. $300.00 hr 0.30 0.30 $90,00 
Defense 
05/25/2016 Construction Communications With counsel; Review documents and $300.00 hr 0.60 0.60 $180.00 
Defense pleadings. 
05/27/2016 Construction Communlaltlons with counsel; Review pleadings. $300.00 hr l.10 1.10 $330.00 
Defense 
05/28/2016 Conslrucllon Comm1.1nlcations with counsel. $300.00 hr 0.10 0.10 JJ0.00 
Defense 
05/30/2016 Construction Communlcat!On$ With counsel; Review pleading~ $300,00 hr 0.20 0.20 $60.00 
Defense 
05/31/2016 Construdlon Communlcalloos with counsel. $300,00 hr 0,10 0.10 $30.00 
Oel'cnse 
05/31/2016 Construction Communlaltlons with counsel; Review documents and $300.00 hr I.SO 1.50 $450.00 
0erense pleadings. 
06/01/2016 Conwuction Communicl,lt!Ons with counsel; RA!vlew documents. $300.00 hr 0.20 0.20 $60.00 
Defense 
06/03/2016 Construction Communications with counsel. $300.00 hr 0.30 0.30 $90.00 
Defense 
06/07/2016 Coo$tnJCl:lon Review d0<:ument11. $300.00 hr 0.50 o.so $150.00 
Defense 
06/08/2016 Construction Communlcatlons with counsel; Review documents and $300.00 hr 0,70 0.70 $210.00 
Defense pleadings. 
06/10/2016 Construction Communb!lons with counsel; Review documents ano $300.00 hr 1.00 1.00 $300.00 
Defense pleadings. 
06/16/2016 Construction Communications wllh counsel; Review pleadings. $300.00 hr 0.60 MO $180.00 
Defense 
06/17/2016 Construction Communic:lttlons with counsel; Review pleedlngs. $300.00 hr 0.30 0.30 $90.00 
Defense 
06/20/2016 Con5!ructian Review documents and pleadtogs. $300.00 hr 0.90 0.90 $270.00 
Defense 
06/ll/2016 ConstruCllOll Communications with CQUn,iel. $300.00 hr 0.10 0.10 $30.00 
Defense 
06/24/2016 Construction Counsel with llan. $300.00 hr 0.80 0.80 $240.00 
Defense 
06/27/2016 Con$tnJCl:lon CommunlcallOl'ls wllh (QUl'lsel; review documents and $300,00 hr 0,60 o.60 $180.00 
Defense pleadings. 
06/29/2016 Construction Review documents and pleadings. $300.00 hr 0.20 0.20 $60.00 
oereose 
06/30/2016 Construction Communlaltlon$ with counsel. $300.00 hr 0.10 0.10 $30.00 
Defense 
07/12/2016 Construction Communk;ations with counsel; Review documents and $300.00 hr 0.40 0.40 $120.00 
Defense pleadings. 
07/14/2016 ConstnJctlon Communications with oounsel; Review documents. $300.00 hr 0.30 0.30 $90.00 
Defense 
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07/18/2016 Construcaon Review pleadings; Communications with counsel. $300.00 hr 0,70 0.70 $210.00 
Defense 
tr/ /20/2016 Constr\ldlon Review documents and pleadil\gs. $300.00 hr 1.20 1.20 $360.00 
Oef1:llse 
07/22/2016 Cons!M:llon Review opinion and advise re mediation, $300.00 hr 0.70 0.70 $210.00 
Del'l!nse 
Total Labor FOr C. Tom Arkoosh 60.30 60,30 $17,910.00 
Total bptmse For C. Tom Arkoolh $0,00 $0.00 
Total l'or c. Tom Arkoosh $17,910.00 
------------=----·•---·c~-----•-·-·---~-·~•~·•--••• 
Cam Purchase ·~----·-·----·-~ ""----~.---·-u-,"-·-~--•--•~--·-·-- ~-.--~--·· 
08/12/2015 Construction Pleadings to derk and rewm envelope. $U9ea LOO $1.19 $1,19 
Defense 
09/30/2015 Construction Pk!i!di119s to counsel $3.53 ea 1.00 $3.53 $3.S3 
Defense 
10/20/2015 Construction Letter to aP counsel $1.94 ea 1.00 $1.94 $L94 
Defense 
03/23/2011! Constructlon Deposition ol Kevin 8atchelor on March 10, 2016 $338.07 ea 1.00 $338.07 $338,07 
Defense 
03/23/2016 CanstructlOn Deposition of Nancy Gentry-Boyt! on Mal'Cll 9, 2016 $601i.J2 ea 1.00 $606,32 $606.32 
Defense 
Ol/25/2016 Construction DepoSltion of Chrl$ Kirk on March 10, 2016 $445.20 ea 1.00 $44S.20 $44S.20 
Defenlie 
03/28/2016 Con$ln.letlon Deposition of Todd Md(enna on March 11, 2016 $3S0.75 ea 1.00 $380.75 $380.75 ~-
03/23/2016 Construc!bl Deposition of Eric Waite on March 11, 2016 $279.31 ea 1.00 $279.31 $279.31 
Defense 
03/26/2016 ConslnJction Deposition of aeau Value on March U, 2016 $750-69 ea 1.00 $7S0.69 $750.69 
Defense 
03/30/2016 Construction Deposition ol Michael Longml~ on Mardi 14, 2016 $238,18 ea 1.00 $238,16 $238.18 
Defense 
03/ll/2016 Construclion Deposition of Edmond "'-trus, Jr, on March IS, 2016 $700.55 ea 1,00 $700.55 $700.55 
Defense 
05/13/2016 Constru:llon Copy of records from Valley County Clerk $13.00 ea 1.00 $13.00 $13.00 
Defense 
OS/20/2016 Consttuctlon MIieage from MtQsll to Valley C®nty Courthouse to file MSJ. $30.21 ea 1.00 $30,21 $30.24 
Defense 
05/20/2016 ConstrucllOn 900 paoes ot exhibits for MSJ Motion $135.00 ea 1.00 $135,00 $135.00 
DefenS!I 
05/20/2016 Coostructlon Postage $7.35 ea 1.00 $7.3S $7.35 
Defense 
06/01/2016 Construction Deposition of Michael Wood $31U6 ea 1.00 $3.tl.16 $311.16 
Defense 
06/02/201(, Constn.ict!on Deposl~on of Mari< Blm,, $194.46 ea 1.00 $19·'1.46 $194.46 
DefensEI 
Total Labor FOi' Cam Pun;ha.., o.oo o.oo $0,00 
Total b- Fot Cam Purcha.., $4,436,94 $4,436.114 
Total For Cam PurchHe $4,436.94 
'"_" _____ , ------,---~··~~--·--- -----------·- ._ .. ,, ____ 
Dan Nev111 -- ·---------~"--------- ····----~-·-·--·--· 
10/27/2014 Constructlon Communleatlon with Plaln~ff's counsel. $2SO.OO hr 0.10 0.10 $25.00 
Defense 
10/29/2011 Construction Communications with plalnUlfs counsel to discuss discovery $2SO.OO hr 0.50 0,50 $125.00 
Oefltms@ and settleffl('Ot, 
10/3l/20H ConstrucllOn Review Answer and defense filed by (McKenna/Homecralt}. $250.00 hr 0.SO 0.50 $125.00 
Defense 
11/13/2014 Construcllon Email f!Om plalntlff's counsel. $2S0.00 hr 0.10 0.10 $25.00 
Defense 
11/17/2014 Construction Emails wlttt plainHlfs counsel. $250.00 hr 0,20 0.20 $S0.00 
Defense 
12/02/2014 Constrv(tjoo Email to dlent. $250.00 hr 0.10 0.10 $25.00 
Defense 
12,108(2014 Construc!bl Communicatlons will'l COunsel. $250.00 hr 0.30 0.30 $75.00 
Defense 
12/10/2014 Coostructton Analyze discovery responses from plainllff. $250.00 hr 1.50 I.SO $375.00 
Defense 
12/10/2014 Construction Review motion to compel and sanction rules and ca,elaw for $250.00 hr o.60 O.GO $150,00 
Defense evasive or Incomplete answer.; In dlsc()Vf)ry. 
01/06/2015 Construction Comm with client. $250,00 hr 0.10 0.10 $25,00 
Defense 
01/22,12015 CoostrucUon Communlea~ons with dient. Attend status conference. $250.00 hr a.so a.so $125.00 
Defense 
02/19/2015 Con'ltruction Communlca~ons wlll'l counsel (S. Milllmann). $250.00 hr 0,30 0.30 $75.00 
Oefen.se 
03/12/2015 Construction Attend scheduting conference; communleations with dlenl $250,00 hr 0.80 0.80 $200.00 
Defense 
03/16/2015 Conslructlon Reviewing cone:spondence and discovery respooses from $250.00 hr 0.80 o.80 $200,00 
eerense Plalnlllf to Boyd. 
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03/19/2015 Constructlon Review schedullr,a order rrom court; conference with staff $250,00hr 0.90 o.90 $225,00 
Defense n,garding dlKOvery, experts, and oth« calendaring issues; 
conl'erence with counsel regarding trtal and defense 
strategy; notes to file. 
03/20/2015 con strvction Review correspondl!nce and documents received frQm $250.00 hr 0.70 0.70 $175.00 
Defense opposing counsel; conference with staff regarding discovery 
and calendaring; conference with counsel regarding motion 
to compel and Judge S<;ott, 
O'l/16/2015 Construction Discuss discovery and motion for summary Judgment $250.00 hr 1.70 1.70 $425.00 
Defense defense strategy with counsel; review Plalntll'f's responses w 
our initial discovery ~ts; outline possible requests for 
admlSSlons to plalntllf fo, use In molJon for summary 
judgment, 
06/20/2015 construction Initial review and annotation of written discovery requests $250.00 hr 1.30 1.30 $325.00 
Defense -11<1<1 from opposing cQUOSel. 
06/22/2015 Construction Commu11lcatlons with dlent. $250.00 hr 0.10 0.10 $25.00 
Defense 
07/07/2015 Conslruction Review documents; begin drafting ~p0nses to Plaintiffs $250.00 hr 2.00 2.00 $500.00 
Defense first discovery requests. 
07/08/2015 consl!\ICllol'I Meeting with dlent; ln/aal revtew of client ooc:uments. $250.00 hr 3.00 3.00 $750.00 
oerernie 
07/09/2015 Construction Review documents; prepare discovery resoonm; $250,00 hr 2.70 2.70 $675.00 
Defense communications with c/Jent. 
07/14/201S construction Meeting with staff re discovery documents. $2S0.00 hr 0.40 0.40 $100.00 
Defense 
07/lS/2015 Con$1r\Jct!Qn Communication with opposing counsel re dlscove,y; $250.00 hr 0.30 0.30 $7S.OO 
Defense communk:atlons wtth staff re discovery and calendaring, 
07/20/2015 Construction cab with M. Plen:e and G. Pittenger. $250.00 hr 0.30 0.30 $75.00 
Defense 
07/21/2015 Construction CommunlCations with defense counsel Plen:e, $250.00 hr 0.10 0.10 $25.00 
DefenH 
07/22/2015 Construction RecelVe and review noace or non·opposltlon for $250.00 hr 0.10 0.10 $25,00 
Defense Gentry-lloyd. 
07(22/2015 Construction Communications with counsel. $2SO.OO hr 0.20 0.20 $50.00 
Defense 
07/22/2015 ConslrucUon Communications with defense counsel. $2SO.OO hr 0.20 0.20 $50,00 
Defense 
07/U/2015 consbu:tion Communlaltlon with dlent; communication with opposing $250.00 hr 0.30 0.30 $75.00 
Defense counsel. 
07/23/2015 Construction Communlclltlons with opposing tQun,el re: MO!fon to $250.00 hr 0.30 0.30 $75.00 
Oeten$e Amend; c:ommurncatlOns with client and counsel re: same. 
07/23/2015 Constrvction Commonk:lltfons with counsel. $250.00hr o.:,o 0.30 $75.00 
Defense 
07/24/2015 Oln$lrUcllon Rl!ceille and review Memcnndum and Affidavit in support of $250.00 hr 0.20 0.20 $50.00 
Defense Motloo for Leave to Amend Complalnt. 
07/27/2015 Comtrucllon ReceiVI! and review Notice of Non·Opposlttort from M. $250.00 hr 0.10 0.10 $25.00 
Defense Pierce. 
06/05/2015 Construction Receive and re\llew Plaintiff's expert wltne" dlscJosvre. $250.00 hr 0.10 0.10 $25.00 
OefeMe 
08/10/2015 Construction Review discovery doeuments; flnahze drafting of responses $250.00 hr J.60 J.60 $900,00 
Oel\mse to Plaintiffs 1st discovery 111<l1H!$ls; communlcatlons with 
staff; communlCatklns with dlent. 
08/12/2015 ConstrU<:lJOO CommunutJons with staff and counsel; communications $250.00 hr 0,40 0.40 $100.00 
Defense with dlent re: dJliCOVery. 
08/ll/2015 Construction Commun/cation• with McCall Pe.i! re code amendments; $250,00 hr 0.60 MO $150.00 
Defense /IIVleW ordinance; review 2000 residential code re: extertor 
envelope lartgua\je. 
08/17/2015 Constn.iction COmmunleatlons With counsel re: strale\lYi research waiver $250.00 hr 1.70 l.70 $42S.OO 
Defellse argument; research Intended third party benel'lclary 
argument; research lndemnlflcallon argument. 
06/18/2015 Construcll9fl Review documents; research faUure In mitigate by waiving $250.00 hr 1.30 1.30 $32S.OO 
Defense wam.nty Insurance argument. 
08/21/2015 Constructlon Communication with counsel; litigation planning, $250.00 ht 0,60 0.60 $1S0.00 
Oefen,;e 
08/28/2015 ConstnJ<;tlon CommunleallOn With counsel. $250.00 hr 0.30 0.30 $75.00 
Defense 
08/31/2015 construction CommunlcatiOn with counsel. $250.00 hr Q.40 0.40 $100.00 
Defense 
09/10/2015 Construction Review pleadings; research additional affirmauve defenm; $250.00 hr 2.50 2.50 $62S.OO 
Defense research mot!on to dismiss; call judge's clerk re: order 
granting plaintlfl's motion to amend. 
09/10/2015 Con$1ruclkln CommunicatiOns with dlent $250.00 hr 0.10 0.10 $25.00 
Defense 
09/10/2015 Construction Communications with counsel. $250.00 hr 0.20 0.20 $50.00 
Defense 
09/10/2015 Construction Communications (Interviewing) with possible expert $250.00 hr 0.60 0.60 $150.00 
Defense witnesses. 
09/16/2015 Construcuon U\lgatlon plannlng; research 9rwnds for motlon for $250,00 hr 3.50 3.50 $675.00 
Derense summary judgment and motion to dismiss; resean:h 
elements ol fraud count and consplracy count. 
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09/17/2015 ConstrucUon Review discovery documents and outline possibll.' arguments $250.00 hr 3.50 3.50 $875.00 
OefenSl! for dismissal and or summary Judgment. 
09/18/2015 Construction Continued review discovery documents and oudine possible $250.00 hr 2.00 2.00 $500.00 
Defense arouments for dlsmtssal and or summary Judoment. 
09/22/2015 Constructton Review pleadings; communications with counsel. $250.00 hr 0.70 0.70 $175.00 
Oefen,;e 
09/24/2015 Construction Review correspondence from opp counsel re deposlUon $250.00 hr 0.10 0.10 $25.00 
Defense dates for October. 
09/25/2015 Construction Review com,spondence from counsel (Millemann and $250.00 hr 0.20 0.20 $50.00 
Defense Pierce). 
09/25/2015 ConstrucUon Review correspondence from counsel (Millemann). $250.00 hr 0.10 0.10 $25.00 
Defense 
09/28/2015 Construction Communlcattons with counsel for plalnttff. $250.00 hr 0.10 0.10 $25.00 
Defense 
09/29/2015 Construction Review various emails rrom counsel re scheduling, $250.00 hr l.60 1.60 $400.00 
Defense depositions, and pre-trial deadlines; review scheduling order 
re pre-trial deadlines; review Second Amended Complaint 
and draft revised Answer to add additional affirmaHve 
defenses. 
09/30/2015 Constructton Finalize Answer to Second Amended Complaint; advise staff. $250.00 hr 0.70 0.70 $175.00 
DelerlSl! 
09/30/2015 Constructlor1 Commun1canons With counsel for Remax. $250.00 hr 0.40 Q.40 $100.00 
Defense 
10/01/2015 Construction Review Answer (Remax). $250.00 hr 0.50 0.50 $125.00 
Defense 
10/01/2015 Construction Communlcabons with coun,;el for Boyd. $250.00 hr 0.30 0.30 $75.00 
Defense 
10/01/2015 Construction Communications with a" counseJ re: scheduling and vacating $250.00 hr 0,40 0,40 $100.00 
Defense trial. 
10/01/2015 Construction CommunlalUons with dlenl, $250.00 hr 0.40 0.40 $100.00 
Defense 
10/19/2015 Construction Communications with dlent; communleattons with counsel; $250.00 hr 0.90 0.90 $225.00 
Defense a)rrespondence to coun,;el. 
10/27/2015 Construction Receive and review motion and proposed order. $250.00 hr 0.20 0.20 $50.00 
Defense 
10/29/2015 Construction Receive and reView plaintiff's discovery responses to $250.00 hr 0.50 0.50 $125.00 
Defense McKenna, 
10/30/2015 ConstrucUon Receive and review conrespondence from Collaer to Rudd. $250.00 hr 0.10 0.10 $25.00 
Defense 
10/30/2015 ConstrucUon Receive and review plalntlff's discovery requests to Re/Ma,. $250.00 hr 0.70 0.70 $175.00 
Defense 
11/02/2015 ConstructlOn Communications with coun,;el re hearing and depasJUon $250.00 hr 0.30 0.30 $75.00 
Defense scheduling. 
ll/15/2015 Construction Review prior communkaUons between counsel "'deposition $250.00 hr 0.30 0.30 $75.00 
Defense scheduling. 
11/16/2015 ConstructiOn Attend hearing on motion to continue trial; communications $250,00 hr 1.20 1.20 $300.00 
Defense with counsel re deposlUon scheduling; advise staff and 
counsel re scheduling. 
11/16/2015 Construction Communk:atlons with counsel; review deposition outlines; $250.00 hr 4.30 4.30 Sl,075.00 
Defense review discovery documents; review authority for msj 
motion. 
11/17/2015 Construction Communications with dlent. $250.00 hr 0.90 0.90 $225.00 
Defense 
11/18/2015 Constructlon Review documents; deposition prep; communications with $250.00 hr 6.00 6.00 $1,500.00 
Defens« counsel. 
11/19/2015 Construction Review documents; deposition prep. $250.00 hr 5.50 5.50 $1,375.00 
Defense 
11/19/2015 Construction Deposition prep. $250.00 hr 4.50 4.50 $1,125.00 
Defense 
11/20/2015 ConstrucUon Review documents; deposiUon prep; communications with $250.00 hr 6.30 6.30 $1,575.00 
Defense counsel. 
11/20/2015 Construction Receive and review new trial order; confer with staff re $250,00 hr 0.20 0.20 $50.00 
Del'1!nse calendaring. 
11/23/2015 Construction Deposition prep. $250.00 hr 5.50 5.50 $1,375.00 
Defense 
11/23/2015 Constructton Meeting with l. Powell; a)mmunlcations with counsel. $250.00 hr 1.30 1.30 $325.00 
Defense 
11/24/2015 ConstnJctkln Communlcattons with opposing counsel regarding $250.00 hr 0.70 0.70 $175.00 
Defense cancellation of all previously noticed depositions; 
communlcaUons with counsel; communications with staff 
and dlent. 
11/24/2015 ConstrucUon Communications With counsel re: known and unknown facts $250.00 hr 0.50 0.50 $125.00 
Defense and theories. 
12/10/2015 Constructton Review draft of memos and affidavits supporttng motion; $250.00 hr 2.50 2.50 $625.00 
Defense communications with coun,;el re same. 
01/07/2016 Construction Communications with counsel. $250.00 hr 0.20 0.20 $50.00 
Defense 
Ol/08/2016 Construction Email$ with all counsel re: deposition dates and planning; $250,00 hr 0.70 0.70 $175.00 
Defense communications with counsel. 
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01/12/2016 Conslructlort Confereice call with all counsel re: deposlllon Ql!teJ ond $250,00 hr 0.80 0.80 $200.00 
Defense pli11111inQ; ~munieatJons with counsel and staff re: 
scheduing and planning. 
01/18/2016 Construction Rl!vlew cllscoverv requests from ReMax to plaintiff. $250.00 hr o.so 0.50 $125.00 
Oe~se 
01/28/2016 Construc~on Receive and review Subpoerni DT to NuVu Glass. $250.00 hr 0.20 0.20 $50.00 
Defense 
02/ !7/2016 COnstrucUoo Communieallons wlttl OQPOSlog counsel re: scheduling. $250.00 hr 0.20 0.20 $50.00 
Defense 
02/22/2016 Construclion CommlJfllcations with counsel; review depo notla!s. $250.00 hr 0.20 0.20 $50.00 
Defense 
02/23/2016 C'onstrucllon CommunleatiO!IS with counsel $2SO.OO hr 0.20 0.20 $50.00 
Defense 
02/24/2016 Construction Review Remlll< and Batdlelor discovery responses; notes to $250.00 hr J.00 J.00 $750.00 
Defense Ille re same. 
02/26/2016 Construction Commun!Qltlons with coonsel; receive and re'Jlew $250.00 hr 0.40 0.40 $100.00 
Defena pleadlngs/ootlces from plaintiff (5); oommYnlcotlons with 
SQl!f. 
02/26/2ll16 ConstnJcijon Communicatlom with toUnsel; receive and review t250.00 hr 0.40 MO $100.00 
Defense pleadlngs/notk:es From MIAemann (S}; Communica~ons with 
staff. 
02,/29/20!6 Construcuon Review Noll,:e of Service. $250.00 hr 0.10 0.10 $2S.OO 
Defense 
02/29/2016 Construc:tlon Receive and review Plain!lff• Re~n>es to Remax ond ,2so.oo hr 2.50 2.50 $625.00 
Defense Batchelor's Discovery (Petros 1·301). 
03/01/2016 Construction Receive and review Plaintlff's Second SUpplemental $250.00 hr 0.20 0.20 $50,00 
Defense Responses to Gentry,,BCl)'d's requests. 
03/01/2016 OJnWuctlon Re'flew Nouce ar sen,i,;e. $2SO.OO hr 0.10 0.10 $25.00 
Defense 
OJ/OJ/2016 Construcuon CommunlCa!lOns with dlent; communieatlons with L. $250.00 hr 6.50 6.50 $1,625.00 
Defense Vannoy; communk:atlons with counsel (Mlllemann); 
deposition prep and review of discovery. 
03/07/2016 Construction Review documen!ll ind IQPl!re for deposJtion,; $250.00 hr 8.00 8.00 $2,000.00 
Defense communications with counsel. 
03/08/2016 Construction Meetlng With client re: upcoming depositions; review $250.00 hr 8.00 8.00 $2,000.00 
Defense documents and prepare ror depositions; commYnlcotions 
with counsel, 
03/09/2015 Con$b\Jcllon Attend deposition of N, Gentry·Boyd; review documents and $250.00 hr 8.00 8.00 ti,000.00 
Defense prepare for dlent deJJO!,ltlon. 
03/1012016 COllsl!UCUoo Prepare for and attend deposltlOns (dient and 6atchelor). $250.00 hr 11.00 Jl.00 $2,750.00 
Defense Addltlooal deposition prep (Valu. ). 
03/13/2016 Canstruc11oo Re'ilew transcripts; communication with client. S250.00 hr 2.50 2.50 $625.00 
Del'eni.e 
03/13/2016 Construction l'rel)lll'e for and attend depo,ltlOns (Value and McKenna}. $250.00 hr ll.00 11.00 $2,750.00 
Df,fense 
03/14/2016 ConstJ\lcUon Prepare for and attend depositions (Waite and Longmire). $250.00 hr 7.50 7.50 $1,875.00 
Olllense 
03/15/2016 Construction Prepare for ond 11ttcnd deposition (Plainurl). $250.00 hr 9.00 9.00 $2,250.00 
Defense 
0)/16/2016 Construction Organt:ze and review depo,ltlon notes and exhibits; advise $250.00 hr 5.50 5.50 $1,375.00 
Oel'ense staff re: drafts of depo$ltlon tranSCll)IS; begin reviewl119 and 
summarttlng deposition transcripts. 
OJ/2i/2016 Constructlon Commun1catton, with c:ounsel. $250.00 hr 0.30 O.JO $75,00 
Oefeose 
03/22/20!6 Con!IITUctlDn Recewe and revleW draft/c:ondenSild dupo<itlon transcripts $2.50.00 hr O.G(l o.60 $1SO.OO 
Defense or N. Gentry-Boyd and K. Batchelor; give curso,y review; 
communialtlons wlth staff re: sa~. 
03/22/2016 Construction Communications with dlent. $250.00 hr 0.20 0.20 $50.00 
Defense 
OJ/23/2016 0:.,stn,ctiQ<, Receive and ,evtew ftnal del)QSltlOn transcnpts of K. $250.00 hr 0.30 0.30 $75.00 
Defense Batl:helor and N. Gentry·Boyd; communications with staff 
re: witness flies. 
03/25/2016 ConstructlQl'I Receive and review condensed dral't version of client $250.00 hr 0.40 0.40 $100.00 
oerense deposlt!on; review nme; ll<Mse staff. 
03/28/2016 Cllnstruc:tlon Receive and review depo transcript (McKenna); ad'IISe staff. $250.00 hr 0.30 0.30 $75.00 
Defense 
03/28/2016 Construc!ion Receive an(I relliew depo transcript (Waite); advise staff. $250.00 hr 0.30 0.30 $75.00 
Defense 
03/28/2016 Constructlon Receive and revtew defl!nd8nt's expert witness disclosure. $250.00 hr Q.10 0.10 $25.00 
oerense 
03128/2016 Construction Recelve and review dral't depo transcnpt (Value); lldvise $250.00 hr 0.30 O.JO $75.00 
Defense staff. 
03/29/2016 Constructlon Receive and review final deposition transcripts (M<:Kenna, $250.00 hr 0.40 0.40 $100.00 
Defense Waite, Value, and OlrisJ; ad\llse staff; prepare to file expert 
dlsdOsure. 
OJ/2~/2016 Constru<:Uoo Communications with client. $250.00 hr 0.80 0.80 $200.00 
Defense 
OJ/30/2016 CllnstrucUOO ReCelve and review expert cAsdosures. $250.00 hr 0.10 0.10 $25.00 
Defense 
03/30/2016 Comtruc;t!on Receive and revleW depoSltlon transcript (Longmire); advise $250.00 hr 0.30 0.30 $75.00 
Oeftnse star!'. 
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03/31/2016 Construction Research bullder·vendor fiablllty to purchaser and $250.00 hr 3.50 3.50 $875,00 
Defen,e ,ub,iequent purt:haer of dwelling for breach or Implied 
Wilffllnty, 
03/31/2016 Oln5tructlon communleatlons With court rePOrter re: deposition exhlblt5; S250.00 hr 0.70 0.70 $17S.OO 
Defense receive and review depo$1tlon transcript (Petrus); 
communleatlon with staff re: casemap. 
03/31/2016 Con,truction R.e\lleW corn:cted depo$1tlon transi;rlpt, (Petrus and Chris). $250.00 hr 0.30 0.30 $75.00 
Defense 
04/01/2016 Constl\JCtlOn Communleatlons With court reporter re; oepoSIUOn exhibits. U50.00 hr 0.10 0.10 $25.00 
Defense 
04/07/2016 construc1Jon COmmun!Qtlons from court reporter with LMQmire $250.00 hr 0.10 0.10 $25.00 
Defense cettlflcate. 
04/08/2016 Construction Communications with counsel (CoUaer). $250.00 hr 0.50 0.50 $125.00 
Defense 
04/11/2016 Construction Review discovery. $250.00 hr !i.50 6.$0 $1,625.00 
Defense 
04/12./2016 Construction Review dlscove,y; stlltt reviewing deposltlon transcripts and $250.00 hr 5.50 5.50 $1,375.00 
Defense now. 
04/13/2016 Constructioo Receive and review K. l!atdlelor's change sheet to his $250.00 hr 0.20 0.20 $50.00 
Defense depo$1tlon transaipt. 
04/13/2016 Constroo!on Review and analyze depo$1Hoo tnlns,;rlpts. $250.00 hr 4.00 4.00 $1,000.QO 
Defl:nse 
04/14/2016 Construction Review and analyze depos!Uoo tnlnscr!pts and exhibits. $2S0.00hr S.00 5,00 $1,250.00 
Defense 
04/15/2016 Constnlctlon RevleW and analyze deposibon nan501pts and e!ihlblts. $250.00 hr 5.00 5.00 $1,250.00 
Defense 
04/18/2016 Con5tructlon ReSear01 and outline summa,y JudQment facts, lntroductlon, $250.00 hr 5.00 5.00 $1,250.00 
Defense and 11,gument. 
04/19/2016 Constructkm Researdl and dral\ summary judgment argument. $250.00 hr 3.50 3.50 $875.00 
Defense 
04/22./2016 Construction Receive and review correspondence from K. Campoplano re: $2SO.OO hr 0.10 0.10 $25.00 
Defense (Vatue and Waite). 
05/03/2016 constructJon Communications with defense c:ounsel; lldvlse staff re: $250.00 hr 6.60 6.60 $1,650.00 
Defense hearing date; review documents, research, and drafting 
(MSJ). 
05/04/2016 Construction Review docs, research, and drafting (MSJ). $250.00 hr S.60 5.60 $1,400,00 
0erense 
05/09/2016 Construction Researdl and drafting (MSJ). $250.00 hr 1.50 l.50 $375.00 
Defense 
05/10/2016 Construction Research and drafting (MSJ). $250.00 hr 3.30 3.30 $825.00 
Defense 
05/l0/2016 COl1$tt\lCUOO Commun!Catlons With <:ounHt. $250,00 nr 0.30 O.JO $75.00 
Defense 
05/10/2016 constnictJon Receive and review deposition subpoena OT of Michael $250.00 hr 0.SO o.so $125,00 
Defense Wood; review previous deposition tran:;aii,ts re: M. Wood. 
05/10/2016 Construdlon Receive and review deposlllon subpoena OT of Mark B1rrer; $250.00 hr 0,40 0.4Q $100.00 
Dercose ~ previous depoSillon tr1nsalpts re: Milrk illm:r, 
05/11/2016 Constructloo Re!earch and drat!:lng (MSJ). $250.00 hr 1.40 1.40 $350.00 
Defense 
05/ll/l016 Construdlon Communications with counsel. $250.00 hr 0.20 0.20 $50.00 
Detense 
05/12/2016 construction R.eseardl and draf!lng (MS)). $250.00 hr 2.00 2.00 $500.00 
DeleNe 
05/12/2016 COllSIIUCIIOO Ravi- comispondence and copy or MSJ memo (Q,llaer). $250.00 hr 1.00 1.00 $250,00 
Clcfc:n:,c 
05/ll/2016 con51ructlon Review correspondence from counsel. $250.00 hr 0.10 0.10 $25.00 
Defense 
05/13/2016 Construction Research and draf!lng (MSJ). $250.00 hr J.60 1,60 $400.00 
Defense 
05/13/2016 Construction Review MSJ memo ( Collaer). S250.00 hr 1.30 1.30 $325.00 
Defense 
05/16/2016 Construction Research and drafting (MSJ). $250.00 hr 1.50 1.so $1,125.00 
Defense 
OS/16/2016 Con$1nJCtiM Receive and ll!lllew Pllllntil'l's motfOn for leave t.o amend $250.00 hr 0.90 0.90 $225,00 
Defense complaint with S1Jl)!?Ortlng memo and dedarauons; call with 
counsel re: same. 
05/17/2016 construction Research and drafting (MSJ); meet!l'IQ with dient. $250.00 hr 6.50 6.50 $1,625,00 
Defense 
05/17/2016 ConstrucijOo Receive and review MSJ memo (Gentry·Boyd). $250.00 hr 0.30 0.30 $75.00 
Defense 
05/18/2016 construction Re,earCh 11nd drafting {MSJ). $250.00 hr 6.30 6.30 $1,575.00 
Defen:ie 
05/18/2016 ConstrucUon Receive and fl!\llew MSJ memo (Gentry·l!Qyd), $250,00 hr 1.50 1.50 $375.00 
Defense 
05/19/2016 Construction Draft 1111d flnllllze MSl memo, affldllvlts, motlons; $250.00 hr 8.00 11.llO $2,000.00 
Defense ccmmunlelltlons with dlent; communlcl!tlons with staff. 
05/20/2016 c.onstruction Assemble affidavits, memo, mo~ons, and noh; inake cc,ples, $Ohr l,00 o.oo $0.00 
Defense secure signatures and notaries, nle, deliver to counsel. 
05/2012016 Construcllon Final review and ftnal edits to MSJ memo. $250.00 hr 1.50 1.50 $375.00 
Defense 
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OS/24/2016 Construction Recelve and review Amended Depo Subpoenas (Blrrer) and $250,00 hr 0.20 0.20 $50.00 
Defense (Wood); ckMse staff re: calenaanng revlSecl dates and 
notifying client. 
05/25/2.016 c.onstnK:tlOO Remlve and review CMeSl)Ondence from coun,;el (Rudd). $250.00 hr 0.10 0.10 $25,00 
Oefen,.. 
05/25/2016 ConstrucliOn Communk:iltions with all counsel "" scheduling. $250.00 hr o.zo 0.2.0 $S0.00 
Defense 
05/25/2016 Construcllon Recelve and reYlew correspondence from counsel and $250.00 hr 0.10 0.10 $25.00 
Defense defendant Remax's Jolnder In motion to extend ~me to hear 
msJ. 
05/26/2016 COnstructlon Conference call with all counsel; advise staff re: scheduling $250.00 hr 0,40 0,40 $100.00 
Defense ma~ 
05/26/2016 CoMtructlcn AddillOnal wmmunk:at!ons. with counsel. $250.00hr 0.30 0.30 $75.00 
oerense 
05/26/2016 ConstnJctlon Addlt!ol1al rommunlcallons with counsel. $250.00 hr o.60 0,60 $150.00 
Defense 
05/26/2016 Construction Communlcatlons with client. $250.00 hr o.eo o.so $200.QO 
eer..,se 
05/27/2016 Construcllon Conference call with counsel. $250.00 hr 0.30 0.30 $75.00 
Defense 
OS/27/2016 Olnst.rucilon Receive and review P1's: (1) motion to amend ,;,;hedullng $250.00 ht 2.50 2.50 $&25.00 
Defen5e on:ler and contlnU<! trtal; (2) memo In support; (3) 
declaration or counsel In support; (4) motion Ill conunuc 
hearing date on msJ; (S) memo in support; (6) dedaraUon 
of counsel In support; review record; re•lew procedural 
rules; outline opposition illrtJUment. 
05/27/2016 Construction Receive and review r:om!5l)Ondence rrom counsel re: MS.l $250.00 hr 0.20 0.20 $50.00 
Defense and Trial schedullf19 opposltlon. 
OS/30/2016 Construction Receive and review affidavit or S, Mllltmann In opposition to $250.00 hr 0.30 0.30 $75.00 
Defense pl's motlOn to continue. 
05/31/2016 ConWUCtlon Prepare ror and attend Pl's emetl)eocy hearing ror $2SO.OO hr 1.70 1.70 $425.DO 
0erense contlnuanee of MSJ hellring. 
05/31/2016 Constructlon Recehle and review~ from pl's counsel re: $250,00 hr 0.20 0.20 $50.00 
Defense building plans and supplemental production; dlswss same 
with dlent. 
05(31/2016 Construcllon Receive and review NOH and Amended NOH from pl's $250.00 hr 0.10 0.10 $25.00 
Defense counsel. 
06/0l/2016 COllWUCtlon Review. prepare l'or, and attend depoSltion or M. Wood; $2SO.OO hr 4.00 4.00 $1,000.00 
Oefenst confenince with coonsel; cornmunlt11tlons with client and 
staff. 
06/01/2016 Construdion Communk:allons With counsel re: dOcument and email $250,00 hr 0.30 0.)0 $75.00 
Defense producuon. 
06/01/2016 Construction Receive and analyze document production Petrur.;..Longmlre $250,00 hr 1.30 1.30 $325.00 
DelenS\! 1"'18 from Ill's counsel; communications With stlllf. 
06/01/2016 Comtn,cllon Receive and analyze document product/On RP 280-451. $250.00 hr 2.00 z.oo $500.00 
Defense 
06/01/2016 c.onstructton COmmunkatlons with pl's counsel's o~ re: discovery $250,00 hr 0.20 0.20 $50.00 
Defense pn:xludlon; coordinate with staff. 
06/01/2016 Construction COmmunlcatlons with dlent. $250.00 hr 0.40 Q.40 $100.00 
Defense 
06/0212016 Conswctlon Review, prepar., ror, and attend deposlllon of M. lllm!r; $250.00 hr 6.00 6.00 $1,500.00 
Defense con~ with counsel; «>mmunlcatlons with counsel, 
dlent, and staff. 
06/02/2016 Construction Communlc:atlOtls with dlent. $250.00 hr 0.90 0.90 $225.00 
Defense 
06/03/2016 Construction Communltatlons With counsel re: mediation. $2SO.OO hr 0.20 0.20 sso.oo 
Defense 
06/03/2016 Con:structlo!l Receive and revtew documents rrom pl's counsel. $250.00 hr 0.50 0.50 $125.00 
Defense 
06/07/2016 Construction Receive and review deposition transcript ol M. Wood. $250,00 hr 0.70 0.70 $175.00 
Dffilnse 
06/08/2016 Ca1struction Receive and review deposillon transcript ol M. Blrrer. $250.00 hr 0.90 Q.90 $225.00 
Defense 
06/08/2016 Construction Receive and review correspondence from counsel and $250.00 hr 0.60 0.60 $150.00 
Dl!n:nse oppoSlt!On to pl's motiOn to file thltrl amended complaint. 
06/08/2016 Construction communications With ell counsel re: dloial of mediators. $2SO.OO hr 0.40 0.40 $100.00 
Defense 
06/Q9/2016 Construction Addl~onal communicatlons With counsel re: choke: of $250.00 hr 0.20 0.20 $50.00 
Defense mediators. 
06/10/2016 Construc:tlon Receive and review or pl's Olll)OSltlons to all three $2SO.OO hr 4.50 4,SO $1,125.00 
Defense defendant's msJ. 
06/11/2016 Con 5tructtol'I Recetve aoo reYlew language and exhibits of deciarat10ns $250.00 hr 3,50 3.50 $87'5.00 
Defense Ried by pl In support of Ms.l opposlt10nS. 
06/12/2016 Construction Analyze pl's opposition bneh; msJ research. $250.00 hr 6.30 6.30 $1,575.00 
Defense 
06/13/2016 Conwuctlon MSJ rQOarr:h; msJ drofUog. $250.00 hr 4.60 4.60 $1,150.00 
Defense 
06/14/2016 Con,tructlon MSJ re5earch; msj drafting; communlcatJons with counsel. $250.00 ht s.oo 5'.00 $1,250.00 
Defl!nse 
06/16/2016 Construction MSJ research; msJ drafting. $250,00 hr 7.00 7.00 $1,750.00 
Defense 
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06/17/2016 ConslnJc:!lon MS) draftl119 aod edlllng, $250.00 hr 4.50 4.50 $1,125.00 
Defense 
06/18/2016 Co!lstructiQn Recelve and review Gen\lY·l!Oyd msJ reply t:rief. $250.00 hr 2.50 2.50 $625.00 
Defense 
06/18/2016 COflstr\lct!oll Receive and l'l!Yltw Remax reply brief and wpi:,ltmental $250.00 hr 2.00 2.00 $500.00 
Defttlse aflldavit. 
06/18/2016 Constructlon MSJ research; MSJ hearing prep; communicaUons with $250.00 hr 2.30 2.30 $575.00 
Defense counsel. 
06/19/2016 Construction MSJ hearing prep. $250.00 hr 3.50 3.50 $875,00 
Defe05e 
06/20/2016 ConstrucUoo PrcPilre for eod attend MSJ hearing; communlcatlon, with $250.00 hr 7.00 7.00 $1,750.00 
Defense counsel and dlent. 
06/21/2016 Constructton COmmunleatlons with counsel. $250.00 hr 0.60 D.60 $150.00 
Defense 
06/22/2016 Con,tnJctlon Communications with CQUnsel and client. $250.00 hr 0.80 0.80 $200.00 
Defense 
06/22/2016 Construcfion Review and organlzt MSJ argument notes and flle; notes to $2SO.OO hr 1.60 1.60 $400.00 
Defense ffle re: ml!diabon and trial. 
OGm/2016 Construction Communications with opposlrlll counsel; communieations $250.00 hr 0.30 0.30 $75.00 
Defense with Client. 
06/24/2016 Construction Review deposit:IOn tesHmony and exhibits; lni!diation/trtal $250.00 hr 4.50 4.SO $1,125.00 
Defense pn,p. 
06/27 /2-016 Coostruct:IOn Communications with counsel; communications with client. $250.00 hr 0.60 0,60 $150.00 
oeren ... 
06/27/2016 Construction Review correspondence and documents from counsel $250.00 hr 0.20 0.20 $50.00 
Dell!/lse {Pierce). 
06/27/2016 CO!lStniction Communleatlons Wltll counsel; review supplemental briefing $250.00 hr 0.70 0,70 $175.00 
Defense filed by P. COiiaer. 
06/28/2016 Construction Seltiement (()lllmunlcallon5 with opposing counsel. $250.00 hr 0.10 0.10 $25.00 
Defense 
06/28/2016 Construction Communicallons with all counsel re: mediation scheduling. $250.00 hr 0.30 0.30 $75.00 
eerense 
06/28/2016 Construellon Review de;loslUon testimony and exhlbltsi me:flatlon/trlal $250.00 hr 2.00 2.00 $500.00 
Defertse prep. 
06/29/2016 Construciion Communications with dlent. $250.00 hr 0.30 0.30 $75.00 
Defense 
06/29/2016 ConSll'UCflon Review deposll!On tllSUmony and exhiblts; mediation/trial $250.00 hr 1.70 1.70 $425.00 
Defense prep. 
06/30/2016 ConstructlOn ReVlew deposition testtmony and exhibits; mediation/trial $250.00 hr 2.60 2.60 $650.00 
0erense prep. 
07/01/2016 Construction COmmunlcaUons wlth dlent. $250.00 hr 0.20 0.20 $50.00 
Defense 
07/01/2016 Construc!lon Review deposition testimony and e,hiblts; medlatlon/trlal $250.00 hr 1.40 1.40 $350,00 
Defense prep. 
07/01/2016 Coostrucllon Communications wltn opJ.XlSlng counsel. $250.00 hr 0.10 0.10 $25.00 
Defense 
07/02/2016 Constn.K:Uon Review deposition testimony and exhibits; mediation/trial $250.00 hr J.70 !.70 $425.00 
Defense prep. 
07/03/2016 Coostructlon Commul'llcatlons with counsel. $250,00 hr 0.10 0.10 $25.00 
Defense 
07/05/2016 Construction Communications with counsel. $250.00 hr 0.20 0.20 $50.00 
°'*""' 
07/05/2016 ConstrucUon Review deposllion testimony and exhibits; medt;it!on(trial $250.00 hr 3.00 3.00 $750.00 
Defense prep. 
07/07/20!6 c:onstrucUon Communications with counsel; communk:llijOtU wlth staff. $2SO.OO hr 0.20 0.20 $50.00 
Defense 
07/07/2016 Constructlon Communications With dlent, $250.00 hr 0.20 0.20 $50.00 
llefllflR 
07/07/2016 Construction Medlation/t,lal prep. $250.00 hr 2.30 2.30 $575.00 
Defense 
07/07/2016 Con$1rtJCtion Conference call wllh all counsel re: ,chedullng. $250.00 hr 0.40 Q.40 $100.00 
Defense 
07/08/2016 Cons!nJttlon Comrriunlcatlons with dlent; communlcatlons With counsel. $250.00 hr 0.60 D.60 $150.00 
Defense 
07/12/2016 Construction Receipt and review of coort'S MSJ dedslon; communications $250.00 hr 4.60 4.60 $1,150.00 
Defenu with dlent; communlc.!tfonS with counsel; communbtlons 
with Stllff. 
07/H/2016 Construc~on fee recovery research. $250.00 hr 1.80 1.80 $450.00 
Defense 
07/14/2016 Construction Communications with mediator's office. $250.00 hr 0.10 0.10 $25,00 
Detense 
07/14/2016 Construction Receive and n!\'lew witness and exhibit lists from A. Fosblr $250.00 hr 0.30 0.30 $75.00 
Defense and S. Mlffemann. 
07/14/2016 Construdlon Re<:elve and review witness and exhibit Usts from P. Collaer, $250.00 hr 0.10 0.10 $25.00 
Defense 
07/18/2016 Construcilon Receive and n!Vlew motions In llmlne. $250.00 hr 0.30 0.30 $75.00 
Defense 
07/18/2016 Construction communications with counsel re: ctient as witness. $250.00 hr 0.10 0.10 $25.00 
Defense 
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07/20/2016 Construction Communication with counsel re: common exhibits. $250.00 hr 0.20 0.20 $50.00 
Defense 
07/28/2016 Construct:lon Review sUl)l)lemental brlellng niea by A. Foster. $250.00 hr 0.60 0.60 $150.00 
Defense 
Total Labor For Dan Nevala 302,40 391,40 $97,850,00 
Total Expenn For Dan Nevala $0,00 $0,00 
Total For Dan Nevala $97,850,00 ·---~~--~--~~-- ---~---·· ••-w•-<-,·,~-----' -·------- ., ... 
Erin Ceell 
10/23/2014 Ccnstructlon Communications with Andersen Banducci regan:llng $75.00 hr 0.10 0.10 $7.50 
Defense discovery ~st:,. 
12/08/2014 ConstrucUon Communications with dlent; Upload discovery documents $75.00 hr 0.30 0.30 $22.50 
Defense pnxluced bV Pla1n11ffs; Notes to counsel. 
0]/13/2015 COnstrucaon Ul)(late calendar. $75.00 hr 0.10 0.10 $7.50 
Defet'se 
06/22/2015 Construction Obtain, n!Yiaw & sa,n Notice of Servi<:•; Plaintlff;' Firsl Set $75,00 hr 0.30 0.30 $22.50 
Oefense of lnterrogetorle, ond Requests lor Prl?ducuon or 
Documents to Chris Kirt. Todd McKenna and Nancy 
Gentry-Boyd; Copy to client; Cloli!fldor deadline to respond; 
Notes to counsel. 
07/14/2015 Conrnu<:tton Obtl!tn, review & SC11n client documents. $7S.OO hr MO 3.40 $255.00 
Defense 
07/.15/2015 ConstrucUoo Obtain, review & scan ClleOt documents; Update calendar $75.00 hr l,40 1.40 $105.00 
Defense with extended dndlln.e to respond to dlSC011ery. 
07127/2015 Construction Obtain, review & scan Notice of Non-Opposition; Notes to $75.00 hr 0.20 0.20 $15.00 
Defense counsel; Copy to dlent. 
08/05/2015 Con5tr111;Uon Obtain, review & scan Plalnllff's Expert Witness Disdo,ure; $75.00 hr 0.20 0.20 ns.oo 
Defense Copy to client; Note, to counsel. 
08/11/2015 Construction CommunlaltJons with counsel; Review, revise Responses to $75,00 hr o.ao 0.80 $60.00 
Defense PlalnUfftl' first tntem,gatones and Reque~ for Produdton; 
Elates Stamp documents for productJon; Communlcauons 
with dlent. 
08/12/ZO!S Construction Assemble binder or Plaintiffs' discovery resp0nses; flnallie $75.00 hr 0.40 Q.40 $10.00 
Oefense Responses to Plaintiff's 1st INT & RFP; Copy to dlent; Note'i 
to c:ounsel. 
09/28/2.0 LS Construclfon Obtain, review and i;,;an correspondena, from Jason Rudd. $75,00 hr 0.10 0.10 $7.50 
Defense 
09/30/201S Construcliol1 Review, revise Answe~ lo Second Amended Complaint; $75.00 hr 0.20 0.20 $15.00 
Defense Notes to c:ounsel. 
09/30/2015 Constru<:tlon Revise, f!nallze, rax flle and serve Answer to Secol1d $75.00 hr 0.60 0.60 $45.00 
Defense Amended Complaint; Assemble documents for malling; copy 
1D client; Notes to counsel. 
10/09/2015 Construction Obtain, review and scan Notice of Non-OpposlHon and $75.00 hr 0.50 o.so $37.50 
Defense Amended Cert!lk:ate of Service; Draft, fax file and serve 
NotH:e of Non-Opposition; Copy to dient; Notes to counsel. 
10/l]/2015 Constructlon Obtain, review and scan Notice of Errata and NoUce of $75.00 hr 0.20 0.20 $15.00 
Defense Non-Opposition from Plaintiffs; Copy to dlent; Hores w 
counsel. 
10/19/2015 ConSIIUCUon Obtain, review and sam correspendenc/1 from Jason Rudd $75.00 hr 0.40 0.40 $30.00 
Defense and Steven MIDeman, Notice of Oeposl~on of Naixy 
Gentry-Boyd, Notlce of 30(b)(6) Depositions of Chrls Kirk 
and Re/Max Resort Realty; Copy to dlent; Up:!ate calendar; 
Nole$ to counsel, 
10/20/2015 ConstrucUon Review, revise and flnanze letter to all counsel; Assemble $75.00 hr 0.50 0.50 $37,50 
Defense documents for emailing and millllng; Copy to client: NO\f!s to 
counsel; Obtaln; n!!'llleW and sc~n correspondence from 
lllson Rudd an<l Michael Pierce; Update seMce 11st. 
10/27/2015 OJnstnJcljon Review and scan notes. $75.00 hr 0.10 0.10 $7.50 
Defense 
10/29/2015 O:lnstructlon Ob!aln, review and scan Notice of 5eNlol: of Discovery, $75.00 hr 0.20 0.20 $15.00 
Defense Plall'\Ul'fs' Flr$t Interrogatories, Requests for Production and 
Requests for MmlSslon to Defendant Re/Max Resort Realty, 
and Plaintiffs' flrst Intemll}atortes, Requests for Productton 
and Requests for AdmlsslOn to Defendant Kevln Batchelor; 
Copy lo cllent; Notes to c:ounsel. 
10(30/2015 Constru<:tion Obtain, l'!Mew and scan correspondence from Michael Plerce $75.00 hr 0.20 0.20 $15.00 
Defense and McKenna's Answers to Plalntlff's fl~t Set of 
lnterro;ialllries and Req\Je$1S for Production of Oocuments; 
copy to client; Notel! w c:ounsel. 
11/02/2015 ConstrucUon Obtain, nMew and StlV1 NotleeS of Taking Deposltlon of $75.00 hr 0.40 0.40 $30.00 
Defense Beau Value, Disaster Response LLC, Edward Petrus Jr,, and 
Erle Waite, Subpoenas for Beau Value, Eric Waite and 
Disaster Response LLC; Up:!ate calendar; Copy to dlent; 
Notes to counsel; Relliew correspondence between counsel 
re: Heanng date. 
11/13/2015 Construction Obtllln, review and scan comtSpondence from counsel; $75.00 hr 0.20 0.20 $15,00 
Defense Update calendar. 
11/20/2015 COnstruct!On Update calendar with new deildllnes per new pretrial and $75.00 hr 0.50 0.50 $37.50 
Defense trial dates; Notes to coun'll!I. 
11/24/201.S Construction Obtain, review ill'ld scan correspondern;e from opposing $75.00 hr O.lO 0.10 $7.50 
Defense counsel; Update calendar; Notes to counsel. 
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12/03/2015 Construciion Obtain, review and scan Nobe~ of Vata!lng Dl!IX)sltlons of $75.00 hr 0.20 0.20 $15.00 
Defense Nancy Gently-B<Jyd, Chris Kirk and ReMax; Copy to dlent; 
Notes to counsel. 
01/12/2016 Construction Communications wlth counsel; Update calendar. $7S.OO hr 0.10 0.10 $7.50 
Defense 
02.108/2016 Con$11'UC!lon Obtain, review and scan SUbpoenil Duces Tecum to Nu·Vu $75.00 hr 0.10 0.10 $7,50 
Defense Glass, Inc. 
02/29/2016 Construction Obtain, review and scan NOIJCe of Deposition of Nancy $7S.OO hr 0.30 O,JO $22.50 
Defense Gentry-Boyd; Notla! of Deposition of Olrts Kkk; Notice of 
IRCP Rule 30(b)(6) Deposition of Chris Kirk d/1)/a Kirk 
Enterprt-; Notice of Deposition of Kevin l!lltchelor; Notjce 
of Dep,»lt:!On of Todd MCKemit; Notlal OUtl!$ Tecum of 
Taldno Deposition of Mike tt,ngmlF11; NOl!(e of Taking 
Deposition of Beau Value; Notice of Taking Del)Osltlon of 
Erle Wal!:e; Notlee of Tllklng Deposition of EdfflQnd A. Pl!trus 
Jr.; Rule 30{b)(6) Notice of Taking Depoi$itlon of Dlsoster 
Response, U.C (formerly Disaster Pro LLC); Copy to client; 
Update calendar; Notes to counsel. 
03/0Z/2016 QlnslnJdjon Ob!llln, review and scan PlalnUffs' s«ond Supplemented $75.00 hr 0,30 o.JO $22.50 
Dl!fense Responses to Defendant Gentry-Bo',d's First Interrogatories 
and Requests for Production, Plalndffs' l!esponses to 
Defendants ReMax Resort Realty and Kevin Batchelor'$ r,rst 
Set Of Inl2rrogatones and Requests for Production, and two 
Notice$ of Se1Vlce; Copy to client; Notes to counsel. 
03/08/2016 Construction Obtarn, l'l!Vlew and scan discovery documents· from Plalntlfls' $75.00 hr 0.40 MO $30.00 
Defense counsel; No~ to counsel. 
03/09/2016 Construction Communleations wlth counsel re: dfscovery. $75.00 hr 0.10 0.10 $7.50 
Oefen5e 
03/22/2016 Construction Obtain, review and scan rough drafts ot deix>sibons of Kevin $75.00 hr 0.30 0.30 $22,50 
Defi,,$e McKenna, Kevin l!atcheklr, Chris l(irk, Nonq Gentry·B<Jyd, 
and Beau Value. 
03/23/2016 Construction Obtain, review and = Deposition of l<evln Bab:helor and $75.00 hr 0.20 0.20 $15.00 
Oo!ll'l!nse Deposition of Nanty Gentry·!loyd; Copy to dtent; Notes to 
counsel. 
03/29/2016 ConsWctlon Obtain, rl!\'lew al1<l scan depoSltlon of Beau Value, Eric $75.00 hr 0.70 0.70 $52.SO 
DefenH Walll!, Todd McKenlllJ and Chris Klrk; Drart Amended Expert 
Wttnes$ Disclosure; fax nle and se,ve and email ID atl 
counsel and Judge; Copy to dlent; Notes to counsel. 
03/30/2016 Construction Obtain, review and scan deposition of Mlchllel Longmire: $75.00 hr 0.20 0.20 $15.00 
Defense Copy to dlent; Notes to counsel. 
03/31/2016 Constructton Obtain, review and scan cotrl!Cted deposl~oo of Chris Kirk $75.00 hr 0.20 0.20 $15.00 
Defense and deposltlOn of Edmond A. Petru5; Copy to client; notes to 
counsel. 
04/07/2016 Constru(t:lon Obtain, review and scan correspondence M&M Court $75,00 hr 0.20 0.20 $15.00 
OefenM Reporting and signed certlftcate to deposltJOn or MIChllel 
Longmire; Copy to dlent; Notes to tounse!. 
04/13/2016 Construction ObtlJln, review and liClln e><hlblts to witness del)OS!Hons and $75.00 hr 0.60 Q.60 $45.00 
Defense signed tertlficate of deposltlM tor Kevin Batchelor; upload 
to Dropbo,< for copying to client; Communications with court 
reporter; Notes to counsel. 
04/22/2016 Construction Obtain, review and Kan correspondence from M&M Co<Jrt S75.00 hr 0.20 0.20 S!S.00 
Defense Rel)OftlnQ and slQnat!Jre pages for Erle Waite and Beau 
Value depositions; Copy IO dlent; Notes IQ counsel. 
05/02/2016 Constn.K:tion Communications with cowue! and deri< re: setting motion $7S.OO hr 0.10 0.10 $7.SO 
Oelerlse for summary judgment hear1ng. 
05/04/2016 Q:lnstruction CommunleatlOns with cler!< and counsel "" Settlng hearing $75.00 hr 0.30 0.30 $22.50 
Defense for mouon !'or summary)Udgment; Update caJ,enda,. 
05/11/2016 Construction Obtain, re-,1ew and scan Not!Ce of Arm Name Change and $75.00 hr 0.40 D.40 $30.00 
Defense correspondence l'rom M&M Court Reporting; Copy to client; 
Notes to counsel; Update sel'/IQ! list. 
05/17/2016 Construction Obtain, mlew and scan Defendant Gentry Boyd's Motion for $7S.OO hr 0.30 Q.30 $22.50 
Defense summary Judgment; Memorandum In SuPPQrt of Defendant 
Gentry Boyd's Motion for Summary Judgment; Af!ldavlt of 
Greg Pittenger In Support of Defendant Gentry Boyd's 
Madon for Summary Judgment; Nollce of tleanno for 
Oetendant Gentry Boyd's Motion !'or summary Judgment; 
Copy to dlent; Updalll calendar; Notes to counsel. 
05/18/2016 Constn.ldloll Obtain, l'l!Vlew and scan Oeposltlon Subpoena Duces Tecum $75.00 hr 0.20 0,20 $15.00 
Defense to Mark Blrrer and Michael Wooo; Copy tn dient; notes to 
counsel, 
05/19/2016 Construcl:lon Review, r<Nise Affidavit o( Chrts Klrk In Support or Motion for $75.00 hr 3.50 3.50 $262.50 
Defense Summary Judgment and Memorandum In Support of Motion 
for Summary Judgment; Notes to counsel; Obtain, re111ew 
and scan Nollce or Constructlon Defec'l letter; Obtain, review 
an<t scan Defendant Nancy Gentry•Boyd's Moijon to Mend 
Time to Hear Summary Judgment Motjon, Notice of Hearing 
on Defendant Nancy Gentry-Boyd's Motion to Extend nme 
to Hear Summary Judgment Mot!on, and Proposed Order 
GrantinQ Defendant Nancy Gentry·8o)'d's Motion to Extend 
llmt to Hear Summary Judgment Motion; Update calendar; 
Copy to client; Noll!S to counsel. 
05/20/2016 Construction Anallze MoHon for Summary Judgment. Memorandum In $75.00 hr 1.70 1.70 $127.50 
Defense Support. Affidavit of Daniel Nevala and Chris Kirk In Support; 
Draft and Hnallze Notiot of Hearing and Jolnder In 
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Defendant Gentry-Boyd's Motion for Extension of Time to 
Her Summary Judgment Mollon; Obtain, review and scan 
Notlee or Hearing oo PlalnUff's MotlOn for Leaw to Amend 
Complaint, Petrus Native l'hQtQs; Assemble docUments for 
hand dellvery and malling to counsel; CoPV to dlent; Notes 
to counsel. 
05/25/2016 Construe ti co Obtain, review and scan Amended OeposlUoo Subpoenas to $75.00 hr o.qo MO $30.0() 
Defense Mark lllmer and Mlellael Wood, correslX)ndence from Phil 
Collaer, Jolnder to Defendants Nancy Gent,y.8oyd and Chris 
Kirk's Mot!Oo to Extend Time to Hear summary Judgment 
Motion; Update calendar; Copy to client; Notes to counsel. 
OS/31{2016 ConstructlOn Review correspoooeoce from counsel and derl<l Update ps.oo hr 0.70 0.70 $52.50 
Defense calendar; Obtain, review l!nd scon Plaintlfft' Motion to 
Amend Scheduling Order and Continue Trlal, PllllnUrls' 
Memorandum In SUWort of Hotloo to Amend Scheduling 
Order cll'ld Connnue Trllll, Oedaranon of Alyson A. roster in 
SUpport of Plalnttffs' Motlon to Amend Scheduling Order and 
ConUnue Trial, Plalntlffs' Motion to ConUnue Hearing Oate 
on Motions for Summary Judgment, Plaintiffs' Memorandum 
In Support of Motion to Continue Heating Date on Motions 
for Summary Judgment, Affidavit of AfySon A. Foster In 
Support of l'talnUffs' Motion to Continue Hearing Date on 
Mooons for summary Judgment, Notice of Hearing, 
Amended NoUce of Hearing; Update calendar; Copy Ill 
client; Notes to counsel. 
06/01/20!6 Construction Communlca!loflll with counsel. $7S.OO hr 0.20 0.20 $15.00 
Defense 
06/07/2016 Construction Obtain, review and scan transaipls for dep()Sltlon of Mark $75.00 ht 0.30 0.30 $22.50 
Defense lllrrer and MICl1ael Wood and correspondence and lnvoi= 
from M&M Court Reponlng; Copy to cllent; Nota to counsel 
06/08/2016 Construcuon Obt.aln, review and scan correspondence from Phil Collaer's $75.00 hr 0.30 0.30 $22.50 
Defen,e omce encioSlng lhe Defendants Rl!Max Resort Realty and 
Kevin Batdlelor's Opposition to Plalntllfs' Motion for Leave to 
File Third Amended Compilllnt an<! addltlonal discovery from 
plalnUll's; Copy to cUent: Notes to counsel. 
06/10/2016 Construction Obtain, n!VleW and scan Plaintiffs' Oppcsll:ion to Defendant $75.00 hr MO MO $30.00 
Defense Genlr)'·Boyd's Motton !'er Summory .Judgment, Plaintiffs' 
OppoSlllon to Defendant m·i Motlon for summary 
Judgment, Plalntllfs' Opposition to Defendant Re/Max's 
Motion for Summary .Judgment, Oedaratlon of Michael 
Longmire, Edmond Petrus, Beau Value and Alyson Foster In 
Opposition to Defendants' MoUons l'Or Summary Judgment; 
Copy to dlent; Notes to counsel. 
06/20/2016 Construcllon Review corresP(ll'ldence Imm counsel re: Reply Brief and $75.00 ht o.60 0.60 $45.00 
Defense Supplemental Affidavit; OCR si::an both doe\Jmeo!s; 
Communk:atlons with counsel re: file stamped copies; 
Oblllln, review and scan Reply Memorandum In Support ol 
Defendants' Motion for Summary Judgment (Re/Max & 
Batchelor); SUpplemental Affidavit or Phlllp J. Collaer In 
Support of Defendimts' Motion for summary Judgment 
(Re/M.>x &. Batchelor); PlalnUl'rs' Reply In Support ol Motlon 
for Leave to FIie Third Amended Cm11pla1nt; Notlee of Errata 
Regarding Plaintiffs' Motion for Leave to File Third Amended 
Complaint; Oefendant MCJCenna's Supl)iemental Answers to 
Plaintiffs' flrlt Set of Interrogatories and Requests for 
P~n of Documents; Notice of Ser;!ce of Supplemental 
Responses to OISCQ\/ery Requests; Defendant Nancy Gentry· 
Boyd's Reply Memorarwm In Support of Motion for 
Summary Judgment; Affidavit of St$wn J. Ml»emann 1n 
Support of Defendant Nancy Geot,y-Boyd's Mot!On for 
Summary Judgment; Copy to dlerit; Notes to counsel. 
06/22/2016 Construction Review COITespondence between counsel re: MedlaUon $75.00 hr 0.10 0.10 $7.50 
Oel'en$e dole$; Update calendar. 
06/23/2016 Construalon Obtain, review and si::an c:orrespoodena1 rrom client re: $7S.OO hr °'10 0.10 $7.50 
Del'ense Phy•ldan visits. 
06/27/2016 ConstnJctlon Obtain, review llnd scan correspondence frQm Mlthael Pierce $75.00 hr 0.20 0.20 $15.00 
Defense with TOdel McKerma's Venzon bill; Copy to cllent; '4otes to 
counsel. 
06/27/2016 Constructlon Obtl!ln, review and SCiln correspondence from Phllhp Collaer $75.00 hr 0.20 0.20 $15.00 
Defense and Re/Max Defendants' Supplemental Brlellng In Support of 
Motion for summary Judgment; Copy to dlent; Notes to 
counsel. 
06/29/2016 Consll'Uctlon Obtaln, review and scan Order Amending case Schedule; $7S.OO hr 0.20 0.2.0 $15.00 
Defense Copy to dlent; Update calendar; Notes to aiunsel. 
07/05/2016 Construction Review and scan counsel's counteroffer emaH to AfySon $75.00 hr 0.10 0.10 $7.50 
Defense Foster. 
07/07/2016 Construcllon Communl<:atlons with counsel; Update calendar; Notes to $75,00 hr 0.20 o.zo $15.00 
Defense counsel. 
07/12/2016 Con$tructlon Communication> with counsel re: depositions of Mark Bin-er $75.00 hr o.~o 0.40 $30.00 
oerense and MIChll<!I Wood; Obtain, 1'1!V!ew and sc.an Memorandum 
Decision and Order and deposition e:xhlblts to deposttions ol 
Blrrer and Wood; Copy to dkiint; notes to counsel. 
07/14/2016 Construction Relllew and scan counsel's email to ~rry Montosa re: $75.00 hr 0.10 0.10 $7.50 
Defense medlat!On and summary judgment prevallment. 
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07/18/2016 Construction Obtain, review and scan correspOndence from Pllllllp COiiaer, $75.00 hr 0.20 0.20 $1S.OO 
Defense exhibit and witness fists: Copy to dlent; Notes to counsel. 
07/20/2016 Construction Obtain, review and scan COrresl)ondence from M&M Court $75.00 hr 0.70 0.70 $52.SO 
De~ Reporting; Correspondence from Phillip Collaer; Motion for 
Reconsklenltlon Re: Re/Max Resort Realty and Kevin 
Bal:ctlelor; Memorandum In Support of Oefeodants Re/Max 
Resort R:lllt)' and tcevln Batchelor's Motion for 
R.econsld<!ratlon; Nolk:e of Hearing; PlalnUfft' Motion tn 
Umlne to Bar Questioning, Argument and EVldena! 
RegardlnO lmpermlssl~ Character Ell!dena! and Irrelevant 
or Prejudicial Topics; NotlCe of Hearing; Defendant Nancy 
Gentry,,Boy<l's First Set of Motlons in Umlne; Memorandum 
In Support ol Defendant Nancy Gentry-Boyd's First Set ,;if 
Motloos In Umloe; NoliCe of Hearing on Defendant Nancy 
Gentry-Boyd's First Set of MotloN In Umlne; Common 
exhibits spreildsheet; Copy to Client (x2); Update calendar; 
Note$ to counsel. 
07/25/2016 eonstrucuon Obtain, review and scan Amended NOIICE or Heartno: Copy $75.00 hr 0.20 0.20 $15.0Q 
Defense to client; Update calendar; Notes to c:o1.1tUel. 
07/26/2016 Coostruct!on Obtain, review and scan Re/Max Defendants' Arst Set of $75.00 hr MO MO $30.00 
Oefenoe MotlOfls In Umlne and Memorandum In SUP!Xlrt of Re/Max 
Defendants' Rnt Set of Mottons In umine and Defend.ant 
Nancy Genlry·Boyd's Memorandum In Resl)On5e to Plalnti~' 
Motloo ln Umlne to Bar Questioning, Algument, and 
Evidence RegordlOQ ImpermlsSibte Character Evlaence and 
Irrelevant or Prejudicial Topics and Invoice from Disaster 
Response; Copy to client; Notes to counsel. 
07/27/2016 C00Strucl!On Obtain, review and scan oorrespcodence from Heather $7S.OO hr 0.10 Q.10 $7.50 
Defense Potts; Copy to dlent; Notes to counsel. 
Total Labor l'or frln Cecil 28.10 211.10 $2,107.50 
Total Expense For Erin Cec:11 $0.00 $0.00 
Total For frln Cecil $2,107.50 
JamHStoH 
COnstruction strotegy meeting. $200.00 hr 0.70 
Derense 
09/17/2015 Coniln.lC1lon Review Plalntlf!'s responses to Boyd's first discovery $200.00 hr 1.20 1.20 $240.00 
Defense requests. 
10/28/2015 Constru<:tton Review Plalntlfl's responses to written d!S(Overy, $200.00 hr o.so 0.SO $100.00 
Defense 
11/02/2015 ConSll'Uctioo Review Plalntlfl's first discovery requests to K. Batchelor. $200.00 hr 0.60 0.60 $120.00 
Defense 
ll/02/2015 Construct!on Review Plalntll!'s ftrst dl$COVe.ry requests to Re/Mai< Resort $200.00 hr 0.60 0,60 $120.00 
~ Realty. 
11/02/2015 Construct!on ReYiew multlple notice pleadiOQS rt!t'.elved from Plaintiffs' $200.00 hr 0.20 0.20 $40.00 
Defense counsel. 
ll/04/2015 Consl1uctlon stralellY meet1no re: Btlgatlon/dePQ51tlon preparation and $200.00 hr o.so o.so $100.00 
Defense motion practice. 
11/05/2015 Construction Deposition preparillon for Plaintiffs expert Wltne$S. $200.00 hr s.oo 5.00 $1,000.00 
Defense 
11/06/2015 Construction Draft deposition outline re: B. Value. $200,00 hr l.60 1.60 $320.00 
Defense 
11/06/2015 Con5ttuctlon Review pleadings/documents in preparation for deposll:lons. $200,00 hr 2.40 2.40 $480.00 
Defense 
11/06/2015 Construclkln Review relevant case law re: limitations to Implied warranty $200.00 hr 2.00 2.00 $400.00 
Defense of habitability, 
11/10/:!0l!t Cor!!trucUon Draft depasltlon outline re: l'tain~tl's ewpert. $200.00 hr 3.80 ).80 $760.00 
Defense 
11/11/2015 construction Research Idaho case law re; fraud or civil conspiracy cause $200.00 hr 2.80 2.80 $560.00 
Defense of action. 
11/11/2015 ConstructlOn Cont. drafting outline for expert de\lQsitlon. $200.00 hr 1.30 1.30 $260.00 
Defense 
ll/12/2015 COOstnldlon Review legal standards and relevant case law re: mol1on ror $200.00 hr 5.00 5.00 $1,000.00 
Defense summary )udgement. 
U/13/2015 Construction Review correspondence liom oPPOSlno counsel re, $200.00 hr 0.20 0.20 $40.00 
Defense deposition dates. 
11/13/2015 Construct!on Outline motion for summary Judgment arguments. $200.00 hr 3.40 3.40 $680.00 
Defense 
11/16/2015 Construd!On Draft motion for partlal summary Judgment. $200.00 hr 3.30 J.30 $660.00 
Del'enff 
11/17/2015 Coostruct!oo Research Idaho case law re: f111udulent concealment, $W0.00 hr 4.00 4.00 $800.00 
Defense 
ll/17/201S Constr\lction Cont. d111ftlng memorandum In ,upport of motion for partial $200.00 hr 2.20 2.20 $440.00 
Defense summary judgment. 




Draft deposition Olllflne for Petru,. $200.00 hr 3.00 3.00 $600.00 
11/19/2015 COl\stnl(;tlon Review dlscovetY documents for purpo$e5 of deposition $200.00 hr 2.20 2.20 $440.00 
Defense outline re: Petrus. 
U/20/201S ConsttucUon Cont drafting deposlllon outline. $200,00 hr 2.40 2.40 $450.00 
Defense 
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11/20/2015 Collstructlon Cont. dra!llno memon,ndum In suppolt or partial summary $200.00 hr 2.00 2.00 $400,00 
Defense Judgment re: lntud. 
11/25/2015 Construct!On Review tom!SpOndence from opposing oounsel re: $200.00 hr 0.10 0.10 $20.00 
Defense cancellauon of depo$itloll$. 
11/25/2015 Construction MeeHng re: cancellatlcn of depositions. $200.00 hr 0.10 0.10 $20.00 
Defense 
12/07/2015 Construcuon Review relevant Idaho case taw re: legal $tlndards for $200.00 hr 2.50 2.50 $S00.00 
Defense dl:smls.sal oo basis that Plalntlff failed to state a valid claim. 
12/07/2015 ConstrucHon Outllne a'llument re: dtsmlssal on baSls that Plaintiff failed $200.00 hr 2.00 2.00 $~00.00 
Defense to state a \/lllld claim. 
12/07/2015 CO!lstruction Draft arguments re: motion to dismiss for failure to state $200.00 hr 2.50 2.50 $500.0Q 
Defense dalm, 
12/08/2015 Construction Outline and draft Kirk affida'11t, $200.00 hr 2.30 2.30 $460.00 
Defense 
12/08/2015 Construction Review Defendant McKenna's answer to second amended $200.00 hr 0.30 0.30 $60.00 
Defei1se complaint 
12/08/201S Conwul;Hon Review Defendant Gentry-Boyd's answer to second $200,00 hr 0.)0 0,30 $60.00 
Defense amended complaint. 
12/08/20!5 construction Revise memorandum In •upport of motJon to dismiss and or $200.00 hr 2.50 2.50 $500.00 
Defense for partial summary judgment. 
12/08/2015 Construction Outl!ne and draft affidavit of Genlrf'Bord In ,vpport of $200.00 hr 0.70 0.70 5140.00 
DefClue motlOn to dismiss and or for partJal summary Judgment. 
12/28/2015 Constn.,ction Review Re/Ma• lll!sort Realty and K. Batche!Qr's responses $200.00 hr 2.00 2.00 $400,00 
Defense to Pltrs fi~t dlsc:overy requests, and re'l1ew of documents 
disclosed. 
Total labor For James Stoll 11,.20 69,20 $13,840.00 
Total b.,_nse For James stoll $0,00 $0,00 
Total FOr James Stoll $13,840.00 
¥ ,,--.,~----------··---------· -------·-"-----· ·--··-·------,,---~ -·--···---·-··-·"'· 
10/30/201-4 Consttucuon Obtain, review & SG!ln; Copy to $7S.OO hr 0.10 0.10 $7.50 
Defense 
12/08/2014 Cons.tructlon Obtain, review&. ,can; Copy to client $7S.OO hr 0.20 0.20 $15.00 
Defense 
12/30/201~ Construction Obtain, review & scan; COPY to dlent $75.00 hr 0.10 0.10 $7.50 
Oeffflse 
03/16/2015 Const:ructton obtained, reviewed & scann<!d dlscowry responses; CC: $75,00 hr 0.20 0.20 $15.00 
Defense client 
03/19/2015 COnstructlon obtain, review and scan uhedullno order, CC to Client; $75,00 hr 0.60 0.60 $45.00 
Defense schedule deadlines 
04/29/2015 Construction Obtain Review and Scan Order Resetting Pn!tnal; Sdledule $75,00 hr 0.20 0.20 $1S.oo 
Defense Deadllnes; copy to cllent 
07/13/2015 Construction obtain, l'e\llew and scan Motion for Leave to Amend $75.00 hr 0.10 0.10 $7.SO 
Defense COmplalnt; copy to t11$lt 
07/24/2015 Conrlruc:tkln Obtain, review and SG!ln Memorandum ISO MoHon for Leave $75.00 hr 0.20 0.20 $15.00 
Defense to Amend Complaint; Affidavit of Jason Rodd ISO Motton for 
leave to Amend Complaint; copy to dient. 
08/12/2015 Con$lruciloo Pl'l!J)ffl! Notice of Service; Print and Assemble Dl:s<::ovetV $75.00 hr 0.40 MO $30.00 
Def- Responses and Notlce of Setvke f'or Slgnllture; Upload 
Dtsco,;ery Responses onlo CD; hand deliver DIScovery 
Responses to Andersen Banducci. 
08/31/2015 ConstrucUon Obtain, ,~. and scan Defendant Nancy Gentry Boyd's $7S.oo hr 0.10 0.10 $7.50 
Defense Response• to l'talntlll's first Set of INT, & RFP; Notice or 
Servia!; upload disk to file; copy lo cnent. 
09/09/2015 O:,n"""""°" Obtain, l'"O'Yiew ond :ic:on Dcfcndonl~, Nancy Gentry-a.ayers $75.00 hr 0.10 0.10 $7.50 
Defense El<pe!'t Witness DISCiosure; copy Ill dlent 
09/14/2015 Construction Communlaltlon with Cl)U11$el; prepare and Ana":ze $75.00 hr 0.30 0.30 $22.50 
Defena Defendant's Expert Witness Dlsdosure; fax nie and seM to 
oppcsing counsel; copy to dlent. 
09/17/2015 Construction OCtllln, review and scan Order Granting l'laintl!'fs' MOtion for $75.00 hr 0.10 0.10 $7.50 
Defense leeve to Amend Complaint; copy to die!lt 
09/22/2015 ConstructlOn Obtain, review and scan !iecond Amended Complaint and $75.00 hr 0.20 0.20 $15.00 
Oertnse Demand for Jury Trial; Summons· l<l!vin Batchelor; 
Summons• Re/Max Resort Realty; COpy to Client 
09/25/2015 Constructlon Obtain, review and scan Notlc'e of Appearance; copy to $75.00 hr 0.10 0.10 $7.50 
tl<!fense dient 
09/2!1/ 20 IS ConslrUC!lon Communication w/ opposing counsel nigardlng conference. $75.00 hr 0.20 0.20 $15.00 
Defense caN; update calendar; communications w/ cwnsel. 
10/01/2015 Construc!IQn Obtain, review and SG!ln Answer and Oem11nd for Jury Trial; $75.00 hr 0.10 0.10 $7.50 
Defense copy to client 
10/05/2015 Construction Obtain, review and scan Motlon to Continue Trial & Schedule $75.00 hr 0.10 0.10 $7.50 
Defense Status Conferenc11; Affidavit of Phiiltp Collaer ISO 
Defendants' MOtlon to Continue Trial & Schedule Status 
Olnference; CDP\' ro client 
10/08/2015 Construction Oblaln, review and scan Notice of Non Opposition; copy to $75,00 hr 0.10 0.10 $7.50 
Defense cllenL 
10/16/2015 Construction Obtain, review and 5Clln Motion to ReQuest Tel.,llhonl< $75,00 hr 0.10 0.10 $?.50 
Defense Hearing to Continue Trial & SCl'ledule Status COnference; 
Proposed Order Re Motton to Request Telephonic Hearing to 
Contlnue Trial & Schtdule status Conferef'lOI; copy to dlent. 
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10/28/2015 Coostruction Obtain, review and scan Petrus's Answers to M~Kenna; Q:.>PY $75.00 hr 0.10 0.10 $7.50 
t>efenM to Client. 
U/05/2015 Constru::Uon Obtain, review and scan Notlte ol'Telephonic Hearing to $7S.OD hr 0.20 0.20 $15.00 
Defense C.OntlnlH! Trial and SChedule Stlltus Conference; update 
calendar; copy to client 
ll/18/l015 CMstructlon Obtain review and scan Order Resetting Trial and Prebial; $75,00 hr 0.20 0.20 $15.00 
Oe~se COP!' to dlent; update calendar 
11/19/2015 Consln.lction Obtain, NN!ew and SClll1 Amended Notice of Taking $75.00 hr 0.10 0.10 $7.50 
Oefense Oeposibon Of Edmond Petrus )r .; copy to dlent; update 
calendar 
11/30/2015 Conslfuction Obtain, review and scan Nancy Gentry-,Soyd's Answer to $75.00 hr 0.10 0.10 $7.SO 
0erense Second Amended Complaint and Demand for Jury Trtal; 
COllV lD client 
!2/04/2015 Constructloo Obtain, review and scan Todd McKenna's Answer to Second $75.00 hr 0.10 0.10 $7.50 
Defense Am«lded Complaint and Demand fot Jury Trial; COPY to 
dlent. 
12/23/2015 Construction Obtain, rel/Im and :scan Defendant's Rl!Max & Kevin $75.00 hr 0.20 0.20 $15.00 
Oerense Bachelors Responses; communication w/ counsel. 
01/14/2016 Constru::tion Obtain review and scan Notk:I! or Service a.nd Defendant $75.00 hr 0.20 0.20 $1S.00 
OefeNe ReMa.x II. Kevin Bi'lchelor~ fir.I Set of Interrogatories and 
Request fat ProducUon or [)ocuments to Plaintiffs; copy to 
dlent. 
01/19/2016 Construt1lon Obtain review and scan Nollee of Service, and Oefend.,nt's $75.00 hr 0.10 0.10 $7.50 
Defense Supplemental Ans-rs and Respon11es to l'llllntif!'s 1st 
IJ'ltem,gatortes, Requests tor ProductJon and Requests for 
Admissions; copy to dlent 
01/2.0/2016 ConstrucUon Obtain, review and scan NOllee of Discovery; ReMax's & $75.00hr 0.10 0.10 $7.SO 
Defense Kevin Bachelor's Supplemental INT, RFA, RFP; copy to 
dlent. 
Total Labor for Morvan Skyles 5.00 5.00 $375.00 
Total Expense. For Morgan Skyles $0.00 $0.00 
Total For Morpn Skyles $375,00 
Total Labor For Kirk, Chris 555.00 554,00 $132,082,50 
Total bpenoe For l<lrk, Chris $4,436.94 f4,4:,6,94 
Total For Kirk. Chri1 $136,519,44 
Grand Toral t.,,bOr 555.00 554,00 $132,082.50 
Grand Total Expense, $4,4311,94 $4,436.94 
Gt1tndTotal $136,519.44 
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DEC 05 2016 
IN THE DISTRICT couRT oF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL D1s·~NflledPlll'-=!"ll't~.,._--~~'-0--P-.M. 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF VALLEY 
PETRUS FAMILY TRUST DATED MAY 1, 
1991, and EDMOND A. PETRUS, JR., 
individually and as Co-Trustee of the Petrus 
Family Trust Dated May 1, 1991, 
Plaintiffs, 
vs. 
NANCY GENTRY-BOYD; CHRIS KIRK 
d/b/a KIRK ENTERPRISES; TODD 
MCKENNA d/b/a HOMECRAFT HOME 
INSPECTIONS; RE/MAX RESORT 
REALTY; KEVIN BATCHELOR; and 
DOES 1-4, 
Defendants. 
Case No. CV-2014-71-C 
ORDER DENYD\fG MOTION TO 
RECONSIDER 
Plaintiff Petrus Family Trust Dated May 1, 1991 and its co-trustee Plaintiff Edmond A. 
Petrus, Jr. (collectively, "Petrus") bought a home from Defendant Nancy Gentry-Boyd 
("Gentry") in 2012. Defendant Chris Kirk d/b/a Kirk Enterprises ("Kirk") had built the home for 
Gentry about seven years earlier. After closing the transaction, Petrus discovered that the home 
suffered from extensive dry rot. 
In this action, Petrus sued Kirk (among others), claiming Kirk breached the implied 
warranty of habitability by constructing the home in a way that allowed water infiltration, 
allegedly causing the dry rot. The Court granted summary judgment to Kirk, finding Petrus's 
claim to be time-barred. Specifically, the Court determined that the claim sounds in contract, 
subjecting it to LC.§ 5-24I(b)'s completion-of-construction accrual rule and to LC.§ 5-217's 
four year limitations period for claims based on oral contracts. As a result, the implied warranty 
ORDER DENYING MOTION TO RECONSIDER - l 
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of habitability Kirk gave when he built the home and sold it to Gentry had already expired when 
Petrus purchased the home from Gentry about seven years after its completion. Based on that 
ruling,judgment was entered for Kirk on November 15, 2016. 
Petrus filed a timely motion to reconsider on November 28, 2016, as well as a supporting 
memorandum the next day, and Petrus arranged with the Clerk of Court for a hearing on that 
motion at 1 :30 p.m. January 9, 2017. The Court's usual practice with respect to motions to 
reconsider, however, is to act on them without a hearing if the moving papers do not cause the 
Court to doubt the correctness of its ruling. That way, the parties, who already incurred the 
expense of one round of briefing and argument on an issue, are spared the expense of a second 
round that won't change the outcome. This approach is, of course, permitted by rule. See 
I.R.C.P. 7(b)(3)(F) ("If oral argument has been requested on any motion, the court may deny oral 
argument by written or oral notice from the court at least 1 day prior to the hearing."). It is the 
approach the Court will take here because, after carefully considering Petrus's arguments for 
reconsideration, the Court is not persuaded that there is reason to do so. 
Petrus's first argument for reconsideration is that the Court's ruling conflicts with the 
holding in Tusch Enterprises v. Coffin, 113 Idaho 37, 740 P.2d 1022 (1987), that privity of 
contract with the builder isn't required for a secondary purchaser of a home to assert a claim 
against the builder for breach of the implied warranty of habitability. (Mem. Supp. Mot. 
Reconsider 4.) In fact, however, the Court followed that holding. (Mem. Decision & Order 10.) 
Petrus's claim failed not because privity of contract with Kirk was absent, but instead because 
the claim was time-barred. (Mem. Decision & Order 10-13.) Petrus's beefis with the Court's 
treatment of the claim as a contract claim, using the accrual rule and statute of limitations that 
apply to contract claims in the construction context, despite the absence of privity. As the Court 
ORDER DENYING MOTION TO RECONSIDER - 2 
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previously explained, that approach is in keeping with Tusch, as the Tusch court plainly regarded 
the newly recognized claim as sounding in contract. (Mem. Decision & Order 11-12.) Indeed, 
for the express purpose of giving "contract principles ... a freer hand" in this setting, the Tusch 
court followed the advice of Prosser and Keeton for "'elimination of [the privity-of-contract] 
requirement for recovery on a contract-warranty theory. "'
1 
Id. at 50 & n.8, 740 P.2d at 1035 & 
n.8 (quoting Prosser & Keeton, The Law a/Tarts§ 101 (5th ed. 1984)). Had the Tusch court's 
intention been to recognize a new tort claim, eliminating the privity requirement wouldn't have 
been necessary, as privity of contract isn't a requirement of tort law.
2 
Petrus also argues that Tusch contains accrual language that is inconsistent with the 
completion-of-construction accrual rule set forth in LC.§ 5-241(b), and that the Court's ruling 
1 
Similar to Tusch, Article 2 of the Uniform Commercial Code (the sale-of-goods article) makes 
breach-of-warranty claims available to some people who lack privity of contract with the seller. 
LC. § 28-2-318. These people may sue in contract to enforce the warranties, despite the absence 
of privity of contract between them and the seller. LC. § 28-2-318 cmt. 2 ("The purpose of this 
section is to give certain beneficiaries the benefit of the same warranty which the buyer received 
in the contract of sale, thereby freeing any such beneficiaries from any technical rules as to 
'privity.' It seeks to accomplish this purpose without any derogation of any right or remedy 
resting on negligence. It rests primarily upon the merchant-seller's warranty under this Article 
that the goods sold are merchantable and fit for the ordinary purposes for which such goods are 
used .... [ A ]ny beneficiary of a warranty may bring a direct action for breach of warranty 
against the seller whose warranty extends to him."). Thus, breach-of-warranty claims sounding 
in contract, even when available in the absence of privity of contract, isn't a novel concept. 
2 
Petrus incorrectly suggests that Justice Bakes' dissent in Tusch shows he understood the newly 
recognized claim to sound in tort. (Mem. Supp. Mot. Reconsider 6.) To the contrary, Justice 
Bakes began his dissent by stating his understanding that the majority "holds, in effect that a 
builder is liable in a contract action to a remote purchaser of housing even though no contract 
exists between the two persons." Tusch, 113 Idaho at 51, 740 P.2d at 1036 (emphasis added) 
(Bakes, J., concurring in part and dissenting in part). He went on to lament the creation of "a 
contract cause of action for breach of implied warranty with its privity requirement removed." 
Id. at 52, 740 P.2d at 1037 (emphasis added) (Bakes, J., concurring in part and dissenting in 
part). The language on which Petrus relies reflects Justice Bakes' view that a contract action 
without a privity requirement is a contradiction in terms, so any such action is really a tort action. 
It doesn't reflect his view of what the majority intended to accomplish. 
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improperly provides for expiration of the implied warranty of habitability before Petrus even 
purchased the home. (Mem. Supp. Mot. Reconsider 5, 9-11.) First, there is no definitive 
inconsistency. There is only an arguable one, as the Tusch language to which Petrus points is 
vague. Regardless, even if that language were definitively inconsistent with I.C. § 5-241(b), it is 
mere dictum, as Tusch wasn't decided based on the statute of limitations and didn't involve 
determining when the secondary buyer's claim accrued. If Petrus's claim indeed is a contract 
claim, as the Court holds, I.C. § 5-241(b) supplies the accrual rule as a matter of its plain 
language. The statute controls, irrespective of any inconsistent dictum. Second, the legislature 
has the power to provide for accrual of contract claims upon completion of construction, even 
though in other contexts accrual awaits the suffering of damage, and even though that means the 
implied warranty of habitability given by Kirk to owners of the home he built for Gentry had 
expired before Petrus purchased it. The legislature has the power to adopt an accrual rule having 
the effect of rendering implied-warranty-of-habitability claims unavailable to secondary 
purchasers purchasing homes several years after completion of construction. 
Petrus also argues that it is "strained" and "unnatural" to treat a secondary home 
purchaser as the mere transferee of the implied warranty of habitability given by the builder to 
the original home purchaser, as opposed to the recipient of a new and distinct implied warranty 
of habitability. (Mem. Supp. Mot. Reconsider 7-9.) The Court disagrees. Reasonable people 
might disagree about the length of time the implied warranty of habitability should last, but there 
is no good reason its length should vary based on whether a home changes hands after its 
construction is completed. Gentry kept the home throughout the four-year duration of the 
implied warranty of habitability produced by the combination J.C.§ 5-241(b)'s completion-of-
construction accrual rule and I.C. § 5-217's four year limitations period for oral contracts, so it 
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expired before Petrus purchased the home. Had Petrus instead purchased the home during the 
warranty period, Petrus would have been, in effect, the transferee of the remaining warranty, 
given the Tusch court's decision to extend the warranty to secondary purchasers. This regime 
reasonably gives builders certainty as to when their warranty obligations expire, irrespective of 
whether and when the homes they build are resold by the original buyers. 
Petrus next argues that section 6-1-16 of the Valley County Building Code, which creates 
a cause of action for persons damaged by Building Code violations, undermines the Court's 
ruling that claims like his are subject to I.C. § 5-241(b)'s completion-of-construction accrual 
rule. (Mem. Supp. Mot. Reconsider 11-12.) Petrus's argument on this point isn't sensible. As 
Petrus acknowledges, that ordinance hadn't yet been enacted when Kirk built Gentry's home. 
For that and other reasons, Petrus hasn't established that section 6-1-16 of the Building Code has 
any application to this situation. Indeed, Petrus didn't assert a claim under section 6-1-16 or any 
other portion of the Building Code; he asserted a common-law claim for breach of the implied 
warranty of habitability. That cause of action is available to home purchasers throughout the 
State of Idaho, not just to those in Valley County. The applicable accrual rule shouldn't be 
determined by reference to county ordinances, as that approach would senselessly create the 
potential for different accrual rules in different counties. 
Finally, Petrus takes issue with a footnote in which the Court observed that, if a claim for 
breach of the implied warranty of habitability sounded in tort rather than in contract, it would be 
barred by the "economic loss rule." (Mem. Supp. Mot. Reconsider 12-14.) That conclusion 
readily follows from the Tusch court's holding that the secondary home purchaser's claim 
against the builder for negligent design and construction was barred by the "economic loss rule." 
113 Idaho at 40-41, 740 P.2d at 1025-26. If Petrus's claim for breach of the implied warranty of 
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habitability sounds in tort, as Petrus contends, the claim is analogous to the negligent-design-
and-construction claim asserted in Tusch, so it seemingly would have to suffer the same fate. 
Petrus suggests that isn't the case because, in Tusch, the secondary home purchaser's claim for 
breach of the implied warranty of habitability survived the "economic loss rule." Of course it 
did; the "economic loss rule" is inapplicable to contract claims, and a contract claim is exactly 
what the Tusch court intended to allow. Again, for the express purpose of giving "contract 
principles ... a freer hand" in this setting, the Tusch court followed the advice of Prosser and 
Keeton for '"elimination of [the privity-of-contract] requirement for recovery on a contract-
warranty theory."' Id at 50 & n.8, 740 P.2d at 1035 & n.8 (quoting Prosser & Keeton, The Law 
of Torts § 101 (5th ed. 1984)). Thus, as the Court originally observed, the "economic loss rule" 
comes into play here--and dooms Petrus's claim-only if that claim is deemed to sound in tort. 
In sum, as the Court originally held, Petrus's claim fails under the statute of limitations 
because it is a contract claim, but if it were a tort claim it would fail under the "economic loss 
rule" anyway. There is no "hybrid" category into which the claim can be placed, so as to avoid 
giving it either a "contract" label or a "tort" label that implicates these legal difficulties. 
Accordingly, 
IT IS ORDERED that the hearing on Petrus's motion to reconsider scheduled for 1 :30 
p.m. on January 9, 2017, is vacated. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that Petrus's motion to reconsider is denied. 
4-h 
Dated this '5 day of December, 2016. 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
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1, 1991, et al., 
Plaintiffs, 
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Case No. CV-2014-71-C 
PLAINTIFFS' OBJECTION TO 
DEFENDANT KIRK'S MOTION FOR 
ATTORNEY FEES AND COSTS 
Pursuant to Rule 54( d)(5) of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure, Plaintiffs Petrus Family 
Trust dated May 1, 1991 and Edmond A. Petrus, Jr., individually and as Co-Trustee of the Petrus 
Family Trust (collectively, "Petrus"), hereby object to the Motion for Attorney Fees and Costs 
filed by Defendant Chris Kirk d/b/a Kirk Enterprises ("Kirk"). 
INTRODUCTION 
Kirk's Motion fails to show that he is entitled to attorney fees and costs under the 
statutory provisions and rule he cites, LC.§§ 12-120(3), 12-121, and LR.C.P. 54. First, assuming 
that Kirk is a "prevailing party," Kirk cannot meet the requirements of these provisions: the sale 
of a residential home is not a "commercial transaction" within the meaning of 12-120(3); and, 
Petrus's claims were not pursued frivolously, unreasonably, or without foundation, as required 
by LC. § 12-121 and Rule 54(e). Second, and in all events, the total amount of fees incurred by 
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Kirk is unreasonable, given the nature and needs of this straightforward construction defect case. 
As demonstrated below, Kirk's Motion should be denied. 
ARGUMENT 
I. Section 12-120(3) does not apply because Petrus's claims against Kirk do not arise 
from a "commercial transaction." 
Under § 12-120(3 ), a party may recover attorney fees in an action arising from a property 
transaction only if the transaction is commercial. Id. A commercial transaction is defined as "all 
transactions except transactions for personal or household purposes." LC. § 12-120(3). The 
Idaho Supreme Court has held that, "in order for a transaction to be commercial, each party to 
the transaction must enter the transaction for a commercial purpose." Carrillo v. Boise Tire Co., 
152 Idaho 741, 756 (2012) (emphasis added); see also Frontier Dev. Grp., LLC v. Caravella, 
157 Idaho 589, 599 (2014), reh 'g denied (Sept. 25, 2014). The touchstone inquiry is whether the 
transaction had a symmetry of purpose such that both parties entered it for commercial reasons. 
Carillo, 152 Idaho at 756; see also Goodspeed v. Shippen, 154 Idaho 866, 874 (2013). 
As between Petrus and Kirk, there is no "commercial transaction" that could justify the 
recovery of fees in this case. Petrus purchased the property at issue for personal residential use. 
The Idaho Supreme Court and the Idaho Court of Appeals have repeatedly held that a purchase 
of residential property for personal reasons is not a "commercial transaction" within the meaning 
of LC. § 12-120(3). For example, in Frontier, the Supreme Court held that Section 12-120(3) 
does not allow recovery of attorneys' fees in an action arising out of a sale of a residential home 
because the "purpose for entering into the agreement with [plaintiffs] was to construct a house 
for their personal use; therefore the transaction was not commercial." 157 Idaho at 599. 
Similarly, in Goodspeed, the Court held that LC. § 12-120(3) does not apply to an action by 
purchasers of a home against the sellers for breach of the implied warranty of habitability 
because the sale of the residential home was not "commercial." As another example, in 
Karterman v. Jameson, 132 Idaho 910, 917 (Ct. App. 1999), the Idaho Court of Appeals held 
explicitly that, "because the lease-option agreement at issue here involves the lease and purchase 
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of a dwelling for residential purposes, attorney fees cannot be awarded pursuant to this section." 
Id. In sum, under Idaho law, "a transaction involving the sale and purchase of personal 
residential property is not a 'commercial transaction' within the meaning of the statute." Id. 
Here, it is undisputed that Petrus's purchase of the home from Boyd was personal, rather 
than commercial, in nature. Petrus did not buy the home as a representative of a commercial 
entity or for commercial purposes, and Kirk cites no evidence or testimony showing that Petrus's 
purchase of the home was for anything other than his personal household use. Kirk generally 
asserts the transaction was commercial in nature on pages 5-6 of his Motion, but provides no 
basis or evidence supporting this averment. Indeed, Petrus's testimony on the topic directly 
contradicts Kirk's baseless assertion. Specifically, when asked in his deposition whether he 
owned any "commercial properties"-i.e., "anything other than a single family residence"-
Petrus testified that he did not. 1 
Although the record is clear that Petrus did not consider his purchase of the home to be a 
commercial transaction, Kirk nevertheless attempts to find a commercial transaction where none 
exists by alleging-again, with no citation to the record-that Petrus purchased the home for 
"investment and recreation purposes." Motion at 6. They point to no evidence whatsoever that 
Petrus purchased the home for "investment purposes."2 The evidence demonstrates that Petrus 
lived in the home for vacation and holiday purposes for many years. These are quintessentially 
personal, non-commercial purposes. The fact that he has listed the property for sale recently-
after several years of use-is, contrary to Kirk's insinuation, irrelevant: personal homes are sold 
frequently without making the transaction a "commercial" one. In that sense, all purchases of 
residential property may be considered an "investment" in that real property typically 
1 See Petrus Depo at 29:2-5, attached as Exhibit 1 to the Affidavit of Phillip J. Collaer in Support 
of Defendant Re/Max's Motion for Summary Judgment filed May 12, 2016. 
2 Compare Cannon v. Perry, 144 Idaho 728, 731-32 (2007) (holding that while the property in 
question was residential in nature, the buyers purchased it solely for investment purposes (solely 
to rent and then then sell to the renters at a higher value) and not personal uses, and therefore the 
transaction was commercial). 
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appreciates, particularly lakefront property in McCall. But Idaho case law uniformly holds that 
purchase of a home for personal purposes is not a "commercial transaction" within the meaning 
of 12-120(3). See Karterman, 132 Idaho at 917. (To the extent the Court finds relevant the listing 
of the home for sale, it was unlisted on December 3, 2016 and currently is the only home that 
Petrus owns. See Declaration of Edmond Petrus, Jr., ,r,r 2-3, filed herewith.) 
Kirk's assertion that Petrus purchased the home for "recreational purposes" is even less 
persuasive, and, in fact, actually supports Petrus's position that the home was for personal use. 
Recreational use of a single family residence is an inherently personal use, as it would be for the 
recreation of owner and his household and guests, and not for commercial recreation. Thus, to 
the extent Petrus purchased the home for recreational use, such use does not change the nature of 
the underlying transaction from inherently personal to commercial. See Frontier, 157 Idaho at 
599; Goodspeed, 154 Idaho at 874; Karterman, 132 Idaho at 917; see also, e.g., Stone v. Sinclair 
Oil Corp., No. CV-01-7527, 2004 WL 5623323 (Id. 5th Dist. 2004) ("Purchasing a ski pass is 
done for personal recreational purposes and therefore falls within a specific exception to a 
commercial transaction detailed in ... 12-120(3)."). 
Finally, Kirk argues that Petrus also brought claims against other parties that may have 
involved commercial transactions, but those are irrelevant to determining whether the cause of 
action against Kirk arose from a commercial transaction. See, e.g., Cannon v. Perry, 144 Idaho 
728, 731 (2007) ( affirming different fee awards where transactions among some parties were 
commercial, and among other parties were not). The only other transaction from which Petrus's 
claims against Kirk arguably arose was the construction agreement between Gentry-Boyd and 
Kirk. Again, though, that agreement was not a commercial transaction because, undisputedly, 
Gentry-Boyd hired Kirk to build a residential property for her to own personally and for 
personal, not commercial, use.3 See Frontier, 157 Idaho at 599 ("the Caravellas' purpose for 
3 See Deposition of Nancy Gentry-Boyd ("Boyd Depo.") at 45:18-46:4, attached as Exhibit 7 to 
the Affidavit of Gregory C. Pittenger in Support of Defendant Nancy Gentry-Boyd's Motion for 
Summary Judgment filed May 17, 2016; Real Estate Purchase & Real Estate Agreement 
(reflecting that Boyd owned property in personal capacity, not through a corporation or other 
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entering into the agreement ... was to construct a house for their personal use; therefore the 
transaction was not commercial [under] 12-120(3)"); Carrillo 152 Idaho at 756 ("in order for a 
transaction to be commercial, each party to the transaction must enter the transaction for a 
commercial purpose."). 
Finally, Kirk suggests that LC.§ 12-120(3) applies because Petrus referenced LC.§ 12-
120(3) in his prayer for relief. But Petrus simply cited LC. § 12-120(3) in his prayer for relief to 
protect his interests were he to prevail against a defendant for claims arising out of a transaction 
that was found to be commercial (e.g. agreement with Re/Max). Presumably, if Petrus had 
prevailed, Kirk would have raised the same arguments in opposition to a motion for fees: that 
there is no "commercial transaction" underlying Petrus's claims against Kirk. In any case, 
whether or not § 12-120(3) was referenced in the pleadings is immaterial, because, as the Idaho 
Supreme Court and Court of Appeals have repeatedly held, a transaction involving the sale and 
purchase of personal residential property is not a "commercial transaction" within the meaning 
of the statute. See Frontier, 157 Idaho at 599; Goodspeed, 154 Idaho at 874, Karterman, 132 
Idaho at 917. 
II. Section 12-121 and Rule 54(e)(l) do not apply because Petrus brought claims in 
good faith and did not pursue them frivolously, unreasonably or without 
foundation. 
Under Rule 54(e)(l), a court may award fees to a prevailing party pursuant to LC.§ 12-
121 "only when it finds, from the facts presented to it, that the case was brought, pursued or 
defended frivolously, unreasonably or without foundation .... " "When deciding whether 
attorney fees should be awarded under LC.§ 12-121, the entire course of the litigation must be 
taken into account and if there is at least one legitimate issue presented, attorney fees may not be 
awarded even though the losing party has asserted other factual or legal claims that are frivolous, 
unreasonable, or without foundation." Michalk v. Michalk, 148 Idaho 224,235 (2009). Fee 
commercial entity), attached as Exhibit 1 to the Affidavit of Gregory C. Pittenger in Support of 
Defendant Nancy Gentry-Boyd's Motion for Summary Judgment, filed May 17, 2016; Boyd 
Depo. at 82:20-83:24 (not including 2130 Payette as a "commercial property" when asked at 
deposition for a list of such properties). 
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awards under these provisions are not granted as a matter of right, but rather as a matter of 
discretion. Id.; Noble v. Fisher, 126 Idaho 885, 891, 894 P .2d 118, 124 (1995) (reversing award 
of fees where the court made no finding that Noble's defense was frivolous or without 
foundation). 
Overarchingly, Petrus amassed significant admissible evidence, including expert 
evidence, demonstrating that Kirk used substandard materials and construction methods, and that 
the internal rot discovered around the door, walls, and deck resulted from construction defects by 
Kirk and his subcontractors. This evidence is set forth in detail on pages 9 to 13 (paragraphs 26-
37) of the Opposition to Kirk's Motion for Summary Judgment, which for the sake of brevity 
will not be repeated in detail here. These issues were exhaustively briefed and argued at the 
summary judgment stage. Indeed, Kirk conceded at that stage that material issues existed 
regarding construction defects. For this reason alone, the record wholly belies Kirk's suggestion 
that Petrus pursued this action against Kirk unreasonably, frivolously, or without foundation. 
With respect to Kirk's individual complaints set forth on pages 7-8 of his Motion, none 
warrants a finding of frivolousness, unreasonableness, or lack of foundation. 
(1) Petrus advanced a valid, more-than-colorable claim against Kirk based on the 
breach of the implied warranty of habitability. As demonstrated in the 
summary judgment briefing, overwhelming evidence indicated that Kirk's 
faulty construction caused the defects and damages at issue. Kirk even 
admitted in his deposition that he was "shocked" by some of the photos 
demonstrating the lack of appropriate building materials in the damaged area. 
The expert testimony of Beau Value, as well as Kirk's own admission, 
demonstrate that Petrus's claims were not frivolous, unreasonable, or lacking 
foundation. 
(2) At the time he filed the complaint, Petrus's interactions with Kirk and Gentry-
Boyd during the months-long repair process indicated to him that Kirk and 
Gentry-Boyd had each known about problems with the French Doors prior to 
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sale and hid those problems from him. Those suspicions bore out in discovery, 
as each admitted they knew of certain problems with the doors before the 
house was sold. But, ultimately, Petrus determined there was insufficient 
evidence to pursue a conspiracy claim at trial, and that his efforts were better 
spent pursuing an implied warranty claim. This does not mean his case was 
frivolous, unreasonable, or without foundation~simply that, as discovery 
progressed, he tailored his legal theories for presentation at trial. That is a 
normal function and result of litigation and not indicative of a basis for a Rule 
54( e) award of fees. 
(3) The fact that Gentry-Boyd sold the home at a loss, and that the home was 
generally of high quality, are irrelevant to, and do not contradict, the 
overwhelming evidence of construction defects and resultant damages around 
the French Doors. By arguing otherwise, Kirk attempts to elevate a few 
discrete factual assertions into an evidentiary record of frivolousness. This is 
not persuasive or accurate, and does not support an award of fees. 
(4) Petrus's expert witness, Beau Value, testified extensively that the damages 
resulted from improperly sized :flashings and other construction defects. As 
demonstrated in the summary judgment briefing, under applicable law, the 
implied warranty of habitability may be breached even though individuals 
technically can continue living in the home. 
(5) Finally, with respect to the statute of limitations, Plaintiffs argued in good 
faith for an interpretation of applicable statute of limitations based on a 
reasonable reading of Tusch Enterprises v. Coffin, 113 Idaho 37, 740 P.2d 
1022 (1987). The Supreme Court will not award attorney fees, under a statute 
authorizing award of attorney fees to prevailing party, if the losing party 
brought the appeal in good faith and presented a genuine issue oflaw. 
Firmage v. Snow, 158 Idaho 343, 351 (2014) (citation omitted); Martin v. 
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Twin Falls School Dist. No. 411, 138 Idaho 146, 150 (2002) (school district 
was not entitled to an award of attorney fees in negligence action brought by 
parent of students injured when struck by a truck at an unguarded intersection 
located two blocks from school, because parent made a good faith argument 
for the extension of existing law). 
In sum, Petrus filed the Amended Complaint in good faith based on the information 
available to Petrus at the time he filed that pleading, and pursued his case against Kirk in good 
faith and on good bases. Kirk's motion should be denied. 
III. The attorneys' fees claimed are unreasonable. 
LR.C.P. 54(e)(3) requires the Court to consider numerous factors in determining the 
amount of attorney fees that may be awarded in a civil action. LR.C.P. 54(e)(3). "While the 
district court does not have to 'address all of the LR.C.P. 54(e)(3) factors in writing, the record 
must clearly indicate the court considered all of the factors."' Hurtado v. Land O'Lakes, Inc., 153 
Idaho 13, 23,278 P.3d 415,425 (2012) (quoting Lee v. Nickerson, 146 Idaho 5, 11, 189 P.3d 
467, 4 73 (2008) ). Here, as discussed above, Kirk fails to clear the threshold hurdles required for 
the Court to consider awarding attorney fees. However, even if that were not the case, after 
consideration of the relevant factors, Kirk is not entitled to $140,315.00 in attorneys' fees. 
A. Time and labor required. A careful analysis of the billing records provided by 
Kirk's attorneys reveals that they have included inappropriate categories of fees as well as 
incurred exorbitant amounts of time given the nature of the case and the task involved. 
• For example, Kirk's attorneys charged approximately $1,472.50 in fees before 
Petrus even filed the complaint. This amount should not be charge to Petrus 
because they were not incurred in defending against the complaint. 
• Kirk's attorneys charged over $10,747.50 to read documents or manage the file 
and approximately $17,235.00 simply for communicating with other counsel or 
with the client. These are exorbitant amounts and not reasonably tailored to the 
needs of the case. 
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• Kirk's attorneys charged approximately $5,230.00 for a mediation that Kirk did 
not even attend (or even prepare a mediation statement for). These amounts are 
not reasonable, were not reasonably incurred, and should not be taxed to Mr. 
Petrus. 
• Kirk's attorneys charged over $35,000.00 for attorney work performed on eight 
depositions, comprising over 150 hours in attorney time; yet, cumulatively, Kirk's 
counsel only defended one five-hour deposition and spent less than a total of two 
hours asking questions of other witnesses. This amount is not proportional to the 
needs of the case and not reasonable to be taxed to Mr. Petrus. 
• Kirk's attorneys charged $39,307.50 for a single summary judgment motion based 
primarily on legal arguments. Again, that amount is too high given the needs of 
the case. 
• Kirk's attorneys and staff charged over $4,000 for file management and assisting 
other defendants after July 7, 2017, the date on which the parties received the 
Court's Order granting summary judgment in Kirk's favor. Those costs are not 
part of the defense and should not be taxed to Mr. Petrus. 
• Finally, although it is minimal, there is a charge on June 23, 2016, for checking 
Mr. Kirk's medical records; as this is not a personal injury case, this charge 
should not taxed to Mr. Petrus. 
Kirk wrongly argues that, had Petrus entertained settlement earlier in the case, some of 
the time and labor could have been avoided. This is incorrect: Petrus remained ready to discuss 
settlement throughout 2016. Petrus provided Kirk with copies of receipts demonstrating the 
amount damages on December 5, 2014, and March 8, 2016, which was even before depositions 
commenced. Yet, Kirk did not propose mediation or settlement at any time. Indeed, it was 
Petrus, not Kirk, who commenced settlement discussions in June 2016. Had Kirk approached 
Petrus sooner, much of the attorneys' fees could have been avoided. 
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B. Novelty and difficulty of the questions. This was a straightforward construction 
defect case involving routine factual issues, undisputed expert testimony, and a low actual 
damage amount, approximately $62,313.68. Kirk's attorneys claim to be experienced 
construction litigation attorneys and thus should not require extensive time to understand the 
straightforward factual and legal issues presented. The only relatively novel question presented 
was a legal issue-the applicable statute of limitations for an implied warranty of habitability 
claim. On that issue, however, there are fewer than five cases that required consultation for 
briefing and analysis. In sum, there is nothing novel or difficult in this matter justifying an award 
of $140,315.00 in attorneys' fees incurred prior to trial. 
C. Skill requisite to perform the legal service properly and the experience and 
ability of the attorney in the particular field of law. This case did not involve a specialized 
area oflaw, such as securities law, and presented routine issues faced regularly in construction 
defect cases. This factor does not justify an award of $140,315.00 in attorneys' fees incurred 
prior to trial. 
D. The prevailing charges for like work. The attorney rates of $200 to $300 per 
hour are generally within the reasonable range in this region. The time spent, not the rates, are 
unreasonable. 
E. Whether the fee is fixed or contingent. The fees were charged at fixed rates, 
which is an acceptable practice. 
F. The time limitations imposed by the client or the circumstances of the case. 
Although there were multiple parties to this litigation, all of the defendants, including Kirk, made 
settlement offers on the eve of trial, which could have been made far earlier in the case. 
G. The amount involved and the results obtained. The total damages incurred by 
Petrus, for which Kirk, as the builder, bore significant responsibility, were approximately 
$60,000. Kirk could have easily avoided incurring his substantial legal fees by reasonably 
pursuing an early settlement, which contrary to Kirk's counsel's assertions, Petrus would have 
happily entertained. However, rather than pursuing settlement, Kirk and the other defendants dug 
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in their heels until shortly before trial. As a result, Kirk incurred over $140,000 in legal fees to 
defend against a claim he could have settled for a fraction of that cost, had he been willing to 
discuss settlement earlier. 
H. The undesirability of the case. All cases are undesirable to defendants who, like 
Kirk, are sued for damages they caused. This factor does not justify an award of $140,315.00 in 
attorneys' fees incurred prior to trial. 
I. The nature and length of the professional relationship with the client. Kirk's 
counsel has represented Kirk only since the inception of this litigation. This factor is neutral. 
J. Awards in similar cases. As discussed at length above, the Idaho Supreme Court 
and Court of Appeals have routinely held that personal real estate sales like the one at the heart 
of this litigation do not warrant an award of attorney fees under IC 12-120(3). Kirk has failed to 
show that Petrus pursued his claims frivolously or without foundation. Thus, the six-figure award 
of fees is unrealistically exorbitant in the face of Idaho law which disallows completely the 
recovery of attorney fees in cases such as this. 
K. The reasonable cost of automated legal research (Computer Assisted Legal 
Research), if the court finds it was reasonably necessary in preparing a party's case. Kirk 
did not incur costs for automated legal research. This factor is irrelevant. 
IV. No objection to costs. 
Finally, Petrus does not object to the amounts incurred as costs. 
CONCLUSION 
For the foregoing reasons, Plaintiffs request that the Court deny Kirk's Motion for 
Attorney Fees and Costs. 
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DATED THIS 12th day of December 2016. 
ANDERSEN SCHWARTZMAN WOODARD 
BRAILSFORD, PLLC 
By__;--~-v-;.=-~-,.--1,+---,j~~ 
Alyson A. Foster 
Jason J. Rudd 
Attorneys for Plaintiffs 
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Telephone: (208) 342-4411 
Faosimile: (208) 342-4455 
aaf@aswblaw.com 
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Attorneys for Plair,ti.ffe 
DEC 1 3 2016 
Case No----1nst. No. __ _ 
Filed A.M~ ·.,r:J\ P.~ 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDIC1AL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF VALLEY 
PETRUS FAMILY TRUST DA TED MAY 
1, 1991, et al., 
Plaintiffs, 
v. 
NANCY GENTRY-BOYD, et al., 
Defendants. 
Case No. CV-201+71...C 
DECLARATION OF EDMOND A. 
PETRUS, JR., IN SUPPORT OF 
PLAINTIFFS' OBJECTION TO 
DEFENDANT KIRK'S MOTION FOR 
ATIORNEY FEES AND COSTS 
Pursuant to Idaho Code § 9-1406, I, Edmond A Petrus, depose and say that the foUowing 
fa.cu are true and correct: 
1. I am Plaintiff Edmond A. Petrus and am the trustee of Plaintiff Petrus F'emily 
Trust Dated May 1, 1991. l make this declaration based on my personal knowledge. 
2. On or about December 10, 2016~ I removed my home at 2130 Payette Drive, 
McCall, Idaho. from the market for sale. It is not currently listed for sale. 
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3. I recently sold my residence in San Diego, California. Currently t the only home I 
own is 2130 Payette Drive, Mccan, Idaho. · 
I certify under penalty of perjury pursufUlt to the law of the State ofldaho that the 
foregoing is true and correct. 
DAm I)-) D--/ ) l, J 
SI A 
DECLARATION OF EDMOND A. PETRUS, JR., IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFFS' 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on this 13th day of December 2016, I caused to be served a true and 
correct copy of the foregoing document to the persons listed below the method indicated: 
C. Tom Arkoosh 
Daniel A. Nevala 
ARK.DOSH LAW OFFICES 
802 W. Bannock Street, Suite 900 
P.O. Box 2900 
Boise, ID 83701 
Attorneys for Chris Kirk dlbla Kirk 
Enterprises 
Rand Delivery 
_V_F 1acsimile: 343-5456 




Jason J. Rudd 
DECLARATION OF EDMOND A. PETRUS, JR., 1N SUPPORT OF PLAJNTIFFS' 
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e DOU~tf 1· Ml~~ CLERK By ,,\ ~ Deputy 
JAN 1 3 2017 
JOHN MORRJS, ESQ. (CA Bar No. 099075) (Pro Hae Vice pending) Case No. ___ 1ns1. No._ __ 
jmmorris@higgslaw.com Flied A.M. 6'.D() P.M. 
RACHELE. MOFFITT, ESQ. (CA Bar No. 307822) (Pro Hae Vice pending) 
moffittr@higgslaw.com 
HIGGS FLETCHER & MACK LLP 
401 West "A" Street, Suite 2600 
San Diego, CA 92101-7913 
Tel: 619.236.1551 
Fax: 619.696.1410 
AMY A. LOMBARDO, ESQ. (ID Bar No. 8646) 
alombardo@parsonsbehle.com 
PARSONS BEHLE & LATIMER 
800 West Main Street, Suite 1300 
Boise, ID 83702 
Tel: 208.562.4900 
Fax: 208.562.4901 
Attorneys for Plaintiffs/ Appellants 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE ST A TE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF VALLEY 
PETRUS FAMILY TRUST DATED MAY 1, 
1991, and EDMOND A. PETRUS, JR., 
individually and as Co-Trustee of the Petrus 
Family Trust Dated May 1, 1991, 
Plaintiffs/ Appellants, 
V. 
NANCY GENTRY-BOYD; CHRIS KIRK d/b/a 
KIRK ENTERPRISES; TODD MCKENNA 
d/b/a HOMECRAFT HOME INSPECTIONS; 
RE/MAX RESORT REALTY; KEVIN 
BATCHELOR; and DOES 1-4, 
Defendants / Respondents. 
Case No. CV-2014-71-C 
NOTICE OF APPEAL 
TO: RESPONDENT, CHRJS KIRK d/b/a KIRK ENTERPRJSES; HIS ATTORNEYS 
OF RECORD, C. TOM ARKOOSH AND DANIEL A. NEV ALA, ARKOOSH LAW OFFICES, 
802 W. BANNOCK STREET, SUITE 900, P.O. BOX 2900, BOISE, IDAHO 83701; AND THE 
CLERK OF THE ABOVE-ENTITLED COURT. 
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NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN THAT: 
1. Plaintiffs and Appellants, PETRUS FAMILY TRUST DA TED MAY 1, 1991, and 
EDMOND A. PETRUS, JR. (together "Petrus"), hereby appeal against Respondent, CHRIS KIRK 
d/b/a KIRK ENTERPRISES ("Kirk"), to the Idaho Supreme Court from the Memorandum 
Decision and Order entered on July 7, 2016, the Judgment entered on November 15, 2016, and the 
Order Denying Motion to Reconsider entered on December 6, 2016, as well as any and all orders 
relating to the preliminary statement of issues set forth in paragraph 3 below, the Honorable Jason 
D. Scott presiding. A copy of the orders from which Petrus appeals are attached to this notice. 
2. Petrus has a right to appeal to the Idaho Supreme Court, and the orders described 
in paragraph !,'above, are appealable orders under and pursuant to Idaho Appellate Rule 1 l(a)(3). 
3. Petrus intends to assert the following issue on appeal (although he reserves his right 
to later assert issues not described in this preliminary statement): whether the District Court erred 
in finding that Petrus's implied warranty of habitability claim is time barred by a four-year statute 
of limitations, despite the fact that the asserted defect was latent, meaning no cause of action could 
have accrued until after the supposed statute of limitations had already run. 
4. Petrus requests the preparation of the following portions of the Reporter's 
Transcript in electronic format: 
a. Hearing on Motion for Summary Judgment (06/20/16). 
5. Petrus requests the following documents be included in the Clerk's Record: 
a. Complaint (03/11/14); 
b. First Amended Complaint and Demand for Jury Trial (09/08/14); 
c. Answer (09/29/14); 
d. Second Amended Complaint and Demand for Jury Trial (09/21/15); 




f. Defendant Chris Kirk d/b/a Kirk Enterprises' Motion for Summary 
Judgment (05/20/16); 
g. Memorandum in Support of Defendant Chris Kirk d/b/a Kirk Enterprises' 
Motion for Summary Judgment (05/20/16); 
h. Affidavit of Chris Kirk in Support of Defendant Chris Kirk d/b/a Kirk 
Enterprises' Motion for Summary Judgment (05/20/16); 
1. Affidavit of Daniel Nevala in Support of Defendant Chris Kirk d/b/a Kirk 
Enterprises' Motion for Summary Judgment (05/20/16); 
J. Plaintiffs' Opposition to Defendant Chris Kirk d/b/a Kirk Enterprises' 
Motion for Summary Judgment (06/12/16); 
k. Declaration of Alyson A. Foster in Opposition to Defendant's Motion for 
Summary Judgment (06/12/16); 
1. Declaration of Michael Longmire in Opposition to Defendant's Motion for 
Summary Judgment (06/12/16); 
m. Declaration of Beau Value in Opposition to Defendant's Motion for 
Summary Judgment (06/12/16); 
n. Declaration of Edmond A. Petrus in Opposition to Defendant's Motion for 
Summary Judgment (06/12/16); 
o. Reply Memorandum in Support of Defendant Chris Kirk d/b/a Kirk 
Enterprises' Motion for Summary Judgment (06/17/16); 
p. Supplemental Affidavit of Daniel Nevala in Support of Defendant Chris 
Kirk d/b/a Kirk Enterprises' Motion for Summary Judgment (06/17 /16); 
q. Memorandum Decision and Order (07/07/16); 
r. Judgment (11/15/16); 
s. Motion for Reconsideration of Order Granting Summary Judgment to Chris 
Kirk d/b/a Kirk Enterprises ( 11 /28/16); 
t. Memorandum in Support of Plaintiff's Motion for Reconsideration of Order 
Granting Summary Judgment to Chris Kirk d/b/a Kirk Enterprises 
(11/29/16); and 
u. Order Denying Motion to Reconsider (12/05/16). 
3 
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6. No portion of the record in this matter has been sealed pursuant to court order. 
7. I certify: 
a. That a copy of this Notice of Appeal has been served on the court reporter, 
Brooke Bohr, at the address set forth in the certificate of service (attached); 
b. That the court reporter has been paid the estimated fee of $419. 75 for 
preparation of the Reporter's Transcript; 
c. That a deposit of $100 for preparation of the Clerk's Record has been paid; 
d. That the appellate filing fee in the amount of $129 has been paid; and 
e. That service has been made upon all parties required to be served pursuant 
to Idaho Appellate Rule 20. 
Dated: January 13, 2017 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on this 13th day of January 201 7, I served true and correct copies of 
the foregoing documents upon each of the following individuals in the manner indicated below: 
Nancy Gentry-Boyd 
Steven J. Millemann / George C. Pittenger 
MILLEMANN PITTENGER & PEMBERTON LLP 
706 N. First Street 
P.O. Box 1066 
! McCall, Idaho 83638 
Chris Kirk d/b/a Kirk Enterprises 
C. Tom Arkoosh / Daniel A. Nevala 
ARKOOSH LAW OFFICES 
. 802 W. Bannock Street, Suite 900 
P.O. Box 2900 
i Boise, Idaho 83701 
Todd McKenna d/b/a Homecraft Home Inspections 
Michael G. Pierce 
489 West Mountain Road 
P.O. Box 1019 
Cascade, Idaho 83 611 
Re/Max Resort Realty / Kevin Batchelor 
Phillip J. Collaer 
ANDERSON JULIAN & HULL LLP 
C.W. Moore Plaza 
250 S. Fifth Street, Suite 700 
P.O. Box 7426 
Boise, Idaho 83 707 
Brooke Bohr 
Tucker & Associates 
605 Fort Street 
Boise, ID 83 702 
5 
i U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
0 Hand-Delivered 
D Overnight Mail 
D Facsimile 
~ U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
D Hand-Delivered 
0 Overnight Mail 
D Facsimile 
_pr! U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
D Hand-Delivered 
0 Overnight Mail 
D Facsimile 
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Case No Inst. No __ _ 
Filed /u..'{C A.M,--....r ..M 
lN THE DISTRlCT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDlCIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF lDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF VALLEY 
PETRUS FAMILY TRUST DATED MAY 1, 
1991, and EDMOND A. PETRUS, JR., 
individually and as Co-Trustee of the Petrus 
Family Trust Dated May l, 1991, 
Plaintiffs, 
vs. 
NANCY GENTRY-BOYD; CHRIS KIRK 
d/b/a KIRK ENTERPRISES; TODD 
MCKENNA d/b/a l-IOMECRAFT HOME 
INSPECTIONS; RE/MAX RESORT 
REALTY; KEVIN BATCHELOR; and 
DOES 1-4, 
Defendants. 
Case No. CV-2014-71-C 
MEMORANDUM DECISION AND ORDER 
Plain ti ff Petrus Family Trust Dated May I, 1991 and its co-trustee Plaintiff Edmond A. 
Petrus, Jr. (collectively, "Petrus") bought a home from Defendant Nancy Gentry-Boyd 
(''Gentry") in 2012. Defendant Chris Kirk d/b/a Kirk Enterprises ("Kirk") had built the home for 
Gentry seven years earlier. Defendant Todd McKenna d/b/a Homccrafr Home Inspections 
("McKenna") inspected the home for Petrus as part of that transaction. He was recommended to 
Petrus by Petrus's real-estate agents, Defendants ReMax Resort Realty and Kevin Batchelor 
(collectively, "Batchelor"): Despite McKenna's pre-closing inspection, Petrus discovered after 
closing the transaction that the home suffered from extensive dry rot. 
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In this action, Petrus sued Gentry for not disclosing alleged problems with the home's 
French doors. Petrus says that, had she disclosed those problems, the water intrusion that caused 
the dry rot would have been discovered before the closing. Petrus also sued McKenna for failing 
to discover either the problems with the French doors or the water intrusion during the 
inspection. Petnis sued Batchelor for recommending McKenna. Finally, Petrus sued Kirk for 
allegedly building the home in a way that allowed the water intrusion to happen. 
Gentry, Batchelor, and Kirk all move for summary judgment. In addition, Petrus moves 
for permission to expand his claims against Batchelor to include claims based on the theory that 
Batchelor should have discovered, and disclosed to Petrus, the alleged problems with the French 
doors that Gentry did not disclose. ·n1ese motions were argued on June 20, 2016. With one 
exception, they were taken under advisement at that time. The exception is Batchelor's motion 
for summary judgment, which was taken under advisement one week later, upon submission of 
post-hearing briefs relating to it. For the reasons that follow, full summary judgment is granted 
to Kirk, partial summary judgment is granted to Batchelor and Gentry, and Petrus is denied 
permission to expand his claims against Batchelor. 
I. 
BACKGROUND 
Kirk built the home at issue in this action. (Kirk Aft: ,i 4.) He built it under an oral 
contract with Gentry. (Kirk Aff ,i 5.) Construction began in June 2004 and was substantially 
completed in August 2005, with final billing in September 2005. (Kirk Aff. ~ 6.) 
Nearly seven years later, in April 2012, Petrus bought the home from Gentry. (Petrus 
Deel. filed June 12, 2016, ii I 0.) Petrus did so under an RE-21 Real Estate Purchase and Sale 
Agreement ("the PSA"). (Pittenger Aff. Ex. l.) 
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The PSA required Gentry to provide to Petrus a property condition disclosure fonn. 
(Pittenger Aff. Ex. I § 14.) Gentry did so, providing to Petrus an RE-25 Seller's Property 
Condition Disclosure Form in or about February or March of 2012 (Pittenger Aff. Ex. 2), well 
before the April 2012 closing. On the form, Gent1y answered "No" to a question asking ifthere 
hnd been "any water intrnsion or moisture related uumage to any portion of the property." 
(Pittenger Aff. Ex. 2 at 2.) Additionally, Gentry made no disclosures in response to the form's 
directive to list "any other existing problems that you know of concerning the property." 
(Pittenger Atf Ex. 2 at 3.) 
Edmond Petrus moved into the home in May or June of 2012. (Petrus Deel. filed June 
12, 2016, ir 12.) Shortly after doing so, he discovered that the home's French doors were swollen 
with water, could not open or close properly, and could not be locked. (Id.) He told Gentry's 
real-estate agent, Michael Wood, about these problems. (Petrus Deel. filed June 12, 2016, i1 16.) 
Wood relayed the concern to Gentry via e-mail. (Foster Deel. filed June 12, 2016, Ex. 13.) 
Gentry stated in response e-mail dated June 19, 2012, that "[t]he doors sometimes stick after the 
winter. lf you keep them locked, they will dry out and function again." (Id.) 
No such problem with the French doors was disclosed by Gentry on the RE-25 Seller's 
Property Condition Disclosure Fann. And no such problem was detected by McKenna, who had 
inspected the home for Petrus in March 2012, before the closing. (Pittenger Aff. Ex. 3.) 
Batchelor had recommended McKcnna as Petrus's home inspector, and Petrus allegedly hired 
McKenna based at least partly on Butchelor's representations about McKenna's qualifications, 
(Collaer Aff. filed May 13, 2016, Ex. 1 at 217:l l-16; Foster Deel. filed June 12, 2016, Ex. 2; 
Petrus Deel. filed June 12, 2016, f 4.) 
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[nor about October 20 l 3 ·· ··about a year and a half after the closing-a remediation 
contractor hired by Petrus discovered extensive dry rot in the structure of the home near the 
rrench doors. (Value Deel. i17.) Petrus contends the dry rot resulted from years of water 
intrusion facilitated by construction defects. (Value Deel. ir 8.) Petrus further contends that, had 
any problems with the home's French doors come to light prior to the closing, Petrus would have 
insisted on removing the French doors for inspection, which would have revealed rotting wood 
around the sides of them. (Petrus Deel. filed Jun 12, 2016, ~ 2 l.) In other words, knowing about 
what might outwardly have seemed like a fairly small problem supposedly would have led to 
uncovering a large one. That said, he seemingly does not accuse Gentry of knowing about water 
intrusion into the home (aside from the French doors themselves becoming wet), nor of knowing 
that the home suffered from dry rot. 
Petrus filed this action on March 11, 2014. Nearly six months later, without ever serving 
the original complaint, Petrus filed (and then served) a first amended complaint. lt included 
claims against Gentry, Kirk, and Mc Kenna. Against Gentry, Petrus asserted seven claims: 
Count I, for violation of the Idaho Property Condition Disclosure Act, LC.§§ 55-2501 to -2518; 
Count II, for violation uf the Idaho Consumer Protection Act, I.C. § § 48-60 l to -619; Count llI, 
for fraud; Count lV, for breach of the PSA; Count V, for breach of the covenant of good faith 
and f"air dealing that is implied by law into the PSA; Count VI, for breach or'the implied 
w,manty of habitability; and Count VII, for conspiracy to defraud. (First Am. Comp!.~~ 10-73.) 
Counts VI and Vll also were asserted against Kirk. (First Am. Compl. ~Iii 59-73.) No other 
claims were asserted against Kirk. Against McKenna, Pctrns asserted three claims: Count V!ll, 
for negligence; Count IX, for fraud; and Count X, for violation of the Idaho Consumer Protection 
Act. (First Am. Comp!.~~ 74-10 I.) 
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A scheduling order was entered on March 12, 2015. Trial originally was set to begin on 
February l, 20 I 6. (Scheduling Order if l.) Notably, motions to amend the pleadings came due 
not later than 120 days after the date on which the scheduling order was entered. (Scheduling 
Orderi! 4(A).) Thus, the deadline for motions to amend the pleadings was July 10, 2015. 
On the deadline, Petrus moved for pennission to ti.Je a second amended complaint that 
would add Batchelor to the list of defendants. Against Batchelor, Petrus proposed asserting a 
negligence claim and a claim for violation of the Idaho Consumer Protection Act. The motion 
was unopposed, and it was granted. On September 21, 2015, Petrus filed a second amended 
complaint. The second amended complaint reasserted the ten claims previously asserted in the 
first amended complaint, and it asserted the two proposed claims against Batchelor, but it 
mistakenly numbered them both "Count IX'' (Second Am. Compl. ,i,r L03-121.) The Court will 
refer to the negligence claim against McKenna as "Count XI" and to the claim against McKenna 
for violation of the Idaho Consumer Protection Act us "Count XII;' as that is how they should 
have been numbered. 
On October 5, 2015, shortly after becoming part of this action, Batchelor moved to 
continue the looming trial date of February I, 2016. Thut motion was unopposed, and it was 
bl'fanted. On November 16, 2015, trial was reset to begin on August l 6, 2016. All parties agreed 
to the new trial date. But, as trial neared, Petrus moved for another trial continuance. That 
motion (filed on May 27, 20 I 6) was opposed by all defendants except McKenna. lt was denied 
in an oral ruling made on June 20, 2016, for reasons that need not be reiterated. 
Also argued on June 20 were motions for summary judgment by Kirk, Gentry, and 
Batchelor, as well as a motion by Petrus to file a third amended complaint that would change the 
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claims against Batchelor.' Petrus's motion to amend was filed on May 17, 2016-nbout three 
months before the August 16 trial date. Petrus proposes expanding the two existing claims, and 
adding two new claims, against Batchelor. The proposed new claims are Count XIII, for 
violation of the Idaho Real Estate Brokerage Representation Act ("Brokerage Representation 
Act"), I.C. § § 54-2082 to -2097, and Count XIV, for negligence per se. TI1e proposed 
amendments center on the assertion that, at the end of the pre-closing walk through, Kevin 
Batchelor was responsible for locking the home Petrus had agreed to purchase from Gentry, but 
failed to actually do so. (Proposed Third Am. Comp!. mf 103-159.) Petrus postulates that, had 
he locked the home, Kevin Batchelor would have discovered that the home's French doors did 
not work properly, leading to an investigation by Petrus in which the alleged problems with the 
Frencl1 doors were discovered before the closing. The potential for pursuing this theory of 
liability first occurred to Edmond Petrns in the wake of his March 2016 deposition, and he 
apparently concluded it was a viable theory after conducting some sort of an investigation into 
the walkthrough duiing April 2016. (Petrus Deel. filed May 17, 2016, ilil 2-4.) 
fn any event, the defendants' motions for summary judgment and Petrus's motion to 
amend are rnudy fi.}r decision. 
1 
Setting the motions for summary judgment for hearing on .Tune 20, a Monday, required an 
adjustment to the scheduling order. Its deadline for hearing those motions was sixty days before 
trial-Friday, June l 7, 2016, given the trial date of August 16, 2016. (Scheduling Order i! 4(B).) 
Gentry, Kirk, and Batchelor all moved to extend the deadline by one court day to June 20. The 
litigation schedule would not be disn1pted by such a short extension, and there is good cause 
under LR.C.P. l6(a)(3) for it because the last available hearing date before the June l 7 deadline 
was eleven days earlier, June 6, 2016. The motions to extend therefore are granted. 




A. The defendants' motions for summary judgment 
Summary judgment is proper ''if the movant shows that there is no genuine dispute as to 
any material fact ancl the movant is entitled to judgment as a matter of law." l.R.C.P. 56(a). If 
the movant is seeking summary judgment against a claim or defense asserted by the norunovant, 
the movant carries its burden by showing that the evidence does not support an element of the 
challenged claim or defense. E.g .. 1vlcffogh v. Reid, 156 Idaho 229, 303, 324 P.Jd 998, I 002 (Ct. 
App. 2014). The movant's showing can take either (or both) of two forms: (i) affirmative 
evidence disproving the element at issue; or (ii) a showing that the norunovant is unable to offer 
admissible evidence proving that element. Id.; see also I.R.C.P. 56(c)(l ). 
If the movant curries its burden, the burden shifts to the nonmovant to prove that a 
genuine factual dispute must be resolved before judgment can be awarded to the movant. E.g., 
Boise Mode, LLC v. Donahoe Pace & Partners Ltd., 154 Idaho 99,104,294 P.3d 11 l I, l 116 
(20 l 3 ). To curry that ultimate burden, the nonmovant "may not rest upon mere allegations in the 
pleadings, but must set forth by affidavit specific facts showing there is a genuine issue for trial." 
Id. (quotation marks omitted). The record must be construed in the light most favorable to the 
nonmovant, and all reasonable inferences must be drawn in the norunovant's favor. Id. 
Nevertheless, "[a] mere scintilla of evidence or only slight doubt as to the facts is not sufficient" 
for the nonmovant to avoid summary judgment. AED, lire. v. KDC fnvs., LLC, l 55 Idaho [59, 
163,307P.3d 176, 180(2013). 
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13. Petrus's motion to amend the complaint 
Pennission to amend a pleading should be "freely give[n] ... when justice so requires." 
I.R.C.P. I 5(a)(2). Whether Rule 15(a}(2)'s liberal standard is met is a matter of discretion. E.g., 
Maro1111 v. Wvreless Sys., Inc., 141 Idaho 604,612, 114 P.3d 974,982 (2005), abrogated on 
other grounds, Wandering Trails, LLC v. Big Bite Excavation, foe., 156 Idaho 586, 591, 329 
P Jd 368, 373 (2014 ). That said, pen11ission to amend should be given unless (i) there is undue 
delay, bad faith, or a dilatory motive on the movant's part, (ii) the movant has repeatedly failed 
to cure deficiencies in its pleadings by amending them, (iii) the amendment unduly prejudices 
the nonmovant, or (iv) the amendment is futile. E.g., id. A proposed new claim is futile if the 
supporting factual allegations are insufficient to state a claim for relief. E.g., id. 
Rule 15(a)(2) does not, however, operate by itself if the movant failed to meet the 
scbeduling order's deadline for pleadings amendments. In that situation, Rule 16(a)(3) also 
applies. It requires the movant to show "good cause" for amending the scheduling order in order 
to allow an otherwise-untimely pleadings amendment. See I.R.C.P. 16(a)(3); Silver Creek 
Computers, Inc. v. Petra. Inc., 136 Idaho 879, 882, 42 P.3d 672,675 (2002) (affinning the 
district court's disallowance of a late amendment partly because the movant "did not contend 
that it had good cause for failing to file its motion within the time period set in the scheduling 
order"). Whether "good cause" has been shown is a matter of discretion. E.g., Camp v. E. Fork 
Ditch Co .. Ltd., 13 7 Idaho 850, 859, 55 P.3d 304, 313 (2002). 
Accordingly, if there is "good cause" for amending the scheduling order to pem1it an 
Dtherwise-untimely amendment, then the amendment should be allowed if it passes muster under 
Ruic 15(a)(2)'s lihcrnl amendment standard. 





Kirk seeks summary judgment on Petrns's two claims against him. One is Count VI, for 
bn:ach of the implied warranty of habitability. The other is Count Vll, for conspiracy to defraud. 
During the summary-judgment hearing, Petrus's counsel conceded that summary judgment 011 
Count VII is appropriate because cvidentiary support for Count Vll is lacking. The Cou11 
appreciates concessions when they are appropriate and, in accordance with Petrus's concession, 
enters summary judgment against Count VII. Count VI remains to be addressed. 
Kirk makes several arguments for summary judgment on Count VI. His frontline 
argument is that Count VI is barred by the statute of limitations. As tbe Court will go on to 
explain, that argument demonstrates Kirk's entitlement to summary judgrnent. Because it is 
dispositive, the Court need not and will not address Kirk's other arguments. 
Kirk built the home at issue in this action. (Kirk Aff. ir 4.) He built it under an oral 
contract with Gentry. (Kirk Aff. f 5.) Construction began in June 2004 and was substantially 
completed in August 2005, with final billing in September 2005. (Kirk Aff. iJ 6.) Petrus 
purchased the home from Gentry in April 2012 (Petrus Deel. filed June 12, 2016, ~ IO), a few 
months shy of seven years later. Petrus contends that, because the home suffered from latent 
construction defects discovered soon after the purchase, the home was uninhabitable, making 
Kirk liable to him for breach of tbc implied warranty of habitability. 
"[W]hen builder-vendors sell newly constrncted buildings there is an implied wa,nnty 
that the buildings will be habitable." T11sch Enters. v. Coffin, l 13 Idaho 37, 47, 740 P.2d l022, 
l 032 ( 1987). Idaho law has rcco6TJ1ized the implied warranty of habitability for fifty years. See 
Bcthlahmy v. Bechtel, 91 Idaho 55, 67-68, 415 P.2d 698, 7l0-l l (1966). And it has been clear 
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for nearly thirty years that the implied warranty of habitability extends not only to a home's 
original purchaser but also to subsequent purchasers. See Tusch, 113 Idaho at 50-51, 740 P.2d at 
I 03 5-3 6 ("[S] ubsequent purchasers of residential dwellings .. , may maintain an action against 
the builder ... of the dwelling based upon the implied warranty of habitability despite the fact 
that no privity of contract exists between the two."). Thus, as Kirk recognizes, he isn't immune 
from liability to Petrus simply because he sold the home to Gentry, not Petrus. But the implied 
wan-ant of habitability isn't everlasting, and therein lies the rub. 
Kirk and Petrus disagree as to when purchasers of the home Kirk built for Gentry lost the 
ability to sue Kirk for breach of the implied warranty of habitability. They do agree, though, that 
the controlling stan1te is I.C § 5-241. That statute addresses the accrual of"actions against any 
person by reason of his having performed or furnished the design, planning, supervision or 
construction of an improvement to real property." LC. § 5-241. Importantly, it sets different 
parameters for the accrual of contract actions than for the accrual of tort actions. 
Section 5-241 establishes a bright-line rule that"[ c ]ontract actions shall accrue and the 
applicable limitation statute shall begin to run at the time of final completion of construction of 
... an improvement [to real property]." LC.§ 5-241{b). Thus, under section 5-241 (b), all 
contract actions against Kirk arising from his construction of the home accrued when it was 
completed in or about August or September of 2005. The contract between Kirk and Gentry was 
oral. A four year limitations period applies to actions on oral contracts. LC. § 5-217. 
Consequently, the limitations period for contract actions against Kirk expired in August or 
September of 2.009, four years after construction was completed, long before Petrus had 
purchased the home. Kirk contends Petrus's claim for breach of the implied warranty of 
habitability is a time-barred contract action. 
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By contrast, under section 5-241, "[t]ort actions, if not previously accrued, sha!l accrue 
and the applicable limitation statute shall begin to run six (6) years after the final completion of 
construction of such an improvement." I.C. § 5-24l(a). Petrus contends his claim for breach of 
the implied warranty of habitability is a tort action. He says it is subject to Idaho's "catch-all" 
statute of limitations, which sets a four year limitations period for actions not subject to more 
specific statutes of limitations. LC. § 5-224. He adds this four year limitations period to the six 
year accrual period and contends Idaho law gives a home purchaser up to ten years to sue the 
builder for breach of the implied warranty of habitability, making his claim timely. 
Kirk has the better half of the argument. Petrus's claim for breach of the implied 
wa1rnnty of habitability is a contract action, not a to1t action. 
That much is clear, or at least readily inferable, from Tusch-the 1987 case in which the 
Idaho Supreme Court extended to subsequent home purchasers the right to sue builders for 
breach of the implied warranty of habitability. There, Coffin built duplexes for the Vander 
Roeghs. The Vander Boeghs soon sold the duplexes to Tusch Enterprises. Later, Tusch 
Enterprises discovered that the duplexes suffered from major structural defects. Tusch 
Enterprises sued Coffin for both negligent construction and breach of the implied warranty of 
habitability. The court held that the negligence claim was barred by the "economic loss rule," 
which prohibits recovering purely economic losses-a category into which the damage to the 
duplexes fell-on a negligence theory. l 13 Idaho at 40-41, 740 P.2d at 1025-26. Having done 
so, the court went on to hold that the absence of privily of contract between Tusch Enterprises 
and Coflin would not doom Tusch Enterprises' claim for breach of the implied warranty of 
habitability. Id at 50, 740 P.2d at 1035. In not requlring privity, the court didn't suggest privity 
need not be required because the claim wasn't contractual in nature. To the contrary, the court 
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plainly regarded the claim as contractual in nature. In that regard, the court observed, first, that 
the purpose of the "economic loss mle" is "to allow the Jaw of contracts to resolve disputes 
concerning economic losses" and, second, that "[i]f. .. in the area of pure economic losses, 
negligence is to be preempted by contract principles, ... then contract princii:1\es must be given a 
, 
freer hand to deal with injuries the law has typically redressed . ..- Id. (emphasis added). 
Thus, by not requiring privity, the court deliberately made a contract action available to 
''deal with" injuries for which there was no tort remedy in light of the "economic loss rule." The 
court's intention to authorize a contract action is made quite clear in the opinion's footnote 8. 
There, the court quoted the recommendation in the venerable treatise The law of Torts by 
Prosser and Keeton to eliminate the privity requirement in order to allow "recovery on a 
contract-warranty theory": 
Historically, ... the only tort action avallable to a disappointed purchaser 
suffering intangible commercial loss has been the tort action of deceit for fraud 
and the only contract action has been for breach of a warranty, express or implied. 
This remains lhe generally accepted view. A few courts in recent years have 
permitted either a tort action for negligence or one in strict liability. Usually, the 
reason for so doing has been to escape the requirement of privity of contract as a 
prerequisite to recovery on a watTanty theory. But the elimination of this 
rn .. wement foJ rcc:pveryjln~!LfSH1!r~gt·warrantyJ)Js!QJY would seem to con~Jitt!t~ 
tile more satisfa_cton technique." 
fosc/i, l l3 Idaho at 50 n.8, 740 P.2d at 1035 n.8 (quoting Prosser & Keeton, 11,e law of Torts, 
§ l O l (5th ed. 1984) (footnotes omitted)). The court characterized this treatise as "respected 
authority" and indisputably fol1owed its recommendation. id. 
·· The Idaho Supreme Court recently characterized as "dicta" some of this language from Tusch . 
. Im. W. Enters .. Inc. v. CNH, I.LC, 155 Idaho 746,751,316 PJd 662,667 (2013). But, in doing 
so, the com1 did not call into question the proposition for which fosch is cited here: that 
warranty claims sound in contract, not in tort. 
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In support of their respective positions, Kirk and Pctms cite out-of-state cases addressed 
to whether claims for breach of Lhe implied warranty of habitability sound in contract or in tort. 
There is no need to analyze those cases in discerning Idaho's law on the point. Under Tusch, 
Pdms's claim for breach of the implied warranty of habitability sounds in contract.
1 
Hence, 
Petrus's claim is subject to section 5-241 (b) 's completion-of-construction accrual rule nnd to 
section 5-2 l Ts four year limitations period. Under those statutes, the claim is time-barred. Kirk 
therefore is entitled to summary judgment against Count Vl. 
B. Gentry 
Gentry seeks summary judgment on all seven claims-Counts I through VII-asserted 
against her. During the summary-judgment hearing, Petrus acceded to the entry of summary 
judgment on Counts II, VI, and VIL Accordingly, summary judgment is entered for Gentry on 
those counts. Counts I, III, IV, and V remain to be addressed. Count I alleges Gentry violated 
the ldaho Property Condition Disclosure Act by failing to disclose any problems with the home's 
French doors on the RE-25 Seller's Property Condition Disclosure Fonn. Count Ill alleges 
Gentry committed fraud by failing to disclose those problems. Count IV alleges Gentry 
breached the PSA-lhe agreement under which Petrus purchased the home from her-by failing 
to disclose those problems. Finally, Count V alleges that the same failure of disclosure was a 
breach the covenant of good faith and fair dealing that is implied by law into the PSA. 
L Count l: violation of Property Condition Disclosure Act 
The Court begins with Count L The Idaho Property Condition Disclosure Act required 
Gentry, as a seller of residential real property, to "complete all applicable items in a property 
1 
[f that claim instead sounded in tort, it seemingly would be analogous to a claim for negligent 
construction-a more apt analogy to some other tort isn't immediately apparent-and therefore 
would be barred by the "economic loss rule" in any event. 
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disclosure fonn." LC. § 55-2504. An appropriate disclosure fonn is set forth in LC.§ 55-2508. 
The RE-25 Seller's Property Condition Disclosure Fonn completed by Gentry and provided to 
Petrus (Pittenger Aff. Ex. 2) is substantially the same as the section 55-2508 exemplar. The 
exemplar is designed, and any pennissible alternative form also must be designed, to facilitate 
disclosure of "material matters relating to the physical condition of the property to be transferred 
including, but not limited to, ... the condition of the structure of the property including the roof, 
foundation, walls and floors .... " LC. § 55-2506 (emphasis added). As the fotm must recite, 
the disclosure required is only of matters "actually known" by the seller. LC.§ 55-2507(1). 
fndee<l, the seller is not liable for failing to disclose conditions "not within the (seller's] personal 
knowledge." I.C. § 55-2511(1); Lindberg v. Roseth, 137 Idaho 222,229, 46 P.Jd 518,525 
(2002). Although the seller must complete the form in good faith, meaning "honesty in fact," 
LC.§ 55-2516, the seller does not warrant the absence of undisclosed conditions. I.C. § 55-
2507(3). Accordingly, the fonn Gentry provided to Petrus says it "is not a warranty of any kind 
by the SELLER" but instead contains "the representations of the SELLER regarding the 
condition of the property." (Pittenger Aff. Ex. 2 at I, 4.) Gentry is, however, liable for any 
damages Petrus suffered because of any willful or negligent failure on her part to make legally 
required Jisclosurcs. See LC. § 55-2517. 
With respect to Count I, the dispute between Gentry ,md Petrus is whether Gentry was 
required to include on the fonn a disclosure about the home's French doors. It bears noting that 
Petrus isn't contending Gentry knew about, and therefore was required to disclose, the extensive 
dry rot from which the home evidently suffered. Instead, Petrus contends Gentry knew, and was 
required to disclose, tbat the French doors sometimes took on moisture and did not operate 
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properly. Had Petrus known as much, the argument goes, Petrns would have investigated and 
discovered the dry rot before closing the purchase. 
ln any event, Petms says a disclosure about the French doors should have been made in 
two different places on the form. (Pis.' Opp'n Gentry's Mot. Summ. J. 18-19.) One was in 
response a question asking whether there has been "any water intrusion or moisture related 
damage to nny portion of the property." {Pittenger Aff. Ex. 2 at 2.) Gentry answered "No." 
(Pittenger Aff. Ex. 2 at 2.) The other was in response to the fonn's "catch-all" requirement that 
the seller "list any other existing problems that you know of concerning the property ... that are 
not already listed.'' (Pittenger Aff. Ex. 2 at 3.) 111ere, Gentry made no disclosure. (Pittenger 
Aff. Ex. 2 at 3.) 
Beginning with the former, the Cour1 conclm.les the record demonstrates that there is a 
genuine factual dispute about whether Gentry knew of any "water intrusion or moisture related 
damage'' to the property. The strongest evidence Petrus has in that regard is Gentry's e-mail of 
June 19, 20 I 2-tw.o months after the closing--to Michael Wood, her real-estate agent.' Wood 
had e-mailed her to relay some questions Petrus had nbout the French doors, which reportedly 
had malfunctioned. (Foster Deel. filed June 12, 2016, Ex. 13.) Gentry's response stated that 
"[tJhe doors sometimes stick after the winter. ff you keep them locked, they will dry out and 
" Petrus also offers evidence of statements allegedly made by Wood to Edmund Petius, to the 
effect that Gentry had told Wood about continual problems with the French doors, including that 
they usually could not be locked. (Petrus Deel. filed June 12, 2016, i[ 16.) Gentry objects to 
these statements as hearsay. Petrus contends they are non-hearsay admissions of a party-
opponent under LR. E. 80 l (d)(2)(D). For them to so qualify, Wood must have 111ade the 
statements as Qt;ntry's agent. Because the statements need not be considered in deciding 
Gentry's motion for summary jlldgrnent, the Court will not resolve this dispute. If the statements 
arc offered through Edmund Petrus at trial, it will be Petnis's burden to lay the requisite 
foundation for fitting these statements within Rule 80l(d)(2)(D). From the evidence and 
arguments presented so far, the Court is skeptical Petrus can do so. 
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function again." (Id.) This e-mail plainly suggests Gentry believed the French doors seasonally 
took on at least some water or moisture, causing them not to work until they dried out after the 
weather changed. Her use of the tenn "dry out" is consistent with water or moisture intrusion 
affecting the French doors, and her use of the phrase "function again" is suggestive that the 
French doors were not merely "sticky" (meaning that they did not open and close smoothly) but 
instead seasonally were inoperable. Thus, the e-mail is evidence that Gentry had personal 
knowledge that water or moisture seasonally caused the French doors not to work. A reasonable 
jury seemingly could conclude, on that basis, that Gentry should have answered the question 
"Yes" rather than "No." 
[n that regard, the Court notes that one might infer from the tenor of Gentry's e-mai I that 
this seasonal problem with the French doors was insignificant to her. Assuming that to be the 
case, the problem's insignificance to Gentry is not dispositive of whether disclosure was 
required. The Idaho Property Condition Disclosure Act is intended to ensure disclosure of 
"material" conditions affecting property to be sold. LC. § 55,2506. The seller is not the arbiter 
of a condition's materiality. A matter's materiality is determined either objectively, by whether a 
reasonable person would attach importance to it, or subjectively, by whether the person in 
Gentry's position should know the person in Pctrus's posit[on attaches importance to it. James v. 
1'vlercea, 152 fdaho 914, 919, 277 P.3d 361, 3 66(2012); Restatement (SeconcV of Torts § 538(2) 
( 1977). The Court cannot conclude as a matter of law that a reasonable person would regard 
seasonal inoperability of the French doors as immaterial. As already noted, the [daho Property 
Condition Disclosure Act imposes liability for damages resulting from either willful or negligent 
fai[ures to make legally required disclosures. LC. § 55-2517. A subjective belief on Gentry's 
part that the problem with the French doors was not material may tend to negate the notion that a 
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willful disclosure violation occurred. lt has a lesser tendency to negate the notion that a 
negligent disclosure violation occurred, as arguably she should have realized that the problem 
might be material to a buyer even if insignificant to her. 
On much the same analysis, the Court concludes that there is also a genuine factual 
dispute about whether Gentry was required to disclose the problem with the French doors in 
response to the form's "catch-all" requirement to list any other known problems with the 
property. The e-mail is evidence that Gentry knew the French doors were seasonally inoperable. 
While seasonal stickiness seemingly is immate1ial and would not have to be disclosed, seasonal 
inopcrability cannot be deemed immaterial as a matter of law. 
Having concluded that there is a genuine factual dispute about whether disclosure was 
required by law, the Court must consider Gentry's next argument: that, even if there were a 
disclosure violation, Petrus agreed to hold Gentry harmless for the damages allegedly resulting 
from it. That argument is based on the PSA's section 12, which provides as follows: 
l 2. MOLD DISCLAIMER: BUYER is hereby advised that mold and/or 
other microorganisms may exist at the Property. Upon closing BUYER 
acknowledges and agrees to accept foll responsibility and risk for any matters that 
may result from mold and/or other microorganisms and to hold SELLER ... 
harmless from any liability or damages (financial or otherwise) relating to such 
matters. 
(Pittenger Aff Ex. I ~ 12 (emphasis omitted).) Petrus contends the home he purchased from 
Gentry suffered from extensive dry rot. ( Value Deel. if 7.) Gentry doesn't dispute that 
I 
assessment. To the contrary, she embraces it, contending dry rot is caused by mold or other 
microorganisms, bringing Petrns's claimed danrnges within the ambit of section 12. 
The fundamental problem with Gentry's argument is the absence of evidence that dry rot 
in fact is caused by mold or other microorganism. While that may indeed be true, it is not 
established as a mi1tler of law by the record in this case. Gentry has not offered expert testimony 
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or other admissible evidence as to what causes dry rot/ either as a general matter or in the 
instance of this particular home. Instead of evidence, Gentry relies on a dictionary definition of 
the lenn "dry rot," which indicates that it is caused by a fungus, as well as a dictionary definition 
of the term "microorganism," which indicates that "some fungi" arc microorganisms. (Mem. 
Supp. Gentry's Mot. Summ. J. 14 n.58-59.) These definitions do not establish that the particular 
fungus species that cause dry rot are microorganisms. 
Perhaps concerned about shortcomings in her evidence on the point, Gentry points to the 
declaration of Petrus's expert witness, Beau Value. He says dry rot is "caused by exposure to 
moisture or fungus'' and that "mold is a growth of fungus." (Value Deel. iiil 14-15.) The first of 
these statements is at least partly consistent with Gentry's dictionary definition of "dry rot." But 
both statements, taken together, fall well short of proof as a matter of law that dry rot is 
invariably caused by mold or other microorganisms. They suggest (correctly or not) that dry rot 
is sometimes, but not always, caused by fungus. And, while they might be taken to suggest that 
mold is a type of fungus, they do so without demonstrating that mo Id is the only type of fungus 
that causes dry rot. Thus, Value's declaration does not help Gentry across the finish line. 
For these reasons, summary judgment on Count I is denied. 
i,,. Count HI: fraug 
In Count llI, Petrns claims that Gentry committed fraud in the sale of her home to him. 
That claim's clements are as follows: "(I) a state1mmt or a representation of fact; (2) its falsity; 
(3) its materiality; ( 4) the speaker's knowledge of its falsity; (5) the speaker's intent that there he 
reliance; ( 6) the hearer's ignorance of the falsity of the statement; (7) reliance by the hearer; (8) 
5 
The reply affidavit of Gentry's counsel includes three printouts of Internet articles that attribute 
dry rot, at li;:ast in some instances, to a mold species called serpula lacry1rn:ms. (Millcmann Aff. 
liled June l 7, 2016, Exs. 2-4.) These miicles are hearsay. They will not he considered. 
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justifiable reliance; and (9) resultant injury.'' Lindberg, 13 7 Idaho at 226, 46 P .3d at 522. In her 
opening memorandum, Gentry contended Petrus cannot prove the fourth element: that she 
knowingly made false representations to Petrus or, alternatively, that she knowingly failed to 
disclose matters she hnd a duty to disclose." (Mcm. Supp. Gentry's Mot. Summ. J. 16-18.) 
ln analyzing Count I above, the Court concluded that there is evidence Gentry knew and 
had a duty to disclose to Petrus, but did not disclose to him, that on a seasonal basis water or 
moisture caused the home's French doors not to work. This is the same evidence Petrus points to 
in an effort to keep his fraud claim alive for trial. (Pis.' Opp'n Gentry's Mot. Summ. J. 23-25.) 
This evidence is sufficient to demonstrate the existence of a genuine factual dispute as to the 
fourth element, insofo.r as Petrus is proceeding with his fraud claim on the theory that Gentry 
fraudulently failed to disclose to Petms that water or moisture caused the home's French doors 
not to work. Summary judgment on Count III is denied to the extent Petrus is pursuing that 
particular fraud theory. 
Count III was pleaded much more broadly than that (See Second Am. Comp!. 1~ 34-45.) 
Henceforth, it is limited to that particular fraud theory. That is because, in opposing Gentry's 
motion for summary judgment on Count III, Petrus points to no evidence of other intentional 
failures to disclose or intentional misrepresentations on her part. Count Ill's broader allegations 
arc unsubstantiated and therefore do not survive for trial. Summary judgment on Count 111 is 
granted to the extent Pctrus's theory is anything other than that Gentry fraudulently failed to 
disclose to Petrus that water or moisture caused the home's French doors not to work. 
Of course, frnu<l may be established not only by affinnati ve misrepresentations, but also by 
silence when there is a duty to speak. E.g .. James, 152 Idaho at 918. 277 P.Jd at 365. 
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Count IV: breach of the PS A's express tem1s 
Turning to Count IV, Petrus claims Gentry's failure to disclose alleged problems with the 
home's French doors was a breach of the PSA's express tenns. The PSA's section 14 is the 
provision Gentry allegedly breached. (Pls.' Opp'n Gentry's Mot. Summ. J. 19-20.) Section 14 
provides as follows: 
14. SELLER'S PROPERTY COND[TION DISCLOSURE FORM: If 
required by Title 55, Chapter 25 ldaho Code SELLER shall within ten ( 10) 
calendar days after execution of this Agreement provide to BUYER or BUYER's 
agent, "Seller's Property Condition Disclosure Form'' or other acceptable form .... 
(Pittenger Aff. Ex. I § 14 (emphasis omitted).) Gentry perfonned this obligation by providing 
the RE-25 Seller's Property Condition Disclosure Fonn to Petrus. (Pittenger Aff. Ex. 2.) 
Petrus's dispute with Gentry is not that she failed to provide the form, but instead that the form's 
content was inadequate in that the alleged problems with the home's French doors were not 
disclosed. Section 14, however, does not regulate the fonn's content. It simply requires the 
form to be provided, which it undisputedly was. Consequently, there is no evidcntiary support 
for the proposition that Gentry breached section l4, even assuming lhc form she provided did 
not, as Petrus contends, make all appropriate disclosures, Summary judbrmcnt on Count IV is 
warranted for this reason. 
Moreover, even assuming section 14 incorporates the RE-25 Seller's Property Condition 
Disclosure Fnnn into the PSA, as Gentry contends, the fonn states that it "is not a warranty of 
any kind by the SELLER" and that "SELLER in no way warrants or 611.1arantees the above 
infomrntion regarding the property." (Pittenger Aff Ex. 2 at I, 4.) Instead, the form merely 
contains ''the representations of the SELLER regarding the condition of the property." (Pittenger 
Aff Ex. 2 at 4.) Thus, the fo1m distinguishes between "warranties" and "representations'' and 
says that Gentry's statements on the form are the latter, not the fonner. Were Gentry's 
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statements on the form "warranties," a failure of those statements to be true would be actionable 
in contract as a breach of warranty. See, e.g., lewis v. CEDU Educ. Servs., Inc., 135 Idaho 139, 
145, 15 P.Jd l l 47, 1153 (2000) ("[B]reach of express warranty sounds in contract."). Since 
those statements instead are "representations," their failure to be true would make them 
misrepresentations. As misrepresentations that allegedly played a role in Petrus's decision to 
close the purchase of Gentry's home, they could be actionable in tort on a fraud theory (as Petrus 
claims they are in Count 111), but they arc not actionable as a breach of contract because their 
correctness was not warranted or guarnnteed as a tcnn of the PSA. Thus, it appears to the Court 
that Petrus is, in this instance, impermissibly attempting to pursue on u contract theory what is, in 
substance, an alleged tort. This is another reason summary judgment is warranted on Count IV. 
Count V: breach of the PSA's implied tenns 
That brings the Court to Count V, which accuses Gentry of breaching the covenant of 
good faith and fair dealing that is implied by Jaw into the PSA. Here as well, the alleged breach 
lies in the content of the RE-25 Seller's Property Condition Disclosure Fonn; Petrus contends the 
fonn was inadequate because it did not disclose problems with the home's French doors. The 
Court has just given two reasons for entering summary judgment against the similar Count IV. If 
Idaho law required Gentry to disclose on the form the problems with the French doors, those 
reasons do not extend to Count V. A reasonable jury could find that good-faith performance of 
Gentry's obligations under the PSA's section 14 entailed providing to Petrus a fonn that 
discloses all conditions Idaho law required to be disclosed on the forn1. Summary judgment on 
Count V therefore is denied. 
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C. Batchelor 
Counts XI and XTI of Petrus's complaint are asserted against Petrus's real-estate agent, 
Batchelor. The claim in Count XI is that Batchelor was negligent in recommending McKenna as 
the home inspector. And in Count XII, the claim is that Batchelor violated the Idaho Consumer 
Protection Act by allegedly misrepresenting that ~cKenna was qualified to perfonn a proper 
home inspection. Batchelor seeks summary judgment against these two claims. Petrus, 
however, seeks to amend his existing complaint to, among other things, add two new claims 
11gainst Batchelor: (i) Count XIII, for violation of the Brokerage Representation Act; and (ii) 
Count XIV, for negligence per se. These proposed new claims are based on the notion that 
Batchelor was responsible for locking the home after the final walkthrough before Petms closed 
the purchase and, in doing so, should have discovered that the French doors did not close and 
lock properly. The Court first addresses Batchclor's motion for summary judgment and then 
turns to Petrus's motion to amend. 
Batchelor's motion for summmy judgment 
In analyzing Batchelor's motion for summary judgment, the Court begins with an 
artificial dispute between the parties as to whether a representation agreement was signed for 
l3atcbelor to serve as Petrus's real-estate agent. During his deposition, Kevin Batchelor testified 
that a representation abrreement was sibrned. (Collaer Aff. filed May 13, 2016, Ex. 2.) Likewise, 
during his deposition, Edmond Petrus testified that a representation agreement was in place. 
(Collaer Aff filed May 13, 2016, Ex. I at 194: 13-16.) 11ut when Batchelor's counsel showed 
Edmond Petrus the document Batchelor contended to be the representation agreement, he 
hedged, saying that the initials and the signature on the document did not appear to be his. 
(Collaer Atl filed r'vfay 13, 2016, Ex.Lat 194:20- [95:25.) 
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In his moving papers, Batchelor tried to make hay out of Pctrus's heJging. Without a 
written representation agreement, Petrus would have been a mere "customer'' owed a lesser 
quantum of duties under the Brokerage Representation Act than are owed to a full-Hedged 
"client" with a written representation agreement. Compare I.C. § 54-2086 (listing duties owed to 
"customers") with LC. § 54-2087 (listing duties owed to "clients"). Realizing as much, 
Batchelor argued that Petrus had disavowed the representation agreement and therefore was 
stuck with the Brokerage Representation Act's lesser set of protections. 
ln response, Edmond Petrus filed a declaration in which he essentially admitted he was 
mistaken during his deposition. (Petrus Dec!. filed June 12, 2016, ~il 2-3.) He unequivocally 
stated he had signed a representation agreement with Batchelor, and he attached a copy of it to 
his declaration. (Petrns Deel. filed June 12, 2016, ,r 3 & Ex. l.) It is the same document he was 
shown by Batchelor's counsel during his deposition. (Compare Petrus Deel. filed June 12, 2016, 
Ex. l with Collaer Aft: filed May 13, 2016, Ex. l at Ex. 27 .) 
Accordingly, the record makes perfectly clear that the representation agreement attached 
to Edmond Petrus's declaration was signed by Kevin Batchelor and Edmond Petrus. Batchelor's 
opportunism notwithstanding, there is no qenuine factual dispute on that point. That means 
Petrus was a "client," and not a mere •·customer," under the Brokerage Representation Act. See 
LC. § 54-2083(5). Batchelor's arguments for summary judgment, to the extent based on Petrus's 
supposed "customer" status, are rejected. 
Because Petrus was a "client," Batchelor owed Petrus the obligation to perfonn the duties 
set fotth in LC.§ 54-2087. Among them is the duty "[t]o exercise reasonable ski!! and care." 
LC.§ 54-2037(2). That is the duty at issue in Count XI Petrus's negligence claim. Petrus 
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claims Batchelor breached that duty by negligently recommending McKenna as the home 
inspector. (See Second Am. Com pl. ,1 108. J 10.) 
Batchelor says this claim foils because the Brokerage Representation Act does not require 
real-estate agents to investigate the backgrounds of the service providers, such as home 
inspectors, they recommend to their clients. [n fact, the Brokerage Representation Act imposes 
no duty on real-estate agents to recommend particular service providers at ull; the duty it imposes 
is "when appropriate, [to] a<lvis[ e] the client to obtain professional inspections of the property or 
to seek appropriate tax, legal and other professional advice or counsel.'' LC.§ 54-2087(4)(d). 
This is a duty to tell the client when professional assistance should be sought, not a duty to 
recommend the particular service providers from which it should be sought. A real-estate agent 
who takes the unrequi red step of recommending a particular service provider does so subject to 
the general statutury duty to exercise reasonable skill and care. For that reason, summary 
judgment cannot be granted against Count XI on Batchelor's theory that real-estate agents have 
no duty to know anything whatsoever about the particular service providers they choose to 
recommend to their clients. 
The next challenge to Count XI is the notion that any negligence on Batchelor's part was 
not a proximate cause of Petrus's damages. More particularly, the argument is that Batchelor's 
negligence, if any, did not proximately cause those damages becnuse it merely set the stage for 
McKcnna's negligence, which more directly caused the Jamages. "[T]ruc proximate cause 
fricuses on whether legal policy supports responsibility being extended to the consequences of 
conduct. ... That is, whether it was reasonably foreseeable that such harm would flow from the 
negligent conduct." Cramer v. Slater, 146 Idaho 868, 875, 204 P.3<l 508, 515 (2009) (quotation 
marks and citations omitted). Proximate causation is almost always an i~sue for the jury to 
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decide. Id. Batchelor's argument is problematic because Petrus's negligence theory is one of 
negligent referral, and it is easily foreseeable that an alleged failure to use reasonable skill and 
care i,, recommending a home inspector would result in an incompetently performed inspection. 
Summary judgment therefore cannot he granted on this basis. 
Another challenge to Count XI (and, for that matter, to Count XU) is based on section 12 
of the PS/\ between Petrus and Gentry. Batchelor argues that, under the PSA's section 12, 
Petrus assumed the risk of problems with mold or other microorganisms, which Batchelor says 
were to blame for the home's dry rot. It is unclear to the Court exactly how Batchelor is entitled 
to invoke a provision of the PSA-an agreement to which he is not a party-as a bar to claims 
against him. Even assuming Batchelor may do so, however, he is not entitled to summary 
judgment on this basis. As already explained in this decision's section lll(B)(l), which 
addresses Gentry's motion for summary judgment, the evidence falls short of establishing as a 
matter of law that Petnis's claimed damages stem from mold or other microorganisms. 
Batchelor's final challenge to Count XI is that Petrus released the claim embodied in 
Count XI through the representation agreement's section 4. Section 4 provides as follows: 
4. TRANSACTION Rfl:LATED SERVICES DISCLAIMER: BUYER 
understands that Broker is qualified to advise BUYER on general matters 
concerning real estate, but is not an expert in matters of law, tax, financing, 
surveying, structural conditions, property inspections, hazardous materials, or 
engineering. BUYER acknowledges that Broker advises BUYER to seek expe11 
c1ssistance for advice on such matters. Broker cannot warrant the condition of 
rropcrry to be acquired, or guarantee that all material facts arc disclosed by the 
Seller. Broker will not investigate the condition of any property including 
without limitation the status of permits, zoning, location of property lines, square 
footage, possible loss of views and/or compliance of the propc1ty with applicable 
laws, codes or ordinances and BUYER must satisfy themself [sic] concerning 
these issues by obtaining the appropriate expert advice. The Broker or Broker's 
agent may, during the course of the: transaction, identify individuals or entities 
who perfonn services including BUT NOT UMITED TO the following; home 
inspections .... The BUYER understands that the identification of service 
providers is solely for BUYER'S convenience and that the Broker and its agent 
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are not guaranteeing or assuring that the service provider will pcrfonn its duties in 
accordance with the BUYER'S expectations. BUYER has the right to make 
,mangements with any entity BUYER chooses to provide these services. BUYER 
hereby releases and holds harmless the Broker and Broker's agent from any 
claims by the BUYER that service providers breached their agreement, were 
negligent, misrepresented ii!formation, or othenvisefailed to pe1form in 
accordance with tire BUYER'S expectations . ... 
(Petrus Deel. filed June 12, 2016, Ex. I § 4 (italics added) (bolding and underscoring in 
original).) The concluding sentence of section 4, if it alone governed here, would result in a 
release of the claim embodied in Count XL But, along with lhc other duties for which section 
54-2087 provides, the duty to exercise reasonable skill and care is "mandatory and may not be 
waived or abrogated, either unilaterally or by agreement." LC. § 54~2087(8). F'or that reason, 
section 4 cannot be constrned to bar a claim that, like Count XI, is based on a breach of the 
statutory duty to exercise reasonable skill and care. 
For all of these reasons, summary judgment is denied as to Count XI. 
The Court now turns to Count XII-Petrus's claim for breach of the Idaho Consumer 
Protection Act. While the representation agreement's section 4 does not bar Count XI, it does 
bar Count XII. Generally speaking, persons have freedom of contract, including the freedom to 
contract away legal rights and remedies. E.g., Steiner Corp. v. Am. Dist. Tel., 106 Idaho 787, 
791,683 P.2d 435,439 (1984). Nthough exculpatory clauses are disfavored and are construed 
Dgainst the party relying on them, especially if that party prepared the agreement that contains 
the clause, "a rarty may eliminate or restrict its liahility under a contract if the language is 
unambiguous as to the nature of the excused liability." Boise Mode, 154 Idaho at l07, 294 P.3tl 
at 11 l 9. Lan1::,,1.iage is unambiguous if it isn't subject to more than one reasonable interpretation. 
See, e.g., /c/, Under section 4, Petrus unambiguously agreed that Batchelor might recommend a 
home inspector as a courtesy to Petrus, but whom to hire was Petrus's decision and Batchelor 
woulJ take no responsibility for whether the home inspector's work lived up to Petrus's 
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expectations. More importantly, Petrus unambiguously agreed not to pursue any claims against 
Batchelor arising from the notion that any home inspector recommended by Batchelor failed to 
perform in accordance with its contract with Petrus, performed its work negligently, made 
misrepresentations to Petrus, or otherwise failed to live up to Petrus's expectations. Count XII is 
exactly that sort of claim. 
Indeed, McKenna's negligence is integral to Count XII. A factual premise of Count XII 
is that tvlcKcnna "foiled to perfonn a professional and thorough home inspection, failed to 
disclose the true, defective condition of the [home], [and] foiled to thoroughly inspect the 
[home's French doors]." (Second Am. Comp!. ir l l 7.) Count XII 's other major factual premise 
is that Batchelor misrepresented McKenna's qualifications, resulting in McKe1ma's hiring, which 
set the stage for his allegedly incompetent work and, in that way, contributed to Petrus's 
damages. {Second Am. Comp!.~~ l 16, 1 l 8, 120.) Let us assume for the moment that the proof 
at tlial will show that McKcnna perfonned his work competently. On that assumption, Petrus 
could not possibly prove Count XII; Batchelor cannot be liable to Petrus for recommending a 
home inspector who perfonned a competent inspection, even if Batchelor misstated the home 
inspector's qualifications. That is because a theoretically "bad" recommendation would have 
caused Petrus no hann if the result turned out to be a competent inspeetion.
7 
The need to discern 
whether Batchelor made a "bad" recommendation arises only if the inspection were 
incompetent-in other words, if McKenna were negligent, as Petrus alleges. Only in that event 
might Batchelor's alleged misrepresentations about McKenna's qualifications be consequential. 
1 
Indeed, Petrus says''[ t]he legal question is ... whether, at the time Batchelor selected and 
referred Mc Kenna, it was reasonably foreseeable that Batchelor's negligence of selecting an 
incompetent anJ uninsured home inspector could result in a negligent home inspection." (Pls.' 
Orp'n Batchelor's Mot. Summ. J. l 8.) 
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This shows that negligence on McKcnna 's part is essential to Count XII. But Petrns agreed, in 
section 4 of the representation agreement, to release Batchelor and hold Batchelor hannlcss from 
claims that are based on McKenna's negligence. Since Count XII is not premised on alleged 
violations of duties imposed by the Brokerage Representation Act, there is no apparent legal bar 
to giving effect to the representation agreement's section 4 in the context of Count XII, as there 
is in the context of Count XL Thus, summary judgment is entered against Count XH. 
;2_.,_ Mgtion to amend com12laint 
Petnis moves to amend rhe complaint to assert new claims against Batchelor for violation 
of the Brokerage Representation Act and for negligence per se, as well as to broaden the two 
already-asserted claims against Batchelor (which are addressed above). The main thrust of the 
proposed. amendments is that Batchelor, ostensibly having had responsibility for locking the 
home after the final walkthrough before Petrus closed the purchase, should have discovered that 
the French doors did not close and lock properly and is liable for failing to do so. 
Edmond Pctnis apparently has known all along that Batchelor participated in the 
walkthrough, but he says that questioning during his March 2016 deposition made him want to 
investigate the walkthrough. (Petrus Deel. filed May 17, 2016, i1ir 2-3.) And he says that in 
April 2016 he learned that Batchelor took responsibility for locking the home at the end of the 
walkthrough. (Petrus Deel. filed May 17, 2016, ,i 4.) Petrus then proceeded to file his motion to 
amend on May l 7, 2016. During those two months from the deposition to the motion's filing, 
the trial date was rapidly approaching. ft is entirely unclear why that process took two months, 
especially at a late stage of 1 iligation, when time was growing more precious by the day. And it 
is equally unch:ar why this new theory of liability was not conceived and investigated much 
earlier in the course of the litigation. Petrus has not so much ns suggested that Batchelor 
somehow hid the hall, preventing him from learning the relevant facts at an earlier date. 
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The timing of the motion is no small matter. Trial is set to begin on August l 6, 2016. 
Petrus\; motion was filed only three months before the trial date, just as the deadline for filing 
motions for summary judgment was arriving and only about a month before the discovery 
deadline. (Scheduling Order ~,i 3, 4(8).) The scheduling order that governs this action was 
entered on March 12, 2015.
8 
It set a deadline for motions to amend the pleadings. Those 
motions were due within I 20 days after the date the scheduling order was entered. (Scheduling 
Order 14(A).) Thus, the deadline for motions to amend the pleadings came and went in July 
2015. The purpose of a reasonably early deadline for motions to amend the pleadings is to fix 
the claims and defenses that are being litigated before the major litigation deadlines arrive, so 
that the litigation can proceed in an orderly way and the trial date can be maintained. 
Petrns plainly was aware of this deadline, having filed a timely prior motion to bring 
Batchelor-who wasn't an original defendant-into this action in the first place. This motion, 
though, missed the deadline by ten months. That lapse of time isn't ham1less. It impedes 
Batchelor from having a full and fair opportunity to defend against the new theories of liability, 
us there was essentially no time for him to conduct discovery or seek summary judgment on 
them. That opportunity, to which Batchelor is entitled, cannot be extended without vacating the 
trial date. Out there is no compelling reason to vacate the trial date. This action will have been 
on file for two years and five months when the existing trial date arrives. The parties have had 
plenty of time to develop their claims and <lefonscs and prepare to present them at trial. The time 
for revisiting those basic litigation parameters has passed. 
Having missed the scheduling order's deadline for motions to amend the pleadings, 
Petrus must show "good cause" for amending the scheduling order in order to allow an 
The trial and pretrial conference dates set in the scheduling order were later reset. 
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otherwise-untimely pleadings amendment. See I. R.C.P. l 6(a)(3 ); Silver Creek, 136 Idaho at 882, 
42 P.3d at 675. As already noted, whether "good cause" has been shown is a matter of 
discretion. E.g., Camp, 137 Idaho at 859, 55 P.3d at 313. For the reasons already noted, the 
Court determines in its discretion that Petrus has not shown "good cause." His motion to amend 
his complaint therefore is denied.? 
Accordingly, 
IT JS ORDERED that the motions of Kirk, Gentry, and Batchelor to extend the 
scheduling order's deadline for summary-judgment hearings by one court day from June 17 to 
June 20 of 2016 are granted. 
[T rs FURTHER ORDERED that Kirk's motion for summary judgment is granted. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that Batehelor's motion for summary judgment is granted 
as to Count XI but is denied as to Count XII. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that Petrus's motion to amend the complaint to assert 
additional claims against Batchelor is denied. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that Gentry's motion for summary judgment is granted as 
to Counts H, [V, VI, and VU and denied as to Counts I and V. Additionally, that motion is 
1:,rranted in part and denied in part as to Count III. Petrus may proceed to trial on Count III only 
9 
Alternatively, even if Rule J6(a)(3)'s "good cause" standard did not apply here, the Court 
would deny the motion under Rule l 5(a)(2). Rule I 5(a)(2) counsels liberality in granting 
pcnnission to amend pleadings, but it does not require granting leave to amend when there is 
undue delay in seeking leave to amend. E.g .. Aiaroun, l4l Idaho at 612, l 14 P.3d at 982, 
abrogated on otlrer grot111ds, Wandering Trails, 156 Idaho at 591,329 P.3d at 373. Pctrus's 
delay is undue. Petrus waited until shortly before trial to investigate a subject that could have 
been investigated much earlier, even before bringing Batchelor into this litigation in July 2015. 
And even after deciding to investigate, Petrus did not act promptly enough, in light of the fast-
;1pproaching lrial date, in seeking leave to amend. 
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on the theory that Gentry fraudulently failed to disclose to Petrus that water or moisture caused 
the home's French doors not to work. 
t"' 
Dated this J_ day of July, 2016. 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF VALLEY 
PETRUS FAM1LY TRUST DATED MAY l, 
1991, and EDMOND A. PETRUS, JR., 
individually and as Co-Trustee of the Petrus 
Family Trust Dated May 1, 1991, 
Plaintiffs, 
vs. 
NANCY GENTRY-BOYD; CHRIS KIRK 
dlb/a KIRK ENTERPRISES; TODD 
MCKENNA d/b/a HOMECRAFT HOME 
INSPECT[ONS; RE/MAX RESORT 
REALTY; KEVIN BATCHELOR; and 
DOES 1-4, 
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Case No. CV-2014-71-C 
JUDGMENT 
JUDGMENT IS ENTERED AS FOLLOWS: 
The claims of Plaintiff Petrus Family Trust Dated May l, 1991 and its co-trustee Plaintiff 
Edmond A. Petrus, Jr. (collectively, "Petrus") against Defendant Chris Kirk dlb/a Kirk 
Enterprises ("Kirk") are dismissed with prejudice, with no award of relief to Petrus. 
Dated this \~ day of November, 2016. 
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DEC 05 20I 
IN THE DISTRJCT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DIS'MMifflllilllr;rtl'~i"---Jnst.No__.--
flkl<t A.Mi----P.M. 
OF THE ST A TE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF VALLEY 
PETRUS FAMILY TRUST DATED MAY 1, 
1991, and EDMOND A. PETRUS, JR., 
individually and as Co-Trustee of the Petrus 
Family Trust Dated May 1, 1991, 
Plaintiffs, 
vs. 
NANCY GENTRY-BOYD; CHRJS KIRK 
d/b/a KIRK ENTERPRJSES; TODD 
MCKENNA d/b/a HOMECRAFT HOME 




Case No. CV-2014-71-C 
ORDER DENYING MOTION TO 
RECONSIDER 
Plaintiff Petrus Family Trust Dated May 1, 1991 and its co-trustee Plaintiff Edmond A. 
Petrus, Jr. (collectively, "Petrus") bought a home from Defendant Nancy Gentry-Boyd 
("Gentry") in 2012. Defendant Chris Kirk d/b/a Kirk Enterprises ("Kirk") had built the home for 
Gentry about seven years earlier. After closing the transaction, Petrus discovered that the home 
suffered from extensive dry rot. 
In this action, Petrus sued Kirk (among others), claiming Kirk breached the implied 
warranty of habitability by constructing the home in a way that allowed water infiltration, 
allegedly causing the dry rot. The Court granted summary judgment to Kirk, finding Petrus's 
claim to be time-barred. Specifically, the Court determined that the claim sounds in contract, 
subjecting it to LC.§ 5-241(b)'s completion-of-construction accrual rule and to LC.§ 5-217's 
four year limitations period for claims based on oral contracts. As a result, the implied warranty 
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of habitability Kirk gave when he built the home and sold it to Gentry had already expired when 
Petrus purchased the home from Gentry about seven years after its completion. Based on that 
ruling,judgment was entered for Kirk on November 15, 2016. 
Petrus filed a timely motion to reconsider on November 28, 2016, as well as a supporting 
memorandum the next day, and Petrus arranged with the Clerk of Court for a hearing on that 
motion at 1 :30 p.m. January 9, 2017. The Court's usual practice with respect to motions to 
reconsider, however, is to act on them without a hearing if the moving papers do not cause the 
Court to doubt the correctness of its ruling. That way, the parties, who already incurred the 
expense of one round of briefing and argument on an issue, are spared the expense of a second 
round that won't change the outcome. This approach is, of course, permitted by rule. See 
I.R.C.P. 7(b)(3)(F) ("If oral argument has been requested on any motion, the court may deny oral 
argument by written or oral notice from the court at least I day prior to the hearing."). It is the 
approach the Court will take here because, after carefully considering Petrus's arguments for 
reconsideration, the Court is not persuaded that there is reason to do so. 
Petrus's first argument for reconsideration is that the Court's ruling conflicts with the 
holding in Tusch Enterprises v. Coffin, 113 Idaho 37, 740 P.2d 1022 (1987), that privity of 
contract with the builder isn't required for a secondary purchaser of a home to assert a claim 
against the builder for breach of the implied warranty of habitability. (Mem. Supp. Mot. 
Reconsider 4.) In fact, however, the Court followed that holding. (Mem. Decision & Order 10.) 
Petrus's claim failed not because privity of contract with Kirk was absent, but instead because 
the claim was time-barred. (Mem. Decision & Order 10-13.) Petrus's beefis with the Court's 
treatment of the claim as a contract claim, using the accrual rule and statute of limitations that 
apply to contract claims in the construction context, despite the absence of privity. As the Court 
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previously explained, that approach is in keeping with Tusch, as the Tusch court plainly regarded 
the newly recognized claim as sounding in contract. (Mem. Decision & Order 11-12.) Indeed, 
for the express purpose of giving "contract principles ... a freer hand" in this setting, the Tusch 
court followed the advice of Prosser and Keeton for "'elimination of [the privity-of-contract] 
requirement for recovery on a contract-warranty theory. "'
1 
Id. at 50 & n.8, 740 P.2d at 1035 & 
n.8 (quoting Prosser & Keeton, The Law of Torts§ 101 (5th ed. 1984)). Had the Tusch court's 
intention been to recognize a new tort claim, eliminating the privity requirement wouldn't have 
been necessary, as privity of contract isn't a requirement of tort law.
2 
Petrus also argues that Tusch contains accrual language that is inconsistent with the 
completion-of-construction accrual rule set forth in I.C. § 5-241(b), and that the Court's ruling 
1 
Similar to Tusch, Article 2 of the Uniform Commercial Code (the sale-of-goods article) makes 
breach-of-warranty claims available to some people who lack privity of contract with the seller. 
LC. § 28-2-318. These people may sue in contract to enforce the warranties, despite the absence 
of privity of contract between them and the seller. LC. § 28-2-318 cmt. 2 ("The purpose of this 
section is to give certain beneficiaries the benefit of the same warranty which the buyer received 
in the contract of sale, thereby freeing any such beneficiaries from any technical rules as to 
'privity.' It seeks to accomplish this purpose without any derogation of any right or remedy 
resting on negligence. It rests primarily upon the merchant-seller's warranty under this Article 
that the goods sold are merchantable and fit for the ordinary purposes for which such goods are 
used .... [A]ny beneficiary of a warranty may bring a direct action for breach of warranty 
against the seller whose warranty extends to him."). Thus, breach-of-warranty claims sounding 
in contract, even when available in the absence of privity of contract, isn't a novel concept. 
2 
Petrus incorrectly suggests that Justice Bakes' dissent in Tusch shows he understood the newly 
recognized claim to sound in tort. (Mem. Supp. Mot. Reconsider 6.) To the contrary, Justice 
Bakes began his dissent by stating his understanding that the majority ''holds, in effect that a 
builder is liable in a contract action to a remote purchaser of housing even though no contract 
exists between the two persons." Tusch, 113 Idaho at 51, 740 P.2d at 1036 (emphasis added) 
(Bakes, J., concurring in part and dissenting in part). He went on to lament the creation of"a 
contract cause of action for breach of implied warranty with its privity requirement removed." 
Id. at 52, 740 P.2d at 1037 (emphasis added) (Bakes, J., concurring in part and dissenting in 
part). The language on which Petrus relies reflects Justice Bakes' view that a contract action 
without a privity requirement is a contradiction in terms, so any such action is really a tort action. 
It doesn't reflect his view of what the majority intended to accomplish. 
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improperly provides for expiration of the implied warranty of habitability before Petrus even 
purchased the home. (Mem. Supp. Mot. Reconsider 5, 9-11.) First, there is no definitive 
inconsistency. There is only an arguable one, as the Tusch language to which Petrus points is 
vague. Regardless, even if that language were definitively inconsistent with I.C. § 5-24l(b), it is 
mere dictum, as Tusch wasn't decided based on the statute of limitations and didn't involve 
determining when the secondary buyer's claim accrued. If Petrus's claim indeed is a contract 
claim, as the Court holds, LC.§ 5-241(b) supplies the accrual rule as a matter of its plain 
language. The statute controls, irrespective of any inconsistent dictum. Second, the legislature 
has the power to provide for accrual of contract claims upon completion of construction, even 
though in other contexts accrual awaits the suffering of damage, and even though that means the 
implied warranty of habitability given by Kirk to owners of the home he built for Gentry had 
expired before Petrus purchased it. The legislature has the power to adopt an accrual rule having 
the effect ofrendering implied-warranty-of-habitability claims unavailable to secondary 
purchasers purchasing homes several years after completion of construction. 
Petrus also argues that it is "strained" and "unnatural" to treat a secondary home 
purchaser as the mere transferee of the implied warranty of habitability given by the builder to 
the original home purchaser, as opposed to the recipient of a new and distinct implied warranty 
of habitability. (Mem. Supp. Mot. Reconsider 7-9.) The Court disagrees. Reasonable people 
might disagree about the length of time the implied warranty of habitability should last, but there 
is no good reason its length should vary based on whether a home changes hands after its 
construction is completed. Gentry kept the home throughout the four-year duration of the 
implied warranty of habitability produced by the combination LC. § 5-241 (b)'s completion-of-
construction accrual rule and I.C. § 5-2 l 7's four year limitations period for oral contracts, so it 
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expired before Petrus purchased the home. Had Petrus instead purchased the home during the 
warranty period, Petrus would have been, in effect, the transferee of the remaining warranty, 
given the Tusch court's decision to extend the warranty to secondary purchasers. This regime 
reasonably gives builders certainty as to when their warranty obligations expire, irrespective of 
whether and when the homes they build are resold by the original buyers. 
Petrus next argues that section 6-1-16 of the Valley County Building Code, which creates 
a cause of action for persons damaged by Building Code violations, undermines the Court's 
ruling that claims like his are subject to J.C.§ 5-241(b)'s completion-of-construction accrual 
rule. (Mem. Supp. Mot Reconsider 11-12.) Petrus's argument on this point isn't sensible. As 
Petrus acknowledges, that ordinance hadn't yet been enacted when Kirk built Gentry's home. 
For that and other reasons, Petrus hasn't established that section 6-1-16 of the Building Code has 
any application to this situation. Indeed, Petrus didn't assert a claim under section 6-1-16 or any 
other portion of the Building Code; he asserted a common-law claim for breach of the implied 
warranty of habitability. That cause of action is available to home purchasers throughout the 
State of Idaho, not just to those in Valley County. The applicable accrual rule shouldn't be 
determined by reference to county ordinances, as that approach would senselessly create the 
potential for different accrual rules in different counties. 
Finally, Petrus takes issue with a footnote in which the Court observed that, if a claim for 
breach of the implied warranty of habitability sounded in tort rather than in contract, it would be 
barred by the "economic loss rule." (Mem. Supp. Mot. Reconsider 12-14.) That conclusion 
readily follows from the Tusch court's holding that the secondary home purchaser's claim 
against the builder for negligent design and construction was barred by the "economic loss rule." 
113 Idaho at 40-41, 740 P.2d at 1025-26. If Petrus's claim for breach of the implied warranty of 
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habitability sounds in tort, as Petrus contends, the claim is analogous to the negligent-design-
and-construction claim asserted in Tusch, so it seemingly would have to suffer the same fate. 
Petrus suggests that isn't the case because, in Tusch, the secondary home purchaser's claim for 
breach of the implied warranty of habitability survived the "economic loss rule." Of course it 
did; the "economic loss rule" is inapplicable to contract claims, and a contract claim is exactly 
what the Tusch court intended to allow. Again, for the express purpose of giving "contract 
principles ... a freer hand" in this setting, the Tusch court followed the advice of Prosser and 
Keeton for "'elimination of [the privity-of-contract] requirement for recovery on a contract-
warranty theory."' Id. at 50 & n.8, 740 P.2d at 1035 & n.8 (quoting Prosser & Keeton, The Law 
o/Torts § 101 (5th ed. 1984)). Thus, as the Court originally observed, the "economic loss rule" 
comes into play here-and dooms Petrus's claim-only if that claim is deemed to sound in tort. 
In sum, as the Court originally held, Petrus's claim fails under the statute of limitations 
because it is a contract claim, but if it were a tort claim it would fail under the "economic loss 
rule" anyway. There is no "hybrid" category into which the claim can be placed, so as to avoid 
giving it either a "contract" label or a "tort" label that implicates these legal difficulties. 
Accordingly, 
IT IS ORDERED that the hearing on Petrus's motion to reconsider scheduled for 1 :30 
p.m. on January 9, 2017, is vacated. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that Petrus's motion to reconsider is denied . 
.j-1,. 
Dated this _L day of December, 2016. 
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Case No. CV-2014-71-C 
REPLY MEMORANDUM IN 
SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR 
ATTORNEY FEES AND COSTS 
COMES NOW Defendant Chris Kirk d/b/a Kirk Enterprises ("Kirk"), by and through his 
counsel of record, Arkoosh Law Offices, and respectfully submits this Reply Memorandum in 
Support of Motion for Attorney Fees and Costs. 
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1. Introduction. 
Through its pleadings, this case involves a commercial transaction alleged by the 
plaintiffs. In an attempt to escape the mandatory fee provisions ofl.C. § 12-120(3), the Petrus 
Family Trust and Edmond Petrus, Jr. (collectively, "Petrus") argue that this is not a "commercial 
transaction" case that fits under the statute, arguing instead that it is a personal transaction case 
involving only the sale of a residential home. Petrus cites cases that hold the purchase and sale of 
a home is not a commercial transaction between the buyer and seller. That argument may apply 
to Gentry-Boyd, the seller, but not to Kirk. Kirk did not sell the home, he built it. Which is why 
Petrus sued him. 
From Kirk's perspective, the only reason he was involved in this lawsuit is a commercial 
transaction. Kirk worked as a custom-home builder and built the home at 2130 Payette Drive (the 
"Home"). The only reason he built the Home was to earn a living, "in commerce". Petrus' 
theories against Kirk included negligent construction (dropped in the first amended complaint), 
breach of implied warranty of habitability, and conspiracy to commit fraud, all related to the 
building of the Home, all brought and pursued against Kirk because he built the Home, and all 
commercial. To say it another way, but for Kirk's building of the Home, Petrus would have no 
basis to try to recover against Kirk. Petrus' claims against Kirk arose from Kirk's providing his 
services as a builder. These services were not for personal or household purposes and because 
Kirk prevailed, he is entitled to an award of attorney fees under LC.§ 12-120(3). See, Am. Bank 
v. BRN Dev., Inc., 159 Idaho 201,208, 358 P.3d 762, 769 (2015). 
Further, throughout the course of the lawsuit, Petrus reserved the right to amend his 
pleadings to seek punitive damages and damages for loss of use. Contrary to the Petrus' claim 
that it is "undisputed that Petrus' purchase of the Home was personal, and not commercial 
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(Plaintiffs Objection Brief at 3), Petrus testified in his deposition that he rented the Home for 
cash. 1 While this fact alone doesn't change anything as it relates to the commercial transaction of 
Kirk's building of the Home, it does show that Petrus understood and took advantage of the fact 
that the Home could be used to generate income. When Kirk built the Home, he had zero 
concern whether or not the Home was going to be used as a personal residence, a vacation rental, 
or both. To Kirk, the building of the Home was a commercial transaction just like every other 
custom-home he contracted to build. 
Additionally, Petrus alleged that he was entitled to a recovery of attorney fees and costs 
under Idaho Code§ 12-120(3) in all three versions of his complaint. As explained below, this 
allegation is enough to trigger I.C. § 12-120(3), which cuts both ways, and allows a defendant 
who prevails to collect fees if the plaintiff alleges recovery under LC. § 12-120(3) and loses. 
Petrus clearly viewed this as a case in which I.C. § 12-120(3) applied. It could not have 
been a mistake to include a request for fees under LC. § 12-120(3) in three different versions of 
the complaint, filed by two different law firms. He sued a builder under a conspiracy and 
warranty theory. He sued a real estate broker who was working for him under a written contract, 
and he sued a home inspector who was also working for him under a written contract. 
Commercial transactions make up all of these claims. 
Regarding the broad language ofl.C § 12-121, which currently allows a court to award 
fees to a prevailing party when the other party's case is brought or pursued frivolously, 
unreasonably, or without foundation, none of the claims brought by Petrus against Kirk were 
legitimately brought or pursued. The conspiracy claim alleging that Kirk and Gentry-Boyd had 
conspired to defraud Petrus as a subsequent third party purchaser was clearly without foundation. 
1 See generally, Petrus Dep. at pp. 184-187, attached as Ex. 4 to the Affidavit of Daniel Nevala in Support of 
Defendant Chris Kirk's Motion for Summary Judgment filed May 20, 2016. 
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To prevail on that claim, Petrus would been required to show that Kirk and Gentry-Boyd 
conspired, at the time of the constructing the Home (2004), to defraud a subsequent purchaser, at 
some point in the future. Not one shred of evidence pointed in that direction. Kirk and 
Gentry-Boyd both testified that they never had any conversations of this nature, and Petrus 
offered no evidence whatsoever to support this theory, ultimately abandoning the claim on 
summary judgment. 
Like the negligence claim that was filed in the first complaint, and later dropped in the 
first amendment, the warranty claim that Petrus pursued against Kirk was time barred and should 
never have been filed. If adequate research and investigation had been made into the statute of 
limitations and the timeframe of completion of the Home, Petrus would have realized that he had 
no viable theory of recovery against Kirk. Resultingly, this case was brought and pursued against 
Kirk unreasonably and without foundation in hopes that Kirk would settle and write Petrus a 
check. Because of this, the Court has discretion to award Kirk fees under LC.§ 12-121. 
2. The Mere Allegation Of A Commercial Transaction Is Sufficient To Trigger Idaho 
Code Section 12-120(3). 
This lawsuit was not simply about the purchase and sale of a personal residence. The 
point of this lawsuit was for Petrus to recover money from anyone and everyone involved with 
the construction, use, marketing, sale, and inspection of the property, including attorney fees for 
bringing the suit under I.C. § 12-120(3). 
The Idaho Supreme Court has held that LC.§ 12-120(3) is triggered by the allegation of 
a commercial transaction which constitutes the gravamen of a claim--not by the actual 
occurrence ofa commercial transaction. DAFCO LLCv. Stewart Title Guar. Co., 156 Idaho 749, 
758,331 P.3d 491, 500 (2014). In DAFCO, the Idaho Supreme Court held that "even where no 
commercial transaction occurs between the parties, we have allowed attorney fees to a prevailing 
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party where the losing party has alleged a commercial transaction between the parties." Id at 758. 
Further, in a 2011 case, the Idaho Supreme Court held that allegations in the complaint 
that the parties had entered into a commercial transaction and that the complaining party is 
entitled to recovery based on that transaction, are sufficient to trigger the application of LC. § 12-
120(3). Garner v. Povey, 151 Idaho 462,470,259 P.3d 608,616 (2011). In short, if a party 
alleges that they are entitled to fees under section 12-120(3) on a commercial claim and loses, 
the statute is triggered and the prevailing party is entitled to recover. The Idaho Supreme Court 
has consistently applied this principle. In American West Enterprises, Inc. v. CNH, LLC, 
consequently, an implied warranty case involving a third party claim against a manufacturer, the 
court again recited the principle that Idaho courts will consider whether the parties alleged the 
application of LC. § 12-120 stating: 
Though CNH and American West did not deal directly with each other, 
American West alleged CNH breached an implied warranty, which would be 
a commercial transaction. This Court has made clear that the failure of a party's 
claims based on a commercial transaction does not absolve a party of the attorney 
fees and costs that would be awarded under LC. § 12-120. American West tried 
to recover on the commercial nature of a transaction: the breach of an implied 
warranty. It also sought to assert that it was a third party beneficiary of the 
commercial agreement between CNH and Pioneer. American West claimed it was 
entitled to attorney fees pursuant to LC. § 12-120(3) because this was a 
commercial transaction. Though American West backtracked after CNH was 
found not liable on the alleged commercial transaction, that assertion triggered the 
application of LC.§ 12-120(3). CNH is entitled to attorney fees and costs below 
and on appeal. Am. W Enterprises, Inc. v. CNH, LLC, 155 Idaho 746,755,316 
P.3d 662,671 (2013). (Emphasis added). 
Because LC.§ 12-120(3) mandates an award of fees to the prevailing party in a suit involving a 
commercial transaction, this Court should award Kirk his costs and fees. Fritts v. Liddle & 
Moeller Const., Inc., 144 Idaho 171, 173, 158 P.3d 947, 949 (2007). 
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3. I.C. § 12-121 and I.R.C.P. 54 Allow The Court To Award Fees To Kirk, The 
Prevailing Party. 
Kirk rightfully prevailed on summary judgment on all claims. Petrus brought and pursued 
a warranty theory that was time barred by over three years. Any level of pre-suit investigation 
could have discovered the time line of when construction on the Home was complete. Yet, Petrus 
not only brought the claim, he continued to pursue the claim after learning from his own expert 
that Kirk did not use substandard materials in the construction of the Home and that nothing Kirk 
did impacted the habitability of the Home.2 
Petrus' conspiracy claim against Kirk was even more far-fetched. Petrus claimed that 
Kirk and Gentry-Boyd agreed and combined to engage in a conspiracy to use and install in a 
substandard manner an exterior envelope that did not meet applicable building codes and 
standards of care. None of this ever happened; nor did any facts that would assist Petrus in 
establishing any of the nine necessary elements needed to prove fraud against Kirk. Petrus did 
not amass significant evidence against Kirk as he claims. Instead, he brought and pursued 
unwinnable theories against Kirk in hope that Kirk would agree to settle. That's what drove this 
lawsuit. Petrus brought and pursued his theories against Kirk without proper investigation or 
development of the necessary facts in a frivolous and unreasonable manner without foundation, 
and because of that, he should be held to task. Had Hoffer v. Shappard been decided a month 
earlier, the Court could look to the "when justice so requires" standard and without doubt decide 
that justice so requires an award of fees under I.C. § 12-121 in this case. See Hoffer v. Shappard, 
160 Idaho 870,380 P.3rd 681 (2016). However, the old standard still gets us there. 
2 See, Value Dep. at pp. 145:12 146: 18; 194:7-14, attached as Ex. 5 to the Affidavit of Daniel Nevala in Support of 
Defendant Chris Kirk's Motion for Summary Judgment filed May 20, 2016. 
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4. Conclusion 
Petrus filed and pursued the claims against Kirk in bad faith and without any requisite 
investigation into the facts surrounding the timing of completion of the construction, or the 
development of any evidence proving or even hinting at a conspiracy to defraud a subsequent 
purchaser. This gives rise to a fee award under I.C. § 12-121, as the claims were both brought and 
pursued unreasonably, frivolously, and without foundation. 
Petrus sued Kirk because Kirk was the homebuilder, plain and simple. Because the 
gravamen of the complaint against Kirk was a commercial transaction that occurred when Kirk 
built the Home. Kirk is entitled to fees on the same basis Petrus alleges he would be entitled to 
fees, I.C. § 12-120(3). 
Based on the conduct and actions of Petrus throughout the course of these proceedings, 
Kirk respectfully requests that this Court award him reasonable fees and costs. 
DATED this 1st day of February, 2017. 
Daniel 
Attorney for Chris Kirk d/b/a Kirk Enterprises 
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FEB 1 3 20ll 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DI~~~C I' 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF VALLEY 
PETRUS FAMILY TRUST DATED MAY 1, 
1991, and EDMOND A. PETRUS, JR., 
individually and as Co-Trustee of the Petrus 
Family Trust Dated May 1, 1991, 
Plaintiffs, 
vs. 
NANCY GENTRY-BOYD; CHRIS KIRK 
d/b/a KIRK ENTERPRISES; TODD 
MCKENNA d/b/a HOMECRAFT HOME 
INSPECTIONS; RE/MAX RESORT 
REALTY; KEVIN BATCHELOR; and 
DOES 1-4, 
Defendants. 
Case No. CV-2014-71-C 
ORDER A WARDING COSTS AND 
ATTORNEY FEES 
Ins~~·, 
A.M.~· ,r- P.M 
Plaintiff Petrus Family Trust Dated May 1, 1991 and its co-trustee Plaintiff Edmond A. 
Petrus, Jr. (collectively, "Petrus") bought a home from Defendant Nancy Gentry-Boyd 
("Gentry") in 2012. Defendant Chris Kirk d/b/a Kirk Enterprises ("Kirk'') had built the home for 
Gentry about seven years earlier. After closing the transaction, Petrus discovered that the home 
suffered from extensive dry rot. 
On March 11, 2014, Petrus sued Kirk (among others), claiming Kirk negligently 
constructed the home. (Compl. 1i149-59.) Petrus filed a first amended complaint on September 
8, 2014-before any of the defendants had appeared. In that pleading, Petrus abandoned the 
negligent-construction claim but asserted two new claims against Kirk. One was a claim that 
Kirk breached implied warranty of habitability by constructing the home in a way that allowed 
water infiltration, allegedly causing the dry rot. (First Am. Compl. i1i1 59-68.) The other was a 
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claim that Kirk conspired with Gentry to defraud Petrus by agreeing not to build the home in 
conformity to applicable building codes and not to divulge the deficiencies to Petrus upon the 
home's resale to him several years later. (First Am. Compl. ,r,r 69-73.) Those two claims were 
reasserted, without change, in Petrus's final pleading: a second amended complaint filed on 
September 21, 2015. (Second Am. Compl. ,r,r 60-74.) 
Kirk moved for summary judgment on May 20, 2016-a few months short of two years 
after Petrus first asserted the implied-warranty and conspiracy-to-defraud claims. During the 
summary-judgment hearing, Petrus acceded to the entry of summary judgment against the 
conspiracy-to-defraud claim tried to maintain the implied-warranty claim. In a decision issued 
on July 7, 2016, the Court granted summary judgment to Kirk, finding Petrus's implied-warranty 
claim to be time-barred. The Court determined that the claim sounds in contract, subjecting it to 
LC.§ 5-241(b)'s completion-of-construction accrual rule, as well as to LC.§ 5-217's four year 
limitations period for claims based on oral contracts. As a result, the implied warranty of 
habitability Kirk gave when he built the home and sold it to Gentry had already expired by the 
time Petrus purchased the home from Gentry about seven years after its completion. 
Based on that ruling,judgment was entered for Kirk on November 15, 2016. Petrus filed 
a timely motion to reconsider on November 28, 2016, but the Court denied that motion without a 
hearing on December 5, 2016. 
On November 29, 2016, while the motion to reconsider was pending, Kirk filed a timely 
request for an award of costs and attorney fees. He seeks $4,578.72 in costs, nearly all of which 
he contends are awardable as a matter of right. Under LC. §§ 12-120(3) or 12-121, he seeks 
$144,893.72 in attorney fees. 
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On December 13, 2016, Petrus filed a timely objection to the request for attorney fees. In 
the objection, Petrus expressly consented to an award of the requested costs. (Pls.' Obj. Def. 
Kirk's Mot. Attorney Fees & Costs 11.) Under I.R.C.P. 54(d)(5), doing so constitutes a waiver 
of objections to an award of those costs. The Court construes Petrus' s objection to the request 
for attorney fees as the motion to disallow contemplated by I.R.C.P. 54(d)(5). A hearing on 
Petrus's motion to disallow was held on February 6, 2017. During the hearing, Petrus conceded 
that Kirk is the prevailing party and reiterated that his requested costs aren't contested. At the 
end of the hearing, the Court stated that the requested costs would be awarded, given the absence 
of objections. Thus, Kirk is awarded $4,578.72 in costs. The Court took the motion to disallow 
the request for attorney fees under advisement. That motion is now ready for decision. 
The Court begins with Kirk's request for attorney fees under I.C. § 12-120(3). Under that 
statute, "[i]n any civil action to recover on ... [a] commercial transaction ... , the prevailing 
party shall be allowed a reasonable attorney's fee to be set by the court, to be taxed and collected 
as costs." LC. § 12-120(3) (emphasis added). As the term "shall" denotes, the fee-shifting for 
which section 12-120(3) provides is mandatory. It is triggered if a commercial transaction is 
integral to the claim and the basis on which recovery is sought. E.g., Carrillo v. Boise Tire Co., 
152 Idaho 741,756,274 P.3d 1256, 1271 (2012). The term "commercial transaction" means "all 
transactions except transactions for personal or household purposes." LC.§ 12-120(3). "[I]n 
order for a transaction to be commercial, each party to the transaction must enter the transaction 
for a commercial purpose." Carrillo, 152 Idaho at 756, 274 P.3d at 1271 (emphasis added). 
There was no transaction between Kirk and Petrus. Instead, Kirk built a home for 
Gentry, and Gentry sold it to Petrus years later. Those are the two transactions at issue here. 
Whichever one Kirk contends is the "commercial transaction" that gives rise to fee-shifting 
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under section 12-120(3) here, his argument fails. As to the first transaction, the evidence doesn't 
support the conclusion that Gentry had a commercial purpose for hiring Kirk to build a home for 
her. To the contrary, the evidence shows that she lived in the home, plainly making the 
transaction one entered into for "personal or household purposes" from her standpoint. As to the 
second transaction, the evidence doesn't support the conclusion that either Gentry or Petrus had a 
commercial purpose. Gentry was selling her personal residence, and Petrus was purchasing a 
vacation property. The evidence doesn't show that Petrus purchased the home primarily for 
rental purposes or primarily to hold as an investment without substantial personal occupancy 
during the holding period. 
Consequently, even though Kirk undoubtedly had a commercial purpose for building the 
home for Gentry, there is no "commercial transaction" that triggers section 12-120(3) here. 
Kirk's request for attorney fees is denied to the extent it is based on section 12-120(3). 
The Court now turns to Kirk's request for attorney fees under LC.§ 12-121. Attorney 
fees are awardable to the prevailing party under section 12-121 in an action that was "brought, 
pursued or defended frivolously, unreasonably or without foundation." I.R.C.P. 54(e)(2). 
Whether that is the case is a discretionary determination. E.g., Idaho Military Historical Soc y v. 
Maslen, 156 Idaho 624, 631-32, 329 P.3d 1072, l 079-80 (2014). That determination need not be 
made on wholesale basis; instead, it can be made on a claim-by-claim basis, with attorney fees 
apportioned between frivolous and non-frivolous claims. Id. at 632,329 P.3d at 1080. Thus, the 
Court will individually analyze the three separate claims Petrus asserted against Kirk. 
First is Petrus's short-lived claim for negligent construction, included in the original 
complaint but excluded from the first amended complaint. Although the record shows that Kirk 
was aware he had been sued for negligent construction, that he retained counsel, and that he 
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incurred some attorney fees as a result (Mem. Costs & Fees Ex. A), the record doesn't show that 
Kirk was ever served with process or ever appeared in the action before the first amended 
complaint was filed. Consequently, even assuming the negligent-construction claim were 
frivolous, because Kirk never became obligated to respond to it the Court declines, in its 
discretion, to award attorney fees in connection with its brief existence. 
The Court next addresses Petrus's claim that Kirk conspired with Gentry to defraud 
Petrus by agreeing not to build the home in conformity to applicable building codes and not to 
divulge the deficiencies to Petrus when Gentry resold the home to Petrus years later. As already 
noted, Petrus acceded to the entry of summary judgment against that claim. Petrus has given the 
Court no reason to believe it was founded on much of anything but conjecture. The idea behind 
it-that a homebuilder and a homebuyer agreed to skirt building codes to keep costs down, so 
that the homebuyer could years later sell the "lemon" of a home to an unsuspecting secondary 
purchaser-borders on preposterous. Fraud shouldn't be lightly alleged, in hopes that evidence 
will materialize as the litigation proceeds. But that appears to be what happened here. The 
conspiracy-to-defraud claim was brought and pursued frivolously, unreasonably, and without 
foundation. Fee-shifting under section 12-121 is appropriate with respect to that claim. 
That leaves Petrus's claim for breach of the implied warranty of habitability. As already 
noted, the Court entered summary judgment against that claim, finding it to be time-barred. 
Although the Court considers its ruling in that regard to follow from a faithful application and a 
careful reading of Tusch Enterprises v. Coffin, 113 Idaho 37, 740 P.2d 1022 (1987), it is fair to 
say Petrus presented an issue of first impression as to whether contract or tort accrual rules and 
limitations periods apply to a secondary purchaser's claim for breach of the implied warranty of 
habitability. Petrus's position that tort accrual rules and limitations periods apply was decidedly 
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weaker than Kirk's position that contract accrual rules and limitations periods apply, but it 
wasn't frivolous. Kirk advanced several other arguments for summary judgment, including the 
argument that the problems with the home weren't severe enough to implicate the implied 
warranty of habitability, but those arguments weren't as strong as his statute-of-limitations 
argument. They therefore don't establish frivolousness. Thus, the Court declines to award 
attorney fees in connection with the implied-warranty claim. 
As a result, the Court will apportion Kirk's attorney fees between Petrus's frivolous 
conspiracy-to-defraud claim and his other claims and make an award only with respect to the 
former. The Court's aim, in the apportionment process, is arriving at an award of attorney fees 
that approximates the amount by which Kirk's attorney fees were increased as a result of 
Petrus's pursuit of the frivolous conspiracy-to-defraud claim. That approach seems appropriate 
to the Court, given that Petrus also pursued a non-frivolous claim and section 12-121 does not 
allow awarding attorney fees with respect to non-frivolous claims. 
Of course, a precise apportionment isn't possible. But after carefully reviewing Kirk's 
itemization of his attorney fees, after reviewing the other pertinent portions of the record, and 
after considering the factors set forth in I.R.C.P. 54(e)(3), the Court has arrived at one that is 
reasonable in its judgment. The Court perceives almost all of the work that was necessary to 
defend against the conspiracy-to-defraud claim to also have been necessary to defend against the 
implied-warranty claim. Some independent analysis and briefing was necessary with respect to 
the conspiracy-to-defraud claim, to be sure, and undoubtedly some written discovery requests 
and some deposition questions focused on conspiracy-to-defraud issues. But most of the work 
pertained to both claims indivisibly or to the implied-warranty claim in particular. In an exercise 
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of its discretion, the Court apportions $10,000.00 of Kirk's attorney fees to the frivolous 
conspiracy-to-defraud claim. Kirk is awarded attorney fees in that amount. 
The Court considers this apportionment justified for an additional reason. Petrus's 
implied-warranty-claim-the non-frivolous claim-failed based on a statute-of-limitations 
defense that could've been raised much earlier in the course oflitigation and obviated the need to 
litigate that claim any further. Show-stopping defenses that don't require much discovery, like 
the successful statute-of-limitations defense here, should be tested early, before substantially all 
of the attorney fees necessary to get the case trial-ready have been incurred. The Court finds it 
inequitable to make a six-figures award of attorney fees when an early statute-of-limitations 
challenge to Petrus's plainly stronger claim might have nipped the litigation in the bud by 
leaving Petrus with only a pie-in-the-sky conspiracy-to-defraud claim. 
Accordingly, 
IT IS ORDERED that Petrus's motion to disallow the award of costs and attorney fees 
requested by Kirk is granted in part and denied in part. Kirk is awarded $4,578.72 in costs and 
$10,000.00 in attorney fees. An amended judgment reflecting this award will be entered. Unlke 
the original judgment, the amended judgment won't contain a Rule 54(b) certificate of finality 
because, at this time, no other claims in this action remain to be adjudicated. 
th 
Dated this Jl_ day of February, 201 7. 
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- DOUGLAS By __ __,,,..,,_,._. 
FEB 1 3 2017 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DI~......_cr _____ A'.~~t.~: I£ P.M 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF VALLEY 
PETRUS FAMILY TRUST DATED MAY 1, 
1991, and EDMOND A. PETRUS, JR., 
individually and as Co-Trustee of the Petrus 
Family Trust Dated May 1, 1991, 
Plaintiffs, 
vs. 
NANCY GENTRY-BOYD; CHRIS KIRK 
d/b/a KIRK ENTERPRISES; TODD 
MCKENNA d/b/a HOMECRAFT HOME 
INSPECTIONS; RE/MAX RESORT 
REAL TY; KEVIN BATCHELOR; and 
DOES 1-4, 
Defendants. 
Case No. CV-2014-71-C 
AMENDED JUDGMENT 
JUDGMENT IS ENTERED AS FOLLOWS: 
The claims of Plaintiffs Petrus Family Trust Dated May 1, 1991 and Edmond A. Petrus, 
Jr. against Defendant Chris Kirk are dismissed with prejudice, with no award of relief to Petrus. 
Further, Chris Kirk is awarded $14,578.72 against Petrus Family Trust Dated May 1, 
1991 and Edmond A. Petrus, Jr., jointly and severally, consisting of an award of $4,578.72 in 
costs of court and an award of $10,000.00 in attorney fees. 
~ ..... 
Dated this~ day of February, 2017. 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF VALLEY 
PETRUS FAMILY TRUST DATED MAY 1, 
1991, and EDMOND A. PETRUS, JR., 
individually and as Co-Trustee of the Petrus 
Family Trust Dated May 1, 1991, 
Plaintiffs/ Appellants, 
V. 
NANCY GENTRY-BOYD; CHRIS KIRK d/b/a 
KIRK ENTERPRISES; TODD MCKENNA 
d/b/a HOMECRAFT HOME INSPECTIONS; 
RE/MAX RESORT REALTY; KEVIN 
BATCHELOR; and DOES 1-4, 
Defendants / Respondents. 
Case No. CV-2014-71-C 
AMENDED NOTICE OF APPEAL 
TO: RESPONDENT, CHRIS KIRK d/b/a KIRK ENTERPRISES; HIS ATTORNEYS 
OF RECORD, C. TOM ARKOOSH AND DANIEL A. NEV ALA, ARKOOSH LAW OFFICES, 
802 W. BANNOCK STREET, SUITE 900, P.O. BOX 2900, BOISE, IDAHO 83701; AND THE 
CLERK OF THE ABOVE-ENTITLED COURT. 
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NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN THAT: 
1. Plaintiffs and Appellants, PETRUS FAMILY TRUST DATED MAY 1, 1991, and 
EDMOND A. PETRUS, JR. (together "Petrus"), hereby amend their appeal against Respondent, 
CHRIS KIRK d/b/a KIRK ENTERPRISES ("Kirk"), to the Idaho Supreme Court from the 
Memorandum Decision and Order entered on July 7, 2016, the Judgment entered on November 
15, 2016, the Order Denying Motion to Reconsider entered on December 6, 2016, the Order 
Awarding Costs and Attorney Fees entered on February 13, 2017, the Amended Judgment entered 
on February 13, 2017, as well as any and all orders relating to the preliminary statement of issues 
set forth in paragraph 3 below, the Honorable Jason D. Scott presiding. A copy of the orders 
entered since the Notice of Appeal was filed are attached to this Amended Notice. 
2. Petrus has a right to appeal to the Idaho Supreme Court, and the orders described 
in paragraph 1, above, are appealable orders under and pursuant to Idaho Appellate Rule 1 l(a)(3) 
and 1 l(a)(7). 
3. Petrus intends to assert the following issue on appeal ( although he reserves his right 
to later assert issues not described in this preliminary statement): whether the District Court erred 
in finding that Petrus's implied warranty of habitability claim is time barred by a four-year statute 
of limitations, despite the fact that the asserted defect was latent, meaning no cause of action could 
have accrued until after the supposed statute of limitations had already run. 
4. Petrus requests the preparation of the following portions of the Reporter's 
Transcript in electronic format: 
a. Hearing on Motion for Summary Judgment (06/20/16); and 
b. Hearing on Motion for Attorney Fees (02/06/17). 





a. Complaint (03/11/14); 
b. First Amended Complaint and Demand for Jury Trial (09/08/14); 
c. Answer (09/29/14); 
d. Second Amended Complaint and Demand for Jury Trial (09/21/15); 
e. Answer to Second Amended Complaint and Demand for Jury Trial 
(09/30/15); 
f. Defendant Chris Kirk d/b/a Kirk Enterprises' Motion for Summary 
Judgment (05/20/16); 
g. Memorandum in Support of Defendant Chris Kirk d/b/a Kirk Enterprises' 
Motion for Summary Judgment (05/20/16); 
h. Affidavit of Chris Kirk in Support of Defendant Chris Kirk d/b/a Kirk 
Enterprises' Motion for Summary Judgment (05/20/16); 
1. Affidavit of Daniel Nevala in Support of Defendant Chris Kirk d/b/a Kirk 
Enterprises' Motion for Summary Judgment (05/20/16); 
J. Plaintiffs' Opposition to Defendant Chris Kirk d/b/a Kirk Enterprises' 
Motion for Summary Judgment (06/12/16); 
k. Declaration of Alyson A. Foster in Opposition to Defendant's Motion for 
Summary Judgment (06/12/16); 
l. Declaration of Michael Longmire in Opposition to Defendant's Motion for 
Summary Judgment (06/12/16); 
m. Declaration of Beau Value in Opposition to Defendant's Motion for 
Summary Judgment (06/12/16); 
n. Declaration of Edmond A. Petrus in Opposition to Defendant's Motion for 
Summary Judgment (06/12/16); 
o. Reply Memorandum in Support of Defendant Chris Kirk d/b/a Kirk 
Enterprises' Motion for Summary Judgment (06/17 /16); 
p. Supplemental Affidavit of Daniel Nevala in Support of Defendant Chris 
Kirk d/b/a Kirk Enterprises' Motion for Summary Judgment (06/17/16); 
q. Memorandum Decision and Order (07/07/16); 
r. Judgment (11/15/16); 
s. Motion for Reconsideration of Order Granting Summary Judgment to Chris 
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Kirk d/b/a Kirk Enterprises (11/28/16); 
t. Memorandum in Support of Plaintiff's Motion for Reconsideration of Order 
Granting Summary Judgment to Chris Kirk d/b/a Kirk Enterprises 
(11/29/16); 
u. Order Denying Motion to Reconsider (12/05/16); 
v. Motion for Attorneys' Fees and Costs (11/29/16); 
w. Memorandum in Support of Motion for Attorneys' Fees and Costs 
(11 /29/16); 
x. Memorandum of Costs and Fees (11/29/16); 
y. Plaintiffs Objection to Defendant Kirk's Motion for Attorneys' Fees and 
Costs (12/13/16); 
z. Declaration of Edmond A. Petrus in Support of Plaintiffs Objection to 
Defendant Kirk's Motion for Attorney Fees and Costs (12/13/16); 
aa. Reply in Support of Motion for Attorneys' Fees and Costs (02/01/17); 
bb. Order Awarding Attorneys' Fees and Costs (02/13/17); and 
cc. Amended Judgment (02/13/17). 
6. No portion of the record in this matter has been sealed pursuant to court order. 
7. I certify: 
a. That a copy of this Amended Notice of Appeal has been served on each 
court reporter of whom a request for additional transcript is made, at the address set forth in the 
certificate of service below; 
b. That court reporters have been paid the estimated fees of $533.50 to date 
for preparation of the Transcripts; the additional transcript requested within this Amended Notice 
of Appeal is an estimated additional 35 pages. 
c. That a deposit of $100 for preparation of the Clerk's Record was previously 
paid; 




e. That service has been made upon all parties required to be served pursuant 
to Idaho Appellate Rule 20. 
Dated: March 6, 2017 
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FEB 1 3 2017 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL Dl~~c-·r--ilnst.~,...._.....,.__ 
Fd!ld 'I~ ------.A.M~ ...::...~M 
OF THE STA TE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF VALLEY 
PETRUS FAMILY TRUST DATED MAY l, 
1991. and EDMOND A. PETRUS, JR., 
individually and as Co-Trustee of the Petrus 
Family Trust Dated May L 1991, 
Plaintiffs. 
vs. 
!'-lANCY GENTRY-BOYD; CHRIS KIRK 
d/h/a KIRK ENTERPRISES; TODD 
MCKENNA d/b/a HOMECRAFT HOME 
INSPECTTONS; RE/MAX RESORT 
REALTY; KEVlN BATCHELOR; and 
DOES 1-4, 
De fondants. 
Case No. CV-2014-71-C 
AMENDED JUDGMENT 
JUDGMENT IS ENTERED AS FOLLOWS: 
The claims of Plaintiffs Petrus Family Trust Dated May 1. 1991 and Edmond A. Petrus, 
Jr. against Defendant Chris Kirk are <lismissed with prcjudil.:e, with no award ofrdief to Petrus. 
Further, Chris Kirk is awarded $14,578.72 against Petrus Family Trust Dated May I, 
1991 and Edmond A. Petrus, Jr .. jointly and severally, consisting of an award of$4.578.72 in 
costs of court and an award of $10,000.00 in attorney fees. 
~ ...... 
Dated this i~_ <lay of February. 2017. 
AMENDED JUDGMENT - l 
Jasyn D. Scoct 
Dl5'TRICT JUDGE 
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FEB 1 3 2017 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DI 
Of THE STATE OF lDJ\HO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF VALLEY 
PETRUS FAMlL Y TRUST DA TED MAY l, 
1991, and EDMOND A. PETRUS. JR., 
individually and as Co-Trustee of the Petrus 
Family Trnst Dated May l. 1991, 
Plaintiffs, 
vs. 
NANCY GENTRY-BOYD; CHRIS KJRK 
lVb/a KIRK ENTERPRISES; TODD 
MCKENNA d/b/a HOMECRAFT HOME 
tNSPECTIONS: RE/MAX RESORT 
REALTY; KEVIN BATCIIELOR: and 
DOES 1-4. 
Deiend[u1ts. 
Case No. CV-2014-7 l-C 
ORDER AW ARD1NG COSTS AND 
ATTORNEY FEES 
Plaintiff Petrus Family Trust Dated May l, 1991 and its co-trustee Plaintiff Edmond A. 
Petrus, .Ir. (collectively, "Petrus") bought a home from Defondant Nancy Gentry-Boyd 
("Gentry") in 2012. Defendant Chris Kirk &b/a Kirk Enterprises ("Kirk") had built the home for 
(1entry about seven years earlier. A tier closing the transaction, Petrus discovl;)red that the home 
suffered from extensive dry rot. 
On March 1 I, 2014, Petrus sued Kirk (among others), claiming Kirk negligently 
c0rn,1rucLcd tl1t:: l!ome. {Compl. r-! 49-59.) Pctrns fi11;d a first ame;:uJt:d complaint on September 
8, 2014-bdore any of the defendants had appeared. In that pleadfog, Petrus abandoned the 
ncgligt:nt-construction claim but asst:rted two new claims against Kirk. One was a claim that 
Kirk breached implied warranty of habitability by constructing the home in a way that allowed 
water infiltration, allegedly causing the dry rot. {First Am. Comp!.~~~; 59-68.) The other was a 
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claim that Kirk conspired with Gentry to defraud Petrus by agreeing not to build the home in 
conformity to applicable builuing codes and not to divulge the deficiencies to Petrus upon the 
home's rt:sale to him several years later. (First Am. Comp!. ~i169-73.) Those two claims were 
reasserted, without cbange, in Petrus's final pleading: a second amended complaint filed on 
September 21. 2015. (Second Am. Campi. ,r, 60-74.) 
Kirk moved for summary judgment on May 20, 2016--a few months short of two years 
after Petrus first asserted the implied-warranty and conspiracy-to-defraud claims. During the 
summary-judgment hearing, Petrus acceded to the entry of summary judgment against the 
conspiracy-to-defraud claim tried to maintain the implied-warranty claim. In a decision issued 
on July 7, 2016, the Court granted summ,iry judgment lo Kirk, finding Petrns's implied-warranty 
claim lo be timl;!·bmTed. The Court determined that the claim sotmds in contract, subjecting it to 
LC.§ 5-241 (b)'s compktion·of-construction uccrual rule, as well as to LC.§ 5-217's four year 
limitations period for claims based on oral contracts. As a result, the implied warranty of 
habitability Kirk gave \vhcn he built the home and sold it to Gentry had already expired by the 
ti me Petrus purchased the home from Gentry about seven years after its completion. 
Based on that ruling.judgment was entered for Kirk on November 15, 2016. Petrus filed 
a timt.:!y motion lo reconsider on November 28, 2016, but the Court denied that motion without a 
hearing on December 5, 2016. 
On Novemher 29, 2016, while the motion to n:consi<lcr was pending, Kirk filed a timely 
request for an ,marJ of .:osts anJ utiorncy fees. 11e seeks 34,578.72 in costs, nearly all of which 
he con lends are awanlnh le. as a matter of right. Under LC. § § 12-120(3) or I 2-121, he seeks 
$144.893.72 in attorney ices. 
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On December 13, 2016, Petrus filed a timely objection to the request for attorney fees. In 
the ohjection, Petrns expressly consented Lo an awurd of the requested costs. (Pis.' Obj. Def. 
Kirk's tvlot. Attorney Fees & Costs 11.) Under LR.C.P. 54(d)(5), doing so constitutes a waiver 
ol'ob.kctions to an award of those costs. The Court construes Petrus's objection to the rnquest 
for attorney fees as the motion to disallow contemplated by I.R.C.P. 54(<l)(5). A hearing on 
Pctrus's motion to disallow was held on February 6, 2017. During the hearing, Petrus conceded 
lhat Kirk is the prevailing party and reiterated that his requested costs aren't contested. At the 
end ol'thc hearing, the Court stated that the requested costs would be awarded, given the absence 
of o~j~ctions. Thus. Kirk is awarded $4,578.72 in costs. The Court took the motion to disallow 
thc request for attorney foes under advisement. That motion is now ready for decision. 
The Court begins with Kirk's request for attorney fees under LC. § l 2· 120(3). Under that 
statuk, '·[i Jn any civil action to recover on ... (al C()mmercial transaction ... , the prevailing 
party shall be allowed a reasonahle attorney's fee to be set by the court, to be taxed and collecled 
as costs." l.C. § 12· 120(3) (emphasis added). As the term "shall" denotes, the ft:e-shining for 
which section 12-120(3) provides is mandatory. It is triggered if a conunercial transaction is 
integral lo the claim and the basis on which recovery is sought. E.g., CC1rri!lo v. Boise Tire Co., 
152 Idaho 741,756,274 P.Jd 1256, l271 (2012). The tenn "commercial transaction" means "all 
transactions except transactions for personal or household pmposes." LC. § 12-120(3). ''[rJn 
order for u transaction to be commerciul. each party to thr: transaction must enter the transaction 
l<Jr ~ commer;.;ml purp:,s<.:." Carri/Iv, 152 Idaho at 756,274 P.3d at 1271 (emphasis added). 
Tho;:rc was no transaction between Kirk and Petrus. fnstead, Kirk built a home for 
(kntry, and lrentry sold it to Petrus years later. Those are the two transactions at issue here. 
\Vhid1evcr one Kirk contends is the "commercial transai.:tion" that gives rise to foe.shifting 
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under section 12-120(3) here, his argument fails. As to the first transaction, the evidence doesn't 
support the conclusion that Gentry had a commercial purpose for hiring Kirk to build a home for 
her. To the contrary, the evidence shows that she lived in the home, plainly making the 
transaction one entered into for "personal or household purposes" from her standpoint. As to the 
second transaction, the evidence doesn't support the conclusion that either Gentry or Petrus had a 
commercial purpose. Gentry was selling her personal residence, and Petrus was purchasing a 
vacation property. The evidence doesn't show that Petrus purchased the home primarily for 
rental purposes or primarily to hold as an investment without substantial personal occupancy 
during the holding period. 
Consequently, even though Kirk w1doubtedly had a commercial purpose for building the 
home for Gentry, there is no "commercial transaction" that triggers section 12-120(3) here. 
Kirk's rnquest for attorney r~es is denied to the extent it is based on section 12-120(3). 
The Court now turns to Kirk's request for attorney fees under LC. § 12-121. Attorney 
fees are awardable to the prevailing party under section 12-121 in an action that was "brought, 
pursued or ddended frivolously, unreasonably or without foundation." I.R.C.P. 54(e)(2). 
Whether that is the case is a discretionary determination. E.g., Idaho },;/ilitury Hiswrica/ Soc y v. 
Maslen. 156 Idaho 624, 63 1-12, 329 P.Jd 1072, l 079-80 (2014). That determination need not be 
made on wholesale basis; instead, it can be made on a claim-by-claim basis, with attorney fees 
appo!'lioned between frivolous and non-frivolous claims. Id at 632,329 P.Jd at 1080. Thus, the 
l'Nu1 will individual!;, analyze lh.e three ;;eµaruw claims Petrus asserted against Kirk. 
First is Petrus's short-lived claim for negligent construction, included in the original 
complaint but excluded froin the first amended complaint. Although the record shows that Kirk 
\.VUS awm·e h<.! had be1;n sued for negligent construction, that he retained counsel, and that he 
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incurred some attorney fees as a result (Mem. Costs & Fees Ex. A), the record doesn't show that 
Kirk was ever served with process or ever appeared in the action before the first amended 
complaint was filed. Conscquently, even assuming the negligent-construction claim were 
frivolous, because Kirk m:ver became obligated to respond to it the Comt declines, in its 
discretion, Lo award attorney fees in connection with its brief existence. 
The Court next addresses Petrus's cbim that Kirk con~pired with Gentry to defraud 
Petrus by agreeing not to build the home in conformity to applicable building codes and not lo 
divulge the deficiencies to Petrus when Gentry rcsold the home to Petrus years later. As already 
noted, Petrus acceded to the entry of summary judgment against that claim. Petrus has given the 
Court no reason to bdicve it was foun<lc<l on much of auything but conjecture. The idea behind 
it-thal a homebuilder and a homebuyer agreed to skirt building codes to keep costs down, so 
that the home buyer could years later sell the ''lemon" of a home to an unsuspecting secondary 
pun.:haser-borders on preposterous. Fraud shouldn't be lightly alleged, in hopes that evidence 
will materialize as the litigation proceeds, But that appears to be what happened here. The 
conspiracy-to~defraud claim was brought and pursued frivolously. unreasonably, and without 
foundation. Fee-shifting under section 12-121 is appropriate with respect to that claim. 
That leaves Petrus's claim for breach of the implied warranty of habitability, As already 
nokd, the Coui1 entered summary judgment ugainst that claim, finding it to be time-barred. 
Although the Court considers its ruling In that regard to follow from a faithful applkation and a 
cHrdu' 1,',H.li11g er Tusch Enterprises v. Cc1tfi11, l U fdaho J 7. 7 40 P .2J l 022 ( 1987), il is fair to 
say Petrus presented an issue of first impression as to whether contract or tort accrual rules and 
limitations p.eriods apply to a secondary purchaser's claim for breach of the implied warranty of 
habitability. Petrus's position that torl accrual rules and limitations periods apply was decide<lly 
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e 
weaker than Kirk's position that contract accrual rules and limitations periods apply, but it 
wasn't frivolous. Kirk advanced several other arguments for summary judgment, including the 
argument that the problems with the home weren't severe enough to implicate the implied 
warranty of habitability, bul those arguments weren't as strong as his statute-of-limitations 
argument. They therefore don't establish frivolousness. Thus, the Court declines to award 
attorney fees in connection with the implied-warranty claim. 
As a result the Court will apportion Kirk's attorney fees between Petrus's frivolous 
conspiracy-to-defraud claim and his other claims and make an award only with respect to the 
former. The Court's aim, in the apportionment process, is aniving at an award of attorney fees 
that approximates the amount by which Kirk's attorney fees were increased as a result of 
Petrus's pursuit of the frivolous conspiracy-to-defraud claim. That approach stems appropriate 
to the Court, given that Petrus also pursued a non-frivolous claim and section 12-121 does not 
allow awarding attorney fees with respect to non-frivolous claims. 
Of course, a precise apportionment isn't possible. But after carefully reviewing Kirk's 
itemization of his attorney fees, after reviewing the otber pertinent portions of the record, and 
Mtcr considering the factors set forth in LR.C.P. 54(e)(3), the Cou1t has arrived at one that is 
reasonable in its judgment. The Court perceives almost all of the work that was necessary to 
ddend against the conspiracy-to-Jefraud claim to also have been necessary lo defend against the 
implied-warranty claim. Some independent analysis and briefing was necessary with respect to 
the conspir.,cy-to ·defraud daim. to be sure. and undoubtedly some written discovery requests 
and some deposition questions focused 011 conspiracy-to-defraud issues. But most of the work 
pc1taint'd to both claims indivisibly or to the implied-warranty claim in particular. In an exercise 
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of its discretion, the Court apportions$ l 0,000.00 of Kirk's attorney fees to the frivolous 
conspiracy-to-defraud claim. Kirk is awarded attorney fees in that amount. 
The Court considers this apportionment justified for an additional reason. Petrus's 
implicd-warranty-ctaim-lhe non-frivolous claim-failed based on a statute-of-limitations 
defense that could've been raised much earlier in the course of litigation and obviated the need to 
litigate that claim any further. Show-stopping defenses that don't require much discovery, like 
the successful statute-of-limitations defense here, should be tested early, before substantially all 
of the attorney fees necessary to get the case trial-ready have been incurred. The Court finds it 
inequitable to make a six-figures award of attorney fees when an early statute-of-limitations 
challenge to Petrus's plai11ly stronger claim might have nipped the litigation in the bud by 
leaving Petrus with only a pie-in-the-sky conspiracy-to-defraud claim. 
Accordingly, 
IT IS ORDERED that Petrus's motion to disallow the award of costs and attorney fees 
requested by Kirk is granled in part and denied in part. Kirk is awarded $4,57lU2 in costs and 
$10.000.00 in altorncy fees. An amended judgment reflecting this award will be entered. Unlke 
the original judgment, the amended judgment won't contain a Rule 54(b) certificate of finality 
because, al this time, no other claims in this action remain to be adjudicated. 
"th 
Dated this \ 0 Jay of F ebrnary, 2017. 
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TO: THE ABOVE-NAMED PLAINTIFFS-APPELLANTS-CROSS-RESPONDENTS, PETRUS 
FAMILY TRUST DATED MAY 1, 1991, AND EDMOND A. PETRUS, JR., THEIR 
ATTORNEYS OF RECORD, JOHN MORRIS AND RACHEL E. MOFFITT, HIGGS 
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FLETCHER & MACK LLP, 401 WEST "A" STREET, SUITE 2600, SAN DIEGO, CA 92101, 
AND AMY A. LOMBARDO, PARSONS BEHLE & LA TMER, 800 W. MAIN STREET, SUITE 
1300, BOISE, ID 83702, AND THE CLERK OF THE ABOVE-ENTITLED COURT 
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN THAT: 
1. Defendant-Respondent-Cross-Appellant, Chris Kirk d/b/a Kirk Enterprises 
("Kirk"), hereby cross-appeals against Plaintiffs-Appellants-Cross-Respondents, Petrus Family 
Trust Dated May 1, 1991, and Edmond A. Petrus, Jr. (together "Petrus"), to the Idaho Supreme 
Court from the Order Awarding Costs and Attorney Fees entered on February 13, 2017, the 
Amended Judgment entered on February 13, 2017, as well as any and all orders relating to the 
preliminary statement of issues set forth in paragraph 3 below, the Honorable Jason D. Scott 
presiding. A copy of the orders from which Kirk appeals are attached to this notice. 
2. Kirk has a right to cross-appeal to the Idaho Supreme Court, and the orders 
described in paragraph 1 above are appealable orders under and pursuant to Idaho Appellate Rule 
ll(a)(l). 
3. Kirk intends to assert the following issue on cross-appeal ( although he reserves his 
right to later assert issues not described in this preliminary statement): did the District Court abuse 
its discretion in its apportionment of attorney fees to Kirk? Additionally, Kirk asserts the following 
issue on appeal under Idaho Appellate Rules 35(a)(4) and 35(b)(4) as an additional or subsidiary 
issue raised by Appellants: whether Appellants' appeal is frivolous because, even if successful, 
Appellants have no valid substantive claim for breach of implied warranty of habitability due to 
waiver and statutory non-compliance. 
4. Kirk requests the preparation of no additional portions of the Reporter's Transcript 
other than those designated by Petrus in their Amended Notice of Appeal. 
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5. Kirk requests no additional documents be included in the Clerk's Record in addition 
to those automatically included under Rule 28, I.A.R. and those designated by Petrus in their 
Amended Notice of Appeal. 
6. No portion of the record in this matter has been sealed pursuant to court order. 
7. I certify that: 
a. That the appellate filing fee in the amount of $129.00 was previously paid; 
and 
b. That service has been made upon all parties required to be served pursuant 
to Idaho Appellate Rule 20. 
DATED this 23rd day of March, 2017. 
ARKOOSH LAW OFFICES 
Danieli&r 
Attorney for Chris Kirk d/b/a Kirk Enterprises 
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FEB 1 3 2017 
~q~ iost~ 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT or THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DI~lcf':'_c _ [ -A.M ,..;f ,r: P,l,t 
OF THE STA TE OF IDAHO, lN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF VALLEY 
Case No. CV-2014-71-C 
RECEIVED 
FEB 16 2017 PETRUS FA.MIL Y TRUST DJ\ TED MAY 1. 1991, and EDMOND A. PETRUS, JR., 
individually and as Co-Trustee of the Petrus 
Family Trust Dated May 1. 1991. 
ARKoo··H 
ORDER AW ARD ING COSTS AND . ::i LAW OFFICES 
Plainliffs. 
vs. 
NANCY GENTRY-BOYD: CHR(S KIRK 
d/b/a KIRK ENTERPRISES; TODD 
MCKENNA d/b/a HOMECRAFT HOME 
INSPECTIONS; RE/MAX RESORT 




Plaintiff Petrus Family Trust Dated May I, 1991 and its co-trustee Plaintiff Edmond A. 
Petrus, Jr. (collectively, "Petrus") bought a home from Defendant Nancy Gentry-Boyd 
("Gentry'') in 2012. Defendant Chris Kirk d/b/a Kirk Enterprises ("Kirk") had built the home for 
Gentry about seven years earlier. After closing the transaction, Petrus discovered that the home 
suffered from extensive dry rot. 
On March l L 2014. Petrus sued Kirk {among others). claiming Kirk negligently 
constructed the home. (Comp!. r;~ 49-59.) Petrus filed a first amended complaint on September 
8, 2014-bcfore any uf the defendants had appeared. In that pleading, Petrus abandoned the 
ncgligt!nt-constrm:tion claim but asserted two new claims against Kirk. One was a claim that 
Kirk breached implied warranty of habitability by constructing the home in a way that allowed 
water infiltration, allegedly causing the dry rot. (First Am. Comp!. ~1! 59-68.) The other was a 
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claim that Kirk conspired with Gentry to defraud Petrus by agreeing not to build the home in 
conformity to applicable building codes and not to divulge the deficiencies to Petrus upon the 
home's resale to him several years later. (First Am. Comp!. 1~ 69-73.) Those two claims were 
reasserted, without change, in Petrus ts final pleading: a second amended complaint filed on 
September 21. 2015. (Second Am. Comp!. ,[160-74.) 
Kirk moved for summary judgment on May 20, 2016-a few months short of two years 
after Petrus first asserted the implied-warranty and conspiracy-to-defraud claims. During the 
summary-judgment hearing, Petrus acceded to the entry of summary judgment against the 
conspiracy-to-defraud claim tried to maintain the implied-warranty claim. In a decision issued 
on July 7, 2016, the Court granted summary judgment to Kirk, finding Petrus's implied-warranty 
claim to be time-barred. The Court determined that the claim sounds in contract. subjecting it to 
LC. § 5-241 (b)'s completion-of-construction accrual rule, as well as to I.C. § 5-2 l 7's four year 
I imitations period for claims based on oral contracts. As a result, the implied warranty of 
habitability Kirk gave when he built the home and sold it to Gentry had already expired by the 
time Petrus purchased the home from Gentry about seven years alter its completion. 
Based on that ruling,judgment was entered for Kirk on November 15, 2016. Petrus filed 
a timely motion to reconsider on November 28, 2016, but the Court denied that motion without a 
hearing on December 5. 2016. 
On November 29, 2016, while the motion to reconsider was pending, Kirk filed a timely 
request for an award of costs and attorney fees. I le seeks $4,578.72 in costs, nearly all of which 
he contends arc awardable as a matter of right. Under LC. §§ 12-120(3) or 12-121, he seeks 
$144.893. 7'2 in attorney fc~s. 
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On December 13. 2016, Petrus filed a timely objection to the request for attorney fees. ln 
Lhe objection, Petrus expressly consented to an award of the requested costs. (Pis.' Obj. Def. 
Kirk's Mot. Attorney Fees & Costs 11.) Under l.R.C.P. 54(d)(5), doing so constitutes a waiver 
l,fobjections to an award of those costs. The Court construes Petrus's objection to the request 
for attorney fees as the motion lo disallow contemplated by l.R.C.P. 54(d)(5). A hearing on 
Pclrus's motion to disallow was held on February 6, 2017. During the hearing. Petrus conceded 
that Kirk is the prevailing party and reiterated that his requested costs aren't contested. At the 
end of the hearing, the Court stalt:d that the requested costs would be awarded, given the absence 
of objections. Thus. Kirk is awarded $4.578. 72 in costs. The Court took the motion to disallow 
the request for attorney fees under advisement That motion is now ready for decision. 
The Court begins with Kirk's request for attorney foes under LC. § 12-120(3). Under that 
statutt!. "[i)n any civil action to recover on ... [aJ commercial transaction .... the prevailing 
party shall be allowed a reasonable attorney's fee lo be set by the court, to be taxed and collected 
as costs.'' I.C. § 12-120(3) (emphasis added). As the term "shall" denotes, the fee-shifting for 
which section 12-120(3) provides is mandatory. It is triggered if a commercial transaction is 
integral to the claim and the basis on which recovery is sought. E.g .. Carrillo~·. Boise Tire Cn., 
152 Idaho 741,756,274 P.3d 1256. 1271 (2012). The term ''commercial transaction" means "all 
transactions except transactions for personal or household purposes.'' I .C. § 12-120(3 ). "[I In 
order for a tram;action to OI! commercial. each party to the transaction must enter the transaction 
for a commercial purpose." Carrillo, 152 Idaho at 756, :?74 P.3d at 1271 (emphasis added). 
There was no transaction between Kirk and Petrus. Instead, Kirk built a home for 
(kmry, and Oentry sold it to Petrus years later. Those arc the two transactions al issue here. 
Whichever one Kirk contends is the "commercial transaction" that gives rise lo foe-shifting 
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under section 12-120(3) here. his argument fails. As to the first transaction, the evidence doesn't 
support the conclusion that Gentry had a commercial purpose for hiring Kirk to build a home for 
her. To the contrary, the evidence shows that she lived in the home, plainly making the 
transaction one entered into for "personal or household purposes" from her standpoint. As to the 
second transaction, the evidence doesn't support the conclusion that either Gentry or Petrus had a 
commercial purpose. Gentry was selling her personal residence, and Petrus was purchasing a 
vacation property. The evidence doesn't show that Petrus purchased the home primarily for 
rental purposes or primarily to hold as an investment without substantial personal occupancy 
during the holding period. 
Consequently, even though Kirk undoubtedly had a commercial purpose for building the 
home for Gentry, there is no "commercial transaction" that triggers section 12-120(3) here. 
Kirk's request for attorney fees is denied to the extent it is based on section 12-120(3 ). 
The Court now turns to Kirk's request for attorney fees under I.C. § 12-121. Attorney 
lees are awardable to the prevailing party under section 12-121 in an action that was "brought, 
pursued or defended frivolously, unreasonably or without foundation." I.R.C.P. 54(e)(2). 
Whether that is the case is a discretionary determination. E.g., Idaho ,\tlilitary Historical Soc).• v. 
Masfon. 156 ldaho 624, 631-32. 329 P.3d I 072, I 079-80(2014). That determination need not be 
made on wholesale basis; instead, it can be made on a claim-by-claim basis, with attorney lees 
apportioned between frivolous and non-frivolous claims. Id. at 632, 329 P.Jd at 1080. Thus. the 
Coun will individually analyze the three separate claims Petrus asserted against Kirk. 
First is Petrus's short-lived claim for negligent construction, included in the original 
complaint but excluded from. the first amended complaint. Although the record shows that Kirk 
was aware he had been sued for negligent construction, lhat he retained coWlsel. and that he 
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incurred some attorney fees as a result (Mem. Costs & Fees Ex. A), lhe record doesn't show that 
Kirk was ever served with process or ever appeared in the action before the first amended 
complaint was filed. Consequently, even assuming the negligent-construction claim were 
frivolous. because Kirk nt:ver became obligated to respond to it the Court declines, in its 
discretion, to award attorney fees in connection with its brief existence. 
The Court next addresses Petrus's claim that Kirk conspired with Gentry to defraud 
Petrus by agreeing not to build the home in conformity lo applicable building codes and not lo 
divulge the deficiencies to Petrus when Gentry rcsol<l thc home to Petrus years later. As already 
noted. Petrus acceded to the entry of summary judgment against that claim. Petrus has given the 
Court no reason lo believe it was founded on much of anything but conjecture. The idea behind 
it-that a homebuilder and a homebuycr ugrct:d to skirt building codes to keep costs down. so 
that the homebuyer could years later sell the "lemon" of a home to an unsuspecting secondary 
purchaser-borders on preposterous. fraud shouldn't be lightly alleged, in hopes that evidence 
will materialize as the litigation proceeds. But that appears to be what happened here. The 
conspinicy-to-defraud claim was brought and pursued frivolously. unreasonably, and without 
foundation. Fee-shifting under section 12-121 is appropriate with respect to thut claim. 
Thut leaves Petrus's claim for breach of the implied 'vvarranty of habitability. As already 
noted. the Court entered summary judgment against that claim, finding it to be Lime-barred. 
Although Lhl! Court considers its ruling in that regard to follow from a faithful application and a 
careful reading of Tu.w:h Enterprisi:.,· v. Cu/Jin. 113 Idaho 37. 740 P.2d I 022 ( l 987), it is fair to 
say Petrus presented an issue of first impression us to whether contract or tort accrual rules and 
limitations periods apply to a secondary purchaser's claim lbr breach of the implied warranty of 
habitability. Pt:!lrus's position that tort accrual rules and limitations periods apply was decidedly 
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weaker than Kirk's position that contract accrual rules and limitations periods apply, but it 
wasn't frivolous. Kirk advanced several other arguments for summary judgment, including the 
argument that the problems with the home weren't severe enough to implicate the implied 
WatTanty of habitability, but those arguments weren't as strong us his statute-of-limitations 
argument. They therefore don't establish frivolousness. Thus, the Court declines to award 
altorney fees in connection wiLh the implied-warranty claim. 
As a result. the Court will apportion Kirk's attorney foes between Petrus's frivolous 
conspir.icy-to-defraud claim and his other claims and make an award only with respect to the 
former. The Court's aim, in the apportionment process, is arriving at an award of attorney fees 
that approximates the amount by which Kirk's attorney fees were increased as a result of 
Petrus's pursuit of the frivolous conspiracy-to-defraud claim. That approach seems appropriate 
to the Court, given thaL Petrus also pursued a non-frivolous claim and section 12-121 does not 
allow awarding attorney fees with respect to non-frivolous claims. 
Of course, a precise apportionment isn't possible. But after carefully reviewing Kirk's 
itemization of his attorney foes, after reviewing the other pertinent portions of the record, and 
after considering the factors set forth in l.R.C.P. 54(e)(3), the Court has arrived at one that is 
r1:usonablc in its judgment. · fhe Court perceives almost all of the work that was necessary to 
defond against the conspiracy-to-defraud claim to also have been necessary to defend against the 
implied-\vurranty daim. Some independent analysis und briefing was necessary with respect to 
the conspiracy-to-defraud claim. to be sure. and undoubtedly some written discovery requests 
and some deposition questions focused on conspiracy-to-defraud issues. llut most of the work 
pc11ained to both claims indivisibly or to the impfo:d-wurrdllty cluim in particular. In an excrr.ise 
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ofits discretion, the Court apportions $10,000.00 of Kirk's attorney fees to the frivolous 
conspiracy-to-defraud claim. Kirk is awarded attorney tees in that amount. 
The Court considers this apportiorunentjustified for an additional reason. Petrus's 
implied-warranty-claim-the non-frivolous claim-failed based on a statute-of-limitations 
defense that could've been raised much earlier in the course oflitigation and obviated the need to 
litigate that claim any further. Show-stopping defenses that don't require much discovery, like 
the successful statute-of-limitations defense here. should be tested early, before substantially all 
of the attorney foes necessary to get the case trial-ready have been incurred. The Court finds it 
inequitable to make a six-figures award of attorney fees when an early statute-of-limitations 
challenge lo Petrus's plainly stronger claim might have nipped the litigation in the bud by 
leaving Petrus with only a pie-in-the-sky conspiracy-to-defraud claim. 
Accordingly, 
IT IS ORDERED that Petrus's motion to disallow the award of costs and attorney fees 
requested by Kirk is granted in part and denied in part. Kirk is awarded $4,578.72 in costs and 
$ I 0.000.00 in attorney fees. An amended judgment reflecting this award will be entered. Unlke 
the original judgment, the amended judgment won't contain a Rule 54(b) certificate of finality 
because. at this time, no other claims in this action remain to be adjudicated. 
\\.. 
Dated this Jl__ day of February. 20 I 7. 
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